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Preface 
This anthology was composed on the occasion of a conference on “25 Years of 
Socio-Informatics - Where do we come from? Where are we? Where to go from 
here?”, taking place in June 2022 in Siegen, Germany. Its main purpose is to present 
a selection of re-publications of central papers by authors from the International 
Institute for Socio-Informatics (IISI) and the University of Siegen, representing 
milestones of 25 years of research. All re-publications are based on pre-print 
manuscript versions of the authors. The collection is structured in seven chapters, 
covering the main research areas of the research group. New contributions to this 
volume are the introductions to each of these chapters and external comments from 
prominent international scholars at the end of each chapter. Moreover, the first 
chapter was written exclusively for this reader, providing an introduction into 
Socio-Informatics, a respective research program and an overview regarding socio-
informatic research, concepts and methods. There are two versions of this 
anthology: (1) a printed condensed version, that does not contain the re-publications 
in full texts (only their first pages), presenting mainly the new contributions (a 
general introduction, introductions on each of the seven chapters, and 11 opinion 
pieces commenting on our work), and (2) a web-based online-reader presenting all 
materials in full text. The free online version of the anthology can be found on our 
website: https://www.iisi.de/conference/e-reader/  
We would like to thank the international scholars, who followed our invitation and 
wrote opinion pieces discussing our work: Mark Ackerman, Lance Bennett, Alan 
Borning, Geof Bowker, Peter Brödner, Gerhard Fischer, Geraldine Fitzpatrick, 
Sigrid Kannengießer, Kari Kuutti, Anders Morch, and Rob Procter.  
We are also deeply indebted to Dave Randall, Peter Tolmie, Kjeld Schmidt, Ina 
Wagner, Peter Brödner, and Carla Simone who have significantly contributed to 
frame our research results towards international high-end publication venues. 
Over the years all of these senior colleagues became close intellectual fellow 
travellers and good friends. Discussing with them over quite some beers impacted 
our work considerably. 

 
Siegen and Bonn, June 2022 

 
 
Claudia Müller, Thomas Ludwig, Volkmar Pipek, Markus Rohde, Gunnar 
Stevens, and Volker Wulf 
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Socio-Informatics: 
A Practice-Based Research and Design 
Paradigm 

Markus Rohde, Claudia Müller, Thomas Ludwig, Gunnar Stevens, 
Volkmar Pipek, Volker Wulf 

International Institute for Socio-Informatics, Bonn, Germany and University of 
Siegen, Information Systems and New Media, Germany  

Abstract. The paper provides an introduction into Socio-Informatics and an 
overview about socio-informatic research, concepts and methods in the 
understanding of scholars from the University of Siegen and the International 
Institute for Socio-Informatics (IISI). We introduce the field in its historical context 
and provide a definition of Socio-Informatics - an emerging field of design research. 
Institutional and (inter-)disciplinary trajectories of our research tradition are 
presented and relevant conceptual foundations and methodological frameworks are 
described. Moreover, a socio-informatic research program is motivated and 
reflected and potential issues and directions for future research are discussed. The 
contribution is based on and sums up experiences and insights from 25 years of 
socio-informatic research. 
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1 Introduction 

Research ‘paradigms’ do not pop up in a vacuum. They usually develop over time 
and are institutionally embedded and framed by existing scientific discourses in 
reference communities. The development of our research program in Socio-
Informatics happened in the context of such discourses, in critical interaction with 
existing academic communities. It was shaped over time and was inspired and 
influenced by existing literature, theoretical concepts, methodological frameworks 
and a vast number of vivid discussions over many beers and dinners. In the 
following we try to briefly retrace this context and the historical trajectories we 
discern. 

The International Institute for Socio-Informatics (IISI) was founded in 2000 in 
Bonn by an interdisciplinary group of young researchers, somehow considered 
outliers, even outlaws, at the University of Bonn’s rather traditional computer 
science department. Having lost their home in that department, over time, the 
founding actors reestablished themselves in Fraunhofer Institute for Applied 
Information Technology (FhG-FIT) and the University of Siegen’s Department for 
Information Systems. From the beginning, the group was highly interdisciplinary, 
including computer scientists, psychologists, anthropologists, sociologists, and 
economists, with their very heterogeneous competencies. Of course, the personal 
and institutional context heavily impacted and pre-structured our academic world 
view, the selection of research topics, the communities we wished to  engage with, 
and the opportunities to acquire research funding that we sought.  

IISI became a crucial institutional base to start our exploration into making 
computer sciences more relevant towards the solution of problems in the real world, 
up to and including the societal level. We were looking for ways to better 
understand the relationship between societal change, specifically on an interactional 
level, and the design of meaningful IT artefacts together with and in support of 
human actors. Or to frame our research vision in concepts we still had to develop, 
we were interested in design-oriented investigations into the often complex 
interaction between social practices and IT artefacts implemented in their support. 
More ambitiously framed, and at that time not fully articulated, to explore how a 
turn to practice would spell out in the computing field.  

Like in other countries, the academic field of computer science (‘Informatik’) 
had emerged in Germany out of mathematics and electrical engineering 
departments. These intellectual traditions emphasised the formal and technical 
dimensions of the field. Overall, there was understanding of the societal impacts of 
the vastly growing number of IT applications was lacking as was a commitment to 
making their design a legitimate topic of research itself. In the 1990s, the University 
of Bonn’s computer science department was not an ideal place to explore this 
broader landscape.  
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Inside the German computer science community, there was, however, a small 
and rather overlooked group of researchers in a field called ‘Computers & Society’ 
(‘Informatik & Gesellschaft’ (I&G)). From the 1970s, this small community had 
tried to conceptualize the societal impacts of computing and come up with 
recommendations for design.  It also importantly contributed to the beginnings of 
the German discourse in the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) 
(‘Software-Ergonomie’ and ‘Mensch-Maschine Kommunikation’). Normatively, it 
took a critical stance – questioning the societal effects and epistemological 
foundations of the dynamically growing computing field.  

Outside of computer science departments, some variations of research into 
applied computing emerged, as well – the so called ‘Bindestrich-Informatiken’. The 
most important of these applied fields became the Information Systems 
(‘Wirtschaftsinformatik’) community which, when compared to its international 
counterparts, had a very specific German flavour. Its mainstream interest was for 
long time rather oriented towards the modelling and design of applications in 
business domains, unlike the behavioural approaches of its Anglo-Saxon reference 
community. When looking at organizations, Wirtschaftsinformatik strongly 
emphasised the formal dimensions of processes – often overlooking the mundane 
details of organizational work practices. Normatively it, in the main, involved a 
rather management-oriented stance.  

Our group grew up in the normative realm of an already institutionally declining 
‘Informatik & Society (I&G)’ community. We arrived at the notion of Socio-
Informatics (‘Sozio-Informatik’) to position our research perspective against the 
predominant management-oriented tradition of Wirtschaftsinformatik and, 
moreover, aimed to widen the somehow narrow focus on business applications and 
its underlying processes. In this endeavour, we benefitted greatly and contributed 
increasingly to the epistemological and methodological innovations emerging out 
of the European community on Computer Supported Cooperative Work (ECSCW). 
ECSCW suggested that an ethnographically derived understanding of social 
practices ought to be related to the design and evaluation of innovative IT artefacts.  

Elaborating on our research paradigm over time, we sought to developed the 
ECSCW research program by intensifying the interconnectedness of ethnographical 
work and the design of innovative IT artefacts. We suggested that an empirical 
understanding of the relevant social practices ought to become integral part of IT 
design, in which empirical and participatory design elements would interweave 
over a longer period of time culminating in examination of the appropriation of the 
artefact in its context of use (Wulf et al 2011; Rohde et al 2017; Stevens et al. 2018). 
We later extended the concept of design towards planned interventions in a socio-
technical sense. We also opted for an inclusive research agenda looking in detail at 
a broad variety of social practices and their related societal problems and design 
opportunities. Thus, our version of Socio-Informatics was established in an attempt 
to evolve a practice-based and inclusive research perspective.  
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Rohde and Wulf (2011) defined it in the following way,  

 “Socio-Informatics should be seen as a transversal discipline of applied computer science 

which analyzes the design of information and communication technology (ICT artifacts) 

according to its sociotechnical double character. (…) Socio-Informatics (is understood) as a 

sub-discipline of computer science that is systematically dealing with design of ICT artifacts 

with respect to their interaction with the social practices of their users. Here, the design quality 

of ICT artifacts is not only determined by formal, technological criteria, but additionally by the 

quality of their interdependency with the social systems in which they are applied to and whose 

practices they are structuring.” (Rohde/Wulf 2011: 210, translation by the authors)  

Socio-Informatics, therefore, aimed at a fundamental shift in the epistemological 
stance of applied computer science towards practice-based design research. Thus, 
the new approach not only targeted the research subject (designing ICT artifacts in 
support of social practices), but the paradigmatic research logic and design practices 
of the academic discipline as well. It was meant as a critical endeavor to reach a 
more inclusive research perspective in computing, taking the social context of ICT 
design (and) research explicitly and systematically into account. As Randall et al. 
(2018) put it:  

 “Design outcomes are not, in fact, the result of some logical and highly structured process that 

leads inexorably to a “best” solution. They are influenced by the institutional setting, the 

engagement of the different practitioners involved, and, not least, the funding sources for the 

research. The outcome results from negotiations of various asymmetries of power and 

knowledge, and of different sets of values. It is not enough, however, simply to assert that this is 

the case. We arguably need a much more systematic approach to identify exactly how such 

matters ramify in design practice. That way, we will be able to question and develop our research 

and/or design practices.” (Randall et al. 2018: 11)  

Fundamental for this new research perspective was a strict praxeological dedication 
and a consequent orientation to social practices in which ICT artefacts are applied 
and used – and, therefore, to the contexts in which they are inevitably embedded 
(Rohde et al. 2009, Wulf et al. 2015a, Wulf et al. 2018, Müller 2019, Wulf et al. 
2021). In this understanding, Socio-Informatics as practice-oriented design 
research must be seen as an approach that deals with socially embedded technical 
artefacts and focuses on a deeply situated research subject:  

 “As a contribution to practice-based computing, Socio-Informatics investigates into current 

shortcomings of conventional IT design approaches, and proposes alternative venues. While 

conventional criteria for good design in computer science are predominantly based on, formal 

technology-immanent criteria, Socio-Informatics aims at the thorough investigation of the 

relationship between IT artefacts and the social context in which they are used. (…) In this 

regard, practice-based computing and Socio-Informatics make two major points: a) 

qualitative/ethnographic methods may contribute to a holistic understanding of the anticipated 

field of application, and b) the need to understand existing practices and to provide a leverage 
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effect upon their desired further development demands with applied research- and design 

methods.” (Müller 2019: 10f)  

The situated nature of socio-informatics research and the complexity and 
dynamics of social contexts require certain conceptual and methodological shifts in 
ICT design research and lead to programmatic necessities, notably towards an 
interdisciplinary orientation.  

„The application (of ICT artifacts) stimulates social systems, in which they are appropriated, to 

challenge their established practices and to change these. This process is not deterministic and 

cannot (at least not entirely) be anticipated. According to the double character of the design 

object, socio-informatics requires a methodological combination of insights from social science, 

humanities as well as economics and law with design-oriented knowledge to be found 

traditionally in computer science and engineering.“ (Rohde/Wulf 2011: 211, translation by the 

authors)  

This interdisciplinary and strictly practice-oriented design research approach 
obviously requires– and necessarily develops – new methodological concepts, 
procedures and frameworks, such as Grounded Design (Rohde et al. 2017, Stevens 
et al. 2018), Design Case Studies (Wulf et al. 2011, Wulf et al. 2015b), Integrated 
Organization and Technology Development (Wulf and Rohde 1995; Rohde and 
Wulf 1995 and 2018; Rohde 2007), Business Ethnography (Stevens and Nett 2009, 
Boden et al. 2011), End User Development (Lieberman et al. 2006, Wulf et al 2008, 
Ludwig et al., 2017), Praxlabs (Ogonowski et al. 2018, Dickel/Müller 2019), 
Infrastructuring (Pipek and Wulf 2009, Ludwig et al., 2018) and Appropriation 
Studies and Infrastructures (Pipek 2005; Stevens 2009; Stevens et al. 2010, Stevens 
and Pipek 2018).   
To sum up, Socio-Informatics, in this understanding, represents a research 
discipline as a genuinely interdisciplinary sub-discipline of (applied) computer 
sciences,  

 rooted in the discourse contexts of the European community of CSCW 
(ECSCW), the German communities in Informatik & Gesellschaft (I&G) as 
well as Information Systems (WI), 

 that is understood as a design research discipline, 
 with a strict practice-based and sociotechnical perspective on designing ICT 

artifacts for social practices, 
 and a clear critical, self-reflective perspective on the own design practices and 

research activities, 
 providing a new set of methodological design and research concepts. 

Others have used the terminology of Socio- or Social Informatics (e.g., Zweig et 
al. 2014, Kling 2007, Jürgen Friedrich used the label at the University of Bremen 
(without publication)) but moved into only broadly related directions. Standing in 
the tradition of the ECSCW community, we do not claim radical originality. In 
tracing our own pathways, our concern is, however, to show how our understanding 
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of Socio-Informatics that has been developed over the last 25 years by the research 
group of the aforementioned International Institute for Socio-Informatics (IISI) and 
is represented by scholars located at the University of Siegen, Germany (sometimes 
called “Siegen school of Socio-Informatics”).  

In the following we will describe the historical and disciplinary background to 
Socio-Informatics, and its theoretical and methodological foundation and 
achievements.  
 

2 Institutional Trajectories 

Members of IISI belong to academic societies and associations, such as the German 
Gesellschaft für Informatik (GI), the ACM Special Interest Group on Computer-
Human Interaction (ACM SIGCHI), Informatikerinnen für Frieden und 
gesellschaftliche Verantwortung (FiFF) etc. These societies and their conference 
series constitute the broader institutional context which offers opportunities for 
academic publishing, networking and cooperation on a national and international 
level.  

However, existing institutional structures, sometimes, can become too narrow 
for developing new ideas and research programs. Their institutionalized routines 
and regulations can restrain newly emerging research programs and practices. 
When the International Institute for Socio-Informatics (IISI) was founded in 2000, 
it was meant to give scientists with similar interests in socio-informatics research a 
home and to provide an institutional platform for projects and activities that 
transcended the existing institutionalized disciplinary boundaries. One of the first 
research projects we conducted within the IISI dealt with the configuration and 
introduction of a community system for Iranian NGOs (Rohde 2004). So, we 
became one of the first academic institution to position  research in a domain which 
later would be called Information and Communication Technology for 
Development (ICTD).  

We also created an edited series of publications, the International Reports on 
Socio-Informatics (IRSI) which published research papers, workshop proceedings, 
working papers, and project reports.  

Furthermore, IISI was instrumental in building two new academic communities. 
By supporting the first international Conference on Communities and Technologies 
(C&T (2003)) in Amsterdam, we created a bi-annual format of meetings which last 
year saw its 9th reincarnation. It brings together a research community which is 
interested in the role of IT artefacts in fostering the social texture of communities. 
A few years later, we contributed to the establishment of the International 
Symposium on End User Development (IS-EUD) whose first incarnation was held 
in Siegen 2007. This series of events helped create an international community of 
researchers which is interested in the design of tailorable software applications 
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which enable non-professional software developers to modify their applications in 
their context of use.  

IISI members were also involved in the foundation of the European Society for 
Socially Embedded Technology (EUSSET) in 2010. At that point, we believed that 
it was worth the effort to build an institution in support of the distinctive research 
paradigm which had emerged from the European CSCW tradition. Grounding IT 
design in an appropriate understanding of social practices was for quite some time 
contested. At ACM conferences, the practice-based approach to design and 
evaluation remained peripheral. Building EUSSET was important to create an 
institutional base for this type of research. Nowadays, EUSSET is organizing, 
among others, the ECSCW and C&T conference series. It also runs a highly popular 
digital library which makes the proceedings of 30 years of ECSCW publicly 
available in an open access mode (https://dl.eusset.eu/).  
Later on, the existence of EUSSET helped us to influence the research paradigm of 
the leading ACM conferences. Together with our European colleagues, our input 
has made ACM-CSCW and ACM-CHI a more welcoming place for design research 
in practice.  

Building a new research program, we always believed that it would be crucially 
important to contribute and shape the academic and institutional context, in which 
our research activities evolved over the past 25 years. 

For some years we have been working on creating a larger scale research institute 
with institutionalized funding in the domain of Socio-Informatics. Such an institute 
seeks to specifically deal with the digitalization needs of the Siegen region. The 
Siegen region can be characterized as rural but industrialized. Locally 
contextualized designs and findings created in the counties around the University 
of Siegen could be of high importance for other rural (and industrialized) regions 
in Germany, Europe and beyond. 

3  (Inter-)Disciplinary Trajectories 

Socio Informatics can offer a different conception of basic research premises: 
Technology development takes place in close coupling with empirical research 
within interdisciplinary teams. It is often argued that disciplinary silos still restrict 
the real possibilities of interdisciplinarity and our work aims to systematically 
change the boundaries of the disciplines. Inevitably, then, a certain kind of critique 
has become explicit in our work. The Socio-Informatics approach refuses 
disciplinary dominance of any kind. We draw contingently on concepts, theories 
and perspectives to be found in those disciplines but see them as relevant only to 
the extent that they help clarify, examine and assist in the analysis of the ‘problem’ 
and subsequently in assisting us in positioning ourselves with respect to potential 
solutions. We are, in a nutshell, pragmatists. This makes the organisation and 
reflection on the exchange of expert knowledge itself part of the design task, for 
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instance in corresponding approaches in Integrated Organization and Technology 
Development (OTE) (Wulf & Rohde 1995), Metadesign (Fischer 2007) or in the 
concept of Business Ethnography (Stevens & Nett 2007). As mentioned above, not 
only institutional structures are seen as influencing the development of research 
approaches, but also access to scientific discourses, social networking and active 
interaction/exchange with other researchers. Besides the academic publishing 
tradition, these discourses and interactions usually take place at the venues of 
national and international conferences. These disciplinary and multi-disciplinary 
event infrastructures have impacted the development of the socio-informatics 
research program substantially. Our approach could not have been solidified and 
elaborated in the way they are without the inspiration from  the (critical) discourses 
that were fostered at various  conferences and scientific events.  

Most of the founding members of Socio-Informatics have participated in 
conference series in the disciplinary fields of Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work (CSCW) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) for many years.  

The body of knowledge and presented studies in CSCW (conference series like 
CSCW, ECSCW, GROUP, COOP or the Journal of Collaborative Computing and 
Work Practices – JCSCW) helped us in significant ways to understand basic 
concepts of collaborative computing, showed us the relevance of practice and 
sharpened our perception of the situated character of social practices and their 
technological support. Moreover, we learned a lot with regard to ethnographic 
research methods, action research and participatory design (esp. the Scandinavian 
tradition of Participatory Design). 
Studies in Human-Computer Interaction (e.g., the national/German Mensch-
Maschine-Kommunikation (MMK), the international conference series HCI, 
mobileHCI and – most important – ACM-CHI, the International Journal of Human 
Computer Interation, ACM Transactions on Computer Human Interaction (ToCHI), 
International Journal of Human-Computer Studies (IJHCS), Interacting with 
Computers (IwC), and Behavior an Information Technology (BIT) influenced  us 
through debates about basic principles about usability and user experience design 
and brought approaches on user-centered computing to our agenda (e.g., 
Ogonowski 2018). 

Discourses in the field of Information Systems (national/German conference on 
Wirtschaftsinformatik, international conference series ECIS, ICIS, the various 
journals) triggered our reflection on design sciences and related research 
methodologies and inspired the elaboration of our Grounded Design approach 
(Rohde et al. 2017, Stevens et al. 2018) and our core methodological concept of 
Design Case Studies (Wulf et al. 2011, Wulf et al. 2015b). 

Given the heterogeneity of socio-informatics research topics and the diverse 
social practices addressed, our group attended many other conferences and events 
as well, e.g., on collaborative learning, community computing, pervasive and 
ubiquitous computing, participatory design, health, mobility, aging society, ICT4D 
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(for development), crisis management, social media, and many more. But the 
aforementioned (multi-)disciplinary conference strands and series represent the 
major influences on our development.  

4 Conceptual Foundations 

Over time, we have developed concepts which allowed us to speak, from a design 
perspective, about the enactment of IT artefacts in everyday life or what is 
sometimes called the 'real world'1 (Wulf et al 2015). To position the nature of our 
research, we have developed a design-oriented conception of social practice and 
developed the characterization of 'practice-based' for our design work. 

Normatively, we were always devoted to work on and with the ordinary human 
actors who actually use technologies and the implications of technology-use on 
their quality of life. So, our design work needed to go beyond any theory-driven or 
managerially-induced abstraction of people’s work or life. It us required to 
understand the often mundane aspects of work or life in depth. Abstractions such 
as organizational charts, process definitions, or theoretical concepts have to be 
supplemented with an investigation and understanding of the actual conditions of 
work and life. We believed that only such an understanding would enable us to 
define the quality of IT-design by evaluating the appropriation of the newly 
designed artefacts in the actors’ everyday life, or in the terminology used here, in 
social practice.  

From its origins, the practice term prevailed in the non-positivist tradition of (E) 
CSCW to depict the complex nature of mundane work settings. In the context of 
our interdisciplinary endeavours, Suchman and Trigg (1986) and Schmidt and 
Bannon (1992) have drawn on existing insights from humanistic psychology, 
cognitive ergonomics, ethnomethodology, Wittgensteinian philosophy to 
foreground the practice term in their foundational work on CSCW – associating it 
with an empirical research program to understand the largely unarticulated details 
of cooperative work. Following this line of thoughts, we argued that CSCW has 
brought the concept of practice to the broader field of computing:  
 “CSCW was the first research community in applied computer science which 
stressed the importance of an in-depth understanding of practices when designing 
ICT artefacts. From our point of view, this is the key achievement of the research 
field.” (Wulf et al 2011, p. 505) 

Schmidt (2018a) elaborated on a design-oriented use of the concept of practice:  

 “In CSCW, the concept of ‘practice’ is used, first of all, to be able to address and focus on the 

actual activities as unfolding contingently in the settings in which collaboration technologies 

may be used, in contrast to the ideal or average conditions typically presumed by engineers and 

 
1 Speaking about the ‚real world‘ is, of course, a contradiction in itself taken from a epistemological perspective 

of non-positivist thinking. 
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managers. … Related to this, the concept is used in opposition to design paradigms in which new 

technologies are developed in laboratories, based on the experiences and predilections of the 

engineers and designers themselves. In the same vein, it is also used in opposition to an 

approach, prevalent in HCI, which is committed to base new technologies on models of 

(presumptively generic) human behavior derived from theories imported from cognitive or social 

psychology, from social linguistics, or from small-group sociology …” (p. 51).  

In parallel, the concept of social practice has been reinvigorated in the social 
sciences, for instance in the work of Bourdieu (1980), Giddens (1984), Garfinkel 
(1967, 2006), Latour and Nicolini (2013). These authors attempted, in different 
ways, to integrate different (and contentious) strands of social scientific thinking 
and, in turn, led to explorations on topics such as materiality, agency, history, and 
emergence. Specifically from the perspective of our own group, Garfinkel’s  (1967, 
2006) explorations have been highly influential in grounding the non-positivist 
CSCW tradition. While different authors associated with the group understand 
social practice in a rather heterogeneous manner, Wulf et al. (2011) draw on 
Reckwitz’s (2002 and 2003) definition of social practice. Following his line of 
thinking, the concept of social practice could be positioned in the following manner:  

 “Practices are understood as the smallest unit in the analysis of social phenomena. A practice 

is to be a mainly routinized pattern of human action which is not only encompassed by mental 

and physical forms of activity but that is also greatly imprinted by objects, especially by tools, 

media, and their usage. A practice is grounded in background knowledge that is both not entirely 

explicit and containing emotional as well as motivational elements. Practices, therefore, 

represent collective patterns of interaction that are reproduced in specific contexts. While the 

collective patterns of interaction are routinized, the concrete action is situated context-

specifically and may deviate from them. The reproduction of practices within a social aggregate 

goes along with a related perception of the world, common language usage and shared identities. 

Human actors are typically engaged in various practices.” (Wulf et al. 2011, p. 506).     

In this definition again, the potential differences between routines and their 
reproduction in situated action are emphasized.  
Schmidt (2018) has criticized the practice theoretical school of thinking in the social 
sciences for conceptualizing practice in an abstract and not empirically founded 
manner, and therefore, he questions the relevancy of practice theories to ground IT 
design. What is at stake here, of course, is not whether theoretical analyses of 
practice are valid or not, but whether, for our purposes, they are useful. We 
subscribe to Herbert Blumer’s (1954) view that concepts can be ‘illuminating’ or 
‘sensitising’, pointing us usefully towards ‘things to think about’. Kuutti (2022, in 
this volume) refers to this debate and concludes in the following manner: 
“Thus the practice approach in IT disciplines is not and should not be "applied 
social science", but an approach of its own, still "in the making" and finding and 
defining its own ground and own interpretation of the practice concept.” 
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The discussion shows that the final conceptualization of the term ‘social practice’ 
in the context of ‘practice-based’ (IT-)design is still in the making. From a Socio-
Informatics perspective, we would suggest that it contained the following 
definitorical elements: 

‐ Looking at everyday activities and collective patterns of interaction devoted 
towards an understanding of mundane, real world phenomena in all their 
situated complexities and the opportunities to support them in terms of 
design. 

‐ Artefacts, formalisms, and routines which are part of and interfere with 
these collective patterns of interaction are to be understood in a scaffolding 
and rather not in a prescripting manner. 

‐ Understanding these everyday activities and collective patterns of 
interaction as ordered and stable, but at the same time in a continuous 
process of remaking. There is a specific sensitivity for investigations into 
the difference between routinized stability and situated action. Specifically, 
there is a focus of analysis on how the appropriation of IT artefacts is 
contributing to the remaking of practices. 

‐ An analysis of social practice is always taking a transformative perspective, 
in the sense of directing itself towards problem areas and potentials for 
development. 

‐ An analysis of social practices thrives to enable ways to develop existing 
practices together with the participants. It sees itself as part of the 
intervowen activities of understanding and designing. 
 

By suggesting the framework of Grounded Design, we have elaborated on the 
methodological implications of the practice term in Socio-Informatics (see section 
5). At the core of our research, we were interested in conceptualizing the design and 
use of IT artefacts and infrastructures in practice. We developed the concept of 
infrastructuring to argue that the design and use of artefacts are interwoven and 
enduringly creative activities.  

While some researchers applied the terminology of infrastructure in information 
systems in a rather techno-centric manner (Dourish 1999; Edwards et al. 2010), 
others outline the social aspects of an infrastructure, demonstrating that users 
inevitably reshape a new infrastructure during use, and should therefore also be 
considered as ‘designers’.  

Over time, the concept of infrastructure has started to be understood in terms of 
the socio-technical dependencies it is operating in, as well as the ones it is 
producing, with a focus on the social processes that make a network of devices an 
infrastructure. In this regard, Star and Bowker (2002) have discussed the interplay 
between the ‘global’ establishment of available technologies and the development 
of ‘local’ use practices, alongside a focus on the dependencies between different 
layers of infrastructures. It was the title ‘How to infrastructure’ that particularly 
served to inspire a new discourse that studies the actors and activities that ‘do’ the 
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infrastructuring. This discourse now also seeks to advise actors involved in an 
infrastructuring effort to engage consciously in the process (Karasti et al. 2018).  

When considering work-related information systems as infrastructures, Pipek 
and Wulf (2009) drew on infrastructural properties such as interconnectedness, 
complexity, layered architectures, standardization, as well as (in-)visibility in use. 
They introduced the term ‘work infrastructure’ to highlight the role of an 
infrastructure in supporting a specific practice or achieving acknowledged goals. 
The dependency between an infrastructure and its users is not especially defined by 
the sheer “spatial and temporal reach or scope” that allows it to offer a service. 
Instead, it develops to the extent that a practice becomes dependent on it, be it by 
developing routines using the functional components and services of the 
infrastructure, or be it by ‘forgetting’ alternative ways of doing. Additionally, it 
does not necessarily cover only technological systems, but – in accordance with 
Star and Ruhleder (1996) – also the “entirety of devices, tools, technologies, 
standards, conventions, and protocols on which the individual worker or the 
collective rely to carry out the tasks and achieve the goals assigned” (Pipek and 
Wulf 2009).  

Following Star and Ruhleder`s (1996) idea of treating designed systems not as 
fixed products, but rather as ongoing infrastructures with emerging ‘local’ socio-
technical processes, Pipek and Wulf (2009) understand the reshaping of a work 
infrastructure and the practice of “re-conceptualizing one’s own work in the context 
of existing, potential, or envisioned IT tools” as infrastructuring. As Björgvinsson 
et al. (2010) stated: “Infrastructuring can be seen as an ongoing process and should 
not be seen as being delimited to a design project phase in the development of a 
free-standing system. Infrastructuring entangles and intertwines potentially 
controversial ‘a priori infrastructure activities’ (like selection, design, development, 
deployment, and enactment), with ‘everyday design activities in actual use’ (like 
mediation, interpretation and articulation), as well as ‘design in use’ (like 
adaptation, appropriation, tailoring, re-design and maintenance) (Karasti and Baker 
2004; Pipek and Wulf 2009; Twidale and Floyd 2008). Here, the practitioner’s 
angle is reflected by not taking the successfully designed technology product as the 
methodological end point, but instead the successful establishment of its usage in 
practice.  

One of the major characteristics of infrastructuring as a technology development 
methodology is the “Point of Infrastructur(ing)” (PoI), which is the moment at 
which a (group of) practitioner(s) understand(s) that the current use of a 
technological infrastructure needs to be reconsidered (Pipek and Wulf 2009).  

By applying the perspective of Infrastructuring, we widen the notion of design 
so as to encompass potentially heterogeneous (and long term) shifts in use. Based 
on the initial PoI, there is a period of in-situ design, consisting of activities of 
technology configuration, tailoring, and the development of conventions. In the 
‘last mile’ of technology development (for a specific work practice) activities will 
be mainly performed by (not necessarily technologically skilled) practitioners until 
finally the point has been reached in which a new technology usage has been 
successfully established. Here, the appropriation of an infrastructure becomes a part 
of designing and using it. Concepts relating to the analysis and design of support 
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for ‘infrastructuring activities’ can be seen to complement other user-oriented, user-
centered or participatory design methodologies (e.g. Sadar and Chyon 2011), where 
practice-driven approaches focus radically on evolving use. In this case it is not the 
completed technological artifact that is the focal point of design (Karasti and 
Syrjänen 2004).  

Even before developing infrastructuring as a holistic model to understand design 
and use in practice, we had elaborated on the usage of ICT. The concept of 
appropriation framed the usage of ICT artefacts as a creative, mostly cooperative, 
and open-ended activity which had to be understood as a discontinuous but long-
term learning endeavor in practice. The discontinuity referred to the moments in 
which creative insights let to a change in the pattern of usage (see above: the points 
of infrastructuring).  

We framed the concept, ‘appropriation’ to describe and analyse the learning 
process which made (potential) users understand the use a new function which 
supports, and in doing so, often even changes their social practices. Volkmar Pipek 
(2005) and Gunnar Stevens (2009) elaborated in their PhD thesis upon the mostly 
collaborative and situated nature of appropriation. They grounded the concept of 
appropriation in the cultural–historical tradition going back to Georg Wilhelm 
Friedrich Hegel, Karl Marx, and Alexei N. Leontiev as well as de Certeau’s post-
structuralist thinking (Stevens and Pipek 2018).  

Appropriation and Infrastructuring studies the same phenomena – the work to 
make things work – but from different angles. While one focuses on the infra-
structural aspects of this work, the other studies this kind of work with regard to the 
inner-structure of the local context. Within the process of appropriating arte-facts 
typically the subject (e.g. learning ways of doing), the object (e.g. tailoring and 
configuring the artefact appropriately), as well as the context (e.g. organizing 
cooperative work differently with the artefact) will be changed. 

Understanding the appropriation of (ICT) artefacts is, first of all, an empirical 
research program which still offers considerable potential. Appropriation is a 
creative but discontinuously structured activity (‘design in use’) which happens 
while introducing the artefact or later on at an unpredictable point in time (‘point of 
infrastructure’). Understanding appropriation, therefore, requires a long-term 
research engagement. Action-orientation can make the support of appropriation an 
element of its research strategy.  

Following the design-orientation inherent in our thinking, we also developed 
technical features which would support users in appropriating ICT artefacts (Pipek 
2005 and Stevens 2009). Stevens (2009) suggested building communication 
channels into the interfaces of ICT artefacts to allow the community of users to 
share their experiences in learning about the way certain functions of the ICT 
artefact would make sense in practice. Similar built-in channels could encourage 
discussions between the users and the software developers of the artefact. The 
developers could also benefit from the discussions conducted within the community 
of users.  

The concept of appropriation also opens our eyes to questions of how inclusion 
and participation for disadvantaged groups in society can be supported in the long 
term with the help of ICT. The question of how successful methods of appropriation 
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support can be discovered thus must also be addressed at a very early stage, when 
first contact is made with research partners. A big challenge is particularly in 
involving people who are "hard-to-reach", the non-digitally affine or experienced 
target groups. Support for appropriation thus entails opening up learning spaces and 
motivational elements to get to grips with new media. Our considerations are 
therefore particularly focused on the question: what are suitable methods of initial 
"access to the field"? In addition to intensive cooperation with local gatekeepers, 
these include methods that initially demonstrate off-the-shelf technology on a broad 
scale and make it discussable. In Struzek et al. (2019), we worked with the public 
use of simple ICT products, such as a church camera or an ICT installation in a 
doctor's office, to achieve this goal, and to engage older villagers in a joint design 
project. Approaching demonstrations of existing everyday technologies help open 
up spaces for ICT adoption and foster motivation and interest in potential ICT use 
by those inexperienced in technology. Methods and approaches of designing 
learning and imaginative spaces in the context of multi-year participatory projects 
with marginalized target groups , has been continuously developed by us (Müller et 
al. 2012, Hornung et al. 2015, Hornung et al. 2017, Cerna & Müller 2022, Paluch 
& Müller 2022, Weibert et al. 2017) in work in rural areas, with people with 
dementia and their relatives, in different life settings of older people (at home and 
in inpatient settings), and with people with migration histories. Inclusion and lasting 
opportunities for participation in the digitally supported world also mean that social 
support and exchange are always necessary for lasting ICT use. We have described 
this with the concept of " situated scaffolding", which refers to the necessity and 
meaningfulness of planning local inclusion, participation and health projects in the 
long term with local transfer partners and thinking about sustainability perspectives 
after the end of the project at an early stage (Cerna & Müller 2022). 

Originally, we developed the concept of appropriation and appropriation support 
with regard to the design in use of ICT artefacts. Later on, with the wide availability 
of sensing devices, we also became interested in the appropriation of physical 
artefacts, such as 3D-printers or machine tools, and how to support their 
appropriation by technical means. The design approaches were based on projections 
combined with the tracking of physical movements as well as augmented reality 
tools.  

Appropriation is a crucially important activity in making use of all artefacts. It is 
typically a collaborative activity, primarily entailing knowledge sharing which is 
enabled by actors of different capabilities such as ordinary users, expert users, 
mediators, and support stuff. However, it is restricted and shaped by the extent of 
the technical flexibility an artefact offers. Users appropriating an artefact can 
explore a wider range of opportunities in developing their practices in case of a 
given technical flexibility. At the same time, a wider range of technical flexibility 
makes appropriation activities and their support more important. The exploitation 
of technical flexibility is highly related to the collaborative activities of 
appropriation work.   

Technical flexibility allows the adaptation of ICT artefacts in use. It is, on the 
one hand, distinct from interpretative flexibility which allow one to develop new 
patterns of use without modifying the artefact. It can, on the other hand, be 
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distinguished from software development which modifies the artefact as well but 
typically cannot be carried out during the runtime of an application. However, 
technical flexibility is created as a part of software development activities. It may 
increase the durability of a certain version of a technical artefact in its context of 
use. Therefore, we have suggested making the design of technical flexibility an 
activity in evolutionary and participatory approaches to software engineering (Wulf 
and Rohde 1995a,b). We also believe that an expression of technical flexibility are 
features which support the removal of an existing artefact and its replacement by a 
new one. Such features enhance opportunities for appropriation work, as well (Wulf 
1999).  

Conceptualizing (and designing) technical flexibility of ICT artefacts is a long 
standing research agenda in our group (see sections ‘End User Development’ and 
‘Conceptual Foundations’ in this volume).  

Later on, we studied the appropriation of technologies in political and even armed 
conflicts. The concept of appropriation helped us to understand how adversarial 
actors developed their technology supported practices in a mutual dependent 
manner. When we investigated conflicts such as the civil war in Colombia (de 
Castro Leal et al. 2019), the Donbas conflict (Shklovski and Wulf 2018), or 
opposition movements in Iran (Wulf et al. 2022; Grinko et al. 2022), 
infrastructuring and the appropriation of technological infrastructures played a 
major role on both sides of the conflict line. In de Castro Leal et al. (2019), we 
referred to activities of the Colombian army against the FARC guerilla as building 
an ‘attritional infrastructure’. The army assembled and appropriated mainly US-
delivered technologies to surveille, control, and destruct the guerilla. The FARC 
guerrilleros learned to protect themselves against the high-tech attacks of the army 
though they did not, at least in the beginning, fully understood their technological 
base. The concept of “counter-appropriation” describes this learning process: “how, 
in asymmetrical conflict, one side is forced to adapt their behavior to the use of 
attritional technology by the other side, while the exact functioning of the 
technology remains opaque” (de Castro Leal 2019). In contrast to simple 
appropriation, counter-appropriation is therefore a reaction to the establishment of 
an attritional infrastructure.  

We further elaborated on the concept of counter-appropriation and attritional 
infrastructure when investigating the Iranian security apparatus’ surveillance and 
blockage of the non-national parts of the internet and the counter reaction of the 
civil society. While authorities are using ICT and social media to establish an 
attritional infrastructure in response to political protest, citizens are finding ways to 
circumvent the restrictions in access to information and social media (Wulf et al. 
2022, Grinko et al 2022).  

5 Methodological Framework(s) 

Socio-Informatics research is always directed towards impacting the ‘real world’ - 
in a manner which understands and respects the given social practices and involves 
local stakeholders. So, our research approaches could be characterized as carefully 
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designed interventions which explore opportunities for change at the intersection of 
new technologies and evolving societal needs (cf. Krüger 2022).  

Interventions in the ‘real world’ are typically conducted in a participatory 
manner together with the local actors. They are structured around (a) building a 
mutual understanding of the given social practices and (b) designing, tailoring and 
supporting the appropriation of a suitable IT artefact. The extent to which the 
development of social practices is envisioned upfront, varies in the different 
frameworks and their instantiations in practice.  

Since our work is deeply grounded in social practice and conducted together with 
local practitioners, reflective elements in the research program are desirable. We 
have suggested meta research as an activity to understand, analyze and devel-op our 
research practices. These activities are also helpful to design ICT artefacts in 
support of our research program (Randall et al. 2018). 

When we started our design work in practice, we were influenced by construc-
tivist thinking in the Computer & Society (I&G) community (Floyd 1992 and 1996 
and Paetau 1991 and 2013). Floyd and Paetau drew on system theory, spe-cifically 
the constructivist ideas of second order cybernetics. Such an understand-ing has far 
reaching implications for the design, introduction, and use of IT-artefacts. If the 
appropriation of IT artefacts could not be anticipated, technical flexibility, an 
evolutionary understanding of software development, and participation are required 
(Wulf 1999). Assuming that the quality of ICT design could only be evaluated in 
social practice, we developed a research paradigm of a close coupling between 
empirical and design-oriented work. We explored the close coupling in long-term 
design engagements (Pipek and Wulf 1999; Hinrichs et al. 2005; Reichling and 
Wulf 2009). From this stance, we have developed different conceptual frameworks 
over time, each with a different focus.  

To ground design empirically, for instance, we came up with the concept of 
Design Case Studies (Wulf et al. 2011 and 2015b). We stress that design should be 
based on an understanding of the everyday activities. Therefore, Design Case 
Studies recommend conducting an ethnographical context study. In addition, as the 
design does not determine the using in a mechanistic way, Design Case Stud-ies 
stress that design research should also cover appropriation studies. So overall, 
Design Case Studies are characterized by three types of activities: context studies, 
design studies, and appropriation studies.  

Design Case Studies take place in a very particular setting and interventions are 
based on very specifically designed artefacts. So, the question arises how to make 
these highly context specific insights relevant for other cases of design and 
appropriation. To make these highly context-specific activities and their insights 
relevant to other cases, for a detailed and broad documentation of the particulari-
ties of the different design case studies – beyond the mere publication of academ-
ic papers. The documentation covers the results of empirical studies, participatory 
design activities, and the implementation, tailoring, and rollout of the resulting 
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artefact and its appropriation over a longer period of time. We suggested building 
up a repository of multifaced documentation, we called ‘ePortfolio’ (Li et al. 2021).  

We argue that well documented design case studies allow for comparative 
analysis and design-oriented concept building. We referred to Herbert Blumer’s 
work on sensitizing concepts to emphasis on design relevant phenomena which can 
be found across different case studies (Wulf et al. 2015b). These cross-cutting 
themes can deal with different elements of the design process, namely as "analyti-
cal concepts" (for a better understanding of social practice), as "design-oriented 
concepts" (to document design questions, challenges, and principles) or as "meth-
odological concepts" (which record overarching methodological aspects). The 
ePortfolio should enable the linkage between sensitizing concepts and the data they 
are grounded in.  

The concept of Grounded Design is more influenced by the discourse of Design 
Through Research and Critical Design. As noted, the design does not mechanically 
determine future practice. The same is true in reverse. Design not mechanically 
determined by current practice. Grounded Design draw on this insight. Instead of 
arguing that context studies, design studies, and appropriation studies must carry 
out in a strict chronological order, Grounded Design stresses that all activities have 
their own regularities and temporal rhythm. As all activities are import design 
researchers, all of them must keep in mind and have to be aligned in an artful 
manner. 

Grounded Design is a comparative research framework which allows us to 
structure the individual engagements, make their insights more accessible, and keep 
the research practices self-reflective (Rohde et al. 2017; Stevens et al. 2018). The 
aim of Grounded Design is to offer guidance in how to conduct individual design 
case studies, how to document them, how to preserve and share comparatively 
gained insights, how to make the engagement in practice sustainable, and how to 
conduct meta research (Rohde et al. 2017; Stevens et al 2018; Randall et al. 2018). 
Grounded Design builds on a practice-based and constructivist paradigm, seeking 
to study emerging and evolving practices of use over longer periods of time after 
new IT artefacts have been designed and introduced. In that sense, Grounded 
Design suggests a praxeological turn in the field of computing.  

The third methodological framework, we developed, was Integrated Organiza-
tion and Technological Development (OTD). While Desgin Case Study and 
Grounded Design is very much focused on understanding the quality of ICT de-
sign in social practice, OTD addresses explicitly organizational development in the 
context of the design, tailoring, and introduction of ICT artefacts. OTD tackles 
problems in organizational practice to which the appropriation of properly de-
signed ICT artefacts could be an element in the solution space. The framework 
suggests that the design of new ICT functionality and the tailoring of existing ones 
should be conducted in association with attention to activities of organizational and 
personal development (Wulf and Rohde 1995a,b). OTD is defined as  
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"the process of change of an organization in which an organization and technology are designed 

and developed in a task- and needs-oriented fashion by the members affected through integrated 

means: the organization members affected con-sider the existing problems, search and evaluate 

the problems’ causes, and negotiate a process of problem solving. OTD only takes place if the 

members affected are willing and able to define contents and course of the OTD-process, and 

are immediately taking part. (...)" (Hartmann 1994, 311, translation by the authors).  

The OTD-process is characterized by a parallel development of workplace, the 
organizational and technical systems, the management of (existing) conflicts by 
discursive and negotiative means, and the immediate participation of the organiza-
tion members affected (cf. Hartmann and Rohde 1993). OTD is based on the as-
sumption that there exist several ways of designing organizational structures and 
processes instead of "the one-best-way". So, the division of labour, the distribution 
of tasks among different organizational subunits, the specific design of work-flows, 
individual degrees of freedom, the role and conditions of ICT use in the work 
process, and the design of technical support are to be negotiated in a participative 
manner.  

While the early OTD concept focused on the “work system” (e.g. human work 
design, workplace studies etc.) as the central development task, Rohde (2007) 
analyzed five longitudinal case studies - applying the framework to different or-
ganizational settings over one decade - and pointed out that groupware support 
would be probably not be limited to work systems but can focus on (collaborative) 
learning systems and community-building as well. Furthermore, Rohde (2007) 
came up with some reformulation, esp. with regard to some theoretical limitations 
of the original OTD model. The empirical insights showed some indication of 
relevant socio-cultural processes which had not been considered in the original 
OTD framework. This was elaborated especially with regard to the design and 
introduction of groupware applications for informal and virtual (respectively hy-
brid) organizations, (social) networks, and communities.  

To explore ICT-inspired opportunities for social developments beyond the du-
ration of individual design case studies or an OTD engagement, it can be helpful to 
build lasting relationships with practitioners and local institutions. We have coined 
these infrastructurally supported environments PraxLabs (Ogonowski et al. 2018). 
Inspired by the concept of Living Labs, PraxLabs are social settings which allow 
the conduct of design research inspired by the Grounded Design or OTD 
frameworks. We have built different PraxLabs in the region around our university, 
for instance one with families in the domain of entertainment computing (Ogo-
nowski et al. 2013) and others with elderly households in the domain of computer-
supported sports and fall prevention (Vaziri et al. 2016). We are currently working 
towards a situation where the counties around the University of Siegen understand 
themselves to be a model region in exploring opportunities for digitalization in a 
rural and industrialized context. 
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PraxLabs are inter- and transdisciplinary social spaces of co-learning, where 
people from various backgrounds meet on a regular basis to mutually learn from 
their respective experiences and co-create new solutions for commonly understood 
problems (Riva-Mossman et al. 2016). The ultimate goal is to create technological 
interventions and artefacts that correspond to the already existing organizational 
and community structures, (human) resources, and practices.  

Qualitative and participatory research components bring the central actors and 
their living and working contexts into focus. All stakeholder groups are both, co-
producers of knowledge as a basis to further develop innovative socio-technical 
infrastructures. Likewise, they also will be receivers of knowledge, processes, and 
measures which are to be coproduced, discussed and evaluated in an iterative, long-
term and practice-based approach.  

PraxLabs are environments for reflecting on the inter- and transdisciplinary work 
between actor groups from research and stakeholders in the particular field, such as 
organisations, civil society, technology developers, and industrial partners and for 
stimulating exchange of research results and knowledge. Furthermore, the PraxLabs 
may serve as demonstration environments for manifold technological solutions 
which allow to gain interest from associations and political actors in the project 
early on and to adjust sustainable transfer and dissemination measures.  

The PraxLabs are the research environment that enable a long-term and multi-
stakeholder-based understanding of socio-digital innovations and infrastructures, 
which often are to be developed as proof-of-concept as well as fully-functioning 
prototypes.   

Within the PraxLabs, end-user participation is constitutional in all phases of the 
development: from the beginning in order to find and define requirements, reflect 
on early alpha versions, improve usability and meaningfulness of solutions to end-
users, test in practice and provide continuous feedback during use (Ogonowski et 
al. 2018).  
The PraxLabs framework contains four main spaces that constitute open 
innovation research activities (Ogonowski et al. 2018): 
1.) “The user space is the physical regional network of people collaborating which evolves during 

the research process and which holds a central database during the recruiting process of 
possible participants. IT provides different established communication tools and materials to 
structure communication processes in the cross-regional Living Lab activities.  

2.) The creative space comprises physical locations and resources, such as technical equipment, 
and material for stakeholder interactions. Such spaces may be associated with academic, 
clinical and company-based facilities or with other participating local associations, in form of 
meeting rooms for participants and researchers for joint workshops.  

3.) The methodological space offers a set of qualitative empirical as well as participatory methods. 
The entire design process is covered by a methods toolbox providing selected methods for each 
process step. 

4.) Finally, the management space covers experiences and best practices in the coordination of 
stakeholders and case studies. It also comprises reflective and analytical elements in regard to 
documenting strategies and activities deployed that fostered motivation and interest in the 
different stakeholder groups for their participation in the joint project. Additionally, the 
management space encompasses the development and use of strategies for supporting 
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interdisciplinary collaboration with possible differentiating epistemological standpoints. E.g. 
the role of a mediator might be considered for bridging gaps between stakeholder groups, 
„translating“ information in a way that keeps processes flowing and for conflict management.”  

Since the 2010s, we got increasingly interested in understanding political 
practices in the Middle East and Northern Africa (MENA) region. Our research 
started in Sidi Bouzid, the cradle of the Arab Spring in Tunisia. Our research tried 
to understand political practices - and specifically the role of social media therein. 
The academic discourse on the phenomenon of the Arab Spring was characterized 
by sometimes over-stated arguments about the determining role of social media 
(Lotan et al. 2011; Starbird and Palen 2012). Coming from a practice perspective, 
we suggested conducting 'on the ground' studies to complement findings based on 
an analysis of content from social media platforms - mostly from Twitter. These 
ethnographic studies require us to be at or near the place of the political turmoil and 
to acquire the trust of, and get access to, local actors. These studies are 
methodologically difficult and sometimes dangerous to conduct. However, they are 
crucially important for understanding local political conditions and the role of social 
media therein:  

“Following the results of our investigation, there are at least three reasons why ‘on the 
ground’-studies are required: 
(1) They can relate social media usage to a broader understanding of the actors’ political and 
social positions and practices, such as the motivational factors that illustrate their 
participation in discussions, demonstrations, or their engagement in political parties and trade 
unions. 
(2) They allow understanding of how the usage of particular social media applications works 
as part of the (collective) information and communication ecology of citizens and political 
activists. This way it is possible to investigate how people perceive certain information 
(received via different applications), how actors switch among different social media 
applications, how they transfer data to tools for individual communication, and how they try to 
reach mass media. 
(3) They may allow understanding (aspects of) secretive media usages that would typically not 
be found by traditional on-line data collection methods. Thus, the use of anonymous accounts, 
proxy servers, differing public and private Facebook settings, and so on, is largely invisible to 
online investigation. Investigations into usage data of social media applications can uncover 
interesting pattern of appropriation.” (Wulf et al. 2013b, p. 1417). 

We started our 'on the ground' research in Tunisia but expanded it to Palestine 
(Wulf et al. 2013a,b, Aal et al. 2015; Yerousis et al. 2015); the Syrian civil war 
(Rohde et al. 2016; Wulf et al. 2017); the political divides in Republica Sebska 
(Tadic et al. 2016); the Donbas Conflict (Shklovski and Wulf 2018), and political 
conditions in Iran (Wulf et al. 2022; Grinko et al. 2022). This way we have started 
to collect a rather unique set of empirical findings in a set of different political, 
specifically activist's practices.  

We are now moving from mainly empirical studies also into a design mode. In 
a village in the Maroccan High Atlas mountains, we explore how media spaces 
would impact local publics (Aal et al. 2018; Rüller et al. 2022). Boris Tadic has 
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designed a tool which makes political activists aware of the specific dangers of 
online surveillance against them (Tadic et al. 2022).  

So, while 'on-the-ground' studies offered different empirical insights into the 
social practices, they now lead to design-oriented activities to strengthen political 
publics. 

6 Research Program 

Looking at the over 25 Years of history of Socio-Informatics – and aspiring to an 
outlook over the 25 Years to come -, needs some understanding of the overall Socio-
Informatics research program: What are the driving forces, what are the general 
objectives and guiding principles? What are the central characteristics that 
discriminate this discipline from other approaches – the differences that make a 
difference? 

The core understanding, underlying all our research activities, is the definition 
of Socio-Informatics as a design science. We do not only strive to understand the 
world or analyze user practices with regard to ICT artefacts, but we want to add 
something to the world, to design ar tefacts and/or develop socio-technical 
solutions. However, our work should not be seen as the design (of artefacts) tout 
court. Rather, such design moves are predicated on the need to find appropriate 
solutions and provide support for social practices instead. This should be seen as 
our main objective. This defines a clear interventionist perspective: We want to 
change something – much like Marx, we see the task as changing the world rather 
than merely understanding the world. But – maybe different from Marx – we do not 
strive to change the whole world or the economic structures of whole societies, but 
we aim at smaller changes, often local, highly contextualized, 
empirically/ethnographically informed and participatory designed changes of social 
practices by careful interventions (Krüger 2022). 

This leads to the question(s), what to change and why? What shall we design and 
add to this world and why should we do it? What is the intention behind such 
moves? The closest answer to the last question is a normative one: We want to make 
the world a better place, help people to improve their practices, to find solutions for 
existing problems, spell out potential, and to support their quality of life – at least 
on a situated, local level This is an explicit normative approach  that might appear 
self-evident and does not discriminate our motives from many other researchers, at 
least in applied design sciences (cf. Friedman’s Value Sensitive Design, Friedman 
and Hendry 2019). Nevertheless, this clear perspective is far from common or 
widely accepted in mainstream informatics, IS or computer sciences. Especially, 
when it comes to the issue of responsibility of scientific research and design projects 
and researchers. 

A normative approach requires responsible research practices and a sensitive, 
self-reflective academic identity. The intention to “improve the world” needs an 
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understanding of what an improvement is and how to get there – and the 
consequences of one own’s activities. The naïve answer of scientific experts might 
be, that you need a good analysis, a good methodological knowledge, a plan – and 
then to develop the very best expert solution to a given (design) problem. 
Unfortunately, if talking about design for practice – and, therefore, socio-technical 
context – we have to be aware that a positivist, deterministic understanding of 
scientific expert knowledge and one-best-solutions has consistently proven to be 
inadequate. Hence, our research program is based on a strictly practice-based and 
user-oriented, non-determinist design understanding. The question what the 
relevant problems are or how people’s lives might be improved, can only be 
answered by systematic, trustful engagement with these people. Legitimation for 
interventions should be strictly based on the needs of the involved persons and on 
their explicit mandate to design. Appropriate artefact design or adequate solutions 
and improvements can only be achieved together with the respective stakeholders. 
And whether a solution is a good one or a design means an improvement can only 
be evaluated by and with the people affected. This requires, consequently, a 
participatory design approach.  

Furthermore, responsible design research is a long-term endeavor. Analysis, 
(participatory) development, appropriation and evaluation of socio-technical 
solutions take time – as does a reflective, responsible research practice. Lastly, 
every case is different. Socio-technical practices and solutions are situated and case-
sensitive. social practices are culturally embedded and historically contingent. 
Therefore, Socio-Informatics needs a case based, context-sensitive methodology. 

7 Conclusion/future work 

Our journey as socio-informaticians began with the understanding that social 
phenomena and technical systems are inextricably intertwined and that our primary 
goal as socio-informaticians is not merely to design a technical artifact, but to 
support or develop a social practice. In doing so, our research has benefited from 
research traditions in other disciplines and has been inspired by theoretical 
concepts, research findings, and ongoing discourses from the international research 
community. Over the past 25 years and more, our case-based research has enabled 
us to design individual technical prototypes and develop socio-technical solutions 
in a range of socially relevant application domains, and to study their appropriation 
and impact on social practice. In this way, we have acquired very context-based, 
situated insights, but have also been able to identify patterns and derive concepts, 
draw methodological conclusions that we have been able to feed back into the 
international academic discourse via top-level publication media.  

This text serves to introduce the socio-informatics project and to trace its 
development over the last 25 years. It would be incomplete if we did not venture an 
outlook on the next 25 years: where is our journey going? Where do we see 
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challenges for further research priorities or for the further development of socio-
informatics as a discipline? At the end of the day: what drives us?  

If you follow our development since its beginning, as we have done here, you 
will notice that it is not a straight, linear course, but a development process that has 
curves, loops, bumps and so on. There have been influences, nudges, inspirations 
and irritations, but also resistance from outside, sudden access to institutional, 
human and financial resources, there have been unexpected encounters and 
experiences that have enabled further insights and development steps along the 
way. So it will be for our future development. Historical developments are 
contingent, not predictable. That is why -long term deterministic planning fails. 
And why we do not even attempt to do so in this chapter.  

Instead, we would like to identify some socially relevant topic areas that we 
believe socio-informatics can make a strong contribution to in the coming years. 
The list of these research areas will likely change or expand over the real next 25 
years, but this is the outlook we currently see. What is not so contingent, not so 
dependent on outside influences, that is our motivation as socio-informaticians to 
do research devoted to a better human future. So even if the subject areas change, 
our drive remains to do socially relevant socio-informatics research. This is our 
overarching goal which unites our interests, our mission. In this concluding chapter, 
we will talk about this as well.  

Over the past 25 years the socio-informatics research paradigms has turned out 
to be a fruitful approach to contribute to the tackling of societal problem areas. We 
have developed a normatively positioned but empirically grounded design 
paradigm in practice.  

The question is what will be the challenges and research directions for the next 
25 years? What are the societal challenges and In which way can Socio-Informatics 
contribute in tackling them?  

Research in Socio-Informatics is driven by both: the unfolding of new areas of 
societal potentials and problems as well as new technological opportunities. In the 
following, we will speculate about Socio-Informatics could contribute to societal 
developments.  

We believe that the manner in which the economic system is structured will 
change over time. The drifting apart between ecology and economy, rich and poor 
as well as north and south require a rethinking of the global economic order. In this 
context we would expect upcoming issues and direction for socio-informatic 
research concerning new economic structures, new forms of industrial production, 
entrepreneurship and innovation, agriculture and forestation, regional development 
of urban and rural industries and economic structures, new modes of fair 
globalization, sustainable production and consumption. Furthermore, we foresee a 
growing societal and political relevance of strategies against the climate change, 
(lifelong) learning and creativity, demographic changes and healthy living and 
ageing, crisis management, cyber warfare and security, gender justice, diversity and 
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inclusion, democracy, political engagement and public participation, civil society 
and empowerment. Not claiming the comprehensiveness of this tentative list of 
topics and not excluding any potential future challenges, we would expect socio-
informatic contributions to the aforementioned areas. 

Stating that Socio-Informaticians aim to make these societal contributions, it is 
also part of our responsibility to reflect and critically question our own motivation, 
our own drive, our own goals. Why do we do what we do, and what are our 
intentions? We will not be able to completely illuminate the far-reaching 
implications of the complex and ongoing discussion in this text, but we would like 
to at least touch on them in the following.  

The simple answer according to our overarching goal- and it has already been 
mentioned here in the text- is: to make the world a better place. Why would we, as 
scientific experts and designers, go into different application domains with the tools 
of computer science in hand to change the way people work or the way they live if 
we didn't have the stated goal of making it better? So simple, so good. But also, 
unfortunately, so incomplete: who determines what an improvement is? And who 
called us to improve their life practice in the first place? Answers can be found to 
both of these critical objections. The key factor here is a consistently participatory 
approach: from the very beginning, over the lifetime of an entire socio-informatic 
project, the affected users and stakeholders are to be directly involved, it is 
important to understand their needs, to understand their practices, to build trust, and 
to develop possible design solutions or socio-technical solutions together with 
them. We must never forget that the choice NOT to design is a real one. Also, the 
quality of any technical or socio-technical solution is measured solely by its 
appropriation and impact in the users' practice. In other words, whether a socio-
informatic project leads to an improvement of the world or not is ultimately decided 
by the users in practice and through their practice - and not by us researchers. If one 
of our prototypical projects fails, it must be guaranteed that our solution can 
removed from the field again without causing long-term damage. It then remains 
for us as researchers to analyze why this socio-informatics intervention did not 
work in this design case study and what can be learned from it for the future.  

In other words, if we as researchers link an interventionist design claim with a 
normative perspective, we must continuously reflect on our own research practice, 
be able to recognize contradictions, endure them, and also resolve them through 
appropriate methodological responses. Contradictions that we encounter in practice 
are, for example, when we work with users in countries of the global south, the 
colonialism/de-colonialism debate, general power imbalances in many of our 
projects between us as experts and largely non-empowered users, intercultural 
conflicts in the work with users from other cultures, in many ways the inclusion 
problem, consideration or violation of group-specific needs, e.g. of seniors, sick 
people, or people in need of care, just to name a few of the most obvious ones. It is 
a constant and important part of our work to remain attentive here, to recognize the 
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contradictions, to confront them and to develop solutions together with the persons 
concerned and to learn from them for the future. This also includes the clear 
realization that in the field of practice the experts are not us, the socio-
informaticians, but here the experts are the local actors. And we must learn from 
them. 

Lastly, we do not intend that all the above should be read as a celebration of our 
achievements alone. None of what we have done in this time would have been 
possible without the support, friendly interrogation and intellectual inspiration 
provided by our colleagues in Europe and elsewhere. You know who you are. We 
owe a great deal to you. 
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Introduction to Knowledge-Intense 
Work 
Volker Wulf, Thomas Ludwig, Volkmar Pipek, Markus Rohde 

 

Being strongly influenced by the European CSCW tradition, we started our 
investigations in settings where the introduction of IT artefacts, at that time mainly 
understood as groupware, would support collaborative work (‘Work’ understood as 
being spelled with a major ‘W’). Taking the perspective of those who carry out the 
work, we came up with a manifold of detailed descriptions and analysis of skilled 
labor as well as with IT artefacts and design concepts of how to support mundane 
types of work settings.  
To start our engagement with work practices, in the mid 1990s, we were lucky 
enough to become members of the Polikom research program. Following the 
decision to move the capital from Bonn to Berlin, the German Federal government 
funded research to design technologies for the political administration to work in a 
more distributed manner. Over a period of five years, we explored the design and 
appropriation of a shared desktop application with the Federal Ministry of Familiy 
Affairs, Senior Citizen, Women, and Youth and the state government of 
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (Wulf 1997, Pipek and Wulf 1999). The experiences 
gained in this engagement very much shaped our capabilities for research-in-
practice as well as our understanding of the interplay between organizational and 
technology development (Wulf and Rohde 1995, section 8). 
Still at the University of Bonn, we explored the concept of Integrated Organization 
and Technology Development (OTD) while looking at the cooperation of engineers 
when maintaining a major steel mill (Wulf et al. 1999). This work was distributed 
between different engineering service providers and the central engineering 
department of the steel mill. While we originally intended to explore the potentials 
of 3-V viewers and 3-D CAD models in developing the distributed cooperation 
between the actors. However, in the course of our investigation problems in the 
central archive documenting the construction state of the steel mill became obvious. 
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We therefore, investigated into the state of the central archive and the access to it – 
in taking a critical perspective on knowledge management (Pipek and Wulf 2003). 
The paper in this collection looks specifically at the social practices of access 
control and how to support them via an extended access control model.  
Continuing our investigations into the document management in technical domains, 
we looked at sewage company. After being turned over from a public institution 
into a private company, the central technical archive was abandoned. In this volume 
we included a paper which deals with the problems of federated partial archives and 
ways to support the engineers in classifying their documents.   
Management science, at end of the 1990s, was propagating Virtual Organizations 
as a new form to overcome the supposed inertia of traditional organizational 
structures. We investigated into a network of business consultants, which had self-
declared itself to be a virtual organization, to better understanding work practices 
and technological opportunities (Rittenbruch et al. 1998). An important point of 
interest was the way knowledge sharing would happen in such a network of legally 
independent consultants.  
Given the rich empirical materials, we collaborated with Mark Ackerman to 
develop a practice-based perspective on knowledge management – focusing on the 
immediate sharing of expertise among qualified actors rather than merely looking 
at the externalization of knowledge by means of documents (Ackerman et al. 2003). 
 
This perspective of Expertise Sharing and its technical support guided our future 
research. In the early 2000s, we got involved with a major German industrial 
association covering many sectors of the German economy. A couple of hundred 
employees worked in different locations, thousands of companies were members of 
this organization. The industrial association was interested in exploring how to 
better share knowledge and expertise inside its organization and with and among 
its members. We developed application, we called Expert Finder, which helped 
finding experts based on keyword vectors of documents which the users locally 
processed (Reichling et al. 2007). The paper in this volume details how the Expert 
Finder had an impact on the location and perception of expertise inside the 
industrial association. 
Working with Fraunhofer-FIT, we got involved in building up the Virtual Software 
Engineering Centre of Competency (ViSEK). We were rather skeptical with regard 
to the project’s overall vision of explication all software engineering knowledge 
into a content management system (Hofmann and Wulf 2002). While this vision 
gradually desintegrated, we converted parts of our resource to conduct different 
work place studies in the software industry (e.g. Boden et al. 2007). At that time, 
software engineering was on the way to become more globally distributed by means 
of off-shoring of development work to mainly low income countries. An influential 
position held in parts of the software engineering community argued that off-
shoring would require a further formalization of the software engineering process 
with tools limiting articulation work and individual creativity. We were rather 
skeptical again and wanted to investigate this issue empirically. We looked at two 
small German software companies which followed fundamentally different 
approaches with regard to the formalization of their distributed cooperation with 
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Russian partners. We could show how a highly formalized approach to define the 
interfaces between the cooperation partners failed (Boden et al. 2009). In the paper 
in this collection, we describe practices of expertise sharing across geographical, 
temporal, and cultural boundaries, practices which enabled cooperation between 
workers in off-shoring development – comparing two offshoring cases in the 
software industry. 
Research into the design of IT support for cooperative work in business 
organizations requires typically public funding. We also work with companies in 
modes in which they pay directly for our efforts. However, these types of 
engagements do not necessarily lead to publications – due to temporal restrictions 
as well as for confidentially reasons. For quite some time the German and European 
institutions for research funding did not pay too much attention to innovations in 
cooperative work. The landscape changed with the emergence of the buzzword 
‘Industry 4.0’ (Internet of Things). While the original conception of the ‘Industry 
4.0’ research agenda was very techno-centrically driven by a vision of full 
automatization, it turned out that in practice a technology design suitable for the 
needs of skilled workers was important. The industrial structure around the 
University of Siegen is characterized by highly specialized and internationally 
competitive small and medium sized companies.  They rely on skilled labor. With 
political support, we were lucky enough to acquire for this region one of the German 
government’s funded Centres of Competence ‘Mittelstand 4.0’. Working with these 
companies of the traditional ‘old’ industries, their employees, and the work 
councils, we developed an agenda to network and augment existing machinery with 
sensors and computer devices in a way which support skilled workers instead of 
replacing them. In the paper in this volume, we show the potentials of augmented 
reality (AR) in supporting workers’ learning processes – taking the case of sharing 
the knowledge necessary to set up a mashine after changing a tool. 
While we were interested in engaging with the regional companies and their 
workers to contribute to their development and quality of labor, we also maintained 
an international perspective. Like in the case of off-shoring in the software industry, 
our research interests were often driven by phenomena and problems of 
globalization. In a critical sense, we were interested in understanding how the 
global economic order influenced the quality of labor in other parts of the world. In 
the paper in the volume, we look at Chinese migrant workers who, at that time, left 
their homes in central China to work in coastal factories producing for the world 
market. The paper draws a rather unique picture of a group of migrants workers 
living conditions – observed from the perspective of their use of social media. 
Looking at the IT artefacts, they were directed towards the support of qualified 
labor rather than constraining it through formalisms or replacing it by means of 
algorithms or automatism. Against the background of this normative setting, the 
design of innovative artefacts is always driven by both the particularities of the 
concrete work setting as well as the technological opportunities at hand to be 
explored. It should be noted that both dimensions are developing over time. So IT 
artefacts in support of qualified labor have to be seen as evolving (see section 7 in 
this volume). 
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The agendas of public research funding are often triggered by technologically 
defined hypes, such as ‘Industry 4.0’ or ‘Artificial Intelligence’. Therefore, it 
requires some creativity and lobbying efforts to be able to interpret and shape them 
in a manner which focus on IT designs in support of skilled labor in organizational 
practice. 
Looking at the IT-artefacts developed in support of skilled labor, we have created 
rather differentiated solutions. They reach from the technologically rather advanced 
ones to the realization of technologically rather minor tweaks whose appropriation, 
however, had a large impact on the work to be supported. For instance, the 
functionality added to the decentralized archives of the sewage plant operator 
helped employees to collect metadata to categorize technical drawings in an easier 
manner. While the technical core of this functionality was by itself neither 
innovative nor complex, it helped greatly to search for technical documents. In a 
socio-informatics research tradition, the measure for technological achievement is 
not defined by inherent features of the technology but its impact on the work. 
We also developed complex technologies in the realm to support cooperative work. 
The Expert Finder was at the time of its invention an innovative approach to support 
expertise sharing, its implementation was complex – since currently available 
software libraries were not yet existing and the artefact had to be fitted into the 
technical infrastructure of the had to be fitted into the given software infrastructures 
of the industrial association and its members. Our approach to investigate how 
Augmented Reality (AR) can help capturing and documenting skills in dealing with 
material industrial practices, such as the change of a tool in a bending mashine, is 
technologically complex, as well. Here again, one of the major challenges is 
building the AR-layer into old not yet digitalized machines. However, the major 
achievement even when developing technologically complex and innovative 
solutions is the artefacts fit with the opportunities of local practice. The Expert 
Finder has rather unique and differentiated solutions how to keep the expert profiles 
updated while minimizing users’ efforts and maintaining their privacy. The AR-
tool needed to be designed in away that local experts would be able to externalize 
their material knowledge. In the socio-informatics tradition, these context-specific 
elements of design determine the quality of the IT artefact. 
Therefore, the quality of IT-design needs to be explored in practice. We need to 
understand how the appropriation of these technologies change the work practices 
and to which end. Such type of investigations are laborious and specifically difficult 
to run in business organizations. The IT artifact needs to be technologically mature 
with regard to its performance, stability and usability. The cooperating 
organizations needs to trust its research partners that the deployment will not harm 
their normal procedures and other interests. They need to be willing to let their 
employees take some extra time to explore the opportunities of the IT artefact and 
potentially appropriate it. The deployment needs to be large enough to warrant 
sufficient appropriation. 
So, investigations into the appropriation of IT artefacts in business organiaztions 
are really hard to conduct. It is often easier to investigate into the appropriation of 
IT artefacts designed by other parties and introduced into an organization (e.g. 
Orlikowski 1996). Over the past decades, we were capable to investigate into the 
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appropriation of IT artefacts designed by ourselves only in few cases. In the 
PoliTeam project we able to investigate into the appropriation of a shared desktop 
application in a federal ministry and a state government (Wulf 1997, Pipek and 
Wulf 1999). The Expert Finder was rolled out in the industrial association, and 
finally, we also explored AR applications for expertise sharing in two regional 
companies (Hoffmann et al. 2021). In this volume, the paper describing the 
appropriation of the Expert Finder in the industrial organization. Though not yet 
perfectly widely rolled out, the study came up with really surprising findings which 
could not have been anticipated. They offered additional insights in the redesign of 
the artefacts as well as an understanding of the way organizational practices would 
evolve when applying this functionality. 
So, appropriation studies are the most sophisticated level of socio-informatics 
design in organizational practices. We have elaborated on this finding conceptually 
(see subchapters 7 and 8). 
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Abstract Inter-organizational cooperation has specific requirements for access control. 
The paper presents the results from a field study which looks at the cooperation between 
two engineering offices and a steel mill. Based on these findings we have developed new 
mechanisms for access control in groupware. These mechanisms allow to restrict 
operations on shared data while or even after they take place. The new access 
mechanisms can be decomposed and implemented into a component-based framework. 
We show how this framework can be extended to realize additional mechanisms for 
access control with little efforts. 

Keywords Inter- inter-organizational cooperation, case study, access control, tailorability 

1 Introduction 

Inter-organizational cooperation can be seen as a generic term for a large 
spectrum of joint activities crossing organizational boundaries. Interestingly it has 
not yet attracted much attention within the CSCW community (for exceptions see: 
(Bowers et al., 1995), (Cohen et al., 2000); (Grinter, 1998)). 

However inter-organizational cooperation has been since long time 
investigated within the business administration community. Harms paraphrase the 
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main conflict in inter- organizational cooperation as follows: “The interests of the 
individual organizations coincide as far as they concern the cooperative tasks, 
whereas in other areas interest may be contradictory or in the best of cases do not 
touch” (Hamilton, 1997). It is interesting to investigate empirically whether such a 
clear distinction between areas of common and contradictory interests exists. 

Looking from a CSCW perspective to inter-organizational cooperation, it 
requires coupling on the side of the work- processes with an integration on the 
side of the computer applications. Thereby conflicts between economic autonomy 
and information coupling may emerge due to the interrelation of mutual and 
contradictory interests. 

To open internal information sources for external access is a far reaching but 
often desirable support for inter- organizational cooperation. Due to the existence 
of contradictory interests, access of external cooperation partners has to be 
controlled in an appropriate manner. Therefore, it is worth investigating whether 
the existing approaches to access control offer appropriate mechanisms to support 
inter-organizational cooperation without violating the individual partners' 
interests. 

In the following we investigate the state of the art in access control for 
groupware. To understand the specifics of inter- organizational cooperation in 
detail, we look at a case study from the field of maintenance engineering. A steel 
mill wants to open its electronic drawing archives to external service providers. 
The findings of this case study result in new requirements for the design of access 
control. An implementation of these requirements will be shown and discussed. 

2 Access Control 

The design of appropriate mechanisms for access control was from the beginning 
an important topic in the CSCW discussion. Greif and Sarin (Greif and Sarin, 
1987) and Ellis, Gibb and Rein (Ellis et al., 1991) argue that traditional 
approaches do not allow to specify access control strategies adequately. 

Among the traditional approaches the access model developed by Lampson 
(Lampson, 1974) was extremely influential and widely spread. He distinguishes 
three dimensions for specifying access rights: subjects, objects and operations. 
Seen from a user-oriented point of view, an access control strategy specified 
which subjects are allowed to carry out a certain operation on a specific object. 
The subject dimension was typically defined by a list of all users. The object 
dimension consists of a list of individual files. With regard to operations, one 
could choose between “read” and “write”. 

The work by Shen and Dewan (Shen and Dewan, 1992), (Dewan and Shen, 
1998) mark a major step in overcoming the limitations of traditional approaches. 
They allow for a more fine-grained specification of access rights on the object- 
and operation-dimensions. Access can be specified even for individual elements 
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within a file (e.g. a sentence within a text file). Access can also be specified with 
regard to a big variety of groupware-related operations (e.g. copying). To cope 
with the higher efforts necessary to define more fine-grained access rights, Shen 
and Dewan (Shen and Dewan, 1992) have implemented a hierarchical order on 
each of the three dimensions (e.g. a user can take a role or belong to a group; the 
“InsertR”-operation belongs to the group of WriteR-operations). Access rights get 
inherited along the lines of the hierarchical order (e.g. all members inherit the 
group's access rights). To express exceptions from the inheritance rules, Shen and 
Dewan allow specifying negative access rights explicitly. Sikkel (Sikkel, 1997) 
and Wulf et al. 

(Wulf et al., 1999b) stay with the main premises of Shen and Dewan's access 
model. However, they modify the inheritance mechanisms to ease the 
specification of access control strategies. 

So CSCW research in area of access control extended Lampson's basic 
approach by differentiating the objects-, subjects-, and operations- dimensions. 
However, it did not challenge one of Lampson's basic assumptions: that one wants 
to and is able to determine the access permissions ex ante (before the actual access 
takes place). 

This assumption has been challenged by work on optimistic access control 
strategies in the field of Information Systems. Optimistic security policies, as 
described by Povey (Povey, 1999a), are based on the following idea: 

 “Legitimate and optimistic access control takes the approach of assuming that most accesses 
will rely on controls external to the system to ensure that the organization’s security policy is 
maintained. ... In an optimistic system, enforcement of the security policy is retrospective, and 
relies on administrators to detect unreasonable access and takes steps to compensate for the 
action. Such steps might include: undoing illegitimate modifications, taking punitive action 
(e.g. firing, or prosecuting individuals) or removing privileges. “ 

Povey’s approach is based on five preconditions, which will not to be examined 
more closely here. The differences compared to the traditional mechanisms of 
access control, which he called pessimistic, are shown in table 1. 

Dewan and Shen (Dewan and Shen, 1998) have distinguished between 
pessimistic and optimistic control strategies. They call a strategy optimistic if 
users are allowed to modify protected data locally even if they cannot be stored 
globally later on. The following draws on Povey’s ((Povey, 1999a), (Povey, 
1999b)) understanding of optimistic control strategies. 

ATTRIBUTE PESSIMISTIC OPTIMISTIC 

Access Decision Prospective Retrospective 

Access Enforcement Deny Recover/Deter 

Cost of Violation None Some 

Flexibility None Some 

Table 1: Pessimistic vs. optimistic access control strategies (cf. (Povey, 1999b)) 
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With regard to access control in groupware, we see three gaps which have not yet 
been tackled sufficiently: 

Empirical gap: Interestingly there are very few case studies which investigate 
access control in real world settings. Even in the CSCW-community most of the 
access control models are developed without empirical grounding (for exceptions 
see: ((Sikkel and Stiemerling, 1998), (Coulouris et al., 1998); (Stiemerling and 
Wulf, 2000)). To our knowledge there is not any empirical study which looks at 
requirements for access control in inter-organizational cooperation. 

Theoretical gap: Pessimistic approaches to access control require ex-antes 
specification of the permissions. Optimistic approaches offer the chance to define 
the access policy ex- post. However, there does not exist a general model which 
classifies access policies according to the time-spot in which the decision about 
the legitimacy of an attempt to access data is taken. 

Flexibility gap: The access models developed within the CSCW-community 
offer more flexibility than Lampson's model in specifying access rights. However, 
these models can not be extended during run-time. While the access permissions 
can be changed, the dimensions specifying the access rights stay stable. 
In the following, we will present work which tackles the three gaps. First, we will 
investigate requirements for access control derived from a case study dealing with 
inter- organizational cooperation. 

3 CASE STUDY 

We have investigated the maintenance engineering processes of a major German 
steel mill in the Ruhr area over a period of three years. The investigations took 
place in the context of the ORGTECH project (see (Wulf et al., 1999a)). A goal was 
to improve the inter-organizational cooperation between two engineering offices 
and the steel mill. The engineering offices are located 15 and 25 kilometers from 
the steel mill. They take on sub contractual work for the steel mill in the field of 
maintenance engineering, e.g. the construction and documentation of steel 
furnace components. A construction department inside the steel mill coordinates 
the planning, construction and documentation processes, and manages the 
contacts with external offices at the steel mill. 

4 Research methodology 

The OrgTech project follows an action research approach: the Integrated 
Organization and Technology Development (OTD) framework (see (Wulf and 
Rohde, 1995)). The OTD process is characterized by a simultaneous development 
of the workplace, organizational and technical systems; the management of 
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(existing) conflicts by discursive means, and the participation of the organization 
members affected. During the course of the project, it turned out that external 
access to the steel mill's electronic archives became a crucial bottleneck. The 
results presented in this paper come from a variety of different sources: 

• Analysis of the work situation: The field of application was examined 
by means of more than 25 semi- structured interviews, workplace 
observations, and further questioning about special problem areas. 

• Analysis of the documents available: The relevant artifacts were 
investigated by looking at the given documents especially the drawings 
and system descriptions. 

• System evaluation: The given archives systems were examined by 
means of a usability evaluation, especially with regard to task 
adequacy. 

• Project workshops: During various workshops with members of the 
three organizations, organizational and technological interventions were 
discussed to improve the maintenance engineering process. 

5 Process of Plant maintenance: An Overview 

In the following we will look at the schematically depicted processes of 
maintenance engineering (cf. figure 1). The Maintenance Engineering Department 
of the steel mill deals with repairing and improving the plant. Maintenance 
engineering is a distributed process, in which different organizational units of the 
steel mill and of the external engineering offices are involved. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Process of Maintenance Engineering 
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In general, the starting point for a maintenance order is the plant operator. The 
steel mill consists of several organizationally independent plants, e.g. coke 
chambers, blast-furnance. The operators of each plant control the production 
equipment and machinery in their plant. When maintenance is necessary, the 
maintenance department of the plant operator asks the internal construction 
department for further processing. Depending on the type of order and the 
measures required, the transaction is handled internally or passed on to an external 
engineering office. An extern order will be prepared and surveyed by the 
responsible contact person in the internal construction department. For this reason, 
the necessary drawings and documents are compiled from the archives and passed 
on to the engineering office for further processing. Usually, the order 
specifications contain errors and need further clarification right from the very 
beginning. So discussions among the different actors and extensive re-ordering of 
drawings often become necessary. New drawings and documents have to be 
found, coordination work has to be done and contacts with other departments have 
to be initiated. 

After an external office finishes its engineering task, the internal construction 
department has to check it, include the modified and new drawings into the 
archives and initiate the production process of the required spare parts. After 
being either produced by the internal workshop or ordered externally, the spare 
parts are assembled into the plant. While this is the general process schema of 
maintenance engineering, various sorts of informal communication and self-
organized variations of the process can be found. 

In the early phases of the project, the external engineering offices complained 
about insufficient task specification on the side of MeltIt and lacking electronic 
exchange of drawings between them and the steel mill. They suggested to open 
the electronic drawing archives of MeltIt to ease cooperation. Whereas the attitude 
of MeltIt towards an external access to the archives was quite ambivalent. The 
attitude of the internal engineers could be described with the words: The external 
service provider should be able to work independently but MeltIt has to keep the 
control. 
So we had to investigate options for an external access to the archives more 
closely. 

6 Work Practice: Pattern of External Access 

With regard to the external engineers’ access to the archives, we have to 
distinguish between the process prescribed by the steel mill's formal organization 
and the actual work practice. 

The division of labor prescribed by the formal organization of the steel mill 
may roughly be characterized as follows: The internal engineer in charge of 
handling a certain project finds all necessary drawings for the external service 
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provider and passes them over to him. The external engineer works with the 
drawings, revises them when necessary, and returns them later on to the steel mill. 
When the documentation of a project arrives in the mill, it undergoes a quality 
control by the internal engineer. An engineer of the steel mill describes the 
situation as follows: “The external service provider normally receives the whole 

documentation, sometimes also the general idea how to solve the problem. After this first 

clarification they remain executing organ. In the end of the project we have to do the content and 

geographical as well as the structural inspection.” 
In such an ideal case there is no need for an external access to the archives. In 

practice it often happens, though, that additional drawing are requested 
continuously during the whole engineering process. This is done in several ways. 
The drawings are ordered either by phone, fax, or e-mail. A specific fax form had 
been created by one of the offices for ordering drawings. These requests are 
typically directed to the internal engineer responsible for the project. She typically 
checks the request, comments it and passes it to the archives group. They search 
for the drawings and put them into a specific shelf in the archives. From this shelf 
the drawings are picked up later. Because it takes quite a bit of a drive to the steel 
mill, colleagues who have to go to the mill anyway are often asked to pick up the 
drawings. 

However it is often not easy to specify the required drawings exactly without 
having access to the archives. So the external engineers often drive to the mill and 
search together with an employee of the archives group or by themselves in the 
drawing archives. 

The internal engineers often try to limit their efforts to the absolutely necessary 
when passing over the documents. However, formally it is part of their task, to 
decide whether a drawing should be handed over to an external engineering office. 
The dilemma for the internal construction department may be depicted as follows: 
If an external service provider contacts the archives directly, the internal 
construction department has less work. However if problems arise, the internal 
department has the responsibility without being sufficiently involved. In certain 
cases they even loose control in the end of a project. Occasionally external office 
delivers the drawing directly to the archives without involving the construction 
department. In this case they may not even get aware of the fact that something 
has been changed. 

7 Inter-Organizational Relationship: Between 
Competition and Cooperation 

More than ten years ago, MeltIt had started to outsource an increasing amount of 
work in maintenance engineering. A MeltIt employee described it this way “The 
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number of employees has decreased continuously during the last years. [...] At the 
moment there is a sort of stagnation at a low level with increasing outsourcing”. 

The outsourcing process has let to an increased uncertainty among MeltIt’s 
maintenance engineers whose department was partly replaced by external service 
providers. The outsourcing process has also changed the function of the internal 
construction department. Regarding the external offices, it takes different roles, 
which are partly conflicting. Especially the roles of the administrator of the 
orders, of the competing participant in the market, and of the security guard have 
to be mentioned here. In this sense, the internal construction department sees the 
extern engineering offices not only as contractors, but also as a competing market 
participant. As the engineering offices work also for competing steel mills, in 
some cases they may even be seen as potential spies. This constellation results in 
the imponderability of the relation. 

Also at another level there is one more competitive element in the relationship 
between the steel mill and its external service providers. The engineering offices 
are not only working for MeltIt but also for its regional and global competitors. 
As the competition is very fierce on the world market of steel, small technological 
innovations may lead to important competitive advantages. There is an unwritten 
rule that external service would not pass technological innovations from one client 
to another. However, the remaining risk increases if the external service providers 
can access the database in an unrestricted way. 

External engineering offices and the steel mill also compete for human 
resources. During the runtime of the ORGTECH- Project, the steel mill hired an 
engineer from one of the external engineering offices without asking for approval 
before hand. As payment and social benefits are higher in the steel mill than in 
most of its service providers, it is often attractive for employees of the external 
offices to change sides. However, the leave of their best employees, creates major 
problems and anger for the bosses of the external offices. 

So there always exist identical as well as diverging interests between the 
internals and the external engineering organization. In this matter our observation 
differs from Harm (Hamilton, 1997) who assumes that the inter-organizational 
cooperation is divided into cooperating and competing tasks. As we will show, the 
coexistence of cooperation and competition influences the design of the tools to 
access the electronic drawing archives. 

8 Conclusions from the case study 

The business goals and the work processes determine what the critical assets of an 
organizational unit are. Matters in the inter-organizational cooperation which 
touch these assets, are judged to be more critically than those which are rather at 
the borderline. At MeltIt it is the archives, and the access to them, which 
represents a competitive advantage for the internal construction department. If the 
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inter- organizational cooperation refers to this area, this may lead to special 
tensions. 

By introducing tele-cooperation systems, previous control mechanisms could 
vanish. This results into tension becoming virulent and may even inhibit the 
introduction of computer systems. Sydow et al. ((Sydow et al., 1995), p. 219) 
describes such a case from the insurance industry where independent broker were 
not given access to IT systems rather for competitive than for technical reasons. In 
order to prevent this to happen, IT systems for inter-organizational cooperation 
have to take this tension into consideration. So it is important to study the current 
mechanisms of access control more in detail. To tackle the theoretical gap, we 
want to propose an extended model of access control. 

9 Conclusions from the case study 

As a result of the field study, table 2 gives a survey on the dimensions which an 
internal engineer takes into account when deciding whether to grant access to 
external engineers. The first three dimensions are basically case- specific 
incarnations of the dimensions that Lampson (Lampson, 1974) had already 
worked out. The fourth dimension “situation” relates the access to drawings or to 
descriptions of drawings to the order given to the external service provider. This 
dimension is rather typical for inter-organizational cooperation in case 
cooperation is based on individual projects. 

     Table 2: Relevant dimensions for specifying external access to the steel mill's archives 

Looking at the way external engineering offices get access to the drawing 
archives, there is an interesting aspect which attracts attention. The steel mill 
specifies access rights for external service providers only partly ex-ante. The 
formally prescribed process consists of a mixture of ex-ante specification and an 
on-going negotiation and exploration of access rights. 

Dimension Specification Description 

Subject External service provider Who wants to have access to a drawing? 

Object Content Drawings themselves or descriptions of drawing (metadata such as drawing- 
number, base-number)? 

State of processing Is the drawing in work? 

Operation Type of access Reading, writing, or modifying drawings or descriptions of drawings (metadata)? 

Situation Order With regard to which order is access required? 

Time Do the external engineers still work on the corresponding order? 

Priority of the order Which priority does the order have? 
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Access permissions are provided at the beginning of the project for those 
drawings which are handed over to the external engineering offices. However, 
these drawings are typically not sufficient (cf. section 3). Therefore, different 
electronic media, like telephone, fax machines, and e-mail are applied to negotiate 
access rights at the moment they are required. However, the lacking integration of 
theses media with the archives database requires double efforts to input the 
inquiry. Moreover, the external engineer can not explore the content of the 
database. This is, however, strongly required because the classification scheme of 
the database is not applied consistently (cf. (Hinrichs, 2000)). Finally, the 
drawings are not delivered electronically to the external offices, which results in 
considerable time delay between query specification and check of results. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Control mechanisms a new dimension in access control 

Due to these problems a couple of informal work practices have emerged which 
let the external service provider search in the archives' database in an unrestricted 
way. These practices take an optimistic stance towards access control. However, 
they contain different mechanisms which make the external access perceivable for 
internal actors. First, the terminal from which the external engineers can access 
the archives database is located within the archives department. So searching as 
well as printing is carried out “under the eyes” of the archives' workers. 
Moreover, when leaving the mill, the external engineers have to pass a guard at 
the gate, who may get suspicious in case too many drawings are taken out. 

While these formal and informal practices seems to be appropriate in the 
current situation, they do not offer any protection if the external offices can access 
the electronic archives from their home offices. Therefore, it is worth to discuss 
how to extend the given approaches in order to enable comparable practices in the 
future. A theoretical framework is helpful to generalize the experiences beyond 
the given case study. 

In order to classify mechanisms for access control, we will refer to the point in 
time, at which the access permissions are defined. There are three points in time to 
be distinguished: 

• There is an ex-ante control if the permissions have been defined before 
the access. 

• There is an uno-tempore control if the permissions are defined at the 
moment of the access. 

mechanisms 
ex ante uno-tempore         ex-post 

dimensions 
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• There is an ex-post control if the permissions are checked after the 
access took place. 

The traditional approaches to access control belong to the category of ex-ante 
mechanisms. An example of uno- tempore control can be found when the external 
engineers sent a fax to their internal counterpart and ask for a specific set of 
drawings. An example of an ex-post control mechanism is the peripheral 
surveillance of the external search activities by the archives' workers. Ex-post 
mechanisms are only applicable if use and misuse become visible, and misuse can 
be sanctioned. 

Stiemerling and Wulf (Stiemerling and Wulf, 2000) have empirically 
investigated access control mechanisms within organizations of the administrative 
sector. Three cases studies were given which could be interpreted according to the 
framework provided here. In two cases, trusted third persons acted as gate keepers 
to the data of other users. Whenever the owner of the data was not available and 
an unexpected access requirement emerged, the gate keepers could be asked to 
allow access. In these cases an uno-tempore approach compensated for problems 
resulting from ex-ante specification. The third case described, how access to 
documents in an open letter boxes was controlled by mutual awareness. 
Colleagues passing by the letter boxes could observe at least in principle who 
dealt with whose documents in which way. So the social control realized an ex-
post control mechanism. 

The work of Stiemerling and Wulf is also interesting because it reveals that 
different access control mechanisms can be applied in a combined manner. So an 
access control system should be implemented which provides different control 
mechanisms and which allows to combine these mechanisms flexibly. 

These considerations lead us to tackle the flexibility gap. We need to build an 
access control system whose different dimension can be adapted flexibly. 

10 ADOS-X: A COMPONENT-BASED 
IMPLEMENTATION OF EXTENDED ACCESS 
CONTROL MECHANISMS 

We built an application which allows the external engineering offices to access 
the electronic drawing archives of the steel mill. It is called ADOS-X because the 
database which contains the electronic archives is named ADOS. In describing 
ADOS-X, special focus will be given to the mechanisms for access control. 

In order to be able to tailor the access control strategy while running the 
program, the application is built of software components (so-called 
FLEXIBEANS), which can be (re-) assembled during runtime by the users (cf. 
(Stiemerling, 1998),(Stiemerling et al., 1999)). 
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At this point the question arises, who the relevant users are. We assumed that the 
application should allow the internal engineering department to define their own 
access policy towards the external service providers. Due to the ambivalence in 
their relationship, the new system should not reduce the external offices' 
dependency from the internal construction department. This would be, for 
instance, the case if the access policy would be defined by the steel mill's IT 
department. Such a system would probably not be accepted by the internal 
engineers. So the decomposition of the application into components should be 
comprehensible for the internal engineers. 

As the research on component based tailorability is quite new, there is not yet 
any method for such a decomposition. Therefore we referred to results from the 
field of object- oriented software development. The WAM-approach by 
Züllighoven (Züllighoven, 1998) is a method, which claims to keep the semantic 
gap between users and developers small. By assuming that an application consists 
out of tools, automates, and materials, an application is decomposed into objects 
which are meaningful to users. 

The WAM approach was also applied to build support for cooperative work 
(cf. (Gryczan, 1996)). A mail box metaphor was developed to decompose a 
workflow application. Our application, ADOS-X, is based on this metaphor, but 
extends it in the way that the users have the option to automate certain aspects of 
the document flow. By a special component, called sorter, the user is able to 
decide whether an inquiry to the database should be handled automatically. Due to 
the mail box metaphor, ADOS-X looks like an e- mail program at the user 
interface (cf. figure 3). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: ADOS-X client of internal engineer 
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11 Technical Implementation 

The FLEXIBEAN model, developed by Stiemerling  (see Stiemerling et al., 
1999)) is an extension of the JavaBean model (cf. (Hamilton, 1997)). The model 
allows the recomposition of components during runtime. 

Within the FLEXIBEAN model there are two types of components: basic and 
abstract components. Basic components are written in Java. They form the basic 
modules for assembly. Abstract components are built from other components. 
They consist of a number of components and their connections. Once defined, 
abstract components can be used to build abstract components of a higher level. 
This feature allows building hierarchical structures. The ADOS-X component 
presented in figure 4 is an example of an abstract component. 

There are two types of interfaces for the exchange of data between 
components: events and shared objects. Events allow components to transmit 
state changes to other components (push-mechanism). Shared objects provide 
components the option to investigate the state of another component (pull-
mechanism). When visualizing com- ponents in this paper (e.g. table 3), we mark 
the event- sources with a filled circle, the event-receiver with an empty circle. The 
provider of a shared object is marked with a filled square, the recipient of a shared 
object with an empty square. The interfaces of the components are named and 
typed. Only interfaces of the same type but with contrary polarity can be 
connected. 

The components define a program which may be performed in a specified 
tailoring environment: the Evolve-platform. The Evolve-platform allows to add or 
delete components during runtime. Moreover, the connections between the 
components can be changed during runtime. 
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12 : user Scenarios for ADOS-X 

The ADOS-X application, tailored for the needs of the internal engineers, is 
shown in figure 3.  It was built from the basic components shown in table 3. For 
sake of simplicity, in table 3 we left out some of the components which 
implement aspects of the visualization. 

Table 3: Basic components of ADOS-X 

Some of the access control mechanisms mentioned above have been realized 
within this version of the application. Other mechanisms can be implemented by 
adding components or transforming the connections between them. 
In the following we will show how ADOS-X can be tailored by adjusting sorter-
components. If a user wants to adjust a sorter, he first selects the persons to grant 
access. 
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Figure 4: Tailorable composition of components to realize access control 

The access is generally denied until it is permitted. Figure 5 shows how the access 
to read metadata can be granted (operation “view descriptions”). By clicking the 
„<“-button, a user can be moved to the list of those who  have  permission to view 
the describing attributes concerning a specific drawing (metadata). Such a 
permission can be revoked by selecting a user and pushing the “>”-button. The 
following scenarios are realizable by tailoring the sorter- 
components. 
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Figure 5: A sorter's tailoring options 

In the actual version of the application, the tailoring options are limited to choices 
on two control- dimensions: subjects and operations. Access rights for the 
following operations can be specified: view the description specifying a drawing 
(metadata), view the drawing, and modify the drawing (and its description). 
Figure 5 shows a screenshot of an interface which offers these tailoring options. 
First Case: “Access is manually authorized” 

ADOS-X can be tailored in a way that any query of the external engineers need 
to be authorized manually. For this purpose the “Allow-Access?”-sorter has to be 
tailored in a way that it moves the incoming documents to the “no”-exit. This 
means, that all queries end up in the mail box “Access not allowed”. The internal 
engineer can now view these queries via the “Not allowed”-visualizer. The 
visualizer offers options for a manual treatment of the query such as forwarding it 
to ADOS, editing it, or sending it back to the external engineers. These options 
are not represented in figure 4. 

This option requires a manual authorization of any attempt to access ADOS. It 
represents an uno-tempore control mechanism. As it corresponds to the actual 
practice, we have chosen it to be the ADOS-X standard configuration. 
Second Case “Access is allowed but electronically recorded” 

The internal engineers can tailor the system that carries out all queries 
automatically, but records them. In this case the “Record access?”-sorter must be 
configured in a way that it moves the queries to the “yes”-exit. Queries will take 
the way via the “copy-machine”-component (“Make a copy!”). This component 
copies the query and moves the copies via the “copy”-exit to the mail box 
“Copied inquiry”. A visualizer allows the internal engineers to check the queries 
later on. The original query is moved via the “original”-exit to the mail box “To 
ADOS”. Then the “ADOS”-component (“Query ADOS!”) processes the query and 
forwards the search results to the mail box “Out-box”. From this mail box they 
are sent via E-mail to the external engineering office which posted the query. 

As the queries of the external engineers are recorded, they are available for a 
subsequent check by the internal engineers. So this mechanism represents an ex-
post control mechanism. 
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Third Case: “Access is allowed” 
The deviation via the “copy-machine”-component (“Make a copy!”) may be 

cut short by adjusting the “Record access?”-sorter for documents accordingly. 
Via the “no”- exit, queries of certain engineers are now sent directly to the 
“Query-ADOS”-component. Such a configuration of ADOS-X realizes a classical 
ex-ante control mechanism, because the access permissions are specified before 
the access takes place. 

The arrangement of components presented in figure 4 allows to realize a 
variety of access mechanisms by tailoring the sorters. To tackle the flexibility gap, 
we demonstrate how to meet new requirements for access control by means of 
abstract components, modified compositions, and new basic components. 

13 Abstract Components, Modified Compositions, 
and New Components: More Flexibility 

During our work with the steel mill some actors, especially from the management, 
were concerned that engineers would be able to specify their access policy in a 
completely decentralized and autonomous manner. To deal with these concerns, 
our approach allows to support the role of an administrator responsible for the 
overall security. 

Our concept of abstract components proved to be very helpful to satisfy these 
requirements. The composition of basic components presented in figure 4 can be 
turned into an abstract component. A name for the abstract component can be 
chosen (e.g. “internal engineer”-component). Moreover, one has to declare which 
ports of the internal components should be visible to the outside of the abstract 
component. In our case the “in”-port of the mail box “In- box” and the “trigger”- 
and “out”-port of the mail box “Out-box”- became the ports for the abstract 
component “internal engineer” (cf. figure 5). These ports could be even renamed 
to make the behavior of the abstract component better understandable to the users. 

The new composition is shown in figure 6. Each internal engineer defines 
access by means of his specific instance of an “internal engineer” component. But 
instead of sending all search results directly to the external engineering offices, 
the data gets collected by a sorter which sends it to the “security admin” abstract 
component. This abstract component can be built as an instance of the “internal 
engineer”-component. However, the “ADOS”-component should be removed to 
avoid querying the database twice. The “security admin” abstract component can 
be tailored to realize the organization's over all security standards (e.g. record all 
queries). 

During our work with the steel mill another requirement for access control 
came up. Most of the actors were not too worried if external engineering offices 
got access to individual drawings. However, they feared that someone could take 
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out the documentation of whole plants or big parts of them. To deal with this 
concern, we thought of programming a new basic component which would count 
and restrict the amount of drawings sent to a specific engineering office. The 
internal engineers could tailor this component by specifying an amount of 
drawings per time unit. This new component could be integrated into the “internal 
engineer” abstract component (between the “ADOS”-component and the “out-
box”-mail box). In this way the internal engineers or the administrator gained 

additional flexibility in specifying their access policy. 

Figure 6: Access control by involving a security administrator 

14 Conclusion 

Newer concepts in management science like organizational networks, 
outsourcing, or virtual organizations are based on intense inter-organizational 
cooperation. However, inter- organizational cooperation has not yet attracted 
much attention within the CSCW community. We have presented a case study of 
inter-organizational cooperation from the steel industry. Analyzing the 
relationship between the external and the internal engineering department, the co- 
presence of cooperation and competition turned out to exist. Though joint projects 
required a tight coupling across organizational boundaries, competition stayed in 
place. 

We have investigated new concepts of access control, to allow sharing of 
material stored in electronic repositories of one of the partners. Traditional access 
control only allows to choose between the “allowed” and “forbidden” options. 
Such an approach implies the assumption that it is possible to distinguish between 
the “allowed” and “forbidden” options ex-ante. It was shown that this approach 
does not comply with the organizational requirements. Therefore, a new 
dimension in the design of access control was conceptualized. Mechanisms of 
uno-tempore and ex-post access control have been developed which offer new 
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options to deal with the coexistence of cooperation and competition. However, 
such mechanisms may be also relevant for other settings of cooperative work (cf. 
(Stiemerling and Wulf, 2000)). 

Looking at the implementation, we have chosen a component-based framework 
which allows to tailor the applications even at runtime. ADOS-X supports the 
actual practice of decentralized access control. Nevertheless, we hope that it is 
designed flexibly enough to avoid becoming an obstacle when changes in the 
cooperation arise. It should support processes of organizational development by 
“soft” technical transitions. However, ADOS-X still has to undergo this prove of 
concept. 
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ABSTRACT Expert recommender systems (ERS) are considered a promising technology in knowledge 
management. However, there are very few studies which evaluated their appropriation in practice. In this 
paper, we present results of a case study of expert recommender technology in a large European 
industrial association. Unlike existing expert recommender approaches, the system involves users in 
selecting textual documents for semi-automatic profile generation. Our study focuses on the appropriation 
of this functionality and discusses impacts from an organizational perspective. 
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1. Introduction 

The concept of knowledge management (KM) has been the subject of controversial discussions 
during the past years. The CSCW community has criticized repository approaches to KM which 
assume that knowledge could be easily externalized and re-appropriated (e.g. (Bannon and Kuutti, 
1996), (Ackerman et al., 2003)). Taking the often implicit and social nature of human knowledge 
into account (Polanyi, 1985), (Wenger, 1998), a second wave of KM applications has been 
postulated (Cohen and Prusak, 2001), (Huysman and Wit, 2004)]. Second wave KM applications 
support knowledge sharing and social networks among human actors - those who seek for certain 
knowledge and those who may possess it (Ackerman et al., 2003), (Huysman and Wulf, 2006), 
(Zhang et al., 2007).   

There are different KM applications which support human actors in finding, communicating, or 

cooperating with experts on knowledge intense activities. While expert recommender systems 

(ERS) allow finding appropriate knowledge carriers based on their expertise profile, member or 



topic centered communication spaces encourage exchanging ideas or finding solutions to problems 

(Huysman and Wulf, 2006). The design of these systems transcends the limitations of repository 

approaches. However, a profound set of evaluation studies is still missing, which look into specific 

design principles and their effects on practices of knowledge sharing in organizations.   

Looking at ERS, one of the biggest design challenges is how to allow users to build expertise 

profiles quickly and reliably with as little manual efforts as possible yet also respect individuals’ 

privacy. These conflicting requirements have led to the design of systems which emphasize speed 

of building profiles over privacy by collecting all or most of the information through some form of 

data mining (Ehrlich and Shami, 2008), (Maybury et al., 2002), or yellow-page systems which 

emphasize privacy over speed by asking the users to input the information manually. The ERS 

application discussed in this paper takes a novel position in this regard by combining self-reported 

directory information with keyword mining from users’ personal files and folders, with permission. 

To evaluate the viability of such a design approach the subtle interplay of technological and 

organizational factors needs to be taken into account. Therefore, the paper presents the results of 

an evaluation study of the ERS application within a major European national industrial association, 

called NIA for the purpose of this paper. The study was conducted over a period of eight month. 

Our study focuses on the system’s performance in profiling users’ expertise, benefits provided to 

users in their daily work practices and organizational impacts.   

In the following sections, we will first survey the state of the art on existing ERS and related 

case studies. We then describe our research approach as well as the application design based on a 

requirements analysis at NIA. Afterwards the results of our evaluative study are presented in detail. 

We conclude by discussing our findings. 

2. State of the art 

While the CSCW community has come up with a variety of interesting design concepts for second 

wave KM applications (Ackerman and Malone, 1990), (Agostini et al., 2005), there are 

considerably fewer studies which evaluate their impact on knowledge intense processes in 

organizations (Bradner et al., 1999), (Soroka and Jacovi, 2004). In this paper, we will focus on 

expert recommender systems (ERS). These applications allow entering a search query for 

knowledgeable human actors and display an output list of potential experts. The search queries are 

matched against a corpus of personal data which indicates a human actor’s expertise or interest. 

Most of these systems access personal data automatically in order to create and maintain user 

profiles without bothering the users. Besides expertise location, these systems can be used to 

generate competence profiles of (parts of) the organization or to identify competence gaps 

(Lindgren et al., 2004).  

There is a large variety of technical implementations for expert recommender systems (Ehrlich 

and Shami, 2008), (Foner, 1997), (Kautz et al., 1997), (Maybury et al., 2002), (McArthur and 



Bruza, 2003), (Pohs et al., 2001), (Streeter and Lochbaum, 1988), (Vivacqua and Lieberman, 

2000)]. Some implementations are based on text matching algorithms drawing on corpora such as 

textual documents, e-mails or chat messages (Streeter and Lochbaum, 1988), (Foner, 1997). Other 

implementations regard more structured data, such as program code, scientific references or social 

networks to be appropriate indicators of expertise location (Kautz et al., 1997), (Mcdonald, 2000), 

(Vivacqua and Lieberman, 2000). Recent approaches allow matching different sources of personal 

data (Ehrlich and Shami, 2008), (Reichling et al., 2007). 

While the diversity of technological approaches has widened considerably, only a rather limited 

number of studies has derived requirements for ERS or evaluated ERS technology in native 

organizational environments.   

McDonald (Mcdonald, 2000) and Groth & Bowers (Groth and Bowers, 2001) provide empirical 

grounding for the design of ERS. In each of the case studies a real world organization, a medical 

software development company and a technical consultancy, are investigated in depth in terms of 

their expert finding practices and implications for technical design. The authors come up with 

contradictive conclusions with regard to the basic design principle of ERS. Groth & Bowers (Groth 

and Bowers, 2001) argue against the traditional design approach towards ERS due to the 

situatedness of expert finding behaviour. To advance our knowledge with regard to this dispute, 

we need studies which evaluate different design principles of ERS.   

McDonald (Mcdonald, 2000) evaluates his ERS in a medical software company. The ERS finds 

developers most knowledgeable with regard to certain software modules based on a corresponding 

documentation in the source code. The study indicates that the expertise profiling worked 

satisfactory within the medical software company. Interestingly, additional applications of the ERS 

were suggested by participants during the evaluation study: The ERS could be used for the 

assignment of programming jobs or for a long term competence management. Lindgren et al. 

(Lindgren et al., 2004) found that the automatic profiling of their system (based on the users’ 

individual configurations of search agents to the internal DMS) did not work satisfactory because 

the user profiles were judged to be incomplete. The authors suggest using documents or e-mails 

from the users’ working context for profiling. Moreover, it turned out that the ERS did not 

significantly improve social interconnectedness among the actors.   

Ehrlich et al. (Ehrlich and Shami, 2008) have built an ERS which analyses the content of 

outgoing e-mails and chats. Moreover, it takes the structure of the message exchange to construct 

a social network among the users. The system was deployed via an intranet site within IBM. Its 

pattern of adoption was evaluated by means of 11 phone interviews and log file analysis. Moreover, 

the authors were interested in the perception of their privacy mechanisms (Ehrlich and Shami, 

2008). An additional study focused on the selection criteria for experts in the output list (Shami et 

al., 2008). While the work within IBM offers interesting insights into the dynamics of the adoption 

process, it still lacks a long term perspective on the appropriation process and deeper analysis of 

changes in expert finding behavior.  



The question arises whether ERS can overcome adverse conditions (lacking willingness for 

cooperation, time pressure) that can be found in many organizations and successfully introduce 

KM to these organizations. Different authors predict considerable improvements as a result of an 

increased mutual awareness of competences, skills and recent activities of human actors in 

organizations. However, up to now empirical evaluations on successfully applied ERS in 

organizations are rather sparse.   

Even with regard to technical design principles, we lack evaluation data. Important design issues 

are still not answered in a satisfactory manner, especially how to identify corpora of personal data 

which are indicative of an actor, how to keep it up to date over time, or how to balance between 

the completeness of a corpora and privacy concerns. Regarding existing technical approaches to 

ERS, it is striking that none of the systems allows users to select or control the data for automatic 

profile creation. We assume that this is an important issue in terms of the users’ privacy concerns 

as well as of an accurate and comprehensive expertise profile. The ERS rolled out in our study 

provides these features.   

3. METHODS AND FIELD OF APPLICATION  

The evaluation study was the final step in a three year lasting research project within NIA. For 

more details on requirements analysis and system development we refer to (Reichling and Veith, 

2005), (Reichling et al., 2007).   

NIA is one of the largest industrial associations in Europe. The association offers services such 

as networking among its member companies and information about market opportunities, legal 

regulations, sector-specific standardizations, or industrial property rights. Moreover, it offers 

technical or professional support and lobbying services at governmental institutions on behalf of 

its members.   

NIA serves 3000 member companies from different branches of the machine tool and the capital 

goods industries. It consists of 37 sector specific vertical departments (sections) each dedicated to 

companies from specific industry sectors such as ‘agricultural machinery’, ‘pumps and systems’, 

or ‘software’. Moreover, it consists of horizontal units with cross cutting responsibilities (general 

departments), e.g. ‘business administration’, ‘law’, or ‘taxes’. In addition, NIA hosts several spin 

offs and other dedicated organizational units such as forums, projects, and regional offices (see 

figure 1). At NIA’s headquarters, about 450 employees work in one of the organizations’ sections 

or departments.   

Historically, the different sections were autonomous associations which merged in the 1990s 

into a single organization. There is still a certain rivalry remaining among the sections since many 

member companies are (or could be) members in more than one section. The allocation of NIA’s 

financial resources fosters this rivalry. Member companies pay fees directly by the section they are 



members of. The sections transfer a certain percentage of their fees to NIA’s board to finance 

central activities and horizontal units.   

NIA is characterized by a grown and highly decentralized organizational structure. The 

historically induced rivalries among the sections led to mutual unawareness of competencies and 

responsibilities within the organization, and thus, had a negative impact on the knowledge sharing 

practises. Since NIA’s services towards its member companies are mainly based on human and 

social capital, ERS technology was regarded to offer high potentials (Reichling and Veith, 2005). 

 

Figure 1 Organizational structure of NIA 

Our work was part of a research project funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economics 

and Technology. The project was initiated on NIA’s initiative. The heads of two of its sections 

were instrumental in setting up the project: the ones on ‘agricultural machinery’ and on ‘software’. 

The first one was also a member of the executive board. The project was aimed at fostering NIA’s 

internal knowledge sharing practises and improving its knowledge-intense services towards its 

member companies. Our research activities inside NIA were mainly focussed on the agricultural 

machinery section to create a pilot which could serve as a reference for other parts of NIA. Hence, 

most of the participants were working for the agricultural sector. Additionally, employees of 

several other, mainly horizontal units, took part in the study. The project was headed by an 

employee of NIA’s subsidiary for research and development.   

The research activities were framed by an action research (AR) cycle (Susman and Evered, 

1978) and applied methods of the Integrated Organization and Technology Development (OTD) 

(Wulf and Rohde, 1995). Our research activities involved three major steps:   

(1) Requirements analysis: In order to learn about the typical work processes, information needs 

and organizational culture from the workers’ perspective, we conducted 16 semi-structured 

interviews with employees (14) and managers (2) of NIA (cf. (Reichling and Veith, 2005), 

(Reichling et al., 2007)).   

(2) System design: Based on the results of the first step (as far as they could be understood as 

technical demands), we formulated basic requirements for KM support. Based on these 

requirements we designed and implemented a prototypical ERS, called ExpertFinding, in order to 

meet the requirements (cf. (Reichling et al., 2007)).   
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(3) Roll out and evaluation: We introduced the ExpertFinding system to a set of 19 (later 24) 

employees (referred to as pilot testers) who used the system over a period of about eight months. 

During the evaluation study we took 20 more semi-structured interviews with pilot testers.  

To limit tensions resulting from the rivalries among the sections, requirements analysis and roll out 

phase focused on the agricultural machinery section and employees of different horizontal units. 

Most of the interviewees of the first phase participated also in the roll-out. While the results of the 

first two steps are described in details in (Reichling and Veith, 2005), (Reichling et al., 2007), we 

focus on the evaluation of the system in this paper.   

We started the evaluation study in March 2006. While most of the 19 pilot testers were asked to 

take part, two of them joined the pilot test on their own initiative after the system launch got around. 

In the beginning, we offered two trainings to which the pilot testers were invited and installed the 

system on their computers. After 20 weeks, we extended the test site by including five employees 

of one of NIA’s member company. These employees also got training at the company’s 

headquarters.   

Seven of the pilot testers were employees of the agricultural section. Additionally, different 

horizontal units (communications, information systems, engineering, law, ecology, and 

economics), the executive board, the internal publishing house and the ‘pumps and systems’-

section were represented, each with one participant. Two further pilot testers belong to NIA’s 

subsidiary for research and development.   

During the evaluation study we conducted 21 interviews in two cycles: 9 at the beginning (after 

the trainings) and 12 in the end of the evaluation period. 6 of the interviewees were consulted in 

both cycles. The interviews were recorded via tape recorder with the participants’ agreement. 

Furthermore, over the entire evaluation study we offered technical support via telephone, e-mail, 

and periodic visits of the system developer (and first author). Thereby we collected user feedback 

of any kind – suggestions, bug reports or criticism – which was documented as well. User feedback 

that was gained during support activities was not recorded but documented form of field notes by 

the first author. Based on the feedback we updated the system periodically. New versions of the 

system were then rapidly installed on the machines of the corresponding pilot testers in order to 

get instant feedback on the newly integrated features or bug fixes – again plotting user feedback. 

By doing so, we applied a cyclic, evolutionary and participatory development of the ExpertFinding 

system following the framework of Integrated Organization and Technology Development (OTD) 

(Wulf and Rohde, 1995).   

4. EXPERTFINDING  

The subsequent paragraphs describe the design and architecture of the ERS application, called 

ExpertFinding in more detail. We motivate central aspects of the design approach by empirical 

findings from the requirements analysis (RE).   



ExpertFinding stores and maintains expertise profiles reflecting the users’ recent activities and 

expertise. The application’s main purpose is to enable NIA’s employees to find suitable experts to 

handle incoming requests from member companies that often are handed in a highly selforganized 

manner (Reichling et al., 2007). Incoming questions often need to be assigned to an appropriate 

expert which was identified to be a highly time-consuming task because it was not sufficiently 

supported by any of NIA’s existing media (see below).   

The ExpertFinding application combines two mechanisms of profile creation: The first one 

creates semi-automatically large scale keyword lists from arbitrary text documents (doc, ppt, pdf, 

html, txt.) selected from the user’s file system. In order to create accurate profiles and to protect 

the employees’ privacy, users select the documents or folders themselves. If they chose a folder, 

all containing documents and subfolders are selected. However, users can configurate filters to 

restrict the choice to certain types of document formats or subfolders. The files and folders are 

stored either on the user’s local file system or on a shared directory system.   

The resulting ‘keyword profiles’ typically contain up to several hundred thousands of different 

terms. In order to limit their size, we filtered stop words and cut less frequent terms from the 

keyword listings so that in the end 10.000 to  

20.000 terms remained. We decided not to apply more rigorous filter mechanisms to avoid 

unintended filtering of relevant keywords.   

 
Figure 2 :  ExpertFinding: window showing a ranked list of experts (with photos if provided in the 
yellow-pages) and information explaining aspects of the ranking 

The keyword profile was designed to satisfy two central requirements from the RE: (1) A time 

efficient procedure of profile creation and maintenance and (2) accurate and comprehensive 

expertise profiles. We assumed that the filing habits of the participants are rather stable over time. 



Therefore, once the files and folders are carefully chosen, adjustments to this selection are not often 

necessary since eventual changes with regard to documents or subfolders are covered. The 

described method of profile creation differs considerably from existing approaches as it explicitly 

involves the users in selecting appropriate resources. We propose that such user involvement is 

necessary in order to meet the users’ privacy concerns as well as to create accurate expertise 

profiles.   

The second mechanism for profile creation is a rather straight forward yellow-page (YP) styled 

form in which users can enter contact information as well as information about their educational 

background, job descriptions, specific qualifications, language skills etc. We included these ‘YP 

profiles’ in order to enable the users to directly shape their expertise profiles in case they are willing 

to (Lindgren et al., 2004). Furthermore, the YP profiles should give the users a better control over 

the contents of their expertise profiles.   

Thus, each expertise profile consists of two profile components – keyword and YP profile – 

which are regarded as complementing each other: The large scale keyword profiles fill up the gaps 

that exist within the YP profiles. The keyword profiles are created and periodically updated almost 

automatically without user input. In particular, additional keywords are extracted from documents 

which are newly stored in selected folders. These updates are expected to represent the dynamic 

changes in the user’s focus of work and expertise. By contrast, the YP profiles embody indicators 

for ‘long term expertise that do not need to be updated frequently.   

The ExpertFinding application relies on a client-server architecture. It provides front and back 

end components to carry out expertise inquiries and to set up expertise profiles. It can also be used 

for storage and matching of expertise profiles. We decided to implement a client component rather 

than a web based client mainly for privacy reasons. Since the clients are installed locally on the 

users’ machines documents do not need to be uploaded to the server for keyword profile creation. 

The entire profile can be set up, inspected and eventually fixed before uploading.   

We further decided to base the system on a componentbased architecture which supports 

extension and changes of functionalities with relatively low efforts. Components are encapsulated 

in ‘plug-ins’ that could be updated remotely. We did that for two reasons: First we took into account 

the dynamic interplay between groupware applications and organizations which can lead to 

emerging requirements that need to be quickly integrated (cf. (Lindgren et al., 2004), (Orlikowski, 

1996)). Second, regarding NIAs organizational and IT infrastructure, the RE showed evidence that 

the need for a deeper integration of the ERS into the existing infrastructure would emerge.   

The client system provides capabilities for expertise search. As simplicity and ease of use were 

required in the RE the corresponding user interface is kept very simple and straightforward, mainly 

inspired by the Google website (one participant of the RE described his vision of the ERS as 

“Google for NIA”, cf. (Reichling and Veith, 2005), (Reichling et al., 2007)). The user client shows 

results as a list of experts which is ordered by relevance. Furthermore, excerpts from the relevant 

parts of the profiles (e.g. terms that match the request) are displayed. It also provides facilities to 



directly contact experts mentioned in the result list via an internal messaging tool (cf. (Reichling 

et al., 2007)).   

The server provides several matching algorithms of different complexity, e.g. Latent Semantic 

Indexing (LSI, see (Deerwester et al., 1990)), to the keyword profiles. Besides LSI we created less 

complex algorithms that perform matching on a fairly straight forward base such as ‘summing up 

weights of matching terms’ (see (Reichling et al., 2007)). The different matching algorithms can 

be set up to work concurrently or exclusive. We included multiple algorithms for matching in order 

to find out the most suitable during the evaluation.   

5. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS  

After having installed the ExpertFinding client at the pilot testers’ computers, the first steps of 

usage were stimulated by the developer. Typically, he would ask the users to create a profile and 

made them conduct some search inquiries. During his regular visits on-site to provide technical 

support, he would ask questions on usage patterns, and strengthen interest in the application.   

While the usage patterns were differentiated, auto search was an important activity. After having 

created their first set of profiles most users were interested how they were ranked with regard to 

search items relevant to their tasks. Surprising or dissatisfying results let to a more in depth 

evaluation of the key word list and modifications of the selected document folders.  

Since the pilot testers from the agricultural department knew each other well and also some of 

the actors from the general departments, they did not search for experts too frequently. Some of 

them even did not bother to create elaborated profiles. However, some interviewees reported about 

the useful appropriation of the search function. One employee from the communications 

department reported that she was using this function to identify colleagues whom she could ask to 

write a specific article for NIA’s weekly journal.   

So, the limited number of pilot testers, the fact that many of them knew each other rather well, 

and the stimulating activities of the developer let to rather specific pattern of usage. Auto search 

and profile creation were the predominate activities. When describing the results of the evaluation 

study in more detail, we will focus on the appropriation of the semi-automatic profile creation 

mechanism.   

6. Creation of expertise profiles  

We noticed typical patterns of adoption, each indicating the importance that users attach to the 

application. One type of user was highly involved in rendering their profile to make them reflect a 

maximum of expertise in as many domains as possible. For instance, we observed the head of the 

information systems department and the agent responsible for NIA’s website ‘developing’ their 

profiles against each other after the latter found out that she was outperformed on the keyword 



“internet” which she claimed as a central indicator of her competence. Hence, both added 

documents or folders to the keyword profile and edited their YP profile and checked the results of 

the expertise search afterwards. Obviously the order of search results was perceived highly 

important: Users often were upset when other (known) colleagues appeared in the result lists on a 

higher position on a self-occupied search term, even though they appeared among the first three 

hits. The converse behaviour was also observed: A pilot tester from the agricultural section 

(working mainly on superficial administrative stuff) entirely refused to create her expertise profile. 

She argued that for each possible domain there were colleagues within her department that were 

better candidates to ask.   

The patterns of usage observed among the pilot testers strongly imply that in order to gain users’ 

acceptance (and assure a critical mass of users) they need to feel adequately represented by the 

system. This is especially given for key capabilities, e.g. people in positions of responsibility like 

section leaders. Even the manipulation of the result order (analogue to Google Adwords) in the 

interest of those capabilities was suggested during the evaluation study in case they were 

outperformed by ‘non-capabilities’.   

The perceived significance of the system was underlined by several participants expressing that 

the real value of the application could not be recognized unless it was rolled out over the entire 

organization, including external regional departments. Along with these statements the participants 

expressed their expectation that this would happen quite soon, which they found desirable.   

Since the pilot testers were dealing with the ERS prototype hands on, they came up with new 

ideas for redesign. For instance the head of the information systems department suggested 

generating “daily profiles”. Those profiles should offer insight to the current activities of users to 

avoid redundant work at different locations within NIA. As “daily profiles” require access to up-

to-date data, the inclusion of e-mail messages was discussed again. Interestingly, while the use of 

e-mail messages was widely rejected by the participants during the RE phase, some of the pilot 

testers rethought their attitude towards that option. They stated that the use of certain non-private 

e-mail folders for profile creation could be acceptable.   

An interesting problem was described at the end of the evaluation phase by a participant working 

in the agricultural section. When asked to explain the temporarily low level of usage in his 

department (even though five users from one of their member companies were added, see above), 

he explained that the systems’ expertise profiles could be misinterpreted by others as a sort of job 

description. Since there was not any detailed job descriptions given in his department, task 

assignment among the colleagues had developed over time and was performed in a rather informal 

way. While this way of task assignment worked perfectly for their department, pseudo-job 

descriptions like expertise profiles were regarded as a disturbing factor, causing tasks that were 

accomplished ‘voluntarily’ before being assigned in a ‘hard-wired’-manner now.   

The head of the information systems department expressed lacking understanding when faced 

with the rather poor expertise profiles of the colleagues from the agricultural section. He explained 

that those poor profiles were likely to damage NIA’s reputation on the members’ side as they 



(undeservedly) created the impression that little expertise is covered by the department. Hence, he 

suggested that each user was responsible for suitably “blowing up” his expertise profile in order to 

properly represent his department. This is even more interesting in conjunction with the results 

above.   

The extension of the system usage to member companies (realized in the evaluation study by 

including five users of one member company) was an upcoming issue during the evaluation study. 

This would enable employees of member companies to directly seek for suitable contact persons 

at NIA. Several pilot testers found it to be a perfectly natural step as it would decrease the work 

load for both internal employees and employees of member companies. In order to control the 

number of requests, external access should be restricted to a limited number of trusted external 

actors who would need to sign in via login and password, as one of the agricultural sections 

employees suggested.   

7. Keyword profiles and search results  

Most of the pilot testers expressed their approval and comprehension to the semi-automatically 

created keyword profiles as part of the users’ expertise profiles. The choice of appropriate 

documents reflecting the users’ activities and expertise appeared straightforward to most of the 

users. The generated keyword profiles were largely judged to be accurate. These findings are 

widely confirmed by a brief quantitative analysis that showed promising results. The analysis was 

conducted by our contact person (who was familiar with the work and expertise of the pilot testers) 

in order to verify that the search function returned valid results. He compared the application’s 

matching results on a set of representative keywords with his ratings and assigned scores to the 

results.   

However, several pilot testers (among them an employee of the economics department) stated 

that from their point of view the keyword profile was mainly an “extension” to the YP profiles 

which were regarded as the “real” expertise profiles as they could be edited directly. Since the 

ExpertFinding application weighted both profile components equally when matching profiles 

against requests, the employee of the economics department suggested that users should be able to 

define weights to indicate the importance they would attribute to each of the components. Hence, 

they could assign a higher weight to their YP profile than their keyword profile.   

Moreover, different problems occurred during the evaluation study. Several pilot testers felt 

troubled by the large and comprehensive (but hardly manageable) keyword profiles that sometimes 

contained seemingly irrelevant or meaningless terms as a result of the non-rigorous filter 

mechanisms. Even though this was absolutely intended (see above) some users judged those 

occurrences as a system failure. For instance, ‘trivial’ keywords like the association’s name or 

headquarter often appeared in the keyword profiles. Although the pilot testers assumed that such 



meaningless keywords would not have any negative impact on the search results, they still found 

them disturbing.   

One user of the agricultural section was stunned by the local profile creation. Even though we 

repeatedly pointed to the fact that there would not been any document uploaded, the user still 

believed that documents were uploaded to the server which prevented him from selecting 

documents for his keyword profile.   

Another severe (even though subtle) problem occurred during the evaluation study: The problem 

of ‘seemingly adequate’ documents that showed up in one case where an administrative member 

of the standardization panel (referred to as A) conducted a straightforward choice of documents. 

The resulting keyword profile accurately reflected her focus of work. However, in a later interview 

session with one of A’s colleagues from the agricultural section (referred to as B) it turned out that 

the keyword profile of A and B were similar even though the nature of their competency was rather 

different. While A performed rather superficial, administrative jobs concerned with 

standardization, B was deeply involved, e.g. he worked out drafts of standardization documents. 

Therefore, B declared that he had a more legitimate claim to call himself an expert in that domain.   

The ExpertFinding’s keyword profiles happen to accurately indicate the users’ domain of 

knowledge which is supported by the above results. However, characteristics like the nature of 

expertise (administrative, coordinating or operative) as well as the level of expertise (strong, 

medium or weak competency) are not sufficiently represented. This shortcoming turned out to raise 

problems because both participants wanted to feel adequately represented while potential 

requestors seek for either content-oriented or administrative competencies.   

8. Organizational issues  

If we assume the system to be rolled out over the entire organization, certain organizational changes 

are likely to arise (cf. (Lindgren et al., 2004), (Orlikowski, 1996)). The evaluation study indicates 

several ‘organizational shifts’ that may take place.   

First, we discovered different cases in which employees – independent of their actual 

competencies - appear to be experts due their representation in already existing media. For instance, 

the agent responsible for NIA’s website was mentioned with her full name and her e-mail address 

at the bottom of each web page, rendering her one of the most prominent persons all over the 

organization. In an interview she stated that she was indeed troubled by many requests (most of 

them via e-mail) that she was not responsible for. Hence, replying to these requests became a time 

consuming part of her job.   

Other cases of ‘inadequately prominent people’ within the organization were mentioned by 

different interviewees. One relevant case is caused by the present employees’ directory. It was said 

to be incomplete because only employees in higher positions are listed. Moreover, it contains 

inaccurate and arbitrary descriptions of their responsibilities and competencies provided by the 



included actors themselves. Finally, it is lexicographically ordered which turned out to be 

problematic because those actors whose names start with early letters in the alphabet were more 

often requested than others.   

We found that persons who were more prominently represented in the company’s media were 

troubled (or blessed – see below) more often than others. At the same time, the actual responsible 

or competent people were omitted due to their undeserved weak representation in these media.   

Regarding the actors’ expertise and their representation in the existing media, we can distinguish 

four categories as shown in figure 3: (1) Actors with great expertise and adequate representation 

(“big experts”), (2) actors who are overrepresented and potentially troubled by amounts of requests 

that they are not responsible for, (3) actors who are underrepresented although they possess 

considerable expertise (“small experts”) and (4) actors who do not possess meaningful expertise 

(or assume they don’t) and are accordingly weak represented. The potential impact of the ERS can 

be regarded as a shift in the actors’ representation, shown as white and grey arrows in figure 3.   

 
Figure 3  Impact of the ERS technology on the perceived distribution of expertise  

In each category we can assume the ERS to produce ‘winners’ as well as ‘losers’. Whether an actor 

understands himself to be a winner or a loser depends on how satisfied he was before and how his 

situation has changed due to the ERS. However, there is evidence that the impact on each of the 

groups is rather positive than negative. First, for the categories 2 and 3, we can assume that the 

impact of the ERS will be perceived rather positive since members of category 2 are taken out of 

‘the line of fire’ and members of category 3 will be represented according to their actual expertise 

which can improve their reputation. Second, it is likely (although by no means guaranteed) that 

‘real’ experts in a given domain (category 1) will show up with a larger amount of dedicated 



documents than non-experts (category 2). Hence, the impact on categories 1 and 2 is assumed to 

be asymmetric (see figure 3).   

9. Technical aspects  

Among the results of the evaluation study there are some interesting technical implications towards 

ERS. First, quite soon it became clear that the LSI-based matching algorithm did not return 

satisfactory results compared to the other matching algorithms (see above). Though we dedicated 

quite some efforts on fine-tuning the algorithm, the LSI results were felt to be diffuse and arbitrary 

by several users. This is likely to be a result of the broad nature of keyword profiles, covering large 

amounts of terms which do not longer provide a common meaning (as textual documents do).   

Second, it became evident that the selection mechanisms for the choice of folders and files to 

create the keyword profile were too imprecise after changes in the organizational use of the filing 

system emerged. Following a mandatory guideline (that was set up while the evaluation study was 

ongoing), NIA’s employees were only allowed to use common server drives to store their files. As 

a result, it became much more difficult for users to select ‘their’ files and folders within the 

directories since they were used by others as well. As most of the pilot testers complained it was 

far too time-consuming to single out their own files, they rather selected folders on a higher level 

risking a very coarse and inaccurate choice of documents, strongly overlapping with the choices of 

other users. So the organizational regulation with regard to the storage of files can impact the 

effectiveness of our approach to profiling severely.  

 Third, in order to clean the keyword profiles from meaningless terms (see above), one 

participant suggested a NIA-specific thesaurus which would contain widely used terms which 

would be considered to be meaningless in the context of the association. This thesaurus could also 

contain the family names of employees in order to satisfy the users’ privacy concerns as well as 

legal constraints resulting from German law.  

Finally, the component based architecture turned out to be useful. While the pilot testers 

encountered several shortcomings of and emerging requirements to the ExpertFinding application, 

we frequently needed to update the system which was considerably eased by the dynamic update 

mechanisms which relies on the component based architecture (see above).  

10. Extended requirements  

As a result of the roll-out, we can summarize requirements of ERS technology (see table 1). We 

also elaborate on potentials for reimplementation. While the first seven findings in table 1 are rather 

clear, the findings 8 – 10 need some elaboration. First, they do not imply any technical changes. 

Second, it is unclear whether they require planned interventions or will emerge over time. So at 

this point, we need additional long term investigations.   



Table 1: Extended requirements for ERS technology 

11. Extended requirements  

As a result of the roll-out, we can summarize requirements of ERS technology (see table 1). We 

also elaborate on potentials for reimplementation. While the first seven findings in table 1 are rather 

clear, the findings 8 – 10 need some elaboration. First, they do not imply any technical changes. 

Second, it is unclear whether they require planned interventions or will emerge over time. So at 

this point, we need additional long term investigations.   

Nr.  Finding  Extended requirement  Potential technical 
implementation  

1  Basic elements of the system design were not 
sufficiently understood (local creation of expertise 
profiles, comprehensive keyword profiles)  

  
Algorithmic transparency  

Careful UI design, extended help 
functions, focus on these issues 
during roll out and training  

2  Shared folders lead to improper choices of 
documents out of which keyword profiles are 
generated  

Simplification and  
refinement of selection 
mechanisms  

Optional selection criteria based 
on age, authorship, and other 
characteristics of files and folders  

3  Family names and organization-specific 
terminology show up in the keyword profiles, 
which upsets the users and may violate privacy 
concerns  

Extended privacy options  
  
Algorithmic transparency  

Implementing a thesaurus specific 
for each organization which 
contains names and certain 
terminology  

4  Need to individually specify weights for certain 
profile components  

More focus on user 
control  

Support configuration of the 
weighting algorithm  

5  Lacking visibility of simultaneous accomplishment 
of similar tasks  

  
Highly up-to-date profiles  

Restricted and user controlled 
access to highly up-to-date data 
sources (like e-mail)  

6  Nature and level of expertise are important 
properties for potential requestors, which are not 
sufficiently covered by the ExpertFinding system  

Refined model of 
expertise   

Include additional types of data 
based on users’ self-perception or 
mutual ratings  

7  Allowing externals, such as employees of member 
companies, access to the system may enable head 
hunting activities  

Ensure that externals 
access can be controlled 
with regard to the types 
of data being disclosed   

Guidelines for visibility settings   
Implementation of filters to avoid 
disclosure of sensible information 
to externals   

8  Over- or understatement when creating expertise 
profiles are typical patterns of adoption  

Ensure reasonable ways 
of usage within the 
organization  

  

9  Expertise profiles can be interpreted as 
(mandatory) job descriptions  

Ensure congruency 
between expertise 
profiles and actual job 
descriptions  

  

10  ERS may produce ‘winners’ and ‘losers’  Make ‘winners’ become 
the larger group  

  



Regarding finding 8, it seems likely that those actors who overstate their own expertise (see 

above) may over time decide for more realistic expertise profiles after they are troubled with 

requests they cannot answer. The perception that expertise profiles may get the character of a job 

description (finding 9) is another issue that needs further investigation. Stable task assignments and 

existing job descriptions may turn out to be a necessary precondition when applying ERS 

technology. Finding 10 does not imply the need for planned intervention unless significant numbers 

of ‘losers’ appear. This again is an issue of further long term investigations.   

12. CONCLUSIONS  

The empirical results of the study provide new insights into practises of ERS appropriation. We 

were able to evaluate the design approach of semi-automatic profile generations over a period of 

eight months, much longer than almost all evaluation studies in this domain.   

As far as the study deals with profiling behaviour, the small number of the participants does not 

weaken the results significantly. The users generated different versions of their profiles and 

evaluated them mainly by means of auto search. The findings concerning users’ effort to set up 

their expertise profiles, the modes of self-presentation, users' privacy concerns are grounded in real 

world experiences. A larger number of participants would probably have strengthened the effects 

observed (and led to additional ones).  

Due to the small number of participants and their partial familiarity with each other, the users 

searched only occasionally for experts and evaluated matching results for this purpose. While 

hands-on experience allowed users to better  anticipate  organizational  impacts  of 

 ERS functionality and additional experiences with NIA’s website were existing (see 

‘organizational issues’), these results have to be interpreted with more care.   

With regard to semi-automatically created profiles, the study indicates that it can lead to 

appropriate expert profiles for most users engaged. Most of the hits the ExpertFinding application 

returned on inquiries were owed to the keyword profiles (instead of YP profiles). In most cases the 

occurrence of actors on the result lists was perceived reasonable even though the order of results 

was criticised in some cases.   

Our study led to some new insights with respect to the design of ERS. First, the importance of 

auto-search activities became rather obvious within NIA. Users may appreciate a function which 

indicates the linkage between a selected set of documents and its effects on their ranking with 

regard to specific keywords. Second, we underestimated the need for more fine-grained 

mechanisms to select textual documents. It turned out that authorship and creation date are 

important filters for document selection, which should be supported in later versions of the system. 

Additionally, an analysis of e-mail communication could hint to individual expertise specifications 

in particular knowledge domains(Ehrlich and Shami, 2008), (McArthur and Bruza, 2003). 

However, e-mail profiling was still declined by most users due to privacy reasons. Still, the hand-



on experience with ERS functionality had slightly changed their attitude compared to the 

prestudy(Reichling et al., 2007), (Reichling et al., 2007).  

Our findings are consistent with former studies that found ERS can generate accurate but not 

always complete expertise profiles (Mcdonald, 2000). As (Lindgren et al., 2004) suggests, the 

users’ understanding of the matching algorithms deeply influences the acceptance of such systems. 

In case of ERS we believe that the user understanding of how the system works (underlying 

algorithms) is as important as the usability of the system because both influence the users’ 

perception of the control they can exercise.  

The reported findings significantly add to the state of the art with regard to the diffusion of 

keyword profiles (according to domain, degree and nature) and to the observed shift in the 

perception of expertise. The present study showed more clearly than other studies before (Groth 

and Bowers, 2001), (Lindgren et al., 2004), (Mcdonald, 2000) that the organizational recognition 

to be seen as a ‘competent contact person’ plays an important role. First, this recognition influences 

the perception of ‘responsibility’ for expertise related inquiries, and therefore, potentially 

compensates for the additional workload caused by these requests. Second, this recognition might 

be a career advantage due to the perception of competencies and performance. However, certain 

actors might fear the potential loss of reputation due to ERS generated profiles, and therefore, reject 

these applications.  

We observed actors developing their expertise profiles while others kept their profiles rather 

small. The ERS appears to be perceived as a meaningful medium for selfpresentation. It can impact 

the organizational perception of individuals’ expertise. The acceptance of ERS may suffer if 

‘winners’ worry about additional workload from requests or ‘losers’ are scared by a potential 

damage of their reputation. While our study pointed to the importance of these issues, a more 

profound analysis will be necessary comparing different ERS implementations and organizational 

settings.  
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Abstract Classification schemes are an important issue in the collective use of large 
document collections. We have investigated the classification of technical 
documentations in two engineering domains: a steel mill and a sewerage plant company. 
In both cases we found a coexistence of different classification schemes and problems 
resulting from distributed local archives. In supporting human actors to maintain different 
classifications schemes while working on a common archive, we developed the concept 
of context grabbing. It allows assigning context information efficiently in the form of meta-
data. Based on a document management system, a tool kit for context grabbing was 
developed. Its evaluation in a sewerage service company allows us to comment on 
important aspects of understanding the role of classifications in collaborative work. 

1 Introduction 

Knowledge management has become an important topic for the CSCW 
community within the last couple of years (Davenport and Prusak, 1998); (Probst 
et al., 1999), (Ackerman et al., 2003). Since cooperative work is often based on 
existing documents, document archives and their organisation are an important 
research issue in the context of sharing knowledge. To maintain a shared 
document archive proves to be a complex task. Large numbers of documents and 
additional information need to be categorized, a task involving different actors 
and stakeholders. This problem is of particularly relevant in the manufacturing 
and engineering sector. Maintaining an appropriate structure in vast collections of 
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technical documents is a challenge for practitioners as well as scientists 
(Carstensen and Wulf, 1998), (Trigg et al., 1999), (Lutters and Ackerman, 2002). 
Accessing specific documents can become a labour-intense and error-prone 
activity (Hinrichs, 2000). 

The transition from paper-based archives towards electronic document 
collections holds the opportunity to capture additional information about a 
document’s context by enriching its representation with meta-data. Context in this 
sense can be understood as a document’s set of present or past relationships in the 
world. Examples of a document’s context dimensions are: objects (e.g., machines, 
plants) of the ‘real world’ the document refers to, other documents the document 
is related to (e.g. same project), human actors who created or accessed the 
document, or work processes in which the document was relevant (including 
administrative processes like accounting). A document’s context consists typically 
of an immense variety of different dimensions. When making use of context in 
digital archives, a small selection of relevant dimensions is typically represented 
in specific attributes (metadata). Each attribute is defined by a set of values that 
represent the variation within this dimension of context (capturing one personal, 
physical, organisational, etc. aspect of a ‘situation’, see Klemke 2002). The 
representation of context–based meta-data can be used to constitute classification 
schemes that support human actors to structure large collections of entities 
(Simone and Sarini, 2001). 

The benefit of maintaining context data in digital archives has to be weighed 
against the effort necessary to capture and maintain the attributes’ values for each 
of the many documents. To deal with this problem, we will propose the concept of 
‘Context Grabbing’ which allows capturing attribute values efficiently. By 
maintaining a richer representation of context, context grabbing supports human 
actors to build their specific classification schemes on shared collections of 
documents. 

Additionally, assigning context data is not a straightforward task, Documents 
and document collections become boundary objects (Star, 1989) of different 
organisational communities, with different sets of ‘relevant’ dimensions of 
context that represent and establish the perspective of the respective community. 
‘Maintenance’ of documents, metadata (context) and classifications becomes a 
matter of multilateral interest, with every actor or stakeholder expecting to find a 
manifestation of his/her perspective in the archive data available. Changing 
interests, perspectives and – thus – contexts require adaptable context 
representations, and ‘tailoring’ the metadata becomes a crucial task for 
maintaining document collections. The need for appropriate management support 
becomes even stronger if large amounts of ‘new’ documents have to be included 
in a collection.  

In this contribution, we present our idea of providing ‘context grabbing’ 
techniques to support classification work in large document collections. These 
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ideas have been informed by earlier research we discuss in the ‘State of the Art’ 
section, and by two case studies in industrial settings we we present and comment. 
After that, we describe one ‘context grabbing’ prototype we implemented and 
evaluated. In the concluding sections we discuss the ideas in a broader context of 
archive management. 

2 State of the art 

In many domains cooperative work is based on collections of stored documents. 
Current file systems are insufficient for the administration of large amounts of 
documents. They restrict the users by limited indexing functionality and 
insufficient support to organize documents in an intuitive way (Dourish, 2000). 
Another problem is the loss of context information when documents are passed on 
through different departments. Without additional documentation, information 
about the original context gets lost (Freeman and Gelernter, 1996); (Rekimoto, 
1999). Technical functions to record context and at a later point in time to restore 
previous compilations of the document stocks are missing (Lutters and 
(Ackerman, 2002). Even Document Management Systems (DMS) especially 
designed for the purpose of document administration often prove to be too rigid 
and are not sufficiently adapted to cooperative work processes (Timmermans, 
2000). In summary, the technical support for the classification of documents is too 
inflexible with regard to evolving schemes. 

In order to analyse the use and evolution of classification systems, Bowker and 
Star (2000) gave the static notion of classification systems (as being a 
segmentation of the world with a set of consistent classificatory principles that 
operate on a disjunct and complete set of categories) a pragmatic turn. They 
suggested to accept anything that is “consistently called a classification system 
and treated as such” under this term. However, the use of the term with regard to 
the implications for the design of Information Technology (LaMarca et al., 1999) 
softened the sharp edges of the strict definition even more to allow the inclusion 
of all activities of classification that are relevant for work. 

Various studies show that the order and classification of data are often linked 
to specific work conditions (Bowker and Star, 2000) and that the compilation of 
the documents reflects the know-how of the actors handling the processes 
(Hertzum and Pejtersen, 2000). While the file structures used are comprehensible 
and self-explanatory to individual users, the comprehensibility of the 
classification schemes gets lost at the collaborative level. Severe problems occur 
when classification schemes for cooperative processes are to be developed 
(Dourish, 2000), (Wulf, 1997). Different terms and terminologies, but also 
different modes of operation and understanding complicate the process of 
coordination (Bannon and Bødker, 1997); (Carstensen and Wulf, 1998); (Trigg et 
al., 1999). Classification schemes that are introduced in a centralised way and that 
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cover the whole organisation are often too rigid and restrict the users in a 
disproportionate way (Hinrichs, 2000); (Pipek et al., 2002). The standards for 
building classification schemes (IEC 61346 – structuring principles, classification 
objects and codes) and for structuring technical documentation (IEC 61355 – 
classification for plants, systems and equipment) still have to be tested in practice. 
Categories arising by themselves during a more decentralized process often hold 
better opportunities (Bowker and Star, 2000); (Dourish, 2000); (Simone and 
Sarini, 2001) to access relevant information. 

With regard to classification schemes for storing and retrieving documents 
Simone and Sarini (2001) discuss case studies from the CSCW literature. With 
respect to the degree of centrality, they distinguish between endogenous and 
exogenous classification schemes. Endogenous classification schemes are defined 
by a high degree of overlap in common practice between the producers and the 
consumers of a classification scheme. Exogenous schemes are given in case a 
“relevant distance” in practice between producers and consumers of classification 
schemes exists. Simone and Sarini (2001, p. 28) assume that exogenous and 
endogenous classification schemes coexist and should be both supported by 
technical means. 

When supporting different endogenous and exogenous schemes, capturing 
information about a document’s various contexts seems to be crucial. The 
Placeless Documents approach offers an infrastructure for highly flexible 
document administration (Dourish, 2000). Applications can be implemented 
which offer emerging classification schemes by allowing adding new attributes 
flexibly (LaMarca et al., 1999). While this is a very interesting approach in case 
new categories for classification come up, the more mundane question remains 
how to grab the values of these attributes efficiently. 

In the Lifestream approach, document administration is supported by temporal 
information which is automatically recorded. Unlike traditional file structures that 
are organized in a hierarchical way, time bars represent the chronology of a work 
process and thus symbolize aspects of the temporal context (Freeman and 
Gelernter, 1996), also in the Time-Machine Computing approach, Rekimoto, 
1999). Awareness services are often implemented as procedures that record a 
specific aspect of a documents context automatically (e.g. Fuchs 1998). The 
display of awareness information may be understood as (short-term) 
classification. However, automatic procedures are not always suitable to capture 
those dimensions of a document’s context that are relevant for classification. 

In more general considerations on ‘organisational memories’, Ackerman and 
Halverson (1999) explained that the documents in collaborative contexts 
themselves represent boundary objects - in the sense of Star (1989) - for the 
different actors (tasks, organisational entities) that use them, and active processes 
of decontextualisation (losing context) and recontextualisation (giving context) 
mark the crossing of these boundaries and counteract static notions of 
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'organisational memory'. If context is represented explicitly (as it is when using 
classification schemes in document collections), there is an immediate need for 
flexibility in representing the different contexts a document might pass through. 
As this process is highly dependent on unpredictable organisational changes that 
every company experiences, the problem to maintain changing context 
representations becomes a highly important task. The contribution of Ackerman 
and Halverson also demonstrates the importance of empirical work for 
understanding the pragmatics of archive maintenance, and for understanding the 
emergence of classification schemes. It also becomes clear, that there is a need for 
better technological support for these processes. 

3 Case Studies 

We have investigated the practice of document management in two different 
organisations running complex technical facilities. The first case study deals with 
the handling of drawings in maintenance engineering of a major German steel mill 
(Hinrichs, 2000), (Pipek et al,. 2002), (Pipek and Wulf, 2003). The second case 
study investigates the document management practice of a company that runs the 
facilities for wastewater treatment of a major German city. 

Running and maintaining complex technical facilities is highly cooperative 
work. It requires cooperation among different actors typically distributed across 
various organizational units. Running and maintaining complex technical facilities 
is highly constrained by the work carried out by other actors in the past. Here, 
technical drawings play a crucial role in representing states and history of 
technical facilities. 

Organisations that run large-scale technical facilities have to handle vast 
amounts of drawings and other types of documentation. The two companies 
investigated employ rather different strategies with regard to the degree of 
centralization of the document archives. The focus of our analyses was on 
investigating the role of a document’s context for storage and retrieval. 

4 A Central Archive in a Steel Mill 

We have investigated the maintenance engineering processes of a major German 
steel mill in the Ruhr area. The mill employs about 3,500 employees and is 
structured into rather independent plant operating units, such as the coke 
chambers or the blast furnace. Various central units provide services to these 
plants and manage the mill. The maintenance engineering process involves 
different central and decentral organizational units as well as external service 
providers. A central construction department inside the mill coordinates the 
planning, construction and documentation of the plants. Important parts of 
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construction work have been outsourced to external engineering offices. In each 
of the different plants, a small group is responsible for the execution of the 
maintenance work, often supported by hired external construction companies. 

5 Research Method 

The OrgTech project aimed at improving the maintenance engineering process by 
introducing groupware technologies over a period of three years (Hinrichs, 2000); 
(Pipek et al., 2002), (Stevens and Wulf, 2002). During the course of the project, 
the steel mill’s central drawing archives turned out to be the crucial bottleneck of 
plant maintenance. Therefore, we investigated the practice of document storage 
and retrieval. The results are derived from a variety of different sources: 

• There is an ex-ante control if the permissions have been defined before 
the access. 

• There is an uno-tempore control if the permissions are defined at the 
moment of the access. 

• There is an ex-post control if the permissions are checked after the 
access took place 

6 Empirical Findings 

A central organizational unit, the archives group, is responsible for storing the 
documents that represent the technical state of the steel mill. The central drawing 
archive represents a history of 100 years. It contains more than 300,000 
documents, such as technical drawings, technical descriptions, part lists, static 
information and calculations. A large part of these documents is filed in 
conventional paper form and saved on microfilm. In 1995, an electronic archiving 
system was introduced which contains more than 50,000 drawings, old documents 
scanned from microfilms or new ones stored in raster format. So far the central 
archive contains only few CAD files. 

The classification scheme of the central archive is based on ‘Basic Numbers’ 
that break the mill down into plants and their components. However, this 
classification has been created for accounting purposes, and was not always 
meaningful for engineers. The ’Drawing Numbers’, the other index, are used 
rather arbitrarily. The central archive gives sets of Drawing Numbers to internal 
and external engineers who assign them to drawings. They roughly classify 
drawings in the temporal order of their creation. These sets of numbers do not 
reflect the amount of drawings created within individual projects, a project may 
cover Drawing Numbers from different engineers and different number sets. It is 
the responsibility of the archives group to classify newly delivered drawings into 
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the scheme of Basic Numbers, to add certain keywords to the documents and to 
enter the Drawing Numbers. The consistency of the paper-based archive has 
suffered from several changes in the classification schemes over the 100 years of 
the steel mill’s history. Within the electronic archive about one quarter of the 
documents are not appropriately categorised according to the correct Basic 
Number or stored without keywords. Finally, the electronic archive system does 
not offer search functions beyond Drawing Numbers, Basic Numbers and 
keywords. 

The central classification scheme and its implementation within the archive 
system are obviously problematic for maintenance engineering purposes. 
Information relevant for local work is not considered. To overcome these 
problems some engineers developed different types of local classification schemes 
that enabled them to deal with the problems of the central archive. One important 
context information is provided by project-specific ‘Drawing Lists’. Whenever a 
project is finished, the internal or external engineers create a document that lists 
all the drawings that have been created or modified during the course of this 
project. After handing over the drawings to the central archive, the engineers of 
the internal construction department preserve the Drawing Lists in paper form in 
their offices. When searching for drawings they cannot find easily in the 
electronic archive, the engineers refer to the Drawing List to locate drawings from 
the same project. 

While maintaining its own classification schemes, the internal construction 
department still uses the central archive to store the technical documents. In some 
plants, local classification schemes lead to the existence of local drawing archives. 
Annotated copies of drawings are stored by the actors who are responsible for the 
execution of the maintenance work in the local plants. These local archives can 
contain up to 500 drawings. Even ‘physical’ information, such as a drawing’s 
position in a pile or the level of dust covering it, indicates when these drawings 
have last been used. 

The existence of local archives has also implications for the quality of 
information provided by the central archive. The workers in the maintenance 
department of the different plants annotate their locally stored drawings when 
changes in the state of the plant happen without prior construction activities. For 
instance, plants can be modified without prior planning (and without the creation 
of any documentary drawing) when accidents happen. This ‘sloppyness’ also 
occurs when at the end of a budget year, work is carried out to use up still 
available funds. Since these annotations are only carried out in the local drawings, 
the local archives are often more accurate than the central ones. 
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7 Local Archives in a Sewerage Company 

The second field of study was done in a company that runs the sewerage system 
of a major German city. The allocation of a fixed yearly budget to be invested into 
into the extension and maintenance of the sewerage facilities is part of the contract 
between the city and the service provider. The company has about 400 employees. 
The technical services of the company are divided into operating and construction 
departments. There are two operating departments: one deals with the sewer 
system of about 1000 km length, the other runs two sewerage disposal plants and 
various pumping facilities. A construction department plans the extension and 
maintenance of the different facilities. It is divided into two groups: one deals 
with the sewers themselves, the other with over-ground facilities. External 
construction companies support both efforts. 

8 Research Methods 

The research with the sewerage service company directly focused on problems 
with handling the technical documentation. In a socio-technical approach, we 
accompanied the introduction of a document management system (DMS) by 
means of a socio-technical approach. The results presented in this paper have been 
collected from a variety of different sources between 2001 and 2003: 

• Analysis of the work practice: >30 semi-structured interviews, 
workplace observations, and further inquiries into special problem 
areas. 

• Analysis of the technical documents and the archiving processes. 
• Analysis of the of the organisational appropriation of norms and 

standards for documentation and classification structures. 
• Feedback workshops with the project’s ‘Steering Committee’: Based on 

the results of the steps above, requirements for the selection of a DMS 
were specified and discussed with the steering committee of the project 
that involved stakeholders from all organisational units. 

• Introductory workshops: Opportunities to improve the document 
handling with a DMS were discussed with engineers from all and with 
members of the steering committee. 

9 Empirical Findings 

In the beginning, the sewerage service company did not run a central archive for 
technical documentation. We found a broad variety of different locations all over 
the company, where technical documentations were stored. In our analysis, we 
focused on the construction process and the two operating departments. 
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The construction department initiated the process of technical documentation 
of a project, and planning and documentation efforts were intensified after a 
project’s approval by the management. Usually a project was carried out by one 
engineer, larger projects by small groups of engineers, lead by a manager. 

In a project, the engineers in the construction department kept electronic and 
paper-based folders in parallel. Most of the technical documents, especially CAD 
drawings, were created on the engineers’ computers and stored on a file server. 
Each engineer had his own folder on a file server that he could structure according 
to his individual way of working and classifying. Those folders were only 
accessible for members of the same group in the construction department. 

During the course of the project the engineers started to create a paper-based 
documentation, as well, resulting in up to 40 DIN A4 folders per project. When 
the responsibility of a project moved within the construction department or from 
the construction towards the operating department, only the paper-based version 
of the technical documentation was handed over. Often, the electronic version of 
most documents stayed only in the creator’s folder on the file server. Electronic 
versions of drawings considered important were stored on a CD and attached to 
the physical folders. The operation department usually only got copies of the 
folders. Those were extended further as the work proceeded. The original 
documentation either stayed in the engineer’s office, or was moved to the local 
archive of the construction department. ‘Projects’ are the main dimension for 
classifying technical documents. Within the project-related folders, the individual 
engineers were rather free to create the categories for structuring their 
documentation, and sometimes even individual schemes overlapped significantly. 
An important basis for classification was provided by the standardised German 
‘scale of charges and fees for architects and engineers’ (HOAI), which is also part 
of the professional education. The scale of fees distinguishes nine consecutive 
phases/activities in construction work (e.g. ‘Planning’, ‘Detailing’, etc.). This 
scheme was also applied for purposes of external subcontracting and internal 
controlling. So, in some cases the project folders got structured in this way. Other 
engineers created an internal folder structure based on the time of a document’s 
creation or based on the document type (drawings, drafts, statistical calculations, 
protocols). One engineer kept specific folders that contained documents and notes 
that the engineer did not want to share with his colleagues later on in the process. 

The engineers were offered some freedom to implement their project-specific 
classification schemes, although the relevant standards for documentation (DIN 
6779 resp. IEC 61346) were well known in the organisation. The pattern of 
decentralization led to a couple of severe problems. Documents were redundantly 
kept in different locations, which left it unclear whether a document version 
represented still the actual state. The documentation in a local archive became 
incomplete in the course of time, since folders were taken away when needed and 
not returned. Archiving and working processes were also suffering from media 
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discontinuities, since there was no direct linkage between the electronic 
documents and their paper versions. Lacking access to the appropriate 
documentation led to severe problems. Incomplete or inaccessible documentation 
e.g. lead to costly exploratory ‘digging by hand’ to avoid damaging power lines. 

10 Supporting Classification Work 

The two case studies indicate that a broad variety of context dimensions were 
selected by the different actors to create classification schemes for technical 
documentation. In both of the case studies, the historic context of a document’s 
creation played a major role. In the case of the steel mill, the Drawing Lists were 
an important resource for finding those documents that were created in the same 
project. In case of the sewerage work company the historical context of creation 
was the main classification scheme for all technical documents. A second 
dimension in classification was provided by the structure of the facilities the 
drawings referred to. This was the main classification dimension in the steel mill. 
However, there were different versions of this scheme. The central archive was 
based on an economical interpretation that divided the plant up into cost centres 
while the plant operators’ local archives were rather structured according to a 
technical interpretation of the plant’s structure. In the sewerage service company, 
reference to the facilities was not used as a classification scheme, since the 
facilities did not have the complexity to make this necessary. Instead, the 
geographical position of the facility the drawing referred to was documented in 
each drawing as part of a descriptive set of information. Another dimension 
mapped historical aspects. The phase of a document’s production in the 
engineering process was part of a documents’ context in the case of the sewerage 
work company. An important dimension of classification with regard to local 
archives in the Steel Mill was the reference to the actor in charge. In both 
companies, local archives were kept in the actor’s offices. When looking for 
certain documentation, one usually asked those engineers to provide help. 

Interestingly, the different classification schemes do not always create fully 
distinct subdivision of the documents. For instance, geographical and technical 
interpretations of the structure of the plant do overlap in a considerable manner. A 
project-based classification overlaps greatly with one that is based on the 
‘engineer in charge’. Obviously there exist similarities between different context 
dimensions that could be exploited to maintain classification schemes efficiently. 

Coexisting central and local classification schemes resulted from different 
tasks and work practices in the organisational subunits. The coexistence of 
different classification schemes led to the problem of a redundant storage of 
technical documents, which again led to inconsistent document bases. The 
transition from paper-based archives to electronic archives often results in the loss 
of a dominant (physical) order, but it also offers the opportunity to operate with 
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several different classification schemes that can be extended with new attributes 
when needed. In decentralised architectures, synchronisation mechanisms can 
help maintaining a consistent database. 

So far research on technical support for classification work has mainly focused 
on flexibility. Architectures should allow flexibly adding or modifying the 
represented dimensions of context (e.g. (Trigg et al., 1999); (Dourish, 2000), 
(Sarini and Simone, 2001). However, it is not only a question of being able to 
define attributes flexibly. The more attributes of a document’s context are 
modelled and the more dynamic they change, the more classification work results 
(cf. Trigg et al., 1999). To make this classification work more efficient, we have 
developed the concept of context grabbing. 

11 Context Grabbing 

Under the label of ‘Context grabbing’ we collect a set of techniques to support 
categorisation work in large document collections. The goal is to provide a time- 
efficient way to maintain context metadata of documents. These techniques can 
complement DMS, but also file sharing applications. They need to be 
customisable with regard to the existing local work practices. 

We distinguish two possibilities to capture context information: automatically 
or computer supported. Since documents are created, manipulated and stored on 
computers many aspects of a document’s context can be grabbed automatically. 
For instance the time of a document’s creation or last modifications can be 
extracted automatically. Additionally, information about the set of other 
documents a document was ever stored with in a folder can be grabbed 
automatically (e.g., to produce the ‘Drawing Lists’ in the Steel Mill). 

Capturing context automatically does not work if the relationships of a 
document (with actors, documents, tasks, etc.) are not represented in the 
computer. For instance, it is difficult to decide automatically which part of a plant 
a drawing refers to. This information has to be provided by those human actors 
who possess the relevant knowledge. Computer support should make their 
classification work more efficient. 

Computer support in grabbing context information can be based on similarities 
either between the value sets of different documents or between value sets of 
different context attributes. Exploiting these similarities allows both, assigning 
attribute values in an automatic or computer-supported manner. For instance, in 
the sewerage work company we found that a project-based classification strongly 
resembles the one based on the ‘engineer in charge’. So, in case the attribute 
‘engineer in charge’ is newly created in a digital archive, its value can be assigned 
to individual documents by referring to the values of the attribute ‘project 
number’. Since the value sets of different attributes show similarities but are 
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typically not identical, fully automated, e.g. rule-based, approaches to the problem 
are not feasible. The human actor needs to stay in control. 

We can distinguish two cases of context grabbing. In a first case, values of a 
newly created attribute have to be assigned or the values of an existing attribute 
have to be updated. In this case different values of the same attribute have to be 
assigned to many documents. Secondly, there are cases in which a newly created 
document has to be classified with respect to all relevant context attributes. These 
cases require different kinds of tool support. 

In the first case one can exploit the similarity between the value sets of 
different attributes. The tools for assigning a value to a particular context attribute 
for a set of documents need mechanisms to specify the scope of validity of an 
assignment operation, maybe by exploiting the existing folder structure and the 
value sets of those attributes that are already defined. Since these specifications 
can become quite complex, users have to be supported in understanding them. In 
the second case, the user needs support to identify documents or sets of 
documents that already have been classified. These documents can then be taken 
as points of reference to copy the values of all of their context attributes. Here 
again the user should stay in control to check whether all the appropriate values 
get assigned. 

The strategy to exploit similarities of classification dimensions for assigning 
meta-data not only requires appropriate editing functions. Since the similarities 
themselves are often hard to detect, additional support for detecting and 
visualising these similarities is also helpful. Relations between different 
documents that are represented by means of context attributes can be used by 
specific search tools to provide graphical representations. For instance, in case of 
the steel mill it would be very helpful for the engineers if all those documents 
could be displayed together that once had been stored in the same project folder. 

12 A Tool Kit to Support Context Grabbing 

We now describe our approach to support context grabbing to one of our fields of 
study. In the course of the project, the sewerage work company decided to 
introduce a document management system (DMS). Based on requirements 
developed in the initial phase of the project, windream©1, a commercial DMS 
product, was chosen. Contrary to traditional DMS that run as separate document 
management applications, windream’s document management functionality is 
integrated into the file management of the operating system. It adds functionality 
of a DMS such as version control, document life cycle management, differentiated 
access control, and a sophisticated search tool. 

As an important prerequisite for our approach, windream supports the 
evolution of classification schemes by allowing to structure the meta-data as a 
basis for classification and to dynamically add new attributes to existing schemes. 
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Beyond the typical features of operating systems, windream offers additional 
functions to grab values of a context attribute automatically (e.g. regarding data of 
a document’s history). However, there is no appropriate support to assign values 
of context attributes manually to larger collections of documents. Administrators 
of windream can create ‘index sheets’, specific pop-up windows to enter values of 
a document’s different attributes. Depending on the type of attribute, specific 
value sets and interface elements can be defined, as well. An example of such an 
‘index sheet’ is presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Context grabbing supported by the Windexer: (1) after selecting a 
folder, the index sheet appears, (2) values of specific attributes can be modified, 
and (3) assigned to selected documents 

To make the manual assignment process in the sewerage work company more 
efficient, we implemented a tool kit based on the DMS. The tool kit consists of 
two applications, called Windexer and PreWindexer. The Windexer allows 
assigning a specific attribute value to a set of predefined documents. The 
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PreWindexer supports the classification of newly created documents by assigning 
a whole set of predefined attribute values. The classification process via the 
Windexer operates on the basis of folders. When the Windexer is activated the 
folder’s index sheet appears, (first step in Figure 1). The user can enter and 
modify attribute values (second step in Figure 1) that serve as the basis for 
assignment operations. For the assignment operation, the user can select which of 
the different attributes in the sheet should be assigned to what group of documents 
(by criteria like name of the creator, the date of creation, or the type of document; 
third step in Figure 1). Finally, a description of the operation in plain text is 
presented for user confirmation, and a list of altered documents is produced. For 
each assignment operation, the Windexer creates a unique identification number 
that is automatically assigned to all altered documents of the operation. This code 
number allows recreating the grabbing context by searching for the documents 
that have been “windexed” together. 

The PreWindexer is a tool that helps assigning attribute values to newly created 
documents. The assignment of the attributes’ values is again based on the index 
sheets assigned to the folder structure of the DMS, which provide the meta- data 
that then is assigned to every document placed in that folder. Usually this happens 
automatically, but optionally the user can modify them for every operation. 

The tool kit also contains a search tool (ContextSearch). It can be activated by 
selecting a folder or a document. After activating the search function in the 
context menu, a window to specify the inquiry pops up. The structure of the 
search tool window is similar to the one of the index sheet. To simplify entering 
the query, the attributes of the search window are initially filled with the value of 
the selected folder’s or document’s index sheet. These search values may be 
altered, but may provide an easy starting point for complex queries. The retrieved 
documents are displayed as a list of hits that can be saved and used as a reference 
for further search processes. The tool kit was implemented using Microsoft©’s 
DCOM-technology (Distributed Component Object Model) and the API of the 
windream software. 

13 Context Grabbing in Practice 

The DMS was introduced to the sewerage work company to overcome the 
problems caused by the coexistence of the various local archives. The tool kit for 
context grabbing played an important role in enabling the transition from the local 
archives towards a better integrated pattern of storage.  

Introducing the DMS 

The introduction of a DMS was the technological part of the management’s 
agenda to improve the overall performance of the formerly state run company. On 
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the organisational side, the construction department was split up and integrated 
into the two operating departments. The change in the formal organisation had an 
impact on the way the DMS was applied to centralise document management. 

A pilot installation of windream was run for half a year on data from one 
completed project to experiment with the functionality, then a field trial was 
conducted with a small group of engineers. During that time the system was also 
presented to various actors from the two operating departments. During these 
presentations, requirements for the context specification using the index sheet 
were collected. Based on prototypical implementations of the index sheet, these 
requirements were discussed in the project’s steering board. The integration of the 
local archives was prepared, and a centralised concept for document management 
was developed. A classification structure for the file repository was built. The 
folder structure resulting from prior archiving strategies built the basis that was 
complemented by the metadata of the index sheet that provided classifications 
according to work practice and technical standards for documentation (e.g. 
IEC61346). The need for the suggested functions of Context grabbing became 
even more manifest with this experience. The training of about 60 actors during 
the introduction addressed DMS as well as toolkit functionality, and followed the 
new conventions on document management. 

Classifying Documents 

Our evaluation of the context grabbing tool kit covered about 50 workplaces that 
were observed for the period of about one year. Most of the experiences we were 
able to record came from field notes from informal communications during site 
visits and from the conversation in the steering committee. Additionally, 10 semi- 
structured interviews were conducted regarding the use of the DMS and our tools. 
The introduction of the DMS lead to far reaching changes in the handling of 
electronic documents: vast collections of individually structured documents 
suddenly got shared among different actors. To enable this transition the 
individual as well as the newly established organisation-wide classification 
schemes had to be entered into the system. 

The generation of classification schemes in the DMS is restricted by its original 
functionality and its local configuration. Classification schemes relied on both, the 
folder structure (as the basis) and the index sheet of the DMS (as additional 
classification scheme). Each of the two departments worked in one folder. On the 
next structural level, three project phases were distinguished by corresponding 
folders: “planning”, “detailing”, and “operating” (based on HOAI), that again 
contained project folders with all documents belonging to that project. Folder 
movements followed the proceeding of a project. There was no general template 
about organising the project folders, but the engineers were asked to keep a flat 
structure. Project folders usually were created by project managers and then 
passed to the engineer carrying out the technical work. 
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While the structure of the individual project folder was still rather specific to 
the individuals in charge, the attributes represented in the index sheet allowed for 
additional classification schemes. Some of these attributes have an organization- 
wide meaning (e.g., the seven-digit project number also used in the ERP system). 
The value sets of other attributes are less well defined (e.g., the project name is an 
arbitrary character string chosen by the project manager). Interestingly, there is a 
considerable redundancy among certain attributes. The project number and the 
project name always characterise the same project, but both attributes were 
included in the index sheets since different actors are better able to interpret 
attribute values of the one or the other type. Some attributes of the index sheet 
represent super-/subclass relations. The reference number (“Aktenzeichen”) was a 
superclass of name, location, coordinate and object name, ‘object name’ was the 
superclass of ‘technical location’, craft, project and order number. These super 
/subclasses served as a flexible classificatory orientation for users.  

The values of attributes are assigned and modified by various actors at different 
points in time. When launching a project the project manager uses the 
PreWindexer to configure the project folder. Values of the initially known 
attributes are suggested whenever a new document is stored in the folder. 
Typically also attributes such as project name and number, cost center, facility, 
engineer in charge, and status are assigned at that point. During planning, the 
engineer adds attribute values such as geographical coordinates, object name, and 
object location. When the project status shifts from “planning” to “detailing” 
additional attributes may have to be assigned or modified (e.g. time of 
completion, engineer in charge). The engineers in charge can also add comments 
in plain text (e.g. information about a customer). Depending on the internal folder 
structure and the time of assignment, for these activities the Windexer or the 
PreWindexer were used. When the construction work was finished, the project 
documentation was archived electronically. At the same time, copies of certain 
documents were created and passed to various actors (plant operators, external 
construction firms). In these copies, the classification provided by the folder 
structures is not present anymore. Thus, the folder-based classification schemes 
were fully duplicated by means of attributes of the index sheet. 

The Windexer proved also helpful for the classification of documents of about 
120 to 150 running and approximately 300 completed projects. After being 

transferred from the file server to the DMS, these documents had to be also 
classified. One problem in the course of the introduction was the workers’ refusal 
to accept a delay of about 30 minutes until the context assignment was effective in 
the DMS. The delay was caused by a problem with the file locking mechanism of 
the office software used. The tools were only used to their full capacity when an 
immediate storage (and presentation) of context in the DMS was guaranteed. 
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Reconsidering Classification Work 

When observing and supporting work that relates to classification schemes, it is 
important to understand the way how classifications are objectified, used and 
altered (Simone and Sarini, 2001). Our studies as well as the evaluation of the 
context grabbing tool kit suggest that it is important to embrace deviations in the 
use of classification systems instead of fighting them with standardisation efforts. 

Star’s (1989) notion of boundary objects helps us to further argue in that 
direction. Documents are not simply ‘work results’, they also became the anchor 
of different perspectives on work goals and work processes. In the times of paper- 
based documentation, their location, attached markers and comments, and other 
‘physical’ attributes often documented the state of work processes as well as the 
meaning of current work tasks. That way, work practices have made ‘documents’ 
meaningful beyond ‘documentation’. They became boundary objects of different 
communities that collaborate in an organization to get work done. The ‘context’ 
every actor or group of actors subjectively associates with a document is a 
manifestation of the meaning the document has for their work, and it is as 
important as the documents’ content[VW1]. 

Context has to be re-established every time the document is used, and ‘re- 
contextualisation’ is an important activity in using organizational memories 
(Ackerman and Halverson, 1999). Organisation-wide classification schemes are 
one way of maintaining (part of) a documents’ context, but our experiences show 
the importance of local practices of context maintenance (e.g., copies, 
annotations), sometimes even their priority (e.g., higher accuracy of local archives 
in the steel mill). It is important to consider how we deal with these dynamics 
when designing the transition from physical to electronic archives. 

The dangers for ‘traditional’ approaches that actors choose to maintain their 
contexts are manifold: Copying, arranging, annotating, modifying and sorting 
documents work differently with electronic archives. The seducing power to 
impose (finally!) a single classification scheme on all documents often tempts 
managers on all organizational levels. When classification schemes are centrally 
developed and imposed, power relations play an important, often dysfunctional 
role since they hinder the maturing of schemes (cf. Star and Bowker, 2000). 
Before the implementation of the DMS, the engineers of the construction 
department of the sewerage work company were able to predefine the structure of 
the project documentation because they were the first to built up a local archive 
that was later copied. In a number of cases, their schemes influenced the way the 
succeeding actors in the operating departments went on in organizing a project’s 
documentation. With a centralised approach this diffusion of schemes is not 
possible anymore. We see that on an individual as well as on a collaborative level 
the transition to electronic repositories holds challenges for context maintenance. 
But the danger does not always come from ‘above’: In a case study on the 
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development of classification schemes in a German public administration, we saw 
that typists who had more experiences in classifying were able to impose their 
scheme for some time on their clients (cf. (Wulf, 1997)). 

To strengthen the argument, the effects and value of emerging classification 
schemes have to be the focus of additional practice-oriented research. From an 
action research perspective, we also need to better understand how to facilitate the 
negotiation processes that are necessary when local classification schemes merge. 

Technological Support for Classification Work 

Technologically, it is not enough to provide flexibility in classification schemes, 
e.g. by allowing the definition of new context attributes and value sets. The 
flexibility has to be complemented by appropriate tools to manage it even for 
large document collections. Automated approaches can only operate on the traces 
of context that are machine-readable (timestamps, etc.). To fully integrate 
appropriate context maintenance in document management systems, human actors 
have to be supported in modelling their context descriptions and maintain their 
individual perspectives, as it was the goal of our concept of context grabbing. This 
requirement can obviously lead to large numbers of non-disjunctive, even 
redundant context dimensions. Our experiences indicate that this is by no means a 
problem. When context visualisation is appropriately integrated into the user 
interface and supported by search tools, disadvantages due to a lack of 
transparency can be avoided. However, redundancy among attributes can have 
positive effects. The differences in the naming of redundant attributes can support 
local interpretation and sense making processes. Again, the challenge is not 
fighting congruency and redundancy, but dealing with it. Our concept successfully 
exploited congruencies between context dimensions for assigning context 
metadata to documents. Our case studies even indicate that the acceptance of a 
central electronic archive can be greatly increased when tools for managing local 
or individual context dimensions are provided. 

We regard it as most important to further exploit those similarities, e.g. in 
asking how value sets of attributes produce subdivisions of document sets. 
Providing an editing tool that allows using these similarities in assigning context 
descriptions is just a first step. In our case studies, the congruency of attributes 
was easily recognisable for users familiar with the organisational aspects of the 
documents. But there may be similarities between attributes that are harder to 
detect. Here, automated support for detecting these congruencies is possible and 
would further improve the usefulness of the concepts presented here. 

Classification Cultures 

Simone and Sarini (2001) already focused on the importance of classification 
schemes for intra- and intergroup collaboration. One of the dimensions they 
described as important is the ‘distance’ between definition and use of 
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classification schemes. They distinguish exogenous (external to common practice) 
and endogenous (derived from common practice) classification schemes to 
capture this distance. In the sewerage service company, the HOAI and 
documentation standards (IEC 61346) supported inter-group cooperation in 
classification work. Those were exogenous classification schemes, but very much 
‘in practice’. Similarly, the education of engineers in the steel mill provided a 
valuable background for classifications according to technological properties of 
the facilities. In our eyes, the dimension of ‘distance between definition and use’ 
in fact refers to a cultural distance between those defining a classification and 
those using it. The argument that frequent collaboration produces a shared culture 
of understanding which then again allows ‘endogenous’ classification schemes to 
occur just describes an effect of cultural dynamics at workplaces. A ‘cultural’ 
understanding of this ‘distance’ is not only a redefinition of terms, but it also 
suggests different research efforts to further deepen the understanding of the 
relation between collaborative work and classification schemes. In the light of this 
argumentation, a future analysis of the long-term effects of the context grabbing 
concept and tool kit is likely to suggest not only improvements for technological 
support, but also new theories on the emergence of classification schemes. 

14 Conclusion 

Especially when it comes to knowledge-intensive environments, classification 
work in order to allow a later retrieval of valuable information, is an important 
part of knowledge work. We were able to describe the experience from two field 
studies in industrial settings. Classification in practice happens on various 
individual and organisational levels, along different local and emerging 
classification schemes. Document Management Systems (DMS) aim to organize 
large document collections, but they usually treat documents as once and forever 
classified according to an acknowledged classification scheme. To allow a more 
flexible use of classification schemes in practice we suggested ‘Context Grabbing’ 
techniques to build and maintain classifications according to the context metadata 
of documents. A prototype for (semi-)automatically assigning context metadata 
attributes to large groups of documents has been evaluated in one of the fields. 
The results of the evaluation stressed the need to support the emergence of 
classifications, and to support the maintenance of large document collections also 
in order to maintain them as boundary objects of collaborating organisational 
communities. 

As reliable and unambiguous as classification schemes have to be to be 
operable, there is no point in pretending a timeless validity in collaborative 
contexts. Praxis reinterprets and changes the schemes frequently. Classification 
schemes can be understood as coordination languages for search and retrieval of 
information. Approaches to support ‘classification work’ should take into account 
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what makes language useful[VW2]: Enough stability to guarantee mutual 
understanding, and enough ambiguity to allow for emerging changes. 
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1 Introduction 

The ongoing economic incentives and pressures of globalization have led to the 
growth of distributed international organizations that attempt to take advantage of 
time differences, varia- tions in labor availability and cost in order to improve 
competitiveness. The software industry is one of a number of fields that has been 
influenced by this increase in globalization, leading to a variety of business 
strategies that attempt to harness the possibilities of, for example, offshoring 
certain activities to lower-cost sites, developing globally distributed software 
teams that can work on projects 24/7, etc. As software and source code can be 
transferred easily between globally distributed sites, offshoring of software 
development has been widely seen as a means for cost reduction and efficiency 
gains. However, international teams have to cope with a multiplicity of 
organizational, temporal, spatial, legal, national and cultural barriers, which can 
affect the devel- opment pace and the quality of the software. A growing literature 
base exists on the delineation of these problems, and attempts to resolve them, in 
the context of the emerging sub-field of software engineering known as global 
software engineering (GSE). Problems of communication, coordina- tion and 
collaboration in the software domain are also studied in such fields as information 
systems (IS), computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) and knowledge 
management (KM). However, there are still many unresolved issues concerning 
the management of such globally distributed development efforts. 

In this paper, we provide a contribution to this research field through 
documenting and analyzing some of the knowledge-sharing practices and 
communications of distributed international teams of software developers. We 
make a number of observations concerning the problems encountered. Our 
approach is one that focuses on the work practices of the different software teams, 
and the many and varied ways in which they manage to accomplish their work, 
despite the difficulties of communicating across languages, cultures, time and 
distance. Along the way, we critique certain GSE approaches to the study of these 
distributed groups that overly rely on what we believe to be limited conceptions of 
such key concepts as culture and knowledge. 

With regard to knowledge, there has been a focus on KM approaches for 
understanding the organization and behavior of distributed teams by referring to 
‘canonical’ concepts of knowledge as a product—suggesting that most knowledge 
can be de-contextualized and shared explicitly amongst teams relying on 
databases and ICT (Bjørnson and Dingsøyr, 2008). However, this ‘knowledge as a 
product’ view is questionable. Practice-based approaches and theories of social 
learning (cf. (Timonen and Jalonen, 2008)) suggest that while ICT may be well 
suited for dealing with explicit knowledge, implicit knowledge cannot be shared 
out of context. Hence, these alternative approaches focus on understanding how 
knowledge is embedded in social relationships and how actors actually share and 
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put their knowledge into practice (Ackerman et al., 2003), (Nicholson and Sahay, 
2004). 

One important issue with international teams is the impact of culture—under 
multiple aspects: national, organizational and professional. While the topic of 
‘culture’ is one that has captured the interest of the SE community for some time 
(Hsieh, 2006) most of this work has tended to focus on attempts to apply, for 
instance, Hofstede’s (Hofstede, 2001) work on dimensions of national cultures in 
what we believe to be problematic ways. There seem to be very few studies 
dealing with the issue of culture in regard to knowledge sharing work practices in 
GSE. We contribute to the discussion by presenting two case studies of small-size 
software teams involved in distributed software development in the context of 
offshoring. In doing so, we want to illustrate how companies deal with knowledge 
exchange in practice, and how cultural influences (in a broad sense) affect KM 
practices, in the particular case of small enterprises. 

The paper is organized as follows: after a discussion of the related literature 
(Section 2) we introduce our cases (Section 3) as well as our methodology 
(Section 4). Then, we present our findings (Section 5) and discuss the data in 
relation to our research question, as well as the existing literature on this topic 
(Section 6) before concluding (Section 7). 

2 Related Work 

In our study, we focus on work practices—with an emphasis on knowledge 
sharing activities—and we attempt to provide a better understanding of the impact 
of the social and cultural factors on these activities. As a basis for our discussion, 
the following sections are meant to provide an overview on our perspective of 
these concepts. 

2.1 Knowledge in ( global) software engineering 
The research literature offers different conceptualizations of the role that 
knowledge plays in soft- ware engineering. While studies in the field of GSE are 
adopting both technocratic and behavioral approaches, technocratic approaches 
are clearly dominating the scene (Bjørnson and Dingsøyr, 2008) . This focus on 
rather traditional KM concepts is problematic, as it supports a view that 
considers knowledge as being an object that can be de-contextualized, 
captured and disseminated ‘on demand’, without any loss of meaning, through 
information systems In contrast, behavioral approaches stress that although 
information can be represented in the form of explicit content, it needs to be 
contextualized in order to become knowledge again. Furthermore, knowledge 
needs to be framed in order to contribute to the expertise needed in practice 
(Suchman, 1987). Knowledge sharing, therefore, should not be considered as 
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mere consumption of information, but as a complex and reflexive practice of 
cooperating actors (Ackerman et al., 2003). This is reflected in a broad set of 
theories claiming that action is situated (Suchman, 1987) and deeply connected 
to tacit knowledge (Huysman and De Wit, 2004), which cannot be made 
entirely explicit. Huysman and de Wit have labeled this shift of focus toward 
tacit and emergent aspects of knowledge as the ‘second wave’ of KM 
(Huysman and De Wit, 2004). In this socio-technical understanding of KM, the 
focus moved from setting up canonic knowledge databases to supporting 
informal knowledge sharing in communities with tools grounded in the 
practices of the particular fields (Huysman and Wulf, 2004). Hence, knowledge 
is rather thought of as being socially embedded, and appropriate strategies 
take into consideration the practice-related aspects of KM. Orlikowski  
(Orlikowski, 2002)  has hinted at knowing-in-practice as an important element 
for organizational operation by illustrating how knowledge was enacted and 
(re-) constituted through several practices in a distributed organization (such 
as sharing identity, interacting face-to-face, aligning efforts, learning by doing 
and supporting participation). 

While these analytical concepts are concentrated on the various ways of 
handling knowledge in practice, other perspectives focus on the social 
structure supporting knowledge sharing. These approaches are interested in 
how social relationships shape the way in which knowledge is shared in  
practice. For example, Granovetter (Granovetter, 1985) has  emphasized the 
role  of social connections for the functioning of organizations. Also Marczak 
et al. (Marczak et al., 2008) have shown the importance of social networks in 
fostering relationships, trust and KM. Building on these concepts we want to 
analyze the role of culture for KM practices in international teams. 

2.2. Cross-cultural aspects of global software engineering 

Cultural compatibility is often described as an important factor (among others) 
in determining the success of collaboration in international software 
development teams (Casey, 2009). The impact of culture on software 
development—be it national, organizational or professional culture—is a topic 
with a long tradition in IS research. The recent spread of global development 
teams has spurred interest in this topic and led to a broad variety of studies 
investigating the impact of cultural issues on ICT adoption, use and 
development (Gallivan and Srite, 2005), (Gotel et al., 2009)—and also to a 
discussion on the impact of culture on KM practices in GSE (Desouza et al., 
2006) . 

The cultural terms used in the GSE literature often focus on the national 
aspects of intercultural work (MacGregor et al., 2005), (Winkler et al., 2008) . 
These approaches usually treat culture as being equivalent to national identity, 
referring to Hofstede’s framework of cultural dimensions (Hofstede, 2001). 
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Thus, one sees survey studies done on the differences in the communication 
style between North American engineers and Indian engineers for example, 
which seem to assume that one can work with such generic categories based 
on the geographic location or national identity. Usually, such studies attempt 
to compare national cultures by operationalizing variables such as ‘power 
distance’, ‘individualism’ or ‘uncertainty avoidance’ which are expected to 
represent characteristic attitudes shared amongst the citizens of a nation 
(and/or members of an organization). Within the organizational studies field, 
Hofstede’s formulations have been the subject of extensive conceptual and 
methodological critique (see, for example (McSweeney, 2002)). Criticisms of 
this approach include: (1) Culture is seen as a never changing, monolithic 
concept; (2) cultural groups are seen as homogeneous, whereas the possibility 
of diverging subcultures is ignored; and (3) actors are allocated to one culture 
at a time, whereas different cultures are seen as being mutually exclusive. 
Without wishing to be drawn into this controversy here, we do urge caution in 
the use of such self-report survey instruments to investigate globally 
distributed software teams. The wholesale adoption of this approach by 
certain software engineering researchers probably has more to do with the 
relatively straightforward way in which these concepts can be operationalized 
and data ‘captured’ using easy-to-apply survey instruments, than to any real 
engagement with the underlying organizational ‘theory’. 

Other researchers have developed more nuanced interpretations of the 
culture concept itself— moving from a focus on the concept as denoting a set 
of pre-programmed stereotypical behavioral responses, to an understanding of 
the dynamics of interaction within and across professional, organizational and 
national boundaries (Nicholson and Sahay, 2004), (Krishna et al., 2004), 
(Kotlarsky and Oshri, 2005) . In accord with such interpretivist approaches, we 
propose a much broader understanding of culture: we see culture as a shared 
web of meanings that shapes roles and interpretations, and is dynamically 
(re)negotiated by the actors in the course of their daily work. Hence, we are 
more interested in the actors’ interpretations and related processes of sense 
making, than in the definition of cultural particularities (Geertz, 1973). 

This broad understanding of culture entails many different layers referring 
to national, professional or religious aspects, which are seen as being 
intertwined in a complex, non-hierarchic way, and which can hardly be 
studied in isolation (Gallivan and Srite, 2005). It also includes many invisible 
aspects which cannot be studied directly, such as values, beliefs and attitudes. 
However, it is possible to study culture by referring to its manifestations in the 
form of artifacts, practices and routines (as well as the related interpretations 
and connotations), which will be at the center of our attention in this paper. 
In the following, we adopt this more nuanced interpretive approach to 
examine two case studies of globally distributed software development. Our 
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aim is to look at what we can learn from practice, with a view to developing 
our understanding of what kinds of software tools and organizational support 
mechanisms might be required 

3 Cases 

In this section we will provide a short overview of the two case studies we have 
conducted (Figure 1). 

3.1. Company A overview: Germany (Bonn)—Russia (Tomsk) 

Company A is a small German software enterprise engaged in the field of 
statistics and documentation located in Bonn. The customers are mainly German 
archives and museums. The company was established in 1980 and had 
approximately 20 employees in 2009. 

In the mid-1990s, the company found it increasingly difficult to hire German 
developers, as wages had increased considerably and the labor market had 
shrunken. Hence, based on a positive experience with a very talented Russian 
developer who did an internship with the company, the owner of Company A 
decided to expand his company to Russia and founded a branch in Tomsk, 
Siberia. Since then, a number of four to eight employees have been working for 
Company A in Tomsk, The first project aimed at reengineering an existing 
product, which had to be rebuilt in C . Hence, despite considerable delays in the 
development, offshoring enabled the company to redesign their existing products 
shifting toward a modern architecture. This created a competitive advantage for 
the company, which would have been impossible to acquire otherwise, as 
competent C programmers were far too expensive in Germany at that time. As a 
result, the cooperation with the offshore site was expanded to several small size 
projects, employing Russian developers— working in close cooperation with a 
German project manager—for customizing software products to the specific needs 
of particular customers. The long lasting cooperation (more than 10 years) made 
Company A an interesting case for our study. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The locations of the teams. Numbers indicate the team sizes. (worldmap by I.K. 
Sankakukei, http://english.freemap.jp, distributed under a CC-BY 3.0 license). 
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3.2 Company B overview: Ireland (Dublin)—Romania (Bucharest) 

Company B was established in January 2006 in Dublin, Ireland. The two 
owners had worked together before in a company providing software 
applications for telecoms and media companies for four years. During that 
period, one of them had been a project manager and the other (originally from 
Romania) had been working on his team as a senior developer. In January 
2006, following changes in the management of their employer, they decided to 
leave their employment and set up their own company. They hired four 
developers in Ireland to work on their first project, and they took on project 
management positions. In an attempt to acquire other customers and expand the 
company, they tried to recruit more developers in Ireland, but failed due to the 
harsh competition. Therefore, the Romanian project manager identified a small 
company with five employees in Bucharest, Romania, which they 
consequently acquired. The Romanian company is legally independent and 
incorporated in Romania, but the same two managers (Irish and Romanian) 
have equal shares in it. In December 2007, there were 19 people working in 
the company’s offices in Romania, and another project manager (besides the 
Irish founder) in Dublin, with the Romanian manager traveling between 
Dublin and Bucharest frequently. In January 2009, the number of employees 
had grown to 26, of which 7 were based in Dublin (including four Romanian 
developers). Besides managing specific projects, the two managers are actively 
involved in acquiring new projects internationally. Being an Irish-based 
company makes them attractive on the international arena: in doing business, 
Irish companies have the reputation of being stable and reliable, and the fact 
that they have their development division in Romania is a signal for potential 
customers that the company can offer quality work at a lower price than other 
competitors. 

4 Methodology 

The two case studies presented in this paper were investigated using similar 
approaches, relying on ethnographically informed methods and based on an 
interpretivist paradigm. 

4.1. Case study A: research methods 

The first case study (Company A) started in 2006 and has been conducted in 
several phases. It aimed at understanding coordination and organizational learning 
in small-sized, distributed software teams (Boden et al., 2007), (Boden et al., 
2009). The contact with the company was initiated during a first phase when 
interviews with 13 managers and developers of German SMEs, as well as four 
interviews with people from Eastern-European offshore companies were held. The 
interviews lasted roughly 1 h each and were used for identifying the challenges of 
offshoring for German SMEs, as well as some general strategies used by these 
companies to deal with them. 
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The second phase of data collection was performed using ethnographic research 
methods, comprising interviews, on-site observations and artifact analysis at 
Company A. The on-site observation involved spending two and a half weeks at 
the company’s headquarters in Germany. In addition, we spent 1 week on the site 
of the Russian offshore partner. We also conducted 13 extensive interviews with 
members of the German and Russian teams, including developers, as well as 
people from the management. The interviews lasted between 1 and 2 h each and 
were used to analyze the different perspectives on the work practices we identified 
during our observations. In order to check our findings, we discussed the results 
of our research with the practitioners during a workshop. 

4.2. Case Study B: research methods 

The second case study (Company B) was based on the findings of an exploratory 
study conducted in 2006 (Avram, 2007). The 2006 study surveyed six small 
Romanian software development companies and three freelancers who were 
involved in outsourcing relationships as vendors. A number of categories were 
identified after data coding, and these categories guided our next study. One of the 
conclusions regarding methodology was that an outsourcing relationship needed 
to be studied from both ends, in order to get a more objective picture. 

A new study was conducted in 2007, after identifying an Irish company with a 
development unit in Romania-Company B in the current study. This case study 
focused on the challenges encountered by SMEs involved in outsourcing, with an 
emphasis on the role of cultural mediators in distributed software development 
(Richardson et al., 2008). The methods employed were ethnographically-
informed: two visits and observations on both the onshore and the offshore sites, 
four interviews (with each one of the two managers and two of the Romanian 
developers), examination of artifacts. A new round of interviews was conducted 
in January 2009, for getting an update on the company’s situation and practices, 
as well as for validating the analysis and interpretation of the data collected in 
2007 from a new angle. 

4.3. Data analysis for the current study 

The frame for this study was a result of a discussion between the authors on their 
ongoing research at the time, revealing the similarities and differences between 
the two cases. The data were then analyzed jointly, by taking different aspects of 
KM from the literature and discussing their manifestation in each of the cases. 
Based on the discussions, we identified several practices of KM which were 
relevant to our cases. They will be presented in the following section, followed by 
a discussion of the cultural aspects entwined with KM practices in these 
distributed software teams. For describing each practice, we relied on our own 
observations, on what our informants said during the interviews and on the 
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analysis of artifacts that were made available to us (meeting minutes, chat 
archives, email exchanges, requirements documentation). 

5 Research Findings 

In this section, we will connect our findings from the two cases, presenting a 
number of work practices used by the two companies for facilitating knowledge 
exchange. In line with our own understanding of culture, we will focus on three 
relevant aspects: 

• Practices: How do practitioners share knowledge? 

• Interpretations: What is their own perspective on how they are doing 
it? 

• Artifacts: What is the role of the related documents, tools and media in 
this regard? 

Our analysis of the settings is organized around a number of topics which have 
been shown to be of crucial importance in helping the distributed teams in our two 
cases to coordinate their work and ensure that the work was accomplished. The 
challenges introduced by having to work across cultures are also addressed. 

5.1. Status meetings and maintaining awareness 

An important practice we encountered in both cases was that of regular meetings 
(co-located or distributed) and status information exchanges between sites. 

Company A had regular weekly meetings at its German headquarters, in order 
to give people an overview on what was going on in the company, discuss current 
developments and problems and share information on new technologies and tools 
that might be useful for the team as a whole. The offshore team in Tomsk was 
holding a similar weekly meeting. Starting with 2008, the team members in 
Tomsk were required to write brief minutes of their weekly meetings (in English) 
and share them with the German team. As both developers and project managers 
reported, information shared during the meetings (and in form of the minutes) was 
not sufficient for keeping up-to-date: ‘(.. .) if all I know (.. .) is that a developer 
has worked on this or that... this is somehow sparse information’. Hence, the 
developers and project managers explained that they would rather stay aware of 
what was going on by going around and talking to people—a practice mainly 
possible in collocated environments. Furthermore, the short references to what 
was going on in Tomsk were sometimes used as props for direct requests and 
communication by some of the German developers, but the minutes were not 
considered as a medium for exchanging knowledge directly. 

Company B had a different approach: the two managers started every day with 
a status review of all their ongoing projects over Skype. They coordinated their 
activities for the day and divided the tasks. During the workday, they permanently 
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maintained an open communication channel. This practice was probably a result 
of their long-term collaboration. Mirroring this practice, the Romanian developers 
working jointly with customer development team members also maintained open 
channels with their remote counterparts throughout the day. It was also customary 
for the managers to have regular conversations via instant messenger with each 
developer in order to get updates on the status of specific tasks. 

Status meetings are common practice in GSE; in these two particular cases, the 
particular organizational cultures and power structures have led to different 
practices that best suit the two companies. 

5.2. Collaborative use of shared artifacts and repositories 

For software development, be it local or distributed, knowledge related to the 
application domain and the aims of the development play a very important role for 
successful collaboration of developers. Usually, companies use artifacts such as 
project plans and specification documents as boundary objects for supporting the 
necessary knowledge exchange and coordination between the customer, the 
manager and the (in this case distributed) developers (Boden et al., 2009). 

In the case of Company A, specifications were handled in the form of text files, 
compiled by the German project managers based on the contract with the 
customer. Before they were sent to the remote site, the assignments in the contract 
were translated into English and commented on by the German project manager. 
However, these documents were only used as rough project guidelines during the 
later development, and were not always maintained up-to-date. Generally, we 
found very little documentation available about the technologies deployed in both 
companies. As a Russian developer of Company A explained: ‘(.. .) some 
specifications of features exist in the documentation (.. .). But documentation—for 
obvious reasons—never goes into details on how things are implemented. The 
internal architecture is not documented yet (.. .).’ 

Keeping documentation to a minimum is also one of the strategies of Company 
B, and like in Company A there is a strong reliance on informal communication 
and direct requests in case of problems. After reaching an initial agreement, the 
project manager and the developer assigned to the task discuss the requirements 
with the customer (usually via call conferences) and the developer is asked to 
write brief specifications in English (double checked afterwards by the project 
manager and the customer) to be attached to the contract. 

In general, our informants reported that the information is fragmented across 
various databases, e-mails or chat-logs and can be hard to find: ‘(.. .) one notices 
again and again that information is there, but is distributed in a way that makes 
collating it cumbersome.. .’ (Developer, Company A). Hence, in many 
circumstances, rather than looking for information in the documentation, people 
prefer to simply ask local or remote colleagues. The prevailing reliance on 
communication in the absence of documentation can lead to breakdown situations 
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when one team needed information from the other site and could not get a prompt 
answer—as several interviewees from Company A told us. However, the reasons 
for the coordination breakdowns were assessed quite differently by the different 
teams. 
According to German project managers and developers, the Tomsk developers 
simply did not like to write documentation. Instead, they preferred to write code 
considered by them ‘self explanatory’, and not linger with documentation which 
‘would be anyway outdated most of the time’. This focus on programming as 
opposed to other aspects of software engineering work was accompanied by the 
temptation to redesign existing technical frameworks instead of focusing on the 
requested features. As a German project manager put it: ‘All developers are 
architects-to-be, too. (.. .) You want to have a car door repainted, and instead you 
get a new vehicle.’ This situation seems to be more the result of specialization and 
division of tasks between project managers, architects and developers than an 
effect of the geographical distance. 

The Russian developers we interviewed had a different perspective on the 
documentation issue. The Tomsk team leader found that his developers wrote 
much more documentation than their counterparts in Bonn, who often ignored 
these tasks. The case of a German project manager who ‘forgot’ to update the 
specifications with change requests from the customer, making the Russian team 
work for several weeks on features that had been dropped, was mentioned. Again, 
this appears to be due to the lack of coordination between the two professional 
groups rather than due to differences in the national cultures. 

5.3. Spending time at the other site 

Interviews in both companies have revealed that personal face-to-face contact 
plays a very important role in knowledge exchange, confirming what the previous 
research on GSE had already shown (Olson and Olson, 2000). Besides building 
trust and getting a realistic perspective on the skills of remote team members, 
personal meetings have a significant role in learning how to approach a person 
from the other site. The face-to-face meetings constitute an important basis for 
building social ties that can be reinforced later by exchanging informally personal 
information online (about family events, kids going to college, health issues, 
etc.—as mentioned by the Irish manager of Company B). 

In order to deal with the prevailing communication issues between the teams, 
Company A supported regular visits of their staff to the Tomsk site and also tried 
to invite Russian developers over to Germany for longer periods of time. The 
motivation for this practice was three-fold: to support mutual enculturation, to 
support knowledge exchange between sites and to serve as an incentive in 
preventing Russian developers from leaving the company. 

In Company B, brief visits of Romanian developers to customer sites, 
perceived as direct contact opportunities and marking important phases in the 
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project were systematically organized. During these visits, developers got the 
chance to gain a better understanding of the environment that their counterparts 
are working in, to see them at work and learn from their practice. The Irish 
manager paid regular visits to the Romanian site, while project managers and 
developers from the customer side also spent time in Bucharest working with the 
Romanian developers. Several informants told us that once back to their desks 
from visiting customer sites, they were pro-actively sharing what they had seen 
and learned with their colleagues. 

Generally, these mutual visits were highly appreciated by the developers on 
both sides. One of the German developers of Company A explained: ‘I myself 
have realized that the contact became much better after (some of the Russian 
developers) have been on site, I would say. Often, especially with regard to 
technical details or to the design of a user interface, the communication over the 
Internet was rather slow. And then, when we sat together face to face, and I made 
a few gestures, and showed what I wanted, the understanding came much quicker 
(.. .)’. Furthermore, the visits endorse personal contacts between teams, as formal 
work visits are usually complemented by social activities. For example, one of the 
German project managers reported that he followed the personal invitation of one 
of the Russian developers to spend a weekend skiing when he was in Tomsk. 
Furthermore, during the on-site observation in Tomsk, the German guests were 
invited to a bowling center during the lunch break by a Russian developer 
celebrating his birthday. These events played a significant role in socialization, as 
both teams liked to show their guests around during their stays. 

5.4. Human ‘Bridges’: mediating between people and cultures 

In both companies, we found people bridging the two cultures who also have 
notable technical and domain knowledge. They were very important for managing 
and mediating the communication between the teams, by working with both sides 
and keeping in constant touch with the other team. 

In Company A, several Russian developers living in Germany acted as 
mediators between the sites. ‘I am frequently getting requests from (the German 
manager) or from (the Russian team manager) to improve communication. So, 
then, what am I doing? I am moving around, asking people about the status of 
different things, the difficulties in communication, the points where people feel 
dissatisfied with the other party’s work. And then I try to create a kind of neutral 
technical description of the situation. It worked so far’. In regard to his role in the 
company, he further explained: ‘I think I became part of the German team—for 
sure, because my normal working routine involves working here in Bonn with my 
German colleagues. I have a cultural connection and some psychological 
connections with the Russian team, of course. It saves a lot of time, effort and 
emotions that I understand the language, that I can hear their complaints 
(laughter)’. Knowledge exchange between the teams not only required the 
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translation of documents, but also being aware of sensitive issues and personal 
preferences—requiring excellent social skills. This is a very important task, as a 
Russian developer (living in Germany at that time for a year already) explained. 
As an example, he reported about an incident where the Russian team had set up a 
homepage in a rush, following the request of a potential Russian customer, 
without consulting the German team. The new homepage included, besides 
internal technical information (for example IP addresses of internal services like 
the CVS), copyrighted images ‘borrowed’ from the Internet. The German team 
demanded the immediate removal of the homepage, but the Russian team seemed 
to lack any understanding of the legal problems their action could entail. They 
reacted by asking: ‘Why are you starting a war on this?’ According to the Russian 
developer living in Germany, this had to do with the prevailing ‘culture of blame’ 
in Company A (as labeled by our informant), which affected the interpretations of 
the event in a negative way—and he had many difficulties in moderating the 
conflicts arising from this incident. 

In Company B, the Romanian manager played a key role in running the 
company; her 7 years spent in Ireland working closely with her Irish counterpart 
gave her the chance to acquire valuable domain knowledge and business skills, 
and also have been the basis of the shared understanding they developed. Whether 
spending time on the Romanian site or traveling to acquire new customers, she 
had permanently an open channel with the other manager and with the Romanian 
developers. During the interview, the Irish manager spoke about how 
collaboration with Romania would have probably been a totally alien idea to him 
10 years ago, but having the Romanian manager on his team for 4 years before 
starting the current company had given him confidence in her skills and 
commitment, and consequently, in the people she recruited in Romania. 

6 Discussion 

In the following, we will examine the role played by culture in the KM practices 
described in the previous section. For each, we will examine the impact of culture 
as reflected in practices, artifacts and routines. As mentioned previously, culture is 
an elusive concept that can only be studied by referring to its manifestations. 

Regarding the first category of practices, Status Meetings and Maintaining 
Awareness, our observations reveal how onshore organizational culture can be 
extended to the offshore location. In Company A, both sites have their own 
weekly status meetings, but only the Tomsk site has to write minutes in English 
and send them to Bonn, the team in Bonn not having to reciprocate. In Company 
B, the joint practice of the two managers of having status meetings every morning 
is complemented by the maintenance of open Skype channels throughout the work 
day between managers, managers and developers, developers and customers. 
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Regarding knowledge exchange, the primary role of meetings and supporting 
artifacts (meeting minutes) is maintaining awareness. However, these meetings 
are also an opportunity for people to get to know each other, as they are used as 
props for requests and communication between the teams. Thus, they also allow 
differences to become apparent. 
Collaborative Use of Shared Artifacts and Repositories: The role of artifacts and 
repositories is to support collaboration. But team members from onshore and 
offshore might have conflicting understandings of the role of specific artifacts, the 
importance to keep them up-to-date, who should contribute, who benefits. The 
daily exchanges of technical knowledge between onshore and offshore observed 
were more or less unstructured, highly situated and bound to the emerging work 
trajectories, for example when unexpected problems occurred, or if changes in one 
part of the code base affected other modules. The onshore and offshore teams 
used shared repositories and communication channels, but as Krishna et al. 
showed (Krishna et al., 2004), this cannot guarantee the success of collaboration 
in any way. 

Regarding specification documents, the practices are quite different in the two 
companies, reflecting the differences in the organizational cultures regarding 
customer relationships management. While in Company A, the relationships with 
the customers are handled exclusively by the German employees, in Company B 
this responsibility is delegated to the Romanian developers themselves. One 
interesting detail about this is that the communication between the German and 
Russian site happens in English—none of the teams actually using English for 
intra-team communication, whereas in the case of Company B, the usage of 
English is prevailing, with developers having to work directly with their 
international customers. As far as Company A is concerned, the practice has clear 
consequences for the teams, who have to deal with translations and/or 
communicate in a foreign language in large parts of their daily work. This also 
had impact on the organizational culture, concerning the routines of handling 
specification documents and the mediation of the contact between the Russian 
developers and the German customers. 

Although the case of the Russian team working on obsolete features is an 
extreme example, it illustrates how particular organizational practices look from 
each side’s perspective. When problems occur, the differences tend to be 
attributed to the national culture (‘Germans are like this, Romanians are like 
that!’), although many might be due to the specific division of tasks (e.g., business 
analysts vs developers). As the Russian developers of Company A had no direct 
contact with the customer, they needed clear and detailed instructions. Their 
German counterparts, on the other hand, worked under totally different 
circumstances, and needed to keep a close connection with the customer. Hence, 
they preferred to work in an agile way, with requirements being subject to 
ongoing negotiation and change. Existing studies have shown that most 
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developers prefer to write code and not documentation (Nicholson and Sahay, 
2001), (Lethbridge et al., 2003) , as was also confirmed by the project manager of 
Company A In a similar fashion, the tendency toward innovation and adding 
state-of-the-art details as opposed to working on the features stipulated in their 
contract is the object of another well-documented dispute between developers and 
project managers, irrespective of nationality (Richardson et al., 2008). 
Referring to the practice of Spending Time at the Other Site, in Company A, 
where the visits of Russian developers in Bonn are relatively long term, the 
purpose is clearly defined: enculturation, knowledge exchange, transfer of 
particular technical skills to German team members. In Company B, the visits are 
relatively short, and are meant to give employees the opportunity to see the 
environment and the people they are collaborating with, getting a direct 
experience of what it is like to work from there. On the other side, these visits are 
also useful for perceiving and understanding the differences between sites. The 
existence of social ties has been shown to improve knowledge transfer and 
communication in general (Kotlarsky and Oshri, 2005). 

The practices of creating and maintaining social ties were closely related to the 
visits to the other site, but also to private initiatives of developers who befriended 
colleagues from the other team. These personal ties helped in bridging the 
distance and resolving problems attributed by our interviewees to the cultural 
differences. 

In connection with the practice we named Mediating between People and 
Cultures, we found that social connections and human ‘bridges’ between the 
teams played a very important role for knowledge exchange (our findings being 
pretty similar to those of Milewski et al. (Milewski et al., 2008) , Cataldo et al.  
(Cataldo and Herbsleb, 2008) , Marczak et al. (Marczak et al., 2008), Krishna et 
al. (Krishna et al., 2004)). It became apparent that companies in both our cases 
rely heavily on some key people (called ‘liaisons’, ‘bridgeheads’ ‘straddlers’, 
‘cultural mediators’ by different sources), who act naturally as information 
brokers and conflict mediators. The ‘bridging’ roles were mostly informal and 
taken on voluntarily, with these people understanding the different perspectives of 
both teams and doing their best to fill in the gaps. Hence, they contributed to the 
creation of shared understandings. These ‘bridges’ were also very important for 
the continuous reorganization of the shared practices, and they contributed to the 
mediation of ‘team knowledge’, found to be very important for efficient teamwork 
in distributed software development by other studies (Espinosa et al., 2007). More 
specifically, the knowledge exchange between teams was heavily reliant on the 
relationships between particular developers who possessed excel- lent social 
networks in both teams. In order to develop software in distributed teams, compa- 
nies need to establish shared practices and ways of dealing with the everyday 
work or what Krishna et al. (Krishna et al., 2004) name a ‘compromise work 
culture’, that is permanently re-negotiated and adapted. 
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The practices we described were based mostly on direct or mediated 
communication between people, and less on tools, repositories and artifacts. 
Instead of pursuing standardized and formal KM approaches, knowledge 
exchange amongst practitioners was informally performed, based on triggers 
found in weekly meeting minutes or development databases—which also served 
as props for initiating context-related coffee/lunch discussions. This also applied 
to the knowledge exchange between the teams, where our field studies showed an 
almost complete absence of traditional KM strategies, and a high reliance on 
informal communication via instant messenger or face-to-face meetings. 

In this regard, it was interesting to see that the practitioners in our study mostly 
referred to the national differences in breakdown situations, and that the use of 
cultural stereotypes interpretations was often connected to negative interpretations 
and mutual criticism. Our observations coincide with the findings of Damian and 
Zowghi (Damian and Zowghi, 2003), who found that national culture was 
sometimes used as a ‘scapegoat’ to explain ineffective management practices at 
various levels. More specifically, in our case studies, national interpretations were 
often used in terms of (over-simplified) stereotypes from an external point-of-
view, when the behavior of the other team was considered to be inappropriate or 
unprofessional. The actors used stereotypical references to national culture in 
situations where professional or organizational explanations did not seem to work 
anymore, i.e., in conflict situations, emphasizing the ‘us vs them’ delineation 
between teams. In this regard, cultural interpretations were used to label the others 
when the collaborating teams lacked shared understandings, generating 
affirmations such as: ‘This is how the Russians (or Germans) are like!’ 

7 Conclusion 

Our stated aim for this study was to examine what we can learn from these two 
cases, considered by our informants as successful and long lasting collaborations, 
despite the occasional misunderstandings and frustrations (Figure 2 for an 
overview). 

Figure 2: Lessons learned 
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From what we have seen in our two cases, the organizational culture is 
permanently re-negotiated and adjusted to fit the distributed collaboration; the 
influences of national culture and site-specific organizational culture are subtle 
and not easy to separate from other factors. Socialization and travel between sites, 
although they come at a cost, have led to good results and the two companies in 
our study believed that they were important elements of their collaboration. One 
important conclusion is that like any other collaboration, distributed collaboration 
is a continuous learning process: teams and people learn, becoming aware of the 
cultural differences and adapt. 

The cases presented in this paper cannot be, by any means, considered 
representative, and our aim was rather to illustrate the intricacies of knowledge 
work in a distributed software development setting than to attempt any large-scale 
generalizations. However, we do wish to point out how a recourse to explanations 
based on national cultural differences are often, on closer examination, shown to 
have other rationales which do not draw on such a simple conceptual framework. 
We have shown how incidents usually attributed to national culture are mostly 
due to the incapacity to explain the other party’s behavior within one’s own 
reasoning frameworks (Nicholson and Sahay (Nicholson and Sahay, 2004) have 
reported similar findings with regard to knowledge embeddedness). 

From a methodological point of view, we insist on the importance of looking at 
the practices in context, paying attention to the correlated and embedded 
motivations, maintaining a dynamic perspective. Taking into account both the 
onshore and offshore perspective is vital for gaining a real understanding of 
complex situations (as we have seen that the perspectives can significantly differ 
between the cooperating teams). Our argument here can be stated as follows: in 
studying distributed software development practices, the concept of culture needs 
to be addressed, not simply in terms of national stereotypes, but through the 
examination of diverse aspects of professional and organizational, as well as local 
cultures. Investigating such issues is a difficult process, and requires an 
assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of different methodological 
approaches. What we have attempted to illustrate here is one way of getting into 
the field to study such issues. No single approach will provide all the answers. 
However, we believe that the predominance of GSE studies that apply survey-type 
instruments utilizing forms of Hofstede’s dimensions of cultural variation is 
problematic for the field, as it tends to over shadow the value of other, more 
interpretive approaches to understanding the myriad ways in which 
communication and coordination across globally distributed software teams is 
affected by local, organizational and professional ‘cultures’. It is also worth 
emphasizing that the application of specific research methods and techniques is 
not separable from an understanding of the conceptual frameworks within which 
such instruments have been constructed. One cannot simply take instruments 
developed within a particular framework and apply them without a solid 
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grounding in that particular approach. There is a danger, within the software 
engineering field of applying various forms of social science methods and 
analyzing the ‘results’ without such a grounding (this holds true across-the-board, 
and not only for studies using Hofstede’s framework). This issue requires more 
extensive deliberation and discussion within the SE research community itself, but 
it obviously also affects the SE practice, where the interpretation of many research 
studies in this area needs to be treated with a certain amount of caution, in terms 
of the generalizability of the findings, and their applicability to particular settings.  
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1 Introduction 

Knowledge and expertise sharing (KES), also known as knowledge management 
and transfer in communities such as Information Systems (IS) and Organisational 
Man- agement (OM), has attracted significant research interest for a number of 
years. Much of this can be associated with the fact that it has been viewed as a key 
aspect of organisational competitiveness in the literature by allowing 
organisations to maintain knowledge assets relating to their products and 
processes. It can also foster the generation of new knowledge and expertise and 
improve processes and responsive- ness to market demand (Bolisani and Scarso 
1999; Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995; Randall et al. 1996; Spender 1996). Ackerman 
et al.’s (2013) overview of KES- related literature in CSCW, notes the existence 
of two distinct generations of research: one focused on a repository model for the 
sharing of knowledge and expertise; the other focused on finding knowledgeable 
actors and investigating the social interactions with and amongst them. More 
recently, it has been argued that we are entering a third generation of KES 
research with the rise of cyber-physical systems (CPS) (de Carvalho et al. 2018). 
These, it is suggested, offer new affordances for capturing and displaying 
knowledge, especially with regard to non-propositional knowledge, which is 
usually embedded and embodied in action (ibid.). 

CPS refers to networked and engineered systems that bring the cybernetic and 
physical worlds together, with elements of the cybernetic world enabling the mon- 
itoring, control and coordination of elements of the physical world, whilst the 
latter provides the conditions and concrete systems that inform and shape the 
behaviour of the former (Lee and Seshia 2015; Rajkumar et al. 2010). They 
evolved from the concept of embedded systems and are closely related to concepts 
such as the Internet of Things (IoT), sensor networks and multi-agent systems 
(Monostori et al. 2016). It has been argued that these systems will result in 
significant changes across various aspects of work and life by enabling new ways 
of doing and experiencing daily activities (National Institute of Standards and 
Technology 2013). This sanguine vision overlooks some of the challenges 
associated with this technology. At a technical level this includes things like 
integrating heterogeneous hardware technol- ogy, increased system complexity 
and the extent to which sensors may or may not be available (Maly et al. 2016; 
Pacaux-Lemoine et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2015). At a social level there are also 
potential limitations in how CPS might operate with regard to privacy and at an 
organisational level there are clearly issues regarding investment. All of this 
underscores the need to deploy and test such technologies in natural settings to 
further explore their viability. Despite these prospective issues, however, we see 
definite potential for this technology to support KES in certain kinds of settings, 
notably manufacturing. This potential revolves around the possibility of collecting 



 

fine grained information about particular work practices and visualising associated 
activities from a first-person perspective (de Carvalho et al. 2018). 

This paper arises from an ongoing programme of research that is investigating 
the potential of CPS to support work in manufacturing contexts.2 All of the work 
in the paper is empirically-grounded in a Design Case Study (DCS) (Wulf et al. 
2015) that has involved extensive ethnographic studies in five Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs) located in two different European countries. Despite advances 
in KES research, the literature is surprisingly mute about the specific interactions 
that take place during the process, especially in an industrial context. Yet, with 
insights of this order in-hand, it is likely that CPS could offer much in support of 
it. Additionally, the challenges associated with integrating CPS into processes is 
currently underexplored in CSCW research. 

The contribution offered here is threefold. First and foremost, we provide a 
nuanced account of KES practices in manufacturing contexts and the social 
interac- tions stemming from them. Detailed ethnographic studies of 
manufacturing, espe- cially of work on the factory floor, are few and far between. 
As will be discussed in due course, existing studies of KES in manufacturing 
environments are high-level and provide no insight as to how knowledge is 
practically shared between workers on the ground. We therefore look at the social 
relationships between the parties involved in KES and the way people actually 
interact when sharing knowledge and expertise. In this regard it should also be 
noted that industrial contexts in general, and manufacturing in particular, are 
underexplored domains in CSCW. Thus, the research reported here also adds 
important detail to this limited corpus. 

A second contribution of the paper is an examination of how the findings from 
the above might present design opportunities for CPS and how, in particular, CPS 
might facilitate KES-related interactions. It will be found that higher-level 
abstractions of KES in manufacturing settings have already identified some of the 
issues we examine here, for instance the heavy dependence upon embodied 
knowledge, typically casts as ‘tacit knowledge’ in such studies, for certain 
processes such as set-up. However, these studies fail to delve into the actual ways 
in which embodied knowledge is articulated and made manifest in practice. 
Therefore, they miss the opportunities for trading upon its manifest properties by 
pulling upon new techno- logical possibilities, such as CPS. We aim to rectify this 
omission by considering how AR- and sensor-based CPS might bring about 
important methodological chang- es in how KES is accomplished (de Carvalho et 
al. 2018). The embodied properties of KES in manufacturing settings are, whilst 
not wholly unique to factory floors, characteristic of specialised manual work, 
making it disproportionately important to understand just how it is accomplished 
through the close observation of the actual work. The work presented here looks 
specifically at the implications of our ethno- graphic findings for how CPS might 
be designed to support KES in industrial contexts and will detail the design of a 



CPS that has been specifically developed for a manufacturing scenario. A key 
feature of CPS is its capacity to pull upon a range of technological affordances to 
capture the manifest properties of embodied knowledge and to then be able to 
convey that in situ in ways that were simply not feasible before. By examining the 
practical ways in which such a system might be constructed, we are able to further 
reflect upon the advantages and challenges that might stem from integrating CPS 
into these kinds of processes. 

Thirdly, provide a model that is dedicated to facilitating the articulation of the 
preceding two concerns. This involves abstraction of both the higher-level 
elements in the described research and potentially related design activities. The 
model has been developed with the express purpose of facilitating the design of 
new and innovative systems for KES and, as such, it offers the possibility of 
developing insights that may extend the scope of integrating CPS into KES-
related research in ways that are fully in keeping with the notion of a third 
generation of KES research mentioned above. The key benefit that accrues to 
models of this kind is that they provide an effective and flexible resource for 
moving between specific ethnographically founded findings and the practical 
business of designing and de- veloping systems that reflect the importance of the 
ethnographic work. 

 
2 Related Work 
Our consideration of prior research relevant to this paper will begin by looking at 
the most relevant work in CSCW regarding KES, with a particular emphasis upon 
two distinct bodies of work: those adopting some form of repository model and 
those using a more interactionally-focused model. We will briefly examine the 
paucity of work focused upon how KES is actually accomplished in practice in 
manufacturing settings, something this paper seeks, in part, to redress. This will 
be followed by a consideration of relevant studies of KES in other domains. We 
will then move on to discuss the literature regarding CPS and its potential to 
inspire a third generation of KES-related work in CSCW. The section concludes 
with a consideration of how modelling has been used as an aid to design in this 
kind of context. 

2.1 CSCW studies of knowledge and expertise sharing 

In CSCW, KES has been a recurrent topic of interest since the late 1980s, when 
terms like organisational memory, organisational remembering, collective 
intelligence and expertise location became commonplace (Ackerman et al. 2013; 
Randall et al. 1996). From the outset a focus was placed on developing systems to 
support the creation of an ‘organisational memory’ that could be accessed by 
whoever needed it and whenever they needed it (Ackerman 1998). Thus, the first 



 

generation of KES research in CSCW focused on a repository model, whose 
limitations have soon become apparent. Amongst other things, issues regarding 
the dichotomy between experts and users, problems with the contextualisation of 
knowledge stored in the system and the authoring burden stemming from the use 
of such systems emerged (Ackerman and McDonald 1996). Furthermore, Randall 
et al. (1996) pointed out that the metaphor of an organisational memory failed to 
capture the socially situated nuances of processes associated with KES. Hence, 
attention was drawn to the fact that, whilst organisational memory implies a 
particular and static conceptualisation of ‘skills’, ‘knowledge’ and ‘memory’, 
understanding the social context where the process of ‘remembering’ (as in 
accessing information and making use of it in some way) actually happens is key 
to grasping what is going on when KES-related activities are being undertaken. 
This change in focus originated a second generation of KES research in CSCW, 
which focused mainly on how to support interactions related to the sharing of 
knowledge and expertise and the vehicles whereby knowl- edge is shared amongst 
knowledgeable actors (Ackerman et al. 2013). 

In response to the growing interest in tacit knowledge in the OM 
(Organisational Management) and IS (Information Systems) literatures, a debate 
has also developed in the CSCW literature over a number of years about the 
distinctiveness of the practical skills and knowledge people are drawing upon 
when undertaking certain kinds of tasks (Ackerman et al. 2013; Schmidt 2012). 
The acquisition and realisation of practical tasks that are resistant to any propo- 
sitional formulation of the knowledge exercised in their accomplishment has been 
described in the literature as ‘know-how’ (Ryle 1945, 2009). Meanwhile, an 
understanding of tasks that, contrariwise, can be discussed in a propositional form, 
often in connection with ‘know-why’ (Lapré et al. 2000), has been described as 
‘know-that’ (Ryle 1945, 2009). This debate, is of relevance for our own interest in 
production processes because it impacts on the conveyance of how a range of 
production activities should be performed and how they might be represented and/ 
or shared with others who might want to engage in similar activities. 

Of particular moment for CSCW-related design is how knowledge sharing 
proceeds in environments where technical tools play an increasingly important 
role, with a concomitant concern that knowledge and expertise captured from 
experts should be used and reused as many times as required, by novice or less 
experienced workers. This underscores the urgent need for high quality studies 
that examine exactly how the sharing of both propositional and non- propositional 
knowledge is accomplished in real-world environments. Proposi- tional 
knowledge represents declarative knowledge, which describes easily 
understandable facts and is therefore quickly accessible within the context of a 
knowledge transfer process. Non-propositional knowledge is embodied and often 
embedded in action, only becoming apparent through particular features of its 
embodiment or the actions that put it in practice (de Carvalho et al. 2018). 



Numerous studies from a variety of domains have contributed to the field of KES. 
The work by Randall et al. (1996) regarding organisational memory is a notable 
study in this regard, where observations of the critical role played by one 
particular individual in articulating ‘local knowledge’ were heavily drawn upon. 
Another key piece of work in this regard was undertaken at Xerox PARC 
regarding the sharing of information between service technicians (Yamauchi et al. 
2003), itself premised upon an earlier study by Orr (1996). Here, the focus was 
upon how service technicians went about providing one another with the details 
relevant to handling exceptional cases when engaged in printer repair. Some work 
also examines how knowledge sharing is undertaken within and between different 
scientific communities (Velden 2013), where much is made of the impact of 
personal interests when engaged in knowledge sharing activities. Beyond this, 
there is also work that looks at how documents get shared and re-used as a feature 
of knowledge work (Harper et al. 2001). 

Nevertheless, there are remarkably few CSCW studies that have actively set 
out to observe just how knowledge sharing gets done in practice in real-world 
manufacture. There is a smattering of work upon industrial settings and 
production environments in CSCW, e.g. Button and Sharrock’s observations of 
work in a printshop (1997), Button and Harper’s study of a foam manufacturer 
(1995), Carstensen et al.’s study of production planning in manufacturing (1999), 
Clarke et al.’s study of a steel mill (2003) and Robison et al.’s study of a paper 
mill (2000). None of these, however, focus upon knowledge sharing. This further 
underscores our argument that the capture, description and analysis of KES in 
production environments is an important topic of interest for CSCW research, 
adding an important dimension to the ongoing interest in KES (Ackerman et al. 
2013). 

Our earlier contribution (de Carvalho et al. 2018) and this new material 
together move towards redressing this gap in the literature by helping to develop a 
corpus of empirically-focused work relating to KES.  

2.2 Other relevant studies of knowledge and expertise sharing 

A number of fields have taken an interest in KES in organisational contexts in 
recent decades. Whilst researchers in CSCW have sought to understand and 
support the process of sharing, researchers in fields such as OM and IS have 
focused on processes of knowledge creation and management. Much of the work 
here draws upon Polanyi’s concept of tacit knowledge,3 spearheaded since the 
late 1980s by Nonaka et al. (Nonaka 1988; Nonaka et al. 2000; Nonaka and 
Takeuchi 1995; Nonaka and Von Krogh 2009). In these studies, organisations are 
seen as both information-processing machines and as entities that, through the 
action and inter- action of their components, create knowledge (Nonaka et al. 
2000). Understanding the essence of this process is argued to be key for 



 

successful knowledge management and transfer. To tackle this, Nonaka et al. set 
out to develop a knowledge-based theory of the firm (ibid.). 

The SECI model, as it was termed by the authors, was a spiral-based model 
that covered four processes of ‘knowledge conversion’ – socialisation, exter- 
nalisation, combination and internalisation (SECI) (Nonaka et al. 2000). 
Socialisation is the process by which knowledge sharing is negotiated between 
individuals, usually through direct social interaction, observation and imitation. 
Externalisation describes the process whereby actors attempt to transform im- 
plicit knowledge into explicit knowledge through (linguistic) articulation. At the 
point of combination, explicit knowledge elements are exchanged, linked and 
enriched at different levels. Here explicit knowledge, often articulated through 
documents or electronic communication, is exchanged between individuals. 
During internalisation, knowledge seekers attempt to internalise explicit knowl- 
edge (Nonaka et al. 2000). This is argued to be a difficult but important aspect of 
creating new knowledge, only arising when existing (experiential) knowledge has 
been internalised through processes of socialisation, externalisation and 
combination (Döring 2016). Internalisation includes methods such as Blearning- 
by-doing^, simulations or experiments (Hoffmann 2009). 

Another relevant aspect of the work in OM and IS is the attention given to the 
role played in knowledge management when ordinary technologies are used for 
daily communication, such as e-mail and video conferencing systems (Bolisani 
and Scarso 1999; Goh 2002). Whilst some of these studies might be regarded as 
overly optimistic (e.g. Roberts’ (2000) critique of Bolisani and Scarso’s work 
(Bolisani and Scarso 1999)), much of this research draws attention to the 
limitations of computer technology for achieving effective knowledge 
management in companies, even where it is acknowledged to be playing a vital 
role (Watson and Hewett 2006). Thus, Roberts (2000) critically reviewed the 
potential of then-available ICTs for KES, especially e-mail, voicemail, 
teleconferencing, video-conferencing, desktop- based systems, computer-aided 
design (CAD), computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), information databases and 
groupware. Roberts’ assessment was based on findings from studies of knowledge 
management and transfer in Research and Development (R&D) activities in 
multinational enterprises (ibid.). The principal discussion focuses once again upon 
a perceived dichotomy between ‘tacit’ and explicit, or codified knowledge. The 
author concludes that, even if ICTs might facilitate and speed up the collection, 
storage and retrieval of knowledge in/from so-called knowledge bases, they would 
still struggle to convey ‘tacit’ knowledge. In particular, it is argued that such 
systems would not be able to translate know-how into show-how. Our own studies 
similarly suggest that conventional computer technol- ogies would not meet the 
needs of sharing the kind of knowledge encountered in embodied action (de 
Carvalho et al. 2018).  



Studies of coding communities and their development from mailing lists to 
web- based Q&A help pages stand apart from this discussion. Here, it has been 
found that Q&A websites are an effective means of knowledge exchange. Based 
on questions and answers, knowledge exchange is initiated and incentives created 
through gamification approaches (Treude et al. 2011; Vasilescu et al. 2013). A 
positive aspect of this is that the knowledge transfer process accelerates 
development by broadening the knowledge of knowledge seekers. However, 
participation in the knowledge community represents an interruption of actual 
coding activities, which can lead to delays. Studies of stack overflow have shown 
that gamification approaches used on the platform work to encourage users to 
participate and be active in the community, leading to an increase in programming 
productivity (Vasilescu et al. 2014). 

Studies in medical settings deal with comparable aspects of expertise sharing in 
a completely different domain. Normark and Randall (2005) report on the pooling 
of expertise in an Emergency Call Centre that is the organised work of several 
people, often at different locations or mobile, who seek and offer relevant 
knowledge in an appropriate form to meet time-critical conditions. Here, systems 
for knowledge exchange are useful if they support practices that can adapt to 
organisational need and be accompanied by two key organisational and cultural 
changes: (1) the development of a culture in which knowledge is organically built 
and embedded; (2) the development of a strategic role for experts, e.g. shift 
leaders, who impart knowledge directly or indirectly. Bossen et al. (2013) 
analysed an IT system that supported home care workers and relatives in 
cooperative home care work through information exchange and the coordination 
of tasks. Home care is based on a complex network of activities with a charac- 
teristically reciprocal division of labour between care workers and relatives. The 
IT system helped to provide participants with ‘peace of mind’ that allowed them 
to realise their individual engagement. The authors emphasised the efficiency of 
the IT system and noted its high acceptance by all participants.  

In the context of Web 2.0, Morris et al. (2010) have explored the use of social 
network status messages to ask questions. Their results show that Q&A sites may 
be more attractive to users who have subjective questions on highly personal 
topics, since they afford greater anonymity. Search engines, by contrast, provide 
more objective answers to a variety of personal and impersonal concerns. People 
tend to trust the opinions of people they know rather than strangers, motivating 
them to turn to social networks. There is a need here for rapid feedback and a 
broad spectrum of high-quality answers. In relation to this, it has been suggested 
that personalised search algorithms or applications may increase user- friendliness 
and confidence in the system. The use of social media also creates the possibility 
of company-wide knowledge exchange in work settings by mov- ing away from 
intermittent, centralised knowledge management processes to continuous online 
knowledge-related conversations. Little is known about how individuals reconcile 



 

their work with knowledge-transfer during limited working hours. This suggests a 
need to rethink traditional knowledge transfer theories and to consider other 
approaches to complex knowledge work. Research here has looked at promoting 
the integration of technologies with individual options for action that bring users 
and technological artefacts closer together by means of a more Bsocially 
acceptable approach (Majchrzak et al. 2013). 

Of relevance here is Yang et al.’s (2008) analysis of a Chinese witkey system 
that connected users via a knowledge sharing platform and allowed a monetary 
reward for answers. The aim was to explore underlying properties of users and 
jobs/tasks to get insights about participation structures. Their results revealed that 
monetary rewards were not a significant incentive. By contrast, people’s perceived 
expertise significantly affected participation (ibid.). In another Q&A related study, 
Adamic et al. (2008) found clusters according to the length and overlap of 
requests and replies. While many users contribute broadly across a variety of 
themes, technical users tend to answer more selectively. Thus, an indicator of 
expertise is often the number of answers marked as helpful. 

The above studies are clearly relevant to the work we present here, especially 
our interest in developing a model of KES for CPS design. However, the online 
and distributed character of the studied phenomena and their focus upon 
articulating largely propositional knowledge puts them apart from our own 
interest in how largely non-propositional and embodied knowledge might be 
effectively conveyed. 

2.3 Cyber-physical systems 

We have already noted above our view that it is unlikely that conventional 
computer technologies will be able to effectively support the sharing of embodied 
knowledge. Embodied knowledge refers to knowledge that is primarily articulated 
through embodied action rather than through verbal propositions, though it may 
be accom- panied by verbal propositions as well. So, as we shall be seeing, 
operating a machine in such a way as to bend a tube to precisely the right degree 
makes manifest through a series of body movements a particular kind of 
knowledge and expertise. Previous studies have already indicated that advances in 
the area of CPS, especially regarding the integration of AR for the visualisation of 
particular elements, will bring new opportunities for sharing this kind of 
knowledge. Indeed, as noted above, some have argued that the use of CPS will 
mark the beginning of a third generation of KES by overstepping existing 
assumptions about how knowledge might be gathered and visualised (de Carvalho 
et al. 2018). Thus, CPS may constitute an opportunity to re- vitalise the design of 
innovative technologies for KES. In this paper we will concentrate on 
developments in the area of CPPS because these are most relevant to our interest 
in supporting the work in production environments. 



The broader potential of digital technologies for KES has been widely discussed 
and exploited within both CSCW and OM (Ackerman et al. 2013; Bolisani and 
Scarso 1999; de Carvalho et al. 2018; Nonaka and Von Krogh 2009; Roberts 
2000). In the case of CPPS, however, the burgeoning use of sensor technology 
offers new opportunities for capturing information about the sequential and haptic 
characteris- tics of activities – i.e. the ways in which they are embodied. In 
manufacturing contexts, this kind of technology can be used to capture things like 
the delicacy of certain alignments that may turn upon the addition or deduction of 
miniscule refinements in a machine’s configuration (de Carvalho et al. 2018). AR 
technology has also demonstrated great potential for supporting the transmission 
of embodied action by facilitating communication between novices and 
experienced parties involved in various forms of cooperation (Gauglitz et al. 
2012, 2014). AR has also been found to support unrestricted and context-specific 
access to information, assisting in the exploration of learning material from 
different perspectives and enabling teaching where no real-world first-hand 
experience is possible (Klopfer et al. 2005; Yuen et al. 2011). 

At present, CPPS are only just beginning to be exploited. This makes it even 
more important that appropriate design considerations are taken on-board before 
fateful decisions are made. For the larger part the existing literature on CPPS is 
speculative in nature, looking forward to its potential rather than reporting on how 
it has actually been brought to bear in any specific way (see e.g. Jeschke et al. 
2017; Lu 2017; Schlechtendahl et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015). This literature is 
still largely centred upon industry-related publications. Outside of de Carvalho et 
al. (de Carvalho et al. 2018), it has not yet been seriously touched upon in CSCW. 
Considerations of how to explicitly build knowledge sharing support into CPPS 
are still pretty well absent from the literature. 

2.4 Modelling for design 

One of the objectives of this paper is to present a model that can help to facilitate the 
building of CPS for KES, including knowledge articulated through embodied 
action. The modelling literature as a whole is vast and we could not hope to 
provide an overview in the space available. However, modelling is not a topic that 
has received the same amount of attention in CSCW. A lot of the literature in this 
regard is relatively early, as designers sought to get to grips with the implications 
of the domain. A great deal of this was focused on the modelling of applications 
(e.g. Benford et al. 1993), with modelling related to groupware playing a 
dominant role (Ellis and Wainer 1994). There was also a lot of interest in coming 
up with models of communication at the time (De Michelis and Grasso 1994; 
Simon et al. 1994). More recent work has become more broad-brush, examining 
the scope for developing generic models to support collaboration and coordination 
(Fu 2008; Lee and Paine 2015; Mainwaring and Lee 2017). Some of the early 



 

work also took as its topic the support of knowledge sharing in cooperative work 
(Divitini et al. 1993). 

Here we are particularly interested in developing a model that can serve as a 
bridge between our ethnographic findings and the design of CPS. There have been 
numerous attempts to develop formal artefacts and models that might act as a 
conduit between ethnography and design over the years. Some approaches have 
turned this into a near-processual requirement (see, for example, Holtzblatt and 
Jones 2017), but others have also put the role of the model centre-stage as well 
(see, for instance, Salvador and Mateas’s (1997) notions regarding ‘design 
ethnography’, where models are derived from ethnographic data to explicitly 
drive design, an idea that was also subsequently taken on board by Wakkary et al. 
(2007)). Others have also seen a place for graphical representations as a means of 
articulating ethnographic work in ways that designers might find it easier to 
engage with, but have taken issue with the more formalistic notions mentioned 
above, insisting on the role of the representation as a situated aid to 
communication, rather than as free-standing artefact in its own right (Diggins and 
Tolmie 2003). This has informed other work in CSCW, some of it inspired by 
Alexander’s work on developing a generative grammar for architecture through 
his notion of a ‘pattern language’ (Alexander 1977). In each case, this has 
involved deriving key features pointing to recurrent social phenomena that might 
serve as an inspiration for design (Crabtree et al. 2002; Denef and Keyson 2012; 
Martin et al. 2002). 

There have also been a number of approaches devoted to modelling KES. The 
best known of these is Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) spiral model of knowledge 
creation, already discussed above. However, there are other noteworthy models, 
e.g. Peinl’s Model of Knowledge Sharing (Peinl 2006), that also deal with intra- 
organisational knowledge sharing. Raelin (1997) shifts the emphasis in KES 
towards learning. He lists learning models embedded in the working environment 
and distinguishes between two points of view: the individual; and the collective. 
For both of these perspectives, the existing knowledge base is subdivided into 
explicit and implicit parts. The learning process is then divided into theoretical 
and practical aspects. Thus, you may have an individual engaging in the 
theoretical learning of explicit knowledge. Another may seek the theoretical 
acquisition of tacit knowledge. Or a collective may adopt a practical approach to 
the acquisition of explicit knowl- edge (e.g. ‘hands-on’ instructed classes), and so 
on. 

Another learning-related model strongly associated with the modelling and 
design of knowledge systems (Paas et al. 2004) is Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) 
(Sweller 1994). This is mainly concerned with learning related to complex tasks. 
CLT assumes learners have a limited working memory (short-term memory for 
the recording of information necessary for the execution of a task at hand) when 
addressing new problems. The construction of new schemes and automation of 



existing schemes is modelled as a way of allowing an actor to free-up working 
memory. CLT suggests working memory has three different types of load. The 
amount of required information and the interaction with it imposed upon the 
learner is called intrinsic load. Extraneous load is imposed by information that 
does not foster the derivation of new schemes or that impedes automation. 
Germane load relates to the building of new or automated schemes. A key aspect 
of this approach that informs our own model is how different kinds of load may 
carry different kinds of implications for how learning is realised and thus how the 
sharing of knowledge might proceed. In particular, we will be relating this to how 
CPS might best support the capture and visualisation of non-propositional 
knowledge, as discussed by de Carvalho et al. (2018). 

3       Methodology 

The findings leading to the KES model presented in Section 4 come from an in-
depth study that explored the opportunities to design and develop CPS to support 
machine operators engaged in a time-critical and economically important 
manufacturing process: machine set-up. Machine set-up refers to the 
customisation of machines by adding or removing certain components so as to 
produce different artefacts. This is a key process for manufacturers because it 
enables the manufacturing of different products by a single machine, at a time of 
increasing demand for product variability (de Carvalho et al. 2018). Given the 
significance of the process, a lot of research has been devoted to its optimisation, 
leading to widely-accepted procedures such as the Single-Minute Exchange of Die 
(SMED) approach (Shingo 1985). 

To understand how CPS might support user needs, we adopted a DCS approach 
(Wulf et al. 2015). DCS is a user-centred framework for designing and developing 
socio-technical systems that investigates how such systems might be appropriated 
in real scenarios of use. The framework is organised in three different phases: (1) 
a Pre- study seeking to understand the user context and practices and the needs 
stemming from them; (2) a Design phase where new solutions are designed on the 
basis of the identified needs; (3) an Appropriation phase where the design 
solutions are deployed in a real-world scenario and the outcomes of the 
deployment closely observed to assess its impact and any resulting social change. 
In accordance with the premises of this approach, the investigation began with an 
extensive ethnographic study, carried out over 10 months (June 2016 – April 
2017) in five companies based in two different European countries. In this phase, 
several data collection instruments were used to achieve the necessary richness of 
understanding regarding the design opportunities we were looking for. In 
summary, we: (1) carried out a number of observations of several machine 
operators setting up different machines in different situations, so as to properly 
understand the process we aimed to support; (2) performed some shadowing 



 

sessions,4 to understand other issues that could potentially impact upon the 
machine set-up – e.g. management issues; (3) engaged in a series of in-depth 
interviews to explore issues emerging from the observations and shadowing 
sessions; and (4) collected a number of documents concerning the companies’ 
work processes, especially the set-up of various machines – e.g. production plans, 
process descriptions, machine manuals, etc. Altogether, 25 informants participated 
in the data collection activities. We involved not only machine operators, but 
other stakeholders, e.g. process owners, foremen, production engineers, etc. A 
complete list of participants is provided in Table 1. We deliberatively involved 
participants with different profiles for a better representation of the spectrum of 
user needs concerning the process we were investigating. Observations lasted 
from 45 to 90 min. Shadowing sessions were up to 4 h or 3 h minimum. The 
observations and shadowing sessions were recorded in fieldnotes. Observations of 
the process were also recorded using a Tobii Pro Glasses5 eye tracker, so we 
could capture fine-grained details of the process and analyse the operator’s focus 
of attention. Interviews lasted from 45 to 120 min and were transcribed using the 
intelligent verbatim method, in which everything is transcribed word for word, 
except for mumbling (e.g. ‘ums’ and ‘ers’), filler phrases (e.g. ‘you know) and 
stumbles (Hickley 2016). All data, including the eye-tracker videos,6 was 
subjected to Thematic Analysis, according to the proce- dure described by Braun 
and Clarke (2012) in which portions of the data are coded by using a mix of 
bottom-up and top-down approaches. The latter uses a list of codes generated 
before the start of the analysis, which can come from things like literature reviews 
or interview guides. A bottom-up approach involves using empirical codes that 
emerge from close engagement with the data. Later on, themes are generated 
based on relationships between the identified codes. These are used to answer the 
research questions governing the investigation. The results of the pre-study have 
already been reported in de Carvalho et al. (2018). Following the pre-study, we 
engaged in a design phase. Here, scenario-based design was used to support 
partici- patory design. Scenarios were prepared based on analysis of the data 
collected in the pre-study. These scenarios were used to foster discussion in a 
series of design workshops carried out to define which types of technologies 
should be included in our designed solution, the functions it should integrate and 
its appearance. 
 
I: Interviews; E: Eye-Tracking; S: Shadowing; D: Design Workshops; T: Prelim- 
inary Usability Tests; C: Company; E (u/s): Education 
(unspecialized/specialized); Exp.: Experience. 
After the design workshops, we engaged in rapid prototyping. Early prototypes 
and the technology chosen to feature in the designed CPS went through a 
Heuristic Evaluation (Nielsen and Molich 1990). This was conducted by usability 
specialists working on the project. Here the goal was to eliminate any well-known 



usability problems. After improvements arising from the Heuristic Evaluation, the 
prototypes were subjected to a series of usability tests. Some participants in the 
fieldwork participated in these preliminary tests, as reported in Table 1. This kept 
them involved in the design process. Other participants were also recruited to test 
the prototypes (see Table 2). These were students from the institute leading the 
design of the solution. 
 

Table 1. Fieldwork participants. 
 

# I E S D T Role C E (u/s) Exp. 

P1 x   x  Foreman A Graduated (u) > 10 years 
P2 x     Designer A Master school (s) > 10 years 
P3 x    x Foreman A Master school (s) > 10 years 
P4 x   x  Production engineer A Graduated (u) > 10 years 
P5 x x    Machine operator A Master school (s) < 10 years 
P6 x x  x  Machine operator A Master school (s) < 10 years 
P7 x x x x x Machine operator A Apprenticeship (s) > 10 years 
P8 x x x x  Machine operator B Apprenticeship (s) < 10 years 
P9 x x  x  Machine operator B Apprenticeship (s) < 10 years 
P10 x x  x  Machine operator B Apprenticeship (u) < 10 years 
P11 x x x x  Foreman B Apprenticeship (u) < 10 years 
P12 x   x  Process Owner B Apprenticeship (s) < 10 years 
P13 x   x  Foreman B Master school (s) > 10 years 
P14 x     Technical salesperson B Graduated (s) > 10 years 
P15 x     Technical salesperson B Master school (s) > 10 years 
P16 x     Construction engineer B Graduated (s) > 10 years 
P17 x     Technical salesperson B Graduated (s) > 10 years 
P18 x     Production engineer B Graduated (s) > 10 years 
P19 x     Quality engineer B Graduated (s) < 10 years 
P20 x x x x x Foreman C Apprenticeship (s) > 10 years 
P21    x x Machine operator C Apprenticeship (s) < 10 years 
P22 x x    Machine operator D Apprenticeship (s) < 10 years 
P23 x x    Foreman D Master school (s) > 10 years 
P24 x x    Machine operator E Apprenticeship (s) < 10 years 
P25 x     Production engineer E Graduated (s) > 10 years 



 

 
Table 2. Additional test participants. 

 

# Background 
 

TP1 Industrial engineering 
TP2 Business informatics 
TP3 Business informatics 
TP4 Business informatics 
TP5 Industrial engineering 
TP6 Industrial engineering 
TP7 Industrial engineering 

 

 
 
They came from either an industrial engineering background, making them 
familiar with the process we were trying to support, or from business informatics 
and thus familiar with the types of technologies we were using. They were 
selected under the auspices of convenient and purposive sampling strategies 
(Bryman 2008) – the former entailing the selection of participants that are easy to 
access, the latter the selection of participants who might serve a particular 
purpose, in this case commenting on the usability of the system and its potential to 
support the process in question. 

We are currently performing the last iteration of improvements to the system, 
before we can engage in the third phase of the DCS. Details of the third phase will 
be reported in a dedicated publication. 

 

4 Grounds of A KES Model Enabling Design 

In this section we present the empirical data that has informed the KES model we 
introduce in this article. The model itself was constructed to support the design 
and implementation of new and innovative technologies responding to issues 
identified in the data. As such, it is just a representation of these issues and the 
design activities carried out so far (see Fig. 1). For coherence, the findings are 
presented according to the elements in the model. We start by discussing 
organisational issues surrounding KES and impacting upon it. This is followed by 
findings concerning the role of knowledge actors in such a process. After this, we 
look at issues relating to the situational context surrounding KES. Then we 
examine ways of handling the representation and documentation of knowledge. 
Finally, we look at empirical data concerning knowledge seekers and associated 
issues. The data presented in this section underpins the discussion in Section 4.1. 
It also advances the state of the art in its own right, by capturing the nuances of 
KES processes in industrial contexts, which are currently still underexplored. 



4.1 Organisational issues 

As can be seen in Fig. 1, KES can be impacted by properties of the production 
system, including aspects of both the working environment and the structure of 
the 

 
Figure 1. Knowledge and expertise sharing model. 

 
 

organisation. Issues regarding these properties and their effect on KES were a 
strong feature of the data, as will become clear below. 
First and foremost, there are several ways in which workers go about sharing 
knowledge and expertise with new colleagues. As depicted in the following quote, 
after showing them how to perform specific tasks and procedures, experienced 
workers direct novices towards autonomous learning, i.e. a phase where the 
learner takes over responsibility for the learning process so as to learn key skills 
indepen- dently (Ponton et al. 2005): 
 

# 1: I tell them: BHere are the tools. If you don’t get to grips with where the tools belong, 
here you have a list.^ Afterwards I set up the machine together with them 
about four or five times. Then, one day I go and tell them: I have shown you that several 
times. Now you make it by yourself.^ (P7, I) 

 
We observed that novice workers dedicate a great deal of their free time to 
learning the tools of their trade. At the same time, companies strive to foster an 
open knowledge culture, so that knowledgeable actors can propagate knowledge 
acquired within the company. This was reinforced by managers and team leaders, 
who recurrently said Bit must not happen that someone keeps his knowledge to 
himself^ (# 2, P1, I), revealing that hierarchy plays an important role in KES. 
Issues of hierarchy not only regulate KES initiatives, but also the appropriation of 



 

shared knowledge. Hence, B[t]here are also differences [in the way knowledge 
will be appropriated], as [one] pass[es] it on to the employee, who 
has to prepare afterwards^ (# 3, P1, I). However, although new workers have 
some autonomy to shape their learning processes and appropriate shared 
knowledge, hierarchical interventions can determine how this knowledge is 
applied. BThey would fetch a colleague and tell him: ‘from now on you will 
make this exactly like I do’^ (# 4, P20, D).  

Another issue concerning hierarchy relates to divergent KES expectations. 
Whilst keeping knowledge to oneself may be seen as a defence mechanism 
against becoming disposable, managers sometimes nevertheless assume sharing 
will happen. Thus, it was not uncommon to hear participants in higher hierarchical 
positions say B[if] you ask some colleagues [in the company] who have been 
[there] for a long time, then they will enjoy transferring their knowledge^ 
(# 5, P5, I). However, some managers were aware of the difficulties concerning 
KES. According to them, much of this was to do with ego and was seen as going 
against the team spirit: 
 
# 6: Once I had an operator, who kept everything to himself. We had to tear nearly 
every answer out of him. But, we couldn’t try to usurp his throne. This doesn’t 
achieve anything. (P3, I) 
 
In terms of company initiatives for KES, the strategies used include intern 
workshops and training sessions, where more experienced workers are brought in 
to share their knowledge and expertise. Another strategy is to contract specialised 
external training services to provide more formal learning sessions. Interestingly, 
some participants said that the learning they got from outsiders was Balways 
better than internal training sessions^ (# 7, P1, I). This, we think, has to do with 
several different things. First and foremost, outside training services are paid – 
often by the company, but occasionally by the workers who are proactively 
seeking specialisation opportunities – and they are expected and strive to deliver a 
good service, as this is their business. Therefore, it is sensible to think that there 
will be investment in people who can really deliver the content, or in other words, 
whose didactic practices are well-developed.7 Secondly, their business is about 
realising effective teaching with cross-company expertise. 

4.2 The essential role of knowledgeable persons 

The success of KES processes depends on several aspects. First of all, the ability 
of knowledgeable people to share knowledge (see Fig. 1, red items), i.e. the extent 
to which the didactic practices (Schmidt 2012) of knowledgeable people are 
effective, is positively correlated with the extent to which KES will succeed. So, 
professional, social and communicative competences regarding the introduction of 



new knowl- edge, the supervision of how it is applied in practice, and the capacity 
to intervene when necessary, are basic prerequisites for its success. 

Furthermore, the type of knowledge that comes with experience is implicitly 
bound up with the people themselves, such that knowledge becomes embodied in 
their practices. This kind of knowledge is difficult to share verbally or by means 
of propositions, e.g. in the course of set-up processes, parameters have to be 
defined that determine the movements of the machine axis. This has a direct 
impact on the quality of the manufactured product. 

However, knowledge or know-how about set-up procedures, can often be 
shared through observation, even if sharing through verbal expressions or 
propositions might appear difficult (de Carvalho et al. 2018; Nonaka et al. 2000). 
Our findings suggest that, with the help of some Blearning-by-doing practice, this 
kind of knowledge sharing can be facilitated. Drawing upon knowledgeable 
people, the values are empirically determined, then internalised by experience 
during a practical learning phase. 
 
# 8: You have to keep in mind that if you start afresh as a machine setter, you will 
have longer set-up times. However, the longer you work here and the more things 
you acquire through training, education etc., the shorter the set-up will be. A lot of 
them are empirical values, which cannot all be passed on or explained simply like 
that. (P5, I) 
 

Automating parts of the recording of information for posterior processing may 
provide a way of facilitating knowledge sharing among those who are otherwise 
resistant to engaging in such practices. Several participants, including P3 in the 
quote below, reported that sometimes people decide not to engage in documen- 
tation practices because they want to secure a unique selling point and their 
position in the company: 
 
# 9: There are employees who keep a lot to themselves. They want to use it to 
secure their job or their position. Maybe it's human, but it doesn't help the 
company. (P3, I) 
 

Naturally, automating the recording of information and/or knowledge raises 
issues of ‘ownership’ and other ethical issues, which must be taken into 
consideration and addressed. However, these issues are outside the scope of this 
paper. 

As widely acknowledged in the literature, time is a limited resource in a variety 
of contexts and production is no exception (Vasilescu et al. 2013). It was not 
uncommon to hear people say Bthose who should transfer knowledge, haven’t got 
enough time to do it (# 10, P11, I). Therefore, there is a certain necessity about the 



 

fact that, whilst knowledgeable people may initially have to shape the learning 
process, knowledge seekers have to gain autonomy in the process as it progresses. 

4.3 Situated KES 

An important aspect of KES is its bidirectional nature. In the literature, Szulanski 
(2000) summarise the interdependencies of a knowledge sharing process 
according to four stages: (1) initiation of knowledge; (2) implementa- tion; (3) 
intensification; and (4) integration of knowledge by the knowledge seeker. In 
CSCW, the importance of identifying knowledge gaps and knowl- edge needs and 
the interaction between the involved actors has been widely acknowledged 
(Ackerman et al. 2013). Identifying knowledge gaps helps to concretise the goals 
of knowledge sharing and to shape the sharing activities accordingly. At the end 
of the knowledge sharing process the knowledge gap also needs to be bridged. As 
shown in the model, there are three key properties from the empirical data that 
refer specifically to the situational aspects of KES: quality parameters; set-up 
performance; and subject specifications. 

In a production environment, the quality parameters are a decisive indicator for 
KES. The execution times for certain activities, in particular manual activities, are 
also critical. These are compared with target times to assess development and 
performance potential, but at the same time, they can represent a trigger that 
initiates knowledge (first phase) sharing (Szulanski 2000). If one examines the 
results of the fieldwork presented here, an essential starting point of a transfer 
process is the realisation that temporal differences exist. As one of our fieldwork 
participants put it, whilst Bone operator needs 30 minutes, the other [might need] 
60 minutes^ (# 11, P20, I). This suggests that the temporal performance of the 
machine setters can be used as a basis of comparison. If this comparison is 
expanded and the development of an operator’s set-up times and error frequencies 
is taken into consideration, important conclusions can be drawn about the 
initiation of knowledge sharing. 
 
# 12: If set-up times become shorter, this already shows that they [the operators] 
are developing a little in this respect. (P20, I) 
 

If the flow of knowledge is insufficient, workers will lack the necessary 
knowledge to quickly correct their errors. Therefore, information about the 
worker’s performance can be seen as a trigger for the (first phase) sharing process. 

It can also be taken as an opportunity to distribute certain tasks, which might 
contribute to the building of a broader repository of knowledge, as seen in the 
quote below: 
 



# 13: If an instructor discovers a need for knowledge and notices that the operator 
has difficulties working on certain processes with his existing knowledge, he gives 
the employee appropriate tasks. By completing these tasks, the trainee can catch 
up on knowledge and close certain knowledge gaps. (P20, I) 
 

We were also reminded by participants that, aside from the practice-oriented 
aspects of knowledge sharing, theoretical foundations in the form of subject-
specific and analytical knowledge regarding the manufacturing process are also 
important. This knowledge is especially important in situation-specific contexts, 
where it can help with understanding what the implications of a specific situation 
might be: 
 
# 14: … theoretical and physical knowledge is also perceived as important, so that 
one knows what changes one has to make. In addition, one can then estimate the 
consequences and effects of these [changes]. (P11, I) 

4.4 Storage elements 

A further organisational strategy for KES is fostering the documentation of work 
processes and solutions for contingent situations. So, companies still try to build 
an organisational memory of relevant processes and solutions. Thus, KES may no 
longer seem solely dependent on the workers’ knowledge, as indicated below: 
 
# 15: … some special set-up processes are heavily documented … this doesn’t 
depend only on the knowledge of the operators, but there it is in black and white, 
even an operating instruction. (P4, I) 
 

However, this trend towards documentation in KES practices is not related to 
making workers disposable. On the contrary, we observed an appreciation for 
experienced workers and their retention: 
 
# 1: There is, I would like to say, no second Mr. [O.] and no replacement for him, 
and if this happens this way, … that you even have to search for who situationally 
knows best in the organisation and how to proceed, well … (P4, I) 
 

Documentation also has social characteristics in KES. It is a way of recording 
experienced-based knowledge, so that know-how can be shared (see e.g. 
Ackerman et al. 2013; Randall et al. 1996). Participants in our study mentioned 
recurrent attempts to put this into practice so to keep knowledge available to any 
interested parties – e.g. novice workers – whilst relieving the demands placed on 
experienced workers. However, we also saw that the documentation process 
usually involves a significant investment of time on the part of knowledgeable 



 

people. Moreover, written instructions do not replace the communicative and 
practical approach described above, but rather support it. 

This provides another notable opportunity for the technological support of 
KES, especially with regard to CPS. CPS can automate the collection of some 
sorts of information that can subsequently be processed and made into 
consumable knowl- edge – e.g. by recording via sensor technology the most-used 
parameters to set up certain machines for the production of specific articles from a 
particular material, or by using AR technology to facilitate the recording and 
demonstration of knowledge embodied in action.  

Although the repository model has been criticised within the CSCW 
community, it is worth noting that KES often involves issues of gathering and 
making knowledge available (Ackerman et al. 2013; Ackerman and Malone 
1990). Our observations also suggest that the reaction to triggering events is often 
a second phase of knowledge sharing. In this phase, sharing often takes place by 
means of direct communication. In that case, the second phase passes directly on 
to the third phase of knowledge acquisition. Alternatively, second phase 
knowledge transfer may be realised independently of other people through the use 
of storage technologies. Here, we argue, a step-by-step guide based on checklists 
can help to reduce the burden on both knowledgeable people and knowledge 
seekers. This presents a design oppor- tunity for new and innovative technologies, 
which can benefit the overall process, as suggested by P11: 
 
# 17: We could have a simple screen on which the new employee could watch an 
animation. Step by step, what has to be dismantled and then reattached. That 
would save time. The [installers] could understand the whole thing more easily 
with this program.^ (P11, I) 
 

Having said this, direct communication with knowledgeable actors was 
recurrently seen to be a more effective means of correcting errors than written 
documents, for instance because more could be conveyed through direct 
communication and it allowed for direct reference to the actual context: 
 
# 18: In contrast to documents, direct communication contains more information 
and refers directly to employee questions. (P7, I) 
 

However, when working in shifts, direct communication is not always possible. 
This means that some sort of media support must be provided so that the flow of 
knowledge can be maintained. Again, this is an opportunity for the design of CPS 
technologies, which might facilitate the asynchronous distribution of knowledge, 
as noted below: 
 



# 19: Descriptions in the form of photos, texts or video recordings should be 
available to support novices in their work. With the help of the videos you can see 
how the experienced employees work. (P4, I). 
 

Most importantly, these technologies must support the integration of personal 
experience into the process, so that process-relevant knowledge can be 
established. Experiences are individual and relate to different situations (Nonaka 
1991; Randall et al. 1996; Spender 1996). Therefore, they cannot simply be 
replaced by external assistance. Rather, a coupling of interpreted information, 
individual knowledge and one’s own experiences imbues knowl- edge with 
specific relevance and enables it to be integrated. 
 
# 20: The employee makes these changes and corrections on the basis of his 
experience gained over many years and many work processes. The em- ployees 
do not use documents or other tools for this purpose. They can name the causes, 
make corrections to the machine program and then explain why these changes are 
made. (P7, I) 

4.5 Seeking knowledge and associated issues 

Our observations suggest that the absorption capacity of those seeking knowl- 
edge is fundamental to how far they can handle newly shared knowledge. Put 
another way, workers must be able to learn new content, combine it with known 
content, and ultimately understand and apply it in practice (Doetsch 2016; 
Hendriks 1999; Pisano 1996). In the model (see the blue items in Fig. 1) 
knowledge acquisition and knowledge integration make up what is termed the 
third phase. 

There is an issue, here, regarding the pace of learning. Participants often 
mention that some people get to grips with something quickly, whilst others need 
more time: BEvery person is different. You cannot put everyone on the same level 
(# 22, P1, I). 

However, as time goes by, the learning process gains momentum and things 
come more naturally, as P7 suggests: 
 
# 32: I look at some part and, through my routine, I know how it has to be 
adapted. With new colleagues, it takes them longer, because they don't yet know 
where to put what. But that is also "learning-by-doing". The more often they do 
this, the more automatic it will be at some point. (P7, I) 
 

A knowledge seeker’s degree of expertise is decisive for the success of 
knowledge transfer when interacting with a knowledgeable person. For P1, this is 



 

because knowledgeable people sometimes overlook mentioning certain details 
because they take them for granted: 
 
# 23: There are also people who take some things for granted because they have 
been with us for 20 years. Then they may forget to mention some little things, 
which are however important. (P1, I) 
 

The possible limitations of knowledge seekers need to be taken into account. 
KES for experienced or inexperienced workers can differ significantly, especially 
in terms of the level of detail that must be provided and the provision of embodied 
knowledge: 
 
# 24: Dealing with trainees should be different from dealing with skilled workers. 
There is no point in explaining three steps to inexperienced employees at the same 
time if they have little knowledge about the process. (P20, I) 
 

At the beginning of a knowledge seeker’s learning phase, depending on their 
learning speed, knowledge seekers may be very dependent upon knowledgeable 
people. This dependency can lead to production bottlenecks if work shifts are not 
staffed with the right people: 
 
# 25: Some machine operators cannot react to certain situations. They are 
completely dependent on us. If they find that the machine has completely 
misaligned for any reason, they have to wait until someone comes and corrects it. 
(P6, I) 
 

The relationship between people involved in KES is also influenced by 
experience (Argote and Ingram 2000). Knowledgeable people have process- and 
product- specific experience that was viewed by some participants as a basis of 
authority with regard to issues concerning the work, as seen in the following: 
 
# 26: Of all the machine setters, I've been here the longest. As I am also involved 
in machine maintenance and inspections, I have acquired many things, including 
tips and tricks. I think I can claim that I know the machines best. (P7, I) 
 

In this article, we have sought to bring all of the nuances and particularities of 
KES together in one sensible representation that can support the design of new 
and innovative technologies to support it. We will now discuss certain aspects of 
the interactions taking place during KES and how they might potentially be 
mediated by a range of computer technologies that bring together the cybernetic 
and physical worlds. 

 



5 Discussion 
Drawing upon both the above material and our previous research regarding KES 
in manufacturing contexts (cf. de Carvalho et al. 2018), we have sought to 
represent our understanding of the particularities of this process and how 
technologies might support it, so as to render it more tractable for design. 

The model combines a very practice-oriented view of the sharing process, 
based on the empirical data and other material from the literature, in particular 
existing models for KES (see Section 2.2). Our reasons for moving towards 
modelling are entirely pragmatic. First of all, there is a certain inevitability about 
the fact that some kind of model will be established when designing a relevant 
technology to support the activities we have observed. Secondly, we recognise the 
difficulty of getting to grips with the rich ethnographic materials we have gathered 
for designers. Thus, as per the literature discussed in Section 2.4, we are seeking 
to facilitate this by having to-hand an abstraction that captures the key aspects of 
the ethnographic findings that need to be conveyed, in a format that already posits 
their relevance to design. Design, of course, can be many things, so the model has 
been developed in such a way that it can equally well support the design of an 
actual assistance system, associated applications and services, or simply the 
creation of an underlying data model. 

A key step in developing the model was the identification of relevant 
stakeholders and an explication of how knowledge sharing relates to their 
activities across a gamut of social, organisational and environmental issues. 
Ultimately, only experts can successfully carry out knowledge-intensive processes 
and technological support can only provide a framework. At best, the framework 
will allow for consistency in its handling of the process, whilst maintaining the 
scope for its content to be situationally coherent for specific parties with specific 
kinds of experience, engaged in specific practices that inevitably evolve over time. 
We have therefore set about using our ethnographic work and existing approaches 
to model the core processes, whilst making it possible to select a variety of 
technologies and define the sharing of a wide range of content. In particular, we 
have sought to illustrate how CPS might be able to support the modelled process. 
 

5.1 The human as the start and end point of the sharing 
process 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, knowledge sharing takes place between at least two actors 
- a knowledgeable person and the person learning from her/him (Schorta 2018; 
Hoffmann 2009; Nonaka and Von Krogh 2009). In existing models, the 
knowledgeable person is often conceptualised as both a carrier and a source of 
knowledge who is capable of satisfying/servicing some knowledge seeker’s need 
for knowledge in the pursuit of some particular activity or task (Doetsch 2016; 



 

Nonaka et al. 2000). In relation to this, these models typically recognise a 
commonsensically obvious fact: sometimes knowledgeable parties notice that 
someone else needs their help; and sometimes people needing help hunt out other 
parties who might be able to help them (Ackerman et al. 2013). These have been 
worked up formally into the following two principles: 

The pull-principle: where a knowledge seeker deliberately seeks out a 
knowledgeable person based on their existing need for knowledge. The push-
principle: where a knowledgeable person recognises that they might be able to 
supply a knowledge seeker with knowledge, because they have noticed a possible 
need. 

Our own model recognises these two principles by presenting them in phase 
one, where initiation of the sharing process takes place as a result of some party 
noticing there is a knowledge gap. This can be the knowledge seeker or the 
knowledgeable person. Either way, an absence is seen and someone tries to do 
something about it. The common space where the knowledge seeker and the 
knowledgeable person come together is at the point of knowledge application, 
which is, of course, some real situation (e.g. in the course of production) in a real 
setting (see Section 4.1). 

Both knowledgeable people and knowledge seekers have individual charac- 
teristics that can influence the sharing process. So, we saw in our findings that 
knowledgeable people can be distinguished by the expertise they have to offer and 
that one way in which the status of a ‘knowledgeable person’ might be achieved is 
through seniority. Another way this status might be achieved is by coming onto 
the site as a ‘knowledgeable’ external party, for instance, to undertake 
maintenance or inspect the production facilities. The presence of knowledgeable 
people both within and beyond the production site is recognised in our model 
through the distinction between internal and external experts in the entity labelled 
‘knowledge holder’. Our findings have also emphasised that knowledge seekers 
can be quite different from one another, most crudely at the level of expertise they 
already possess, which can be decisive for how knowl- edge sharing might 
proceed and with what success (Sweller 1994). 

5.2 Interaction between the situational and organisational 
context and data storage structures 

The findings presented in Section 4 and its sub-sections show how the situated 
work of production forms the heart of the sharing context in our model. The work 
context is of enormous significance for how the communication between a 
knowledge seeker and a knowledgeable person will unfold. The application of 
knowledge by both parties involves synchronisation with both the specific 
production context, in all of its detail, and with the boundary conditions of the 
environment that influence how learning might proceed. There will always be 



some specific production situation forming the background to knowledge sharing. 
This could be the machine being worked on, the tools being used, the material 
being processed, and so on. The situational context also includes information and 
data regarding the production elements mentioned above and the organisational 
structure within which the process is embedded. This might involve things like 
orders, plans, speeds, machine programs or tolerance values. Employees are 
oriented to these values and they influence both working methods and the results 
of the work. All of these elements represent the specific problem confronting a 
production worker in a particular situation, which then needs to be mastered 
through whatever knowledge is available. The situational context also includes 
difficulties and frequently encountered problems. For example, setting up a 
machine for a particular production process can be very complex because the 
material is very sensitive, thus demanding lots of experience regarding how to set 
up and operate the machine for the process in hand. 

We saw in Section 4 that a practitioners’ view of a specific situation and its 
surrounding circumstances can also be conceived of as a learning environment 
when getting to grips with something like a set-up process. Drawing upon Raelin 
(1997), we can see that the learning environment can be fateful for how something 
like a set- up process might be achieved. So, one way in which embodied 
knowledge might be acquired over time is through practicing an activity in a non-
consequential setting, what Raelin terms an ‘experimental environment’. 
Knowledge acquired in this way can then be applied in the actual doing of the 
work, what Raelin calls a ‘practice oriented environment’. However, more needs 
to be done because, in reality, practic- ing how to perform a task offline is very 
different from doing it in a real production environment, where things are 
changing constantly. Thus, things you’ve learnt to do in one way may have to be 
adapted to other circumstances that are only superficially the same but 
contingently divergent in any number of ways. Worse still, when trying things out 
in an ‘experimental environment’, you have the leisure of being able to take pause 
and reflect upon what you are doing, but this luxury is not typically available in 
real-world production environments with real-world production sched- ules (see 
Section 4.2). 

In Section 4.2 we also saw that the first step of a learning process is often 
controlled by direct and personal feedback, on the basis of attempting some 
particular kind of set-up and with the support of set-up documentation. With the 
help of the feedback, it is possible to reflect upon the activity, which, according to 
Banker et al. (1993) and Stone and Stone (1984), leads to what might be termed 
‘know-why’ (Banker et al. 1993; Lapré et al. 2000). This can then lead to a phase 
in the learning process where autonomous learning can largely replace personal 
feedback. At a certain point, enough is understood for people to have an abstract 
grasp of what is going on that can be applied across a variety of situations in the 
production process. Another thing we noted in the findings is that the frequency of 



 

feedback is determined by the amount of direct contact between a knowledgeable 
person and a knowledge seeker. This need for regular contact is important 
because, as Wollersheim et al. (2015) have previously pointed out, for complex 
tasks a lot of feedback is needed to advance learning. This also resonates with 
views from CLT where it is suggested that immediate feedback helps with the 
formation of higher- level schemes. In Section 4 we encountered workers who 
emphasised the extent to which direct support was appreciated. From the point of 
view of the model, we can conclude that technologies for KES, be them CPS or 
any other type of technology, need to support the provision of significant amounts 
of feedback (Wollersheim et al. 2015). We can also see how CPS may have 
specific advantages to offer here because, as observed above, the opportunities for 
feedback and reflection in existing production environments can be limited. By 
having feedback come from the system itself, fewer resources are tied up. This 
also offers more than existing forms of offline, leisure-timed based learning, 
because it can preserve the relationship with specific production contexts. 

At the same time, however, we saw workers pointing to the importance of 
understanding the physical principles underlying the basic mechanisms involved 
in the set-up process. In other words, there is also a need for knowledge that can 
transcend specific situations and be applied across a range of different 
circumstances. This resonates with the view in CLT that there is a need to acquire 
what it terms ‘germane load’ that, through the way in which it can conceptualise 
the application of knowledge to other similar processes, is able to reduce 
‘cognitive load’ (Paas et al. 2004). Over time, this can serve to support the 
development of expertise (Kalyuga 2009). Thus, a further design principle that 
needs to be observed as we move from the findings in the model to the CPS layer, 
is the need to support the acquisition of location-independent learning. 

In general, an open organisational design is required for KES. The aim is to 
make knowledge freely accessible. However, various considerations can play a 
part in determining how realistic an objective this actually is. One such 
consideration is the personal interests of knowledgeable people. Another is the 
technical limitations on what can be made available in this way. A completely 
open knowledge environment presupposes that all knowledge is always 
accessible, with only a minimal need for personal interaction. We encountered 
divergent views upon this in the findings. In summary, an assistive tool for 
knowledge sharing needs to be able to indicate the reliability of the knowledge, 
perhaps with an option for representing degrees of confidence. Furthermore, as it 
seems unrealistic to expect organisational cultures to become invested with 
unreserved mutual trust overnight, the assistive tool also needs to provide for the 
protection of private knowledge against its potential misuse. 

Of course, as is recognised in many knowledge sharing models, at a certain 
point knowledge seekers acquire sufficient expertise for them to become 
themselves potential knowledgeable persons. To take a parallel example from 



studies of com- munities of practices (Lave and Wenger 1991), knowledge 
seekers, who at the beginning find themselves at the peripheral boundaries of the 
community, move to its centre as they become more knowledgeable. Raelin 
(1997) also points out that an essential part of workplace learning relates to 
experience. We would add to this that experience is made up of handling a variety 
of different situational contexts such that key correlations and dependencies can 
be grasped. This needs to be reflected in how storage elements are designed. 
Evidently, storage needs to allow for adaptation and flexibility, not just the 
provision of fixed content. 

Organisational structures also play an important part in fostering the condi- 
tions under which sharing might be carried out. As we saw in the findings, 
external learning environments are sometimes preferred because of their inde- 
pendence and the fact that they free participants from local constraints. Thus, 
participants can escape the ever-present time pressures that have such an impact 
on people’s interactions and knowledge flows. Simply put, in most industrial 
settings, the sharing of knowledge is in direct competition with the completion of 
production processes within a restricted amount of time. This limits the number of 
knowledgeable people who might be available to share their expertise and it 
restricts the scope for would-be knowledge seekers to fully avail themselves of the 
knowledge that is ostensibly available within the environment. In view of the kind 
of knowledge people are trying to acquire for activities such as set-up, leisure time 
learning does little to offset the problem here. This calls out for the provision of 
supporting media that can step in when knowledgeable parties are not available. 
Unfortunately, existing media are not well-suited to fulfilling this role because 
they lack the capacity to handle feedback requests, thus limiting the formation of 
‘know-why’. This, again is where CPS has the potential to step in and provide 
knowledge seekers with more interrogable forms of support.  

In relation to the above, it can be seen that data storage structures need to be 
adaptable to specific situations and organisational contexts such that they can 
capture situations and imbue them with relevant additional instructional 
affordances. Instruc- tions need to be embedded in situational contexts so that 
relevant information can be quickly found and acted upon. At the same time, just 
what is captured and what is provided in the way of instruction needs handling 
with care. Sometimes personal preferences may lead to a disregard of the actual 
situational context. Thus, reference to the actual situation must always rest 
paramount, both when capturing the data and when using it. 

5.3  Issues in the flow of knowledge 

Having introduced the principal elements of our knowledge sharing model, we 
now move on to elaborating on how those elements are connected to each other. 
The linking of the elements effectively describes the actual sharing process, as 



 

will become clear. From our observations, we identified that in this kind of 
process, knowledge application and knowledge flow sit side by side. The former 
concerns the application of one’s own knowledge in practice – in our case the 
production process. The latter refers to the dissemination of knowledge as KES 
unfolds and travels between knowledgeable people, storage media and knowledge 
seekers. 

Our findings suggest that the push-pull principles described in Section 4.2 are 
directly related to the application of knowledge. As seen in Section 4.5, in order to 
trigger knowledge sharing, knowledge seekers must proactively ask for 
information. Moreover, the boundary conditions of the situational context are very 
important for the organisation and pursuit of KES, as the findings make clear. In 
our case, the situational context was delimited by the manufacturing context we 
were exploring, which involved machines, tools, certain kinds of material, etc. 

When it comes to knowledge flow, this can happen directly (through personal 
contact between a knowledgeable person and a knowledge seeker) or indirectly 
with the help of storage media. In the case of indirect interactions, it is important 
that embodied knowledge be conveyed (de Carvalho et al. 2018). This is where 
CPS comes into its own, by offering opportunities to adapt the communication 
between knowledge seekers and knowledgeable actors in ways that were 
previously not possible. Key here is its capacity to facilitate the collection of the 
necessary knowl- edge and present it in different formats, e.g. textual 
representations and static or dynamic graphical representations such as pictures, 
videos and AR overlays. As suggested in the literature, the possibility of different 
presentation formats is ele- mentary to the success of sharing, especially in 
technical settings (Patterson et al. 2014; Wright 1977). 

Documentation can be helpful, but it is often unable to show all of the relevant 
detail. We also saw in Section 4 that producing and accessing documentation can 
be challenging, for a variety of reasons such as time pressure, unwillingness to 
share, difficulties in finding the relevant information, etc. On the other hand, 
documentation supports expandability, replicability, standardisation of the 
learning content and a reduction of certain kinds of effort or, as Sweller (1994) 
put it, workload. As it provides an abstraction of what is already deemed to be 
salient for the task in-hand, it can be seen to support what Sweller (op. cit.) calls 
‘germane workload’, which is argued to have a positive effect on limited working 
memory (Sweller 1994). It can also be effective in terms of anticipating the degree 
of expertise of knowledge seekers and their limitations, something else that was 
noted in the findings. 

The core challenge confronting KES, which is a recurrent feature of the 
discussion framed around notions such as tacit knowledge and know-how, is that 
empirical values concerning set-up parameters, i.e. values that are dependent on 
the situational context, cannot always be easily conveyed, because they are a 
product of individual experience. This has led some to argue that, at times, there is 



no flow of knowledge in the KES process because there are moments where a 
person is both a knowledge seeker and a conveyor of knowledge. Concretely, 
there are moments where people ‘know the basics’, but cannot be said to have 
acquired mastery until they have ‘tried it out’ and maybe ‘practised it until 
they’ve got ‘the hang of it’. We have discussed this already in terms of the 
potential need for ‘experimental environments’, some- thing that can be hard to 
provide in conventional production settings. As we shall discuss further below, 
this is also potentially rectifiable through the use of CPS. 

5.4 CPS layer: possibilities of modern technologies 

Earlier in this paper we noted the claimed potential for CPS to bring about 
significant improvements in the realisation of KES through the use of new 
technologies. A particular focus here has been upon the use of novel 
visualisations, such as AR (de Carvalho et al. 2018). Embedding such 
visualisations in overall architectures and connecting them up to sensors and 
machine-learning algorithms is usually discussed in the literature under the 
auspices of inter-machine communication (Lee et al. 2015). The results presented 
in Section 4, however, suggest that it is human beings themselves and their 
abilities that are the decisive factor in implementing set-up processes. 
Nonetheless, if these architecture are set against the background of the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution and put in conjunction with structures that give primacy to 
human action, they offer a definite added value, especially for things like the set-
up process (Wang 2010). This goes hand-in-hand with a differentiated approach to 
the selection of technologies and a smooth integration of operators’ interactions 
with the technology during the actual set-up workflow. 

For reasons of clarity, Table 3 compiles the findings in the series of mentions in 
the fourth chapter, their source, the implications derived from them and the 
technical solutions listed in this chapter and refers directly to the figures. 
Basic requirements, such as the fact that hands cannot be used continuously 
during the interaction, are relatively obvious. However, designers also need to 
focus on ensuring that interaction with the tool will not cause any additional time 
stress. 
 

Table 3. Overview of the empirical findings and the corresponding source as well as the derived design 
implications with reference to the CPS-Layer. 

 

No. Empirical finding Source Implication CPS-Layer 

 
1 

 
Autonomy 

 
Ponton et al. 2005; P7 

 
- Autonomous storing and replaying of set-up 
instructions 

 
Figure 2b 

 
2 

 
Open knowledge culture 

 
Bossen et al. 2013; P1; P3 

 
- Collaborative editing of set-up instructions 

 
Figure 3 

 
3 

 
Hierarchy 

 
P1; P5; P3 

 
- Involvement of all relevant knowledgeable persons 

 
Figure 3 



 

 
4 

 
External experts 

 
P1 

 
- Knowledge integration of external experts 

 
Figure 2a,b 

 
 

5 

 
 
Embodied knowledge 

 

Argote and Ingram 2000; de 
Carvalho et al. 2018; P5 

- Provide instructions independently of persons and 
locations 
- Different forms of visualisation 
- Sensor based movement tracking 
- Senosrical monitoring the set-up steps 
- Record handling results in the form of empirical values 

 

Figure 2a,b,d 
Figure 4 

 
6 

 
Knowledge ownership 

 
Vasilescu et al. 2013; P3 

- Provide instructions independently of persons and 
locations 
- Offer gamification feeling to support participation 

 
Figure 2a,b 

 
7 

 
Time constrains 

 
Vasilescu et al. 2013; P11 

- Adapted interaction for a set-up process 
- Easy access to context dependend instuctions 

 
Figure 2a,c 

 
8 

 
Quality parameters 

 
P20 

- Provide quality parameter feedback to support decision 
finding 
- Increase reliability of knowledge 

 
Figure 4 
Figure 5 

 
9 

 
Set-up performance 

 
P20 

- Provide set-up performance feedback as trigger events 
for expertise sharing process 

 
Figure 3 

 
10 

 
Subject specification 

 
P11 

 
- Provide virtual set-up process simulation data 

 
Figure 5 

 
11 

 
Instructions 

 
Ackerman et al. 2013; Randall et al. 
1996; P4 

 
- Provide instructions for the set-up processes 

 
Figure 2a,b,c 
Figure 3 

 
12 

 
Checklists 

 
P11 

 
- Step by step instructions of set-up 

 
Figure 2a,b 

 
13 

 
Set-up media 

 
P4; P7 

 
- Provide medial support for the set-up process 

 
Figure 2b 

 
14 

 
Learning pace 

 
Doetsch 2016; Hendriks 1999; 
Pisano 1996; P1; P7 

 
- Instructions have to adapt to the learning speed of the 
knowledge seeker 

 
Figure 2a,b 

 
15 

 
Degree of expertise 

Sweller 1994; Argote and Ingram 
2000; P1; P20 

- Offer different forms of visualization 
- Knowledge seeker decides on the details 

 
Figure 2a,b 

 
16 

 
Dependency 

 
P6 

 
- Provide instructions independently of persons and 
locations 

 
Figure 2a,b 

 
 

There is a strong correlation between time and cost in production 
environments, so processes should not be extended. These requirements can be 
realised through the interaction possibilities presented by HoloLens technology, 
with an interaction design that is properly adapted to the set-up process (see for 
example Table 3 No. 7). Figure 2 [c] shows two of the central principles in our 
designed solution. One of  
 

 
Figure 2. HoloLens for recording and reproducing the set-up steps and as a sensor for 



recording the logistical processes. 
 

these is the presence of gesture-based controls, which the HoloLens offers as 
standard. The other is interactive surfaces. Thus, in our current solution, a menu 
has been designed that can be interacted with constantly and quickly, without 
restricting the view of the operator. This is achieved by placing the menu directly 
in front of the operator on the floor. 

Visualisations are embedded in the actual context by merging them with the 
environment. Ideally, they will also display context-sensitive instructions and 
infor- mation (Zhu et al. 2014). Context-dependent representations can be 
designed in such a way as to ensure that the instructions - visualised by means of 
AR glasses - can be found and enacted quickly. All actors will need to be 
equipped with this technology because the requirements apply equally to all of 
them. In that case, it needs to be possible for experts to prepare the instructions 
and make them available indepen- dently of any one person, whilst ensuring they 
remain applicable to specific contexts. The HoloLens is the primary vehicle for 
this, both storing the set-up steps and displaying the set-up steps through 
contextualised AR-visualisations. The visualisations are divided into two parts. 
One part creates and reproduces the exact assembly location and the assembly 
interaction in the form of an animation that can be displayed on the real machine 
(see Fig. 2 [a]). The operator can use the other part to save the set-up steps as a 
video recording so that they can be played back afterwards (see Fig. 2 [b]). Thus, 
the knowledge seeker is able to select autonomous- ly the scope and level of detail 
of the instructions, either using just the AR instruc- tions as a basis for the 
execution of the step, or working with all the video instructions. The adaptability 
of the set-up instructions through different forms of visualisation reflects the need 
to be able to match the characteristics of specific parties involved in the transfer 
process discussed in the findings, where it was noted that different people have 
different knowledge needs and knowledge levels and may also have distinct 
learning abilities. A further advantage of using the HoloLens is the playful 
handling and interaction with the device. Prior studies regarding KES via stack 
overflow show that gamification contributes positively to knowledge transfer by 
encouraging participation in the knowledge community (Vasilescu et al. 2014). 
Apart from the HoloLens, a tablet can also be used to visualise the set-up steps in 
the form of videos and to display key set-up figures in the form of set-up times 
and set-up paths (see Fig. 3). Here, a set-up process can be edited collaboratively 
by adapting the sequence of the individual steps. 

As mentioned in Section 4.2, regular feedback mechanisms can lighten the load 
of the learning process (Wollersheim et al. 2015). Feedback can be provided by 
two main technical components. First of all, the assembly positions and tool 
dimensions are recorded by a 3D-camera, thus providing direct feedback upon the 
correct execution of a set-up step. This is important for avoiding collisions caused 
by incorrectly mounted tools (see Fig. 4). 



 

A second sensory recording of the set-up steps for feedback generation can be 
seen in Fig. 2 [d]. Here, the sensory equipment of the HoloLens can enable 
knowledge providers to record the set-up paths. An augmented visualisation of 
them can then be provided as feedback to assist subsequent operators. The set-up 
paths are also recorded on a hall plan and can be visualised on the tablet for 
adjustment of the set-up sequence (see Fig. 3). 

Previous considerations of CPS have focused on just the tools and mechanical 
activities on the production machine. However, settings also need to relate to the 
theoretical and physical conditions of the production process. For these kinds of 
settings, virtual processes, such as calculations using a finite element method, can 
offer important insights into a material’s behaviour (see Fig. 5). With the help of 
the results, setting instructions can then be derived and transferred to subsequent 
set-up processes. Similar results can be achieved by accessing the machine 
controls and displaying the machine parameters via an OPC-UA8 interface. Both 
of these mea- sures can influence knowledge transfer in at least two ways: 

Aggregation of the described data creates comparability between individual 
set-up processes and, for the first time, hidden correlations can be depicted and a 
conceptualisation of the settings achieved through these transferable measures. 
Operators are constantly on the lookout for clues that provide information about 
process parameters. The underlying mechanisms relating to states that experts 
might take to be self-evident and the direct derivation of specific measures can be 
further supported by visualizing (and detailing) defined and relevant process 
parameters. Recurrent patterns in this data can result in transfer and storage of the 
correlations for further conceptualisation down the line (Sweller 1994). 

Virtual production data and augmented reality have the potential to create free 
experimental spaces for would-be setters where set-up activities can be 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Visualisation of the set-up steps on a tablet to adapt the sequence. 

 

rehearsed without disrupting ongoing production processes. This is hard to do at 
present, despite what it offers to the acquisition of embodied skills. 

In summary, with the help of CPS technology, the mechanisms of expertise 
sharing observed in our empirical work can be supported and developed in new 
ways that extend beyond existing approaches to KES. The interplay of adapted 
visualisation, sensory support and the utilisation of virtual and real process data is, 
in our view, decisive in this regard. 



Despite the possibilities offered by CPS, there are limitations. A number of 
limitations have been noted in the literature, mainly concerning the scalability, 
robustness and performance (Lee 2008; Liu et al. 2017). As the solution put 
forward here only has the status of a prototype, these kinds of issues remain to be 
addressed. Early testing has already revealed some concerns, particularly inac- 
curacies in the sensory recording of the environment and resulting deviations in 
the presentation of the set-up instructions. Some set-up cases are not yet suffi- 
ciently accurate because of technical limitations. These are not foundational issues 
and will be solved over time, so they are not critical for success in the 
 

Figure 4. Machine sensory equipment and the 3D camera. 

 
Figure 5. Virtual machine data and axis parameters. 

 



 

future. For some set-up processes demanding a lot of embodied knowledge, there 
are also some uncertainties regarding privacy. The sensory recording of set-up 
activities (see Fig. 2) by the HoloLens and the 3D camera (see Fig. 4) and the 
options for evaluating set-up data (see Fig. 3) with the aid of the editor make set- 
up data transparent and allow conclusions to be drawn about the set-up perfor- 
mance of the setter. An essential component of the technology is the creation of 
data and visualisation and subsequent optimisation of the underlying processes. 
Since the set-up process often involves highly person-dependent activities, there 
may be sensitivities that will need to be assessed through further study. 

 
6 Conclusion 
In investigating opportunities for the design of CPS technologies to support 
machine operators with their tasks, we have uncovered the potential to contribute 
to and advance the state of the art in KES. First, this work deepens existing 
understanding of how expertise sharing takes place in industrial contexts. It 
provides findings about the social structure and the interactions between actors 
involved in such initiatives and examines how different roles and different levels 
of knowledge and expertise may impact upon them. 

Secondly, knowledge acquired through the ethnographic work and design 
studies has been used to construct a KES model. This model accounts for all 
actors involved in the process and associated social, organisational and 
environmental issues. 

Empirical results have been used to illustrate the situational contexts that 
influence KES and we have seen that different situated feedback mechanisms 
enable knowledge seekers to act, interact, and reflect upon knowledge being 
shared with them, so that they can assemble know-how. We have also seen that, in 
addition to the practical implementation of KES through feedback mechanisms, 
conceptual knowledge based on physical observations can be developed. 
Thirdly, we have discussed how the model can support the design of innovative 
technologies to support similar problem domains. Taking into ac- count the model 
elements and properties, technologies from a CPS layer can be instantiated and 
configured to support KES in industrial contexts. Focusing on visualisation by 
means of AR glasses (e.g. HoloLens) and their interaction possibilities is 
important in industrial contexts because it responds to the need to convey 
knowledge that is often embedded and embodied in action, which is critical for 
KES in this kind of environment. 

To sum up, CPS offers far-reaching opportunities to support KES. We are far 
from grasping and understanding all these possibilities. As argued in de Carvalho 
et al. (2018), we are potentially entering a third generation of KES research and 
can expect new developments in the near future. However, to understand the full 
potential of this type of technology, these types of systems need to be deployed in 
real settings. Only in this way can issues of privacy and ownership be properly 



explored and effective solutions be developed. This requires evaluation of a 
working system, which is clearly not what we have presented here, though our 
design workshops have moved us forcefully in that direction. This underscores the 
value of a DCS-based approach in this domain because it offers an established 
mechanism for not only understanding user needs and developing potential 
technological solutions, but also a way of studying appropriation once the 
solutions have been deployed. Inevitably, new issues will then emerge. It is also 
important to further verify and refine the model as the research progresses. The 
primary value of this current work is what it offers towards the concrete 
development of CPS-based KES solutions that are ground Edina solid body of 
empirical findings. Importantly, it also offers a very real way forward in tackling 
the problems of conveying embodied knowledge that have plagued the 
development of KES in its previous iterations. We would not claim to be the first 
to recognise this potential. What we have done is to put it all together in an 
application domain that is both understudied and particularly in need of these 
kinds of solutions, even if significant issues still need to be resolved. 
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Abstract Based on a field study in Guangdong Province, this paper describes the social 
media use of Chinese migrant workers in the manufacturing sector. It was found that 
social media plays a significant role in the lives of young workers who have left their rural 
hometowns in early adulthood and struggle to survive in the urban centers. They buy 
expensive IT devices to gain a social reputation, as social media provides opportunities 
for self-expression; strengthens their self-consciousness; and to a certain extent, 
influences their world view. For most of the workers in our study, social media has 
become a very important part of leisure time and entertainment. Moreover, the life in 
virtual worlds provides them a psychological compensation mechanism to temporarily 
avoid the pressure of their daily lives. 

Author Keywords: China; social media; virtual identity; migrant worker; field study 
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1 Introduction 

Our interest in this paper is to describe the online activities of a small number of 
migrant workers in China. We endeavor to show that their practices are best 
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understood as the outcome of a set of relationships between material 
circumstance, cultural tradition, individual identity and various other constraints. 
In doing so, we contribute a developing ICT4D literature which describes specific 
patterns of use among marginalized or poor communities. 

The transfer of rural labor to urban centers has been a major feature of 
historical modernization processes in the literature on this topic (Section 6) before 
concluding (Section 7). West for at least four centuries (Clark, 2013). More 
recently, attention has been paid to the distinctive features of this process in the 
contemporary world, particularly as it pertains to rapidly modernizing societies 
like China (see for instance in (Bracken, 2012) ,(Song and Ding, 2007) ,(Chen et 
al., 2004)) and deals with important issues such as migration, land management, 
architectural policy, population studies and resource management. Nevertheless, 
we should not imagine that these processes are complete. As Yu argues  (Yu, 
2009), “Modernity is yet to happen in China, in comparison with developed 
countries whose modernity has already happened.” In China, this process is 
ongoing, and is institutionally framed in a specific manner. 
 Due to the Chinese household registration system, called Hukou, Chinese 
people are divided into two groups. Persons with a rural Hukou are defined as 
‘farmers’, no matter what kind of work they really do. In contrast, others have a 
registration with an urban Hukou which means higher social status and provides 
them with privileges, such as better housing and medical care, as well as better 
education and job opportunities. Under these institutional conditions, migrant 
workers are defined in the following way (Ai, 2005): 
“The Chinese migrant workers […], are actually those who have rural registered permanent 
residence but engage in a non-agricultural activity in the city.” 

Currently, it is estimated that there are some 163 million migrant workers with 
rural Hukou in China (Yao, K., 2013). Since the late 1970s’, with rapid economic 
development, a huge amount of rural manpower has transferred from countryside 
to the urban centers. The first generation of Chinese migrant workers was 
characterized by a relatively low level of education and ‘fitted’ a demand for 
heavy physical work which the urban population was less willing to do. Over the 
past three decades, they have been replaced by a ‘second’ generation of migrant 
workers, known as the ‘post-eighties’, having been born under the one-child 
policy during the 1980s. Compared to the first generation, the ‘post eighties’ did 
not suffer under radical internal struggles or political mass mobilization, and live 
under better economic conditions, in a freer social environment and have access to 
a more advanced education system (Stanat, 2005). They have grown up with 
digital media, which in turn greatly affects their world view. Compared with the 
elders, this generation of migrant workers is more pragmatic (Damm, 2007), more 
materialistic (Rosen, 2009), and more individualistic (Wallis, 2011) in their 
attitudes. They are also arguably members of a unique generation, one which 
continues to be located in the cultural traditions of Chinese society, but has 
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experienced the modernizing processes of industrialization and urbanization at 
exactly the same time as they experience ‘cybernization’. 

Since the early 1990s, more and more high-tech manufacturing companies 
have moved their facilities to the Pearl River Delta (PRD) of Guangdong province 
in the Southern part of China. Young workers with a relatively high educational 
background and with a basic knowledge of computerized production equipment 
are preferred by employers nowadays. Guangdong Province is also rather 
attractive for young people because of its favorable climate, open social 
atmosphere, and developed economic condition. This mix of demand- and supply- 
factors meant that second generation migrant workers came in large numbers to 
the PRD. Compared with the first generation, it is suggested that this second 
generation is more competitive and more open towards consumerism. They have 
multidimensional social interactions and more awareness of independence (Report 
on China’s Migrant Population, 2012). This young generation prefers to work in 
manufacturing industries (Cai et al., 2011), not only because of higher wage 
levels, but also because of the better career prospects and the more comfortable 
working environment. 

We have conducted an in-depth study of seven migrant workers to obtain a 
deeper understanding of the role of the Internet and social media for the migration 
workers of the second generation, in particular with regard to their appropriation. 
Our study indicates that social media plays an increasingly important role in their 
daily lives. We will suggest that, in some ways, online experiences are very 
similar to those of the young in the West, but in others are quite distinct. Like the 
young in the West, they consider social media an important source of information 
and amusement. They save money to buy Internet devices (PC, laptop, 
smartphone etc.) and install a broadband connection. Nevertheless, living in a 
restrictive social environment, the young migrant workers experience the online 
world, in our opinion, in some quite distinct ways. These, we argue, are a function 
of some stark differences between a ‘real’ world of harsh physical conditions and 
social isolation versus the colorful world of the virtual space. 

2 STATE OF THE ART 

In 2011, a survey on new media use of second generation migrant workers was 
conducted in Shanghai, the result shows that the popularity of new media (mobile 
96%, Internet 75.4%) has already reached a higher level than traditional mass 
media (television 73.1%, newspapers 34.8%, radio 24.6%) in this group. Most of 
the participants access the Internet either in Internet cafes/bars or through 
broadband connections at home. The main activities on the Internet are centered 
on communication, relaxation, and amusement (Zhou and Lü, 2011). In the same 
year, Wallis (Wallis, 2011) emphasizes the connection between the new media 
use of young people and Chinese social change processes. Damm (Damm, 2007) 
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analyzed the usage and content of the Chinese Internet with focus on 
consumerism and lifestyle; the study showed that the social and commercial usage 
of Internet is much more important than the political one. Some researchers have 
sought to show how internet use in China has specific cultural elements. It has 
been suggested that, since the state owns and controls all internet access (though it 
rents bandwidth to private companies) there is no ‘internet’ in China, only an 
‘intranet’. There is some controversy as to whether the rich variety of internet use 
is evidence of the failure of the Chinese government to control access, or whether 
it is evidence of an intelligent and nuanced approach to control (see (Herold, 
2011)] for a summary). Certainly, there is clear evidence that access to the internet 
has on occasion been completely shut off, for instance in Xinjiang province in 
2009, after civil unrest there. More commonly, however, the policy has been to 
make access difficult rather than impossible, by managing bandwidth, blacklisting 
search terms, censorship and so on (ibid). In addition, the temporary ban of 
Western websites has contributed to the emergence of a distinct internet ecology 
consisting of search engines (such as Baidu) or microblogging applications (such 
as Weibo). 

One consequence of this careful management is that internet use in China 
needs to be understood as a negotiated order in which government, material 
circumstance, the individual, and expressions of Chinese ‘cultural tradition’ 
interact with each other. Indeed, the phrase, “internet with Chinese 
characteristics” or “Chinese internet” ((Yang, 2012), (Chu and Cheng, 2011)) are 
frequently used in opposition to the more generalized idea of ‘the internet in 
China’. Further, and it is perhaps unsurprising in a vast country, cultural and 
geographical differences frame the relationship between online and offline 
behavior. Herold (Herold and Marolt, 2011), (Bell, 2001) argues that internet use 
in China has aspects of ‘carnival’, creating and maintaining a divide between the 
offline (“normal”) world and the online (“carnivalistic”) world. Carnival here 
reflects a world ‘turned upside down’ in which ordinary social identities (gender, 
status, etc) are counterposed with fluid online identities, where polyphonous 
voices rather than univocal hierarchy are in play, and where “normal” standards of 
behavior are constantly challenged by a new playful, sensual set of interactions. Li 
(Li, 2011) has argued that these tensions create a particular use of parody (called 
‘egao’ or ‘evil joking’) in Chinese internet use. Wu and Wang (Wu and Wang, 
2011) have demonstrated the popularity of complex forms of in- game marriage in 
MMogs and MUDs, to the extent that all of the top ten MMogs in China carry 
these features. They argue that this online behavior can best be understood as a 
form of playful nostalgia for ethnic folk culture. The point here is that confronted 
with a historically rigidly organized social structure, with strict hierarchies of 
status and respect, online modes of behavior may be more starkly contrasted with 
the ‘normal’ than in the West. The tension between a historically closed, 
totalitarian society and a more open capitalistic one simultaneously with the 
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development of a “cyber culture” is relatively unique and has some unique 
consequences (Bakken and Bakken, 2000). 

Recently, Chinese social scientists have become interested in a more ‘field 
research’ oriented approach to internet study. Peng (Peng, 2008) has analyzed the 
conditions of Internet use of migrant workers in PRD by means of a field study 
and found that most of them utilize Internet cafes/bars despite their low income. 
Huang (Huang, 2011) focused on the young migrant workers of an automobile 
company in Huizhou, Guangdong province. He reports that workers used the 
Internet as their main source of information and amusement, to a much greater 
degree than any other mass medium. By using qualitative research methods Yang 
and Zhu (Yang and Zhu W., 2006) also studied migrant workers in the PRD. In 
spite of their low income, the workers were very willing to purchase mobile 
phones from famous international brands (Motorola, Nokia etc.), whose prices 
equal three or four times their monthly salaries. To them, mobile phones are not 
only a convenient communication tool, but also a symbol of “fashion” and “social 
status”. 

Hsu explains the cultural and social reasons for the sensibility around the 
concept of ‘face’. Chinese people traditionally grow up in a culture with very 
strong mechanisms of social control. Therefore, they pay much attention to their 
behavior when other people are around (cited by (Luo and Peng, 2008)). Referring 
to this discourse conceptually, Luo and Peng (Luo and Peng, 2008) describe the 
use habits of mobile phones and find a corresponding relationship between the 
mobile phone migrant workers own and their ‘face’ expressing dignity, social 
status and prestige. The study was also conducted in Guandong province. 

Mobile phones were also investigated with regard to the mobilization of 
migrant workers. Ding and Tian (Ding and Tian, 2009) carried out case studies 
with taxi drivers who came from the rural area of the Hunan province and worked 
in the modern city of Shenzhen. With the usage of in-car communication systems 
and instant messaging software (IM software), such as QQ, the taxi drivers were 
able to build a network of new social relationships which included family 
members and local acquaintances as well. In another highly industrialized city, 
Shanghai, female part-time servants use their cell phones for adapting to the 
modern urban daily life and career. For example, the use of mobile phone could 
help them to meet the needs of flexible work time better. The housekeeping 
company could contact the part-time servants on time when there is a temporary 
job. In addition to all of the above, mobile phones are also known to help migrant 
workers in confronting discrimination; overcome the boredom of working time, 
and to avoid loneliness and homesickness (Cao, 2009). 

Lang et al. (Lang et al., 2010), in an ethnographic study, argued that the reason 
why so many young migrant workers purchase mobile phones is because they 
need them to support their specific social practices, to “give them relief, a sense of 
belonging, as sense of fun, as well as information related to life and work” (ibid: 
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60). Now, in and of itself, this is a truism, but is revealing in a context where 
migrant workers have moved a long way from existing family networks and have 
no stable networks of social relations to replace them. In the context of a wider 
culture in which fixed and hierarchical social relationships play a major role, this 
is hugely problematic for the young migrant worker. The two main categories of 
interactive social groups of migrant workers are summarized as “local tribes” 
(current workmates) and “home tribes” (family, friends, classmates from back 
home etc.), and in online environment, the communication behaviors with the first 
type happens more frequently than the second. In order to make mobile phones 
more supportive for young migrant workers’ activities, the research group 
identified five design directions for special network services from a CSCW 
perspective. 

Researchers from Tsinghua University ((Wang et al., 2009), (Liu et al., 2009)) 
also presented an ethnographic study on the use of mobile phones by Chinese 
migrant workers whose demands have always been neglected by ICT-producers. 
Based on this study, the researchers offered more conceptual design blueprints for 
people who received a relatively low education. 

Given that there is very little published work on migrant labor and their online 
behavior, and even less in the specific context of China, our review of the 
literature has necessarily come from other sources. In this paper, we contribute to 
the existing literature by focusing on the second generation of migrant workers 
employed by the manufacturing industry in Guangdong province. Compared to 
other migrant workers, our informants have rather stable job positions and are 
relatively well paid. They nevertheless experience discrimination and social 
isolation. This, as we have tried to show above, is a function of a society in which 
social roles in the offline world are still substantially dominated by family, 
community network and tradition. In this paper, we are specifically interested in 
the appropriation of social media applications as a coping strategy, given their 
economic and social circumstances. 

3 RESEARCH METHODS 

Conducting qualitative research with migrant workers in China is challenging. 
Being a migrant worker creates a life full of uncertainty, risk and disrespect. There 
is an understandable level of distrust and suspicion (akin to what is reported by 
(Wulf et al., 2013)). In the Chinese context, this is compounded by formality. 
Chinese academics, such as the first author, experienced the social and cultural 
gap between them and the migrant workers first hand: while the workers consider 
themselves to be at the “bottom of society” (Chen, Respondent), academics appear 
to be from a “higher social class”, who have a better life and hence are entitled to 
deference and respect. Migrant workers will, for instance, put on their proper 
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clothes when being interviewed by ‘researchers (fact-finders)’ as a means to 
preserve ‘face’. 

 Conducting qualitative research with migrant workers in China is challenging. 
Being a migrant worker creates a life full of uncertainty, risk and disrespect. There 
is an understandable level of distrust and suspicion (akin to what is reported by 
(Wulf et al., 2013)). In the Chinese context, this is compounded by formality. 
Chinese academics, such as the first author, experienced the social and cultural 
gap between them and the migrant workers first hand: while the workers consider 
themselves to be at the “bottom of society” (Chen, Respondent), academics 
appear to be from a “higher social class”, who have a better life and hence are 
entitled to deference and respect. Migrant workers will, for instance, put on their 
proper clothes when being interviewed by ‘researchers (fact-finders)’ as a means 
to preserve ‘face’. 

In order to get deeper insights, we decided to continue working with a smaller 
subset of migrant workers. Based on the principle of ‘maximization of 
divergence’, we asked seven to become part of an in-depth study (Neuman, 2007). 
The seven participants (four males and three females) are working in three 
different cities: Guangzhou (2 of them) Shenzhen (4 of them) and Dongguan (1 of 
them) (see Table 1, Figure 1). To protect their privacy, we use pseudonyms. 

 
 
 
 
 
(CNNIC, 2013a), (CNNIC, 2013b) 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The hometowns of seven respondents and their work place in Guangdong  

In order to seek heterogeneity, participants with different educational backgrounds 
had been chosen. One participant, for instance, had not completed the Chinese 
nine year compulsory education, the others graduated from senior middle school, 
technical secondary school, junior college or even university. Their professions 
include technician, quality control (QC), machine operator, pipeline operator and 
team leader. However, there were some commonalities among our chosen group 
of migration workers: 

• Age: All of them were born after 1980; ages ranged between 19 and 
28 

• Hukou: All of them come from rural areas and have a rural registered 
permanent residence, but no one has any agriculture work experience. 

• Housing condition: All of them live in rented dwellings. 
• Mobile Internet: Besides PC or laptop, all of them use a mobile device 
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for Internet access. The most popular programs are QQ (an IM tool 
developed by the Chinese company Tencent; the originally design 
followed MSNICQ; now it includes a combination of the functionality 
of MSN, Facebook, Twitter and Skype) and WeiChat (an voice IM 
tool). 

• Artifacts: What is the role of the related documents, tools and media in 
his regard? 

A: Chen, male, 26, comes from Zunyi, Guizhou province. He has a technical college 
background, works as a technician in a cell phone company in Shenzhen, lives in a rented 
apartment with two colleagues and uses a laptop for surfing on the Internet. Number of 
interviews: 4 

B: Deng, female, 26, comes from Donggu, Jiangxi province. She was trained as tour guide 
by a tourist secondary school from 2000 to 2003. Now she works as QC in a cell phone 
company in Shenzhen. She uses a laptop purchased in 2006 and shares the DSL fee with 
three other roommates. Number of interviews: 3 

C: Wang, female, 21, comes from Yibin, Sichuan province. Because of poverty she didn’t 
finish junior school and followed her sister to Guangdong province at the age of 15. 
Currently she is employed by a clothing company in Dongguan as a QC. She lives with her 
sister and her sister’s boyfriend in a two-room apartment, the young couple let her use their 
PC and Internet for free. Number of interviews: 2 
D: Qi, male, 28, married, comes from Ningyuan, Hunan province. He has a bachelor 
degree in computer science and now works as a team leader   in an electronic 
components company in Guangzhou. He uses laptop for surfing online. Number of  
interviews: 3 

E: Shao, male, 19, comes from Lingyun, Guangxi province. He is Qi’s subordinate and 
works as a machine operator. After graduating from senior high school, he failed the college 
entrance examination. He now lives with two colleagues in a dormitory equipped by the 
employer and shares a PC and Internet access with them. Number of interviews: 3 

F: Lu, female, 20, comes from Dongyuan, Guangdong province. She is a pipeline operator in 
a molding press company in Shenzhen, lives with her parents and a younger brother in a 
rented three-room apartment. She has her own PC. Number of  interviews: 4 
G: Wei, male, 24, comes from Huangshi, Hubei province. He is the only child in his family 
and works as a machine operator at a cell phone company in Shenzhen. During his study at 
junior college, he bought his first PC. Currently he uses a laptop bought in 2011 to go 
online and lives with two colleagues in a three-room apartment. Number of interviews: 4 

Table 1. The migrant workers: some background information 

Our study is based on qualitative field research methods including in-depth 
interviews, participatory observation, and focus group interviews. From August 
2011 to March 2012, a total of 23 semi-structured interviews were conducted to 
collect narrative data from the seven selected participants (two to four interviews 
per person, see Table 1). In January 2012, two focus group interviews were held 
in Shenzhen and Guangzhou. One was attended by the respondents Chen, Deng, 
Lu and Wei, the other by Wang, Qi and Shao. Due to their strong aversion to 
recording equipment, tape recorders or cameras were not utilized during the 
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interviews. All the interviews were transcribed by the first author and a local 
assistant. A particular problem here was how to deal with gesture, facial 
expression and body movement and a protocol was developed to record, as far as 
was possible, such matters at the same time as transcription. 

Following their first encounter, the first author remained in steady contact with 
all of the interviewees via the QQ social media platform. This way she had a large 
number of informal conversations and could observe parts of their online 
activities. These contact helped particularly to refine our findings and fill blind 
spots of the initial rounds of interviews. All data were analyzed following a 
grounded- theory approach including several iterations of open coding and 
concept-building. We developed several categories during this process, including 
almost all functions of internet for migrant workers, such as informational, 
educational, commercial, recreational and emotional. Two of them, which reflect 
the great differences between the stressful real life of Chinese migrant workers 
and their enriching online life, led to the structure of the next section: challenges 
of being a migrant worker, and building a virtual self.  

4 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

As already mentioned our research was undertaken in Guangdong province. Due 
to the highly developed production and service industries, Guangdong is 
celebrated as the ‘window of the opening policy’. It has experienced a very 
substantial influx of migrant workers over the past twenty years. 

Being a migrant worker: a challenging life 
The nature of the lives of migrant workers in China has been well-attested (Zhou 
and Cai, 2008). It involves a number of features that are not typically shared by 
workers in the West. They include forced geographical distance from family and 
community; long working hours; residential separation and isolation from local 
social networks. 

The awakening of self-consciousness (individual consciousness) 
Most members of the new generation of Chinese migrant workers come from a 
large family with several siblings and cousins (in some rural regions, the one child 
policy is not strongly enforced). Family members are expected to help each other 
in many ways. As a rule, elders support and protect the youth. As a result, they 
develop a strong collective identity which provides them with a sense of security 
and belonging and, for the most part, attitudes tend not to be individualistic. 
Conversely, and as we have intimated above, this close network of support 
obligations is accompanied by a strong sense of ‘place’, such that status is rigidly 
ascribed to individuals along family and community lines. 
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Shao explained how he became a migrant worker:  
“After I failed the university entrance examination, I very much wanted to go back to the senior 
middle school and prepare for the exam next year. But [short pause]… I should think more about 
the whole family, my younger brother was still in school, [there was] not enough money. I had to 
go to Guangdong, I had no choice.”Lu complained about the partiality of her parents: “In my 
family, I felt like an unnecessary person. Dad and mum prefer my younger brother. I am nobody. 
[…] In primary school I got my first computer as a birthday gift, since then I think I probably 
spend more time with it than with my family.” 

Most of the young migrant workers of our sample began their geographically 
mobile career directly after school. They left their poor, undeveloped hometown 
for the modern, developed urban centre. For them, this meant not only a physical 
relief from the stresses of local living, but also meant a certain psychological 
freedom: 
“When I bought my first laptop, I had no idea how to maintain the machine. It’s the most 
expensive thing that I have purchased with my OWN money.” said Chen. Deng recalled: “The 
transmigration to Guangdong gave me the best chance to escape the cage”. 

The Lubricant of work 
This narrative of escape and freedom soon comes up against the realities of the 
working environment. Working conditions are so stressful that the opportunities 
for social contacts are severely restricted. In the case of our informants, the 
factory and office places are quite modern. However, they are surrounded by iron 
railings and fences. Moreover, there are identity card scanners and security 
controls at the entrances. Everybody has to wear the blue or gray work suits. The 
day shift and night shift switch every 2 or 4 months, and the average working time 
per day is about 10 hours. Figure 2 shows the work place of Wei, where 
accessories for mobile phones are produced. Workers are in this factory daily for 
12 hours, 10 hours working time with 2 hours breaks. Chatting with each other or 
using phones is forbidden during work time. Nevertheless, some workers 
surreptitiously manage to glance at the news or to chat via QQ from time to time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Work place in a factory producing accessories for mobile phones (photo taken 
by Wei) 

All the seven respondents do simple, repetitive tasks in their daily work. The 
noisy work environment also increases the mental stress. Meals have to be 
finished in prescribed break times. 
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When asked what she does in her breaks, Deng said:  
“I read online novels on my mobile phone during lunch break. [Q: Is that not forbidden?] No, 
only in working time […]. The job is so intense and hectic that I sometimes feel like I am part of 
the mechanics of the assembly line. […] it seems to be the only way to pull me out from the 
monotonous work”. 

Chen still remembers the first day of work:  
“As a new recruit, you will be surprised by the rules: no casual conversations, no mobile phones, 
and very strict requirements for the task […]. But after the internship, if you get along well with 
the colleagues, they teach you tricks on how to relax during the intensive production process and 
how to secretly send SMS, listen to music or chat on QQ.” 

 
 
 

 

 

 
Figure 3. A female migrant worker secretly using mobile phone during work hours 
(photo taken by Wei) 

High dependence on the Internet 
All seven respondents in this study surf the Internet almost every day and estimate 
that they accumulate a weekly average online time of about 9 hours. It is less than 
the average cumulative use time of Chinese ‘netizens’ (19.9 hours/week) because 
of their long work hours. During the interviews, all respondents were asked to 
grade their dependence on the Internet (on a scale from 1 to 10, low to high 
dependence). Six respondents selected more than 6 points, 3 of them more than 8 
points. By another request of listing the top three most important types of online 
services or applications which were ‘absolutely essential’ (see Table 2). All seven 
participants considered a search engine (but only the Chinese domestic one: 
Baidu) as their primary information source. Five of them emphasized the 
importance of the IM software QQ which helps them keep in touch with family 
and friends. QQ creates a new contact form in the virtual space that promotes the 
emotional bond between young migrant workers and their relatives and maintains 
the ‘strong relationships’. Despite the relatively low frequency of contacts, 
migrant workers look forward to getting news or messages from their relatives. Qi 
describes his feeling when video chatting with his little nephew on his first 
birthday: “I was so excited to see the baby that I discussed with my wife about 
having our own child”. 
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Chen search engine, IM software, online cinema 

Deng search engine, EC platform, online cinema 

Wang online cinema, search engine, IM software 

Qi search engine, IM software, online forum 

Shao IM software, MMogs, search engine 

Lu online cinema, IM software, search engine 

Wei MMogs, search engine, IM software 

Table 2. The most important network service for the seven migrant workers 

Family relationships are the basic social structure in rural China. Since most of their 
families own neither computer nor internet, young migrant workers often seek help from 
their relatives of their similar age who convey their greetings from far away. Video chat 
via IM software can help developing a sense of “absent presence” (Gergen, 2002) and 
increases the opportunity of face-to-face communication. Following Chen’s 
recommendation, the two elder sisters also bought laptops, so that the younger brother 
could ‘participate’ in family party-dinner.  
“Last year in the Mid- Autumn-Day the whole family member were staying together, except me. 
But we chatted via video on QQ […]. Although I could not be there, I saw my family, especially my 
parents, still very happy”. 

The choices of our respondents also show an obvious bias towards entertainment. Wei, 
who has been playing online games for almost 10 years, said: “Without Internet, I 
wouldn’t know what to do”, for him, the Internet is an indispensable part of life. Being 
asked what he would do if he was cut off from the Internet at home, Wei answered 
without thinking: “then I would go to an Internet bar.” Asked what if there were no more 
bars, he answered: (shrugged)  

“Then I’d keep looking. I’ll certainly find one somewhere.” For Deng, the network is the biggest 
shopping mall: “Without the Internet? How could I live then? I buy almost everything online.” 

For Lu, the Internet is the best home theater with thousands of domestic and foreign films 
as well as television series:  

“If someone supplies me a bed and enough food, I would stay there (stay online) all the 
time”. She said: “I always turn the computer on as soon as I get home. And link to the 
UUSee. It’s amazing that it records TV programs I watched earlier and recommends new 
TV series.” 
 UUSee is one of the largest online TV platforms in China. It provides free Chinese TV 
shows and movies. Not only Lu, but also all the other respondents consider the 
entertainment function of the Internet to be the most important function in their lives. 

The disappearance of the hardware digital divide 
Four of the seven respondents had a laptop, one had his own PC. Wang and Shao shared a 
computer with others, but both of them display a high willingness to buy their own 
personal PC or laptop. 
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Wang complained:  

“The computer is in my sister’s room. Her boyfriend  uses it constantly when  he is home from 
work. What should I do? I can only wait. Or if they want to go to sleep, I have to leave the room. 
[…] For a long time I’ve wanted my own computer so much. […] A computer is much cheaper, but 
a laptop seems to be more convenient if I should move. And, you know, a laptop is much more 
modern, many of my colleagues have bought one. It looks very modern!” 

Shao prefers a mobile phone rather than a PC:  

“Compared to the PC, I prefer the mobile Internet. The biggest advantage is that you don’t have 
to worry about your privacy. No one can spy on your daily life”. 

Wang and Shao articulated their dissatisfaction and discomfort with sharing a computer 
with others, as they felt it affected their freedom and privacy. A private computer 
symbolized independence, security and modern life for the two respondents. For the 
young migrant workers, the practical functions and the price are unsurprisingly 
considered as the most important factors in the purchase process. Meanwhile, as in 
Wang’s case, the purchase can also be a result of group action and thereby shared. 
Colleagues and roommates (colleagues or family members) are the main interactive 
groups, while life is spent time either in the work place or in their rooms. Due to their 
limited social circle, colleagues often influence each other strongly. These young people 
buy new media devices not only for their functions but also for the traditional Chinese 
‘face culture’. Despite their low income, Shao insisted that he needed to save enough 
money for a laptop: 
Shao explained:  

“The PC is so bulky and uncomfortable, and you can take the laptop anywhere. […] [If I] dressed 
in a nice suit, sat in a McDonald’s with a laptop, no one will see and can judge me as a migrant 
worker”. 

Qi also expressed this desire:  

“I used to use the cheapest mobile phone only for calls and SMS. One day a colleague sent me a 
MMS that I couldn’t read with my old phone, so I got myself a smartphone with a wide screen. [It 
is] not expensive, but pretty good. […] I don’t like to pursue fashion, but I don’t want others judge 
me as a bumpkin either”. 

Chen reminisced about the pride brought on by ownership of his laptop:  

“The time I bought my laptop, most of my colleagues had to go to an Internet bar. One day I 
brought the laptop to the factory […]. Aha! How were my colleagues looking at me! In their eyes 
there was envy, jealousy and hatred! [Laughing for more than 5 seconds] It’s true! [Laughing] 
But now, they all have their own [laptop]”. 

Unlike most existing empirical research on Internet usage of the new generation of 
Chinese migrant workers which reports that Internet bars would be the most popular way 
to access the Internet, all seven respondents showed a certain rejection of Internet bars. 
Wang emphasized that she had never been in an Internet bar, because  

“they are far away from home” and “it is too dirty there and stinks”. Shao went to an Internet bar 
only when he and his friends or colleagues played online games there all night long: “since work 
always has me so tired, I don’t have enough time and energy for such sprees”. 

The virtual self: Dressing Up on social media platforms For the new generation of 
migrant workers, virtual network environments offer an ideal platform for self-
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expression, where they can temporarily escape the real world and become anyone they 
want. All respondents, without exception, paid a very strong attention to his or her image 
on social media platforms. For example, all respondents used the avatar system of the IM 
software, QQ (the so called QQ-show), whereby some of them regularly spent money on 
new, beautiful avatar characters to build a better visual self-image. For example, in 
Wang’s QQ-show, she “dressed” herself as a cute girl with a black silky blouse, a black 
and white skirt with pantyhose and high heels, and a pair of angel wings on the back. The 
figure looks very different from her in real life (Figure 4). Not only Wang, but also other 
respondents admitted that they spent time and money on a “suitable” avatar image. 
Sometimes it took hours to make the decision. In this way, a “beautiful and modern” 
(Wang) graphical self-representation can be constructed. For Shao, it is an “eye catcher” 
that visualizes the virtual Self. Deng chose a blonde female avatar in a bikini and 
sunglasses on the beach, “It would be super cool if you could relax on the beach instead 
of working in the boring factory”. 
 It’s worth mentioning that four of the seven respondents put down the name of the 
current city of residence as “hometown” in their personal information on QQ, while the 
other three chose neither the name of the current resident city nor that of their actual 
hometown. By answering the question why she used “Irish castle” as the name of her 
hometown, Wang smiled, “it’s so literary and romantic, though it is just a game, not 
real”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. A photo of Wang and her virtual self being an avatar in QQ-show- used with 
permission 

In our study, six respondents used Q-zone (a blog service provided by Tencent) for self-
representation in form of transmitting articles or expressing their moods and experiences 
in short sentences. The 19-year-old Shao provided the following information about 
himself in his Q- zone profile: 

Name of Qzone: Let your soul fly freely Current residence: Solomen Islands, Makira 
Hometown: Italy 
Occupation: Student 
Favorite music: Classical music, Jazz 
Favorite book: The Unbearable Lightness of Being 
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Shao retained his identity as “student” in Q-zone, and provided no information about his 
current work situation. The self-description reflects Shao’s ideal self, which is 
reconstructed in the virtual space: he strives to portray himself as a modern student with a 
free spirit, who has a taste for literature and music. In contrast, Shao admitted frankly that 
he is not fond of classical music or jazz at all: “the only piano music I know is ‘Für 
Elise’, because it’s my ringtone”. Similarly, Chen spent a lot of time on his Q-zone 
picking out the nicest web templates for his blog. The appearance of his blog pages 
change regularly, popular songs are added or proverbs full of philosophical metaphors 
and aphorisms as “can form an impression of the intelligentsia on other people”. 

Qi is a regular guest of a forum which is specially built for the national master 
entrance examination of computer science students, where he can exchange experiences 
and information with other similar minded young people. He constructed himself in the 
forum as “graduate from a computer science college”, “works as a communication 
engineer in a high-tech company in Guangzhou”. He doesn’t see this “little 
embellishment” of his real identity as a big problem, because “no one online knows the 
truth and nobody cares about who you really are”. But when asked, why he made up 
such a background if nobody was interested, Qi replied with an embarrassed smile: 

“It isn’t totally illusory. There is great deal of facts! I am an undergraduate and I do have 
opportunities to work in big companies […]. In the forum there are little kids everywhere. If I 
introduce myself as a professional computer engineer, it certainly would be better than as a team 
leader in a factory […]. The judgment standards of those kids [in the forum] are simple: they 
focus on where did you graduate, what companies are you working at and what your professional 
position is. I do not want to be discriminated by those kids.” 
Qi compared his real ego with his virtual ego in the interview:  
„It’s really not easy for a rural child to get a foothold in Guangzhou. In the factory there is only 
one colleague and I that want to go back to school. The others, frankly, they are just living and 
muddling along, though they admire my stamina and determination. You may say it’s just my 
craving for recognition or even egotism. […] It definitely wins me ‘face’ both online and offline”. 
Deng (26-year-old) is the only one in this study who registered herself on a dating 
website. Working in the factory makes it difficult to get to know people other than 
colleagues. In the dating web profile, Deng described herself only with the word 
“employee”, she admitted that she did not want to reveal her present job because “the 
others could probably exclude me because of my job position. Men are interested in 
women with white-collar jobs”. She now contacts with a few men through QQ and SMS. 
In explaining why she tries to find a relationship online, she said: 
“In rural areas, an unmarried 26-year-old girl would be regarded as a freak. I do not expect to 
find a husband by a dating site especially when so many people dress up their profiles with fake 
information. I just hope to enlarge my social interaction. Besides, I don’t have any better choice.” 

5 DISCUSSION 

The concept of ‘migration workers’ covers a wide variety of different phenomena 
in China. Moreover, the lives of migrant workers and their social practices have 
changed drastically over the last 35 years as well. Research has demonstrated that 
the ‘Chinese internet’ has some features which are distinct from the internet at 
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large. These include the interplay between a very traditional culture in which 
social status and hierarchy are rigidly ascribed and tightly bound up with family, 
community and network, and the modernizing, ‘cybernization’ process. As such, 
the character of Chinese society is not that of Riesman’s “Lonely Crowd” or the 
so-called “mass society” of C. Wright Mills and others, characterized by an 
undifferentiated mass of anonymous interactions. Although such depictions were 
always something of a caricature, they nevertheless point to disjuncture rather 
than continuity. What characterizes contemporary Chinese society, in contrast 
(and for the present), is the continued importance of traditional forms and new, 
more playful interactions with them. 

The presentation of self in such a society takes on as much, and arguably a 
great deal more, importance in Chinese life than in the West. The preservation of 
‘face’ is a vital ingredient in this. It is not surprising that, faced with rigid status 
ascriptions, workers who see themselves as low in status and who, in virtue of an 
online presence, have a chance to negotiate this reality, will do so. There are 
similarities here to what has been reported elsewhere in the context of ICT4D 
((Rangaswamy and Cutrell, 2012), (Bidwell et al., 2010), (Wyche et al., 2013)). 
Rangaswamy and Cutrell (Rangaswamy and Cutrell, 2012), for instance, refer to 
the way in which identity construction online is compensatory for the teenage 
urban poor in India; Wyche (Wyche et al., 2013) to the way Facebook is used in 
rural Kenya, and Bidwell (Bidwell et al., 2010) to design which reflects cultural 
traditions of storytelling in South Africa. All point to the way in which harsh 
living conditions and material constraints condition the way in which social media 
are used. They also indicate in some cases the way in which specific cultural 
conditions as well as material constraints impact on usage. What is of particular 
interest to us is the intersection of material circumstance and cultural background 
to produce distinctive patterns of use. 

A second element of this, and again arguably a function of the tension between 
these traditional elements and the irruptive power of the internet, is the ‘parodic’ 
form that interaction on the Chinese internet can take. We suggest that the 
radically different images portrayed by our sample on the Web can be thought of 
as approaching the parodic - as containing elements of Bakhtin’s “carnival” 
(Bakhtin, 1981). The identities that our respondents construct are celebrations of 
ambition - playful reinventions of the self - as specific reactions to ‘outsider’ 
status. Now, we are not suggesting here that such a finding is unique to Chinese 
life. Internet studies by researchers such as Mary Chayko (Chayko, 2008) and 
Pierre Levy (Lévy, 2001) have pointed to the transformative power of the internet 
in relation to the formation of community. Others!’ have argued that new social 
networks or cybercultures are enabled by online behavior ((Rheingold, 2000), 
(Bell, 2001)) that identities can be transformed in a playful fashion (Turkle, 
2011), that new forms of organization are possible ((Shirky, 2008), (Jordan and 
Taylor, 2013)). What is striking here, however, is that all of the members of our 
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small sample represented themselves in this playful, re-invented, way. They all 
constructed online identities which, to a varying degree, were distinct from their 
real life situations. All used the internet explicitly to find solace and shelter from a 
world which demanded a great deal from them in terms of effort, material 
conditions and low status. That is, the contrast between the realities of work and 
domestic life and online identity is much more pronounced in the case of migrant 
labor. 

It is worth saying a little about the notions of ‘identity’ and the ‘self’ at this 
point. A great deal of heat, and very little light, is generated in discussions about 
how these terms should be treated and the degree to which they are distinct. There 
is, for instance, a substantial difference between the concept of identity as a 
mental construct - as existing in the mind - and as a social construct. 

We have little to say about the distinct categories into which our respondents 
may or may not place themselves, although there are indications that social status 
is a significant part of their displays. Rather, we sidestep these problems by 
dealing with the self in the way that Erving Goffman ((Goffman, 1955), (Goffman 
and Books, Anchor, 1969)) does - as performance. Goffman is adamant that no 
mental structures need be envisaged when we speak of the self. Selfhood is 
evident in the way people present themselves in the world. This performativity 
and the way it is embedded in cultural background is our theme. It is a happy 
coincidence that Goffman is concerned with what he terms, ‘facework’ to describe 
how we engage in both verbal and non- verbal activities in specific settings in 
order to maintain a positive social image. 

Buying modern devices like smartphones, laptops, and tablet PCs gives the 
migrant workers the feeling of belonging to the city and being on equal grounds 
with the urban population. They can reap a “large face” by buying expensive 
digital goods among their urban peers (Liu et al., 2009), especially when the 
purchased products are better than those owned by others. Smartphones which 
represented modernity and wealth in the early 2010s ((Wang, 2005), (Wei, 2006), 
(Yang and Zhu W., 2006), (Luo and Peng, 2008)), have been replaced by laptops, 
which are now considered to be more advanced. In other words, laptops have 
become the new icons of “fashion” and “achievement” among migrant workers. 
Compared to young citizens from the cities, migrants perceive themselves to be in 
a disadvantage, which stimulates a compensation strategy by emulating the 
appearance, behavior and manners of their urban peers. In this way they try to 
urbanize themselves. 

In the virtual world, young migrant workers actively appropriate various online 
services and applications. How they try to hide their real identity by creating a 
virtual identity online, the extent to which they do so, and the natures of the 
identities they construct are all afforded by anonymity and an “opportunity for 
negotiating identity” (Wallis, 2011). It is an ideal space, where the young migrant 
worker can rebuild his, for himself unsatisfying, real ego as he wishes. According 
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to Peng and Xu (Peng and Xu, 2002), the term “network dual personality” refers 
to the dual existence of a person in real life and in cyberspace. The two 
dimensions appear to be fully independent personalities that are distinguishable by 
attitude and behavior. Our data indicates that the fictitious ego typically marks a 
stark contrast. 

Higgins’ (Higgins, 1987) self-discrepancy theory offers some 
interesting concepts to discuss this phenomenon. He suggests that the ‘self’ is 
divided into three basic domains of self-images: the ‘actual’ self (representation of 
one’s own attribute), the ‘ideal’ self (representation of the attributes that other 
people would hope an individual to possess) and the ‘ought’ self (representation 
of the attributes that other people want an individual to have). The migrant 
workers’ virtual self is a mix of these three dimensions and expressed by the 
individuals’ performative behavior as well as his/her attitude to interpersonal 
communications. The self-image construed by young migrant workers online 
differs greatly from their actual self. They reinvent themselves in the virtual space 
as their ‘ideal’ self or their ‘ought’ self and this can be thought of as a strategy for 
image management. 

Our findings are interesting because the concept of the individual has always 
been neglected in Chinese history. It has usually replaced by collective concepts 
such as ‘people’, ‘population’ or ‘mass’ (Karchow, 2006). By using social media, 
migrant workers try to escape the closed connections of their current work and 
social environment whilst continuing to interact with their cultural origins and the 
cultural controls they have historically contended with. The online world, in sum, 
affords them an opportunity to negotiate individual identity against the more 
collectivist or community- oriented traditions embedded in Chinese culture. 

6 Conclusion 

With the gradual development of “urbanization, marketization, globalization, 
informatization, and liberalization” in China (Wallis, 2011), the second generation 
of migrant worker faces the challenge of identity transition from ‘farmer’ to ‘city 
dweller’, or even further to ‘citizen’ in a modern sense. In this process, the 
ownership of IT devices and the daily use of social media play an important role. 
To better understand these phenomena detailed empirical studies are necessary to 
represent not only the landscape of social media use but also their strategies of 
identity transformation from a micro perspective. 

Our study has revealed social practices which are highly relevant for 
understanding the use to which of IT devices and social media might be put for 
the large population of Chinese migrant workers and, ultimately (through 
processes of comparison) cross- culturally. Our research was carried out in 
Guangdong province, where the high tech industry is well developed. It confirms 
that the ownership of IT devices, such as PCs and laptops, is nowadays trickling 
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down to the migrant workers, at least in the manufacturing industry. However, 
Dourish (Dourish, 2003), Pipek and Wulf (Pipek and Wulf, 2009) emphasize that 
the appropriation of the new refers not only to the physical purchase or the 
installation of an infrastructure, but also to organizational learning and practical 
acquisitions of new skills and capabilities. In this sense, social media platforms 
are appropriated by young migrant workers in order to build their individual self 
and broaden their access to information. Parallel to that, it also provides the 
migrant workers with a variety of entertainment functions, on which the new 
generation of migrant workers is highly dependent given the fact that they have 
very limited time away from work and few offline social networks. 

Our study tried to open a highly relevant research field for the CSCW 
community, in which comparative approaches to online use in developing 
societies might reveal more about the complex interrelationship between material 
circumstance, cultural tradition and the practices of everyday life (Wulf et al., 
2011). We have only made a start here. More in depth studies are required to 
better understand the diversity of the Chinese migrant worker population, existing 
as they do in higher numbers than the whole population of Germany, France, 
Sweden, and the Netherlands together. 
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On the Dialectics of Form and Process – 

Comments on computer systems in 
knowledge intensive work 
 
Peter Brödner 
 

According to Denning (2003), the discipline of computer science can be 
comprehensively characterized by the following »great principles«: 

• Computation: What can be computed, limits of computing. 

• Communication: Sending messages from one point to another. 

• Coordination: Multiple entities cooperating towards a single result. 

• Automation: Performing cognitive tasks by computer. 

• Recollection: Storing and retrieving information.  

Taking these principles as kind of a map for the wide-ranged and diverse computer 
science landscape, the five papers presented concerning the development and use 
of computer systems in knowledge intensive work refer to the above domains of 
communication, coordination and recollection. They specifically address issues of 
maintenance practices across organizational borders, the handling of different 
classification schemes in distributed archives, finding specific expertise in large 
organizations, knowledge sharing in globally distributed software development 
teams, and, in a different perspective, specific use practices of social media in a 
rapidly changing society. 

Within this context, the papers engage in a social practice perspective by 
predominantly evaluating computer appropriation and , use experiences for 
knowledge sharing and certain cooperative practices. In this perspective, the 
activities of designing and appropriating computer system functions for such 
purposes are regarded as massive interventions in social practices and, hence, also 
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in organizational structures. They, therefore, need to be treated within a 
sociotechnical design framework of »integrated organization and technology 
development« (OTD; Wulf & Rohde 1995). Accordingly, the papers take the form 
of in-depth case studies of some typical aspects of cooperative work processes.  

Practices of computer-supported cooperative work as the more general domain into 
which the five papers can be classified typically raises a number of basic problems 
such as the principal limits to elicitation of explicit knowledge from practical know-
how, the particular dynamics of an effective interplay between the forms of tacit 
and explicit codified knowledge in learning and socialization processes or 
difficulties in effectively appropriating systems functions for practical use. As 
research findings on cooperative work in general reveal (including my own, cf. 
Brödner 2010), effective and succeeding cooperative work strongly depends on 
meeting a number of necessary requirements such as a clearly defined and 
communicated common working task, accepted and shared methods for structuring 
processes and documenting working results, competent and powerful project 
management, and sufficient room for informal communication building trust and 
social coherence. For computer-supported cooperative work in particular, 
additional success conditions hold: allowance for defined privacy in the virtual 
work space, arranging explicit rules for cooperation, providing options for 
additional meta-communication, and stipulating specific awareness features for 
states of working objects and means of work, working activities, social roles and 
relationships respectively. Most of these issues are, within the specific context of 
their cooperative process, also dealt with in the papers presented. 

With respect to these issues, the paper »Maintenance Engineering Across 
Organizational Borders« particularly investigates in a case study component-based 
mechanisms and practices restricting access and operations on a shared date base. 
Regarding integrated inter-organizational work processes it discloses a number of 
trade-offs between different views and interests and, hence, formal access 
regulations. This makes it difficult to determine those regulations ex ante and in 
general. They often require enough room for flexible treatment via situation-
specific agreements. 

The paper »Context Grabbing by Assigning Metadata« deals with another practical 
problem in cooperative work: handling different classification schemes in 
distributed archives over time. Cooperative work requires a shared knowledge base 
that can be systematically searched with respect to objects treated, documents 
related, their creators and users in related work processes or projects. The practice-
oriented case study deeply looks into the variability problems and needs for 
adaptability of classification schemes due to varying contexts and perspectives over 
time regarding e.g. structures of objects, project relationships or ascribing attributes 
that additionally may be overlapping. Grappling with these problems often 
encountered led to the development and practical test of different interactive 
software tools to support the generation and maintenance of appropriate 
classification schemes grabbing context-dependent data partly automatically, partly 
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by human input. Here again the limits to formalizing highly situated work and 
formally capturing different »classification cultures« become visible. 

Experiences with an »Expert Recommender Systems in Practice« again point to 
similar aspects of formalizing interpretive work. Different approaches to 
appropriately characterizing specific expert knowledge by combining automatic 
keyword mining from existing documents like reports or e-mails with self-reported 
directory information by the respective experts (like »yellow pages«) are evaluated 
in the paper under practical use conditions. Again a number of contradictory 
perspectives and usability issues crystallise such as a missing differentiation 
between professional and role-specific expertise, the trade-off between role-
dependent visibility versus task-specific expertise, the issue of choosing appropriate 
documents for keyword mining or the need of understanding how the matching 
algorithms work. Coping with these issues refer to the limits of automatic mining 
procedures and the demand for sufficient personal editing. 

The paper »Knowledge Sharing: Practices and Cultural Factors« investigates 
knowledge sharing practices in two globally distributed software development 
teams. In a critical view, it specifically identifies the important role of face-to-face 
meetings as well as direct contacts to customers, the comprehensive collaborative 
use of shared artifacts and repositories and the need for appropriate and shared 
documentation of project progress as critical conditions for success. These ties are 
important for effective socialization and building mutual trust. 

The paper »Enriching the Distressing Reality: Social Media Use by Chinese 
Migrant Workers« addresses a wholly different topic by providing an in-depth case 
study of how seven young migrant workers having left their rural environment for 
industrial urban work use the new social media. These media offer multiple 
opportunities to them for keeping in touch with their rural families and 
communication among themselves and helps them to learn about better surviving 
in a stressing urban environment as well as to strengthen their self-consciousness 
and self-expression capacity within an ongoing deep general societal and cultural 
modernization shift in China changing the relationships between individual, 
society, and cultural traditions. 

This last study of social media use seems to open an entirely different window for 
looking on computer-supported cooperative work and communication processes. 
Each of the other case studies presented in the above papers addresses specific and 
highly relevant aspects of CSCW practices. As such, the results reported can, in its 
proper way each, augment the practice-oriented knowledge base for development 
and appropriation of software artifacts for effective use in cooperative work as 
initiated and outlined in the »Grounded Design« approach (Rohde et al. 2016). 
Moreover, they once more refer to and emphasize the basic issues of reducing work 
practices to abstract entities, of formalizing living work processes for computation, 
and of formally capturing working capacities and skills in algorithms and data 
structures. They once more highlight the need for appropriately combining the skills 
of human working capacity with the performance of computer artifacts by 
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thoroughly studying and intervening in work practices. In short: They emphasize 
the dialectics of form and process, of explicating knowing how into knowing that 
and, reversely, of appropriating it for practical use. 
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There are four papers in this section. 

 
All are exemplars of the Siegen approach to Information Systems and 

Collaborative Work studies.  In each of these papers, people's practices are central. 
In each of these papers, the social context is elaborated as a key element of technical 
use.   

Over their historical trajectory, the papers show the continued development of a 
central intellectual problematic:  how social context is to be considered, portrayed, 
and incorporated. 

The Siegen approach, based in the Integrated Organization and Technology 
Development (OTD) method (Wulf and Rohde, 1995), takes a highly nuanced view 
of how technology designs and organizational/social considerations must fit 
together for systems to be workable and useful.   

This view is expounded through the details of field work and grounded in 
ethnographically based methods.  The detail that is derived from the field work 
brings out the important issues for potential users in specific social setting.  The 
Siegen approach is notable for its attention to both technical advances and social 
understanding.  

 
The papers here all take a task of practical significance and explore its social 

context.  These issues are then generalized, and the socio-technical requirements 
constructed. The social context foregrounds the issues, constraints, and 
organizational needs - the day-to-day realities of work, work life, and social 
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connectedness that must be met and facilitated in order to make any technology, no 
matter how innovative, into something that is workable in its context of intended 
use.  Many of the Siegen papers, including three in this section, go on to find a 
technical solution that is a research contribution to the social computing or practice-
based research communities. 

As a whole, these papers show a remarkable progression of scholarship, showing 
the development of intellectual bases for future research, system development, and 
the design of social processes (including work).  Each offers a significant 
contribution both to evolution of the Siegen approach as well as to the scholarly 
dialog around information use in its organizational and social contexts. 

The first paper, by Stevens and Wulf, examines in great depth and with 
considerable acuity the issues of information reuse in networked organizational 
settings. The paper begins with a field study of a specific work site, uncovering the 
requirements that will allow a system to facilitate its interactions.  In this case, the 
study concerns how to augment information flows among networks of 
organizations.   

The field study unpacks the organizational structures and workflows that 
currently exists in a steel plant and its maintenance office.  It goes on to consider 
the information flows between the steel company and two external consulting 
groups.   

The paper begins by noting that the importance of understanding information 
flows in terms of conflict and cooperation.  There is a desire for the companies to 
collaborate and coordinate so as to be competitive in the global economy, but the 
companies also have a natural inclination to compete since they also must maintain 
their own staffs and market shares.   

Stevens and Wulf examine what might be considered at first glance a rather 
simple case of information flows, the kinds of documents necessary to perform 
maintenance projects by the steel company as well as the two external consulting 
groups, both of which help with maintenance projects.  These consulting groups 
need the blueprints in the archive to do their work.  When the study began, the 
internal engineering group in the steel company, MeltIt, oversaw the dissemination 
of the archived blueprints.  This arrangement can be cumbersome, however, and the 
process slowed down attempts to work together. 

While the simplest solution might be to give free access to the consulting groups, 
the paper points out there are confounds.  The internal engineers want to maintain 
control both to preserve their jobs and to not risk leaking proprietary details to 
competitors.  (The consulting groups also serve other steel companies.) This is an 
important finding, as it is the natural result of economic and organizational 
conditions and is likely to occur in almost any networked inter-organizational 
activity.  The particulars will be different, but the basic social tension found with 
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MeltIt and its consulting groups, and its effect on information flows, is likely to 
occur in many settings. 

 
Based on this analysis of the organizational tensions around information flows, 

Stevens and Wulf go on to offer a technical solution.  The solution allows 
companies to set their access control over documents in a number of flexible ways.  
The access control can also be set dynamically, so that access can be changed on an 
ad-hoc basis as required.  This access control formulation was a new contribution 
to the technical literature. 

The second paper, by Hinrichs, Pipek, and Wulf, is about another information 
problem, refinding old documents.  Even after access is achieved, there is still the 
problem of finding documents in a large archive. The paper is similarly constructed 
to the previous paper.  This second paper is based on two case studies.  One of these 
was the same steel plant, MeltIt; the other was a sewage treatment company.  An 
organizational archive can be enormous; the steel plant has an archive of over 
300,000 documents.  Finding documents within both companies was difficult but 
for different reasons.  The steel company’s indexing methods were based on project 
and location within the plant, but the indices had changed over the course of 100 
years.  The sewage treatment company's archive was, on the one hand, simpler 
because the treatment facility is simpler. On the other hand, many separate archives 
have been kept. The findings point out that indexing is not based in technical issues.  
Instead, the indexing is based on social considerations - how the engineers worked 
as well as project management and leadership.  The constraints are actually socio-
technical, a combination of both social and technical considerations - the constraints 
of obtaining paper documents and keeping indexing up-to-date with paper. 

The Hinrichs, Pipek, and Wulf paper, like the first paper in this section, offers a 
technical solution based on these social considerations. The authors' system 
performs "context grabbing," the ability to pre-fill indexing terms for new 
documents and to change indexing terms when the archive's indexing scheme is re-
organized. As the paper points out, "...flexibility has to be complemented by 
appropriate tools to manage it...."  Yet, that flexibility must also handle the 
organizational needs.  Like the first paper, this paper offers an elegant application 
to solve a common problem with considerable organizational complexity.  Thus, 
the research reported in the paper again uncovers something that can help in many 
organizational settings.   

The third paper in this section, by Reichling and Wulf, follows the Siegen 
approach so as to find people with expertise within an organization.  The 
organization supported a regional network to foster a regional economy in 
Germany.  The proposed recommender system was to allow people in the regional 
organization to find experts within the organization.   
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The paper that is included in this book is part of a two-paper sequence.  The first 
of the two recommender papers, Reichling and Veith's paper from E-CSCW 2005 
(not included here), examined the organizational and social characteristics of the 
work and information flows within the network organization itself.  The second 
paper, which is included here, examines the design of the recommender system and 
an evaluation of its use.   

 
The recommender system, based on the findings in the earlier paper, focuses on 

a problem that is analogous to constructing indexes for documents. Since one needs 
to find someone with sufficient expertise about a specific topic, expertise 
recommendation requires profiles of the different potential candidates.  The earlier 
paper uncovered that the regional organization was sufficiently large that its 
members would often not know and could not find the proper expert, but speedily 
finding experts was critical to the success of the regional organization.  To find 
people with expertise, profile statements about each organizational member and 
their expertise about different topics had to be created.  However, since users' desire 
and ability to fill out detailed profiles, as is their desire to maintain them, are limited, 
the profiles were constructed by using email and documents to automatically create 
these profiles.   

Putting the system in the hands of potential users and testing it led to a greater 
understanding of what was necessary in expertise recommendation systems.  Some 
staff members, such as administrators, wrote or handled documents and emails that 
contained the same keywords as other people who had substantial expertise.  These 
administrators and similar staff members lacked actual expertise about a topic.  
People with expertise wanted to claim their expertise - and they wanted to make 
sure that it was correct.  The evaluation's major finding was that users wanted to be 
able to correct and to correct their automatically generated profiles.  The design of 
a workable system could not have been accomplished without the cycle of field 
study to uncover basic characteristics of the organization, a technical design, and 
then a further evaluation of the system being used within its context.  Again, 
consideration of how the system can be modified by its users is key.  And, while 
the specific findings were grounded in a specific company, the considerations - 
especially the need for users to correct and tailor their profiles - is likely to be true 
for all companies. 

The fourth paper in this section, by Liu, Boden, Randall, and Wulf, is notable 
because it extends the examination of social context, as seen in the other papers in 
this section, into cultural issues.  Design has become societal in scale.  In the larger 
digital ecologies of systems, fit is no longer bounded within organizations; the 
connection must be between practices in society overall, bound in their cultural 
context, and systems.  Understanding cultural context has become key to being 
useful. 
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The paper examines the use of consumer-oriented mobile devices and 
applications in China by a particularly interesting group.  Many rural people 
migrated to Chinese urban areas to seek work.  As one might expect, they maintain 
family and community social networks through mobile apps.  In addition, however, 
because of the Chinese residential laws, citizenship is tied to the historical residence 
of one’s family rather than current location.  Workers who come from rural areas 
and their offspring cannot become true urban citizens.  In addition to their work 
often being long and difficult, they are also denied many common privileges such 
as education, and they have a diminished status. Yet, the authors these workers - 
now the second generation of migrant workers - want to seek a higher. Standing as 
outsiders, these workers can achieve a vestige of status largely in symbolic form:  
They can buy expensive cell phones and laptops, or upgrade their social media 
avatars.  The migrants’ needs are deeply tied to Chinese cultural context: family, 
community networks, hierarchical relationships, and tradition. 
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One of the great challenges of our time arises from the physical fact that increased 
CO2 emissions led to global warming. In this context, sustainability refers to 
efforts to minimize CO2 emissions to avert or at least mitigate climate change, to 
preserve the foundations of life for future generations. In other words, this means 
acting today in a way that prevents negative consequences in the future. However, 
the physical perspective focuses on the consequences, rather than determining 
who is responsible for CO2 emissions or who needs to contributions to mitigate 
climate change. In this sense, it is not a physical question only, but a social and 
political one - and ultimately a question of justice. It is important to understand 
this normative and ethical dimension when talking about sustainable consumption 
and the respective design approaches. Two different types of norms and values 
must be distinguished. On the one hand, the norms and values of the acting 
persons, which are manifested in the social practices. We can call them also the 
socially embedded norms. On the other hand, there are exterritorial norms and 
values of the researcher used to analyze and evaluate the social practices under 
investigation. By its very nature, the demand for sustainable consumption is 
linked with a set of norms, values, and justice claims. In many studies on 
sustainable consumption, however, it is unclear, if sustainability presents an 
embedded norm of the practitioners or an exterritorial norm of the designers and 
researcher. From this stance, we can understand sustainable consumption as a lens 
to study and judge about the everyday consumption practices regarding the 
challenge to mitigate the climate change. Due to the difference user-centered 
design must not sustainable-centered design and vice versa. This does not imply 
that the one is better than the other, but following the notion of value-sensitive 
design, such conflict of values should be consired (Friedman, 1996).  
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In line with the above lens, consumption always consists of a symbolic as well 
as a material level. The symbolic level means making sustainability as a norm 
visible in or through consumption. An example of this is the so-called Earth Hour, 
where consumers are asked to turn off non-essential electric lights for one hour to 
raise awareness and discuss ideas for engaging people on climate change. We also 
find such symbolic efforts in consumers’ everyday lives, for instance, when 
parents tell their children to quickly close the refrigerator to save the climate. 
Sustainability also has its own aesthetics, which is for example expressed in the 
color green, the rejection of blown-up SUVs, or other emblems of alternative 
lifestyles. This symbolic level should not be misunderstood as being superfluous 
and purely decorative or even inviting to green labeling. In contrast, it points to 
the social construction of sustainable consumption - it must be made observable 
and reportable for all practical purposes. In other words, it must be made 
accountable in the sense of Garfinkel: “Look here, this is sustainable”.  

Moreover, making it accountable also means making it an object of accounting 
in terms of measurement, processing, and communication of sustainable 
information, where the usual currency is CO2 or CO2 equivalents. This also refers 
to the material level, where we can calculate that a product, a service, a 
consumption practices or a lifestyle has a particular CO2 footprint. The notion of 
materiality stresses that the footprint depends on the physical processes of CO2 
emission during production and consumption. But besides this output focused 
measurement the attribution of a footprint also depends on the accounting 
practices. This can be illustrated by the following thought experiment: A 
consumer buys a shirt and throws it away after once wearing it. A simple, but 
straight forward, accounting practice would be to attribute the entire CO2 
emission to the one-time-wearing demander. But now someone else takes this 
shirt and wears it for three additional years. Does this reduce the CO2 footprint of 
the first consumer? Or is it more equitable if we just define the second consumer’s 
footprint as very low because she rescued the shirt from early disposal? 

As we see, the symbolic and material levels are not independent but represent 
two sides of the same coin. Therefore, we can study sustainable consumption that 
is perceived as such by the actors themselves, but also when it meets external 
normative criteria of sustainability. Thereby, the two views must not necessarily 
lead to the same assessment, which is not solely based on a wrong assessment of 
the acting consumer. This disparity results from different accounting practices 
regarding who is responsible for CO2 emissions, what alternative consumption 
options exist, and to what extent the consumption is necessary. 

This social construction of sustainable consumption is often neglected in 
sustainable HCI (DiSalvo et al., 2010), where it is taken for granted, what 
sustainable consumption means. In HCI, the primary objective is to motivate, 
persuade and nudge individual consumers to consume properly. Common design 
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strategies (Bang et al., 2006; Froehlich et al., 2010; Lockton et al., 2008) are about 
raising consumers’ awareness about the negative impact of consumption, reaching 
their emotions and guilt, or offering pro-environmental choice architectures.  

These approaches can be useful and successful in individual cases. In general, 
however, the paradigm of persuasive design is considered harmful. By neglecting 
the social construction at the theoretical level, consumers, who do not change 
consumption in line with the nudge, appear as awkward, sluggish, and random 
errors without taking a closer look at their perspective and reasons. In addition, 
the persuasion lens narrows the design space as it neglects other factors that shape 
consumption practices such as social norms, political arenas, personal 
competencies, infrastructures, or the materiality of products and services.  

The concept of practice-based consumer studies consists of broadening the 
perspective on a theoretical as well as on a design level, by studying the 
consumption from the perspective of the consumers, but also by studying 
consumer practices from an external sustainability lens. In line with the CSCW 
tradition, the aim of socio-informatics and practice-based consumer studies is not 
just the motivation of consumers to act sustainable but to understand and support 
practices that are more sustainable. The papers collected here address this research 
program in different ways and in the context of different consumption fields. 

In the area of energy consumption, the work of Schwartz, Stevens et al. (2013) 
describes a study where smart meters serves are used as design probes 
(Hutchinson et al., 2003). The work analyzes minute-by-minute how consumers 
use smart metering to make sense of their (wasteful) electricity consumption. The 
study uncovers the various methods consumers apply to make their consumption 
accountable. This study also shows that electricity consumption does not represent 
a unique unit for the consumers but that this unit is weighted in relation to the 
activity to judge its sustainability. Building on this stance, the work of Schwartz, 
Denef et al. (2013) observes the appropriation of smart home technologies in a 
long-term study. Their findings uncover some understudied issues, especially 
regarding energy literacy and collaborative sense making. Moreover, their study 
shows that the usages and the meaning of a technology changes over the time. In 
the beginning there was a high information need to understand the own domestic 
practices and the respective electricity consumption as well as to understand the 
sensor technology. After a while, however, this need is satisfied, and usage moves 
into the background. Still, the device remains part of practices and is repeatedly 
used in exceptional or new situations. 

Lawo et al. (2020) study such appropriation of technology more systematically 
around sustainable nutrition, especially vegan and plant-based diets. An important 
parallel to the energy sector is that sustainable nutrition does not present the norm 
but must be learned and practiced consciously. As Lawo et al. show, meat 
consumption is not simply an individual choice, but a social practice underpinned 
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by a value system (where meat means prosperity), a corpus of knowledge and 
skills (expressed in a variety of cookbooks, recipes, and implicit knowledge on 
how to cook meat), and infrastructures (manifested by the dominance of the food 
industry, animal-product-oriented stores, and restaurants). Vegan diets, therefore, 
involve the transformation and acquisition of new tastes, values, skills, and 
infrastructures. With the help of narrative interviews with vegans, Lawo et al. 
trace the role of digital artifacts in the transition of consumer practices. Their 
participants typically start to reflect on their own consumption in reaction to 
documentaries and stories about the unethical and unsustainable production of 
meat. The interviews also show that several artefacts and supportive 
infrastructures were adopted and used to gain new food competencies and practice 
veganism. Again, a lot of these artefacts serve an initial information need, while in 
long-term it is only used in exceptional situations. 

Mobility presents the third area for sustainable consumption. Consumers are 
mobile for various reasons such as commuting to work, meeting friends, going 
shopping, or simply leisure activities. Thereby, mobility is organized around 
various modes, such as walking, using the bus, bicycle, or the train. Most of the 
transport, however, is organized around the car, which emits a high carbon 
footprint. 

Similar to Schwartz, Stevens et al. (2013) investigation on energy accounting 
practices, Meurer et al. (2019) investigate the effect of eco-feedback on mobility 
behavior. The goal is not to use eco-feedback as a tool to nudge pro-
environmental behavior but use it as a design probe to stimulate the reflection on 
sustainable mobility. Their findings show that sustainable mobility is not only an 
individual decision, but also a shared decision that needs collective attention as 
well as a political action, for example, it shows the consumers where the 
government is responsible to provide a more environmentally friendly 
infrastructure. 

From a sustainability perspective, we also should understand the demands and 
practices of non-private car mobility better. From this perspective, Meurer et al. 
(2014) focuses on the perception of older people of ridesharing. In their work they 
show that ridesharing is a social practice that is tied to the logic of gift exchange, 
where a ride is costless but not free. In particular, the study shows that older 
people have a high need for autonomy and flexibility which must be considered 
when designing support services. The results are considered by Stein et al. (2017), 
who design a platform allowing users to retrieve intermodal transportation 
information. Their goal was to provide an easy-to-use interface that takes the 
spatial-temporal order of mobility routines into account. In addition, the design 
concept makes use of the insight that older consumers’ mobility activities are 
often related to participation in events or visiting a point of interest. 
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It is the old wisdom of cultural studies that one recognizes one's own through 
the foreign. Comparative ethnographic studies are therefore helpful to understand 
the socio-cultural context and the dynamic and changeability of social practices. 
Wulf et al’s (2019) study on overland transportation practices in Madagascar is 
quite interesting for two reasons. First, the ethnographic study reveals 
opportunities for computer-supported mobility which address the local needs and 
constraints of a country like Madagascar. Secondly, the study shows how different 
mobility practices can be different compared to industrialized countries in many 
different ways. 

In contrast to natural science, social practices as the subject of socio-
informatics research do not present a static subject but co-evolve with the new 
technological possibilities. Both consumers and researcher, for instance, are faced 
with the challenge of figuring out how autonomous driving might affect existing 
mobility practices in the future. The work of Meurer et al. [REF] as well as 
Stevens et al. (2019) illustrates different ways to address this challenge designing 
for and understanding future mobilities. Meurer et al. (2020) conduct a Wizard-of-
Oz experiment, where people can use a simulated robo-cab for a week, to get a 
grip on the appropriation of such service. They figure out that passengers were not 
passive, but actively monitoring the trip to adjust routes and stops and handle 
emergency situations. Stevens et al. (2019) focus on the materiality of practices. 
From this perspective they conduct a co-design study where, in a first step, 
consumers envision what activities they might conduct in a driverless vehicle and, 
in a second step, how the car interior should be designed to support these. Their 
study shows that people tend to prefer mobile offices and camper-like interiors. 
From this stance, the study raises awareness about two rebound effects: First, a 
user-centered design might lead to heavier and larger cars in the future and 
secondly, the option to work on the trip would allow people to save time which 
could lead to longer commuting distances. To prevent such negative effects, they 
conclude that other forms of mobility should be investigated beyond the vision 
autonomous driving.  

Altogether, the studies show that sustainability presents a global challenge, yet 
we cannot hope to find a global answer. Yet, practice-based design means that we 
must study each consumption field (housing, mobility, nutrition, etc.) in its own 
and develop concepts for and with the specific socio-material context at hand. 
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Reacting to the discussion on global warming, the HCI community has started to explore 
the design of tools to support responsible energy consumption. An important part of this 
research focuses on motivating energy savings by providing feedback tools which 
present consumption metrics interactively. In this line of work, the configuration of 
feedback has been mainly discussed using cognitive or behavioral factors. This narrow 
focus, however, misses a highly relevant perspective for the design of technology that 
supports sustainable lifestyles: to investigate the multiplicity of forms in which individuals 
or collectives actually consume energy. In this article, we broaden this focus, by taking a 
phenomenological lens to study how people use off-the- shelf eco-feedback systems in 
private households to make energy consumption accountable and explainable. By 
reconstructing accounting practices, we delineate several constitutive elements of the 
phenomenon of energy usage in daily life. We complement these elements with a 
description of the sophisticated methods used by people to organize their energy 
practices and to give a meaning to their energy consumption. We describe these 
elements and methods, providing examples coming from the fieldwork and uncovering 
observed strategies to account for consumption. Based on our results, we provide a 
critical perspective on existing eco-feedback mechanisms and describe several elements 
for a design rationale for designing support for responsible energy consumption. We 
argue that interactive feedback systems should not simply be an end, but rather a 
resource for the construction of the artful practice of making energy consumption 
accountable. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Motivated by rising global energy demands and a growing awareness of the 
scarcity of natural resources [EIA 2011b], the design of environment-friendly 
technology has become an important issue at the intersection of different 
disciplines. Design-oriented 

research ranges from promoting an overall sustainable product life cycle 
[Blevis 2007] to technologies supporting “green” lifestyles or environmentally 
friendly behavior [DiSalvo et al. 2010; Dourish 2010; Woodruff et al. 2008]. 
When looking at the big picture in energy consumption, domestic resource 
consumption makes up more than one-fifth of the overall usage of energy, and 
with a growing trend in terms of the ab- solute consumption rates [EIA 2011a]. 
This trend can be explained by rising incomes, higher living standards, a shift 
towards smaller households and larger dwellings, and a growing demand for 
electrical appliances [EEA 2011]. Hence, an increasing emphasis has been put on 
the research of technologies that enable people to take on an active role in 
reducing power consumption at home [Chetty et al. 2008; Fischer 2008; Pierce et 
al. 2010]. 

Studies have repeatedly pointed out the positive effects of feedback 
mechanisms in enabling consumers to gain a better understanding of their use of 
resources and to identify and depict energy savings potentials [Darby 2001; 
DiSalvo et al. 2010; Fitzpatrick and Smith 2009; Mankoff et al. 2007]. Over the 
past 20 years, feedback mechanisms have been widely studied in environmental 
psychology, mostly taking pos- itivistic stances, such as rational choice models or 
norm-activation models [Froehlich et al. 2010; Stern 1992]. Using these 
approaches, Darby showed, for example, that feed- back mechanisms can 
influence energy consumption in a positive way and can increase the potential of 
energy savings by 10%–15% [Darby 2001, 2006]. The positivistic stance of these 
approaches has been criticized, however, for overemphasizing the importance of 
deliberate and individual choices and disregarding the fact that individual 
consump- tion takes place in a larger socio-technical context [Gram-Hanssen 
2009; Shove 2003; Wilhite et al. 2000]. Existing positivistic models take the 
research subject for granted, without actually looking into the phenomenon of 
energy as it is constructed by the people themselves [Kempton and Montgomery 
1982]. 

By contrast, Pierce and Paulos [2010, 2011] take a phenomenological stance to 
de- scribe the relationship between humans and energy. The authors argue that 
energy is an imperceptible entity that has disappeared from our consciousness. 
Hence, design should render it perceptible again, in order to make it a visible part 
of our everyday lives, so that we can develop an emotional connection to it. A 
crucial foundation for the design of technology lies, therefore, in gaining an 
understanding of energy as an entity within our world, and in understanding how 



we use it, how we relate to it, and how we live with it. Pierce et al.’s 
phenomenological turn provides an interesting change in the research on energy 
feedback mechanisms because it reveals how the positivistic studies on this 
subject take for granted precisely what has to be actually uncovered by empirical 
research, namely what we are talking about when we talk about energy. 

Methodologically, our work is grounded in Garfinkel’s [1967] 
phenomenologically oriented Ethnomethodology and his concept of 
“accountability”, which refers to members as situated practices of looking and 
telling by which phenomena become observable and reportable. In particular, 
accounting practices are not external to phenomena but con- stitutive by 
expressing its ordering structures. To study these structures empirically, we adopt 
Crabtree’s techno methodological operationalization of Garfinkel’s [1967] 
concept of breaching experiment as short-term practice intervention through 
technical artifacts [Crabtree 2003, 2004a, 2004b]. 

In our case, we studied the world of energy consumption as perceived by 
people. To do so, we provided 16 households (46 participants) with 
electricity usage monitors and took the collected data as a starting point. We 
then discussed with the participants how they interpreted their energy 
consumption and made it accountable.1 Based on these accounts, we 
elaborated on the household members’ categories and methods, which 
turned energy consumption into a meaningful object for them. 

We provide here a description of the revealed structure of the phenomenon 
of private energy consumption, as reconstructed from the accounts given by 
participants of the study, and list several implications that this structure 
has for the design of interactive technology to support sustainable 
lifestyles. 

1. ON A PHENOMENOLOGY OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

Instead of resorting to armchair theorizing and speculation, we must 
consult ‘the things themselves’, or that which ‘manifests itself ’ or ‘gives 
itself ’ [Overgaard and Zahavi 2009] 

In simple terms, phenomenology refers to the study of “phenomena” as 
they appear in our lifeworld [Sokolowski 2000]. The concept of lifeworld 
(from the German word “Lebenswelt”), refers to the world that we 
experience in our ordinary life, the world that we perceive as opposed to 
what we think are the causes of our perceptions [Fallman 2003]. 
Phenomenological investigation aims to study the nature of the 
phenomena in question by analyzing, from a first-person perspective, the 
constitutive structures of the conscious experience. As researchers, however, 
we have no direct access to someone else’s first-person perspective. A 
fundamental claim of phenomenology (like pragma- tism) is that something 
like direct experience does not exist. Every sensation is always linguistically 
mediated, embedded in the horizon of a mundane world of disclosure. The 
aim of empirical phenomenology studies is to recover the phenomenon from 
the various traces and expressions of social interaction left by people, so the 
foreign perspective is made accountable [Garfinkel 1994; Oevermann 1993; 
Titscher et al. 2000]. 

A defining element of phenomenology is the transformation of the false 
subject-object dualism into a correlation between what is experienced and 
the mode of experiencing it [Ihde 1986]. This transformation creates what 
Ihde [1978] calls the instrumental character of the constitution of objects: 
what is given depends on how it is given, including the involved technical 
instruments by which it is given. By changing the mode of experiences 



through the design of technical instruments, we as designers contribute to 
the constitution of the lifeworld of people. A central implication of this non-
neutrality of technology [Fallman 2011; Ihde 1978] is that the matter of 
design should not be the artifact in isolation, but the co-evolution of the 
artifacts and the social practices in which they are embedded. It is not enough 
for design inquiry to just uncover the configuration phenomena of someone 
else’s lifeworld. It also needed to explore the ordering principles, methods, and 
technologies that are part of the configuration process. 

The insights of phenomenology hint to an incompleteness of the 
rationalistic en- vironmental research paradigm [Strengers 2011] 
regarding the design of interactive technologies to support responsible 
energy usage based on feedback mechanisms. In particular, energy 
consumption does not exist in itself, but is always energy consump- tion for 
someone. The energy of flashes, volcanoes, or windstorms is usually not 
per- ceived as energy consumption, but as natural phenomena. This 
highlights that energy and energy consumption are different concepts. This 
is not to say that energy con- sumption is a purely imagined category, but 
to stress that the inquiry into energy loses its subject matter if reduced 
only to the language of natural science (e.g., by reducing normative 
categories like wasting through the use of definitions based on physical 
categories like kW). In other words, energy as a part of our lifeworld 
has 

 
consumption when referring to the consumption of their electrical appliances. This does not 
deny the fact that other types of energy exist, so it might be more accurate, from physical 
perspective, to use the term “electricity”. However, such a terminology would not pay justice 
to people’s ordinary practice, so from a phenomenological stance the notion of energy 
consumption seems to be more appropriate. 
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an essential normative character that could not be 
reduced to any physical concept of energy which is 
by definition descriptive [Statistisches Bundesamt 
2011; Winch 1958]. Therefore, the focus of study for 
the design of sustainable interactive technology 
should not just be materialized energy as an entity 
of the natural world (e.g., mea- sured in physical 
terms like “kW”), but rather energy as part of an 
intentional world, where it carries a meaning (e.g., 
given and judged in normative terms like “wasting” 
or “sparing”). 

In their work, Pierce and Paulos have been 
following a phenomenological approach towards 
sustainable interaction design, emphasizing the 
intentional constitution of energy consumption 
[Pierce and Paulos 2011]. To approach the 
phenomenon of en- ergy, the authors use a 
postphenomenological framework, proposed by 
Ihde [1978] to differentiate and understand current 
design approaches. Using several categories of 
human-machine relations described in the work of 
Ihde, such as background, embodi- ment, 
hermeneutics, or alterity, Pierce and Paulos outline 
the diverse human-electricity relations. Based on 
this characterization, they draw a useful theoretical 
foundation to explain the diversity of approaches in 
HCI and to open new paths for the design of 
sustainable technology. 

The arguments and categorization of Pierce and 
Paulos provide an interesting twist to the 
theoretical discussion around feedback systems. The 
phenomenological approach raises not only the 
question of what a relationship between humans 
and energy looks like, but also the question of 
energy as a socio-technical phenomenon and the 
account- ability of the human-energy relationship. 
The work of Pierce and Paulos centers on human-
technology and human-electricity relations [Pierce 
and Paulos 2011; Pierce et al. 2010], uncovering an 
important element for the design of supporting 
technology, namely the question of what the 
mundane human-energy relationship looks like in 
practice. 

An important element to consider when 
addressing this question is that intentional 



qualities are not directly accessible. Empirically, we 
can only study the way people re- port a 
phenomenon. Approaching energy consumption 
calls, therefore, for empirically uncovering the 
mundane configuration of the phenomenon as it 
manifests itself to par- ticular people in particular 
settings. Garfinkel [1994] used the term ethno-
methods to characterize the ordinary methods with 
which members of a certain practice constitute and 
make an orderly world accountable. He argued that 
these ordering principles are not a prerequisite, but 
an outcome of making the actual setting 
“detectable, count- able, recordable, reportable, tell-
a-story-about-able, analyzable-in short, 
accountable” [Garfinkel 1994]. 

Garfinkel’s ethno-methodological ideas were 
introduced to HCI by Lucy Suchman’s [2006] work 
on situated action. The ethno-methodological 
stance in HCI was further elaborated by Button 
and Dourish [1996], who introduced the concept of 
techno- methodology, explicitly building on the 
ethno-methodological tradition. This concept was 
later further developed by Crabtree [2003, 2004a, 
2004b] as a way of approaching the design of 
interactive systems. In particular, Crabtree 
recognized the nonneutrality of technology, by 
treating it not as an external element that is used 
in ethno-methods, but as an integral element in the 
constitution of ethno-methods. 

In this tradition of techno-methodology, we here 
argue for the need of an inquiry centered not only 
around the phenomenon of energy, but also on the 
mundane methods and technical instruments 
involved in energy consumption. Complementary to 
the the- oretical phenomenology focused on the 
human-electricity relation [Pierce and Paulos 
2011], we need an empirical phenomenology 
focused on revealing what is taken for granted, 
such as the ordering principles used by people to 
constitute and make energy consumption 
accountable. In other words, together with what 
people make accountable, 
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we propose to examine how this is made 
accountable. To address this need, we have been 
following a research agenda defined by three 
elements: 
—reconstruction of the elements used by people to 

make energy consumption describ- able; 
—analyzing of the reconstructed methods in relation to 
accountability; 
—envisioning technology to support or improve 

existing methods or to explore alternatives. 
In the following sections, we present the results of 
the outlined research agenda. First, we uncover the 
phenomenological structure of energy consumption 
and the ways peo- ple make them accountable. By 
interpreting these results, we have derived 
relevant implications for the design of technologies 
that support sustainable practices of energy 
consumption. 

2. ACCOUNTING FOR ENERGY CONSUMPTION PRACTICES 

To uncover the phenomenological structure of 
energy consumption practices, we con- ducted an 
empirical study with a total of 46 participants from 
16 households between June and October 2009. We 
used an experimental and explorative approach 
based on a reinterpretation of the ethno-
methodological concept of breaching experiment 
[Crabtree 2003; Garfinkel 1967]. The basic element 
of this approach was the introduc- tion of 
experimental technological elements and prototypes 
meant to purposely disturb the system of already 
embodied practices [Crabtree 2004a]. This type of 
intervention is not aimed at providing prototypical 
solutions for a particular problem. Instead, we 
hoped gain insight into how these practices emerge, 
how people adapt to technologies, and how 
unforeseen breakdowns can emerge from the use of 
technology. 

To explore practices of energy consumption, we 
introduced a simple, off-the-shelf metering device 

with Kilowatt/hour feedback in each household. In 
all cases the tech- nical intervention constituted a 

disturbing element in the sense of Crabtree’s 
concept of breaching experiments, as the 



introduced technology had not been used before in 
any of the households. We did not install more 

advanced devices, such as ambient eco- feedback or 
game-oriented solutions, as promoted in HCI, 

because these systems are solely studied for their 
motivational effects, but not in regard to the way in 

which peo- ple use them to reflect on their 
consumption. Hence we could not directly make use 
of other studies, but had to conduct our own inquiry 

using simple feedback mechanisms. We used a 
snowball recruiting method [Flick 2007] to get in 

contact with the par- ticipating households. 
Participation was voluntary and no financial 

compensation was offered. To create a qualitative 
sample [Flick 2007], we selected households that 

varied widely in demographics (age, gender), living 
arrangements (home owners, apartments), and 

social as well as professional background. There 
were a total of 46 participants; some were students, 

others were unemployed or professionals and 
academics. The age of the participants ranged from 
9 to 61 years. All households were located near the 

city of Bonn, Germany and had a similar cultural 
background, representing a typical 

sample for a German urban region [Federal Statistical Office 
Germany 2011]. 

This means our sample was quite diverse in 
regard to aspects such as demographics and gender, 
for example. When considering issues like 
electricity prices (about 24 EUR cent/kWh), billing 
practices (monthly or quarterly billing based on 
estimated consumption with a yearly adjustment to 
the real consumption), weather conditions 
(moderate summers and winters), and general 
cultural background (urban, western lifestyle), 
then our sample was quite homogeneous. 

An overview of some of the characteristics of the 
households and of the participating people is 
provided in Table I. 
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Table I. List of Households (AP = 
rented apartment, SP = separate 

home) 

No. Type of flat m2 Type of household- Permales 
H1 AP 45 single P1, male, 29, designer 
H2 AP 56 single P2, female, 21, pharmacist 
H3 AP 45 single P3, male, 29, electrician 
H4 AP 50 single P4, female, 28, trainee 
H5 AP 78 couple P5, male, 28 unemployed 

P6, female, 26, student 
H6 SP 130 family P7, male, 56, physician 

P8, female, 52, secretary 
P9, male, 21, student 
P10, male, 19, student 

H7 AP 28 single P11, female, 17, student 
H8 SP 168 family P12, male, 61, Teacher 

P13, female, 60, teacher 
P14, male, 28, carpenter 

H9 SP 123 family P15, male, 36, CEO in a large company 
P16, female, 35, housewife 
P17, female, 12, student 
P18, female, 9, student 

H10 SP 130 family P19, male, 49, soldier 
P20, female, 44, housewife 
P21, male, 19, student 
P22, female, 17, student 

H11 SP 112 family P23, male, 42, self-employed engineer 
P24, female, 42, part-time marketing expert 
P25, male, 11, student 
P26, female, 9, student 

H12 SP 250 family P27, male, 57, civil servant 
P28, female, 53, housewife 
P29, female, 18, student 
P30, male, 15, student 

H13 AP 72 couple P31, male, 25, shopkeeper, 
P32, female, 22, student 

H14 SP 190 family P33, male, 48, manager 
P34, female, 44, nurse 
P35, female, 19, student 
P36, female, 17, student 
P37, male, 14, student 

H15 SP 129 family P38, male, 44, Technical designer 
P39, female, 44, housewife 
P40, male, 16, student 
P42, male, 15, student 



H16 SP 135 family P43, male, 42, mechanic in a large industry 
P44, female, housewife 
P45, male, 21, student 
P46, male, 19, student 

The breaching experiments happened in three phases. 
(1) Getting familiar with the context. As a first 

step, we conducted one semistruc- tured interview 
in each household, with one or two participants, to 
get to know the people and to uncover attitudes and 
motivations that affect their energy consumption. 
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Fig. 1. A PowerMeterClock and power meter installed in one of 
the households (left). Some of the appliances measured by the 
power meter (right). 

 
The questions in the initial interviews mainly 
focused on attitudes towards resource consumption 
and on how participants managed electrical 
consumption. 

(2) Implementing smart metering. On the same 
visit as the interview was conducted, we installed 
basic smart metering infrastructure that measured 
energy consumption on an appliance level in the 
entire household over a period of 7 to 10 days. The 
dura- tion of exploration slightly differs because of 
availability of participants. The installed 
infrastructure consisted of 7 wall socket sensors 
that measured energy consumption and a 
PowerMeterClock (refer to Figure 1). The 
PowerMeterClock acted as a buffer that stored 
consumption information and simultaneously 



provided rudimentary real-time information, such 
as the current electrical power usage und 
accumulated consump- tion of each appliance. 
Additionally, the consumption data of the entire 
household was recorded by recording the meter 
reading manually at beginning and the end of the 
study. To take each particular housing situation 
and the different preferences into ac- count, the 
sensors were installed with the help of the 
participants. During the trial, the participants 
continued with their daily life, while the smart 
metering infrastructure measured the selected 
appliances. 

(3) Posttrial interviews to uncover individual 
household practices. After the first week, we started 
collecting data from the households. The collected 
measurement data provided the basis for the 
preparation of post-trial workshops. The data was 
taken from the sensors on each appliance and from 
the measurements of the entire household. The 
overall consumption data was derived from power 
meters provided by the local energy provider that 
were generally installed in the basement (refer to 
Figure 1). 

We again visited each household shortly after the 
data collection visit, and this visit was used for 
post-trial workshops. The aim of these workshops 
was to obtain an 
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Fig. 2. A researcher conducting a post-trial interview. The 
graphic on top was one of the visualizations used to indicate 
electricity consumption. 

 
insight into how the phenomenon of energy 
consumption manifested itself in the differ- ent 
private households. We used paper-based and 
computer-based dynamical graphic representations 
that provided visualizations of the consumed 
electricity in units of power (Watt) and energy 
(kWh). These representations were then discussed 
with the participants in regard to their 
consumption behavior. 

All interviews were recorded and several parts 
were also captured on video. This resulted in more 
than 20 hours of audio data being analyzed, 
combining open coding methods [Strauss and Corbin 
1990] to structure the observed phenomena, and 
sequence analysis methods [Pilz 2007; Titscher et al. 
2000] to produce a verbatim analysis of the 
expressions of the phenomena in their natural 
orderliness. This analysis provided the foundation 
to uncover and support the categories and methods 
presented in the next sections. 
3. THE CONFIGURATION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

The analysis of the data collected in the interviews 
and workshops provided insight into the different 



ways in which people perceive energy consumption 
as a meaningful part of their life. This section will 
present the most relevant of our observations, 
illustrated with extracts from the collected body of 
data. 
4.1. The Nature of Wasting Energy 

As mentioned before, energy consumption is always 
energy consumption for someone. This constitutive 
feature of energy has a specific meaning, which 
emerges from the fact that people have to pay and 
are made responsible for their energy consumption. 
Therefore one might expect that people reflect on 
their consumption in economic terms. As we will 
show in Section 5.5, the category money does play 
an important role as an accounting unit to compare 
consumption. A more precise inquiry revealed, 
however, that participants primarily thought about 
energy in terms of wasting and not in terms of 
absolute costs. The first element that we would like 
to present in our account is, consequently, the 
phenomenological structure of wasting, and in 
particular how and when energy is considered 
wasted and how wasting is attributed to someone. 

4.1.1. Wasting Energy: An Expression of a Careless 
Lifestyle. In an early work on sustain- able 
interaction design, Woodruff et al. [2008] conducted 
a study on supporting what 
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they call “green” lifestyles. They showed that living 
green represents a value system focused on the 
reasonable administration of the resources 
available. In green ethics, it is considered wrong to 
drive a luxious car just for fun; it is deemed a bad 
lifestyle choice because of the resources wasted. 
Taken to an extreme, these green-value systems 
pro- vide fixed definitions of what wasting is. In 
our fieldwork, however, we observed that the value 
systems of our subjects were more subtle, as the 
following interview sequence shows. 
Interviewer: What do you think are the top five most used 
appliances? 
John (P7, 56, physician and father of two adult 

sons, living with his wife in a separate home): 
Well, first the TV and my desktop computer, then 
my wife’s laptop [laughing], then the washing 
machine and then my office downstairs in the 
basement. Which is not used regularly.. .but in 
regards to energy consumption, it’s in the top five  
also 
the lights and [  ] I actually changed our lights to low 
current and energy-saving 
bulbs [  ] I would add them to the top five or top ten. 

Interviewer: Did you determine this through consumption [  
] the top five? Because 

I thought [.. .] as a first step, more like, what is 
used, no matter how much it consumes... just 
that...  

John: No, actually [.. .] I would prefer to categorize it, like, by 
saying [  ] this is media 

energy, which is like leisure energy and the other, that is 
for example [ ................................................................................................... ] yes, we  
working energy. For example the fridge [.. .] it is easy to 
ignore, because [ ..................................................................................................... ] t  
fridge is always on [ .... ] when you think of it, but you never 
really realize how much 
it consumes. 

Interviewer: And how would you picture media energy and 
working energy [ ........................................................................................................... ]  

leisure energy and working energy? 
John: So [.. .] Usage that happen in my free time, like media 
energy [ ......................................................................................................... ] so to say, t  

computer (desktop PC on a desk) is running, if I 



am currently not working, for fun, then the TV is 
on as well, and there’s also another computer 
connected [.. .] and [ .....................................................................................................   
my wife for example goes online as 

well (with her laptop) Interviewer: 
Yes. 
John: Basically there are three workspaces that are occupied 
only for media [ ........................................................................................................ ] whe  

I’m only doing media stuff and [ ... ] perhaps the washing 
machine downstairs, that 
is work energy on the other hand [.. .]I mean, I need that 
somehow [.. .] yes [ .....................................................................................................   
that is the way I categorize it. I have to do the 
laundry but I do not have to watch TV. So I have 
the opportunity to say [.. .] OK [ ............................ ] I leave the TV off and go on t  
Internet [.. .] but then again I would like to see a movie [ .... ] 
and my PC [on the desk] 
is still running even if there is another PC [used 
to watched movies] with the same functions. 

While explaining the consumption of the diverse 
appliances, John refers to his energy consumption 
using two categories he calls “leisure energy” and 
“working energy”. He further elaborates this by 
describing the characteristics of these categories. 
In his example of “leisure energy”. he discusses the 
energy consumption by questioning its validity, in 
this particular case by “leaving the computer on 
without using it”. For him, “not working” with the 
computer, but having it turned on, is not 
necessarily a reasonable way to use energy. The 
characteristics of what John means by “working 
energy” emerge when he talks about the “need” of 
having a washing machine. John separates them 
“simply” by comparing the need “of doing laundry” 
with the nonexisting requisites “of watching TV”. 

“Wasting” emerged as a common category, 
appearing in almost all cases of our anal- ysis. 
However, the following discussion about reasonable 
use, between the interviewer and between Hans, a 
father from one of the households, shows how the 
interpretation of “wasting” is quite random and 
depends on the personal way of life. 
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Hans (P43, 42, mechanic and father of two grown up 

sons): [.. .] and things like leaving the computer 
on for three days because you’re downloading 
huge files from the Internet, you know [.. .] and 
you benefit from this, and if you benefit from it, 
you should pay for electricity. [Interviewer: Yes] 
The minute that you download a large file, you 
are using the computer. That’s simply your 
usage time. 

Interviewer: Yes, but that is not necessarily 
reasonable use. Doing your homework on the 
computer, it makes more sense than watching a 
movie you’ve downloaded from the Internet. 

Hans: Well, but then [name of feedback system] 
needs to be able to distinguish between useful and 
nonuseful energy consumption. [.. .] If I were a 
movie fan, and if I wanted to see a movie, then 
what?[.. .] Well, as soon as these things [the 
computers]are needed, no matter for what, then 
you should pay for electricity. The crucial point is 
how to deal with these things [computers] when 
they are not needed. 

 
While giving an account of his consumption, the 
father refers to what he calls “beneficial use”. He 
legitimizes the consumed energy by valuing the 
intention of downloading files. The interviewer 
introduces the idea of reasonable use. While 
considering the opinions of the interviewer might 
appear as a methodological flaw for an 
ethnographic study, at this point the interviewer is 
speaking of his own experience with computers, so 
we decided to use the dialog. For the interviewer, 
downloading files is not necessarily “reasonable 
use”. In doing this, he shows that, for him, 
purposes are not neutral, but they are matter of 
subjective values. The father acknowledges the 
argument of the interviewer, but concludes that a 
distinction between right and wrong should be 
made by the system. For the father, the judgment 
of a purpose is crucial to legitimize the usage of 
energy and “useful” and “nonuseful” energy are the 
relevant cri- teria to describe energy consumption 
as “wasting”. Again, in this argument, the father 
expresses that the perception of such purposes is 



subjective: “If I were a movie fan [.. .].” This reveals 
a seminal difference with dogmatic green-value 
positions which assume the existence of an objective 
vantage point to judge purposes. In the presented 
episode, the father identified a consumption 
purpose as a basic category to make consumption 
accountable. For him it is important to distinguish 
between right and wrong purposes. However, how 
these distinctions are made is a matter of subjective 
consideration, and consequently, they cannot be 
delegated to any externally defined algorithm. 

 
4.1.2. Wasting Energy: Inefficient Use of Resources. The 

link between energy consumption and purpose 
represents a first basic element in defining wasting. 
This attribution allows the judging of energy 
consumption as wasteful by connecting it to a 
careless lifestyle. A second element in the definition 
of wasting arises from the form that consumption 
takes on in relation to the use of resources. The 
following discussion about data presentation 
illustrates this point. 

 
Interviewer: OK, so if you have information like 

the one displayed, is this one inter- esting for 
you? 

Martha (P4, 28, trainee and single, living in a 
rented apartment): Yes. I think it is interesting, 
but only if I have a reference to compare it to. 
For example, if I knew that my washing machine 
uses this much and a washing machine should 
normally consumes that much. I can’t really apply 
that information right now [.. .] I mean, I am 
aware that a washing machine consumes more 
energy than a fridge. I just thought that [with 
the system] I would be able to see if you can 
somehow save electricity or if you can identify a 
black sheep in the apartment. 

Interviewer: Well, you have a display here [.. .] the 
information that you are missing is a 
comparative value [.. .] is there something else? 
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Martha: Well, for example, I would find that 
interesting with regards to the fridge. The energy 
consumption is rather stable [  ] but it would be 
interesting to see what the 
comparative value of a newer standard model 
would be. And a new washing machine that runs 
on a 40 degree program, how much energy that 
would use. 

In this sequence, Martha states that for her the 
“reference to compare how much” energy her 
washing machine uses in relation to a “very modern 
washing machine” is the relevant question whether 
she “can somehow save some electricity” in her 
apartment. The same concern later came up again 
when Martha mentions her wish of being able to 
compare the “usage” of her refrigerator with a 
comparable one. In Martha’s account, the significant 
elements are the used resources and a comparison 
with the consumption of alternative appliances. In 
her case, the purpose of energy consumption is 
already settled and accepted as necessary. So 
wasting becomes defined by the amount of used 
resources. Avoiding waste and saving energy can 
be achieved by replacing devices that are less 
energy efficient. The purpose itself (cooling, 
washing) remains out of the question and, hence 
nonnegotiable [Strengers 2011]. 

4.1.3. Wasting Energy: Connecting Purpose and Used 
Resources. The aforementioned ele- ments defining 
the waste of energy, used resources and purpose, 
are not independent and their interaction 
constitutes a third element in defining waste. The 
following vi- gnette illustrates this connection. 
Here, one interviewee imagines how a feedback 
system should present continuous energy 
consumption. 
Interviewer: Do you think, with such 

visualizations, if you had the option of following 
and checking your energy consumption 
continuously, do you think you would be able to 
control your consumption better? 

Simone (P20, 44, housewife, living with her 
husband and two children in a separate house): 



Yes, I think that if I had those data in mind, I 
would pay more attention to what I turn on, I 
mean, of course not to how long [they remain on]. 
I would try now and then to not have all 
appliances running. If I knew my usage, or [if I 
knew] how many kilowatts I’m using [  ] I 
would turn off the TV and then I would go on 
the 
Internet or maybe I wouldn’t turn music on 
while I’m surfing the Internet to save some 
electricity. Maybe it would be interesting or more 
intriguing for me, at least. Actually it would stop 
me if I knew how expensive it was. 

The initial reflection of Simone articulates the link 
between purpose and use of energy resources. Her 
strategy of turning the TV off when it is not being 
used does not question the benefit of watching 
television in general. Just as in Martha’s case, 
here, wasting represents an expression of a 
suboptimal use of resources. Simone’s strategy to 
avoid waste, however, is not to replace the device 
with a more efficient one, but to cut back in 
electricity consumption by changing the activity 
and reformulating the activity’s purpose from 
watching television to entertainment, and hence, 
moving to something less expensive in terms of 
energy consumption. This linkage is clarified in the 
last statement of Simone: “actually it would stop 
me if I knew how expensive it is.” A similar account 
was often expressed in the post-trial interviews. In 
most of the cases, energy waste is not completely 
subordinated under the purpose or the used 
resources. Waste in these cases can only be judged 
by the proportionality making the connection of 
purpose and used resources to the subject of 
reflection. 

4.2. Energy Consumption and the Present Self 

A further observed element in consumption 
accounts is the construction of a relation- ship 
between the subjects and their energy 
consumption. This construction is where feedback 
plays an important role because it can create a 
connection between agency and consumption. 
Previous work in environmental psychology has 
shown that monthly 
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energy bills are too detached from the consumption 
context to be useful in fostering environmentally 
friendly practices [Kempton and Layne 1994]. To 
solve this problem, immediate feedback has become 
one of the most important design options [Darby 
2006; DiSalvo et al. 2010; Froehlich et al. 2010]. In 
our daily life, we do not perceive energy itself as 
being consumed but services that consume energy 
[Wilhite et al. 2000]. Con- sequently, we should not 
only consider the detachment of feedback 
information from the context of consumption, but 
also the detachment humans perceive when using 
the energy-consuming aspect of technology. 

In the following sections, we will reconstruct the 
relationship between people, ser- vices, and 
consumption starting empirically with the 
perspective of people and their accounting 
practices, as defined in our phenomenological 
agenda. We have observed people talking about 
consumption and have found categories that fit into 
the phe- nomenological notions of background and 
embodied services [Ihde 1978]. An embodied service 
is a service that stems from an activity actually 
performed by an individual, while a background 
service is part of our domestic environment, makes 
our lives possi- ble, and has become an integral 
part of our daily practices. 

4.2.1. Background Services as Baseload. In our 
interviews, background services mani- fested 
themselves in what Bob, one of our participants, 
called baseload. In his percep- tion, a specific 
amount of energy must be used to cover basic 
needs. In the following sequence, Bob explains this. 

Bob (P23, 42, engineer, living with his wife, son, and 
daughter in a separate house): So I’d find it good, 
if there were a certain baseload that is necessary 
for the house. That would include all devices that 
you cannot switch off such as the router, a fridge, 
a freezer, and so on. 

Interviewer: Telephone and so on. 
Bob: If you knew this baseload and could compare 

it with the energy consumption of all the devices 
that you could but should not turn off, standby 



units, so to speak. 
Interviewer: Yes. 
Bob: And then, of course, the devices that are 

turned on whenever needed. If you had this 
separation, then you could probably manage your 
energy usage better. The heating, the fridge, or 
the freezer, you cannot change anyway. You can 
replace them, and you just know that there is a 
certain baseload used in a household. 

What Bob describes is an aspect of how always-on 
devices become permanent habitants of the 
electrified household. The interesting point, 
however, is that always-on devices are seen as 
background services which are attributed to the house 
(“that is necessary for the house”). For example, Bob 
mentions his router, refrigerator, or freezer as 
appliances that need to be continuously running, 
compared to other devices that should consume 
energy only when actually needed. 

When becoming a background service, detached 
from an ongoing activity, the human relationship 
with the device changes, and consequently the ways 
of how consumption is made accountable changes. 
The central aspect observed for background services 
is that they create a baseload that, in the eyes of 
the consumers, cannot possibly be changed because 
it is essential. Hence, this consumption is not 
considered wasteful. In contrast, consumption 
created by embodied services running without any 
concrete, present need are deemed as a waste of 
energy, as, for example, Simone states in Section 
4.1.3. 

“I would then turn off the TV and I would go on the 
Internet or maybe I wouldn’t put music on at the 
same time that I’m surfing the Internet, to save 
some electricity [.. .] it would stop me if I knew 
how expensive it is.” 
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4.2.2. Feedback, Action and Interpretation. A further 
element in the construction of one’s own energy 
consumption is the relevance of context. The 
following sequence taken from an interview with 
George explains this aspect. The interviewer asks 
George if a physical display of his consumption 
would be interesting, and while agreeing, he 
mentions a fundamental problem with such a 
display. 
George (P1, 29, designer, living alone in a rented 

apartment): I want to have the facts, because
 .................. that’s why I said that there are 
devices which I cannot turn off and if 
the fridge is on, it’s on. And if a flower wilts or whatever 
turns red ...................................................................................................... I don’t ca  
because I cannot change it anyway. 

For George, the relevant element is not absolute 
energy consumption but rather energy waste. 
Immediate feedback makes sense for George only if 
energy consumption is caused by the immediate 
acts of an individual, that is, when there is space 
for a corrective action. This does not necessarily 
imply that feedback on consumption is irrelevant. 
Rather it shows a need for additional mechanisms 
that indicate paths of action. In George’s case, for 
example, alternative options could be changing the 
position of the refrigerator to a cooler space or to 
provide options for buying an environmentally 
friendlier one. 

The argument underlying the comment of George 
additionally shows a more subtle problem with 
traditional feedback mechanisms. George points 
out how they fail to create a link to a certain 
activity or to a certain class of consumptions. In the 
case of embodied services, the activity creating the 
consumption is present, and can be used to 
construct meaning for feedback information. In 
contrast, the background service provided by the 
refrigerator is not present to George. The 
perceivable hook for this consumption is not 
available, and consequently George cannot 
semantically interpret the provided feedback. 

4. METHODS OF MAKING ENERGY ACCOUNTABLE 



In the previous section we discussed what energy 
consumption means for the partici- pants. In this 
section, we will move our focus towards how the 
participants made energy consumption accountable. 
This change of focus is very important, because the 
ways in which people account for their consumption 
can have a significant impact on energy 
consumption and waste. As discussed previously, 
we refer to these mundane practices as methods in 
the tradition of ethno-methodology. We will here 
present four methods we observed. The first refers 
to the direct comparison of energy consumers. The 
second refers to money as a universal instrument to 
make consumption comparable. The third refers to 
the mapping of consumption to the accounts of 
others. The fourth and last method presented 
refers to the mapping of consumption to 
reconstructing routines. 

5.1. Consuming Appliances of the Same Type 

One of the methods used by people to give a 
meaning to consumption, which was observed 
often, was the use of comparisons to other 
appliances regarded as being of the same type. The 
following excerpt illustrates this method. 
Interviewer: Would it also interest you, in that 

respect, how others look? Meaning, that if you 
now measure your own use, that we’ll look at in 
minute, we can look at it now [  ] does that 
correspond to your expectations of how a 
refrigerator behaves? 

Mike (P12, 61, teacher, living with his wife and son 
in a separate house): Yeah, that is what I expect 
from a refrigerator. When it comes to the 
household, checking how much electricity I 
consume and how much a four-person-household 
consumes? That actually wouldn’t really 
motivate me. I probably would have a look at 
where and how I use what amount of energy. 
How much electricity it is, what that amounts to 
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in terms of money and where I could change 
something. And if I say that’s ok, I’ll allow 
myself that comfort, then I have to pay for it too. 
So, in regards to that, what others households 
consume, isn’t that interesting to me. 

Interviewer: That means [that you would] a 
comparison between various types of equipment, 
within the same device type. You know that a 
refrigerator of a certain brand uses a certain 
amount of energy. So then you know how much 
your model should consume, but you can see that 
it actually consumes much more. Would that be 
useful? 

Mike: Right. That would be interesting. Actually, 
only for the same type of devices. If I’m going to 
buy a refrigerator, I am doing it because I need 
one and it is also clear to me that it consumes 
electricity. And then, when making a purchase, I 
would look for one that does not consume too 
much energy. I can compare old devices with 
newer models and can then calculate if it would 
be profitable to exchange my old one for a newer 
one. Then, maybe I would think about buying a 
new one [.. .] and not wait until the one I have is 
broken. 

The interviewer brings up the possibility of 
comparing the consumption with the values 
measured by other consuming groups of people. 
Instead of following the suggestion of the 
interviewer, Mike rejects the idea of comparing 
himself to a statistical conception of expected 
consumption of a similar type of consumer (a four-
person household), stating that for him it would be 
more helpful to think on the device level, comparing 
the energy consumption of devices of the same type. 
Instead of identifying wasteful activities, it seems 
that the primary concern for Mike was in making 
the wasting of resources detectable (“I can then 
calculate if it would be profitable to exchange my 
old one for a newer model”). This form of 
comparison can often be found in our results, and it 
is mostly used to make inefficient consumption 
visible and accountable. We observed this 
comparison being made to detect wasting for both 



embodied services (like watching TV) as well as 
background services (as provided, e.g., by a 
refrigerator). They were more common, however, 
when describing wasting by background services. A 
possible explanation for the preference expressed 
by Mark is the structural limitation, created by the 
need of categories to allow comparisons. When 
talking about the background service of cooling, it 
is easy to compare two sorts of refrigerators. Often, 
however, the reasons for energy consumption 
(watching football or driving to work) have their 
own qualities which are not directly comparable. In 
the following section we will present an observed 
method that people used to deal pragmatically with 
the problem of comparing disparate categories of 
consumption. 

5.2. Money as a Universal Accounting Instrument 

A phenomenon observed many times during our data 
collection was the use of money as a reference 
system to make energy consumption accountable. 
The following sequence illustrates this. It is taken 
from a discussion where in a couple and their son 
analyze their consumption during a reflection 
workshop. The couple is completely astounded by 
the high consumption resulting from the computer 
activities of their son. Their request for an 
explanation from him leads to the following 
discussion. 
Daniel (P27, 57, civil servant, living with his wife 

and two sons in a separate house): You won’t be 
getting any allowance for some time. Do you know 
how much electricity your computer uses? 

Jac
ob 
(P3
0, 
15, 
stu
den
t): 
Nop
e! 
Dan
iel: 
It’s 
abs



olut
ely 
outr
age
ous! 
Jac
ob: 
Wh
at? 
Daniel: It used 
77 kilowatts 
this week. 
Interviewer: 
Since last 
Saturday. 
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Daniel: In the kitchen, the dishwasher uses eight 

kilowatts and it runs every day, sometimes twice 
a day. 

Jacob: How much is that? 
Daniel: Yes—that’s fourteen cents a kilowatt hour 

times 77, do the math, fifty-two weeks. Imagine 
what your computer costs! 

Jacob: Should I do that now or what? 
Emma (P28, 53, female, housewife): No, you don’t 

need to calculate that now. I just wanted to say 
that the cost of your computer is about the same 
amount of your weekly allowance. 

[Jacob leaves the discussion rather annoyed and confused] 
 
This sequence shows very nicely how energy 
consumption accounts can jump between several 
different reference systems. In a first attempt to 
articulate his frustration about the energy 
consumption of computer his son’s, the father uses 
a physical unit (kWh) as a reference system. He 
further extends his explanation by contextualizing 
the consumption of the computer with a 
comparison to an appliance with a well- defined 
role: the dishwasher and its comparatively low 
consumption in a week (8kWh compared to the 
77kWh). As implied in his conversion, the father 
attempts to provide some measure of the efforts that 
one-tenth of the energy consumed by the son can 
cover: the cleaning of the dishes for a whole week. 
None of these reference systems seems to impress 
Jacob. To make himself clear, the father moves to a 
monetary reference, proposing an approach to go 
from the consumption of the computer to monetary 
value. The father does not make things much 
clearer to Jacob and his use of big numbers points 
to an attempt to bring his son to empathize with 
the feelings of both parents. Jacob begins to 
understand, as his rather confused answer shows. 
The mother makes a final conversion to a reference 
system that belongs almost completely to the world 
of Jacob. She shows her son that the energy 
consumed by his computer accounts for almost as 
much as his weekly allowance. 

The sequence shows how the physical units like 
kWh can fall short in supporting the accountability 



of consumption in social settings. The majority of 
people, like the son and the mother, are not very 
familiar with the meaning and use of kWh. The 
ability to understand and convert kWh into other 
units, as shown by the father, represents an 
exceptional skill. In this context, the use of money 
as a common ground for making sense of 
consumption proves useful to bridge the different 
worlds involved in this in- teraction [Kempton and 
Montgomery 1982]. At first glance, the appeal of 
money as an accounting instrument might lie in 
the mentioned lack of skills to correctly interpret 
kWh. A more in-depth look at the many changes of 
reference systems in the sequence reveals, 
however, that it is not just a matter of knowledge 
that can be overcome, for example, by learning how 
to use kWh readings. As an accounting instrument, 
the physical reference system provided by kWh has 
a fundamental structural limitation: although it 
allows abstracting from specific appliances like 
computers or dishwaters into consumed electricity, 
the abstraction ends there, and it only allows 
comparing con- sumption in absolute amounts. In 
contrast, money represents a universal accounting 
instrument that can be used to compare and 
exchange any disparate couple of qualities 
[Karjalainen 2011]. In particular, it allows 
comparing between any type of consump- tion, such 
as playing computer games, buying new trousers, or 
washing the dishes. The mother uses this quality of 
money to convey the extent of consumption 
represented by the computer usage as a quality 
that can be understood by her son. 

It is important to note that our observation refers 
to money as an instrument to make a comparison. In 
our study the focus was not on the motivational 
effects of money, as a price signal to urge energy 
savings, as often discussed in rational choice-
oriented approaches in environmental research. 
For us, money was a universal instrument 
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that could be used to abstract a specific quality in 
every situation to appraise the value of something. 
This major advantage is alsoat the same its major 
drawback, namely in that it detaches compared 
qualities from their concrete value within the 
actual context [Fraser 1998]. This connection, 
however, plays a very important role for 
consumption accounts, as observed before in our 
outline of the strong connection between the 
definition of waste of energy and the personal 
perceptions of purposes and goals. So the property 
of universality that accounting instruments, like 
money (as a universal economic unit) or kWh (as a 
universal physical unit), provide, at some point 
needs to be contextualized and embedded into the 
lifeworld of people using this category. In this 
sense, the pattern observed in the sequence, of 
reaching for universal reference systems and then 
moving to a contextualized reference system is not 
just another strategy, but it represents a necessity 
when accounting for consumption. 

Contextualizing references requires the actors to 
have a shared definition of the situ- ation. This 
definition is at the same time established and 

negotiated during the actual social interaction 
[Shove 2003]. This negotiation is visible in the 

presented sequence. In his attempt in 
contextualization, the father establishes a relation 

between running the dishwasher and using the 
computer. His sentence implies a rhetorical 

question: “Do you realize that playing with your 
computer consumes ten times more than the 

dishwasher?” The mother goes one step further in 
the negotiation of a reference system that would 

allow her to convey her frustration. She moves from 
the universal frame of money into the lifeworld of 

her son, comparing the consumption of the 
computer to the weekly allowance. In essence, she 

asks rhetorically “Do you realize that playing with 
your computer costs just as much as all the things 

you buy with your weekly allowance?” The central 
point that we want make here is that accounting 

methods are biased instruments. They shape the 
space in which agency is negotiated. In this 
context, smart metering technology alters the 



domestic ecology by changing the ways in which 
consumption becomes detectable. In their presence, 

the son needs reasons to explain his own 
consumption not as an absolute, but compared to 

other subjective reference 
systems. 

 
5.3. Using Others’ Consumption as a Reference 

Comparison of consumption has a long and 
persistent presence in environmental psychology as 
well as in sustainable interaction design, under the 
concepts of com- parative feedback and social 
comparison, respectively. One important 
motivation for eco-feedback technologies can be 
traced back to the theory of social comparison 
[Brynjarsdóttir et al. 2012; Jacucci et al. 2009]. 
Following this theory, social comparison can 
motivate the adjusting of behavior in two ways: first, 
comparison can signal failure to comply with 
accepted social norms. Second, comparison can 
increase the motivation to contribute by being 
informed that others are also contributing. 

An interesting use of applying social comparison 
based on feedback technology ap- pears at a later 
point in the discussion between Daniel and Emma, 
presented before. The situation takes place at the 
end of the field trial and refers to the energy usage 
of their sons Jacob and Paddy. The participants 
were asked if they would like to continue with the 
trial and what would they like to do with the 
equipment in the future. 

Interviewer: So what else? 
Daniel (P27, 57, civil servant): Now, if we had the 

equipment for another week, we would give 
Paddy (P29,18, student) another one [.. .] placed 
there somewhere, and see what is better. This 
would be interesting. Perhaps it really is because 
of the old monitor. And then we could in 
comparison, measure at Jacob’s (P30, 15, 
student) 

Emma (P28, 53, female, housewife): Yes, that 
would be an option. Although he does not sit 
there [at the computer] so often [.. .]. 
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Daniel: Yes, but we would have a reference value, 
to see if something is wrong with Paddy’s or 
Jacob’s and then we’d know where the problem 
is [..................................................................................................... ]. 

Emma: Yes, but then it would be easier if you 
would measure each device separately, then you 
would see immediately which device would is 
consuming way too much. 

Daniel: [interrupting] Yes, I agree, yes, if we 
measure at Paddy’s and his consumes half as 
much energy, then something must be fishy with 
Jacob’s stuff. 

Emma: Yes, but then he would have to leave it on as 
often as Paddy and that’s not the case. That’s 
why it is easier[..]. 

Interviewer: One could, one could indeed 
extrapolate. One could say yes ok now Paddy is 
using it, he has used it for two hours now [ .......]. 

In the sequence we again see a comparison used to 
account for energy consumption. Contrasting to the 
previous portion of the discussion, this part refers to 
the comparison between individuals consuming 
energy. In this case, knowing consumption 
behavior does represent an end, but it serves rather 
as a means to make problems with energy services 
accountable. The primary concern of the 
comparison is not to figure out if Jacob’s lifestyle is 
wasteful, but to find out if something is wrong with 
the consumption of Jacob, which was initially 
blamed on a faulty monitor. The strategy points 
towards using comparative social feedback as an 
inquiry instrument to discover opportunities to 
save energy. For the father, comparing the 
information coming from both of his sons 
represents a good additional strategy to discover 
problems. The mother, however, relativizes the 
usefulness of this strategy, pointing out that the use 
of this strategy has to consider the differences in the 
habits of both of their sons. The transcript presents 
two issues that are central in comparisons: the 
need for dimensions to make consumption 
comparable and the relevance of the social context to 
be able to draw a usable conclusion from comparative 
social feedback. 



5.4. Habits and Situated Actions as Resources for Accounting 

Reflecting on routines and habits is a very 
important component of accounting for energy 
consumption. The following sequence provides a 
good example of this type of reflection. It comes 
from an interview where Hendrik uses the 
provided computer visualization to evaluate the 
data collected in the week prior to the interview 
together with the interviewer. 
Interviewer: That’s 10-minutes intervals. 
Hendrik (P31, 25, shopkeeper): The day in 10 minutes [ .... ] 
make it half an hour [I:ok] 

so now one can see that from the computer. 
Interviewer: I’ll also add the total [.. .] so [ .... ] here you have 
the consumption. 
Hendrik: The computer is still on[ ..... ]. 
Interviewer: Yes... around one o’clock you play around
 ................................................................................................. so
mewhere around 1:30 or 

so... you turn it off [ .... ] Then it is in standby or probably 
there is something running. 

Hendrik: But that’s not possible because the 
multisocket has a switch. [I: was it off?] It was off. 
I turn it off when I turn the computer off. That’s 
why I wonder why it keeps using energy. You 
cannot attribute it to the computer  there are a 
couple of devices 
there.. .but they are actually all off.. .except for the phone  
it could be the phone. 

In the sequence, both participants are trying to make 
sense of the data. The interviewer guesses that 
Hendrik left the computer on standby. Hendrik, 
however, adds information from his own habits to 
correct the assumptions of the interviewer. He 
knows that, because of his habit of switching off the 
entire muiltsocket, the computer can’t be using 
energy, so he looks for alternatives. Based on the 
readings and his knowledge of the configuration of 
the outlets and devices, he identifies the phone as a 
possible candidate. This example reveals an 
interesting relationship between energy 
consumption records 
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and habits. In a previous section, we showed how 
energy data can serve as a tool to asses habits in 

terms of energy consumption. In this case, however, 
this is reversed, and the habits are used as a 

foundation to make sense of the energy consumption 
data. 

Our second example also comes from the 
evaluation interview with Hendrik. This time, he 
reflects on an exception to his routines as a basis to 
build an account. 

Interviewer [looking at the screen]: What catches 
my attention in the configuration is... that you 
for example [.. .] that in the sensor 5... you have 
peeks in there... quite a few. Also quite regularly 
in the evenings. Around 9pm... could we... other 
mode... could we take a closer look at that? 

Hendrik (P31, 25, shopkeeper): That is [.. .] that’s 
actually because on those days I had no satellite 
reception... and I listened to Internet radio the 
whole night, so I didn’t turn the computer off... 
it only went into standby mode. Correspondingly, 
those peeks are probably from evening to 
morning. 

Again, it is the interviewer who tries to make sense 
of an interesting pattern appearing in the data. 
Hendrik tries to correlate the pattern with his past 
activities. He quickly finds an explanation and 
provides an account of the exceptional pattern of 
consumption (“on those days I had no satellite 
reception”). Here, a particular exception to 
Hendrik’s normal routine provides the foundation 
to give a meaning to the observed peaks in the 
measurements. 

The two presented examples show the use of 
one’s knowledge of routine actions and situated 
exceptions as an accounting instrument. The third 
sequence describes an example where the exception 
is taken as a rule. The sequence again is taken from 
the interview with Emma and her husband, 
presented before. 

Interviewer: And now you had this watch.. .did you 
think during the week that maybe you could have 



seen things better, in a different way?.. .That I 
can show when what happened when . . . . 

Daniel (P27, 57, civil servant): Only the daily accumulation [  
] one can’t see much. 
Emma (P28, 53, female, housewife): Well, on which 

days was it the highest? [Daniel: only 
accumulation?] but that’s not interesting. What’s 
interesting is the final result. I thought, if I look 
at the accumulation for seven days, then you add 
it up and then you’d also have previous values. 
For each day [  ] It depends on who is at the 
house, 
who is there and what they plan to do. And it changes 
afterwards  it fluctuates. 
Then no one uses the television, obviously no one 
uses the computer. The dishwasher is regularly in 
use. What else do we have? Of course  the other 
devices. Oh yeah, 
you worked this week, for example, so we didn’t 
have any coffee in the morning, those things add 
up, so for me it was only the final results that 
were important not the daily routine. 

Emma states that the energy consumed by the 
family depends on their presence in the house. She 
recalls specific events (not having coffee with her 
husband) which, from her perspective, provide a 
valid explanation for the oscillations in energy 
consumption shown in the graphics. However, 
because of contingencies of the daily situations, 
Emma was not interested in the energy 
consumption of the particular events, but what the 
effect of all these events in the end was (“what’s 
interesting is the final result”). 

Overall, the presented examples give an insight 
into how reflection on past activities provides a 
foundation to account consumption readings. These 
recollections primarily serve as a basis to 
contextualize the data provided by the energy 
monitors. The measured values, by means of these 
recollections, are no longer an abstract number of 
KWh, but rather the meaningful results of specific 
activities. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

In the literature, providing direct feedback is one of 
the most discussed instruments to influence energy 
consumption behavior. The design of energy 
feedback systems is dominated by a rationalistic 
paradigm where principles of efficiency and 
rationality are applied on a household level 
[Froehlich et al. 2010]. Most of the intervention 
studies building on this paradigm [Abrahamse et 
al. 2005] show positive effects of saving energy. 
Paradoxically, at a macro level, examples like the 
large-scale deployment of smart meters in 
Germany show that the expected effects of 
feedback mechanisms are not necessarily visible 
[Maze´ and Redström 2008] and that the average 
energy consumption is still growing [van Dam et al. 
2010]. 

This misalignment between both levels is related 
to a shortcoming on a micro level. Qualitative in-
depth studies of feedback systems in the wild show 
that energy prac- tices are far more complicated 
than the simple cause-effect or linear models used 
by rationalist paradigms: “There is little 
information available on what kind of feedback 
households prefer and what kind of feedback works 
most effectively in reducing house- hold energy 
consumption” [Karjalainen 2011]. Addressing the 
blind spot of rationalistic paradigms, research has 
focused on consumption practices in daily life and 
has made important progress in the last years to 
understand what kind of feedback users pre- fer 
[Bonino et al. 2012; Karjalainen 2011; Roberts et 
al. 2004] and how eco-feedback works in the 
situated context [Hargreaves et al. 2010; Pierce 
2010; Strengers 2011]. Strengers [2011], for 
example, shows how people have difficulties 
making sense of the information provided by eco-
feedback systems. The topic of the situated use of 
energy feedback remains by large, however, an 
open issue. 

Contributing to this research, our results show 
that a phenomenological stance pro- vides an 
appropriate analytic lens to understand how eco-
feedback works, by revealing how people use it to 
make energy consumption accountable and 



explainable. Follow- ing the phenomenological 
agenda described in Section 2, we obtained in-depth 
insights about the configuration of energy 
consumption as a meaningful element in the 
lifeworld of people (refer to Section 4) and how this 
configuration is created by people’s use of diverse 
accounting methods (refer to Section 5). In this 
section, we want to summarize these findings, 
delineate a critical perspective on existing eco-
feedback mechanisms, and discuss design 
implications and guidelines for sustainable HCI 
resulting from our fieldwork. 

 
6.1. Energy Consumption as Phenomenon 

The first step in the proposed phenomenological 
agenda called for a description of the elements 
defining the configuration of energy consumption. 
Our observation shows that people primarily 
reflect on their energy consumption in terms of 
wasting. By deconstructing it as an objective 
quantity and analyzing its configuration, we 
observed three basic elements characterizing 
Waste. 

—To define consumption as waste, people connect 
energy consumption to a purpose. This purpose 
can be linked with a judgment about being 
“useful” or “nonuseful”, a judgment that is 
strongly related to a personal view and that is 
not necessary ascribed to a universal value 
system. We observed that valuing the intentions 
behind consumption defines whether energy is 
considered wasted or not. 

—A further structuring element of the perception 
of waste is the efficiency of use of invested 
resources. Sometimes, wasting becomes defined 
by the amount of used resources and the purpose 
itself remains irrelevant. 

—In most of the cases, energy wasting cannot be 
subordinated completely to the pur- pose or to 
the used resources. We showed that in many 
cases, waste can only be 
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judged by proportionality mediating between 
these two elements, as presented in Section 
4.1.3. 

Our study shows that energy consumption does not 
exist by itself, but is always an attribute of other 
meaningful categories. A similar observation was 
made by Wilhite et al. [2000], who pointed out that 
people do not consume energy, but use services that 
consume energy (e.g., by using the Internet in an 
assembly of devices and appliances like PC, 
monitor, router, data centers, etc., that consume 
energy). We further observed that in attributing 
energy consumption, people differentiate between 
background and embodied services. This 
observation connects the results of Wilhite et al. 
[2000] with the thoughts of Pierce and Paulos 
[2011] on the human-electricity relationship. Syn- 
thesizing these ideas with our own observations, 
we can define two modes of energy consumption. 
—Embodied services are those forms of energy 

consumption originating from the actual, present 
agency of the subject. 

—Background services are those forms of energy 
consumption that make the lifeworld of the 
subject possible, but without an explicit 
involvement of the subject. 

Our relationship with energy depends on the kind 
of service causing consumption. Consumption as an 
embodied service creates a feeling of direct 
responsibility in case of waste. In contrast, 
background services are often perceived as 
constituting a necessary foundation, belonging to a 
world external to the individual’s agency, and 
hence these services are perceived as not being 
subject of one’s responsibility. The kind of service 
attributed to energy consumption also affects the 
definition of waste (e.g., the standby consumption of 
the TV used as an embodied service is wasteful, yet 
the always-on consumption of the router used as 
background service is necessary, and hence not 
wasteful). Consequently, the use of feedback 
mechanisms must take into account the kind of 
service being monitored. Direct feedback is more 



suitable for embodied services, whereas total cost of 
ownership can be more suitable for background 
services. 

The qualities of a phenomenon cannot exist in a 
vacuum. They emerge when we make the 
phenomenon accountable, so a further step in our 
phenomenological agenda called for a 
reconstruction of the methods used by people to 
make energy consumption accountable. In our 
study we could identify four common methods. 

Comparing appliances of the same kind. This 
first method was based on comparing consumption 
among appliances of the same kind. This was 
typically used as way to detect wasteful resources. 
This strategy was used both for embodied and for 
background services, but it was more common for 
background services, which can be explained by the 
fact that they are often based on appliances that 
are easily comparable (such as comparing two 
refrigerators), whereas embodied services are 
constituted by several appliances, some of which 
might even be unknown (e.g., watching football). 

Using money as a universal reference system. A 
second method observed was the use of money as 
an universal reference system to make 
consumption accountable. This confirms previous 
findings of Kempton and Montgomery [1982] about 
money as a popular method for expressing energy 
consumption. In contrast to physical energy units, 
the skill of using money as an accounting method is 
already part of the cultural knowledge that we 
acquire during our lives. We can easily understand 
“10 dollars” but, unless we are trained specifically 
for this, it is not easy to understand the meaning 
of “10 Kwh”. The use of money as an accounting 
method emerges from its quality of expressing an 
exchange value capable of making the unequal 
equal [Fraser 1998]. By virtue of this quality, 
energy consumption can be brought into relation to 
any other kind of consumption. This advantage is at 
the same time, however, a major drawback. 
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It detaches the compared elements from their 
concrete value within an actual con- text [Fraser 
1998], which is central to establishing a richer 
relationship between the compared categories. As 
an observable expression of this drawback, we 
observed that accounting with money was typically 
embedded in a web of other accounting methods 
which were used to recontextualize the abstract 
meaning of money with regard to the particular 
context. 

 
Referring to someone else’s consumption. A 

further observed method was the use of someone 
else’s consumption as a reference for measuring 
one’s own consumption. People used this method as 
an inquiry instrument to detect anomalies in 
consumption, and to trace wasteful appliances or 
behavior. To be able to use and interpret this sort 
of reference, people required sufficient 
understanding of the context of the used data. 
People didn’t express any problems when using 
data from their own household, but were not 
interested in using other statistically similar 
households, as they had problems assigning their 
households to a certain category. 

Providing social comparison on a household level 
is quite popular [Mankoff et al. 2007; Stapel and 
Suls 2004]. However, our study confirms previous 
findings showing reservations against this kind 
feedback [Følstad 2008]. As expressed by one 
participant in a study conducted by Roberts et al. 
[2004], “each individual house is a different one.” 
Our findings indicate that comparative feedback 
would be perceived as useful if the social context of 
the comparative data is provided as a complement 
to allow people to draw usable conclusions from. 

 
Habits and past actions as a resource for 

accounting. The last observed method con- sisted of 
the use of knowledge on local habits and past 
actions to provide a meaning to energy 
consumption. In literature, routines and habits 
have become a key element of the latest research in 
theories of practice (refer to Davis [1989] and 
Hassenzahl [2006]). Practices are understood as 



routinized, embodied action, not only encompassed 
by men- tal and physical forms of activity, but also 
imprinted by artifacts and closely linked with 
perceptions of the world, common language, and 
shared identities. In our study we ob- served that 
routines and habits provided practical knowledge 
about life history, which was effectively used to give 
visualized data a meaning. Habits were used to 
establish a relationship between energy 
consumption and specific situations and activities 
in the past. The reference systems provided by 
habits are highly personal and bound to a specific 
context. In this sense, the use of personal habits is 
complementary to the use of money. Accounting 
with money helps to decontextualize categories from 
a specific situ- ation. Accounting by means of 
routines and habits helps recontextualize 
consumption in a specific situation, giving energy 
consumption a meaning in the personal lifeworld, 
which, as we observed, can change the perception 
of consumption. 

Figure 3 provides a visualization of the results of 
our exploration of the phenomenon of consumption. 
Energy consumption represents a phenomenon 
that is configured by elements such as the ones 
presented in this article: wasting energy and modes 
of con- sumption. These constitutive elements 
appear in concrete forms. For wasting energy, the 
observed forms were comsumption purposes and 
efficiency, as well as the relation- ship between 
these two forms (see Section 4.1). It also appears in 
different modes of consumption: as embodied or as 
background services (see Section 4.2). The inquiry 
into how these forms came into existence leads us to 
identify four accounting methods: accounting with 
appliances (see Section 5.1), accounting with money 
(see Section 5.2), accounting with other (see Section 
5.3), and accounting with habits (see Section 5.4). 
These accounting methods are not used alone. 
Instead, they constitute a toolbox where the diverse 
items are composed fluidly by our participants to 
deal with the complex- ity and dynamics of their 
everyday energy consumption, as the lines 
connecting the 
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Fig. 3. Structure of the phenomenon of private energy 
consumption as reconstructed from the accounts given by 
participants of the study. 

 
different elements show. The connections in the 
diagram are not exhaustive, however, and only 
represent connections that were observable in our 
empirical work. 

6.2. Implications for Design 

Button and Dourish [1996] pointed out three forms 
of learning from fieldwork investigation. 
—Learning from critique. Fieldwork helps to 

uncover a false assumption in framing the 
problem. 

—Learning from fieldwork accounts. Fieldwork 
helps to inform design around where specific 
features is used. 

—Learning from techno-methodological design. Is 
where fieldwork helps to adopt foun- dational 
ethnomethodological principles to the general 
design concept. 

Although there is no clearly defined demarcation 



between these forms, we still find them useful as 
guiding principles to structure the lessons learned 
from our study. As pointed out by Dourish and by 
Gaver, there isn’t necessarily a causal link between 
observation and design implications [Dourish 2006; 
Gaver et al. 2003], and in that sense, we cannot 
show a direct link between fieldwork observations 
and our guidelines. Consequently, what we want to 
provide in this section is rather a series of design 
interpretations that show forms in which designers 
can use our results as a form of scaffolding to 
explain design decisions. This form of 
interpretation leaves space for inspiration as a 
whole and not resulting just from empirical work. 

In the rest of this section, we use our results to 
delineate a critique to the existing paradigm in 
sustainable interaction design. We then provide 
aspects of a design rationale for sustainable 
interaction, and we close the section with 
foundational principles to further work in 
sustainability in HCI. 

6.2.1. Critique on the Dominated Eco-Feedback Design 
Paradigm. There is a growing amount of research in 
HCI stressing the need for adequate technologies 
when approaching 
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sustainability. A specific application from this 
research is the aforementioned progres- sive 
introduction of smart metering in Germany. While 
studies in controlled setups show benefits in using 
smart metering systems, the German experience 
shows a lack of user confidence and market 
acceptance which might point to a failure of the 
exist- ing design concepts [Bundesververband 
Verbraucherzentrale 2010; Paetz et al. 2011]. Using 
our study as a foundation, we can identify two false 
assumptions in the framing of the problem which 
could explain this contradiction: 

Physicalism in eco-feedback design. Because 
energy is a physical entity, there is the false 
assumption that this also applies to the 
consumption of energy and hence, the design has to 
center around the physical entity. Our study 
demonstrates, however, that although energy 
consumption has a physical substrate, it is 
primarily an entity resid- ing in the lifeworld of 
people. In environmental research, this 
physicalism has been already criticized by Stern 
[Hassenzahl 2007], who argued that “blind spots” 
within this paradigm lead to ignoring aspects of 
“social organization of energy consumption.” A 
consequence of this false physicalism is that 
feedback systems often fail to pro- vide energy 
consumption information with a meaning emerging 
from people’s daily life. Strengers [2011] identifies 
this problem, pointing out a “need to rethink the 
role and design of eco-feedback, rather than simply 
improving feedback within existing paradigms.” 

Rationalism in eco-feedback design. An 
important consequence of the results of en- 
vironmental psychology is the dominance of a 
rationalistic paradigm that stresses [Strengers 
2011] the importance of principles of efficient and 
rational decision-making [Strengers 2011]. Within 
this paradigm, energy saving is mainly a matter of 
making correct, deliberate, and rational decisions. 
The purpose of technology is to persuade the user 
to make the right decision and to provide the 
needed information to support that decision. This 
kind of rationalism is visible, for example, in the 



false assumption that wasting can be an objective, 
measurable quantity. Our study shows that 
wasting is socially constructed. To be accountable, 
waste depends on socio-technically shaped 
practices. Further examples of this false 
rationalism are the presumption that social 
comparison works only by means of motivation or 
that money is just an economic factor. Our study 
shows that both serve as a foundation for people to 
give a meaning to energy feedback data. 

We want to argue here that the design of 
supporting systems should drop these false 
assumptions and focus design on the reconstruction 
of consumption as it appears in the lifeworld of 
people. This should not suggest dropping the idea 
of eco-feedback just be- cause it is no silver bullet or 
because the relationship between energy, 
technology, and practice is too complex and 
multifaceted to be addressed by design. Both 
arguments are true, but eco-feedback, nevertheless, 
plays an important role in providing measured 
data as a resource for people to construct their own 
consumption practices in an en- vironmentally 
conscious fashion. For systems to be able to play 
this role, eco-feedback needs to be weaved into our 
complex daily lives, and consider the particularities 
of individuals in accounting for consumption. 

6.2.2. Designing Basic Features. The observation of 
the phenomenon of energy consump- tion provides 
insights into defining relevant features for 
technology that support sus- tainable lifestyles. 
Here we use the observed elements and methods to 
derive aspects for constructing a rationale for the 
design of sustainable interaction. 

Wasting energy. The first element presented in 
our results is the fact that people primarily think 
about energy consumption in terms of wasting. 
Even though wasting (in the form of money) is also 
a key category in rationalistic paradigms, the 
majority of existing eco-feedback systems are 
mainly based on visualizing absolute values like 
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kWh, CO2, EUR, or USD [Froehlich et al. 2010; 
Hassenzahl et al. 2003]. Our study showed, 
however, that feedback should also inform us about 
the relationship of waste with the purpose of 
consumption and with the source of consumption, 
and furthermore, with the interplay of these two 
aspects. Approaches that move in this direction are, 
for example,the work of Bonino et al. [2012] on 
visualizing energy in the form of traffic lights with 
specific categories of consumption in terms of 
waste. 

Consumption and the present self. A further 
argument in our work, which is rarely addressed in 
literature, is the form of relationship that people 
develop with the con- sumed energy. One of the few 
works that goes in this direction is the research of 
Pierce and Paulos [2011]. However, the primary 
research interest therein lies on supporting the 
creation of an emotional bond with energy. Our 
study shows that there are differ- ences in how 
people develop their relationship with services 
consuming energy, and the perceived mode of 
consuming service defines the constructed 
relationship depending on the mode of the services. 
In the case of embodied services, people can take 
direct influence on energy consumption and 
therefore it makes sense to use direct feedback 
mechanisms that respond to specific actions of the 
user. In the case of background services, on the 
contrary, consumption is not perceived as part of 
any actual agency, so in these cases the system 
should rather support users in thinking about the 
total cost created by the consumption of the 
background service, including economical as well as 
environmental aspects. 

Comparing consuming appliances of the same type. 
Eco-feedback systems should pro- vide basic means 
to support the practice of comparing the 
consumption of appliances. In particular, the 
system should allow the comparing of appliances 
both locally as well as with others of the same type 
available on the market. 



Accounting with money. Our findings show that 
money is an essential element in existing 
accounting practices. It worked due to being a 
learned universal system, used by people to 
understand and explain consumption and by using 
their ability to judge it in terms of a familiar unit. 
In this sense, the use of money as a unit in current 
eco- feedback systems represents a useful feature. 
However, the existing design approaches reduce 
money to just an external, economical motivation for 
saving energy. In doing this, they miss the potential 
of money being used as a method for connecting, 
contextualizing, and creating meaning for 
consumption in the lifeworld. 

Accounting with others’ consumption. Eco-
feedback systems should provide appro- priate 
means for comparative feedback. As noted before, 
existing systems address this issue only on a 
household level and use values based on statistic 
information externally imposed. The lack of 
transparency regarding the social context of data 
and the reasons motivating its aggregation, 
however, undermine the confidence of people and 
make the extraction of useful conclusions difficult. 
Design should consequently explore new strategies 
to include social context of consumption and to 
improve the explainability of the parameters 
defining comparisons. 

Accounting with habits and situated actions. As 
we observed, energy becomes ex- plainable by 
means of actions causing consumption. Existing 
eco-feedback systems, however, provide only 
limited support for connecting the provided data to 
individual actions. Several systems provide a 
timeline or other historical perspectives of consump- 
tion, but they often lack elements to correlate 
temporally structured activities with the 
temporally structured energy consumption. The 
design of sustainable interaction should take into 
account the need for establishing this connection, 
providing features to support the discovery of 
patterns and exceptions based on uses and habits. 
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6.2.3. Designing for Accountability. Addressing the 

third form of learning discussed by Button and 
Dourish [1996], in this section we want to extract 
foundational design principles that underlie the 
critique and the concrete features presented in the 
pre- vious sections. All the elements and 
accounting methods that we observed are not 
isolated, but are part of a complex network of 
situated practices of decontextualiza- tion, 
translation, and recontextualization, which provide 
the basis for making sense out of energy 
consumption. This work manifested itself in the 
fluid movement of ref- erence systems to express 
consumption, for instance, in forms like “weekly 
allowance”, “two lunches”, or “five wash cycles.” In 
these movements, an important factor was the 
ability to make consumption data transparent and 
explainable. These observed char- acteristics in 
accounting for consumption hint to a need for 
supporting systems which take into consideration 
the situatedness and subjective character of 
consumption and allow users to move easily 
between reference systems to explain consumption. 
We here adopt the techno-methodological concept of 
designing for accountability, in the form of two 
different but closely connected design principles 
that should help in getting systems that expose the 
described qualities. 

Providing contextualization for interpretation. As 
discussed, contextualization plays a significant role 
in making sense of the energy consumption data. 
Our findings show that the interplay between 
energy consumption and a rich context for 
interpretation helps in understanding 
consumption and in building competence to 
account for it. In our studies, people used 
speculative assumptions and personal memories 
to give a meaning to the presented data, which in 
many cases proved insufficient to recon- struct the 
context for a particular dataset. Existing solutions 
fell short of providing additional elements to help 
in this contextualization. An explanation for this 
short- coming is the need for mediating between 
two disparate categories: physical energy 



measurements and intentional context as part of 
the lifeworld. The first one is easy to digitally 
measure, model, and mediate, whereas the second 
is a construction that cannot be captured [Dourish 
2004]. An approach to bridge this gap lies on 
shifting the focus from data visualization to the 
idea of contextualization support. To enrich en- 
ergy consumption measurements, eco-feedback 
systems should adapt technologies for capturing 
and tracking personal activities [Chalmers 2004; 
Flick 2006] and integrate this information into the 
energy consumption data, to foster learning and 
reflection on personal consumption patterns. In this 
context, privacy issues emerge which are out of the 
scope of this article, but which need to be weighed 
against the benefits of context tracking. 

An option for capturing personal activities is to 
use collecting mechanisms to feed retrospective 
analysis. An example of this approach is the 
research on the SenseCam [Sellen et al. 2007], 
which provided a mechanism to capture time-lapse 
recordings for future analysis. This sort of systems 
could be used to create a corpus of contextual 
information to support users in case of the need for 
putting a particular situation in context and draw 
connections with energy consumption data. 

A further method is the enrichment of the 
environment with cues that help users build a 
richer context for the interpretation of consumption 
measurements. This could, for example, be 
implemented by using sensors on an appliance level 
and tagging mech- anisms to create individually 
tailored categorization based on dimensions such 
as device, individual, or group activities, situations, 
names of persons, rooms, etc. These categories can 
be particularly useful in the context of embodied 
energy services, be- cause they provide different 
perspectives to better understand the particular 
conditions of current consumption. 

Making computational support adaptable. We 
showed that consumption is highly in- dividual and 
that feedback needs to consider this in order to be 
understandable. People 
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have their own value systems which define, among 
other things, when consumption is viewed as 
wasteful. These value systems can be highly 
dynamic and change from situation to situation. A 
good example of this dynamic can be observed in 
Section 5.2, which shows in a short sequence 
several shifts between different reference systems 
to account for the same consumption. 

A way to address these issues is to make systems 
open to adaptations by the users. An important 
foundation for moving in this direction can be 
found in the results of the End-User Development 
(EUD) community [Egan and Policy 1995], which 
has been working in the creation of tools and 
techniques to allow users to redefine the behavior of 
the system and to tailor it to their needs. In the 
context of sustainable HCI, these methods could be 
used on several different levels. In the case of 
comparisons, for example, adaptability could make 
it possible to include individually defined metrics or 
to redefine comparable groups and classes. A 
further form of adaptability can be seen in the 
tagging idea presented in the previous section. 
With the help of user-defined tags, users could 
progressively create a feedback system that 
displays consumption in a language that is more 
meaningful, and that better captures the different 
reference systems in use for a certain situation. 
This would allow users to analyze consumption 
based on personal patterns and filters, to detect 
individually defined forms of wasting. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In our work, we have introduced a 
phenomenological approach to understand energy 
consumption practices. Existing research on 
sustainable interaction design has mainly focused 
on unmediated feedback of consumed energy units 
[Froehlich et al. 2010]. Although these efforts 
provide a useful foundation, they miss the 
relevance of the embodied quality of energy 
consumption. Building on the work of Pierce and 
Paulos [2010, 2011], we constructed a theoretical 
background that focuses on the importance of 
energy consumption as a practice embedded in 



people’s daily lives. To inform our framework, we 
conducted fieldwork to observe existing accounting 
practices and to explore the potential of technology 
to create new practices. Our empirical investiga- 
tion revealed diverse elements of energy 
consumption understood as an intentional, 
embodied entity. 

To explore accounting practices, we introduced 
basic metering devices in 16 house- holds, to 
observe and discuss the practices emerging around 
them. A central issue observed in our results is the 
importance of mechanisms used by people in 
making their own consumption processes 
accountable and explainable. This issue showed the 
need for technology to provide a foundation for 
these mechanisms. For future designs, this implies 
a change for the intended use of eco-feedback 
artifacts. Following our re- sults, these artifacts 
should provide feedback mechanisms to support 
people in creating mundane methods to configure 
their energy consumption. In this sense, feedback is 
no longer a goal, but rather a resource that 
becomes part of a more complex system of energy 
consumption practices. 

Technology should help people contextualize 
information and support the construc- tion of 
connections between consumed energy units and 
events in life. We believe that these connections 
will help people to reconcile their energy practices 
with their intended lifestyle, creating an important 
opportunity for HCI to contribute to an envi- 
ronmentally friendly life. 

Our study indicates that supportive technologies 
should include, but are not lim- ited to, persuasive 
feedback devices. In particular, our study reveals 
that people need more than sheer motivation. They 
need rich feedback technologies that help them 
create meaning in regard to the measured energy 
data. We do not claim that our study describes the 
phenomena in its entirety, nor do we expect that 
the provided list of elements and methods is 
complete. In particular, our study is limited in 
several 
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dimensions. First, while our short-term 
intervention presents a suitable breaching ex- 
periment to illuminate how people use existing 
methods to structure the new situation introduced 
by technology, a more long-term study is needed in 
order to study the trans- formational character of 
new technology in everyday practice. Second, our 
study is also limited in the sense that we only have 
first indicators that, for example, smart meters do 
not just give feedback on the objective reality, but 
intervene in the complex network of relationships 
within domestic life. Making the individual 
consumption accountable through more fine-
grained monitors, for example, also increases the 
pressure to justify “wasteful” lifestyles (as indicated 
in Section 5.2). As a third point, our study was con- 
ducted in a specific urban region with a dominant 
western culture, so to generalize the findings and to 
convey them to other cultures and socio-technical 
conditions might not be straight-forward. Finally, 
the design of appliances is a complex process 
involving several stakeholders: providers, utilities, 
product manufactures, all of which have their own 
characteristic sense-making processes and play a 
part in designing the resulting concepts. A 
multistakeholder perspective was out of the scope 
of this article, but it remains an important question 
for future work. 

Our study provides a conceptual framework 
which is empirically grounded in the mundane 
accounting methods of people. Future studies could 
further investigate the relationship between 
practices, performance, and reflection, a topic often 
disregarded in approaches informed by practice 
theory. We did not, for instance, investigate the 
very interesting question of the relationship 
between our results and the findings of the 
motivationally-oriented HCI research on energy 
behavior [DiSalvo et al. 2010]. In particular our 
study prompts the question as to which extent does 
the perception of something as a background 
service affect energy-saving motivations, without 
regard to proenvironmental attitudes [He et al. 
2010]. In addition, our study also prompts the 
question of the correlation between accounting 



practices and proenvironmental attitudes. These 
are intriguing questions that we would like to help 
uncover, but at this moment still remain to be 
answered. 

Thus, our observed elements and structures 
should be read as an empirically moti- vated 
hypothesis that is open for further exploration. Our 
inquiry represents a next step towards providing a 
practice-centered understanding of energy 
consumption. We empirically show that an 
environmentally friendly lifestyle is not only a 
motivational, but also a practical question of how 
to make energy consumption accountable. 
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Abstract One of the great societal challenges that we face today concerns the move to 
more sustainable patterns of energy consumption, reflecting the need to balance both 
individual consumer choice and societal demands. In order for this ‘energy turnaround’ to 
take place, however, reducing residential energy consumption must go beyond using 
energy-efficient devices: More sustainable behaviour and lifestyles are essential parts of 
future ‘energy aware’ living. Addressing this issue from an HCI perspective, this paper 
presents the results of a 3-year research project dealing with the co-design and 
appropriation of a Home Energy Management System (HEMS) that has been rolled out in 
a living lab setting with seven households for a period of 18 months. Our HEMS is 
inspired by feedback systems in Sustainable Interaction Design and allows the monitoring 
of energy consumption in real-time. In contrast to existing research mainly focusing on 
how technology can persuade people to consume less energy (‘what technology does to 
people’), our study focuses on the appropriation of energy feedback systems (‘what 
people do with technology’) and how newly developed practices can become a resource 
for future technology design. Therefore, we deliberately followed an open research 
design. In keeping with this approach, our study uncovers various responses, practices 
and obstacles of HEMS use. We show that HEMS use is characterized by a number of 
different features. Recognizing the distinctive patterns of technology use in the different 
households and the evolutionary character of that use within the households, we 
conclude with a discussion of these patterns in relation to existing research and their 
meaning for the design of future HEMSs. 
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS 

• We developed an own Home Energy Management System (HEMS). 
• We rolled out our HEMS system in a living lab setting to seven 

households over a period of 18 months. 
• Our System provides feedback through TV, PC, smartphone and 

tablet-based interfaces. 
• This allowed us to explore ‘what people do with HEMS in daily life’ 
• We identify and discuss nine meaningful categories of appropriating 

HEMS 
• Based on our results, we discuss potentials for the design of future 

HEMSs. 
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1 Introduction 

Our In March 2011 the European Commission (EC) adopted a new edition of the 
Energy Efficiency Action Plan with the global objective of counteracting climate 
change by improving energy end-use efficiency as a means to reduce primary 
energy consumption and, consequently, the mitigation of CO2 and other 
greenhouse gas emissions (European Commission, 2011). In this plan, special 
emphasis is put on residential energy consumption which accounts for >20% of 
overall energy usage in the EU (according to Erickson et al. (2013), it is 37% in 
the USA), and in terms of absolute consumption continues to grow. One measure 
chosen by the EC to promote energy savings is the enforcement of ‘smart 
metering’, the electronic measuring of electricity consumption. The aim here is to 
provide end-users with individual meters that accurately reflect real-time energy 
consumption. 

In making energy consumption visible to the consumer, smart metering 
addresses a central problem of modern energy use (Darby, 2001). Indeed, energy 
is considered ‘doubly invisible’ to householders (Burgess and Nye, 2008): First, 
energy is conceptualized as a commodity, a social necessity or a strategic material 
(Sheldrick and Macgill, 1988), and hence is construed as an abstract entity. 
Secondly, rather than being an outcome itself, energy consumption is a by-product 
of inconspicuous daily routines and habits (Shove, 2004), making it difficult for 
people to connect specific behaviours to the energy they consume. 

To make consumption visible, interactive feedback systems are considered 
crucial, as they increase energy awareness, motivate behavioural change and 
support learning processes (Darby, 2001; DiSalvo et al., 2010; Fitzpatrick and 
Smith, 2009; Mankoff et al., 2007). Feedback provision, it is argued, can raise 
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awareness and create knowledge that may bring about change in energy-relevant 
behaviour, resulting in a decrease of consumption (Wilhite and Ling, 1995). 
Studies report the potential of energy savings ranging 5–15% (Darby, 2001, 
2006). Following several simple feedback solutions such as ‘Kill- A-Watt’ 
(Jönsson et al., 2010), a variety of Home Energy Management Systems (HEMSs) 
have emerged, which provide users several options on how to present the 
feedback information (Rossello-Busquet and Soler, 2012). 

Despite largely positive results from feedback systems in academic studies, the 
widespread deployment of smart meters capable of providing such feedback 
remains an open challenge for the domestic market. Publicly funded pilot studies, 
as well as those conducted by large energy suppliers, show that smart meters lack 
market acceptance (Deutsche Kommission Elektrotechnik Elektronik 
Informationstechnik im DIN und VDE, 2010). One of the reasons identified is that 
existing initiatives governing smart meters, smart grids and similar technologies 
pay too little attention to the desires, needs and practical purposes of users 
(Bundesverband Verbraucherzentrale, 2010; Franz et al., 2006). Indeed, a scan of 
publications on smart grid and HEMS technologies (Massoud Amin 
andWollenberg, 2005; Rossello-Busquet and Soler, 2012) shows that user issues 
tend to be marginal to the discussion on design decisions. The German 
Association for Electrical, Electronic & Information Technologies or VDE 
summarizes the problem (in relation to smart grids) as follows: 
So far, the discussion about the use of smart grids in private households gives priority to privacy 
issues. Ergonomic aspects, however, have to be considered with an equally high priority, since 
usability and the market acceptance depends on it. Only a few consumers have experience with 
smart grids. Accordingly, there is currently almost no knowledge available about ergonomics and 
accessibility. (Deutsche Kommission Elektrotechnik Elektronik Informationstechnik im DIN und 
VDE, 2010. Translated by the authors) 

The reasons for this blind spot have to do with assumptions about the user. As 
Erickson et al. (2013) point out, the user often is presumed to be a rational actor. 
Brynjarsdóttir et al. (2012) argue similarly that existing research on energy 
feedback is primarily concerned with persuading people to consume less energy. 
Conceptually, this focus on persuasion creates a direct link between technological 
intervention and behavioural change, and hence is predicated on a form of 
technology determinism that fails to recognize the situatedness of practice and the 
agency of people (Dourish, 2004; Suchman, 2007). This determinism tends to 
isolate issues in order to operationalize the ‘persuasion effect’and thus separates 
the phenomenon of energy consumption from its context in everyday life. To 
avoid the resulting narrowing of focus, it is important to ask ‘what people do with 
consumption feedback systems’, and in particular, how people appropriate such 
systems into their daily lives and how such systems shape patterns of consumption 
and the social practices of consumers. 

Addressing these concerns, in this paper we present the results of a qualitative 
research approach (Strauss and Corbin, 1990), aiming explicitly to investigate the 
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question of how consumption feedback is appropriated and woven into the 
complexity of people’s daily life. Our research is based on a 6-month pre-study, 
(Schwartz et al., 2013b) followed by the development of a custom HEMS, which 
we rolled out in a living lab setting to seven households over a period of 18 
months. Through TV, PC, smartphone and tablet-based interfaces, our system 
provides feedback on real-time and past electricity consumption, both on a 
household and an appliance level. To explore the impact of our HEMS on 
domestic life, we analysed the data from on-site interviews and workshops using 
an open- coding process, as suggested by grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin, 
1990). To obtain additional insights, we conducted a qualitative analysis of 
hardware and software adaptation by the users of the systems and we reviewed 
system usage based on log file analysis. 
 The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we present previous 
work that helped the framing of our study. Subsequently, we delineate our 
approach and methods. Section 4 presents the main results of our study, followed 
by a discussion of results and their implications for the design of interactive 
consumption feedback systems. 

2 RELATED WORK 

In In recent years several related concepts have emerged in the literature to 
describe a new family of IT systems, which involve digitally measuring domestic 
resource consumption and making this information accessible to the user. The 
terms most used in the literature are smart metering technologies (Darby, 2010), 
in-home displays (Chiang et al., 2012), energy monitors (Van Dam et al., 2010), 
energy management systems (LaMarche et al., 2011), electricity consumption 
feedback (Erickson et al., 2013) or eco-feedback technologies (Froehlich et al., 
2010). These technologies are closely related to each other in terms of key design 
issues, historical development of practical implementation, theoretical 
underpinnings and their role in HCI research, as we will lay out in the following 
on an empirical as well as theoretical level. 

Despite the absence of a naming convention, aforemen- tioned systems share 
key design issues, which relate to the representation of data, the spatial and 
temporal aggrega- tion/disaggregation, the historical and normative comparison, 
the topic of motivation support and the output medium and use context (Froehlich 
et al., 2010; Jacucci et al., 2009; Karjalainen, 2011). 

(i) Concerning data representation, for instance, pragmatic displays focus on 
highly accurate and informative feedback. They commonly use physical 
(e.g. kWh), economic (e.g. USD) or environmental (e.g. CO2) units and 
also use graphs to make the feedback more informative. On the contrary, 
the primary aim of artistic visualizations like the ‘PowerAware Cord’ 
(Gustafsson and Gyllenswärd, 2005) relates to ‘communicating a concern, 
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rather than to showing data’ (Kosara, 2007). 
(ii) The spatial aggregation/disaggregation allows one to break down the 

consumption to a room or appliances level. This e.g. makes it easier to 
detect energy gluttons like old freezers that produce large amounts of 
wasted energy (Froehlich, 2009). 

(iii) The temporal aggregation/disaggregation covers decisions such as the 
update frequency and temporal grouping (e.g. real-time, by day, week or 
month) of consumption data. Real-time information, e.g. helps to get direct 
feedback of actions. Other temporal aggregation fosters the detection of 
specific temporal patterns in energy consumption (e.g. day/night, 
workday/weekend, holidays, etc.; Froehlich, 2009). 

(iv)The design of normative comparison is closely related with the 
motivation support and incentive design. A lot of the design solutions 
became inspired andinformed by environmental psychology and their 
findings to promote pro-environmental behaviour. In general, normative 
comparison refers to the feature of visualizing consumption in relation to 
someone else. e.g. the users’ Facebook friends (Foster et al., 2010) or 
others households in the neighbourhood (Egan et al., 1996). This feature 
helps users to understand their consumption in the light of what is 
considered to be normal and persuade them to modify their behaviour to 
conform to social norms  

From a historical perspective, the predominant technological design strategies of 
smart metering technologies started with rudimentary displays and evolved 
quickly over time, nowadays covering a wide range in terms of their 
comprehensiveness. First-generation devices were rather simple energy monitors 
like ‘Kill-A-Watt’ and ‘Watt-Lite’ (Jönsson et al., 2010), which presented the raw 
energy consumption of the total household consumption (smart meter solutions) 
or isolated appliances (smart plug solutions) on an LCD display. Typically, users 
only had the opportunity to switch between different units. By installing these 
displays in highly visible locations of households, they were supposed to raise 
awareness of energy consumption. More sophisticated feedback systems often are 
realized as web-portals (Erickson et al., 2013) or smartphone apps (Weiss et al., 
2012), combining multiple features and data representations. While providing 
detailed information on household consumption, these systems typically do not 
include metering on an appliance level. In this regard, HEMSs (Van Dam et al., 
2010) go a step further by integrating various sensors and meters to provide 
feedback on different aggregation levels (Rossello-Busquet and Soler, 2012). In 
future, by combining concepts from consumption feedback, home automation and 
demand response research (LaMarche et al., 2011), HEMSs are expected to 
become two-way solutions allowing for both: monitoring and controlling devices 
in the home. 
 In the HCI community, the new feedback systems are mainly discussed from a 
perspective of their capability to provoke energy savings. Moreover, some authors 
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view this as their defining characteristic. For instance, Froehlich et al. define eco-
feedback technology as a system that ‘provides feedback on individual or group 
behaviours with a goal of reducing environmental impact’(Froehlich et al., 2010 
our italics). In this line of work, an important part of the approaches in HCI adopts 
the dominating stance in environmental psychology, explaining energy 
consumption by means of the individual, rational behaviour (DiSalvo et al., 2010; 
Froehlich et al., 2010; He et al., 2010; Stern, 1992). In the field of environmental 
psychology, research on pro-environmental behaviour change has a long tradition. 
In particular, feedback mechanisms have been studied over the past 20 years, 
demonstrating the positive effects on energy savings since the time of paper-based 
electricity bills (Egan et al., 1996; Wilhite and Shove, 2000). 

Translating the theoretical models into design, some approaches in HCI make 
use of Fogg’s concept of persuasive technologies, concerned with ‘how behaviour 
modification can be induced by intervening in moments of local decision-making 
and by providing people with new rewards and new motivators for desirable 
behaviours’ (Fogg, 2002). The merit of this research thread is that it outlines the 
challenge of behavioural change, which goes beyond the design of usable and 
easy-to-use systems. 

Brynjarsdóttir et al. (2012), however, note that focussing on persuasion comes 
with a narrowing of vision that ‘brings into sharp focus certain limited aspects of 
an otherwise far more complex and unwieldy reality’. This theoretical narrowing 
is accompanied by the danger of neglecting the plurality of theoretic stances in 
environmental research. Highlighting this plurality, notable work has been done 
by Jackson (2005), with a particular focus on consumer behaviour and 
behavioural change; Wilson and Dowlatabadi (2007), addressing consumption-
related decision- making; Hinton (2010), with a special focus on comfort 
practices and their evolution, and Darby (2010) who put an emphasis on theories 
of feedback provision. Recently, in addition to individual-rationalistic 
explanations, it has been suggested that socio-technical and praxeological 
oriented approaches (Gram-Hanssen, 2010; Shove, 2004; Warde, 2005) are 
needed to get a complete picture of the complex topic of domestic energy 
consumption. In HCI, alternatively oriented lenses, for example, help to 
understand the phenomenon of energy as it is constructed by the people 
themselves (Kempton and Montgomery, 1982) and how feedback mechanisms 
can support making domestic energy consumption accountable (Schwartz et al., 
2013b). Further notable examples of the praxeological lens in sustainable HCI 
are, e.g., the work of Strengers (2011), Pierce et al. (2011) or Ganglbauer et al. 
(2013). 

On the empirical level, a brief survey of the literature shows that empirical 
studies are commonly dominated by the persuasion stance. In environmental 
psychology especially that frame of reference is instantiated by the concept of 
pro- environmental behaviour change. Abrahamse et al. (2007), for instance, 
survey the literature to evaluate several intervention strategies like goal-setting, 
information or feedback concerning their effectiveness in terms of encouraging 
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households to reduce energy consumption. In a similar vein, Darby (2006) 
surveys the literature to figure out what kind of feedback will be the most 
effective in terms of energy saving. Also meta-analyses like Fischer (2008) or 
Ehrhardt-Martinez et al. (2010) primarily aim to summarize existing feedback 
studies with regard to how much energy was saved. 

While investigation into conservation effects represents the major focus in 
HCI, studies also tend to follow a more or less standard research design. First 
of all, they typically are short-term, small-scaled and lab-based (Froehlich et al., 
2010). In addition, they often have a strong design and usabilityfocus, 
evaluating advanced and experimental technologies. Representatives of this kind 
of research include the Wattsup design study—an Facebook app providing social 
comparison that was evaluated by eight households over a period of 18 days with 
regard to electricity conservation (Foster et al., 2010); the PowerPedia design 
study—a smartphone-based HEMS that was evaluated with regard to common 
usability dimensions by 25 participants in a lab setting (Weiss et al., 2012); or the 
EnergyLife design study—an eco-feedback game that was evaluated in a 5-month 
field trial by four households and concerned its use and resulting energy 
conservation effects (Gamberini et al., 2011). 

A notable exception from this model of conduct is the design study of 
EnergyDub—a web-portal based energy monitor that was evaluated in real, long-
term use (Erickson et al., 2013). The findings show that in addition to reducing 
electricity costs and concerns about the environment, curiosity about the 
technology posed another motivation for system use. They further revealed that 
credibility and comprehensibility are important design issues. In particular, they 
argue that it is not enough to simply visualize energy data, but a rich context for 
interpreting feedback and comparisons is also needed. A similar issue was 
uncovered by a previous study (Schwartz et al., 2013b) as well as by Neustaedter 
et al. (2013), which suggests the use of calendar information to help users to 
establish connections between the abstract energy data and domestic life more 
easily. In respect of the effects of EnergyDub on users, Erickson et al. observe 
that their understanding of the consumption increased, but that the system had 
only a moderate effect on electricity conservation. Other long-term studies about 
using energy monitors in the wild are few but where they exist, they further 
indicate that initial energy conservation and system usage effects decline over 
time if dwellers do not change their domestic environment and their 
habits (Barreto et al., 2013; Van Dam et al., 2010). 

Other research is more critical, holding the view that formal models 
inadequately abstract away from the details of daily life and tend to place 
technologies in a position of authority over users’ lives (Brynjarsdottir et al., 
2012). Representative of such a critical stance are the ethnographically oriented 
studies of Chetty et al. (2008), Strengers (2008) and Hargreaves et al. (2010). 
Their findings show that there is no simple cause– effect relationship between 
feedback and behavioural change as persuasion models propose. They further 
indicate that energy conservation fails not because home dwellers lack 
information, but rather because of the complexity and interweaving of household 
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activities (Chetty et al., 2008), people’s perception of current domestic practices 
as being non-negotiable (Strengers, 2008) and ‘life being for living’ rather than 
rational decision- making (Hargreaves et al., 2010). Hargreaves et al. (2010) 
further observe that styles of engagement tend to be gender- specific and that 
domestic energy consumption presents a social and collective rather than 
individualized process. 

We contribute to this research thread by studying the real-life, long-term use of 
a HEMS in the wild from an appropriation-theoretical stance. This is shaped by 
the work of De Certeau et al. (1980), where appropriation represents the tactics of 
everyday practice, which give artefacts their individual meaning and results in 
use, which might be both unforeseeable and unintended. 

This stance on appropriation has inspired several researchers to uncover some 
typical patterns in relation to how people adopt and embed new products in their 
daily life. For instance, the concept of domestication (Silverstone and Haddon, 
1996; Silverstone et al., 1992) stresses that artefacts in a complex and 
interdependent process have to be made to fit into pre- existing domestic culture 
and moral economy as well as into local patterns of use and life rhythms. Pantzar 
(1997) investigates the socio-technological relationship between users and 
commodities. He further notes that, in the process of appropriation, artefacts 
move through transformations of meaning, leading from initial phases of 
exploration and excitement to—eventually—the routine. Integration of 
technology into existing functional needs, or desires brought about by the artefact 
itself is critical for the long-term usage of technology. Stewart (2003) also 
uncovers some common themes concerning domestication such as privacy, 
family/well- being, communication, etc. He further outlines that in order to 
understand consumption we have to take into account the social processes that are 
shaped by background and personal history, events, activities and by the social 
network. 

The openness of the appropriation process has a methodolog- ical consequence 
insofar as the research question is reversed. Rather than asking what technologies 
do to people, we ask what people do with technologies. To uncover local rational- 
ities, meaning and practice, it implies that appropriation studies need to be 
qualitative and ethnographical in nature (Chaiklin and Lave, 1996; Pierce et al., 
2011). In particular, the categories that we use to describe these phenomena need 
to be emergent. Appropriation studies, in this view, should not be predicated on 
existing theories or perspectives, but should be methodologi- cally indifferent (in 
the sense in which Garfinkel (1967) uses the term). Existing work on 
domestication and using energy monitors in the wild, then, is of great heuristic 
value, but does not exempt us from the duty to develop categories from within a 
particular case. 

To understand what energy monitors mean in the everyday life of people, we 
follow this view on appropriation by using a grounded theory approach (Glaser 
and Strauss, 1967) where existing literature sensitizes, but does not determine our 
analysis. 
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN 

The work described in this paper was conducted as part of a 3-year project 
focusing on the research and development of concepts and strategies of in-house 
information systems, including HEMSs. To address the complexity and 
situatedness of HEMS use in real-life environments, we applied a living lab 
approach (Bernhaupt et al., 2008; Eriksson et al., 2005; Følstad, 2008). Living 
labs make it possible to bring users and technology together in an open-ended 
design process in real- life environments (Følstad, 2008). They specifically 
support long-term cooperation, co-design and collaborative exploration among 
researchers, users and other relevant stakeholders. Involving users in the design 
process from the very beginning for ‘sensing, prototyping, validating and refining 
complex solutions in multiple and evolving real life contexts’ allows a continuous 
formative evaluation of the designed artefacts and uncover appropriation 
phenomena at early stages of the technology life cycle (Bernhaupt et al., 2008). 

At the beginning of our living lab set-up (cf. Fig. 1), we conducted a pilot study 
(Schwartz et al., 2013b), between November 2009 and May 2010, with an 
independent set of households with 46 participants in 16 homes. We provided an 
out-of-the-box smart meter infrastructure that measured energy consumption on 
an appliance level over a period of 10–15 days. While participation was voluntary, 
selected households varied widely in demographics (age, gender), living 
arrangements (home owner, apartments) and in terms of social and professional 
backgrounds. Following device- testing and data acquisition, we used the 
collected consumption information for conducting workshops in the households 
where we launched informal and unstructured discussions about practices and 
preferences. All workshops were audio-recorded and to large extent videotaped as 
well. We analysed the data using media annotation tools in an open coding 
fashion, to look for common patterns and categories related to the ways how 
people make use of consumption feedback and how they relate to and live with 
such a system. We explored existing energy practices, sense-making strategies 
and accounting procedures for consumption with our partners, drawing on 
metering information and empirical data we had thus far collected. 

In the next step, we conducted a longitudinal living lab study, based on a 
qualitative sample of households which we chose following a comprehensive 
selection process. The sample was obtained, in the first place, by placing 
information about the study in the local press and via radio stations. Interested 
people were asked to submit an online questionnaire with basic information 
concerning their households’ infrastructure, motivation for participation and 
expectations about the project. Additionally, telephone and on-site interviews 
were conducted to gather additional information about the households, including 
technological constraints and prerequisites, such as the availability of Wi-Fi and 
the possibility of installing smart meters and device-level meters. We finally 
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selected seven homes with 16 participants. An overview of the selected 
households and of the participating members is provided in Table 1. 
All households were located near the city of Siegen, Germany, representing a 
typical sample for this region (Federal Statistical Office Germany, 2011). 

 
FIGURE 1. Research Design 
 
Table 1. List of households 

RA, rented apartment; OFH, one family house. 
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This sample size allowed us to include a range of different household settings and, 
within the project’s resource limitations, to distribute an entire HEMS system 
including a set of interactive devices. With a planned overall research period of 24 
months, the sample was expected to produce a large body of data that would allow 
for an in-depth analysis. As can be seen in Table 1, households ranged from one 
to five in the number of inhabitants and from five to 66 in age. Furthermore, 
different levels in terms of technological skills and knowledge as well as 
educational attainment were included. Motivation varied, stemming from 
disaffection with current energy billings, technological interest and curiosity about 
being part of a research endeavour. While all participants reportedly had a high 
general interest in saving energy, only H5 had taken action in taking sample 
measurements of appliances and calculating their total impact on the annual bill. 

For our initial HEMS development, our design was based on empirical analysis 
of our pilot study and, to a limited extent, on usability features gleaned from the 
literature on consumption feedback design. The technical HEMS set-up consisted 
of a number of different components. 

First, capturing the households’ overall power consumption required replacing 
the existing mechanical power meters with digital SmartPowerMeters that enable 
capturing the overall energy consumption of the respective household. Once 
installed, we were able to receive measurements via an optical communication 
module of the SmartPowerMeters. We used Ethernet gateways as a coupling 
element and in- house PowerLine communication to make meter readings 
accessible throughout the participant’s home network. During the operation, the 
meters continuously sent out consumption data using SmartMessageLanguage 
protocol via message push (VDE, 2010). 

Secondly, in order to capture power consumption on an appliance level, 
SmartPlug sensors were used providing disaggregated measurements. The 
SmartPlugs can easily be installed by plugging them between the power socket 
and the appliance plug. Using an autonomous Zig Bee network, they provide 
information about current power consumption and keep a history log of energy 
consumption of connected appliances. Additionally, the hardware allows turning 
appliances on and off remotely. 

Thirdly, the HEMS included a Media Centre PC, which we connected to the 
households’ main TV. This computer acts as a SmartEnergyServer, managing, 
storing and processing measurements. The server also runs the HEMS’ 
EnergyMonitor software to feed back a graphical user interface visualizing 
collected information. The software was designed in a way that allowed for a 
straightforward interaction which did not require any prior knowledge or special 
training. The system has been iteratively developed throughout the project, 
predicated on participants’ feedback and our observations. In its current version, 
the EnergyMonitor includes seven screens that show readings from the 
SmartPowerMeter, information on real-time power consumption, an energy 
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consumption history log and a comparative tag cloud. The latter allows users to 
freely assign tags to SmartPlugs, thus grouping them according to personal 
preferences. Selected views of the EnergyMonitor are shown in Fig. 2. 

Fourthly, when interacting with the EnergyMonitor, users were able to access 
feedback from a common interface when calling the EnergyMonitor from their 
TV, computer, tablet device or smartphone (cf. Fig. 3). In the case where 
households were not equipped with a TV or smartphone, relevant hardware was 
provided. 

Once selected, significant effort went into the preparation of households. Since 
technological conditions and premises varied considerably, we needed to 
standardize participants’ infrastructure in order to create equal basic conditions for 
our HEMS throughout the entire project. For installing the SmartPowerMeter, the 
support of respective electricity providers was required. Previously, we had 
analysed the technical features of different SmartMeters, to assess the 
implementation costs of communication protocols and facilities for our HEMS 
prototype. The deployment of the SmartPlugs was carried out during collaborative 
workshops with householders and our project team. We conducted a deployment 
workshop with each household, during which they distributed the SmartPlugs in 
their household. Participants were free to position them, limited only by the 
necessity of a working Zig Bee connection. Within each household, about 10 
SmartPlugs were deployed (Overall, 72 SmartPlugs in 7 households). Every 
deployment was documented in terms of type of appliance, usage context, 
position in the house, person who wanted to have it there and a short indication of 
reason. Figure 4 illustrates how people deployed the SmartPlugs within their 
homes. 

Additionally, we implemented a second, stationary control test bed in our lab. 
This test bed was equipped in a similar way to the participants’ households in 
terms of technology. Hence, we were able to run tests under similar conditions 
and eliminate technological problems before rolling out a new HEMS version. 
After this initial work, we started the continuous investigation of HEMS 
appropriation. We began by conducting semi- structured interviews with all 
participating households, to uncover existing knowledge, attitudes and motivation 
affecting energy consumption. The questions of the initial interviews focused on 
participants’management of electricity consumption at home. From this time 
onwards, numerous activities within the participating households were conducted, 
including in- depth interviews, prototype explorations, user workshops and 
participatory observations of the use of the EnergyMonitor. We frequently visited 
the households, supported them with technical problems and provided new 
versions of the HEMS when available. The focus of our investigations evolved 
and varied slightly over time. While at the beginning questions centred on current 
management of electrical consumption and attitudes towards resource 
consumption, we then shifted towards more detailed questions about HEMS use in 
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participants’ daily life. Also, occasional workshops included more specific tasks 
such as usability testing and design sessions. For data collection, our research 
involved a mixed-method approach with a view to triangulating the results (Flick, 
2009). As our first source for unobtrusively collecting data in real- life settings, 
we studied the integration of HEMS into the local context and its use over time, 
by evaluating the log files of the SmartEnergyServer. Secondly, for validating 
usability and assessing the level of acceptance of our HEMS design, we 
conducted an AttrakDiff survey (Hassenzahl, 2006) to learn about the perceived 
usefulness and easy use, as well as hedonic and pragmatic qualities (Davis, 1989; 
Hassenzahl, 2006). The survey conducted showed the level of acceptance and 
pointed out that the system was perceived as both usable and attractive Thirdly, to 
understand the households’ dynamics (Hargreaves et al., 2010, 2013; Wallenborn 
et al., 2011), we studied emerging practices and critical incidents (Stevens, 2009). 
Here, we relied on qualitative data captured during interviews, informal talks and 
observations from on-site visits. Overall, we audiotaped 70 interviews and 34 
workshops, with a total length of over 200 hours. Several million datasets on the 
energy consumption of households and appliances were gathered over a time span 
of 18 months. 
Figure 2 main view of the Energy Monitor (realized as HTML pages that could be 
displayed on Television, Smartphones and Computers) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Comparative Tag Cloud: The tag cloud shows sums of consumption of SmartPlugs 
grouped by user-generated tags. 
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FIGURE 2. Continued 

Contract Information: This screen shows the estimated consumption for the current 
year, based on the last years’ consumption, the utility providers’ name, the price per 
kilowatt hour, and the composition of the energy mix. 
Meter Information: The landing page of the feedback tool shows a graph comparing the 
factual energy consumption of the household with an anticipated prognosis on basis of 
consumption of the last years. Additionally it shows the meter counter. 
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Real-time Power Information: This screen provides a real-time visualization of the 
current power usage, measured by the SmartPlugs and the SmartPowerMeter. The 
visualization can be filtered according to the tag groups 

Historical Energy Consumption: This screen shows the historical energy consumption 
data of chosen tag groups or data from the SmartPowerMeter. 

Furthermore, households increasingly accepted remote access to the 
SmartEnergyServer even in their own absence, which was helpful when installing 
new releases or preparing follow-up visits and observing the usage of new 
features. 
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As we have suggested, most research into domestic energy consumption has 
focused on feedback mechanisms and how they affect individual decision-making. 
Our concern is rather different and, as such, the development of alternative 
concepts is a part of our focus. For this reason, we chose an inductive strategy. 
Grounded theory, of course, has been subject to a number of criticisms and 
various interpretations. They range from the earliest formulations, associated with 
Glaser and Strauss (1967), through separate inputs from Strauss and Corbin (e.g. 
Strauss and Corbin, 1997) and from Glaser (1998) and more ‘method oriented’ 
treatments associated with Charmaz (2006). 

For our analysis of the collected data, we followed an open coding process and 
the constant comparative method as suggested by Glaser and Strauss (1967). To 
explore the impacts of our HEMS on domestic life, we analysed the data from on-
site interviews and workshops using an open-coding process, as suggested by 
grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1997). After each step, the transcripts of the 
material were scrutinized and coded. Therefore, we used software tools to analyse 
and tag the text-based transcripts of the conducted interviews to identify 
similarities in using HEMS among the different households. At first, we 
composed categories based on the findings in the collected data. Then, these 
categories were related to each other (axially coded) and evolved through further 
research and investigation steps. As is typical for a Grounded Theory Approach, 
data collection, analysis and interpretation were intertwined and newer data were 
constantly compared and included into already assembled codes. This analysis 
provided the foundation to generate the categories presented in the next sections. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 3. Collect consumption data on a central home server and provide multiple accesses 

to get feedback on different devices 

FIGURE 4. Deployment and documentation of SmartPlugs within collaborative 
workshops 
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4 IMPACTS OF HEMS ON DOMESTIC LIFE 

In this chapter, we will present the results of the open-coding process of the 
collected data. Our analysis resulted in nine categories, which we will describe in 
the following. Each category begins with a title that describes the core aspect of 
the category. We will then summarize the category in a short paragraph, before 
describing it in more detail, supported by empirical results. 

4.1 We are curious 

Our participants were highly motivated to investigate their domestic energy use 
with HEMS. Once they discovered the opportunities provided by the technology, 
they are keen to monitor their domestic energy use. Participants named real- time 
local information of energy consumption at point-of-use as the most important 
benefit. The new possibilities provided by the HEMS starkly contrasted with their 
past situation, where consumption had remained largely invisible. 

Our study shows the value to households of having a controlling instrument at 
hand, one which monitors their consumption and enhances energy awareness. 
Within the conducted AttrakDiff questionnaire, the hedonic quality stimulation 
(HQ-S) is rated high (mean: 1.6). This value addresses the human need for 
excitement (novelty/change) and refers to quality aspects such as ‘innovative’, 
‘exciting’ and ‘exclusive’ (Hassenzahl, 2006; Fig. 5). 

FIGURE 5. Results of the AttrakDiff questionnaire 
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The following examples show how participants manifested their interest in using 
the system to observe their energy consumption and get a detailed picture of their 
local energy system: 

Example 1 
Interviewer: So, if you could say again, on a general level, what was good and what wasn’t. Can 
you give us feedback? 
P1: I thought it was really good, that you could measure every appliance. Even if I was charging 
my mobile phone or something else, I could measure that. That’s also interesting in regards to 
something being on stand-by, let’s just say, using 100 W. How is it used? I have an overview over 
all of the electricity I use. Before I would have had to do that manually and now I can see it on the 
display. I like that. That is very useful, because I can see where electricity is being used and how 
much is being used. 

Example 2 
Interviewer: What are your experiences with the smart metering system that we installed? How did 
you use the system? […] 
P2: Yes, I have to say, the whole thing interested me from the start […] so I did look at it, I was 
really curious […] my wife was vacuuming and I took a look to see how much [electricity] the 
vacuum cleaner uses. 

Example 3 
P3: So, it was always interesting [using the system], I turned on the TV and then I saw how much 
energy the different appliances consume by comparing it to what it was before. That was pretty 
interesting—‘guys, tell me what you’ve switched on’—so that I can keep track of what they’re 
using [...] and that’s how it was, then you can compare the days, my wife was doing the laundry, 
so the usage is higher and so on. That’s pretty interesting. 

Example 4 
P4: Well, I said: I thought maybe you switched on a device or your laptop, because the curve is up 
to 200 W, but I don’t know why. Then I thought, maybe it’s the fridge because it cools now and 
then but then it showed 100 W before and I don’t know which device needs 60 W, that means the 
40 W that the PC uses plus the 60 W […] I have to check this again, that’s very interesting, 
clearly! 

The ability to get immediate consumption information was the most attractive 
aspect of using the HEMS in the participating households and was mentioned as 
‘most beneficial’ and a ‘quick win’. The system log files show that ‘real time 
power information’ was the most used page of the HEMS. The current meter 
count (‘meter information’) (Fig. 6) ended up as second most positively received 
information. 

We found how options for monitoring and inquiring con- sumption were 
directly connected to the means of measuring consumption by deploying the 
sensing infrastructure. Partici- pants frequently reflected on how to deploy smart 
plugs in order to get the most interesting information from their local energy 
system. 
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This includes both the aspect of coverage of consumption information from 
single devices and the aspect of granularity for a detailed view on domestic 
consumption. 

During the initial phase of HEMS deployment, participants mentioned that it 
was important to them to include all major appliances, so that the overall energy 
picture was as complete as possible, despite the limited number of SmartPlugs. 
Householders consciously positioned the SmartPlugs within their homes 
according to their own preferences and needs. We noted some recurring decision-
making criteria across households. Participants repeatedly reflected on their most 
frequently used appliances and devices that they believed use a lot of energy and 
matched this with SmartPlug distribution. Figure 7 gives an overview of the 
devices distributed within the homes, summarized per device category and the 
coverage of the total household consumption. In nearly every household the initial 
deployment of SmartPlugs was changed during the time of our study to improve 
the coverage and to accommodate individual preferences in monitoring 
consumption. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 6. Overview of HEMS component usage 

4.2 I or we 

Using the HEMS influenced social relations and interactions between household 
members. There are two broadly distinct cases of HEMS use: Either one person is the 
main and independent HEMS user or HEMS is used in a more social, collective fashion. 

From our data, we identified two different types of HEMS use: On the one hand the 
local single energy expert, and on the other hand householders’ collaborative and 
mutually elaborated use of the HEMS. 

With the first type, the prevailing user takes on the role of the local energy expert who 
is in charge of the topic of domestic energy usage for the entire household. In households 
with multiple members, this person was our first contact and simultaneously the energy 
expert in the home, as the following excerpt shows: 

Interviewer: And did you check it together with your wife? 
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P5: Yes, sometimes, but I am the one [who uses the system]. She of course found that interesting, 
too, but technical stuff is my business, she probably wouldn’t even know how to boot it [HEMS] 
up. 

Here, we also observed in some cases that family members asked their ‘energy expert’ 
questions concerning consumption. The expert then either gave advice or supported the 
use of the HEMS. 

P5: She asks me and then I said: ‘Here you can see how much the washing machine consumes or 
how much the dryer consumes 

FIGURE 7. Overview of device categories covered by Smart Plugs and coverage by 
Smart Plugs from total in %. 

Also, in some cases, the ‘energy expert’became the controller, or ‘teacher’ who 
enforced the rules for domestic energy consumption. 

P6: Yes, now I know that my daughter used the computer and listened to music at the same time 
and she also was on the phone and went outside to the balcony for a phone call. And then I just 
said: Hey, there are already 100 W from your room alone. Either you switch off the devices or you 
hang up. That’s a thing: phone calls with the teenagers these days go on for half an hour or an 
hour and the devices are on anyways. 
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Here, the social interaction between household members is about advice and 
attempts by the local energy expert to avoid an inefficient use of resources. 

In the second type of use, householders develop mutual practices to understand 
their energy use. Householders use the HEMS collaboratively and mutually 
develop strategies for optimization. Here, for instance, one person would monitor 
the HEMS on the TV, while the other person would walk around the house to turn 
appliances on and off. 

P7: When I had the TV on, or, I also looked at it in between, and then I also checked with my wife 
when we, for instance, turned on the coffee machine, to see how that shows up on the curve. Or 
when she intentionally went downstairs and then turned on the washing machine, we could track 
the impact. 

We observed that a collaborative use of the HEMS influenced social relations and 
interaction between household members. In the case of multi-person households 
especially, the use of the HEMS triggered communication among members. This 
included an increase in decision-making and coordination processes among the 
members of the household concerning their energy usage. We observed recurring 
forms of communication where sharing experiences and joint optimization played 
an important part. This form of exchange mostly aimed at the promotion of 
collective efforts to optimize and control the current state of energy use within the 
homes. The following quote is an example where a husband mentioned how he 
communicated spontaneously whilst at work with his wife at home, in order to 
clarify energy use at home: 

P8: When we did this I could not understand one thing, and that’s when I remotely logged in [from 
work], when I logged in it was about 100 W. Well, I thought, that’s the computer itself, but wait, 
that is only 40 W. So I thought, OK, maybe there are some other appliances running. But then the 
curve goes up to 200 W—and I think ‘what?’ there’s nothing else switched on at home. Then I 
called my wife at work or on her cell and asked: ‘Did you just come home? Because she goes 
home at lunch time’. She says: ‘No, I’m at work’. 

In these cases where the HEMS is used collectively, forms of communication are 
shaped by the goal to develop a common understanding of energy usage within 
the homes to achieve energy consumption optimization through joint efforts. 

4.3 Energy literate 

The HEMS fosters learning about electricity consumption and ascribing a 
meaning to the information presented by it. They become more literate and 
thereby much more specific and expressive in talking about their home energy 
usage. 
This theme became visible in the stark contrast between the interviews before 
HEMS installation and after. We will use the following two parts, taken from 
interviews with the same person from household 2, as an example of the growth 
of knowledge and the capabilities of householders regarding their individual 
energy literacy. The first excerpt is taken from the first visit in the project, 
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where we wanted to learn more about their individual housing context, as well 
as their understanding of their energy consumption. Here, the person explains his 
energy consumption. 
P9: I don’t really know how much the receiver consumes. The TV, because it’s a plasma TV, 
consumes quite a lot. Other than that … the refrigerator, I don’t know how much that consumes, I 
don’t think it’s that much. […] I’d also say the stove; I’ve never really paid attention to its 
consumption. I would also guess, the TV consumes the most and in the kitchen, the stove. But I’m 
not that sure about that. 

The second excerpt is taken from an interview with the same participant after a 
HEMS deployment of 94 days, during which the system was accessed on 41 days 
(cf. Fig. 8). 
P10: [it was beneficial] seeing how much each device consumes and then to think about it […] 
Alarming how much we use in the evening. […] The TV consumes quite a lot, I have to say, 
almost 600 W [...] and when the oven rockets up to 3000 W […] And the dryer, I would have said it 
needs quite a bit, but the consumption actually was not that high. I thought it goes up to 2000 W 
or so […] if it does full heat. But then it was only 400 W. 

Here, the participant is able to de-aggregate his individual consumption on an 
appliance level. He uses ‘watt’ as a unit to explain and compare electricity 
consumption and to make value statements. 
His explanations are from memory, showing that the knowledge about 
electricity consumption has been deeply internalized and his competence to 
assess his own ‘energy system’ seems to have grown through the use of the 
HEMS. 

This was a common observation in all participating households. Throughout 
the study, householders increasingly mastered the drawing of a detailed picture 
of their local energy system after using the HEMS. Participants were able to be 
quite specific about consumption data relating to their appliances and 
demonstrated this by using numerical units of consumption in their descriptions. 
We observed that Energy Literacy, for our respondents, presents a value in 
itself. It had a significant influence on covering and improving both the general 
and theoretical knowledge about energy, as well as promoting the skills 
necessary to understand one’s own energy consumption. In our study, 
participants developed an increased competence to trace back energy flows and 
use it for overall energy management. 

The growth of energy literacy that we observed was an evolving process with 
the accurate and trustworthy information on energy consumption and the 
reflexive contextualization of this information mutually informing what 
participants had to say. Participants progressively made a connection 
betweenenergy consumption information and the context of their daily life. This 
connection represented an important precondition for an informed reflection 
about the actions that may lead to significant changes in consumption patterns  
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FIGURE 8. Usage statistic based on log file analysis of the HEMS system  

4.4 Energy literate 

Householders identify with the system. They proudly present the HEMS to their 
friends when they visit and also remotely from work to their colleagues. 

As reflected in the peak value of the AttrakDiff evaluation, HEMS users think 
that the system is highly ‘presentable’(Mean: 1.7). This is related to the system’s 
hedonic quality identity, which refers to human needs like pride, social power or 
status (Hassenzahl, 2006). 

Our users often expressed the view that they liked the system and could 
identify themselves with it. As the following statement shows, they also 
presented the HEMS system to others: 

Example 1 

Interviewer: You said that you used HEMS a number of times. 
How did you like it? What did you do with it? 
P11: Also, if friends came over, I say: ‘Look here [and they would say]. What did you have here? 
That’s cool.’ Then I said: ‘Hold on. Then I turned on the heater and when it jumped to 3000 W […] 
you see it’s going up and down.’ 
Interviewer: So you showed it to other people? 
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P11: Yes, of course also from home. Or I dialled in and then showed a colleague: ‘Here, look at 
this! You can see the current power consumption.’ ‘Oh yeah, that’s cool!’ And then he would say: 
‘Oh, I would have liked that too …’ 

Example 2 
Interviewer: And did you sit together and look at it [you and your wife]? 
P12: Yes, […] also when there were visitors, we showed it. 
Given these viral effects, we received requests from other people asking if they could 
become participants of our study too and we currently keep a list of users to take 
part in a future project. More importantly, and although we have limited data as 
yet, these results provide some early indication of a wider network effect that has 
been hitherto unreported. Our evidence suggests that user pride in the system 
and their developing abilities to monitor and understand information provided 
have some spillover influence outside of the family. 

4.5 Maintaining the overview 

The HEMS allows participants to make their energy consumption visible, a fact 
that they consider very beneficial. Beyond an initial curiosity (4.1), there is a 
sustained desire to maintain an overall picture and monitoring accurate control of 
energy usage at home. 

The need for maintaining an overview increases with time, as HEMS use 
changes from a ‘single point investigation tool’ to a control system, which 
continuously relates information in a broader context. We observed that our users 
continuously used the HEMS to maintain an overview by checking the plausibility of 
their energy use from time to time, as the following example shows: 
Interviewer: That means you sit here and check it from time to time? 
P13: Yes, yes, exactly. It is the interesting to see it again. You know in principle everything is 
alright. If then suddenly it goes up to 2000 W … well maybe someone is stealing power or there’s a 
malfunction in the house or so. 
At an early stage in the project, a recurring pattern was that participants roughly 
estimated their consumption based on verifiable values and plausible reference 
scenarios (as shown in the above quote). Given that householders were 
increasingly able to draw a detailed picture of their energy system over time, this 
allowed them to maintain an overview of consumption. Checking the 
plausibility of consumption posed a similar motivation for using the HEMS 
continuously. The practices of estimating and comparing consumption steadily 
developed. Previous values and more detailed reference scenarios become 
increasingly relevant as the following example shows. 
Interviewer: Does the displayed information mean anything to you? What kind of relevance 
does it have? 
P14: […] 300 Watt, currently, for mid-day is not so much. Usually we have 500 Watt … I 
memorized this because I check continuously. 

The aspect of keeping energy use under control is also visible in the log files. 
Users frequently accessed the system right from the beginning and sustained 
their usage behaviour over time throughout the 18-month period of our study. 
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Overall, the analysis of the log files show that users accessed the HEMS on 
average every 5.9 days (range: 2.43–12.64) to check their domestic energy 
consumption. Small peaks in use became apparent after conducting major 
project workshops (WS1: deploying SmartPlugs; WS2: Software Release 
Version 2; WS3: Software Release version 3; WS4: Evaluation). Use, however, 
also continued more or less stably without any project- related interventions. 

Our finding of a sustained use points to the wish of users to maintain an 
overview of energy consumption and control impact of actions taken or 
developments in general on a longer term. Even though usage statistics in some 
cases show a decline in HEMS access over time, at the same time it clearly 
demonstrates an overall usage beyond an initial interest. Our iterative design 
process, one which successively provided households with more sophisticated 
HEMS interfaces, might have fostered interest and motivated participants in 
learning about their energy consumption. 

4.6 Individual accounting 

Ways of explaining private energy consumption are highly individual. The 
adaptability of our HEMS made it possible to include individually defined metrics 
and individual definitions of comparable groups and classes. With this support for 
adaptability, users could progressively create a feedback system that displays 
consumption in a language that is meaningful to them, and that better captures 
different reference systems for specific situations. 

Our study shows a multitude of different ways of talking about energy 
consumption in terms of categories that are meaningful to users. People use 
different mechanisms that relate to their individual context to make their own 
energy use accountable and explainable, as exemplified below. 

Interviewer: What is electricity for you? 
P15: Electricity to me is what I use. When I drink a cup of coffee, I know that I’ll spend that much 
for that. Electricity to me is also not measurable. That’s the problem I have with it. I can’t really 
explain that to my kids: ,Look, you’re using electricity now.’ They’ll just say ,Why? I’m just 
listening to music, I’m not using electricity.’ Those are things that are really hard to explain. 

With this in mind we designed HEMS to have a potential for flexible adaptation in 
order that it may addresses people’s individual approaches to making 
consumption visible and accountable. As we had already identified this issue in 
our pre- study, we integrated a tagging mechanism that allowed flexible methods 
of structuring, categorizing and displaying measured values. This mechanism 
allows them to generate preferred views and makes it possible to include 
individually defined metrics or to redefine comparable groups and classes. With 
the help of user-defined tags, users could progressively create a feedback system 
that displayed consumption in their own language. This customization affects the 
form of visualization of measured data visible on the screens ‘Comparative Tag 
Cloud’ and ‘Real-Time Power Information’ (e.g. Fig. 9). 
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We observed that users often found this feature very helpful, especially when 
making comparative estimations. 

Interviewer: Looking back, what went well, what was bad? Is there anything special that you 
recognized? 
P16: Yes, well, yes. What I especially noticed is these customization options […] they were really 
useful. That’s where you could put things next to each other and you can concentrate on what 
you’re interested in, especially in the live view, but also in the other views. 

Most of this adaptation took place at the beginning of the HEMS exploration 
phase. Here, the definition of clusters of devices was often mapped to ways of 
consuming them as services. ‘Being in the living room’, for instance, was a 
service that participants wanted to understand and which often became a reference 
for further analysing and estimating household consumption. It also became 
apparent that emerging skills (cf. 4.3) influenced clustering policies. Over time, 
participants suggested redefining clustering in terms, for instance, of ‘always on’ 
devices versus ‘activity based consumption’ or alternatively consumption data 
structured by ‘persons’or ‘activity’. The service, ‘watching TV’, for instance, 
could include the appliances TV, stereo amplifier, receiver and DVD player. 

The wish to group domestic energy consumption by the category ‘persons’ was 
expressed early on in 4 cases. But households discovered that they found it 
difficult to clearly assign consumption to an individual person and therefore 
discarded the idea. Overall, we see the grouping of devices and consumption into 
meaningful, individual categories, as a key requirement for HEMS design 

4.7 Embedded in daily life 

HEMS usage became part of daily routines and was a sustained activity 
throughout the study. The TV became the main device to access the HEMS as it 
allows for a seamless integration with existing practice. 

In our study, users had the option to access the HEMS from a variety of home 
media devices, including TV, smartphones and (in two households) via a tablet 
computer (Fig. 10). 

Where smartphones were present in the households, we found that accessing 
the HEMS via smart phone accounted for only 2% of access occasions. In 
households where a tablet PC was at hand, it was used only for 6% of HEMS 
access. 

Analysing how people accessed consumption information throughout the study 
showed that the access of the HEMS by TV prevails. Users frequently checked 
their current energy consumption before or after watching TV or during 
commercial breaks. 

Interviewer: And did you have special occasions to check [HEMS]? 
P17: No, just spontaneously, when I watched TV. If the TV was on anyways, then I’d turn on the 
system [switched to EnergyMonitor] in the background. So, not always, but especially then. 
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The sustained use of the HEMS that we described before was clearly linked to the 
already existing practice of watching TV and the available free time during 
commercial breaks. The integration of the HEMS into daily routines, thus, is an 
important factor for sustainable use. 

To an extent, we must speculate about why this is so. Clearly, television is a 
major part of daily life, and moreover one of those occasions in family life where 
more than one family member might be present. If it is the case, as we 
hypothesize that it might be, that mobile phones and tablets entail more private 
use, then this could be explanation. Otherwise, it might be an artefact of the 
amount of continuous time spent in front of the television. It does seem that 
‘natural breaks’ in TV consumption are associated with HEMS monitoring. 

4.8 Losing trust 

Misleading or misinterpreted data provides significant challenge to householders 
and is a reason for questioning the overall value of the system in question. We 
observed that regardless of the underlying reason, information that is not 
immediately plausible makes users question the entire system and the value of 
additional information. 

In situations where participants were sceptical about information provided by 
the HEMS (which in most cases was caused by a lack of personal knowledge on 
how to analyse a specific situation), they tended to generalize about the overall 
reliability of the system. For our participants, the plausibility of the data presented 
is a matter of high priority, as shown in the following example. 

Interviewer: How did it go, with the system? Do you remember when you used it for the last time? 
P18: […] Sometimes, values for me were not immediately evident […] and somehow, I believe 
they were not always displayed correctly […] so I really rather kept my hands off it. It did not 
make sense for me anymore […] consequently, I have waited for you. 

We observed that users lost trust in the monitoring of their energy usage in 
situations when they were confronted with information that did not match the 
actual and desired situation. Such perceived inconsistencies affected the general 
attitude of people towards the entire system. This aspect underlines the 
importance of direct and easy access and of usable systems. 

P19: Well, we now we watched on the 15th […] there, I watched soccer on TV in the evening, I 
remember that. It would be interesting to see how much energy that requires. 
Interviewer: Well, than we have to check the 15th. […] you can now select 8 pm on the 15th in the 
selection menu of HEMS. 
P19: Indeed, it would be interesting to do that […] I am able to understand that exactly [...] that 
was just the TV and the computer I used to watch soccer. The TV has 400 W, we know that, and 
the PC 200. [Seeing the information on the screen] Strange, is that really possible? 4.2 KWh in the 
whole period from 8am to 11am. Definitely, that should be less […] well … if this is all correct? 
Maybe, you only get to see a tendency. [laughing] Now I understand why I was so surprised about 
my consumption elsewhere. Now, nothing surprises me anymore … 
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In this case, the provided information displayed was correct, but a setting that 
grouped the information in the desired way was not properly configured. Our 
study shows that the trust in the system is especially important for the introduction 
of the HEMS, given that this is a new class of device and that electricity 
consumption is not well understood by users. 

FIGURE 9. Consumption data structured by ‘rooms’ (top), consumption data structured 
by category ‘always on’ (below). 

FIGURE 10.  Providing Energy Feedback on multiple devices within the home 
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4.9 Doing it/impact on domestic ecology 

The HEMS impacted the domestic ecology of the participating households. 
Participants identify appliances that are wasting energy and use them less or 
make plans to replace them. They also exchange less efficient behaviours for new 
and sustainable routines in their daily lives, which results in an overall reduction of 
energy consumption. 

The HEMS impacted householders’ energy consumption behaviour. They 
changed practices and routines, which are part of habitual domestic life. They 
would, for instance, explain: 
P20: Yes, well, we did consciously leave the light turned off here in the hallway. Usually we let 
the light burn in the evenings here in the hallway; and we were upstairs and our son wasn’t here 
yet. Yes, why should we have the light turned on? 

This indicates that the HEMS impacted the way participants use electricity and, 
as in the case above, identify and change a wasteful practice. Also, as in the 
following example, they considered an alternative practice that does not require 
electricity: 
P21: My wife is very conscientious. We already talked about drying as much as possible in the 
basement [by hanging clothes]. We just checked again what impact that [the dryer] has. 

Another common observation was that once householders had established an 
understanding of their local energy system through the HEMS, they conducted 
energy conservation activities that optimized the rearrangement of appliances. 
The following case taken from an evaluation workshop illustrates this effect: 

P22: Especially upstairs in the area, as I said before, I don’t leave the TV on standby [.. .] I really 
turn it off. 

We also observed that participants used multi-socket outlets to merge devices 
and to be able to turn them off together. Participants also changed their 
configuration to achieve the previously identified saving potentials. Here, it was 
not just appliances, which are immediately accessible for domestic use, that came 
into focus. We observed that people also took into account constituent elements 
of the household, like heating (Fig. 11): 

P23: I’ve separated the heater downstairs, because the circulation pump is always working and it 
consumes about 70 W, so I installed a timer. Only if the timer is on, he pump will also turn itself on. 
Beyond the change of routines or the changes in using existing devices, the HEMS 
also increased the awareness and the knowledge about how much energy could be 
saved by replacing an appliance with a more energy-efficient one. As the following 
example about a vacuum cleaner illustrates, the new skills influence future buying 
decisions. 

P24: It’s not like we’re going to vacuum less now [laughing], but I would say that the next choice of 
vacuum cleaner will be influenced by its [electricity] consumption. And not necessarily, like, it runs 
at 1200 W, [means that] it must be good, but instead that you might say, this vacuum cleaner 
running at 700 or 800 W might actually be more effective, because technology also evolves. 
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These new insights into domestic energy consumption provided by the HEMS 
extend over the period of the field trial and show up as a noticeable effect when 
comparing the pre- and post- HEMS phases. 

Overall, for the seven households, we see an average electricity reduction of 
7.8% during a period of 18 months when compared with the consumption in the 
year before the HEMS deployment. Here, as shown in Fig. 12, an analysis of 
household 1 was not possible, because participants moved to a new apartment, 
making the collection and evaluation of relevant data impossible. 

FIGURE 11. Overview of annual consumption of householders (*household 1 residents 
moved to a new apartment, information could only be tracked partly). 

For the other households, only one household showed a significant increase in 
consumption (H5). In this household, however, remodelling took place during 
the study, which increased the living space significantly. Also worth noting is 
that in another household (H3) a person temporally moved out, which, 
independently of the HEMS, is likely to have caused a reduction in energy 
consumption. 
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While our sample size here is too small to generalize the impact of our 
HEMS and identify the exact impact of other factors in detail, it is worth noting 
that our results are consistent with the findings of other studies (Darby, 2006, 
2001). 

5 DISCUSSION 

Our work, we suggest, partly confirms what is hypothesized in other research on 
energy monitoring in the home, but also extends it. In the following, we review 
each of our stated themes and their relation to previous work. We also discuss 
aspects for the design of future HEMS. 

FIGURE 12. Effect on domestic energy consumption (*household 1 residents moved to a 
new apartment making a comparison impossible. 

5.1. We are curious 

Aspects of our first theme ‘We are curious’ have been highlighted in some 
previous research. People’s curiosity for monitoring their consumption and 
beneficial effects of immediate feedback is partly described in (Darby, 2001; 
Fischer, 2008). Karjalainen (2011) also showed that people are interested in 
consumption information on an appliance level when tracking their use of energy. 

Motivational aspects in relation to energy feedback devices are described in the 
recent literature, e.g. work by He et al. (2010), who argued that feedback devices 
should be designed for the specific stage of behavioural change a person is in, 
rather than a ’one-size-fits-all’ approach. At different stages of appropriation, 
different things motivate people. 

This theme, we feel, underlines that people are stimulated by the newness of 
the monitoring process but nevertheless that their curiosity dovetails with existing 
concerns about their energy use, and that real-time information is the preferred 
type of information. Our work nevertheless extends this sense of a curiosity in 
showing that the kind of interest participants displayed changes over time. In our 
study, participants altered their way of deploying sensing infrastructure in order to 
gain a deeper understanding of their energy consumption. For the design of future 
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systems, the question of the correlation between motivational aspects to use the 
HEMS and pro-environmental attitudes is an important issue that arguably 
requires future research. 

5.2. I or we 

The existence of consumption feedback technology has an impact on household 
practices and domestic social life. The fact that different forms of use of such 
systems emerged around  

them has been previously mentioned in Schwartz et al. (2013a) and Van Dam 
et al. (2010). Hargreaves et al. (2010), for instance, pointed out that for their out-
of-the-box energy monitor, men were the dominant users. They suggested that if 
usage of energy monitors changes to broader household ‘communities of 
practice‘, this pattern might change and further longitudinal and ethnographic 
research is necessary to explore in greater depth how energy monitors are 
embedded into daily practice (Hargreaves et al., 2010). Our research indicates that 
their intuitions are correct. Patterns of household interaction inform patterns of 
energy monitoring. Although it probably remains true that men are more likely to 
be the energy ‘experts’ in the household, we identified an emerging pattern of 
collaborative enquiry into domestic usage. It is difficult, on a very limited sample, 
to assess whether this is a function of the difference between democratic versus 
more patriarchal households but further research may illuminate the reasons for 
this. Certainly, in some form, acts of persuasion and conviction are commonplace. 
Either individually or collaboratively, monitoring forms part of the construction of 
the moral universe of the household. 

For the design of future HEMS systems, we would argue, opportunities to 
support such forms of communication should be taken into account to bridge the 
gap from the mere presentation of consumption data to an actual behaviour 
change better. 

5.3. Energy literacy 

Compared with the previous themes, the theme of Energy Literacy is not 
particularly salient in Sustainable Interaction Design (SID) literature. Studies only 
discuss learning aspects following on from the provision of energy monitors as a 
marginal issue (Hargreaves et al., 2010). This is likely to be because there have 
been relatively few longitudinal studies and so learning trajectories have been less 
visible. 

We understand energy literacy as the development of a competence to deal 
with and make sense of energy in relation to a local, personal frame of reference. 
This competence is an important precondition for an informed reflection on the 
actions that may lead over time to significant reduction in energy consumption. 
Beyond personal consumption, energy literacy also, in principle, plays an 
important role in empowering people to become informed citizens who have the 
knowledge to part- take in the societal dialogue on shrinking energy resources. 
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Here, the idea of energy literacy responds to the repeated calls from the 
sustainable research HCI community to allow users to take part and understand 
the values that are hidden in energy- saving technologies (Schwartz et al., 2013a). 

We therefore argue that the design of the HEMS should take people’s existing 
level of energy literacy into account. The HEMS could provide different entry 
points, ranging from novice to expert users or, following the idea that literacy 
develops through the use of the system, change over time. Additionally, the 
system could support different modes of interaction depending on the literacy 
level. 

5.4. Being proud 

As with the previous theme, the presentability aspects of household monitoring 
are not well investigated in the field of SID. Although Hassenzahl (2006) 
investigated the attractiveness and perceived usefulness of interactive systems, 
and included the dimension of hedonic quality, with its attributes, ‘presentable’ 
and ‘status’, little or no research has yet been done into the extent to which such 
issues extend into networks beyond the household and what consequence that 
might have for our understanding of sustainability. 

In our study, we observed that people accepted the system as part of their daily 
life, identified with the system in such a way that they could be said to be ‘proud’ 
and often used the system as a means of displaying their involvement with a 
worthwhile enterprise to their friends. Again, we remind readers that this is a 
small-scale study and the possible ways in which these network effects might be 
scalable remains to be seen. Even so, there is a potential for HEMS design to 
incorporate ‘social’ features of a kind that allows others to perceive possible 
benefits, or monitor energy consumption, outside of the immediate household 
(one thinks of the potential of such technologies in supporting the elderly). 
Normative relations in relation to energy use in wider family and community 
contexts are not well explored as yet but our research at least points to a possible 
direction for future work. Special modes for presentation and the ability to share 
personal energy consumption information appear especially relevant when 
considering the rapid growth of social media in recent years. Both local and 
remotsharing can contribute greatly to the overall user experience and value of the 
HEMS. At the same time, we know too little about the sources of enthusiasm, or 
pride, when energy consumption is in view. Future research needs to address the 
sources of motivation over time—we have no convincing picture yet as of 
whether these enthusiasms are the result of novelty, of specific features of the 
technology or of ideological commitments to the idea of being responsible, 
informed consumers. 

5.5. Maintaining the overview 

We know from SID literature that after an initial period of use, the usage of 
energy monitors tends to decline significantly over time (Hargreaves et al., 2010). 
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As a possible explanation for this, Van Dam et al. pointed out that the monitors 
themselves just became part of the ‘background’ within household routines (Van 
Dam et al., 2010), which is in line with findings from Hargreaves et al., who 
pointed out that their users had developed new patterns of energy use due to their 
increased awareness, and thus no longer needed to check the monitor (Hargreaves 
et al., 2010). Other research identified issues related to the appearance, as well as 
aesthetic and design issues of such devices (Karjalainen, 2011) that may limit 
long-term user experience. Generally, long- term effects of energy feedback 
systems are not investigated enough (Froehlich et al., 2010). 

For our HEMS, and in contrast to some of the findings from above, we 
observed that people indeed make a sustained use of the provided HEMS system 
to maintain an overview of their energy use. While facing a limited decline in 
monitoring behaviour, system usage was sustainable over 18 months. As for the 
reasons, we can only speculate: In contrast to other work, for example, we 
followed an iterative and user-centred design process, thus adapting the HEMS to 
emerging and evolving needs and interests, and thereby adapting system design to 
the learning curve of the user. Here, further research will be needed to investigate 
factors that influence sustained HEMS use. 

5.6. Individual accounting 

According to Darby feedback needs to be clear, immediate and user-specific to be 
understandable (Darby, 2001). The theme individual accounting confirms these 
findings, but also points to a common problem: many people have problems with 
understanding abstract units and, for instance, do not understand the difference 
between watts and kWh (Karjalainen, 2011). In particular, our study shows how 
users, in their lives, make sense of individual consumption in specific ways and 
how such sense- making processes creates new meanings for abstract units. 

To design energy monitors, it seems that units like kWh are the optimal 
solution as they measure the objective, physical reality of energy consumption 
most clearly. However, the phenomena of individual accounting reveals that 
energy consumption is first of all an entity of the life world that is connected with, 
but not reducible to, the psychological world [66–68]. A similar observation was 
made by Wilhite et al. (2000), who pointed out that people do not consume 
energy, but use services that consume energy (e.g. by using the Internet in an 
assembly of devices and appliances like PC, Monitor, Router, Data Centres’ etc.). 
Providing clear feedback does not in and of itself mean materializing an invisible 
physical reality (Pierce and Paulos, 2010), and hence we must consider the social 
construction of energy consumption. Specifically, supporting individual sense-
making practices is a rather different problem to that of simply providing 
feedback. 

Our tagging and grouping mechanisms proved to be highly supportive as they 
allow users to build up their own vocabulary. Designers for the HEMS can create 
features that specifically support these individual accounting strategies and 
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thereby allow users to customize the systems according to their personal evolving 
energy accounting practices. 

5.7. Embedded in daily life 

Far from being a neutral technology, our findings suggest that the HEMS should 
be embedded in social practices at home. We observe that the appropriation of the 
HEMS was particularly intensive in cases where the use of the HEMS fits into 
familiar and established routines of using technology and, most notably, when 
integrated into watching television. It seems therefore beneficial to integrate the 
HEMS and interaction with the system into existing practices, instead of asking 
users to do something entirely new. Hargreaves et al. pointed out the importance 
of putting the energy monitor where it would be seen regularly (Hargreaves et al., 
2013) and we take this further with suggestions concerning ‘embeddedness’. 

Our study suggests that such embedded design is a key issue for sustained use, 
as described before. Connecting the HEMS system to existing media devices and 
to established routines has caused people to use the HEMS for a long period. For 
our participants, watching TV was an established routine (and perhaps one of the 
few that involves family members being co- located) and using the HEMS became 
an activity incorporated into watching TV. HEMS system design thus, we believe, 
should consider integrating systems in the existing media infrastructure and media 
usage patterns at home. In addition, the design of the (routine) interaction with 
devices and the design of consumption feedback should be brought together to 
support long-term feedback usage. Hence, research on consumption feedback and 
research on the smart home should not be divided in two separate sub-
communities, but should learn from each other. 

5.8. Losing trust 

In relation to the category Losing Trust, there has been very little systematic 
previous research in the field of SID. Research in other domains, however, has 
already addressed questions concerning the attitudes of users towards interactive 
technologies based on critical incidents when using them, or software failures 
overall (Feng and Lutz, 2008; Lippert and Davis, 2006). 

In the case of the HEMS, when data were misinterpreted, this raised critical 
attitudes towards the entire system. This may be affected in the circumstance 
where there is no additional control or tracking opportunity besides the HEMS 
and people have no other means to track their consumption. While on the one 
hand that emphasizes the relevance of the HEMS as a unique resource within the 
home, on the other hand, malfunctions and failures have a disproportionate effect. 
This also underlines the challenge of delivering feedback on energy consumption 
in a robust way, as argued in other research. As known from previous literature, 
energy is perceived as being invisible by consumers and (technical) support is 
indispensable in facing the challenge of monitoring and controlling it. Problems 
using these tools could not only lead to failure of understanding, which would 
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hinder the positive impact on energy consumption, but rather implies 
unanticipated and negative impacts in practice. 

For the design of future HEMSs, avoiding possible misinterpretation of 
consumption data is likely to prove important for its potential negative influence 
on the sustained use of the HEMS. In addition, the systems should allow the user 
to trace the aggregated consumption data back to the raw data of the digital 
measuring in order to increase trust and traceability of the processed data. 

5.9. Doing it 

A key theme of studies in the field of human–computer interaction is the difficulty 
of changing household behaviour to reduce energy consumption. A large number 
of studies have investigated the effects on energy consumption by enabling energy 
consumers to better understand the usage of resources and to identify and realize 
energy saving potentials by providing interactive supportive technology (Darby, 
2001; DiSalvo et al., 2010; Fitzpatrick and Smith, 2009; Mankoff et al., 2007). 

In general, energy feedback systems are considered to influence consumers by 
providing feedback and increasing the awareness of energy consumption with the 
goal of realizing the potential for saving energy. Darby showed, for example, that 
feedback mechanisms can influence energy consumption in a positive way and 
can increase the potential of energy savings by 5–15% (Darby, 2006, 2001). Our 
study confirms these findings. Our interviewees also reported using feedback 
from the monitors in order to plan new routines or change lifestyle practices, as a 
means of cutting back on domestic energy consumption, as already reported in 
(Hassenzahl, 2006). 

Important for us is that saving energy, while an initial driver and overarching 
goal, cannot be achieved directly. Instead, other factors, as described in the other 
themes, constitute pre- conditions before energy can be saved in a sustainable 
manner. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented results from a longitudinal qualitative study of 
the HEMS that has been rolled out in a living lab setting in seven households for a 
duration of 18 months. In so doing, we have tried to shift the focus away from the 
more mechanistic, technology-led orientation of much of the literature towards a 
more consumer-focused, interpretive, approach. In so doing, we have 
demonstrated that consumption in this context should not be viewed simply as an 
individualistic and essentially rational decision-making process, but instead to see 
it as one that is produced in a social setting, by focusing on ‘what people do with 
technology’, which allowed us to uncover the appropriation of the HEMS from a 
different perspective. These methodological choices provide an obvious benefit 
insofar as they provide us with a ‘rich’ picture of user interactions over time and 
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their professed rationales for their choices. As a result of our choices, we have 
identified some under-examined themes, notably in respect of the collaborative 
understanding of energy use that evolves over time, both within and beyond the 
household and the degree to which a learning curve defined some changing 
patterns of use and understanding. We should note as well, however, that such 
choices come with a cost. Our sample is small and it is not possible to generalize 
in any strong sense. Rather, we think of our research as illuminating some themes 
that have hitherto been relatively under-examined in this domain. Our goal was to 
provide a rich description of relevant and meaningful issues emerging from the 
use of the HEMS, in order to understand how feedback works in the wild. Based 
on our findings, we presented nine themes and discussed them in relation to 
existing research in the field of SID. 

A great challenge for designing solutions for the mass market is that energy 
consumption is not to be viewed merely in terms of numerical totals, but rather as 
an entity in people’s lives that can have many individual meanings. Despite this 
‘subjective’ character, people are curious and expect to be informed in a neutral, 
reliable manner about their consumption. In this, the perception of the quality of 
the measuring system influences important values such as trust and identification, 
which can achieve a long-term impact and goes hand in hand with changes in 
consumption patterns. 

To satisfy this need for objective information, we have argued that design 
should support the energy accounting practices by which people construct a 
reliable interpretation for their local context and their local needs. Supporting 
systems should render visible ‘sense making’processes, by allowing users to trace 
back from the feedback into measured raw data. The appropriation of feedback 
systems creates in users a form of literacy that should be supported by the HEMS 
system. This means that design of the HEMS should take into account and adapt 
to the dynamic change in the skills and needs of its users. The HEMS should be 
designed to co-evolve with the changing competences of its users. 

As we showed above, HEMS usage can be connected to the use of other 
existing media (like watching TV), which raises several opportunities to embed 
feedback on consumption in daily life. Our study uncovered some of these 
opportunities (Redström, 2008), such as the use of regular commercial inter- 
ruptions as a slot where users switched to the energy monitor app running on the 
iTV. We observed a challenge in the need for smart metering technology to be 
always on in order to mea- sure continuously, but at the same time to be as energy 
efficient as possible. An answer to this challenge lies precisely in inte- grating 
HEMS functionality into other existing home devices like Wi-Fi routers. These 
issues show clearly that consump- tion feedback design should be constructed 
through a holistic understanding of the home device ecology, since the ways in 
which HEMSs are integrated into daily life decisively impacts the attractiveness 
of the system and their sustainable use. 
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A final, but nevertheless very important, point has to do with the fundamental 
purpose of systems like HEMSs. There are, it almost goes without saying, a range 
of different political and ideological interests involved in the design of HEMSs. 
Against the backdrop of global environmental problems, there is an 
understandable demand by some principled parties to move to a more 
environment-friendly way of life. Of course, how much this move needs to or will 
take place raises a host of complex issues, ranging from the demands of individual 
freedom and control to the extent of social responsibility. We do not engage with 
these debates in any direct way other than to say that, as a matter of practical 
environmental politics in a pluralistic society, finding ways to persuade people to 
change their lifestyle is probably one of the few effective mechanisms we have. 
Participants in our study did not necessarily share a consistent view of 
environmental issues and we have no evidence that they were motivated by the 
same factors as researchers. Strengers (2008) has already pointed to the fact that 
there are aspects of consumption behaviour that are unlikely to change simply 
because researchers (or any other interest group) would like them to. These and 
other potentially conflicting objectives raise the questions of the ultimate goal of 
HEMS systems. Designers could primarily design from the standpoint of the users 
as proposed by user-centred design (Lieberman et al., 2006) and participatory 
design (Friedman, 1996); or could centre on the change of ‘wasteful’ lifestyles, 
which is often implicitly the case in persuasive design approaches (Ehn, 1988). 
Here, the concept of value-sensitive design (Friedman, 1996) might prove helpful 
to deal with the diversity of interest by at least making them explicit subjects of an 
informed discourse. 

With the growing needs for a change of direction in our energy consumption 
practices, interactive technology will increasingly play an important role in 
supporting people to manage their energy footprint. Our research has shown that 
there is a high potential for interactive technology, but assessing the impact of 
these technologies in daily life is non-trivial. In understanding this impact, further 
long-haul longitudinal studies will be of central importance. 
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Abstract: With the debate on climate change, topics of diet change and the 
reduction of animal products have become increasingly important in both public and 
academic discourses. However, sustainable ICT studies have so far focused on 
individual aspects, in particular investigating the criticized persuasive design 
approach. We argue for a broader perspective on the role(s) of ICT, one that helps in 
identifying opportunities to support consumer practice transformation, beyond 
motivational aspects. Based on retrospective interviews with 16 vegans, we argue to 
understand practice transformation as co-evolution of practices and ICT artefacts, as 
this perspective helps to understand how tensions arising from complex 
entanglements of practices, socio-material contexts, and communities can be 
resolved. Rather than a motivational process, we observe various roles of ICT 
artefacts co-evolving with practices: Ranging from initial irritation, to access to 
information about vegan practices, to the learning of vegan food literacy, to the 
negotiation of a vegan identity, and vegan norms at the intersection of the ‘odd’ and 
the ‘norm’. 
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Introduction 

“A shift in the social norm of meat consumption is a transition that is 
repeatedly called for in climate change policy discourse. Yet this 
rarely sets out practically how such reduction might be achieved and, 
surprisingly, has yet to look to vegans as a knowledge resource.” [1] 



 
 

From an ecological perspective, Veganism, once considered to be something 
over-ethical and nearly religious, has taken on new significance as the ecological 
consequences of diet choice have become more apparent. Nowadays, it is 
acknowledged that dietary choices have significant consequences for 
sustainability [2,3]. Compared to a regular omnivorous diet, veganism usually 
causes a much lower carbon footprint [4,5] and is associated with health 
improvements [6]. Indeed, “the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) includes a policy recommendation to reduce meat consumption” [7]. This 
raises the question of how ICT could support the transformation of omnivorous 
consumer practices towards plant-based practices. Sustainable ICT research has 
hitherto been dominated by a ‘persuasive’ perspective focusing on rational [8] and 
sluggish consumers [9]. These approaches usually have a positive short-term 
impact on the motivation to change behaviors, but their long-term impact is 
uncertain [10–14]. The argument is that we need to understand, in more detail, 
how people construct sustainable practices themselves and how such perception is 
shaped by their socio-material 

environment [15,16]. 
Addressing these issues, research on (non-)sustainable practices has emerged as 

an alternative lens [8]. This lens was applied to energy consumption (e.g., [10–
12,15,16]), and also food waste [17], food sharing [18], and recently organic food 
consumption [19]. Yet, where studies on the transition to vegan practices exist, 
they mainly originate from social science, neglecting the role of ICT artefacts 
[4,20,21]. 

Research Gap: While there is a rich body of knowledge about ICT in pro-
environmental behavioral change and nudging, as well studies on sustainable 
consumer practices in general, less is known about practice theories in action and 
ICT not just for motivational aspects but for the long-term transformation of 
consumer practices [8,22]. 

It is exactly this knowledge about the complex evolution of entangled practices 
and the involvement of ICT artefacts that is important if design is for successfully 
supporting sustainable transformation [23]. However, the question of how 
“technology [can] promote reflection on diet [and sustainable practices] more 
strategically over longer periods?” [24] remains unanswered. In light of this 
research gap, we address the research questions of ‘How to support vegan practice 
transformation with ICT artefacts?’ and ‘How do these ICT artefacts co-evolve 
with practices in the transition towards vegan practices?’. 

To answer these questions, we conducted a qualitative study with 16 
participants, using semi-structured interviews. The focus was on vegan food 
practices, as food consumption is acknowledged for the high environmental 
impact and is more present in daily practices than buying clothes for example. 
Furthermore, diet is often the starting point for veganism [25]. Nonetheless, we 
provide related information on other consumption fields and discuss the extension 



 
 

of vegan design towards a broader inclusion of other consumption infrastructures. 
We used Shove et al.’s [26,27] and Twine’s work [1] together with work on 
appropriation [28,29] as a theoretical lens to understand the role of ICT artefacts 
in long term sustainable practice transformation. 

From this retrospective perspective on practice transformation, our findings (as 
summarized in Figure 1) show that rather than a motivational process, we should 
understand practice transformations as a co-evolution of practices and ICT 
artefacts. We observe co-evolving artefacts ranging from initial irritation, to 
access to information about vegan practices, to the learning of vegan food literacy, 
to the negotiation of a vegan identity, and vegan norms at the intersection of the 
‘odd’ and the ‘norm’. While our results at first sight only contribute to the study 
of vegan practices, we argue that co-evolution is a helpful lens to study and design 
for sustainable practice transformation in general, especially in the light of 
increasing awareness of the importance of green issues. 
 

Figure 1. Summary of findings. 



 
 

 
Transforming Practices and Forming New Practices 

Practice-theoretically informed ICT interventions found a deeper understanding 
of sustainable consumption practices and the socio-material context that shapes 
them [8,17,30,31]. This lens has been used to uncover ICT design opportunities, 
such as food sharing as a means to procure and dispose of food [18], studying 
sweet spots in consumption practices to prevent food waste [17], or opportunities 
for other food-related practices, such as gardening [32], foraging [33], and 
recently, organic food consumption [19]. 

Practices, in general, are understood as the “routinized way in which bodies are 
moved, objects are handled, subjects are treated, things are described and the 
world is understood” [34]. Beyond this rather broad definition, one can 
distinguish between materials, competences, and meanings of a practice [26,27]. 
Meanings are understood as the “symbolic meanings, ideas and aspirations” [27]. 
It is related to what Reckwitz calls mental activities, emotions, and motivational 
knowledge [34]. Competences are understood as skills and know-how, practical 
knowledge, or techniques [27], for example, knowing how to prepare a particular 
recipe [35]. Lastly, Materials refers to “objects, infrastructures, tools, hardware 
and the body itself” [27]. They are related to Reckwitz’ [34] notion that “things [ . 
. . and] objects [are] necessary components of many practices”. 

Given this framework, the question of how to transform practices emerges. In 
daily consumer routines, the elements are connected stably, creating a kind of 
equilibrium [29]. A change of one of the elements creates an imbalance, resulting 
in a “crises of routine” [34]. For the resulting dynamics, Shove et al. [27] 
distinguish between practices, proto-practices, and ex-practices. Practices are the 
well-established and unconsciously performed routines. Proto-practices are 
practices that are not yet incorporated by the person because relevant elements are 
not yet appropriated or not yet linked. In contrast, ex-practices are practices that 
have been abandoned because one of the links has broken [27]. Based on this 
understanding, interventions aim to destabilize practices and reestablish new 
practices. However, still due to the complex entangled nature of practices [17] and 
how sustainable practices are still considered as something ’odd’ [23] as the 
benefits of “good individual choices” [17] are not always recognized equally, 
designing and understanding these interventions is not straightforward. As most 
research hitherto has studied practice from a prospective standpoint, we lack 
strategies on how to transform practices in the long term [24], solving the tensions 
arising from the entanglement of practices [17,36] and departures from the ‘norm’ 
[23,37]. Indeed, this problem has been seen across a range of contexts, including 
car-free mobility [23], simple living [38], and water-reduced bathing [36]. 

Appropriation of ICT Artefacts 
Hasselqvist et al.’s [23] work on transformation towards car-free mobility 
practices already highlights that practice transformation comes with the 



 
 

appropriation of new artefacts. For example, the usage of a planning tool to 
find suitable routes for the new vehicle. As stressed by Stevens and Pipek [29], 
such making use is a dual process that changes both the object and the subject. 
The adoption includes acquiring new competences through informal learning, 
resulting in a transformation of the practice itself [39,40]. However, it is not 
only the practice itself but the ecology of ICT artefacts that is dynamically 
adapted to the introduction of new artefacts, e.g., abandoning other artefacts or 
establishing of joint usage [41]. Appropriation is thus closely related to what 
Engeström [42,43] calls expansive learning. Expansive learning mainly 
happens in the wild, where neither the learning goals nor the learning activities 
are defined in advance but are open-ended. It starts with the diffuse feeling of a 
need and the reflection of inner contradictions in the situation at hand 
(unsatisfactory state), followed by exploring and trying out new options and 
ideas (excited state) and finally finds a new equilibrium in a stable state [41]. 

Appropriating new artefacts and learning new practices does not happen in 
isolation but involves enculturation into a community of practice [44–46]. With 
the ongoing performance of a practice, the community implicitly communicates 
knowledge, values, and identities that can be learned by newcomers. Members 
share their commitment to the community as well as the competences, materials, 



 
 

 
and meanings, “in short a shared practice” [47]. Several studies [48–50] have 

demonstrated that practitioners do not need to be co-located and that newcomers 
can also become enculturated by participating in virtual communities of practice. 

ICT artefacts play a twofold role in the process of appropriation, expansive 
learning, and enculturation. They are objects of appropriation [29,41], but at the 
same time, they are also the medium as they support practice transformation [23]. 

Sustainable Food Consumption Practices and Veganism 
Veganism includes a general exclusion of animal products, e.g., in food, 

cosmetics, and clothing [25]. Besides the ethical reasons cited for veganism, 
criticism on industrial large-scale livestock farming, health considerations, and 
environmental protection can be motivations for vegans [4,25]. In particular, 
greenhouse gas emissions are strongly correlated with animal consumption [5,51]. 

Twine [4] shows how, for diet transition, different modes of food change are 
entangled with the adoption of vegan practices, ranging from substitution to the 
exploration of new dishes and products, as well as the adaption of competences 
relating to the new material (food). Such change is reflected in the ‘veganization’ 
of meals with plant-based substitutes for animal products or a shift towards two-
part vegetable meals instead of a tripartite arrangement around meat as the main 
ingredient [4]. Adopting Shove et al.’s [26,27] practice lens, Twine [1] identifies 
essential elements that constitute new vegan practices. Their framework highlights 
the interaction of new competences, such as vegan cooking skills or knowledge 
about eating-out options, the new materials, e.g., the vegan food substitutes or the 
restaurants themselves, and the meaning of veganism in respect of pleasure, 
health, and/or ethical behavior [1]. Thus, a vegan diet transition not only affects 
eating, but also other practices, such as cooking or buying food. 

As practices should be understood within their socio-material context, it is 
worth broadening the scope towards the environment vegan practices are currently 
conducted in. In general, vegan practices, as other anti-consumer movements that 
deviate from regular consumption patterns, can be referred to as a niche practice. 
This perspective highlights the gap between regime consumption infrastructures 
and the needs of niche practitioners [37]. Not only from a practice-perspective but 
also based on the number of vegans in Germany [25] and other European 
countries such as the UK [4], vegans remain a niche with a little over 1 percent of 
the population. In other countries such as Spain or France, the number remains 
even lower [52]. 

However, the situation is changing; over recent years, a continuous rise in the 
number of vegans could be observed [25,53]. This change is resembled in an 
increasingly growing market for vegan products and restaurants. Also, the market 
for media such as books is growing [53]. Here, it can be assumed that a similar 
trend can be observed for other media. In a similar vein, the vegan label (issued 
by a European Vegan NGO [53]), as well as other private labels [1], are 



 
 

increasingly established. For non-food consumption domains labeling is not yet 
widespread, but evolving [53]. However, there are various different labels, that 
not always follow a transparent and consumer-friendly definition of veganism, nor 
are all products labeled [54]. 

From a governmental and consumer protection perspective, this topic of 
regulating vegan labeling and facilitating consumer choice was neglected for a 
long time. Until today, there had been no governmental label and only a few years 
ago the German federal states agreed on a definition for the term ‘vegan’ [54]. 
The situation is similar on a European level, where no binding definition for 
vegan food exists [54]. Sustainable consumption, against the background of this 
market-based policy-making, is mostly treated as a consumers’ responsibility and 
a matter of informed choice, rather than a topic for pro-vegan or pro-
environmental policy [55]. For Germany and France, consumer protection even 
goes in a different direction. In 2018, the German Federal Ministry of Food and 
Agriculture issued legislation that complicates the naming of substitutes, e.g., 
‘vegan sausage’ [56]. In France, we found rulings than ban ‘meaty’ names for 
substitutes [57]. 



 
 

 
Not only from a legal perspective but also from a western cultural perspective, 

meat consumption is traditionally understood as a symbol of prosperity and 
wellbeing [21]. In the media, consuming animals and speciesism is reproduced as 
the norm [58]. This positive perception is also reflected in the negative reactions 
to ‘vegetarian day’ policy suggestions for public canteens. In 2013, the German 
Green Party suggested introducing a ‘vegetarian day’ in German public canteens, 
however their idea was broadly commented by public media as “’an ideological 
lifestyle dictatorship’ or ‘a disenfranchisement of citizens’” [55]. Similar reactions 
to veganism were studied for UK media, that perpetuate vegan marginalization 
and bias [58]. Despite its positive aspects, veganism is still arguably perceived by 
many as somewhat abnormal and characterized by a puritanical view of life [21]. 
Such an attitude places vegans in the position of explaining and justifying their 
‘niche’ practice [37] in their social environment. Various strategies can be 
identified as to how vegans deal with this kind of social pressure. The intentional 
choice of vegan partners (also called vegan sexuality [20]), for instance, aims to 
avoid such conflicts, at least within the partnership. There are also more inclusive 
behaviors such as the cooking and presentation of vegan dishes to show non-
vegans the benefits that can be gained from vegan meals, attempting to trigger a 
change of values [21]. In summary, it can be stated that vegan practices are 
increasingly conducted, which follows an increasingly growing market and more 
and more labeling of products. Still, from a governmental and a consumer 
protection perspective, there is no clear support for veganism and the related 
issue. In a similar vein, despite the growing number of vegans, practitioners 
remain a niche that has to justify its anti-consumerism and face social pressure. 

Materials and Methods 

To answer our research questions, we conducted semi-structured interviews 
with vegans in Germany. Our qualitative sample of 16 vegans was recruited through 
a snowball sampling procedure [59]. We started our recruitment with vegans from the 
extended social network of the authors and social media. The main criterion for 
participation was the maintenance of a vegan diet (based on the participants’ self-
images). We explained to participants the purpose of our research and informed them 
about the (anonymous) storage of data on university computers and use for research 
only. Further, we emphasized that participation was voluntary and that they could 
choose at any time to discontinue. Afterward, participants gave us their informed 
consent. We also ensured that the sample matched the socio-demographic structure of 
vegans in Germany: Vegans in Germany are 80% primarily female [25], have an average 
age of 31 [25], tend to have a higher formal education [60], and tend to live in urban 
areas [60]. This tendency of vegans to be female, young, and educated is also reflected 
in our participant sample (see Table 1). 

Our interview guideline covered the participants’ vegan diet and lifestyle (e.g., 
duration, self-image, further dietary restrictions, motivation), reflection on artefact use 
alongside their dietary changes (including both artefacts still in use, but also once used), 



 
 

and reflection on how their practices (Planning, Procurement, Preparation, Eating, 
Disposal [48]) changed in the course of going vegan. 

The interviews took between 13 and 50 min (Ø: 25 min). Afterward, the interviews 
were transcribed and coded using Catma (CATMA—For Undogmatic Textual Markup and 
Analysis (https://catma.de/)). The interview data were analyzed using thematic analysis 
[61]. Twine’s work [1] together with work on appropriation [28,29] is used as an initial 
template of codes [62]. During our inductive analysis, we especially drew upon the 
notion of the dynamic evolution of practices [27], the importance and appropriation of 
artefacts as part of vegan practices, as well as the transitions implicated. After each 
iteration, we discussed the codes and developed themes collaboratively. Note that, for the 
presentation of results participants’ quotes were translated to English, and location 
information was anonymized. 



 
 

 
Table 1. Participating vegans. 

 

No. Age Gender Education Job Household Residence 

P1 17 Female Student (Highschool)  With Family Suburban 

P2 17 Female Student (Highschool)  With Family Rural 

P3 21 Female Student (Bachelor)  Flat Sharing Urban 

P4 21 Female Student (Bachelor) Translator Flat Sharing Urban 

P5 22 Female Student (Bachelor) Assistant in Finance Flat Sharing Urban 

P6 22 Female University Degree  Alone Urban 

P7 23 Female Apprenticeship Laboratory Assistant Alone Suburban 

P8 25 Female University Degree  Alone Urban 

P9 26 Female University Degree Job seeking Alone/With Family Urban/Rural 

P10 26 Female University Degree Assistant Flat Sharing Urban 

P11 27 Female University Degree HR-Manager Alone Urban 

P12 29 Female University Degree Public Servant + Sports Teacher With Partner Urban 

P13 26 Male Student (Bachelor)  Alone Urban 

P14 28 Male University Degree Commercial Clerk Alone Urban 

P15 29 Male Apprenticeship Accounting Clerk Alone Urban 

P16 31 Male Apprenticeship Mid-Level Employee With Partner Rural 

 
1. Results 

 
1.1. Irritation and Reassurance 

At the beginning of the vegan diet transition, the media immediately takes on an 
essential role in unfreezing established beliefs, meanings, and interpretation schema. 
While the first contact with a vegan diet is often due to exposure to documentary 
resources, leading to a questioning of one’s diet, more critical is the role of media in 
establishing personal feasibility. 

1.1.1. That is not True? 

Asking about reasons and drivers of the transition towards a vegan lifestyle, P1, 
P3, and P10 reported that the first contact was mainly by video platforms such as 
Netflix and YouTube. 

“There have been several, but for example the classic Netflix documentaries like 
Cowspiracy for example or Earthlings and on YouTube there’s a lot of stuff like that 
... and also channels of private people pushing stuff like that.” P3 

Documentaries such as Cowspiracy, Earthlings, The End of Meat, and What the Health 
were repeatedly mentioned in the interviews as a critical experience, e.g., by 
participants P3, P4, P8, and P9. Our participants found themselves confronted by such 
documentaries and related pro-vegan information resources serendipitously. For 
example, P15 could not in the first instance believe the facts shown in the 
documentaries and dismissed them as ‘propaganda’. Such confrontation constitutes 
a ‘friction’ or ‘irritation’, which prompts reflection. Those terms refer to raising the 
self-reflection about previously unreflectively conducted practices. Where this 



 
 

occurred, we refer to the ‘unfreezing’ of practices. P4, P8, P9, and P11 also mention 
friends and acquaintances as triggers for questioning established food consumption 
practices. P14 also mentioned the importance of specific events such as the lasagna 
horse meat scandal in 2013 [63]. That event was his initial reason for rethinking his 
food consumption practices. 

“In any case, the use of media played a big role because I also started with it. Those 
were mainly videos, videos about the vegan diet from different sources that I started 
watching, I motivated myself with those videos at the beginning where it was still 
difficult for me. I watched videos and different 



 
 

 
pictures and yes, in any case, the media pushed me to go on, and yes I gathered 
further information from the media about how a healthy vegan lifestyle can be 
maintained.” P1 

P10s quote shows that various sources of information were used not only to 
validate the given information, but also to obtain even more details about the general 
feasibility of the diet. Hence, videos, which are, for example, accessed via YouTube, 
played an important role as did traditional print media. Indeed, the initial confrontation 
with health and livestock farming issues (especially animal suffering and dying) was 
frequently followed by a more intense encounter and exploration. 

1.1.2. Does Veganism Work for Me? 

In addition to the motivation mentioned by participant P1, the acquisition of 
nutritional skills and knowledge surrounding the maintenance of a vegan lifestyle 
also played an important role. P7 described how she received hints from YouTubers 
on nutrition and dietary supplementation, which reassured her, both about the 
feasibility and about the existence of a broader community. Besides the rather general 
information about the feasibility of a vegan diet, there was a demand for nutritional 
information. That information was gathered from YouTube, where different channels 
provide information that can be accumulated and measured by personal experience 
with a vegan diet. Another mode was mentioned by participant P12, who read books to 
triangulate information sources, thus aiming to make sense of the need for nutrients 
alongside the characteristics of food items. 

“I think that it is difficult with your nutrients because as a vegan you have to make 
sure that you have all the nutrients and so on and it is also not necessarily so good to 
take vitamin B12, I mean continuously. It is excreted by the body. But it is not good to 
consume a permanent oversupply of it. I think I have no concrete idea, but I think 
that the nutrient thing, that it is important, because it is ultimately about your 
health. And you have to be reminded regularly that you have to do a blood test, that 
you just know if something is missing in your diet. I think that would be helpful, but I 
don’t have a specific approach.” P13 

P130s example shows her high degree of uncertainty regarding the correct 
amount of vitamins, especially vitamin B12, which is probably one of the most critical 
nutrients when maintaining a vegan diet since it only rarely occurs in plant-based food 
[64]. She explained how a blood test once a year ensures that the vegan diet meets 
bodily needs. This uncertainty demonstrates a desire for tailored and personalized 
information about one’s diet and whether the dietary needs in question are being met. 

“Just to get a balanced diet. For example, beans, berries, other fruits and then it says 
how many portions you need. Then there are the vegetables. Other vegetables. Greens 
or what’s it called, cabbage, beans. Or just nuts. Whole grain, grain, water, sports. 
Vitamin B12. Vitamin D, water. And so on and so forth. I’ve tried that before, for a 
while. Well, that’s not so comprehensive now, it’s just an approximation, for 
example: One serving is 60g hummus. Zack. That’s it. When you’ve eaten that, you 
tick it off. Exactly here you have to eat three portions a day. Zack. Here you need 
one portion, how many berries are here, for example, frozen or fresh—60 g. It’s just 



 
 

so coarse. A rough guideline, so that you stop, yes.” P15 

Instead of blood tests, 6 of our 16 participants started to use diet trackers. Those 
tools helped them, especially at the beginning of their transition, to increase their 
awareness about what food to eat in which amounts, but also to prove the feasibility 
of their diet to themselves. Nonetheless, the use of those devices was relatively brief 
for some participants due to the substantial effort required to track the food intake. 
Participants P7, P9, and P10 explained how they stopped using diet trackers because of 
the high workload entailed. Participant P15 stated that he stopped tracking and now 
“really hates” it, because it was “time-consuming”, although he admitted that a tracker 
could support “rough guidelines” for one’s nutrition. 

Some participants seemed to dive straight into the vegan diet, while others described 
a step-by-step approach. P1 explained that she adopted a vegan lifestyle “from one day 
to another” and that she had 



 
 

 
never dealt with a vegan diet before. Therefore, she did not eat a balanced diet for the 
first month but acquired insights into “how such a healthy, vegan lifestyle can work 
out” by watching videos. Participant P11 began her vegan diet with a “vegan week”, in 
which she made explicit and conscious choices every day, all geared to getting better 
informed about how a vegan perspective is constituted. During that time, she 
discovered a website by PETA ZWEI and signed up for 30 days of “vegan kick-start” 
in which she was supported by the organization. P11 found it helpful to get an 
organization newsletter every 2–3 days that she could respond to as well as a personal 
contact, to whom she could address questions. 

1.2. Learning New Competences and Exploring Materiality 

Once our participants had abandoned their former diet, they faced several 
practical problems. Restaurants and cafés are not necessarily vegan-friendly or 
beloved treats and recipes might include non-vegan ingredients. (Digital) media 
played a critical role in acquiring practical knowledge and exploring food, especially 
where to find it, answering questions such as the following. 

1.2.1. Where can I Eat Vegan Food? 

As a result of the change in diet, many previously visited restaurants were no 
longer suitable for the new vegans. To find more options, our participants used 
various websites, apps, and blogs (e.g., from PETA). Further sources for help were 
acquaintances and friends (P3, P11). 

“In fact, over the Internet. I don’t know, I sat down and googled for some time. Vegan 
restaurants in (big city) and surroundings and there are actually unbelievable many 
in (big city).” P1 

The quote shows how P1 rediscovered her environment with the help of Google and 
how she was surprised about how many vegan options there were in her neighborhood. 
Eight of the 16 participants used HappyCow or Vanilla Bean, which offer information 
created by other users and show different vegan options on a map. They use these 
apps to find vegan or vegan-friendly restaurants and cafés. Even so, they highlighted 
that they now primarily used these apps in foreign places. 

“Yes, definitely. That’s HappyCow, I own the free version and especially when I’m 
traveling, or when I’m in a city where I don’t know any vegan places.” P11 

This seems to be a general pattern for using such apps and websites: After the initial 
exploration of the surrounding neighborhood in the city of residence, regular use 

decreases over time. As the degree of familiarity with these features of the locality 
increased, the information provided by these apps was internalized. Apps of this kind 

continue to be used, unsurprisingly, when visiting unfamiliar locations. A little 
surprising was that our participants did not use the resources of this kind to find 

vegan-friendly stores and supermarkets. Instead, the participants mostly continue to 
shop for their vegan foods in regular chain-supermarkets as well as known organic 

supermarkets. Only P5 stated 
that she occasionally bought special vegan food online. 



 
 

 
1.2.2. What can I Eat? 

In much the same way, the material quality of food was also rediscovered in vegan 
practices. 

 
“I think CodeCheck definitely, that was a big thing for me, that I could always scan 
the... this barcode then and then it was in there whether it is vegan or whether it is 
maybe vegan or was tested on animals. That was a super big help, but after a while it is 
marginalized, because then I knew what is vegan and meanwhile it’s everywhere 
anyway. That means the time helped me there also a little bit.” P11 

Participant P11 described the difficulty of a transition from relatively carefree 
shopping to shopping or consumption with a more considered approach to the 
ingredients and properties of the food. Participants P3, P4, and P7 also described 
how artefacts, especially CodeCheck, helped in 



 
 

 
gathering further information about the product. However, according to nine 
participants, an initial assessment here is also possible by simply looking at the 
ingredients and allergens of a product, or solely at vegan-trade-signs. However, the 
former is not always valid because, as participant P3 stated, some products use 
flavoring substances, e.g., lard in potato chips, that is not declared in the ingredient 
list. 

“You learn so much from the ingredients and then you’ve looked at the product 5 times, 
then you know what’s in there, it’s vegan and it’s okay. Or with things like marzipan, 
you look on the ingredients list one time and then you eat it all the time. Just because 
there’s a label, no just because there’s no label on it doesn’t mean it’s not vegan. You 
have to pay attention to the ingredients and eventually you know it by heart.”P13 

Similarly, to exploring food ingredients 5 participants explained how they try to 
reduce leather and animal fibers when buying clothes. While these participants did not 
report on any ICT support for checking the material of clothing or showing plant-based 
clothing stores, trade-signs and material lists are a good starting point for the purchase 
decision. 

This information also has a direct effect on food- or product-specific knowledge in 
the sense of a competence, which is sufficient for most consumption situations, so that 
the medium subsequently loses its significance for daily practice, as the example of 
participant P13 shows. However, five participants explained that media such as 
CodeCheck or Google were still used in situations of uncertainty, e.g., when buying an 
unfamiliar product. 

1.2.3. What can I Make from My New Food? 

Participants described how they needed information on how to prepare vegetables as 
well as how to include them into dishes. This information was usually accessed by 
simply searching the internet for recipes or specific tutorials on how to prepare the 
vegetable as well as looking at vegan cookbooks. 

“Yeah. Also. Within the last year, after I started to eat vegan, I’ve learned about so 
many new vegetables that I simply got to know, which I did not know before. You 
always see the whole variety of vegetables, but how can I prepare this at all. That 
wasn’t even clear to me. Meanwhile, I know how to do it, so I do it gladly, really. 
Vegetables that I have never processed or never bought. That I see now so ok it is just 
the season and then I like to buy it and then I look online. What can I do with it at all 
and then. Partly the meal I cook depends on the vegetables I buy. So, I’ve always 
been experimental about what I do with all that stuff.” P5 

The example of participant P5 shows how this additional mode of food 
exploration is supported by (digital) media. She explained how she discovered a 
whole new variety of vegetables that were previously not included in her diet. 

Besides the exploration of new vegetable possibilities, dishes, in general, seem to 
be transformed from a three-part meal towards a two-part meal, as Twine [4] already 
mentions in his work. This change was described by participants P7, P8, and P11. They 
explained how they usually cook some source of carbohydrate, e.g., potatoes or rice 



 
 

and some vegetables with it. P11 further highlighted beans as an addition to the 
vegetables. 

“But if I have a special idea, for example, I wanted to bake a banana bread then I just 
google “banana bread vegan” and click on any recipe from a blog, those are mostly 
blogs I didn’t know.” P8 

When it comes to the ‘veganization’ of formerly known dishes, the internet is, as 
the examples of participant P8, P10, P12, and P16 show, a good source for recipes. The 
internet provides enormous variety and, moreover, a variety that is coded to vegan 
interests. Participant P10 explained how he searched the internet for recipes of 
beloved childhood meals and inspiring meals from restaurants to ‘veganize’ them by 
finding a vegan version of the recipe. The same applies for inspiration for more 



 
 

 
complex weekend dishes or dishes prepared for friends or family. To prepare them, 
special vegan blogs, Google, Instagram, or YouTube cooking channels are visited to 
get some inspiration, as seven of our participants explained. P5 described how she, at 
first, had difficulties in making use of the whole variety of vegan recipes. Thereby, 
they had some “trusted” blogs, from which they get, from their perspective, healthy 
recipes, as participants P8 and P10 state. An additional mode of inspiration and food 
exploration is, of course, the usage of vegan-style cookbooks as several participants 
explain, e.g., P11. 

1.3. Community and Sharing Veganism 

Prior work [20,21] already highlights how vegans negotiate and exchange the 
experiences of their diet with other vegans but also with the omnivorous majority. 
Since our participants were often the only vegans in their circle of acquaintances, 
artefacts helped them to connect with other vegans, but also to share and negotiate 
their practices with others. 

1.3.1. Connecting with Other Vegans 

With the transition to a vegan diet, media, especially social media such as 
Facebook, are used to make contact with like-minded people. As six participants 
show, this contact can take place on a purely digital, passive basis, in the sense of 
receiving information about offers of local supermarkets, inspiration, or recipes. 
Participant P11, however, often asked questions and engaged in exchanges, as the 
Facebook group was seen as a place of mutual understanding, where vegans are safe 
from being “flamed by somebody”. Understanding and security were also taken up by 
participants P1 and P7 in the context of finding a vegan community. The reasons were 
the annoying questions about their diet or the lack of understanding on the part of non-
vegan people. 

“I’m also a member of a vegan [Facebook] community. (big city) vegan, that’s the 
name. There you sometimes get a notification when a new restaurant opens or when 
there are special offers or something like that.” P14 

Besides the example of participant P14, participant P11 mentioned how she learned 
new cooking skills and formerly unknown ingredients from such a group, e.g., making 
macarons with aquafaba (liquid remaining after chickpea cooking) as a substitute 
for eggs. At this point, interestingly, the aforementioned vegan groups have a strong 
local connection, usually containing the city or region name as well as some sort of 
vegan identifier. Besides the names, the content of these groups is also tied to the local 
context at least to some extent. While nutritional information is universally valid, 
information about restaurants and retailers is only of value for the local community. 
Furthermore, food infrastructures participants reported on various other consumption 
infrastructures that are exchanged in the community. These range from clothing 
stores, locations of leather-free furniture, or shoes without an animal-based glue. At 
this point, the variety of consumption infrastructure resembles veganism if often not 
only a matter of food consumption, but is also entangled with various other 
consumption practices, for which we yet found no ICT designs, but the appropriation 



 
 

of social media to exchange such information. 
However, this exchange was not always successfully established, as participant 

P6 explained. She described how she tried to join an online community but found 
it difficult to get in touch with the other vegans. This difficulty is primarily 
because—despite the perceived expectation of non-vegans—being a ‘member’ is not 
always straightforward. Where membership of such online groups is successfully 
established, it is sometimes used to establish ‘offline’ contact. 

“Yeah, so that is just called vegan regulars’ table ah and there was. I was once joining 
such a running group the somehow called good night running group or something 
like that. And there you always meet at full moon here at (locality) and run five 
kilometers or so and then make a donation for some animal welfare project. And 
there were mostly vegans, too.” P7 



 
 

 
The example of participant P7 shows that regulars’ tables are often formed, which 

put a stronger focus on face-to-face exchange and information retrieval. Apart from 
this, however, there are also people meeting for other leisure activities, such as the good 
night running group, a run against animal suffering. In this respect, the media has less 
of an informative function but more of a mediating role, which enables people to find 
like-minded people who, for instance, share similar eating habits. 

1.3.2. Sharing Veganism 

Within “the mode of performing veganism in a demonstrative manner that draws 
omnivores or vegetarians into the sensual experience of vegan food” [21], participant 
P8, as well as six other participants, explained how pictures of home-made vegan food 
were shared, as were photos of food from restaurants via Instagram to a broader public 
or with friends via messengers such as WhatsApp. The example of P8 shows how she 
hoped that the sharing of the sensual experience through the visual representation of 
her food motivated others to try a vegan diet. However, the sharing of food 
experiences was not always tied to a sense of motivating or persuading others to 
change their diet. Participant P10 explained how she uses pictures and recipes to 
“break with prejudices” about her vegan diet. 

“I think subconsciously, one has always a little bit of hope that one can maybe motivate 
someone to try it for themselves. And because I maybe want to show the people that 
vegan food can be totally great and doesn’t mean abandoning anything.” P8 

The quote from P8 shows her desire to share the perceived positive characteristics of 
vegan dishes and diet. Similarly, Participant P5 started her own Instagram account to 
share pictures of her vegan food. She explained that the ongoing questions “what can 
you still eat?” motivated her to share the variety of food that she consumes. She and 
participant P7 argued that they got positive reactions and significant interest from their 
audience who, they suggested, are often astonished by the fact that the meal was made 
without animal products and even that friends sometimes stated that they wished they 
could eat the food as well. In the circle of friends and acquaintances, however, food was 
not exclusively shared via digital media in the form of pictures. Six participants also 
described how they made a special effort when they cooked for others to improve the 
sensual experience of the prepared dishes. 

“I think only once, when I was at the Christmas market, there at a vegan food truck 
and then I just posted a picture, but under the cloak of ‘Christmas market’ and not 
with the tag ‘vegan’.” P11 

The desire to promote veganism is not universal. The example of participant P11 
shows that not all participants share their vegan diet via Instagram with the public. 
While in the beginning, she wanted to convince people within her family and friends that 
they should reduce the share of meat within their diet, she nowadays shares her 
experiences without a specific reference to veganism. Thus, the “cloak of Christmas 
market” allows her to share the experience without explicitly telling a broader public 
about the details of her diet and therefore aligning with the (omnivorous) majority’s 
narrative interests. 



 
 

2. Discussion 

While prior research studied the role of artefacts for changing entangled practices 
from a prospective perspective [17,36], our research provides insights on how vegan 
practices and artefacts co-evolve from a retrospective perspective. 

In contrast to TTM [65], co-evolution is not a stepwise process, but requires 
multiple iterations of learning, exploring, and adjusting practices in a dialectic 
relationship with artefacts. However, there seems to be some ‘unfreezing’ of change, as 
an initial step in triggering the “crises of routine” [34], that creates the need for new 
artefactual use [41] and a desire to rethink practices [27]. From there on, a continuous, 
iterative learning of practices and adapting of artefacts begins, with a constant tinkering 
as new issues arise. Eventually, co-evolution will come to a new ‘more’ stable and 
satisfactory state, 



 
 

 
where vegans become comfortable with their status and familiar with the various 
sources that enable this stability. Nevertheless, this has to be achieved in a context where 
veganism is still regarded as ‘odd’, at least by some. Negotiating the relationship with 
more ‘normal’ practices is a constant challenge. 

This view draws on prior research [17,23,36] that highlights the evolutionary 
nature of practice transformation as well as research on dynamic artefact ecologies [41,66], 
that shows the interrelationship and changing nature of artefacts. However, our work 
adds to this perspective, by arguing that artefact ecologies and practices should be 
understood in their mutual relationship manifested as a co-evolution, rather than 
individually, when designing for sustainable practice transformation. This co-evolution 
is presented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Co-evolving practices and artefacts 
(inspired by [67]). 

 
From this perspective, artefact ecologies are not only dynamic [41] as new 

resources are found, but are also adaptive to the changing needs as people ‘become’ 
vegan. This is redolent of Becker’s [68] famous paper on marijuana use, where he 
demonstrates the cultural practices required to become a competent user. 

2.1. Co-Evolution from a Perspective of Practices 

From a perspective of evolving vegan practices, meanings, competences, 
materials [1,4], and communities [20,21] are underpinned by a dynamic ecology of 
artefacts contributing to the incorporation of elements and a progressive stabilization 
of use. 

For meaning, the role of artefacts slightly shifts with the evolution of vegan 
practices. With the initial confrontation, we observed that artefacts helped to unfreeze 
the existing, routinized non-vegan practices by questioning established beliefs, views, 
and meanings. There are some parallels with persuasive approaches [69], even if none 
of the participants mentioned the use of persuasive and gamified technologies, e.g., 



 
 

eco-feedback to motivate and sustain diet-change. Instead, we observed something 
that could be called persuasive rhetoric. For instance, documentaries about veganism 
use persuasive rhetoric to raise people’s awareness about veganism and confront viewers 
with the negative effects of meat consumption and livestock farming. To validate the 
information seen in documentaries, our participants were making use of different 
information sources. For instance, some participants used diet trackers or medical tests 
to verify information consumed or practices explored. In particular, the reassurance of 
the personal feasibility of the diet went hand in hand with testing to understand what 
veganism means for oneself and one’s body. 



 
 

 
Overall, we saw that the old interpretation schema is not suddenly and entirely 

replaced by a new one. Instead, meaning shifts over time. Most participants did not 
have a complete commitment to veganism as an alternative diet in the beginning but 
proved the feasibility and practicability of veganism with their ongoing evolutionary 
practices. When stabilizing, reflection turned to moral commitment, exhibited in 
various forms of sharing meaning with vegans as well as non-vegans. 

For materials, we can distinguish between two mutually related areas: First, the 
materiality of practices, including physical performances, tools used, goods, 
infrastructures, etc., and second, how such materiality becomes relevant to practice. 

For the first, we observed, in keeping with Twine [4], how some participants 
changed their diet patterns by substituting non-vegan products to veganize recipes 
and changed from the tripartite structure towards meals that consisted of vegetables 
and carbohydrates only. Our participants also abandoned a variety of practices 
involving certain materials such as visiting non-vegan restaurants and buying non-
vegan food. For the second, our study reveals that artefacts help to compensate such 
loss by supporting the exploration of potential new materials, such as providing 
access to unknown vegetables, substitution recipes, or raising awareness of vegan-
friendly restaurants. 

For competences, as outlined by Twine [1,4], we also observed that a change of 
competence was linked to and mediated by changed material use. Vegan newcomers 
must acquire new competences in many areas, such as finding and preparing 
appropriate food, appropriating existing vegan infrastructures, such as vegan-friendly 
restaurants in their neighborhood, or figuring out how to make use of online recipe 
databases. Additionally, appropriate behaviors and actions must be learned and 
explored, e.g., how to stay politely when the own practice is commented by others or 
how to offer food to non-vegans without being the ‘killjoy’ [21]. Here, artefacts do 
not only serve as an ‘awareness’ tool, but also help people to incorporate new 
elements into their practice. They not only provide facts and information about 
veganism, but also what Pipek [70] calls appropriation support. For instance, cooking 
videos show how to perform practices such as substituting eggs when baking 
macarons. 

For communities, artefacts play an important role in connecting vegan newcomers and 
experienced practitioners either online or (less often) offline. Vegans are sometimes 
confronted with the reaction by an omnivorous norm, ranging from the merely 
unhelpful to offensive reactions [21]. Against this background, it is not surprising that 
social and symbolic support becomes important. Our participants actively searched for 
like-minded people as they presented a kind of safe space to develop and try out a new 
vegan identity and role model. They actively oriented to the presentation of their 
lifestyle as ‘valued’. However, as noted by Warde [71], such communities do not just 
provide symbolic support, but constantly negotiate rules and norms towards a mutual 
understanding of how the practice has to be adequately performed. 

In contrast to this inner orientation, prior research [23,38] pinpoints the co-
existence and tension of ‘norm’ and ‘odd’ practices. Our study shows that the two are 
linked in a dialogic relationship. Our participants, as newcomers to vegan practices, 
negotiate meanings and share knowledge and positive experience with their omnivorous 
families and friends. Similar to the conflicts and justification strategies (see [20,21]), 



 
 

presenting perceived advantages of the new, vegan diet seems to be aimed towards 
decreasing prejudice and exploring ways to co-exist, e.g., cooking for both vegan 
and non-vegan guests. 

2.2. Co-Evolution from a Perspective of ICT Artefacts 

We can observe how the composition of the artefact ecology changes with the ongoing 
incorporation of practices, enabling iterative learning steps that then cause a 
reconfiguration of artefacts. 

Artefacts as irritation and reassurance tools are important especially at the beginning 
of practice transformation, as they trigger “crises of routine” [34] by productive 
confrontation [29], for example when challenging existing beliefs about one’s diet when 
watching documentaries or reading about a food scandal. This irritation leads to a 
tension that unfreezes existing convictions and dismantles existing linkages between 
the practice elements, preparing the ground for the emergence of new 



 
 

 
proto-practices (see [27]). Still, the reconfiguration of the artefact ecology with such 
media in use does not automatically lead to a practice transformation. At this point, 
either new artefacts need to be iteratively incorporated or artefacts need to be used in 
different ways as new practices evolve. 

However, from time to time, tools to reassure become important again. This is 
similar to Engeström’s cycle of expansive learning [42,43]. In our results, this is shown in 
the notion of ‘reflecting on the process’ by vegans, providing reassurance e.g., when 
identifying new meals as sufficiently nutritious by means of diet trackers or reflecting 
on diet change in more general terms by blood tests after a certain time. 

Artefacts as information and learning tools play an essential role in recreating 
new linkages by exploring a ‘vegan’ material environment as well as supporting 

knowledge and competence building. Foundation for this exploration, is visibility of 
practices and the entangled infrastructures, that would otherwise remain hidden within 

an omnivorous practice regime. As the example of restaurant search shows, 
applications and information sources, such as HappyCow, are intensively used in the 

early evolution of vegan practices, but their use diminishes over time. Similarly, learning 
recipes or scanning food becomes less important when competences and materials are 

incorporated, and practices stabilize. Although certain artefacts seem to decrease in 
importance with developing environmental familiarity, they re-emerge into the 

ecology when traveling to an unknown location or stumbling upon 
a new product when grocery shopping. 

Artefacts as communication tools connect vegan newcomers with an (online) 
community of practice. For example, when tensions with the omnivorous ‘norm’ practices 
arise, communication tools provide a means for reassurance and defensive strategy. They 
also provide for more active use, such as exchange about new food, restaurants, or 
preparation techniques. While communication was mostly online, some communities’ 
activities shift to the ‘offline world’. In those cases, communication tools enable the 
formation of an offline community, but once friendships and regular meetings are 
established, it became less important. 

From a more general perspective, the artefact ecology shifts in very contingent 
ways. Use can be thought of as a kind of “bricolage”—tinkering, exploration, and 
reassurance, characterized by discontinuities and situational factors. This bricolage has 
been demonstrated in other contexts [29,72], sometimes referred to as artful integration 
[73,74], or creative consumption [75,76]. Thereby, change to the ecology of ICT artefacts 
follows the logic of making vegan practices and practice transformation more 
convenient. In the beginning, it is the lack of routinization that is supported by ICT, 
while in later transformation, convenience is provided by again incorporating tools to 
deal with unusual situations. Still, convenience and the usage of ICT cannot be 
understood as a luxury problem but as a support of fundamental daily routines and 
the satisfaction of basic needs when infrastructures and practice elements are 
invisible. Based on early work on veganism [77], we assume that a lack of such 
visibility induced by technology would raise the perception of barriers to vegan 
practices as opportunities, e.g., in the neighborhood, would remain invisible. From a 
practice theoretical perspective on the technologies, this goes along with media as part 
of practice, to change meanings, learn competences, explore materials, and enculturate 
into communities [1]. These different role(s) that are part of practice [1] and their 



 
 

iterative contribution are in contrast to motivational design research that aimed to 
motivate rational consumers with enough motivational and informational resources 
[8,12]. Still, motivation is one aspect of practices, as the documentaries that accompany 
early vegan practice transformation show. However, these just provide some basic torque 
for transformation that would quickly decrease if the appropriation of a socio-
materiality would be difficult. 

CodeCheck, for example, was not designed for vegans. Still, it has become 
common practice in vegan communities to use it as a tool to determine more details about 
product ingredients and to avoid unintentionally buying and eating non-vegan food. The 
search for vegan-friendly restaurants presents another example of such creative 
consumption: There are specifically designed apps such as VanillaBean or HappyCow for 
this purpose. However, we also observed that participants adopt appropriate filtering 
strategies to obtain information about vegan restaurants when using Google and/or 
Google Maps. 



 
 

 
In addition, single artefacts are used in combination to support the evolution of practice 
transformation, as the reflection of the new vegan cooking practices by means of diet 
tracking shows. 

2.3. Designing for Co-Evolution of Vegan Practices 

Our research uncovered the use of various ICT artefacts along with the practice 
transformation of Going Vegan, still, there are several blind spots in current design to 
be addressed by future research and design. Although we argue that no single ICT 
design transforms practices like a ’magic-bullet’, novel and vegan sensitive design 
could contribute to small steps towards vegan practices and the appropriation of such. 
Designing for Value Tensions between Livestock Farming and Consumed Reality: By now 
design research focused on small changes of practices, e.g., by encouraging organic 
food consumption [19] or reducing food waste [17]. Often these studies aim to raise 
awareness about the lived reality of consumption and the therefrom caused 
environmental impacts [22]. For veganism, to the best of our knowledge, no such 
study was conducted [22]. While our research observed value tensions between the 
realities of livestock farming and consumer values, as well as information on 
perceived barriers of change, to cause reflection on consumption patterns, it remains 
unclear how to successfully design for encouraging (more) plant-based 
consumption. An interesting approach is the various challenges, e.g., Veganuary 
(https://uk.veganuary.com/). However, also linking effects of own consumption 
patterns to the conditions of livestock farming, environmental, and health impacts 
might be promising. At this point, tying up to previous work on visualizing organic 
food consumption [19] shows paths for awareness-raising designs. Still, vegan design 
needs supply-chain information, e.g., place of origin, living conditions, and transport 
conditions. Furthermore, how to communicate and design such information remains 
an open gap between research on vegan practices and environmental psychology. 

Designing for Visibility of Consumption Infrastructures: While our research observed 
various tools to 

increase visibility and learning of consumption infrastructures, these still only cover 
restaurants and supermarket food. To facilitate practice change, future design should 
focus on other infrastructures, such as clothing and cosmetics or furniture. Thereby, it 
is not only about the products, but also entangled services, such as hairdressers that 
offer plant-based cosmetics or clothing companies that do not test their colors on 
animals. Given that our research mainly focused on food, future design research first 
needs to understand the visibility and perception of such infrastructures, especially 
against the background of satisfying the basic needs of daily life. Indeed, recent work on 
the practice of food teaming shows how a perspective on consumption infrastructures, 
their perception, substitution, and visibility is helpful to inform design [78]. 

Designing for Tradeoffs with Family and Friends: Having discussed the idea of more 
infrastructure aware design, still, it remains open how to bridge the gap between 
expectations of family and friends ant their practice [21] e.g., on what a proper 
eating-out location is and one that is vegan friendly. By now, there are apps such a 
HappyCow for vegans and tools such as FourSquare or TripAdvisor that are used by 
regime practitioners. Bringing both ICT designs together to allow finding places, 
where vegans and their family and friends are satisfied, should be addressed in future 



 
 

research. More strongly including the making of trade-offs in such filtering and search 
mechanisms for infrastructures could reduce social tensions, decrease the perception of 
vegans as killjoys, and finally facilitate diffusion as barriers between practices are 
reduced. 

Designing for Label and Ingredient Transparency: Against the background of missing 
European or national issued legislation on a consumer-friendly definition of vegan 
products and labels [54], future design should research current efforts of vegans to 
check and discuss ingredients, in particular with apps such as CodeCheck, to provide a 
transparent and unique interface for checking vegan qualities of products. An 
additional feature of this could be the inclusion of social, information, e.g., vegan 
negotiations in social media about products. Bridging social information on products, 
ingredients tables, producer information, and transparent label information together 
could be an improvement 



 
 

 
of current services. Also, non-food products should be included in the related 
databases, as this is currently a blind-spot. 

Designing for Learning Taste and Substitution: A particular blind-spot of current 
vegan design is substitution and the learning of new tastes. Already in the 1950s, Becker 
[68] showed how learning new practices comes with the learning of taste. In addition, 
Twine [4] also observed how vegan practitioners over time transition from an omnivorous 
regime taste to a celebration of plant-based foods. However, design does not yet support 
such iterative exploration of vegan foods. Recommender systems, although yet not 
designed for special diet requirements [79], offer the technological foundations to 
understand current consumption and recommend foods for the future. Therefore, future 
research should bridge the gap between the basic ideas of self-actualization and sustainable 
consumption in recommender systems and the process of learning new tastes. Here, it 
could be tied up to and extended on research that already explored recommendations 
based on flavor components [80]. For example, recommendations could start with 
substitutes that fit into beloved recipes and taste like meat, e.g., supermarket burger 
substitutes and then gradually shift and prepare towards pulses, tofu, and other vegan 
options. With such mechanisms, not only taste, but also competences, could be 
learned over time. 

 
2.4. Designing for Co-Evolution of Sustainable Practices 

Veganism might appear to be a somewhat narrow focus of interest, but we want 
to argue that it forms part of a developing, and increasingly important nexus of 
practices associated with ‘green consumerism’ and even ‘anti-consumption’ [81]. As we 
have seen, veganism is associated with complex and co-evolving practices and artefacts. 
An understanding of these new constellations from a more general perspective should 
bring attention to the same co-evolution if we are to design for sustainable practice 
formation in general. For other practices associated with green consumption [17,23], 
designing for change might require the same understanding of many learning iterations 
co-evolving with artefacts and how they integrate with emerging communities of 
practice. 

Designing for Crises of Routine: As most of our participants highlighted a specific 
event or documentary that caused a “crises of routine” [34], persuasive design and 
gamification still might play an important role, as a starting point for co-evolution. 
Although these approaches are critiqued for not considering the socio-material context 
[15,16], we observed that triggering initial change is often a function of ‘awareness 
prompting’. That is, exposure to documentary and other formats can trigger this crisis 
of routine. Certainly, initial triggers of one kind or another seem to play an important 
role. The routines of Hasselqvist et al.’s [23] participants, for example, were brought 
into crises by challenging them to not use their cars anymore. How best to incorporate 
such triggers into design is an open question, since there will be ethical and other 
issues to contend with, as we cannot simply adopt showing slaughterhouse content. 
Persuasive design might, at these early stages, remain a viable proposition. 

Designing for Iterative Learning of Practices: Once change is initiated, rather 
than designing for practice transformation as ‘absolute change’, we should focus on 
smaller iterations of learning the materials and competences for the new practice, as an 
appropriation of niche infrastructures. This involves exploring the infrastructure of 



 
 

restaurants and stores nearby, learning which ingredients are vegan, and building new 
cooking competences. However, evolving knowledge and competences change use, as 
with the restaurant tools we describe above. Similar evolutions can be seen with the 
move to car-free mobility [23], where appropriate travel planning tools are appropriated, 
used, and then abandoned. Another element of this process is the monitoring or 
tracking behavior as a reflection on the process that we observed with diet trackers and 
is also highlighted in other research [17]. Designing for Artful Integration and Alignment: 
However, what is currently evident is that there is no integrated provision for these 
heterogeneous practices, nor for different learning strategies. Multiple artefacts exist 
and are used but no current facility exists for integrating them. This is similar to the 
work of Ganglbauer et al. [17] who show that changing food-wasting practices needs 
multiple interventions. Therefore, design should be flexible enough to be abandoned, 
recombined, and used in completely 



 
 

 
different ways, in short enabling artful integration by the users. On the other hand, 
designers can use the dialectic relationship with tools to resolve tensions arising from 
the entanglement of practices, e.g., diet trackers to change the meaning of vegan meals 
and recipes to learn the necessary competences to, in short, align the appropriation of 
artefacts and the learning of practices. 

Designing for Tension between the Odd and the Norm: Design should be sensitive 
about the niche existence of practices and the difficulty arising from being perceived as 
the “odd” [23], “going against the [ . . . ] society” [38] or the “killjoy” [21]. Therefore, 
rather than breaking all ties to the ‘norm’ practice and its community, design should 
reconcile both, e.g., designing for ‘veganization’ of meals in omnivorous recipe apps, 
rather than directly providing completely new and unfamiliar recipes. This is similar to 
Hasselqvist et al. [23] who already suggest including sustainable modes of traffic in 
regular planning tools, creating visibility of alternatives, rather than providing for separate 
and already decided use. In addition, it is exactly this tension that causes some instability 
of niche practice even after most of the learning has happened. Here, design can play 
distinct roles, on the one hand by creating safe spaces for the community, allowing for 
support, reinforcement [38]. and temporary withdrawal, and on the other hand, 
allowing for productive exchange between the different communities. Both artefact 
usages have been observed in our study, with participants using online groups to be 
not exposed to commenting by the ‘norm’ and at the same time sharing pictures of 
vegan meals to create visibility for their ‘niche’ and decrease prejudice. 

Co-Designing with Practitioners: Lastly, we want to reflect on the retrospective 
perspective of our research and the reflection on ICT usage along the practitioners’ 
transformation journeys. For this purpose, we want to come back to the quote we used 
at the beginning of this paper: “Yet this rarely sets out practically how such reduction might 
be achieved and, surprisingly, has yet to look to vegans as a knowledge resource.” [1]. While the 
idea of studying practices [8,17,22] and involving practitioners [82] is not a new one, 
often the starting point of design is the research of unsustainable practices. This usually 
leads to designs that just cover the first iterations of change, such as increasing the 
motivation of consumers or raising awareness about their unsustainability [8,22]. At 
this point, we do not want to argue that unsustainable practitioners should not be 
included in the co-design process, but that complementing design ideas with success 
stories and the experiences of already sustainable practitioners will allow for a more 
nuanced understanding of barriers of transformation, ICT designs that are practice-
proven, and blind-spots in the ICT ecology. 

3. Conclusions 

Our research uncovered how vegan practices and the usage of ICT artefacts co-
evolve. While our results at first sight only contribute to the study of vegan 
practices, we argue that co-evolution is a helpful lens to study and design for 
sustainable practice transformation in general. From this perspective, the role of 
persuasive design and gamification should be reconceptualized as a trigger for the 
“crises of routine” and reassurance when doubts arise. Understanding the role of 
different artefacts in knowledge and competence acquisition, and in supporting 
membership of evolving communities of practice, we suggest, has been under-rehearsed 
and will require ever more attention as sustainability becomes part of the mainstream 



 
 

agenda. Furthermore, we argue design should focus on the border between the ‘norm’ 
and the ‘odd’ to foster learning, exchange, and to support the negotiation of elements. 
Finally, we discussed how a retrospective perspective and learning from success 
stories complements practice research to inform design. For veganism, in particular, 
we formulate paths for future design and research: 

1. Designing for Value Tensions between Livestock Farming and Consumed Reality, 
to encourage plant-based consumption practices and raises awareness about the 
gap between values and consumed reality. 

2. Designing for Visibility of Consumption Infrastructures, that make vegan-friendly 
infrastructures and therefore vegan materiality visible, not only for restaurants 
and food but also for clothing, cosmetics, and various other services of daily life. 



 
 

 
3. Designing for Tradeoffs with Family and Friends, to allow bridging that gap 

between omnivorous and vegan practices, such that leisure time activities and 
shared usage of infrastructures is facilitated. 

4. Designing for Label and Ingredient Transparency, to support easy access to the 
information on vegan qualities of products and its labels against the background 
of social meanings of what veganism is about. 

5. Designing for Learning Taste and Substitution, to support the exploration of 
vegan substitutes, recommend new foods with awareness to the practitioners’ 
taste, and iteratively support the acceptance of vegan foods especially protein 
sources and the learning of related competences. 

Reflecting on current ICT designs and the needs of the community, it is worth 
mentioning that a focus on food practices is a good starting point, as most participants’ 
individual transformation journeys started from food practices. However, with the 
ongoing transformation questions of veganism and the relation to other consumption 
domains arose, such as clothing and even furniture. Therefore, design should broaden 
the perspective and besides food encourage a holistic perspective on veganism and 
related designs. Still, detailed investigation into design ideas and the related practice(s) 
is needed to sharpen the ideas presented here. 

Our results are limited by the fact that we interviewed vegans, who successfully 
managed to undergo a practice transition. Therefore, in future work, it will be 
interesting to focus on participants who are either still uncertain about their diet 
change or who attempted unsuccessfully to transform their practices., e.g., through the 
absence of technology. At this point, it is of particular interest to quantify the impact 
of ICT in future work. Furthermore, the absence of elderly people, who might have 
different artefact ecologies, and the small sample size, limits our work. The elderly 
group, given demographic change, should not be underestimated when aiming for 
sustainable transformation. Also, for the background of quantifying the impact of ICT 
for practice change, recruiting a representative and bigger sample should be addressed 
in future research. 

In light of the urgent need to transform our (diet) practices [2,3], our work 
contributes to both theory and ICT design: Regarding theory building, our findings 
shed light on the transformation of consumer practices by making aware about the co-
evolutionary process of using ICT artefacts in making consumer practices vegan and in 
general more sustainable. Our study uncovered common patterns of self-reflection, 
learning, and enculturation together with the adoption of new goods and infrastructures 
and how this transformation is accompanied by ICT. Regarding ICT design, we 
inform to broaden the scope of ICT to go beyond persuasion. We aim to inspire 
designers to develop interventions that support a shift towards more vegan and other 
sustainable consumption practices. 
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Abstract In developed nations, a growing emphasis is being placed on the promotion of 
sustainable behaviors amongst individuals, or ‘citizen-consumers’. In HCI, various eco-
feedback tools have been designed as persuasive instruments, with a strong normative 
appeal geared to encouraging citizens to conduct a more sustainable mobility. However, 
many critiques have been formulated regarding this ‘paternalistic’ stance. In this paper, we 
switched the perspective from a designer’s to a citizen’s point of view and explored how 
people would use eco-feedback tools to support sustainable mobility in their city. In the 
study, we conducted 14 interviews with citizens who had used eco-feedback previously. 
The findings indicate new starting points that could inform future eco-feedback tools. These 
encompass: (1) better information regarding how sustainable mobility is measured and 
monitored; (2) respect for individual mobility situations and preferences; and (3) the scope 
for participation and the sharing of responsibility between citizens and municipal city 
services. 
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1 Introduction 

Throughout the western world, a (neo-) liberal agenda has arguably been placing a 
greater burden upon individuals as ‘citizen consumers’ to both consume for the sake 
of the market whilst accepting responsibility for the sustainability of their actions 
(John et al., 2007). Private transportation currently accounts for about a quarter of 
global CO2 emissions. Given current trends, this value is set to increase by roughly 
50% between now and the year 2030 (David et al., 2015) (David et al., 2018). 
Hence, studies have shown that even small changes in people's individual behavior 
can lead to significant reductions in carbon emissions (E. Holden et al., 2012) (Joel 
et al., 2010). For example, Divetz et al. [17, p. 18452] estimated that “the adoption 
of easily implementable actions on a household level (e.g., changing one's driving 
behaviour by slower acceleration and adhering to speed limits) can save 123 million 
metric tons of carbon per year, a figure that equals 8.4% of the EU’s national carbon 
emissions”. As individual behaviour can have such a significant impact on 
sustainability, eco-feedback tools to encourage sustainable behaviours amongst 
citizen-consumers have become very popular in HCI research (Carl et al., 2010) 
(Hronn et al., 2012) (B. J. Fogg. et al., 2007). In general terms, eco-feedback has 
some similarity to the quantified self-movement as it uses mobile phone data 
(MPD) to close the ‘attitude-behaviour gap’ (Jerald et al., 2015) by motivating 
behaviour change. Hence, eco-feedback tools are less about the health of an 
individual and more about promoting a sustainable lifestyle. However, measures 
aimed at changing individual behaviour can face very low levels of uptake, complex 
constraints and even resistance (Oksana et al., 2014). 

Critiques of these approaches often point to the normative stance of assuming 
sustainable mobility is the only ‘good’ mobility, which risks being unintentionally 
paternalistic and behavioristic (Martina et al., 2015) (Hronn et al., 2012). In this 
paper, we aim to challenge the normative top-down pressure upon citizen-
consumers to adopt more sustainable mobility practices. Instead, we chose to 
examine the perspective of citizen consumers themselves and explore what it would 
take for Eco feedback 
tools to support their own interests. To this end, we conducted an interview study 
with 14 citizens in a medium-sized city in Germany. To ground the study in their 
own everyday practices, we used an eco-feedback tool as a probe that captured 

their daily mobility habits and their sustainable character. In this way we sought 
to make them familiar with eco-feedback technologies and to elicit their reflections 
upon their limitations and the possibilities to support an eco-friendlier mobility. 

The study showed, in accordance with the literature, that Eco feedback tools with 
a strong normative positioning can easily be perceived as restricted. We found that 
such a stance was not always compatible with individual mobility situations, needs 
and local mobility resources. In particular, we found a range of limiting factors as 
well as a number of possibilities for design that might have the potential to either 



lower or raise the acceptance of Eco feedback tools. Design in this space, it would 
seem, needs to find ways to: (1) support citizen’s understanding of how sustainable 
mobility is measured and monitored; (2) respect individual mobility situations and 
preferences; and (3) support participation and shared responsibilities between 
citizens and municipal city services.  

2 Related Work 

Over the last decade the sustainable HCI community has seen papers presenting 
interactive technologies that variously aim to support, inspire or persuade people to 
adopt pro-environmental behaviors (e.g.  (Eli et al., 2007) (Carl et al., 2010) (James 
et al., 2012) (Paul et al., 2010)). A central feature of them has been the provision of 
eco-feedback, which has become an increasingly active field of research in its own 
right (cf.  (Carl et al., 2010) (Brian et al., 2009)). A core assumption here is that the 
right kind of information about one’s behavior and its environmental effects will 
encourage more environmentally-friendly and sustainable habits (Jon  et al., 2010). 
Over recent years, the concept of eco-feedback has increasingly entered people’s 
homes, addressing their recycling habits (Yolande et al., 2011), their food 
consumption (Iris et al., 2010) and their electricity consumption  (Christina et al., 
2016) (Martin et al., 2017).  

Several kinds of persuasive strategies, relating to private transportation, have 
also been developed. An early example was the work of Froehlich et al.  (J. 
Froehlich et al., 2009). They aimed to influence individual mobility behavior 
through ‘emotional’ feedback. This was symbolized by the fate of a polar bear, 
visualized as a virtual pet standing on an ice floe. Others have used ‘gamification’ 
to make the desired behavior more enjoyable and to sustain the interaction by 
challenging users to compete with each other, e.g. EcoPath  (Sebastian et al., 2014) 
or the Green Daily Guide  (Andrey et al., 2011). ‘Socially normative’ feedback 
approaches that seek to motivate users through comparisons or rankings, have also 
been used. These are often embedded in social networks such as Facebook to show 
rewards for fulfilling sustainability challenges, like the platform Tripzoom (Jing et 
al., 2012) (Gregor et al., 2012) (Silvia et al., 2014). An extended version of this can 
be found in MatkaHupi  (Antti et al., 2013), which aimed to stimulate users through 
personalized challenges. Finally, ‘awareness-related’ eco-feedback approaches aim 
to catch user's attention by using different means of information visualization and 
route recommendations (Jana et al., 2014). Examples here include the Quantified 
Traveler (Jerald et al., 2015) or EcoMobil  (Johanna et al., 2016), both of which are 
good examples of providing users with detailed information about their mobility 
behavior and personal eco-footprint. Although, there are some indications that 
persuasive ICT can have a positive effect upon sustainable behavior, long term 
evaluations in real-life settings are missing. Furthermore, persuasive approaches 
have recently been subjected to fundamental critique (see, for example, (Martina et 



al., 2015) (Hronn et al., 2012)). This critique hinges upon issues such as “turning 
the problems of environmentalism into questions of personal moral choice” [20 p. 
8], focusing too much on individual consumers (Carl et al., 2010) and using 
persuasive technologies that have a narrow focus on individual behaviors  (Hronn 
et al., 2012). The same authors instead see opportunities to support environmental 
movements (Paul et al., 2010), address things at a collective, regional or national 
level (Carl et al., 2010) and shift the focus from behaviors to practices (Hronn et 
al., 2012). In particular, these critiques seek to address what is seen as a patriarchal 
topdown perspective regarding how sustainable mobility should be pursued, 
ignoring the fact that daily mobility habits have often developed over lengthy 
periods of time and are deeply rooted in everyday routines and situated reasoning.  

Against this, some work has highlighted the importance of daily habits in 
relation to everyday mobility choices and has suggested that just providing 
information about alternatives may not be enough for people to change their habits 
(Hanna et al., 2016) (Stewart et al., 2014). In this regard, some studies have noted 
the importance of travel context and have shown fundamental differences in 
transport preferences between every day, leisure and holiday mobilities (Stewart et 
al., 2012) (Åsa et al., 2014). Many studies also indicate the importance of attitudes 
and lifestyle choices (David et al., 2018). Thus, it has been suggested that travel 
planning tools should provide not only information about the time and cost of 
different alternatives, but also about convenience, comfort and privacy (Caspar et 
al., 2006) (Anna et al., 2011). There is also a strand of work that considers the 
importance of values. Egbue and Long (Ona et al., 2012), for instance, have shown 
that values relating to sustainability and the environmental benefits of electric 
vehicles (EVs) have a major influence on EV adoption, but also that these values 
can be deemed less important than cost and performance. 

Some have also suggested a need to focus on sustainable values that extend 
beyond the design of technology itself and into the design of the physical 
infrastructure (Jayne et al., 2013). There is also commentary upon the impact of 
other environmental factors, such as the weather (James et al., 2013) and uneven 
distribution of transportation access (David et al., 2018) (Johanna et al., 2018). It 
can already be seen just from this overview of the literature that many more factors 
influence upon the adoption of sustainable mobility practices than those currently 
being addressed by Eco feedback tools. Often, such tools neglect the complex 
interplay of how mobility is entwined with social practices and personal 
preferences, e.g.: how practices of (un)sustainable mobility are related to others; 
the structure and organization of physical environments; and how solutions for 
sustainable mobility are supported by the local infrastructure. To tackle these 
challenges, we suggest a change in perspective. Instead of using a top-down 
persuasive approach, dictating what sustainable mobility should look like and how 
citizens should behave, we questioned how citizens would adapt eco-feedback tools 
to support sustainable mobility practices promoted in their city. Here, the goal was 



to examine the limitations and potential for eco-feedback tools to sustain a more 
environmentally sound mobility in cities. Thus, a special focus was placed on the 
use of MPD as a central element of feedback tools in general. 

3 Methods 

To explore the above issues, we conducted interviews with 14 citizens. Within these 
interviews we aimed to explore the potentialof eco-feedback tools while addressing 
the interviewees “asanalysists of their own and others’ practices” (Barry et al., 
2011). Mobility practices exhibit people’s orientation towards what Tuan (Anja et 
al., 2012) calls a sense of place. This can be defined in the following way:  

“[A]sense of place is inevitably dual in nature, involving both an interpretive perspective on the 
environment and an emotional reaction to the environment.... A sense of place involves a personal 
orientation towards place, in which one’s understanding of place and one’s feelings about place 
become fused in the context of environmental meaning” 

Thus, one’s orientation towards a sense of place is constituted in and through the 
act of moving in space. Note that mobility practices are not only shaped by given 
infrastructures, but also shaped by people’s interactions and movements. Exploring 
mobility as a practice therefore means exploring people’s spatial movements and 
experiences (Johanna et al., 2015) (Christina et al., 2016). To ground this 
endeavour, we followed the example of (Johanna et al., 2018) and recorded people’s 
spatial journeys, enriching geo-location data with users’ qualitative reports of their 
own personal experiences. In this case, we used an eco-feedback prototype to track 
daily mobility activities. The tool functioned as a probe to show the interviewees a 
practical example of how MPD might be collected and visualized. The prototype 
itself provided an outline of users’ journeys and associated modes of transport. We 
recorded the movements of all interviewees over a set period prior to the actual 
interviews. During that time, we gave the interviewees time to think about the 
limitations and potential of the prototype and how they would like to enhance, 
modify and elaborate on such a tool. The goal was to offer a creative incentive for 
the articulation of new ideas and social innovations (John et al., 2012). To that end, 
the prototype offered some simple visualizations to sensitize them to the 
possibilities of MPD selection and how it might be visualized (see Figure 1).  

As we wanted to engage with ‘ordinary’ citizens, we had to allow for a 
potentially very broad target group, which had to be rendered manageable in some 
way. One strategy was to interview only people who were individually or jointly 
responsible for the organization of mobility in their household. We also paid 
attention to acquiring a broad spread across gender, age, type of household, rural or 
urban place of abode and preferred means of transport. A detailed overview of the 
chosen participants is provided in Table 1. 



 
Figure 1: Collected travel information (left) and sustainability measurements (right). 
These designs were subsequently slightly modified to improve readability. 

 
We selected a total of 14 participants, living in a medium-sized German town. 

People were recruited using local organizations that were related to activities such 
as sports, computer clubs, a local citizen’s forum and through personal 
acquaintance. All of them, regardless of age, had sophisticated smartphone skills. 
They were also all genuinely interested in the topic of sustainable mobility and were 
open-minded regarding the use of new media and MPD. Participation was on a 
voluntary basis, and they were not offered any financial reward. The study began 
with a kick-off meeting where we introduced the study procedure and installed the 
prototype on the participants’ own smartphones. From then on, we passively 
recorded their daily mobility for a period of about four weeks. During this period, 
participants were able to inspect the visualizations of their mobility behaviour 
(Figure 1), as well as adjust wrongly classified modes of transport, to ensure the 
stored information was accurate. Afterwards, we conducted individual interviews 
at the participants’ homes. The interviews were divided into three sections: First, 
we asked them about their mobility background, previous mobility experiences and 
their personal mobility biography. Descriptions were elicited through questions 
such as:  

"I am interested in your personal experiences as a mobile person and mobility participant. Perhaps 
you can start by telling me about the time when you moved out of your parents' house and then, had 
to decide for yourself about your mobility and how it continued until today. " 



Secondly, once the interviewee had arrived at the present, s/he was asked to look 
specifically at some of the recorded instances of mobility in their data:   

“It would be great if you could report in more detail about the concrete mobility situations that were 
recorded, the mobility modes you used, the way you organized your travel and why you decided to 
do it that way.”  

Thirdly, we asked the interviewees about shortcomings and opportunities of the 
Eco feedback tool in more detail:  

“Lastly, we want to ask you about your experiences of using this tool, the limitations and potentials. 
If you imagine a complete re-design what characteristics would be important for you to foster 
sustainable mobility in your city?”  

During the interviews, we aimed to secure an open narrative to gain individual 
insights. The interviewers relied on reflective questioning and probing, prompting 
participants to provide additional detail, clarifications, and explications. The 
interviews lasted for between 30 and 90 minutes, were transcribed and anonymized, 
then analyzed. 

Analysis was based on a reconstructive, documentary approach (Ralf et al., 
2014). We started the process by subjecting some cases to intensive examination, 
while other cases were only used to provide supplementary material. Relatively 
quickly, it became apparent that some interviews documented concrete potential for 
how Eco feedback 
tools could be developed further from a citizen’s perspective. Other cases gave less 
information, depending on the nature of the questions and the willingness, 
knowledgeability, and enthusiasm of the participants. The analysis process itself 
was carried out in three steps: First, sections were selected in which theoretically 
interesting aspects and the subjective relevance systems of the interviewees 
emerged with particular clarity. These sections were examined with regard to 
"what" was said, and they were 'immanently' or thematically annotated. In the 
second step, we sought to reconstruct the frame in which a topic was dealt with. At 
this point, the focus was no longer on "what" but rather on "how" interviewees 
talked about a particular topic. Finally, depending on how the limitations of eco-
feedback tools and ideas for their development had been handled in concrete 
statements, they were compared to other statements in the material to formulate 
concrete themes. In the end, we arrived at three main themes, which are presented 
below. 

 

4 Findings 

The analysis showed clearly that, although all participants spoke at some point 
during their interviews about the positive value of sustainability, the value was not 
considered a driving factor in and for the organization of their daily journeys. 
Moreover, we found that daily mobility was deeply rooted in everyday practices 



that often conflicted with what one might understand as sustainability. In 
accordance with other studies mentioned above, eco-feedback that aims to persuade 
people towards more sustainable mobility was mostly regarded as too far removed 
from people’s actual mobility needs, individual situations and available resources. 

However, aside from these limitations, the interviewees also mentioned other 
concerns (or themes) that they felt eco-feedback tools needed to address. These 
themes encompassed: (1) better information regarding how sustainable mobility is 
measured and monitored; (2) respect for individual mobility situations and 
preferences; and (3) supporting participation and the sharing of responsibility 
between citizens and municipal city services.  

4.1 Measuring and monitoring 

This theme relates to the expressed wish of many participants to understand 
sustainable mobility better in general and individual sustainable mobility in 
particular. Although, most participants obtained information about sustainable 
mobility from the daily news (via print, online media or the television), ways to 
measure, monitor or define sustainable mobility had not previously been 
encountered by many participants. We also found that participants lacked any point 
of reference to get a better understanding of their own sustainability behavior. These 
points are discussed in more detail below. 

 
Table 1: Overview of the participants. SH = single household.  

 
No.  Age Sex Household Area Transport 

#1 28 M SH urban PT; B; W 

#2 24 F SA rural C 

#3 44 F SH rural C 

#4 60 F FH urban C; W 

#5 64 M FH rural C; PT 

#6 55 M FH+2 rural C; W 

#7 21 M SA urban PT; W 

#8 32 F SH urban C; PT; W; B 

#9 61 M FH+1 rural C; eB 

#10 71 M FH rural C; W 

#11 24 F SA urban PT 

#12 43 F FH+2 urban C; PT; W 

#13 34 F FH+3 rural C 

#14 67 M SH urban C; PT; eB; 
W 



FH = family household no children; FH+n = family household with n children; SA = 
shared apartment; C = car; PT = public transportation; B = biking; eB = electric bike; 
W= walking. 

4.1.1 Measuring sustainability mobility 

The interviewees often expressed uncertainty about the units adopted to measure 
sustainable mobility in a quantitative manner. Some participants even stated that 
they felt “insecure” (#11), “irritated” (#14) or even “helpless” (#7) when trying to 
understand how the CO2 balance for their everyday mobility was measured. 

Mrs. Brown (#12) expressed it like this:  

“When I throw garbage on the roadside, I can directly SEE that my behavior is causing pollution. 
That is different with my mobility. / Interviewer: Why, why do think so? / Because It is harder to see 
a direct effect of my behavior. […]. A plastic bag is a plastic bag, but 53 grams of CO2 is (pause) I 
think we have still so much to learn about how our environment is affected by our daily mobility.” 

 
Her explanation shows that she lacked ways of making CO2 pollution more 

directly accountable in experiential terms. However, some felt they needed more 
detailed information about the exact calculation of CO2 values per mode of 
transport and how the guiding values were calculated. The units of measurement 
for CO2 in kg often remained only abstract values that were difficult to understand. 
Mrs. Henry, (#3) was particularly explicit on this point:  

“The first-time hearing of kg it didn't ring a bell. I always have thought it's just blown out and that 
it doesn't have any weight. For me 1kg conforms to 1kg flour. So, one can't imagine that easily.” 

This quote is an example of how difficult understanding measurements of 
sustainable mobility can be for a non-expert. If the participants were not used to 
reading the measuring units, they had problems understanding the balance sheet of 
CO2. We also found that participants struggled to interpret their data in a qualitative 
way. For instance, knowing whether your own CO2 values were high or low was 
articulated as quite difficult by most interviewees. So, Mr. Edward (#10) asked: 

“I know how much or little 100 Euro is, but I have no clue how much or little 1kg CO2 is. What 
does make sense in that case?”. 

To illustrate his difficulty, he compared CO2 with money and argued that he is 
used to understanding the value of money, but understanding CO2 values is 
something new for him. While we are used to putting a value to money, we have 
never learned to value CO2 balances and to experience it as a kind of ‘lived’ data 
rather than abstract information. Many insecurities about how to handle 
environmental data, it would seem, are due to a lack of knowledge, proper 
information and practical experience.  



4.1.2 Monitoring sustainable mobility 

Another important aspect was the monitoring of sustainable mobility. In the 
prototype we used a benchmark that raised for many participants the question of 
how sustainable mobility was defined. Mrs. Brown (#12), for instance, asked:  

“Who is actually defining that benchmark? I mean is it an official one? I really would like to know 
where these values come from. […] Also, I wonder what happens when my CO2 consumption level 
is below or above the benchmark.” 

These questions address critical points, such as the lack of an official benchmark 
for sustainable mobility. For our prototype we decided to use data from our project 
partner, the Wuppertal Institute for Climate, Energy and Resources, who developed 
the sustainable backpack.1 Its underlying model is built upon the level of CO2 
consumption per person required to stay below the world climate goal of less than 
2°C of global warming. Of course, private mobility is only one factor in the model 
out of many others that might cause global warming, including housing, household 
consumption and nutrition or taking holidays. Thus, the benchmark for sustainable 
mobility can only be understood as an average proportion of CO2. Further, positive 
incentives for sustainable mobility were requested by many of the participants (#3, 
#6 and #13). Mr. Mahoney (#4), for instance, said: 

“It would be great to see the effects of our mobility behavior. I mean does the effort make any 
difference, and if so, in what way? It would be great to see if it raises the air quality or has any other 
advantages.”  

In this example, Mr. Mahoney is not talking about just a data visualization of 
CO2 consumption, but rather about effects that might be experienced in the real 
world, such as the local air quality. Mrs. Adams also had an interest in more local 
environmental awareness functions. She asked:  

“can we see its effects on the local pollution load?” 

While sustainability is often discussed at a global scale, Mr. Mahoney and Mrs. 
Adams questioned if the effects could be shown at a local level. Citizens might be 
emotionally motivated by local environmental data that is close to their homes, 
work or schools. This renders the data less abstract and more open to direct 
experience. So, just making monitoring models more transparent might not be 
enough. The model also needs to be grounded in local and tangible experiences that 
can encourage citizens towards more eco-friendly behavior and that can provide 
concrete incentives to proceed in certain ways. On the other hand, we did also 
encounter examples of people who valued the opportunity to monitor their mobility 
behavior in terms of sustainability. The following example comes from a married 
couple, Mr. and Mrs. Garcia (#9), who were living in the countryside. Mrs. Garcia 
first of all said to her husband:  

“in principle you cannot change anything on your mobility practices. He replied: Yes, but I find it 
meaningful to raise awareness about this, although it does not change anything or cannot change 
anything. […] But basically, when I am concerned with it and when I am using it, it stays in my 
mind. […] You will not think about your transport mode every trip, but the attitude may change. 



Thinking about the environment and how you can influence it, even with limited possibilities. And 
for this it is good to have such an app, where I can see how many resources have been used, just to 
be a little bit more aware that my behavior is actually causing effects.” 

Mr. Garcia began by agreeing with his wife that confronting his own habits with 
sustainability measures was unlikely to cause direct behavioral change. 
Nevertheless, he saw a potential in ecofeedback tools to make himself more aware 
of his own behavior. During the interviews, other participants also saw some benefit 
in behavior monitoring, even if they did not intend to change their behavior because 
of it. These participants positively valued the learning effects derived from using 
the prototype because it helped them to get a better understanding and awareness 
of how mobility could affect the environment.   

We also found that people appreciated being able to assess their mobility data 
by means of comparison. The prototype we developed supported making a 
comparison between people’s own data and the data for an average user. This was 
described as being helpful for developing a better sense of the import of their own 
mobility behavior. So, Mr. Taylor (#14) noted that a comparison with his own 
behavior had led to a more critical review of his own practices: 

“I first took a look at the distances and then I focused on my car usage in relation to the others and 
so I figured out something interesting, look at the kilogram-section.” 

Interviewer: “right, you are ahead there, because the other users drive their car 
mostly with two passengers. They have more kilometers but are eco-friendlier 
because of that.” Mr. Taylor: “yeah, exactly. The others covered a longer distance 
but cause less CO2, because they traveled together. You have to learn to understand 
it.” mean Mr. Taylor would then change his practices. What the data does show, 
however, is that feedback about one’s own behavior can be an opportunity to 
question old habits. Thus, Mr. Garcia (#9) was surprised that he walked less than 
the average person and this made him consider walking more often. Similarly, Mrs. 
Henry (#3) was very surprised when she and her husband realized the enormous 
impact on their sustainability values caused by their holiday trips with a camping 
car. The couple were enjoying their retirement by taking regular longer trips away, 
but this had increased their regular CO2 rates by a factor of 32 in comparison to a 
normal week. Again, these new perspectives on old habits are by no means a driver 
for behavioral change or giving up on pleasurable practices. So, monitoring does 
not automatically lead to behavioral change. It can, in some cases, sensitize people 
to what more sustainable mobility might involve for them, thus giving them the 
means to engage in active and informed reasoning about it. However, in other cases 
it can lead to frustration and even rejection. In all cases it was important to the 
participants that their individual mobility situation be considered, as different 
people have different opportunities to make their mobility more sustainable. 



4.2 Individual mobility situations and preferences  

When examining the issues regarding measurement and monitoring, we found that, 
from the participants’ perspective, it was very important that the specificities of 
managing their own individual mobility be recognized and respected. However, 
general monitoring processes and rhetoric often clashed with these desires, as we 
discuss in more detail below. 

4.2.1 Individual mobility needs 

Many participants reported that fitting their mobility routine to their personal needs 
was of the utmost importance. We identified several different concerns and ideas 
about what optimal mobility might look like, e.g.: a car’s luggage compartment 
allowing for the easy packing of sports bags or groceries (#2); using rail services to 
commute because it allows one to “sit in the train and get work done” (#1); using public 
transport to get to the city centre (#14) because you “don’t need to care about parking. 
That saves stress and money”. These different rationales are highly indicative of how 
people arrange and chose modes of transport that fit neatly to their lifestyle and 
cause a minimum of disruption or hassle. Certain modes of transport were also 
regarded as being healthier than others. Thus, Mrs. Evans (#8) commented:  

“A heathy mobility for me means to leave the car once in a while, even if it is less comfortable. 
Shopping by foot can be a great training (laughter).” 

So, driving can be replaced by walking to achieve a healthier mobility, even if it 
is perceived as less comfortable or as an 'effort'. ‘Healthy’ mobility, then, is a 
disciplinary practice that needs to be actively pursued and valued. However, 
sustainable mobility does not always go hand in hand with other priorities in 
people’s lives. Thus, we found a couple of examples where sustainable mobility 
was characterized as a ‘luxury’, because it can result in higher mobility costs in 
terms of flexibility and money. Mr. White (#6) was particularly concerned about 
issues of flexibility with regard to sustainable transport options:  

“At the moment, I am unfortunately dependent on the car because I have to do a lot of trips and 
I'm not able to ride the bike anymore. That isn't changeable. Based on my inner attitude everything 
should be eco-friendlier. But if I am pressurized and have to be fast and precise, I take the car. To 
be honest, sustainability is more like a luxury topic for me, of course it is nice to care about the 
environment and everything, but it should be possible, too. Maybe I’m the wrong person. I'm not a 
benchmark for sustainable living”.  

For Mr. White riding a bike and using public transport do not meet his need to 
be “fast and precise”. Although, he emphasizes his positive attitude towards 
sustainable living, he excludes himself from the moral imperative by saying “I'm not 
a benchmark”. This illustrates the trade-off between wanting to be sustainable and 
having to pay for it with a form of mobility that is deemed infeasible. Others were 
concerned about the trade-off between sustainable mobility and the high monetary 



cost of public transport. In particular, they did not see the sense of buying bus or 
train tickets when they already had a car in their garage. In this situation, bus or 
train tickets were described as a “cost on the top” (#3) or as “extra costs” (#13) in 
addition to the high maintenance cost of cars. Together, these examples show the 
extent to which personal pressures and preferences shape whether people will 
choose more of sustainable mobility vary greatly according to different perceived 
needs, but also it is clear that general monitoring processes fail to address the 
individual logics of mobility.  

4.2.2 Respecting individual mobility needs 

When we took a more detailed look at the concrete monitoring data produced during 
the trial, many participants felt that the monitoring process did not do justice to their 
individual mobility behavior. In this regard, Mrs. Adams (#13) claimed that there 
was little opportunity to change her mobility towards more sustainable modes of 
transport. So, the monitoring did not result in a behavior change but rather  

“frustration”: “I know that I need to drive more than other people, like those who live in the 
city. I need my car for everything. I cannot avoid it. So, I do not really want to know how sustainable 
I am. I know that I’m not. But I do not drive around unnecessarily, just the bare necessities. All the 
same it is.” 

Note, here how she expressed a preference for not receiving ecofeedback about 
her lifestyle. This is not a preference for ignorance exactly. She says that she is 
already aware that her behavior is not very sustainable. Instead, she does not want 
to be continually reminded and called to account for something that she feels 
powerless to change. When assessing whether their own mobility behavior was 
sustainable or unsustainable, we found that many participants tended to perceive 
their consumption in terms of being either ‘necessary’ or ‘unnecessary / wasteful’. 
In this regard, Mrs. Brown (#12) said:  

“I’m always on the run and without my car I would be totally lost”. Interviewer: “Can you 
explain that in more detail?” Mrs. Brown: “Well, that's what I NEED. I need to be quick and flexible 
to manage everything [...] I have to be mobile to go to work, to go shopping and to take care of my 
family. I’m always saying ‘I’m the taxi for my children’ (laughing). […] That is just the really 
basic.”  

Mrs. Brown used to live with her family in the city center with relatively good 
public transport access and with many places in reach. Despite this, she still 
preferred to use a car rather than public transport to manage the different needs of 
her family. The expression “that’s what I NEED” shows her sense of car-based 
mobility being the only thing flexible enough to meet with the diverse requirements 
of her family. Somewhat diffently, Mr. Davis (#6), a father of a teenage girl who 
lived with his family in a rural area, described sustainable mobility behavior as the 
prevention of what he considered to be unnecessary or ‘waste’: 



“Sustainability is very important to me (..) I really try to do it as well as possible. [He elaborates 
further examples regarding how sustainability is integrated into his daily e.g. not buying plastic 
bags]. It was always important to me that I do not drive around un-necessarily and waste any money. 
I don’t drive around just for fun, or have a big car, just because I could. No. I orientate my mobility 
on what is really necessary.” 

He made it clear that sustainability was an important value in his life, which, for 
him, meant paying close attention to his personal mobility habits. The over-riding 
orientation, here, was to only consume as much as was absolutely necessary. This 
focus on ‘waste’ drove a perceived need to organize transportation more efficiently, 
but not necessarily more sustainably. What might be argued to be ‘enough’ or 
‘efficient’ is subject to enormous variation and can highly differ from person to 
person, according to individual values, needs, contexts and the local accessibility 
of different modes of transport. It can also be subject to the situated vagaries of 
dealing with whatever needs to be dealt with here and now. Although, most of the 
interviewees expressed positive views regarding the value of sustainable mobility, 
they were also more than capable of providing good accounts for why they 
conducted their mobility in the way they did. This is something that needs to be 
respected rather than set aside. 

4.3 Shared responsibilities 

According to different circumstances, needs and available infrastructure, the 
interviewees had different kinds of mobility lifestyles. As we have seen above, there 
is not always a choice when it comes to mobility behavior. Another important 
outcome of this is that people do not always feel completely responsible for their 
choices and the environmental impact of those choices. However, people are still 
willing to take on some measure of responsibility. But they feel that local mobility 
suppliers and local municipal city services should take on some responsibility, too. 

4.3.1 Individual responsibility 

While many participants did not see much opportunity to change their daily 
mobility habits, they were more than ready to support new mobility services aimed 
at developing more sustainable mobility. Mr. Mahoney (#4), who lived in a more 
rural region, said:  

“To establish a more sustainable mobility I think that sharing opportunities offer a nice 
opportunity. If some offer would be close by, I think I would consider if we 

really need two cars in our family, or if we could replace one because I use it only occasionally.”  
Thus, car-sharing services were viewed as a potential opportunity for some 

participants to scale down their individual car use. Related forms of sharing such 
as ridesharing turned out to be relevant here, too. Mr. Taylor (#14) commented:  



“If I would know, I could help my neighbours with a lift, I would immediately offer a ride. That 
is what I understood under a local solidarity. I think that would improve the quality of a 
neighbourhood […] and that also accounts for a sustainable mobility, right?”.  

So, offers of sharing could play a part in fostering the formation of a local 
community identity where part of it is bound up with a collective responsibility for 
the environment.  

Many interviewees expressed the view that sustainable mobility is the shared 
responsibility of the local community, rather than about individual effort: “It is a 
shared effort, not an individual duty” (#3). However, characterizing attention to 
sustainability as a ‘duty’ has certain connotations. It implies seeing it as a personal 
burden, that is easier to bear when the weight is distributed across a number of 
shoulders. Others argued that collective attention to sustainable mobility is more 
efficient (#12): 

“I alone, I don’t think that it makes a big difference at all and I don’t think it is my duty alone. 
It’s a collaborative responsibility and I’d like to see how OUR actions have an impact.” 

This statement makes it clear that people may think their own impact would be 
quite low, whilst a joint effort might result in more visible change. Another 
participant expressed it as a feeling of being part of a community of fate. This was 
clearly articulated by Mrs. Adams (#13), a mother of two young children: 

“I really would like to know what all of us could achieve together to improve our environmental 
situation […] this needs to be considered for our kids, too”. 

Here, sustainable mobility is seen as a collective achievement. In contrast to the 
previous example, it is not expressed as a collective burden, but as a shared 
experience (“achieve together”). This is more about an investment in the future and, 
indeed, later in the interview she refers to a collective responsibility to care for the 
future of the “kids”. 

4.3.2 Responsibility of the city 

Some interviewees expressed a view that caring about sustainable mobility and 
environmental pollution was being pushed too much onto individual citizen-
consumers. This was expressed by Mrs. Williams (#12). She vented her frustration 
as follows:  

“Phew! I'm a little torn, because I think that everybody has to do something to make a change, 
but sometimes I feel that the individual hasn't the ability to do so. Actually, I guess this is because 
sustainability isn't applied in the big wide world. We're always thrown back to ourselves [...] but 
I'm just a small cog in a big wheel 

[...] I mean, what's the point of me walking more, but the car industry is developing stronger 
motors on and on. I reject that, I say, no, I do not want to take that pressure; you should start on a 
large scale. That's far more efficient, instead of me, average citizen, starting small.” 

In this quote, the overall political system is criticized for not providing a more 
environmentally friendly infrastructure that might then facilitate sustainable 



mobility on an individual scale. Mrs. Williams expressed a need for concrete action 
to be taken by industrial operators and political decision makers to provide 
sustainable transport options, thus effectively calling them to account for their 
inaction. In this regard, Mrs. Evans (#8) wished that the local mobility situation 
would be taken more seriously by the city services: 

“If they would know how my daily mobility looks like, they would not ask me to take the bus or 
to ride a bike”. Also Mrs. Davis (#6) stated: "I wish I could clarify my mobility situation so that 
people know how desperate the public transportation is. Maybe then something would happen, 
maybe then they would come up with something. (pause).” 

 
In both of these quotes the interviewees express a desire that their individual 

issues and concerns might be recognized by the authorities, who were considered 
to be better-placed to do something about it. There is a demand for what Iris Young 
calls ‘political responsibility’ [63]. This concept captures the sense of actors not 
being solely responsible for issues they have not caused directly through their 
actions, but where there is a sense of responsibility because everyone is structurally 
entangled in their formation. Responsibility, in this case, is not tied to a question of 
whom to blame, but rather where the obligations lie. 

 

5 Discussion 

In the above results, we identified three key themes that capture both the limitations 
and the potential of eco-feedback tools from a citizen’s perspective. These 
encompass: (1) better information regarding how sustainable mobility is measured 
and monitored; (2) respect for individual mobility situations and preferences; and 
(3) support of participation and shared responsibility between citizens and 
municipal city services.  

While a lot of research has already pointed to the limitations that attach to 
reinforcing unsustainable norms, presuming rationality (Hronn et al., 2012), or 
taking a paternalistic perspective (Jorge et al., 2016), less work has examined what 
other kinds of potential may reside within an ecofeedback approach. An exception 
here is work that addresses the potential for rendering sustainable behavior more 
accountable (Behnaz et al., 2014). 

However, similar studies on eco-feedback systems that aim to support 
sustainable mobility are lacking. To address this gap, we argue that understanding 
how eco-feedback tools are engaged with from a citizen’s point of view provides a 
new perspective on the potential of eco-feedback and how it might encourage more 
environmentally-friendly mobility. In the following we suggest some of the 
possibilities that were motivated by our analysis.  



5.1 Understandable and Accessible Information 

Our findings showed that the interviewees were more interested in understanding 
and learning about sustainable mobility than they were in being confronted with 
abstract values that did not make  related to sustainable mobility. Most of them were 
well-informed by the media about topics such as environmental pollution, electric 
vehicles, new mobility services like car sharing and the more general situation 
regarding mobility in German cities. However, many of them also expressed 
uncertainty regarding their own competence and skill to make informed judgements 
about whether specific forms of mobility were more or less sustainable. When it 
came to concrete statements about sustainable mobility, their judgements were 
often quite programmatic and abstract, such as: ‘cycling is sustainable’ or ‘driving 
is unsustainable’. Although, these statements are not necessarily wrong, they do not 
capture a very detailed understanding of what sustainable mobility might entail. 

Even though many participants struggled to understand the abstract aspects of 
measuring and monitoring sustainable mobility, they were nevertheless interested 
in such things. In particular, they wanted to understand how sustainable mobility 
could be distinguished from unsustainable mobility. However, not every user wants 
to invest significant effort and time in understanding detailed and complex 
background information. An official model could help to foster trust in the 
reliability of monitoring. This model should be easy to understand and accessible 
to everyone. It would help if information such as the fact that benchmarks are based 
on keeping an individual citizen’s CO2 output below a certain value was better 
promoted. This could be done in schools, at the workplace, by municipal city 
services and by other organizations, but also in the different applications that aim 
to support sustainable mobility. 

An important point to mention here is that knowledge and information about 
how to interpret mobility data should not be simply used for persuasion but rather 
to support users in developing a better awareness of the consequences of their 
actions and of the character of environmental pollution in general. In this regard, 
this study can be thought of as an example of an induced learning process on 
mobility data related to sustainability. Such learning processes need to be further 
fostered in different social settings such as, again, schools and workplaces, and in 
public settings, cars, at train stations and, of course, in the media. 

5.2 Balancing the Tensions Between Individual Needs And 
Monitoring  

During the interviews we found that transformations of mobility routines were often 
associated with life-changing events. For instance, becoming a parent had led, in 
one case, to a new way of thinking about mobility (#6). Getting a new job caused 
new mobility demands in two cases (#8; #12). We also found that mobility 



requirements needed to be re-organized in the course of a separation (#12) and, in 
two cases, when people met new partners (#8; #6). Interviewees reported having 
somehow ‘slipped into’ new ways of proceeding with their daily mobility as a result 
of changes in their living circumstances. This underscores the strong connection 
between mobility habits and the evolving character of everyday routines that have 
developed over the course of people’s lives: e.g. decisions about where to live, 
where to work, how to organize the household and its relationship with the outside 
world; how and with whom leisure time is to be spent; how the grocery shopping is 
to be done; how to travel to work, and so on. In every case, there are preferred 
modes of transport that are reasoned about in relation to the particular situation. 
Changes in one’s social environment often (perhaps inevitably) induce processes of 
selfreflection and behavior change. Thus, the provision of information should go 
beyond abstract sustainability goals that might be considered unachievable, 
unrealistic or patronizing. Instead, on the basis of our findings we feel that it is 
important to understand and appreciate daily mobility as it is: a set of practices that 
have to fulfill different needs and serve different values that might even seem to 
contradict the broader aims of sustainability. It is unreasonable to expect that users 
will simply change mobility routines that have evolved over extended periods of 
time. Intertwined with this is the fact that, where practices are sustainable, they, too, 
have developed over the longer term. This rather conflicts with persuasive eco-
feedback approaches (Jerald et al., 2015) (Andre et al., 2012) that assume that just 
providing the feedback will result in change.  

The findings also indicate that eco-feedback needs to be provided in a ‘safe’ and 
‘protected’ space that provides room for (self-) reflection and learning about one’s 
own mobility habits and the effects they may have upon the local environment and 
community. Thus, the key thing is to support awareness of one’s own behavior that 
does not simply position it as ‘right’ or ‘wrong’, but that rather respects evolved 
practices, even if the overall goal is to overcome unsustainable mobility practices 
in the long run. Thus, design needs to reflect on the tensions between enforcing 
values and respecting the freedom of users (Steven et al., 2013) and find more 
effective ways of balancing the two. 

We also found that mobility planning ICTs might offer a vehicle for supporting 
individual mobility in more sustainable ways. In the interviews, we often found a 
preference to own and use a car. There are clearly situations where a car is the 
fastest option for getting from one place to another. Using public transport or bikes 
is often also characterized as a hassle. Time, as in the number of minutes it will take 
to do something, is typically foregrounded in travel planning tools (Hronn et al., 
2012). However, when optimizing primarily for time, other preferences that can 
play an important role in sustainable mobility are often neglected. Hence, the 
interviewees mentioned 

other, subtler, criteria, e.g.: getting physical exercise and being outdoors in the 
fresh air and sunlight; being with the family without having to focus on driving; 



sitting face-to-face and talking while travelling; taking a scenic route that can only 
be tackled by bike; getting to know the city better; getting some work done on the 
train; or travelling in a less stressful fashion. These are all opportunities for ICT and 
travel services. As Hasselqvist et al. [27, p. 9] put it: “Currently, travel planning 
tools do not suggest that replacing a 20-minutes car trip with a 40- minutes bike 
ride will amount to “winning” 40 minutes of exercise, sunlight or increased 
knowledge of the city, rather than just “losing” 20 minutes in the car.” As 
convenience has been identified as an important factor for transportation choices  
(Tobias et al., 2013), these kinds of benefits should be highlighted in the design of 
travel planners.  

There are examples of dedicated travel planners for electric bikes that, for 
example, take weather conditions into account. There might also be possibilities to 
enhance positive experiences of sustainable transport by linking travel planning 
tools to other services, such as fitness tools or time reporting systems at workplaces 
when people are working on the train. Ridesharing among colleagues can also 
augment opportunities for ‘chats in the hall and whilst making coffee’ that are 
important for informal exchange. We believe that designers need to become more 
aware of this tension between the traditional understandings of optimization and 
sustainability that reside in many tools and the ways people reason about the 
conduct of their lives and the travel choices they are making. 

5.3 Collective Responsibilities vs. Individual Pressure 

Finally, the data showed that sustainable mobility was often deemed to be 
something that should be a collective achievement of the members of a local 
community who share a local interest in living in an environmentally healthy city. 
Thus, many participants felt, that it was not their duty alone to care about 
sustainable mobility. To address this issue workplaces, schools and sports teams 
could work as creators and facilitators of such normchallenging (digital) 
communities. These are places that naturally create communities that go “beyond 
the individual” and that might endorse knowledge exchange, combined with an 
offer of alternative mobility services. This could include joint bike Maintenance, 
the provision of light electric vehicle leasing contracts by workplaces, ride-sharing 
stations and support, or carsharing opportunities. This, in turn, could lead to more 
discussion about transport and might support an increasing acceptance of 
alternative modes of transport (Caroline et al., 2013). A further possibility is to 
enhance eco-feedback tools by having visualizations that show environmental 
wellbeing or pollution as a collective achievement or that promote challenges that 
will increase awareness about what is achievable in a local community. Greater 
awareness of local conditions on the part of municipal city services might also be 
further developed and local municipal services could be addressed as relevant 
stakeholders. By extension, eco-feedback tools could foster mutual exchange 



between a wide variety of stakeholder groups and encourage mutual learning and 
participative innovation processes. A further matter worth reflection is the presence 
of evidence that suggests that the strong drive towards individualism in a number 
of countries in recent decades, with a concomitant erosion of a sense of community, 
has led to a certain fatigue with the sense of individual responsibility this instils. 
This may be leading to a growing social need for ways to escape this pressure, 
reflected in there being a higher demand for communalization in cities (Yi-Fu et 
al., 1977) (Gabriela et al., 2017). This, too, may represent an opportunity for 
developing ICT that articulates community focus around matters such as 
sustainability, enabling people to not only ‘share’ but to demonstrate that they ‘care’ 
and that they hold each other accountable for caring (Gabriela et al., 2017). This 
would bring together the above propositions, perhaps at a platform level, and 
provide a way of reconciling a number of different and pressing issues at the same 
time. 

 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented an interview-based study where 14 participants 
used an eco-feedback probe to reflect upon their daily mobility habits and 
sustainable mobility. We applied a citizen’s perspective to study the limitations and 
potential of eco-feedback for the support of sustainable mobility in cities. We 
believe that the perspective of citizens is important to move beyond gross normative 
appeals (e.g. 'be sustainable!') towards something that is embedded in people’s real 
experiences of having to move around in the world. The points we have identified 
can be collected under more general themes that may inspire designers concerned 
with sustainable mobility. First of all, and to re-iterate what others have also said, 
there is a need to design with a focus that goes beyond measurement and towards 
supporting an understanding of the effects of sustainable or unsustainable mobility. 
Secondly, we see opportunities in designing for alternatives to resource 
optimization and monitoring, by examining other values that are important for 
sustainable practices that bring a different understanding to a specific situation. 
Thirdly, we see potential in dispensing with promoting just individual responsibility 
for sustainable mobility and providing, instead, a way in which different 
stakeholder groups might participate in and collaborate around processes of mutual 

learning and innovation. Lastly, this study itself has sought to provide a positive 
example of how a citizen’s perspective might be applied to sustainable HCI in ways 
that might inform and inspire the design of digital services that could support a 
more grounded transition towards sustainable mobility practices. A limitation of 
this study is clearly that the selection of the participants was by no means 
representative. This applies also to the chosen city and the specific economic, 
political and legal environment within which the study was pursued. Every city has 



its own characteristics regarding its infrastructure, topographic landscape and 
history of supporting sustainable mobility practices (or not). It is important to 
continue this kind of work across a range of different communities around the 
world. There is also a need for studies of how sustainable mobility is negotiated and 
organized in the micro-economies of households and other lifeworld contexts, such 
as in partnership relationships, parent-child relationships and in companies. 
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ABSTRACT Alternative mobility modes for older adults are increasingly important for 
economic, ecological and social reasons. A promising option is ridesharing, defined as 
use of the same vehicle by two or more people traveling to a common destination. In 
particular, mobile computer supported rideshaing provides a promising way to enlarge 
older adults’ mobility choices in addition to private driving and public transportation 
options. In order to understand the opportunities and obstacles of ridesharing from the 
point of view of elderly people, we conducted an interview study in order to examining 
ridesharing experiences. It turns out that ‘mobile independence’ and ‘decisional 
autonomy’ are key issues for mobile wellbeing. This partially conflicts with common 
ridesharing concepts. Hence, we further analyze older adults’ strategies dealing with 
these conflicts and show that these strategies offer departure points for the design rides- 
haring solutions, which are better suited to the demands of older adults. 
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1 Introduction 

In 2000 about 13% of the total U.S. population were over the age of 65. By 2025, 
the number of older Americans will have more than doubled, so that nearly every 
fourth person will be over the age of 65. In Europe, China or Japan this effect will 
be even more dramatic, because migration is not as high as in the US. All but the 
most fortunate senior citizens will be confronted by an array of medical and other 
constraints on their mobility even as they continue to seek an active community 
life (Mollenkopf et al., 2005). Many older adults drive but still face mobility 
barriers, or suffer from physical or medical problems (Rosenbloom, 2004). Then 
there is a large number of elderly people who live in regions that are underserved 
with public transportation infrastructure (Mollenkopf et al., 2005). Debates on 
providing transportation for the elderly in gerontology, transport studies, health 
research and urban studies do not always capture the complexity of their 
situations. Based on the complex and diverse mobility situation and needs of the 
elderly we suggest a ridesharing system that is flexible enough to ad- dress the 
heterogeneous contexts of older adult mobility. Ridesharing provides not only an 
alternative mobility infra- structure, but also includes a social network that allows 
personal help when needed, or can support social inclusion. Despite its great 
potential, ridesharing presents quite a new topic for gerontological mobility 
research and we know little about developing ridesharing ICT for the elderly. This 
provides motivation for a qualitative study on 21 older adults’ attitudes and 
experiences towards ridesharing in a German mixed density area consisting of 
rural and urban spaces. 

In the following we will draw a detailed picture of the mobility situation of 
older adults and we will give reasons to focus on ridesharing solutions for this 
particular user group (section two). Then we will provide an overview of related 
work on ridesharing systems in HCI research (section three), followed by a 
discussion (section four), arguing that research about ridesharing for the elderly is 
under- rehearsed. After outlining the methodological framework (section five), 
findings will be presented. Ridesharing needs, problems and strategies for coping 
with challenges of older adults provide innovation seeds for design implications 
that will be outlined at the end (section six). 

IMPROVING OLDER ADULTS’ MOBILITY WITH  RIDE SHARING 
According to Ziegler et al. older adults’ mobility can be understood along three 
dimensions in gerontology, transport studies and health research of western 
societies (Ziegler and Schwanen, 2011): (1) as quantified movements through 
space and time, (2) as dependent on preconditions like the available infra- 
structure and (3) as subordinate to individual physical mobility status. In the 
following we will see how these dimensions address ridesharing and how it 
supplements older adults’ mobility. 
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Measuring mobility 
The first research dimension deals with counting mobility trips on a daily or 
weekly basis, measuring the distances the elderly cover and the transport modes 
they choose (e.g. (Fobker and Grotz, 2006)). Although older adults make 22% 
fewer trips overall after retirement, studies show that those over 65 make a greater 
percentage (roughly 90%) of their trips with a car than younger people do 
(Rosenbloom, 2004). Further, older people typically have very active post-
retirement lifestyles until they are 85, and take as many as 23% more non-work 
trips than people under 65. In particular, older adults at retirement often have 
much more spare time. Older adults drive often to sports clubs, make visits, go to 
sightseeing tours, or just go for a walk or undertake a shopping spree. Thus older 
adults often undertake activities along with others, and often in informal 
ridesharing arrangements. Studies show that about half of all trips are done in 
cars with at least two persons, the driver and at least one passenger (Schwanen et 
al., 2012). In addition the percentage of trips in cars made by those over age 65 
without a license is almost as high as licensed drivers. This means that in- formal 
ridesharing is already a very common and also very important transport mode 
among the elderly, that supports that older adults who do not drive (Scheiner, 
2006). 

Mobility preconditions 
The second research string addresses the unequally distribution of options for 
older people in relation to different transport modes (Mollenkopf et al., 2005). As 
the majority of older adults in western countries will increasingly live alone in 
suburban or rural communities, access to public infrastructure be- comes 
increasingly problematic for this cohort. Thus the private car becomes crucial to 
sustain individual mobility. In addition Fobker and Grotz point out that 
incomplete knowledge about public transport services is a significant barrier 
preventing older adults from using alternative transportation modes as well 
(Fobker and Grotz, 2006) and explains why a good social network becomes of 
great importance to compensate for the absence of a car. Coughlin, for instance, 
discovered that older adults who are embedded in a good social network are more 
likely to give up driving because informal ridesharing opportunities exist 
(Coughlin, 2001). In this context Lord emphasizes the adaptation of lifestyle 
through ‘mutual aid’ and ‘community based’ help (Lord et al., 2011). Again others 
argue that such structures should be institutionalized to increase the benefits 
(Silvis, 2008), (Dumbaugh, 2008). One way of doing so could be a ridesharing 
system based on existing social networks. 

Mobility and health 

Existing research tends to focus on bodily or cognitive impairments in later life, 
causing difficulties in undertaking the basic mobility activities of daily life 
(Beswick et al., 2008). In particular Rosenbloom criticizes the fact that most 
research on older adult mobility focuses on those with the most obvious and 
severe disadvantages, those who do not drive or who are severely disabled 
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(Rosenbloom, 2004). She shows that disability rates have in fact been falling 
among all cohorts of the elderly for decades, caused by a combination of good 
nutrition, im- proved health care, better education, and higher incomes. Most 
elderly people, she argues, will be in overall good health until they reach age 80 
or older (apart from smaller problems, like vision problems at night, problems of 
carrying heavy bags or coping with crowded streets) (Rosenbloom, 2004). Thus, 
life from 60 to 80 can no longer be regarded as residual life time, but is 
characterized by late freedom, posing new challenges, and creating new 
development tasks and design options. However, driving is still the easiest 
physical task for older adults. Long before they lose the ability to drive, older 
people may be unable to board or ride public transit, or to walk to a bus stop. 
Thus, it is not surprising that the fear of losing the driving license is widespread 
among older adults (Schwanen et al., 2012). 

In summary, ridesharing practice is a common and deeply established mode in 
the elderly’s daily travel. In particular, ridesharing can address the needs of those 
who have never had a car or a license, as well as those who have driven well into 
their senior years, but now are unable to do so and have poor access to public 
transport. 

SUPPORTING RIDESHARING 

Ridesharing systems became popular in the 1970s to cope with the challenge of 
increasing environmental awareness, oil prices and transport collapse. People at 
that time joined together in ridesharing communities using slip-boxes in order to 
exchange offers and demands (Handke and Jonuschat, 2012). Since that time 
ridesharing research in information systems and HCI has undergone a change in 
perspective, shifting from logistical concerns towards questions of social 
acceptance. 

Matching demands and offers 

The precondition for matching a driver with one or more passengers is that their 
mobility patterns are as congruent as possible, given travel time and route 
convergence. The prevalent research focus emphasizes the challenge of finding 
appropriate algorithms for matching rides. While there is no standard method to 
determine the best ride-matching method, several approaches have been 
developed along different foci of activity-based behavior (Teodorović and 
Dell’Orco, 2008), (Steger-Vonmetz, 2005). Mean- while agile and real-time 
matching became key components for a successful ridesharing system. Location 
aware Inter- net-enabled mobile phones allow very short notice or even en-route 
notification. This constitutes the technical basis for flexibility among spatial, time, 
role and route dimensions (Ghelawat et al., 2010). Another factor for intelligent 
matching operations is to improve the modal choice of transport (Steger-Vonmetz, 
2005). Increasingly, attention is being paid to the question how the use of online 
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social networks can contribute to solving problems of meeting potential sharers, 
coordination, and logistics (Ghelawat et al., 2010), (Mirisaee et al., 2011). 

Reducing transaction costs 

Reducing costs has been a major element in ridesharing research since its onset. In 
HCI, the focus has widened to include transaction costs. In the case of 
commuting, trans- action costs are very low, because commutes are based on 
routinely established practices that do no longer need a lot of coordination work 
(Ghelawat et al., 2010). However, with the arrival of more flexible, agile 
ridesharing systems, handling transaction costs, becomes a much more 
challenging issue. For example Hansen et al. (Hansen et al., 2010) focus on 
community based-toolkits and ICT as means to reduce transaction costs by 
lowering the complexity of the selection of and the navigation to meeting points. 
Largely in line with this perspective is the work of Xing et al. who take meeting 
points into consideration and call for ‘multi-modal travel planning systems’, 
including information about public transportation to offer optimal meeting points 
(Xing et al., 2009). Several approaches, such as those presented by Brereton et al. 
(Brereton et al., 2009) or Wash et al. (Wash et al., 2005) focus on the 
improvement of communication processes, comparing informal and formal 
systems. 

Accounting for social acceptance 
The arrival of dynamic and flexible ridesharing systems precipitated a discussion 
in HCI research on issues of social acceptability. Pioneering work was done by 
Brereton et al. (Brereton et al., 2009), Allen (Allen, 2009), and Ozenc et al. 
(Ozenc et al., 2011), who argue that rides- haring systems can reach a wider mass 
of users if social challenges concerning personal preferences of commuting choice 
and social interaction are solved. They point out that it is necessary to understand 
that riding, meeting with people and participating at an event are related activities 
and hence a broader view of the social situation in which people travel and meet is 
needed. Further Ghelawat et al. (Ghelawat et al., 2010), (Brereton et al., 2009) 
pinpoint that agile rather than static matching programs need to arrange 
ridesharing based on extended social net- works. Wessels et al. (Wessels et al., 
2010) show that online social networks provide users with the ability to share 
daily travel activities by publishing information using a personal profile and have 
the additional function of showing relationships between people. Thus, designing 
for participation in local social ridesharing has to deal with the question of 
designing net- works of relations between people in order to understand how to 
better support ridesharing relations. Yet in using social networks systems and 
further using tracking and data mining technologies in combination with personal 
information, concerns about issues like trust, privacy and security, which are 
situated in social practices, are raised (Mirisaee, 2010), (Radke et al., 2011), 
(Wessels et al., 2010). 
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Hence, with the arrival of agile, flexible ridesharing systems, design decisions 
can no longer be addressed separately from concrete social and cultural 
perspectives. However, increasing interest in social issues like trust, privacy, 
safety or social interaction has not addressed ridesharing specifically. Mobility 
behavior is still considered as a derived demand, based on the spatial and temporal 
characteristics of the performed activities. 

2 DISCUSSION 

Economic pressure on the public sector and the low in- comes of older adults 
create a need for developing new mobility options in the near future. Currently, 
supporting elderly people to use ridesharing is a blind spot in gerontology and 
HCI research: While gerontology articulates the challenge of supporting 
independent living, it has yet missed to investigate new opportunities offered by 
mobile and ubiquitous computing. In contrast, while transportation and mobility 
research gains importance in HCI research, the elderly are not thus far addressed 
and hence their interests are typically neglected when it comes to the design of 
mobile ridesharing systems. This blind spot might result from the stereotyped 
view that older adults are not technology savvy: a largely unwarranted assumption 
given that mobile phone users are getting older (Mollenkopf et al., 2005). 

Further, our literature review shows that understanding older people’s mobility 
is mainly framed by a transportation perspective. The dominant topic is the 
overcoming of mobility barriers through increasing the numbers of mobility 
activities, providing infrastructure, and improving the health situation of older 
adults to enhance the ability to move from A to B in physical space. Others, 
however, argue that this view does not guarantee mobility without problems or an 
increased quality of life. For instance, authors like Ziegler et al. (Ziegler and 
Schwanen, 2011), Kaiser (Kaiser, 2009), and Steg (Steg, 2005), stress that we 
need to take subjective meanings of mobility more into consideration. In this new 
understanding, mobility is more than just a means to reach destinations but con- 
tributes significantly to older people’s wellbeing and quality of life. In addition, 
we need to consider social and cultural factors which act as barriers to choice for 
older adults when they examine viable means of travel (Dumbaugh, 2008), 
(Scheiner, 2006). 

This new understanding implies that HCI research on rides- haring for older 
adults should not focus on transportation issues only. Instead we should broaden 
the investigation to the elderly mobility experiences, wellbeing and subjective 
attitudes to ridesharing. Although existing literature draws a realistic picture about 
older adults’ mobility activities, pat- terns, and transportation mode preferences, 
qualitative re- search which takes values, fears and desires into account and 
uncovers current mobility practices is still lacking (Fobker and Grotz, 2006). 
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Sensitized by the above-made arguments, the research question of how 
ridesharing is experienced by older adults is our primary research issues. 

3 RESEARCH METHODS 

Addressing this question we conducted an interview study. Interviews can provide 
detailed insights into the subjective life-worlds of individuals and therefore were 
chosen to investigate subjective attitudes, meanings and interpretations towards 
mobility in general and daily ridesharing in particular. We chose problem-
centered interviews (Witzel, 2000) for the data collection, because they aim at 
focusing on experiences, perceptions and reflections in relation to specified issues. 
On the basis of a question guide, therefore, we asked interviewees to reflect on 
and expand our themes in any way they chose. The semi-structured interviews 
were accompanied by a short questionnaire with the function to complement the 
study with additional biographical and socio- demographic background 
information about the interviewees. The questions asked were loosely structured 
around a topic list about the living arrangements within daily mobility routines 
and the way they dovetailed (or not) with avail- able infrastructure like possessing 
a car, using public transport, or other forms of mobility like ridesharing. We were 
further interested in mobility choices, preferences and habits. 

Asking questions in a problem-centered interview provides some structure, but 
also provides for an open, iterative, and reflective response by both parties to the 
interview. Inter- viewers relied on reflective questioning and probing, prompting 
participants to provide additional detail, clarification and exemplification. Hence, 
we kept interviews as open as possible in order to gain individual insights in the 
issue of older adults’ ridesharing experiences. The inter- views were conducted in 
participants’ homes by one of the researchers, audio-recorded and transcribed 
verbatim after- wards. The duration of interviews was driven by interviewees, and 
thus varies in length from 45 minutes to two and a half hours. 

The initial contact with participants was made through various local senior 
organizations. We selected a heterogeneous group of seniors (N=21) in relation to 
gender, age, local infrastructure, and in the transport systems typically used, in 
order obtain a wider spectrum of ridesharing and mobility experiences. Table 1 
provides an overview of the interviewees according to relevant categories. 
Pseudonyms are used to ensure participants’ anonymity and confidentiality. 

The region that participants come from has about 100.000 inhabitants in 
western Germany. One characteristic of this area is that it includes both urban and 
very rural areas. The only public transportation option available is bus, or train 
(mainly for inter-city travelling). The bus service is very limited, especially in 
rural areas. Additionally, the land- scape is very hilly and diverse; meaning that 
travelling from one location to another can mean very indirect journeys. Thus, the 
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focus in this study lies on an area with limited public transport system, that is 
close to the real life context of most older adults. 

All interviewees were still mobile and take actively part in social events and 
life in general. They agreed to participate on a voluntary basis and no financial 
compensation was offered. Further, all of the interviewees committed to col-
laborating in a three-year project, commencing with these initial interviews. The 
overall project aim is to develop a mobility platform for older adults that follows a 
participatory design approach (Wulf et al., 2011). Participants from the outset 
were aware of the research aim of building a ridesharing platform customized for 
older adults needs and are overall positively positioned toward mobile ridesharing 
solutions. 

In the analyzing process we used MAXQDA1 software. First, interview 
transcripts were organized into different content parts to organize the data with the 
help of different code groups. Second, the data was analyzed under three leading 
question headings: first, what makes daily mobility actually a valuable 
experience; second, how is ridesharing experienced; and third, what are the 
strategies people use to organize their ridesharing practice? In the following we 
will report on our findings on these issues. 

 
Category Characteristics Number of Respondents 

Sex Male 5 (26%) 

 Female 16 (74%) 

Age 58-70 years 11 (53%) 

 70-80 years 10 (47%) 

 (Average: 69 years)  

Marital status Married or living with 12 (58%) 

 a partner  

 Widowed/ Sin- 9 (42%) 

 gle/separated  

Housing tenure Owned 13 (63%) 

 Rented 8 (37%) 

Self-rated tech- More good 6 (26%) 

nical competence More bad 15 (74%) 

Population density Low density 11 (53%) 

 High density 10 (47%) 

Travel Modes* Own car 17 (84%) 

 Public transportation 5 (21%) 

 Walking 8 (42%) 

 Regularly involved 9 (47%) 

 in Ridesharing  

* Multiple answers are possible  

    Table 1 Characteristics of interview participants (N = 21) 
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4 FINDINGS 

Two categories turned out to be of particular significance for the experience of 
mobile wellbeing in older adults’ lives: independence and decisional autonomy. 
However, both dimensions were viewed as constraints on ridesharing 
arrangements, but constraints, which nevertheless could be overcome with the 
adoption of various strategies. 

Mobile independence and decisional autonomy  

Participants consistently raised two issues, which we call ‘mobility independence’ 
and ‘decisional autonomy’ in relation to their daily experiences of mobility. Every 
interviewee referred to at least one of the two issues, but in most cases both 
arguments were referred to several times. Both arguments are illustrated in the 
following in more detail. 

Maintaining independence from others: every participant mentioned mobility 
independence at least once during the interview. The following quote provides an 
insight into a typical answer given by one interviewee to the question of what 
mobility means to them: 

‘It (mobility) means being very independent and able to go to places. The bus services up here are 
really good and I’m really happy and that is important. You don’t need anybody because the (bus) 
connections are excellent and you can get anywhere you like really quickly. That is very important 
for me. Yes, this is really very important to me’, (Mrs. Thom- son, 76). 

For Mrs. Thomson, who lives in a single-household in a suburban area without a 
car, her mobility experience is directly interwoven with her understanding of 
mobile independence. Hence, the mobility she mentions is concerned with the 
ongoing maintenance of her individual independence. Thus, by independence she 
means being able to man- age her daily mobility by utilizing her own resources in 
accordance with her abilities and without depending on others. It is this 
understanding of independence as ‘doing things alone’ on the basis of one’s own 
physical and cognitive abilities that turned out to be the dominant meaning of 
independence. Hence, our interviewees point out that it is not just about reaching 
the destination but ‘managing to get there’, re-affirming their own capacity to do 
so. This issue of desired independence is well attested to in the gerontological 
literature. Plath (Plath, 2008), for instance, argues that the high value placed on 
independence can be understood against the backdrop of a society that is strongly 
influenced by liberal, individualist values, and is incorporated on the individual 
level. For older people, their status is a negotiated one. Declining physical 
prowess may mean that they are seen to be more dependent by others but on the 
basis of our evidence they are also fiercely determined to maintain in- 
dependence. 
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Maintaining decisional autonomy: Although decisional autonomy relates to 
mobility independence, it is distinct from it. Quotes like following clearly express 
this position: 

‘Yes, a great deal [mobility means] everything. Every- thing… the decision too, just the thought of 
it even I CAN go, if I want… that is so important, you know? Even if I might not actually go 
anywhere but just… yes, just to know that if I wanted to go anywhere, I can just go to the garage, 
get in my car and drive off… and yes, I am scared of the day when that might not be the case any 
more’, (Mrs. Martinez, 77). 

Mrs. Martinez lives with her husband and two cars in a more rural area. Mobility 
is important for her as a means of maintaining and enhancing travel opportunities, 
rather than the travelling itself. In this way mobility is seen as a means of being 
autonomous in and through the capacity to make decisions about where, when and 
how to travel on one’s own. Decisional autonomy refers to the way in which older 
people seek to maintain and maximize their choices. This issue of autonomous 
decision-making is in line with the findings of Sheller (Sheller and Urry, 2003), or 
Urry (Urry, 2007) who show that decisional and executional autonomy are key 
aspects of our perception of freedom and that more mobility is widely considered 
a symbol and facilitator of that freedom. How- ever, many of the interviewees 
stated fear of an uncertainty about the future: 

‘Well, err, I mean it’s always just a question of time isn’t it, how long you might still be able to 
drive a car. It might be over really quickly, you never know do you. It’s something I think about of 
course; of course not all the time, but it is an important point’, (Mrs. Harris, 75). 

Mrs. Harris lives with her husband in a very rural area with two cars and 
demonstrates in this sequence her awareness about potentially rapid change in 
their mobility situation. Hence, while decisional autonomy is in general an im- 
portant factor in mobile wellbeing, most participants also stated a fear of losing 
that autonomy in older age. Although all of the participants are still more or less 
satisfied with their current mobility, they also see it as endangered. Maintaining 
decisional autonomy ‘while one can’ seems to be tied up with making the most of 
current capacity in the knowledge that it may well be diminished in the future. 

Independence and decisional autonomy in different transport modes 

The concepts of independence and of decisional autonomy are interwoven but can 
be separated from each other on an analytical level. Their relative importance 
depends on the various transport modes being used. 

Using private resources 
People usually depend on a variety of resources to support mobility, including the 
car, bike, motorcycle or any other kind of vehicle that is appropriate for the 
person’s surroundings. In our case the examples deal mainly with car usage. The 
80-year old Mr. Moor who resides in a very low-density location area describes 
the advantages of car driving like this: 

Interviewer: ‘And you still drive don’t you?’ 
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Mr. Moore: ‘Of course, I always drive by car. It means a lot because it means I’m able to get out 
when I want. Although the bus stop is right before our house, the bus stops only twice a day when 
we are lucky (smiling). You need a car in order to do all the daily errands or if you want to get out 
in an emergency or anything like that, or go out to the theatre’, (Mr. Moor, 80). 

The car affords self-reliance in respect of both decisional autonomy and 
independence. In using the car, this interviewee can go to places he would not be 
able to reach by foot or by bus anymore. Thus, in keeping with Ziegler et 
al.(Ziegler and Schwanen, 2011) and Schwanen et al. (Schwanen et al., 2012), 
cars can function as ‘compensation tools’ to protect individual independence 
when physical functioning declines. Interestingly, Mr. Moor ex- plains how he 
uses his ‘car driver’ capacities to occasionally extend a courtesy to older adults 
who cannot drive and whom he picks up when he sees them on his way. Thus he 
refers to the widespread belief that cars are the only transport mode that can 
provide people with the mobility and autonomy required to live a late modern life 
(Urry, 2007), and refers to the inequalities of having a car or not. In his 
understanding (‘You need a car in order to do all the daily errands’) it is necessary 
to offer rides to those who cannot otherwise manage their errands. Multiple 
studies – mostly set in car-dominated societies such as the USA and Australia – 
point out that being able to drive in later life is strongly related with self-reliance 
and independence (Allen, 2009). On the other hand losing the driving license 
raises the prospect of a dependency which most older people strongly resent and 
wish to avoid (Adler and Rottunda, 2006). Thus, as Mr. Moor describes, car 
driving brings a responsibility with it for the others who have no car or cannot 
drive (any more). 

Decisional autonomy connects to one’s ability to plan for oneself how to 
undertake journeys of whatever kind. Hence, decisional autonomy is highly 
connected with possessing a car. Driving means having the option of being mobile 
whenever one wants or needs (Urry, 2007). This is in accordance with studies that 
examine driving cessation, where older people construct driving cessation as a 
loss of executional spontaneity (Adler and Rottunda, 2006). Although decisional 
autonomy is also an important value for the younger ones, driving the own car can 
be particularly important for the older adults who more often live in low-density 
areas or have problems using public transportation. This is also stated in the 
interviews, when addressing the car as a sine qua non of mobility autonomy: 

‘I’ve got to have the feeling I can get in and drive off. […] but I don’t really NEED my own car, I 
don’t use it every day. But I want it to be there, waiting in front of the door so it’s there when I 
need it’, (Mrs. Jackson, 64). 

Mrs. Jackson who lives in a more urban location with good transport links sees 
the car as a symbolic representation of decisional autonomy. Further many 
participants stated that the car is the only transport mode, which allows translating 
immediate wishes into actions without the need for any detailed travel planning. 
Thus, the car is perfect for autonomous decision-making. The car allows the 
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‘ageing car driver’ spontaneity, independence and sense of control that cannot be 
replicated by other transport modes. 

Using public transportation 
With regard to public transportation, some interviewees also see independence in 
using buses, as is stated in the following: 

‘my mobility… as long as I can still walk to the bus stop, use the bus, I’m happy. It’s my 
independence. I’d like to remain independent actually. And for me that means the bus. Not the car, 
because I don’t own one’, (Mrs. Martinez, 77). 

Mrs. Martinez refers to the car as the transportation mode of choice but clarifies 
that taking the bus allows her to feel independent as well, since there is no need to 
ask for sup- port. Interestingly, public services of this kind are not perceived as 
autonomy reducing, but as an infrastructural ‘right’- a service that are all entitled 
to use and - given the fact that one pays to use the service- which confers no par- 
ticular sense of obligation. By and large, our interviewees had no difficulty in 
planning journeys in such a way that they fitted in with timetable constraints. 
They often report- ed noting or accessing information about return journeys on the 
back of the hand, in short notes, or by using route leaf- lets, so they could refer to 
them as needed and react more flexibly to contingencies. Thus, decisional 
autonomy is restricted in the case of public transportation because time- tables and 
routes restrict the flexibility of people’s mobility. Regardless, mobility depends of 
course very much on people’s residential location and its traffic connections. This 
pertains not only to the distance to the nearest bus stop, but also the frequency of 
buses during different times of the day and days of the week. 

Using private resources publicly - Ridesharing 
Ridesharing, by definition, entails a degree of mutual de- pendency. Driver and 
passenger depend on each other in several respects, for instance, in matching 
logistical concerns like time of departure, pick up places and return. Further, 
people have to cooperate by negotiating some agreement about the ‘intensity’ of 
interaction - is one expected to talk? How much? Laurier, for instance, showed 
that both parties have to find a way defining and negotiating their mutual 
relationship (Laurier et al., 2008). Further, Sherlock compares the roles of 
passenger and driver with the roles of being a good ‘host’ and a good ‘guest’ 
(Sherlock, 2001). Thus while guest and host are background ‘politeness’ 
categories to driver and passenger they are resources for moral assessment of each 
person’s conduct during the journey. These kinds of relationship are, of course, 
not those found between family members or between longstanding, good friends. 
There, such issues are more or less settled as habitual. Hence, there does appear to 
be some asymmetry of decisional influence depending on these roles. The 
following sequence gives a good glimpse in typical statements about the ‘guest’ 
and ‘host’ role: 
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[Talking about sharing regular rides with her neighbor and going to a particular bar] ‘Of course I 
depend on the driver. If the driver wants to go to Xbar, drinking a coffee, I have to follow if I want 
or not. I don’t like the Xbar. And in return when driving on Saturday to the market I would not go 
to Xbar. Then people can decide whether they want to go to Xbar or drive back home with me’, 
(Mrs. White, 58). 

There seems to be a mutual understanding that passengers as good guests have a 
duty to orient towards driver’s habits as Mrs. White states who lives in a single 
household and possess her own car and often practices ridesharing as driver and 
as co-driver. She explained further that she would expect to accommodate driver 
wishes in respect of start times for instance, and would not expect equal 
consideration from the driver. Hence, there is a mutual understanding that 
passengers should make few demands on drivers largely because there is a sense 
of having been ‘invited’. Drivers, in short, are perceived as having more rights in 
negotiating the arrangements. 

Further, several interviewees expressed personal issues within decisional 
autonomy in ridesharing situations. Since the ride opportunity is not entirely 
predictable with respect to time, route, etc., the potential passenger has to deal 
with a considerable amount of uncertainty. Relying on someone else means lining 
activities up with the schedule of others, at least to some extent. The following 
sequence illustrates an issue that was stated by participants quite often and can be 
seen as a result of the passengers’ loss of decisional autonomy: 

‘[With ridesharing] you’ve just got to follow suit, no matter how or when she’s driving. I have to 
watch what anyone’s doing, I can’t look (when shopping) where I want and how long I want and 
what I want. Thus, I prefer to do it alone, you know […] That’s all those things, no, well it is (on 
my own) more independent’, (Mrs. Williams, 73). 

This respondent practices ridesharing regularly, but shows an awareness of this 
unequal relationship. The passenger has to adjust to the driver without even 
knowing what exactly s/he is adjusting to. In contrast to public transport, 
decisional autonomy is reduced for passengers because they are less able to plan 
independently. Thus, and in summary, the analysis has shown that ridesharing is 
characterized by participants with attitudes that fit uneasily with basic needs of 
mobile wellbeing: namely independence and decisional autonomy. 

Organization of ridesharing practice 

As we already mentioned above, however, ridesharing is quite popular among 
older adults and frequently used. This is because they adopt a range of strategies 
to cope with these demands that makes sharing rides a more pleasurable travel 
mode. 

Preserving independence 
As already mentioned above, the ‘guest’ and ‘host’ analogy in ridesharing 
practice, including gratitude, can cause a feeling of dependence on the driver, in 
contrast to using a bus, or renting a car. However, interviewees reported about a 
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practice that can be described as ‘lift giving’ and ‘gift giving’, that can lower the 
experience of dependence. 

‘To square things you can take some flowers or a plant to say thank you now and again. They (the 
drivers) don’t want anything but just to say thank you, you can get some flowers. Just a little plant. 
But I don’t do it so often because they don’t want you to. Like they say, it doesn’t matter whether 
three people are in the car or four’, (Mrs. Thom- son, 64). 

This woman lives in a single household directly into the city center. Although she 
possesses her own car, she regularly practices ridesharing with a woman who 
picks her up for errands and other routine chores. Giving a little gift like a flower 
or spending money on a coffee involves gift giving (Mauss, 1990), and hence 
constitutes a form of reciprocity. Informal gift exchange economies are sometimes 
romanticized as being more social than the ‘cold’ value exchange economies, 
where one acquires a commodity or service by paying the price. However, gift 
exchange economies do not come for free, but involve quite complex and 
unspoken rules, governing timing, appropriateness and emotionality. The 
aforementioned roles of ‘host’ and ‘guest’ establish a particular kind of reciprocal 
social relationship, different in their implication from those of family member or 
paid service provider. The statement from Mrs. Thomson shows that people are 
aware of this underlying reciprocal paradigm of ridesharing and in consequence 
develop strategies in order to maintain their independence. Concerning this, 
Nicolini ((Nicolini, 2013), p. 62), for instance, pointed out that ‘reciprocating a 
gift too soon is bound to look like a payment, therefore negating the disinterested 
nature of the original act and creating embarrassment; conversely, delaying the 
reciprocation too much is bound to be understood as un- gratefulness’. 
Establishing reciprocity needs to be socially negotiated and is difficult to establish 
in such ambivalent circumstances. Given the central importance of the moral 
order in these arrangements, it is obvious that the relation between driver and 
passenger can vary across a number of dimensions. The degree to which one can 
impose on another will depend to extent on the degree of familiarity both parties 
share. Sons, for instance, have a different set of obligations towards mothers than 
they do towards their drinking buddies. Casual friends are very different in status 
from ‘good’ friends. In each instance, the kind of reciprocity that might be 
entailed is very different. 

As already stated, there is, in some circumstances, a great reluctance to impose 
someone when asking for rides. In particular, the intricacies of asking relatives 
and friends for rides were discussed with regard to the increasing level of 
dependence caused by asking for a ride too often. In particular it turned out that 
the interviewees are very careful when family members are involved. Statements 
like the following are frequently found in our sample: 

‘No, no, no, no, no, no, no! I don’t want to pester anyone if I can help it. I always see to it that I 
can manage by myself, if possible’, (Mrs. Gracia, 78). 
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Mrs. Gracia, one of the more ‘fragile’ users who lives with her daughter in a 
remote rural area and has no driving li- cense, nevertheless expressed an aversion 
to asking family members for a lift. She further indicated that this was be- cause 
she wished to avoid exploiting ‘obligations’ and preferred asking friends because 
some form of reciprocity was easier to negotiate. This wish not to impose is fairly 
consistently expressed in our sample. In sum, interviewees stated two strategies 
that provide some relief from the sense of dependency in ridesharing situations. 
This is to make use of the principle of reciprocity and to establishing a flexible 
economy that can be adapted to the specific kind of relationship between driver 
and passenger. 

Preserving decisional autonomy 
An aspect of ridesharing that is surprisingly common is that in many cases 
ridesharing arrangements are predicated on a common activity, such as club visits, 
going to the theater or cinema, or visiting friends. Ridesharing arrangements con- 
nected through a shared activity have the advantage that participants can more 
easily orient to the obligations entailed in an activity like shopping, club visits, 
going to theater or cinema or visiting friends. Hence, there are two kinds of 
activities that are particularly well suited for rides- haring: regular activities and 
spontaneous ridesharing invitations. In the first case travelling together not only 
enhances the experience in these circumstances, but has a pragmatic element, as 
well. The coordination of ridesharing within regular activities is much easier 
because it is based on simi- lar, anticipated, commitments, as the following quote 
from Mrs. Thomson reporting about her ridesharing experiences, illustrates: 

‘Well yes, they’re fixed… well, there’s a group of us who do things together… sometimes we drive 
to the cinema … and erm yes, then you just ask do you want to go this evening or maybe tomorrow 
and then one person says, yes, listen I’ll drive or [someone else says] I’ll drive…That’s what it’s 
like’, (Mrs. Thomson, 64). 

Hence, there are some trips that are more suitable for rides- haring than others. 
However, in the case of regular mutual activities the activity has fixed borders. No 
negotiation about start and end time is necessary and there are few uncertainties 
caused by different interests (as long as all parties agree to limit the trip to the 
joint activity). Interviewees like the Mrs. Thomson report on developed routines 
for coordinating regular shared rides, such as meeting points and times. Thus, 
while single trips have to be coordinated with all parties in detail, regular 
ridesharing trips can be planned on a long-term basis and thus do not have nega- 
tive impacts on decisional autonomy. The second kind of activity, spontaneous 
invitation, also has no negative con- sequences. Such unforeseen ride offers are 
valued as a win rather than a loss of decisional autonomy. In summary, constraints 
on decisional autonomy are reduced in ridesharing situations when certain kinds 
of activity are in question: Spontaneous ride offers that can provide a welcomed 
opportunity, or regular rides providing a long-term and routine planning 
opportunity. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

This focus on the experiences of older adults’ mobility and ridesharing, we argue, 
provides new insights into the rides- haring practices of this particular user group 
and can inspire ridesharing design. 

Elderly ridesharing practice 

Although the interview study was conducted with a hetero- generous group of 
older adults that differ in age (from 58-80 years), gender, marital status, or 
population density, they all have a positive attitude towards ridesharing and that a 
mobile ridesharing system would improve their mobility situation. Like the 
literature suggests (Scheiner, 2006) informal ridesharing is a common and 
frequently used travel mode. In our sample of 21 older adults about the half of the 
interviewees make regularly use of ridesharing, but all are experienced with this 
particular kind of travel mode, more or less frequently. 

In our study we followed authors like Ziegler et al. (Ziegler and Schwanen, 
2011), Kaiser (Kaiser, 2009), and Steg (Steg, 2005) who emphasize the need to 
take subjective meanings of mobility into consideration, but specifically in 
relation to older adults’ ridesharing experiences. One of the major observations 
was that although ridesharing can be a good transportation alternative for the older 
adults who live in low-density areas, or have problems using public 
transportation, or the car, it seems not to be motivated by such issues. Hence, 
lacking infrastructure or a bad health condition does not primarily cause the 
indigence for a lift. Moreover, ridesharing takes place when people share the same 
destinations and particularly when undertaking joint activities. Further, findings 
show in accordance with the literature that mobile independence and decisional 
autonomy are central values for older adults’ mobility experience (Lord et al., 
2011). However, it was astonishing to see, that particularly ridesharing is 
problematic because of these points, but is a quite popular and common transport 
mode at the same time. This gives reason to search for strategies older adults use 
to organize their ridesharing practice. 

We discovered that interviewees regularly indicated negotiated, delicate ways 
in which principles of reciprocity are mediated in the driver-passenger 
relationship, and that this is used as a means to maintain independence in 
ridesharing contexts. This delicacy, contrary to the existing ridesharing literature 
on payment systems (which tends to the view that the main issue is providing 
adequate motivation for the driver (Allen, 2009)), suggests that a much more 
careful analysis of motivational elements is needed when dealing with older 
people. Establishing a balanced reciprocity between both parties of the driver and 
passenger is based on their relationship and the kind of ridesharing conducted. 
Further passengers are more likely to accept ride offers instead of asking for a 
pleasure, in order to keep their independence. 
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Like the desire for mobile independence, decisional autonomy, understood as 
flexible movement, turned out of special importance for the older adults, too. It 
means having the capacity to make decisions about where, when and how to travel 
on one’s own. This makes the car, where possible, a preferred option that allows 
the older driver spontaneity, independence and sense of control that cannot be 
replicated by other transport modes. Although ridesharing creates some 
difficulties in relation to decisional autonomy, as we have seen, there are 
circumstances where autonomy is sub- ordinate to other factors. Two in particular 
seem to out- weigh this need. Firstly, spontaneous ride offers are easily accepted 
and secondly long-term ridesharing arrangements based on a regular and 
organized schedule are welcome. 

Although we have no comparison with younger reference groups, there are 
some suggestions in the data that older adults interpret independent mobility and 
decisional autonomy in their own way. Hence, our interviewees point out that it is 
not just about reaching the destination but ‘managing to get there’, re-affirming 
their own capacity to do so, as long as they are able to do so. For the older adults 
independence and decisional autonomy are values that may be diminished in the 
near future, and thus, gain of importance. 

Insights on ridesharing ICT 

Our analysis demonstrates that HCI research on ridesharing for older adults 
should address ridesharing as a social practice rather than a transportation mode 
shifting people from place A to B. While ridesharing turned out to be a desirable 
objective in general, its practical implementation depends on a set of social issues, 
which relate to decisional autonomy, and to independence. These issues should be 
applied in ridesharing design additionally to issues discussed in literature already 
like trust (Mirisaee, 2010), privacy (Radke et al., 2011), or security (Wessels et 
al., 2010). 

It would be naive to imagine that such insights lead directly to design 
decisions. Rather, we see these conclusions as aiding in the construction of the 
design space. That is, they point to the kinds of issue that need to be taken into 
account both in terms of possible constraints on design and in terms of avenues to 
explore. Thus and for instance, an examination of the concept of ‘independence’ 
and what it means for older adults has implications for the kind of payment sys- 
tem we might envisage. In most existing platforms, reciprocity is established 
exclusively via financial balancing. Among older adults, the issue of reciprocity 
and its concomitant obligations is nuanced, not only with respect to what payment 
might be negotiated as appropriate but also to when such payments might be 
made, if at all. As we have intimated, older people have a range of experiences in 
respect of their social networks, patterns of friendship and family relations. These 
subtle arrangements should be ad- dressed by the design, giving the users the right 
to deter- mine the kind of ridesharing conducted and what kind of reciprocity 
should be conducted. Beside classical paying systems, one can think for example 
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on regular ridesharing journeys with an alternating driver where the system might 
remember users on the joint activity and the driver. 

Further, there is a self- evident demand for mobile autonomy in our sample, but 
this is mediated by particular kinds of social activity with particular kinds of 
people. Joint activities which implicate friends and others in existing networks 
and which are geared to regular, repeated and routine activities are likely to be 
facilitated by ridesharing arrangements. Of course, to function adequately, such 
systems would need to provide a simple means for older people to delineate and 
limit who ride offers might be made to and in what circum- stances. Additionally, 
such facilities enable participants to solve the issue of return journeys and to 
lower coordination effort in general, since people attend the same event and time 
and destination are usually tied to the event itself whilst at the same time 
supporting existing social networks and minimizing uncertainty. Otherwise, 
spontaneous ride offers can provide a welcome opportunity for traveling. In this 
case the design should be orientated towards easy and fast design solutions for 
offering rides and the design should incorporate features that help to create 
awareness about offers. 

Lastly, ridesharing should be integrated into a pool of other mobility 
opportunities that do not exclusively depend on private ridesharing arrangements, 
but are integrated with public transport and other infrastructures that assure 
certain reliability. Ridesharing is of limited value to older passengers if it does not 
allow them to plan for contingent circum- stances or changed plans. Such an 
integrated multi-modal platform would be of most value if it provided information 
not only about ridesharing opportunities but also about other modes of transport. 
Ridesharing, in this perspective, is one part of an enlarged mobility option, one 
that maximizes independence and decisional autonomy. 

In summary, the focus on older adults’ ridesharing experiences originates in 
joint activities, and offers orientation, reciprocity, and multimodality as design 
inspirations. Findings show that matching demands, transaction costs and social 
acceptance should not be addressed separately, but are related to each other in and 
through and in the social practice of ridesharing and the social situation in which 
people travel and meet. 
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Abstract We present the results of a design case study focusing on supporting the daily 
transportation of elderly in Germany. We conceptualized, developed and studied the 
appropriation of a transportation information system intended to ease switching between 
different transportation modes. Based on a literature review and a context study with 21 
interviews we explored routinized transport mode usage and barriers when switching 
between modes. Iteratively, we co-designed a transport platform accessible via a 
website, a mobile app, and an iTV app. We further looked at the appropriation of the 
platform into the daily lives of 19 persons. Studying the appropriation highlighted different 
factors that facilitate the adoption of alternative transport options. The factors included 
reducing uncertainty, complementing transport information with context information (e.g. 
weather) and providing informational access based on the user’s preferences as well as 
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1 Introduction 

Mobility is an essential part of modern society and a prerequisite for autonomous 
living. In later life, this participation and autonomy are challenged by various 
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factors such as diminished driving capabilities, reduced financial resources and 
shrinking social networks. This can force the elderly to deviate from previous 
routines. At the same time, combinations of existing and new modes of mobility 
may, while offering new possibilities, require an adjustment over time to establish 
new routines. When these transitions are forced upon people, adopting alternative 
transport options (Hasselqvist et al., 2016) can affect one’s perceived wellbeing in 
later life (Nordbakke and Schwanen, 2014). For example, when people need to 
give up driving, switching instead to public transport: The fact that they have no 
knowledge of how to retrieve necessary schedule information (Mollenkopf et al., 
1997) renders common activities such as accomplishing daily errands or visiting 
friends cumbersome. Of course, “the elderly” or “older adults”, are a very 
heterogeneous group, with multifarious biographical, social backgrounds. The 
sample we present is not necessarily representative of all the problems 
encountered by this population. Works in gerontology or social science 
(Mollenkopf et al., 1997), (Ziegler and Schwanen, 2011), HCI (Hasselqvist et al., 
2016), (Meurer et al., 2014), and especially transportation research ,(Nordbakke 
and Schwanen, 2014), (Redman et al., 2013), (Schwanen et al., 2012) have 
examined mobility choices; both preferences that influence adoption as well as the 
drawbacks of specific modes which prevent people from using particular options. 
Yet these studies often have a very rationalistic viewpoint, typically focusing on 
logistical and infrastructural influences on the pattern of mobility. In this paper, 
we try to understand transportation habits from a user’s perspective; specifically, 
how they are embedded into everyday activities. Based on an intermodal transport 
information system (Behrisch et al., 2011), (Meurer et al., 2014), (Szyliowicz, 
2003), we want to understand the factors that facilitate the adoption of those 
transport options, potentially extending one’s set of commonly used transport 
modes. By doing so, we hope to lower the impact of barriers encountered during 
aging, allowing older adults to maintain or even increase their wellbeing in later 
life. 

Based on a literature review and an empirical context study, this paper provides 
a deeper understanding of how the elderly routinely use different modes of 
transportation and also how and when they diverge from these routines. 
Subsequently, we show the results of a long-term “in the wild” appropriation 
study of an intermodal transportation information system. The system design was 
informed by the insights from the context study and evolved from designing with 
participants of our study. We highlight both the necessity of, and potential for, 
integrating complementary, mode-independent information to support 
transportation in a situated, activity-oriented way. We argue that looking at 
transportation from this user perspective reduces uncertainty, fosters 
independence and autonomy and promises to facilitate the adoption of suitable 
transport alternatives The paper is structured as follows: Section two highlights 
the challenges of switching between modes as well as the specifics of the elderly 
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regarding transportation and is followed by the description of methods. Following 
the design case study approach (Wulf et al., 2011), the rest of the paper describes 
an initial context study, the implementation and design of an intermodal 
transportation prototype and its appropriation study. We end the paper by 
discussing our results. 

2 RELATED WORK 

When it comes to elderly people, research typically emphasizes the general 
occurrence of physical impairments that coincide with aging (Beswick et al., 
2008). It can be argued that focusing on these impairments and their 
consequences is a mistake (Rosenbloom, 2003) as older adults – even those in the 
upper range - tend to be in overall good health (Rosenbloom, 2003), (Tomassini 
et al., 2004), which has led to more research on extending the wellbeing of the 
elderly (Durick et al., 2013) (e.g. in care settings (Müller et al., 2012a), 
communities (Müller et al., 2015) and mobility (Meurer et al., 2014), (Ziegler and 
Schwanen, 2011)). 

The Specifics of Older Adults’ Mobility 

The existing literature (Meurer et al., 2014) highlights two other key aspects when 
it comes to the mobility preferences of older adults, namely “decisional 
autonomy” and “mobile independence”. The first aspect highlights the fact that a 
transport mode not only needs to be able to address a concrete need (e.g. going to 
the theater every Thursday at 6 o’clock in the evening) but rather is assessed 
based on the opportunities it provides. The second deals with older adults seeking 
to maintain their independence when considering transportation opportunities. 
Independence means “being able to manage [the] daily mobility by utilizing 
[one’s] own resources in accordance with one’s abilities and without depending 
on others” (Meurer et al., 2014). The elderly, therefore, establish routines 
fostering their well-being in relation to these aspects. Nevertheless, transportation 
habits change in later life. Research in this regard highlights how mobility is 
affected by aging, based on the dimension of (a) quantified movement, (b) 
structural preconditions such as the availability of infrastructure, and (c) the 
before-mentioned focus on the physical status (Ziegler and Schwanen, 2011). 

Regarding a), for example, one can see a decrease of trips after retirement, 
while in the US, the share of trips made using cars increases (Rosenbloom, 2003). 
In Germany, senior citizens tend to continue to use the car and are generally more 
active (2010 ADAC, München, 2010). Concerning infrastructure (b), Mollenkopf 
et al. argue that extended car usage is partly due to the fact that the proportion of 
older adults in western societies living in rural areas continues to increase, where 
access to public infrastructures and information about them is more problematic 
(Mollenkopf et al., 1997). The paucity of this information additionally prevents 
elderly users from using alternatives to the car (Fobker and Grotz, 2006), which 
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explains why the fear of losing their driver’s license is common among older 
adults (Schwanen et al., 2012). 

Habits and Transportation 
HCI-research around transportation is mostly concerned with providing better 
access to certain transportation modes or assisting with specific tasks when 
engaging with one of these modes. Most of the common transportation modes 
have been researched, e.g. public transportation (PT) (Ferris et al., 2010),(Foong 
et al., 2007), walking (Kim et al., 2016), cycling (Reddy et al., 2010), 
motorcycling (Prasad et al., 2014), ridesharing (RS) and carpooling (Brereton et 
al., 2009), (Glöss et al., 2016), (Meurer et al., 2014), (Ozenc et al., 2011), 
(Tedjasaputra and Sari, 2016) and extensively car navigation (e.g. (Forlizzi et al., 
2010), (Knobel et al., 2013), (Lee et al., 2005), (Leshed et al., 2008)). The focus 
of the studies within each mode varies greatly and it is beyond the scope of this 
paper to describe them all. Even so, several studies focusing on PT (e.g. (André et 
al., 2007),(Baños et al., 2007),(Collins et al., 2007),(Ferris et al., 2010), (Lin et 
al., 2016), (Pritchard et al., 2015), (Zimmerman et al., 2011)) deal with issues of 
payment (Pritchard et al., 2015), real-time information and waiting times (Collins 
et al., 2007),(Ferris et al., 2010), (Zimmerman et al., 2011), accessibility (Lin et 
al., 2016), and specific user needs (André et al., 2007) in order to increase the 
quality of service (Redman et al., 2013). For example, Siira et al. (Siira and 
Heinonen, 2015) and Barham et al (Barham et al., 2015) demonstrate the 
possibilities inherent in integrating information about public transportation on a 
mobile device. Only a few studies exist in HCI which focus on behavioral change 
in transportation without being bound to a specific mode. Hasselqvist et al. 
(Hasselqvist et al., 2016) explore how people adopt more sustainable (car-free) 
transportation practices and Meurer et al. (Meurer et al., 2014) identify 
motivations and barriers encountered by the elderly in using different modes, yet 
specifically focusing on RS. These studies highlight that understanding why and 
how transportation modes are routinized, how they can be effectively supported, 
and why they are difficult to change is of utmost importance (Aarts and 
Dijksterhuis, 2000), (Aarts et al., 1997), (Banister, 1978), (Tscheligi et al., 2014) 
for supporting the appropriation of a new mode (Goodwin, 1977). Typically, 
choices of transportation mode are closely tied to the respective travel goal (Aarts 
and Dijksterhuis, 2000) and to previous commitments (e.g. purchase of a car) 
(Banister, 1978). New forms need to overcome established habits and provide 
extended benefits even when the person is predisposed to make use of the new 
form (Tscheligi et al., 2014). 

In this regard, people need to assess the appropriateness of transport 
opportunities. Several factors have been identified in literature such as shorter 
waiting times, reduced uncertainty, increased ease of use, willingness to pay, 
greater possibilities for the adjustment of travel behavior and more flexibility 
(Dziekan and Kottenhoff, 2007),(Fellesson and Friman, 2012), (Ferris et al., 
2010). According to Redman et al. (Redman et al., 2013), those factors can be 
distinguished between “physical” and “perceived” attributes. The first mainly 
covers objective facts that can be easily observed or measured, such as reliability, 
the condition of vehicles, frequency, and accessibility. The latter category deals 
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with the subjective experiences of the passengers such as experienced comfort, 
feeling of safety or perceived overall convenience. Redman et al.’s attributes are 
useful for understanding the attitude towards the adoption of PT as an alternative 
mode, and mode switching in general. For example, they suggest that monetary 
factors (e.g. free PT; increasing cost of private transportation) have an effect on 
the willingness to switch from private cars to PT initially (Fiorio and Percoco, 
2007), yet need to be complemented to sustain the transition (Sen et al., 2007), 
(Thøgersen and Møller, 2008), e.g. by increasing the level of convenience 
(Dargay and Pekkarinen, 1997), shortening travel times and increasing the 
frequency of the services (Eriksson et al., 2008) or by providing live information 
(Maclean and Dailey, 2002). Redman et al. (Redman et al., 2013) conclude that a 
superior level of service quality in certain dimensions of one mode is the main 
cause of lack of demand in other modes, such as RS (e.g. (Dailey et al., 1999), 
(Haselkorn et al., 1995), (Raney, 2010)). 

By looking at a more specific set of users, we may better understand the 
appropriation of new, potentially beneficial, transportation options. To do so, we 
will present our findings on the design and appropriation of an intermodal 
transportation information system. While all the aforementioned studies highlight 
important factors, there are only very few design concepts dealing with multi- or 
intermodal solutions (Gukeisen et al., 2007) and - to our knowledge – no studies 
in HCI reporting on the appropriation of such integrated multi- or intermodal 
solutions from a user’s perspective (although appropriation more generally is 
widely discussed. See e.g. (Dourish, 2003), (Flint et al., 2016)).  

3 METHOD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1: Details of user sample 
Our study presents a design case study (Wulf et al., 2011) and is based on a long-
term Living Lab approach over a period of three years (February 2012 until 
January 2015). We define the Living Lab as a “user-centred, open innovation eco-
system based on a systematic user co-creation approach integrating research and 
innovation processes in real life communities and settings” (openlivinglabs.eu; 

 Context Study Evaluation Study 

Number of 
participants 

21 19 

Age 
distribution 

Min: 58 
Max: 80 
Average:69 

Min:60 
Max: 82 
Average:71 

Mode usage 
(multiple) 

Car: 17 
PT:5 
Ridesharing: 9 

Car: 15 
PT: 5 
Ridesharing: 7 

Area Rural:11 
Urban: 10 

Rural: 10 
Urban: 9 
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(Bergvall-Kareborn et al., 2009), (Følstad, 2016), (Ogonowski et al., 2013)). The 
basic point of Living Lab methodologies is to introduce new and innovative 
technologies into what are, as far as practicable, naturalistic settings. Typically, 
they are also associated with mixed methods. Although many studies of this kind 
have been centered on the home, there is no particular reason why research of this 
kind cannot be extended to the wider community (see e.g. (Flint et al., 2016)). Our 
study was part of a research project on the mobility practices of older adults in 
Germany (Figure 1) based on interviewing, observational work and Participatory 
Design principles (Blomberg and Karasti, 2012). Our interest is in designing tools 
to extend wellbeing in later life (Rosenbloom, 2003), (Tomassini et al., 2004) and 
to learn from the specific case we look at. 

Participants (see Table 1) came from a region that includes both urban and 
rural areas with approximately 280,000 inhabitants in total and 100,000 
inhabitants living the main city. PT options in the region are the bus and the train 
(train is mainly used for inter-city travel). Bus services are limited in some rural 
areas which are mostly inhabited by older adults. The region is hilly with diverse 
terrain. 

The participants were equipped with an Android-based Smartphone in May 
2012. During weekly meetings, they received support in how to use the device for 
basic tasks (using it as a “daily device” for tasks such as calendar management, 
messaging, transportation, phone calls etc.). After this appropriation phase, the 
weekly meetings were mainly used to conduct co-design workshops (more than 
40 workshops with 6-10 participants on average; see section “Iterative Design of 
System”). The iterative design phase ended in August 2014. Participants 
continued using the prototype until the end of 2014. We then conducted 19 
evaluation interviews in conclusion. 

Figure 1: Long-term Living Lab Process 

Context Study and Evaluation 

To collect data, we conducted 40 interviews in total. 21 interviews were 
conducted in participants’ homes before (initial interview study) and 19 
interviews after (appropriation interview study) we developed our prototype. Two 
participants of the initial interview study did not take part in the later phases (co-
design, evaluation) of the project. A further two participants dropped out during 
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the project and were replaced by others. The interviews were audio-recorded and 
transcribed verbatim afterward. After transcribing the interviews, we conducted a 
content analysis (Mayring, 2000) to identify significant themes. The duration of 
interviews depended on the preferences of the interviewees and thus varied in 
length from 45 minutes to two and a half hours. 

We conducted the initial interviews together with project partners, and 
analyzed focusing on diverse aspects, e.g. with regard to opportunities and 
obstacles of RS (Meurer et al., 2014). Our analysis was design-oriented and 
focused on how transportation is routinized, and analyzed the reasons people have 
for deviating from these routines. The interviews centered on problems regarding 
the transportation habits of the elderly. We were especially interested in the 
organization and planning of the interviewees' daily transportation to understand 
their reasoning regarding transportation choices to reveal potentials for ICT-based 
support. The analysis resulted in different codes which were collectively clustered 
into several topics, like ‘usage of transportation modes,’ ‘planning of transport,’ 
‘cooperation in mobility’, and ‘self- perception of abilities in older age’. Based on 
this, we further developed the categories presented in the later section. 

In the evaluative interview study focusing on the appropriation of the tool 
(Figure 1 - “Evaluation”), we focused on the integration of the prototype into the 
participants’ daily lives. Although we already had the chance to see routine use 
developing at the weekly meetings (Figure 1 - “Design and Implementation”), we 
were iteratively developing the application and therefore conducted a second 
interview study at the end of 2014 in which we asked about the influence of the 
prototype from the participants’ point of view. We identified the situations and 
tasks for which our application was deemed useful, as well as situations where 
participants stuck to their existing tools and routines or situations in which they 
made use of other tools that they had become aware of since the introduction of 
the smartphones. The users' long-term involvement in the design process allowed 
us to build a trustful relationship (Müller et al., 2012b) and further enabled us to 
observe the appropriation of our (and other) application(s) over time. This in turn 
helped us to understand the situations and issues described by participants during 
the second study.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Participants design the iTV-interface  
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Iterative Design of the System 

Between the two interview studies (Figure 1 - “Design and Implementation”), we 
engaged in over 40 co-design workshops with the participants in order to design a 
mobile (Figure 3 and Figure 4), a web and an iTV application for integrated 
transportation information services. After the “Basics - appropriation support” 
phase (Figure 1), we conducted workshops to understand how an integrated 
transport information system might be designed. In the beginning, the workshops 
focused on existing practices regarding different transportation modes. We further 
introduced available tools, such as flinc for RS or DB Navigator for PT (official 
app of the German Railway System). Based on these steps, we first developed 
paper- based mockups that we discussed with participants. Due to the complexity 
of the system, in some cases we provided initial ideas and conceptual solutions, 
using their critique as a resource for further designs (Vines et al., 2012). In other 
cases, we conducted workshops and asked users to design interfaces (Figure 1 - 
“Design and Implementation / Prototyping”). For example, we conducted a co-
design workshop to design the layout and select the functionality of the iTV 
application (Figure 2), whilst another one tested different interaction prototypes to 
negotiate RS arrangements and a further workshop dealt with privacy, using card 
sorting to identify relevant information structures and sharing preferences. 

CONTEXT STUDY – CURRENT TRANSPORTATION ROUTINES OF 
ELDERLY 

In the following, we will outline the results of our context study. We structured 
our results according to two sets of criteria. The first deals with resources, 
knowledge, and skills that participants mentioned as relevant. The second deals 
with contextual factors influencing the reasoning. The study aimed to understand 
how older adults choose transportation options in their daily life, verifying and 
extending existing findings in the literature. 

Resources and Knowledge at One’s Disposal 

To understand how people adopt different transportation modes in everyday life, it 
is necessary to understand the opportunities created by infrastructures and 
resources. Our participants described various aspects that show how transportation 
infrastructures (of different modes) are understood as mobility resources: 

“As long as I can still walk to the bus stop, I'll use the bus, I’m happy. It’s my independence. I’d 
like to stay independent actually. And for me, that means the bus. Not the car, because I don’t own 
one.” (Female1, 73, PT) 

“I’m lucky to have my children around, at least some of them live here. And if I call them, they 
take me wherever I want if they are available.” (Female3, 73, PT) 

The quotes highlight the importance of resources, including a strong social 
network or the physical capability necessary for organizing one’s mobility. These 
are typically strongly connected to individual situations. A lack of capability, for 
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example, can render specific modes unusable. A comment by one of our 
participants highlights how he is not able to use PT but instead uses the car to 
reach certain destinations that are not in close proximity to a bus stop. 

[Talking about the ticket fares of PT] For me the determining factor is, 'where does the bus stop?' 
and 'how far do I have to walk to my destination?', it’s down to my problems with walking. I might 
walk 500 meters or even a kilometer but I think there is more to it. For me, walking is just getting 
worse.” (Male1, 81, CAR) 

The quote points to another important issue. To make use of certain travel 
opportunities, people need not only to be aware of the opportunities but also 
require certain knowledge to make use of the available options (‘where does the 
bus stop?’). This knowledge becomes especially important when switching to new 
or unfamiliar modes. It consists of what we might call operational strategies. For 
example, one participant describes such a strategy regarding PT: 

“The timetable often changes, just a couple of minutes, and when you’re going out, you think ‘Oh 
yes, you still have time’ but then you see there is nobody standing at the bus stop anymore. And 
you think to yourself ‘has the bus already left?’” (Female3, 73, PT) 

Car owners often described a total absence of such knowledge with regard to PT. 
They pointed out that it prevents them from switching to PT in many situations. 
More generally, our participants highlighted issues with “translating” their 
knowledge into information that can be used in different transportation modes. 
Thus people often referred to personal landmarks when describing locations, 
referring to personally meaningful expressions such as “to my brother’s place”, 
“the supermarket” (having a specific or a set of specific supermarkets in mind) or 
names used locally names which were not officially documented. Other place 
references were personally or socially constructed and imply a certain 
understanding of destinations and activities (e.g. people mentioned “the computer 
club” when talking about a course on computers for senior citizens that takes 
place weekly in the area), like regular meeting points with friends, e.g. one 
participant referring to the gym by saying “doing sports”. 

It becomes obvious that the participants acquired knowledge and developed 
strategies for their daily routines and modes of choice. While participants wanted 
to maintain their familiar routines and available resources (especially car owners), 
they also described specific cases in which explicit factors led them to deviate 
from routines and switch modes. These situations are particularly interesting as 
they allow us to understand our participants' reasoning and identify factors that 
come into effect regarding the use or non-use of a transport option. 

Reasoning on Transportation Options 

In this section, we will explore the various situational influences when settling on 
a transport option. For instance, taking the bus to the city center eliminated the 
need to search and pay for a parking space. These advantages were often 
recognized spontaneously and triggered the rescheduling of activities. This was 
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typically indicated by quotes such as “since I’m already in the city center” or “as 
I’m taking the car/bus anyway”. 

“If you’re going on the bus anyway [instead of walking], you might as well buy groceries before 
you go home.” (Female4, 73, PT) 

Most participants reported that they would continuously (re) compile their 
“personal schedules”. This requires continual access to information to ensure that 
rescheduling is possible on the backdrop of the transport mode being used. 
Throughout this rescheduling, participants tried to align the activities’ temporal 
and spatial conditions with the options provided by the various modes. A common 
issue is that certain activities cannot be precisely scheduled in advance as they 
imply vague restrictions on time and destination - they entail a certain degree of 
temporal flexibility. 

“We can’t do it all today, there isn’t enough time. […] You simply do the rest the next day. You 
plan things ahead and it works out. And even if it doesn’t work out, you just say so – but we have 
more time than younger people anyway.” (Female1, 73, PT) 

“You can just sit in the bus shelter or whatever – you’re sure to see a neighbor passing by, purely 
by chance. You strike up a conversation and time flies when you get chatting. […] It sometimes 
happens that we’re so immersed in conversation that you completely forget the time… And when 
that happens, I just catch the next bus.” (Male3, 66, CAR/PT) 

The quotes demonstrate that participants anticipate deviations from schedules. 
People engage in numerous activities which imply temporal constraints. For 
instance, the examples above describe very loose time constraints. Such activities 
can easily be incorporated into the schedule and can easily be rescheduled. The 
need to be temporally flexible goes hand-in-hand with the fact that some activities 
do not require a specific destination. Or from a practical point of view, certain 
activities might be carried out at diverse locations, resulting in an 
interchangeability of destinations: 
“I just check out all the little stores and it doesn’t matter to me what kind of store it is. As I said, I 
buy my groceries in the stores that I think stock what I need."(Female5, 75, CAR/PT) 
This process of scheduling is summed up by a participant talking about activities 
with fixed times and places which nevertheless provide an opportunity to schedule 
in other activities: 

“Sometimes things are already planned [in terms of having fixed appointments such as visiting the 
dentist]. You know you are going to a certain place, so you know things that can be done there. 
For example, at the town hall, I can drop things off there or whatever. It’s natural to combine 
things like that.” (Female1, 73, PT) 

This respondent used the town hall as a reference point to consider possible 
activities. In this case, the town hall is located in the city center where several 
other stores and also the postal office where “one can drop things off” are located. 
This shows that spaces do not always determine activities or vice versa. For 
instance, instead of using one’s usual post office, one may mail a package from a 
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post office near the town hall in order to combine the mailing activity with the 
town hall errand. Owing to temporal and spatial flexibility, an activity may be 
associated with several directions and vice versa. In this regard, existing literature 
(Meurer et al., 2014), (Ozenc et al., 2011), stresses the importance of flexibility. 
Transport options need to provide a sufficient degree of flexibility (temporal and 
spatial) to be adopted. If options lack this degree of flexibility, people are unable 
to align their activities to the offered transportation services and thus are unlikely 
to switch to those modes (Redman et al., 2013). 

Considerations for the Design of Systems Supporting Transportation 

To provide new transportation opportunities for our participants, especially in 
areas where infrastructures such as PT are sparse (e.g. rural areas) or existing 
concepts such as Uber or flinc fail due to a lack of critical mass, we derived 
design implications from previously presented studies (see related work) and our 
complementary interview study. We outline the challenges and guiding themes for 
the design of our prototype in the following. 
Awareness about available transport opportunities 
One implication highlighted by Meurer et al. (Meurer et al., 2014) and which has 
been further confirmed in the interview study is that older adults want to be aware 
of the opportunities available. Thus solutions need to incorporate different 
information sources to extend the user’s options. For example, a system could 
provide the user with multi- / intermodal transport information to explore and 
compare all available opportunities. Even if the information on the various 
transport modes is not used, its availability might conceivably help to increase 
one’s decision-making autonomy (Meurer et al., 2014), and the integration of this 
information also addressed the issue of access to information on unfamiliar 
transport modes (Fobker and Grotz, 2006), (Mollenkopf et al., 1997). Generally, 
easy access to information on multiple modes makes the adoption of other 
transport options more likely (Redman et al., 2013). 

Ability to make use of transport opportunities 
The promotion of autonomy is an important aspect of the mobility of older adults. 
For this, being independent of others is a crucial requirement. As shown in our 
interview study, retrieving relevant transport information necessitates not only 
knowledge about existing opportunities but also operational knowledge regarding 
different transportation options. This is in line with the existing results for the 
specific case of the elderly (Fobker and Grotz, 2006), (Meurer et al., 2014), 
(Mollenkopf et al., 1997) but also has more general implications with regard to 
access to relevant transport information (Redman et al., 2013).. Further, the steps 
to make use of a transport opportunity, e.g. payment, should be integrated (Dargay 
and Pekkarinen, 1997). Generally, information should be individualized to 
provide more benefits. Prior work on single modes has shown the necessity of 
features such as retrieving individual schedules in PT (Ferris et al., 2010), 
(Hightower, 2003) or providing carpooling and RS opportunities based on similar 
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whereabouts. See (Bicocchi and Mamei, 2014), (Rigby et al., 2013) who 
developed a system for PT for retrieving individual schedules. 
Taking into account context and reasons for travel 
The analysis showed that many decisions with regard to transportation are made 
taking into account a variety of information both contextual (e.g. the weather) and 
social (e.g. meeting people at the bus stop). Additionally, this decision-making 
often takes place prior to travel (e.g. considering activities which can be combined 
with fixed appointments and destinations), as well as spontaneously while 
traveling (e.g. finding suitable destinations close by, such as groceries). Thus, the 
user needs to be able to retrieve information relevant to his current situation and 
the service should therefore meet the requirements of the passenger’s activity. For 
example, information about the frequency of travel opportunities (e.g. in PT 
(Eriksson et al., 2008)) can inform reasoning and allow rescheduling. Further 
personal preferences / requirements in terms of comfort and safety (Redman et al., 
2013). should be taken into account as well as the situational implications of the 
intended activity (e.g. by integrating third party services and appropriate 
interaction mechanisms). 

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Based on derived implications we created a prototype. The development was 
twofold. The selection and integration of services were conducted in an iterative, 
co-design process (Wulf et al., 2011). We developed the necessary backend 
systems, which allow the integration of different transportation providers, event 
calendar sources and map services (including routing capability). 

From a user perspective, the prototype is a platform allowing users to retrieve 
intermodal transportation information. The main goal of the prototype was the 
aggregation and combination of all available transport modes within a specific 
region. We included RS, PT, taxi services and special needs transportation 
services, the information about which could be retrieved using either a website, a 
mobile app or an iTV app. The inclusion of additional information, such as the 
event calendar or POI information was an exemplary result of the co-design 
process. The interaction was designed in a way that it created awareness about 
transport opportunities nearby (Figure 3) by showing all the available options for 
a given location. The search interface provided unified access to information 
about all modes. The location was either entered by the user or automatically 
retrieved using GPS. The idea was that awareness about available transport 
opportunities would lower the barrier to certain modes whilst simultaneously 
allowing the experienced user of a mode (especially PT) to retrieve relevant 
information quickly, such as imminent departure times. As soon as the user 
entered a destination (Figure 4), the results showed different itineraries consisting 
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of combinations of all available modes. The user can of course enter preferences, 
e.g. to exclude certain modes from the results, slower walking speeds (for 
connections within PT) or required space for luggage etc. The user can define 
default values, which can be adjusted for each search if necessary. The user can 
also make use of a classic click and text-based input. Further, they can use a map 
to choose locations or enter search requests via natural language voice input. In 
addition, point-of-interest (POI)-based and “event- based” destination inputs are 
provided. POI-based input allows users to choose from different venues using the 
foursquare API (https://developer.foursquare.com/). Event- based input allows 
users to browse upcoming events in the test region that were retrieved from a 
calendar of public events. When users looked up travel information for such 
events, the system automatically takes time and the destination of the event into 
account. The speech input function could parse natural language sentences by 
searching for tokens in the sentences, such as relative or absolute time inputs 
(“tomorrow”, “in ten minutes”, “at three o’clock”), addresses and venue types 
(e.g. “restaurants”). Various transportation modes were included to address users' 
awareness of available resources. This was further addressed by always showing 
nearby transportation modes whenever the app was started up. The map-based 
input, the generic search interface and other features (e.g. exploring POI databases 
or upcoming events) addressed the issue of lack of knowledge due to 
unfamiliarity. Our aim was to provide the user with the opportunity to access 
different kinds of transport information without the prerequisite of having specific 
mode-related (e.g. names of bus stops) or local (e.g. addresses of places) 
knowledge. We further took location into account by using GPS information and 
showing nearby facilities. Further, we provided features which allow the user to 
enter venue categories and then choose from available alternative destinations 
based on his or her intended activity. 
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Figure 3: Start screen                                                     Figure 4 Start screen  
without  destination                                                         with destination 

5 APPROPRIATION OF THE PROTOTYPE 

In this section, we outline aspects arising when participants used the prototype 
“in-the-wild”. Users were free to use whatever tools they liked and we did not 
limit our observations to assessing the appropriation only of our prototype but also 
paid attention to the various tools and strategies that were evident. During the 
final year of the project, our prototype was used more than 500 times per month 
resulting in about 11,000 sessions in total. The monthly peak usage was 3,800 
sessions due to local TV reports. Access was achieved 60% of the time using a 
mobile device and 40% using a desktop or the TV app (combined). 

The study revealed blind spots in existing literature that stem from a strong 
focus on (mode-specific) transportation factors. The appropriation study helped us 
to understand the extent to which increased awareness and better access to 
relevant transport information as well as extended (contextual) information 
influenced the participants’ willingness to adopt new or different transport 
options. 
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Reducing Uncertainty 

Generally, the prototype was positively received. The participants especially liked 
the regional focus of the tool, which was mainly established by integrating a local 
event calendar as well as selected design elements (such as the header image) 
which resembled landmarks of the area. As most of the participants did not use 
any ICT-based tools to support their transportation before the project (except for 
car navigation systems), we were interested to discover in which situations and for 
which tasks they would use and adopt (transportation) tools. One interesting point 
was the time of usage and the specific incentive to use the app. We expected that 
users would appreciate the mobile app for getting information on the go, but to 
our surprise they pointed out that they use the mobile device for the careful 
planning of trips in advance: 

“Occasionally I check departure times when I'm in bed late at night or early in the morning. I 
think you [addressing the interviewer] have a different way of doing that. Rather off the cuff.” 
(Female4, 73, PT) 

The quote illustrates that checking in advance was used as a means to reduce the 
uncertainty caused by a lack of experience with the device (as she points out, the 
interviewers are more capable of coping with the task spontaneously). Yet mobile 
access to such information also reduced uncertainty regarding one’s mobility. For 
example, Female11 (PT, 82 years) compared two situations before and after 
familiarizing herself with different apps. Once, she found herself lost at an 
intermediate train station, helplessly trying to find an alternative connecting train 
after arriving late. Nowadays, she points out, “the phone provides [her] with 
security” when otherwise disoriented; anecdotally telling a story about how she 
managed to find the way back to her hotel using her phone to find an alternative 
route when some streets had been closed due to construction sites. 

Several participants outlined how easy access to information helped them to 
validate trips generally: 

"Sometimes you have to change buses, and you can check ifthere is a better connection” 
(Female4, 73, PT) 

It became clear that people appreciated the ease of information retrieval using 
ICT, which allows access to information en route. Yet the mobile app was also 
used within the users’ existing routines for planning things: 
"I won’t always bring the smartphone in future. I don’t need it. I’m happy to have it at home, 
especially for the internet and when I want to check things such as the buses. Or events. That is the 
really great thing about our app.” (Female7, 78, CAR/PT) 
It was surprising how strongly the “always on” characteristic of the mobile 
devices was highlighted. The mobile phone and the app provided easy, 
spontaneous access to information related to transportation and was therefore used 
more than the desktop web application. Generally, by extending participants’ 
access to information they felt more aware of opportunities and more confident of 
finding suitable options. 
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Situated Exploration of Opportunities 

The introduction of the technology turned out to influence the participants’ 
(perceived) flexibility. While the prototype sometimes blended in with existing 
routines, it also became clear that the appropriation of the tool(s) and the influence 
it had on existing routines was very different depending on one’s prevalent 
transportation usage. Participants who mainly used PT for their daily trips 
reported greater benefits from using the technology as assistance. Even in the case 
of very regular PT users, the application helped to create better awareness of the 
available opportunities: 

[Talking about search results containing different alternatives of going to the city center from the 
participant’s home that had not been expected by the user] Interviewer: Why do you think this 
result is wrong? 

Female3: This connection doesn't head to the city. It ends up in [VillageName]. [Female3 
recognized that this bus is just the first part of the whole trip] 

Female3: …Then I can board Line 555 in order to get to the cemetery. AND [recognizes that the 
connection is a suitable alternative] this is important to know, that there is an alternative to the 
main connections. It’s really interesting that this information is programmed into the application. 
Very nice! (Female3, 73, PT) 

With the prototype, users even established new ways of retrieving information, 
abandoning tools they had previously used such as writing down departure times 
before going somewhere. The prototype enabled more flexible scheduling within 
their daily tasks: 

[Talking about information on PT]: Interviewer: Did you use the printed timetable 
before? 

Female3: Yes, I always wrote down the departure time before I went out. 

Interviewer: And now, do you check the time on the move? Female3: Yes, you do not necessarily 
know in advance when you will be going back. If you have an appointment or just stroll around the 
city. 

Interviewer: And how did you deal with that before you had the phone? 

Female3: I always wrote down several alternative departure times for the return journey. 
(Female3, 73, PT) 

The two quotes highlight how the application helped to facilitate flexibility within 
daily activities - on the one hand by providing more information (“…this is 
important to know, that there is an alternative to the main connection...”) and on 
the other by facilitating access to this information (using a phone instead of 
writing down departure time in advance). This interest in information providing 
new opportunities in each situation was not limited to PT users but especially 
extended to car users. Even though car users rarely use other modes of 
transportation, they reported instances of information retrieval, such as looking for 
events to visit, POIs or PT connections and RS out of curiosity: 
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Male4: [Being asked if he uses the prototype for PT] Rarely, since we usually take the car. But 
that doesn’t mean that I never use it. Just recently, we went to [CityName] and we liked it there. 
So I thought about going there again and checked out how to get there using buses and trains. […] 
At that time I used the German railway system app because I knew it from the computer. But I used 
our app when we visited our children. I wanted to know what the PT-situation is over at their 
place. Even there [He emphasizes the fact that information is available because the children live 
in a very rural area] our app tells you where the next bus stop is and how to get there. (Male4, 71, 
CAR) 

What makes this quote interesting is that the app allowed him to retrieve the 
information necessary to make use of PT in the situation he found himself in even 
though he was not actually using PT. We found that participants were generally 
interested in exploring all avenues of possibility, both in terms of available 
transport options as well as potential destinations. In this sense, the integrated 
calendar provided a strong incentive to use our app. Thus, the inclusion of “mode-
independent” complementary information can serve as a starting point for 
becoming aware of other mobility options. All participants highlighted the 
prototype’s event calendar in this sense. Most of our participants pointed out how 
they just opened the application to look for interesting events and simultaneously 
became aware of alternative transport options: 

[When browsing events in the event calendar] “And the app provides me with alternatives for 
getting there and I can think about whether to take the bus or the car.” (Female8, 65, CAR) 

The extent to which the calendar was used and pointed to as a central part of the 
application was unexpected but shows how browsing for opportunities might lead 
to experimenting with unfamiliar transport opportunities. Thus while the 
integration of various transport information was necessary, additional information 
for certain activities can point at the suitability (or even advantages) of 
alternatives for a certain activity. For example, after familiarizing herself with our 
app, one user thought about using PT to visit her sister in hospital as parking 
spaces are limited. In this case, for example, the suitability of PT could be 
highlighted by providing timetables alongside the visiting hours of the hospital. 

Integrating Transportation and Daily Activities 

As exemplified above, participants of our study constantly described situations in 
which they made use of options because it was suitable for their intended activity. 
However, participants also described situations where the shortcomings of our 
prototype were evident: 

[Talking about the provided details of a connection, one user demanded more information, yet the 
application did not provide any further information about the route at this point] “I wanted to see 
the whole route. See which way it goes. Because that would be interesting. For example, if I get on 
bus 333…it also goes to the city center…yet it takes a detour through another part of the city. If I 
take this one… tough luck! So it is interesting to know which route it takes.” (Female7, 78, 
CAR/PT) 
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The quote highlights how the information required is not limited simply to the 
details that enable the interviewee to get to their destination, but that the 
information provided needs to support flexibility or provide additional 
opportunities for scrutiny. In this regard, PT users reported using different 
applications for different contexts, e.g. they used the official application of the 
German railway service for longer journeys, but our app for traveling within the 
city. Even though both applications provide the same PT information, they 
integrate different additional services (e.g. ticket reservation in the official app 
and POI services and local events in our app). The example of the event calendar 
showed that the information our participants made use of was not limited to 
“logistical” information bound to any mode. We expected POI information to 
have a similar incentivizing effect, yet the users cared much less about POI than 
about events. When we questioned this, it transpired that most of the categories 
within the POI databases consist of venues the users already knew. As a result, 
browsing the POIs was not such a great incentive to use the application as 
information about events was. Nevertheless, POIs turned out to be of value to the 
participants, with a very specific focus on the utility of places: 

“So, I really would like to see information on toilets being integrated into the application. 
Information like this should be available. That’s quite useful for elderly people like us. Some years 
ago, that issue was quite challenging in the city.” (Female10, 63, CAR) 

Here the situated value of information for transportation is highlighted and how it 
renders an infrastructure or destination suitable (the ones close to public or 
accessible restrooms). It becomes apparent that the availability of contextual 
information when deciding whether or not to consider a certain mode when 
engaging in a certain activity is crucial. In another example, a participant outlined 
which different modes she takes into account and how this is influenced by the 
availability of information: 
Female7: „For example, when my sister visits, we usually go to Italian restaurants. And then I 
look where the closest Italian is.” 
Interviewer: “Do you look for the closest one?” 
Female7: “If we walk, I look for the closest. But she has a car, so I can look for places we can 
drive to.” […Talking about how to choose the best venue…] “I would choose the nearest venue. 
Or… I mean..., if it is easy to get to, why not catch the bus and walk a few meters. This thing [the 
app] is quite helpful.” (Female7, 78, CAR/PT) 
The quote describes how POI information can become useful when a sister’s 
visits. In this case, she and her sister do not prefer a specific Italian restaurant and 
therefore several destinations are interchangeable. Compared to the example 
provided by Female10, which shows how information on specific POI (such as 
toilets) can render certain routes (and therefore modes fixed on those routes) 
dispreferred, the example of Female7 shows how information about the 
accessibility of POIs influences which destinations and modes people consider in 
the first place when deciding on trips. It becomes obvious that POI information 
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(including its reachability) serves to allow participants to explore their options in 
terms of destinations and transportation. 

This focus on the situational use of the system became even more critical for 
RS. The RS feature of the application was used only rarely, resulting in no 
matching of offers and requests even after the system was made available 
publicly. We asked for reasons why the feature within our app was not used. In 
many cases, people complained about the necessity of planning and entering trips 
in advance to publish the request or the offer. This caused issues of critical mass 
that rendered the RS feature not very useful. 

“I seldom use the app. Sometimes I open it out of curiosity, but I’ve never needed it. I like the way 
it is designed and I can see the PT connections. But you only start using ridesharing when you are 
sure that someone will reply. It’s a dead end right now”. (Female9, 60, CAR) 

In cases where we could observe RS (e.g. when people joined a ride to visit our 
weekly meetings), people preferred to use a messenger, as it allowed them to offer 
a ride more spontaneously. Utilizing an messenger as the tool of choice for RS 
highlights how participants sought to maintain flexibility while extending their RS 
network (which was previously limited to family members and close friends). We 
expected people to adopt RS because of the increased awareness facilitated by 
being presented alongside other options. Our concept for RS, however, was not 
always suitable for the users’ everyday mobility. It mostly followed concepts of 
established long-distance RS platforms and hence was inappropriate for daily, 
short distance travel, as it requires people to plan in-advance, causing conflicts 
with users' independence and decisional autonomy (Meurer et al., 2014). 

6 DISCUSSION 

Based on the literature and context study we expected our participants to 
appreciate the integration of different transport information into one system. As 
the literature (Meurer et al., 2014), (Ozenc et al., 2011), (Redman et al., 2013). 
points out, the flexibility provided by a transport option is crucial to its adoption 
into daily life. Hence, we anticipated that the extended awareness about travel 
options provided by our tool would increase the participants’ flexibility. In 
particular, we found that ubiquitous access to detailed information can reduce 
uncertainty, thereby fostering independence and increasing autonomy (Meurer et 
al., 2014). It allowed the participants to assess the suitability of transport options 
for certain activities and personal preferences (e.g. finding the shortest 
connections and not being “trapped” in a bus, forced to take detours). The 
example of our RS feature, which was largely rejected, highlighted the importance 
of this fact. Users saw greater potential in messengers for supporting their current 
RS practices (e.g. using group chats to offer rides). In this regard Wash et al. 
(Wash et al., 2005) have already argued in favor of informal RS communication. 
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They allow users to easily negotiate details and spontaneously offer rides and can 
be easily integrated into daily routines (Redman et al., 2013).. Thus, they restrict 
one’s decisional autonomy to a lesser extent (Meurer et al., 2014) and allow for 
leverage of existing social structures (Brereton et al., 2009). 

Yet above all, our study highlights that fostering the adoption of new transport 
modes by dint of incorporating transportation information can be further enhanced 
by the addition of complementary situated and contextual information, e.g. the 
event calendar which provided up-to- date information about upcoming events. 
This information motivated participants to look for transportation options, 
tempting them to look at alternative modes of transportation. The recognition of 
alternative modes of mobility can be seen as the first step towards challenging 
routinized behavior (Aarts and Dijksterhuis, 2000), (Aarts et al., 1997), (Banister, 
1978),(Goodwin, 1977), (Verplanken et al., 1998). The POI information, on the 
other hand, became relevant within a given situation where specific needs arise 
(e.g. finding the closest toilet or a restaurant). This is in line with arguments made 
by Redman et al. (Redman et al., 2013)., stating that the ease of integrating an 
option into one’s daily activities is of utmost importance for stimulating and 
sustaining adoption. It is also in line with existing findings regarding specific 
modes of transportation, such as PT (Foell et al., 2013), (Redman et al., 2013). or 
RS (Meurer et al., 2014), (Ozenc et al., 2011), (Wash et al., 2005). 

The findings on the appropriation study help to illustrate the findings from the 
context study and prioritize them from a user’s perspective. They indicate that it 
was not necessarily a question of being aware of all options (as shown in (Fobker 
and Grotz, 2006), (Mollenkopf et al., 1997), (Redman et al., 2013).), but rather of 
being aware of the information that highlights the situated appropriateness of an 
option in a given context. Focusing on a particular context instead of creating 
awareness about all options addresses a common problem of “mode-oriented” 
concepts that merely focus on infrastructural and logistical aspects. Modes are not 
simply interchangeable, but, as Hasselqvist et al. (Hasselqvist et al., 2016) 
showed, transportation routines are established in relation to specific activities 
(e.g. daily errands, visiting friends, etc.). The rejection of RS in favor of 
WhatsApp as well as the strong interest in the calendar highlighted that 
appropriation of transportation tools is highly contextual and “in-situ” studies are 
needed to understand “how technologies are ‘domesticated’” (Stevens et al., 
2009), (Tscheligi et al., 2014), (Wulf et al., 2011). Therefore, concepts aiming at 
the adoption of various modes need to support the establishing of new routines for 
certain activities instead of just providing alternative logistical information.  

While existing concepts, focusing on single modes, start to reflect personal 
needs (e.g. in PT (Foell et al., 2013), (Hoar, 2008)) or provide more situational 
relevance (e.g. in RS (Rigby et al., 2013)), they remain “mode- bound”, mostly 
adapting the logistical information to the user’s needs yet often neglecting 
unintended uses (Kaptelinin and Bannon, 2012), (Krischkowsky et al., 2016) or 
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other interactional factors (Kuutti and Bannon, 2014), (Rohde et al., 2016). Our 
findings offer design opportunities and approaches for overcoming this 
shortcoming. Acknowledging the “turn to practice in HCI” (Kaptelinin and 
Bannon, 2012), (Kuutti and Bannon, 2014), (Rohde et al., 2016), (Shove et al., 
2012), our study shows that tools establishing new transport routines (Aarts and 
Dijksterhuis, 2000), (Aarts et al., 1997), (Banister, 1978), (Goodwin, 1977), 
(Tscheligi et al., 2014) need to align relevant information with the context of a 
practice to transform it. We have argued here that understanding how these factors 
come to be integrated requires a long-term approach, one which is geared to 
understanding how users appropriate functionalities over time. In this manner, we 
go some way towards discovering what works and what does not. The major 
limitation of our study, we feel, is scalability. We do not know, as yet, whether the 
results we report here would be valid, for instance, for a large, urban, environment 
where complexities are multiplied. 

7 CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we found support for the findings of our context study, namely 
increased awareness about options, the consideration of personal knowledge and 
ability (e.g. in terms of “personal information spaces” (Foell et al., 2013)) and the 
importance of ‘local’ reasoning (e.g. taking into account contextual information 
(Hightower, 2003), (Lin et al., 2010)). Yet the results of the appropriation study 
stress how the relevance of information for the user depends on his/her situational 
requirements. Based on the user’s activity (or intention), the interplay of different 
kinds of information is required, including non- transport related information such 
as weather, alternative destinations or activity-related restrictions and implications 
(e.g. starting time when going to the cinema). In addition to existing studies which 
mostly highlight logistical information and transportation infrastructure, we argue 
for an integrated understanding of transportation and the user’s practical 
intentions. Regarding the adoption of different transport options, understanding 
this intention serves two purposes: 1) It provides opportunities to create awareness 
about existing alternatives; and 2) it highlights the necessity of providing 
information allowing users to assess the suitability of options. Therefore future 
support for transportation needs might integrate activities, events, alternative 
modes and other contextual information in an even more detailed and 
sophisticated way. Methods for personalizing information resources of this kind 
would, we feel, be one such useful future direction. 
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Travelling by Taxi Brousse in 
Madagascar: An Investigation into 
Practices of Overland 
Transportation 
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Abstract Organising public mobility is a global challenge. However, most studies 
directed at ICT support approach the subject from the perspective of developed 
countries. In contrast, we conducted a modest and initial attempt to study practices of 
public transportation in Madagascar – one of the poorest countries in Africa. We found that 
central assumptions, usually unquestioned in prevailing studies, were challenged in the 
context of this developing country. We present an empirical study which analyses how 
collective taxis, locally called Taxi Brousses, are used in overland travel. The study reveals 
complex socio-political conditions which passengers face in this country. Security as well 
as corruption issues shape these transportation practices. Based on our findings, we 
indicate opportunities for supporting intra-organisational cooperation and the customers’ 
interaction with ICT artefacts. 

1. Introduction 

How to organise mobility in an economically and ecologically viable manner is a 
global challenge. It seems obvious that public transportation and the sharing of 
means of transportation and even rides will play an important role in dealing with 
these problems. In HCI and CSCW discourses, it is understood that ICT will play 
an important role in making public transportation more accessible and will enable 
new sharing concepts. However, the required pattern and the resulting mobility 
practices play out quite distinctively in different socio-economic contexts. 

The current state of the art in the CHI and CSCW community is quite strongly 
influenced by North American and European perspectives on the framing of the 
problem. Transportation infrastructures, available means of transportation, 



mobility needs, and ICT support vary quite remarkably among industrialised 
countries. However, there is an even greater level of diversity when taking 
developing countries into ac- count. For this reason, in this paper we will focus on 
Madagascar – one of the poorest countries on the African continent. 

Many parts of Africa suffer from problematic transportation infra- structures 
and conditions. The World Bank expresses this fact in the following way: 
“Perhaps the most compelling problem is that of road infrastructure. There are 
fewer kilometers of roads in Africa today than there were 30 years ago. Some 70 
percent of Africa’s rural population lives more than 2 km from an all-season road. 
And the cost of trans- porting goods in Africa is the highest in the world” 
(Teravaninthorn and Raballand, 2009). 

For a long time, the international development aid community has tried to 
overcome these deficits by investing in infrastructure, specifically by building 
new roads. However, such a purely techno-centric approach did not lead to the 
intended results. The World Bank explains this phenomenon by arguing that 
policy or institutional failures pre- vented traffic infrastructures from being 
productive (Teravaninthorn and Raballand, 2009). 

Within the CSCW and HCI community it is typically argued that mobile ICT 
may be able to render traffic infrastructure more effective. However, the specific 
requirements for supporting public transportation in the developing world are, as 
yet, neither well understood nor explored in a design-oriented manner. As 
Miteche et al. (Miteche et al., 2012) put it for the case of dynamic ride sharing 
systems (DRS): “The DRS systems that are available have been designed for use 
within a developed world con- text and are therefore not relevant to the majority 
of the population of developing nations like South Africa” (Woolf and Joubert, 
2013). 

We therefore argue that design work should start with an ethno- graphic 
analysis of a distinct field of social (mobility and transportation) practice in a 
specific country ((Wulf et al., 1999), (Wulf et al., 2011), (Wulf et al., 2015), and 
(Wulf et al., 2018), (Rohde et al., 2017), (Friedman Bataya and Wulf Volker, 
2017)). This paper is built on a long tradition in CSCW research which grounds 
ICT design in an empirical analysis of related social practices ((Hughes et al., 
1992), (Crabtree and Rodden, 2002); (Adeel et al., 2013); (Gajera and O’Neill, 
2014), (Liu et al., 2014), (Rohde et al., 2016), (Shklovski and Wulf, 2018). 
In the following we will present an empirical study, which investigates how 
collective taxis, called taxi brousses, are used in Madagascar for overland travel. 
Collective taxis in Madagascar offer the lowest transportation fares in urban 
Africa (GTZ 2008). Accordingly, it seems well worth investigating the 
corresponding mobility practices, even be- yond the capital region. 

The argument is structured as follows. In the state-of-the-art section, we link 
the northern dominated discourse on ICT in support of public transportation to 
particularities in African public transport. Following this, we introduce 



Madagascar, its socio-economic and historical background as well as its 
infrastructural conditions. Following a description of research methods, we 
present the empirical results. We discuss our findings with regards to the observed 
transportation practices as well and suggest some implications for design. We 
conclude by outlining a research agenda dealing with collective taxis and ways to 
improve their function. 

2. State of the art 

Looking at industrialised countries, there is a growing debate on applying 
(mobile) computing to improve public transportation. (Peng, 1997), for instance, 
showed the advantages that accrue when planning a trip by making use of 
information and communication technology com- pared with paper-based 
solutions. Mobile computing and tracking solutions for individual means of 
transportation allow live information to be provided during transportation (e.g. 
Mac Lean and Dailey 2002). Re- search indicates the benefits of this information 
with regard to reduced waiting time, reduced uncertainty, increased ease of use, 
willingness to pay, adjustment of travel behaviour and increased flexibility in 
general ((Dziekan and Kottenhoff, 2007) (Ferris et al., 2010)). 

More advanced approaches attempt to predict the information travellers will 
require in a given situation, based on tracking past behaviour. It is usually argued 
that it is necessary to include accounts of personal and social behaviour to 
understand where the users might be heading (Foell et al., 2013), (Patterson et al., 
2004); Stein et al. 2017). Together with geographic positioning and schedule data, 
they are able to design “personalised information spaces” based on schedules. 
Summing up, research in public transportation has developed from providing 
static schedules online. Advanced solutions offer live information and access to 
mobile information in order to increase flexibility and reliability when schedules 
are not met. The incorporation of personal and social behaviours is deemed 
interesting for the support of transportation activities in an even more advanced 
manner. 

Interestingly, there is little ethnographic work in the HCI/CSCW community 
investigating the usage of public transportation in north- ern countries. Existing, 
mainly quantitative, empirical work focusses on information related to 
transportation activities, neglecting contextual factors of mobility practices (e.g. 
(Ferris et al., 2010), (Foell et al., 2013) and neglects to question some of the 
fundamental design assumptions. An exception is a study by Pritchard et al. 
(Pritchard et al., 2014) that focuses on the question of how location-based services 
change the work practices of bus drivers in London, UK. The authors developed 
several design requirements based on the drivers’ practices and customers’ 
experiences. Meurer et al. (Meurer et al., 2014), (Meurer et al., 2018) look into the 
mobility practices of elderly in a rural environment and develop applications 



which combine access to public transportation with suggestions for ride sharing 
based on an analysis of mobility routines (Stein et al. 2017). However, in develop- 
ing countries, specifically in very poor countries, public transportation may be 
structured quite differently. 

Over the past decades, developing countries have seen a range of different 
political, economic, and regulatory regimes governing public transportation. 
(Teravaninthorn and Raballand, 2009) state that during colonial times in many 
African, Asian, and Latin American countries, bus services were often owned and 
managed by monopolies of expatriates as subsidiaries of major suppliers in the 
colonising country. In the early postcolonial period, they were taken into national 
ownership but continued to operate as protected monopolies. In socialist 
economies, such as Madagascar, they were often taken into nationally owned 
public sec- tor monopolies. These monopolies have now mostly been abandoned. 
Public road transportation in Africa is nowadays mainly in the hands of privately-
owned companies of varying sizes, operating under dis- tinct regulatory regimes. 
Kumar/Barrett (Kumar and Barrett, 2008) argue that abandoning state monopolies 
has also changed the vehicle base of public transportation. It has shifted from 
large buses towards minibuses, at least in urban public transport. 

Overall, the development aid community assumes that public transportation in 
Africa cannot meet the demands of the population (see (Abuhamoud et al., 2011), 
specifically for urban transportation). To better understand the diversity in 
Africa’s public transportation, the German development agency has conducted a 
price comparison of transportation in African cities. As a result, they indicate that 
“[p]rivate collective taxi fares differ tenfold (between Madagascar 10 US cent and 
Sen- egal US cent 100 […])” (GTZ, 2005). While these figures are more than ten 
years old by now and biased by exchange rate issues, still Madagascar seems to be 
an interesting case, as it is operating a low-price public transportation system. 

There is a considerable amount of literature in the field of develop- mental 
studies which deals with improving transport systems. While for a long time the 
community of development aid studies mainly focused on the importance of road 
building, newer studies argue that the way (public) transportation is organised on 
these roads plays a key role in achieving developmental goals (for the case of 
rural transport ser- vices see (Starkey and Njenga, 2010)). However, 
developmental studies are understandably geared to policy making and typically 
lack a serious empirical investigation into the social practices to be changed. 

ICT4D has not yet dealt with ICT support for transportation issues in any depth 
and the area of public transportation has been specifically ignored. For a notable 
exception see O`Neill’s group’s recent empirical work on transportation practices 
in Bangalore, India (Ahmed et al., 2016) and Windhoek, Namibia (Kasera et al., 
2016). Inspired by the success of platforms such as Uber and Lyft, they 
investigate practices of urban transportation. We believe, however, that mobile 



computing may offer opportunities for improving the effectiveness of overland 
transportation even under the very specific conditions of developing countries. 

In a related sense, (Schaub, 2012) explores how mobile phone infra- structure 
supports Africans to migrate overland to Europe. The use of mobile phones is 
demonstrated to be central to the migration process: migrants draw on the 
accessibility of contacts equipped with mobile phones to tie together their 
expansive help and transportation network. Phones are also used by migrants’ 
“helpers” for the purpose of internal coordination. Miteche et al. (Miteche et al., 
2012) present early design ideas for developing an appropriate dynamic ride 
sharing system for people on hitch hiking trips in South Africa. Given, however, 
the fact that empirical investigations into local hitch hiking, ride sharing or public 
transportation practices remain rare, the claim for design-related particularities in 
ride sharing support remains vague. One exception is that of Williams et al. 
(Williams et al., 2015), who investigated the semi-formal bus system of Nairobi, 
Kenya, focusing on the use of mobile phones to create open source data for better 
planning of transportation and services. Their study discusses the relevance of 
data gathering, especially with regard to standardised open-data architectures and 
the impact on the development of mobile routing apps. 

There is an emerging line of research inside the ICT4D community which uses 
mobility patterns from mobile phone users to collect and ex- tract socio-economic 
information. Frias-Martinez et al. (Frias-Martinez et al., 2012) present a model 
that approximates socio-economic levels based on human mobility variables 
derived from mobile phone call data. Blumenstock (Blumenstock, 2012) relies on 
the same type of data to investigate patterns of internal migration in Rwanda. The 
author argues that he is able to compute patterns of temporary and circular 
migration, which are difficult to observe using standard techniques. While these 
techniques to analyse structural mobility are specifically attractive in the context 
of weak administrative institutions, the data offers considerable potential for state 
surveillance and other abuse. 

The related discourse in the HCI/CSCW community is focused on 
infrastructural conditions and the transport practices of industrialised countries, 
specifically the US and Europe. The resulting design assumptions have not yet 
been questioned by looking at transport systems in developing countries, 
specifically very poor ones. To our knowledge, there is not yet any ethnographic 
study in the field of ICT4D which has looked into overland transport practices in 
the developing world. More- over, there are also only very few studies which have 
looked at ICT4D research opportunities in Madagascar. From the perspective of 
market sociology, (Cholez and Trompette, 2014), (Cholez and Trompette, 2013) 
provide two interesting studies on local fish markets and mobile phones (2013) 
and note how second-hand car batteries are used to recharge mobile phones, listen 
to music, or watch TV (2014). 
 



Madagascar: a brief history 

Madagascar is an island country in the Indian Ocean, off the coast of Southeast 
Africa. It has a population of about 23 million. According to economic measures, 
Madagascar is one of the poorest countries in Africa. Various sources report that 
between 50 and 70% of the population live below the poverty line ((CIA (Hg.), 
2015), wikipedia 2015). At only 64.5%, the literacy rate is low (CIA (Hg.), 2015). 
With regard to the Human Development Index, Madagascar is ranked 155 among 
187 listed states (UNDP, 2013). 

Man has been settled on the island for less than 2,000 years. The initial human 
settlement of Madagascar occurred around 350 BC by Austronesian peoples who 
now mainly live in the central highlands. They were joined around AD 1,000 by 
Bantu migrants from mainland Africa, who now mainly populate the coastal 
areas. Madagascar was, there- fore, ethnically and politically divided into two for 
a long time. In the 19th century, the island was politically unified by the Merida 
kingdom, situated in the highlands around what has since become the capital, 
Antanarivo. 

Europeans began to influence Madagascar in the 17th century. At the same 
time, Arabs were using the island as a base for their slave trade. Madagascar 
formally became a French colony in 1896, gaining independence only in 1960 
following a violent uprising in 1947. 
Post-independence, Madagascar has experienced a considerable level of political 
instability. For one and a half decades after gaining in- dependence, it remained 
subject to French influence (first republic). Following a military takeover, it 
became a member of the socialist block under the first presidency of D. Ratsikara 
(second republic, 1975–1993). After a considerable period of transition, contested 
presidential elections and a seven-month standoff, Marc Ravalomanana eventually 
be- came president in 2002. He moved the country towards market reforms and 
political alignment with US rather than French interests (third re- public). The 
country benefited considerably from the engagement of international donors, 
specifically the US. In early 2009 Ravalomanana was pushed from power in a 
process internationally condemned as a coup d’état. The new strongman, A. 
Rajoelina, ruled until 2013 while the international community drastically reduced 
its financial and technical support. Finally, H. Rajaonarimampianina was declared 
the winner of the 2013 presidential election, which the international community 
deemed acceptable. 

Due to sanctions imposed by the international community, the eco- nomic 
situation has considerably deteriorated since 2009. Moreover, the country faces 
increasing security problems. Organised bandits, of- ten called ‘dahalo’ (cattle 
thieves), often attack not only vehicles on national roads but even entire villages. 
The political, administrative, and security systems are also characterised by a 
considerable level of corruption. Madagascar ranks 133 of 175 countries in the 
Corruption Perceptions Index (Transparency International 2014). 



French is still one of the two principle languages and is taught in all schools, 
together with Malagasy. All higher education is conducted in French. Due to the 
poor state of the (basic) education system, the capability to engage in meaningful 
discussions in the French language is not equally distributed but rather limited to 
the middle class and people working in the tourism and partly in the transport 
branch. 

Transportation, Electricity, and mobile Phones 

Madagascar has a rather limited network of paved roads: 5,613 km (CIA (Hg.), 
2015), 2015). The structure of this network is directed towards the capital, 
Antanarivo. The four main lines of tarred roads, Route Nationales (RN), leave the 
capital to go north (RN 4 and 6 to Diego Suarez (Antsiranana)), east (RN 2 to 
Tamatave), west (to Morondave), and southwest (RN 7 to Tuléar). This limited 
network of sealed roads is extended and in parts connected via non-sealed roads, 
which are often only operational during the dry season. For instance, to travel the 
400 km from Morondave (west) to Tuléar (southwest) there is an infrequently 
operating taxi brousse in the dry season which takes two to three days on unsealed 
roads. The main city of the country’s south, Port Dauphin (Taolagnaro) can only 
be reached via unsealed roads. To reach Port Dauphin is a 600 km ride via a 
camion brousse from Tuléar, taking some 30-60 hours, de- pending on the road 
conditions. 

The network of trains is fragmented as well and basically offers two 
unconnected lines with a length of 854 km. As for flights, 12 internal destinations 
are served by Air Madagascar’s domestic services. How- ever, these flights are 
expensive and scarcely affordable for the vast majority of the population. 
In Madagascar, many rural areas do not have electricity; according to the ministry 
of transportation, only 4% of rural Madagascar is covered (Madagascar, 2014). 
The cities are mostly supplied with electricity. However, they suffer from shut 
downs for a number of hours every day – except for the living quarters of the 
upper class. During our stay, we experienced electricity breakdowns quite 
frequently. 

At the time of research, there were four mobile phone providers active in 
Madagascar (Airtel, Telma, Zain, and Orange). However, none of them covered 
the whole country. The large, very poor part of the population is not yet well 
equipped with mobile phones, not even with old ones. This seems to be 
specifically true in rural areas. Payment is by prepaid vouchers of 1,000 Ar (0,30 
€) or more. While different operators were advertising special rates for 
connections within their networks, the price for internetwork calls was quite high 
at 300 Ar (0,09 €) per minute. 

Internet was typically accessed via mobile operators: connecting a computer to 
a mobile phone. The connection was not always stable. The price for data services 
seems to be fairly reasonable. A French hotel owner told us that he can work on 
his email via a web browser for some 50 minutes using a 1,000 Ar card. There 



were also flat rates available. So mobile networks allow people to access the 
internet even in regions where neither electricity nor landline telephones are 
available – given they find ways to charge the batteries of the mobile phone. 
(Cholez and Trompette, 2014) describe how old car batteries are charged in 
border areas which still have access to electricity. By transporting them to un- 
covered areas close by, accessibility of electricity is extended in a manner often 
sufficient to charge mobiles. 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

The data for this paper was collected during a four week stay in Madagascar in 
August/September 2014. While travelling the country, the first and second authors 
used public ground transportation, mainly taxi brousse. However, they also used a 
train, various (cargo) boats, shared taxis, and hitchhiked via a truck. 

In the first phase of the study, the authors travelled via taxi brousse from 
Antanarivo east to Moromanga (RN2), took a train to Andranokoditra, and a cargo 
boat on the Pangalan channels to Tamatave. From there they took a taxi brousse 
via RN5 (first paved, later unsealed) to Cap des Reyes for a boat transfer to Isle 
St. Marie. On this island they travelled first to the northern end and later to the 
south. Later on, they returned to the main island and took two taxi brousses back 
to Antanarivo (on RN5 and 2). 

In the second phase of the study, the authors travelled in four different steps 
south to the southwestern town of Tuléar and back in a single night ride to 
Antanarivo on RN7. Most of the roads they used were sealed, except for a small 
part of RN 5 north of Saonierame-Ivongo. Over- all, they travelled some 3,000 
km, more than half of all paved roads. They spent some 70 hours in taxi brousses, 
taking 16 rides altogether. The length of the rides varied from 20 km to 950 km, 
their duration from 1 hour to 19 hours. The waiting time for the taxi brousses was 
used to investigate the operation of the respective transportation organisation. 
While interested in public transportation in general, and ICT-based opportunities 
for its improvement in particular, the authors wanted to explore how the mobility 
practices were structured around taxi brousses. Taxi brousses appeared 
specifically interesting since they offer a rather affordable means of public 
transportation in one of the poorest countries in Africa. 

Our study is limited mainly to taxi brousses operating on paved roads in 
Madagascar. These are the infrastructurally more developed parts of the county 
where we assumed that mobile phones and their networks would be more readily 
available. 

Using taxi brousses extensively, our research methods are based on 
observations and interviews. Observations were often accompanied by informally 
imposed questions to better understand the phenomena at hand. We interviewed a 
variety of different actors. Many of them we met while organising rides, others we 



met as passengers in the taxi brousses. We observed a large variety of drivers and 
assistant drivers and interviewed different local managers and matchmakers at taxi 
brousses stations. During our trips, we talked to other passengers such as a doctor, 
a retired seaman, and a textile engineer. We also collected information on 
transport conditions and practices by interviewing employees and owners of local 
hotels. With regard to the institutional framework, we conducted an interview 
with an officer of the Madagascan Ministry of Finance. 

Overall, 18 interviews were conducted, each of which lasted be- tween 10 
minutes and 3.5 hours. While the context for the interviews was chosen 
deliberately, the interviewees were selected on an opportunistic basis. The 
interviews were non-structured and open ended. After some relationship and trust 
building between the interviewers and the interviewees, the local actors were 
typically asked to describe their personal background, where they were going, and 
how they use public transportation. When speaking to the employees and drivers 
at the taxi brousse stations, we were particularly interested in how they performed 
their job and which artefacts they used to do so. We also observed and asked 
about the different actors’ use of mobile phones – specifically with respect to their 
application regarding enabling public transportation. 

Fig. 1: Writing of field notes: a bit sick (Anakao, South Western Madagascar) 

The interviews were conducted in French and sometimes in English de- pending 
on the interviewees’ foreign language capabilities. We decided not to include a 
translator for the different Madagascan dialects in our research endeavour because 
we were most interested in an immediate and unmediated contact with the 
different actors. However, we used French-speaking locals to translate for us 
where necessary. 

To avoid disturbing the relationship building during the of- ten-casual 
encounters, the interviews were not recorded. To document some of our 
observations, we took photos selectively with an iPhone. Comprehensive 



summaries of the interviews and observations were written every evening. 
Overall, we collected some 60 photos and some 30 pages of field notes. 

Understanding taxi brousse 

The concept of taxi brousse is rather vague in Madagascar and often 
misunderstood and misrepresented in its diversity. It is typically associated with 
its operational mode: a taxi brousse will not leave before it is completely filled 
with passengers, which makes their schedules rather unpredictable. While we 
found this assumption often met, specifically in rural areas we also found 
operational modes where the car started its route with empty seats, relying on a 
rough schedule. 

Taxi brousses circulating on longer intercity paved roads are typically 20-30-
year-old Toyota mini buses. For some destinations south of the capital and on the 
long-haul trip from Tulèar back to Antanarivo, newer Mercedes Sprinter mini 
buses were in use as well. On un- paved roads old trucks circulate, whose loading 
areas are equipped with wooden benches. Driving a taxi brousse requires a high 
level of sensitivity and skilfulness in maintaining the operational state of the 
ageing vehicles, which are in constant requisition. 

A business that is run by one owner (typically a natural person, ‘le patron’) is 
called a ‘cooperative’ in Madagascar. These cooperatives can be of very different 
sizes. The largest cooperatives run more than 100 taxis, the smallest just one. 
Cooperatives can serve one or more lines, which can be either at national, 
regional, or urban level. 

The cooperative needs to be registered with the government and pays a license 
fee per vehicle on a specific line (2 Mio Ar, some 650€). Moreover, the 
cooperative pays a yearly tax per vehicle of about 400,000 Ar (some 130€). 
Furthermore, the import of vehicles to Madagascar is highly taxed (depending on 
size; for a mini bus about 6,500€). Gas is taxed as well - diesel costs about 90€ 
cent per litre, gasoline 1.10€ (fig. 2). 

Inside a taxi brousse 

A taxi brousse offers a specific physical and social environment. Regional and 
local services are typically systematically overloaded by 40-90%; e.g. Toyota 
mini buses can carry 22 adults on 12 regular seats.



 

 Fig. 2: Taxi brousses at a station in the town of Ambositra (Central  
            Madagascar) 

Additionally, smaller children typically travel on the laps of their parents and do 
not pay. These conditions create a physical density of bodies which requires 
openly articulated or physical negotiation for space. Latecomers are typically 
disadvantaged and need to gain their appropriate seating space over time. 
Particularly on night rides, the space is- sues can become conflictual. 

Exiting a taxi brousse can also be a challenge. If somebody from the rear seat 
wants to leave, most of the other people need to get out as well. Young men 
sitting at the rear often leave the bus via a small acrobatic exercise through one of 
the rear windows. Another ‘pleasure’ of riding in a taxi brousse, we discovered, is 
children who get travel sick during the drive and vomit in their vicinity. Besides 



their seat neighbours, it is the mothers who are typically most affected and try to 
clean themselves and their child up when the taxi brousse comes to a stop. 

A taxi brousse trip typically contains breaks for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. In 
such a case they stop in a town or village in front of a food stall or roadside 
restaurant for some half an hour. The passengers can decide what to do – stay in 
the bus, walk around looking for food themselves, or enter the restaurant. The 
different cooperatives seem to have certain agreements with specific places to 
stop. By deciding on the parking, they contribute to the allocation of the 
passengers’ buying power. We observed that the drivers often do not pay for their 
food - get- ting at least the food as a pay-back for their decision to stop in front of 
a specific restaurant. 

Taxi brousse drivers and their passengers like pop music: local as well as in 
English and French. Though the taxis are decades old, the drivers typically have 
their own portable digital storage and play their music via the taxi’s radio, which 
was working in each of the minibuses, no matter how rundown it looked. The 
passengers often join the performance and a rhythmic atmosphere fills the bus. 

A taxi brousse tries to satisfy certain customers’ needs very closely. For 
instance, whenever a customer requires a toilet stop, the driver typically stops 
directly on the road and lets the passengers out. On such an occasion, most other 
passengers will join in and satisfy their physical needs, either directly next to the 
bus or, in the case of the ladies, first searching for a nearby ditch or bush. Even 
passengers of the middle and upper middle classes act in this way. 

A taxi brousse does not (only) stop at fixed stops. The driver typically allows 
the passengers to decide where to leave the bus. Thus, when approaching the final 
destination, a taxi brousse can stop quite often to let individuals out, close to their 
homes (fig. 3). 

Traffic and road conditions 

In Madagascar, even the main roads such as RN2 and RN7, are typically rather 
narrow two-lane streets. They pass through the centres of cities, towns, and 
villages. Even these roads have in parts huge pot-holes, typically they make it 
necessary to reduce the travelling speed strongly to careful circumvene them. 



 

Fig. 3: Inside a Toyota taxi brousse 

Many of the bridges have only one lane and thus can only be crossed in one 
direction at a time. The traffic speed is, therefore, regulated at quite a low level. 
Heavy trucks are only permitted to drive up to 45 km/h, taxi brousses 75 km/h. 
During the day, the taxi brousse rarely reaches this speed und typically runs at an 
average speed of 40 km/h. Hence the average traffic speed is rather low. 

Problems resulting from the road conditions are described in the following 
field note: 
“Later at night, there was a severe accident on the route. A truck was literally broken into two 
pieces – the connection between the front part and the container carrying part behind was broken 
(‘deattache’) because the steel was obviously exhausted. We [our minibus and the whole traffic on 
the national road] had to wait 5 hours be- fore the rear part [of the truck] could be moved from the 
very narrow main street [RN2], so that other vehicles could pass the place of the accident. The 
driver and we tried to sleep during the waiting time (difficult in the narrow confines of the 
minibus). The village [in which the accident had happened] got sort of rich from the things people 
[several hundreds of passengers of all the vehicles travelling in both directions] were trying to buy 
(beer, drinks, food). With regard to this accident one of the other passengers told us: ‘I am happy 
that the traffic is so slow in Madagascar. Otherwise we would have many more victims in this type 
of accident’. Indeed, the RN2 [which connects the capital with the country’s main port] is mainly a 
winding street of two mostly rather narrow lanes.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Organizational structure and work practices 

As already mentioned, the taxi brousse business is run by cooperatives. One 
cooperative can serve different destinations. We investigated specifically into the 
organisation of mid-size cooperatives, which run be- tween 8 to 25 vehicles on 
national and regional lines. In these mid-size cooperatives, the managerial labour 
is divided between the patron who mostly works from a central office and local 
station managers who run small stalls in places where a taxi line starts. The station 
works with additional local staff who help to attract passengers, mount and fix 
lug- gage on the buses’ roofs and help organise. Each taxi is operated by a driver 
who is supported by one assistant driver. In the case of very long-distance rides, 
the taxis are run by two drivers. 

In the following, we describe the work practices of a mid-size cooperative 
serving a long distance line; in this case the route between Tamatave and 
Antanarivo. 

Placement Agents 

The central taxi brousse station in Tamatave (second biggest city with some 
200,000 inhabitants) stretches several hundred meters along a rather busy street. 
Given that 25 cooperatives serve the line to Antanarivo, it is not easy for the 
passengers to find out which one offers the best value service and leaves soonest. 
Consequently, Tamatave has a rather large and pushy community of poor 
freelancers with some language skills whose aim is to convince travellers to move 
towards the stall of a particular cooperative. The cooperative pays them a fee for 
securing customers to fill up the taxis (we later learnt that this fee may be up to 
10% of the fare). 

The placement agents search for potential customers by checking who is 
approaching the taxi brousse station. They watch out for travellers who are either 
walking towards the station or arrive by taxi, rickshaw, or another taxi brousse. 
They typically ask the potential customers where they want to go and use the 
ensuing conversation as an opportunity to guide the travellers towards a specific 
cooperative. Placement agents are in competition with each other, at least in larger 
places, and so they can be quite aggressive when competing for potential 
customers and persistent in convincing the travellers to be guided by them. For 
travellers who are not familiar with the local conditions, it is often very hard to 
judge whether an agent is trustworthy and which placement strategy he follows. 
Moreover, it is often not clear whether their provision ends up on the bill, 
especially where foreign travellers are concerned. Thus, travellers often try to avoid 
these agents wherever possible, gathering the necessary information by themselves, 
or at least choosing the agent by themselves. 

Arriving in Tamatave in another mini bus, we tried to avoid a group of 
placement agents who jumped on us even before we had really left the bus. To do 
so we needed to cross a larger puddle in front of the bus door which physically set 
us apart from the agents. However, walking along the road and looking for the 



best way to travel quickly to Antanarivo, we finally felt the need of support and 
agreed to let two agents help us. They took us to a parking lot away from the main 
street, covered by puddles. We came across these agents in almost all the towns 
we visited. They are of specific importance in towns from which only a small 
number of services run. These towns rather rely on vehicles passing through for 
their transportation opportunities. In Moromanga, a city on the way between 
Antanarivo and Tamatave, we observed one particular local placement agent who 
was standing at the main junction of the road, matching travellers looking for 
rides with passing cars, trucks or taxi brousses. We arrived in the afternoon when 
there was no further direct service starting from the taxi brousse station. The agent 
told us directly that there was going to be a local mini bus that would still come 
and indeed, after waiting for 30 minutes, a young guy came along with an empty 
Toyota. While a crowd of waiting passengers jumped on the vehicle, the agent 
offered us preferential access. However, the pricing conditions were unclear, and 
a specific surcharge for foreign travellers was imposed by both driver and agent 
(which we decided not to accept and, therefore, had to stay overnight in 
Moromango). 

At the Cooperative’s Stand 

At the places where lines start, cooperatives have small wooden stalls on which 
their name and the destinations they serve are advertised. Upon arrival in 
Tamatave, the local agents guided us to a half-full Toyota minibus which was 
waiting to fill up and leave. Since this was a direct service to the capital, it needed 
to be filled up to the very last seat (which, in our case, took another 45 minutes). 

Before the taxi leaves the station, the local manager is in charge of all 
activities. He organises the seating of new passengers and collects the money. He 
is also responsible for the administrative procedures, which are all paper based. 
The local manager had drawn a rectangle in a notebook, subdivided the bus into 5 
x 3 fields representing the driver’s seat and 14 seats for passengers arranged in 5 
rows of 3 places. In each field, he marked a passenger’s name, an abbreviation for 
the destination the traveller wanted to go to (unless traveling to the final 
destination), and the fare paid. At the bottom of this page he noted the mobile 
number of a passenger who had made a seat reservation for this service by phone 
the day before. Based on this map, he could easily see which places remained to 
be filled. He sometimes rearranged the seating by crossing out names with a small 
bottle of tip-ex. 

For each passenger or group of passengers, he issued a ticket on a smaller piece 
of paper on which the 5x3 map of the taxi was printed. By making circles around 
the space and its number, he documented the seat assigned to the customer. He 
also put the passenger’s name on the ticket and some further information (e.g. 
date, taxi number). He finally stamped the ticket with the company’s stamp. 

After having bought the ticket, our luggage was lifted to the roof of the mini 
bus and fixed there with ropes by the assistant driver and local assistants. Finally, 



when the bus was filled, the local manager copied the filled rectangle from his 
notebook into a notebook belonging to the car. Thus, all the passenger information 
in his books was now additionally in the driver’s notebook. This document was 
signed by both the driver and the local manager. Finally, he handed over all the 
fares he had collected from the passengers to the driver (fig. 4a–b). 

We found similar practices in other cooperatives operating on longer distance 
routes. On the long-distance line between Tuléar and Antanarivo, almost all seats 
were reserved in the days immediately before the departure. In such cases, the 
local manager works from the beginning with two representations of the taxi’s 
seats: the additional diagram containing the passengers’ mobile numbers. In the 
hour before departure, the local manager and his senior assistant called all the 
passengers with a previous reservation to ensure they will really take their place 
(otherwise the seat would be reallocated). This cooperative works with two 
notebooks to be handed over to the driver: the first containing a list of the 
individual names and the fares paid plus phone numbers of those passengers who 
will enter the taxi at a later stage of the journey. 

Fig. 4a: Preparing for the departure of a long-distance service 

The second notebook just indicates the complete amount of money being handed 
over to the driver. For shorter routes, we typically found less formal ways of 
allocating seats to passengers and accounting for the fares. The simplest method 
is to allocate a seat to the passengers on entering the taxi brousse and to hand 
over the fare to the driver – often mediated by the assistant driver or a local agent 
who may take his com- mission before handing over the fare. In all the settings 
we investigated, the driver was ultimately responsible for accounting the 
financial out- come of a specific ride and handing over the money to the patron. 

 

 



En Route 

After having left the station, the driver is in charge of all the important decisions 
to be made in dealing with the contingencies of the ride. He decides on the stops 
and breaks – particularly the informal ones; how many passengers to add in a 
specific situation, and whom to allow to take a seat.   

Fig. 4b: Notebook to administrate reservations (Tuléar, South Western Madagascar) 

He also pays for the petrol from the fares he has received. The driver is also 
responsible for handling the official documents required. In all cases we observed 
that the driver was equipped with a folder containing official documents such as 
his driving license, ‘a carte de crise’, the taxi’s transportation license and a 
certificate to doc- ument that the annual tax had been paid. Since this folder has to 
be pre- sented rather often to policemen at control posts, it was typically placed 
over the windshield at the driver’s seat. Next to it, the driver would de- posit the 
notebook specific to the intra-organisational purposes of the cooperative. 

On the road, it is mainly the driver who does the driving. The assistant driver 
supports him by letting passengers in and out and loading and unloading their 
luggage from the roof of the taxi brousse. He also typically collects the fare but 
hands it directly over to the driver. He does not have a seat in the taxi, so he 
typically rests half-standing next to the rolling door on the right side of the 
minibus. In case the bus is completely overcrowded, he has to leave the interior 
and hangs outside the bus, e.g. on a ladder at the rear. 

The assistant driver also helps to fill the taxi brousse. He shouts the taxi’s 
destination when passing potential customers and clarifies the directions and fares 
with them. He also communicates passengers’ needs to the driver; for instance, 
when they request a toilet stop or want to exit the taxi en route. On the described 
trip from Tamatave to Antanarivo the assistant driver was less busy with filling 
the taxi since about two third of the seats had been booked by people traveling the 



entire length of the route. The taxi driver is typically hired by the co- operative 
and rather well paid on a monthly salary of 200,000 Ar (65€). The assistant driver 
is not hired on a fixed basis by the cooperative but is rather badly paid per ride. 

The Use of Mobile Phones 

Given the unpredictability resulting from the technical state of the vehicles and 
the road conditions, mobile phones have started to play a major role in organising 
mobility and linking transportation chains. When travelling to Isle St. Marie, three 
old 4W jeeps were used as taxi brousses. They transported passengers from the 
landing of riverboats to a cape from where they could take small motorboats to 
cross the Indian Ocean to the island. The owner stayed at the cape with his mobile 
phone and coordinated the jeep drivers who commuted from there to the landing 
stage of the river boats at a distance of 18 kilometres via a bad dirt road. He also 
coordinated the circulation of the small boats, commuting between the cape and 
the island. We observed one of the jeeps breaking down on the dirt road and 
needing to be repaired by the drivers. How- ever, the entire 18 kilometres of dirt 
road were not covered by mobile networks. Thus, passing drivers needed to carry 
the information about the delay resulting from the jeep’s breakdown to the owner. 

Mobile phones are also used to connect with passengers who want to be taken 
in picked up along the route. Since the arrival times at certain destinations can 
vary, the drivers use the mobile phone to inform waiting passengers when they are 
close by. Mobiles also play a major role when passengers arrive – especially at 
night – which can be dangerous in some places. When we arrived in Antanarivo in 
the middle of the night following the major blockage of RN 2, travellers asked to 
be picked up or ordered taxis using mobile. 

Corruption Issues 

In all parts of the country, we found taxi brousse drivers bribing policemen. A 
detailed description of this phenomenon follows (from the field notes): 
“The other striking phenomenon that we could observe…was the way the taxi brousse driver handed 
over bribes to the police and gendarmerie on the way. Leaving Ilakaka [a mining town in the South], 
there were three control posts, one after the other. On stopping, he [the driver] took a bill of 2,000 Ar 
[0,65€] in his left hand, closed his fist, and hung his left arm out of his window but below the level of 
the window, so that neither the passengers nor the second policeman standing at the other side of the car 
could see what was happening. When the policeman came to the window, he could take the money out 
of the driver’s hand. Of the first three control posts, he only paid at one that way. He put the money 
back into the middle console of the Toyota. At the next post, two policemen were both standing in the 
middle of the street. When he saw that, he put the money into the folder containing the official papers. I 
could see that the policeman only briefly opened the folder, took the money, did not even bother to look 
at the rest of the papers, and let the taxi brousse pass. For the rest of the trip, the driver had deposited 
2,000 Ar in his folder and he had to refill the folder a couple of times. I think he paid some 10,000 Ar in 
bribes to the police and gendarmerie (the equiva- lent of one passenger’s fare). …the manner of paying 
bribes requires that the handing over of the bribe remains concealed. One of the policemen got a bit 
nervous when he saw me (‘a vazahr’ [foreigner]) trying to follow the driver’s hand and observing their 
interaction. Standing at the driver’s window, he addressed me, and I decided to quickly look somewhere 
else so the hand-over could take place. 
At another place I observed what would happen when no payment takes place. On approaching the car, 



the policeman saw a vahzar sitting there [on one of the front seats] trying to observe. Not finding any 
money in the driver’s hand, he [the policeman] grew a bit irritated. He asked for the papers which he 
was given (containing the bribe). But he could not open it easily, so he went to the rear of the car, 
starting to complain about something concerning the left rear tire. He then went behind the car [out of 
sight of his police col- leagues, the passengers, and the vazahr] and checked the papers. When he had 
found the money, there was no longer any problem and we could continue our journey.” 

Overall 2,000 Ar (0,65€) looks like a very small bribe, but given the salary of the 
drivers and policemen it is about 1% for each monthly salary [corresponding to 
20€ in German income terms]. Policemen working on the streets are therefore 
privileged since they have the chance to collect quite a number of bribes in this 
way. 

Interestingly, modern taxi brousses on intercity routes did not seem to pay 
bribes (or at least not so often). A local manager described this phenomenon as 
follows: ‘You only pay when your things are not in order’. However, the local and 
mid-distance taxi brousse system is constructed in such a way that things are not 
in order. So, policemen will always find reasons to demand a bribe. 

Security Issues 

Security is a major problem in Madagascar. The problem of groups of organised 
bandits, dahalos, impacted security in substantial parts of the country and on parts 
of the national roads – specifically at night. The security situation impacted the 
way we could travel and explore the field. The following observations shed light 
on the security conditions in parts of the country. 

While staying at the south-western coast of Madagascar, we experienced a 
dahalo attack on a neighbouring village. The village we stayed was some 15 km 
south of the city of Tulaér but we had to take a boat from there because there was 
no viable road connection. The village which was attacked by a gang of dahalos 
was some 20 kilometres inland. When the news of the attack spread, panic 
reactions could be observed by the local villagers. The beach suddenly emptied, 
the local people started to hide in their houses. The expat hotel owners started to 
get nervous. Their hotel had been robbed on two occasions by dahalos within the 
last two years. Following the first attack, they had hired three local people armed 
with locally produced guns. However, when a group of bandits approached for a 
second attack, these guardsmen disappeared. The hotel owners assumed that the 
guardsmen were cooperating somehow with the dahalos. After the second attack 
in which the hotel owners were also physically mistreated by the dahalos, they 
decided to bribe a high gendarmerie officer in Tuléar (some 65€ per month 
[corresponding to 2.000 € in German income terms]) to have two policemen 
staying permanently in their hotel - armed with Kalashnikovs, while dahalos are 
often only armed with self-made guns. 

When the dahalo attack happened in the neighbouring village, the security 
situation in the hotel got out of hand. The two policemen who were based at the 
hotel got the order to move to the village which had been attacked. So, the hotel 
was without protection. One of the hotel owners directly called the gendarmerie 



officer in the city – but in vain. The hotel’s two policemen left the village, 
together with two more policemen who were based in another hotel. Without 
protection, the hotel owner became very nervous and called his partner who 
happened to be in Tuléar that day. His partner went to the high police officer and 
re- quested three more policemen to protect their hotel. It cost him an additional 
and rather high bribe, some 195 €, to have them deployed for three days at the 
hotel. The three policemen took a specially rented boat and arrived in the village 
in the afternoon, sporting a Kalashnikov each. 

The hotel owner was in a difficult situation. He did not want to lose his 
costumers, us and six others. However, he needed to say something to explain 
what was going on. So, he first told us a deliberately wrong story that played 
down the potential risks of the situation. However, during the morning we spoke 
to one of the other guests to whom the owner had told the actual story. There was 
no viable land road to leave the village, so we thought about finding a boat 
(pirogue or a speed boat) to leave. Given the conditions, boats were, however, 
difficult to find. So, we hesitated and finally decided to stay after the hotel owner 
had told us about the three additional policemen coming from Tuléar (fig. 5).



Fig. 5: Hotel near Tuléar (South Western Madagascar): Waiting for  the Dahalos’ 
attack 

Finally, in the evening the two policemen came back from the village which had 
been attacked. They brought information about what had happened there. 
According to their account, two soldiers had arrived in the village before them – 
armed with Kalashnikovs. The had beaten up the badly armed bandits, killing one 
and injuring 4 out of a group of 10 dahalos. The bandits had robbed all houses, 
bothered ladies of the village and taken away some 2 Mio Ar, some 700€. In 
revenge, the villagers had mistreated the body of the dead bandit, cutting his arm 
and legs with machetes. The policeman showed the photos of the defiled body to 
the hotel owner who commented on the death toll:  
‘The army does not take prisoners among the bandits. In this way that is good because they do not 
have the means to feed them in prison.’ 

The security conditions described above affect public transportation specifically at 
night. In different regions, we were told that it was better to drive at night in a 
group of cars (convoy) on the RNs. Our experiences during one night-ride 
exemplify these conditions. 

Going back from Tuléar to Antanarivo, we took a night trip in a taxi brousse 
which left at 3.30 pm, took RN 7, and arrived in the capital at 9am. After dawn, 
the two Mercedes Sprinter taxis of the same cooperative started to drive close 
together and were soon joined by a third Sprinter. The size of the convoy grew at 
a gas station where several taxi brousses were waiting. After some two hours, we 
came to a barrier of stones on the street; it did, however, contain a gap big enough 
for us to pass through. The drivers explained that these barriers are made by the 
dahalos to stop cars, which they do by closing the gap with additional stones. 
After passing the stone barrier as fast as possible, the driver in- formed drivers 
passing in the opposite direction about the upcoming ‘dahalo barrage’ on their 
route. Some of them got a nervous facial ex- pression on hearing the news. 

On the first half of the night ride (to the city of Fiana), we did not see a single 
control post organised by the army or any of the police forces. The senior taxi 



driver explained to me “No, there is no control post in this region…but it is better 
this way because they [the gendarmerie] cooperate with the da- halos 
anyway…providing information about the cars”. After Fiana, there were very few 
control posts in place. So, the drivers depend on them- selves and each other to 
cross this part of the country, at least at night. 

The situation becomes particularly dangerous when the mini buses have 
technical problems, or the road conditions force them to slow down or even to 
stop. We experienced two of these situations. At one point, our driver became 
aware of a noise from the left front tire. While the other mini buses of the convoy 
were passing us, the driver stopped, jumped out of the bus, looked at the problem, 
hectically took out a large screwdriver and tightened the screws. After some 10 
minutes, he had reached the convoy which had moved ahead of us. 

After another hour, we arrived at a steel bridge on the RN 7. It had a hole 
through which one could see the river below. Our driver was able to manoeuvre 
past the hole but the bus following us was not able to avoid the hole and its rear 
tire, therefore, finally hung in the air over the river. The group of drivers dealt 
with this dangerous situation very professionally and quickly – but made us 
somehow feel the pressure and danger of the situation. While the other passengers 
were asked to stay in their mini busses, the passengers had to leave the taxi which 
was trapped in the hole. Another mini bus drove onto the bridge, close to the one 
in trouble. An old rope was used to tie the vehicles together and, after some 
experimenting, the bus was pulled out. During this manoeuvre, another floor 
element of the bridge disintegrated, so the drivers needed to fix this problem as 
well by rearranging the steel elements. Overall, the whole operation only took 
about 15 minutes (fig. 6). 

After all six vehicles of the convoy had crossed the bridge, a Toyota bus left 
the convoy to speed up his journey. The senior driver commented to me ‘They are 
trying it solo’ and shook his head. The rest of the trip went rather smoothly. In the 
early morning, our mini bus also left the convoy – to pick up some bags of 
charcoal in the village the driver was from, which were to be sold in the capital. 

Later that morning – after the coffee break – the senior driver in- formed all the 
passengers that during the previous night a taxi brousse circulating on the same 
line had been attacked by dahalos. They had thrown a stone from a higher position 
onto the front window at the driver’s side. Fortunately, the driver had been able to 
escape this attack with only the window broken. The fellow passengers were 
surprised, a female teacher travelling with her two-year-old sons told me:  
“Now I am really scared to go back by taxi brousse ... however, a plane ticket is too ex- pensive 
for us”.  
The senior driver told me later on in a private conversation that he had already 
been attacked by the dahalos. He explained that they robbed him and the 
passengers of all their money, jewellery, and mobile phones, also some of the 
luggage was stolen – but nobody was injured at that time. 



4. Discussion 

In relation to public transportation in Madagascar, our study offers in- sights into 
the mobility practice of a large part of the population and reflects on political and 
socio-economic conditions.  

Fig. 6: Taxi brousse being pulled out of a bridge’s hole at night (RN 7, Southern 
Madagascar) 

As we described at the beginning of this paper, Madagascar is characterised by a 
political and socio-economic situation which is very different from that of 
northern countries where almost all existing CSCW and HCI studies on public 
mobility have been conducted so far. First and foremost, national political 
conditions seem to be responsible for a high level of corruption and recurrent 
security problems which characterise the Madagascan transportation system. Our 
empirical data indicates that the low level of institutional reliability in the country 
plays out in a high degree of insecurity with regard to the organisational context in 
which public transportation takes place. For instance, businessmen reported that to 
start a business or lease land, they needed to pay bribes to officials at different 
levels. If they do not pay, processing may take endless amounts of time. 
Moreover, we heard rumours that some members of the government of the late 
president A. Rajoelina cooperated with gangs of cattle thieves (dahalo) and 
allowed them to export their prey to China via Port Dauphin, at the southern cape. 

As reported in our study, both citizens and the operators of taxi brousses 
respond to this situation with a variety of practices in order to increase security. 
Since the late government at least seemingly did not want to interfere with 
criminality, in some places local cattle farmers armed themselves and killed 
bandits and their leaders. Arbitrary police controls are addressed by systematically 
paying bribes to the officers in a way so that it is not noticed by the passengers. 
On many national routes, driving in convoys of at least 10 vehicles is enforced. 
Driving in a convoy at high speed is the best defence against dahalo attacks. 
However, even such measures cannot guarantee a sufficient level of security. The 
many pot-holes in the streets and the very poor state of the bridges add to the 
fraught situation: They make a convoy very fragile (and individual taxi brousse 
even more so) because often, these places can only be passed at 5 km/h. During 



our stay, we read in a local news- paper that a taxi brousse, which had fallen 
behind its convoy, became the victim of an attack. To stop the vehicle, the driver 
was shot and all the passengers were robbed. Furthermore, the security problem 
does not seem to be limited to night rides. When travelling from Ambolavao to 
Ihosy during the daytime, a soldier carrying a Kalashnikov sat on the right-hand 
seat in the first row for the first half of the journey. 

Due to the poor road infrastructure, poor capital stock with cars, the low-
income level of customers, low labour costs, etc., we find public transportation in 
Madagascar to be very different from the that in the industrialised world. 
In the north, research on mobile ICT support for public transportation focusses on 
buses and trains which run on static schedules. Tracking devices allow these 
schedules to be adjusted in the case of situated delays (e.g. (Dziekan and 
Kottenhoff, 2007), (Ferris et al., 2010). However, taxi brousse – a shared public 
transportation service – does not operate on fixed schedules. 

Moreover, in the north it is assumed that means of (public) transportation 
typically do not necessarily use all the available seats. ICT support thus offers 
opportunities for better coordination and spontaneous booking (otherwise just 
displaying transportation schedules with- out referring to available seats would 
not make sense). These assumptions were not confirmed in Madagascar for the 
most part. Rather, the taxi brousse departure times were organised in an ad-hoc 
manner on the condition that all seats were taken. In rural areas, where this was 
not realistic, however, different practices prevail. 

Also, specific arrival times cannot be met due to the fact that drivers stop at 
various places in order to drop passengers off close to their destination. Where 
available, mobile phones are used to coordinate arriving taxis with the passengers 
waiting for them. Using a taxi brousse in Madagascar hence requires passengers to 
accept a different conception of time planning compared to northern standards. 
The ICT design for industrialised countries facilitates the situated finding of 
regularly circulating means of public transportation ((Dziekan and Kottenhoff, 
2007); (Ferris et al., 2010), nowadays even adding ride or car sharing 
opportunities ((Meurer et al., 2014), (Stein et al., 2017)). ICT support is based on 
smartphones; however, in Madagascar, one of the poorest countries in Africa, 
mobile phone penetration is still limited, and parts of the population do not even 
own low-end mobile phones, let alone smartphones. Access to electricity is still a 
major issue (Cholez and Trompette, 2014). 

So, the northern discourse on ICT support builds on a number of unquestioned 
assumptions about the nature of public transportation and passengers’ practices. 
Our study challenges these assumptions and consequently opens an interesting 
design space for ICT4D in the south (Morozov, 2012). 

Inside the cooperatives, we find rather sophisticated paper-based practices for 
operating the buses at full capacity. The scheme of the bus’ seats can be 
understood as a coordination mechanism for local as well as for distributed 



purposes (Schmidt and Simonee, 1996). Copying the scheme from the local 
manager’s notebook to the driver’s notebook and having it signed and stamped by 
both of them provides a certain security concerning fraud. The decisions of drivers 
and local managers are taken de-centrally. There is an inherent tension between 
the high level of autonomy the drivers need to have in deciding what to do during 
a trip and the interest of the cooperative to keep the business running reliably and 
economically profitably. 

Placement agents play a pivotal role for the assignment of seats, particularly 
for travellers who are not familiar with local methods of organisation. Placement 
agents are plentifully available and poorly paid. From the perspective of travellers 
and the cooperative, they act in a way which is not transparent, and which is 
primarily guided by their in- come interests. Hence, ICT support might be 
considered. For the distribution of seats, mobile phones are already used despite 
the low coverage among the population. More sophisticated ICT services based on 
live information and location tracking – as advocated, for example, in Mac 
Lean/Dailey (2002), (Dziekan and Kottenhoff, 2007), (Ferris et al., 2010), (Foell 
et al., 2013) or (Patterson et al., 2004) – might yield a high potential for im- 
proving the situation but would require a significant increase in smart- phone 
availability among the passengers. Given the existing practices, one could think of 
the following opportunities for ICT support regarding public transportation: 
• Mobile technologies could help to find taxis more effectively, especially in 

larger stations such as Tamatave or Fiana where a large number of parallel 
travelling opportunities exist. Mobile functionalities would not only be of 
help for foreigners but also for non-locals in finding connections, stop-
over-connections, planning longer-distance journeys, or booking seats. 
Mobile ICT support could provide transparency on trips, e.g. on time 
schedules or when empty taxis will arrive. 

• Mobile banking could help eliminate risks for the driver who currently still 
carries all the fares with him in cash. This is specifically relevant for long-
distance routes in less safe and controlled parts of the country 

• ICT could support the transfer of data between local taxi stalls and stations 
on the route as well as between the local store and the cooperatives’ 
central office and administration 

5. Conclusion 

Our study represents what is still an initial and modest attempt in that it has 
approached the problem of public overland transport from a rather specific 
perspective. Nevertheless, we were able to observe that mobility challenges in 
Madagascar proved to be remarkably different from the ones in northern 
countries. Assumptions which are central to the prevailing literature about the 
organisation of transportation could not be verified there. In this way, Miteche et 



al. (Miteche et al., 2012)’s claim, which deems technological concepts from the 
developed world inappropriate for the contexts of developing countries, were 
confirmed. Although our data about the taxi brousse was collected from a foreign 
traveller’s perspective, we were able to uncover interesting local practices. 

Furthermore, the distribution of labour within the cooperatives which organise 
the journeys was investigated. We found that, so far, mobile phones have played a 
limited role with regard to the practices of these organisations. However, ICT 
support could significantly con- tribute to improving security and rendering 
transportation and travelling smoother and more predictable. Nevertheless, it 
seems that the first step in improving public transportation would require a change 
in the socio-political conditions which are at present the main source of the 
problems with which passengers are faced. 

On a methodological level, the study shows the additional value of studying 
actual practices of transportation compared to merely higher level studies 
typically provided by development agencies such as the World Bank (Kumar and 
Barrett, 2008). Their policy recommendations nowadays go beyond pure 
investments into road infrastructure. How- ever, Kumar/Barrett (Kumar and 
Barrett, 2008) still propose a large scale, top-down approach to improve public 
transportation in Africa’s urban centres. The authors suggest creating metropolitan 
transport authorities with juris- diction over roadways and vehicles, enforcing 
‘controlled’ competition among providers of transport services and reintroducing 
large buses to improve the public transportation in urban areas. Given the 
problematic road and security conditions, the introduction of large buses, for in- 
stance, may not improve the public transportation in Madagascar. The level of 
corruption may render centralised metropolitan transport authorities problematic, 
as well.  

Studies like ours may help the development aid community to appreciate the 
sophistication of given practices and to question their interventions with respect to 
particular local conditions. Following a practice-based computing research 
program (Rohde et al., 2017), (Wulf et al., 2018), we are in a position to provide 
empirical insights and early de- sign considerations from a bottom-up perspective. 
Such an approach to analyse real world settings in the Global South seems to us 
highly relevant to policy making – not only in the transportation domain. 
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ABSTRACT The alternative use of travel time is one of the widely discussed benefits of 
driverless cars. We therefore conducted 14 co-design sessions to examine how people 
manage their time, to determine how they perceive the value of time in driverless cars and to 
derive design implications. Our findings suggest that driverless mobility will affect both 
people’s use of travel time as well as their time management in general. The participants 
repeatedly stated the desire of completing tasks while traveling to save time for activities that 
are normally neglected in their everyday life. Using travel time efficiently requires using car 
space efficiently, too. We found out that the design concept of tiny houses could serve as 
common design pattern to deal with the limited space within cars and support diverse needs. 

ACM CCS CONCEPTS Human-centered computing - HCI design and 
evaluation methods; Human-centered computing - Interaction design 

 

KEYWORDS  Self-Driving Cars; Value of Time; Car Interior Design; Co-
Design; Design-Fiction 



 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Currently we are seeing a global test bed of advanced self- driving functions and 
driver assistance systems [6]. Although uncertainty on various levels exists, the 
scenario of driverless cars appears as a possible, close future [47, 48]. Not just an 
incremental innovation in safety and fuel- efficiency, driverless mobility presents a 
disruptive, controversially discussed innovation [6, 48, 71, 89]. Some people are 
afraid of relinquishing control and loss of driving fun and self-reliance [47, 82]. 
Others welcome the new mode of transportation as the democratization of the luxury 
of having private chauffeurs [47, 71]. There is growing awareness that the technology 
progress should be accompanied by a design shift, too: from a driver-centric design to 
a passenger-centric and service-oriented one [25, 39, 74, 92]. 

“The boundaries between travel time and activity time are increasingly blurred. Specifically, many 
people are using travel time itself to undertake activities.” [52] 

The quote by Lyons and Urry [52] sensitizes us to understand this design paradigm 
shift from a temporal lens. From the perspective of people’s daily routines, the 
alternative use of travel time is one of the most remarkable benefits of driverless cars 
[12]. Moreover, this lens uncovers an activity-centric interior car design and does not 
study travel time in isolation. It bears in mind that travel time and activity time are 
interdependent in many ways (see Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. A design fiction [4] about travel and activity time. 



 

 

(1) From this stance, we have conducted an explorative co- design study, where we 
aim to contribute to following open research questions: 

(2) How do people manage their travel time and activity time today? 
(3) What are perceived purposeful activities while traveling in self-driving cars in 

the future? 
(4) What visions are there for enabling car interior design to provide a resource and 

environment for using travel time purposefully taking diversity into account? 
 

1 UNDERSTANDING TIME 

Time has a twofold character: it is mechanically measured but coupled with social 
meanings. Lauer [41] therefore juxtaposes clock time in opposition to social time – 
the latter being a temporal reference system constituted by social activities and 
expressed by the temporal patterns, temporal rules, and temporal symbols that 
organize and synchronize social life [15]. Temporal concepts are not static or natural 
but have an evolutionary character shaped by the particular socio-cultural context. Or 
as stated by Jeremy Rifkin [79]: “Every culture has its own unique set of temporal 
fingerprints. To know a people is to know the time values they live by.” 

In western societies, the economic view dominates: time is a scarce and valuable 
commodity that must be optimized [101]. Above all, this view applies to working life, 
where mechanization of production and the constitution of labor are aligned with a 
rational use of time aiming to achieve lower costs per unit of production. This attitude 
has also expressed itself in an increasing temporal control of workers. Delays, for 
instance, were tracked by the introduction of stamp cards and were penalized by wage 

deductions [101]. Promoted by the general acceleration of society and increasing 
time conflicts in everyday life, however, the economic time regimes spread from the 
economic sector into almost all other areas of life [64]. In particular, personal time 
has become an entity that must be managed and allocated according to subjective 
utility functions, whether measured in dollars per hour or pleasure per hour [22]. 

The increasing significance of clock time in modern life has not replaced social 
time, but still clock time has become a second nature for individuals. Wright [101] 
coined the word chronarchy, where it is not only a temporal pattern that exists but one 
where people are ruled and regimented by time-keeping. The extensive control of 
time is expressed by the omnipresence of time-keeping devices in the 20th century 
such as wristwatches, calendars, timetables, and real-time information systems. 

The economic understanding also incorporates various temporal concepts such as 
value of time theories. In essence, these theories value individual’s time by the 
willingness to pay for the time savings or by the opportunity costs measured by the 
money that could alternatively be earned during this time [2], [16]. This view has 
been applied to various domains, for instance studying the relative marginal utility of 
working hours while taking people’s time budgets into account [2, 40], studying the 



 

 

housewife’s time costs of production of child services [23], or studying time rebound 
effects substituting, e.g. household work by energy-intensive appliances [5]. 
Traveling can also be added to this list of domains as is outlined below. 

The economic understanding also shapes common time budget and time 
management theories [18, 33, 81] that ask how people allocate, plan, und use time as 
a scarce resource in everyday life. From this stance, various studies regarded what 
people do with their time, how much time they spend on various activities when they 
have a low time budget, and how they experience time [34, 81]. The studies’ activity 
categories vary, but working, housekeeping, relaxing, and sleeping were common 
main categories. Yet, there is the metrological challenge since activities are not 
mutually exclusive but are connected (e.g., taking care of children while watching TV 
with them) or done in combination to make the most efficient use of time (e.g., eating 
while traveling) [52]. 

A complementary view is provided by temporal concepts that emphasize the 
various meanings and uses of social time in different cultures and situations [27, 41, 
75]. Lauer [41], for instance, mentions the culture of the Navajo, who have 
traditionally no view of temporality than to act on the basis of an expected future, but 
the only real time – as the only real space – is that which is the here and now. Several 
social theorists [65, 75, 84, 86] also highlight the nexus between space and time that 
constitutes the socio-temporal 



 

 

order where action is taking place. Routinization presents the appropriation of 
such order, taking it for granted, using it as a resource to act and plan actions in 
advance [84]. 

With regard to this nexus, Torre [94] also speaks of the three qualities of time as 
being a resource for action, an environment where (non-)action is encountered that 
must be adapted to, and a double horizon, that enables meaning to be assigned to 
what has happened, what might be happening, and what is planned to happen. 

 
2 DEALING WITH TRAVEL TIME 

In transportation and mobility research, time is a key issue in many ways. The 
general acceleration of society, for instance, was accompanied by the acceleration of 
transport means, enabling the transport of countless goods and people over even 
longer distances and facilitating mobile and flexible forms of life [64, 87, 96]. 

Moreover, with the emergence of mass traffic, it became increasingly important to 
plan, coordinate, synchronize, and align the behavior of people, goods, and transport 
systems [26, 96]. With the advent and spread of the railway, for instance, timetables 
became necessary [36]. Nowadays advanced real-time transit information systems 
improve the usability of public transportation [20, 91, 100]. Transportation research 
has extensively studied activity and travel time as well as (but less extensively) the 
nexus between them [52]. In particular, time budget and value of time theories have 
been adopted to examine the valuation of travel time savings, e.g., with regard to 
travel mode choices (willingness to pay for travel time savings) [60], individual and 
national economic impact (time saving leads to more working), as well as impact of 
commuting on personal time budgets (travel time cutting the remaining time budget). 

Transportation engineers and infrastructure planners typically focus on saving 
travel time, e.g., by increasing the speed of transportation modes [52]. However, there 
is a controversial debate whether a ‘law of constant travel time budget’ [30, 60, 62] 
exists, which states that the average number of daily trips per person and the time 
budget allocated to transport show stability. In other words, people reinvest the saved 
time into the opportunity to travel longer distances. 

Complementary to the quantitative view, there is an increasing interest in the 
quality facets of travel time, understanding traveling as a resource and environment 
for doing other activities [31]. In particular, various studies confirm the hypothesis 
from Lyons and Urry [52], demonstrating e.g., that cars are not just places for 
driving; they are for various activities. The most prominent example might be the use 
of mobile phones, which is well-studied concerning its effect on driving performance 
[46]. In 



 

 

addition, Laurent [42] and O’Hara et al. [67] uncovered practices to prepare car 
travels and use car time as a resource for doing office work. There is also a long 
tradition of enter- and infotainment design, making car time more enjoyable [29]. 
Several studies [11, 19, 43] further show that the car is also a place for social 
interaction in general and family time in particular. 

Public transport systems, especially trains, are advanced modes of transportation 
concerning travel-time use [51]. They are places for various activities such as 
listening to music, eating, working, relaxing, etc. [51]. Moreover, trains provide 
various facilities to use travel time productively such as board restaurants, tables, 
power outlets, quiet zones, night sleepers, family compartments, etc. This feature of 
trains creates a comparative advantage, where people, for instance, accept longer 
travel time when using trains instead of cars [52]. 

Concerning the human factor of self-driving technology [45, 68, 72, 78], takeover 
interaction [37, 61, 99] and car-to- social environment interaction [6, 7] are unsolved 
design challenges today. In particular, temporal issues play a critical role in takeover 
interactions [37, 61, 99], where three phases on the transition event timeline can be 
defined: a scheduled takeover or the initial event causing an takeover, the handover of 
control phase and the phase handback control to the vehicle [56]. Concerning this, 
Mok et al. [61], also take passenger-centric activities such as playing games into 
account to disengage participants from the takeover task. 

There are also a growing number of surveys about user acceptance of self-driving 
vehicles (e.g., [44, 53, 82]), showing that the acceptance depends on many factors 
including age, lifestyle, current mobility behavior, technology experience, etc., but 
also design and technology issues such as autonomy level and car design. 

Findings of various studies show that driverless cars should radically break with 
the 100-year-old driver-centric design tradition [39, 49, 59, 74, 77]. In particular, the 
Dagstuhl seminar about automotive user interfaces in the age of automation [77] has 
outlined a possible research agenda, raising new questions as how to design interfaces 
to promote work and play by utilizing the space without passengers experiencing 
motion sickness. In a similar vein, Kun et al. [39] stress that the new focus should be 
on the passenger and the new possibilities of passenger-car interactions, asking what 
will be appropriate design metaphors [39]. 

In addition, various car companies have published concept studies on YouTube [1, 
24, 57, 58, 63, 80, 83, 95, 97, 98]. 

Except the passenger-centric concept of Rolls-Royce [98] and Audi [1], the 
mentioned studies are quite driver-centric and still address the issue of how to use 
time in driverless car explicitly or implicitly (e.g. for working [80, 98], eating 



 

 

& drinking [80, 98], sleeping [24], relaxing [80, 83, 98], 
talking together [57, 57, 63, 80], enjoy the view [63], info- 
and entertaining and gaming [57, 63, 97, 98], or making party [95]). A closer look 

further reveals the several car interior design elements such as retractable steering 
wheels [63, 80, 95, 97, 98], revolving chair [57, 63, 80, 97, 98], 

movable objects [97], extendable shelves [57, 63, 80, 98], 
ambient light [80, 95], interactive surfaces [1, 57, 58, 97], living room [1], multi-

purpose environments [98] to support the various activities. 
So far, only a few studies have studied the questions arising from this new 

research agenda, shifting the focus from the active driver to the active passenger. One 
of them is Pfleging et al. [74], who conducted a survey, what activities can be 
expected during a highly automated ride. The result was that the most frequently 
expected ones were talking to passengers, listening to music, and gazing out of the 
windows. Another study by Fraunhofer IAO and Horváth & Partners [21] focused on 
the economic value of time. In a web survey, they asked people in Germany, Japan 
and California about the willingness to pay for added values in highly automated cars. 
The findings show a general willingness to pay, specifically regarding 
communication, productivity, and basic needs. However, there are significant 
differences among the countries and the willingness also depends on the type of trip 
and how the services are implemented. 

Laurier et al. [43] has noted that the interior of the car and 
 

Table 1. socio-demographic data of study participants 



 

 

its appropriation remain a largely unexamined space. The same holds for 
driverless cars, too. One of the few design studies comes from Lorsignol [49], where 
he draws a comparison to the airplane interior and service design in a blog post, 
concluding that currently passenger-centric features are more of an afterthought. In 
contrast, he argues that, in the future, the interior design focus will be on the 
passenger with comfort, customization, entertainment, productivity, and safety as 
essential goals. 
 

3 METHODOLOGY 

To answer the outlined research questions, we use the co- design methodology as 
an established method to understand future design issues from a user’s perspective 
[85]. To contact and recruit participants, we used a combination of qualitative 
sampling [10] and snowball sampling [3]. In total, we conducted 14 individual co-
design sessions with a broad spectrum of people regarding age, gender, job, and time 
and mobility management, mapping different perspectives in terms of diversity (cf. 
Table 1). 

We visited the people so that the co-design was conducted in familiar places, such 
as a café for the elderly or in the participants’ living rooms. On average, the 
interviews took about 40 minutes (min: 32 mins; max: 62 mins). Each session was 
structured as follows. 

We started with semi-structured interviews. The questions were mainly formulated 
openly to create a less restrictive 
 

No Gender Age Job Children* Regular Trip time** 
Disposable 
Time*** 

P1 male 36 Expert in strategic projects - 2 h per day [Car] 2 

P2 female 26 Social worker in parental leave 1 20 min. per day [Car] 7 

P3 male 80 Pensioner - 15 km once or twice a week 6 

P4 female 77 Pensioner 
2 Grand- 
children 

Using the bus for 3 years, no car 5 

P5 female 67 Pensioner - 10 min. per day [Car] 8 

P6 male 37 Teacher - 45 min. per day [Car] 3 

P7 male 72 Pensioner, voluntarily active - 10 – 20 km per day [Car] 5 

P8 male 36 Personnel Officer/Recruiter - Min. 1.5 h, max. 6 – 9 h per day 1 

P9 female 29 Clerk: Organization - 
2,5 h per day [Bike and Train] 
ca. 30 min. per day [Car] 

2 

P10 female 32 Product manager - 1.5 – 2 h per day [Car] 4 

P11 male 47 Head of management systems 1 2 h per day [Car] 1 

P12 male 68 
Civil servant in retirement, 
additional activity on 450 € basis 

- 15 min. per day [Car], 40 min. per day [Train] 4 

P13 male 47 Area manager 3 1.5 h per day [Car] 5 

P14 male 18 Pupil helps in a drink market - 1 h per day [Car] 4 



 

 

[* Children living within the household. ** Most participants did not know their regular trip time 
exactly but provided a vague estimation (sometimes also in km instead of time). *** Perceived disposable 
time (1= time is too short, 10 = no perceived lack of time)] 



 

 

and more explorative environment. We paid attention to leaving enough time to express personal 
views, unconventional ideas, and new topics. In these interviews, we surveyed basic socio-
demographic data such as age, number of children, etc. We further asked about the participants’ 
current use of the perceived time management and mobility behavior. In addition, we asked them to 
rate their disposable time on a 10-point scale where 1 means that time is too short, and 10 means there 
is no perceived lack of time. 

Second, we adopted the concept of inspiration cards workshops [28] to foster reflection, creativity 
and to empower the participants to envision purposeful time use within the car. We used two card 
sets: The Activity Cards illustrate various passenger activity scenarios including using the car as an 
office, a gym, a restaurant or café, a kindergarten, a place for relaxing, entertaining, enjoying the 
view, or just as a place to sleep. The Trip Cards visualize common trip categories such as the way to 
work, the way home, and a business trip between appointments, shopping, and leisure or vacation 
trips. We asked about the interpretation of these cards and how the participants could imagine these 
interpretations being implemented. We also asked about possible services that might be used during 
the journey. Subsequently, the participants were asked to choose their top activity cards and assign 
them to possible reasons for a journey. 

Third, we adopted the concept of interior design configurator as an established tool to empower end 
users expressing their demands and ideas in a spatial language [66]. They started by selecting a 
preferred car layout, choosing between a small, medium or upper-class car, SUV, sports car, or van. 
Then they created their personal interior car design by placing predefined equipment elements (such 
as a seat, table, or screen). We encouraged them to add their own ideas, too (see Figure 2). 

In twelve cases, interviews were recorded and fully transcribed; in the other cases, only field 
notes were taken, for privacy reasons. We follow the qualitative content analysis guideline to 
develop a category system that was deductively informed by the previous literature survey and 
additionally expanded by inductive category development [55]. 

 
4 FINDINGS 

4.1 Making more time for the beautiful things in life 

We were impressed by the manifold, skillful routines for making more time in daily life, e.g., to 
shorten the time for work at home and have more time for cycling (P3), checking emails in a traffic 
jam (P8), or to schedule time by strict time management (P4). Still, many of the participants 



 

 

feel a lack of time and would like to have more. The greatest time constraints are experienced by 
the under 40- year-olds, while the over 60-year-old people in our sample express that they usually 
have enough time. 

Concerning driverless mobility concepts, most of the participants had private cars in mind 
whereas only one expressed the carsharing concept explicitly. With regard to the general attitude 
towards driverless cars, various concerns have been voiced that e.g., the technology is neither 
mature, nor safe, nor affordable. Some also had concerns about giving up control over the car 
and that one might become sick while driving if not looking forward. The opportunity, 
however, to win time was positively welcomed by everyone. 

Most would like to use the saved time for pleasure activities they miss in daily life today. Here, 
maintaining social contacts was the most mentioned. Eight of fourteen participants would like to 
spend more time with their family, their children, other relatives, and their friends. One benefit 
mentioned in the interviews was to make travel time more social. Even when driving together, 
travel time was perceived as less enjoyable by the drivers because of the limited interaction with 
the passengers. In contrast, several participants outlined the new options for socializing such as 
playing games or talking and listening attentively. 

A preference was also stated for using travel time more productively by making more time for 
other activities outside the car. Here, several examples were given such as meeting friends in a 
café, visiting relatives, going shopping with the spouse, or bringing the child to sports activities. 
More time was also desired for leisure activities such as sports (cycling, running, playing 
badminton), going for a walk, watching movies, learning languages, reading books, or cooking. A 
few would also like to have more time for basic needs such as sleeping and having breakfast. Three 
participants wanted to use the time gained to relax and do nothing or use it as a buffer if necessary. 
Having time for themselves and simply relaxing on the terrace was desirable for them. 

Time for creative activities was wished for by three participants, for instance, to do more craftwork 
such as knitting, carpentry, or crafting a table. Half of the participants also missed time for 
domestic work including gardening, renovating and repairing as well as housekeeping. Also having 
time for unpopular tasks such as cleaning up the cellar or completing the tax declaration was 
mentioned several times. These are tasks that are constantly pushed back. 

4.2 The car as a place beyond transportation 

Overall, the interviewees express a desire to gain more time. This was also reflected in the visions 
about the future car, which was not only perceived as a means of transport 



 

 

from A to B but also as place where travel time could be used meaningfully. In particular, the 
selection of preferred Activity Cards indicated that the driverless car is both a place for work and a 
place for relaxing/enjoying. One striking aspect here was a spillover effect that the time use within 
the car seems related to the trip the car is used for. For instance, the car as a place for work is 
preferred in business, home-to-work and work-to-home trips. However, the car as a place for 
relaxing/enjoyment seems to be preferred for non-working related trips. 

In the following, we discuss in more detail how these cards inspired our participants to reflect on the 
future car as a place for purposeful activities. 

4.2.1 Office 

The car as a place for working is the most frequently selected favorite (6 times topic 1 and 8 times in 
total). Especially for people under 40 years and mostly for men, it seems to be important that they 
can use travel time productively. 

“If I have to decide I would choose the office activities. That would definitely be a very meaningful 
activity while using a driverless car” [P6] 

Most participants would like to simply have more time for specific tasks such as reading up on 
topics, reading messages, writing e-mails, creating presentations, sorting documents, and talking 
with employees. The activities should be supported by the in-car equipment; however, the 
requirements seem to be strongly influenced by individual preferences and usage practices: 

“A table, a chair, so that you can comfortably do office work, that you can put the laptop on the table 
or it is already available. A network connection would be important and lighting if you travel at 
night, for example a table lamp that is pleasant for the eyes.” [P8] 

“Network is definitely necessary. I have a notebook with me anyway. So, I don’t need a table. I must 
be able to sit comfortably. I can place the laptop on my lap and that’s fine [laugh].“ [P10] 

One motivation to use the travel time for work and work- preparation was to start a working day 
more relaxed and less stressfully. However, for us, it was surprising that even the 18-year-old student 
had considered the car as an extended workplace for similar reasons – which told us not just about 
individual preferences but also about the younger generations, too. 

“I would actually take the office, because it is immensely time-saving, if you are heading home from 
school you can do your schoolwork. Therefore, you also need an atmosphere where you can 
concentrate” [P14] 



 

 

The office is especially wanted on the way to work. In the morning, the participants may be 
more productive. After work it is slightly less attractive than, for example, relaxing on the way 
home. Four people also mentioned that they would like to work on business trips. 

4.2.2 Enjoying the View 

Enjoying the view was the second most preferred card (6 times topic 1 and 8 overall). However, 
there were strong differences between the generations. All over 60-year-olds chose this card as one 
of the top 3, while among the under- 40s, only three out of seven did. 

Frequently, it was suggested that the travel experience could be enriched by additional information 
about the current location, e.g., if passengers get information through speakers about places of 
interest or a visualization with a 360° camera for the landscape on a display that considers age-
specific desires such as visual impairments. 

“Binoculars would not be bad […] when something interests you, because vision deteriorates with 
increasing age” [P12] 

When asked about the design, the participants also became enthusiastic. 

“What I could think of is very futuristic and would be that the information would be displayed within 
the car, as there is already the speedometer, […] information about the environment, or individual 
information like where is the next supermarket, or when I am on holiday where are interesting places 
with interesting activities.“ [P2] 

Enjoying the view is especially interesting for leisure and holiday trips. Two interrelated reasons 
seem to be responsible for this: people are more open to aesthetic experiences and they usually visit 
unknown regions and places during holidays when they are interested in having extra-ordinary 
experiences. 

“Beautiful view with beautiful scenery would be nice, like in the train. Where you sit and think 
‘what a beautiful landscape’” [P8] 

Because of the link to aesthetic experience, it is not surprising that enjoying the view was often 
associated with relaxation. 

“Relaxation and enjoying the view is similar for me. I can relax well while I look outside and 
observe the area, so I’m finding it a bit hard to separate this, for me it is a mixture of both.” [P8] 

4.2.3 Relaxation 

The desire for relaxation seems to be a prominent issue, but not in first place (only once topic 1, but 
10 times in total). This is also reflected in the fact that it was usually mentioned related to other 
categories such as eating and drinking, a place to sleep, or a pleasant view while driving. 



 

 

So, it seems that relaxation is more an aspect than an own 
category of driverless car experience. 

“Relaxation and a pleasant view while driving belong together for me. I can relax well while I look 
outside and look at the area, so I have trouble to separate that. For me it’s a mixture of these two.” 
[P10] 

Most of the participants would like to relax after work on their way home in the evening. Still, a 
fully equipped relaxation area seems to be popular only for leisure and holiday trips. 

“A relaxation bus or train, why not? Then you can start the holiday already on the trip, a bookable 
relaxation room would be great. It would be nice to have private cabins, or at least a clear demarcation, 
so that you can really relax there.” [P6] 

Relaxation was also linked to feeling well and all-round feel-good atmospheres, which also could be 
created by adaptable mood lighting. Further, the massage chair was often mentioned for a relaxation 
area. 

4.2.4 Restaurant or Café 

The car as a restaurant/café was another example of a common, but secondary satisfying issue 
(only 1-time topic 1, but 8 times in total). This category is usually connected to eating snacks and 
drinking while traveling. Overall a fast- food style was preferred, where no larger dishes or staff 
service are needed. 

However, it was noticeable that the female participants tended to interpret the restaurant/café as 
a social place. Four out of five women expressed their desire to drink a coffee with others, sitting 
opposite each other. For men, this issue did not appear at all. They also do not necessarily need 
food and café equipment inside the car. They prefer to spend more time outside the car, at home or 
in a restaurant, and cooking without hassle. 

“For cooked dishes, I would prefer a real restaurant, where I can eat and drink without a hassle and 
enjoy observing my environment.” [P12] 

The car as a restaurant or café place was most popular for holiday trips but some also liked this 
idea on leisure trips. 

“Basically, I would like the thought of eating or drinking something while using an autonomous car, 
especially on a long trip and when I forgot to have breakfast.” [P5] 

4.2.5 Entertainment 

Entertainment is appreciated by both genders equally but was mentioned less often (only once 
topic 1, but 3 times in total). Entertainment equipment such as television, but also community 
games such as Monopoly or Scrabble, were suggested as social activities while traveling. 



 

 

“If I use the autonomous car with several people, then I could imagine playing board or card games. 
What I like to play for example is Scrabble or card games, where you need space to discard 
something. Therefore, a table would be great for playing games, […]” [P5] 

The car as a special place for entertainment was mainly desired for holiday trips. 

4.2.6 Sleeping Place 

For the participants, sleeping in the car is mostly associated with relaxation, and a place to sleep 
would therefore promote relaxation. Sleeping as a basic activity also seems to be an important 
issue, but it was not in first place for autonomous cars (only once topic 1, but 5 times in total). One 
reason is, that long-distance and over-night travels are exceptional, which does not justify the large 
space cost of a comfortable place to sleep. Dealing with space as a scarcity, most preferred 
armchairs for little naps as a good compromise. 

“The best thing would be a bed. But if a bed doesn’t fit, then certainly a seat that can be brought 
into a pleasant and almost lying position, so that one can also sleep well.” [P9] 

Only long-distance trips, as in the case of a holiday trip, a bed was preferred as much more 
comfortable: “If it is a long way, I could definitely imagine sleeping in there [the bed].” [P4] 

4.2.7 Sport 

Various participants would like to have more time for sports, but do not perceive the car as the 
right place (zero times topic 1 and only 2 times in total). Moreover, the participants that like 
sport activities within the car were very skeptical concerning space requirements and safety 
issue. 

“I can hardly imagine sports in a car because of the missing room in which I could place for example 
a treadmill. I really don’t know how exactly this could look.” [P9] 

4.2.8 Kindergarten 

Kindergarten was only selected once (zero times topic 1 and only once in total). The reasons for 
the poor rating might result from our sample structure, where only one person had a child in 
kindergarten age. In addition, the category name Kindergarten did not inspire our participants to 
reflect on the car as a place for family work in general. The few responses, however, indicate a 
problem of space where compromises must be made compared to existing solutions outside the 
car. 

“A small corner with little toys for grandchildren, nothing great, unless you have such a spaceship.“ 
[P12] 



 

 

4.3 Genres and patterns of car interior design 

“Every object tells a story... if you know how to read it” - 
Henry Ford (quoted by [35]) 

 
4.3.1 Design Genres 

We adopted the concept of design genre from media and design theory to talk about categories of 
design that are co- constructed by producers and consumers and characterized by recurrent pattern of 
use expectations, narrative structure, function-material format, and typical design elements and 
design patterns [50]. 

Common categories in the car industry, e.g., compact cars, sport cars, SUV, etc., can be seen as 
design genres in this sense. Or more precisely, they present sub-genres of the overall driver-centric 
design genre that is taken for granted today. A striking feature of our co-design study is that the 
created car layouts completely break with this tradition. In contrast to the driver-centeredness of car 
design today, the layouts express a passenger-centric, or more precisely an activity-centric, interior 
design making the car a second place to be. 

Comparing the various layouts from this stance, we noticed two distinct kinds of interior designs. 
The first we call designs for specific purposes. In contrast, we also observed designs for diverse 
kinds of activities. We call these recurrent examples the genre of mobile, tiny house. 

4.3.1.1 Interior design for specific purposes 

Five of the fourteen layouts were characterized by being clearly for a specific purpose. One layout 
focuses on taking a snack as a social activity. The narrative structure was the one of a small, French 
bars, where one sits face to face at a small table drinking coffee together in a cozy atmosphere. 
Nearby a table with two seats, a coffee machine, a refrigerator, and a kitchenette were placed. 

Two other layouts focus on relaxation, but one with a focus 



 

 

on a single person while the other has more people in mind. The narrative structure was one of a 
living room, inviting a retreat to the comfortable armchair nook for some cozy chat or just 
watching TV. 

Two layouts are passenger-centric concepts that also could be interpreted as the future interior 
designs of premium or business class ride services. Both layouts include two seats, a snack area 
(coffee maker or refrigerator) and a luggage area. They differ with respect to providing either a 
working place or a place to take a shower. 

4.3.1.2 Mobile, Tiny Houses 

Nine of the fourteen layouts do not have a clear focus on one specific activity. They are rather 
designed to support diversity as micro-apartments that cover a wide range of domestic and working 
activities such as doing sport or office work, relaxing, cocooning together, and taking a snack 
(Figure 2a presents an example of this design genre). In their narrative structure, they are 
reminiscent of mobile and tiny houses, in which the furniture is very space-saving and functionally 
arranged due to spatial constraints [9]. In most sketches, everything looks very crowded, similar to 
campers used for holiday trips. 

We identified two sub-types of the tiny house genre. The first one combines a bedroom, a kitchen, 
a living room, and a bathroom within one zone, whereas in the second type zones were separated 
for different activities such as working and relaxing. This second one mirrors today’s flat 
architectures separating living room from bedroom or office room. 

Typically, the sketched solutions express a kind of multi- functional architecture, making use of 
various patterns and making the interior space-saving and flexible. Still this design concept allows 
the residents of such mobile, tiny houses a wide variety of activities during travel time. They all 
look very compact, partially crowded and express a need for more space. 
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4.3.2 Design Patterns 

In this paper, we understand design patterns as repeated socio-spatial configurations that are used to 
cope with common design problems [13]. To identify such patterns, we pinned all sketches together 
on a board, comparing them and studying similarities and salience. We further analyzed what might 
be the underlying design problem where the sketched configuration presents a possible solution. 

In the next step, we describe the most common and notable ones we identified. 

4.3.2.1 Needing space to make use of travel time 

It was noticeable that the majority chose a large car layout. In total, five participants chose a van, 
three a SUV, five a medium-sized car, and only one a compact car layout. The medium-sized cars 
were mostly chosen to remain realistic. The small one was deliberately chosen for energy efficiency 
reasons and the vision that cars in the future will become small capsules. Vans and SUVs were 
mostly chosen to have as much space as possible. The additional space provided by vans and SUVs, 
however, does not lead to more free area but was used for a quite crowded interior design similar to 
tiny houses that support a wide range of activities. 

4.3.2.2 Basic Equipment 

A common pattern was to provide basic equipment in the car such as a refrigerator (12 times), a 
coffee machine (10 times), chairs (in every sketch), a table (in every sketch) and displays (11 times) 
into the autonomous vehicle. This reflects a basic need for relaxing, eating a snack, drinking a 
coffee, working or watching a movie on a trip. 

The fridge and coffee bar were always placed close to each other, if both were desired. They should 
be accessible from the seats. Sometimes even a freezer was desired, which can be placed in the 
trunk. Good sound equipment was also desired as a general interior design element. 

4.3.2.3 Revolving Chair 

A pattern in the placement of the seats was to look forward during the ride. However, adaptable seats 
were repeatedly sketched, allowing users to turn the orientation (this was often indicated by arrows 
as shown in Figure 2d). This adaptable design provides more freedom for use. For instance, 
changing the orientation of the seats, one can sit in front of other passengers to talk, play, or share 
food and drink. Also, changing the backrest from a normal to a comfort position was desired to 
support activities, working, and relaxing. Sometimes seats were also sketched as optional, to remove 
them if space for other items or equipment was needed. 

4.3.2.4 Retractable Furniture 



 

 

Another repeated pattern was to sketch various forms of retractable furniture. In particular, tables 
were often sketched foldable, slidable, retractable, or height-adjustable (this was often indicated by 
arrows and annotations as shown in Figure 2c). Tables were always placed near the seats. 
Regarding this, we identified two main functions: Firstly, tables can serve as social objects placed 
between opposing or adjacent seats. Second, tables can be placed in front of a seat to work. 

Commonly, screens and information displays were sketched flexible, foldable, and, if necessary, 
scalable, too (see Figure 2b). They were often positioned opposite seats or beds. Some participants 
also placed them in front of the windshield. Still, they were always sketched as flexible ones, so 
that they would not permanently block the front view. In addition, various forms of small screens 
were sketched that could be folded out from a table or from the ceiling. 

Sports equipment occurred only as an exception in the sketches. If people sketched them, they were 
flexible (either optional accessories or scalable in size), so that they only occupy space when used. 
We found a similar pattern for beds that were sketched as a convertible solution, sharing the space 
with the luggage area (see Figure 2e). Space for luggage was always placed behind, at the very 
least supplemented by small shelves in the interior. Some supplemented their designs by a transport 
option at the rear to carry bicycles. 

4.3.2.5 Adaptable Light Atmosphere 

Some of the participants mentioned adjustable light settings within the car to customize the light 
atmosphere depending on the mood. One person expressed the idea of mood lighting with 
changing colors and intensity depending on the activities they were carrying out, e.g., specific 
colors for working and relaxing. 

“Mood lighting, you already have it in cars today, but if you don’t have to drive yourself, you can of 
course play a lot more, with light, color or whatever, I would just like to feel good in the car, like at 
home in the living room too, different settings for working or relaxing. “[P2] 

4.3.2.6 Dynamic Privacy Boundary Regulation 

Chassis are not just functional but present a boundary between the car as a private place and the 
street as a public space. In car design, this boundary is realized by doors and windows regulating 
the transition of information, people, and goods between inside and outside. Regarding this, the 
layouts express a wide variety of individual privacy preferences. Most of our participants wanted 
windows as large as possible, bright, with a panorama view. Some participants wished for a 
panoramic roof or a panoramic lounge in the front part. Others, however, wanted darkened 



 

 

windows for their privacy. Bringing this demand in line with a private, but also ample and spacious 
room at the same time, a common pattern was to provide a dynamic boundary regulation. Often the 
desire was expressed to darken or blur windows, e.g., for sleeping and for other intimate moments. 

 
5 DISCUSSION 

There is more than a 100 year tradition of driver-centric car design; but there is also a long tradition 
in envisioning self- driving cars [76]. A prominent example in popular culture is Johnny Cab from 
the movie Total Recall, a chauffeur-like robot close to the steering mechanism and passenger seats in 
the back [54]. There is a growing awareness of wanting to overcome this driver centricity [39, 49, 
59, 74, 77], but still dealing with the steering wheel seems to be the common issue in many 
professional concept studies [24, 57, 58, 63, 80, 95, 97]. 

5.1 From driver-centric to activity-centric design 

To prevent misunderstanding, the aim of our study was not to predict or prescribe that future cars 
will exactly look like the sketched interior designs. First, the sketches created do not appear to be 
implementable and do not take several design constraints into account, e.g., safety, security, and 
motion sickness issues. Second, the sketches are not based on first-hand experience traveling with 
driverless cars, so they are highly tentative and speculative. Instead they complement professional 
concept studies published on YouTube [1, 24, 57, 58, 63, 80, 83, 95, 97, 98] by design 
fictions [4] made by ordinary users to provoke common 
ways of design thinking and inspiring designers to transcend conventional concepts. 

Previous studies showed that cars are places to perform various activities such as working, 
socializing, or relaxing [11, 43, 52, 67, 74]. Driverless cars therefore offer new possibilities in two 
dimensions. First, using cars instead of driving them creates more time for other in-car activities. 
Second, saving the driver’s place makes more space for other interior design features, enabling new 
in-car activities, making them easier and more comfortable. Despite the various concerns about 
giving up control, the effect of having more time was welcomed by all participants. 

The findings suggest that, in a driverless age, the current design paradigm will be replaced by a new 
paradigm characterized by a differentiation of various post-driver centric design genres. Like we 
could see by some professional concept studies [1, 83] the interior design concepts might focus on a 
specific purpose such as relaxation, working, passaging, etc. In addition, solutions seem to be 
attractive that integrate as many opportunities as possible to support diversity and that result in the 
design 



 

 

genre of mobile, tiny houses. This issue is partly addressed by the multi-functional environments 
idea of the Volvo concept study [98]. 

The findings further demonstrate that in-car space is a scarce resource. Using it efficiently will 
become a huge design challenge in the future. A repeatedly expressed pattern for coping with this 
challenge was to provide flexible in-car equipment that can be swiveled, rotated, or folded, or be an 
optional element. Several of the ideas sketched by the users can also be found in the professional 
concept studies. This confirms the importance of the issue. Our user study shows that the efficient 
use of space is a real user need. Regarding this, the pattern of adaptable and multifunctional interior 
design indicates remarkable solutions for making better use of the scarce space. Our study further 
suggest learning from existing tiny and mobile home design concepts, where there is considerable 
experience in creating a place to dwell and inhabit in the tightest of spaces [88]. In particular, 
Buckminster‘s experimental prototypes of the Dymaxion car from 1933 
[35] look like visionary design studies about the new 
challenge of doing more with less space. 

Some of the sketched concepts such as the folding table show a similarity with design solutions 
established in trains and airplanes. Hence, it seems useful to analyze the socio- material interior 
design of these transportation modes systematically to benefit from their long tradition of 
passenger- and service-centric design [8]. The metaphor of cars as tiny houses encourage studying 
the interaction concepts of Smart Homes research, adopting common concepts such as smart 
furniture, ambient light, or home experience design [32, 73, 93] so that people feel at home within 
their cars. 

The activity-centric car design has important implications for the engineering of driving algorithms, 
too. So far, speed was a key factor [52]. Focusing on the productive value of traveling time, 
however, slower, but more defensive driving becomes equally important in increasing the 
satisfaction of in-car activities and reducing motion sickness [14]. 

5.2 Designing with people’s daily time management 
in mind 

The ongoing acceleration of the rhythm of life presents the unique temporal fingerprint of modern 
societies [79]. In our study, most people, especially the younger ones, did not feel comfortable with 
their current time budget. The workload leaves too little time for the beautiful things in life. 
This lack of time is a key driver in searching for new opportunities to combine and compress 
activities. Travel time and activity time are thus not detached from each other but entwined in 
many respects [52]. Regarding this, direct effects are those that influence travel time as 
resource for actions [94]. In trains, for instance, it is common that people are not just 
transported from A to B 



 

 

but use travel time productively. Here, our study confirms previous findings that this also holds for 
cars [43, 52, 67], especially that using travel time productively presents one of the most valuable 
feature of driverless cars [12, 21, 74]. This view also corrects the partly false image that the 
emerging technology will disempower the human as the role of the active driver switches to passive 
passenger [76]. However, our study suggests that passengers are and will be quite active. Hence, we 
expect that driverless cars will lead more to a shifting of power rather than a one-sided deprivation of 
power. 

The indirect effects are those on the overall time management and the socio-temporal organizations 
of daily routines. It is reasonable that, e.g., working time, will be shifted to travel time and the saved 
time will be used for leisure and domestic activities (e.g., by heading for home earlier). Bearing in 
mind previous research on constant and mode specific time travel budgets [30, 52, 62], it is also 
plausible that savings will be (partially) reinvested in travel time – so that the net-effect of driverless 
cars will be not just having more time but more traffic, too. 

5.3 Owning or sharing cars in future 

Some researchers assume that, in the future, private cars will be replaced more and more by 
driverless mobility services [17, 38, 71, 90]. Our findings on this topic suggest that ownership and 
usership scenarios are likely to co-exist in the medium to long term. 

First of all, robo-cabs will get cheaper because of saved wage costs [48], making mobility services 
more attractive for everybody. In addition, saving the driver-space, more comfortable cabs can be 
built to use travel time effectively. For the luxury segment, the concept study of Rolls-Royce 
[83] and Audi [1] are good examples of this trend. They were supplemented by sketched passenger-
centric layouts of our participants which seem to be more suitable for the mass market. So, an 
increased market share can be reasonably expected – also at the expense of other mobility services 
such as public transportation and traditional carsharing [69, 70]. 

However, our study indicates that private cars will not become obsolete for various reasons: In 
contrast to shared mobility services, the private car facilitates a domestic mode of dwelling, where 
car-owners like home-owners can control which person can visit their home at which time [52]. 
The sketched layouts of cozy bars or living rooms demonstrate that the desire for a domestic 
mode of dwelling will not become obsolete in the future; the opposite is true. In addition, the 
observed diversity of lifestyles and individual demands indicate that future cars will be furnished 
as personal as homes are today. 

Last, but not least, using travel time as a resource demands that it has a stable socio-material 
order for the 



 

 

user [84]. Therefore it is important that everything has its place and that work and leisure materials 
can be left in the car, minimizing the effort required to carry them from place to place as well as the 
set-up times the next time the car is used as a place for play and work [39, 52]. Owning driverless 
mobile homes and offices instead of using shared mobility services increases the availability, 
predictability, and planning certainty of using travel time as a resource for activity time. 

 
6 CONCLUSION 

This paper has outlined a temporal lens that understands in-car time as a resource and environment 
for action. This view aims to inform and inspire design researchers to overcome the traditional way 
of thinking of in-car interior design. It highlights the notable feature that drivers become active 
passengers, which affects people’s use of time within and outside the car. Therefore, it is important 
to consider the user’s perspective when designing driverless cars, especially for reasons of 
diversity. 

Under the dominating circumstances, however, it is unclear if this feature presents a desired utopia 
or a nightmarish dystopia. On the one hand, driverless mobility might lead to a deceleration of life 
enabling more time for the beautiful things in life and fostering the pro-environmental shared 
mobility [38], too. The chronarchy of western societies today [102], however, abet development 
paths where the saved time might be re-invested in working longer and traveling longer distances 
[52] alone in heavy-weight, big- size tiny house cars while using enormous amounts of fuel and 
space. 

Which future scenarios will become reality is an open question. Still with this closing remark, we 
want to raise awareness that we should not consider only the direct design context but reflect also 
on the specific socio-material context we design for [87] and the time values people live by [79]. 
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ABSTRACT Autonomous driving enables new mobility concepts such as shared-
autonomous services. Although significant research has been done on passenger-car 
interaction, work on passenger interaction with robo-taxis is still rare. In this paper, we tackle 
the question of how passengers experience robo-taxis as a service in real-life settings to 
inform the interaction design. We conducted a Wizard of Oz study with an electric vehicle 
where the driver was hidden from the passenger to simulate the service experience of a 
robo-taxi. 10 participants had the opportunity to use the simulated shared-autonomous 
service in real-life situations for one week. By the week’s end, 33 rides were completed and 
recorded on video. Also, we flanked the study conducting interviews before and after with all 
participants. The findings provided insights into four design themes that could inform the 
service design of robo-taxis along the different stages including hailing, pickup, travel, and 
drop-off. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Autonomous driving (AD) has the potential to radically change the mobility 
landscape. With autonomous vehicles (AV) the future of automobile commerce might 
no longer lie in selling cars to private customers, but in offering mobility as an on-
demand service [36]. The preparations for this scenario are already moving ahead. 
Recently, major automakers such as GM, Ford, Fiat Chrysler and Mercedes-Benz 
parent Daimler have partnered up with tech companies such as Google, Bosch and 
other transportation network companies such as Uber and Lyft to test and provide an 
autonomous mobility service in the coming years [6, 7, 24].  

Such an advance in AD technology is expected to transform the current 
transportation system into one in which shared mobility is more prevalent and may 
give rise to various types of new business models and services [52]. Conventional 
taxis and carsharing services are expected, in this view, to be combined into shared 
autonomous vehicle services (SAVs). In the case of public transportation, 
autonomous shuttle buses are anticipated to operate on certain routes, whereas SAVs 
for private transportation, referred to as robo-taxis, are expected to be route-
independent [26]. 

Although uncertainty on various levels exists, the scenario of AVs appears to be a 
near-future possibility. According to a recent prognosis, AVs may become available 
in many urban areas during the 2030s and 40s [25, 26]. Rather than delivering 
autonomous vehicles to individual customers, however, there are good reasons to 
think that cooperation between the automotive manufacturer and service operators 
could enhance standard levels of service and maintenance in pre-defined areas that 
need to be digitally mapped [26, 54]. Thus, the basic function of such services will be 
to enable their customers to order robo-taxis and take them to the destination 
requested [17, 51].  

We will argue that there is little current research which explores SAV-services in 
real life settings to explore and understand the different obstacles that can occur in 
everyday situations. To address this gap, we ask the following questions: (I) How do 
passengers experience a robo-taxi service that is simulated by a WoZ approach in 
their real-life environment?   And (II) How can the findings help to inform the   
interaction design of possible robo-taxi services? As robotaxis   are currently not 
available, apart from in very restricted   test runs, there is little opportunity for any 
orthodox observational   work. For this reason, we conducted a Wizard of Oz  (WoZ) 
study that imitated a robo-taxi service [39]. For this   purpose, a field study with n=10 
participants were conducted   in Germany. The participants could hail and use the 
robo-taxi   service for their own purposes over a week. As passengers, the participants 



were completely relieved of the driving task. Further, we concluded the trial with pre- 
and post- interviews   that were conducted with each participant. 

We found out that the participants orientated their interaction with the service 
along a punctuated trajectory, including hailing, pick-up, travel, and drop-off stages. 
Each of the stages   provided important anchor points for the passengers to interact   
with the robo-taxi service. We further gained insights   how the participants 
appropriated the service, the ways the   passengers get actively involved when using 
the service, how   they experienced the journeys and how they dealt with   smaller 
breakdown situations. Based on these findings, opportunities for possible interaction 
design solutions of prospective robo-taxi services were identified and outlined. 

 

2 RELATED WORKS 
As services of SAVs gain more and more importance in the automotive branch, 

research about its basic functions to ena- ble passengers to order robo-taxis and take 
them to the des- tination requested increased, too. Hence, quite some work has been 
done recently in laboratory pre-defined settings. However, research is still missing 
that is centered on rea-life settings of passengers to explore the interaction with robo- 
taxi services in every-day situations. 

2.1 General discourses on AV and SAV 

Regarding the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra- tion classification 
from 2016, we can distinguish 5 different levels of autonomous driving, ranging from 
no automation (level 0) to full automation (5). Levels 1-3 list different forms of 
assisted driving where a human must still monitor the driv- ing and intervene if 
needed. Levels 4 to 5 classify cars with ‘high’ or ‘fully automation’ and can operate 
unmanned [33]. Many HCI studies on AV have focused on level 3, focusing on the 
various conditions under which control passes to and from the human driver [29, 31, 
55]. Works focusing mainly on the driver often emphasize negative effects of AD, 
such as the experience of losing driving pleasure, or the experi- ence of losing control 
and competency, as well as the feeling of being at the mercy of technology [21, 27, 
30, 44]. Hence, SAV only becomes possible at level 4 and 5, where high to full 
automation takes place. 

At the moment, the extent to which SAV will replace the pri- vate car is unknown. 
However, the coexistence of both pri- vate AVs and SAVs is plausible, especially 
because self- driving technology offers various advantages for both forms 

[36,37]. Level 4 and 5 vehicles promote the convergence of different, separately 
considered service areas, such as car- sharing, car renting, carpooling, driving 



services, as well as for the taxi business [33]. According to the report by McKin- sey 
& Company in 2016, new business models driven by shared mobility, connectivity 
services, and feature upgrades, could expand automotive revenue pools by 30%, 
adding up to USD 1.5 trillion by 2030 [14]. 

Given the current non-existence of such services, simulation studies haveproven 
useful. Shen & Lopes [46], for instance, demonstrated in a simulation study that 
replacing taxis by AVs would reduce the waiting time of passengers by 29.82%. 
Burghout et al. [5] found out that only 5% of cur- rently existing cars would be 
needed in Stockholm, if an SAV service was implemented. Kang et al. [18] showed 
that, in Ann Arbor, an autonomous electric vehicle sharing service would greatly 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions as well as the social cost of carbon. 

However, SAV services also have their disadvantages. For instance, AD raises 
new moral and legal questions. One con- cern is about what happens when AVs cause 
an accident [54]. Furthermore, social questions arise when algorithms decide which 
passenger can be picked up and for what price. Also, rebound effects can be caused 
when and if not only car own- ers, but also public transportation users shift their 
preferred transportation mode to SAV. Such services could also cause many job 
losses in the mobility service sector [37]. 

2.2 AV and SAV in HCI discourse 

In recent years, research on AV and SAV with fully auto- mated vehicles (levels 4 
and 5) has become substantially more prominent in HCI discourses and now has a 
lively pres- ence as a research topic [16, 22, 40, 51]. The research dis- course can be 
separated into three main research fields: 

First, research with a passenger-centric perspective: Such studies often highlight 
the positive effects of being relieved from the driver task. Pfleging et al. [40], for 
instance, studied what kind of activities passengers want to carry out while traveling 
in AVs and how such activities can be supported by car interior design.Following 
this, Stevens et al. [50] ex- plored the implications for the interior design of the car 
and better time management for passengers. Concerning the po- tential to create a 
productive work environment, Pollmann et al. [41] compared three configurations of 
a car interior, con- ducting a neuro-ergonomic study. Furthermore, Sirkin et al. 

[48] explored dialogs between driver and speech-based robot vehicle interfaces in 
a driving simulator, identifying con- cerns, confusions or curiosities over and above 
navigation or other traditional driving-related tasks. 

Second, research that focus on road-interactions: Those re- search works address a 
shift in communication from ‘human road users-to-human road users’, towards ‘AV’-
to- ‘human road users’. Research themes within these studies center on feasible 



interaction concepts for communication with other road users such as pedestrians or 
cyclists [45], or other car-drivers [3, 4]. Some studies concentrated on very particular 
communication requirements when a vehicle is in automated driving mode. Chang et 
al. explored the communicating of the automated car when it needs to signal a turn, 
slow down or stop [8] and Lagström et al. and Lundgren et al. researched how to give 
pedestrians or others a sign to draw their atten- tion to danger [23, 28]. 

Third, research on passenger interaction with SAV services: Many studies have 
been done about the acceptance of, and interaction, with automated shuttle buses [11, 
12, 34, 35, 57]. Nordhoff et al. [35], for instance, conducted interviews with people 
using such service in a real-life test phase. They iden- tified speed and waiting time as 
crucial factors for a positive attitude towards using such a service. The study by Eden 
et al. [12] further revealed that users attach importance to com- fortable and safe seats 
as well as ample space for transporting luggage and shopping. Detjen [10] further 
touches on the challenges of how passengers can interact with SAVs when no (taxi-) 
driver exists anymore. The findings outline new research topics like for example how 
the passenger can com- municate the destination, the preferred route, making a stop, 
or explaining to the SAV what driving style is preferred. 

2.3 Methodological challenges and own perspective 

(I) In this paper, we deal with the third research field. From a methodological point 
of view, several studies deal with the challenge of studying the everyday experiences 
of using (not-yet-existing) SAVs. Coping with that, Földers and Csiszár [13] and 
Strömberg et al. [53] postulated different design methods such as Wizzard of Oz 
(WoZ) methods, small-scale scenarios, design metaphors, enactment, and peer-to-
peer interviews. Baltodano et al. [1] introduced a methodology for simulating an SAV 
on open public roads. They developed the Real Road Autonomous Driving Simu- 
lator (RRADS) and used it to evaluate prototypes in a be- tween-participant study 
design. A broadly similar study to our own in terms of goal and methodology is the 
study by Kim et al. [19]. They explored the interaction between SAVs and its 
passengers to envision challenges and design con- cepts for resolving them. 

(II) All the above-mentioned studies outlined the WoZ approach as their method of 
choice to study passengers’ interaction with SAVs and related services. WoZ, in 
general, is a tech- nique for prototyping and experimenting dynamically with the 
functions of a system. In this way, a technical system’s performance is simulated and 
controlled by a human operator 

(III) – a so-called wizard [49, 56]. However, all of these works used the WoZ 
approach in laboratory settings with prede- fined scenarios to drive from a place A to 
a place B. Thus, no research into SAV-services in real life settings to explore 



different obstacles that can occur in everyday-situations have been conducted. To 
address this gap, we ask the follow- ing questions: 

(IV) How do passengers experience a robo-taxi service that is simulated by a WoZ 
approach in their real-life envi- ronment? 

(V) How can the findings help us inform the interaction de- sign of possible robo-
taxi services? 

METHOD 

In order to address these questions, we applied a WoZ ap- proach in real-life situations with 10 
passengers who were free to use the robo-taxi service based on their personal de- mands over one 
week. We aimed to observe how the partic- ipants would integrate the service into their daily life, 
hence minimizing ‘study’ effects. Therefore, we aimed to allow the participants relative freedom of 
choice when, where and how to use the robo-taxi service. The trial was further accompa- nied by 
pre- and post-interviews. 

Set-up of the WoZ robo-taxi service 

Ideally, in a WoZ scenario, the participant should experience the WoZ as much as possible as a ‘real’ 
robo-taxi service. That included different components that were supported, in- cluding: (A) the taxi-
hailing; (B) timetable coordination; (C) the robo-taxi; and (D) robo-taxi-passenger communication. 

(A) The robo-taxi-hailing process was supported by a simple mobile application. To order and to pre-
order the robo-taxi the passengers needed to insert a starting time and address, as well as the address 
of the destination. Further, we added a blank field where passengers could insert additional infor- 
mation; like if they needed to arrive at a certain time, if they were in rush or more flexible. Based on 
this information the taxi-ride was confirmed or declined by one of the research- ers. In the case of a 
confirmed ride, the researcher sent the expected time of arrival for the starting point, the expected 
travel time and also an estimated price of the ride to make the experiment more realistic. When the 
car was not availa- ble, we declined the request. We also offered the mobile phone number of one of 
the researchers for more personal and immediate support (e.g. cases of delay or to arrange more 
detailed information about the pick-up places). In those cases, the researcher was in close contact 
with the drivers to up-date them with new information. 

(B) The incoming requests required timetable coordination. With the help of this document we 
decided whether we could confirm or if we had to decline a ride. The robo-taxi service was available 
between 8am and 24pm. We could only man- age rides of 30 kilometres lat a maximum based on 
the bat- tery restrictions of the eclectic vehicle. Also, we had to in- clude charging breaks. The 
document included all relevant information including the pick-up place and time, as well as the 
destination and the additional information that we gained for a particular ride. The driving was done 
by three of the researchers. 

(C) For the robo-taxi we chose a Mercedes B-Class electric car. Fig. 1 shows some details of how we 
prepared this car to make it look like a robo-taxi. The passengers were asked to 



sit on the back seat. Further, the driver cabin was blocked with a partition panel made of curtain 
material. With that so- lution the passengers could not see the driver, but the driver could still see the 
outside of the vehicle through the front screen, the side mirrors, and the rear-view mirror, enabling 
the driver to drive safely. The hidden taxi-driver had access to the driving schedule and all relevant 
information regarding the rides. During the rides a navigation tool with earplugs supported the driver. 
For recording, a video camera was placed in the front of the car to record the passengers’ behav- iour. 

(D) Further, the robo-taxi-passenger communication needed to be supported for the duration of the 
rides to address unex- pected demands or spontaneous wishes, and address unex- pected events. The 
most efficient way to support the commu- nication between the passenger and the robo-taxi was to sim- 
ulate voice interaction. To open the conversation, the passen- gers were introduced to use the ‘wake 
word’ taxi, similar to Amazon Echo or Google. The driver was to answer in the way one might 
expect from such a service. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1: Inside and outside of the WoZ: a) outside of the car at the charging station; b) view from the backseat 
showing the camera position and the curtain; c) view from the camera on one partici- pant sitting at the 
backseat. 

Participants and participant involvement 

We instructed all participants before the start of the trial that they could individually order and 
reserve the robo-taxi ser- vice for their own purposes and needs, as long as the service was available. 
We also informed them about the above-men- tioned restrictions on availability (e.g. due to the 
‘office hours’ or when the service is occupied), the hailing process, and how to use the simulated 
voice interaction with the robo- taxi. Subsequently, the participants were informed about the research 
process, including the present driver of the car, who should be ignored as much as possible by the 
participants. Hence, even given that the driver was hidden as much as pos- sible, there were some 
situations where the driver became visible or hearable by the participants. This happened when 
getting in and out of the taxi or when hearing the voice of the 

b) 

c) 



driver during the voice-interaction. Further, all participants were informed about the purposes of the 
study and that all rides were free. 

Overall, 10 participants were invited to use the robo-taxi ser- vice for one week (see Table 1). The 
recruitment was done using local organizations that were related to activities such as sports, 
computer clubs, a local citizen’s forum and per- sonal acquaintance. We paid attention to acquiring 
a broad spread across gender, age, type of household, lifestyle and preferred means of transport. For 
practical reasons, however, we offered the service only in one city, and therefore re- cruited only 
participants from this city. All participants were genuinely interested in the topic and open-minded 
enough to try out the new service. The participation was voluntary and they were not offered any 
financial reward, other than free rides. 

Tab.1: Overview of participants: PT= public transport 
 

No. age gender household Life- 
style 

Mobility 

P1 25 female Shared flat Student Walking, 
PT 

P2 33 Male Living as a 
couple 

Working Walking, 
Car 

P3 37 Male Living in a 
family 

Working Car, Car- 
pooling 

P4 64 Female Single flat Retired PT, walk- 
ing 

P5 80 Male Single flat Retired Bicycle, 
car 

P6 63 Female Living as a 
couple 

Working Car 

P7 26 Female Single flat Studying Walking, 
PT 

P8 30 Male Living in a 
family 

Working Car, PT 

P9 22 Female Shared flat Studying Walking, 
PT 

P10 72 Male Living as a 
couple 

Retired Car, taxi 

Data collection and analyses 

The data material is assembled from (1) the pre-interviews; 
(2) the documentation of the participants’ interaction with the robo-taxi; and (3) the post-interviews. 

(1) The pre-interviews were conducted with all 10 partici- pants before the trial started. The 
intention was to gain an initial understanding of the participants’ everyday mobility habits and their 
individual expectations towards the robo-taxi service. The guideline included questions about daily 
mobil- ity routines and the preferred means of transportation. The participants were further asked 
about their attitude towards autonomous driving, and their expectations as to how they might feel 
during their first ride in a robo-taxi. The inter- views were semi-structured, but questions were 
extended in- dividually to sharpen the participant’s profile or to discuss 



interesting aspects in more detail. Each interview took about one hour. 

(2) The participants’ interactions with the robo-taxi were all video recorded, resulting in 33 videos. 
The recording was done in picture and audio with a small camera that was placed at the front-seat 
passenger’s window (see Fig.1). This ensured the capture of the participants’ activities at the back- 
seat, their facial expressions and their voice interactions dur- ing the rides. Further, we asked the 
passengers to fill out a short survey about their experiences after each ride. In addi- tion, all rides and 
observation notes made by the driver were documented on the timetable. 

(3) The post-interviews were also semi-structured. They fo- cused on the service and related 
experiences. The guideline included questions about the context of use and the reasons for ordering 
the service. Furthermore, the participants were asked to compare their expectations before the study 
took place with their actual user experiences. We also asked them to describe positive and negative 
experience with reference to specific situations that occurred. Other questions included, for example, 
how to improve the in-car experience and, if necessary, how to support the customer service during 
the ride. Both interviews before and after the field study were fully transcribed. 

The analysing process included data material of all three data sources (1-3) and followed a 
reconstructive, documen- tary approach [2]. We started the process by selecting certain cases that 
described the experiences of robo-taxi interactions that were mentioned during the rides or in the 
interviews. Thereafter, we focused on various details that were de- scribed, such as expectations, 
uncertainties, challenges and suggestions. The analysing process itself was carried out in three steps: 
First of all, sections were selected in which the participants described their experiences and the 
subjective relevancies. These sections were examined concerning ‘what’ was said and they were then 
thematically annotated. In the second step, we reconstruct the frame in which a topic was dealt with. 
At this point, the focus was no longer on ‘what’ but rather on ‘how’ the participants talked about a 
particular experience. Finally, the different experiences were compared and contrasted in order to 
uncover common themes. In the end, we arrived with certain main themes, which are presented 
below. For the purpose of better reada- bility, the statements used below were shortened from time to 
time (marked with ‘[…]’). Since the interviews were orig- inally conducted in German, the quotes are 
translations into English. 

FINDINGS 

The robo-taxi service was used 33 times in total. Participants used the service on average three times 
during the week, with once being the least use (by P7) and five times the most (by P5). The shortest 
distance was about 1.5 kilometres, while the longest amounted to 15.5 kilometres. The journey time 
varied from about 7 min up to 27 minutes. The rides involved 



quite heterogeneous environments ranging from urban traffic to more rural roads and the motorway. 
Nine rides were con- ducted in pairs. Further, the robo-taxi was mostly ordered in situations where 
using a car over a bus was thought to be an advantage, such as returning from the supermarket with 
full bags, visiting places that are not easily reachable with public transportation or for evening 
events, when a taxi driver would be more convenient. 

Awareness about routes and stops 

We identified several situations where awareness about routes and stops became highly relevant for 
the passengers, sometimes prompting intervention. 

In that regard, some participants called us before a planned ride and asked questions, such as: “Can 
I bring a friend” (P 1), “Can we make an extra stop?” (P9) and many others. 

During the hailing-phase, we noticed that a mobility guaran- tee for the return was sometimes crucial 
for the first order placement, as was mentioned by P6 in her post-interview: 

„This affected those trips that included events where I really depended on it for getting back, too. 
For instance, I had wanted to book a ride to get to my choir, but that’s in [Name of a place] [10 
kilometres from her home]. If the taxi doesn’t pick me up, I’m screwed. […] That was too big a risk.” 
(P6) 

Regarding the pick-up place, the activities of the taxi and the passengers needed to be coordinated, as 
P8 noticed in the post-interviews: 

“How can I know which car was the right one, I had no clue. I stood there and I was like oh gosh, at 
[my] street passes a car every three seconds. […] I’m still wondering today how does Uber do it? 
Ten million people, three million Uber-driv- ers.” (P8) 

The lack of information about where to find the correct car caused a moment of insecurity for P8. 
This was particularly problematic in crowded places with many cars, or when the local parking 
opportunity was limited. Such situations were often only solved by additional communication. In 
the re- ported case by P8, a call by the driver was necessitated. An- other case is reported by P1: 

“[PB7] and I […] waited right up front, ‘cause we thought, well, our taxi surely comes from this 
direction, since only of- ficial taxis and buses are allowed to pass there and that’s why didn’t we 
didn’t see it […]. So, I texted [Name of one of the researchers] […] so, we figured it out. But I, well, 
it’s pretty hard to find the car at such places. When a lot is going on, many cars and stuff, you have 
no idea where to wait.” (P1) 

During the rides, we noticed that, for most participants, awareness about the actual route was 
important for them to relax and feel comfortable. In that regard P9’s first ride ex- perience was 
instructive, for instance. She felt uncertain as to whether the vehicle would indeed take her to the 
desired destination and checked the potential route on Google Maps 



in order to check the route against what she expected. This initial distrust could have been avoided, if 
the vehicle had provided an overview of the route to the participants. 

“In the beginning, I was curious and inspected the interior, there was this basket with sweets, pretty 
nice [laughs]. Then I looked out of the windows to figure out where we were go- ing since we took a 
route, I didn’t know yet. So, I checked it [on Google Maps] to make sure that the car takes the same 
route as shown on the map. Then I unwound pretty soon. I arranged some stuff for my pending ride 
with [Name of long- distance bus] and wrote a few messages, made a to-do list, you know. Actually, I 
was pretty calm during the ride, you could read and stuff. That was lovely.” (P9) 

In the pre-study interview P9 had described herself as a mainly skeptical person and dismissed the 
idea of relinquish- ing the operational control to an AV completely. She showed some signs of distrust 
at the beginning of the ride, because the robo-taxi took her via an unusual route. However, after she 
was sure that the taxi was on track, she reportd that she relaxed and focused on non-driving related 
activities. 

Similar situations occurred with different participants. Many reported in the post-interviews that they 
checked the route of the robo-taxi during rides. P5 even corrected the robo-taxi twice during a ride, 
because he knew a better route than the one that the robo-taxi aimed to take. Normally, of course, taxi 
drivers ask passengers whether they have a preferred route, and this response to or anticipation of 
preferences is some- thing that needs to be addressed in an interaction design. 

In another example P6 suggested that it would be nice to know the likely arrival time, the traffic 
situation, and so on in order to adjust travel plans accordingly: 

“Let’s say I’m in an unfamiliar environment and the car stands in a traffic jam, then it’d be nice to 
know where am I right now? Do I have the opportunity to change and take an- other transport mode 
that brings me faster to my destina- tion?” (P6) 

As she pointed out, it could make sense to change the means of transport under certain circumstances 
such as traffic jams. Other transportation modes could be more suitable in chang- ing circumstances 
but support for such multimodal mobility chains would need clear communication of alternative af- 
fordances. 

Finally, the drop-off situation entailed some insecurities, too. In that regard P3, P4 and P9 claimed 
that they missed more detailed information about where exactly the taxi would stop, since it is 
common for passengers in a normal taxi to ask to be dropped at specific points. Thus, it did seem that 
the kinds of information typically provided by modern navigation tools are, overall, seen as useful for 
passengers. 

Passenger-robo-taxi interaction 

We identified several examples where the participants felt insecure about how to interact with the 
robo-taxi. The basal 



need of an interaction mode became obvious in an example with P5 who greeted the robo-taxi 
whenever he opens the door with „Hello car!”. He also said goodbye whenever he left the car 
(“Goodbye car!”). Although, that was not a com- mon behavior among the participants, it signaled 
the need to frame the interaction with the robo-taxi with a clear starting point and a concrete ending. 

The insecurities in the robo-taxi interaction also became vis- ible in the way the passengers handled 
their luggage and bags. Passengers placed their luggage and bags always either on their knees (as it 
can be seen with P2 in Fig. 1), or on the back-seats, but nobody used the luggage compartment. For 
instance, P10 asked during the drop-off “how much time do I have to get out?”, while he was 
struggling to sort out the shopping materials he had left in the back seat and which had fallen over. 
Another example is given by P3, who transported a crate of beer to a party and back. During both 
rides his friend occupied the seat next to him, so he placed the crate on his knees during both 
journeys. In the after-interview he explained the situation and stated that he felt more “secure” with 
the crate beer on his knees, because he “did not know how to tell the vehicle ‘please hold on, I want 
to pack some- thing into the luggage compartment’”. In the case of a real taxi, such insecurities are 
not the norm, because the driver probably would have identified a need and likely would have 
assisted. 

Further, we observed a bunch of examples in where the pas- senger wanted to make spontaneous 
changes from the origi- nal route. For instance, P1 stated in the post-interview that she did not know 
how to communicate to the car that she wanted to make an intermediate stop to catch up with her 
friend. She claimed that she felt nervous, and did not know if her request would be acted upon. She 
also felt “anxious” how long the robo-taxi would wait till her friend got in. 

Some participants started to talk very intuitively to the car. In that regard, P7 suggested that it would 
be nice if the robo- taxi would have greeted her: 

“Or [...] something like ‘Hello, welcome to the mobility ser- vice. The ride from there to here, Is that 
correct?’” (P7) 

She suggested that such a form of interaction probably would have implied a change in her 
perception. Instead of sitting silently in the robo-taxi, waiting uncertainly for the robo-taxi to start, 
she would then have a fixed, clear starting point for the journey ahead. Moreover, she stated that she 
would have liked to confirm her destination when sitting in the taxi to reduce concerns about 
whether the destination and route are actually what both the car and the passenger understand. 

It is also not unusual for human taxi drivers to ask which route is preferred, in particular when there 
are different pos- sibilities. All in all, P7 reckoned that such bits of conversa- tion might be enough 
to build some kind of rapport. She fur- ther suggested: 



“Maybe asking first how you are [...] ‘Do you want some music?’ […] But I’d find too many 
questions annoying, too; or it could say ‘We’ll arrive very soon’ […] maybe in the end it could say 
‘take all your belongings with you’ [laughs].” (P7) 

While such a proactive behavior is sometimes appreciated by the passenger, the frequency of inquiries 
and other interac- tions needs to be carefully managed so as to avoid irritations. The simplest and most 
obvious way of doing this is to ensure that, other than greetings, interactions are limited to a ques- 
tion/answer format. 

Media usage 

In the following section, we elaborate in more detail the pre- ferred media formats of the participants 
and outline their strategies for managing space and time during their rides. In the post-interviews we 
received the general feedback that the participants enjoyed the private, calm and relaxed atmos- phere 
in the robot-taxi. However, many participants re- quested better equipment in the car that could 
support them in their activities. Some of the participants (P1, P2, P3, and P8) suggested additional 
screens that could display naviga- tional information or could be used for entertainment and work-
related activities. 

Most often, participants demanded access to entertainment, like listening to music, radio and 
podcasts, or watchinga movie. In fact, missing options for entertainment were re- quested for nearly 
every second ride in the feedback sheets. Many asked, if it would be possible to connect with their 
streaming providers like Spotify or Netflix to have access to their personal music. During one drive 
P1 and P7 claimed that “Ocean was missed”. When we asked them about that comment in the post-
interview, P1 revealed a personal in- sight on a certain driving habit that she used to have with P7. She 
said: 

“That‘s a trance song and me and [P7], we always listen to it as soon as we get into my car.” (P1) 

Thus, they missed that song when driving around in the robo- taxi. 

However, during the rides we observed a lot of different ac- tivities beyond media consumption, such 
as sleeping, eating, working, writing emails or doing phone calls took place. (P3) described her 
activities during her rides as a mix of different activities: 

“Well, to be on my own was quite boring, because there was no music […] That’s why I was just busy 
with anything […] checking e-mails on my mobile and surfing around and writ- ing to anyone.” (P7) 

It is noticeable that many participants described the experi- ence within the robo-taxi as different 
from an ordinary taxi ride, because of the particular feeling of privacy engendered, sometimes shading 
into feelings of isolation. This was for instance stated by P8: 



“You rather feel like you’re on your own, I’d say privacy in every case. [Advantages:] For example 
business call, ehm phone calls in general. You may feel less inhibited […] prob- ably it’s also a 
matter of one’s own feelings, one feels less observed.” (P8) 

Other participants confirmed P8’s feeling of being in their private sphere. For instance, P1 
mentioned that she felt like she could talk openly with her companion since no taxi driver was 
listening. As many participants used the robo-taxi ser- vice in pairs, their conversations sometimes 
also included quite personal topics. In that regard P1 and P7 joked that it would be easier to make 
out in a robo-taxi than in a tradi- tional one with a taxi driver. Thus, the apparent absence of a driver 
opened up a space for a degree of social intimacy. Par- ticipants otherwise commented on the 
occasions where a de- gree of social awkwardness was present with a taxi driver, sometimes because 
drivers talked rather more than was wanted or, on occasions, played loud music. While in regular 
taxis the driver is the one who usually determines the media content in the car, the passenger in the 
robo-taxi can choose their preferred content, much like a passenger in a train or airplane. P9 even 
explained that some of her female friends are afraid to take a taxi at night at all. For her the 
driverless taxi feels safer. 

Adjusting routes and stops 

In the study we observed many contingencies that challenged the robo-taxi service. These examples 
showed that the robo- taxi service needs to react flexibly on passengers’ requests and needs to better 
cope with unexpected travel situations. 

That need was e.g. stated in an example with P5, who ordered the robo-taxi to go from his home to 
the supermarket and to return again afterward. The vehicle was close to the super- market, when P5 
asked for a different route be taken, be- cause, as he said, he knew a shorter way. Where drivers in 
control of their vehicles can, of course, alter their routes on the go, this remains an open question for 
robo-taxis, as to whether passengers should be able to alter planned routes during a ride. 

The case described, implied that the passenger may have ha- bitual routes, which they, as P5 does, 
might favor over the one selected by the robo-taxi. Anyhow, it is not possible to draw conclusions 
on how important this specific issue is to them and how often it will occur. During P5’s visit to the 
supermarket, the robo-taxi awaited his return, which took less than five minutes. However, there are 
no regulations covering what waiting times are acceptable and expectable: 

“If the taxi shall wait after the ride and return directly... should we say it at the end of the ride or 
book it and hope it gets us or reserve it?” (P1) 

P1 raised the question of how a passenger could communi- cate the wish that the robo-taxi should 
wait. On the way back from the supermarket, P5 had an unexpected request. He asked the robo-taxi 
to follow a circuitous route to withdraw 



money from his bank account. This would not have been pos- sible, if the robo-taxi had not 
accommodated the partici- pant’s request spontaneously. P5 was not the only participant with such 
requests. P10 had a similar experience. During the study, he was preparing to move apartment. He 
had booked a ride to his former apartment, but decided spontaneously otherwise, when he got into 
the vehicle and asked to go to his new apartment to arrange some things. This shows that people are 
generally used, when driving themselves or using a taxi, to being able to go whenever they want, 
wherever they want. They demand similar levels of flexibility from the robo-taxi. 

“What if I want to pick somebody up on my way? So, I’m wondering if my route planning has to be so 
complicated that it’d be easier to drive on your own.” (P1) 

The interaction patterns of the passenger with the robo-taxi, we suggest, should include the option to 
let the user change the destinations “on-demand” too. 

In another instance, P2 ordered the robo-taxi service to go to a sports field to play soccer. 
Unfortunately, there was a prob- lem, because said sports field had no house number. There- fore, he 
put in a house number of a private house that was the closest to his destination. When the taxi arrived 
at the loca- tion, P2 explained to the robo-taxi where the actual destina- tion was. 

Participants also addressed also different scenarios regarding in which the passenger and the car 
would need to communi- cate. 

“The first time I took the [robot] taxi, my coat’s belt got stuck in the door and it hung out [laughs]. 
Then I laughed a lot and told P7: ‘Oh shit, now my coat gets some fresh air.’ […] Anyway, the driver 
reacted and stopped.” (P1) 

P1’s story showed that some unexpected situations might oc- cur where the car needed to react 
appropriately. In her case, she just needed the car to stop momentarily. 

Dealing with emergency situations 

No accidents occurred at all. In fact, the large majority of all rides passed without any critical 
incident. P1 and P7 did, however, had one rather negative experience during one of their rides. On 
the way to an animal park, the robo-taxi over- took a bicyclist at a roundabout without much room: 

“I only noticed something, cause the car pulled a bit aside and a bicyclist started swearing. […] If 
you’re not driving by yourself, you’re not really attentive and if something hap- pens all a sudden, 
you don’t really have an overview. ‘Okay, so what’s the matter?’. And if you’re obligated to act 
right…. That’s difficult… I‘d say. Sure, you can make an emergency call, but anyway, you probably 
have to get out of the car and figure out what just happened.” (P1) 

Since the passengers were not responsible for driving they noted the incident only incidentally. 
Nevertheless, partici- pants felt responsible in some way and reflected on what the 



circumstances would like in the event of, for instance, an ac- cident. Participants were unclear about 
whether they were merely bystanders or were somehow involved. 

P2 was the participant who seemed most enthusiastic about AV in the pre-study interview. 
Nevertheless, he mentioned in the post-interview a situation in which he had reservations, when he 
heard a siren: 

“Sirens of a fire engine truck. I was unsure, if the car would drive to one side.” (P2) 

Whether, for him, the vehicle reacted in ways which were appropriate very much depended on 
circumstance, and cir- cumstances of this kind are largely unanticipated by our par- ticipants. Apart 
from this incident, P2’s general impression confirmed the positive attitude expressed prior to his 
rides. 

“I felt happily excited. I thought, nice, let’s see how it goes, alone regarding the electric car 
arriving that silently […]. I was wondering, no manual gearshift, what about the accel- eration? 
[…] Actually, I didn’t really think about that auton- omous driving situation. […] It probably worked 
that well. […] So, when I sat there, I wasn’t like oh please, let it work. Rather like yup it runs, now 
you’re inside, just a sec and you’ll arrive.” (P2) 

P1 also remarked in relation to safety: 

“I couldn’t tell what the car would have to communicate if something serious happens. Let’s say I 
recognized an acci- dent and it made an emergency call automatically or so, no clue!” (P1) 

In fact, if necessary and desired the vehicle could also pro- vide an instruction on how to give first 
aid. 

DISCUSSION 

Our WOZ study about the everyday usage of a robo-taxi re- vealed a fuller picture of passengers’ 
experiences with the service at the different stages of hailing, pick-up, traveling and drop-off. In 
particular, the study gave insights into four design themes that are not typically addressed in 
literature so far. The first theme addressed short-term domestication, the second theme relates to the 
active passenger, the third refers to the passenger experience of the journey, and the fourth theme 
deals with breakdowns. 

Short-term domestication 

There are various scenarios in the literature discussing whether robo-taxis make the concept of 
ownership obsolete in future mobilities [36]. Our study drew attention to the fact that the concept of 
ownership in SAV services must be thought differently. Instead of owning a car for a long period of 
time, using a robo-taxi means to own a shared space for a short period of time. 

By making use of the robo-taxi within a short amount of time, we labeled this first category ‘short-
term domestica- tion’. It highlights the desire of the participants to appropriate 



the space of the robo-taxi during their (short) travel time. Sil- verstone and Haddon [47] described 
domestication as the process, where households and individuals adapt and adopt pre-formed 
technology to invest them with their own signif- icance. This concept was also taken up in urban 
sociology to analyze the appropriation of public spaces. Deinet [9], for example, described the 
appropriation of McDonalds as a so- cial space by young people. 

Pfleging et al. [40], for instance, pinpointed that future cars must be designed as places involving 
more than driving. In a similar vein Stevens et al. [50] uncovered in co-design ses- sions that people 
envision personalized AVs that should feel something like a second home. They explored preferences 
for using personal space in the light of activities preferred in AVs, like sleeping, drinking coffee, etc. 
Our study showed that the robo-taxi participants mentioned quite similar activ- ities such as listening 
to music, podcasts, and radio, or watch- ing movies. Others wrote emails, telephoned and wished for 
better support to work, while some would prefer to relax in a comfortable position. There was also a 
great desire to feel unobserved in a save, private space, where privacy and safety were judged as highly 
important features. In order to support the various in-car activities, different approaches might be 
adopted, such as providing entertainment equipment, as well as streaming services like Netflix or 
Spotify. Working activ- ities can also be supported with fold-out tables and seats to lean back 
comfortably. In contrast to private cars, a robo-taxi presents a private space only temporarily. 
Equipment must be quickly preparable and put back, so it can be used by oth- ers afterwards. Future 
study could explore in more detail how a fast and a temporary limited domestication of a robo-taxi 
could be supported. The using of shared spaces privately also demands new privacy concepts. 

Further, the absence of the driver promotes the impression that one is unobserved. In particular, our 
study showed that participants quickly forget that they are observed through the camera. However, 
this should not be exploited. On the con- trary, creating a private atmosphere in robo-taxis demands a 
respectful handling of the passengers’ personal data. As Gowda et al. [15] mentioned, there might be 
some design trade-offs for data privacy. On the one hand the passengers might be interested in some 
permanent settings, such as the right alignment for the most comfortable seating, playing the user’s 
preferred music automatically, or preferred settings for the voice interaction. On the other hand, 
sensitive data should be kept private. How different privacy and security concepts are to be 
appropriated in such settings requires fur- ther study. 

The active passenger 

A dystopic picture is often drawn, suggesting that, through autonomous driving, humans degenerate 
into passive passen- gers who can only be served [21, 27, 30, 44]. Such a view mainly focused on 
what is lost, such as driving pleasure, the loss of control, or the loss of driving competency. This view, 
however, neglects those competencies that are needed as a 



passenger. So, instead of focusing on the passive passenger, we observed what can be labeled the 
‘active passenger’. 

Hence, we should focus more on the benefits that result from relief from the driving task. This 
foregrounds themes, such as designing for comfort and non-driving related activities. Also, in our 
study many participants appreciated the doing of non-driving related tasks and experienced being a 
passenger as a potential stress reducer. As we have seen, they also en- joyed their free time. 

However, although the passengers enjoyed their ‘free’ time, the study madeus aware of the ‘work’ 
passengers needed to carry out, such as preparing the robo-taxi as a private place, and putting it back 
to its original state. Moreover, we found that the passengers undertook a quite active role in being 
controllers of the robo-taxi, and frequently checked the per- formance of the robo-taxi. 

Passengers on trains or buses sometimes need reassurance that their expectations are met. Buses and 
trains offer e.g. monitors and voice support to announce the next exit. Fur- thermore, mobile 
applications offer more detailed infor- mation about the journey that also allow checking of real- 
time data. This makes it easier for the travelers to feel ‘in control’, ensuring one is still on the right 
track and on time. This need was also often mentioned by our participants. 

However, in contrast to buses, trains, as well as autonomous shuttle services, robo-taxis do not 
operate on fixed tracks. This makes life easier for passengers as routes do not need to be controlled at 
each stop. The freedom to ride with the taxi wherever you want creates new possibilities, but also 
new needs for interaction. During our study, for instance, situa- tions occurred where passengers 
wanted to modify and adjust the route in emergent ways, such as waiting for a friend who sought a 
lift, or the need to return because keys have been left behind. Further, we noticed that the 
participants wanted to be informed about the traffic situation and delays as well as about precarious 
or unsafe situations. 

Designing passenger-centric information systems should take these needs into account. In addition, 
as Pakusch et al. 
[36] have already pointed out, SAV services could foster in- termodal mobility. Hence, information 
systems should bear this in mind supporting passengers to switch between differ- ent mobility modes 
almost seamlessly. In this way, there are opportunities for robo-taxi services to work as a supplement 
to long-distance train rides, supporting the ‘last-mile’ and taking its passengers seamlessly from the 
train station to the final destination. 

Passenger experience journey 

A customer journey illustrates the steps (also called touch- points) the customer goes through in 
engaging with a service [43]. The aim of the customer journey design should be to ensure a coherent 
and consistent customer experience across all touchpoints [32]. With regard to the passenger 
experience of the journey using a robo-taxi service, we identify in our 



study four key touchpoints where a coherent and consistent interaction design must be ensured: 
hailing, pick-up, travel- ing and drop-off. 

All touchpoints have different focal points regarding the right media choices. Hence, while the 
smartphone is proba- bly an appropriate way to do the hailing, the pick-up and drop-off need to 
involve the connectivity of the car, too. In our study, the question was often asked, how can the right 
car be identified. Uber, e.g. also worked on this question and chose an identification by color-coding 
on the mobile app and the car [38]. 

For the hailing it is unclear yet if the planning is more com- fortable when the participants insert a 
concrete address or book the service for a certain amount of time, to keep the highest amount of 
flexibility. During the traveling, different interaction channels were suggested by the participants. To 
have the relevant information about the journey ready at hand, an integrated screen could be a useful 
device. Further, the participants could use it as their entertainment system or use it as a second screen 
for the smartphone or computer. Therefore, support for connectivity between the screen and the 
users’ personal media devices is worth investigating. 

For better support during the pick-up and the drop-off many participants requested voice interaction. 
Also, Ramm et al. 
[42] argued that the interaction with the car via voice feels the most natural and intuitive for 
passengers. They argued that voice interaction could be particularly important for pas- sengers who 
are less technically experienced, since voice is a natural communication method. They found that 
‘wake words’ like ‘Alexa’ for Amazon Echo, or ‘Ok Google’ for an Android device could be an 
option to avoid too much inter- ference with the vehicle, an observation supported in this study. 
However, the AV does not always need to respond by voice, it also can respond to action, such as 
manipulating something on an integrated screen. Further, Sirkin et al. [48] explored the dialog 
between the driver and the speech-based robot vehicle interfaces to improve the navigation and other 
driving-related tasks. However, still further research in rela- tion to voice interfaces in robo-taxis and 
the contingencies which occasion it. 

Hence, the findings showed the importance of supporting consistency over the different stages, as 
well as a better sup- port for coherence between the different media formats that are engaged. Until 
now, we still know very little about how the different interaction systems based on the personal mo- 
bile application, the voice interaction, screens and connected car IoT could be integrated in the best 
possible way and how best to support the different stages of a robo-taxi drive in an optimal way. 

Dealing with breakdowns 

Fortunately, there was no car breakdown or accident during the test phase. For this reason, however, 
we could not inves- tigate how passengers behave in such situations. In the past, some studies have 
investigated how drivers perform while 



presented with information on automation uncertainty and failure [20]. However, these studies focus 
on drivers not pas- sengers. In comparison, further research is needed to explore which information 
would be helpful for robo-taxi passengers in case of emergencies such as accidents or technical 
break- downs. After all, taxi and Uber drivers seek to engage their passengers, too. Explaining and 
reasoning actions could be an important factor in the design of a better driving experi- ence. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper we asked the question, how do passengers ex- perience robo-taxis in real-life 
situations?, to inform the in- teraction design of such services. Therefore, we conducted a WoZ study 
where 10 participants had the opportunity to use the simulated SAV service during a one-week 
period. The findings gave a rich picture about the different stages of hail- ing, pick-up, travel, and 
drop-off in real-life situations. Fur- ther, we developed four design themes out of the findings to 
inform the interaction design in robo-taxis. These motivate to design for short-term domestication, 
for the active passen- ger, for the passenger experience journey, and the right way of dealing with 
breakdowns. As we have outlined in the dis- cussion, these themes can inform future works in HCI 
on robo-taxis. 

A limiting issue of this study is that the participants could use the service for free, though it would 
have been more re- alistic if they had to pay for it. However, payment had been considered 
beforehand, but was rejected, since it would have left the number of rides more uncertain. Further, 
findings were influenced by the fact that participants knew all the time that a human was driving and 
that they were actually not alone in the car. This had in some cases a trust building effect on the 
driving and safetly experiences of some participants, as they reported on in the interviews. There is 
also an un- known difference between the communication with a ‘real’ robo-taxi and the 
communication with the WOZ. We re- flected on that difference directly in the findings and the dis- 
cussion section. 

It is important to mention that the goal of designing SAV services that are as user-friendly as 
possible inevitably raise questions about their influence on adoption and changes in user behavior. If 
robo-taxi services are designed to meet the needs of users for comfort and affordability, there is a risk 
of rebound effects in the form of an increased consumption of individual mobility instead of public 
transportation. There- fore, the design of SAVs should always be part of a holistic sustainable traffic 
concept. 
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One of the great challenges of our time is how we can live within the limits of the 
earth and its resources and natural cycles.  The papers in this section address various 
aspects of this challenge. 

“Sustainability” is a complex, multi-faceted, and contested concept, but certainly 
includes living within those limits.  It should also include societies and economies 
that let us prosper within those limits, thus linking with the conception of 
sustainability as having three pillars: social, economic, and environmental (Purvis 
et al. 2019).   The term “consumption” reminds us that humans need to consume 
materials and energy to survive and hopefully thrive.  The term often has negative 
connotations as well (e.g., “consumerism” or “overconsumption”).  However, if we 
are to exist at all, we humans do need to consume materials and energy, hopefully 
in a way that falls within the earth’s limits, and that doesn’t undermine the needs of 
others – including future generations – in the process. 

Turning now to the papers in this section, the bulk of these papers concern 
personal mobility.  This is certainly fitting, since personal mobility touches on all 
three sustainability pillars.  For example, on the environmental side, private autos 
are a significant contributor to CO2 emissions.  Economically, people depend on 
personal mobility to get to work, school, recreation, and so forth; and of course 
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transportation is a key economic sector.  Socially, too, personal mobility is an 
essential element of people’s functioning in society. 

Two of the papers concern personal mobility for older adults.  Rather than 
focusing on just logistical and infrastructure considerations, the papers take the 
user’s perspective: what are the obstacles and opportunities for using different sorts 
of transportation, and what are the key values at stake for them.  The earlier paper 
(Meurer et al. 2014) focuses on ridesharing.  It presents the results of an interview 
study, which highlight opportunities to use ICT to help support ridesharing, and in 
particular how such systems might help address the value tensions between 
independence and autonomy (key values for the users) and the pragmatics of 
ridesharing.  It also presents ridesharing as a social practice that is seen as a kind of 
gift exchange.  The later paper (Stein et al. 2017) presents a design case study with 
a transport platform (available on a mobile app and elsewhere) and its 
appropriation.  Here are some important features of the approach taken: design and 
testing in a “living lab” that provides a natural setting; focus on the user’s 
perspective and values (again, independence and autonomy being key values); and 
linking the mechanics of getting from A to B with other considerations, such as the 
social aspects (meeting people while underway), the availability of toilets, 
restaurants at the destination, and so forth. 

Another pair of papers focus on driverless cars.  Meurer et al. (2020) describes 
an innovative wizard-of-oz study of riders’ experiences with an autonomous taxi 
service using electric vehicles, simulated by having a human driver hidden behind 
a curtain and with simulated voice interaction.  The principal results are a set of 
design themes that could inform the design of robot taxis for the different stages of 
a ride (hailing, pickup, during travel, and drop-off).  The paper also does a good job 
of connecting with the theme of sustainable consumption.  On the positive side, this 
includes the potential for greatly reducing the number of cars needed in a city, and 
(given the use of electric rather than internal combustion engines) significantly 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.  On the negative, this may include rebound 
effects, and mode shifting from public transport to (personal) autonomous vehicles.  
The second paper in this set (Stevens et al. 2019) presents results from a co-design 
study on features and layout of driverless cars, to let them make the most use of 
travel time, which in turn requires that they use car space efficiently as well.  The 
designs could support the car as a mobile office, as a place for relaxation or sleep, 
as a mobile restaurant, and entertainment venue.  On the one hand, this seems likely 
to be the future of autonomous vehicles, absent strong regulation or economic 
shifts.  On the other, the implications for sustainable consumption are very negative.  
Personalizing a car to be like a tiny home means that it would likely be a personal 
rather than a shared resource; and by making it increasingly comfortable and 
efficient, we are likely to see increased use.  Even major traffic jams, which 
otherwise might serve as incentives for example to take rail instead, lose some of 
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their influence, since the time stuck in traffic becomes just office or home time 
rather than wasted. 

The paper by Meurer et al. (2019) tackles the issue of sustainability and personal 
mobility directly, by presenting the results of an interview study regarding eco-
feedback tools for personal travel.  Early HCI work on sustainability had a focus on 
personal eco-feedback tools; this was subsequently criticized as focusing too much 
on individual behavior and choice, and also as being overly paternalistic.  The 
Meurer et al. paper changes perspective from that of the designer to that of the 
citizen, and presents some thought-provoking findings regarding eco-feedback 
tools, e.g., some of the feelings they reported in reaction to quantitative feedback 
on CO2 emissions: “insecure,” “irritated”, “helpless”; and the distinctions between 
individual and shared responsibility.  I also appreciated the attention to the different 
values at play and tensions among them, and to moving beyond general normative 
appeals (“be sustainable!”) toward tools that integrate with people’s real 
experiences and daily activities.  

“Travelling by Taxi Brousse in Madagascar: An Investigation into Practices of 
Overland Transportation” (Wulf et al. 2018) presents a study of a very different 
transportation environment, in the Global South rather than in Germany.  In 
addition to a series of fascinating stories and observations, the paper presents a set 
of ideas for making further use of ICTs in this sort of environment, including real-
time information and vehicle tracking, assistance in finding taxis, mobile banking 
(both for convenience and also driver safety), and data transfer among the different 
parts of the taxi cooperative.  I was struck with the efficiency with which the 
collective taxis were used (no wasteful unoccupied seats here); and also the 
challenges, for example bandits or infrastructure in bad repair – and the 
resourcefulness with which the drivers and passengers dealt with them. 

There are also two papers on feedback and accountability for home energy 
consumption (Schwartz et al. 2013, Schwartz et al. 2014).  As with the 
transportation work, these emphasize theoretically grounded, practice-based 
empirical work -- the first paper reports on a 4 month study with 16 households, 
while second paper reports on a much longer (18 month) study with 7 households, 
both in a living lab setting.  They emphasize what people can do with interactive 
feedback technology – how they understand it, how they can incorporate in lived 
experience – rather than on tools that are part of a rationalistic paradigm that stresses 
efficient and rational decision-making.  I was struck in particular by the distinction 
made by the study participants between useful and wasted energy consumption.  
From the standpoint of simply reducing consumption, it doesn’t matter whether a 
kilowatt-hour of electric energy is used for some essential household activity or 
whether it is just wasted because someone left an appliance running when not in 
use – but it clearly does matter in terms of connecting with people’s views and 
values, and their motivations for using and acting on the feedback. 
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Finally, the paper by Lawo et al. (2020), “Going Vegan: The Role(s) of ICT in 

Vegan Practice Transportation,” concerns a quite different but also important topic 
for sustainable consumption, namely food.  It takes an important perspective, 
namely by interviewing participants who have successfully adopted a vegan diet.  
The paper emphasizes the co-evolution of practices and artefacts, taking place over 
multiple iterations.  Further, ICT is used not just for initial motivation, but to 
support long-term transformation of practices of consumption.  There is an 
interesting analysis of artefacts as “irritants” in the initial stages of becoming vegan, 
echoing a theme in the paper about eco-feedback tools for personal mobility.  Later, 
though, the tools foster ongoing learning and mutual support.  It does seem like the 
perspective in this paper – interviewing participants who have successfully 
transitioned to a more sustainable lifestyle – could be usefully taken in the personal 
mobility space as well.  One can envision a useful paper that presents the results of 
interviewing people who have successfully transitioned to a car-free life, for 
example: what helped them in the early stages of doing that, and what kinds of 
ongoing support are useful, and how could that support co-evolve with practice?  In 
both cases, another useful study would involve a focus on people for whom the 
practice didn’t work out (either trying unsuccessfully to be car-free, or at least with 
much reduced auto usage; and trying to become vegan but not succeeding). 

A final comment: several of the papers take a critical perspective on persuasive 
technology.  It seems like there is room for additional theoretical work on this topic, 
building on what we might call the “Siegen Approach.”  Other authors (e.g., 
Berdichevksy and Neuenschwander 1999, Atkinson 2006) have applied an ethical 
lens to persuasive technology.   Berdichevksy and Neuenschwander propose eight 
ethical principles of persuasive design, including “Persuasive technologies must not 
misinform in order to achieve their persuasive end” and “The Golden Rule of 
Persuasion: The creators of a persuasive technology should never seek to persuade 
a person or persons of something they themselves would not consent to be 
persuaded to do.”  These ethical commitments seem essential as starting points, but 
the papers in this chapter suggest additional criteria so that the persuasive 
technology is acceptable and useful in people’s lived lives.  For example, it should 
connect with what is important to the participants and not be paternalistic.  Initially, 
it might be useful for the feedback to be an “irritant” (to use a word that came up 
in several papers) that motivates change.  However, this doesn’t seem sustainable 
in the longer term – people will reject it.  We could frame this in terms of values 
and apply value sensitive design techniques: where the underlying values here 
might include respect, autonomy, and (in the longer term) congeniality. 
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1 Introduction 

People all over the world are regularly affected by disasters and emergencies. In 
November 2013, typhoon Haiyan killed approximately 10,000 people and forced 
nearly one million people to leave their homes. One year earlier, in October 2012, 
hurricane Sandy turned New York into a disaster area. Approximately 18 months 
earlier, the 2011 tsunami in Japan, triggered by the Tohoku Earthquake, cost 
nearly 16,000 lives and half a million people had to be accommodated in 
temporary shelters. If we look at current climate developments and associated 
disasters such as drought, floods and severe weather events, it quickly becomes 
obvious that the appropriate management of such crises has a crucial role to play. 
In addition to natural disasters, mankind is often confronted with man-made 
disasters such as wars or terrorist attacks. Especially in the aftermath of 9/11, a 
multitude of funding programs were established on an (inter)national level to 
conduct research within the area of civil security. 

Research within this field of tension is known as “Crisis Informatics”, which 
was defined as an inter-disciplinary call for research by (Palen, Vieweg, Sutton, 
Liu, & Hughes, 2007). Following their definition, crisis informatics “includes 
empirical study as well as socially and behaviorally conscious ICT development 
and deployment” (Palen et al., 2007). In this context, the structures and work 
practices that have evolved over many decades must be explored and their 
influence on information technology, and vice versa, must be examined and 
suitably supported. 
When dealing with emergencies and disaster situations, a variety of official 
organizations is involved. They consist of the public authorities with security 
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responsibilities, such as professional emergency services (e.g. police, firefighters) 
or the public administration as well as different private, national and international 
aid organizations, and operators of critical infrastructures. Most of the authorities 
have developed well-established responsibilities and work practices, which are 
prescribed by laws and regulations. During emergencies and disasters, a 
significant degree of collaboration between the involved stakeholders is often 
required. Although organizations have developed systematic approaches to deal 
with these uncertainties and to allow for planned, coordinated activities during 
crises (Ley, Pipek, Reuter, & Wiedenhoefer, 2012), the scale of disasters such as 
Hurricane Kyrill 2007, the Love-Parade in Duisburg 2010, the earthquake and 
tsunami in Japan 2011, Hurricane Sandy in the USA 2012, or the European 
Floods 2013 can be so extensive that the relevant organizations can be 
overwhelmed simply by the number of tasks to be performed. Therefore, 
understanding and analyzing the complex work processes in practice to determine 
socio-technical design spaces is crucial. 

On the other hand, the recent disasters have shown that in addition to official 
crisis management through professional emergency services, citizen-based crisis 
management, often characterized by situated altruism, is a common behavior 
(Dynes, 1994). However, the individual getting together to form temporary groups 
for improvised relief and rescue activities is hardly a new phenomenon (Stallings 
& Quarantelli, 1985; Wachtendorf & Kendra, 2006). Emergent citizen groups are 
not inherently in opposition to the public authorities with security responsibilities.  
However, emergency services often did not planned for the emergent behavior 
and therefore cannot ‘control’ as well as manage the groups during disaster events 
(Stallings & Quarantelli, 1985). How to identify, integrate and manage emergent 
on-site as well as online activities into the official work practices in time-critical 
and uncertain situations is challenging.  

Looking at the field of crisis informatics over the last two decades, two major 
methodological approaches have emerged. On the one hand, several approaches 
focus on a rather retrospective analytical studies of behavior with respect to 
information, communication, and cooperation as well as technology usage during 
and after emergency situations. These studies often include analytical studies of 
social media (e.g. the Twitter-based information distribution during floods (St. 
Denis, Palen, & Anderson, 2014) as well as qualitative on-the-ground studies 
about the practices within emergency management (e.g., the use open street map 
in the aftermath of earthquakes (Soden & Palen, 2014)). On the other hand, some 
approaches have a prospective design claim and focus on IT-based interventions 
within the current practices of crisis management before, during and after 
emergencies. Such studies primarily involve the design of new systems to support 
crisis management.  

The socio-informatics research approach, as represented by IISI and our Siegen 
research group focuses on practice-based crisis management and combines the 
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analytical and design currents. The retrospective analyses of behavior during a 
disaster serve primarily to inform possible design challenges as well as 
implications and to examine the later appropriation of designed technologies in 
practice. The work focuses on a number of relevant aspects within crisis 
management. For example, supporting emerging self-help communities during 
disasters as well as information distribution and technology use within affected 
populations, supporting professional emergency services practices through the 
design and implementation of new technologies, and examining and designing 
interfaces between professional emergency services as well as affected 
populations. 

We took our first steps in researching crisis management back in 2006 within 
the project "Störfallkommunikation – Pro-Aktives Kommunikationsmanagement 
für den Störfall" (Incident Communication - Pro-Active Communication 
Management for Incidents) where new possibilities for customer communication 
in the event of an incident at a large energy provider were investigated. In 
particular, we examined which communicative measures and actions can be taken 
to inform and support those affected by power outages. Based on this first project, 
two major research strands emerged. One is the study of the internal coordination 
and work practices of professional organizations and their technological support 
(e.g. Landmarke 2008-2011 and Koordinator 2012-2014) and the other is the 
study of inter-organizational collaborative relationships and their technological 
support (e.g. InfoStrom 2010-2013, EmerGent 2014-2017, KOKOS 2015-2018). 

Within the first strand, (Ramirez et al., 2012) investigated how firefighters 
perform indoor navigation (e.g. during a house fire) and what challenges currently 
exist. Based on an analysis of the practices, they designed an ad hoc ubicomp 
infrastructure to support navigation of firefighters inside the zone of danger. To 
design the technology, Ramirez at al examined the development of effective 
navigation practices based on technology available and outline a concept that 
encompasses ubiquitous technologies for supporting navigation during the 
operation. The technology involved suspending small beacons so that responders 
could track which rooms had already been entered and which still needed to be 
investigated. 

Based on these findings of the Landmarke project, it quickly became clear that 
ubiquitous technology could be used not only for indoor navigation but also for 
communication of the emergency units. Thus, (Betz & Wulf, 2014) designed new 
technologies based on the beacons, which allowed text-based messages through 
integrated sensors and mini-computers. These messages were automatically sent 
to the other units. Through an extensive practical evaluation within the official 
training centers of the fire departments, the prototypes were refined, so that they 
finally found their way into the actual practice of the fire departments as "smart 
door wedges". 
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In parallel, (Ludwig, Reuter, & Pipek, 2013) examined how different 
emergency response organizations within the control centers communicate with 
teams on-site to generate necessary information for the coordinating instances. 
They implemented a mobile application that supports the communication between 
control centers and on-site units by a semi-structured request-and-report concept. 
Based on its evaluation, they show that the accuracy of request and reports can be 
improved by using an appropriate metadata structure in addition to creating 
multimedia-based information content and that requirements of trusted and fast 
information need to be respected in support concepts although they may even be 
contradictory. 

Within the second strand, (Ley et al., 2014) focused on the inter-organizational 
crisis management by examining different organizational cultures, distinct 
individual and coordinative work practices and discrete information systems of 
organizations involved in crisis management. They detailed the collaboration 
practices between organizations and public authorities with security 
responsibilities such as the police, fire departments, public administration and 
electricity network operators, mainly in scenarios of medium to large power 
outages in Germany. Based on these results, they designed a system that supports 
inter-organizational situation assessment as well as inter-organizational 
collaboration functionalities.  

(Ludwig, Reuter, Siebigteroth, & Pipek, 2015) examined within the KOKOS 
project how non-professionals can organize themselves and coordinate private 
relief activities during crisis situations. These activities can be found in physical 
groups of affected people, but also within digital social media communities. 
Through a large empirical analysis of current practices, coordination mechanisms 
between professional and non-professional actors within crisis management were 
elaborated and a system was implemented to structure and integrate activities 
from the population into the official crisis management by facilitating the 
detection of physical and digital activities and assigning specific tasks to citizens. 

Based on these initial findings, (T. Ludwig, Kotthaus, Reuter, Dongen, & 
Pipek, 2017) investigated how to support the various on-site tasks of volunteers 
and spontaneous helpers in emergency situations. To gain insight into actual 
coordination practices, an empirical study with 18 different stakeholders involved 
in disaster management was conducted. Based on the findings, a physical public 
display was implemented to coordinate the located on-site tasks through situated 
crowdsourcing mechanisms. Practical evaluations at the Kieler Woche (one of the 
largest festivals in Germany) as well as at the Kirchentag (church congress) have 
identified requirements for the long-term use of such technologies to coordinate 
unbound helpers. 

Current projects (e.g. REALIS 2021-2022) aim to combine the concepts and 
technologies already developed in past projects and roll them out as a large-scale 
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infrastructure for preventing and responding to disaster events within the entire. 
This shows the social implications that practical research can have. 
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1 Background 

The Landmarke Project (Landmarke Projekt, 2009) is an initiative funded by the 
German Government with the goal of developing a ubi- comp infrastructure to 
support wayfinding of firefighters performing reconnaissance missions. In a 
reconnaissance mission, firefighters must enter an unknown building and conduct 
a systematic inspection to assess the situation, look for victims or attack the fire. 
Because of heat and fumes common in burning environments, firefighters have to 
wear a breathing apparatus, which provide support only for short periods. Finding 
a way out of the danger zone before complete exhaustion of the air supply can be 
a matter of life and death in some situations. In these conditions, get- ting lost is a 
common cause of accidents in firefighting (Fahy RF, 2002). Currently, very 
limited information technology comes into play for preventing this kind of 
accidents. 

In this paper, we present our work in designing and developing an ad hoc 
spatial reference system based on ubiquitous computing to support the navigation 
of fire- fighters working in the danger zone of structure fires, resulting from a 
long-haul effort of more than 5 years working with two fire brigades in France 
and Germany. Some aspects of the design rationale of the system presented here 
were already described in (Ramirez et al., 2009), and part of the design process 
was presented in (Ramirez and Dyrks, 2010). In this work, we provide an 
overview of the complete design process of the platform, focusing on its value as 
a navigation tool and its feasibility in firefighting context. The paper opens with 
an introduction to the basic concept of our platform including some theoretical 
and empirical underpinnings. We present afterward the complete design process 
of the system. We start with the basic design guidelines followed in the project. 
We present thereafter the initial exploration of the concept of ad hoc reference 
systems for firefighters, followed by a description of the work on three iterations 
of the platform. We present then an analysis of the results, which provide some 
indicators of how and why the platform works in supporting indoor navigation of 
firefighters. We discuss then some of the technological challenges and 
methodological concerns emerged from our work with the system and conclude 
with some closing remarks and future perspectives. 
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2 The Landmarke concept 

2.1 Theoretical and empirical underpinnings 

2.1.1 Wayfinding 

The process of navigating between physical locations has been approached by 
different disciplines such as psychology, urban planning and others, leading to 
disparities in the frameworks used to understand it. In the cognitive psychology, 
general agreement exist around some of the cognitive processes involved in 
navigation (Dillon et al., 1993) such as the reliance on internal representations 
constructed progressively in the engagement with space to provide the basis for 
orientation, choice of routes and staying in track (Downs and Stea, 1977). There 
are different theories, however, around the form that these structures take, varying 
from map-like representations (Downs and Stea, 1977) to more free-formed 
overlays of information (Tversky, 1993). 

The architect and urban planner Kevin Lynch introduced the use of the term 
wayfinding in 1960 to designate ‘‘a consistent use and organization of definite 
sensory cues from the external environment’’ (Lynch, 1960). In his work, Lynch 
identifies the environmental image resulting both from immediate sensation and 
the memory of the past as the key element to interpret information and guide 
action in navigation. Although not explicitly, the approach of Lynch represents a 
departure from the conceptions of the cognitive psychology, represented in the 
way he emphasizes the situated character of navigation and focuses on perception 
and the temporal aspects of navigation. This perspective is also shared by 
researchers coming from the ecological psychology tradition. Using the 
Ecological Framework of Gibson, Heft (Heft, 1996) proposes that ‘‘wayfinding 
involves the control of locomotion or other forms of travel by perceiving 
temporally-structured visual information’’. For Heft, wayfinding to a specific 
destination involves following a particular route that generates or recreates a 
temporally structured flow of information specifying the path to a destination. 
Although Heft focuses on visual information, his framework can be also be 
applied to other forms of perception such as haptics or proprioception (Lederman 
et al., 1987). Both the cognitive and the ecological perspectives recognize the 
relevance of landmark information in navigation (Platzer, 2005). According to 
Golledge (Golledge, 1999), landmarks play two important roles for wayfinding. 
First, they help in organizing space, providing categories to provide structure to 
the environment, and second, landmarks serve as a navigational tool by 
identifying points where navigational decisions can be made, providing 
destinations or verifications when following a route. People use different 
strategies in taking wayfinding decisions depending on the availability of local or 
global landmarks (Steck and Mallot, 2000). Global landmarks such as towers or 
mountain peaks are visible from a large area and can serve as an absolute 
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reference that defines world-centered directions and that does not change when 
the observer moves a small distance. In contrast, local landmarks are visible only 
from a small distance (e.g. a house, a mailbox) and navigation relies thus on a 
sequence of intermediate goals. 

2.1.2 Wayfinding strategies in firefighting 

As Brown and Laurier point out (Brown and Laurier, 2005), the prevailing focus 
on wayfinding research focuses on providing explanations based in cognitive, 
behavioral or social factors. This narrowing of the focus misses a very relevant 
question for the design of technology to support navigation, namely the question 
of how a certain individual or group finds her way. To understand which 
strategies were specifically used in firefighting, we have conducted a series of 
fieldwork studies focused on wayfinding and orientation practices along 5 years 
of collaboration with the Paris Fire Brigade in a first phase and with the Fire 
Brigade of the City of Cologne in a second phase (Denef et al., 2008), (Denef et 
al., 2009), (Dyrks et al., 2009). The complete results of these studies fall out of the 
scope of this paper, so we briefly present here a summary of the issues relevant to 
understand the work presented on the rest of the paper. 

Indoor reconnaissance missions represent one of the fundamental elements of 
firefighting work in structure fires, i.e. fires affecting structural elements of 
residential or commercial buildings, contrasting with other settings such as wild, 
rural or vehicle fires. Reconnaissance missions help in building a reliable 
assessment of the incident, in finding and rescuing victims and in controlling the 
fire. The work of a reconnaissance mission consists on entering the compromised 
facility to conduct a systematic exploration looking for victims, fire or other 
relevant elements. Because of the fumes and heat, regulations mandate fire- 
fighters working in a danger zone to wear a self-contained breathing apparatus or 
SCBA and special protective clothes. The SCBA provides a limited amount of 
breathing time and its use is very exhausting. 

For safety reasons, when engaging in a reconnaissance mission, firefighters 
follow a 2-in, 2-out policy, which mandates first, that no firefighter enters alone 
into a building in a dangerous situation and second, that each team entering a 
dangerous situation must be backed up by another team waiting outside to help in 
case of an emergency. 

When a reconnaissance starts, the team chooses a side and tries to keep the 
hand of selected side touching the wall, a procedure called left- or right-hand rule 
depending on the chosen side. This helps in the reconstruction of paths and 
guarantees a systematic inspection of the incident site. Ensuring a retreat path is 
essential in reconnaissance missions. Firefighters always remain in touch range of 
the fire hose and when needed, they follow it back to the entry point of the 
mission. When the hose cannot be used for some reason, firefighters use a 
specially designed rope called a lifeline. 
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There are many other tools that also play an important role in supporting 
navigation. Firefighters use grease pens to mark the doors of rooms already 
searched. During the mission, firefighters carry wooden wedges, used to hold 
doors open to facilitate the movement with the fire hose, providing also an 
additional reference for wayfinding. Some teams carry a thermographic camera, 
which provides orientation based on the observation and interpretation of different 
patterns of distribution of heat. This can be used for example to locate a lost fire 
hose, as they are normally cooler than the rest of the environment. 

2.1.3 Ubicomp support for wayfinding in firefighting 

People use a range of different technologies to support navigation, and the 
cognitive skills involved in navigation are related to these technologies. In his 
book, Lynch collects a range of different reports of navigation strategies 
constructed upon quite heterogeneous foundations such as ocean currents, stars, 
direction of the wind or variations on the shades of green of the leaves in a forest. 
Navigation represents a continuous process of appropriation of these affordances, 
driven by the co-evolution of the technology and the uses and practices that users 
create around them. The result of this process is a complex constellation of 
practices interweaved with wayfinding devices such as maps, street signs or GPS 
systems. 

The potential of ubicomp for providing new forms of situation awareness 
creates an important opportunity to develop navigation support technologies. In 
the ubicomp community, the problem of supporting navigation of fire- fighters 
has been traditionally addressed either by focusing on the technical problem of 
obtaining precise position information indoor (Guerrieri et al., 2006), (Miller, 
2006), (Nourbakhsh et al., 2005), separating it from the contextual nature of 
navigation; or by postponing the problem of perfect positioning, assuming that it 
will be solved at some point [cf. (Bell and Dourish, 2007)] and working on 
solutions based on its availability (Naghsh and Roast, 2008), (Tsukada and 
Yasumura, 2004). Both options are not really distinct, but rather two aspects of 
the same approach—one that equates the question of indoor navigation support 
with the question of precise position information. Centering the problem of 
navigation on absolute positioning, however, disregards the nature of navigation 
as an entanglement of technologies and practices. Navigation is an art, con- 
structed around technical capabilities, but primarily based on the embodied skills 
shown by people engaged in a specific situation. Beyond the construction of more 
or less precise positioning systems, the motivating question for our work lies on 
how to create tools that specifically pro- vide firefighters with a useful resource 
for building more effective navigation practices, overcoming the problems of the 
available technology (Ramirez et al., 2009). This change in focus from a 
technology-centered to practice-centered perspective is the central concept that we 
explored in developing the Landmarke ubicomp platform. 
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2.2 Landmarke: an ad hoc deployable reference system  

The Landmarke (german word for ‘‘landmark’’) concept (Ramirez et al., 2009) 
was inspired by the different forms of marking made by firefighters that we 
observed in our fieldwork. The base of Landmarke is the idea of an ad hoc 
reference system, a system constructed during the firefighting intervention, 
detached initially from the explored infrastructure. The main idea behind this is 
that, contrasting to the automatist approaches which encapsulates the problem and 
attempt to give firefighters a direction where to go, we focus on designing a 
ubicomp infrastructure that enrich the context and support firefighters in 
discovering their own paths. 

In the envisioned concept, the ad hoc reference system is constructed by 
deploying a mesh of small tokens which, once dropped, can work as reference 
points to support the spatial decision processes of firefighters, creating a rich layer 
of information. Using mobile, ad hoc networking, the tokens communicate with 
each other or with the firefighters. They work as probes that sense and store 
ambient information such as noise, temperature and others. The tokens become in 
this way a live record that can talk about the usage of the system in relation to 
places and trajectories. It can answer questions such as how far a firefighter 
walked along a deployment, or where in the network a firefighter was last seen, 
questions that can play a very relevant role for orientation in the environment. 
Such affordances of the system depend less on precise positioning than on the 
embeddedness of the markings in a personal spatial reference system. 

The concept builds upon the idea of breadcrumbing, referring to the use of 
bread crumbs left behind as pathway markers by Hansel and Gretel in the popular 
German fairy tale. Breadcrumbing systems have been proposed before to aid 
firefighters and first responders in navigating unknown environments (Liu et al., 
2010). In all of the proposed systems, how- ever, automatic deployment of tokens 
is deemed an essential functionality, arguing that manual deployment would 
impose too much of a burden to the work of fire- fighters. While automatic 
deployment can certainly prove useful, the different theories on navigation in the 
psychology suggest that the knowledge emerging from manual deployment can 
also represent an important resource in supporting the creation of new landmarks 
and a useful reference system. Indeed, in intentionally deploying a breadcrumb, a 
firefighter creates an event in his personal history, defining a place that works as a 
reference for orientation in the environment and serves as a building block for the 
construction of a context that in turn provides the ground for navigation and for 
the communication of spatial knowledge. 
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3 Designing the Landmarke ubicomp platform 

Following a research-through-design (Zimmerman et al., 2007) approach, we used 
the design process in our project as a tool to explore the implications of the 
Landmarke concept. The artifacts constructed during the process were designed 
based on the specific approach implied by the concept. Through the design and 
evaluation of the system, we observed these artifacts in action, embedded in 
different circumstances in the work of firefighters. The analysis of the results of 
the process provided, therefore, a basis to support a reflection around both the 
tenets defining the concept and the methods used to materialize it into a concrete 
ubicomp platform. The ideas and concerns that we present in this paper evolved 
during the whole design process, hence mapping them concretely to one specific 
moment in the process is very complex. We chose for that reason to present the 
results of the different design activities together at the end of this chapter. 

The material used to support the analytical work was taken from the corpus of 
data collected in ethnographic studies throughout the whole design process. All 
video sequences were cataloged with the help of field notes, producing a table that 
identified hotspots found relevant for the design work or for scientific research. 
These hot- spots were afterward collaboratively transcribed, analyzed and 
discussed in a multidisciplinary team formed by a German applied linguist, an 
information systems expert and a system designer, providing the ground to 
support the arguments that we put forward in this paper. To support and illustrate 
our arguments, where relevant, we included ethnographic sequences coming from 
our analysis. 

3.1 Design strategies and methods 

From a process perspective, the implementation of a system based on the 
Landmarke concept necessarily involves dealing with the wicked problem (Rittel 
and Webber, 1973) of having at the same time to create a technical system to 
support wayfinding and to produce a wayfinding practices constructed upon this 
system. To deal with this complexity, we used several design strategies aimed at 
fostering an organic grow of technologies from inside the work practices. 

3.1.1 Participatory design process 

For the project, we followed a participatory design process (Ehn, 1990) with two 
very distinctive characteristics: 

• Intended users receive a big deal of power in design decisions. 
• Prototypes are the driving force of the process. 

We brought together a heterogeneous project group including a professional 
fire brigade, a firefighting institute and training center, a leading company from 
the industry of firefighting equipment, two companies focused on the creation of 
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mobile and wearable solutions and three research institutes from the academia. 
The goal of this structure was to create a protected environment to test ideas and 
establish a dialog guided by prototypes. 

3.1.2 Empathic design approach 

Empathy, understood as identification with the feelings, thoughts or attitudes of 
another, is identified in the literature as a very important factor for a successful 
design process (Leonard and Rayport, 1997). An empathic approach to design 
calls for an attempt to access the subjective world of the user, under- standing her 
feelings and needs beyond what she can actually articulate when communicating 
her needs. Wright and McCarthy characterize empathy in HCI as a dialogic 
relationship between user and designer (Wright and McCarthy, 2008). This 
relationship goes beyond simple contemplation of the user and implies an 
involvement from the perspective of the designer without renouncing to her own 
self, thus being able to creatively respond to this ‘‘becoming the other’’. In our 
work, we introduced several methodological tools to foster this involvement, such 
as first person experiences (Denef et al., 2008), (Dyrks et al., 2009) and the 
collaborative design of the evaluations with the help of professional firefighters. 

3.1.3 Use of breaching experiments to create practices 

To spark the process of reflection and appropriation around the artifacts 
constructed, we put them in their context of use and explored the results of their 
inclusion in the practices. The knowledge gained in this way was used as input for 
a collaborative search of opportunities for technology to mediate or facilitate 
practices. This approach follows the work of Crabtree on transferring the ethno- 
methodological concepts of breaching experiment to study the use of new 
technology (Crabtree, 2004a), (Crabtree, 2004b). 

The sort of artifacts used in each of the experiments ranged from very simple 
artifacts used to convey specific qualities of the technology explored (Buchenau 
and Suri, 2000) to a complex mobile ad hoc networking platform. The initial 
prototypes of the system were designed intentionally without a clearly defined 
form of use and the semantics of the artifacts emerged and were progressively 
defined throughout the design process by means of user involvement (Ramirez 
and Dyrks, 2010). This approach is rooted in the works of Bill Gaver, who pro- 
poses leveraging the purposeful use of ambiguity to subvert the authority of the 
system, moving users to make use of their own interpretations (Sengers and 
Gaver, 2006) and allowing the uses of the system to grow from its encounter with 
users (Gaver et al., 2007), (Gaver et al., 2008), (Gaver et al., 2006). 

3.1.4 Ethnography used to observe practices and technology in action 

To observe the co-evolution of practices and technology, we used ethnographic 
exploration (Randall et al., 2007), a method coming from the social and cultural 
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anthropology, which calls for the careful observation of human activities in the 
social setting where they naturally occur. The whole design process was 
documented using video, images, field notes and interviews. Our interest was 
placed on finding opportunities for innovative uses and at the same time on 
capturing early indicators of appropriation of the technology. For obvious reasons, 
it was not possible to closely observe navigation or to test the artifacts in real 
firefighting incidents. To preserve the most of the phenomena that conditions 
indoor navigation practices and assure in this way the ecological validity of our 
studies, we used training sessions constructed on the basis of realistic simulation 
of fire- fighting conditions, a common activity of professional firefighters. The 
exercises for these sessions were created in collaboration with professional 
firefighters and instructors and were conducted in the training hall of the 
Firefighting Institute of the State of Nord Rhine-Westphalia (IdF), a large facility 
that provides the elements required to conduct realistic yet safe firefighting 
simulations. 

3.2 Initial work: defining a starting point for Landmarke 

The initial phase of the project focused on defining a basic ground to begin the 
prototyping work. We started with a participatory design workshop consisting of a 
brainstorming session conducted in collaboration with firefighters, instructors and 
technology designers. Taking the Landmarke concept as a basis, we went over 
different scenarios on a whiteboard and created some initial sketches of tactic 
concepts based on simple color-tagging of spaces. To further develop the 
sketches, we conducted an experience prototyping workshop (Buchenau and Suri, 
2000) at the IdF. As physical marks, we used throwies, which are a simple 
construction made of an LED connected to a button cell battery. To make them 
durable enough to resist a firefighting training session, we placed the throwies 
inside transparent plastic shells and fixed them using modeling clay. 

The work in this phase produced an initial strategy based on marking places to 
convert events or milestones of a mission into spatial landmarks. Several events 
were identified as candidates for marking: 

• Waypoints indicating the pass of a firefighter on a certain point in the 
route. 

• Deviations from the normal procedure, for example when leaving the 
fire hose or changing from right- to left-hand rule. 

• Changes of direction. 
• Rooms being reviewed or already checked. 
• Point-of-Interest signal, indicating hazards or other particularities. 

An important issue identified was the need for the unique identification of each 
token, to support the construction of spatial patterns based on the deployment 
sequence and association with particular team. We also discussed ways of 
incorporating the system in the already crowded set of equipment carried by 
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firefighters, defining how much weight could be added to the existing equipment 
and how a pack of nodes should be distributed in a team in a way that fits the 
division of responsibilities. 

3.3 Technological interventions 

The next phase of the project focused on exploring the use of ubicomp to provide 
more complex support than just basic spatial marks. We worked iteratively in the 
construction of a ubicomp system, taking into account constraints and 
requirements proper of the work of firefighters (Ramirez and Dyrks, 2010). We 
constructed three iterations of the system: 

1. Throwies 2.0 
2. UFOs 
3. Wedges 

We introduced each of these prototypes in several simulated reconnaissance 
missions and documented extensively each mission using ethnographic 
observation. We conducted semi-structured interviews and focus groups after each 
exercise to discuss the results. In this section, we describe each of the prototypes, 
the rationale behind them and the different missions in which the prototypes were 
included. 

3.3.1 Throwies 2.0 

The first iteration was essentially a more complex throwie, based on an ATTiny 
2313 processor mounted on a self- designed PCB. It included a simple id 
mechanism dis- played on a two 7-segment LED displays, four LEDs for status 
colors and a button to control the tags (Fig. 1). To reduce the disturbances 
introduced by facilitators, we built a very rugged prototype and firefighters used a 
belt of Velcro to carry the tags. 

The motivating question for this iteration was the combined process of 
deploying and following a track and the transition between these two moments of 
use of the system. To explore these issues, we conducted three large missions that 
involved the participation of eight fire- fighters in different roles. In all the 
missions, we worked with two-man troops. The firefighters used light of the LEDs 
and the deployment number as reference to follow tracks of tags. The number of 
colors and the semantic of deployment was limited to the definitions resulted from 
the previous work. 

Mission I The first mission consisted of a reconnaissance round conducted by a 
troop in a small basement. After a simulated accident, a rescue troop was sent to 
search for the first one. The scenario was quite simple but provided a first warm-
up on the use of the system. The first team entered the building and deployed their 
tags, and the second team used the deployment to find the first one. 
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Mission II The second mission had a similar setup. The scenario consisted of a 
troop that suffered an accident and was followed by a rescue troop. This time, 
however, the mission took place in a more complex section on the 5th floor of the 
training hall, consisting of a small clinic and a large open-plan office with a small 
kitchen (Fig. 2). The clinic presented a main corridor with several doors leading to 
the rooms of the clinic. Two of the rooms were connected by a walk-through 
bathroom with two opposing doors. This topology posed some problems to the 
right- hand rule used by firefighters, since it could lead to incomplete searches 
during the reconnaissance. The first troop controlled several rooms and deployed 
tags along the path until the instructor introduced an accident to the simulation. 
The rescue troop combined the use of the fire hose and the available tags to find 
the injured search troop. After the missing troop was found, both teams had to 
follow the track of tags in reverse order to exit the incident. 

Mission III The third mission consisted of finding a missing person in an 
underground parking lot filled with smoke in the lower basement of the training 
building (Fig. 3). Open spaces like this present a higher level of complexity for 
navigation. There are less reference points available, and walking along the walls 
is not enough to provide orientation or to guarantee a systematic search. 
Additionally, the presence of pillars or other elements can hinder the movement of 
the fire hose. The mission was performed by two troops working simultaneously. 
The fire hose was already deployed in a complex pattern, with loops around 
pillars and broken at two points, simulating the results of an explosion. The first 
troop entered from the west side of the basement, and the second troop entered 
from the east side 10 min later. Both teams had a different set of throwies, which 
they used to tag their paths. After meeting in the mid part of the parking lot, both 
teams exchanged information about the deployed landmarks and re-organized the 
rest of the mission. After a quick search, they were able to find the missing 
person. 

During the Throwies 2.0 iteration, firefighters proposed different ways of 
anticipating uses for a particular tag and how to encode aspects from the 
deployment situation deemed relevant for later use. This kind of discussion 
provided the basis for constructing deployment strategies based on the tagging of 
essential events or milestones of a mission. During this iteration, firefighters 
identified four milestones as relevant for tagging: 

1. Waypoint 
2. Room entered 
3. Room checked and closed 
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4. Danger 

Fig. 1 Throwies 2.0 
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Fig. 2 Small clinic and open plan office 

Fig. 3  Underground parking lot 

3.3.2 The UFOs 

In the second iteration, we were interested in extending the design space, 
exploring more complex support for navigation leveraging the potential of 
ubicomp technology and in particular, the coordinated work of a deployment of 
tags. We built for this a kit of networked nodes using off-the-shelf electronic 
components. As the base for the nodes, we used an arduino board (Arduino, 2009) 
equipped with an XBee module to provide networking. We designed a custom 
shield for the arduino with a 7-segment display, two buzzers providing several 
frequencies and a set of buttons to provide interactivity. The buzzers added 
acoustic signals to complement the color lights in making the nodes findable. We 
encased the electronics inside simple plastic containers to make them hard-
wearing, which got our prototypes the affectionate nickname of UFOs from the 
firefighters (Fig. 4). 
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We constructed a wireless controlling unit to allow fire- fighters to remotely 
trigger actions on the UFOs. The unit had a touch screen that provided access to 
basic blocks of functionality, which could be combined during the exercise to 
create more complex services. Firefighters could trigger a single node or an array 
of nodes to beep once or continuously. We conducted three large missions with 
the UFOs, involving several configurations of three-man troops coming from a 
group of nine firefighters. The firefighters had to follow complex paths previously 
defined, working blindfolded to simulate limited visibility. A facilitator walked 
along with each team and, when requested by the team, activated the acoustic 
signals of any particular landmark or sequence of landmarks identified by their 
deployment sequence number. 

Fig. 4  UFO Platform 

Mission I The first mission took place in the parking lot. It started with a 
deployment of five UFOs from 1 to 5 and a fire hose, which was cut in the middle 
by an explosion. One troop was left in a random place in the parking lot and was 
instructed to find an exit. 

Mission II The second mission was also conducted in the parking lot. The 
scenario for the mission consisted on one team that had to search and retrieve an 
injured firefighter. The scenario started with the deployed track of tags. The fire 
hose of the previous team was still available but broken in the middle and moved 
into a misleading position because of a simulated explosion. The team received 
the end of the fire hose of the missing team and the order to go. Combining the 
different available references, the team was able to find the way out. 

Mission III The third mission took place on the same small clinic and open-
plan complex of the fifth floor used in a previous mission. A rescue troop was sent 
to find and retrieve a missing troop. There was no fire hose available to follow, so 
the only guidance was a track of UFOs and the information that the troop was last 
seen close to number nine shortly before the accident. The rescue troop 
successfully followed the acoustic signals of the UFOs to find the missing troop 
and then both troops moved back again to the entry point, following the 
deployment in reverse order. During the missions, the teams tried different 
patterns of beeping to achieve their goal, from isolated nodes to the whole 
deployment. This allowed firefighters to identify configurations of tags based on 
visual or acoustic sequential patterns. The most used methods were the continuous 
beeping of one particular UFO or the beeping of all the UFOs following the 
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deployment sequence. This approach suggested the need of having some form of 
controlling interface allowing at least the following interactions: 

1. Remote selection of one particular landmark. 
2. Display of information of the currently selected tag, such as 
deployment number, current status and radio signal strength. 
3. Remote triggering of acoustic, visual and radio signaling. 
4. Remote update of the actual status. 

3.3.3 The wedges 

The third iteration focused on creating a technical platform to be used 
autonomously by firefighters, without any external intervention of facilitators. 
The ideas coming from the previous prototypes were consolidated in a system 
composed by three main elements (Fig. 5). 

Landmarke node    The first element was an evolution of the basic UFO node, 
based on an ATMEL 1281 micro- controller. It was designed in a modular way to 
allow changing and redefining the hardware without affecting the shape of the 
housing (Fig. 6 Right). Additional to the basic components in the UFOs, we 
included a series of sensors to explore activity recognition opportunities in 
firefighting (Schubert and Scholz, 2010). As casing for the nodes, we chose to 
augment the wooden wedges used by firefighters to lock doors open, which 
provided a very robust form factor and also an easy path into the practices of 
firefighters (Fig. 6 Left). 

Integrated wearable system The central processing component of the Wedges 
prototype was an integrated wearable system. It maintained a model of the 
deployment and provided computer power to process different signals coming 
from the environment. It was based on a computer- on-module platform running a 
Linux distribution and included various USB modules supporting the basic 
functionality of the system. The electronics were packed together in a transporting 
unit attached to the side of the air bottle, which provided enough space to carry 
five wedges. The unit had a dispenser on its bottom, which firefighters were able 
to reach for grabbing the next node on the row. 

Controlling unit The third element was a ruggedized controlling unit equipped 
with a small OLED display, three buttons, a two-position switch and a rotary 
encoder. Using the control unit, the firefighters were able to go over the list of the 
already deployed landmarks to read its status and RSSI value and to trigger the 
displayed wedge once or continuously. In response, the wedge beeps, emits a 
radio packet and blinks brightly for a couple of seconds, hinting of its current 
position. 

We conducted three missions using the wedges, working with a team of nine 
firefighters. The whole system was very robust, so the firefighters were able to 
work completely autonomous, without the intervention of facilitators. 
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Fig. 6 Left Three wedges. Right Hardware of the Landmarke node. a Battery, b main 
board, c top board, d networking board, e id display 

Mission I For the first mission, we designed a simple scenario to test the 
interaction with all the components and allow firefighters to familiarize with the 
system. The mission consisted of a reconnaissance round in a small one- family 
house to look for a missing person, conducted by a two-man team of firefighters 
equipped with a wearable system and five landmarks each. 

Mission II The second mission was conducted in the small clinic and open-plan 
office described previously. The mission consisted of finding a missing person 
located at the opposite side of the entry point. We sent a first troop that had to 
return after placing their 9th landmark, and a second troop which had to continue 
the mission where the first troop left it. For this, the first troop had to find its way 
back to the entrance, and the second troop had to reach the end of the search trail 
of the first troop and proceed with the mission. Both troops had to carry 2 9 15 m 
fire hoses connected to a water supply located in the staircase. 

Mission III The third mission consisted of a search and rescue mission in a fire 
in the parking lot, which was obscured and filled with smoke. We also placed 
several traffic barriers to simulate cars and other obstacles that made the 
navigation process more difficult. A first three- man troop was sent to look for a 
missing person, equipped with a fire hose and the Landmarke system. The troop 
found the missing person, and on their way back, they found a second injured 
person, which they signaled using a red wedge. They asked for a rescue troop to 
remove the second victim, informing the status and number of the wedge marking 
the target. A second three-man troop was sent in response, which followed the 
deployment of the first troop up to the red tag and retrieved the second victim. 

4 Results 

4.1 Landmarke based navigation 

The navigation strategy developed by firefighters using Landmarke contains two 
different moments of use of the platform: deployment and navigation. 
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4.1.1 Deployment 

When a firefighter identifies a place relevant for tagging, he deploys an electronic 
tag. During the activation process, the tag receives a sequence number, creating 
effectively a virtual chain along the path of the mission. Firefighters identified 
four relevant milestones relevant for tagging and associated them with four colors: 

• Blue: A waypoint tag indicating simply a point in the route. These 
Landmarke were deployed in any point that a firefighter deemed to be 
relevant. 

• Yellow: Used to indicate a room or space where a firefighter entered, 
but has not left yet. They were deployed for example in front of a door 
upon entering a room. 

• Green: Indicates a door for a room successfully checked. Usually, these 
landmarks started their life as yellow and were changed to green as a 
team left the room. 

• Red: Used as a Point-of-Interest indicator, to indicate hazards or 
particularities during the reconnaissance. They were used by 
firefighters mostly to mark the presence of fire or victims. 

4.1.2 Navigation 

The main navigation mechanism developed by firefighters using the prototypes 
was to trigger several landmarks following the deployment sequence, until they 
grasped a rough idea of the landscape of deployed landmarks, and then to 
continuously beep one particular tag and follow the acoustic or visual signals. 
Once a tag is found, the fire- fighters trigger a tag with a higher or lower number 
to continue, depending on their direction of movement. If the tag selected to 
continue is not visible or audible, the fire- fighters start the cycle again, by 
triggering a subset of tags above or below the last found one, again depending on 
their movement direction. 

4.2 Development of deployment strategies 

Even though a deployment strategy was created for the markings, the precise 
definition for the semantics of the system was never complete, and during the 
tests, the deployment of new nodes was always a point of discussion. The 
perspective taken to read the signs changed in time, from placing a landmark, to 
reading a landmark as a retreat path; or to reading a landmark as a the path of a 
team being searched. Each of these perspectives changed the meaning of the tags, 
and consequently, the tactics involved in its deployment, as the following 
sequence shows: 

During debrief, FF1 comments his decision of placing a green landmark on a pillar: ‘‘We checked 
the complete room and then we came out from that corner. To provide this information with the 
Landmarke, I decided to change this Landmarke here (points to the Landmarke) so that this area 
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does not need to be checked again, so that’s what I did […] we placed a Landmarke on the pillar 
to inform that the area to the right was already searched’’ 

These changes in the semantic caused problems at some points, when the 
interpretation of the signals was not shared between the involved stakeholders: 

A commander debriefs a mission with one of the troops: ‘‘You said [on the walkie-talkie], ‘we 
have checked the room and set the Landmarke to green’ and then Instructor said ‘there are no 
rooms down there!’, so what did you actually checked? Did you control a niche? For you, in your 
perception, it was a room, but for us it was a just niche. We asked ourselves ‘Where have they 
been?’’’ 

These issues point to an ongoing process of renegotiation around the meaning 
of the tags, which was not closed during the project and which will necessarily 
extend into the appropriation process of the platform once delivered to the 
firefighters. 

4.3 Manual deployment as a resource 

The observation of the platform confirmed our hypothesis about the importance of 
manual deployment to support navigation. The nodes played an important role as 
a physical reference for navigation, by providing hooks for users to establish a 
connection with the explored environment. This connection depends, however, on 
the awareness that firefighters develop around the deployment process of each of 
the tokens, and around their situation in the complete landscape of the deployed 
infrastructure. The deployment sequence number provided a way to establish a 
stable connection with the unknown environment, and firefighters used this 
connection to communicate spatial ideas such as path descriptions or events 
related to a place, as the following sequence elaborates: 

FF1 to commander on the walkie-talkie: We are back to the entry point, that is, to Landmarke 5. 
We continue from Landmarke 5 following the left-hand rule. 

When following a track of landmarks, the tags provided a one-dimensional 
reference along a path between two points, which helped to quantify the level of 
progress in reaching a goal such as an injured troop being searched: 

FF2 to FF1: Found landmarke 7! 
Commander to FF1 [through walkie- 
talkie]: this information just came in… the [injured] first troop used all of its Landmarke, and 
proceeded without Land- marke for the last part. 
FF1: Roger that. We are on Landmarke 8. FF2 to FF1: Landmarke 9! 
FF1 to FF2: you got 9? FF2 to FF1: Landmarke 9. 

The coordinated work of the networked tags supported the development of 
navigation heuristics. The specific identification of each token constructed by 
combining the deployment sequence and ownership to a particular team was used 
to support the establishment of spatial patterns. During the tests, we identified 
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moments in which these patterns made a difference in the decision-making pro- 
cess of the firefighters, like the following sequence shows: 

FF1: Here is our landmarke, so we are 
right! I’ll change it to green and place it back here… we have to go back now… 
FF2: go back? 
FF1: we entered here, we have to get to a landmarke… here is a room, here is a gap. 
Here is a pillar, and back there, we already searched there. That’s why is green here. We have to 
go now to the last placed landmarke and then there it goes on. 
FF2: Ok. Got it. 

The tags also supported the cognitive process of way- finding at some points 
where other elements of orientation were not able to provide useful information or 
after breakdowns of the usual navigation methods: 

During a mission in the parking lot: …the fire hose makes a loop around a sidewalk and moves 
away from the goal of the mis- sion. The team of firefighters crawls in a row around the sidewalk 
following the fire hose until they realize that they are moving away from the beeping sound. 
FF2: we just moved around a pillar, FF1, right? 
FF1: what? 
FF2: we went around a pillar and then back… the Landmarke is behind us… we find it behind 
us… we are moving towards the exit… is not that effective… 
The troop stops. 
FF1 to FF3: FF3, should we just move toward the beeping? 
FF3: come again? 
FF1: should we follow just the signal? FF3: Ok. 
 The team drops the fire hose and regroups, starts moving in the opposite direction, following the 
sound, while remaining close to each other, holding the shoes or shoulder of the other. 

The Landmarke proved also to be useful to provide shortcuts. Shorter paths 
require less oxygen to reach a goal, which translates into more autonomy to work 
once the goal is reached. During the wedge tests in the small clinic, firefighters 
used the Landmarke system to find ways shorter than just following the common 
fire-hose trail. The fire- fighters were willing to leave the fire hose at LM2 to meet 
it again nearby LM5, skipping the more complex path that went through the 
doors. Figure 7 shows in solid line the path of the initial reconnaissance. The 
double line shows the fire hose which firefighters would have followed have they 
chosen to use it as reference. The dotted line shows the path used by the first troop 
on their retreat and by the second troop on their entry way. Both of these paths 
were found by using the landmarks as reference. 

4.4 Visibility and findability 

The issue of visibility and findability of a marking was central for establishing 
cognitive links between events in the history of a person navigating and its 
environment. For the tags to be really landmarks, they needed a way of moving 
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from the background into the focus of attention of firefighters. Since the range of 
visibility creates a locality, different methods defined different ranges and 
produced different interpretations in the process of spatial reasoning. The 
landmarks were findable by different means. When visible, the LEDs provided a 
close range locality around the tag, which helped the firefighters to confirm that 
they were still on track. The sound signals, on the other hand, tended to work 
better on larger ranges and provided help mostly in choosing directions. 
Firefighters used them selectively when they were not able to get more 
information from the fire hose or to confirm that the current direction followed 
was still valid: 

While moving slowly, FF2 informs that they are quite close to the opposite site of the parking lot 
and that they should keep going straight ahead. 
FF1: 12 o’clock? FF2: yes, exactly. 
FF1: then let’s take the Landmarke as orientation. Let’s beep the 5. 
The team listens to the beeping of the Landmarke and after a short nodding, they start crawling in 
a row towards Landmarke. 
The use of the different mediums was often overlapped by firefighter when taking 
decisions. 

Fig. 7 Floor plan with Landmarke deployment, reconnaissance and possible retreat paths 

5 Lessons learned 

The analysis of the results of the design process revealed several technical and 
methodological implications of the concept of ad hoc deployable reference 
systems. Such implications are relevant for the design of similar ubicomp systems 
to support navigation and other activities of fire- fighters working inside of the 
danger zone in a structure fire. In this section, we discuss some of these issues. 
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5.1 Technology challenges 

In contrast to other ad hoc infrastructure being used by firefighters, such as fire 
hoses or lifelines, the infrastructure created by the network is not visible, and 
there is no clear mental model to grasp its qualities, which raises the issue of the 
tangibility of the system. In our work, we observed how different metaphors 
emerged, such as ‘‘digital life- line’’, ‘‘pearl necklace’’ and others, used to 
explain its structure and define the deployment and navigation strategies. 

The selection of the metaphor for the system had a direct impact in the 
technical quality of the network. We observed at some points a conflict or 
dissonance between the topology implied by the manual deployment of the 
landmarks as wedges and the technical requirements of mesh networks. Instead of 
having an evenly distributed coverage, we ended often with deployments 
resembling a tree, or a winding line of nodes. Automation of deployment can be 
useful to help in this issue, but it would mean giving up the knowledge emerging 
from the deployment process which, as we learned in our work, is also very 
important for navigation. This makes very appealing the idea of hybrid 
deployment, that is, of combining automatic deployment to guarantee network 
coverage (Liu et al., 2010) with manual deployment to provide spatial references. 
In that sense, we need to think our infrastructure to be designed for ad hoc 
deployment, i.e. to provide the affordances required to understand the 
implications of placing a node in a certain position at a certain moment in the 
creation of the ad hoc infrastructure. The problem of tangibility of the system is 
also relevant for navigation based on an existing deployment. Most of the 
navigation tactics developed by the firefighters required the coordinated operation 
of several nodes. The network modules sometimes choked on the traffic and 
produced delayed answers to the request of firefighters, creating confusion and 
annoyances. This kind of problem is inherent to the distributed architecture of the 
system, so it must be deal with at the level of human–computer interaction by 
creating the appropriate metaphors. One important challenge for our system lies 
on the creation of appropriate models and visualizations that take into account the 
possibility of failure of parts of the system. It is important to enable firefighters to 
quickly understand the status of the system, to provide feedback about its 
reliability and to support a graceful degradation of functionality in case of failure, 
allowing firefighters always to remain in control. 

Our inclusion of a network sniffer to make the network visible pointed in this 
direction. 

5.2 Design process 

Michel de Certeau uses the concept of strategy to define the production emerging 
from an external entity imposing a certain order and the concept of tactics to 
describe the productive activity of a user in appropriating strategies to make them 
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habitable (Certeau, 2002). While de Certeau emphasizes a political dimension in 
his work, what we attempted with our selection of design strategies was to bring 
these two forms of production into a dialog, where prototypes worked as 
boundary objects, used from one side by users to dis- cover forms of use and from 
the other side by designers to encode envisioned strategies (Stevens, 2009). The 
multidisciplinary team working on the system provided a rich ecosystem required 
for progressively constructing our system by means of the interactions between 
the technology being designed and the interpretation and practices created by its 
users. The direct involvement and collaboration between technology producers 
and technology users helped in creating a common understanding of the problems 
at hand and to produce ideas and solutions that were innovative but that remained 
at the same time practicable. 

A central problem for the design of navigation support was the creation of 
realistic testing scenarios. Firefighters are skilled experts in wayfinding, and 
getting them dis- oriented was not an easy task. To effectively test the platform, 
however, it was extremely relevant to achieve moments of disorientation. As one 
of the instructor stated, we were building a platform for a particular situation that 
represents a small percentage of the work of the firefighters. But when these 
situations happen, they are extremely dangerous. The expertise of firefighters 
provided an invaluable help to overcome the limitations of using training instead 
of real-life situations. By simulating breakdowns on common navigation tools, 
such as fire hoses cut in half or entangled in the pillars of the parking lot, the 
instructors were able to produce scenarios that created situations of partial or 
complete loss of orientation. The open-ended aspect of our prototypes posed 
difficulties at some points to keep pace with the ideas coming from the rather 
different perspectives taking part in the project. We had to be careful in when and 
how to present an idea, to avoid wrong conceptions raising from problems 
inherent to the prototypes. There is a very delicate line, between reality and 
illusion when working with facilitators or wizard of oz methods, and at some 
points, the creation of false expectations became a problem. In this aspect, the 
specification of the platform was very helpful, because it provided a constant 
reality check to assess the feasibility of ideas that emerged from the prototyping 
process. 

6 Conclusion and future work 

In this work, we have created and evaluated a ubicomp platform to support indoor 
navigation of firefighters. Taking a different approach to ubicomp, we departed 
from traditional automation approaches and created a novel platform based on the 
role that context plays for navigation. The result is a technological system 
embedded in tools already being used by firefighters, and encompassing a 
collection of wayfinding strategies created during proto- typing work. In 
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supporting the construction of an ad hoc reference system, we compensated for 
deficiencies and shortcomings of location systems and other technologies by 
leveraging the highly trained cognitive skills that fire- fighters develop to navigate 
in unknown environments. 

There are many areas that we want to explore in further work with deployable 
ad hoc infrastructures to support the work of firefighters. One of these areas is the 
use of the ad hoc networks as a redundant communication channel. Shortages in 
radio coverage are not uncommon in fire- fighting interventions, for example in 
basements or other steel reinforced constructions. In those cases, the mesh quality 
of the Landmarke platform can provide a fallback infrastructure providing basic 
message passing, offering a higher autonomy to firefighters. Another area worth 
of exploring is the use of sensor information collected by the tokens combined 
with data gathered on sensors integrated in the garments, to assist in monitoring 
and coordinating the work of firefighters. What these areas have in common is 
that they are inspired by an approach to navigation support that is not specifically 
dependant on certain technologies such as precise location, but on using design 
exploration to find paths for available or emerging technologies to come into the 
specific practices that we intend to support. 
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1 Introduction 

Dealing proactively with fire inside a burning building is a central concept in 
modern firefighting tactics. Entering sons and performing appropriate actions is 
one of the main challenges firefighters are faced with. All equipment such as fire 
trucks, fire engines, turnable ladders, fire hoses, protective devices and all 
supporting organizational hierarchies, command structures, skills, routines and 
practices are designed and established to support and secure the potentially life-
threatening work of rescuing victims and to minimize risk to people, assets and 
the environment. 

Finding seats of fire or rescuing missing or injured people inside burning 
buildings is a difficult and time critical task. Firefighting tactics dictate that the 
time until a victim inside a burning building filled with smoke reaches her 
tolerance limit is limited to a maximum of 17 minutes. During this time, an 
incident has to be reported to the local fire brigade, firefighters have to be 
alarmed, and then have to travel to the incident location, equip themselves with 
protective clothes and devices, assess the situation on site, decide on appropriate 
action and accomplish the mission. The early phases of alarming, traveling and 
equipping have been optimized in the last decades, e.g. the design of fire stations 
has been optimized for equipping and departing. Most of the protective equipment 
is now integrated into the seats of fire trucks which allows for equipping during 
traveling to the incident location. 
During two research projects in cooperation with different fire brigades in 
Germany over the last five years, we identified the crucial role of organizing 
operations on site to utilize the remaining time after arrival in an effective and 
efficient way. Two aspects are critical. Firstly, a division of labor which ensures 
disciplined and speedy working is necessary, and secondly adequate 
communication technologies, techniques and practices are needed. The second of 
these, we discovered, entails some crucial shortcomings. In this paper we describe 
and analyze these problems. Based on this analysis we present a complementary 
communication concept and a corresponding device (the 
EMERGENCYMESSENGER). We also provide initial findings from evaluative 
full scale training missions. 

. 

2 STATE OF THE ART 

The In this section, we summarize the current state of the art in communication 
and coordination research. Analyzing coordination and communication practices 
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has a long tradition especially in CSCW (Blomberg and Karasti, 2013), (Gross, 
2013). Due to the focus on computer mediated cooperation and communication ‘at 
work’ there is a huge corpus of work on ‘stationary’ workplaces like offices, 
control rooms etc. With the advent of the Mobile and Ubiquitous Computing 
paradigm, the utilization of mobile and embedded systems in other domains of 
work has in- creased (Weiser, 1991). The use and usefulness of mobile and 
embedded devices in domains with special needs and constraints such as 
emergency response has become a focus for re- searchers in HCI and CSCW. In 
recent years, the specific requirements of emergency response have triggered 
critical reconsideration of concepts like awareness, context aware- ness, 
coordination and communication support. 

Firefighting is one such example. However, most of the work in emergency 
response still focuses on command and control either on site or in control centers 
due to difficulties in accessing, documenting and analyzing work practices in the 
first line of intervention. (Landgren and Nulden, 2007), (Landgren, 2006), for 
instance, provide insights into the work of leaders in firefighting during the 
journey to the incident site. Other research contributions focus on the education 
and training of emergency response forces (Toups and Kerne, 2007). Relatively 
few research contributions focus on the work of firefighters in situ. An exception 
is the work of our colleagues, e.g. (Ramirez et al., 2011), (Denef et al., 2008) and 
(Ramirez et al., 2007), who investigate the in situ navigation practices of 
firefighters as a cooperative activity and provide design recommendations on the 
basis of ethnographic enquiry. Ethnographically- grounded pat- terns are 
introduced by (Denef et al., 2011) to inform the design of interactive systems for 
this particular domain. Research from ubiquitous computing has provided 
architectural support for the development of applications for this domain as with 
(Jiang et al., 2004). (Jiang et al., 2004), however, provides no account of the work 
practices and organizational structures of firefighting beyond a single scenario, 
nor investigate the impact of their application on firefighting practices under 
realistic conditions. 

Our focus has to do with communication practices and we argue that 
communication needs in this domain have a particular character that needs to be 
considered while designing tools for enhancing communication practice under 
time- critical conditions in extreme environments. 

3 METHODOLOGY 

In the following section we describe our approach to analysis, design and 
evaluation in relation to the communication and coordination aspects of the work 
of firefighters on-site. The research design follows the approach of design-case- 
studies by (Wulf et al., 2011) which is theoretically grounded in (Rohde et al., 
2009). The research and development process is structured as an iterative 
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evolutionary cycle. Each cycle consists of three phases: Firstly the existing 
routines, organizational and social structures and the individual and cooperative 
practices are investigated, documented and analyzed e.g. through conducting 
ethnographic studies. We should point here that we, like most contemporary 
anthropologists, take the view that ethnography is not a method but a set of 
analytic practices predicated on ‘taking the point of view of the actor’ (Geertz, 
1973). The results of the first phase inform the identification of problems in the 
investigated (social) practice. Designers utilize the ethnography and associated 
problem definitions to create interactive artifacts and new (cooperative) practices 
to meet the problem definitions. In a third phase the resulting artifacts are 
evaluated in the intended context of use. The usage, usefulness and usability of 
the introduced arti- facts and the evolving new practices and social structures are 
observed, documented and analyzed to reframe problem definitions. The results 
and findings lead into refocusing the domain analysis phase in the beginning of 
the next iteration. The domain of first responding in general and firefighting in 
particular, however, has some specifics that make it necessary to complement the 
conventional qualitative empirical methods of ethnography (like observations and 
interviews). We applied three additional methods considering the ad- dressed 
domain: 

Training missions: Legal constraints and other constraints make observation of 
real firefighting missions-especially in the case of indoor work- impossible. 
Training missions provide an alternative where the tactics of firefighting in ‘near 
real’ conditions. We observed several training missions both with conventional 
firefighting equipment and-for evaluative purposes- with the system we 
developed. We documented training missions with audio/video recordings and 
field notes. Additionally the traffic on the on-site-radio was recorded. The 
material was used to analyze the application of common tactics of firefighting and 
to compare it with new practices induced by the new system. 

Post-mission debriefings: To gain a deeper understanding of the existing 
practices and the user-experience of the introduced system, we organized group 
discussions right after each training-mission. By discussing the practical and 
tactical consequences of the introduced system, the observation- al data was 
complemented by reflections on changes to common firefighting tactics. The 
participating firefighters were able to assess the introduced system not only on 
their immediate experience of the new system but also on their long term 
firefighting experience. 

Map exercises: Due to the high pace of realistic training missions and the 
negative impact of disruptions on the dynamics of simulations, we performed map 
exercises together with firefighters to gain a deeper understanding of 
communication practices. Equipped with floor plans of a fictional building, two 
groups of firefighters performed a step by step analysis of procedures utilized 
under the assumption of a missing person in a burning apartment. The 
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participating designers and researchers were allowed to interrupt the ongoing 
exercise at any time to clarify open questions. We focused on communication 
practices by documenting radio messages and other communicative techniques. 
We identified a large amount of recurring messages and collected them on post-its 
and cue cards. After finishing the map exercise we structured the messages in 
eight categories. The map exercises have been captured with audio/video to 
enable a subsequent analysis. 

4 FIREFIGHTING PRACTICE ON SITE 

Firefighting is a highly cooperative task where several ac- tors with heterogeneous 
roles are involved. In the following, we describe this practice in a representative 
scenario in this domain. The following scenario is typical of the way firefighters 
are trained in German firefighting schools. The scenario is described in 
chronological order to give a good understanding of the dynamics of this 
particular practice. The given scenario is a so-called critical apartment fire, i.e. a 
fire in an apartment with one or more affected persons. 

4.1 Alerting Phase – Forming an organizational structure  

The whole ‘fire run’ begins with a 112 call (similar to 911 in the U.S.) by e.g. a 
resident or neighbor. The 112 call is received in the central headquarters of the 
local or regional fire department. According to the category of the described 
incident situation the dispatcher in the headquarters alerts one or more fire 
stations geographically nearby the incident. Several vehicles including one or two 
fire trucks de- part from the station. Each fire truck transports one fire- fighting 
group. Each group is divided into several roles: the group leader, the engineer, 
the runner and three attacking troops. A troop consists of one troop leader and 
one troop member. A group is the smallest fully operational unit. That is, if a 
group arrives on site and no dedicated incident commander arrived yet the group 
leader of the first arriving fire truck has the role of the incident commander. He 
fulfills this role until an incident commander arrives. Then, the command is 
passed over to this incident commander. That means that at least in the beginning 
of a fire run the group leader has to fulfill two roles: leading his group to initialize 
appropriate actions and to communicate with the headquarters to report the 
progress and state of affairs. 

4.2 Approaching Phase – Preparing and Equipping 

Whilst approaching the incident site all firefighters equip themselves with 
appropriate tools and equipment regarding the type of fire run and their assigned 
role. This includes protective clothes, SCBA and mask, helmet, radio sets, etc. 
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The fire trucks are designed in a way to allow access to the relevant equipment 
while driving. 

4.3 Decision Phase – Assessing, Planning, Commanding  

After arriving on site the incident commander (according to the statements in our 
workshops usually the group leader of the first truck to arrive) starts to estimate 
the situation by inspecting the burning building, investigating the surrounding 
area and by talking to affected persons, neighbors, witnesses etc. Usually, during 
this phase of situation investigation the firefighters of the group remain on the 
truck. After collecting the available information, the incident command- er 
assesses the situation and makes a command decision. The incident commander 
then commands his group to take appropriate action. For receiving the command 
all group members line up in front of the group leader ordered by troops. Each 
troop leader receives the mission assignment for his troop and has to repeat the 
command verbally to ensure that there are no misunderstandings. 

If a group leader or the incident commander makes a decision for entering, the 
group leader gives order to one or at the most two troops to enter the building to 
search the affected areas either to find missing and potentially injured people to 
bring them out of the life-threatening zone or to find the seat of fire in order to put 
it out. 

4.4 Operation Phase –Autonomous working on a mission 

After receiving orders the group enters the next phase of the incident. In this 
phase the group leader changes his active role of assessing, decision making and 
commanding to a more passive role of monitoring and steering the autonomously 
operating troops. One or two troops are responsible for establishing an 
infrastructure of water hoses connected to one or more sufficient water supplies. 
The other two troops are responsible for attacking the fire either indoors or from 
outside the affected building. In case of building entry, one water troop puts on 
the same SCBA equipment as building entry units after the water supply 
infrastructure has been established. The water troop then stands by as a back- up 
in case of an accident of one of the building entry troops. To enable the group 
leader to monitor the action, the troops have to report the attainment of particular 
milestones. 

We observed various ways in which those notifications were made, ranging 
from implicit notifications encoded in observable actions to explicit formal 
notifications face-to- face or communicated via radio. E.g. the progress of the 
work of the water supply troop can be observed by the group leader because he is 
co-located with them. Also the state of preparation of the troops with SCBA is 
directly observable. If there is no visual contact, troops verbally report milestones 
to the group leader via radio. 
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With the given commands in mind, troop(s) work autonomously inside the 
building. They explore and investigate the usually unknown environment in harsh 
conditions. By entering affected parts of a burning building the troops are usually 
faced with dense and toxic smoke, high temperatures, and potentially damaged 
structures like stairs and ceilings. To protect them from these dangerous 
conditions, the indoor troops wear and carry various pieces of protective 
equipment. This includes protective clothing, a self- containing breathing 
apparatus (SCBA) with a protective breathing mask, a fire hose connected to the 
pump of a truck, a rope, an axe, several smaller tools like scissors, wooden 
wedges to keep doors open and a radio set to keep in contact with the group leader 
(for more detailed description of firefighting equipment (c.f. (Denef et al., 2009) ). 

If conditions allow, troops try to move inside the building without connecting 
the SCBA to the corresponding mask to save air. The troop has to report to the 
group leader when and where it enters a building. If there is visual contact this 
usually happens implicitly. When a troop reaches an area where the breathing 
conditions are getting intolerable they connect their breathing mask to the SCBA. 
Every troop member assists his troop mate to ensure a safe and consistent fitting. 
From this point in time the status of the troop changes to “connected” which 
means from now on the available amount of air is consumed continuously. The 
troop leader has to notify this milestone to the group leader. This notification is 
usually mediated by radio. 

With SCBA, one charge of air commonly lasts for about 30 minutes. To ensure 
a safe way back to areas were no SCBA is needed the official safety regulations 
prescribe indoor troops have to keep at least the double amount of air they used on 
the way into the life threatening zone. That is, troops working under SCBA have 
to follow the one-third- two-thirds-rule: The time schedule for searching and 
finding a victim or a seat of fire is limited to 10 minutes maxi- mum. Double this 
time is reserved for the way back (20 minutes). This reserve serves as a buffer in 
case problems are caused on the way back by the dynamics of the ongoing fire 
(e.g. collapsing building structures). Another important reason for that rule is the 
fact of consuming significantly more air while carrying an unconscious victim. 

To search for missing persons or a seat of fire indoor troops follow certain 
approaches of systematic search. They traverse an apartment by initially deciding 
to follow the walls on the right or left. If they approach a door, they enter the 
room, decide on the direction and proceed along the right or left side wall. This 
basically implements a depth-first algorithm to traverse through all rooms in a 
house or apartment without missing an area (c.f. (Ramirez et al., 2011)). The troop 
leader reports his initial directional decision and milestones which seem to be of 
relevance to enable the group leader to monitor the progress of the reconnaissance 
and the approximate position. During training missions we observed notifications 
of floor changes, entering and leaving a building, entering and leaving an 
apartment, or entering and leaving a room. 
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The discovery of a victim or a seat of fire is reported to the group leader and 

appropriate rescue actions are then per- formed or, respectively, actions to put out 
the fire. An in- door troop always returns along the fire hose they dragged along 
behind them during the search phase even if this way is not the fastest. As long as 
the dynamics of the incident situation does not block the way along the fire hose 
this direction is the most clearly defined and best known way to the entry point. 
After successfully leaving the danger zone the troop hands over the victim to the 
emergency medical service which should have arrived on site at that time. The 
handover has to be reported to the group leader. 

4.5 SCBA monitoring 

The communication between a group leader and a troop leader is not 
unidirectional. The group leader is responsible for monitoring the amount of 
available air in the SCBA of his subordinated troops. He has to take care that 
troops follow the one-third-two-third-rule. There are different tools available to 
support this important task: Most fire departments in Germany equip their 
brigades with a special board (c.f. (Denef et al., 2009)). The board is equipped 
with three kitchen-timer-like mechanical count down clocks. Below these clocks 
it is possible to structure a sheet of paper in columns for each troop. When a troop 
leader reports the connection of the BAs, the group leader starts the kitchen timer 
associated with the troop at 10 minutes to apply the 10-minutes-20- minutes 
pattern and notes the ID of the troop and the time in the associated column. After 
a countdown clock expires, the group leader has to ask the corresponding troop 
leader via radio to report the current remaining pressure of the least full SCBA in 
his troop. The group leader notes the time and the pressure value in the 
corresponding column. If the SCBA is capable of carrying 300bar and the 
reported pressure is below 200 the group leader orders the troop to leave the 
danger zone. The troop then will be substituted by another. 

5 RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

Following As stated in the introduction the assumed available time window on 
site for rescuing potential victims is very short (cf. Figure 1). The following 
analysis was driven by this circumstance and guided the design of the 
EMERGENCYMESSENGER introduced later on. 

5.1 Groups as a crucial operational units 

The organization of the firefighting infrastructure in Ger- many can be understood 
as a network of very different roles and actors. The importance of a well-
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structured and effective coupling of all relevant factors can be demonstrated by 
the schedule shown in Figure 1. If a victim is exposed in a burning building and 
cannot move out of the life- threatening zone, even light smoke limits the time 
window for search and rescue to a maximum tolerance limit of 13 minutes before 
the victim loses consciousness. The time limit for a successful re-animation is 
limited to additional 4 minutes. After reaching this total limit of 17 minutes a res- 
cue without serious consequences for the health of the victim becomes highly 
improbable. Extensive emergency planning and refinement over decades have 
optimized the first phases of a fire run until the arrival of the first group at the 
incident site. It turns out that effective and efficient work of the first arriving 
group is crucial for searching and rescuing victims within the given limits of the 
remaining 5 minutes on site. It is the group leader who has to investigate, decide 
and command and it is the troop leader with his troop member that has to perform 
actions to search and rescue the victim. 

To understand what makes an effective, efficient and successful firefighting 
practice, focusing on the work of the smallest independent unit ‘group’ is crucial. 
The limited available time for acting on-site in relation to the complex cooperative 
tasks and the essential need for an adequate monitoring means effective use of 
time is critical. 

5.2 Autonomy: Organizational and regulatory aspects 

Indoor troops work autonomously under potentially life- threatening conditions. 
The group leader is responsible for supporting the safety of his troops by 
monitoring the progress of their actions and for intervening if the operational 
situation requires a readjustment of the given commands or the complete 
abandonment of victims or affected objects. Group leaders rely on the flow of 
information in order to decide whether a troop is performing normally or if there 
are serious problems that require further actions. 

Due to the high level of autonomy of indoor attacking troops, monitoring has to 
be framed as a communication problem: If a group leader is not able to assess the 
current operational state of a troop in the life-threatening danger zone, regulations 
assume an accident to the unreachable troop. The group leader has to report this 
accident to the incident commander and he has to change the mission tar- get 
towards rescuing the unreachable troop. In this case the incident commander has 
to abort or at least interrupt the current operations and mission targets. The new 
orders are focused on searching and rescuing the potentially threatened troop. To 
support the rescue operation the incident commander has to call additional forces 
from other stations. These forces have to drive with several vehicles through 
traffic with exclusive privileges which always is a source for further accidents 
with other traffic participants. These additional forces are not available for other 
emergency cases. 
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After such an accident the incident commander and the re- sponsible group leader 
have to give account for the decisions they made before the administration, which 
has been described as embarrassing especially for those cases were the troop was 
unreachable but turns out to be working normally and without any problems. 
Unburdening group leaders from these pressures can be considered as an 

important contribution to support the coordinative work of group leaders and 
troops. This encompasses more robust communication infrastructures including 
the possibility to continuously monitor and assess the actual state of connectivity 
to troops to overcome the current practice of trial and error when estimating 
reachability.  
Figure 1 Available time window for a firefighting group to rescue victims in a smoked 
environment (Landesfeuerwehrschule Schleswig-Holstein, 2006) 

5.3 Responsibility: Dealing with uncertainty 

After ordering troops into a building, the monitoring phase must not be seen as a 
continuous flow of information about the operating troop. Due to the autonomy of 
the troop operating indoors monitoring can be characterized as periodically 
reducing uncertainty. Periods are structured by an agreement evolved from 
regulation, education, training, experience and a mutual cultivation of trust. That 
is, for a group leader uncertainty begins and grows after every act of 
communication. The longer the indoor operations proceed without any 
communication, the more uncertainty about the current state of affairs inside the 
building grows. To fulfill his responsibility a group leader has to decide at any 
time during indoor work whether it is important to mitigate the uncertainty for 
monitoring and safety reasons or to let the troop work autonomously without 
disturbing the ongoing search and rescue work. 
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If communication breaks down, growing uncertainty cannot be mitigated. 
Depending on the level of experience and on current context, the group leader has 
to decide whether to escalate the mission from routine firefighting to a search and 
rescue mission to save the lives of his comrades. We discovered that experienced 
group leaders do not always immediately report an accident to an indoor troop 
after a communication breakdown. They try to balance all available and relevant 
factors to ground this far-reaching decision: At what point did the current 
communication break- down occur? Did other break downs happen before during 
the current incident? How threatening may the current situation be inside the 
building? What is the structure of the affected building? What trust does the group 
leader have in the skills and experience of the affected troop leader? What self-
assessment of his skills and experiences does the group leader have? Considering 
all these factors under tight time constraints causes high levels of stress even for 
the most experienced group leaders, they report. This may lead into time loss and 
increases the possibility of wrong decisions with far-reaching consequences. 

With the currently available equipment, monitoring indoor troops is a 
permanent tradeoff between a growing uncertainty and the disturbance of ongoing 
time-critical operations of the involved troops. Decreasing the costs of 
communication between group leaders and troops in terms of effort, time and 
inconvenience would allow for saving time and would enable group leaders to 
intensify the monitoring of the troops if necessary. Indicators for a successful 
communication would enable group leaders to decide whether a conversational 
partner does not answer because he is too busy or because he simply has not 
received the radio message or because he is in serious trouble. 

5.4 Technical and practical constraints of communication 
technologies in use 

In Germany in the domain of emergency response there are two standards of voice 
over radio: One standard works on a 4m wavelength (68MHz to 87.5MHz) and is 
used for long range communication between vehicles and the headquarters. The 
other standard works within the 2m band (165 MHz to 174 MHz) and is used for 
voice communication on site. Even with its long wavelength voice over radio 
communication in the 2m band suffers from problems due to limited penetrative 
power in large buildings and in basements, garages etc. Unfortunately, fighting 
fire in basements and underground garages is very difficult and dangerous and 
needs intensified monitoring by the group lead- er. As stated in several group 
discussions communication breakdowns in such situations are very common. 

On-site, in typical fire runs, all fire fighting forces share the same channel 
within the 2m band, i.e. every radio message is broadcast and can be heard by 
everyone. The radio communication works in half duplex, therefore only one can 
talk at a time. To deal with constraints caused by the half duplex mode and by 
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using a shared channel, a strict discipline is necessary to identify and address the 
intended send- er and receiver of each radio message. In the following we present 
a short transcript of a typical radio message sent from a troop leader to his group 
leader. To illustrate the ratio between protocol and content the tactically relevant 
part is printed in bold. 

Troop leader 1: Group leader 1 from troop leader 1. 
 Group leader 1: Group leader hears. 
Troop leader 1: First C-hose water on! 
Group leader 1: Roger. 

Firefighters with very different levels of experience and skills all agreed on the 
problematic combination of using radio set while working with SCBAs. 
Firefighters have to adapt the way they breathe under the protective mask to be 
understandable via radio. We also observed that troop leaders interrupt their 
actions, such as moving forward to search an apartment, to fully concentrate on 
listening and answering radio messages. In most of the observed radio 
communication situations, mission critical activities had to be postponed in order 
to answer radio requests. 

Another important aspect of voice over radio is the synchronic character of 
communication and the ephemeral nature of the spoken word. Incoming requests 
have to be answered immediately to maintain the association of request and 
response. Both, the group leader and the troop leader have to interrupt current 
activities to respond on requests to prevent misconceptions. Interrupting the 
current flow of work is considered problematic, in particular by troop leaders. In 
the training missions, we observed that group leaders only make a few notes 
which often are related to SCBA monitoring. In case of losing contact to a troop 
or having an accident of a troop member group leaders have to recapitulate 
relevant events from memory, which is a challenge especially in stressful 
situations. 

The efficiency of voice over radio communication can be increased 
significantly by reducing protocol-overhead through the automation of addressing 
and acknowledging. Alternatively, multi-hop capable network-topologies or ad- 
hoc deployed communication infrastructures could over- come these limitations 
by reducing radio communication breakdowns. Infrastructures should provide 
information about operability to enable group leaders and troop leaders to judge 
the uncertainty caused by malfunctions or technical constraints (c.f. (Chalmers et 
al., 2003)). The disadvantages of speaking under a protective mask shift the focus 
towards nonverbal forms of communication. Such a shift would open the design 
space for new forms of interaction and would allow for a complete 
reconsideration of the analyzed problems. 
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6 DESIGNING FOR COMMUNICATION 
SUPPORT: THE EMERGENCY MESSENGER 

Based on the results of the domain analysis, we proposed a hybrid communication 
concept, i.e. we decided not to adapt or completely substitute the voice over radio 
communication but to complement it by a text based messenger with predefined 
messages and categories. Such a text based messenger concept would allow group 
and troop leaders to send recurring status updates by selecting and sending 
predefined text messages. This is a situation where it is possible to delimit 
commonly sent requests to a troop, augmented with sets of associated answer 
possibilities. Thus, the receiver of such a request has not to encode an answer 
char- acter by character but only has to choose from a list. 

We designed two different types of devices to support the different needs of 
group leaders and troop leaders. We developed an application for the group leader 
and installed it on a ruggedized tablet-PC. For troop leaders we developed 
dedicated hardware, the EMERGENCYMESSENGER (c.f. Figure 2). For the 
interaction, we chose a form factor similar to devices firefighters are used to, e.g. 
the manometer of the SCBA. To minimize the disturbance of the troop leader’s 
operations we designed the EMERGENCYMESSENGER to allow for a one-
handed operation similar to mechanical stop-watches. The device has three 
buttons for interaction; button (1) and (2) are for scrolling up and down; button (3) 
is a kind of “Enter” button; pushing button (1) and (2) together is “Escape”. A 
piezo sound generator (4) notifies incoming messages and gives acoustic feedback 
while pushing a button. A haptic feedback is provided by a vibration motor. 

The display shows a graphical user interface structured as follows. It has three 
areas: The upper status bar, the categories/requests tiles and the lower status bar. 
The upper status bar shows a mobile phone-like Received Signal Strength 
Indicator (RSSI) on the right side and white dots on the left side. The dots 
represent the number of messages sent from the device but yet unacknowledged 
by the group leader. 

The lower status bar shows the time since the SCBA of the troop has been 
connected to the protective mask. The number on the right is the remaining 
pressure in the SCBA in atmospheres (unit ‘bar’). The categories/requests field is 
divided into tiles. Each tile represents a predefined message category or a received 
request. With the buttons (1) and (2) it is possible to scroll through the tiles. The 
selected tile is highlighted in black. By pushing the “Enter” button (3) the user 
opens the selected category/request. The opened cate- gory/request is shown in 
Figure 2 (right); the associated messages/responses are listed below. The user can 
select from this list by scrolling with buttons (1) and (2). Button (3) is to send a 
selected message/response. To jump back to the categories/requests tiles the user 
can escape the current path by pushing button (1) and (2) together. 
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The list of predefined categories (in Figure 2 (left) the eight tiles shown) and 
the associated messages can be defined by the firefighters and transferred to the 
device with a software application. This enables different firefighting brigades to 
adapt the EMERGENCYMESSENGER to their customary communication 
routines. Incoming requests sent by a group leader are notified by a continuously 
beeping sound and a notification screen. The troop leader has to push the “Enter” 
button (3) to stop the beeping and to close the notification. By doing this a receipt 
is sent to the group leader to acknowledge the recipience of the request. After that 
the incoming request is opened and the list of associated responses is shown (c.f. 
Figure 2 right). The user can select and send a response by pushing button (3) like 
mentioned above. 

7 USER EXPERIENCE EVALUATION 

To evaluate the usage and appropriation of the EMERGENCYMESSENGER we 
conducted 14 training missions on 8 workshop days distributed over a time of 1.5 
years. We benefited from the possibilities in the training center we had access to. 
The indoor troops in our training missions operated in real and full scale buildings 
where they had to deal with darkness and artificial smoke. It was possible to 
augment the incident scene with screaming voices coming from speakers and a 
fire-simulating lighting system. A fully working water supply was available for 
the fire engines and hoses. The firefighters were fully equipped including state of 
the art radio sets (cf. Figure 3). Training missions followed the minimum 
requirements of the educational standards in firefighting. 

The more realistic the missions were, the more difficult it was to document the 
effects of the introduced system for evaluation purposes. We decided to approach 
the evaluation from different perspectives. As a basis for further investigations on 
the impact of the EM system, we measured the actual quantitative benefits 
regarding time savings by analyzing the logs, video- and audio-recordings. As a 
reference we first analyzed the radio communication of the conventional training 
missions by counting the number of radio messages and the length of interruptions 
of other fire- fighting tasks they caused. Later, after introducing the 
EMERGENCYMESSENGER system, we did the same analysis of all training 
missions with the introduced system. A simple comparison of the data revealed 
significant advantages of the introduced system regarding absolute time savings. 

Based on these quantitative findings we conducted further inquiry on the 
qualitative impact of the EMERGENCYMESSENGER concept on the addressed 
fire- fighting practices. For this purpose, we especially focused on the post-
mission debriefings and discussions. We analyzed the data by open inductive 
coding: We extracted statements from the debriefings relating to the changes in 
practice reported by practitioners. We identified relevant categories by 
interpreting these statements in an iterative way. The identified categories led us 
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to further statements and categories in the data. In the end, the categorization 
process ended in saturation where no further topics, patterns and categories were 
found in the available data (c.f. (Glaser and Strauss, 1999)). 
In the next sections we summarize the results of the analysis of the documented 
training missions and debriefing sessions. We limit the results to the categories 
Performance, Standardization and Complementation which are most relevant for 
the addressed firefighting practices. 

 
Figure 2 (left) Main menu and (right) sub menu of the EmergencyMessenger; (lower left) 

one-handed stop-watch interaction scheme; (lower right) SCBA manometer 
Figure 3 (left) Troop fully equipped with SCBA prepared for indoor attacking. The troop 
leader on the right is equipped with the EmergencyMessenger device. (right) Usage of the 
EmergencyMessenger device before entering the danger zone. 

7.1 Interaction performance 

We find evidence in the quantitative results that the EMERGENCYMESSENGER 
enables group and troop leaders to communicate significantly faster in relation to 
the established voice over radio communication: 
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• While using radios we observed 12 acts of communication in average 
between the group leader and one indoor troop. 

• Even without any other traffic on the shared radio channel, we observed 
problems in communication such as bad link quality, no responses from 
the addressee or difficulties in understanding concrete information (like 
SCBA filling levels). Problems that needed further treatment like 
requests to repeat occurred in at least 3 and up to 8 cases of radio 
communication. 

• Indoor troops needed 12-14 min. on average to find a missing person 
and to hand him/her over to the medical services. 

• 04:33 minutes on average of this time are spent with radio 
communication which means 27 seconds on aver- age for each act of 
radio communication. 

We observed that the introduction of the EMERGENCYMESSENGER concept led 
into a more detailed level of reporting and monitoring: 

• While using the EMERGENCYMESSENGER we counted 17 acts of 
communication in average between the group leader and one indoor 
attacking troop. 

• The ad-hoc deployed ZigBee based network provided coverage of 
100% in an apartment with kitchen, bath and 4 rooms on the second 
floor. We observed no problems in communication that needed further 
treatment. 

• Attacking troops spent 2:37 min. in average for communication with 
the EMERGENCYMESSENGER which means 9 seconds in average 
for each act of text based communication. 

The reasons for this significant decrease of communication efforts are 
manifold: Due to the direct addressing of messages and answers, the 
EMERGENCYMESSENGER approach dispenses with the need for effortful 
protocols as described above. The predefined messages have been perceived as 
unambiguous and understandable independent of the environmental conditions. 
Voice over radio communication, as we have seen, can be problematic in relation 
to audibility. Talking through a protective mask over a medium susceptible to 
interference to a group leader standing right beside a fire truck with a running 
engine and operating pump is very difficult and error prone. This way of 
communication regularly needs double checking and repeating to allow for un- 
ambiguous information exchange. In turn double checking and repeating blocks 
the shared channel and hinders others, adding to time costs. By using textual 
messages it is possible to keep all incoming and outgoing messages in a persistent 
history. In case of an incoming message, troops are able to complete the current 
activities before answering to an incoming request. Participating firefighters stated 
that the shift from synchronicity to asynchronicity of communication supports less 
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disturbed and more efficient workflows for both the group leaders and the indoor 
troops. 

7.2 Standardization vs. expressiveness 

Firefighting in Germany (like in many other countries) is characterized by a high 
quota of volunteers. Due to the establishment of effective fire safety regulations, 
the number of fire runs has decreased constantly in the last decades. Ironically, 
volunteer firefighters are less often involved in fire runs. According to the 
experiences of the participating group leaders and brigade leaders in our project, 
volunteer firefighters often struggle with communicating appropriately in stressful 
situations as a result of their relative inexperience. With regard to this trend, the 
participating firefighters in our project identified an important contribution of the 
EM approach especially for volunteer forces: The predefined categories and the 
associated messages provide a good overview of tactical needs for communication 
be- tween group leaders and associated troops. The catalogue of predefined 
messages and categories has an educational value for firefighters to maintain their 
communicative skills in incidents. 

Participating firefighters working at the firefighting training center identified a 
possibility for the standardization of heterogeneous communication practices 
across the large number of volunteer fire stations in Germany. With the 
EMERGENCYMESSENGER it is possible to share and discuss catalogues of 
messages and categories e.g. in responsible committees or even in online-
communities of volunteering firefighters. Fire brigades then can agree on a 
common set of predefined messages to harmonize the communication practices 
for a region where stations have to cooperate to face bigger incidents. Despite the 
high level of confidence regarding the impact of the 
EMERGENCYMESSENGER for firefighting, the conventional voice over radio 
communication remains very important. Experienced group leaders read between 
the lines to decide whether a troop can continue with operations or it should be 
replaced by another troop. Troop leaders make use of rhetorical questions to 
signal their group leader their situation or constitution. During a map exercise a 
troop leader explained the role of rhetoric with an example: 

“As a troop leader when I leave a burning apartment and I have enough air to receive a new 
order, I can ask ‘I have a pressure of 260, I’ll reenter the apartment now for this or that, ok?’ Or I 
can ask: ’Are there further orders for my troop? I have a remaining pressure of 260. Do I have to 
enter the apartment again?’ An experienced group leader immediately recognizes the difference.” 

The expressiveness of the EMERGENCYMESSENGER is clearly too limited 
to cover all possibilities and aspects of spoken language in such a social setting. 
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7.3 Complementation vs. substitution 

The disciplined application of trained tactics and procedures makes the necessary 
routine communication e.g. for monitoring and reporting operations inside the 
building predictable and structured. The text based communication approach 
implemented by the EM contributes significantly to the efficiency and 
effectiveness of sharing tactical information between group leaders and troops. 
Nevertheless, fire runs entail a high potential for unforeseen events. In such 
situations involved actors have to articulate the circum- stances very fast and 
precisely. For unanticipated situations, then, the EM is inappropriate due to its 
limited expressive- ness. Therefore, during our training missions with our 
prototypes and the corresponding debriefing sessions we observed a strong 
attachment to the conventional verbal communication techniques as a channel 
which enables participants to explain a complex nexus of facts and figures, 
assessments, estimations and even guesses. In situations where indoor troops 
experience disorientation or even an accident, a voice channel provides 
possibilities to express fears and to provide reassurance. The participating fire- 
fighters see the EM as a useful complement to and progression of an old but time-
proven technique. 

8 DISCUSSION 

8.1 Anticipation vs. Unpredictability 

One important finding of analyzing the training missions and the debriefing 
sessions was the self-conception of the work of firefighting and emergency 
response: Members of the firefighting domain have a very different understanding 
of the term “emergency”. From the perspective of the do- main, an incident like a 
burning apartment is not in and of itself an emergency case. Firefighters in 
Germany have to participate in a large number of courses in dedicated fire- 
fighting schools and must pass exams to demonstrate their knowledge and skills. 
Formal education complemented by regular training missions and a rigid 
paramilitary structure form the basis for the development of professional routines. 
Within the uncertainty of an incident these routines help to establish a work flow 
which results in efficient, target oriented actions. This means that what for an 
outsider might constitute an emergency can be, for them, routine. The term 
‘emergency’ applied to the domain of firefighting means a breakdown of the 
routines experienced in communication breakdowns, losing orientation or having 
a life-threatening accident. The design of our communication concept focuses on 
the routines which have a high level of predictability. In CSCW there are 
discourses about the consequences of the introduction of predefined categories to 
support communication in cooperative social settings. One may be reminded to 
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the application of speech act theory in cooperative systems by Winograd and 
Flores in (Flores et al., 1988) and (Winograd, 1986) and the critique of Suchman 
in (Suchman, 1994). This raises interesting problems in relation to the ‘discipline’ 
or ‘politics’ of predetermined categories. The case we describe here, however, far 
from imposing an external discipline, supports a set of disciplines internalized 
through long practice. The safety, effectiveness and efficiency of the domain of 
firefighting are reliant on exactly those disciplining momentums and established 
routines. Firefighters are familiar with a structure of command and obedience and 
commit themselves to it, knowing and accepting the positive impact on the safety 
for each of them. By designing a complementary communication concept and 
leaving the voice channel for unpredictable non- routine situations the concept 
allows for both routinized and exceptional circumstance, and provides 
communication channels to support both. 

8.2 Overcoming technical constraints 

In our participatory design workshops, firefighters considered the connectivity 
problem as crucial for monitoring autonomously working troops. Our 
communication concept fits a large range of different communication 
infrastructures including ad-hoc deployable mesh networks to overcome physical 
barriers and constraints. Research on firefighting in the first line of intervention 
has shown that it possible to equip firefighters with ad-hoc deployable devices to 
support certain tactical aspects e.g. navigation (Ramirez et al., 2011). 

8.3 Addressability and awareness 

The design of the communication concept allows for directly addressing the 
sender and receiver of a message. This shift unburdens participants from 
vigilantly listening on the shared channel and enables senders and receivers to 
communicate without blocking a scarce resource. The price of this shift is a 
possible loss of awareness of every participant about the current state of affairs 
during an incident. However, the design concept allows for a circumspect and 
selectively distribution of communication to actors who ‘need to know’ while 
sparing others from a disruptive information overflow. 

9 CONCLUSIONS 

In the domain of emergency response, research is often dedicated to the 
investigation, analysis and design of tools to support the management of critical 
incidents. In the do- main of firefighting we identified the importance of efficient 
work practices at the first line of intervention. We point out the advantages and 
disadvantages of voice over radio communication. Radio sets are an important 
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instrument to support the coordination between group leaders and indoor 
operating troops. However, we also identified short- comings of voice over radio. 
Based on the identification of routines grounded in discipline and rigid structures 
we de- signed in cooperation with volunteer and career firefighters a new 
communication concept and evaluated it in a number of training missions. 
Drawing on Winograd’s language/action perspective , we complemented the 
conventional radio communication with a text based messaging tool which offers 
a predefined set of structured message categories and requests. Based on this 
device, we explored new practices of routine communication which turned out to 
be more efficient and convenient compared to the existing practices. 
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Abstract Emergency or crisis management, as is well-attested, is a complex 
management problem. A variety of agencies need to collaborate and coordinate in real-
time and with an urgency that is not always present in other domains. It follows that 
accurate information of varying kinds (e.g. geographical and weather conditions; available 
skills and expertises; state-of-play; current dispositions and deployments) needs to be 
made available in a timely fashion to the organizations and individuals who need it. By 
definition, this information will come from a number of sources both within and across 
organizations. Large-scale events in particular necessitate collaboration with other 
organizations. Of course, plans and processes exist to deal with such events but the 
number of dynamically changing factors as well as the high number of heterogeneous 
organizations and the high degree of interdependency involved make it impossible to plan 
for all contingencies. A degree of ongoing improvisation, which typically occurs by means 
of a variety of information and expertise sharing practices, therefore becomes necessary. 
This, however, faces many challenges, such as different organizational cultures, distinct 
individual and coordinative work practices and discrete information systems. Our work 
entails an examination of the practices of information and expertise sharing, and the 
obstacles to it, in inter-organizational crisis management. We conceive of this as a design 
case study, such that we examine a problem area and its scope; conduct detailed 
enquiries into practice in that area, and provide design recommendations for 
implementation and evaluation. First, we will present the results of an empirical study of 
collaboration practices between organizations and public authorities with security 
responsibilities such as the police, fire departments, public administration and electricity 
network operators, mainly in scenarios of medium to large power outages in Germany. 
Based on these results, we will describe a concept, which was designed, implemented 
and evaluated as a system prototype, in two iterations. While the first iteration focuses on 
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situation assessment, the second iteration also includes inter-organizational collaboration 
functionalities. Based on the findings of our evaluations with practitioners, we will discuss 
how to support collaboration with a particular focus on information and expertise sharing. 

Author Keywords Information management, Expertise sharing, Collaboration, 
Design case study, Inter-organizational crisis management, CSCW 

1 Introduction 

Sharing information and expertise is crucial in coping and recovery work in crisis 
management. Having the relevant information and expertise on time and with an 
acceptable degree of accuracy is a key task for all stakeholders. As Schraagen et 
al. (2010) put it, however: 

“Current network structures are often characterized by their ad hoc nature. Large […] coalitions 
are assembled out of units that may never have worked together before, nor are they likely to see 
each other again […]. In the civilian crisis management area, units are assembled from the police, 
the fire brigades, and the paramedics to deal with unexpected situations that require coordinated 
effort for a limited time span. However, during the acute phase of a crisis, central controlled 
coordination cannot be achieved. This is because, in situations of time pressure, monodisciplinary 
organizations tend to fall back on well-established routines, each doing what it is they are best in 
doing. Although these ad hoc organizations are ideally characterized by collaborative working, 
unlimited communication across all levels and a broad sharing of situation information, in reality 
there are some bottlenecks that need to be overcome to fully realize their potential.” (pp. 117-
118). 

Organizations and public authorities with security responsibilities, such as the 
police or fire department, therefore put a lot of effort into making crisis 
management work as calculable and predictable as possible. However, large 
incidents (e.g. Hurricane Katrina (USA, 2005), thunderstorm Kyrill (Western 
Europe, 2007), Hurricane Sandy (US East Coast, 2012), European floods (Central 
Europe, 2013)) are hardly predictable. The number of influential factors (e.g. 
weather conditions, the number of people affected or the type of emergency), as 
well as structural dependencies (e.g. electricity, roads and railways or fuel 
resources), makes it almost impossible to plan all crisis management activities and 
calculate information demands well in advance. Hence, as Ley et al. (2012) 
suggest, many incident situations require the satisfying of ongoing situational 
information needs, spontaneous decision-making and ad hoc coordination 
between relevant organizations, different infrastructure providers and 
administrative staff. Due to this, improvisation work is at the same time both 
necessary and difficult to do. A completely different level of challenge is arguably 
seen when a crisis occurs that requires emergency response organizations to 
collaborate. For instance, when dealing with a medium to large power outage in 
Germany (the scenario we were looking at in our research project “InfoStrom”), 
each organization sets up its own crisis management team. Even at county level, a 
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crisis committee has to coordinate efforts and also has to deal with the public. In 
these situations each organization has to leave its own area of organizational 
responsibility and is forced to operate and interact outside its system of 
established practices. However, there are established processes and practices of 
coordination and collaboration which are usually based on laws and regulations 
that make it difficult to improvise on an inter-organizational level. Additionally, 
since laws and regulations also restrict the design and information portfolio of 
emergency management systems in response to a pre-planned scenario, these 
systems cannot provide full support for improvisation work in these situations. 

Our work will focus on inter-organizational collaboration in information and 
expertise sharing practices of stakeholders who are involved in a medium to large 
power outage in Germany. These are infrastructure suppliers (e.g. electricity 
network operators (ENO)), public strategic administration (e.g. crisis committee, 
operations management, county administration), public operative administration 
(e.g. police, fire department) and the citizens. We are interested in acquiring 
deeper understanding of the collaboration practices in information and expertise 
sharing in an inter-organizational crisis management setting, where improvisation 
plays an important role for coping and recovery work: What makes it necessary to 
collaborate with others? What factors influence improvised information and 
expertise retrieval and sharing activities? What communication lines exist and 
where do communication strategies fail? We also want to answer the question of 
how ICT support should be designed to be able to adequately support such 
practices under these or similar circumstances. 

This article is structured as follows: after presenting and discussing relevant 
related work (section 2), we will introduce our research question and the research 
field for our three-year study (section 3). We will then describe the methodology 
of our empirical study and will present our findings with a focus on the aspects 
relevant for information and expertise sharing that we have found in emergency 
management (section 4). Afterwards, we will describe the concept behind, and 
implementation of, an inter-organizational situation assessment client and an 
inter-organizational information repository (section 5). We will finish by 
presenting the results of the evaluation (section 6) and then come to a conclusion 
(section 7). 

2 Related work 

Our CSCW-related work stands as an exemplar of the problems entailed in inter- 
organizational crisis management, and of the nature of improvisation work in 
these situations. It further shows how information and expertise sharing occurs in 
practice and demonstrates the degree to which geographic information systems 
can provide potential solutions to problems experienced. In this section we review 
the related work in these areas and outline the research gap. 
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The “endeavor to understand the nature and characteristics of cooperative work 
with the objective of designing adequate computer-based technologies.“ (Bannon 
and Schmidt 1989) has always been the aim of CSCW. In “disaster, crisis, 
catastrophe, and emergency management [which] are sometimes used synony- 
mously and sometimes with slight differences, by scholars and practitioners” 
(Hiltz et al. 2011) coordination, cooperation and collaboration are essential. Based 
on an analysis of the responses to the 2001 World Trade Center attack, Mendonça 
(2007) suggests that some specifics of emergency management can be considered 
as characteristic: Firstly, (a) rarity of incidences limits opportunities for training 
and learning. (b) Time pressure forces a convergence of planning and execution. 
(c) Uncertainty is present because the development of an extreme incident is 
rarely predictable. Furthermore, extreme events have (d) high and broad 
consequences, wherefore there is a need to manage interdependencies within a 
wide range of physical and social systems. The (e) complexity of the event arises, 
which is partly due to the high and broad consequences. Finally, (f) multiple 
decision-makers and responding organizations may negotiate with each other, 
while responding to the event. Based on interviews with emergency responders, 
Chen et al. (2008) describe similar characteristics but highlight the “disruption of 
infrastructure support” as an important occurrence. 

2.1 Improvisation in crisis management 

Emergency services face an “unlimited variety of incidents that require 
interpretation, decision and coordination” (Normark and Randall 2005). The 
described characteristics of such situations (Chen et al. 2008; Mendonça 2007) 
make it impossible to plan all these activities ahead. Therefore the necessity for 
improvisation, Latin improvisus (im = not; provisus = foresee), occurs, which can 
be defined as a “situated performance where thinking and action seem to occur 
simultaneously and on the spur of the moment” (Ciborra 1996). Cunha et al. 
(1999) present a list of more than 50 rather similar definitions of improvisation. 
Authors variously define it as “to be composed while performed” (Perry 1991), as 
“thinking and doing unfold simultaneously” and “retrospective sensemaking” 
(Weick 1996). In this article we will refer to the definition of Perry (1991). 

Improvisation becomes necessary when planned decision-making does not 
work as anticipated. It further arises when “both a demand for speed and action, 
and an unexpected […] occurrence are perceived” (Pina Cunha et al. 1999). The 
necessity to judge highly novel problems and to act quickly reduces the possibility 
of extensive planning: “Decision makers in emergencies must be prepared to 
improvise” (Mendonça and Wallace 2007). Instead of trying to eradicate it 
through automation, the need to appreciate flexibility and effective- ness seems to 
be more realistic. In this case, “improvisation and preparedness go hand in hand” 
(Mendonça 2007): without improvisation, emergency management loses 
flexibility and without preparedness, emergency management loses efficiency. In 
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his description of the Mann Gulch fire disaster in 1949, Weick (1993) outlines 
intergroup dynamics, such as dealing with the collapse of formal structures and 
role systems, besides the improvisation of individual firefighters. Accordingly 
improvisation can be treated as an individual phenomenon (independently solving 
a problem) or as a team phenomenon: “Collective improvisation” occurs in the 
interaction of at least two agents and manifests in different tasks: “planning or 
executing action” at “any level” (Moorman and Miner 1998). The dynamics and 
specifics of emergencies make it extremely difficult to find appropriate approaches 
to articulating information needs amongst all actors (Heath and Luff 1992). A 
perspicuous example of (collaborative) improvisation is therefore visible when we 
examine practical information and expertise sharing behavior among emergency 
services for situation assessment. 

2.2 Information and expertise sharing in situation assessment 

Conceptions of information need (and, indeed, what is meant by information) 
remain divided along roughly disciplinary lines. Endsley (1995), for instance, 
distinguishes between situation awareness as a “state of knowledge” and situation 
assessment as the “process of achieving, acquiring, or maintaining” that 
knowledge and sees information gathering as a selection process which leads to 
the construction of a mental model in accordance with individual goals. The terms 
largely associate with cognitive psychology and emphasize the role of 
environmental information acquisition and the various cognitive limits that 
constrain it. Such definitions are evidently quite different from conceptions of the 
‘situation’ and ‘situatedness’ that are conventionally found in CSCW, and hence 
need some unpacking. While we do not share the goals- means assumptions 
behind the notion of situation awareness, the processes entailed in situation 
assessment are of some interest. We recognize the need to emphasize the external 
(environmental) information needs that are necessary for accurate and timely 
decision-making to unfold. Our concern is not with individual cognitive processes 
or internal models but with the processes by which (for the most part) factual 
information is acquired, disseminated, and interpreted across groups of people 
working in the same area. CSCW tends towards a more interpretive approach and 
emphasizes notions of ‘expertise’ or ‘knowledge’ sharing (Acker- man et al. 
2013). Information sharing (or knowledge sharing1) is used for artifact-centered 
studies and “takes a perspective in which externalization of knowledge in the form 
of computational or information technology artifacts or repositories play an 
important role” (Ackerman et al. 2013). Communication- centered expertise 
sharing focuses on “self-organized activities of the organization’s members and 
emphasizes the human aspects” (Ackerman et al. 2003) in addition to information 

 
1 Ackerman et al. (2013) mention to “not differentiate between knowledge and information” in their overview article 

about the “CSCW View of Knowledge Management”. 
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storage and retrieval. It is used “when the capability to get the work done […] is 
instead based on discussions among knowledgeable actors and less significantly 
supported by a priori externalizations” (Ackerman et al. 2013). In line with 
Ackerman et al. (2013) we will use information sharing mainly to describe the 
externalization of knowledge and expertise sharing as socialization through shared 
experience (see also the SECI process of knowledge conversion by Nonaka et al. 
2000). Ackerman et al. (2013) mention to “not differentiate between knowledge 
and information” in their overview article about the “CSCW View of Knowledge 
Management”. 

Regardless, the need for up-to-date and accurate information in complex crisis 
scenarios cannot be completely covered by routine processes and predicted 
information demands (Ley et al. 2012). Moreover, the necessary information is 
often not available in a centralized manner, but has to be specifically requested 
from the control center, from discrete relief forces in the network, or from a third 
party (Ludwig et al. 2013) or even from citizen (Reuter et al. 2012a). Quarantelli 
(1988) has summarized research findings since 1963 and has identified a range of 
different challenges for the communication process and information flow in crisis: 
For communication inside the organization, he suggests that “during a disaster, 
the number of staff using the communication system will often increase greatly” 
(Quarantelli 1988), and may exceed the communication systems’ capability and 
result in overload (Hiltz and Turoff 1985). Information flow between 
organizations is challenging since “formal contacts must often be established with 
previously unknown officials within organizations with whom there had been no 
pre-disaster relationships” (Quarantelli 1988); likewise, “in fact the major 
problem in emergency management is that the team often does not exist formally 
until the emergency occurs” (Turoff et al. 2010). Other studies suggest that the 
“serious communication problems [with regard to] both police and fire 
departments […] stem less from lack of equipment or resources but primarily 
from the […] pre-disaster planning with respect to information flow” (Wenger et 
al. 1989). Turoff et al. (2004) draw requirements for emergency management 
systems which include, “establishing and supporting confidence in a decision by 
supplying the best possible up-to-date information”. They therefore call for 
methods and techniques which act to maximize the free exchange of information: 
“Crises involve the necessity for many hundreds of individuals from different 
organizations to be able to exchange information freely, delegate authority and 
conduct oversight, without the side effect of information overload”. They see 
prospective solutions in terms of “collaborative knowledge bases” such as 
“system directories with all the data and information that is available at the time 
[and the possibility] to add metadata, link data and to enable open and flat 
communication”. Harrald (2006) similarly suggests that “the organizational 
systems that respond to extreme events must be open systems that allow 
information to be gathered from and transmitted to the public and non-
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governmental organizations in addition to standard governmental sources”. 
Rankin et al. (2011) look at the information and communication flow of persons 
acting in improvised roles and conclude that “making better use of technology for 
sharing information could be an important option for strengthening the teams’ 
overall support system and information sharing during disturbances”. 
Accordingly, “just as an artist may employ a new tool, new material or new 
strategies, so too do decision-makers […] to rebound when established methods 
fail or when unanticipated circumstances arise. In both cases, training and 
preparation remain fundamental, but creative thinking, flexibility and the ability to 
improvise in newly emergent situations are vital” (Kendra and Wachtendorf 
2003). How this is to be done, of course, is the problem. One solution is to spend 
more time looking at informal communication channels with a view to making 
them more effective. Previous studies, for instance in software development, have 
discovered a large variety of informal communication and ad hoc coordination 
mechanisms in play (Doherty et al. 2012). These authors suggest introducing 
technologies that support the establishment of “less formal communication 
channels” instead of structured information management systems, a policy which 
may also be relevant in crisis management. Hobson et al. (2011), for instance, in 
an empirical study of the information needs of municipal governments argues that 
the heterogeneous nature of these needs meant that flexibility was identified as the 
main requirement. They also point out that employees “rely heavily on manual 
methods for data sharing” (Hobson et al. 2011). A related study on the challenges 
of sharing and coordinating information during multi-agency disaster response 
highlights that the “actual level of information sharing across different 
organizations is often limited, although it is being promoted”. A reason is that 
agencies “are mainly concerned with obtaining information from others, rather 
than providing others with information at their disposal” (Bharosa et al. 2010). 

2.3 Collaborative geographic information systems 

In emergencies, information is almost always related to specific locations, 
therefore geographic information systems (GIS) are of relevance for the 
presentation of information (Turoff et al. 2004). Li and O’Hara (2009) show that, 
in decision-making by geographically distributed committees, difficulties arise 
from not having shared visual access to the information being discussed. Paul and 
Reddy (2010) also consider the visual aspects: their ethnographic study of 
collaborative information seeking shows that in addition to the ambiguity of 
information, the different roles and expertise of group members make 
sensemaking (Weick 1996) more challenging; they propose the visualization of 
sensemaking trajectories in order to foster awareness among emergency agencies. 
Kraut et al. (2002) confirm that “collaborative pairs can perform more quickly and 
accurately when they have a shared view of a common work area”. 
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Other research has identified the need to locate and exchange information, or to 
quickly resolve ambiguities about location, in emergency services centers. 
Pettersson et al. (2004), for instance, highlight the relevance of maps, both paper 
and electronic. In terms of group work, “most spatial decisions using geographical 
information are done by teams, but existing geospatial information technologies 
[…] have been designed for use by individuals”, according to Cai (2005): his 
approach extends distributed GIS with collaborative functionalities and proposes a 
system architecture that integrates web service-based distributed computing 
paradigms. The related geo-collaborative software architecture for emergency 
management planning of Schafer et al. (2007) combines java-based collaborative 
infrastructures with GIS to support awareness and collaboration with annotations 
and selections that can be shared, along with the possibility to lead or follow 
another user’s map or to link geo-referential data to other content. These 
functionalities are used in the study by Convertino et al. (2011) focusing on 
knowledge sharing and activity awareness in distributed emergency management 
planning with a collaborative geospatial prototype. With a series of paper and 
software prototypes, they show that using collaboration technology can reduce the 
coordination efforts among spatially distributed teams. Wu et al. (2013) contribute 
to the “design research on a new collaborative system [CIVIL] for teams doing 
complex geo-spatial planning tasks” and suggest to “provide both personal (role-
specific) and shared (team) maps and support information transfer between them”. 
Guidelines, based on an evaluation of CIVIL (Wu et al. 2013), include (a) 
integrating map services that people are familiar with, (b) allowing users to add 
personal comments and drawings that overlay on maps, (c) providing both shared 
and private maps as well as supporting the transfer of information between them, 
(d) providing visualization tools to present information and help information 
analysis, (e) allowing platform-independent, distributed collaboration and (f) 
developing architectures that allow delegation of non-critical information 
management tasks to online public services. Another (mobile) collaborative 
application named MobileMap (Monares et al. 2011) was designed to help 
firefighters arrive faster to the emergency scene, to exchange digital information 
during emergency response processes and to reduce the need for radio 
communication. Web based geo-collaborative tools also have been examined: 
Chang and Li (2007) integrate collaborative tools such as chat and video to 
support participant’s awareness and their collaboration. Many of these web-based 
crisis mashups among Ushahidi (Okolloh 2009) are described by Liu and Palen 
(2010), who focus particularly on “merging the professional GIS culture with the 
participatory neo-geographic culture to address the mapping challenges which are 
likely to arise in this increasingly networked world”. 
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2.4 The state of play 

The demand for constant updating of information and the need to share expertise 
in a timely fashion in the crisis management arena - given the lack of workable 
plans - means that improvisation work is typical rather than abnormal. 
Improvisation, then, is a consequence of the demand for real-time, relevant, 
information. At the same time, as we will show, improvisation work suffers “from 
a lack of options for sharing information among the organizations, but also from a 
lack of awareness of information about the activities of others, and from a lack of 
collaboration in consolidating and interpreting the information available” (Ley et 
al. 2012). Similarly Turoff et al. (2004) describes research opportunities in the 
area of “collaborative knowledge bases”. Cunha et al. (1999) identified an 
“unresolved issue [which] is the need for close relationships between those 
improvising”; an application field for CSCW. Cai (2005) mentions a potential for 
collaboration in GIS, which have only partly been addressed, e.g. by Convertino 
et al. (2011) in terms of activity awareness and Wu et al. (2013) regarding geo- 
spatial planning tasks. 

There is, therefore, an evident need for research which considers actual 
collaboration practices and the real – not just intended – use of technologies to 
support them and the impact on collaborative practices on information technology 
design and use. That is, existing research identifies a number of areas which, in 
principle, might improve and ameliorate communication channels in emergency- 
related work across organizational boundaries. How this might be done depends 
on better knowledge of exactly how, what, when and in what format, information 
is shared as events unfold. Therefore our study focuses on these improvisation 
practices (Perry 1991) and the nature of the collaboration between those 
improvising (Pina Cunha et al. 1999) when assessing situations. We show how 
this follows on from the need for real-time and relevant information and expertise 
sharing (Ackerman et al. 2013), with the aim of transferring our empirical findings 
to technology design for such settings. Specifically, we are interested in the design 
of a collaborative GIS. 

3 Research question, approach and research 
field 

Our review of relevant literatures demonstrates that there is a common concern 
with certain issues, including situation assessment; sharing knowledge, 
information and expertise, and the use of collaborative channels to do so. That 
they are of concern is, then, a relatively high-level and commonly understood 
issue. In contrast, how, in practice, these things are managed is quite another 
issue, and relatively poorly understood. Our objective, therefore, in this paper is to 
examine how information and expertise sharing practices are conducted in an 
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improvised manner on an inter- organizational level and to propose a socio-
technical infrastructure to foster information and expertise sharing in inter-
organizational crisis management. This, we felt, necessitated a close, ‘on the 
ground’ study of these practices. Ideally, of course, such studies should take place 
in situ. It is, however, known that ethnographic approaches tout court are difficult 
to conduct in our chosen context for a number of reasons. These include the 
difficulty of knowing when disaster will strike, of knowing how serious it might 
be, of avoiding obstructive behavior, and so on. Therefore, understanding local 
and inter-organizational collaboration requires us to employ satisficing 
techniques, as reported below. We chose a specific scenario, that of major power 
outages, because collaboration between crisis response organizations is 
particularly difficult when dealing with a crisis of this kind and magnitude. First, 
we set out to gain an understanding of information and expertise sharing practices 
within this inter-organizational crisis management setting, where improvisation 
and informal practices play a significant role when handling crisis situations. 
Secondly, we contribute knowledge of how to support these sharing activities. We 
therefore aimed at building a socio-technical artifact, which was then evaluated, 
and in turn, gave us the opportunity to extend our first contribution as well. To 
fulfill these contributions we followed an action research approach, specifically 
the methodology of the design case study introduced by Wulf et al. (2011). This 
method begins with an empirical analysis of the given practices. The data 
collected informs design by showing how improvisation influences information 
and expertise sharing in this setting. As technology builders, we can draw on a 
wealth of detail which is not typically available in more theoretical contributions. 
The design case study approach also, we should point out, draws attention to the 
long-term appropriation of new technology. Evaluation, however, of an in situ 
nature is difficult, not to say impossible, in crisis situations for the reasons we 
mention above. The circumstances of serious crisis response and rescue tasks are 
such that neither real-world ‘on the ground’ investigation nor evaluation are a 
practical proposition. We did, however, evaluate the artifacts in a work context 
with representative users. We will explain our methodology in the respective 
sections in detail. 

The findings and concepts that will be discussed in the next sections are 
derived from a study in the years 2010–2013 focusing on collaboration, situation 
assessment and decision-making practices during coping and recovery work at 
emergency services. The study was conducted in two regions of North-Rhine 
Westphalia in Germany. Region A (Siegen-Wittgenstein) is a densely wooded, 
hilly county, whereas Region B (Rhein-Erft-Kreis) consists of 10 growing 
communes west of Cologne. In both regions we focused on several persons and 
organizations that were affected: infrastructure suppliers (e.g. ENO), public 
strategic administration (e.g. crisis committee, operations management, and 
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county administration), public operative administration (e.g. police and fire 
department) and the citizens. 

 

4 Empirical study on information and expertise 
sharing practice 

4.1 Methodology 

The basis for our study, as intimated, was a perceived need for some more 
detailed understanding of information needs in the complex environment of crisis 
or emergency management. As we have suggested, traditional (sustained 
observational) ethnographic research is not practicable in this context. Having 
said that, if one accepts the views expressed by well-known anthropologists such 
as Clifford Geertz (1973) and Rabinow and Marcus (2008), as well as the views 
of CSCW researchers such as Randall et al. (2007) it is legitimate to speak of 
‘ethnography’ as a form of analysis rather than as a specific method. Geertz, for 
instance, explicitly states: 

“And it is in understanding what ethnography is, or more exactly what doing ethnography is, that 
a start can be made toward grasping what anthropological analysis amounts to as a form of 
knowledge. This, it must immediately be said, is not a matter of methods.” 

We therefore characterize our work as ethnographic because, in the 
circumstances available to us, we adopted methods which gave us as realistic 
information as possible about information sharing practices in the application 
field. In fact, we adopted an informal group interview strategy, akin to what are 
sometimes called ‘focus groups’. We conducted five inter-organizational group 
discussions (Table 1), each lasting about four hours. The goal of the group 
discussions was to understand the communication practices of inter- 
organizational crisis management in general. Furthermore, we conducted 22 
individual interviews (Table 2) with representatives from organizations which 
normally would be involved in the scenario we envisaged. The scenario itself was 
developed with participants from the organizations we were working with and 
consisted in outline of a windstorm with many incidents and energy breakdowns. 
The purpose of the scenario was to be able to quickly create a common 
understanding of a crisis situation. The interviews lasted between one and two 
hours each and were semi-structured, since they followed a guideline. They were 
separated into three parts. The first part focused on the participants’ role, 
qualification, tasks and work steps under normal conditions. The second part 
covered the tasks of each participant during the crisis situation and was based on 
the developed scenario framework and the third part covered the applied 
information and communication systems and the problems perceived with these 
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tools. Group discussions and interviews were recorded on audio and transcribed 
for data analysis. After conducting our empirical work, we derived the basic 
categories of: technology usage; situation illustration and construction; 
information quality, quantity and trustworthiness; communication practices; 
cooperation and collaboration; debriefing and learning; citizen involvement. 
After that, we identified the specific challenges in collaboration practices related 
to these categories. 

No County Topic Participants 

W1 both Challenges in collaboration 
practices at ENO, Visit of 

Middle Management, Operation Engineer, High 
Voltage Dispatcher, Low Voltage 

 
W2 

 
B 

Control Center 
Challenges in collaboration 

 
Department Head of Regulatory Authority, 

  practice, Visit of Control Head of Civil Protection, Head of Police 
 
 
W3 

 
 

A 

Center 
 

Challenges in practice, 

Control Center, Head of Fire Control Center, 
District Fire Chief 

Department Head: Public Safety, Head of Civil 
  Visit of Control Center Protection, Head of Police Control Center, Deputy 
 
W4 

 
A 

 
Analysis of User Interactions 

Head of Control Center District Fire Chief 
Head of Police Control Center, Head of Staff 

  and Communication Flows Coordination, Deputy Head of Control 
 
 
W5 

 
 

B 

 
 

Analysis of User Interactions 

Center, Local Head of Federal Agency of 
Technical Relief, Local Head Red Cross 

Department Chief of Regulatory Authority, 
  and Communication Flows District Fire Chief, Red Cross: Disaster 

Management, Red Cross: Communications, 
Members of other aid agencies. 

Table 1. Group discussions. 
 

No County Organization Participants 

I01 A Administration Department Chief of Regulatory Authority 
I02 A Police Head of Control Center 
I03 A Police Head of Section 
I04 A Police Patrol Duty Officer 
I05 A Fire Department District Fire Chief 
I06 A Fire Department Deputy Head of Control Center 
I07 A Fire Department Workmanship 
I24 A Fire Department Head of Control Center 
I08 B Administration Department Head of Office for Civil Protection 
I09 B Fire Department Chief Officer / Chief of Fire Dept. 
I10 B Fire Department Operation Controllers 
I11 B Fire Department Clerical Grade Watch Department 
I12 B Fire Department Control Center Dispatcher 
I13 B Fire Department Head of Control Center 
I14 B Police Member of the Permanent Staff 
I15 B Police Head of Control Center 
I16 B Police Head of Group 
I18 both ENO Higher Area, High Voltage 
I19 both ENO Middle Management 
I20 both ENO Operation Technician, Low Voltage 
I21 both ENO Dispatcher, Low Voltage 
I22 both ENO Workmanship Technical Incidents 

  Table 2. Interviews. 
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4.2 Empirical results 

Before we describe our findings in the following sections, we will detail the 
organization of emergency management services in the regions we are concerned 
with, notably the structure of the police and firefighting services. Firstly we should 
note that, in the two regions we are concerned with, organizational structures are 
different. Region B provides professional fire and rescue services, whereas in 
region A, firefighters are mostly members of volunteer fire departments. Here, in 
region A, the only professional positions are held by people working in the control 
center. Secondly, in both regions, firefighters receive their orders from the field 
via ‘incident commands’, while police forces in the field receive their commands 
from the operations management at the control center. 

During major crisis situations, crisis management is organized as follows: 
Germany is separated in 16 federal states and each of these states in turn is 
separated into several counties. The administrative head of the county holds the 
overall political responsibility for crisis management action. Two types of crisis 
management groups exist in each county. There is one crisis committee, which is 
responsible for administration and organization tasks, and consists mainly of 
permanent staff from the administration office. The administration office includes, 
for instance, the general county administration, regulatory authority, office for 
civil protection and several other civil services. In addition, there are several 
operations management groups, which are responsible for operations during crisis 
situations and are located in each crisis response organization (e.g. police, fire 
fighters, etc.). To illustrate the general collaboration practices between crisis 
response organizations, we will present a short example. Two emergency phone 
numbers exist in Germany. In case of fire, flooding or medical emergencies, 
citizens have to call 112 in order to alert the fire department, in other cases 110 to 
call the police. After calling 112, the fire department will usually take action by 
executing predefined response plans. The fact that two different emergency 
numbers exist reveals that emergency response organizations act independently of 
each other in most normal circumstances. Both organizations are responsible for 
their own actions and have their own procedures. The only predefined 
collaboration that exists involves the police ensuring that fire fighters have enough 
room for e.g. fire trucks at an incident scene. When it comes to a larger incident or 
even to a crisis situation, however, the operation management groups will include 
liaison officers from the other involved emergency organizations to plan further 
actions cooperatively. Besides police and fire fighters, other crisis response 
organizations exist. However they for the most part just support coping and 
recovery work. The responsibility for their work remains with the operational 
management group or crisis committee. The Germany Federal Agency for 
Technical Relief is an example of such an organization. They can provide specific 
expertise and technologies to cope with special crisis situations, but they have no 
decision- making power. 
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Our empirical data revealed to us that improvisation does indeed play a 
significant role within intra- and inter-organizational collaboration practices, as 
the literature attests. It is, moreover, is understood by participants to be a normal 
and routine feature of work of this kind. It therefore has a major influence on 
information and expertise sharing practices as well. Hence, we describe below 
why and how improvisation is a key issue and what factors lead to improvisation 
activities. We will than have a closer look on information retrieval and expertise 
sharing practices. 

4.2.1 Improvisation in coping and recovery work 

Constantly being faced with new problems and the need to act quickly play a 
significant role in handling a crisis situation. Our study revealed that in both 
counties coping with unexpected information needs, ad hoc decision-making and 
coordination is a regular and common practice among decision-makers when 
responding to uncertain circumstances under risk and with limited time available. 
Improvisation, in other words, is routinely done: 

“Improvisation is essential, next to extensive planning. You can have the best predefined response 
plans, but there is always a situation, where you have to improvise.” (I01) or “We improvise as 
usual. We see to it that we make the best out of each situation” (I11). 

So, besides executing one or more response plans, we could see that in today’s 
emergency management processes straying from plans and predefined actions is 
common practice: “All workflows are flexible. This is necessary, because each 
situation is different” (I02). Hence, the uniqueness of each crisis situation and the 
resulting ad hoc information retrieving practices form the basis of the situation 
assessment work of each organization. A wide range of emergency response 
actions also demonstrates that improvisation is usually a collaborative task. To 
deal with an uncertain and changing environment during crisis situations, a great 
number of people are involved in gathering and analyzing data, decision-making 
and monitoring of implementations and consequences. The following extracts 
indicate the way in which these practices might be structured. The first shows why 
what we are calling ‘improvisation’ is so important: 

“This is necessary, because no situation is equal to any other. […] Our work is fundamentally 
different from other local authorities. There are no predefined processes we are working off – we 
would be helpless and lost. That's why we tactically work with mission-type tactics” (I02). 

The point here is that no single situation can be assumed to be like others that 
have preceded it. This has some obvious ramifications, as is stated, for procedure. 
Responses, as is suggested here, need to be ‘tactical’ rather than strategic. Actions 
will be ordered specifically in the light of unfolding real-time events, rather than 
through assumptions about what such events typically entail. 

What will follow from this is, again, evident. There is an urgent need for up-to- 
date and accurate information about what has occurred. Nevertheless, outdated 
information, e.g. phone numbers or contact persons, may exist. The picture of the 
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situation – some kind of overall assessment – is necessary before any coordinative 
activities are possible. Put simply, coordination has to take place at a ‘command’ 
level before coordination can take place at an operational level. As a policeman on 
operational level said: 

“We have to get a picture of the scene at first. Than we both have to coordinate ourselves: finding 
appropriate ways of solving the problem together and then running these actions” (I04). 

In addition, a member of a command center of an ENO said: 

“But if it’s critical anywhere, you will willingly ask a colleague: ‘What do you think about it? Give 
it the once-over.’ The big advantage we have is that there are at least two of us sitting here, 
twenty-four-seven” (I20). 

To assess the potential impacts of present or future events, members of the 
group (usually emergency services) share their knowledge within the group or – 
depending on the case – they have to consult external experts (e.g. members of the 
residents’ registration office to access, for instance, numbers of occupants in case 
of a burning house). 

4.2.2 Situation assessment practices 

We have seen that no two situations are identical (or even similar) and, as a 
consequence, predefined response plans are not especially useful. These 
circumstances lead to further reasons for ad hoc decision-making and spontaneous 
information retrieving. We will explain this in detail, while having a closer look 
on organizational and inter-organizational situation assessment practices. 
Situation assessment, as we have suggested, is a necessary precursor to action in 
crisis management. The information needed will emanate from several sources 
and will be accessed through a number of different channels. This will include, for 
instance, information about staff positions, material resources, weather forecasts, 
emergency plans and will come from different organizations (e.g. weather 
services, ENO, etc.) via different media channels (e.g. phone, internet, face-to-
face, etc.). During non-routine events this typically takes place in an ad hoc 
manner. However, current crisis management is such that information provision 
falls significantly short of what is needed. Not only is information sometimes 
missing but actors often do not even know what data other (or even the own) 
organizations are able to provide (it is important to bear in mind that the actors 
involved in a crisis situation may never have encountered a similar one before). 

We were able to identify three factors that influence this. Firstly, as I15 pointed 
out, organizations usually concentrate on themselves and their work tasks, and not 
on providing information proactively. This is especially true during major events 
as a result of time constraints. Secondly, each individual organization may have 
little conception of what information other organizations might find useful. For 
example, actors from ENO highlighted the usefulness of information about 
roadblocks in specific situations to make alternative routing more efficient. This 
information is mainly provided by the police or the fire department, but it is 
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apparent that they sometimes do not think to send such information through (I16). 
Thirdly, there is an issue relating to the granularity of information provided. 
Information, put simply, can be short on necessary detail. In the case of 
infrastructure operations, ENO sometimes provides information with previously 
missing details such as the number of households affected (I10): 

“What has broken down, how much of the energy network is out of work and how many people are 
affected?” 

Information accessibility is also an issue. There are various reasons for this. 
These include the fact that appropriate interfaces for viewing information are not 
always available; access to important information is often restricted as a matter of 
policy (frequently the case with non-publically available databases) and the fact 
that there are terminological differences in the structuring of information in 
discrete organizations. It makes the sharing of information for situation 
assessment even more difficult (W2). “Many terms are different” (I02) and 
varying descriptions of incidents and situations can cause communication issues. 
This latter is significant in, for instance, trying to make an assessment of how 
serious a particular incident may be, as for instance: 

“There is a person with a cut finger and an employee from the agency for technical relief reports 
this injury – This nearly sounded like a fatality!” (W2). 

More generally, one of the major challenges when retrieving information about 
a certain situation is assessing the quality of that information. This, we should 
recall, in situations where time can be of the essence. Information from the 
Internet needs to be evaluated carefully and it is often difficult to assess its 
correctness, truthfulness and relevance (I15). The same applies to other citizen- 
generated content as there is no common “level of consciousness” (I15) and 
citizens cannot decide what information is needed by the authorities and other 
organizations (I02). Quality is equally compromised by the fact that, in times of 
crisis there can be floods of information that are difficult to manage – it can be 
duplicated, can be inaccurate and impressionistic, and can be misleading. Even 
information from official sources, such as alerts in the face of severe weather can 
contain uncertainties and has to be evaluated carefully. Such warnings are often 
published too frequently and in many cases no critical weather conditions occur: 

“Most of the time, when we put extra staff on demand due to weather alerts, nothing happens. […] 
we have the problem, that these warnings are reported to frequently and I cannot put staff on 
demand for each weather warning” (I02). 

These ambiguities mean that direct viewing becomes especially valuable. 
Additional information resources (e.g. current weather conditions outside the 
building or webcams that are focused against the wind direction), and which give 
a more immediate ‘picture’, are used to obtain a better overview of the situation 
(I24). The point here is that more and more information does not necessarily lead 
to better information. Rather it can create ambiguity and uncertainty. The kind of 
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‘direct view’ we refer to here is a valuable means to reduce that ambiguity (I15). 
We substantiate these observations by giving an example (see below). 

4.2.3 Information retrieval and exchange processes 

Information retrieval for situation assessment, unsurprisingly, usually begins with 
a trigger event such as an incoming emergency call or warning message (e.g. 
severe weather alert). To keep track of the events and to be adequately prepared 
for an incident, decision-makers have to collect supplementary information from 
various sources: “You need as much information as possible” (I24). Some of the 
information (like weather alerts) is provided by “official” information systems or 
files. In case of a major disaster or a weather alert, these internal information 
resources are enriched through external and informal information resources (like 
webcams, water level or traffic services). As we have indicated, emergency 
services need as much accurate and unambiguous information as possible, but are 
highly conscious of the fact that this will mean considerable filtering of data 
sources. Keeping track of several information resources to have an overview of 
the situation at this early stage is not unproblematic and is compounded by the 
fact that much of it is gathered individually from the Web. Nevertheless, the speed 
with which information is available to them seems to override other 
considerations: 

“It turned out that the […] Internet [is] faster than our officers on-site. […] The information has 
admittedly to be evaluated but they were very, very useful concerning the quality. I was impressed 
by the mass, the speed and the usefulness” (I15). 

On-site actors are instructed to “collect and communicate any information that 
is locally graspable and available” (I07). At the same time, they also depend on an 
optimal overview of the situation as it develops. Above all, they always need be 
kept informed by the control center, where all information in theory comes 
together, is accumulated and then redistributed, either by radio or phone. In 
addition to that, they often make use of their private smartphones to obtain 
additional information: 

“Some of the colleagues have an Internet connection on their smartphone that is often useful, for 
example to pull up an aerial image of the locality via Google Maps to check other information” 
(I04). 

Having said that, retrieving information from other organizations is a major 
challenge in the control center. As we have said, organizations do not necessarily 
proactively inform other organizations about further development. They have to 
be asked directly: 

“The other actors have a different perception because they concentrate on their problems and not 
on providing information” (I15). 

Each organization uses their own emergency management and communication 
systems, developed for their specific organizational needs and which are not 
directly accessible by other organizations or by the public (W2). Moreover, the 
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different control center systems of e.g. the police and fire department cannot 
communicate directly one with the other. The control center of the police, for 
instance, uses a different system for crisis response than the operations 
management. Furthermore, even at this point it is difficult to share information 
between these internal units: 
“There is no interface between our software system and the control center system. We need to 
export a PDF-file and send via e-mail to the control center” (I15). 

We should also point out that there is a distinct distribution of expertise on the 
part of users. Some users are technically adept, and will, for instance, bookmark 
websites with additional information resources, such as webcams, to check 
weather conditions or the water level status of nearby rivers (because their official 
system does not provide this information). Others are less so. This means that 
available information is differentially acquired and, sometimes at least, is 
available to certain individuals but not to others. 

5 Supporting information and expertise sharing 

The empirical study shows abundantly clearly that certain kinds of information 
need to be shared quickly, accurately and unambiguously to all relevant operators. 
At the same time, the flow of information has to be carefully managed so that the 
‘flood’ does not produce the exact opposite. The current organizational and 
technical structures of each organization involved do not provide suitable 
interfaces to effect this efficient flow during major incidents, due to the large 
number of heterogeneous systems. The exchange of information is currently 
limited to e-mail, phone calls or special liaison officers, who are the on-site 
contacts of the operations management of the other organizations. The exchange 
of expertise tends to be dependent on the experience and contacts of long- 
standing employees. Our findings can be divided in two main areas: (1) inter- 
organizational information sharing and (2) inter-organizational expertise sharing. 

Table 3 shows the challenges for inter-organizational information and expertise 
sharing, from which we derived the design implications for the conceptual and 
technical architecture of our approach. 

5.1 Enhancing inter-organizational information sharing 

The literature and empirical study show that due to the highly uncertain and 
dynamic nature of large-scale incidents, organizationally predefined structures and 
processes are often not sufficient and ad hoc information retrieval or spontaneous 
communication becomes much more important. Coping with unexpected 
information and ad-hoc decision-making require improvisation, which in this 
sense, means for example that units of one organization will call members of other 
involved organizations informally and spontaneously. On the one hand, (1) such 
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improvisation work is indispensable while responding to highly dynamic 
emergencies; on the other hand, it does not guarantee that information will be 
shared by all those who need it, and it means that the flow of information depends 
on an adequate distribution of expertise which, again, cannot be guaranteed under 
the current arrangements. The fact that improvisation work in emergencies often 
prevail the fixed organizational work structures implicates the need for ad hoc 
communication and spontaneous information retrieval. 

At the same time, each of these respective organizations needs to be able to 
fulfill its respective tasks and routine procedures under normal circumstances, and 
therefore needs its own individual, specialized systems and organizational 
structures. Besides phone calls or e-mails, which are fallbacks due to the 
dynamics of a situation, (2) the landscape of heterogeneous systems and 
organizational structures offer only inadequate possibilities for accurate, 
consistent and up-to-date inter-organizational communication. The design 
challenge would not be to replace existing systems through a comprehensive 
“integrated” solution or as mentioned above to break up the current organiza- 
tional structures, but to create interfaces between the different systems and to 
provide additional opportunities for inter-organizational communication and 
information exchange to design the systems more flexible. To connect the diverse 
individual systems, a web-based, service-oriented architecture is needed since it 
offers platform-independent access that can act as a light-weight intermediary 
between the different interfaces. 

Beside the aforementioned challenge of providing a more flexible technical 
(software) level, challenges also exist on an organizational information level. In 
information retrieval and exchange, the organizations are aware that their 
information is not only relevant for their own individual work, but also - in 
principle - for other organizations. For example, police road barriers have an 
enormous impact on the driving routes of aid agencies or fire departments to the 
location of the incident. However, due to the fact that emergencies evolve 
unpredictably and that organizational members often miss detailed insight into 
other work practices and structures, (3) the knowledge of what information is 
available within one’s own organization, as well as the knowledge of which piece 
of information is relevant at what time for which organization, is very hard to 
predict and is often dependent on many years of individual experience. The 
current systems lack instruments to distribute meta-information about the overall 
process and suitable and available information as well as to articulate information 
demands in order to share information with other organizations. The dynamics of 
an emergency make it hard to predict all the information needs of other 
organizations in advance. Instead of trying to anticipate these information 
demands, we argue that organizations should proactively provide information with 
supplementary meta-information automatically added, even if they are not aware 
of how this information could be used of other organizations. In this way, even 
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inexperienced actors from other organizations would be able to search through the 
available information and would be able to access it easily. 

Associated with this, we suggest that, in order to deal with the problem of the 
(4) large amount of (5) external information and its distribution to individual 
organizations, centralized access to decentralized information sources should be 
provided. A central access point with standardized interfaces enable organizations 
to know where and how they can access information from other organizations. 
Technically, the central access point as well as the offer of meta-attributes can be 
realized by a shared, web-based information repository. The decentralized 
maintenance of the individual information and its meta-attributes in the repository 
could prevent the necessity of having to deal with (6) outdated information, since 

each organization is responsible for the timeliness of the provided information. 
Table 3. Empirical study-based design implications. 

5.2 Enhancing inter-organizational expertise sharing 

Due to the spatial distribution of organizations involved in response work, the 
current practice lacks options for inter-organizational collaboration or expertise 
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sharing. Apart from one-to-one phone calls, which mainly depend on knowing 
who to contact when from which organization, it is hard to collaborate among 
spatially distributed actors from different organizations. Even inside one 
organization the collaboration between on-site units and the staff at the control 
center is limited to speech and radio. It is not always obvious which person is the 
right one to contact or how to contact him. The challenge is to provide location-
independent functionalities that simplify the current needs for inter-organizational 
collaboration. Further, accessibility, (7) legal regulations and policy issues limit 
cooperation between the various organizations. Coordination at present takes 
place on a political and strategic level, regulated through the legal agreements. In 
order to manage incidents successfully, especially large-scale emergencies, 
organizations are challenged to come together on several organizational levels. To 
pave the way for collaboration not only on a strategic level that is mandated by 
law, but also spontaneous on a tactical as well as operational level, authentication 
mechanisms are required across all organizations, which foster individual fine-
granular expertise sharing. The information needs of other organizations are rarely 
trivial – especially, as is often the case, for inexperienced forces. Equally, their 
operational processes are opaque for the outsider. Regular sharing on a tactical 
and operational level, then, should help units to dovetail with the work practices 
of other forces. 

As we have suggested, inter-organizational (and even intra-organizational, such 
as between control center, operations management and crisis committee) 
communication is bedeviled by (8) inconsistent technical terminology. For 
example police and fire services do not share a common understanding of the term 
“large-scale emergency”, which implicates different measures for each 
organization. Such terminological differences make it difficult to collaborate and 
share expertise among the various domains (Reuter et al. 2012b). Legislating 
vocabulary, however, comes with problems of its own (see e.g. Martin et al. 2007) 
as operators can be sometimes forced into artificial and ambiguous categories 
when confronted with unusual circumstances. Our proposed solution involves 
visualization techniques that operate with icons and images instead of exact 
descriptions or terms. At the time of writing, (9) no inter-organizational situation 
assessment takes place. During a large-scale incident each organization operates 
in its own control room as well as (10) on- site with a situation map, a “map 
showing the tactical or the administrative situation at a particular time” (US 
Department of Defense 2010). Based on such a situation map, operation goals and 
concrete measures are derived by the respective organization. The challenge of 
establishing a common assessment of the situation must therefore include the 
possibility of a shared situation map (closely connected to the terminology issue) 
or a means to integrate information on the different maps, so the situation can be 
visualized and discussed as it unfolds. 
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One of the difficulties is that (11) each situation map in the respective 
organizations is often already overloaded. It already contains all tactical aspects 
and resources like units, the strength of unit groups, situationally important 
buildings as well as search radii or collecting points. It is apparent that simply 
adding more information in will create an additional load on ‘readability’. Map 
layering is a well-known solution to this kind of problem in GIS and is commonly 
used to examine scenarios in planning environments (see for instance Klosterman 
1999). In this manner, all relevant information is preserved but maps can be 
tailored at any given moment to meet specific organizational needs. At the same 
time, further work will be needed concerning how exactly maps are being used in 
order to populate the layers with adequate, elegantly ordered, information. 

 

5.3 Architecture overview 

Based on the challenges that emerged in our empirical study and the design 
implications derived from it, we developed a system addressing the inter- 
organizational information and expertise sharing. To foster inter-organizational 
information and expertise sharing, we must also pay attention to the 
heterogeneous software systems at each organization. We decided therefore to set 
up a web-based, service-oriented architecture to enable a system which exists 
outside the existing, organizational ICT and to offer an independent access. Our 
system consists of the two main modules Inter-Organizational Information 
Repository (IOIR) and Inter-Organizational Situation Assessment Client (ISAC) 
(Figure 1). We decided to design a web-based, service-oriented architecture to 
enable collaboration especially on an inter-organizational level, independent of 
the individual technical infrastructures and systems of the responsible 
organizations. ISAC is designed as a situation map and allows various 
collaborative and sharing interactions. To allow situation assessment with mobile 
spatially distributed units, we also developed a mobile version of ISAC (Reuter 
and Ritzkatis 2013; Reuter et al. 2014). IOIR is designed as a web-based 
information pool, which gives central access to distributed, external information 
resources like websites, files or various web services and provides interfaces to 
the control center software of each organization. 

5.4 Inter-Organizational Situation Assessment Client (ISAC) 

The fact that problems of accessibility as well as legal and policy restrictions exist 
is an obvious justification for our web-based service. At the same time, enabling 
inter-organizational coordination on the tactical and operational level requires an 
inter-organizational authentication service for each actor of the respective 
organization. On the tactical and operational level, the core tool of each 
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organization is its own situation map for situation assessment. Therefore we 
designed an inter-organizational situation map. 

We developed ISAC (Figure 2), which is based on Google Maps and offers the 
user different options for adding, changing, sharing or deleting information on the 
map. The information can be represented by markers, locations, polygons, circles 
or free-hand drawings. After logging in, the user sees on the left the information 
tree that is structured through different main categories like weather, traffic, 
important locations or private information (1). 

Figure 1. Technical System architecture 

Figure 2. Inter-organizational situation assessment client. 

The information is structured by the inter-organizational information repository 
(section 5.5). To avoid information overload on the map, such information can be 
shown individually or it can be hidden or collected in different map layers. The 
tab-based map allows a person to create, label and save multiple maps to have 
them available on-time in different real emergencies (2). For example, one map 
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can be prepared for a flood scenario with the necessary information like water 
levels and past flood areas, another map for the evacuation of a hospital with the 
necessary information like the local hospitals or shelters. The creating, changing 
and deleting of such information is described in the next section. Beside this 
information, additionally, annotations such as circles, polygons or free-hand 
drawings can be inserted to mark special, mainly temporary locations or 
situations, e.g. road blocks or collecting-points during operations (3). These 
annotations are declared as private objects that allow a person making personal 
drawings or short marks in addition to the general shared information on the left 
side. 

It is also likely that multiple people will need to collaborate synchronously on a 
situation map during a crisis. To enable collaborative editing – necessary when 
rapid situation updates are required – we developed a WebSocket-based 
collaboration mode allowing a bi-directional, full-duplex communication. This 
collaboration mode lets the user make changes on his current map and everyone 
invited to his session can see the changes made at the same time. The initiator of a 
session has the option of assigning writing access to any of the invited participants 
or forcing them back. So, ISAC supports and fosters real-time inter- 
organizational discussions around a situation and at the same time deriving tasks 
from the overall operation for one’s own organization through the inter- 
organizational visualization/map-based functionalities like the collaboration mode 
or the display of external information. For the distributed situation assessment 
between on-site forces and those in the organizations’ control centers, we 
developed a light mobile version of ISAC with the same functionality, but adapted 
for the small screens of smartphones and tablets. 

5.5 Inter-Organizational Information Repository (IOIR) 

The IOIR (Figure 3) which gives central access to distributed, external 
information that is otherwise not available to certain organizations. Through this 
module, organizations do not have to extensively search the web or call people 
from other organizations for every required bit of information. They have a web- 
based central access point to information resources, where the data is stored on 
servers of the respective organizations. These are responsible for the maintenance 
of this information (e.g. accuracy or timeliness), thus outdated contact information 
or phone numbers can be avoided. The repository makes integrating, creating, 
modifying and deleting information resource references possible. When adding an 
information resource, labels can be appended to identify a specific type of 
information (e.g. website, OGC1 specified web map service, documents, etc.), 
keywords can be added and it can also be allocated to a general category. The 

 
1 The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is an international industry association for developing publicly available 

interface standards 
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information from IOIR that has a geographic reference can be shown on ISAC. In 
return, all the public information from ISAC is directly stored in IOIR. 
Based on meta-attributes like type (Figure 3 in German: ‘Typ’), title (‘Titel’) or 
keywords (‘Stichworte’) information resources can be adequately filtered. For 
additional filter mechanisms, the user has the choice of filtering information 
according to what is used by his contacts or the frequency of use according to 
others. Every information resource has comment functionalities, where users of all 
organizations can discuss the use, the content or the relevance of an information 
resource. Such functionality fosters an inter-organizational view on the same 
resource. By developing IOIR, a kind of central directory for web-based 
information resources has been created, which can be an opportunity for inter- 
organizational, collaborative information sharing. 

Figure 3. Inter-organizational information repository 

6 Evaluation of ISAC and IOIR 

The prototypes described in section 5 were designed, implemented and 
evaluated in two iterations with a particular focus on information and expertise 
sharing practices. After the first cycle, we conducted a formative evaluation 
based on scenario-based user tests and after the second cycle – 1.5 years later – 
the redesigned and improved system was rolled out for a field test under real-
use conditions. Additional interviews with participating users were 
conducted 3– 5 weeks after the roll out. Participants in the evaluations are listed 
in Table 4 and 5. In the following, we will describe the method used and the 
results of both evaluations. 
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6.1 Evaluation I: Scenario-Based User Tests 

The aim of the formative evaluation was to get user feedback about the general 
system design, possible use cases and accompanied design limitations, with the 
intention of feeding back into the development of the second prototype early on. 
The functionality of the first prototype was still limited and unsuitable for real-use 
testing, so we chose a scenario-based user testing under controlled conditions. 
The tests were conducted at the users’ workplaces and lasted between 1 and 1.5 
hours. Twelve users participated in the study (see Table 4). At the beginning of 
the test, the prototype and its basic functionality were briefly introduced to the 
participants. In the next step they had to use the system independently and solve 
predefined tasks. Participants were asked to think aloud (Nielsen 1993) and 
comment on their actions to be able to track and understand possible design and 
usability issues. In a subsequent semi-structured interview they were asked about 
their personal experience and assessment concerning their first impression; 
individual system description; system handling; conceivable use cases in 
personal work context; requirements to make the system usable; collaborative 
situation assessment; and further information needs. For the most part, feedback 
concerned usability issues. These were incorporated into the final design 
mentioned in section 5 and are not discussed here further. More importantly, the 
formative evaluation gave us valuable feedback concerning how information can 
be shared with others. The initial design concept enabled users to compile and 
prepare their individual maps by letting them add relevant information. These 
compilations could then be made available to other users. However, it became 
clear that this kind of sharing was not suitable for situational purposes during a 
crisis situation, as it did not make a direct exchange between the involved actors 
possible. In this context, the participants expected a synchronous map sharing 
and annotation tool, so that they could have the same view of the situation and 
thus a common basis for discussion. These limitations were also taken into 
consideration during the second design cycle and were implemented in the final 
prototype. 

No County Org. Role 

E01 A Police Head of Control Center 
E02 A Police Head of Section 
E03 A Fire Dept. Deputy Head of Control Center 
E04 A Fire Dept. Head of Control Center 
E05 both ENO Operation Engineer, High Voltage 
E06 both ENO Operation Technician, Low Voltage 
E07 both ENO Higher Area, High Voltage 
E08 B Police Head of Control Center 
E09 B Police Head of Group 
E10 B Fire Dept. Head of Control Center 
E11 B Fire Dept. Watch Department Officer 
E12 B Fire Dept. Head of Group 

  Table 4. Participants evaluation I. 
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No County Org. Role 

E13 A Red Cross County Head 
E14 A Fire Dept. Administrator Control Center 
E15 A Fire Dept. Staff of Control Center 
E16 A Fire Dept. Head of Fire Department 
E17 A Police Head of Section 
E18 A Police Staff of Control Center 
E19 A Police Staff of Control Center 
E20 A Police Staff of Control Center 
E21 A Police Head of Control Center 
E22 both ENO Operation Engineer, High Voltage 
E23 both ENO Operation Engineer, High Voltage 
E24 B Police Staff of Control Center 
E25 B Police Data Administration, Control Center 
E26 B Police Staff of Control Center 
E27 B Fire Dept. Workmanship 
E28 B Fire Dept. Staff of Control Center 

Table 5. Participants evaluation II. 

6.2 Evaluation II: field test 

Based on the feedback from the user tests we redesigned and improved the 
prototype. After that, our aim was to conduct a field test with 16 users from 
different organizations (see Table 5). We organized a roll out workshop for each 
participating organization, where we gave participants their login data and a brief 
introduction into the system and its use. Both the situation assessment client and 
the information repository were released to the users for unrestricted use. After a 
3–5 week evaluation period, we arranged and conducted semi-structured 
interviews with the participating users to find out if the system was usable under 
real-use conditions and what the conceivable use cases were. Most of the 
interviews were conducted individually and lasted between 30–45 min. Two 
interviews were group interviews (police and fire department in region A). Those 
group interviews lasted about 60 min each. The guideline covered 5 main topics: 

• Information about the interviewee, his/her role and qualification. 
• General questions about the usability of system and the user’s first 

impression. 
• Analysis of the usage context, which tasks were performed, who was 

involved? 
• Inter-organizational use, which organizations could be involved, which 

information would be shared and which not, what are the chances and 
challenges when sharing information with other organizations? 

• Prospective, what is necessary to use the system during daily routine, 
what additional functionality is desired? 

Each interview session was audio-recorded and transcribed for subsequent 
analysis, which was divided into three steps (Schmidt 2004): 
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• The transcripts were structured according to the questions of the 
interview guideline. Statements taken from the transcripts shed light on 
participants’ reactions during the session. 

• Based on the transcripts, ex-post categories were formed for the 
analysis. This categorization included aspects about the implementation 
and integration of the system with existing infrastructures and practices 
in the application domain, shared content and collaboration scenarios, 
information visibility concerns in inter-organizational information and 
expertise sharing, and recommendations for improvements. 

• These analytical categories were used to create a coding guideline. It 
helped to cluster the data in terms of meaningful units to focus on 
specific problems. 

It turned out that the system was used by every participant, but not, for the most 
part, in real-work contexts as anticipated. The main reasons for this are described 
in detail in the following section. This is a common problem with field tests (see 
e.g. Hertzum et al. 2012) and needs to be considered as a limitation of the study. 
Nevertheless, the evaluation reveals some valuable results about the system’s 
usability, possible use cases, and information sharing practices with other 
organizations. 

6.2.1 Integration with existing infrastructures and usages/practices 

Above all, we were interested in whether and how the application might be used 
in real-world conditions during the evaluation period and how the system might 
support the participant in a specific situation. Unfortunately, only a few 
participants really used the system in that fashion. One central problem we had to 
deal with was that some organizations did not provide the necessary ICT 
infrastructure to run our system fluently. More precisely, the installed web 
browsers in the control centers were outdated (e.g. one police station is still using 
Internet Explorer 6, which was released in 2001) and did not support important 
computer technology like JavaScript or Web-Sockets, which are necessary to run 
our application. This meant that the prototype could not be used at some 
participants’ workplaces during the evaluation period. Although the participants 
had access to a stand-alone computer where a suitable web browser was installed, 
the use was not feasible in work context: 
“I don’t have the opportunity to sit there [at the stand alone computer], because if I am involved 
in an operation, I can’t stand up and leave my workplace” (E26). 

Another issue that stood in the way of use was the lack of information. 
Although the predefined information resources could give a sufficient overview of 
the system’s functionality, they did not cover the entire amount of information 
which was already available in existing geographical information systems: 
“Basically we have everything in our GIS. When I am in an operation and have my GIS on the 
screen, why should I open another GIS?” (E25). 
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Although it is possible to add new information resources and thus transfer 
information from an existing GIS to our system, users saw this as only for testing 
purposes, because they had no certainty of a long-term application of the system. 
In addition to that, participants saw a major challenge in the distribution of system 
information. They argued that a useful application is only possible if 
“it is used by everybody and if it is accessibly to everybody. It must not be used in a voluntary 
manner but has to be an inherent part of our work” (E26). 

Of course, in an evaluation scenario of the kind we were undertaking, such 
universality is impossible. Nevertheless, it strongly points to the organizational 
changes that are needed if such systems are to be used in real-world contexts. 

6.2.2 Shared content and collaboration scenarios 

Regardless of those limitations, all of the participants were able to explore the 
system during the evaluation period, be it on their work computer or at stand- 
alone computers at work or at home, and could reflect on possible use cases for 
their individual work practices. In the case of the fire department, they actually 
used it for example to share information during a breakdown of a major 
telecommunication operator caused by a big fire in its distributing center: 
“I have drawn a circle which represented the exclusion zone and several markers which 
represented places, where people were led to after evacuation” (E14). 

These collaborations, participants realized, also had the potential to create 
better information for the population: 
“With such tools we should have the possibility to create a map which can be easily made public, 
so that citizens can also create an overview and see, for instance, current roadblocks” (E16). 

Information exchange among different support agencies (e.g. Red Cross and 
fire department), for instance with respect to information about areas where 
citizens have been informed about a major incident, was seen as a suitable use 
case with such tools (E13). The control center points out: 
“We have to organize and inform the aid agencies, so that they do not work too independently, 
that’s a typical problem we always have; […] we have to be able to lead them” (E15) – “therefore 
the map can act as an instructional object” (E16). 

In the case of the police, there is currently no system to acquire and visualize 
roadblocks. Thus, during the evaluation period, one participant explored the 
system by adding current roadblocks to the map. Participants from other 
organizations also perceived these roadblocks and considered them to be very 
useful. It became clear that especially the sharing of information or sharing a 
situation map with other organizations (e.g. between control centers of police, fire 
department and crisis squads) or with spatially divided members of the own 
organization (e.g. between control center and forces on-site) is of great interest: 
“I think there is a real chance to involve people into a situation, who were previously left out. 
Because this is something that our system here cannot handle” (E16). Or: “Breakdowns don’t 
only occur during office hours. In specific situations we call our boss or the public relations 
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department. […] Based on such a map I could show specific information, highlight something, and 
say: ’Here is this and that problem’” (E23). 

This is relevant not only to the synchronous sharing functionality, but also to 
handovers during a shift change (the problem of information transfer during 
handover is dealt with in a range of literatures covering, for instance air traffic 
control, nursing, etc.; see Kerr (2002) for an example): 
“Such visualization is helpful for shift changes. It is much better than thrusting a stack of paper in 
someone’s hand, with information about the whole procedure” (E21). 

Participants saw the additional value of the system primarily in the 
visualization of a bigger picture in major incidents and disasters: 
“It would be good to have the same map here [control center] and in the command vehicle. […] 
But just in bigger situations with a duration of several days, not in case of simple room fires” 
(E28). 
“It would be good for bigger operations, to quickly create a situation overview […] The only 
possibility is to work together - fire department, Malteser [human aid agency in Germany] and red 
cross - the breakdown of the telecommunication operator showed that again. In cases like that I 
could mark an area on the map and share it to express, that I will take care of that area” (E13). 

For situations of imminent danger, however, the system was less feasible: 
“Here the system is too sluggish. The situation is different for incidences that evolve over multiple 
days, like a flood. For this it is a fantastic thing” (E17). 

Although participants mentioned that adding information to the application was 
easy to manage, it became clear that this process was extremely time- consuming 
and could not be done in stress situations: 
“When I work here in the control center and there is a major situation and besides that I have to 
answer 10 or 15 emergency calls, I don’t think that anyone has the time to work with it” (E25). 

Even if the situation calms down, it is a challenge to maintain the situation map 
subsequently because “the information from the beginning of the situation is tied 
to the heads of the staff and not written down anywhere” (E17). The main issue 
here is the effort that is necessary to add information to the map. This, we feel, is 
less a usability issue than a lack of predefined templates, shapes, and tactical 
signs. At the moment, every place mark a user wants to add to the map has to be 
created from scratch and recurring signs or shapes have to be redrawn de novo: 
“As an example, we have predefined roadblocks for every chemical plant. In case of a gas leak, we 
have to man these place marks. […] This could be prepared beforehand. […] or collecting points, 
like this parking area. I know it has a capacity of 30 vehicles and that can be prepared. For me it 
is important that I don’t have to start every situation from scratch” (E24). 

Besides better preparation and faster embedding of information into the map, 
predefined shapes or tactical signs would also help to get a common 
understanding of a situation without additional comments: 
“There must be a uniqueness to such signs, thus it would be great if you could use tactical signs, 
so that every leader could read and interpret these signs. […] I wouldn’t have lot of annotation 
work if I had these tactical signs” (E13). 
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Another reason to use predefined and uniform shapes is easier comparability 
and easier assemblage of multiple maps. For example, in case of a predicted the 
spreading of a gas cloud after a chemical accident, “it would be interesting if the 
assessment of the fire department is equal to ours or if there is need for 
coordination” (E24). For this purpose, both organizations could share their maps 
and lay one on top of the other to compare possible deviations. 

6.2.3 Information Visibility Concerns in Inter-Organizational Information 
Sharing 

For security reasons, current ICT infrastructures at the participating 
organizations are characterized by full isolation. With this in view, it was 
particularly interesting for us to find out something about the willingness to share 
(internal) information with other organizations. The interviews emphasized that 
basically there were no concerns about sharing information with others, neither 
from the police nor the fire department or any other involved organization: 
“During a major situation we have to exchange information. In this case we dispatch a liaison 
officer to them [fire department] and they send one to us. From then on there are no more secrets 
anyway” (E24). 

However, especially in police work, there is confidential information that has 
to be kept under wraps. This kind of information, it turns out, would not be shared 
anyway, neither via our application nor via phone or by radio: 
“For example during a violent demonstration we also work together with fire department and 
ambulance services. But there is tactical information on the police side that will not get to the 
outside. […] Every operation where special forces are involved” (E21). 

With our system, a certain apprehension arose due to uncertainty that specific 
information could not be handled confidentially enough if too many persons had 
access to it: 
“Especially in the case of pictures we would be very careful because we know that one or two 
[people] have good relations to the press and would leak them” (E24). 

However, general access restrictions would also obstruct desired and 
legitimized access to information, so that it might be sufficient to make access a 
visible matter: 
“It might be interesting to see who actually looked at the picture, which suddenly appeared in a 
newspaper. Otherwise we have to restrict the content we add to the system” (E24). 

Apart from that, access constraints were only deemed to be useful to restrict the 
available information resources from displaying irrelevant data. However, this is 
not motivated by data security reasons but to keep the system and the displayed 
information clear: 
“If it is sometime established statewide, […] we have to foster further restrictions […] that I don’t 
have to know what happened in city A, B or C. That everybody only sees information from his own 
region” (E26). 
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Current practices are limited a single situation map in the control center restrict 
access based on the physical presence in the control room, and so participants 
have little experience of managing access control. While using digital 
representations, which can be shared among the users, new possibilities and 
questions will arise (E16), including for instance decisions concerning role-based 
access restrictions, free access for all emergency services or explicit sharing of 
information. 

7 Discussion 

In contradistinction to many other approaches that develop ICT support for crisis 
management, we did not focus on one particular organization and its anticipated 
routines or on one particular activity (e.g. resource allocation, triage). We focused 
on the necessities of improvisation in a crisis situation where unfolding events 
cannot always be anticipated, events which are volatile in terms of actors involved 
and the external factors guiding behavior. Almost every actor needs information 
about the current situation and its development, but also produces information that 
could be of interest to others. We therefore focused on the issue of improvisation 
practices in information and expertise sharing at the inter- organizational level. 

7.1 Improvisation practices in information and expertise sharing 

The empirical study of information and expertise sharing practices by the 
emergency services (section 4) highlighted the specific ways in which 
improvisation techniques were brought to bear on coping and recovery work, 
situation assessment and information retrieval and exchange processes. Our 
findings indicate that inter-organizational communication and cooperation is 
necessary, but the current organizational and technical structures of each 
organization involved do not provide suitable interfaces. Due to the large number 
of heterogeneous systems, the exchange of information is limited to e-mail, phone 
calls or special trained liaison officers. The exchange of expertise is currently 
limited, for the most part, to contacts between long-standing employees. There is, 
in other words, a very unequal social distribution of expertise. While describing 
the practices in inter-organizational crisis management in detail, these findings 
confirm and extend the research opportunities in the area of “collaborative 
knowledge bases” mentioned by Turoff et al. (2004) as well the “unresolved issue 
[which] is the need for close relationships between those improvising” as 
mentioned by Cunha et al. (1999). 
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7.2 Advances in improvisation support 

Based on the challenges that emerged in our empirical study and the design 
implications derived from it, we developed a socio-technical system addressing 
the practice of inter-organizational information and expertise sharing in two 
iterations (section 5). We set up a web-based, service-oriented architecture tenable 
a system independent access. While the first iteration focused on situation 
assessment, the second iteration also includes inter-organizational collaboration 
functionalities. Our lightweight infrastructure, usable with any web browser, and 
the specialized mobile app consists of the two main interconnected modules Inter-
Organizational Information Repository (IOIR), a central access to distributed, 
internal and external information, and Inter-Organizational Situation Assessment 
Client (ISAC), a geo-collaborative application supporting ad hoc information and 
expertise sharing. Our modules enhance the work of Wu et al. (2013), whose 
system focuses on one specific geo-collaboration task or Monares et al. (2011), 
who just focus on mobile collaboration. 

7.3 Evaluation and methodological issues 

In the evaluation of the system (section 6), the formative evaluation after the first 
cycle led to a redesigned and improved system that was rolled out for a field test 
under real-use conditions: The summative evaluation outlined challenges related 
to integration with existing infrastructures and usages, scenarios for shared 
content and collaboration (e.g. exchanging roadblocks, enhancing situation 
assessment or collaboration outside the control center) as well as information 
visibility concerns in inter-organizational information sharing. Our study showed 
that our concepts and implementations support the emerging inter-organizational 
information infrastructure acting as an intermediary between the existing discrete 
ICT systems in the participating organizations. However, our incremental 
development process has not finished. Certain limitations, as described above, 
have been identified and we are continuing our evaluations in the field and the 
respective developments. 

We are not the first to realize, but we strongly support the view, that real-time, 
real-world analysis and evaluation of crisis management is difficult, not to say 
impossible. Neither our initial studies, nor our prototype could be founded on 
classic forms of ethnographic study, for the reasons we rehearse above. 
Nevertheless, our study was conducted with a commitment to getting as close to 
real-world practices as possible, and to this end we conducted scenario-based 
interviews both with individuals and with groups. Compared to Convertino et al. 
(2011) and with respect to the concern that “existing geospatial information 
technologies […] have been designed for use by individuals” (Cai 2005), we 
believe that our work comes closer to real-world analysis than most. In so doing 
we are not suggesting that we have discovered the fact of improvisation. Rather, 
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we were and are interested in the precise ways in which improvising work is done, 
and the limitations that are placed on it by existing socio-technical infrastructures. 
In this respect we have moved the discussion on from the interests of management 
science (e.g. Weick 1993) which has tended towards post hoc understandings of 
previous disasters towards analysis of the prospective. 

7.4 Architectural considerations 

All organizational actors already use own kinds of ICT infrastructure, usually 
protected against foreseeable emergencies caused by power outages (e.g. batteries, 
redundant command stands), hacker attacks (e.g. separated systems, redundant 
communication infrastructures, sometimes including own cable net- works) or 
natural and physical impact (e.g. guarded and armored fire/police stations). 
However (or because of these issues) existing heterogeneous systems are often 
encapsulated (caused by ICT security standards), which limits the possibilities for 
information exchange. Our approach to base a complementing ICT infrastructure 
on lightweight web technologies proved to be appropriate to demonstrate the 
possibilities of inter-organizational collaboration. Our approach can easily 
integrate information sources that provide OGC web services and we were 
experimenting with the emerging (German) standard DIN SPEC 91287:2012–07 
on “data interchange between information systems in civil hazard prevention”. 
Our findings also open perspectives for future research related to aspects of 
controlling the information flow between emergency services, but also between 
these organizations and the general public. This has been dependent on the 
physical presence in the control room and now becomes possible for a larger 
group. A combination of further improvements and the evaluation with a larger 
group of emergency services over a longer period will bring more results 
concerning the practical implications of such tools. 

8 Conclusion 

The research we describe above has entailed a 3 year commitment, starting with 
an empirical study including initial analyses and reflections on existing inter- 
organizational practices, and continued with iterative prototypical 
implementations and then to practical evaluations in the application field. The 
overall goal was identifying the value of, and restrictions entailed in, information 
and expertise sharing in inter-organizational crisis management. This paper 
followed the methodology of design case study (Wulf et al. 2011). Our first 
objective was to empirically research collaboration practices in information and 
expertise sharing in an inter-organizational crisis management setting, where 
improvisation (as the literature indicates) plays an important role for coping and 
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recovery work; our second objective was to answer the question, how ICT support 
should be designed to be able to adequately support such practices. 

In sum, we have drawn extensively on literatures which demonstrate the 
problem of inter-organizational cooperation in the domain of crisis management, 
and specifically on the concept of improvisation. This has been previously 
addressed as a topic (e.g. Cunha et al. 1999; Mendonça and Wallace 2007; 
Mendonça 2007; Moorman and Miner 1998; Weick 1993). Nevertheless, we 
believe that our contribution is to bring the results of a long term qualitative study 
to bear on the specific issues of how, when and in what way improvisation takes 
place, and what the limitations on its effectiveness might be. In much the same 
way, we draw on existing understandings of information and expertise sharing 
(e.g. Ackerman et al. 2013; Harrald 2006; Hiltz and Turoff 1985; Quarantelli 
1988; Rankin et al. 2011; Wenger et al. 1989), but do so in order to address the 
known problem that practitioners suffer “from a lack of options for sharing 
information among the organizations, but also from a lack of awareness of 
information about the activities of others” (Ley et al. 2012) and which lead us to 
research opportunities in the area of “collaborative knowledge bases” which aim 
to rectify this (Turoff et al. 2004). 

Our study, then, translated prior work on organizational behavior – which dealt 
with the ‘that’ of improvisation - to a concern with the ‘how’ of improvisation, 
geared to the design of technology suitable for such environments. We designed 
the inter-organizational situation assessment client ISAC and the inter- 
organizational information repository IOIR. Information and expertise sharing 
approaches using GIS are challenged because “most spatial decisions using 
geographical information are done by teams, but existing geospatial information 
technologies […] have been designed for use by individuals” (Cai 2005). Related 
approaches such as Convertino et al. (2011) present possibilities for how 
collaboration technology can reduce the coordination efforts among spatially 
distributed emergency teams, but their prototypes have not as yet been developed 
and evaluated with emergency services. Wu et al. (2013) present a “a new 
collaborative system for teams doing complex geo-spatial planning tasks”, but 
their system focus on one specific geo-collaboration task: “Although the task is 
well grounded in empirical evidence, geo-collaboration activities can be very 
diverse” (Wu et al. 2013). Other approaches either focus on mobile collaboration 
(Monares et al. 2011) or on the integration of citizen involvement (Okolloh 2009; 
Palen and Liu 2007; Reuter et al. 2013). Our work has combined the different 
perspectives in improvisation in inter-organizational crisis management as well as 
information and expertise sharing (Ackerman et al. 2013) and presented a well- 
founded empirical study of work practices, a systematic and (we believe) 
generalizable approach to the design of ICT support, as well as its evaluations 
with practitioners. 
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Abstract Decisions of emergency response organisations (police, fire fighters, 
infrastructure providers, etc.) rely on accurate and timely information. Some necessary 
information is integrated into control centre’s IT (weather, availability of electricity, gauge 
information, etc.), but almost every decision needs to be based on very specific 
information of the current crisis situation. Due to the unpredictable nature of a crisis, 
gathering this kind of information requires much improvisation and articulation work which 
we aim to support. We present a study on how different emergency response 
organisations communicate with teams on-site to generate necessary information for the 
coordinating instances, and we described, implemented and evaluated an interaction 
concept as well as a prototype to support this communication by a semi-structured 
request-and-report system based on Android devices. We learned that (1) the accuracy 
of request and reports can be improved by using an appropriate metadata structure in 
addition to creating multimedia-based information content, (2) requirements of trusted 
and fast information need to be respected in support concepts although they may even 
be contradictory, and (3) the coordination strategy of the emergency response 
organisation also shapes the way this interaction needs to be designed.  

1 Introduction 

Nowadays cooperation often goes beyond spatial and organisational boundaries. 
One challenge for cooperation in heterogeneous settings is to provide information 
in the appropriate amount, level of detail, format and point in time. In such 
settings, the sender is faced with the challenge of perceiving the outer context, as 
well as anticipating what the recipient already knows. If both are successful, 
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communication can concentrate on the essentials, otherwise failures arise as a 
‘lack of information’ or an ’information overload’ (Toffler, 1970). In CSCW a 
distinction between (mainly distributed) cooperative work, that covers the tasks 
itself, and articulation work, that includes all activities to coordinate the tasks 
among individuals, is common (Schmidt & Bannon, 1992). Articulation work is 
necessary if one participant is not able to accomplish the whole task by himself. If 
we look at the case of emergency services, it is obvious that one unit cannot 
manage the situation alone, therefore collaboration and, consequently, articulation 
is required. In terms of emergency management, articulation work includes 
reports of on-site units to the control centre, information provided by the control 
centre or even communication between different units or organisations (Reuter et 
al., 2012). Emergency services face an “unlimited variety of incidents that require 
interpretation, decision and coordination” (Normark & Randall, 2005). The 
increasing emergence of mobile devices, data flats and almost all-encompassing 
internet during the last years created new possibilities that allow communication 
and may support cooperation from anywhere. However, the dynamics and 
specifics of emergencies aggravate finding appropriate approaches to articulate 
information needs among all actors (Heath & Luff, 1992). 

In order to support articulation and reporting, we concentrate on a scenario, 
where on-site units and off-site units have to share a common understanding of a 
situation. The focus lies on preventing ‘lack of information’ as well as 
‘information overload’, at the same time increasing the quality of information, 
which should ensure a better basis for cooperative decision-making. In a 
qualitative empirical study of emergency services we explored their mobile 
collaboration practices, as well as possibilities to support those practices via 
mobile devices and applications. From these pre-studies, we have summarized the 
requirements for a mobile interaction approach, which allows semi-structured 
information requests and corresponding reports to stimulate a high-quality 
information basis. After introducing the resulting Android application “MoRep”, 
which is supposed to support communication among emergency services, it will 
be evaluated by emergency services representatives concerning its impact on 
working practices and potentials to support articulation work in emergencies. 

2 Related Work 

Unexpected problems, dynamic changes of situations or environmental and 
knowledge limitations lead to the need for improvisation (Stein, 2011) - especially 
in crises and emergencies. To support improvisation during emergency 
management it is essential to know the characteristics of the field. Based on an 
analysis of the response to the 2001 World Trade Centre attack, the following 
characteristics of emergency management can be considered as reasons for 
improvisation (Mendonca, 2007). Firstly, (a) rarity of incidences limits 
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opportunities for training and learning. Furthermore, (b) time pressure forces a 
convergence of planning and execution. (c) Uncertainty is present because the 
development of an extreme incidence is hardly predictable. Furthermore, extreme 
events have (d) high and broad consequences, therefore there is a need to manage 
interdependencies among a wide range of physical and social systems. The (e) 
complexity of the event arises, partly due to the high and broad consequences. 
Finally, (f) multiple decision makers and responding organisations may negotiate 
while responding to the event. Nevertheless, all organisations that help 
guaranteeing civil security have developed systematic approaches to deal with 
these uncertainties and to allow for planned, coordinated activities in crises. Still, 
many situations require spontaneous, ad-hoc decisions and short-term (re-
)planning. The collapse of role systems need not result in a disaster, if people 
develop skills in improvisation (Weick, 1993). The ability to improvise remains a 
valuable asset for individuals and organisations, and is usually cultivated in crisis 
trainings and grows with experience (Ley, et al., 2012). Computer-based systems 
can support these processes, if the design is informed by an understanding of the 
cognitive processes involved in responding to unanticipated contingencies 
(Mendonca, 2007). 

The type, quantity and quality of information, that an agent needs within a 
given decision making context to complete a specific task, is called information 
demand, whereas objective and subjective information demands are not always 
identical. The objective demand includes information, which should be available 
according to a specific task. The subjective demand includes all information that 
is relevant in the agents’ opinion. The information supply includes all external and 
internal information to which an agent can access at a certain time. O’Reilly 
(1980) studied how the amount of information affects the quality of the decisions 
made. He shows that actors, who claimed not receiving enough information to 
complete the tasks, were less satisfied, but made better decisions. On the other 
side, actors, who claimed that they were overloaded, were more satisfied, but the 
decision quality was not as good. But the impression that the 'lack of information' 
has less negative effects than the ‘information overload’ is relativized by the 
finding that a lower satisfaction of actors is closely linked to an “increased 
tendency by senders to distort information during transmission" (O’Reilly, 1980). 
Therefore both problems have the same relevance. They are characterized by 
subjectivity, which outlines one of our main argument: "What one perceives as 
information overload, may be perfectly manageable to the other" (Mulder et al., 
2006). However, not only the amount of information plays an important role in 
decision making, but also the quality and the format (Ho & Tang, 2001). Both are 
subjective as well and can vary according to the individual (Naumann & Rolker, 
2000) or scenario (Christofzik & Reuter, 2013). 

As already mentioned, in emergency management, decisions have an extensive 
impact. They are based on incremental information from on-site reports and 
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messages. Especially the forces need to make decisions “under conditions of 
incomplete or inaccurate information in a context of changing and possibly 
ambiguous hazard consequences and response objectives […] under considerable 
time pressure” (Paton, 2003). Bharosa et al. (2009) showed that, during exercises, 
Commando Place Incident Team (COPI) leaders spent on average “30 min or 
more collecting information and directing the operations of their own agency, 
followed by a 15-min interaction with other COPI members”. Lundberg and 
Asplund (2011) analysed groups involved in regional and international operations, 
with regard to the flow and exchange of information and communication and 
found that these organisations mistrust their IT systems or do not accept them, 
because they do not want to pay for training as well as the proper equipment. To 
assure trust, acceptance and a safe handling of the systems, the systems should be 
used in the everyday work, not just in emergencies (Kyng et al., 2006). Further 
problems exist in the area of situation awareness. The lack of communicating 
task-oriented, dynamic information and the related ‘information overload’ lead to 
serious problems during the response phase (Prasanna et al., 2011). Further on, in 
collaborative environments, the different roles and expertise of group members 
make sense making even more challenging, because group members do not only 
need to understand task-related information but also need to comprehend the 
relative relevance of the information available (Paul & Reddy, 2010). Other 
occurring problems concern the finding of a correct recipient, unclear channels of 
communication (Ley et al., 2012), time-consuming, ineffective forms of messages 
(Lundberg & Asplund, 2011) and different interpretations of used terminologies 
(Reuter et al., 2012). Some of the problems could be solved by appropriate 
communication technologies albeit the main challenge is to articulate the 
individual information need in an easy way. 

Information technology can support articulation work (Schmidt & Bannon, 
1992). Currently, radio is the most important communication technology for 
emergency services in Germany. The digital radio, which is presently being 
introduced, makes it possible to use a single shared nationwide network, which 
creates new forms of communication. In contrast to analogue, the digital radio 
enables to transmit data on a narrow-band, but the rate is limited to 3 kbit/s, which 
does not allow transmitting much data, like multimedia. Based on empirical 
studies Guerrero et al. (2006) and Peng et al. (2007) developed conception 
frameworks, which determine appropriate devices besides digital radio for certain 
cooperation contexts. Both frameworks deem tablet PCs and PDAs as the most 
suitable in terms of mobility. Since the frameworks release, smartphones and 
tablets have become more popular and powerful and combine the performance of 
PDAs with the multimedia support of mobile phones, where the integrated sensors 
will be extended in the future (Gomez & Bartolacci, 2011). Both, smartphones 
and tablets meet the requirements of everyday using and are fundamental elements 
of CSCW technology for mobile workers (Tamaru et al., 2005). Besides the 
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devices, the growing range of mobile technologies such as LTE creates new 
possibilities for transmitting big amounts of data. 

Various approaches already focus on supporting cooperation with the 
additional help of mobile devices. There officers-in-charge are information 
providers and consumers, whereas units on-site are primarily information 
providers (Nilsson & Stølen, 2010). The officers-in-charge, either on-site or in the 
control centre, are mainly decision makers, whose decisions result in actions 
performed by on-site units. Büscher and Mogensen (2007) present different 
prototypes to enable command centres capturing live information about on-site 
movements and situation assessment in order to be able to construct a better 
situation overview without having to disturb on-site units via verbal 
communication. Catarci et al. (2010) present a system, in which each on-site unit 
uses a PDA that was supervised by a process management system, which 
orchestrates the units and conducts external data services. The mobile devices are 
able to receive tasks, to add comments to captured pictures and videos, to share 
these and to display them on a map application. Another more content-oriented 
concept was introduced by Singh and Ableiter (2009). Their application 
‘TwiddleNet’ makes it possible to send and receive multimedia data, where the 
smartphones took on the dual-role of a server and a client. These data are 
available as a feed and are accessible via ‘pull’ or ‘push’ service. Those 
applications, which allow almost real-time reports, including multimedia data 
with location information, are able to increase situation awareness (Betts et al., 
2005). Bergstrand and Landgren (2011) analysed the communication impact of 
live videos from the incident place to the control centre and found, that the videos 
improved situation assessment in the control centre enormously. Due to the 
bottom-up flow of communication, the on-site units provided information driven 
by their own motivation or previous radio transmission, which led to problems 
with prioritization: “When you decide to use the camera, you also decide not to do 
other things“ (Incident Commander in Bergstrand & Landgren, 2011). Wu et al. 
(2011) presented, in contrast to Bergstrand and Landgren (2011), a 2-way system 
including top-down communication, which is based on CIVIL, a mobile 
application allowing up- and downloading geo-referenced data. Professionals as 
well as citizens can use the application, which means that citizens become an 
active part of crisis management. Problems arose due to the amount of data, 
because a majority of the pictures caused an overloaded map application. A 
suggested solution was a picture cluster, but the question remains of “how to 
choose a representative photo to describe the entire group of pictures“ (Wu et al., 
2011). Such a similar problem arose while using the application ‘diretto’ (Erb et 
al., 2011), which allows transferring images and other formats to a previously 
asked query. The system Ushahidi (Okolloh, 2009) has a similar approach, but 
without previously asked questions. An application which is aimed at supporting 
collaborative situation awareness and decision making in the specialized case of a 
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chemical industrial accident is ‘DIADEM’ (Winterboer et al., 2011). With 
DIADEM, the control centre can ask selected agents to take pictures, which are 
automatically geo-tagged and displayed on a digital map in the control centre. 

Most approaches pursue a kind of push mechanism, where the information is 
received in the form of notifications and the recipient has no option to articulate 
the information need or to specify the needed format. Apart from problems that 
occur with voice transmission (Schöning et al., 2009), Bergstrand and Landgren 
(2011) showed that –despite possible enhancements of situation awareness – 
already available photos from on-site response teams are not regularly used. 
Therefore, decision makers should have the possibility to improvise and articulate 
their individual information needs in an appropriated way. Prototypes of Büscher 
and Mogensen (2007) allow pulling information in an appropriate way, but these 
do not address directly improvisational activities and try to substitute verbal 
requests. Other existing systems (Catarci et al., 2010; Winterboer et al., 2011) 
allow to request information, where these requests are often merely text messages 
and the decision makers have no option to articulate or specify their information 
needs and formats in a further dynamic, fine-grained, but still simple way. 

Taking the existing reporting practice and existing approaches into account 
the research question of this paper is: How should emergency services articulate 
their information needs and how can mobile applications support articulation 
work in emergencies? The following empirical study will explore mobile 
collaboration practices of emergency services, as well as possible means to 
support these practices via mobile devices and applications. 

3 Research Field 

The findings and the concept in this paper are derived from a study focusing on 
collaboration, situation assessment and decision-making practices during coping 
and recovery work at emergency response agencies in Germany. The study was 
conducted in two regions. County A is a densely wooded, hilly and rural county, 
whereas county B consists of 10 growing and urban communes. In both regions, 
we focus on several organisations affected: Infrastructure suppliers (e.g. power 
supplier), public strategic administration (e.g. crisis management, county 
administration), public operative administration (e.g. police, fire department) and 
citizens. The organization of police and fire fighter forces differ among the 
counties: County 2 provides professionals, whereas fire fighters of county 1 are 
mostly members of voluntary fire departments. Here, just members of the control 
centre have salaried positions. 
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4 Empirical Study 

Thebasis for the data analysis was the result of various empirical works during the 
years 2010 to 2012 in the application field. The studies were embedded in a 
scenario framework, which was developed together with actors from police and 
fire department, county administration and an electricity provider. It includes a 
windstorm with many incidents and energy breakdowns. The purpose of the 
scenario was to be able to quickly create a common understanding of an occurring 
emergency and therefore it helped to increase the validity and comparability in 
our interviews. We conducted 5 inter-organisational group discussions, each 
lasted about 4 hours. The aim of the group discussions was to understand 
communication practice of inter-organisational crisis management. Furthermore, 
we conducted 22 individual interviews with actors from the participating 
organisations (table 1). Each interview lasted between 1 and 2 hours and followed 
a guideline, which was separated into three parts. The first part focused on the 
participants’ role, qualification, tasks and work activities under normal conditions. 
The second part covered the participants’ tasks during emergencies in our 
developed scenario framework. The third part covered applied information and 
communication systems and perceived problems with these tools. Group 
discussions and interviews were audio recorded and later transcribed for 
subsequent data analysis. 

Table 1: Interviewees of the empirical study (phase 1): information and collaborative practices 

The empirical study showed that, especially in police and fire departments, 
decision makers depend on on-site information to be able to make appropriate 
decisions. Therefore, the organisations of the second empirical phase in 2012, 
which researches the effects of dynamic information requests and their fine-
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grained specifications to create a high qualitative base for making decisions, were 
fire and police department with their different management and lead structures. 
The police coordinate operations directly from the control centre (“lead from the 
behind”), in the fire department, however, the officer-in-charge is on-site and the 
control centre only supports him (“lead from the front”). To be able to study the 
mobile collaboration practices more closely, additional 5 partially structured 
interviews were conducted in 2012 which lasted in average 60 minutes, in which 
the current practices were analysed, also in regards to the creation, exchange and 
use of information by the response teams and the works in the control centre (see 
table 2). 

Table 2: Interviewees of the empirical study (phase 2): mobile collaboration practices 

5 Results: Mobile Reporting Practices 

In the following, the empirical results concerning the information and 
communication practices and the articulation of information needs are presented. 

Information and Communication Practices 

Emergency management requires making decisions in-situ based on current 
conditions. Hence, it is necessary to keep track of the occurrences. Some of the 
information, which is used for the work tasks in operations management, is 
provided by “official” information systems. In major catastrophic events or in 
case of weather alerts these internal information resources are enriched by many 
external, informal information resources, which are necessary in various 
situations. Many actors individually collect supplementary information from 
various sources (e.g. the current weather condition outside the building, phone 
calls or webcams that are focused against the wind direction) to obtain a better 
overview of the situation: “You need as much information as possible” (I24). Or: 
“I need verified information for a decision about a particular situation“ (I05), 
which needs to be “as detailed and accurate as possible to give an exact 
representation of the situation“ (I06). Nevertheless information from own 
personnel is judged as being very valuable. The heads of control centres (I01, I09) 
mentioned that visual on-site impressions are crucial, because if you “explain to 
someone that there is an accident with 300 injured people, both of us have a very 
different imagination of the situation“ (I09). Therefore, “the most reliable 
information is what I have seen myself“ (I05), where the difficulty exists “that we 
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can’t look through the phone and we don’t see how it looks like on-site.” (I06). 
The response team on-site already knows, that it can be important to send visual 
data to the control centre, because “if you’ve seen it yourself, you have a better 
overview of the situation“ (I10). Currently verbal communication is executed via 
radio. In the control centre “the flood of communication kills us in our daily 
work“ (I03), where the permanent risk of “being overloaded by information“ 
(I03) exists, that “in the end you don’t understand what’s going on anymore, 
because there is too much input and you can’t handle the information“ (I03). On 
the other side, the on-site team complains about having not enough information: 
“It would be great to have more information on-site“ (I07), because currently 
“the office-in-charge wants something done and then we have to understand what 
he means“ (I07). 

The information demand is very subjective: “What we need in order to be able 
to make a decision varies from individual to individual“ (I03) and cannot be 
specified in advance. Nevertheless all agents agreed that particular criteria need to 
be met: (a) The emergency work is based on situation maps, therefore “the 
necessary GPS coordinates need to be included, so that you know the location the 
information comes from and don’t have to guess“ (IM05). (b) Sending and 
receiving information in different data formats is desirable (I05), while pictures 
and videos are seen as most relevant (IM04) and long text messages critical 
(IM03). (c) It is necessary that it is visible which user took the picture (IM03) and 
that (d) the information is time-stamped (IM01). The information between the 
control centre and on-site units’ needs to be 100% synchronized (IM05), because 
“during an operation there is nothing worse than talking about different things“ 
(IM05). 

When communicating no unit in the hierarchical structure may be left out, even 
if it means a larger amount of time (IM01), for example, a sub section leader will 
always communicate only with his section leader and not directly with the head of 
operations (IM01). The control centre always communicates at the level of section 
leaders (IM01), where information from the section leader does not need to be 
evaluated and can be used immediately (IM01). Involving citizen-generated 
information into crisis management is seen critical: “Someone who does not have 
a background in emergency services would hardly be able to deliver necessary 
information in such a situation“ (I02). Sending pictures by citizens “will get out 
of control if everyone takes pictures. [...] If you’ve had an accident or anything 
else happened to you, you wouldn’t want a stranger to take pictures“ (I01). Of 
course scenarios exist where citizen-generated information might be useful and 
could contribute to situational awareness (Vieweg et al., 2010), but due to the 
interviewees mentioned that applications for supporting direct communication 
should only be available to emergency services, we blanked out the dimension of 
citizen-generated information in our paper. 

Articulation of Information Needs 
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A wide range of emergency response actions show that situation assessment is 
often a collaborative task. To deal with the uncertain and changing environment 
during emergencies, usually a big number of people are involved in gathering or 
analysing data, decision making and monitoring of implementations and 
consequences. However, in order to articulate information needs, infrastructures 
are needed. Independent from knowledge about both frameworks for selecting 
devices for specific contexts (Guerrero et al., 2006; Peng et al., 2007) the 
interviewees confirmed: “if we’re talking about an ideal situation, then I have a 
smartphone in my patrol car and the officer-in-charge uses a different device that 
gives him even more functionality“ (IM04). Right now the communication path is 
still via radio, but smartphones are already used for purposes like using Google 
Maps for satellite views or navigation (I04), because the control centre gives an 
address and the on-site team often does not know the exact location. Moreover, 
mobile devices are not only interesting for the on-site units, but also for the actors 
in the control centre since they are not present 24/7 so that they have mobile 
access to information (I13). The participants asked for a simple and easy-to-use 
hardware “with as few features as possible, so that a unit, who has never used it 
before, can be trained quickly“ (IM04) and it should be used almost daily to 
establish routines (I06). An important feature is to be able to take videos or photos 
quickly and record voice data and write short messages all without using a pen 
(IM03). The hardware needs to be quickly ready for use, “if we need to boot an 
additional notebook, then it won’t be used“ (I04). 

Usually the on-site teams are responsible to deliver relevant information, so 
information is provided via push mechanisms. This practice has some 
disadvantages. One problem also occurred during our interviews: On-site teams 
often do not know which information they have to transmit or they prioritize 
outgoing reports very low, especially volunteer forces (IM01, IM02). Therefore 
the current control centre practice is to request information from the incident place 
actively (pull mechanism) and to not wait for appropriate reports. By requesting 
information actively, it is possible to prevent that “everybody just takes pictures 
and sends them back, without really knowing what is going on“ (IM05). During 
the dynamic requests for information, the return format of information often needs 
to be specified (IM04). In case of such requests, the control centre “should see the 
location of a unit and instruct him to take a picture“ (IM02). Currently the 
determination of the units’ locations only works verbally via radio: “I take my 
radio and contact him: Where are you? At best he will answer: I’m here or there“ 
(IM05). “Ideally, besides the location, you see whether the unit is busy or not” 
(I03). These articulations currently take a lot of time. Therefore the forces 
mentioned that, based on the location, there should be an option to navigate units 
remotely: “If I see their locations and also the plans on a map, I could say: “Go 
five meters further, that’s where the next hydrant should be“ (IM02). Due to the 
high dynamics and improvisation within response teams, people can be 
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spontaneously assigned to new roles. Therefore, requests need to be always 
assigned to roles, never to persons (IM01, IM03). Besides the influences from an 
incident itself, organisational factors and structures can bear unpredictable 
challenges. That is why each actor will have to be able to divert from given 
routines to be capable of acting even if the given structures and circumstances 
change: “If a system is strongly rigid and structured, and then one component is 
missing, mostly the whole system will collapse. For this, informal acting can be 
helpful.” (I01).  

5.1 A Semi-structured Mobile Reporting Concept 

Decision making in crisis management depends on incremental written or mostly 
verbal on-site reports. The empirical results on current practices of emergency 
services show a need for improvisational action in order to get appropriate reports. 
Information producers in the form of on-site units are not always able to anticipate 
the needs of their counterparts in the control centres, so arising ‚information 
overload’ or ‚lack of information’ negatively affect decisions.  

Control centres are mainly interested in impressions from the incident place 
supported by visual multimedia data to get remotely a situation overview. The 
cycle of semi-structured information requests and reports (Figure 1) visualizes the 
concept grounded on the empirically studied work practice. If the written or 
verbal on-site reports do not satisfy their needs, the control centre needs to have 
the option to actively articulate information needs. Currently this dynamic 
requesting activity is not supported: Using the radio verbally, the control centre 
complains about being flooded with information and the on-site units are left with 
much space for interpretations: “The office-in-charge wants something done and 
then we have to understand what it means“ (I07). Therefore a mechanism which 
allows semi-structured information requests and does not leave space for 
interpretations could support their cooperation. Due to the fact that information 
needs vary from individual to individual, reports should be easy to specify for 
each user, and some context information always needs to be captured 
automatically: the coordinates of the location, the source and the time, which 
identify the information as a whole (IM03). These context data need to be 
available when looking at the information. By requesting or reporting information, 
the predefined hierarchical organisational structure has to be considered, for 
example, the sub section leader is not allowed to send information to the control 
centre directly, because otherwise the section leader is skipped. On the other hand, 
the control centre is not allowed to request information from the sub section 
leader directly, because otherwise the section leader is skipped again.  
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Figure 1: Supporting decision making through mobile semi-structured information 
requests 

Determining addressees of requests needs to be possible by its location or role: 
Location-based requests give a location overview on all subordinates of which 
information can be requested, which enriches the awareness between the control 
centre and the on-site units. For role-based requests the addressee can be 
determined by its role (e.g. sub section leader area 1). A supportive mechanism 
must be applied to smartphones as well as tablets to guarantee a proficient 
handling including following rights: 

• Requesting information allows a response unit to fine-specify and 
articulate the kind of information needed. At this, transmitting a 
destination location for a remote-navigation of the unit and setting the 
priority for a more appropriate assessment of the task’s urgency must 
be possible. 

• The independent sending of information allows authorized units to 
send information, directly, without previous requests. For instance, 
this permission is relevant for section leaders, as their information 
does not have to be authorized anymore. 

• Sending information by previous request allows a unit to send 
information by himself, but only as an answer to a previous request. 
This restriction should help to avoid ‚information overload’ for 
decision makers due to information needs to be requested first. 
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5.2 Implementation of a Mobile Reporting Application (MoRep) 

In order to verify the concept and research its effect we implemented a mobile 
application. By using Android 4 the application MoRep can be used on 
smartphones as well as tablets. The technical concept is based on REST 
architecture as form of the SOA-paradigm, where the services are implemented by 
HTTP-servlets. Using modern communication technologies, such as Google 
Cloud Messaging, innovative notification mechanisms are implemented that 
simplify communication and allow a parallel use to radio communication. In the 
following, the application MoRep will be briefly introduced. 

Start up: After authentication, the user receives current information of his role 
and permissions. The main screen is designed according to these permissions. 
Figure 2 shows a user with all rights: Seeing reports, requesting reports from 
subordinates, answering requests made by superior as well as writing reports 
independent from previously request. 

Requesting reports: When requesting reports, a location- and role-based 
determination of on-site units is possible. By the first option, the user can scan for 
subordinate response units (Figure 3), where the unit is displayed on the map 
characterized by role and name. By selecting the unit, the request form is opened 
(Figure 4). There the user has to enter specified characteristics and the desired 
format of a report. He has the option to define a destination location for the 
remote navigation (Figure 5). Afterwards the request can be sent. For role-based 
requests the recipient can be chosen from a combo box, where all the possible 
recipients are listed, from whom information can be requested, no matter what 
their location is. 
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See requests / creating report: In the request overview (Figure 6) open requests 
are displayed for the user sorted by priority and time. A request can directly be 
answered with a report, where a form (Figure 7) appears, in which the text fields 
have already been pre-determined by the creator of the request. If a target location 
was transmitted, the coordinates-button will be shown that offers the possibility of 
navigating to that location (Figure 8). By entering the format button, the standard 
application for generating files is opened; subsequent the text button is activated 
to make an optional text input (Figure 9). A report that is not based on a request 
can also be created from the main screen. In that form the recipient is immediately 
determined as the next superior unit. 

See reports: The main element is a Google Maps map (Figure 10), on which 
previously created reports are shown with icons that indicate the data format. The 
user can view all reports or only those he requested. It is also possible to add this 
view to any Geographical Information System using Web Map Services. In the 
information window the source and time are displayed that, in combination with 
the geo-location, meet the criteria specified for suitable information (IM05). If it 
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is entered, the content will show (Figure 11).The text symbol on the left side of 
the window indicates an additional text (Figure 12) the arrow symbol creates an 
easy forwarding of information to the superior. 

5.3 Evaluation 

Although our system had been fully implemented, IT security regulations and 
privacy and documentation concerns of the emergency response organisations 
prevented us from having an in-use evaluation. We evaluated with practitioners in 
police and fire stations how mobile dynamic semi-structured requests can support 
current decision processes by providing a high-quality information basis and 
avoiding ‚information overload’ as well as ‚lack of information’. In order to 
evaluate the findings, concepts and our supporting tool related to the work 
practices we evaluated the prototype in a scenario-based walkthrough and 
following interviews. Again the participants were members of the police and fire 
department, but this time also volunteer emergency forces were included, due to 
these are potential end users as well (IM01, IM02). The evaluation sessions lasted 
in average 45 minutes and eleven persons from police and (professional and 
volunteer) fire departments participated in different sessions. With this selection 
of interview partners the impressions and experiences of communication partners 
on different levels within the chain of command could be gathered and evaluated. 

Within each evaluation MoRep was introduced functionally and it was 
demonstrated how it could support in different situations by referring to 
operations mentioned by the interviewees in the empirical study. The 
demonstration was an interactive session, where the users directly explored the 
application. The participants were asked to make remarks using „thinking aloud“ 
(Nielsen, 1993). After the demonstration, the participants were asked questions 
regarding the practice-oriented use, e.g.: What are possible implications of using 
semi-structured requests in emergency response? Under what conditions can the 
concept and application support current working practices? What are limitations 
concerning the usage? The workshops were recorded and later transcribed. 

Table 3: Interviewees of the empirical study (phase 3): evaluation of the collaboration 
tool 
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Figure 13: Evaluation of the mobile application in the fire department 

6 Results 

Using our design we were able to derive the impact of mobile dynamic semi-
structured requests on improvisation work practices of decision makers and on-
site units. 

Extending articulation work with semi-structured mobile requests 

The concept of semi-specified mobile reports as a consequence of dynamic, semi-
structured information requests cannot cover major emergencies over their entire 
time, but it can easily be used for "basic information and a common understanding 
of the situation" (IM08). In contrast to phone calls, it is an additional way of 
communication and articulation, which can enrich reports with visual data (IM09). 
The mechanism of fine-specifying and requesting report demands was seen as 
very useful in case of insufficient reports. Therefore the decision makers have the 
option to enhance the routine reporting structure and informally request 
information. The on-site units have the duty to answer those requests (IM04). 
Requesting information by the units’ localization as well as their role were 
important aspects to establish awareness between the spatially distributed units 
and to get an overview of the situation assignment of the units (IM07). By being 
able to determine units by their role was regarded as stress reducing, because the 
actors did not have to think about the correct addressee (IM08). Another 
important feature of applications that support the communication between on-site 
units and the control centre is the fast transmitting and forwarding of information. 
Being able to forward information to the superior was regarded as being one of 
the most important functionalities, which enriches the entire information flow 
(IM06, IM08). 

Taking organizational specifics and improvisational practice into account 

The different leading structures of the police (“from the behind”) and the fire 
department (“from the front”) have an important impact on using the concept in 
the work practices during emergencies. At the police department, the control 
centre has the entire responsibility for an operation. For this purpose it maintains 
software, which manages the included actors and their dynamically assigned roles. 
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Through this matching they have always an overview of the command and 
reporting flow (IM06), wherefore an automatic connection between those control 
centre systems and the mobile applications could easily be implemented to 
guarantee up-to-date role assignments and correct command- and reporting flows 
in the applications like MoRep. In contrast to the police departments, the fire 
departments in our study do not maintain such software systems. The officer-in-
charge on-site has the entire responsibility for an operation and the control centre 
has just supportive task to the officer-in-charge. The control centre has the 
problem „if I send him coordinates, then it is a process, where I directly influence 
the operation and you need to decide if that makes sense and on which level you 
have the permission to do that“ (IM11). It’s not the control centre, but the officer-
in-charge would use such mobile systems to support the communication between 
the on-site units, because he stays at a location while the other units are 
distributed around the incident site (IM11). 

Enhancing debriefing with multimedia-based documentation 

After an emergency the automatically saved requests and transmitted information 
can be used for the documentation “where I need the timestamp and the content 
what happened. Right now there is no standard" (IM03). This documentation 
could be the basis for debriefing of the past operations: "Currently we use internet 
videos of photographers and information of journalists from the incident place for 
debriefing afterwards" (IM11), because, except written reports, no other data for 
documentation or training exist. 

Predefined communication path vs. improvisation work  

Even though it was mentioned as very useful, that communication paths are 
predefined by the application, there were still doubts whether the on-site units will 
utilize this feature (IM07). Through the predefined command and reporting 
structure the concept is currently too static to cover all improvisational activities 
during emergencies. While on the one hand the hierarchy of the police could be 
easily adapted to the mobile applications, on the other hand, there are still open 
issues and a need for action to the technical implementation and to maintain the 
actuality of the organisational structure of the fire department. But all participants 
were aware that mobile applications like MoRep only “support an additional way 
of communication and that in case of emergencies you can still make a call“ 
(IM09), to guarantee options for high-flexible extensive improvisation activities. 

7 Discussion and Conclusion 

In emergencies, gathering the necessary information to generate a situation 
overview is crucial for emergency services to make informed decisions. The 
interplay between control centres and on-site units is an important information 
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chain that is shaped by legal regulations (e.g. on notification and documentation 
duties) and professional conventions (e.g. reporting agreements). But in crises, the 
routines connected with these regulations and conventions do not cover all 
information needs: Situational aspects connected with the crisis require 
stakeholders to improvise and to engage in articulation work about information 
needs and resources that emerge as the crisis goes on. 

There has been previous research on the technical support of response units on-
site to share reports with control centres including multimedia data. But in some 
situations those reports were ignored (Bergstrand & Landgren, 2011) or 
disregarded, simply due to the sheer amount of incoming notifications (Wu et al., 
2011). Applications such as DIADEM (Winterboer et al., 2011) or diretto (Erb et 
al., 2011) enabled the control centres to actively articulate information needs and 
request needed information. The requests were described by short text messages, 
which still left plenty of room for misunderstandings as with voice transmission. 

In this paper, we explore the practice and necessities of articulation work with 
regard to the ad-hoc gathering of information in emergencies, and suggest and 
evaluate an interaction concept involving semi-structured multimedia reports. In 
our empirical study on current work practices of emergency services with regard 
to collaboration in situation assessment and decision-making activities, we could 
establish that the spontaneity and volatility of emerging information needs on all 
sides pose a significant challenge to communicate them accurately as well as to 
provide accurate feedback. Existing practices show that, in order to cope with 
requirements like time-criticalness of feedback or reliability of information, a set 
of framing conditions needs to be addressed when developing technological 
support:  

• Targeted requests: The missing information in a decision situation is 
often very specific to a location, a critical infrastructure or another 
situational aspect. These specifics of information needs have to be 
articulated and understood 

• Trusted reports: Decisions in the control centre may affect lives of 
crisis victims and may have legal consequences. Therefore, staff 
members require high quality information for the specific decision in-
situ, which cannot be secured in terms of technical information quality 
only, but also in terms of trust, which is established through the 
professional expertise of the source creating the information. 

• Documented action: To enable debriefing and provide material for 
training purposes the requests as well as the reports have to be 
documented.  

It is important to note that these framing conditions may lead to conflicting 
information quality requirements in a concrete situation: The faster reports may 
come from an information source with a lower expertise, and the report from a 
trusted information source may not be available fast enough to inform the 
decision-maker at hand. As a result, not only time, location and content type of 
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information are important metadata for requests as well as report interactions 
allowing an easy interpretation and assessment of the content, but also role, 
contact data, location and experience of the person providing the feedback. 
Documentation and interpretation needs may be addressed by establishing a 
content structure for request and report messages that relates to professional signs 
and languages of the emergency response service and that allows free comments. 
The interpretation of information in the context of a specific decision may turn out 
to be a collaborative effort requiring additional interactions. 

We developed, implemented and evaluated an interaction concept using semi-
structured request and reports based on Android devices, and allowing location-
triggered as well as role-triggered interactions (MoRep). The feedback we got 
from practitioners using the prototype confirmed that the suggested content and 
metadata structures would improve the expected information accuracy and 
quality. But it also revealed further side aspects of organising this interaction, for 
instance the material that would be gathered may help improving debriefing 
processes and educational initiatives. 

In particular, the organisational structures and coordination strategies influence 
information needs and interaction details. In some cases it is required to delegate 
and forward information requests to people who are even closer to the site of 
interest in a documented, traceable way. The police with their ‘leading from 
behind’ coordination strategy has a more static role and responsibility structure 
and the direction of the main information flow is towards the control centre, 
whereas fire fighters with their ‘leading from the front’ coordination strategy have 
changing roles and responsibilities on-site, and an information flow directed 
mainly to the on-site coordination. Request and report strategies of our prototype 
need to adapt to these differences by maintaining the organisational and 
information structure. In the long run, these predefined information structures also 
carry a notion of potential information needs to all forces involved in the 
interactions and may also raise the general awareness on information necessities.  

Our research efforts described here are part of a larger research initiative to 
improve the collaborative resilience (Goldstein, 2011) of and in critical 
infrastructures. In contrast to many crisis management approaches in the field of 
IS and HCI, we do not aim to further capture and refine holistic process 
representations or to extend sensor data collection and visualization to be better 
prepared for crises, but rather to improve improvisation capacities in crises by 
addressing smaller ad-hoc collaborations we found to be important to 
practitioners. We believe to have found an interesting one here, and would now 
further explore its integration into new emerging technological and organisational 
infrastructures like the German emergency service digital radio network (‘BOS-
Digitalfunk’) or recent inter-organisational infrastructures for coordinating 
regional crisis management work (Ley et al., 2012). 
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1 Introduction 

Various events during recent emergencies show that in addition to formal crisis 
management through emergency ser- vices, citizen-based crisis management, 
characterized by situated altruism (Dynes, 1994), is a common behavior. 
Individuals and groups get together to form emergent and temporary organizations 
(Stallings and Quarantelli, 1985) for improvised relief and rescue activities 
(Wachtendorf and Kendra, 2005). Although citizen-initiated activities have 
always existed during emergencies (Tierney et al., 2006), the sheer pervasiveness 
of social media and mobile devices has changed the kinds of mobilization possible 
during and after emergencies. Via social media, volunteers can now quickly 
establish self-help groups and relief communities for dealing with response and 
recovery activities (Reuter et al., 2013), (Reuter et al., 2015). It is already 
possible, to a degree, for volunteers to integrate such activities with those of the 
emergency services. Citizens can either help physically, e.g. by filling sandbags 
(Reuter et al., 2013), or online, e.g. by providing crisis-related information (Gao et 
al., 2011). Although emergency services have recognized the relevance and im- 
portance of citizen-initiated physical and digital activities, problems still arise. 
How to identify, integrate and manage on-site as well as online activities into 
official work practices in time-critical and uncertain situations remains an open 
question. Not least, this is important to prevent the disruption of both official 
interventions and existing volunteer work. 
This design case study (Wulf et al., 2011) aims to address this issue and examines 
how physical as well as digital activities of citizens can be made manageable for 
emergency services. In what follows, we analyze related approaches to 
crowdsourcing, mobile crowd sensing and use of social media in emergencies. In 
a qualitative empirical study of emergency services, we then explore the impact of 
citizen- generated content from social media as well as on- and off- site volunteer 
involvement. Based on our pre-studies we derive an approach, which allows 
monitoring and aligning of both civil on-site as well as digital activities. We use 
the empirical findings to implement the web-based application “CrowdMonitor”, 
which is based on a mobile crowd sensing concept and is intended to support 
collaboration be- tween emergency services, volunteers and others. 

2 SOCIAL MEDIA, CROWDSOURCING AND 
MOBILE CROWD SENSING IN 
EMERGENCIES 

In the recent years, open innovation concepts – emerging from Web 2.0 – have 
been geared to citizen involvement as well as community engagement. Those 
concepts mainly comprise support for a greater participation and integration of 
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citizens into the tasks and activities of professional organizations (Brabham, 
2013). Crowdsourcing is a “type of participative online activity in which an 
individual, an institution, a non- profit organization, or company proposes to a 
group of individuals via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task” 
(Estellés-Arolas and González-Ladrón-de-Guevara, 2012). There are several 
approaches of crowdsourcing, which we will discuss below. 

One subset of crowdsourcing, which emerged with the ubiquity of smart 
mobile devices is participatory sensing (Burke et al., 2006) in which individuals 
are asked to gather, analyze and share data and information using the integrated 
sensor capabilities of their mobile devices. Application areas for participatory 
sensing include, for example, GPS or speed data from cyclists to infer route and 
traffic noisiness (Reddy et al., 2010), audio data from microphones to discover 
biodiversity (Moran et al., 2014) or to measure the air quality (Kuznetsov et al., 
2011). The presence of such multi- modal sensors is enabling a broad range of 
possibilities through the automatic collection of sensor data. The concept of 
mobile crowd sensing (Zaslavsky et al., 2013) combines the participatory sensing 
concept with a “collective” sensing view by supplementing sensor data collected 
via mobile devices on the ground with citizen-generated content from social 
media, such as opinions or experiences (Guo et al., 2014). 
Social media are – of course also during emergencies – already widely used 
(Palen and Liu, 2007). Facebook, Twitter and other ser- vices are used in different 
ways (Hughes et al., 2014) and cover both real and virtual activities (Reuter et al., 
2013) such as the provision of on-site information or the reporting of news in 
order to achieve situational awareness (Vieweg et al., 2010). Citizens can 
communicate and share information directly from an incident’s location often 
before other data is available (Mills et al., 2009). Furthermore digital volunteers 
can organize themselves (Starbird and Palen, 2011) to generate collective pictures 
of events (Starbird, 2013). How emergency services use this available data and 
how they establish relationships with volunteers, however, can result in a variety 
of outcomes (Denef et al., 2013). Although organizational and structural obstacles 
exist (Latonero and Shklovski, 2011), there are already approaches that focus on 
useful relations between officials and citizens during emergencies (Reuter et al., 
2012), which we will outline in the following. 

3 CROWDSOURCING SYSTEMS WITHIN 
EMERGENCIES 

Various crowdsourcing systems (which often base on social media) for the use in 
emergencies exist that try to support the actions of emergency services and 
volunteers, especially in time-critical situations. Twitinfo (Marcus et al., 2011) is a 
platform for exploring Twitter in real-time. It “extracts the posts that match 
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keywords in the query and provides a graphical time- line interface that labels 
peaks of high-volume posts as sub events and highlights important terms and 
tweets”. Although providing important information, it supports no interaction or 
sensing. In Twitcident (Abel et al., 2012) tweets relevant to an automatically 
broadcasted crisis event are collected in real time. By analyzing and filtering 
tweets, a crisis profile is created to support awareness. Like Twitinfo, it does not 
support any sensing functionality. Ushahidi is a platform that supports emergency 
services in requesting citizens to gather and structure information (Okolloh, 
2009). It mainly contains reports about, for instance, local or medical needs. In 
addition, it encompasses different sources, like social media, E- Mail or SMS. In 
Ushahidi, reports are visualized on a map to improve the situation overview 
(Chohan et al., 2010). Ushahidi was used, for example, for the allocation of food 
during the tsunami in Japan 2011 (Gao et al., 2011). In Ushahidi, information 
from individuals is embedded, but aggregated social media data is not. With 
Mobile4D (Frommberger and Schmid, 2013), emergency services request reports 
about the local situation from members of the public via a dedicated mobile 
application. Emergency services can use this application to directly communicate 
with people and verify submitted information. In addition Mobile4D supports 
broadcast warnings based on submitted reports or directly via integrated 
communication channels. Mobile4D was used in Laos in 2013, where reports 
about floods and the avian flu were collected. Providing an appropriate 
participatory sensing functionality using social media is not part of the approach. 
Existing reverse-911 systems use telephone numbers and addresses of residents 
within a geographical area to be able to send out warnings to specific groups, but 
lack a dynamic response capability and do not monitor social media. 

CROSS (Chu et al., 2012) does use social media to initiate the participation of 
members of the public by a call to use a mobile ap- plication. Users can then 
collect local information and transmit it, enriched with data about their location. 
The lo- cation allows emergency services to purposefully coordinate participants. 
But potentials of digital volunteers were not addressed. DIADEM (Winterboer et 
al., 2011) represents another means to gather and validate information. Here, a 
pre-selected group of volunteers is requested by emergency services to use a 
mobile application for identifying strange smells during chemical disasters. 
Information obtained can be shared be- tween experts and visualized on a map so 
that emergency services can locate the source of the smell (Winterboer et al., 
2011). Microtasking applications like MicroMappers (Poblet et al., 2014) where 
emergency services ask digital volunteers to perform small tasks by submitting 
requests to a crowdsourcing-platform. Such ap- plications were used during the 
2013 typhoon in the Philip- pines to check relevant tweets and categorize photos. 
These approaches are mainly used for data gathering or evaluation purposes. The 
potential, we argue, for using the social media to integrate crowdsourced 
information and to integrate local “on the ground” activities is still substantially 
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unexplored. Nevertheless, “the incorporation of social media into pre-existing 
emergency management systems is inevitable” (Alexander, 2014). Our research 
question was therefore how the digital and physical activities of volunteers and 
other citizens might be integrated within the practices of emergency management 
through IT. 

4 EMPIRICAL STUDY: INTEGRATION OF 
ACTIVITIES OF VOLUNTEERS AND 
OTHERS DURING EMERGENCIES 

Our objective is to examine the potential of social media generated information 
for situation assessment and at the same time the potential for involving 
volunteers into the current work of emergency services. We therefore conduct- ed 
and analyzed 42 interviews (Table 1) with different organizations involved in 
emergencies (police, fire department, authorities and emergency call center) in 
Germany (Bonn, Dortmund, Kerpen, St. Augustin, Siegen) as well as in the 
European Union (Amsterdam, Antwerp, London, Ljubljana, Oslo, Twente, 
Warszawa) with a view to establishing, inter alia, the potential for volunteer-
initiated activities as well as other content from social media in emergency 
management. We focused on collecting responses from a wide range of 
authorities. 

 
 
 

 
 

Table 1: Interviews (2010-2014) 

We aimed for a cross selection of hierarchical units ranging from a (lower level) 
Head of Section to a (high level) Head of Control Center. The aim was to get a 
comprehensive overview of the entire organization. Each interview lasted between 
1 and 2 hours and followed a guideline. I1-24 focused on the participants’ role 
and work activities under normal conditions; participants’ tasks during 
emergencies in our scenario framework; applied information and communication 
systems and perceived problems with these tools. To study mobile collaboration 
practices more closely with regard to the creation, exchange and use of 
information by response teams and control centers, five additional interviews 
were conducted (each 1 hour; IM1-5) (Reuter et al., 2014). C1-11 and IS1-4 
focused on different types of official users and their motivation for using social 
media and involving volunteers during emergencies. 

Name Title and Focus Year Quantity Place 
I1-24 Work Practices and IT Support 2010/11 22 GER 
IM1-5 Mobile Collaboration practices 2012 5 GER 
C1-11 Social Media in Emergencies 2014 11 EU 
IS1-4 Citizen involvement in Crisis 2014 4 GER 
Sum:   42  
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All interviews (I1-24; IM1-5; IS1-4) were audio recorded and transcribed or 
documented (C1-11) for subsequent data analysis. The analysis was based on the 
inductive approach of grounded theory (Strauss, 1987), at least to the extent that 
we used open coding associated with grounded theory to derive categories from 
empirical data by the careful reading aggregation of categories. Transcripts were 
therefore open coded and the statements of the agents were divided into text 
modules and later into categories. The knowledge previously acquired in the 
literature study was used to heighten theoretical sensitivity (Strauss, 1987). 
Theoretical sampling led us to select certain interviews for further analysis as our 
categories emerged 

Integration of Citizens into work Practices 

Currently, volunteers and other citizens are de facto not integrated into the 
everyday work practices of emergency services due to their lack of qualification 
(IS03). During large-scale emergencies or long-term disasters, however, 
collaboration with volunteers is seen as important: 
“During our everyday work actually not, because one can- not work for fire services without any 
qualification. During major emergencies such as floods one can certainly fill sandbags, for 
instance. Then we really seek for the collabo- ration with citizens” (IS03). 

In order to participate appropriately in such emergency situations, however, it is 
“extremely important that we instruct the citizens” (IS04), because otherwise they 
lack sufficient knowledge (IS01): 
“For instance, we also have to control the sandbags. What’s the use of having 150 people and 50 
bags or maybe nothing to do at all? I must get an overview on the entire area of operations and 
the situation itself” (IS01). 

The handling of resources with regard to volunteers re- quires coordination efforts 
by the officials. From the point of view of professional emergency services, too 
little is known about the actions of volunteers and others and the existing 
organizational capabilities of volunteers, and there- fore “[we can] allow them to 
act under our supervision, to try to convince them through conversations and to 
help them adapt our operational strategy” (IS01). 

This is necessary, not least, because of possible danger. For an integration of 
citizens on the ground it is necessary to detect possible danger areas (IS01), since 
volunteers must not put themselves in danger. 
“If it is about clearing something away or protecting some- thing or something like this, we can 
include citizens who are already there wherefore we avoid that they only stand there and look 
around” (I11). 
For simple tasks the on-site integration of citizens makes sense, but even here this 
kind of danger exists: “because they probably do not have the adequate 
equipment they would need. Or maybe because they do not have the necessary 
information” (IS04). 

Furthermore, an official integration of civil activities currently must not happen 
before emergency service units arrive “because we would expose them to a risk 
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which we could not assess if we are not there [on-site]” (IS04). Citizens entering 
danger areas could interfere with the actions of relief forces (IS04) and “there 
also are legal issues” (IS02) such as insurance coverage. 

Integration of volunteers is initially established in two different ways. The first 
is the physical contact on-site: “We had that during the Oder floods when a few 
volunteers came and said: ‘Here I am, I would like to help!’” (IS01). The second 
way is to monitor citizens organizing them- selves through social media. From the 
emergency services’ perspective it is important to know “where people are 
organizing themselves so that they can be coordinated some- how” (IS02). Social 
media are already monitored spontaneously (IS02) and some attempts are made to 
explicitly co- ordinate citizens e.g. via Facebook pages: “I become a member [of 
a group] and then I identify myself as emergency service and say: ‘Okay, I need 
help there’” (IS04). 

In urgent situations “people frequently want to receive really up-to-date and 
detailed information: ‘What are we sup- posed to do now? What does that mean 
for us?’” (IS02). Adequately data about the current situation as well as anticipated 
dangers is vital. Within large-scale emergencies such involvement of volunteers in 
simple tasks is straightforward: “You don’t need any special qualification for 
filling sandbags. We give a short instruction and then the citizens know how it can 
be done” (IS03).  
Apart from this, special local knowledge and abilities (e.g. foresters, chimney 
sweepers) or language skills might be needed in this situation (IS01): 
“There are many special things for which you need basic knowledge or foreknowledge. But there 
are also things for which you can make use of the knowledge and skills of citizens because it is 
their daily bread” (I11). 

Enhanced Situation Assessment by Volunteers On-site 

Besides physical relief activities, local citizens can provide important information. 
In major incidents the emergency services normally receive a large amount of 
emergency calls from citizens (IS03, IS04), which are used as initial situation 
overviews. The emergency services always ask five specific questions to get the 
needed information: 
“There are five questions: What has happened? Where did it happen? How many injured people 
are there? And at the end we wait, so that dispatchers at the control center, who are receiving the 
call, can ask further questions, that they actually know how the situation on-site looks like” (IS03). 
Based on information from those calls “an assessment of the situation and 
appropriate measures such as sending an ambulance are taken” (IS03). Call takers 
will continue to ask questions until official emergency forces arrive on-site. 
“But when the fire and rescue services are on-site, then our people are there. Why shouldn’t I talk 
to them if they are there? So the question will only arise if we aren’t there. That means to fill this 
time gap until we are there” (IS04). 
Consequently, acquiring information from the public makes sense until the 
official emergency services arrive. In major incidents local people can also 
provide information on poorly accessible areas: 
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“Imagine we have an emergency over a large area – again I take Fukushima as an example. The 
fire service cannot be everywhere at the same time and there might be several separated areas. 
Then, of course, it is great if citizens tell us that unfortunately 20 dead bodies have already been 
found or we are having 500 injured here” (I10). 
However, there are often differences between the actual situations on-site and 
descriptions offered (I04) because members of the public do not always find it 
easy to assess the situation (IS03, IS04) or might be most useful (IS03). For that 
reason it is sometimes necessary that information is explicitly requested (IS01, 
I02), which becomes clear in an example about the reporting of car fires: 
“Somebody is driving on the highway and sees someone with a smoking engine on the breakdown 
lane. […] That means we have to go out because we can’t rule out that the car really is on fire and 
the guy just doesn’t know that white smoke might just be steam” (IS03). 
Thus, any input from the public has to be validated by further inquiries (IS04), 
sometimes even after relief forces arrive on-site. 

Integration of Off-Site Citizen Activities 

In addition to the integration of on-site activities, the cur- rent practices of 
emergency services comprise requests to digital volunteers on social media. This 
can be seen in the provision of information: “Authorities invoke the users on its 
Facebook page: ‘Please give us some information on this and that topic’” (IS02). 
This information may contain impressions, feelings or pictures from incident 
locations (IS02). Citizens, for instance, can be asked about the evolving pattern of 
smoke to be seen (C02). However, such data requires validation: 

“This is our computer, on which we receive this Facebook comment that 630 sandbags are 
missing. Then we contact the control center and say: ‘Please check with Bad Laasphe [German 
city], what is going on there and there?’” (IS04). 

Verification is always important. “[We use] … other […] reliable or official 
sources” (IS02) to verify information. These might be other official sources (IS02) 
or the social media (IS03). Monitoring of social media, something that can be 
done by volunteers, allows emergency services to gain further knowledge about 
the situation on-site (S01). In doing so, they can either make use of existing data 
or actively make requests: 

“One can just say: ‘Please tweet information about how you feel or what problems you have 
on-site and label it with this or this hashtag’, so that we can filter it more easily” (IS02). Needs 
and concerns are actively requested: “What is the public thinking? What do they want? What do 
they probably need what we don‘t know about?” (IS02). 

The reason for integrating volunteers into a monitoring role is that currently the 
emergency services do not have any special staff for doing this (IS02, C07). 
Monitoring is car- ried out on an ad hoc basis by individual members (IS01, IS02, 
C10) of the incident command or the section staff of the control center (IS04), and 
is not part of the official structural plan (IS03): 

“I was in Dresden [German city – flooded in 2013] for 14 days and we had selected a 
colleague who didn’t do any- thing else but pay attention to Facebook or the media. He 
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participated in press work, but he kept an eye on the monitor and was always browsing on 
Facebook: ‘What is happening there? Where are they meeting?’” (IS01). 

Consequently there is less time available for primary tasks of the control center 
(I02). As a result, monitoring and especially work with social media arguably 
needs to be done by specialized and focused volunteers: 
“I tell you, the guys, who currently do this stuff and take it seriously, say that it should be done by 
people who only do social media” (IS02). 
This task could also be taken over by citizens because no special knowledge is 
needed but only a common sense: 
“If something like this happens, we need smart people on the platforms who read along, moderate 
and publish press releases. […] They don’t have to be firefighters. They just need a firefighter as a 
contact person” (IS04). 

Since tweets are publicly accessible, Twitter is more suitable for monitoring than 
Facebook where relevant information is mostly exchanged between friends and 
“is actually not distributed publicly” (IS02). Nevertheless, the emergency services 
use Facebook more often than Twitter due to its popularity within Europe (IS02): 
“The vast majority of colleagues, who do this, definitely use Facebook and Twitter. I mean 
Facebook is simply the most popular” (IS02). 

It has been shown that critical information, such as warnings or reports about an 
incident are often distributed to friends by liking a Facebook page and so on: 
“But on Facebook everyone has this message on their time- line who has subscribed to us and who 
liked our news time. That’s why we had such a wide audience. Although we only have 1,400 fans 
we could reach 14,000 people, because our users have shared it on their profile” (IS03). 

During more routine work, social media are already used for publishing 
summaries of daily operations (IS03) and requests to the public, for instance, for 
the purpose of in- formation provision or blood donation requests (IS01). When 
large-scale incidents happen, many of our respondents point to the potential of 
social media as they can be used by the emergency services for the search for 
missing persons (IS01), the support of evacuation measures (IS03), or for warning 
the public (IS03, IS04, C02, C09, C10). The latter is fostered, for example, by the 
distribution of critical information, citizen to citizens (IS03). 

In large-scale emergencies, this information means that emergency services 
“can better understand the activities of independent volunteers. I mean we can 
monitor them better because we have better information on what they are 
planning” (IS02). Information containing “location data is very important 
because in this way […] we can draw a more precise picture of the situation” 
(IS02, C02, C11). 

When communicating via social media, several aspects have to be considered, e.g. 
data privacy (IS04). Names or streets with house numbers, for instance, are not to 
be mentioned explicitly (IS03). Furthermore it should be noted that expertise in 
the use of social media is not evenly distributed. Officers sometimes lack daily 
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experience (IS02). More- over, when communicating with the public, technical 
terminology needs to be avoided: 

“For example, when I‘m posting something, I must be careful that I write it in a way that a citizen 
can understand it and it’s not in a technical language” (IS03). 

Discussion 

Regardless of privacy and other concerns, volunteers and others could offer 
several benefits for integration into official crisis management from the 
emergency service’s perspective. They can take over both real physical activities 
on-site, such as filling sandbags (IS03) or taking clearance measures (I11) as well 
as digital activities off-site, such as sharing (IS02, IS03) or validating (IS02) 
information that improves overall situation assessment (IS02, IS04) – especially 
during large-scale emergencies where certain areas might be difficult to access 
(I19) or relief forces have not yet arrived at the scene (IS03, IS04). Individual 
assessments can diverge from actual situations considerably and so constant 
interaction between officials and others has to be sup- ported (IS03, IS04). 

Several problems can arise when volunteers are engaged in activities on the 
ground. They can operate in dangerous areas and get hurt or interfere with the 
actions of emergency services (IS04) and vice versa. It is all the more important, 
therefore, that volunteers are sufficiently informed about the overall situation 
(IS02), advised in accordance with organizational demands, and integrated into 
the operational strategy (IS01). The careful coordination of their activities is 
therefore absolutely necessary (IS01, IS02, IS04). Currently, however, civil 
community work is a kind of black box for many of emergency services (IS02). 
Initiatives to foster collaborations between emergency services and citizens 
happen through local on-site collection points and direct contact (IS01) or 
(relatively) rarely via social media in a rather ad hoc fashion as coordinators of 
Facebook pages or within groups. (IS02). There is an evident need for a more 
systematic approach (IS04). Not least, as pointed out, information has to be 
validated in some fashion (IS02, IS04) and besides, information overflow (IS01) 
is always likely due to the independent actions of volunteers (Schulz et al., 2012) 

 

5 CROWDMONITOR: A CONCEPT FOR 
ASSESSING PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL 
ACTIVITIES OF CITIZENS 

Our empirical study demonstrated the need for an integrated approach for 
handling citizen-generated content from social media and advising on the ground 
civil activities in order to collaborate with them in an appropriate manner. The 
existing current approaches do not facilitate a combined assessment and 
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management of social media and volunteer- initiated activities. On the basis of our 
findings, therefore, we designed – with regard to the current state of the art – the 
mobile crowd sensing application CrowdMonitor. 

For improving situation awareness (IS02, IS04), Crowd- Monitor seeks to 
passively collect and display social media information (from ordinary people 
without their knowledge) alongside volunteered information in response to public 
requests via a mobile application (i.e. from knowledgeable volunteers). Formal 
responders of official emergency services, the main operators and users of the 
tool, can create requests for particular information or targeted alerts, which can 
then be pushed to users of the mobile app within a particular location. Such 
requests are necessary to prevent volunteers engaging within dangerous areas or 
interfere with actions of formal emergency services (IS04) or to validate citizen-
generated information from social media (IS03, IS09). The aim of CrowdMonitor 
is to synchronize and harmonize actions performed by emergency services and 
those of the public by (1) monitoring social media and (2) integrating volunteers 
into activities coordinated and led by emergency service officials. The following 
will describe the detailed functionalities of CrowdMonitor. 

The central part of CrowdMonitor is an Open Street Map, which displays 
information on different layers (A). As literature has shown, a layer-based map is 
an important part for situation assessment activities during emergencies. Those 
layers (B) contain, on the one hand the well-known map types (roads, satellite, 
topographic view) and standardized map services (like web feature services, e.g. 
hydrant layers), but also time-critical data (citizen-generated content from social 
media, volunteered report responses to prior requests or movement data) to which 
we will refer later. Time-related information can be selected by date and time (C) 
and displayed as clusters (with regard to the zoom level) based on their type, 
amount and location. Depending on the selected layers, the legend (D) aligns 
itself. The information is visualized by markers and details will be shown in the 
detail view (E). On the left side, the user has the option to load map extracts and 
related data for a specific type of emergency, e.g. displaying flood-areas, water 
levels or water protection authorities for a flood situation (F). It is possible to save 
the current map, which can then be re- called at any time. 

The search functionality offers a query for ‘locations of interest’ or for specific 
‘citizen-generated content’ (G). The search for social media content uses an 
implemented social media API that returns all message results for different social 
media services by a keyword. Due to performance is- sues, the values are returned 
always based on the current visible map area as well as defined time. The results 
are displayed and sorted on the right side as a list (H) and at the same time 
visualized directly on the map. To help validate the results they are sorted by a 
simple algorithm that ranks the messages by e.g. number of retweets and their up-
to- datedness. In the detail view, the entire content of a message as well as the 
author are displayed. A button in the detail view (I) allows immediate access to 
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the corresponding platform on which any particular message can be accessed and 
the user can immediately use established communication channels. 

The aforementioned visualization and searching functionalities are not, we 
acknowledge, particularly novel and are to some degree already addressed in 
previous literature, e.g. (Ley et al., 2014), (Marcus et al., 2011). The actual 
innovative functionality, that we argue goes beyond the current state of the art, is 
the combination of the social media content and the emergent civil activities on-
site as well as the inclusion of options for instructions and advice. For example, 
movement data of volunteers can be collected via the mobile part of 
CrowdMonitor, a module with an emergency app, providing additional 
information during emergencies. Within this app it is possible to select whether – 
during an emergency and in an anonymized way – the movements of participating 
volunteers can be tracked. Volunteers use the app always voluntarily, are 
constantly aware of being tracked and have options to quit tracking anytime. 

Figure 1: CrowdMonitor: Assessing of Digital Activities during Emergencies 

The individual movements of volunteers are presented as persons (J) related to a 
certain location and time. The small box represents the anonymous identification 
number. In addition, the path of a volunteer’s movement and direction (K) is 
presented within the selected period of time between two time stamps. The speed 
with which the volunteer on the ground has moved between different locations is 
displayed (L). This data is also listed in the detail view of a marker with an 
accurate date and time to discover potential local patterns of movements. Officials 
further have the option to contact volunteers directly via chat functionality (M). 

Public calls to the crowd can be initiated either by requesting all mobile app 
users or by defining a rectangle on the map (N). This rectangle presents the 
intended area where users should be notified about defined public calls or 
instructions. After defining an area, a dialog pops up to further specify the call 
(O). Emergency services must define a title, a description and the specific 
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questions (include multiple choice, single choice or open questions). If a volunteer 
enters the pre-specified location, the request or instruction will start automatically 
and the volunteer can respond to it. All responses are displayed on the map by 
time and its location (P). The detail area contains the report’s title, description and 
corresponding questions along with the responses of participating volunteers. 

6 EVALUATION OF CROWDMONITOR 

In order to evaluate CrowdMonitor, we conducted several evaluations, mainly 
with emergency services as they are the primarily users of such an application. 
The conceptual basis has been evaluated in two iterations (first with 12 and 
second with 16 emergency service officials) focusing on aspects of information 
gathering and sharing as well as situation assessment (Ley et al., 2014), (Reuter et 
al., 2014). To evaluate the mobile crowd sensing, we made an additional 
evaluation with a total of eight people. We aimed at testing both usability, for 
which we used a group of four students (E1-4), and practice relevance, for which 
we enlisted four emergency services units (E5-8). In the second instance, we were 
primarily concerned with identifying in what ways CrowdMonitor would be used, 
and what difficulties in use might be encountered. The philosophy behind the 
evaluation was derived from the notion of ‘situated evaluation’ (Twidale et al., 
1994) in which qualitative methods are used to draw conclusions about the real-
world use of a technology using domain experts. The aim was not to measure the 
relationship between evaluation goals and outcomes but to derive views from 
experts about how useful the tool might be in use. Although our system had been 
fully implemented, IT security regulations of the emergency services prevented us 
from conducting an in-use and real- world evaluation. 
The evaluation was therefore predicated on a scenario- based walkthrough 
coupled with subsequent semi- structured interviews. The scenario was designed 
to intro- duce the participants to the context of a disaster and to simulate the 
special characteristics of a crisis situation. The scenario was based on a big storm 
in western Germany, which caused heavy floods and damages. During the storm, 
it was intended that participants should manage four tasks: 
(1) getting an overview about the current situation, (2) creating and saving an 
appropriate map, (3) creating a public request and (4) making an informed 
decision based on the reports that are received. During this exploration of 
CrowdMonitor the participants were asked to ‘think aloud’ 
(Nielsen, 1993) and were audio-recorded. Further, the semi-structured interviews 
focused on a deeper understanding of usability issues (students) as well as 
application fields, potentials and obstacles in using the system (emergency 
services). 
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Figure 2: Crowd Monitor: Assessing of Physical On-site Activities 

Overall the participants praised the system’s usability. They argued that it is 
intuitive (E5), simple to use (E8), and easy to understand (E2). As a result, the 
given scenario was generally solved without need for supervision, which is a 
precondition for its deployment during crisis management. The options for public 
calls (E8) and the color chosen for the visualization of movement paths and 
directions were criticized for not standing out from the background (E2). 

Results I: Advanced Situation Assessment 

The potential for emergency services during large-scale emergencies, such as 
storms or large fires (E5) was apparent. Supporting emergency services, e.g. for 
localizing smells, was mentioned as a concrete use case: 
“I think of Cologne [German city], where we had this odor nuisance last year. We could make 
requests here, where does the smell come from, where do we need to perform actions?” (E5). 

Displaying citizen-generated content from social media in combination with 
volunteered movement data and reports provides a good overview about the 
current situation of actions on-site: “It surely makes a lot of sense for the initial 
rough assessment to find out where my priorities are” (E8). 

During use, the participants particularly emphasized the value “that the 
messages, when I zoom out, are more summarized. Then I don’t have 20 markers 
next to each other” (E5). In this way, it is possible, on the one hand, to assess a 
situation and, on the other hand, to differentiate between affected areas and to 
react correspondingly: 
“[…] that I know which districts are more affected than others. From where are we receiving 
more extreme damage reports, then I would see that I quickly send an authority’s car to check 
whether it’s really like this or not” (E8). 
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Results II: Facilitate Coordination with Volunteers 

The potential of a synchronized view on citizen-generated data, volunteered on-
site information and subsequent possibilities to for coordinating with volunteers 
were identified, because if social media data or emergency calls do not fulfil the 
emergency services’ needs, they have with CrowdMonitor an additional 
information source: 
“If it is described inaccurately within social media, I could ask persons, who are near that place, 
for more details […] otherwise I have to send somebody to check it” (E5). 

Citizens providing information need always feedback from the officials: “In any 
case they need a feedback, regardless of whether a message was helpful or not. 
Otherwise – I think – he would lose the motivation after two times” (E6). 

With regard to the feedback to citizens, the functionality for defining an area 
for targeted instructions as well as the anonymous chat become important, 
because if citizens have a feeling that no one cares about them, they feel isolated: 
“You can be addressed directly with this chat. This is very positive, because you directly have the 
feeling that someone takes care of you, if one someone writes” (E7). 

Public calls are important not only for provision of information by volunteers, but 
also for monitoring their activities and collaborating with them during 
emergencies. With the overview of social media data and options for public calls, 
a ‘bridge’ (E6) is built that allows interacting with online as well as offline self-
help communities: 
“To get a bridge to social media and prevent a bit of this [uncoordinated] self-help and help 
organize. We can initi- ate public calls to manage it a bit.” (E6) 

With approaches for coordinating with citizens, locations and points of interest 
can be announced and directed: 
“You could, if you have food stores somewhere at five sand packing stations and then you would 
start a public call, you can directly specify the address. He [volunteer] knows right where he must 
go” (E6). 

Results III: Individual and Targeted Warnings 

With an application that provides information about locations, citizens and 
volunteers can be specifically and – above all – individually be warned in case of 
dangers: 
“If I know here is a river that will overflow within the next two hours, and then I can start this 
public call, frame the area and then notify the people: ‘The river will overflow!’ And then the 
people can react and ask themselves: ‘Will I leave the house or will I seal it off somehow and get 
sand- bags?’ That is definitely very practical” (E7) 

Such individual targeted warnings will potentially mean that warnings are more 
likely to be noticed. In serious situations, a display of movement data enables the 
monitoring of individuals to determine whether there are persons in dan- ger areas 
or not: 
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“The movement data of people certainly are very nice. If someone fell into the water or something 
like that, then that would certainly be very useful” (E7). 

Moreover the possibility of providing an overview of the current situation with the 
aid of social media was emphasized: “I can see directly on Facebook and Twitter 
what people are posting and what their concerns are” (E7). 

However, it was remarked that right now the deployment of the system in real 
world situations is still not sure “because currently too many things take place in 
parallel via phone and radio. This would require some alignment in a realistic 
and sufficient way” (E2). 

Results IV: Pictures enhance Citizens’ Activities  

Emergency services wanted volunteers to be able to transfer multimedia content 
as additional responses to public calls: 
“I think a picture would be helpful for situation assessment. Especially for power lines or cars 
when you don’t know whether you need a tow-truck, whether you need an energy operator for 
disconnecting the power or whether the power has already been turned off” (E6). 

The need for pictures also becomes apparent in the context of messages from 
social media: “Probably there are pictures in the posts. It would certainly be 
perfect if I could look at the pictures from here [system]” (E1). 

In addition, the need for a classification of the responses of public requests was 
mentioned, because it would allow a more effective reaction to the reports: 
“That I know: ‘There is only a small branch on the car; he has sent me a photo; it’s not that bad. 
But behind, a tree has fallen on a house and it must be removed first’. I can say which is important 
and which can be done later” (E7). 

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In recent years, the work practices of emergency services have been confronted 
with (at least) two separate issues: The first and newly emergent issue is the 
appropriate handling of citizen-generated content from social media. The second 
is the need for the appropriate management of on- site activities by volunteers 
(newly coordinated through social media). Our paper focuses on both types of 
citizen involvement (social media / on-site) during emergencies and contributes 
with an approach how a combination of digital and physical activities as well as 
the content generated in social media could support the work of emergency 
services and vice versa volunteers. 
Based on our empirical work, which outlines current intersections between 
volunteer activities and the actions of emergency services, we have developed the 
web application CrowdMonitor that develops the concept of mobile crowd 
sensing (Zaslavsky et al., 2013) to create coordination mechanisms for interacting 
and collaborating with the public during emergencies. It provides functionality for 
gathering ‘on the ground’ movements, requesting data publicly and access to 
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social media information and therefore covers real and virtual activities. The 
evaluation of our approach showed its potential and suggested possible 
improvement, such as a better first over- view of incidents or warnings geared to 
individual needs of citizens. We outline four lessons learnt when designing 
approaches that deal with combining physical and digital citizens’ activities 
during emergencies: 

• For situation assessment, emergency services can use the crowd by 
official public calls that request gathering, or validating of citizen-
generated social media content. Additionally, volunteered individual 
reports, especially pictures, are of particular value. 

• Combined visualization of social media and volunteer activities, 
especially movements on-site, enables the monitoring of and 
coordination with citizens on an individual as well as collective level. 

• Monitoring of individuals as well as the crowd is appropriate for a first 
overview and less so during the entire progress of an emergency, 
because officials arriving on- site will act as contact persons to 
emergency management and the importance of volunteer generated 
content decreases. Later coordination with volunteers becomes more 
important than the overview, so as to align their activities with the 
emergency services. 

• When considering volunteer integration into the current work practices 
of emergency services, large-scale and long-term situations provide 
more potential (and traffic) than daily or small incidents. 

Misinterpretation remains a problem, even with Crowd- Monitor. Citizens using 
social media or the mobile app (with tracked positions) are more likely 
technophile. This will not be true for all people affected and we cannot assume 
that an accurate picture will always be possible. A retirement home, for instance, 
creates less information, but is more affected by most kinds of emergencies. 
Based on our results, a next version of CrowdMonitor must provide options for 
enhanced responses with multimedia information to public calls and mechanisms 
for movement predictions based on the provided location information. One 
limitation of our approach is that social media, in the con- text we examined, are 
currently not part of the official work structures (which is about to change), and is 
only informally used for getting an unofficial situation overview. 
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Recent demographic changes in Europe such as increasing life expectancy and 
reduced birth rates will have major impacts on age structures. The number of people 
aged 80 and over will have doubled by 2025; yet at the same time, the availability 
of workers in the care sector will be drastically reduced (European Commission 
2015a). In its program ‘Innovation for Active & Healthy Ageing’, the European 
Commission faces these challenges for the future, attributing information and 
communication technology (ICT) a major role in the development of innovative 
solutions for preventive and curative measures. ICT is seen as a major driver for 
quality of life and everyday support increasing the agency of older adults in their 
everyday lives (European Commission 2015b).  

In the past decades, a lot of funding has been spent on the development of new 
digital solutions supporting quality of life and care of older but few innovations 
have found their way into commercial products for older target groups thus far 
(Chung et al. 2016). Research on barriers of technology acceptance is abundant and 
diverse, with a major reason being seen in belated and inadequate user involvement 
(Mort et al. 2015). As a result, innovations too often do not address real user needs 
and their every-day practices and challenge daily routines (Fitzpatrick & Ellingsen 
2013). R&D project lack a deeper understanding of cultural values and psycho-
social needs and thus do not fit into everyday practices and cannot become 
embedded into the social worlds they were designed to become part of (Procter et 
al. 2016). The early and consistent integration of end-users is therefore increasingly 
seen as a mandatory requirement for product innovation and development. 
European and German funding programs have been adapted accordingly, launching 
research policies which aim at designs which follow a more integrated real-world 
perspective fostering co-creation and participatory research and design, which put 
the inclusion of primary, secondary and tertiary end-user groups at the forefront. 
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However, its implementation is demanding and often hesitantly implemented 
(Rodriguez et al. 2013, Stubbe 2018).  

The socio-informatics research approach, as represented by IISI and the Siegen 
research group, has successively adapted principles of practice- and human-
oriented research to "sensitive settings" (Hamidi et al., 2016).  On the basis of the 
PRAXLABs concept developed by the Siegen socio-informatics group (Ogonowski 
et al. 2018, Müller et al. 2014), long-term research engagements with 
representatives of local user groups have been adapted in specific ways to 
accommodate for acknowledging mundane everyday life worlds of those who often 
are overlooked in technology development. Specific adaptations have been made to 
involve the target groups in the design of technology where their practices take 
place - that is, in their homes and neighbourhoods, but also in work and living 
environments of care homes and in specific housing arrangements of older adults. 
In the design for particularly vulnerable groups, such as people with dementia or 
caring relatives, the Siegen-based socio-informatics department has successively 
reflected ethnographic and participatory research methods in home and inpatient 
living contexts in order to better understand how those affected and their familial 
and professional caregivers deal with chronic illnesses and particularly severe 
physical and cognitive losses in their everyday lives (Carros et al. 2022, Unbehaun 
et al. 2021). 

A particular challenge for practice-based design is to trace the practices and ways 
of dealing with chronic physical and cognitive illnesses, such as dementia, and how 
these are embedded in treatment regimes. Wan et al. (2016) demonstrate how the 
evaluation of possible IT-related interventions depends on attitudes of what is 
considered the goal of “good” dementia care or “good care” in more general terms. 
Ethnographic studies in our first funded project “Alzheimer Monitoring”  (2019-
2011, BMWi) detected two major competing guiding principles in dementia care: 
a bio-medical approach and a person-centred approach to the treatment and care of 
persons with dementia. Both guiding principles could be found in dementia care 
settings in institutions and in homecare contexts. Both imply very different types of 
design requirements for digital support. A monitoring system can then appear in 
different ways – as an electronic ankle bracelet for monitoring the whereabouts of 
a person or, in contrast, as a digital means which enhances the autonomy of a 
person. Both configurations depend on the respective level of knowledge of current 
nursing theories among the caregivers (Wan et al. 2016). 

This finding had far-reaching consequences for us in reflecting on the 
positioning of informatics within interdisciplinary research projects in the field of 
health and aging. On the one hand, it became very clear that we had to reconsider 
and possibly enhance the previously well-founded research approaches of socio-
informatics, such as participatory design (Joshi and Bratteteig 2015) and 
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appropriation support (Pipek & Wulf 2009) for research fields in "sensitive 
settings" (Hamidi et al. 2016). 

On the other hand, it became extremely important to confront our own normative 
notions and those we found in each project. It became particularly important for our 
research in the field of “health & ageing” to offer negotiation spaces for 
participating stakeholder groups, such as the affected persons themselves and their 
informal and professional caregivers. Offering spaces for negotiation, learning and 
exploration for all groups involved in a research project proved to be particularly 
important but also challenging in settings where technology still strongly points to 
the future, such as in many robotics projects for care that were and are currently 
being carried out in our group (Carros et al. 2022, Paluch et al. 2022, Unbehaun et 
al. 2021, 2020).  

Wan et al. (2016) and Unbehaun et al. (2020, 2021) are representative of a 
number of research projects in Siegen that deal with methodological and conceptual 
challenges in sensitive settings for which little differentiated knowledge is yet 
available in informatics contexts. This also applies to questions regarding the 
support needs of caring relatives of people with serious chronic illnesses who are 
cared for at home. Schorch et al. (2016) describe this group of people as a group 
that is too often neglected in health-related IT development contexts. All research 
efforts in the highly sensitive contexts described entail that classic user-centred 
design methods such as creative methods, interview or group-based methods must 
be subjected to thorough reflection. Schorch et al. (2016), demonstrate the 
importance of proceeding very cautiously and developing a possible design 
perspective step by step together with the people concerned. The role of the 
researcher also receives special attention, as s/he often experiences stressful 
situations as a listener and thus builds up a special form of closeness to the 
participating families. The "user-designer relationship" is thus given a charge that 
needs to be reflected upon in a particularly determined way (Hamidi et al. 2016).  

This is in stark contrast to rather static procedural models within technology 
development, such as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Venkatesh and 
Davis 2000), or user research that is predominantly defined in terms of usability 
aspects, which are criticised for ignoring socio-cultural contexts and thus forcing 
serious undesirable developments (Vines et al. 2015, Procter et al. 2016). To 
address the unique challenges of researching, co-designing and implementing IT 
applications in the "health & ageing" domain, the group drew out a number of 
distinct findings using the Design Case Studies framework (Müller 2014, Wulf et 
al. 2015, Meurer et al. 2018). One such challenge is how to deal with the great 
heterogeneity and diversity of the 50+ social group in design contexts. The group 
of “older people” is rarely sufficiently taken into account in development projects 
and technology is predominantly developed in a top-down manner instead of 
orienting technology development towards meaning-making processes by means of 
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recognising and researching individual preferences, needs and interests of older 
people (Procter et al. 2016).  

Long-term ethnographic and action research-based studies with older people 
were conducted to explore and formulate the requirements and conditions for 
success of participatory design of socio-technical infrastructures to promote social 
participation of older people. For the joint work between researchers and older 
study participants, the concept of "Experience-based Participatory Design Work-
shops" (EbPDW) has been developed, which involves a special form of coupling 
ethnographic and action research methods (Müller et al. 2015b, Hornung et al. 
2017). The concept aims at identifying the (possibly stereotypical) views, ideas and 
practices that researchers incorporate into the design of technologies for everyday 
home and health support tools (Vines et al. 2015). However, how participation is 
concretely conceived and practised in research projects, and which modes of 
participation of older people with only a low level of media affinity and competence 
are applied and also critically reflected upon, is seen as a topic that has so far been 
dealt with in an under-complex manner. Compagna (2018) has worked out that 
participation of older people is often more lip service than lived project reality in 
IT design projects. Accordingly, an important research interest is the question of 
the possibilities and limits of establishing cooperative relationships "at eye level", 
taking into account practices in dealing with (self-)images of age(ing) by older 
people as well as by scientists working in design. 

On the one hand, the empirical results confirm that the research and development 
of ageing technologies is charged with deficit-oriented images of age. However, our 
studies also show that not only designers (researchers/developers, caregivers) 
configure potential users and enrol them in technical programmes. They also trace 
how older people self-affirm, position and locate themselves as potential 
technology (non-)users (Hornung et al. 2017). In this way, older users also project 
themselves onto technology, adopt guiding images of technology and images of 
ageing which guide them in their appropriation processes, in their interest and 
motivation or also in their rejection of digital media.  

Precisely because IT research for support in old age or illness is so heavily 
socially charged and produces certain images and ideas, the question of 
appropriation support must be considered as early as access to the field and in light 
of social debates and institutional frameworks. 

Participatory Design thus requires extensive attention to factors that enable 
people to participate in design projects, i.e. work which supports "enabling for co-
design". This means that co-design projects with older and technology-distant 
groups of people must give a lot of space to the aspect of learning and the 
acquisition of digital competence. Digital literacy and digital sovereignty are areas 
of research that have always been part of Participatory Design, but which need to 
be emphasized and taken into account in a much more determined way. With the 
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concepts of "situated scaffolding" we have pursued initial approaches here (Cerna 
& Müller 2021, 2022). 

Situated scaffolding addresses "enabling for co-design" but also points beyond 
the timeframe of a defined research project with questions about how design 
outcomes can be sustainably embedded in local communities.  

The question of how IT design projects can be implemented in a sustainable 
manner establishes another major research interest of the Socio-Informatics Group 
(Simone et al. 2022). We have identified specific aspects for the research area of IT 
support for aging societies (Meurer et al. 2018). One challenge are current trends in 
research that are difficult to implement at the practice level. For example, there is 
an increasing demand in funding programmes for participatory procedures with the 
requirement to closely involve local user groups and organizations in order to 
achieve a higher level of practice orientation and to trace change processes through 
the IT systems introduced. This creates high dependencies, new usage practices and 
routines. So far, however, there are hardly any answers to the question of what is to 
be done with them after the end of the project. What is to be done, for example, if 
older people have achieved improvements in the way they live their lives with IT 
products, but they will hardly be able to continue doing so after the project ends and 
without the support of the researchers? What happens to the organisations and end-
user groups that have embarked on an intensive learning journey with us?  

We have noticed that especially people who are not so "tech-savvy" still need 
some support and they still need contact persons to be able to continue using the 
technology in their everyday lives. Challenges here are often the language/terms 
(English terms), but also the continuous change and further development of the 
digital applications themselves. All these challenges lead us socio-informaticians to 
new research questions or to a new perspective on (participatory) research: among 
other things, questioning the role of researchers in local settings: is it not also our 
role as researchers, instead of looking at our "research subjects" from a bird's eye 
view, rather to jointly formulate research questions about how we would like to live 
in the future? Then the role of research is also one of a facilitator, a mediator or a  
bridge builder. A changing perspective is needed from joint work with local 
organisations (e.g. care/medical providers, neighbourhoods/municipalities, 
associations, etc.) to consolidate sustainable research alliances that deal with the 
digital transformation at local level in the long term. 

The need for sustainable implementation is particularly evident in research 
projects for rural areas: In order to support older people in their social participation, 
mobility and health care with digital products and infrastructures, it is important to 
recognize the social structures in rural areas and to involve many different 
stakeholder groups. However, it is particularly challenging to even reach the groups 
of people for whom the benefits of IT support are particularly formulated; the old, 
withdrawn ones who have had little contact with digital media, the so-called “hard 
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to reach”. To get these groups of people interested in possible ways of using IT 
products, we took a special approach with off-the-shelf technology. By 
implementing a church camera and a registration system in a local family doctor’s 
practice, we were able to open up spaces for exploring digital community-based 
applications and making them discussable by all stakeholder groups (Struzek et al. 
2020). This strand of research is concerned with rather ‘mundane’ technologies 
which may support community development and mutual awareness and as such 
build a fruitful ground for the build-up of community-based support structures. We 
have recently pursued concepts of living well for older people in rural areas with 
the help of IT in the “Caring Community Living Labs” (SNF 2019-2022) project, 
which closely brings together participatory health research approaches with 
PRAXLABs approaches (Gashi et al. 2020). In the future, community orientation 
will play an even more important role in research on IT for health and aging and 
will bring with it a whole range of research challenges, such as questions about the 
orientation of co-design and participatory processes with larger and heterogeneous 
user groups and a variety of ethical questions. 
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Insights  
• We report on a qualitative study on the development of a live-streaming system 

for Sunday mass in a small rural community.  
• Methodologically, the study examines the issues around co- creation processes 

with a largely elderly population.  
• The study further examines the specific features of local community practices, 

notably those of religious observance. 

 

In 2000, Robert Putnam’s Bowling Alone was published. It represented the 
culmination of a trend in community studies, which identified a decline in the 
solidarities that define “community” [1]. Of interest is the fact that Putnam’s 
argument is founded in part on an analysis of religious behavior. Putnam 

was clear that community was in decline and that the networks that define it 
would disappear. At much the same time, however, a wholly different trajectory 
was evident in studies of online communities, where different kinds of networks 
were seen to be growing [2]. Such discussions matter, above all, at the point 
where the online and offline intersect. That is, there is both a challenge to and an 
opportunity for the maintenance of physically located communities via online 
support [3]. One such opportunity is presented by live streaming, used by millions 
every day. 

Platforms like Twitch.tv (https://www. twitch.tv/), with a number of functions 
to foster not only community building but also the interaction between the users 
and streamers, are developing rapidly [4,5]. 



 

1 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN 
RURAL AREAS 

Our study concerns the possibilities presented by online streaming for the 
maintenance of rural community solidarities. Rural communities in Germany are 
confronted with multilayered problems. Demographic changes mean that young 
people move away and older adults predominate. This is compounded by the lack 
of local suppliers and public transportation, fewer pubs and restaurants, a shortage 
of doctors and religious officials, and limited or nonexistent Internet connection. 
Fewer priests and doctors, of course, means that the workload of those who are 
present goes up; this is consequential for church communities, which remain very 
significant in rural life. 

The village of Elsoff, in the district Siegen-Wittgenstein, has seen a decline in 
population from more than 900 in the 1960s to 600 in 2018. Compounding the 
population decline is a low population density of some 70 people per square 
kilometer. 

The factors we mention above mean increasing difficulty in maintaining village 
life and infrastructure. At the same time, the number of older adults is increasing. 
Other than their age, this population does not form a homogeneous group. Some 
seniors are active and largely autonomous, but there is also an increasing number 
who are dependent on care and support services. The village is dependent on 
volunteer associations, most of whose members are older themselves. Church 
communities are particularly strongly represented. An important lifeline is the 
community bus, driven by volunteers. This is vital for religious observance, since 
Sunday mass or other masses will usually take place outside one’s village—one 
priest has to lead mass for seven villages in three chapels. 

Digitization can be a solution to support these people, but the use of digital 
technology in Elsoff is possible to only a limited extent, due to poorly developed 
infrastructure and the limited availability of a fast Internet 

 
Figure 1: Streaming box, camera, and wireless microphone. 

 



 

 
Figure 2. 10-meter cable with Internet USB stick. 

 

 
Figure 3. Streaming app interface in full screen on the smartphone. 



 

connection (fiberoptic as well as mobile 
Internet). In addition, the restricted availability of modern technology is 

paralleled by little experience in, or understanding of, technologies such as 
smartphones and tablets, or missing Internet access at home. 

LIVE STREAMING 
AS A BRIDGE TO SOCIETY 
Since the church community is one of the most important communities in Elsoff, an 
opportunity existed, even in the face of the existing challenges, to enable older citizens to 
participate socially in Sunday mass. With the cooperation of local actors, a live- stream 
system for the transmission of a Sunday mass was implemented as a promising way to 
overcome these issues, bring people into contact with modern technologies, and foster 
autonomy and social participation. A 
church live-streaming system not only offers meaningful everyday incentives to use new 
technologies but also reduces the distance for nonmobile or physically handicapped people. 
For the development and implementation of the streaming service, two levels were 
considered: hardware and software. 

First, the system needed to be easily transportable since it would be used in different 
locations each week. Second, the poor and highly variable Internet signal meant that a 
solution 



 

had to be found that managed different providers and that could receive signals through the 
thick church walls. Moreover, the camera and microphone had to be high resolution, but 
small enough not to disturb visitors. With these requirements in mind, we put together a 
portable box in which 
a microprocessor was installed to transmit the stream and into which all connections, 
including cables, the camera with a tripod, the wireless microphone, and the SIM card 
USB 
Dongle, could be inserted (Figure 1). A single power connection is required to run the 
complete system. In addition, the box can be easily and safely hidden. With a long cable, the 
camera can be placed on a pre-tested spot. To allow viewers to see as much as possible, a 
wide-angle lens was used. Due to the missing WLAN, a 10-meter-long USB cable was used 
with a USB SIM card dongle (Figure 2). This makes it easier to determine the correct position 
in the room if connection problems occur with the mobile phone provider. A wireless headset 
is used to capture the priest’s audio. A special feature of the system is the possibility to 
transmit 
a stream, including audio, despite a 
slow data connection like EDGE. This overcomes the Internet problem. 

At the software level, a website and a customized app for Android users were developed 
(Figure 3). The possibility 
to call the service is communicated by both the priest and the community nurse. It is also 
announced as a link in the parish newsletter. People mainly use the app developed for 
Android 
on their smartphones and tablets. The design and functions have been adapted to the 
needs of older citizens. The most important aspect was usability, so church members can 
find 



 

 

 
Figure 4. Streaming app tested on the tablet. 

 

Figure 5. Participants of the appropriation cafes and future workshop. 
information about the next location 
for the mass and find old recorded streams. The stream can be viewed at any time 
(Sunday is a time of heavy Internet use) and in full-screen mode if desired (Figure 4). 
Furthermore, 
a chat was included, so members of the community have the opportunity to express their 
opinions and make suggestions or give feedback about the content and quality of the video. 

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN IN ELSOFF 
The design and implementation of the church streaming system necessitated 



 

cooperation with various local actors. 
“Door openers,” such as the priest and community nurse, along with 10 other stakeholders, 
including eight older villagers ages 67 to 85 and two other local actors, were recruited. 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted in a preliminary study in which the idea of the 
church stream was discussed as part of general reflections on how social participation and 
interaction between citizens could be supported. The special thing about our development 
and implementation of the church stream is the participative IT design with older, rather 
nontechnical 



 

people. Participatory design projects 
face the challenge of building bridges between lofty visions and the participants’ 
experience of everyday life. It is necessary to establish a 
design space between researchers and older project participants in order 
to enable collaborative design work. For this reason, an important basis for the continuous 
collaboration was “appropriation cafes,” sometimes organized as experience-based 
participatory design workshops [6,7,8]. 

These workshops focusing on learning and technology acquisition for older adults, 
combined with design 



 

special topic 
 

Figure 6. Results of the future workshop about the church camera. 



 

 

discussed with the participants possible solutions for a “smart village” [8]. 
The church camera also came up as an idea. In various small groups, the participants from 
inside and outside Elsoff talked about the possibility of watching the Sunday mass via live 
stream. Participants were by now more used to tablets and smartphones 
through the appropriation cafes. Ideas (Figure 6) came together as to what such a stream could 
look like, what would be important for older people, how and in what ways other people in the 
area could benefit, and why residents are reluctant to travel to other villages. The results were 
used for the development of the functional prototype. 

In the later project phase, first the website and then the app were presented to the 
participants of the appropriation cafes in two focus groups. Among other things, design and 
functional questions were 
clarified. During the two focus-group sessions, the participants were able to test the first live 
stream and discuss some of the comments and problems mentioned in the chat. The 
developers of the app reviewed the results of the focus groups. At this point, a youth 
association from Elsoff got to work on the system, with the goal of younger generations 
ultimately establishing more contact with the parish and 
thus with the older villagers through technology. Another goal was to reduce the burden on the 
priest and strengthen the church community. Three main findings result from the work. 

Everyday life and solidarity with 
workshops, were based on the Living 
Lab approach [6]. Workshops with a senior group were conducted over two years, every 
two weeks for two to two and a half hours (24 meetings in all) (Figure 5). All sessions were 
thematically prepared by the research team and documented in the form of field protocols. 
Tablet PCs were handed out—along with Kaffee und Kuchen, the traditionally German pairing of 
coffee and cake—to demonstrate the general possibilities of Internet-supported 



 

communication, interaction, and 
information. The aim was to create a common mental space of opportunity and to introduce 
inexperienced people to the world of technology and the Internet. Over several months, 
additional devices such as smartwatches and smartphones were introduced. In addition to these 
regular workshops with older adults, other formats such 
as focus groups and a future workshop were conducted in the appropriation cafes. In the future 
workshop, we 



 

the community. First, our long-term 
qualitative work built a picture of the way in which traditional features of community life still 
flourished here. The importance of family cohesion, the existence of networks of voluntary 
associations, and the role of the church were clear. Many of our participants are involved in 
more than one club, for 
example, a women’s club and a shooting club. Mutual support was regarded as crucial; for 
instance, two participants are drivers of the church municipality bus. The participants, 
although 
they did not know one another, also 

 
 supported 
each other by driving to the 

Our most successful application was one that 
was thoroughly embedded in the everyday 
behavior of the local community. 



 

user cafes in the community room. Participants who lived farther away or did not have a car 
got a ride from other participants from the group. Even so, there was an unwillingness to 
extend 



 

this community feeling to visiting another chapel. Very personal factors intervened, including 
an aversion to strangers, lack of unfamiliarity with local circumstances, and even dislike of 
other chapels’ smells. One’s own chapel was regarded as much more “beautiful” and somehow 
more “special.” The transmission of Sunday mass was considered very important, so much so 
that participants continued to “dress appropriately” for mass even while sitting at home. 

Dealing with and relationship to modern technologies. Second, there were important 
lessons to be learned about familiarity with new technology. The importance of a trustful 
relationship in facilitating learning over a fairly long period of time became obvious. It was 
clear that participants with less technical experience who were initially very skeptical about 
new Internet-enabled devices such as smartphones and tablets felt more 
positive when such devices were made available and training was given. 

Participants learned how such devices support or even improve communication in the 
family and community. Having said that, age and isolation threw up another barrier 
in that many apps and names are in English, which, we must all remember, 



 

camera in the future for those hard-to- reach people. 

CONCLUSION 
We began this article by referring to some studies of community, studies that show the 
importance of family, community networks, and social solidarity. These factors remain 
extremely relevant to the appropriation and use of new technology. A virtual community in a 
context such as this 
relies on some very traditional elements. We were successful, to some extent, 
in generating interest and capability among some older villagers. Others remained hard to 
reach. What became clear was that our most successful application was one that was thoroughly 
embedded in the everyday behavior of the local community and, moreover, one that sustained 
and supported the moral universe of its citizens. Our 
live-streaming service, developed in cooperation with the elderly villagers and other 
stakeholders in rural Elsoff, needed to reflect both technical requirements and community 
needs. The technical requirements included the need for the technology to be easily set up, 
transported, and dismantled; to be usable across several networks; and to be unobtrusive 
in the church. It required the mobilization of a group 
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is not universally spoken. Similarly, of volunteers to do the necessary   
the inward-facing nature of rural communities meant that, other than the church streaming 
service, use was mainly confined to communication with family and friends. 

Participant-researcher relationship. Third, although we were able to identify and 
maintain a relationship with a group of 
participants, others remained difficult to approach. Through long-term 
cooperation with our participants, 



 

work. Our participatory research, however, demonstrated something more important. The 
value of new technology to a rural community of this kind required a close understanding 
of the “moral glue” that holds such communities together. In this instance, it was the 
continued adherence of an elderly population, most of whom had lived in this village for many 
years—as had their families before them—to the 
local church that was significant. 
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we have learned that it is not always   



 

researches how older adults can be involved in 
technology development and how sustainable 

enough to provide the technology and that there are many hard-to-reach people who are 
afraid of working with university staff, feel awkward 
or embarrassed, or do not want physical disability or other age-related elements to become 
more visible. By building trust, we have been able to win more key people over to support us 
in our project. This is particularly key in ensuring the sustainability of the system and to 
expand the church 
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Abstract There has been increasing interest in designing for dementia in recent years. 
Empirical investigation is now needed of the long-term role of caregivers in appropriating 
ICTs into the complex daily life of people with dementia (PwD). We present here the 
outcomes of a 4-month evaluation of the individual, social and institutional impact of a 
videogame- based training system. The everyday behavior and interactions of 52 PwD 
and 25 caregivers was studied qualitatively, focusing on the role played by caregivers in 
integrating the system into daily routines. Our results indicate that the successful 
appropriation of ICT for PwD depends partly on the physical, cognitive and social benefits 
for PwD, but especially on the added value perceived by their social care-network. We 
discuss the need for design in dementia to develop more socially embedded innovations 
that can address the social actors involved and thus contribute to practical solutions for 
professional and private care. 

KEYWORDS  Care, Dementia, ICT, Exergame, Caregiver, Appropriation 



 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Dementia has commonly been characterized as primarily a clinical condition 
[16,60]. However, a paradigm change is occurring and there is a shift towards a 
less medical and more ‘social’ view of dementia and the well-being of PwD 
[22,36,38,43,75]. The socio-emotional and psychological impact of dementia on 
the life of individuals and their social network has been relatively neglected. There 
needs to be a better understanding of these aspects if technology is going to be 
appropriately designed to support all parties concerned successfully. Information 
and communication technologies (ICT) have the potential to deliver support and 
promote social wellbeing and physical performance for PwD and their caregivers 
[9,31,34,43,52,54,63,78]. The majority of dementia-related technology focuses on 
their safety, physical  and cognitive stimulation and entertainment [45]. In this 
regard, videogames, and in particular exergames-motion games based on existing 
technology where users are motivated to exercise through a combination of fitness 
exercises, gamification and computer games- have recently shown considerable 
promise. Studies show that they can lead to improvements in fitness, adherence 
and balance, regardless of age [3,14,24,26,55,74]. There are relatively few HCI 
studies that focus on how care partners perceive technology while it is integrated 
into the daily lives of the people they care for [4,33]. The implication of this is that 
the successful positioning of ICT-based systems in PwD’s daily lives requires 
systematic evaluation that focuses on both the interactions of the PwD themselves 
and their caregivers [12,17,41]. Caregivers need to be able to see the value and 
purpose of a suggested technology for it to be incorporated into the PwD’s and 
their own everyday life and work structures in a sustained fashion. There is 
relatively little research dealing with the potential of such technologies with 
regard to long term ecologies of meaning and use and the appropriation strategies 
that develop. The views and perceptions of relatives and professional carers, who 
are the main stakeholders in the implementation of ICT in PwD’s daily lives, are 
pertinent here. How these systems are perceived, appropriated and integrated into 
domestic and institutionalized care settings, then, is a vibrant issue [20,69]. More 
multi-disciplinary and holistic approaches to exergame design that take into 
consideration the multiple intersecting aspects of a caregiver’s life are 
desirable[20,33,67]. 

In this paper, we report on the results of a 4-month evaluation study with 52 
PwD and 25 caregivers with an ICT-based training system to support PwD’s 
activity. The system and related exergames (strength and movement, coordination 
and balance, and cognition and creativity) were developed, iteratively tested and 
redesigned with PwD and their stakeholders over a period of 2 years. The system’s 
design drew upon interdisciplinary academic domains, such as sport and nursing 
science and integrated for different ideas (activity, cognition, creativity) based on 
well-established interventions that are already practiced in different care settings. 



 

In our study, informal and professional caregivers functioned as technology 
mediators. To begin with, they used the system without any regular support from 
researchers. We therefore focus here on the social appropriation and perception of 
the system by these 



 

caregivers. This delivers novel findings with regard to social appropriation of 
technology by caregivers. The subsequent discussion is centered around the 
following research questions: (1) What processes are recognized by caregivers to 
play an important part in the social appropriation of technology? (2) How exactly 
are systems socially appropriated and contextualized, i.e. what social factors and 
characteristics encourage a willingness on the part of caregivers to integrate 
systems into everyday life? 

RELATED WORK 

Designing ICT-based systems for PwD and their caregivers requires researchers 
and developers to explore how dementia impacts the social life of the individuals 
concerned and what activities can impact the development of dementia. This 
serves to support meaningful interactions for all parties concerned. In this section, 
we examine previous work regarding engagement and sociality in the design of 
ICT for dementia, and challenges faced by informal and formal caregivers. 

Diverse Perspectives of Dementia 

Dementia not only compromises individual people’s physical welfare; it also 
affects their social life and their relationship with others around them. Its impact 
on individual families and on social and (health-)care structures can be huge 
[11,13,15,62,75]. The behavioral changes in PwD can confront relatives with 
emotional and organizational challenges they are not fully equal to [61]. Dementia 
can lead to a loss of primary bonds and a need for comfort, identity maintenance, 
and emotional, physical and social support, [39]. PwD are not a homogenous 
group, have different needs at different stages, and come from diverse family 
and/or institutional situations. The need for a person- centered approach is 
paramount [2]. What this entails, however, can be subtle. The evidence is clear 
that PwD can still recognize their own emotions and the emotions of others around 
them and can correctly interpret emotional prosody [37]. Quality of life and 
maintaining independence are central, but, while people with dementia may not 
necessarily see themselves as ill, the focus of relatives may be more upon their 
cognitive and physical condition [51]. For caregivers, this can lead to stress, 
depression and other medical problems. In addition, families often retreat from 
their wider social circles because of the negative character changes PwD can 
exhibit, resulting in social isolation [61]. A large part of the care PwD receive, 
especially in the early stages, is provided privately, in the home environment and, 
in many cases, by family members who may themselves be elderly yet, 
increasingly, still at work [21,59,65]. Overall, the above- mentioned phenomena 
can result in a much lower quality of life for caregivers [68]. Studies on PwD care 
show that their carers can be confronted with significantly greater challenges 
[1,27] depending upon the symptoms and different stages of dementia [40]. 

HCI and Dementia 
The HCI-based literature relating to PwD has grown over recent years and covers topics ranging 
from methodological 



 

approaches [8,9,29,43,53], music and artifact development [6,43,54], exergames [14,69,71], and 
the use of art and design processes focused on reciprocity [36]. These topics emphasize using 
(creative) engagement as a way to articulate personality, with technology cast in a supporting 
role. This has further been illustrated design-led inquiries which have shown the importance of 
foregrounding personhood through designed artefacts, opening up space for emotional 
connection [76]. This design work takes into account shifts in personhood by both PwD, family 
members, and carers [77]. Hodge et al. [2019] have adopted a similar approach by designing 
personalized interactive media for PwD, but also incorporating the personhood of carers [32]. 
Many projects have also focused on enhancing or replacing the cognitive skills eroded over the 
course of a person’s dementia. Here, technology seeks to help PwD to connect with their 
environment. An example of such an intervention is "Ticket to Talk", which serves to facilitate 
the exchange of personal memories and inter-generational conversation [78]. ICT can also 
deliver experiences that are no longer attainable in the real world. VR environments offer a 
creative medium for comfortable and enriching experiences that can promote and improve the 
quality of life for PwD [31]. An important outcome of many of these interventions is that they 
have sought to involve PwD and other stakeholders in the design process [8,69]. For example, in 
a study by Foley et al. (2019), interactions with residents with dementia in a care-setting were 
also seen as “opportunities for collaboration”. They showed in their work that by using tangible 
objects “moments of (mutual) recognition, and meaning co-creation were supported through 
anchoring collaborative actions and sense-making in the physical world”. Participation and being 
involved in a conversation can also create a sense of belonging, with PwD being recognized for 
their basic needs and social contribution [23]. Here, it was important for researchers to be deeply 
involved in the interventions so as to understand appropriation challenges in a real-world 
context. However, despite the highly principled ethos attached to these approaches, the 
interventions are typically short-lived and framed by project timelines. 

Design, Engagement and Appropriation of ICT in Dementia 
Studies have shown that physical training improves mental health, [30] cognitive, [13] and 
physical performance [28] in dementia. A number of technologies, have been specifically 
designed to support the daily activities of PwD and their families [47,61]. Pinto-Bruno et al. 
(2017) argue that ICT can promote social participation and provide support to maintain or rebuild 
social networks, which may further improve social well-being [56]. When it comes to the design 
and evaluation of technology for and with PwD, their individual resources and social 
circumstances matter [64]. Some PwD may have limited expressive ability, so relatives or carers 
may need to serve as intermediaries, itself very challenging. Furthermore, Mayer and Zach 
argued that technologies aiming to enhance quality of life for people with dementia requires 
a deep 



 

understanding of symptoms, problems and user needs, not only of PwD, but also their 
stakeholders. Therefore, Mayer and Zach suggested that traditional participatory methods are not 
sufficient when dealing with people with dementia and that user studies often only generate 
limited insights [48]. Bouchard et al. [2012] recommend developing appropriate interaction 
mechanisms for cognitively impaired people [7] and, in the context of developing Serious Games, 
the design and exercises need to be adapted to the cognitive abilities of the target group [58]. To 
handle these requirements all stakeholders must be involved in the development process, 
including PwD themselves. When developing guidelines for cooperative design with PwD, 
Hendriks et al. [2013] found that heterogeneous pathways meant all contingencies could not be 
covered. More studies are needed to establish even the most basic requirements arising from 
dementia and technology design [29,64]. One thing is clear, dementia needs to be understood in a 
holistic way, not just as a set of medical symptoms. In particular, good levels of communication 
and understanding need to exist between users and designers [44]. Lindsay et al. [2012] suggest 
undertaking design-related activities with PwD in small groups and adopting a familiar and easy-
going attitude. Trustful relations are critical [44]. 

Various theoretical approaches have informed our understanding of technology appropriation and 
adoption, including [19] and [18] Our understanding of appropriation is inspired by Wulf et als 
view that appropriating ICT is “a network of activities that users perform in order to make a 
software [or IT artefact] `work` in the new work environment” [66,79–81]. As existing individual 
and social practices evolve through the use of ICT, new practices may arise which go beyond 
what was originally envisioned and intended [57]. Wulf et al. [2015] argue that “the quality of IT 
design can only be determined by looking at the changes in social practices resulting from 
appropriation activities. Therefore, we argue, social appropriation requires a multi- stakeholder 
perspective. Stowell et al. (2019) point out that “little is known about how exergames should be 
designed to provide benefits to the specific population of Dementia caregivers, who have unique 
challenges and who can benefit from increased support for physical activity and social 
connectedness”. They particularly note that “without investigating technological opportunities 
and limitations for Dementia caregivers risks the creation of health systems that are unusable for 
this population, which can further exacerbate the health disparities between caregiver and non- 
caregiver populations”. This underscores the need to understand how both PwD and caregivers 
make sense of technology and the role they can play in its (social) appropriation. Thus, there is a 
growing need for “a more holistic approach to exergame design: one that addresses the multiple 
intersecting aspects of a caregiver’s life” [67]. 

The Role of Caregivers in Appropriation of Technology To integrate new technology into 
work-routines and organizations, various factors have to be considered. One of 



 

the most important is making sure that potential users understand what the new technology can 
be used for and how they can profit from its use. By attributing meaning to experiences [46] it is 
possible to analyze why users are acting in a certain way. This is relevant for care home 
organizations because, in the context of dementia care, it can be helpful to understand that 
several interpretations of technical artefacts and interfaces are possible. Apart from situational 
influences, we also have to consider the effect of mediators, who assist users in their interaction 
with a new technology. Clearly mediators have considerable influence on users, but it is difficult 
to measure or assess how the process might be optimally organized, especially as the process is 
also dependent on the technology and the setting [5]. As Holthe et al. (2017) have pointed out, 
assistive technologies “for people with dementia have to be simple, easy to accept, be 
introduced at the “right time”, and be adequately supported by family carers and [..] 
professional personnel.” 

To incorporate assistive technologies into the daily lives of PwD and their caregivers, the 
technology has to be appropriately introduced, with repeated training, commitment and support 
because it “may take quite some time for people with cognitive impairment, as well as for their 
caregivers”. Holthe et al. (2017) came to the conclusion that there is a need for further studies 
focusing on both the interaction of PwD with technology and the experiences of caregivers [33]. 
Similar conclusions have been drawn by Yamashita et al., who have developed technologies 
explicitly for caregivers [2013], showing that manual tracking technologies for caregivers can 
improve both the coping practices of caregivers as well as the relation between caregivers and 
receivers [82,83]. With regard to the successful incorporation of assistive technology into daily 
structures, Arntzen et al. have outlined the driving forces that are involved in this complex 
process. Of crucial importance is an evaluation of the (regular) use determined by the caregiver, 
who, at the end of the day, has the decision- making power. Arntzen et al. stress that the 
successful integration of technology is not up to the PwD alone. “The use and experience of 
usefulness are highly dependent upon the extent to which the family carers engage, and whether 
they become interested in the AT and in its potential to support”. The decision to incorporate 
and use technology in everyday life is bound up with their social practices [4]. 

RESEARCH GAP AND QUESTIONS 
In summary, and to motivate PwD to use technology in general, they need to be able to 
understand the purpose of the technology and require help in making sense of the functions 
provided. However, their mediators also need to be able to perceive the technology as valuable 
and how it will contribute to the care, health and well-being of the PwD. This process of social 
technology appropriation is ongoing and situational, and needs to take into account the ongoing 
support of mediators as well. Inspection of the relevant literature reveals that there is significant 
work dealing with the design of (assistive) ICT for PwD and some work that 



 

focuses on supporting caregivers. However, there is a dearth of research that combines these 
perspectives and examines the role of relatives and professional caregivers in mediating and 
integrating technology on a regular basis into the daily life of PwD [4,20,33,42]. 

This paper seeks to address the following research questions: 
(1) What processes are recognized by caregivers to play an important part in the social 
appropriation of technology in PwD? (2) How are systems socially appropriated and 
contextualized, i.e. what social factors and characteristics encourage a willingness on the part of 
caregivers to integrate systems into everyday life of PwD? The study presented here provides 
answers to these questions by examining the impact of a system on the social environment of PwD 
and upon the role of relatives and professional caregivers in supporting their daily life. We 
therefore look at the appropriation and perception of the system by informal and formal 
caregivers over time, and deliver findings regarding the social appropriation of technology in the 
long-term use in dementia care. The nature of our research demands an explorative qualitative 
approach that promises detailed insights into the social contexts and daily lives of PwD and their 
caregivers. Our study constitutes a grounded approach that may help us better understand the 
processes and factors of technology appropriation in PwD. The following section describes our 
explorative research design. 

METHODS 
The research we report on below is a continuation of previous work done on the development of 
and ICT-based suite of exercise games for fall prevention with older adults [55,74] and 
exergames for PwD [69,71–73]. These studies focused specifically on evaluating and 
understanding their long-term use by and for PwD. They demonstrated not only the physical 
benefits but also that the system helped PwD to recapture certain aspects of their social life and 
daily activities, whilst relatives could regain leisure time. While the results were mostly positive, 
there were also negative aspects to using the system, such as malfunctions and detection issues 
with the camera, which were largely attributable to it being a prototype. Other negative 
experiences resulted from feeling pressured to perform well when using the system. 

Study Design and Approach 
Over two years the ICT-based system was designed, developed and continuously evaluated in 
real-world settings and re-designed based on the insights gained. Here, we concentrate on the 
evaluation study at the end of a 3-year research project. Over a period of 4 months, the study 
examined the interaction of 53 PwD and 25 of their caregivers with our system. This took place 
across different settings, including day-care centres, care-facilities and domestic households, and 
involved PwD and their formal and informal caregivers. The caregivers were asked to set up and 
use the system according to a daily training plan that was based on sport-scientific evidence. We 
wrote and handed out 



 

a manual on how to use the system and its games and introduced it to the participants in two 
general “on-boarding meetings” in their institutions or homes after the initial deployment. The 
purpose of this approach was to examine how PwD and their social ecosystem would use the 
system. This paper focuses on the outcomes of the main evaluation study that was conducted 
between November 2017 and August 2018 in three different cities in Germany. 

 
Participants, Recruitment and Setting 
Overall, we had 108 interested participants for our main evaluation study. 43 of them did not 
meet the inclusion criteria and 12 withdrew after the first talk about the study. A call for 
participation was made via the university's homepage, a local radio station and by a call in the 
local press. The recruitment process of PwD in their households and care-institutions for the 
evaluation study was more difficult than expected. It turned out that, especially in private 
households the social situation was temporally and emotionally so constrained, that contact 
without a mediator was not possible. Therefore, we worked together with a local care provider 
who helped us to get in touch. The study included 53 adults with early to mid-stage dementia 
(assessed by their medical doctor) aged between 53 and 94 (average = 78,8) and 25 professional 
caregivers and relatives (aged between 34 and 97; average 66,4). 87% of the caregivers were 
female. Approx. 48% of the participants were married, 29% widowed. 23 of the participants 
went to care facilities and most attended various sessions on a regular basis. Most of the 
participants lived at home and were cared for by relatives. Approximately 65 percent have a low 
to medium need for care and 35 percent have a high to very high need for care. 

 
The inclusion criteria for the study were a diagnosed ICD 10- diagnosed dementia, early to 
moderate Alzheimer type or vascular dementia, need for care given and determined by Barthel-
Index, participants are retired and able to get up from the chair independently and walk at least 6 
m, consent by their physician and their own consent. Participants were excluded from the study 
if: (1) their dementia was beyond a moderate stage; (2) they had in-parallel chronic diseases such 
as cardiovascular illness, neurodegenerative diseases (MS, Parkinson) or cancer; and (3) their 
physical fitness was impaired such that they could not walk without assistance. Relatives were 
asked to self-report on the general condition, capabilities, and diseases of the participants. This 
was then confirmed by professional caregivers. Ethical approval for the study was given by the 
ethical board of the University of Siegen. It is worth mentioning that the different kinds of 
settings were subject to specific empirical investigation. One of these was the ambulatory care 
where the system was deployed and executed at people’s homes, and the other was the stationary 
care facilities and day-care centres where the PwD are guests for the day, returning home in the 
afternoon. All participants needed to have at least a TV with an HDMI port at their home, with a 
minimum of three meters space in 



 

front of it, so that they could use the system without risk of injury. No financial compensation 
was offered to the participants. For both health and personal reasons, the number of participants 
declined over time. In both settings, there was supervision and maintenance to help if technical 
problems occurred. 

Data Collection and Analysis 
A qualitative methodological approach was used. Assessments and interviews were carried out 
with participants, relatives and professional caregivers. During the initial assessment and the 
deployment of the system in the settings, various health, socio-demographic and care- relevant 
information as well as interviews about the care situation and everyday life were conducted. 
Overall, 69 interviews were conducted before and after the evaluation study with PwD and their 
caregivers. We focus here only on the qualitative data obtained. This data consisted of audio 
recordings of interviews and field notes collected during the interviews and observations, here we 
performed a top-down Thematic Analysis (TA) approach [10] to focus on a detailed analysis of the 
existing data, following a series of established steps, including coding of the material, then a 
systematic revision of the coded segments, identification of code families and at last their 
relationships in the search for themes [10,25]. We created and named themes as Perception of 
Individual Impacts on PwD when using the System from a Caregivers´ Perspective, Relative and 
Caregiver Feedback on Use Behavior, and Advantages and Benefits for Caregivers. Coding 
differences were discussed and eliminated by adding codes, editing them or deleting them. We 
identified a number of empirical codes that were used to encode relevant data excerpts across the 
entire body of empirical data. In what follows, we report on aspects of the evaluation study that 
illustrate how the videogame-based system was perceived and integrated into the daily life and 
work routines of caregivers, the key factors and crucial moments that might have facilitated 
appropriation and, finally, the social and individual factors that encouraged interaction with the 
system in everyday life. To triangulate our data we adopted three strategies: (1) talking to 
relevant actors about the same topics at different times and in different levels of detail, (2) talking 
to different actors about similar topics, (3) discussing our findings within the project team, which 
included experts from the field of sports and nursing science, as well as experts from NGO´s. 
Due to the vulnerability of the project participants and sensitivity of the health data, all of the 
interviews and field notes were anonymized, encrypted and stored on a university platform that is 
not used for commercial purposes. 

System Overview 
The final system contained several technical components that are displayed in Figure 1. The 
components were organized around a TV. A mini-computer equipped with the system-software 
and game application that was developed with a Unity 3D Game Engine (C#) provided 20 
videogames. The system was connected to an MS Kinect 



 

to detect the movements of the participant when interacting with the system (upper part of 
Figure 1). A set of more than thirty levels was incorporated into each videogame, providing an 
opportunity to match the resources and interests of the participants. After playing the basic 
levels, the degree of difficulty increased automatically and more dual and cognitive tasks 
appeared in every game. The system was connected to a backend information platform to 
generate user profiles, visualisation of results, initiating training schedules and unlock level 
progression (left part of Figure 1). A PlayStation 3 Buzzer was used as a navigation tool and 
input device during the games (e.g. to choose an answer during a quiz). The game-system had 
three different core videogame elements: 1) movement games; 2) coordination and balance 
games; and 3) cognitive and creative activities (right part of Figure 1). The system was 
designed to be played in single player mode, meaning that only one person was detected. 
However, other people could observe the different games and perform the exercises if they 
wished, though their movements were not detected by the system itself (lower part of Figure 
1). 

 

Figure 1 System Overview 

Games, Training Plan and Progression 
The physical training was divided into strength exercises and a measured performance 
assessment. The strength exercises focused on lower and upper limb muscles that are important 
during functional movements, walking, and recovering balance. They included knee extension, 
standing knee flexion, standing hip abduction, and toe raises. The four balance and coordination 
games focused on providing percipience, balance, reaction and aim tasks in a playful fashion. 
The creativity and cognition aspects of the videogames were developed together with 
professional caregivers and therapists who work with PwD on a daily basis, focusing on music 
and biographical content. The training schedule was designed on the basis of 2 years project 
experience, covering different evidence-based interventions from various disciplines (sports- and 
movement gerontology and nursing science), but also according to recommendations from the 
interview partners and caregivers, who suggested implementing games with a focus on music, 
biography and creative activities that were already established in the care facilities. We 
therefore recommended a weekly training 



 

effort of about 180 minutes, i.e. about 20 - 25 minutes daily. Within the training plan, 
coordinative, physical/cognitive and creative exercises are offered alternately. After or instead of 
the training plan, the free game mode can also be used (additionally). The philosophy behind the 
game mechanics was to train the capabilities necessary for the execution of everyday activities 
(e.g. reaction, walking upstairs, hygiene). After a player achieved the minimum number of points 
required to complete a level, the level increased. The system was connected to a server from our 
care-software partner that hosted the training plans, administrated the player login and the 
transmission of training results. Both overall and detailed results, as well as the current level 
difficulty, could be monitored on a tablet by relatives and caregivers. 

FINDINGS 

Perception of Individual Impacts on PwD when using the System from a Caregivers´ 
Perspective 

Improvements in Activity and Fitness 
Informal and professional caregivers perceived a self-rated improvement in the physical and 
cognitive resources of the cared PwD. A professional caregiver from a day-care center mentioned 
that, “the individual participants increased their activity. One participant also knew exactly after 
two weeks what we want to do with him. Especially one participant improved her balance and 
could do the tasks without using a chair after a while.” In another example, a professional 
caregiver described that a female participant, “became faster in thinking, especially through the 
quiz games or by doing the arithmetic tasks. She learned a lot and I think that makes itself 
noticeable in everyday life.” A relative in the domestic environment saw a “significant 
improvement through the use of the arms and legs training. Also, these memory games, caused 
feelings of success.” A professional caregiver who is responsible for daily and social activities, 
who also moderated the session and motivated the participants explained that, “so, with those 
permanent participants, it has advantages, you already notice reaction ability, body perception, 
and body feeling.” These effects are the outcomes of “regular training [with the system]” he 
added. A participant mentioned that the system and its variety “stimulates both movement and 
the cognitive tasks”. The cognitive games in particular were rated positively. One participant 
reported, “I have to honestly say that I really enjoyed answering questions like that when 
something was right. Sometimes you really had to think and use your head. Some were so casual 
and with some you had to really work hard and think, sometimes you could answer quickly and 
with some you thought "what was it like? To answer correctly and be happy about this inner self, 
that was especially fun for me.” 

Stimulating Social Activities and Discussions 
The creative games created a space for discussion and engagement for the participants of the 
training groups. A social care worker working in a care-facility explained with 



 

regard to the historical clips that, “when participants really started telling stories, even those 
who maybe otherwise said less, told us a lot about the past. You can watch it together and 
discuss it afterwards. That was always good to do in the group.” Another example of this was 
the music-based games. A professional caregiver stated that the group of participants she was 
responsible for, “even ones, who were usually a little bit more reserved, enjoyed this game and 
sang along.” The group atmosphere was highlighted by participants. One participant mentioned 
that, “yes, especially because you could also take part in something. Otherwise you can't do so 
much anymore. Especially in doing that in a group, yes, it's more stimulating.” Another 
participant stated that playing in a group is, “yeah, more inspiring and encouraging”. 
Regarding whether anything more socially or emotionally-oriented had changed in the behavior 
of the participants, a professional caregiver said, “yes, socially and emotionally, the participants 
were more open over time to come down with me and talk about the system. Our male 
participant talked a lot about it in his group living area [in the care facility] he always 
remembered and explained that system to other residents”. Regarding the creative games, one 
participant said that she “enjoyed picking apples the most. It was just like back home. We also 
had apple trees and potatoes and I always had to help a lot at home. I also liked the quiz game. 
And I got along well with the buzzer.” Another professional caregiver added that ‘funny features’ 
in a game provoked positive emotional responses: the “voice of the poor mole” when being hit 
by a participant “often resulted in huge laughter by the participants”. Another interesting 
observation from a caregiver in a care home was that the games were a starting point for further 
discussions, even beyond the sessions and across different floors. In this regard a caregiver 
described the games played most and their impact, “hit the moles, picking apples, flying 
propellers. And now in the last weeks a reaction test has been added to the favorites of the 
participants. With the lights, left-right test. Amazingly enough, they really enjoy it at the 
moment. Then there will be 'and how many milliseconds do you have?' 'Yes, under 600.' 'I had 
only managed 1000' Yeah, it's kind of a contest, I wouldn't have thought at first.” 
Unexpected observations 
A professional caregiver reported that one participant tried to manipulate a game to get to his 
favorite games sooner, “it was not so important for him to execute the movement correctly, but 
the main thing was to finish it quickly in order to get to the nice things [Free Game Mode]. And 
then he liked to trick and cheat in the games while doing the official training plan. For example, 
he turned his arms so strangely during the arm movement’s game that he was finished within a 
very short time and that's what it came down to in the end. So for one participant it was pretty 
easy, he always wanted to come to the free part quickly, play “hit the mole” quickly.” A 
professional caregiver mentioned another unexpected result, saying, “it was interesting to see, 
how it turned out that people who you thought weren't so physically fit 



 

anymore, actually can be active. You could draw them out of their shell. That some people who 
you might have thought were rather shy are still able to express and tell stories.” This was 
further confirmed by a professional caregiver, who was also responsible for a group with 5 or 
sometimes even more participants, who found it “actually amazing with some, where you also 
say that the arms actually do not go quite as high as they try to get the arm there when picking 
apples. That's one of the ladies who really can't get her arms up and so she's got an iron will to 
finish the level or until the level is over, and if it's just the lower apples, but she was picking them. 
Every single one of them. She explained her behavior by the fact, that she had to do the same 
earlier at her home.” 

Relative and Caregiver Feedback on Use Behavior 

Individual Use vs. Group Use 
Mostly, caregivers reported that the system was used in the afternoon and the time of use 
depended on the relatives and professional caregivers. A day-care caregiver stated that they used 
it, “in the afternoon where we have such a hole without activities, I liked using the system then to 
remove the boredom”. It was reported that caregivers and relatives used the system differently 
and adapted it to their needs and daily schedules when possible. A professional caregiver said that 
they used it for both individual training activities and for group training, “it went better if you did 
it all in a row, because then the people felt flattered. Ah there is something done with me alone, 
someone is there only for me. But the good thing in the group was that if someone else was there 
and the other two were observers, they also copied a lot. According to the motto, ‘oh, that's how 
it works’. So they learned a little from each other.” The caregiver explained that two female 
participants felt better when they trained alone, “they liked it better if you did it individually. 
They always asked extra questions and especially the two ladies, they always liked it better when 
they were alone.” 
Integration into daily life and workflows 
When it comes to integration into work-structures a professional caregiver from a care facility 
explained that, because of her limited time capacities she would prefer to “do that with all three 
of them together. Simply in terms of time, because if you did it with the people individually, it 
would have taken a lot more time. […] And it went much faster if you did it together with the 
three of them.” In response to a question regarding whether she would use it in the future, she 
said, “I would use the physical games for daycare center participants who have more difficulties 
with their physical condition and […] for those where you notice that the progresses of dementia 
increases quickly, I would put the emphasis on cognition.” Apart from seeing its possibilities as a 
tailored tool to foster activities with PwD, she said, “I would also use it across the board, perhaps 
also really for the fitter ones who don't have dementia, simply because of the fun factor. We also 
had one with us, that wasn't actually a participant in the study who looked at it once. She has 
neither dementia, nor is she physically 



 

severely impaired. She also thought it was great, she would also use it directly. I think I would 
make that accessible for everyone then.” The system seemed to be viewed as a useful instrument 
to encourage activity and social interaction. It also turned out that it was being integrated into 
other activities in care homes. A professional caregiver reported that, “we're going to have a 
sports festival now, so I included that. This reaction test and ‘hit the moles’ as a competition then 
there's a medal for the participants and something like that. I'm curious if there will be more 
drive, if they want to play or not. Will we see that now the next weeks [after the project].” Even 
movements from the games were implemented into other sports-related activities in one care- 
home. A professional caregiver said, “the movements from ‘hit the moles’ are easy to integrate 
or the upper limb movements from the picking apples during other gymnastic activities.” The 
system was often reported to provide relief and serve as a useful addition to daily life for both 
types of caregivers. However, in some cases the professional caregivers said that they had, 
“colleagues, who were less motivated [to use the system] then, that was a bit difficult”. This has 
to be set against the fact that, when personnel capacities were reached “we just turned it on [free 
game] without following the training program, then it was easier, especially when we were 
partly understaffed for a while.” 

Motivational aspects and empowered self-use by PwD 
In interviews with care-workers from a day-care center another important point was raised. They 
mentioned how PwD could lack motivational drive: “I think that if our participants had been 
more motivated, it would have been a relief for us. Because then you would have had time for 
the others to take care of them. But that is clearly due to [the dementia related development of] 
our participants. I believe that this [the system] is actually a relief”. Relatives had to motivate 
PwD to engage and empower them in using the system. One relative complained that, “I must 
be the motivator, for many things.” Another relative mentioned, “I had to motivate him again 
and again for the game.” Encouragement, then, was often needed. A relative explained that, “I 
have to figure out how far I am able to motivate someone for something else.” Both kinds of 
caregivers, informal and professional said, “we always had to switch on the system, otherwise it 
wasn't possible to train”. “So, we really had to take over the role of the motivator.” Somewhat 
counterposed to these remarks, we observed that relatives and professional caregivers 
sometimes played together with the PwD or even alone. A relative explained that she sometimes 
played on her own, “because my husband did something else, sometimes I played afterwards 
and sometimes I played alone in the evening, when my husband was doing something else. So it 
was very different.” 

Advantages and Benefits for Caregivers 
With regard to the integration of the system into daily life, a relative stated that having the system 
in the living room “was a real help, because after her husband was not able to follow the 
instructions in the gym anymore, she trained together 



 

with him in their apartment.” When asked if the system was perceived as a relief in a care-home, 
a caregiver said, “yes, for me it is, because I think it makes sense”. A professional caregiver felt 
that one advantage of the system was that, “you don't have to think about what you offer your 
residents every day. What kind of leg/arm exercise do I do with people again today? That's 
actually a time saving aspect. You can offer your residents something different. Because you do a 
lot of the same thing here and this is also a contrast program.” She continued to explain by saying, 
“it simply made people happy, and so did we. It's a good alternative to get in touch with people, 
too. To do something together with them. And the games were simple, well explained, people 
usually looked through quickly. And it's a good thing - both for the mind and for the body.” 
Integration into the activities of daily living was a crucial factor. A professional caregiver said 
that an advantage of the system was the “daily training plan and that you have a fixed rhythm. 
The participants already knew some exercises and said ‘Oh yes, now the hiking forest is coming 
again’. So the constant practice, I think that's of use. Physically as well as cognitively.” With 
regard to changes in daily routines and practices, another professional caregiver explained that, 
“the system removed boredom, because we have such a hole in the afternoon activities and that 
was filled with the system, I liked that.” A relative highlighted the fact that system can be used 
with individual preferences and time constraints: “you can do that individually as you feel like 
it.” 

Both informal and professional caregivers mentioned that they saw the benefits of using the 
system to motivate PwD through its recurrent use. Relatives used the system because it “makes 
exercises in general a bit more attractive [...] here at home. I can't motivate him to practice 
without the system. My husband also had a learning effect. At the beginning, he could not move 
to the side with his left leg. With the right it was possible, with the left to the front. Afterwards he 
managed to do it on his own in all four directions. Yes, I noticed, it went better.” Another relative 
said that the system, “makes everyday life more interesting for my mother. The system gives her a 
fixed task every day. It also seemed that it strengthened the movement and the cognitive 
abilities.” When asked if she would continue to use the system after the study ended, she replied 
“yes, it is a good memory training and it gives it a structure to everyday life.” With regard to the 
PwD’s well-being and activity before and after the study, a relative said that, “it is better after the 
training. She now does the exercises even without the system. I think by using the system her 
mood is better.” The system was reported to motivate PwD to train their capabilities, especially 
when other regular daily training activities were not working anymore. Thus, a relative said: “I 
tried to motivate my husband moving again and again. So when I give the impulse he does it too. 
But now I have to be careful that you stay and continue with the training, so that it doesn't 
somehow fall back too much, otherwise he wouldn't do that on its own.” Professional caregivers 
mentioned that they see “advantages 



 

in the fact that it stays between coordination and movement. I was able to make that out with the 
group. We were able to spy. Someone who couldn't have been motivated to do anything at all, 
suddenly came out relaxed after a session.” 
DISCUSSION 
In the findings presented above we have seen how a videogame-based system was reported to 
foster activity, create values and enable social interaction in the lives of people living with 
dementia. With regard to the research question, the system and its long-term interaction was 
reported to enrich and support the often complex, daily routines and challenges confronting 
relatives and professional caregivers, evidenced in frequency and intensity of use. Providing 
benefits for, and in, the daily lives of all involved stakeholders - what is discussed here as social 
appropriation - are the key processes recognized by caregivers. In this context, the willingness 
and motivation of caregivers to adopt and integrate the system into their everyday life and care-
related workflows is crucial. Furthermore, social factors such as the interplay between the 
stakeholders, PwD and the technical artefact facilitates this appropriation and the integration of 
the system into everyday life of involved actors. 

Individual Effects, Social Benefits and Impressions from Caregivers 
Professional caregivers described that they observed that group sessions enabled social 
interaction with others and gave PwD an opportunity to communicate with people with whom 
they are otherwise not regularly communicating. For instance, participants exchanged their 
experiences from the game sessions with other residents or caregivers during the day. 
Caregivers expressed that the interaction with the system created positive (social) sense-making 
and its effects were manifest in improved (self-rated) self-confidence, self- esteem and joyful 
moments. These findings are in line with the existing literature, suggesting that the use of 
technology artefacts can improve activity, self-confidence and autonomy in PwD 
[31,32,42,56,76–78]. Our analysis also revealed that games that focus on fun and music are 
especially well received by PwD and that the music-based exergame was mentioned by 
caregivers to trigger and evoke memories [6,54]. With respect to the statements of the 
caregivers, our results suggest that the use of the system by PwD delivers positive effects for 
them. This is reflected in a number of the observations and quotes, implying that the improved 
well- being of the PwD partially facilitated the daily care routines of caregivers and relatives, for 
instance through an increased willingness to cooperate. 

Additionally, just one professional caregiver could introduce and explain how to use the system 
to three or four PwD at a time. This turned out to be a considerable time saver as the PwD were 
then occupied in a meaningful activity, so other caregivers could allocate their time elsewhere. 
These findings illustrate that the system and exergames may relieve informal and professional 
caregivers from aspects of their daily labours [62]. This also seemed to be true in terms of the 



 

social interactions and experiences that were facilitated in group-based training sessions. 
Communication and conversation among PwD and caregivers was reported to be easier and the 
system itself became a topic for conversations during and after the session by initiating “social 
connectedness” [67].PwD continued to discuss their experiences with the system with each other. 

We therefore concur with the findings of Foley et al. that ICT-based interaction can foster 
collaborative action and create a sense of belonging through social participation [23]. 
Furthermore, and in several studies, the professional caregivers noticed and reported 
improvements in cognition (thinking, memory and learning) and motoric skills (reaction ability, 
body perception, body feeling) [8,9,14,31,70,73] in some cases, thus, supporting all the work that 
suggested that physical training can improve mental health [30] and cognitive [13] and physical 
performance [28] in dementia. In our study, professional caregivers reported that the system and 
its features can be valuable in addressing and increasing socio-relational aspects in care-homes, 
partly providing sources of relief through time saving and creating enriched and tailored 
activities beyond the study participants. 

Long-term Integration, Social Appropriation and Sustainability 
Our results illustrate that the adoption and integration of this kind of system into care processes 
depends decisively on the willingness and motivation of relatives and professional caregivers. 
Without daily meaningful effects (physical, cognitive and social) in the everyday life of PwD and 
related recurring added value for the relatives and professional caregivers, successful integration 
and social appropriation into everyday life and the living environment would not have been 
possible. In households, relatives used the system to make physical activity more attractive to the 
PwD, confirming one key requirement from Holthe et al. that successful technology integration 
for PwD needs to be “adequately supported by family carers and [..] professional personnel” 
[33]. Indeed, in some cases caregivers reported that PwD were attracted to the system and played 
the games by themselves after it was started by the caregivers. [79]. This allowed in some cases 
more flexibility for relatives to concern themselves with other matters such as other household 
activities or maintaining their own social relationships by inviting friends over. Also, relatives 
perceived the system as supplying a daily structure for PwD in some cases. 

Individual and social practices therefore evolved over time through a multi-stakeholder network 
of social activities and the use of the system associated with it [57]. In this context, our findings 
are in line with Arntzen et al. (2016) that successful integration of technology is not up to PwD 
alone. The decision to incorporate and use technology in everyday life is bound up with their 
social practices [4]. To sum up, the study findings illustrate specific advantages for relevant 
stakeholders initiated by the system within the social 



 

environment of PwD. In this respect, the system was observed to break down barriers and 
facilitate social connections for all parties. We argue that these effects are fundamental to the 
successful integration of technologies in the complex environment of dementia care. The results 
indicate that a successful and sustainable implementation in the multi-faceted and challenging 
everyday life of PwD and their social care network depends on several individual elements and a 
many social factors. Appropriating and integrating technology in different dementia care 
settings is a very complex process that is influenced by more than the characteristics of the new 
technology, thus a multidimen- sional, social process is implicated [79]. 

Apart from the reported benefits of the system for PwD, the findings suggest that relatives and 
professional caregivers as mediators of the technology were crucial factors in its appropriation. 
Informal and professional caregivers developed (sometimes unexpected) practices over time 
which empowered and motivated the participants to interact with and play the games. The use of 
the system was reported to partly foster activity, initiate positive emotions and provide 
meaningful interactional quality with other participants and caregivers. The social appropriation 
of technology and mediation are key to this success. A one- sided focus on technology with 
PwD limits the possible spectrum of solutions. As Arntzen et al. suggest (2016), “The use and 
experience of usefulness are highly dependent upon the extent to which the family carers 
engage, and whether they become interested in the Assistive Technology and in its potential to 
support”. 

The decision to incorporate and use technology is therefore situated in the particular reasoning of 
parties across the social actors about everyday life and their social practices. The work presented 
here leads us to the following conclusions (consistent with [48]). Designs should aim at: 1) 
creating a familiar and emotive design with contents that can remind participants of the past 
while making them feel comfortable; 
2) ensuring minimum complexity so that the tasks do not overwhelm them; 3) making an initial 
impression enjoyable so that users are more likely to be motivated and willing to participate; 4) 
providing positive feedback from the system that puts participants at ease and makes them feel 
that they are proceeding correctly; 5) keeping instructions and learning requirements as simple 
and short as possible and open to being continually repeated; 6) involving relatives and caregivers 
in the operation of the system; and 7) keeping the visual design simple and rich in contrast for easy 
recognition. 

Technical Drawbacks, Limitations and Lessons Learned We have hitherto known little about 
the degree to which activities are sustained after a given project period is over. Although 
appropriate exergame use has clear potential benefits, there may also be challenges and 
unintended impacts on users or their families, and the ethical issues involved should be carefully 
considered [84]. The social appropriation  of  ICT,  particularly  in  such  sensitive 



 

environments, and the continuous support for meaningful activities for PwD and their caregivers 
implicates trustful relations such as engagement, empathy and trustful communication across a 
number of dimensions. Existing literature has pointed to the need for engaging and building trust 
in long term research and consideration of the post- research phase, when technology is more 
embedded in everyday life is equally necessary as well [50]. So there is a need for a design and 
dementia oriented approach that provides evidence concerning the sustainability of interventions 
[35,49]. We argue that we have gone some way towards providing this evidence. 

Nevertheless, some limitations need to be considered, and here the interviews with PwD after the 
study presented a particular challenge. Due to the time sequence of the study, the interviews were 
conducted shortly after the evaluation phase was completed, and together with the removal of the 
system. It turned out that PwD had great difficulty remembering the experiences and interactions 
with the system. The researchers and participants also experienced many frustrating moments due 
to technical errors, weak and unstable internet connections and some issues with the movement 
detection by the camera. A professional caregiver, representative for many reported issues, 
summed up her experience by saying, “This system could be a useful addition if the technology 
were to function smoothly. So, the game was fun for everyone. But it was like when the technique 
didn't work, it was very frustrating.” When technical issues occurred, it seemed to “become 
difficult to keep the participants motivated”. 

We are confident that our results are valid for the dementia care settings we have examined. We 
worked with respondents over a relatively long period of time, and mutual trust was an important 
part of the work. While their observations about benefits of the system use are trustable valid for 
the study participants, additional insights and measures of quantitative nature might provide 
additional outcomes. In any event, our aim was to treat the stings we examine as perspicuous, 
meaning that they have promise for the examination of practices. We would suggest that this need 
and some of the related insights we have offered in our mainly qualitative study over the course of 
4 months remain valid as examinations of practice. General reliability at this point of research on 
technology appropriation in PwD is fragile and long-term studies such as ours are scarce. 
Additional studies of this kind will, then, be valuable. One small further point that should be 
mentioned is that some of the participants in the study sadly had to withdraw before its 
completion due to illness. So, we need to recognize that, in this kind of context, one’s set of study 
participants is necessarily fluid, which can have an impact upon the cohesiveness of one’s 
findings. 

CONCLUSION 
The qualitative work presented in this paper, based on an evaluation study with 52 participants 
and 25 caregivers, has 



 

shown that our videogame-based systems fostered activity, initiated meaningful interactions, and 
enabled social impacts around the time of use of the system in real life care settings of people 
living with dementia. The system was also reported to partly enrich and support the complex 
daily routines and challenges, and even initiate time-saving effects for care givers, by using the 
system as an additional “tailored” tool for other residents to train their physical and cognitive 
resources and potentially alleviate boredom. Relatives perceived the system as an instrument to 
set new incentives for structured training activities for PwD and encouraging them to be active 
in their household and in care institutions. The findings also illustrate that relative’s saw an added 
value in experiencing something new together with their loved ones and some caregivers 
perceived the system as something that could give a daily rhythm to the lives of PwD and 
support them by providing a daily structure. The findings confirmed the value of the work for 
the field of assistive technologies for and with people living with dementia, in the sense that 
videogame-based systems can facilitate physical or cognitive resources and encourage social 
interaction and support, and partly relieve some of the pressures upon informal and professional 
caregivers in their daily interactions and work with PwD. 

Finally, the results indicate that a successful and sustainable implementation of technology in the 
everyday life of PwD and their social care network depends on many individual and social 
factors. It is a manifestly diverse and social process that can only succeed if the technology is 
embedded in the social context of PwD’s everyday activities and care. The social environment 
of technology mediation and social appropriation were found to be critical for success, with this 
opening up new possible arenas for technology-based solutions to support care settings for PwD 
and their carers. Thus, the complex daily and institutional challenges involved in living with 
dementia cannot be solved through a technically oriented one-sided perspective. Instead, design 
solutions have to be developed in and with the social care- network. The potential of such 
systems, and of other assistive technologies, can only be uncovered if they are adapted to the 
individual changes in PwD, and embedded in social practices of the carers and relatives. In this 
respect, we argue for a design and technology perspective in which technology in the dementia 
context leads to social innovations and thus contributes with needs-based and practice-oriented 
solution models for professional and private care. 
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Abstract Achieving the sustainability of IT-based solutions is a challenge. We will argue 
in this paper that it is helpful to conceptualize designing for sustainable IT-based 
solutions as taking place in a multi- dimensional space. It requires thinking about how a 
project is framed; the perspectives and commitments of the project partners; the type of 
innovation that is foregrounded; the motivations and needs of the user group; and the 
level of sustainability a project or research program may achieve. The paper describes 
some of the challenges and possible solutions by revisiting a portfolio of projects that 
developed IT support for elderly people who continue living in their own homes. 

Author Keywords ICT design, Sustainability, Elderly people, Appropriation, 
Capacity building, Funding schemes, Collective learning 

INTRODUCTION 

Designers and researchers that engage in project work are often led by a strong 
motivation to create a workable IT-based solution that will make a difference for 
those people, communities or organizations that appropriate it, helping them to 
develop their practices: for them sustainability is about how to achieve a lasting 
effect in the target setting that may even stimulate further developments. In 
discussing health interventions Altman (1995) articulates this goal by defining 
sustainability as ‘the infrastructure that remains after a research project ends’: this 
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infrastructure includes ‘consideration of interventions that are maintained, 
organizations that modify their actions as a result of participating in research, and 
individuals who, through the research process, gain knowledge and skills that are 
used in other life domains’ (p. 527). Hence, different levels of sustainable 
outcomes can be distinguished: individual-level outcomes, including new 
participants, clients or consumers (of a service) in terms of access, learning, and 
sustainable practices; the community-level capacity to sustain program activity as 
well as to take further initiatives and innovate; and, finally, the organization-level 
implementation of activities: whether the organization itself is maintained through 
adequate funding, staffing and other types of resources (Scheirer 2005). 

Our motivation for this paper is that achieving the sustainability of IT-based 
solutions is a challenge, irrespective of the efforts made to this goal, as most of 
the effects end when a project is over. Partially, and this will be one of our main 
arguments, this is due to the particular conditions of working in IT design 
projects. As Randall (2018) state in a paper that reflects on research practices, 
these projects ‘are mostly funded by public sources and follow a specific (Central) 
European approach to the institutionalization of research’. European funding 
agencies 

try to foster IT-induced social innovation by funding research projects in which academia, IT 
industries, and often application partners submit joint proposals in a competitive manner. In case 
of success, research is often conducted in consortia of partners representing different interests and 
perspectives (p. 492). 

IT design projects that operate under the conditions of funded research have to 
reconcile conflicting social worlds – the one of researchers and the one of practi- 
tioners; they have to struggle to create the space for implementing a robust design 
result and to be able to observe real use over a longer period of time. Moreover, 
when research projects engage with practitioners this engagement is almost 
always a temporally limited endeavor. 

Research that demonstrates the sustainability of IT-based solutions is scarce, 
with some exceptions (e.g. Müller et al. 2012; Stevens et al. 2009). CSCW 
research focuses on the appropriation of IT-based solutions in organizations 
studying the work that users carry out to make an IT artifact work in their 
environment (e.g. Orlikowski 1992; Bowers et al. 1995; Pipek and Wulf 1999; 
Pipek 2005; Havn and Bansler 2006; Draxler and Stevens 2011). But 
sustainability is a larger issue that also requires studying the conditions within and 
beyond a research project for a design result to be appropriated, maintained and 
eventually further developed. We will argue in this paper that it is helpful to 
conceptualize designing for sustainable IT-based solutions as taking place in a 
multi-dimensional space. It requires thinking about: how a project is framed; the 
perspectives and commitments of the project partners; the type of innovation that 
is foregrounded; the motivations and needs of the user group; and the level of 
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sustainability a project or research program may achieve. Other research 
communities, notably those interested in community development and/or 
community-based health programs, have studied the conditions for sustain- ability 
from this broader perspective. 

The purpose of this paper is mainly conceptual and it takes two complementary 
perspectives. It, in the first place, focuses on issues of sustainability that arise in 
the context of IT design projects targeted at a specific domain: the development of 
IT support for elderly people who continue living in their own homes. This focus 
on elderly people and their ‘ageing well’ (Light et al. 2015) emphasizes the ‘social 
dimension’ of sustainability (Standing and Jackson 2007) and interprets the issue 
of sustainability as the possibility for them to appropriate the technology so that 
they are in control of its current features and its future evolution. How elderly 
people appropriate technologies has also been studied by others (e.g. Storni 2010; 
Procter et al. 2014; Giaccardi et al. 2016), however with no or only little attention 
to issues of sustainability. The second perspective is on understanding how the 
framing of IT design projects by funding agencies, project calls, timelines and 
budget rules shapes and constrains the possibilities of achieving sustainability. 

In addition to developing the issues of sustainability on the basis of existing 
literature, the paper also revisits a portfolio of projects in support of elderly people 
that involved the ‘Inclusive Ageing Group’ at the University of Siegen: the design 
of a portal in support of community building in a city quarter; a platform for 
assessing mobility services for elderly people that live in a rural area; as well as a 
platform for fall prediction and prevention to be installed in the homes of elderly 
users. While taking these projects as a useful empirical basis, we are aware that 
the issues we identify need to be further elaborated using a larger and more 
diverse set of projects and target domains. 

Given the lack of a systematic discussion of sustainability in the CSCW 
literature, the first part of the paper provides an overview of the research literature, 
which is grounded in a diversity of academic discourses, including CSCW, 
Participatory Design (PD), as well as health and community development. In the 
second part of the paper we work more closely with the empirical material: 

We first examine different forms or degrees of sustainability that a designer- 
researcher team may aspire to or be able to achieve, distinguishing between: 

the (individual) appropriation or domestication of an IT-based solution; building 
the capacity for continuous and evolving use; and the scalability and 
transferability of the design outcomes (distributing the solution to additional users 
or other sites). We then discuss some of the ‘dissipating forces’ that may make 
sustainability difficult to achieve: the heterogeneity of the involved actors and 
their potentially conflicting interests; constraints that stem from funding schemes 
and structural aspects of a project, including its temporal framing. 
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The paper concludes by describing the multi-dimensionality of sustainability, 
outlining some of the open issues that need to be explored to arrive at a fuller 
picture of sustainability as an important design outcome. 

Key issues and concepts 

2.1. Some background 

The issue of sustainability is still strongly connected to the debate about the 
environment and the original statement by Brundtland (1987) but has developed 
into a topic of interest common to different application domains. Very soon, the 
ecological dimension was complemented by the economic and social dimensions 
that are nowadays considered as closely entangled al- though quite difficult to 
measure (Norman and MacDonald 2004). As a result it ‘seems clear that 
sustainability can mean a number of things to a variety of constituencies and, 
while there may be no objection to the sentiments expressed in the respective 
definitions, they are far from holistic’ (Johnston et al. 2007, p. 62). As a matter of 
fact, IT-based systems and applications are not part of this debate on 
sustainability: they are viewed as an ancillary although important tool to collect, 
elaborate and share the (huge amount of) data pertinent to each application 
domain for the sake of sustainability (Watson et al. 2012). 

Computer scientists and engineers have started debating the sustainability of 
the solutions they develop, exploring different views on the problem but paying 
little attention to the social dimension. In analogy with the ecological debate, 
themes such as energy consumption, pollution and waste/reuse of materials 
dominate (e.g. Hilty et al. 2011; Schwartz et al. 2013). From the point of view of 
software engineering, sustainability is defined with respect to the production, 
maintenance and usage of a software system, with the aim of ‘preserving the 
function of a system over a defined time span’ (Penzenstadler 2013, p. 1184). 

The view of the IS (Information Systems) community on sustainability has 
evolved from maintaining the competitive advantage of the adopting company in 
terms of its increased efficiency (Kettinger et al. 1994; Wade and Hulland 2004) 
to somewhat more comprehensive views that overcome the purely economic 
dimension. In this research literature, the ‘social dimension’ includes not only the 
impact of the products and services of a company on the overall society; it also 
problematizes the IT development process arguing that participatory approaches 
should be considered (Standing and Jackson 2007). However, participation here 
mainly refers to management and external stakeholders. There are exceptions to 
this mainstream position (Heeks 2002; Baskerville and Myers 2004) but with 
limited impacts on it. The perspectives of HCI on sustainability are summarized in 
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DiSalvo et al. (2010). Also this discourse is dominated by the ecological and 
environmental dimension; the role of ICT is mainly to encourage better lifestyles 
or to correct behaviors toward the environment, a perspective that has recently 
been criticized (Brynjarsdottir et al. 2012; Dillahunt 2014). A complementary 
topic that HCI shares with IS (Avgerou 2008) is the design in and for developing 
countries where sustainability relates to difficult contextual conditions and the 
scarcity of resources (Tomlinson et al. 2012). 

2.2. Defining the sustainability of IT-based solutions 

From a CSCW perspective, Wulf et al. (2015) draw attention to ‘sustainability 
beyond a (funded) design research activity’ as an important topic, arguing: 

When we examine the appropriation of IT, we must take the post-research phase into 
consideration. When people start integrating the technology in their everyday life to leverage 
specific problems, the technology can become an important part of their social practices […]. A 
sudden withdrawal could disrupt and challenge the newly established practices […]. Therefore, 
researchers have to carefully consider the sustainability of their interventions in practice (p. 132). 

The argument could be read as an appeal to designers to act in a socially 
responsible way by paying heed to what happens after a project. It also points to 
the fragility of a solution if it is not anchored in people’s practices and the 
organization or community they are embedded in. 

2.2.1 Sustainable participatory design 

These concerns are not new, as the principled commitment to sustainability of the 
Participatory Design (PD) community indicates. Reflecting on the classic ‘Iron 
and Metal Project’ Nygaard and Bergo (1975) emphasized the importance of the 
design result, asking: 

But how are we to decide what is to be regarded as a result? We feel that the right thing to do is to 
initiate a self-accelerating activity within the MWU [Metal Workers Union]. … Measured by this 
standard, research reports are only useful to the extent they are releasing central and local action 
within the MWU (p. 7). 

A design outcome is not ‘a result’ if it remains without consequences in the 
participating organizations. ‘Central and local action’ in this context meant steps 
towards increasing workplace democracy (Bratteteig and Wagner 2016). 

While the drive to produce design results that make a difference for people’s 
lives remains one of the aims of PD, few researchers have taken up the challenge 
of engaging in systematic research on how to make this possible. Bødker (1994) 
has framed it as the challenge of empowering the organization to use experiences 
from PD beyond the project: ‘For the use organization, the more the work 
methods of the 

project have become a part of the everyday life, and the less they Bmiss^ the 
researchers, the better’ (p. 17). And more recently, Bødker and Zander (2015) in 
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discussion of a PD project with a Danish municipality, argue that ‘long-term 
issues of sustainability and political strategy must be addressed’ (p. 55). From a 
more meth- odological perspective, the MUST approach (Kensing et al. 1998), 
defines sustain- ability as a new ITsystem’s ‘fit with preferred work practices’, 
suggesting to ‘support the organization in an up-front uncovering and dealing with 
conflicts arising in relation to the introduction of IT’ (p. 18). More recently, Kyng 
(2015) took up the origins of PD by identifying ways to make health care systems 
sustainable. He stresses the importance of ‘sustaining democratic control beyond 
initial design and implementation’ and suggests the notion of ‘software 
ecosystems’ as building blocks supporting the construction of the sustainable 
systems. 

Simonsen and Hertzum (2012) have formulated a strategy for ‘sustained PD’ 
which rests on the integration of design and development with organizational 
implementation. Using the example of an EPR (Electronic Patient Record) that 
was developed and implemented in a participatory process in a Danish hospital, 
they point to the importance of being able to observe relevant changes of work 
practices, emphasizing the need to evaluate real use of a system after a longer 
period of time ‘to allow system errors to be corrected, users to gain proficiency, 
work practices to stabilize, use situations to reach their true level of heterogeneity, 
emergent and opportunity-based changes to develop, and long-term outcomes to 
emerge’ (p. 14). The concept of ‘living lab’ which Ehn et al. (2014) define as a 
kind of participa- tory laboratory ‘in the wild’, has been developed with a view 
onto sustainability. The idea behind is to provide a context as well as resources for 
use and re-design that an individual project may have difficulties to establish. On 
the basis of three projects in different domains (home entertainment, energy 
monitoring, and ageing at home), Ogonowski et al. (2018) developed the 
PRAXLABS framework to reflect on and implement elements of sustainable 
design in living lab situations. It includes inten- sive stakeholder and end-user 
participation and fosters a long-term orientation in IT design projects. It supports 
the transfer of experiences and technologies developed in one context to other, 
similar contexts. 

2.2.2. The work to make an IT artifact ‘work’ in practice 

Within CSCW the debate on sustainable IT-based solutions is dominated by a 
focus on appropriation, a term that stands for the types of work designers and 
different types of users have to perform to embed an IT artifact in a particular 
context, make it work and benefit from its use. This may involve many different 
activities depending on the specific context, the technology, people’s skills, and so 
on. We may think of ‘appropriation work’ as one of the conditions of 
sustainability. Different authors use the term appropriation in slightly different 
ways; they also have introduced additional concepts in the debate that highlight 
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particular aspects of the appropriation processes they observed, such as 
configurability, alignment work, domestication, and infrastructure. 

One of the earliest studies of users appropriating a technology was 
Orlikowski’s study of the adoption of Lotus Notes, where she argued: ‘If people 
have a poor or inappropriate understanding of the unique and different features of 
a new technology they may resist using it, or may not integrate it appropriately 
into their work practices’ (Orlikowski 1992, p. 364). She also sought to 
understand how Lotus Notes was used to enable organizational changes over time, 
highlighting a distinction between changes that were ‘anticipated, emergent, and 
opportunity- based’ (Orlikowski and Debra Hofman 1997). Balka and Wagner 
(2006) have looked at the work that needed to be done to make a technology (a 
wireless call system) fit the environment of a newly built hospital wing in terms of 
‘configurability’. They argue that in order to successfully install the technology, 
issues concerning organizational relations, space and technology relations, and 
people’s connectivity need to be taken into account. 

In media and culture studies the term ‘domestication’ is used to describe the 
work of integrating digital technologies with the daily routines in the home (e.g. 
Silverstone and Haddon 1996). Verhaegh et al. (2016) have used the notion of 
domestication in a study of user-initiated innovation in ‘Wireless Leiden’ where 
they describe the various kinds of work that went into making the network work 
in users’ homes. Domestication is a process of ‘taming technology’, giving it a 
place in daily life. Although this concept comes from a different research 
tradition, we think it is helpful as it allows distinguishing the integration of 
technical devices into everyday life from the appropriation of IT-based solutions 
in work organizations where rather complex issues have to be resolved to fit a 
technology into work practices, eventually changing them. 

Dourish (2003) has drawn attention to the characteristics of the technology that 
is to be implemented in an organization, arguing that ‘appropriation relies on 
flexibility in both practice and technology, and in particular, flexibility in the way 
in which the technology can be mapped onto user needs’ (p. 467). The questions 
he asks are: ‘[…] what features of technological design support appropriation? 
And so, how could systems be designed in order to accommodate, support and 
encourage the process of appropriation?’ (p. 467). Stevens et al. (2009) have taken 
a step further, suggesting to develop ‘appropriation infrastructures’ that support 
the design of flexible technologies. Stevens and Pipek (2018) argue: 

Keeping a tool interaction simple, together with providing good manuals and help systems, is 
vital, but the appropriation of tools is very often more a social activity than a problem of 
individual learning and use. […] Appropriation support can address these social aspects of 
computing by supporting users as a ‘(virtual) community of tool/technology users’, and by 
providing functional support for different appropriation activities that users can engage in to 
make use of a technology (p. 166). 
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One of the key arguments in the debate about appropriation is that it is a 
process that goes beyond the mere ‘adoption’ of a technological artifact: 

[…] the term appropriation stresses the option of the appropriator to go beyond the rules and 
ideas that have been originally associated with the thing that is being appropriated. With regard 
to technologies, this stresses the options of technology users to go beyond the intentions that 
technology designers associated with a technology or a technological artefact (Pipek 2005, p. 30). 

This also reflects the experience of what Robinson and Bannon (1991) have 
described as ‘the differences between premeditated support for work, and the 
facilitation of unanticipated use’ (p. 231). In fact, appropriation suggests that 
nurturing the ability to go beyond what designers and users have envisioned as the 
design result may be an important aim of an IT design project. This is an 
ambitious goal and may not always be possible. This is why researchers have 
introduced the notion of different degrees of appropriation, based on observational 
work in a variety of projects. Henderson and Kyng (1991) distinguish between 
choosing between predefined alternatives, constructing new artifacts from existing 
pieces, and reprogramming the artifact. The research on ‘end user development’ 
defines these competences as the necessary conditions for sustainability 
(Lieberman et al. 2006; Paternò and Wulf 2017). Bossen and Dalsgaard (2005) 
suggest distinguishing between weak (just using a system, customizing it) and 
strong forms of appropriation. As an example of the latter, they describe the 
introduction of a Knowledge Repository in an organization, which met low 
acceptance by users ‘despite of managerial support, extensive training and 
ongoing refinements of features and user interface’ (p. 102). At the same time, and 
independently of these efforts, some skilled users constructed a series of ‘parasitic 
systems’ that were sustainable (and in the end tolerated by the organization) since 
they were easier to launch, with a simpler interface and meeting the knowledge 
sharing needs of users in a better way. 

The idea that a project may aim at and achieve different levels of sustainability 
is an important insight from the literature that is helpful when thinking about how 
to design for sustainability. Based on a number of PD projects with school 
children, Iversen and Dindler (2014) reflect on the different ‘ways in which the 
ideas, technologies or practices developed during a PD project may be sustained 
beyond the project’ (p. 154): maintaining relates to activities that seek to support 
the integration of what has been developed into existing practices (inevitably 
changing them to some extent); scaling refers to efforts at bringing an IT artifact 
and the insights related to it to a larger group of users inside an organization or 
beyond it; replicating is a form of sustainability ‘where the initiative, in the form 
of an idea, system, or way of working, remains relatively stable, but the context of 
this initiative is changed from one context to another’ (p. 158); evolving means 
that what has been developed serves ‘as a springboard’ for further development 
and even new ideas. In practice, these efforts may overlap. 
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2.2.3. Conditions for sustainable technologies and practices to develop  

Researchers that work in the area of community, health and development have 
studied and discussed measures to monitor the sustainability of programs from a 
long-term perspective. In many of these studies, sustainability was found to be 
influenced by the context in which particular measures were implemented and that 
‘different sustainability objectives may be appropriate in different contexts’ 
(Shediac-Rizkallah and Bone 1998, p. 104). For example, while in some contexts 
investing in people in terms of capacity building may be an important objective, in 
others boosting a community’s capacity to design follow-up programs may be in 
the foreground. 

When thinking about the development of IT artifacts (systems or applications) 
in support of elderly people this suggests that the lens onto sustainability strongly 
depends on the context or environment in which these people live. For example, 
for elderly people who continue living at home the ability to use the technologies 
that have been designed without help, to be able to configure them for different 
uses, to enjoy learning new things but also to get support whenever they need it 
may be the main issues. In institutional care arrangements, the issue of 
sustainability embraces the commitment of caregivers to integrating the 
technologies in the everyday lives of elderly people, their resources for doing so, 
the institution’s care philosophy and its capacity to maintain and eventually 
further develop the technologies. Moreover, these distinctions express the 
ambition of going beyond what has been developed within the context of one 
particular project, extending a design result to other sites where it may be 
appropriated in similar or different ways (Wulf et al. 2015). 

Looking at the sustainability of health programs, Shediac-Rizkallah and Bone 
(1998) compiled a whole list of issues that planning for sustainability needs to 
keep in focus. These include project design and implementation factors, the 
organizational setting and the broader (community) environment. Relevant 
aspects of project design and implementation that are discussed are the visibility 
of the project in the community, an extended funding period, financial 
sustainability, and training: 

What are the sources of funds for the program (internal, external, a mixture)? What are the 
community's local resources? Can the community afford the program (e.g. is it able to pay 
maintenance and recurrent costs)? How much are community members willing/able to pay for 
services? What strategies are in place to facilitate gradual financial self-sufficiency? (Shediac-
Rizkallah and Bone 1998, p. 99) 

Factors concerning the broader environment include ‘market forces impinging 
on an organization, legislation affecting the program, support from external 
community leaders, and the availability of funding and other resources as inputs 
to the program’ (Scheirer 2005, p. 325). In the context of IT design projects, the 
possibility of achieving sustainable design outcomes is influenced by the framing 
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of a project: project calls and the objectives of the funding agency; budgets and 
time plans; and the perspectives of the participating stakeholders, including the 
interests of companies that may want to use, improve and market their products. 

One issue that is closely linked to sustainability is the type and degree of 
innovation the funding agency as well as the different stakeholders may hope to 
arrive at. What innovation means is not uniquely defined (Anderson et al. 2004). 
Interpretations vary: from originality, that is a not existing technological solution 
and/or an organizational/social arrangement that has not yet been probed; to the 
adoption of a more consolidated solution in a novel setting or application domain. 
In the context of this paper, these opposed views can be expressed in terms of 
‘design- driven versus user-driven innovation’ (Verganti 2008). When striving for 
a sustain- able design outcome that can be embedded within an organization or 
community, existing technologies – what Aanestad et al. (2017) call ‘installed 
base’– cannot be simply ignored. An example of a sustainable solution that was 
not necessarily innovative is described by Bratteteig and Wagner (2016). It was 
clear from the start that the technical solution of the Sisom system that supports 
very ill children to report their symptoms before they see a doctor, ‘had to fit the 
already existing IT infra- structure of the hospital. This excluded other potentially 
interesting solutions from the beginning’ (p. 145). 

Research on information infrastructures has pointed at the importance of 
temporal issues for achieving a sustainable design outcome, distinguishing 
between the more short-term concerns of developers who need to accomplish 
particular goals within project time and the longer-term perspective needed to 
build and maintain an infrastructure (Karasti et al. 2010). Ribes and Finholt 
(2009) have used Stuart Brand’s notion of ‘the long now’ to express the need for 
linking short-term design challenges with a view onto sustainable development. 
Karasti et al. (2010) also point at the need to take account of the ‘diverse 
temporalities of all the involved actors (e.g. scientists, information technology 
specialists, informatics researchers, data specialists, communities, funding 
agencies)’ (p. 387). 

The literature on infrastructures uses the term ‘alignment work’ that is the work 
needed to align the perspectives and skills of a heterogeneous network of actors so 
that they are able to coordinate their efforts. It goes back to Strauss (1988) who 
defined interactional alignment as ‘the process by which workers fit together their 
respective work-related actions’. Bietz et al. (2010) extends this notion to describe 
the work that is ‘necessary to create enough compatibility between entities so that 
the relationship can be productive’ (p. 253). These entities may be organisational 
units, external stakeholders, policies or collaborating specialists. Altman (1995) 
discusses the, sometimes difficult, relationships between researchers and 
communities that are to do with conflicting priorities and goals, issues of 
ownership and control, and different time orientations. The key to sustainability, 
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according to Altman, is the shift of ownership and control from the researchers to 
the community (or user organiza- tion). This implies that the community 
participates in the development of the research protocols and assumes 
responsibility for the design result. 

In all studies concerning the sustainability of project outcomes, the ability of 
users to master the technology is considered a key issue. Apart from the training 
that people who are supposed to appropriate an IT artifact usually need, 
sustainability requires a type of learning that Ellström (2001) has termed 
‘developmental’ or innovative and where the focus is on ‘the creation of new 
practices and solutions’ (p. 427). Activity theory makes a similar distinction 
between learning-in-practice and expansive-learning (Engeström 2001), which on 
the individual level is about acquir- ing new skills and competences and ‘as a 
collective process […] refers to the establishing, reproduction or transformation of 
action systems where new tools, rules, routines, and division of labour find their 
place within the activity system’ (Stevens and Pipek 2018, p. 144). In their work 
with communities Carroll and Rosson (2007) stress the importance of ‘creating a 
self-directed and sustainable process of continuous learning’ (p. 258). 

The literature on sustainability with its different perspectives onto the issue 
suggests that it is helpful to conceptualize designing for sustainable IT-based solu- 
tions as taking place in a multi-dimensional space (Figure 1). ‘Appropriation in 
real use’ and ‘Technology design’ represent the classic perspectives of CSCW 
research and Participatory Design. They emphasize the work needed to make a 
design outcome ‘work’ in real use; as well as the features of technologies that are 
apt to ‘accommodate, support and encourage the process of appropriation’ 
(Dourish 2003). ‘Context’ and ‘conditions’ (in Figure 1) refer to a multiplicity of 
issues that need to be taken into account when designing for sustainability.   
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Figure 1. The multidimensional space of sustainable development. 

As we point out in the conclusions, more systematic reflection is needed within 
the CSCW and PD communities about how to create the conditions for a 
sustainable design outcome in collab- oration with the stakeholders in a project. 
Different contexts may suggest different sustainability objectives and outcomes, 
depending on the characteristics of the people, community or organization for and 
with whom an IT-based solution is developed. ‘Conditions’ directs attention to the 
characteristics of the project that influence how and to which extent sustainability 
may be achieved. The insight that a project may strive for and attain different 
levels of sustainability is addressed in Figure 2, which provides an overview of 
the different ways in which the technologies and practices developed may be 
sustained beyond the project (Iversen and Dindler 2014). 

These concepts will be taken into account in discussing the projects that 
constitute the main empirical basis for our analysis of sustainability issues and 
will structure the final discussion. 

2.3. The reference projects 

The three projects that we will consider have collaborated with fairly ‘fit’ elderly 
users as participants. Their goal was to provide these users with ICT support in 
their daily lives through different kinds of applications: a socio-technical 
infrastructure in support of elderly tenants in a city quarter; a platform providing 
access to mobility services; and a platform for fall prediction and prevention. 
Common to the projects was that the intended elderly end-users all lived 
independently in their own homes. A particular challenge here is that these users 
are not necessarily connected with a community or organizations, which could 
support the maintenance of the IT infra- structure and may help them develop 
sustainable practices. 
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Figure 2. Ways to achieve sustainability. 

While the research group at the University of Siegen has the sustainability of 
the IT-based solutions it develops as one of its main goals, it turned out that the 
three projects reached different levels of sustainability using different approaches 
and solutions. A systematic observation of what happened after the projects, 
hence also funding, had ended was not always possible in the projects. This is 
why we can learn more from the projects about how to prepare for sustainability 
than about how sustainability after project end is actually achieved. The projects 
also shed light on the question why planning for sustainability may be difficult 
under current funding schemes and engaging a multiplicity of stakeholders with 
partially conflicting interests. 

The City Quarter project (Müller et al. 2015a, b; Hornung et al. 2017) was a 
three- year project funded by the German Ministry of Family Affairs in the aim of 
promoting the research and development of ICT-based measures to support 
elderly tenants in maintaining an autonomous life in their habituated city quarter. 
The project partners were a local housing company and several interested tenants, 
a counselling agency that is an expert in participatory change management in the 
housing domain (in such as, e.g., tenant participation), as well as HCI university 
researchers. A software development company was subcontracted to the 
university. The involved tenants were between 60 and 86 years of age and without 
initial knowledge in the area of new media and ICT. One of the main goals of the 
project was the development of a socio-technical infrastructure for the 
neighbourhood. A ‘neighbourhood portal’ was developed supporting three main 
functionalities: search for/offering help; flea market; and organizing common 
activities. Some project constraints limited their validation to a few tenants. 
However, the overall process resulted in a widespread appropriation of the tablets 
that also offered an instant messaging tool (telegram) by the elderly tenants. The 
tenants also contributed substantially to the design of the final portal. The project 
had put a strong focus on building up learning environments, which enabled the 
participants to get to know and use tablet PCs and smartphones in a bottom-up 
approach. This, in turn, was then the basis for co-design work with the elderly 
tenants. The group of participating tenants, which met regularly with the 
researcher-designer team in bi-weekly terms until 2015 in order to exchange their 
experiences with their new media, has evolved into a stable community and exists 
until today. 
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The Sehr-Mobil project (Meurer et al. 2014a, b; Stein et al. 2017) was funded 
by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) to address 
demo- graphic changes by sustaining the mobility of older adults. The project 
aimed to support inter-generational mobility with multimodal transport solutions 
that give access to public transport (buses and trains) and offer ridesharing 
options. It was located (like the other two projects) in the city of Siegen that has 
about 100.000 inhabitants and includes both urban and rural areas. The only 
public transportation option available is bus or train (mainly for inter-city 
travelling). Especially in the more rural areas the bus service is rather limited and 
due to the hilliness of the region, connections are often not direct. An intermodal 
mobility platform was developed which was made available on web, smart TV 
and smartphone. During the project smartphone use turned out as most important. 
The project worked over three years with a heterogeneous group of 19 elderly 
participants between 59 and 80 years of age, living in urban and rural areas, with 
mixed computer skills, and mobility preferences. Since all of them were not 
smartphone-savvy the project supported their learning processes in weekly 
‘assistant workshops’ that were operated by the researchers and ran over two 
years. While the ‘assistant workshops’ stopped with the end of the project, most 
participants are still in contact with each other and contribute to an active social 
interaction using an instant messaging group chat (WhatsApp). 

The iStoppFalls project (Vaziri et al. 2016, 2017; Gschwind et al. 2015) was 
EU- funded and involved partners in several countries. Its aim was to develop an 
innovative home-based technology to assist older adults that live at home in 
preventing falls and thus to improve their quality of life; reduce the costs of health 
care; and have a major impact not only on older people, but also on their relatives, 
health services and the community. The system was developed for exercise 
training sessions and fall risk assessment with discrete measuring technologies 
and adaptive assistance functions. One part of the project was conducted in a 
living lab (Ogonowski et al. 2016) where the integration of ICT-based preventive 
‘exergames’ into the daily routines of older adults was studied over a time period 
of six months in the home settings of 12 relatively healthy older adults aged 65 
and more. 

The three projects were primarily selected because they offer a wide spectrum 
of experiences in designing for and with elderly people in different contexts, 
allowing to examine different aspects of sustainability. The main aims and 
settings of the three projects are summarized in Table 1. 

3. Steps towards a sustainable design result 

A major insight from the three projects is that considerable effort was needed to, 
together with the elderly participants, build their capability to use the design result 
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in the future. Working with elderly people that continue living at home provides a 
particular context and poses particular challenges for an IT design project. Re- 
reading the project material through the lens of sustainability has allowed identify 
and contribute to an understanding of in particular three issues that are pertinent to 
achieving sustainability. Hence, the three points we address in this section result 
from an analysis of the projects which has been inspired by the conceptual 
framework (summarized in Figures 1 and 2): 

• ‘Domestication’ – giving a technology a place in life – as a key activity 
to support in view of sustainability; 

• Building the capacity for continuing and evolving use (appropriation) 
as a condition for more complex levels of sustainability; 

• The scalability and transferability of design outcomes to other groups of 
users or sites. 

3.1. Giving technology a place in life 

Domestication, a concept which has been developed with respect to people 
integrating modern technologies in their homes, is a significant aspect of the 
monitoring level of sustainability: it seems particularly apt at describing the steps 
needed for people without any previous experience – in our case elderly people – 
to become familiar with IT artifacts and ascribe ‘value, purpose, role and identity’ 
(Harwood 2011, p. 90) to them. It emphasizes how use changes people’s 
relationship to the outside world, including family and friends, enabling them do 
things in a different way and engage in new types of activities. In the context of 
an IT design project, the domestication of digital devices is a precondition of their 
ability to actively participate in designing for new possibilities. 

Researchers have to prepare the grounds for domestication to happen. A key 
instrument in the City Quarter and Sehr-Mobil project were regular training work- 
shops for the elderly participants to support their skills in tablet and smartphone 
use. Later the assistance and learning sessions gradually also incorporated co-
design activities. In both cases the participants were provided either with 
smartphones (Sehr-Mobil project) or with tablets (City Quarter project). In the 
Sehr-Mobil project the team also had to upgrade users’ contracts with their 
personal mobile providers to guarantee mobile Internet. Like in the iStoppFalls 
project, the elderly users were equipped with Wi-Fi in their home; an ITV and set-
up boxes were installed in their living rooms. 

At the beginning of the Sehr-Mobil project much effort was spent on getting 
the elderly participants acquainted with mobile phones and build confidence as 
well as a ‘habit’ of using them. After some initial training sessions, the 
researchers created a ‘wish box’ for users to define things they wanted to learn, 
triggering their interest with apps that might interest them. Examples were photo 
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functions and synchronization options with their PCs or laptops, listening to radio 
and downloading podcasts, deleting and downloading new apps, information 
about security issues, and so on. Those apps and functions became anchor points 
that gradually fostered their interest in smartphone usage until it developed into a 
stable pattern of their daily lives, as they found out how useful it could be for 
navigating through places unknown to them, for using public transport and 
communicating. 

 

Table 1. Main project aims and settings. 

In the City Quarter project researchers identified anchor points for bridging the 
current practices of the elderly participants with new media applications. Some of 
the users had brought pictures of their family or places they liked, such as their 
favorite (former) holiday destinations or their former hometowns. The researchers 
built on this material, starting the presentation of the tablets by introducing the 
photo and video features, i.e. how to take pictures and videos, how to save and 
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find them on the device. With their confidence increasing the participants opened 
up to a diversity of uses, such as: trying to get a Wi-Fi connection when travelling 
so as to be in contact with family and friends per email; or performing Internet 
searches for baking recipes, Christmas decorations or products that may be 
cheaper on-line than in the local store. 

The description of this domestication process that Haddon (2003) provides, 
reflects these experiences. Once a technology has been 

acquired, there are then the processes of developing the above noted understandings about 
‘appropriate’ usage (e.g. about how much TV to watch, what to use a PC for) - understandings 
which can themselves be challenged. There are the processes of fitting the ICTs into routines or 
creating new ones. And there are the processes by which usage of technologies spreads both 
among household members (which may mean lending out a personal phone to others) and in terms 
of what the technology is used for (e.g. from emergency use of the mobile to its role in organising 
logistics) (p. 46). 

While the observations from the projects are not new or surprising, it is 
noteworthy how much time and effort it took the researchers to arrive at a stage 
where the elderly participants felt confident with the technologies and found them 
sufficiently engaging to be interested in participating in design activities. An 
example from the City Quarter project is the concern of the elderly participants 
with security, which Hornung et al. (2017) describe as ‘part of the territorial 
behavior of managing boundaries – securing boundaries by locking doors and 
deleting or destroying addresses and customer IDs on the envelopes before putting 
them into the wastepaper bin’ (p. 7065). This confirms the experience Light et al. 
(2015) describe as support tools having to be ‘in balance with capacity and 
confidence’ (p. 302). 

3.2. Building the capacity for evolving use 

The fact that the technology domestication process was rather successful in all 
projects made considering further steps possible. In the following we high- light 
several sets of activities that are crucial for preparing the grounds for more 
complex levels of sustainability, that is going from domestication to a more 
substantial appropriation: 

• Involving the elderly participants as co-designers; 

• Providing continuing technical support; 

• Making the step from individual to collective forms of use and 
community building; 

3.2.1. Involving the elderly participants as co-designers 

Some outstanding PD projects have demonstrated how to involve elderly people 
as co-designers as a step towards a sustainable solution (e.g. Aarhus and 
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Ballegaard 2010; Grönvall and Kyng 2013; Joshi and Bratteteig 2016). Also, the 
City Quarter, and Sehr-Mobil projects had a strong participatory design 
component. Their approaches to involving the elderly participants in design were 
somewhat different. When introducing the idea of the ‘neighborhood portal’ to the 
participants in the City Quarter project the researchers became aware that some of 
the elderly tenants were reluctant to make parts of their lives visible to their 
neighbours. They also realized how sensitive the elderly tenants were to the ways 
physical and virtual habitats were interwoven and that this influenced their 
appropriation of the ‘neighborhood portal’ (Hornung et al. 2017). This is why the 
researchers started reflecting with them which kind of messages they would be 
willing to share with whom: 

In talking about this tension, the participants described subtle categories regarding the question of 
trust in another person from whom they would accept help or to whom they would offer help 
themselves. […] For example, one lady likes to sew and could imagine offering a sewing service. 
All in all, the tenants’ categories centred around ‘circles of trust’, starting with well-known 
neighbors in their own buildings and gradually widening to encompass the neighboring buildings 
in which some people are known, some only from sight, and so forth (Müller et al. 2015a, p. 2301) 

The resulting design is the outcome of a rather complex participatory process 
of defining categories for ‘offering and asking for help’ as well as ‘organizing 
common activities’. Working on the design of the portal motivated the elderly 
participants to actively build a network of social relations: while to some parts of 
this network they would only send invitations and notifications of events, to others 
they would offer specific kinds of help (e.g. ‘I can do some kinds of repair/sewing 
work’) or ask for services (e.g. ‘I am looking for a ride-share to the supermarket’). 

From the very beginning, the Sehr-Mobil project was organized around several 
design workshops together with the participants that strengthened their ability to 
report on their use experiences and to make suggestions regarding how to improve 
the process and also influence the design decisions. A strong mutual trust 
relationship was created in these workshops. Moreover, becoming familiar with 
the smartphones allowed users access to commercial mobility applications and to 
test them. This helped them imagine the opportunities opened up by these 
technologies (see also Güldenpfennig and Fitzpatrick 2013; Vines et al. 2013) and 
also to identify potential additional features that might be useful, such as a 
regional event scheduler or having more detailed information about alternative 
routes or a destination, so as to be able to make informed choices. By the end of 
the project, there were plenty of ideas of how to possibly enrich the mobility 
platform, based on the experiences and ideas of the elderly users who felt 
sufficiently competent to use the application in the future (Meurer et al. 2018). 

The iStoppFalls project put less emphasis on learning as the use of iTV-based 
solutions is more intuitive, hence easier to learn in comparison to tablets or 
smartphones, as most elderly people already have their own TV. However, events, 
such as walking tours adapted to the abilities of the group were organized in 
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which also the team members participated. Events such as these fostered the 
exchange of information about the participants’ mobility and health behavior, 
their perceived problems and preferences and acted as source of idea for the 
design of the system. 

What makes participatory engagement so particularly important when working 
with elderly people is that these are in a period of transition where they make 
gradual adjustments to changing life circumstances and capabilities and also have 
to prioritize: ‘As energy dwindles and the time taken to achieve tasks grows, 
selectivity becomes more marked. More demanding and less valued tasks and 
pleasures are let go, as are the more onerous aspects of their coordination’ (Light 
et al. 2015, p. 302). Involving elderly people as co-designers supports this slow 
process of seizing new opportunities and selecting what seems most enjoyable 
and/or useful, hence may become part of daily life. Moreover, it is particularly 
important for elderly people to improve their ‘engagement with life’ (Boudiny 
2013). The co-design activities in the City Quarter and Sehr-Mobil projects 
enabled them to address concerns with how they live and experience technologies 
as opening up additional choices. 

3.2.2. The need for ongoing technical support 

An additional activity towards sustainability is to do with the need for providing 
ongoing technical support. Technologies need care and attention so that they 
function well and there are many occasions where elderly users need help in order 
to master new or unexpected challenges. 

In the City Quarter project, various efforts were undertaken to weave 
continuing support structures after the project had ended. During the last trimester 
of the project, the researchers started brainstorming with the tenants about how to 
identify people that might be willing to provide support. Some of the participants 
contacted a near-by church community as well as a volunteer agency; in both 
cases the outcome was negative. A temporary solution involved a student who 
lived in the city and was willing to help out for a couple of months. Although all 
participants were quite poor, they decided to collect a small amount (€ 5) per 
person in order to reimburse the student. At some point, the tenants succeeded in 
engaging the local volunteer agency that made a person available that is still 
offering assistance to the group. 

Dependency on technical support was also an important question after the 
Sehr- Mobil project ended. Thinking about sustainable alternatives, the 
researchers connected the users with two places to ask for support (such as 
ALTER Aktiv Siegen- Wittgenstein e.V., a place where elderly people can acquire 
ICT-based skills from other elderly people or the Neuland project where school 
kids teach elderly people), with which relationships had already been built during 
project time. However, when the project stopped, none of the users made use of 
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these alternative offers. Moreover, the WhatsApp communication channel was 
kept open, enabling participants to ask questions whenever they needed help. 
Researchers also made sure that the participants could keep their smartphones 
after the end of the project for as long as they wished (but they had to pay the 
Internet fees on their own). This solution was much more appreciated, as the 
relationships with the academic researchers had become part of their weekly 
routine. Ongoing technology support for elderly people may be difficult and also 
costly. 

This aspect of how to establish more permanent support structures for the daily 
problems elderly people may have with IT-based artifacts has been largely 
neglected. This is confirmed by Hyysalo (2004) who studied the introduction of 
‘Wristcare’, a seemingly simple device, into care situations, observing how most 
elderly users did not know 

how to determine if the device still worked. In practice, to keep a Wristcare device up and running 
reliably, somebody had to check regularly the condition of the Wrist-device and how it was 
actually worn, and to perform test-alarms to ensure that the messages went through from the 
device to the transmission unit and onward to the care givers. Such an alignment did not take 
place automatically (p. 28). 

In their study of the ‘Wireless Leiden’ project Verhaegh et al. (2016) observed 
individual citizens taking care of the network, ‘based on their local attachment to 
individual pieces of the infrastructure, mirroring maintenance and repair’ (p. 207). 
Gregson et al. (2009) studied the diverse practices of object maintenance in the 
home, without special attention to technologies and elderly people; Oudshoorn 
(2008) describes patients’ maintenance work that is necessary to make devices 
such as an ambulatory ECG (electrocardiogram) recorder work. This research 
confirms that one important condition for an ICT-based solution to be sustainable 
is that they are taken care of -maintained, repaired, updated, etc. 

 3.2.3. From individual to collective use 

Much of the literature stresses the importance of capacity building in a community 
as a step toward sustainability (e.g. Scheirer 2005; Shediac-Rizkallah and Bone 
1998). Interestingly, although only one of the projects – City Quarter – had 
explicitly approached a community of residents, the interest in sociability in use 
and/or need for becoming part of a community emerged also in the two other 
projects. 

In the City Quarter project the researchers, with the elderly participants as co- 
designers, developed a rich set of self-learning and social learning tools which 
were implemented in the learning environment used for the bi-weekly workshops. 
The tools were intended to help the users to solve some of the problems they 
encountered with their tablets and smartphones, such as update alerts, problems 
with sending emails or with the Internet connection, independently (Müller et al. 
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2015b). This strengthened the participants’ autonomy in using their mobile 
devices beyond the end of the project when the researchers would no longer be 
available. 

In the Sehr-Mobil project being part of a user community became a key aspect 
of the project. User-participants stressed how much they enjoyed meeting and 
they are still continuing to communicate with each other through WhatsApp. In 
spite of some small personal conflicts, personal friendships evolved over time. For 
example, some of the elderly people started meeting outside the project and 
fostered ridesharing co- operations. Others met from time to time in a café to 
discuss technical issues related to their smartphones. All users were interested in 
continuing these meetings, such as the ‘user-cafés’, in the context of the follow-up 
project Innolab. 

Maintaining social participation of older adults was not directly in the focus of 
the iStoppFalls project. However, during the six-month living lab situation in 
which the participants tried out the ‘exergames’ it turned out that their primary 
motivation to use the system was not so much to be physically more active – they 
felt attracted by its socializing potential. Users enjoyed social activities, such as 
playing the ‘exergames’ with their grandchildren, meeting with researchers on a 
regular basis or exchanging experiences with other participants during workshops 
or social events. Based on these insights, the researchers developed the idea that 
older adults, who are interested in social and physical activities, could build or 
join a community for physical activities such as hiking, biking or running, in a 
social media platform. iStoppFalls would be part of these communities in 
providing a IT-based system for doing exercise homework to prepare for 
community activities. When most participants stopped using iStoppFalls after the 
study ended, this was mainly due to the fact that they no longer had the benefit of 
being visited by the young researchers or exchanging experiences with others. 

All projects show that sociality and becoming part of a community can act as a 
strong motivator to continue practices that have been built up in a project and 
eventually develop them further. Getting involved and making choices, sharing 
technologies and practices with others, and getting practical support do not 
‘automatically’ lead to more active forms of appropriation. However, as Light and 
Akama (2012) demonstrate, active use and the potential for new forms of use are 
best achieved in projects ‘where transformation locates agency in embedding and 
entangling people’s lived paths and experiences with others’ (p. 158). 

3.3. The scalability and transferability of design results 

A more challenging level of sustainability concerns bringing the insights from an 
IT design project from a small group ‘to bear on a wider group of people’ (Iversen 
and Dindler 2014). The basic question is: would the positive experiences of a 
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rather limited number of active project participants be sufficient for building a 
bridge into the future? A strategy that takes a step further is transferring a design 
result into other contexts, eventually adapting and modifying them. 

3.3.1. Reaching a wider group of users 

One challenging issue in the City Quarter project was how to deal with those 
tenants in the housing complex that did not want to participate in the project. 
Many of the housing company’s tenants did not accept any of the numerous 
invitations to join the project. Hence, the researchers did not have the chance to 
develop a relationship with them and to make them aware of the possible benefits 
of the ‘neighborhood portal’ for their own lives. The fact that these tenants were 
confronted with the set-up of the outdoor displays that were installed in front of 
their apartments was the only feasible way to involve them. However, they only 
saw the initial hardware and software problems about which they complained to 
the housing company. In this way, the non-participating tenants became a 
potential threat to the long-term sustainability of the design outcomes. 

Another problem was that some of the developed functionalities require a 
critical mass of users to become interesting. This is one of the reasons why the 
participants did not immediately take up all of the co-developed portal features. 
While the ‘offer and request help’ feature seemed to address their actual needs 
motivating them to make immediate use of them, they were much more hesitant to 
take up the ‘organizing common activities’ feature since it becomes more 
attractive when more tenants join the portal. The experience in this project was 
that community-building measures should have been planned for the design 
outcomes to extend to larger parts of the city quarter and also embrace more and 
more of the designed functionalities. Also the Sehr-Mobil project had problems to 
reach a wider user group. In the last year the mobility platform was officially 
launched for public use and the researchers organized several events to promote 
the platform in the region. At the end of the project the platform had at most about 
200 active users. Currently, the city operates the platform, but since neither the 
city nor the university are commercial operators, further promotion and 
development of the platform is not affordable. 

3.3.2. Ensuring the transferability of design outcomes 

Braa et al. (2004) make an important point about going beyond a successful 
intervention, distributing it to other sites. Their case is the HISP project – a large 
initiative to introduce health information systems in developing countries. They 
propose a shift from local interventions to interventions involving multiple sites, 
arguing: 

This shift has emerged more out of necessity than by design, through the recognition of the relative 
failure to institutionalize and make changes sustainable. This, the argument goes, is because local 
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interventions need to be part of a larger network to be robust. In short, scalability1 is a 
prerequisite ‘not a luxury’ for sustainability of local action. Establishing networks creates 
opportunities for sharing of experience, knowledge, technology, and value between the various 
nodes of the experience (p. 341). 

Transferability may be a strategy to strengthen the theoretical and empirical 
basis of particular design results and/or insights. Reflecting on the transferability 
of their experiences with rural communities in Namibia Winschiers-Theophilus et 
al. (2013) argue: 

operating within a single context for a longer term, resulting in the mutual learning that is a 
necessary and desirable consequence, can obscure the transferability and recoverability of the 
results. Thus ‘moving away’ becomes a necessity to explore cross-contextual validity for theory 
building and explicit lessons learned (p. 372). 

Although it may be critical for a project to anchor design results not just in one 
organization or community but to replicate or evolve them (Iversen and Dindler 
2014) to serve other settings, this step may be beyond the scope of a single project 
since it would imply to connect to other organizations or communities with their 
own local conditions: the dimension and set-up of the project have to be designed 
accordingly. More feasible is the transferability of results across projects that 
might involve the same participants or have a different set of target users. In the 
first case, transferability is more the continuity of an experience from a possibly 
different and broader perspective; in the second case, transferability involves the 
research team only. It is also open what is to be transferred: a designed IT artifact 
with particular functionalities, an approach to solving particular issues (such as 
community-build- ing, health, mobility), or a component of a technological 
infrastructure. 

The Sehr-Mobil project took the first path to develop the project outcomes. 
When the researchers presented the follow-up project Innolab which aims at 
enriching the mobility platform by an eco-feedback component (Meurer et al. 
2016) to the elderly participants in Sehr-Mobil, many of them were eager to 
continue. They strongly identified with their role as co-researchers and enjoyed 
their visibility in the local1 community as ‘smartphone experts’, a visibility that 
the researchers supported by organizing ‘user-cafés’ in public locations, inviting 
the other project partners and public relation-partners, like the developer company 
and the city partner, as well as the regional radio or newspaper. This was done to 
strengthen the participants in their identity as co-developers. Beyond that it was 
possible to leverage the long-lasting relationship established with some of the 
partners involved in the Sehr-Mobil project: the city and the ICT partner both 
agreed to be part of Innolab. 

 
1 In the terminology adopted in this paper the right term here would be transferability: this shows how the 

discourse about sustainability is far from a consolidated systematization. 
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In the same vein, the learning space developed in the City Quarter project to 
support the workshops through an environment for acquiring media literacy and 
training for co-design activities (Müller et al. 2015b), has been transferred to a 
follow-up project Cognitive Village. It turned out that the quarter manager of the 
housing company in this follow-up project came to appreciate this approach to 
learning and co-design. She is now participating in the workshops in order to learn 
how it works and to be able to transfer the same idea to a sustainable program for 
a local neighborhood. 

The iStoppFalls project took another path. Here the researchers’ strategy was 
to focus on the transferability of the prototypal technological solution as the initial 
reference architecture in several follow-up projects (my-AHA, Cognitive Village, 
and MobiAssist (www.inclusive-ageing.de)). Hence, the technical infrastructure of 
the front- and back-end of the training system was transferred and adapted to the 
follow- up projects. The first set of ‘exergames’ was also used as a demonstrator 
in several public presentations: this helped communicate the outcomes of the first 
project and ideas for the follow-up projects to different stakeholder groups. This 
made it possible to further develop the iStoppFalls system in different settings 
involving end-users with a wider range of individual characteristics and (care) 
needs. One might say that while the project was not able to ensure the 
sustainability of use in the homes that had been included in the evaluation study, it 
took steps towards a solution that may be used in a variety of contexts involving 
elderly people in the future. 

This project also illustrates that the transferability of the technology may be 
more problematic when the solution uses leading edge tools or platforms that are 
less robust and consolidated, and depends on how the adaptability requirement has 
been fulfilled. For example, testing the iStoppFalls prototype in people’s home 
required an Internet connection. As not all involved households had such a 
connection, other technical solutions were found, such as the installation of 
amplifiers or repeaters, the use of other W-LAN connections (e.g. of a neighbor) 
or the establishment of a mobile data connection via UMTS-device. Moreover, the 
interplay of several technical components meant higher vulnerability to 
incompatibilities and, consequently, a higher burden for troubleshooting. These 
installations require a more advanced technical understanding and additional 
financial effort, making reuse and long-term sustainability more difficult to 
achieve. 

These project examples demonstrate different understandings of the argument 
that ‘local interventions need to be part of a larger network to be robust’ (Braa et 
al. 2004). Our observations suggest: a larger network of users (e.g. tenants) may 
be needed for particular design outcomes to become attractive and useful; a 
follow-up project may be needed to better realize the potential of a mobility 
platform for elderly users thereby extending it to other types of uses; the technical 
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solution that has been developed in one project may need to be applied, further 
developed and tested in other contexts to become robust and flexible. 

4. Dissipating forces 

While the project teams, together with their active participants, were able to create 
some grounds for sustainability, they also encountered a variety of dissipating 
forces. While some of these were to do with the heterogeneity of the main actors 
and their potentially diverging interests, others resulted from the typical ways IT 
design projects are set up and the constraints this posed to the development of 
sustainable results. In this section, we identify a set of main issues that better take 
into account the nature of the IT- based projects considered in this paper and as 
such complement the concerns raised in the literature. 

4.1. Heterogeneous actors – conflicting interests 

The partners that are involved in project consortia all have their own roles and 
objectives that do not necessarily make them eager to collaborate and open to 
adapting their participation to the emerging needs of the projects. For example, an 
industrial partner may prioritize commercial interests; and a partner hosting the 
user community may focus on a publicly visible design outcome considering it 
more valuable than, for example, the learning process of individual participants. 
The individual participants, on the other hand, have for the most part their 
personal interests and longings in mind and not those of the community as a 
whole. The literature introduced the term alignment work to describe the work 
needed to align the perspectives and skills of a heterogeneous network of actors so 
that they are able to coordinate their efforts. These actors may be organisational 
units, external stake- holders, or collaborating specialists. In a research project the 
alignment work that is needed so that all stakeholders contribute to a sustainable 
outcome may absorb ‘hidden energies’ that are often not recognized as such and 
also difficult to measure. In the City Quarter project the researchers were 
confronted with different sets of expectations and needs that made aligning the 
perspectives of all the involved parties difficult. With teaching the elderly 
participants taking up much time, an unexpected intergenerational conflict 
surfaced: between the younger, more experienced tenants who were faster and 
quickly started discussing technological options with the researchers, also putting 
up pressure; and the elderly tenants whose needs for intensive training assumed 
priority. While the younger participants got bored and subsequently dropped out 
of the training workshops, they were allowed to keep the tablets and smart phones 
provided by the project, in the hope to be able to involve them in intergenerational 
collaboration and exchange via the portal at a later stage. But handling the 
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different expectations and needs of people with different ICT skills and interests 
turned out to be one of the main challenges in the project that absorbed energy 
from other goals. 

Another topic where the different perspectives of old and young participants 
came to the fore was the individual’s visibility in the system. Some of the younger 
participants, who were committed to developing an atmosphere of mutual help in 
the neighborhood (e.g. they had set-up an emergency telephone number for the 
neighbors that they operated autonomously), asked for a feature to rate the helper 
after the activity (the ‘offer and request help’ functionality). The elderly tenants, 
however, strictly rejected this feature. They voiced a fear of being rated negatively 
if the recipient of an activity wasn’t satisfied (‘What if someone doesn’t like my 
sewing? I’m not a professional, and some people might complain’). Moreover, 
there was a general feeling of unease about being put into spotlight, even when 
receiving positive evaluations of a service. 

Another line of conflict opened up between the research team and the housing 
company. While for the researchers providing the elderly tenants with tablets and 
smartphones and teaching them how to use these was their main point of attention 
for the first part of the project, the housing company’s vision of the project was 
focused on the outdoor monitors. The impatience of the younger tenants and the 
housing company’s ‘political’ need to have an early visible outcome together with 
their unawareness of the need to engage in intensive preparatory work with the 
elderly led to modify the project plans and divide the prototype implementation 
into a two- step procedure that splits the portal into a simple and an advanced part. 
The first part consisted only of a static website with dedicated subpages for the 
bulletin board of the housing company, information about the community room 
and the provision of information about the whole project. The second part 
contains the more user-oriented functionalities. 

Some problems arise from the different perspectives of researchers and other 
project partners. IT companies that provide software or hardware for a project 
may be not interested in keeping the construction and evolution of the technology 
linked to the project’s methodological approach and may develop their own 
strategy. The iStoppFalls project offers a clarifying example. In the living lab 
situation, the researchers became aware of the need of functionalities in support of 
a more social use of the technology. As users were not so motivated to do the 
proposed exercises alone in their home, the idea of a combination of in-home and 
group class training in a gym came up. In the words of one of the participants: ‘I 
think, it is helpful if you are a member of a training class. This is more pleasant 
than if you only do all the exercises every time on your own’ (Ogonowski et al. 
2016). Unfortunately, the system did not support multiplayer activities that would 
allow the elderly people to make their exercises in groups with others. The project 
partners in charge of technology development refused to modify the technology 
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accordingly, since that was not part of their planned activities, and they did not 
appreciate this emerging requirement. Fortunately, it was possible to transfer the 
idea of linking home-based training with a group class to the follow-up project 
Cognitive Village. Here, re- searchers contacted representatives of a local sports 
association at the beginning of the project in order to co-develop a more holistic 
concept for fall prevention, which worked out very well. 

In Sehr-Mobil the question who would operate the mobility platform after the 
end of the project made the diversity of interests and perspectives visible. While 
the university partner lacked funding to operate the platform, the technical partner 
was interested in the developed code but not in the product itself. The 
participating dissemination partner that is running health and senior-orientated 
services thought of hosting the platform, developing it further in the context of a 
use case; but it did not find the financial and personnel means required for doing 
so. In the end, the mobility platform was hosted by the city partner without any 
financial capacities. 

4.2. Project-related constraints 

An IT design project usually needs funding and it often starts with looking 
through project calls, contacting partners to work with and writing a project 
proposal. As mentioned, in the European context, projects usually involve 
consortia comprising academic, industry and end-user partners. Project topics are 
dependent on the current calls of the funding agencies. The first step in getting 
funding is to assemble a project team according to the criteria put forward by the 
funding agency. This process is inherently political, since it involves negotiating 
not only the research topic, but also the distribution of financial means and tasks, 
the research approach as well as duties and responsibilities of each of the 
prospective project partners and the related timeline (Randall 2018). Vines et al. 
(2013) have described this for PD projects: ‘If we continue tracing back initiation 
however, those who write research proposals (such as faculty members) or 
stakeholders and funding organizations that write the call for proposals and policy 
documents to which they respond heavily influence this process’ (p. 433). The 
following sections describe some of the constraints that their framing as ‘funded 
research answering to specific project calls’ created for the three projects. 

4.2.1. Time issues 

In general, the project timeline that has been defined in the proposal constitutes a 
strict and rigid component of the contract established with the project funder and 
of the mutual commitments linking the project partners. It defines the pace of the 
project activities and influences how they are performed. 
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Some problems in the Sehr-Mobil project were created by the timing of 
activities. An insight of the long pre-study with which the project had started was 
that the elderly participants had rated privacy as a point. Hence, the first version of 
the technology was realized with strict privacy measures with the result that it was 
almost impossible to get a ridesharing match. When the participants were finally 
given the opportunity to gain practical experiences with an already existing 
mobility application, the researchers had to revise their thinking, noticing a gap 
between ‘saying’ and ‘doing’ or ‘talk’ and ‘action’. The idea came up to link rides 
to publicly available events that could be shared within others. However, the 
project frame did not provide the flexibility to implement this design idea; and the 
developer company was not willing to do the work on the basis of the assigned 
amount of resources. Another issue was that the researchers decided rather early 
in the project not to develop a native mobile solution because they thought that 
users would prefer smart TVor the web-solution for the PC. Collaboration with 
the elderly participants made them understand that the mobile device was the 
preferred option (even in the context of the home). Hence, in this project the time 
to take up new insights and design ideas proved to be too short. 

As a general consideration, establishing a rigid timeline at the beginning of the 
project may create troubles and conflicts since it is not possible to anticipate all 
the characteristics of the target setting: the appropriate balance between the 
ongoing learning (that is especially crucial at the project start) and the need to 
make the users as soon as possible acquainted with some (prototypical) 
technology would require much more flexibility which may be hard to bring into 
accord with the rules of the funding agency. 

Another time issue regards the limited duration of projects that in general does 
not allow the construction of a socio-technical solution that is robust enough to be 
installed and stay operative in the long run: often the solution remains at the 
prototype level. This was evident in the case of the iStoppFalls project where the 
complexity of integrating heterogeneous components undermined the robustness 
of the final solution. This challenged the user experience of its adoption. 

Karasti et al. (2010) draw attention to an additional problem, pointing at a 
fundamental conflict between the ambition to have a product ‘finalized in time’ – 
an ambition that corresponds with the logic of many funded IT projects – and the 
need for a more open-ended temporal orientation that allows for sustainable 
development. In their study of an example of infrastructure development they 
observed the information managers assume such an open-ended time perspective: 

In the work of information managers the long term does not appear as an isolatable issue, rather it 
is a specific concern that is continuously attended to and accounted for as a part and parcel of 
their ongoing, everyday work (Karasti et al. 2010, p. 399). 

Sustainable development requires a view onto ‘continuing design’ already 
during project time. 
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4.2.2. The issue of ‘innovation’ 

Many funding agencies push for innovative project outcomes. This has an 
impact on the overall goals of a project and influences the preparation of a 
proposal, since ‘innovativeness’ is considered a key parameter in the evaluation of 
a project’s eligibility for being funded. Moreover, innovativeness is of prime 
interest to the academic and industrial members of a project team, as it also 
defines the scientific potential and commercial value of the project outcomes and 
the possibility to be published in academic venues or create a new market, 
respectively. Going back to the distinction between design driven and user-driven 
innovation (Verganti 2008), the point we want to make here is that innovation, 
however interpreted, has an impact on the degree of sustainability that the project 
is able to achieve. In fact, users, and especially elderly users, may be reluctant to 
accept novelties that change their habits and require a learning effort that they do 
not immediately perceive as rewarding. Or, a technologically innovative solution 
may not be the appropriate answer to the problem that designers and users 
identified in a project. A well-known example is the Florence project where the 
researchers made this experience: 

in the scientific community, technical challenges mean making computer systems that may be 
characterized as 'epaulets': they have technical, fancy features, but are not particularly useful. 
Making small, simple, but useful computer systems, more like 'utensils', does not give as much 
credit even if the development process may be just as challenging (Bjerknes and Bratteteig 1988, 
p. 258). 

The three projects show different kinds of innovativeness. The City Quarter 
and Sehr-Mobil projects proposed simple and consolidated technologies and 
devices. They looked for user-driven innovation mainly in terms of the 
appropriation of the technology by a novel class of users for the sake of improving 
the quality of their life. In this vein, the two projects focused more on the 
practicalities of participatory design work with elderly people than on a more 
innovative technology. Their main achievement consisted in equipping the elderly 
users for the long-term appropriation of digital devices by fostering a combination 
of media literacy and co-design skills. Their focus was on the sustainability of 
practices with a view onto their evolvement in the future. 

The iStoppFalls project aimed at innovative functionalities to monitor the 
users’ physical moves and promote body exercises. These functionalities are 
based on a complex constellation of devices and of sophisticated software 
components and algorithms. The design-driven innovation is prevailing over the 
user-driven one that is nevertheless present and expressed in terms of system 
usability and the aim of helping users to improve their health and avoid the risks 
of falling. 

When projects involve IT-based solutions, design-driven innovation seems to 
be more valued by the EU funding schemes. In so doing, they make the projects 
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more difficult to manage and less sensitive to the issue of sustainability, as we 
discussed earlier. But even when user-driven innovation finds its space in how the 
project is conducted, the funding scheme may influence the negotiated assignment 
of the resources among the partners and some activities may lack the necessary 
funds because their relevance is not perceived or cannot be fully anticipated and 
changing the resources assignment cannot be easily implemented during the 
project. The effort needed to help the elderly participants master digital devices in 
the City Quarter and Sehr-Mobil projects is a good example. 

4.2.3. Post project issues 

The sustainability of an IT-based solution heavily depends on how it can be 
implemented and maintained after the project funding stops. This issue concerns 
both the social and technical aspects of keeping a design outcome alive in ‘real 
use’. On the one hand and irrespective of the success of creating a community 
dimension during the project, the community itself and/or the organization that 
supports it have to be helped to maintain the same initial impetus after the project 
team has left; in Bødker’s (1994) words – ‘the less they Bmiss the researchers, the 
better’ p. 17). The learning process that the City Quarter and Sehr-Mobile projects 
put in place is a necessary but not sufficient condition to keep the service and the 
related activities alive. The community and/or the organization have to be 
prepared to invest in the social and/or organizational infrastructure that is 
necessary for them to continue. The time pace of the projects hardly leaves time to 
plan for that and the funding schemes are in general more oriented to the 
transferability of the project outcomes to other contexts (usually named 
‘exploitation’) than to make them sustainable for the community and 
organizations that were involved in the projects. 

From the technical point of view, a similar argument can be made for the 
maintenance of the technology in the long run. An example is the City Quarter 
project in which the researchers managed to offer a temporary solution by 
engaging volunteers. But this cannot be an adequate solution to guarantee an 
acceptable level of service in the long run. Other apparently trifling factors can 
hinder the technical sustainability. In the same project, some institutional rules 
prohibited the researchers to have the users keep the devices that had been 
configured and used during the project after it ended. This is problematic from the 
psychological standpoint, as the elderly participants were accustomed to them and 
new devices would require an additional learning effort; and from the economic 
standpoint as most of them could not afford to buy a new device. 

This problem becomes even more challenging when the technical solution is 
innovative and builds on components which are being developed and maintained 
by several project partners; hence, more complex and risky to be maintained. This 
was the case in the iStoppFalls project. The post-project service and maintenance 
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level would reflect the commitments of the partners in the development of the 
various components; this would require a high coordination among the partners 
and their commitment for the future. Not all project partners were able to 
participate because the needed workload would have been too high in terms of 
personnel and logistics issues and because of coordination costs and the lack of 
resources. For example, the access to a central server system of a partner could 
only be guaranteed within the runtime of the project. Furthermore, the support of 
uprising hardware and software problems could no longer be provided by 
technical partners nor be solved by the other partners because of their complexity. 
Finally, innovative technologies incorporate functionalities that are evolving too: 
sometimes different stakeholders have to be involved because they are the only 
providers of the needed functionality or infrastructural component. This is another 
example of how difficult is to reconcile innovativeness and sustainability, and of 
how limited is the sensitivity of the funding agencies to help in this endeavor. 

5. The complex way to sustainability 

Our approach to discussing issues of sustainability in this paper is informed by the 
literature and the experiences made in three IT design projects with elderly 
people. While much of the literature focuses on post-project issues, when an IT-
based solution or a program is made use of by individuals, an organization or a 
community, the empirical material we presented describes how to prepare for 
sustainability as part of a project. Since our goal is to better understand the 
conditions that can make this happen we reflect on the multi-dimensional space 
(sketched in Figure 1) where sustainable IT-based solutions are developed within 
research-design projects. Each dimension (technology design, appropriation, and 
the various contextual conditions for achieving a sustainable outcome) can take 
different ‘values’ that cannot be fully known, defined or definable at the beginning 
of the project and that might vary during it: in particular in projects with a strong 
participatory component that are by necessity open, as the problem definition has 
to be developed in collaboration with users and other stakeholders. However, 
having all stakeholders have a clear perception of the current ‘values’ of these 
dimensions (and possibly others) is an important condition for them to be able to 
define a workable ‘contract’ and adjust its definition when faced with changing or 
new conditions. 

An important aspect of this is to be aware of how a change in one dimension 
will influence the other ones. Bratteteig and Wagner (2014, 2016), in their 
analysis of design decisions, have made a similar point. They stress the 
importance of ‘identifying choices as they evolve’ and the need to understand the 
interdependencies that are created by particular design choices. Our focus in this 
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paper is on the project decisions that affect the sustainability of a project outcome 
in the future and the transparency of their implications. 

5.1. Design for sustainable IT solutions 

Our analysis in this paper is based on concepts and findings from several research 
traditions that have sustainable solutions as a more or less explicit goal by 
focusing on complementary aspects. CSCW research has strong links with 
Participatory Design (PD), which focuses on the relationship between designers 
and prospective users of an IT-based solution, on the methods and tools that can 
make this relationship more fruitful in the aim to build a solution that fits the real 
needs of these users. The PD literature describes the role of field studies, of 
‘mutual learning’, of scenario-building and cooperative prototyping in this process 
(Simonsen and Robertson 2012). 

Other approaches stress more the fact that design continues after a solution is 
constructed in a given context (often within a research project) and has to live in 
the future in a changing context. For example, the Design Case Studies (DCS) 
framework described in Wulf et al. (2015) rests on three interwoven sets of 
project activities: a pre-study, a participatory development phase of a technical 
prototype, and a long-term evaluation of this prototype in the real-life settings of 
the participating target users. Then, design has to take into account ‘the installed 
base’ (Aanestad et al. 2017) and at the same time provide a technology that is 
‘evolvable’, that means malleable and open to technological evolution to be 
extended and further developed in use (Pipek et al. 2008) with an active 
participation of the end-users (Cabitza and Simone 2017); and possibly starting 
with a limited set of functionalities and practices around them (Aanestad and 
Hanseth 2003 ). This ‘infrastructuring’ process (Pipek and Wulf 2009) combines 
technology design with those activities that ensure that an IT-based artifact is 
actually used within an organization or community. 

In a recent paper, Lee and Schmidt (2018) have pointed at the ambiguities 
around the term infrastructure and its many different meanings in the research 
literature. In their critical assessment, they point at the need for infrastructure 
studies to undertake ‘a great deal more articulation about the specific artifacts that 
are embedded and, furthermore, of the actual practices that are undertaken in 
order to embed these and keep them embedded’ (p. 210). One of our points is that 
in order to strengthen the sustainability aspect of a project outcomes both, equally 
relevant, perspectives need to be combined in a more comprehensive view to 
understand how they influence each other: how to design with a view onto users’ 
needs and ‘real use’ and how to ‘infrastructure’ in the sense of embedding the 
design result in the practices of the members of an organization or community and 
keeping it embedded. Research on information infrastructures has stressed the 
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need to move beyond the focus on local uses of technology to include attention to 
its technological, organizational and political context, from a longer time 
perspective. For example, Monteiro et al. (2013) argue that an information 
infrastructure perspective ‘would contribute by supplementing a local view with 
what might be thought of as an Bextended design perspective to capture how 
workplace technologies can be shaped across multiple contexts and over extended 
periods of time’ (p. 576). 

5.2. Contextual conditions 

Since our focus is on sustainability in the framework of research projects, we 
concentrate on aspects that are strongly related to this situation and complement 
the considerations that can be found in the literature. 

5.2.1. The framing of the project 

We have stressed that the conditions defined by national and EU funding agencies 
are not necessarily conducive to achieving sustainability. Aiming at EU (and 
other) funding may require significant technical ambition. While this is obviously 
not problematic as such, it may exclude from the beginning the aim of a long-term 
appropriation and transfer of the technologies to be developed – in the households 
of the participating representatives of the target user group as well as beyond (e.g. 
in a city quarter). At least in Germany, the ministries’ funding calls are 
diversified: sometimes inclusion of end-users and living lab approaches are 
requested, but many calls aim for only as much as is needed to generate an 
innovative product. However, they all use the same funding schemes and, in 
general, do not recognize the often- invisible work of relationship and trust 
building that designing in collaboration with the participants requires; and which 
is also of limited academic value. 

The same holds for the necessity to collaborate with a multiplicity of 
stakeholders and partners: interdisciplinary and academia-industry based consortia 
often are a prerequisite for funding. The ‘alignment’ work needed to create a 
common frame of reference and make the collaboration work is not accounted for 
in project plans. In the case of conflicting interests and variegated contributions 
this may create problems; for example, when industrial partners are mainly 
interested in testing and further developing their own products, forcing the design 
choices in this direction. At the same time, an industrial partner may offer 
resources academic researchers would not be able to mobilize. Researchers on the 
other hand often have educational commitments, e.g. when working with PhD 
students, and they need to construct a solid academic record. Both goals can be in 
conflict with the industrial perspective. Finally, projects with elderly users, such 
as the ones we discussed in this paper, usually benefit from having to involve 
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community or user organizations, such as local authorities, care homes, or help 
organizations, since these are the ones that can offer the know-how and resources 
to make a design outcome sustainable in the future. But these types of 
organization often do not have experience with the rules and goals of academia or 
industry (see also Altman 1995). 

A difficult situation is also created by project timelines and budget rules, as the 
three projects have demonstrated. In general, the project duration envisioned by 
funders is too short for an IT design effort to fully come to fruition and reach the 
stage of ‘real use’. Budget rules often do not cover activities that seem too 
‘mundane’ to be seriously considered but turn out to be critical to the 
sustainability of a project. The flexibility that is necessary to be able to (re-) 
assign resources and responsibilities and/or define new and unexpected tasks is 
often not compatible with funding models. 

 

5.2.2. The level of sustainability a project seeks to achieve 

The ability to achieve a sustainable project outcome is deeply influenced by the 
target user group since it shapes the basic conditions from which the sustainability 
dis- course can start and the level of autonomy this group can reach at the end of 
the project. Many research groups have reflected on how to design with and for 
elderly people as the target user group (e.g. Joshi and Bratteteig 2016; Leong and 
Robertson 2016). From the point of view of sustainability, we add several insights 
to this research. Much has been written about the fact that elderly people with 
little previous experience with IT-based artifacts need to be motivated and given 
time to learn how to use digital devices and to ‘domesticate’ them. What may be 
less obvious is how much time and effort this may take. Hence, to set apart 
resources for an extensive period of learning and convince all involved 
stakeholders and project partners of the necessity of such an ‘investment’ are 
among the key conditions for sustainability. In this respect, the type of 
‘innovation’ that is foregrounded in a project is crucial. While for ‘user-driven 
innovation’ having sufficient resources for ‘mutual learning’ is critical, the 
challenge of ‘design-driven innovation’ is to match technical ambition with 
finding a role for the proposed technology in users’ life. This may make planning 
for sustainability more difficult since it expects users, as well as the hosting 
institutions, to imagine the role of the proposed technology in their lives, although 
they have not been part of co-developing the project vision. 

While domestication seems to be a condition ‘sine-qua-non’ for elderly users to 
be able to contribute to the design solution as co-designers, the ability to identify 
and contribute to the construction of new or additional functionalities (the 
‘evolving’ level) is much harder to develop within the context of one project. 
Ballegaard et al. (2006) define ‘evolvability’ as a basic requirement for 
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technologies for elderly people, arguing that in particular very old persons need 
much time to get used to technologies and only being deeply familiar with them 
will make them apt to accept new functionalities and think of new ways of doing 
things. The experience from our projects points at the importance of moving 
beyond the individual use of a technology to collective forms of use. 

Sharing technologies and practices with others may lead to more active forms 
of appropriation. However, for this to happen support by an organization or 
community with resources and training may be needed. Scaling may be necessary 
in order to reach a critical mass of users and make particular design outcomes 
viable and sufficiently interesting for them. From the researcher-designers 
perspective, testing the transferability of an IT-based solution to other sites 
provides the possibility to enrich the solution and help make it responsive to 
different contexts. In the Sehr- Mobil and iStoppFalls projects the researchers 
chose this strategy. Betz and Wulf (2018) stress that ‘transferability can be 
supported by a thorough documentation of the circumstances under which the 
results were generated’ (p. 463). 

These levels of sustainability are more likely the outcome of a series of 
projects that allow the stakeholders to consolidate and accumulate previous 
positive and negative experiences. In some cases, the full potential of a socio-
technical solution may only become clear at the end of a project. For example, the 
conclusion that Müller and Wan (2018) draw from the evaluation of a GPS-based 
tracking system in dementia care is that the main design outcome of this project 
was not the technical solution itself but the insights gained in the process of 
collaborating with the carers of people with dementia. 

5.3. Design for sustainability as a collective learning process 

Constructing sustainable IT-based solutions in IT design projects is more a goal 
than a consolidated practice in design. Indeed, sustainability is not yet a key 
concept that would systematically inform how projects are funded, planned and 
conducted. Individual stakeholders might have an interest in designing for 
sustainability and/ or receive a sustainable product at the end of a project but that 
does not guarantee that all project partners contribute to this goal. A way to 
overcome this situation is to see design for sustainability as a collective learning 
process that creates awareness about the value of sustainable projects outcomes. 

The relevance of learning for the users of the socio-technical solution 
envisaged or constructed during the project has been already stressed and 
articulated in the previous sections and is widely referred to in the literature, 
which points to the need for expansive or developmental learning (Ellström 2001; 
Engeström 2001). When working with elderly people a critical point, which also 
has an ethical dimension, is how to prepare them for living with the design result 
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after the project has ended and with this the continuous attention and support they 
received during project time. A community of users that has been created as part 
of a project may be helpful in this respect, but it would need a ‘host’, a supporting 
organization, to continue. But also the institutions hosting or supporting the 
elderly people have to learn how to define a strategy about how to manage and 
sustain the new situation if they want to steadily achieve the goals that motivated 
their participation in a project. Part of the design should be devoted to make them 
aware of what is required and, if needed, support them in defining the most 
productive and feasible strategy. An often-neglected issue is the need for 
technology support beyond the end of a project. Apart from the malleability, 
robustness and consolidated standards of the technology the solution is based on, 
this support may be difficult to achieve in the case of elderly people who continue 
to live at home and in the absence of an hosting organization or community that 
would guarantee and provide resources for maintenance, repair and further 
training as its responsibility. Third party organizations, if and when available, are 
not always aware of the specific kind of users they are called to support. 

Since there is little experience with designing for sustainability in IT design 
projects, there is a need for researchers and, in general, the stakeholders that 
contribute to the IT-based solution to reflect on how the solution was conceived 
and constructed, the relevant choices made, the achievements and the failures. 
While reflection seems a ‘natural’ part of academic research, it does not 
necessarily focus on the details of how a design result is constructed in 
collaboration with the other stakeholders. Randall (2018) state: ‘The need for this 
is reflected in the fact that a community dedicated towards analyzing and 
supporting practices has, to date, provided very few empirical accounts of their 
own research practices’ (p. 500). 

The CSCW research community is discussing various strategies to build a 
knowledge base from field studies and IT design projects on top of which to 
construct and compare new experiences and to do more comparative case study 
work. 

Understanding how a design result is achieved and can be sustained would 
require specific attention. A knowledge base of methods and techniques in support 
of creating sustainable IT-based solution could be the basis for defining research 
endeavors that take sustainability as one of its main goals and create the 
conditions to make it happen. Moreover, a collection of concrete, well 
documented experiences can make the alignment work mentioned above easier. In 
a similar vein, Stevens et al. (2018) suggest the construction of ‘e-portfolios’ - 
‘digitalized collections of design case studies’ that support a long-lasting memory 
of the design experiences, in terms of both raw data (recordings, transcriptions, 
field notes) and the emerging technical designs. Dalsgaard and Halskov (2012) 
present and discuss a tool designed to support design documentation, emphasizing 
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not only its usefulness for ‘shared reflection and discussion in on-going projects’ 
but also for ‘scaffolding longitudinal and cross-projects studies’ (p. 428). We 
would add that such collections should pay specific attention to documenting 
design practices that aim at the sustainability of the design outcomes. We perceive 
this as a valuable and necessary support tool for the collective learning process 
that occurs during and beyond any single project. 

6. Conclusions 

We have applied the lens of sustainability onto three publicly funded projects of 
each three-year duration that aimed at developing socio-technical innovations for 
and with elderly people living in their homes. In contrast to the majority of 
research work which discusses sustainability mainly in regard to ecological issues, 
we have examined the sustainability of IT-based solutions in the lives of elderly 
people, having a critical look at the conditions that make this possible. 

We have opened this perspective on the sustainability aspects of IT design 
projects in respect to the technologies that have been developed and to a number 
of social issues at the interface between the stakeholders that participate in project 
consortia: academic researchers, the particular user group, user and/or community 
organizations, as well as industrial partners. One of our arguments is that the 
sustainability of solutions cannot be discussed without carefully examining the 
interfaces of all parties that, from potentially divergent perspectives, have an 
impact on an IT design project, beginning with proposal writing in response to 
project calls, up to conducting the research work in a multi-stakeholder 
consortium. 

One of the main tensions is that between having to develop innovations which 
are future-directed, while at the same time striving for a close collaboration with 
users or ‘end-user integration’ to use the wording from funding calls that often do 
not acknowledge the work that needs to be invested to make participatory design 
and interdisciplinary collaborative work possible. 

Taking sustainability seriously requires reshaping the methods and tools 
supporting the design of a robust, maintainable and evolvable solution so that its 
domestication and appropriation by the users can be consolidated after it is 
released at the end of the project. To this aim the solution has to include the 
provision of support to users, in terms of motivations, education, technical 
assistance, and monitoring of new demands together with the related resources: 
this is a particularly critical issue in case of elderly people. 

Our findings have two important implications: On the one hand, they confirm 
the need to carefully document the design experiences that are pertinent to 
achieving sustainability and to, from that, construct a solid body of knowledge to 
be shared by all the involved stakeholders within and across projects. This opens a 
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novel line of research: to define how cases are documented in an appropriated 
way; how they can be soundly and fruitfully compared; and how a solution might 
be adapted to another context, so that failures and successes might improve the 
quality of new design efforts. In other words, the goal is not a mere repository but 
a ‘common information space’ that can be accessed and traversed in many 
possible ways, according to different (research) questions. 

On the other hand, the funding schemes supporting the research-design 
initiatives should create the conditions to achieve sustainable results, if not to 
have sustainability as a primary objective and assessment criterion. Already 20 
years ago Altman (1995) proposed several measures concerning funding and 
evaluation of community projects, among them: 

[…] (b) including sustainability as one criterion in the evaluation of research grant proposals and 
requiring that researchers have a detailed plan for enhancing sustainability, (c) earmarking funds 
for research on methods to enhance sustain- ability and to study the effects of sustainability, and 
(d) including community workers in the review process for research grants to help evaluate the 
sustainability plan (or the potential sustainability of proposed interventions) (p. 533). 

These (and other) measures would inspire a new perspective on how to plan 
projects and how to orient the related consortia to sustainability. 
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Abstract We present a user-centered development process for a GPS monitoring system 
to be used in dementia care to support care for persons with wandering behavior. The 
usage of GPS systems in dementia care is still very low. The paper takes a socio-
technical stance on development and appropriation of GPS technology in dementia care 
and assesses the practical and ideological issues surrounding care to understand why. 
The results include: 1) Results from qualitative user studies from which design ideas, 
implications and requirements for design and redesign were developed. 2) Description of 
the politics, negotiations, and challenges encountered in the project at hand. These 
processual matters had a powerful impact on the product that was finally envisaged. The 
design process was taken as a whole to illuminate the way in which design outcomes are 
arrived at and to foster discussion about how ‘best practice’ might possibly be achieved. 
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1 Introduction 

In Germany there are more than a million people suffering from dementia. 
Every year more than 250,000 new cases occur. According to one calculation, this 
number will climb to 2.3 million by the year 2050 (Bickel 2005). Worldwide, the 
prevalence of dementia sufferers was estimated at 35.6 million in the year 2009. 
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The projected number of sufferers for the year 2050 will be 115.4 million 
(Alzheimer 2009). Typical symptoms of dementia are progressive memory loss, 
disorientation in time, loss of spatial orientation, and progressive loss of one’s 
own personality. The loss of spatial orientation and memory ability means that 
people with dementia have a significantly greater risk of getting lost (McShane et 
al. 1998). Such situations cause anxiety and even more disorientation, which can 
lead to life-threatening circumstances (Flaherty 2006). For caregivers as well, this 
wandering behavior may cause overwhelming stress since dementia patients often 
need constant company. With the progression of the disease, persons with 
dementia will become increasingly dependent on help and support. The majority 
of patients, about 75%, live in the home environment, with the support of family 
and care services. Approximately 25% live in nursing homes (Alzheimer Europe 
2005). 

Dementia patients, as direct sufferers of the disease, are under the spotlight in 
most research studies dealing with this issue. Nevertheless, family caregivers and 
relatives also deserve special attention, as they are exposed to high psychosocial 
and physical demand. This is especially the case since they themselves are often 
elderly and suffering from other ailments. A study shows that in the US, the 
average age of family caregivers is 48 and 51% of them are over age 50 
(Alzheimer’s Association. 2008). The physical and psychological stress of both 
parties can often, in addition, lead to social problems. Research has tended to 
emphasize medicinal and socio- therapeutic approaches which aim primarily at 
maintaining independence and vitality of life. This includes support for 
orientation and safety and the alleviation of co-morbidities such as depression or 
behavioral change. Recent research work on ICT for dementia care has 
demonstrated how successful embedding of technology in everyday practices 
implicates a set of value judgments and attitudes about how best to take care of, 
and make decisions for, another person (Dahl and Holbø 2012a; Dahl and Holbø 
2012b; Robinson et al. 2009). One of the ways in which this plays out is in 
concern over surveillance (Essén 2008), which in the field of dementia care has 
led to consideration of value conflicts such as awareness against privacy and 
safety against autonomy (Landau et al. 2009; Landau et al. 2010). Other authors 
provide a more nuanced picture on the basis of qualitative research results, such as 
(Dahl and Holbø 2012a), who point at the multi-faceted nature of stakeholders’ 
views on the dilemmas of GPS tracking of patients in professional dementia care. 
In this paper, we expand on these dilemmas through consideration of different 
aspects of a GPS-based monitoring measure which we link to distinctive and 
heterogeneous values that range across settings and roles in both professional 
contexts and elsewhere. 

For clinical diagnosis and therapeutic treatment purposes, different schemes 
exist which divide the progressive disease into phases. One such international 
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scheme is the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) (Morris 1993). Phases described 
are “None”, “questionable”, “mild impairment”, “moderate impairment”, and 
“severe impairment”. The phases describe the change in the following 
parameters: memory, orientation, judgment and problem solving, community 
affairs, home and hobbies and personal affairs. 

For dementia sufferers, a tracking system in theory gives a balance between 
preserving autonomy and protecting safety. However, in a first trial of global 
positioning system (GPS) technology to locate missing persons, Miskelly 
(Miskelly 2005) (though validating the accuracy and performance of the system) 
found that 5 out of the 11 respondents dropped out of the test. This is a starting 
point of our study – a detailed investigation of the sociotechnical factors which 
make GPS deployment so problematic. As of today, even though there are 
commercial GPS tracking devices, they are seldom bought and used (Robinson et 
al. 2009). Our study shows that the take-up of such technologies in this 
complicated context has been underwhelming, both by familial caregivers and by 
institutions. Further, and as we will show, if take- up is limited by experiences of 
a ‘gap’ between expectation and reality on the part of caregivers, it is also limited 
by similar problems with heterogeneous expectations in the design process itself. 

Brodaty et al. (2005) showed that caregivers’ acceptance of available services 
is low (Brodaty et al. 2005). Reasons, they suggested, were perceived lack of need 
and lack of knowledge of related services. The stigma attached to dementia was 
another reason why many caregivers would not seek assistance. The low uptake of 
39:3 technological aids in dementia care points to the need for a better 
understanding of the social/socio-technical issues in technology usage in dementia 
care. The social, ethical and legal universe in which caregivers operate 
problematizes the deployment of such technologies in a variety of ways and we 
aim to detail this. 

This paper reports on a federally funded research project in Germany which 
aims at design and development of a GPS monitoring system for caregivers of 
late-phase dementia patients with wandering behavior (mild to moderate 
impairment). The project consisted of two interdisciplinary partners from industry 
and academia. It was conducted in the following phases: 1.) a pre-phase of 
qualitative investigation into the practices of professional and familial caregivers 
of sufferers from dementia who wander, 2.) design and prototyping of the 
technology and 3.) an evaluation phase in which the appropriation and usage of 
the developed technologies in real environment is being observed over a long-
term period. As such, it is broadly consistent with the design case study approach 
advocated by Wulf et al. (Wulf et al. 2011). It is motivated by a core assumption, 
that the ‘practice turn’ in HCI and elsewhere will provide valuable insights into 
the design and appropriation of computer artifacts. Research in the field of 
practice-based design (Kuuti and Bannon 2014; Wulf et al. 2011) calls for 
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attention to the practices of users, of researchers, and of the ways in which they 
interact. In particular, overall project activities in a broader and dynamic sense 
rather than the so-called ‘clean’ design studies which simply reporting on the 
results of research & development projects. This ‘practice turn’ in HCI, then, is 
based on the assumption that all the activities of organizational actors, as well as 
those they study, in a cooperative project might contribute to the formulation of 
design goals, and that the process of investigation needs to be looked at as a set of 
practices right from the start. There are relatively few examples which 
demonstrate how the practices of users and the practices of research participants at 
an organizational level are mutually elaborative in the evolution of a design 
solution. Specifically, we focus on the potential benefits which may accrue from 
attention to user practices, and the more problematic issues which may arise when 
industry and academia collaborate. Such a meta-perspective, we suggest, has 
seldom been offered in the context of healthcare. This is surprising given that, in 
the context of Germany and the wider EU, research projects have to conform to 
certain framing assumptions governing the pairing of research institutes and 
industry. We argue that, while such collaborations offer considerable potential in 
relation to the melding of heterogeneous experiences and expertise, they also 
require careful handling in respect to issues we discuss below. In this paper, then, 
we show the very complex way in which the field of dementia research is 
inflected by a series of social, technical and organizational issues which, taken 
together, may explain why there are relatively few examples of successful large-
scale research projects in the history of dementia research literature (Fitzpatrick 
and Ellingsen 2012). 

Our contributions to the field include: 
• A fine-grained understanding of attitudes and practices in GPS-based 

wandering management in familial and institutional care. 

• A better understanding of the sheer complexity of the different 
situations which occasion concern, the heterogeneous nature of 
organizational and family routines, and the nuances of 
moral/ideological commitments expressed by different parties. 

• Implications for successful assistive technology in such sensitive 
contexts which include, but go beyond, technology itself. 

• Opening up discussion about parameters which may influence 
successful large- scale research projects in this field. 

• The scalability and transferability of design outcomes to other groups of 
users or sites. 

The paper is structured in the following way. In section 2 we review the related 
literature. Section 3 provides background information about the project setup and 
our methodological approach when carrying out the project. In section 4 we 
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describe the first phase of the work: pre-study, including empirical results from 
the field and meta results of the cooperation process with the project partner. In 
section 5, design implications based on the pre-study results are presented and 
following that, the prototype is described. Section 6 reports on the empirical 
results of the long-term field evaluation and the corresponding project 
management reflections on the cooperation process. In section 7, the paper ends 
with discussion and conclusion on both lines of results: dementia management 
and project management. 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Healthcare in General  

Growing awareness of the demographic shift towards an older population has led 
to a blossoming of technological development to support healthcare for that 
group. A large body of work in the field of healthcare has been produced in recent 
years. Such studies have contributed to our understanding of how healthcare is 
collaboratively achieved, and to the design of assistive technologies to support 
this work. Designing assistive technology for healthcare involves subtle yet 
complex challenges which normally requires comprehensive requirement analysis 
and tailored methodology (Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen 2012). Research under the 
broad auspices of HCI/CSCW has spanned a wide spectrum of contexts, from 
professional care centers, e.g. hospitals, to the supporting of individuals suffering 
from chronic diseases at their homes. ICT development for institutional care has 
explicitly concerned itself with issues of the coordination of workflow tasks in 
complex settings like hospitals, as with the introduction of Electronic Patient 
Record (EPR) (Greenhalgh et al. 2009; Boulus and Bjorn 2010). In home context, 
research has focused more on empowering people so that they can live at home as 
long as possible (Ageing in Place). Such work increasingly focuses on supporting 
social interaction and the sense of belonging for the elderly (Gaver et al. 2011; 
Judge et al. 2010; Uzor and Baillie 2013; Vines et al. 2013) so that older people 
can continue living, as much as possible, independently even in circumstances 
where they are experiencing cognitive and/or physical decline. 

Recent studies relating to healthcare technology have progressively recognized 
the that the design, use and management of such technology is a sociotechnical 
issue (Ballegaard et al. 2008; Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen 2012; Kaplan and Harris- 
Salamone 2009). For home-based healthcare, for instance, themes evolve around 
the communication and cooperation needs of various stakeholders in chronic 
illness treatment (Mamykina et al. 2008; Palen and Aaløkke 2006; Pang et al. 
2013; Pratt et al. 2006). It has been shown that the values and attitudes of each 
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stakeholder play an important role in appropriation and usage of ICT (Christensen 
and Grönvall 2011). Other research work has aimed at key problems such as the 
role of various stakeholders in the care process and has dealt with such issues as 
‘whereabouts’ or ‘biographical’ awareness (Abowd et al. 2006; Consolvo et al. 
2004; Mynatt et al. 2001, Wittenberg-Lyles et al. 2010) and monitoring (Demiris 
2009; Morris et al. 2003; Petrakou 2007). (Tentori et al. 2012) review HCI 
approaches to assisted navigation and wayfinding support and assess projects 
aimed at support for outdoor as well as indoor navigation support. Their review 
comprises different user groups, including not only the elderly but also other age 
groups suffering from chronic illnesses and cognitive disabilities. (Consolvo et al. 
2004) argue that, predicated on their user studies, that care for an elderly person is 
made up of “uneven distribution of responsibility, miscommunication, 
misunderstanding, distrust, unmet care needs, and negative impact on the careers 
and personal needs of the individuals involved” (p. 22). They describe several 
usage scenarios for computer-supported coordinated care, but also pinpoint the 
need for deeper empirical investigation of care circumstances to be able to fully 
meet the needs by technology. 

2.2 Dementia Care 

In the area of dementia care, a review of commercially available and emerging 
assistive technologies has shown that most of the technologies were developed for 
a relatively young population with non-progressive traumatic brain injuries, and 
that technologies specifically designed for neurodegenerative dementia are 
actually scarce (Bharucha et al. 2009). (Pot et al. 2012) have shown that, for early-
stage conditions with ‘relatively low’ wandering behavior, GPS-based technology 
support provides benefits to familial caregivers and the care receivers. However, 
they also discuss some problems to be further analyzed, such as the interrelation 
of technical savviness, willingness to adopt a technological system and level of 
education. Memory-aid technology thus is an important theme for patients whose 
condition is mild to stable, but it cannot be assumed that design solutions 
appropriate to that group are also appropriate for people suffering from more 
progressive or late stage cognitive failures. Systems on offer also include 
prompting systems such as those to help cognitive disability sufferers carry out 
everyday tasks that they would not to able to achieve themselves (Carmien and 
Fischer 2008), or reminiscence systems for either therapy or providing memory 
cues (Gowans et al. 2004; Lee and Dey 2007). Recognizing the varied nature of 
the problem, (Sugihara et al. 2013) have summarized a technology roadmap for 
dementia care within Japan. 
Wandering is a prevalent behavior of dementia patients. Various strategies have 
been implemented to intervene in this behavior, such as pharmacological 
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intervention, behavioral therapy, music therapy, and construction modification. 
Mobility detection has been already early described as a valuable application for 
the care domain (Sohn et al. 2006). Electronic tracking systems enable real-time 
locating of the patient, thus allowing caregivers to manage crisis situations and 
reduce anxiety and psychological burden. But, these monitoring technologies do 
raise serious ethical considerations surrounding the dilemma between safety and 
autonomy, privacy and awareness. Robinson et al., for instance, have explored the 
perspectives of different stakeholders on the conflict between prevention of harm 
and patient’s autonomy in the management of wandering in dementia. This study 
shows that the professional caregivers tended to prioritize safety, while familial 
caregivers focused more on preserving the autonomy of patients and their quality 
of life (Robinson et al. 2009). In Landau et al.’s two related studies, the authors 
examined the attitudes of professional and family caregivers towards location 
tracking of persons with dementia, and addressed the issue of who should decide 
whether a tracking device should be used (Landau et al. 2009; Landau et al. 
2010). Müller et al. focused on the core dilemmas of “safety vs. autonomy” in 
GPS tracking for persons with dementia and how these were reflected in the care 
practice in both professional and family situations (Müller et al. 2010). Dahl and 
Holbø similarly addressed the issue of “privacy vs. awareness” with professional 
stakeholders in the use of GPS tracking for management of wandering and found 
that the level of details required is intimately linked to the purpose of use and 
should be carefully balanced (Dahl and Holbø 2012a). This has further led some 
researchers to reflect on appropriate research methods, such as the testing of off-
the-shelf technologies in real circumstances (Dahl and Holbø 2012b) and to a 
claim for more long-term evaluation of prototypes in general (Fitzpatrick and 
Ellingsen 2012). Some studies have involved dementia patients in the design 
process, for gathering precise user requirements (Robinson et al. 2009; Hawkey et 
al. 2005). This has been proven to be successful with mild to moderate dementia 
patients. 

In the commercial sector, a handful of available products/services are available. 
They offer different services, such as a full service support (for a monthly fee (e.g. 
www.buddy.co.uk)), or simply a tracking device to be used with a mobile or 
smartphone (e.g. www.trackyour.co.uk). Others address the knowledge gap 
associated with many potential users and provide comprehensive learning 
materials (such as, e.g. www.projectlifesaver.org). In regard to user acceptance, 
the solutions provide different devices, such as wristbands or small tracking 
devices to put in a pocket (such as the named firms), others provide trackers in 
shoes (e.g. www.gpssmartsole.com), to increase acceptance of the technology. 
While some research alludes to the insufficient acceptance of tracking devices in 
dementia care (Brodaty et al. 2005; Astell 2009), we still do not fully understand 
why the take-up of such technology has been underwhelming. Our review of the 
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literature found no example of previous work that compared practices to be found 
in different care settings and the moral and ideological world they inhabit. A 
contribution of this study, then, is to show that the differences to be found in 
different contexts are sometimes striking, and have a direct impact on willingness 
to deploy technology. 

2.3 Research Methods in Sensitive Settings 

Because of the richly situated, continuously evolving, and collaborative nature of 
healthcare, studies of this kind in the field of HCI or CSCW often are carried out 
with qualitative methods. (Siek et al. 2014) point at the importance of reflecting 
deployment processes in HCI from a holistic stance, which in the research field at 
hand is of special relevance. In the case of dementia care – an example of the 
‘sensitive setting’ that Crabtree et al. (2003) refer to – research into the problems 
of dementia sufferers and their families is particularly challenging. Crabtree et al. 
reported on their experience of adapting cultural probes when developing 
computer support for former psychiatric patients living in residential care settings, 
for older members of the community, and for disabled people living at home 
(Crabtree et al ibid). Underpinning such work is a concern for ‘responsibility’- 
who is responsible for care and in what circumstances? Can sufferers be relied on 
to act responsibly in their own interests? Studies on this topic exist but are far 
from sufficient for us to fully understand the current situation (Landau et al. 
2011). 
Involving users in the design process is a common practice, associated with 
“participatory design” (Muller 2003) and other similar conceptions in 
HCI/CSCW. However, the specifics of the involvement of elderly persons – and 
in our research – both those suffering from dementia and their caregivers, who 
often have little exposure to information and communication technology have 
only been rarely dealt with so far (Newell et al. 2007). Robinson et al., for 
instance, aim at supporting independent living and involving early-onset dementia 
patients in the design process (Robinson et al 2009). Some authors noted that 
when conducting Participatory Design workshops with both dementia patients and 
caregivers, it is important to prevent caregivers from becoming the dominant or 
only voice. Patients may otherwise be unheard (Dahl and Holbø 2012b). Relevant 
here would be the notion of value sensitive design (Friedman 1996) as an 
information system design methodology which emphasizes how values play out in 
design, and how balancing competing values in various situations plays an 
important role. This is made more complex by the fact that definitions of key 
values like autonomy, privacy, or security are highly situated, and are understood 
differently depending on different contexts or care philosophy (Wigg 2010). 
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The issue of how to analyze the complex, detailed qualitative data from in-situ 
studies in healthcare is a further challenge. We align our methodological approach 
with the practice-oriented design research framework of Wulf et al. 2011). Under 
this framework we approach our research in three phases: 1. Pre-study: 
empirically analyzing actual practice in specific application context; 2. 
Development: designing ICT artifacts based on the findings of phase one; 3. 
Evaluation: examining the appropriation of the technical artifact over a significant 
period of time (Stevens et al. 2009). We should perhaps point out here that 
evaluation here does not refer only to the traditional HCI concerns with 
robustness, reliability and the user interface but also to the processes by which 
users do or do not begin to appropriate artifacts in real life circumstances. It is, 
then, in keeping with the ‘situated evaluation’ perspective described by Twidale et 
al (1994). Our work, then, focuses on presenting a whole design process that 
includes building, deploying and evaluating a system over a long period of time as 
recommended by (Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen 2012). 

2.4 Gap in the State-of-the-art 

Thus far, we have discussed the existing literature dealing with cognitive 
impairment on the part of older people, and pointed to the relative paucity of 
research which deals with interventions in the case of late stage development. We 
have shown how the literature nevertheless has situated concerns in a 
sociotechnical universe, increasingly recognizing the related moral and practical 
issues in the usage of information technology in the context of cognitive 
impairment. We wish to open up this space further by also reflecting on the 
process of technology design itself. It is evident that the design of a technology to 
be used in such challenging moral universes is also strongly influenced by 
approaches and constraints of the project in which development work is being 
conducted. Project ethnographies, e.g. from (Buchiarelli 1988) or (Pedersen 2007) 
demonstrate that design of technology is a social process which brings together 
professional actors from different backgrounds in a design team 
(industrial/academia; engineering/social science, etc.) as well as professionals and 
end-users of the application areas into a common design space of negotiations, 
specifications, decision discourses and handling of project constraints (Buchiarelli 
1988). 

Here, we do not attempt to deliver a fully-fledged project ethnography of our 
design project, but want to examine, at least in outline, the development steps 
taken and the way in which decision making and negotiation landmarks of the 
project team moulded design outcomes. This is important because there exist a 
variety of attitudes and approaches in thinking about a potential technical solution 
for wanderers in the minds of the designers and engineers as much as in the 
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universe of caregivers. There exist specific beliefs and visions which are shaped 
by a number of factors, not least how the project has been initially set up. It is our 
aim to display these manifold interdependencies and how they impact on progress. 
There is, of course, no shortage of methodological deliberation in HCI aimed at 
better involvement of future users, and at recognizing the interests of the full 
range of possible stakeholders. These include, for obvious mention, PD methods 
(Grönvall and Kyng 2011; Carroll and Rosson 2007; Kensing and Blomberg 
1998). Even so, a perspective on reconciling the interests of stakeholders in a 
cooperative project such as the one we discuss has not been extensively worked 
out. For instance, the emergence of dissonant understandings between diverse 
stakeholders across academic and commercial backgrounds is more or less 
foreseeable during project progress due to the different attitudes and goals every 
project partner brings (Dachtera et al. 2014). Outcomes are seldom wholly clear in 
advance (Dachtera et al. 2014) and partners need to continually negotiate the 
further progress of the project in order to meet all the different expectations 
(Binder et al. 2012; Bucciarelli 1988; McDermott 1999). While the literature 
attests to the differences between diverse interests, however, we still know little 
about the concrete decision and negotiation processes during a project’s lifetime. 
Stakeholder management literature provides solutions either from a top-down 
managerial view (Dalsgaard 2010; Molinari, 2011), in a more process- and tool-
oriented stance (Yoo et al. 2013), or in non-participatory approaches (Rau et al. 
2013). For HCI design research, however, we would suggest that these approaches 
are not entirely suitable. The knowledge of the different stakeholders involved, 
the social fabric they inhabit as well as the varied practices that may determine 
use (or otherwise) will surely shape the consideration of what might turn out to be 
usable and useful technology. Such knowledge is not given to any particular 
group within the design process and, just as importantly, how best to interpret the 
significance of such knowledge will always be negotiable. The argument for 
practice-oriented HCI research (Kuutti and Bannon 2014; Wulf et al. 2011) which 
recognizes stakeholder interests and performances and how related decisions 
impact on the final design product has, as yet, produced only a few papers with 
explicit insights into the social and organizational production of a design outcome 
(Bucciarelli 1988; Dachtera et al. 2014; Müller et al. 2015). 
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3 PROJECT SETTING & RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Background Information about the Project 

The activities we report on in this study are part of a two-year publicly funded 
interdisciplinary research & development project with the aim of developing a 
GPS- based monitoring system for caregivers to enable them to cope with the 
wandering behavior of dementia patients. The project had the philosophy of 
developing a “passive monitoring” solution for late-stage dementia sufferers, 
which means that the technology was supposed to be non-obtrusive for patients. 
The intended user group covers both familial and professional caregivers, and 
therefore research was conducted in both home and institutional care contexts. 

The project consortium consisted of two parties: 1). DEVLEAD: an SME 
(Small and Medium Enterprise) with a software development background, and 2). 
UNI: a university research group with considerable experience in the HCI 
research field, namely “us” in the context of this paper. The project 
responsibilities were distributed between both partners in the following way: 
DEVLEAD was the main developer of the system, and UNI was responsible for 
the participatory design processes with end- users during the three design phases. 
In the next chapter we will elaborate in more detail how cooperation and 
communication processes evolved during the different project stages. 

3.2 Methodology in User Study 

The pre-study was always intended to be exploratory and used, broadly speaking, 
a grounded theory-based approach (GTM) (Strauss and Corbin 1990). GTM 
remains controversial insofar as there are disagreements as to what its 
commitments entail and what its achievements might be (see for instance 
Timmermans and Tavory, 2012). Here, we follow the usual initial strategy in 
GTM to sample for diversity (e.g., Corbin & Strauss 2008), and thus set out to 
look for interview partners and observation opportunities in contexts of both 
domestic care by relatives as well as institutional care in different forms. The 
results we describe below constitute open coding only, and we have made no 
attempt to move beyond that. 

The three different care environments in which we found interview partners 
were representative of: care homes, special dementia living groups, and 
institutional care facilities. In general, it should be pointed out, accessing ‘users’ 
in these circumstances is difficult. Our first attempts at user contact showed that 
many dementia-affected families feel reluctant to discuss this sensitive topic with 
unfamiliar people. It required, as is always the case in such sensitive settings, the 
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development of trust in our motives and our ability to behave responsibly over 
time. To do so, we looked for ‘gatekeepers’ or ‘door openers’ who could help. 
They were available in the form of organizers of a local self-help organization. 
These persons had widespread contacts with families as well as institutions and 
the willingness of people to be interviewed by us largely depended on their 
vouchsafing of our good intentions. 

Our ambition initially was to include patients in every context where our field 
study took place. In all environments we tried to interview patients, but this turned 
out to be extremely difficult. Severe problems in care at home for persons in mild 
to moderate – and later severe – stages most often led to the admission of the 
persons into institutional care homes. Statistics show that, as of 2013, 40% of 
those with late- stage Alzheimer’s disease live at home, while 60% live in 
healthcare establishments (Duthey 2013). In most of our cases, despite our best 
efforts, we had to work with caregivers, both informal and institutional, to identify 
with them what the patients would see as appropriate for them in ideologically 
charged contexts. The same is true for the later evaluation phase in two care 
homes and a family. In the family, while the husband suffering from dementia 
participated in every chat and interview, there were evident problems with the 
depth of his understanding. Unlike Robinson et al. (Robinson et al 2009), our 
specific context (late stage, frequently takes place in institutional care) faces very 
different methodological challenges. We did, nevertheless, manage to invite and 
have some of the patients present in the interviews and at the workshops together 
with the caregivers. 

Altogether, we conducted 21 semi-structured interviews, with 6 family 
caregivers (2 wives, 1 husband, 2 adult daughters, and 1 adult son of a dementia 
sufferer) and 15 professional caregivers (6 ward nurses and 9 managers) from 
institutional care facilities. Each interview lasted about 2 hours. All the interviews 
were audio recorded with user approval, and were transcribed and anonymized for 
data analysis. Besides interviews, we have held several meetings with an 
Alzheimer self-help organization. These meetings have been documented in field 
notes. Furthermore, we spent some days on participant observation in institutions 
and families (10 hours in care home and 10 hours in a dementia flat share). They 
were also documented in the form of field notes. 

After we readied all the empirical data (interview transcripts, field notes), we 
started a collective and systematic coding process. As a team, we held data 
analysis workshops regularly to update the code system, cross-code each other’s 
material, and group-discuss unclear or ambivalent issues. This has helped 
minimize diverse interpretations between individual team members. 

Based on the results of the pre-study, we held regular meetings with the project 
partner to outline and discuss design ideas. We also held regular design 
workshops with the self-help organization to test and validate design ideas as soon 
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as possible. As care practice in institutional care strongly suggests the need for a 
mobile application, we also held two design workshops with nurses in care homes 
to discuss the mobile application design. In all design sessions with the users we 
encouraged them to express their ideas, even very abstract or unrealistic ones. 
With our help, the participants created paper mockups and design sketches. 

For the evaluation phase, we remained in contact with most of the interview 
partners from the pre-study, and had hoped to enroll them again for further testing 
of the system in the long term. However, only one care facility was willing/able to 
join the long-term evaluation. It was significantly harder to find participants for 
the field evaluation than for the pre-study. The reasons are manifold. Along with 
the project progress, the problems of the affected persons had also progressed. 
They were now either not able to walk, or the caregivers were too afraid to let 
them walk freely. The institutions were also very cautious in relation to testing, 
because of the possible philosophical or legal ramifications associated with 
technology failure. Furthermore, testing the system in real environments brings 
additional cost to the institutions, including e.g. human resource and time to use 
the technology, effort to gain a certain amount of expertise with the technology 
itself, and any additional handling effort if the system is malfunctioning. In fact, 
lack of available resources is one main reason why many institutions were not 
willing to participate in our field test. 

We finally managed to enroll three environments and tested our prototype there 
over a time span of 3 to 5 months. These included a hospital ward, an elderly care 
home, and a family. In all three environments the caregivers conducted care 
supervision in an “open” way, which meant that wandering by patients was 
already allowed before our IT intervention and the caregivers had already 
developed certain measures to ensure patient safety as much as they could. We 
handed out user diaries to the caregivers and used them as memory aids for the 
interview visits we had with them every two to four weeks. A more fine-grained 
description of the three locations will be given in chapter 6. 

4 FIRST PHASE OF DESIGN CASE STUDY: 
PRE-STUDY 

4.1 Initial Setup of the Project 

The project was conducted in the context of a federally funded two-year industry- 
academia project in Germany. An SME (DEVLEAD) that had previously 
developed location-based solutions for other application fields (e.g. logistics) 
initiated the proposal and invited the research group (UNI) to submit a joint 
application for the research grant. The funding scheme had a special focus: 
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research co-funded to support small and medium enterprises in the development 
of prototypes that would eventually evolve into a marketable product. This 
funding call required each partner to submit its own part-project proposal and to 
include its own work plan. All part- projects, it was intended, should work as a 
whole to achieve the ultimate goal of the joint project. DEVLEAD came up with a 
first draft of its proposal and work plan, which entailed fundamental design 
decisions (e.g. developing a web interface as frontend UI) and defined the 
technical development in details. UNI was invited to form the consortium. The 
role of the research group was to add a user-oriented design approach and to 
validate the practical usefulness of the system by means of user research. The 
division of project responsibilities was decided with only minor negotiation. It 
was mainly based on both partners’ available resources, different expertise and 
interests. DEVLEAD was responsible solely for the technical development. UNI 
was responsible for work with the users, conducting field studies, delivering user 
requirements, and in the later stage, testing the prototype in the field and 
collecting user feedback. There was, then, right from the start, a clear separation 
of technical development and user study here, which led, as we discuss below, to 
difficulties in transferring requirements between the research group and the 
industrial partner. 

We (UNI) as researchers had a clear commitment to an exploratory approach 
associated, as we have intimated, with grounded theory. We began by reviewing 
the HCI/CSCW literature as well as that of care science and gerontology. We 
undertook several activities to get in contact with care facilities and families 
affected. “Door- openers” such as counselors in dementia care and managers of 
care associations, for example, were the very first contacts that we established. 
Given a general skepticism towards technical solutions in this context, they were 
immensely valuable in introducing us to families and care institutions. Finally, 
after several months, we managed to finish the pre-study with 21 semi-structured 
interviews and several hours of on-site observation at different locations (private 
families as well as care homes). We had the chance to talk to people with different 
roles and backgrounds in dementia care as well as different kinds of family 
members of persons with dementia. The engineers from DEVLEAD and the 
researchers from UNI held regular meetings every 4 weeks to communicate the 
latest pre-study results. We (UNI) had gathered a large amount of data during the 
pre-study, and analyzing it would obviously take some time. To keep DEVLEAD 
updated with the progress of the data analysis, the researchers reported on 
interesting and surprising new insights from the data material (with quotes from 
the interview transcripts to support the statements) in the form of slides during 
these sessions. The engineers from DEVLEAD showed great interest to the 
reports, but expressed a preference of clearly defined requirements which could be 
easily converted to specific development tasks to begin with. The researchers, in 
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the meantime, felt themselves to be constantly suffering from the “Cassandra 
Syndrome” (Lejeune 2011) during the cooperation: the empirical results were 
perceived as interesting, but doubt was sometimes cast at the same time. One of 
DEVLEAD’s engineers had an elderly relative with dementia at home, and our 
results were sometimes compared side-by-side with his own care experience. If a 
result differed from his experience, it was often doubted or objected to. 

There was a further divergence on the scope of the samples. DEVLEAD 
repeatedly expressed the view that the number of households/institutions being 
interviewed was too small for reliable insights and results. Any initial difficulty, 
then, can be summed as being associated with substantially different 
epistemological positions. 

4.2 Empirical Results of the Pre-Study 

The aim of the pre-study was to gather data on how conflicting demands and 
values in dementia care are being dealt with in practice. To do this, we examined 
practices in domestic, as well as in three different institutional care, environments, 
relying mainly on interviews and participant observation for our data. Interviews 
were only loosely structured, reflecting our general, but initially unfocused, 
interest in attitudes to, and practices with, dementia care tools and resource. 

4.2.1 Understanding the complexities of caregiving for persons with 
dementia in institutions 

4.2.1.1 Patient Admission: Bias in the Bilateral Selection 

Taking care of a dementia patient at home is a demanding job for relatives, 
especially when the patient has a wandering tendency. The physical and mental 
strain can be overwhelming for family caregivers who often lack professional 
insight into care management. When they turn to stationary care institutions, 
patients and the care institutions can in theory choose each other freely and 
bilaterally. In reality, there is a strong and biased power distribution in this 
bilateral selection. Most obviously, it is extremely difficult for families to find a 
suitable institution for the dementia patient with existing wandering tendencies. 

The first issue families have to consider when prioritizing their choices is the 
distance of the institution from their home. Then relatives are confronted with 
different care concepts for the ‘wanderers’. Their initial choice pool, that is, 
rapidly diminishes. 

One institution, for instance, noted that they would not accept wandering 
clients: “We do not house persons with dementia who wander because we cannot 
take the responsibility for them” (care home manager, m.). This was not, to be 
clear, because of legal ramifications, but because of a moral concern for the 
welfare of the wanderer in the absence of a reliable and practical monitoring 
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solution. Another institution, in contrast, which did accept dementia patients with 
wandering tendency, claimed: “We often have this discussion with the relatives 
who wish that we take a full responsibility for persons who wander. But I always 
tell them, that we cannot lock the people here because we are an open house” 
(care home manager, f.). They argued that the doors are open and the inhabitants 
can leave the house at will. Having said that, some houses applied a series of 
precautionary measures, such as heavy doors that are very difficult to open, 
hidden door knobs, hidden exits behind curtains, and so on. Again, measures of 
this kind were not universally accepted amongst professional caregivers. Some 
considered these measures to be a legitimate expediency, whilst others saw them 
as an affront to human dignity: as manipulative of a group who were not able to 
distinguish aspects of reality: “See for example the new architecture: these round 
and never-ending floors. This is awful, you never come to an end. We also do not 
want to hide the doors behind curtains, as some houses do. This is against human 
dignity.” (ward nurse, f.). 

4.2.1.2 Prevention in practice: heterogeneity and controversy 

The strategies that institutional care workers use on a daily basis when dealing 
with the wandering behaviors of dementia patients are highly heterogeneous and 
contextual. This is partially decided by the complex and volatile situations they 
face on a daily basis. Decision-making in such conditions is constantly mediated 
by legal, ethical, and moral trade-offs. In Germany, detailed legal standards have 
been institutionalized in such facilities to prevent abuses such as tying patients to 
beds or chairs. These are fixed in the German Civil Code (§1906) and are 
constantly referred to by the care home staff in all interviews. Professionals 
routinely refer to ‘freedom depriving measures’ and told us about their concern 
that certain preventive actions may be deemed freedom depriving measures. The 
standards – although established some years ago – work more as a guideline 
rather than a solution (although some restrictions on freedom, such as locked 
bedroom doors, are clearly illegal). In the absence of an unambiguous definition, 
there is significant uncertainty and confusion, not to mention a variety of moral 
positions, on the part of professional caregivers and managers when making 
decisions. 

From our samples, such preventive measures fall into three categories: 1). 
constructional measures, 2). technical support, and 3). human intervention. 

Constructional measures include tricks such as heavy doors and camouflaged 
(or hidden) exit. Creating ‘endless corridors’ is another commonly used measure. 
In one dementia flat share we saw, the corridor was built in a circular form around 
a public area in the middle. This allows the patient take walks along the hallway 
without ever reaching an exit point. Such measures were controversial for care 
workers and, often, there were quite different perspectives on the acceptability of 
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the measures on view. The ‘constructional’ principle was viewed by some as 
inhuman: “This is awful to imagine: you are walking and walking and you never 
arrive. This can make you even more confused!” (female relative). 

The second category of preventive measures is using technology to monitor 
patient behavior. The following monitoring technologies have been (or partially 
been) applied in our samples: video cameras, door safety systems, and sensor 
mats. The professional caregivers’ attitudes towards monitoring technology are 
more consistent and are best characterized as a ‘general reluctance’. Their 
reluctance stemmed from the following concerns: 1). fear that it might be 
categorized as a ‘freedom depriving measure’, 2). usability issues with the system, 
3). distrust in the reliability of the system. 

Thirdly, human intervention refers to the way in which some caregivers 
developed measures to keep patients busy and distracted from the urge to wander. 
Activities such as reading, chatting with each other, eating together, and going for 
walks together are the most common ones. Keeping patients busy during the day 
also helps them sleep better at night, which reduces the danger of patients 
wandering off. Many caregivers told us that they have to constantly keep an eye 
on the patients’ activities and assess the situation, because “Most of the time we 
don’t know whether they have a wandering tendency. Sometimes we can predict it 
based on the patient’s behaviors” (ward nurse, f.). This is especially challenging 
when they are undertaking care routines in patients’ rooms. One solution is to put 
temporary barriers in the way. Commonly used barriers are e.g. the nursing cart or 
toilet chairs. The nurses told us this is a compromise, because normally they try to 
keep the hallway barrier-free so that the residents can walk safely but at the same 
time they have to monitor while coping with staff shortages. 

4.2.1.3 Problems in finding and retrieving 

Patients can, and do, wander. When a patient is presumed to be lost, members of 
the care staff will be organized to look for him or her. The approach is normally 
ordered as follows: looking inside the building, calling the patient’s relatives, 
looking outside, and finally calling the police. Interviewees told us that some 
patients have their favorite wandering routes. These routes can include the way 
home, or a personal favorite path. But there were still many practical problems in 
coordinating the search and finally bringing back the patient. How to bring the 
patient back to the institution is another challenge, especially when the patient 
doesn’t recognize the care staff and is reluctant to return to the home with them. 
Some professionals reflected that they sometimes use white lies to ‘trick’ the 
found patients to come back with them, e.g. pretending that “your daughter has 
just called. Please come back with me to the house and then you can talk to her on 
the phone” (ward nurse, f.). They mentioned that for each patient there are several 
‘key words’ that typically work well. But these ‘key words’ are highly individual 
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for each patient. And it requires considerable personal understanding of the 
individual patient so that one can apply such words and phrases appropriately in a 
challenging situation. 

4.2.1.4 Attitudes towards GPS monitoring system 

None of the institutions we interviewed used a GPS tracking system to monitor 
patients, however, all managers of the homes were interested to learn from us 
about possibilities. Despite the fact that they have a need (care staff are over-
burdened), the sheer heterogeneity of care concepts/practices makes commercial 
products unsatisfactory. Inappropriate merchandising of providers to 
technologically non- savvy users is another reason given by caregivers for the 
reluctance to deal with the technology. Inconsistent attitudes inside institutions 
also inhibit unanimous acceptance of such technology. At the macro level, legal 
and ethical standards are vague and subjective, and guidelines are in short supply. 

4.2.2 Understanding the complexities of caregiving for persons with 
dementia at home 

4.2.2.1 Autonomy vs Safety: Two cases 

The analysis of the interviews with family carers – husbands, wives, sons and 
daughters – offers very different perspectives on the evaluation and understanding 
of the autonomy and freedom needs of the affected family member. The 
difference can be significant. To illustrate this, we report on two contrasting cases 
from our empirical investigation. In one case, where care took place in the home, 
a husband reported that he allowed very little freedom of movement to his wife. 
While in their home, he would not allow her to be alone to be on another floor: 

“I am feeling safer when she is by my side. I would not allow her to be alone in the first floor, I 
always want to see where she is and what she is doing. This is because I have experienced several 
times that she walked off the house – it was a horrible experience for me to look for her with the 
police and help of neighbors. You cannot imagine how frightening this is. You have all these 
scenarios in mind, that she might run into a car or lie somewhere in the woods.” 

In the interview, he reports that the care situation is for him an overwhelming 
burden, and how he handles the every-day life of the couple: Being a retired 
engineer, he developed coping mechanisms for himself to be able to care for his 
wife at home: he ’engineered’ her eating-, sleeping- and bathroom times with 
medication. For him, the measures which help to maintain the routines of every-
day life are more important than autonomy issues: “I do not see a problem in 
installing all these measures because my wife is not mentally here anymore. It is 
only her body.” 

In contrast, the key value of a daughter of a woman with medium-stage 
dementia, which is basis for all her care-related decisions, is to ‘keep her mother’s 
face’. For that reason, she has installed several measures for preserving her 
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mother’s life world as far as possible. She has built up a social network of 
relatives and friends who live locally to collaboratively take care of her mother, so 
that her mother can live independently in her home and conduct everyday tasks – 
even go to the city – on her own. The members of the network all keep an eye on 
the lady and call the daughter to inform her when the elderly lady is on her way to 
the city center and has passed their houses. 

For the daughter it is vital that her mother feels that she is autonomous – and 
she has adopted many measures to ‘artificially’ achieve this, such as: asking shop 
clerks and bank officers to give the mother what she wants, but only up to a 
certain point. Sometimes the daughter ‘shadows’ her mother on her way to town. 
For the daughter, her mother’s ability to maintain a public and independent ‘face’ 
is of primary importance: 

“I go and clean her house when she leaves for a walk to the city and when she comes back, she 
proudly pretends that she has cleaned everything herself. She even talks to the neighbors like this. 
I let her retain this belief, because for me it is important that she has the feeling of mastery and 
independence. Even if it is sometimes hard for me to manage this all.” 

This was an extreme, but illustrative, example of the way the moral universe is 
constructed, decisions are being taken by familial caregivers, and the value trade-
off between safety and autonomy is achieved in a nuanced and contextual manner. 

For many of the relatives we interviewed, the classic value trade-off between 
safety and autonomy is of minor relevance in their decision-making, especially 
when the disease advances. Many relatives report primarily on the overwhelming 
burden of concern for the family member who acts as a caregiver. So for many 
relatives, keeping the loved ones safe is much more important than preserving 
their autonomy. As the disease progresses, the patient’s mental existence is 
normally perceived as ‘fading away’, and autonomy becomes less and less 
important for them (this is not universal. It is a feature of such relationships that 
they engender a great deal of reflexive concern, contingently negotiated). 

4.2.2.2 Impact of pre-existing family patterns on care concept 

In the home context, families tailor care strategies to fit local conditions and 
needs. Each family has its own habitual familial pattern, such as structure, 
hierarchy, of balancing gender roles, and children-parent relationships. Our 
empirical analysis indicates that pre-existing roles can have completely different 
effects on the care concept when dementia occurs. For example, in one case, a 
daughter and her mother who took care of the father who suffers from dementia at 
home reported that the father had always had a dominant role in the family and a 
strongly independent attitude. Even with the onset of dementia, he continued to 
assert this dominance. He still took long walks on his own, leaving his family in a 
self-confessed position of helplessness: “When he is on his walks, we are in 
permanent sorrow, but we cannot hold him” (daughter, 25). This, we discovered, 
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is quite common in situations where female relatives have to cope with male 
dementia sufferers. As an opposite example, in the case of the husband who 
‘engineered’ the behavior of his wife, his pre-existing and continuing dominance 
in the family had actually ‘helped’ him manage his wife’s life with less resistance. 
In the example above, the daughter who tried to keep ‘normality’ in her mother’s 
life as much as possible told us that her mother had always been a dominant 
person. Her care activities were evidently aimed at some preservation of the 
former mother-daughter relationship. 

Thus, dementia care is mediated by prior family patterns and the role 
expectations contained therein. How to design a universal technical support that 
will work in all familial situations is unsurprisingly challenging. Technology 
support in the family context needs somehow to balance the continuities and 
changes experienced by both patients and their caregivers. 

4.2.2.3 Attitudes towards GPS monitoring system 

Family caregivers tend to be more open about the possibilities of a GPS-based 
monitoring system. However, the degree to which such a system is required 
depends very much on the progression of the disease and the coping strategies 
adopted by caregivers as well as their general affinity to information and 
communication technologies and the internet. 

As in the institutional context, the families interviewed recognize a need for 
technological support and are aware of its existence, but none has bought a 
commercial product. Some of our users made their frustration with their 
experience of searching for a GPS solution very clear, produced by lack of 
reliable information channels about such products, or insufficient information 
provided by the product websites that in addition were perceived as addressing 
technological specialists only. 

 

5 SECOND PHASE OF DESIGN CASE STUDY: 
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS & DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 Design Implications and Strategy Steering 

DEVLEAD had a clear vision of the prototype development from the beginning: a 
web interface as the frontend to manage the tracker and monitor real time 
positions, and its associated server backend. DEVLEAD created a spreadsheet of 
system requirements together with priorities based on the project proposal and 
their experience at the beginning of the project, and then invited UNI to 
collaborate on it. UNI complemented, and commented on, the list with 
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preliminary results from the (still ongoing) pre-study. We stressed that the 
requirements and priorities were subject to change as the project proceeded, 
especially when the prototype is tested in the wild. This shared document then 
became the communication artefact for both partners to exchange opinions and 
prioritizations of the listed requirements. In follow-up consortium workshops UNI 
and DEVLEAD met and discussed on the list and especially the priorities of each 
requirement. There was, even so, a noticeable discrepancy between both partners' 
priorities on many of the features. For instance, UNI had set the following 
features as important: "tracker design as alternative shape (wristband, wrist 
watch, necklace)", "battery status shown in %", "safety zone should be defined for 
each user, but not for each tracker". DEVLEAD set all of them merely as proposal 
(least important priority). Another heatedly discussed topic was the targeted 
platform for the user interface. DEVLEAD was dedicated to developing only the 
web interface. Our field study showed that, however, the institutional care staff 
are constantly moving and have little time to sit in front the computer to check the 
website. At least in institutional context, this pre-defined technical offering was 
unlikely to meet the practical needs. Care practice in institutions turned out to be 
tightly scheduled and at the same time highly dynamic. Any device for use in the 
institutional context, it seems obvious, needs to be ‘at hand’ rather than in a fixed 
position. As the need for a mobile device became clearer, we asked the users 
during the interviews whether they would prefer a smartphone or a tablet. The 
answers were consistently "the smartphone", as that can be carried much more 
easily than the tablet. 

We then communicated this request to DEVLEAD and indicated that we need a 
mobile interface alongside the web interface that was originally planned. 
DEVLEAD, however, refused to add a mobile monitoring application to the 
development plan as this would bring additional development effort (and therefore 
cost). It turned out that DEVLEAD had limited resources and little motivation to 
embrace changes to the original plan. UNI took the initiative and took over the 
task of developing the mobile app, although this also required additional resource 
and cost for UNI. Taking this as an example, there was a clear difference in 
‘worldview’ here with traditional perceptions of the requirements process 
dominating on the commercial side. This became more pronounced the further 
into the project one went, and as financial and resource constraints became more 
evident. DEVLEAD preferred clear requirements with a technical focus to better 
entail measurable cost consequences. UNI was, however, not able to deliver the 
well-defined requirements that DEVLEAD expected in the early phase of the 
project due to the complexity of the field and time required to digest the collected 
data. 

Here we summarize the design implications from the empirical results of the 
pre- study. Clearly, heterogeneous assumptions and practices demand flexible 
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solutions. Tailorability here is of great importance. The system, we felt, should 
provide as much flexibility as possible to allow for divergent attitudes, 
ethical/legal concerns, and care routines to find their footing in it: 

• Fine-grained adjustability of privacy and safety settings: the constant 
value trade- off between safety and autonomy was a feature of every 
context we investigated. The specific ways in which these two 
conflicting values were managed were, however, highly variable. This 
means, in turn, that a useful system needs to provide options for 
tailorability according to temporal and spatial features of the particular 
situation. Not only do we find an individual perception of the balance 
between autonomy and safety in different settings, we find that even 
within a given setting the balance fluctuates. Therefore, the system 
should provide various adjustable means to provide the users with 
tailorability to suit the technology to individual cases. It should be 
possible, for instance, to set safety areas (also sometimes called a 
‘digital fence’) on the map and prompt notification when the patient 
leaves those areas. Again, the caregiver should be able to choose 
between showing or hiding the real time position of the patient, to 
provide either more safety or more autonomy for the patient. For the 
general location tracking, the caregiver should be able to configure the 
tracker to either automatically update the positions or manually 
(tracking or polling mode). Also the position update interval should be 
adjustable. 

• Elderly-friendly UI: Many caregivers are themselves elderly and have 
difficulty with computers and websites. The provision of a large 
number of configuration possibilities is potentially confusing. To make 
the platform more accessible for less expert users, the platform might 
provide 2 views: a starter view and an expert view. The starter view 
would only show reduced setting options that allows users to start 
easily and intuitively with basic tailorability. The expert view should 
provide user with all setting options and powerful tailorability. The 
switch between both modes should be easily accessible. 

• History of routes: almost all caregivers, no matter whether professional 
or familial, told us that patients have their favorite wandering routes, 
and are to a large degree predictable. Keeping a history of the 
wandering routes in the system could help identify such favorite routes, 
giving suggestions to searchers. More importantly, provided with the 
route history, caregivers might be able to identify the patients’ motives 
behind the wandering and their reasons of choosing these routes. 

• Reliability: reliability/robustness is an important requirement for all IT 
systems, but is much more critical in such sensitive field. Tolerance of 
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system failure is very low, especially in the institutional context, not 
least for legal reasons. 

•  Support for cooperative monitoring: caregivers already cooperate with 
each other to manage the care work in practice, and cooperation also 
happens between professional and familial caregivers. The system 
should therefore support communication, coordination, and negotiation 
between them. 

For the mobile monitoring app, we identified the following additional design 
implications: 

• Straightforward UI: reading small screens and understanding 
smartphone operations are challenging for most of elderly caregivers. 
The mobile application should, then, have reduced and manageable 
functions (complexities) and focus mainly on the tracking function of 
the platform. 

• Navigation function: It is essential to provide a navigation function in 
the mobile application to locate the wandering patient and navigate the 
caregiver to him/her. 

• ‘Key words’ and integrated contact lists: the caregiver should be able to 
access some ‘hint’ information to help persuade the patient to come 
back, such as the ‘key words’ mentioned earlier. In addition, a contact 
list should be added so that the caregiver can order help via the mobile 
if needed. 

The design decision to provide a combination of web and mobile interfaces 
allows a distribution of functions. This helps certain functions to be maximized 
for their most suitable screen size. The web portal is designed for the PC screen 
which provides enough space for location monitoring, system configuration, and 
jobs that are easier done with mouse and keyboard, such as drawing a safety area. 
The mobile application suits situations that require mobility, such as the 
navigation function in a patient searching. Having said that, flexibility of access 
turned out to be extremely important. 

5.2 Prototype of the Monitoring System 

The final prototype consisted of GPS-trackers for the patients to carry, a server 
backend to receive information from the trackers and remotely configure them, a 
web portal to manage the trackers and monitor real-time locations, and an iPhone 
app to monitor the real-time locations on the go. 

• Tracker: we were using a commercially available tracker as a test 
device. The tracker is the size of a matchbox, and was equipped with 
GPS and GSM modules. Locating finding outdoors is very accurate (< 
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1m). When the GPS signal is out of reach, the tracker roughly 
calculates its position by triangulation of radio signals, which is not as 
precise as GPS locating. The tracker communicates with the server 
backend through mobile data connection (a SIM Card with data tariff is 
required) and updates its actual position in the system with user defined 
frequency. The tracker has a configuration interface by a particular 
format of SMS message, which allows the user to remotely configure 
the tracker within the web administration interface. Most common 
configurations include the tracker's reporting interval and reporting 
mode (active reporting or passive reporting only on-demand). The 
consortium has gone through a comparison of popular commercial 
tracking devices to find an appropriate one for the long-term evaluation. 
Based on its market availability, small size, precise positioning and 
acceptable battery life, the consortium decided on the Pico Tracker1. 
Obviously, there was a tradeoff between size and battery life here. 
Going for a smaller size reduces the tracker’s obtrusiveness thus 
reduces the risk of it being rejected. 

Furthermore, smaller size makes it easier to be integrated into other objects, or 
hidden somewhere, which allows more possibilities for user appropriation. This 
specific tracker can last roughly 6 hours with reporting interval set to 1 minute, 
and it can last maximum 12 hours with reporting interval of 2 minutes. However, 
even the 1-minute-interval was considered not frequent enough for many of our 
interviewees. 

• Server backend: the server takes care of communicating with the 
trackers and manages all the user data in the background. It can 
configure the trackers remotely by sending a specific format of SMS to 
them. More importantly, it receives the real time positions from the 
trackers and saves them in the database accordingly and securely. 

• Alzheimer Monitoring Web Portal: DEVLEAD chose Liferay2 as a 
technical basis to develop the web interface of the monitoring system. 
Liferay is an open source, Java-based enterprise portal software, which 
comes with features commonly required for developing websites or 
online portals. It has a built-in web content management system so that 
one can create a website by assembling themes, pages, widgets, and a 
common navigation (e.g. navigation bar with breadcrumb) even without 
programming skills. For more advanced use, Liferay can be extended 
by plugins. Our Alzheimer Monitoring Web Portal is mainly a 
customized website created using Liferay's built-in web content 
managements system and extended with a plugin written by DEVLEAD 

 
1 This model is unfortunately not market available any more at this date. 
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to provide the administration and monitoring interface. When entering 
the web portal after successful login, the user finds his/herself directly 
in the monitoring interface where the real-time positions of the trackers 
will be shown. The user has options to hide and show additional 
information on the map, e.g. the historical routes the tracker has gone 
through, or the safety zone. The safety zone is like a digital fence, set 
by the caregiver to provide an alarm when the tracker leaves the safety 
area. The web portal provides the user with a tool to draw the safety 
zone directly on the map. The user can enter a phone number to receive 
SMS alerts when the tracker is detected outside the safety zone. 
Additionally, if the user is using the mobile monitoring app on an 
iPhone, alerts will come in the form of iPhone notifications. Besides 
monitoring, the web portal also provides administrative functions, e.g. 
the user can create and manage a list of patients he/she is caring for, 
register trackers and assign them to the patients, remotely configure the 
trackers, and manage the historical route data. One caregiver can have 
more than one patient assigned and each patient can have multiple 
trackers attached in the system. 

• Mobile Monitoring App: the research group (UNI) designed and 
developed the mobile monitoring app for the iPhone. Its design has 
been refined in multiple cycles based on several PD workshops together 
with caregivers and, in the limited manner we describe above, with 
patients. Like the Web Portal, the mobile app opens directly into the 
monitoring mode, showing a map with the current location(s) of the 
tracker(s) and the safety zone(s) if any is activated in the Web Portal. It 
can further show details about the patient, and help the user navigate to 
the patient. It has a built-in address book to let the user easily call other 
co-carers to cooperate with each other. Compared to the web interface, 
the mobile interface provides only limited functions, focusing mainly 
on the monitoring function. The administrative functions were not 
included in the mobile app because these were more complicated tasks 
and were easier to accomplish on a larger screen with mouse/keyboard. 
The need to run these administrative functions is less important than the 
monitoring itself. The mobile device is ubiquitous and easy to use and 
we wanted to utilize this ubiquity to support monitoring above all. 

Figure. 1 shows a photo of the tracker together with screenshots of the mobile 
monitoring app and the web portal. 
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Fig. 1. Components of the prototype (Top Left: a photo of the tracker Bottom Left: a 
screenshot of the mobile monitoring app Right: a screenshot of the Alzheimer Monitoring 
web portal) 

We experienced, we should say, significant difficulties in working with 
commercial interests alongside our own research objectives. The requirements 
defined from the pre-study had to be filtered through DEVLEAD’s interests. Not 
all of the requirements had been implemented in the prototype. For example, the 
cooperative monitoring feature was not included at all. Some of the others, 
although implemented, hardly fulfilled our expectations. The mismatch of both 
consortium parties in respect to motivation, design philosophy, and value of user 
feedback has led to significant differences in how the user requirements were 
treated. While UNI saw the results of the study as essential for the design and 
development of the system, DEVLEAD used them merely as anecdotal 
confirmation, which had only limited impact in their final design decisions. 

6 THIRD PHASE OF DESIGN CASE STUDY: 
EVALUATION 

6.1  Evaluation Settings and Results 

We rolled out the prototype in three different settings and it was tested in real-life 
situations over a time span of 3 to 5 months. These included a family in which the 
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husband is suffering from dementia (age 55), a care home with focus on dementia 
care, and a special ward in a hospital. 

The selection of the samples was based on the following considerations: We 
needed to find a good balance between deployment in a real-life context and an 
environment and setting safe for the wanderers. In addition, we wished to be able 
to research into the appropriation of the system in the settings where we had 
conducted the pre-study. As a result of specific changes in the previously 
researched settings (as e.g. progress of disease, persons moved to another 
location), however, we were limited to the hospital in which the special ward 
nurses participated. Here, and in the other settings, the managers and the wife, 
respectively, contacted us because they had huge problems with a wandering 
person/husband. The problematic balance between real-life circumstance and 
safety of the wanderer using a technological prototype where we couldn't 
guarantee 100% reliability was acceptable to the caregivers, as all the three 
settings had a routinized strategy to cope with the wandering behavior and thus 
didn’t solely depend on our prototype to handle the situation. 

Deploying the technology was anything but straightforward. Prior to the 
rollout, we conducted several semi-structured interviews in each setting to gain a 
detailed overview of their technology infrastructure. Considering each context’s 
specific conditions and constraints, we made customized deployment plans for 
each of them. In the institutions we had at least two on-site meetings to inform the 
management and the staff about the evaluation plan, and to present how the 
system functioned. The on-site visits were audio-recorded and we took field notes 
during the sessions. 

In the two institutions, we held two training meetings each. The managers, 
head ward nurses and 1-2 additional ward nurses attended these meetings. We 
handed out an illustrated hand book, which we had prepared, consisting of 
screenshots of every single step to be deployed when using the system. In these 
training sessions we simulated a use case – one of the team members went outside 
carrying the tracker – and then went through the use case step for step with the 
staff. In the family setting, the wife and a son attended the training session. Here, 
we also simulated a test case, handed out the handbook and went through each 
step. In all three sites we handed over one tracker, to be used with one person. 

Despite detailed preparation, we still faced unexpected difficulties during the 
technology installation in each location. Fine-tuning the prototype so that it could 
be integrated into daily practice required flexibility and creativity. For example, 
for the special ward in the hospital, we had to deliver an iPad with 3G connection 
to access the monitoring website because the Internet speed in that hospital was 
unsatisfactory. 

After the rollout, we visited the family and the institutions regularly every 2 - 4 
weeks and were available 24/7 by phone in case of questions and problems. We 
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conducted 12 on-site visits and 6 telephone interviews altogether, with each 
session typically lasting 1,5 - 2 hours. All the interview sessions were audio 
recorded with consent and later transcribed. During the evaluation phase we kept 
close contact with our testers, and all the emails and phone calls were documented 
in field notes. Furthermore, we asked the testers to fill in a media diary of their 
daily experience with the system. The media diary was kept very simple, so that 
caregivers could easily fill in the usage times of the device, mobile or stationary 
usage, and provide notes about the usage situation for each day (see Fig. 2.). 

Fig. 2. A page of the media diary book (Each page is for one day’s use. The page above is 
for Monday in the first week. A user records each usage in one row and enters 
information for the patient, the tracker, the begin and end time, the web and/or mobile 
usage, and eventually some notes to this usage) 

The diary worked as a basis for discussion during the on-site interviews. The data 
analysis was approached in the same way as in the pre-study. We started with an 
open coding approach and regularly held internal analysis workshops. A summary 
of the activities we have taken to engage the deployment can be found in the 
following Table 1. 
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Table 1. A summary of activities taken to engage the deployment 
6.1.1 Environment A: A Dementia Care Home 
Environment A is a dementia care institution in the rural area. The care home is 

committed to new dementia care philosophies which include giving the residents 
as much free space as possible for them to be mobile on their own. There is a 
large (and protected) area around the house for the residents to walk freely. There 
is an alarm system attached to the main entrance of the institution, and patients 
with a special wristband will trigger a phone call to the care staff when they pass 
the threshold. The manager is of the view that patients should be able to leave the 
area if they wish to, although care workers are less liberal in their views. 

Our contact person was the head nurse (herself an elderly lady) of the care 
home, with whom we had conducted participatory design workshop in the earlier 
phase of the project. After she tried out the prototype and found it to be too 
technically challenging, she delegated it to three young female workers from the 
federal volunteer service to test the system in house. These young women were 
familiar with IT and told us that, while they found themselves comfortable using 
this technology, the other professional caregivers in this care home (who are 
generally older) might have problem with it. The head nurse shared this view, 
saying: “older persons (herself and her colleagues) could not use this system, 
because in this institution they have too little experience with technology and 
computers”. She emphasized this with reference to her team’s general problems 
with care documentation work on the computer: “my colleagues already have 
problems with simply clicking on the right things in our (digital) records.” 

Deployment activities 

Before roll-out During evaluation 

Preparatory interviews in each setting (3 

environments x 2 interviews each) 

Data collection: 

‐ regularly in every 2-4 weeks; on-site and 

telephone interviews (12 on-site + 6 per 
telephone) 

‐ media diary study in each setting 

Training sessions in institutions (2 

institutions x 2 sessions each) 

Additional on-site support sessions: 

prototype and infrastructural 
troubleshooting 

Training session in family (1x) Support hotline per telephone and email: 

available 24/7 throughout the evaluation 

phase 

IT support sessions in the hospital ward to 

set up Internet and iPad for the test 

phase (2x) 
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6.1.2 Environment B: A Hospital Ward 

Environment B is located in a big city and is a large hospital and care complex. 
The ward in which we tested the system has a special focus on long-term care for 
persons with cranial-cerebral trauma and co-morbidities such as dementia. The 
ward is an open ward, which means that locking the doors is forbidden. Here, 
location-tracking services were welcomed but worries were also raised because of 
the high degree of mobility on the part of patients. For example, the patient who 
was mainly carrying the tracker during the field test used to be a marathon runner. 
He suffered from severe dementia as consequence of a car accident. This patient 
‘escapes’ from the ward regularly and is very difficult to manage because of his 
high level of physical fitness. A specific limitation of the tracker was its low 
precision in indoor positioning, and this patient was often ‘lost’ in the building. 
On one occasion he was found in the basement, having spent hours in a 
disoriented state. 

The head ward nurse told us that when the staff were too overwhelmed by 
attempts to keep him in the house due to his high status of agitation, doctors 
admitted him to another ward, a “closed ward”. However, this was not regarded as 
a permanent solution and he was readmitted to the open ward several times, 
providing constant challenges for the staff. For this reason, the nurse was very 
interested in getting support through the technological solution: “Because on the 
closed ward they are not allowed to keep him so long they permanently send him 
back to us. It is such a big struggle to care for him because of his extreme 
agitation.” (head ward nurse, f.). 

On the day we brought our prototype to the ward, we found that the Internet 
connection in the hospital was too slow for our website to load properly. As an 
alternative, we then bought an iPad with a 3G data tariff so that the staff could use 
the iPad to access the web portal. Two days later when we visited the ward again, 
they told us “the iPad is safely locked in the cabinet (so that nobody will steal it)” 
(head ward nurse, f.). Because of the large flow of people including patients and 
relatives in the hospital in general, fear of losing the costly deviceover-rode other 
considerations. 

Recognizing that concern, we bought a protection case and a lock for the iPad 
so it could be securely attached to a desk. The staff then started to use the system. 
Several days later we received a phone call from our contact person – a nurse in 
the ward – telling us that the patient was lost for 20 hours, and had been found the 
next day 30 kilometers away from the hospital. She told us that before this 
accident happened, the patient was carrying the tracker 24 hours a day, and the 
battery life of the tracker had proven inadequate. She tried to charge the tracker in 
the meantime, and she had no idea how the patient went out without triggering an 
alarm, and “in this form we cannot trust the system”. After investigating the 
system together with the nurse, we found out that the battery had died within the 
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safety area, just before the patient left the building. It was apparent that the system 
needed to send a notification when the tracker battery is low and that we had to 
help the caregivers with handling the charging practice. After discussion with the 
nurse, we deployed another tracker for the patient, so that they could simply 
exchange the trackers, to make sure that one is always charged. Since then the 
system has been used 24 hours a day and our contact person in the ward has 
reported on several successful instances where the system has helped, and the 
staff have started to trust the system more and more. The relatives of the patient 
also started to trust the system and, it seems, have grown dependent on it. The 
wife of the patient even made a carrying case on her own so that he can attach it to 
the belt and carry the tracker around more easily (see Fig. 3). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. A carrying bag for the tracker made by a participant’s family 

6.1.3 Family Smith1 

Here, the male sufferer is cared for at home by his spouse. He is a former doctor, 
and lives with his wife and three children aged between 15 and 20. Mr. Smith 
walks the dog several times a day on a short round in the near neighborhood. The 
routes he walks along are well known to the family, and are, according to his wife, 
“routinized”. Before he leaves the house, he tells his wife or children where he 
intends to go. The relatives roughly estimate the time it should take for him to 
return. Mr. Smith has failed to return home on his own on a number of occasions. 
For that reason, a volunteer from a local charity organization now comes three 
times a week to take him and the dog for a long walk. Mr. Smith, however, very 
much dislikes the company of the volunteer, because he thinks he is still 
autonomous enough to walk on his own. 

In our interviews with Mrs. Smith, she told us that the system is extremely 
helpful for her. She began, she said, to rely strongly on the technology after only a 
few weeks. She used the system not only at home, but also at work. She said that 
the system gives her peace of mind as she can see on the map that he is walking 

 
1 Anonimyzed 
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on the regular route. Nevertheless, she has appropriated the system in a way that 
preserves as much privacy as possible for the husband. For example, she hadn’t 
used the digital fence at all, as it felt too intrusive for her. And she slightly 
reduced the frequency of the tracker’s position report. She didn’t want to 
constantly track her husband because, for her, being able to look at the system and 
knowing that he is safe, already provides sufficient reassurance. “It is good that I 
know that I could have a look on the map if I felt a bit anxious. But I do not want 
to track him all the time, that would be too much.” 

6.1.4 Cross-case findings 

We have identified some general issues in the acceptance of the trackers. Firstly, 
the size of the tracker was seen as a problem by the interviewees. Dementia 
sufferers often dislike unfamiliar devices attached to their body or clothes, and 
sometimes remove them. The tracker we have used for the field test was already 
among the smallest we could obtain at that time, but caregivers preferred 
something even smaller, like a thin bracelet, or in the form of a wristwatch or 
necklace which - as a known artifact for the sufferers - would be better accepted 
by them. 

“Acceptance of a device to wear is very individual in the persons with dementia. When we tried 
out the door safety system, the persons were wearing a wristband. One of them cut it off with a 
knife, because it was not familiar to him. Maybe, if it were kind of hidden in a wristwatch being 
familiar to him, he would have accepted it. On the other hand, from the principle of newer care 
philosophies, hiding would mean kidding the people and we are not supposed to do this. We would 
have to discuss this individually with the relatives.” (Manager of Environment B, f.). 

Considering that smaller size of the tracker will result in sacrifice of battery 
life, we had to live with the compromise between acceptable battery endurance 
and tracker size in the duration of the research project. Nevertheless, we could 
develop design ideas for a casing from the embedding of the project in the real-
life circumstances. 

Given the high demand for patient autonomy in care institutions, ‘open house’ 
philosophies mean that professionals negotiate freedom for patients, where 
possible to maximize it. A ‘Digital fence’ is, in principle, extremely useful in this 
respect and was indeed extensively used by our professional caregivers. However, 
for some the fence function was still too intrusive. For that reason, we 
collaboratively developed the idea for an additional structuring of the feature into 
three zones, a green one (safety zone), a yellow (be alerted, person has left the 
safe area) one and a red one (act immediately, he/she is in danger). For the 
professionals, the digital fence in this shape brought a win-win situation to both 
the patients and themselves: more autonomy for the patients and reduced burden 
for the caregivers. 

Again, we have observed broadly different attitudes towards patient’s privacy 
from informal and professional caregivers’ handling of patient information in the 
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system. Familial caregivers assigned the tracker to the care receiver with a real 
name, which gives the feeling of tracking the person. Most of our professional 
caregivers ended up only registering the trackers in the system, keeping the 
mapping between tracker and patient intentionally away from the platform as a 
further measure to preserve patient’s autonomy/privacy. 

Overall, the system was viewed as extremely useful in the institutional context, 
even with the shortcoming of the imprecise indoor positioning of the tracker. 
Professionals say, although the indoor positioning is not precise, it still helped 
them refine search strategies. For instance, in the case of the former marathon 
runner, although the system could not identify an exact position in the building, it 
nevertheless indicated that the patient was not outside, which greatly reduced the 
search area, and thus made the search more targeted. 

The route history function is much appreciated by family caregivers. Mrs. 
Smith argued that because the system allowed her to retrace the routes, she was 
able to get a better sense of why her husband deviated from his normal route, thus 
reducing anxiety. Mr. Smith was once found on a highway (Autobahn) 
construction site, and was unable to explain how he found himself there. As Mrs. 
Smith says: “even today we do not know how he had gone to this Autobahn 
construction site … Something must have happened that made him leave the 
normal route. It can drive you crazy that you do not know what has happened.” 
Now, with the technology, there is the option to at least reflect on possible reasons 
for, or external factors which prompt, new path choices. 

6.2 Communication Process in the Interdisciplinary Project 
Team 

During the set-up of the evaluation we experienced several technical problems. To 
help with these problems, a developer, who proved to be very prompt in tackling 
problems, from DEVLEAD supported us via telephone In this situation, 
DEVLEAD had a clear understanding of the need to deliver a prototype that was 
as stable as possible. As it turned out, a stable prototype is pivotal for the initial 
appropriation process of end users participating in a trial. The technical problems 
varied to different degrees in different locations. In regard to short-term problem 
solving and trouble-shooting, DEVLEAD acted to ameliorate difficulties where 
on-site skills were lacking. 

The final evaluation phase delivered a number of new insights and implications 
for redesign. Through the usage of the system in real environments, a thorough 
understanding of the needs of caregivers and related options for ICT support 
became apparent. UNI documented these suggestions for redesign in a 
spreadsheet and listed detailed description and empirical data to support the 
argument. Similarly, as in pre- study, this spreadsheet was sent to DEVLEAD and 
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discussed upon during consortium meetings. At this late stage, however, limited 
resources meant that the firm could allocate very little time and money to this and 
as a consequence, only a very few minor issues were dealt with. 

In retrospect, the initial construction of the work plan and work packages 
contributed to DEVLEAD’s unwillingness to take on another round of prototype 
redesign. As mentioned, the funding scheme required each partner to have its own 
part-project and work plan. DEVLEAD prepared its plan based on certain 
assumptions about how user-oriented research could contribute but this didn’t 
reflect the actual investment in terms of time and other resources necessary to 
fully utilize the results. These were partly epistemological matters, but partly 
pragmatic as well. It is clear that DEVLEAD had little experience of what user-
centered design might look like, and little sense of how qualitative research 
material might be deployed. It is also the case that UNI had little sense of the 
pragmatic constraints this SME might be working under, notably cost issues and a 
design schedule that made late alterations difficult. It should be said that in most 
instances, the problems that arose did not occur because of an obvious failure by 
either party. Rather, the early structuring of a project proposal in a particular way 
meant that there was little opportunity to refine DEVLEAD’s plan in the light of 
emerging data. 

As the project proceeded, DEVLEAD stuck fairly strictly to the time plan and 
was not able/willing to allocate any resources for redesign. At the same time, and 
from their point of view, it can be argued that UNI showed too little 
understanding of the need for certainty in resource planning and the sheer 
organizational difficulty involved in late-stage redesign. This mismatch between 
‘ideological’ commitments and practical realities is a general problem in industry-
science cooperation projects: even where industry stakeholders value user-
centered and iterative approaches in technology design, the implementation of 
such a process frequently proves problematic due to the operational business 
strategies of firms, and may well be a particular difficulty for SMEs. In contrast to 
scientific partners, for firms it is hard to plan for flexibility in the long-term. 

7 DISCUSSION 

7.1 Lessons learned for dementia management 

Our experiences can be, for analytic convenience, be described in terms of two 
discrete relationships. The first is the relationship between researchers and the 
researched (carers and patients). Our ‘design case study’ approach was intended to 
facilitate mutual learning over a period of time. The second involved the 
relationship between the two project partners, and turned out to be consequential 
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in relation to design outcomes. We report on both here to illustrate how a ‘practice 
based’ approach needs to attend to practices on the part of researchers as well as 
researched, and more specifically needs to attend to organizational features. 
Overall, our proposed solutions had a positive effect on the experiences of 
dementia sufferers, their families and professional caregivers, demonstrating, we 
believe, the value of situated and long term, evaluative procedures. In two of our 
test environments in particular, the professional and familial caregivers have 
grown dependent on the prototype and have used the artefact consistently. Having 
said that, the sheer complexity of the different situations which occasion concern, 
the heterogeneous nature of organizational and family routines, and the different 
moral/ideological commitments expressed by different parties underpin the need 
for solutions which are both very flexible and at the same time practical to 
implement. In the organizational care context, it is clear that these complexities 
mean that support for collaborative searching and for the flexible definition of 
‘boundaries’ needs to be better implemented. Professional management of issues 
of autonomy, privacy and safety are constantly negotiated and arranged in 
accordance with specific and local definitions of patient condition. Solutions must 
allow tailoring to meet these conditions. Tracker design, as one feature of this, is 
important. We had, however, to live with hardware- and technology- constraints 
for the duration of the project. One can imagine a circumstance where the tracker 
receives an excellent signal even indoors (e.g. with the EU’s Galileo satellite 
navigation) and a button-sized battery might last for months, with which we may 
indeed get better results. Regardless, current technological limitations 
circumscribe what is possible. At the same time, the sheer complexity of the 
social, legal, and ethical universe in which care is practiced will continue to exist 
and even more sophisticated technology will or will not be adopted in the light of 
social as well as technical factors. GPS tracking technology has been explored in 
research for at least 10 years, and a handful of commercial products can be found 
in the Internet, but the uptake of the technology in real care situations is still very 
low. One of our main contributions is to provide a better understanding of why 
this might be. 

One key factor is that technical support must fit with the established routines of 
family and institutional life. Constant monitoring from fixed positions is 
extremely difficult in many care institutions where there is a constantly high 
demand on time and a need for caregivers to be available in different locations. 
We recognized professional care staff’s constant high workload in institutional 
context during the pre-study and this was the main reason that UNI spent extra 
resources in designing and developing the Mobile Monitoring App. In family 
contexts, demands include the fact that caregivers themselves are sometimes 
elderly and not tech-savvy, or have other family or work commitments. Even the 
professionals have problems learning new technologies, especially for the 
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caregivers who are older. This is exemplified in the case of Environment A, where 
the prototype was not actively used because of this technology barrier. The 
relationship between technology acceptance and low IT affinity of caregivers has 
already been described, e.g. in (Pot et al. 2012). Our study augments this problem 
sphere by describing additional aspects impacting acceptance, such as the high 
degree of heterogeneity in care concepts and moral and legal standpoints, which 
also may cause a reluctance in the willingness to use IT in dementia care. Another 
aspect that our long-term and practice-based study demonstrates is the 
significance of the shape and size of the tracker as well as compromises that have 
to be made when deploying a practice-based evaluation study. The study 
demonstrates a high need for individualization of the tracking devices according 
to individual familiarity with jewelry, wrist watches, etc. Solutions, we suggest, 
are better fitted to selective management of situations, rather than to constant 
monitoring, for those reasons. 

Nevertheless, it would be naive to imagine that technical solutions can solve all 
problems. As Rogers has argued: 

“While most projects are sensitive to the privacy and ethical problems surrounding the monitoring 
of people, they are not easy to solve and have ended up overwhelming UbiComp research. Indeed, 
much of the discussion about the human aspects in the field has been primarily about the trade-
offs between security and privacy, convenience and privacy, and informedness and privacy. This 
focus has often been at the expense of other human concerns receiving less airing, such as how 
recording, tracking and re-representing movements and other information can be used to facilitate 
social and cognitive processes.” (Rogers 2006) 

Our long-term field test shows several impacts of the monitoring technology on 
the cooperative and social process of dementia care. For example, it allows the 
‘lines of conflict’ to be renegotiated. Concerns such as awareness vs. privacy and 
safety vs. autonomy can be differently managed given location-awareness 
support. To a large degree, the management of these concerns is a function of 
varying institutional and familial arrangements. This is compounded by the 
evident fact that policy, especially in the institutional context, around ‘freedom 
deprivation’ is often ambiguous. It is entirely possible that the strong antipathy in 
institutional contexts to “freedom depriving measures” is a specifically German 
feature, reflecting aspects of cultural history. It is certainly true that professional 
caregivers in institutional contexts express their concerns about such freedom 
deprivation very strongly, and expressions of this kind are even more evident at a 
managerial level where concern for legal liability might be more pronounced. This 
leads to a certain, understandable, conservatism in respect of technological 
innovation where it might impose on the patient’s autonomy. 

The constant renegotiation of care philosophies is another complicating factor. 
Along with (Dahl et al. 2012a; Dahl et al. 2012b) we recognize the way in which 
new care philosophies, such as Person Centered Care (Kitwood 1997, Wigg 
2010), are having a significant effect on practices in many care institutions. 
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However, the related practices are not clear-cut. While we agree in general 
principle with (Sugihara 2013), who promotes Patient Centered Care as “ (…) 
appropriate for applying the norm of human-centered design”, we also see a need 
for careful examination of the way in which new philosophies are actually 
implemented in different contexts and even why, as in the case of some domestic 
environments, why they may not be implemented at all. 

Thus, autonomy is not a fixed metric. As indicated, this points at the need for 
flexibility in the design of technologies. Just as importantly, however, it points to 
ethical issues in respect of how the researcher positions him/herself in these 
developing ideologies. If we support changing views of patient care in 
organizational settings, are we not bound to have a view of how patients are 
treated in family settings? Can we be comfortable supporting highly ‘engineered’ 
solutions in a domestic context if we reject them in more institutional contexts? 
Such issues become even more salient in a research context where the various 
participants do not share similar understandings or awareness of the kinds of 
practical constraint that may exist in one organization to a greater degree than 
another. 

There is also no doubt that the design process in this context significantly 
affected the design product. How to translate our qualitative empirical results for a 
commercial partner with no prior experience of either iterative design or of 
qualitative input was a constant difficulty in the project. The discrepancy between 
the company’s waterfall design philosophy (top-down) and our vision of how 
field work should contribute (bottom-up) limited our success in reflecting certain 
user requirements in design. Constraints on resources, particularly in the case of 
late stage redesign, meant that some of what we felt to be our most worthwhile 
insights were never implemented. There are also other important issues which we 
were unable to address given the lack of hardware expertise within the 
consortium. The ability to customize artifacts, for instance, as well as bring 
aesthetic aspects into products for the elderly, and especially in dementia care, has 
been stressed elsewhere (Angelini et al. 2013; Wallace et al. 2012) and our 
inability to adequately customize the tracker to cope with indoor situations limited 
its perceived value. 

In conclusion, we set out to contribute to a better understanding of the 
subtleties and complexities entailed in the familial and institutional management 
of dementia sufferers with wandering tendencies. With a full description of a 
design case study (investigative pre-study, design, and long-term evaluation) we 
have established, we feel, a fine-grained basis for understanding of how lines of 
conflict may occur and how a suitably flexible GPS locating system can aid in 
their resolution. It is clear to us that technology alone does not provide a full 
assistive solution and it is always mediated by varied ideological and practical 
considerations in different contexts. The heterogeneity of caregiving contexts 
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means assistive solutions (both the technology and service around it) must be very 
flexible and creative, adapting to differing user needs in each specific context. 
Caregivers in our study found these things in very short supply. 

Besides technological features, we also contribute to promoting a new ethos 
surrounding IT support for dementia management. A planned market roll-out of 
assistive technology in this sector requires detailed consideration of support for 
installation, education, legal matters, after-sales service (counseling, adaptation) 
and so on. The business model of such a product needs careful thought since 
service before-, at- and after- sale are at least as important as the technology itself. 
Again, any recognition of the need to provide other forms of support to caregivers 
is almost entirely, absent from the philosophy of technology providers in this 
challenging context. 

7.2 Lessons learned for project management 

The work presented in this paper was carried out through a publicly funded 
research project, which requires researchers and industry partners to come 
together and pursue a common goal. As Dachtera has pointed out: “With regard to 
the debate on the changing nature of science, our results suggest that within an 
institutional setting such as a joint research project, there are still 
epistemological and organizational barriers that are significant.” (Dachtera et al. 
2014). We can summarize the organizational issues we have faced during this 
project in the following way: 

• Different purposes: the researchers (UNI) had interests mainly in 
methodological challenges and academic publication. Software 
production was not a major concern. The researchers spent huge 
amount of time and expended emotional effort to get access to the real 
usage context. Their focus was on understanding the care practice of 
informal and formal caregivers, and thus generating requirements for 
design based on that. The researchers considered themselves as having 
‘privileged’ knowledge about dementia care, knowledge that went 
beyond the question of technical development, but also shed light on 
the socio-technical aspects of the problem. The industry partner 
(DEVLEAD), obviously, was primarily motivated by developing a 
product and bringing it to the market as soon as possible. Due to its 
financial and resource constraints, DEVLEAD could not afford revision 
to the work plan or extensive redesign, especially late in the process. 

• Problems in translation of requirements: it became evident that there 
was a gap between both partners’ conceptions of user requirements, and 
this problematized the translation from UNI’s field findings to 
DEVLEAD’s implementation. The researchers saw the design process 
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as an open-ended activity. They used qualitative methods with a 
commitment to the illumination of practices across different contexts. 
Therefore, the researchers gathered user requirements in the sense that 
they revealed the most significant issues, indicating potential functions, 
and raising critical concerns. DEVLEAD, however, expected user 
requirements to be clearly defined development tasks to better manage 
measurable costs. As a compromise, DEVLEAD structured a list of pre- 
defined functions and asked UNI to prioritize them according to the 
results from the user study. While this was a helpful move, it 
nevertheless did not solve the issue of late stage changes. 

• Parallel working – different priorities in practice: Although UNI and 
DEVLEAD shared a common framing of the project lifespan in the 
broad view, their actual practices in prioritization of work, perception 
of efficiency, and project management varied. For example, during the 
pre-study UNI had expected DEVLEAD to wait until the results from 
the field became more explicit to start the exact software development. 
DEVLEAD had, however, put heavy focus on the software 
development from early on. This left very limited room for design to 
adapt to an evolving understanding of user requirements. There are 
several reasons that led to this mismatching. 1). DEVLEAD started 
development early, and did not see starting earlier than planned as in 
any way problematic. 2). UNI did not manage to deliver pre-study 
results on time due to unexpected difficulties in the field. The work 
plans for both partners did not provide enough flexibility to foresee this 
possibility and did not provide for this contingency. 3). Different values 
of pre-study: DEVLEAD treated the pre-study as anecdotal confirmation 
and did not expect any significant impact from it. UNI, in contrast, took 
the field study very seriously. However, the complexity of the field was 
much higher than expected. To get access to, and develop an adequate 
understanding of, the field took much longer time than originally 
planned in the proposal. The negative effects included not only the 
delayed transfer of results to DEVLEAD, but also the fact that UNI’s 
analysis remained, for them, unconvincing at a generic level. We 
should stress here that in writing this paper, we are not engaged in 
blame allocation. Both partners were constrained by assumptions built 
into the project call and neither was in a position in respect of time and 
resources to compensate for that fact. Nevertheless, taking this project 
as a lesson, we would suggest a radical rethink of funding strategies 
aimed at near market development, if the products in question are to 
reflect real need. And we hope that, by addressing meta-problems in an 
open way, we might eventually bring insights to the funding parties that 
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might result in a better synergy of the different project management 
practices between academia/industry partners. For example, flexible 
start- and end-date for the partners would help bridge the gap where 
intensive field work is still being conducted but specific user 
requirements are yet to surface. HCI researchers should be able to start 
the project at first and have the time to understand the field. Industrial 
partners should be able to start the project from a later phase, when user 
requirements are (almost) identified. This should also reserve more 
resource for the industrial partners for redesign cycles in the later phase. 

• Different philosophies of software development: UNI conducted its 
field study according to the practice-based design paradigm and 
devoted itself to a bottom-up design philosophy based on profound 
knowledge of the real usage context. DEVLEAD has taken a typical 
Waterfall approach to develop the prototype, driving the development 
from the top down. The lesson is obvious. The two paradigms fit 
uneasily together. More importantly, however, we need to ask why this 
potential friction was not anticipated. Clearly, judgements about the 
relative expertise of project partners are difficult to make. While it 
seems obvious to us, post hoc, that a company with agile development 
expertise would have been the best suitable partner for us, given our 
commitment to a design case study approach. The development might, 
then, have been function-oriented, rapid, iterative, user- and test-driven. 
The reality is, however, that at a very early stage, neither partner 
showed adequate interest in, or knowledge of, their different design 
philosophies before forming a consortium. 

Below (Fig. 4 and 5) we try to depict the different conceptions of the 
cooperation process from both parties. Figure 4 was created entirely from our own 
view of DEVLEAD’s approach. We were unable to validate it with the company 
as it ceased to exist shortly after project end. The company was going through a 
difficult and ultimately fatal financial situation. This financial constraint became 
more evident in the late project phase and the company went bankrupt after the 
project end. The conception is, nevertheless, based on the company’s work plans. 
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Fig. 4. DEVLEAD's conception of the cooperation process 

Fig. 5. UNI's conception of the cooperation process 

7.3 Reflections on a “messy” field of assistive technology 
development in the context of an academia – industry 
partnership  

Pot et al. 2012 indicate that it is of high importance for IT support in dementia 
care to define the specific problem of the specific person with dementia and his or 
her caregiver and to search for the most appropriate solution for the problems of 
this particular dyad. Our study confirms this claim and it furthermore shows that 
this is not an easy endeavor in many cases. In dementia care, as well as more 
broadly in assistive technology development, it is often not possible to find 
“clear-cut” solutions. 

The systems to be developed in this highly loaded moral, social and legal 
complex universe imply the need for a nuanced viewpoint on both the process and 
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the product of development. By displaying the qualitative-empirical data, we 
would like to illustrate this way of reflection on what scholars of health sociology 
and science and technology studies (STS) have identified as the different ways 
health problems are being conceptualized and articulated by different groups of 
stakeholders. Depending on the perspective, methods of diagnosis and therapy 
may have very different outcomes. In the field of dementia care especially, one is 
confronted with varying discourses among physicians, professional and family 
carers and social and medical organizations (Cuijpers & van Lente 2015, Innes 
2009). This means for IT research that it is important to look more closely at the 
practices out of which dementia care “is constructed”. Different discourses may 
appear contradictory, but make perfect contextual sense (e.g. that personnel in 
care homes reports to us that they take prohibitions concerning locked doors 
seriously, but tell us about different measures to hide and camouflage the doors at 
the same time). Looking at these contradictory, and often not clearly or explicitly 
articulated issues helps us better understand obstacles and challenges in care 
practices - a perspective which has not been taken up very widely in research on 
assistive technologies. 

Programming a system ultimately needs clear-cut, distinct, complete and 
unambiguous requirements. This is the bridge to be built between academic 
research and industrial development: Handling unfamiliar empirical research 
results as well as the tolerance for discrepancies is very difficult for work contexts 
in industry. Conflicts and contradictions may be highly interesting results in the 
context of academic research and open up new scientific perspectives and 
reflections, such as from the viewpoint of STS on dementia care (Innes 2009). 
However, they are problematic in regard to operationalization and feasibility for 
design purposes. 

Overall, we are not able to share complete solutions in this paper, but we have 
highlighted some contradictions and discrepancies which affect development 
process and product. Hopefully, both kinds of refection will impact on future 
projects with similar research aims. 

From a long-term perspective, with this paper, we would like to contribute to 
the building-up of a more realistic and practice-based research in assistive 
technology design, which - undoubtedly - is both uncomfortable and complicated 
at times. The need for careful and consistent communication, furthermore, extends 
to relations with caregivers and the cared-for. They have an undoubted interest in 
assistive technology but are uncertain about how it might be deployed in practice 
without considerable help from project members. Moreover, the great uncertainty 
in respect of differing care concepts and if and how these are compatible with 
technological aids demonstrates the need for regular ongoing exchange between 
different stakeholder groups such as information scientists, IT developers, 
geriatrics, social workers, etc., in order to develop a common ground. 
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8 CONCLUSION 

Research in the field of practice-based design (Kuuti and Bannon 2014; Wulf et 
al. 2011) calls for attention to overall project activities, investigatory and 
otherwise, in a broader sense rather than simply reporting on the results of enquiry 
or the final results of research & development projects. This ‘practice turn’ in HCI 
is based on the assumption that all the activities of organizational actors, as well 
as those they study, in a cooperative project might contribute to the formulation of 
design goals, and that the process of investigation needs to be looked at as a set of 
practices right from the start. The study at hand, dealing with the user-centered 
development of a GPS- based system to support caregivers of wanderers in the 
field of dementia care tries to explicate and bring together two lines of the project: 
how it is that understanding the practices of potential users can be viewed as 
contributions to design, and how it is that the practices of participants to the 
research can and will mediate possible contributions. Accordingly, we have tried 
in the above to link the two together in such a way as to provide for a better 
understanding of how ‘practice’ might include the activities of designers and 
developers as well as those of subjects and, more importantly, how they ramify. 
First, we offered results from the qualitative user studies and the generation of 
design ideas, implications and requirements for design and redesign grounded in 
the practices of the end-users involved. Second, we reported on the interaction and 
communication processes between the project partners which framed the user 
research and the development of the system and which ultimately compromised 
the evolution of a design solution. We conclude with the observation that there are 
relatively few examples which demonstrate how the practices of users and the 
practices of research participants at an organizational level are mutually 
elaborative in the evolution of a design solution. In our case, the development of 
the final design product suffered from different paradigms that were brought in by 
the project partners. Nevertheless, the project has succeeded from each 
stakeholder’s view: 

• Academy (UNI) has invested emotions/time/resource in the project, and 
has fulfilled its responsibilities to the project and its target group. Its 
input has even gone beyond the planned assignment and resulted in a 
mobile app, which was viewed by a heterogeneous group of users as 
both useful and usable. 

• Company (DEVLEAD) saw project outcomes as successful insofar as 
the work done satisfied the basic purposes they envisaged for it. 

• The end users in the pre-study found both process and product to be 
beneficial. The users from the evaluation particularly appreciated the 
working technology that they were able to use and demonstrated its 
value by continued use. 
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We see our paper as a contribution to the development of a practice-oriented 
perspective in which the study of user practices and the study of organizational 
practices taken together can further illuminate the way in which design outcomes 
are arrived at and to foster discussion about how ‘best practice’ might possibly be 
achieved. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

That the population is aging is a statistical fact for many countries worldwide: 
one in every nine people in the world is 60 years of age or older, and the projected 
number of people over the age of 60 will reach 2 billion by 2050 (United Nations, 
2014). Along with this development, the proportion of elderly people that have to 
cope with physical and mental limitations or even chronic diseases that necessitate 
care will also increase (for Germany, see (BMFSFJ, 2010): 356-362, (Federal 
Statistical Office, 2014)). Healthcare expenditure throughout western countries 
has reached significant levels. The United States spent 18% of their gross 
domestic product (GDP) on health care in 2013 (CMS, 2014). In six EU member 
states (France, the Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Belgium and Austria) it 
exceeded 10% by 2011 (Eschler et al., 2015). The majority of care in Germany is 
still realised in the private homes of the patients, in most cases by their relatives 
(spouses, children, etc.): In 2011, two thirds of the 2.5 million chronically sick 
were cared for at home, against just 30% in professional care  institutions (Federal 
Statistical Office, 2014). There are several reasons for this: Firstly, the public 
finance and infrastructure available struggle to meet increasing demand. Secondly 
(and understandably), many elderly, chronically ill people choose to stay at home 
in familiar surroundings where they can be cared for by their relatives. Thirdly, 
the cost of care in a nursing home in Germany, as elsewhere, (see (Lehnert et al., 
2011) for a comparative review) is nearly twice as high as the cost of home care 
combined with external care services (e.g. (Wübker et al., 2014)). 

The research we describe below is an interdisciplinary research project 
(“TOPIC”, The Online Platform for Informal Caregivers) undertaken with 
information scientists, sociologists and media scientists together with partners 
from professional care institutions. The overall aim of the project is to understand 
the care practices of informal caregivers and how they relate to opportunities for 
support by designing a web-based care platform that could integrate various 
services, including information provision, social networking and coordination 
tools (e.g. a digital calendar). In this paper, we present the results of a qualitative 
study conducted in the early phase of the project, investigating the following 
research questions: 1) The Practice: What are the major characteristics of the 
routine care and the coordination work of informal caregivers?; 2) The Problems: 
What are the main issues with which elderly informal caregivers are faced when 
practicing care?; 3) Challenges & Opportunities: What are the most important 
challenges for the caregivers in respect to their own well- being? and  4) The  
Design: What implications for design can we make from learning more about care 
practice? In our paper, we will present and discuss results from our data analysis 
of participant observation conducted over eight months, along with open and  
semi-structured  interviews and cultural probes. After describing the data 
collection methods used, we will describe two cases in which our informal 
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caregivers and their care situation are detailed. In relation to our first three 
research questions, the following section will deal with the central features of 
informal care experience: (I) the self-concept of the caregivers as care experts; (II) 
their crucial need for social support and (III) timing issues and coordination with 
other actors.  Along with the features, implications for design for such complex 
situations will be presented and discussed. This work contributes to CSCW not 
only by providing fine-grained understanding of the work of caregivers and the 
implications for appropriate support, but also through methodological reflection 
intended to contribute to the creation of sensitizing concepts for the general 
purpose of better supporting transferability of findings from a specific context, as 
in this case (Wulf et al., 2015). 

2 STATE OF THE ART 

Growing awareness of demographic changes in relation to the aging population 
has led to a blossoming of technology to support healthcare. A large body of work 
in the general field of health care, and more specifically around coordination and 
cooperation in domestic home care, now exists. These works contribute both to a 
better understanding of how healthcare is collaboratively achieved, and to the 
designing of assistive technologies to support the caregiving (Schulz and Beach, 
1999), (Suchman, 1995). Designing in this field faces subtle yet complex 
challenges and normally requires a comprehensive requirement analysis and a 
tailored methodology (Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen, 2013). Recent research within 
the CSCW/ HCI purview spans a large spectrum from professional care centres, 
e.g. hospitals, to the support of individuals suffering from chronic diseases in their 
own homes. ICT development for institutional care tries to support the 
intrinsically cooperative manner of institutional care, such as in the case of the 
introduction of Electronic Patient Records (EPR) (Greenhalgh et al., 2009). In the 
home context, research has focused on empowering people so that they can live at 
home as long as possible (ageing in place). Such work is focusing increasingly on 
supporting social interaction and the sense of belonging for the elderly (Gaver et 
al., 2011), (Judge et al., 2010), (Morris et al., 2003), (Müller et al., 2015), (Uzor 
and Baillie, 2013), (Vines et al., 2012) in order to for them to continue living 
independently, even in circumstances where older people experience cognitive 
and/or physical decline. 

Recent studies on healthcare technologies have moved towards a better 
understanding of the socio-technical facets of the problem (Ballegaard et al., 
2008), (Burton et al., 2003), (Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen, 2013), (Kaplan and 
Harris-Salamone, 2009). For home-based healthcare, for instance, themes have 
evolved around the communication and cooperation needs of various stakeholders 
in chronic illness treatment (Bratteteig and Wagner, 2013), (Mamykina et al., 
2008), (Neustaedter et al., 2009), (Palen and Aaløkke, 2006), (Pang et al., 2013), 
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(Pratt et al., 2006), (Tellioğlu et al., 2014), (Yamashita et al., 2013), for example 
through support for coordination work within a family with the help  of digital 
calendars (Bødker and Grönvall, 2013), (Bossen et al., 2013), 5, (CMS, 2014), 
(Hooker et al., 1998). Some recent research has shown (in a randomized study) 
that a group of informal caregivers with access to online support were less likely 
to suffer from clinical depression than those who did not (Klemm et al., 2014). It 
has been shown that the values and attitudes of each stakeholder play an important 
role in appropriation and usage of ICT (Bødker and Grönvall, 2013). Research 
work in the context of cognitive issues has aimed at key problems such as the role 
of various stakeholders in the care process and has dealt with such issues as 
“whereabouts” or “biographical” awareness (Abowd et al., 2006), (Consolvo et 
al., 2004), (Müller et al., 2012), (Mynatt et al., 2001), 

(Wittenberg-Lyles et al., 2010) and monitoring (Demiris, 2009), (Crabtree et 
al., 2003b), (Petrakou, 2007). 

According to the statistics, it is also a fact that informal caregivers do a 
significant amount of work, and research has shown that such caring places a 
significant burden on caregivers (see e.g. (Clipp and George, 1990), (Deeken et 
al., 2003), (Docherty et al., 2008), (Ekwall et al., 2007), (van Ryn et al., 2011)). 
Eckwall et al. are primarily concerned with quality of life issues and derived 
results from a postal survey, as did Van Ruyn et al. In the latter instance, in a 
study of the care of cancer patients, it was pointed out that 50% of caregivers 
received no training and 50% also did paid work outside the home. The authors 
suggest, “Future research should explore the potentially high yield of addressing 
caregiver needs” ((van Ryn et al., 2011): 44) and furthermore stress that little is 
known about the kinds of social support or community resource that might be 
available to caregivers. In a similar vein, Deeken et al. (Deeken et al., 2003) 
review various metrics for assessing caregiver needs and argue “Many 
researchers have failed to explicitly define what they mean by a caregiver need.” 
((Deeken et al., 2003): 937). Such quantitative survey studies (see also (van Exel 
et al., 2008) and (Burton et al., 2003)) go some way towards setting out at a fairly 
general level what caregiver needs might be and how one might measure quality 
of life indicators, including the stresses of caregiving or the impact of the 
caregiver’s personality on her/his mental and physical health (Hooker et al., 
1998). There are still, however, relatively few qualitative studies with an 
ethnographic “sensibility” (Bossen et al., 2013), (Flick, 2009) or which are geared 
towards the longer term to fully depict the subtleties and nuances of the field, and 
how strikingly different the practices of caregiving can be. The studies that exist 
tend to focus on collaboration between the unpaid and professional caregivers 
(Pickard and Glendinning, 2002), on the “narratives” (Kirsi et al., 2000), (Kirsi et 
al., 2004) produced by male caregivers, or on domestic abuse. Most pertinent for 
our purposes is the study by Gooberman-Hill and Ebrahim (Gooberman-Hill and 
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Ebrahim, 2006), which emphasizes the need to think about caregiving in relational 
terms. 

Because of the richly situated, sensitive and continuously evolving nature of 
healthcare, we have chosen a qualitative research approach here (ethnography). 
We adopt a broadly Grounded Theoretical perspective for our work, largely 
predicated on Glaser and Strauss’ early formulations. Their motivation for 
systematizing their thoughts about qualitative research processes had been largely 
influenced by their observations in hospitals that resulted in “The Awareness of 
Dying” (Reissman, 1965), (George and Gwyther, 1986). Their research then 
focused on the social and psychological problems accompanying the care of dying 
patients. They were particularly concerned with the interaction between 
professionals (medical and nursing personnel), the patients, and their relatives, 
and developed concepts such as that of the “loss rationale”. 

We are proposing something similar here, in arguing that greater attention to 
the social and psychological issues that accompany long-term informal caregiving 
is needed when intending to design for this context. This type of informal 
caregiving is sociologically defined as “unpaid care, both affective and 
instrumental, provided in the domestic or private arena, often by women and often 
for family members.” ((Gabe and Monaghan, 2004): 196). The gender bias has to 
be qualified as there are a growing number of men that care for their wives (also 
comprised in our study). In including male carers, we shed light on relatives 
(wives, husbands or children) who have to manage a role shift to become an 
informal caregiver over time. Their way of dealing with these demands is basic to 
our understanding of the needs of unskilled caregivers who often became care 
“expert” over time. An important feature of this lies in the “moral career” 
(Goffman, 1961a) or identity construction process of caregivers as they move 
from an untutored position to relative expertise. In other words, how they learn to 
adopt a new social role and integrate this into their “role-set” (Merton, 1957). 

3 EMPIRICAL METHODS AND DATA 
COLLECTION 

As stated, we use Grounded Theory (GT) as a research paradigm reference, 
meaning that we mainly share the epistemological approach associated with 
Glaser and Strauss’ early works (Glaser and Strauss, 2017), especially in respect 
to the iterative rationale of our data collection and the desire to conduct 
comparative work across a number of cases. In this respect, we favour the view of 
GT as an “abductive” rather than inductive approach. That is, the approach works 
to generate a “best fit” between data and theory- or category- generation rather 
than demonstrating a strict logical relationship between the particular and the 
general. This, we argue, is consistent with Glaser and Strauss’ demand for 
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“plausibility”, and demands less in respect of the coding mechanisms later 
outlined by Strauss and Corbin ((Corbin and Strauss, 2015)). 

The data material is based on an ethnographic stance, composed of participant 
observation, along with informal and semi-structured interviews. For fairly 
obvious reasons, there are limits to participatory observation in home care 
situations; so after some months, we also enlisted “cultural probes” in the sense 
offered by (Crabtree et al., 2003a). These included a variety of different 
methodological instruments to support self-description and self-observation (see 
below). The feedback to the cultural probes was considerably more positive than 
expected. We used this material (diary entries and pictures) mainly as a stimulus 
in the later interviews to encourage the caregivers to explain their entries in detail. 

3.1 Ethnography and Context Information 

This paper is based on data analysis from our first phase of data collection (one 
year), focusing on care practices, daily routines and the needs of informal 
caregivers. By paying attention to the high and growing percentage of informal 
care situations, the research took place not in care institutions, but in the homes of 
ten families, living in rural areas in Germany. 

Access to this private and sensitive field was very difficult to manage as our 
research concept aimed not just at interviews on one or two occasions (like most 
former studies, see e.g. (Chen et al., 2013), (Christensen and Grönvall, 2011), 
(Clipp and George, 1990), (Gooberman-Hill and Ebrahim, 2006), (Navaie-Waliser 
et al., 2002), (Yamashita et al., 2013)), but at a through and detailed participant 
observation in the homes of the caregivers. Feedback indicated that the care 
situation is intimate and time-consuming and can, moreover, entail embarrassing 
and sometimes humiliating circumstances. Linked to this was the presumption 
that university researchers might be too “distanced”. We eventually made contact 
with the assistance of “gatekeepers”: Professional caregivers from care services 
who have daily contact with families affected by care introduced us to families by 
providing our contact information, flyers etc. Interested caregivers then contacted 
us and we met in person. 

A slow process of trust building, based on numerous meetings in the home and 
careful explanations of our objectives, eventually resulted in ten volunteer 
households. The first author, who performed the participant observations and 
conducted all the interviews, had prior experience with informal as well as formal 
care situations with patients suffering from dementia (Wan et al., 2014), 
Parkinson’s disease and multiple sclerosis. This seemed to have a positive effect 
on the development of relationships with the elderly caregivers. Furthermore, the 
researchers are  experienced and trained ethnographers. These experiences also 
helped us to evaluate situations, react adequately and build up trustful 
relationships that remain on-going even after a long period. 
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Older age might be defined in multiple ways, using diverse criteria such as 
specific cohorts, generations, health issues, employment status etc. (see (Gabe and 
Monaghan, 2004): 18ff.). In reference to our study, we set the inclusion criteria as 
age (over 60 years old) and being a full-time, untrained caregiver. Our ten 
participant caregivers are aged between 60 and 85 years old (most of them in their 
late 60s), and are retired or gave up their job because of the care situation. All but 
three are female and had grown-up children. Two caregivers care for a parent and 
one for her chronically ill, grown up child, but the majority of our informal 
caregivers care for their spouses. Three of them have dealt with care provision for 
ten years now (i.e. “long-term” caregivers), the others for a period between two 
and four years (“short-term” caregivers). Despite these diverse characteristics, one 
common attribute that we are interested in is care for a relative suffering from a 
chronic and progressive illness without any realistic chance of recovery: dementia 
and Alzheimer’s disease (often accompanied by additional medical conditions 
such as strokes, depression or heart failure), Parkinson’s disease and strokes. We 
base our insights on data collected from all ten families, but mainly cite data here 
from eight months’ observational work undertaken with five of them: Three of 
these are long-term caregivers (of dementia patients and one case of irreparable 
brain damage respectively); one of them will be introduced in detail later on (Mrs 
Wolff*). The other two participants were short-term caregivers, one of whom will 
be examined later (Mrs Kunze). 

Beginning in October 2013, the first author and one student assistant were 
engaged in observations and interviewing in the families. This tandem of 
researchers, one very care- experienced person with another who was less 
experienced, allowed us to combine and complement two perspectives, 
observation positions, etc. which resulted in very rich data material (field notes 
during the observation and observation protocols produced after the visits). It is in 
the nature of the domestic care situation that such observations are episodic. 
Typically, visits to caregivers lasted several hours a day (four or five hours on 
average) and entailed both accompanying caregivers as they went about their tasks 
and asking questions where appropriate. This participation included going to 
whatever location in the household where the caregiver and patient happened to 
be as well contact to other members of the household (like children), friends that 
visited and professional care staff. 

In some cases, we visited the households weekly. Others we visited biweekly 
or once a month over a period of eight months and also alternated the days to gain 
a more complex insight into daily routines. Due to the inherent logic of the field 
and our research position, we didn’t schedule the visits for the caregivers, but 
adapted our observation times to the caregivers’ wishes. As mentioned, building 
trust  was critical here and as relationships evolved, observation sessions became 
longer. Being experienced in sensitive research fields, we were aware of the need 
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to take great care around the interplay between involvement and distance with 
caregivers. 

Our approach, we stress, is an ethnographic (Randall et al., 2007), (Flick, 2009) 
in terms of its sensibility, seeking to uncover the meaningful practices of actors, 
and the attitudes and values that inform them, and combining different qualitative 
methods. We should mention that nearly all the caregivers in our study raised 
concerns about standardized questionnaires in early meetings as they associated 
these with the questionnaires that are used by health insurers to define levels of 
care. 

Figure 1-4. Examples from the cultural probes in one family (Mrs Wolff): a diary, smiley 
stickers, and Polaroid pictures of care situations, external care staff, taken and authorized 
by the caregiver 

3.2 Cultural Probes 

We used cultural probes (Crabtree et al., 2003a), (Gaver et al., 2004) as an adjunct 
to our other enquiries, enabling a degree of self-observation by caregivers during 
the times that we were not around. We prepared the different probes carefully and 
with attention to their “look and feel”. We explained to our participants that they 
were entirely free to use any or none of the probes we gave them. In the pictures 
below (Figure 1-4), some examples of the cultural probes are shown: a diary, 
smiley stickers and Polaroid pictures taken by one of the caregivers (Mrs Wolff). 
The cultural probes stayed in the families for two weeks. All the families used 
tools from the box, in some cases across the whole of the two-week period. In 
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most cases, the descriptions of the daily routines remained reasonably consistent 
over time, with just a few minor alterations in routine. Preferences varied; for 
example, one of the male caregivers didn’t wish to keep a diary, but used the 
camera, the stickers and short notes, whereas three of the women engaged with 
the diary enthusiastically (one of them, Mrs Wolff, was writing a care diary 
anyway). 

3.3 Interviews 

As participant observation had certain limitations in the domestic context reported 
here, interviews were an additional choice. We conducted different kinds of 
interviews according to specific circumstances (Flick, 2009):  In some cases, 
interviews were informal and arose spontaneously during observation, for instance 
when the researcher failed to fully understand unfolding events. These informal 
talks were noted down in situ. In later stages of our fieldwork, we conducted loose 
semi-structured interviews after a) collecting the cultural probes back and b) at the 
end of the data collection phase after one year with each caregiver (one-on-one-
interview or sometimes with both the observing researchers). This yielded an 
additional 20 semi-structured interviews, lasting between one and a half hours and 
four hours each. All the semi-structured interviews were tape-recorded and later 
transcribed The major subject areas covered in the semi-structured interview 
guide were based on the initial analysis carried out during earlier observations: 
care situation, interaction between the caregiver, care receiver, family and external 
care staff, mobility, time management and monitoring of the health condition of 
the care receiver. 

3.4 Data Material and Analysis 

During the first year, a substantial amount of data was collected from the ten 
families: extensive field notes and observation protocols, cultural probe material, 
audio recordings from the interviews and transcripts. As pointed out above, our 
approach is based on an iterative research process without a clear separation of the 
data collection phase and analysis of the material, but in constant comparison. 
That means that we started the analysis after the first observations with open 
coding of the material, went back to the field, analysed again, discussed 
consistencies in the findings, modified our focus and so on. We collaboratively 
analysed and discussed the data material in our project team as well as with 
another qualitative analysis group. We used MAXQDA as a tool to integrate all 
the data, which allowed us to progressively code the data, add memos to it, and 
work asynchronously  when  necessary. We describe some of the main findings 
below, but first we provide details of the care context of two of our participants in 
order to illustrate the complexity of such situations. 
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4 TWO CASES 

We chose two examples to reflect the different stages of the “moral career” of the 
caregivers and the way in which it reflects the progressive learning of a role. On 
the one hand, we describe the experience of someone who has been dealing with 
these issues for less than three years (Mrs Kunze) and on the other someone who 
has been involved in domestic caregiving for over ten years (Mrs Wolff). 

Mrs Kunze: Struggling with the New “Normality” 
This family is an exemplar of a short-term-care situation in multiple ways: The 

65-year-old caregiver takes care of her 70-year-old husband who was diagnosed 
with frontal lobe dementia three years ago and additionally with Parkinson’s 
disease just five months ago. The caregiver has a healthy, sporty and conscious 
lifestyle. One of her two daughters lives in the house next door with her family 
and supports the caregiver whenever possible. The caregiver helps her husband 
with almost every routine activity:  washing, getting dressed, drinking/eating, 
communication, everyday- organization, administrative matters etc. The care 
receiver is able to walk and to follow conversations in part, but cannot enunciate 
verbally or manage any of the ordinary manual skills (like opening doors). The 
caregiver is retired and takes care of her husband most of the time. The family 
receives financial help for caring and uses this money for external care services 
such as day care service twice a week. In the talks with her, the caregiver stresses 
the fact that these times off are essential for her to manage some of the practical 
aspects of the situation (organization of every- day life), but also for her self-care 
(sport). 

Mrs Kunze, by her own account, struggles  with  the situation that became a 
new “normality” in her family. In comparing her previous life with her husband to 
the present situation, she refers to feelings of shame that she had never 
anticipated. She finds it difficult to adjust to the changed public behaviour of her 
husband, for example when he demonstrates his enjoyment for jumping up and 
down in the street like a child. Feeding him, for instance, when they go to a 
restaurant, is also embarrassing for her. This learning process whereby caregivers 
adjust their expectations little by little, struggling with divergence from a 
previously assumed normality or with dealing with the “stigmatized identity” of 
her husband as a sick person and herself as a caregiver (Goffman, 1963), is typical 
of the process. 

A second, and too-little remarked on feature of domestic caregiving, is that 
caregivers themselves are often elderly and have to learn to cope with their  own  
deteriorating health at the same time as they learn to cope with their partner’s 
developing issues. In Mrs Kunze’s case, she fell ill and has recently been 
diagnosed with diabetes. As she said, until her diagnosis she had not had any 
significant problems with her health. Up until that point, she had been focused 
entirely on her husband’s health situation (field notes, July 2014). Mrs Kunze 
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described how  she had tried to accustom herself to her husband’s frontal lobe 
dementia and get the best treatment for him over the  three-year period. When he 
was additionally diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease in summer 2014, she had to 
start all over again to find out what she could about the disease, but also about her 
own condition; to re-organize and re-adjust their life in the light of these new 
circumstances. She explained to us that she sometimes feels that everything is too 
much, especially with the on-going balance of dependency, with the lack of time 
for herself, but also the fact that the spouses are no longer on equal terms. 

Our purpose in recounting this history is to demonstrate that caregiving is an 
evolving and dynamic matter. Mrs Kunze is engaged in a challenging and 
burdensome learning process with few guidelines on how to manage it. She has 
some limited support for the practical problems she encounters, but little or none 
for the emotional and social adjustments that she has to make. 

Mrs Wolff: Doing Being the Ideal Caregiver 
This caregiver is 64 years old and cares for her 68-year-old husband who has 

suffered from advanced Alzheimer’s disease since 2003. His medical condition 
deteriorated dramatically after a stroke in 2006. Since then, the patient has been 
completely dependent on care, being entirely bedridden, and is completely 
unresponsive to communication. Her receives the highest level of care in respect 
of health insurance standards. He relies on help with every aspect of daily life 
(washing, getting dressed, drinking/eating etc.) and his wife feeds him on liquids 
five times a day. 

The health insurance contributes money and they also have a care service that 
supports the caregiver twice a day for washing and dressing. Compared to the 
other family (Kunze), this family has financial problems and cannot afford any 
extra care services to relieve pressure on the caregiver. Mrs Wolff just takes one 
or two “weeks off” a year. During that time, the care receiver is based in a 
professional care institution, covered by their health and care insurances. 

Mrs Wolff talks about the physical stresses of caregiving and problems she has 
with her own significant weight problems as well as knee and back pains that 
became chronic. She refused to undergo necessary surgery because of her 
responsibilities to her husband. From her point of view, no one is capable of 
caring for her husband in the way that she can, that she “does the best that she 
possibly can” in her situation (informal interview, November 2013). This self-
positioning underlines, in her view, a level of accumulated expertise. She points 
out that she knows her husband best, knows how she can cater for his needs. 
External care, she suggests, would often fail to ensure that the patient gets enough 
to drink during the day. The point here is that although from the outside such 
diseases have generic elements, from the point of view of caregivers, they are also 
unique in their character and require intimate knowledge of the patient’s needs. 
One consequence is that it is surprisingly difficult to accept outside help. During 
her time off, for instance, Mrs Wolff tends to choose destinations close by so that 
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she can visit her husband at the nursing home and care for him. Comments such as 
“I’m foolish enough not to choose distant destinations.” (field notes, informal 
interview, November 2013) suggest the interpretation that she is aware of the 
costs of her policy, but at the same time she seems to be trapped in her own role 
as the perfect caregiver. Mrs Wolff, like many of our participants, demands a very 
high standard of herself, despite the extremely demanding nature of the role she 
has adopted. She remains highly conscious of what she has lost, including the 
companionship associated with her previous life and the activities they shared. 
From her point of view, she no longer has what she calls a “real husband” in terms 
of a communicative human being, husband, father, and sexual partner. 

Like almost all our respondents, she confesses to being stressed and has to 
adjust to her loneliness and lack of freedom. She admits that, at times, she 
“wishes he would die” (field notes, January 2014). She also speaks of the things 
one gets used to, including silence. It is seldom remarked on that routine family 
life is a noisy affair. The absence of communication with a partner radically alters 
that. Mrs Wolff uses YouTube to keep herself and her husband “busy” (ibid.). 

Another result of our analysis is that long-term caregivers like Mrs Wolff often 
describe themselves as protecting other members of the family from the daily 
grind. This self- identified expertise can be further isolating. In Mrs Wolff’s case, 
she is keen to ensure that her two sons (aged early twenties) do not have to 
contribute to their father’s care. Despite the fact that there are potential sources for 
support in the household, she is not inclined to include them. Here, her other 
social role (as a mother) is dominant and  she wants to protect her children, as she 
put it. 

One last feature that bears a similarity to Mrs Kunze and to other participants is 
a dependence on computer technology. Mrs Wolff uses online banking because it 
is useful for the attendance allowance settlement and similar things. This is also in 
line with her self-perception that she needs “to be effective”, cannot afford to let 
herself go or have times-out. She organizes her life, the care and the household in 
accordance with very clear, almost ritualized rules. This strategy was also found 
in our other participants’ routines, which brings us to the next section and the 
presentation of central aspects of care practices. 

5 FEATURES OF THE INFORMAL CARE 
EXPERIENCE 

In the data material, we found a wide range of aspects that are relevant for all the 
ten participants and their care, regardless of the concrete disease or situation. In 
the following, we will present and discuss three central features, illustrate them 
with data material and integrate relevant implications for design. The features 
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represented here have been developed as core categories during the process of 
data analysis. 

5.1 Self-concept as a Care-expert 

One of the most important findings so far has been the self- description and self-
positioning of the informal caregivers as care experts over time. We described this 
above, after Goffman, as involving a “moral career”. Goffman (Goffman Erving, 
1959), (Goffman, 1963) shows, in a different context, how mental patients and 
other stigmatized individuals experience the stages of their career in a variety of 
ways but typically in the “pre-patient” phase experience “losing control”, 
provoking emotional responses such as anxiety. Moreover, this phase is 
accompanied by contact with mediators - agencies that affect progress and 
negotiate a role with family and friends. The “patient” phase is characterized by 
regimentation and routine and the development of strategies to cope with loss of 
freedom. We will argue, by analogy, that this describes the evolving experience of 
the caregiver well. Caregivers experience stigmatization, early anxieties and feel a 
loss of control over their domestic life. Their progress is marked by interaction 
with professionals and institutions, and the development of coping strategies that 
are embedded in routines. Goffman also introduces the notion of “comrades in  
suffering”, people who are able to give moral support or tips on how to manage. 
This, we argue, is something largely absent from the moral career of the caregiver. 
As we have seen, quite the opposite can be seen, as caregivers attempt to shield 
family members from the burden. 

Sociologists are familiar with the structured nature of familial roles and have 
noted the way in which changes in household structure, gender roles, and so on 
have impacted on the family. This is just as true, if not more so, for caregivers as 
they learn how to negotiate new roles. They experience a “role shift” (Goffman 
Erving, 1959), (Goffman, 1963) from being mainly a wife/husband, mother/father 
or daughter, to new and, to begin with, ill-defined obligations as full time 
caregivers. They receive no professional training in that field of work and so are 
forced into the “learning” of new practices. Such learning is evolutionary and 
takes place over a long period of time. It is, in large part, composed of two equally 
important elements. The first entails “coping” with the new reality, especially as 
there is little or no chance of things changing for the better. Coping here refers not 
only to the obvious burdens but also to new experiences of stigmatization. This 
includes shame, feeling uncomfortable or being embarrassed by a partner. Mrs 
Kunze, for instance, points out that she tries to avoid certain public places that do 
not offer any intimacy (like big restaurants) (field notes, November 2013) or – if 
that is impossible – she positions her husband with his back to other members of 
the public so his behaviour is relatively invisible (field notes, February 2014). 
This, it scarcely needs to be said, also entails radical revisions of relationships 
with relatives, friends, neighbours and acquaintances. 
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Over time, this new reality becomes more fixed. There seems to be, in other 
words, a progressive acceptance of a role. Where short-term caregivers are 
engaged in coping with the novel situation, learning what that role might be and 
adjusting to changing circumstances, “old hands” have acquired a self-image of a 
clearer and arguably more fixed kind. As described above for Mrs Wolff, our 
long-term caregivers position themselves as care-experts, also in contrast to 
professionals. Mr Jacob (80 years old, caring for his wife with dementia for ten 
years now) even stressed his perfect care of his wife’s body and that her condition 
“would be significantly worse if she was in a nursing home” (informal interview, 
January 2014). Mrs Hermann, the mother of a nearly fifty-year old man suffering 
from irreparable brain damage and severe epilepsy, also often referred to negative 
experiences with external care institutions. From her point of view (as was also 
expressed by many of our other caregivers), nursing homes and their medical staff 
in particular do not have the adequate framing conditions and competences to 
really understand individual needs and respond to them properly. They only 
perform their “run-of-the-mill” procedures as she says, she has experienced more 
than once with her own son (informal interview, Mrs Hermann, October 2013). 
An exception to this observation is the fact that most of our long-term caregivers 
report positive relationships with individual external care professionals who visit 
regularly and who seem to share their understanding of the necessary care routine. 
Most of the time, these people do their job in the family over years and stick to the 
care routines and preferences the informal caregivers have established over time 
(field notes from Mrs Wolff, Mr Jacobs and Mrs Hermann). 

  

5.2 The Crucial Need for Social Support 

One major aspect of informal caregivers’ lives can be identified as their social 
isolation. Caregivers often spoke about their reduced opportunity to chitchat with 
other people on a regular basis, but also to get in contact with other people facing 
a similar situation. In large part, this has to do with increasing isolation, for short-
term as well as for long-term caregivers. It becomes even more difficult to share 
experiences, identify common problems and solutions and gather information. 
There is, in short, an absent network in this sense, despite the fact that our 
participants have offline social networks consisting of close family and friends. 
These networks can sometimes be activated as support networks in order to afford 
time off for the caregivers; Mrs Kunze and Mr Jacob, for instance, both place 
great value on the two or three hours a week when they meet acquaintances in 
their respective sports clubs. All the contacts with the nuclear family and friends 
are important for them and represent a kind of “self-care” for informal caregivers; 
but they also expressed the desire to communicate with people outside their own 
family and network without any obligations or on a more “anonymous basis”. 
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Care staff visits are also opportunities for caregivers to retain some social 
contact outside the family. As pointed out before, all of the long-term caregivers 
rely on cooperation with professional care organizations that support them on a 
daily basis. The level of intensity varies amongst the observed families, but in 
most of the cases, professional caregivers visit the families twice a day for some 
minutes. As the work of the professional care staff is highly regulated due to 
economic/financial restrictions based on the individual care level of the patient, 
the time available in the respective household is low. Consequently, the shared 
care work is underpinned by very clear rules and routines (organization of the 
equipment, roles, etc.). Here, mutual understanding and trust between the 
involved actors is most important to maintain a functioning and satisfying 
situation not just for the patient, but also for the responsible informal caregiver. 
Often, the informal caregivers prefer a certain professional caregiver who, in their 
view, shares an understanding of the individual and the sensitive situation often 
due to a long period of collaboration. 

These limited opportunities do not, however, solve  the major problem of 
organizing free time for meeting friends and keeping up regular appointments. 
Options for meeting people outside the house are limited – which is particularly 
difficult to manage in rural areas, and for elderly caregivers who are not very 
mobile. The feeling of being isolated from life and feeling lonely accompanies 
most of our long-term caregivers; for instance Mrs Hermann, who has cared for 
her son for decades: “Sometimes, one feels like one  is buried alive, if one doesn’t 
see anyone else or talk  to anyone else but the professional care service in the 
morning.” (Mrs Hermann, field notes, October 2013). Over the month of 
observation in her home, we recognized that her motivation to participate in our 
study was mainly driven by the hope for more communication with other 
caregivers in the long run. 

5.3 Timing Issues and Coordination 

In our field of research, the importance of daily routines is evident. Even when 
caregivers are themselves retired (as in our study), they are faced with multiple, 
demanding tasks due to the nature of full-time care. These embrace mainly care-
related activities such as the personal care of the patient’s body (washing, 
dressing, moving from one side to the other and feeding several times a day, 
giving medicine etc.) which is time-consuming and challenging because most of 
the patients are (completely or partly) immobile, bed-ridden all the time, unable to 
interact or even respond to their caregivers and so on. All other activities such as 
appointments with doctors, professional care staff or insurance companies, 
organisation of medical aid, the patient’s financial and legal issues, cooking, 
shopping, washing clothes, cleaning the house/flat, etc. also have to be managed 
by the informal caregiver. Not forgetting her or his own needs. Mr Jacob (80 years 
old), for instance, pointed out that “he is now controlled more by outside 
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influences and busy with the care job than he was during his working life” 
(informal talk, January 2014), especially because he is “on call” 24/7 whether his 
wife is feeling unwell or whether her medical condition has deteriorated etc. 
Consequently, a common characteristic of all the participating caregivers is their 
intense need to structure time in detail and to coordinate their activities with 
others (the relatives, their social network, the professional care staff etc.). Most of 
them accomplish this by using a calendar (in paper form) to keep track of all their 
activities. 

Our respondents consistently report that they find the management of time very 
difficult. Firstly, long-term care of patients with progressively deteriorating 
conditions involves considerable coordination with professionals of one kind or 
another. Professional people, unsurprisingly, have an entirely different set of 
commitments to deal with; they cannot easily “drop” one patient in order to deal 
with another and often have fixed commitments. A significant part of the formal 
support given involves visits to external clinics. This means that for the most part, 
informal caregivers must fit in with professional schedules rather than the other 
way round. Secondly, the provision of medication in a systematic and controlled 
manner; the management of exercise regimes; dealing with sanitary requirements, 
organizing meals and so on all require careful planning, especially when the 
caregiver is, more often than not, solely responsible. Thirdly, depending on their 
condition, the cared-for person often cannot be left alone for more than a few 
minutes at a time and thus caregiving has to be carefully dovetailed with other 
activities such as meetings with relatives and friends, shopping times, 
employment or the minimal leisure time of the informal caregivers themselves 
(for sport, time-off etc.). This is even more important for elderly caregivers and 
the maintenance of their own health. 

The paper calendars are full of scribbled detail. Our participants all described 
the calendar as an essential tool for their time management. The tasks, activities,  
other actors and routines that have to be managed are highly complex and – as 
Mrs Kunze pointed out – they have to be managed by the caregivers themselves as 
their partners, the care receivers, cannot support them: “in partnerships, one could 
divide the tasks etc., but that’s not possible any more” (informal talk, February 
2014). This quote also underlines the difference in coordination and collaboration 
in families as such; in childcare, for instance, as – ordinarily – these tasks can be 
divided between the parents/partners. In this situation, time management is a far 
from trivial matter. Deviation from the plan, in this context, is often very 
consequential and disruptive. Most of our participants stressed that they depended 
as much as possible on predictability, especially of the professional care staff. 
Contingencies that arise (e.g. the late arrival of a support worker or a cancellation 
by a supporting family member) may result in an avalanche of defaults, like Mrs 
Kunze pointed out: “a delay of the day care bus will provoke panic in the whole 
family.” She described a scene from the week before, when the bus that should 
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have picked her husband up from day care was late by over an hour. Her daughter 
was waiting for Mr Kunze (the patient) at home, but had to leave due to other 
obligations. (field notes, November 2013). 

Most caregivers we observed emphasized the need for circumstances to be as 
controllable, or organized as possible. Some of them also pointed out that they 
would like to improve the coordination between their own schedule and that of the 
professional care staff organization, for instance with automatic notifications 
about delays etc. Daily routines are essential for coping successfully with the 
demands of the care situation; plans are, in most cases, precise to the minute, 
especially when professional external care is involved. All of our caregivers 
communicated their lack of “time for themselves”, the lack of freedom and 
spontaneity in their lives. Mrs Wolff summarized her situation with the 
characteristic comment that “even spontaneity has to be organized” (interview 
after the collection of the cultural probes, February 2014). 

6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

As stated at the beginning, we refer to Glaser and Strauss’ early works about the 
“The Awareness of Dying” and their interest in the rationales of caregivers, but 
we go beyond that by addressing a specific group of unskilled (informal) 
caregivers and their way of coping with their situation, learning a new role as a 
caregiver and cooperating with professional caregivers. As we have pointed out, 
existing literature has tended to focus on quantitative measures of quality of life or 
on limited “one shot” interviews ((Chen et al., 2013), (Clipp and George, 1990), 
(Gooberman-Hill and Ebrahim, 2006), (Navaie-Waliser et al., 2002), (Yamashita 
et al., 2013). Here, long-term ethnography provides us with extensive insights into 
the highly complex and evolving situations of domestic care and in so doing 
addresses precisely the “missing what” that Van Ruyn et al. (van Ryn et al., 2011) 
point to. 

The experiences described above are not stable or fixed, but dynamic in 
multiple ways. This is important, for there can be no generic application that fits 
the needs of all caregivers. Progress over time and the learning curve typical of 
their experience, we believe, is the most important dimension to consider. 
Learning, as we  have seen, is a major feature of the moral career of the caregiver 
and all of our participants express reservations about the kind of help – social and 
symbolic as well as material – that is available to them (see for instance the aspect 
“self- perception as a care-expert”). The learning process of the new, additional 
social role of an informal caregiver is mainly realized and accepted over time. 
Along with this goes the observation that people who have been caregivers for a 
short period and who still struggle with this new role, situation and routine, also 
partly show what Goffman calls “role distance” (Goffman, 1961b), meaning a 
more critical view of the caregiver role (such as Mrs Kunze). That might also be 
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an important perspective to design for such situations in the sense of supporting 
the establishment of a “virtual community of practice”. 

Again, learning might be mistakenly thought of as simply a cognitive matter- 
that there are certain things one needs to know about a medical condition in order 
to provide care and so on. We have tried to show that this significantly underplays 
other important aspects of the learning process. Not least, support needs to be 
provided to enable caregivers to manage their own identities over time. This 
includes support, for instance, for feelings of shame and stigmatization, and the 
sharing of experiences of this kind. Isolation and the moral commitment to 
“managing on one’s own”, and managing one’s own psychological and physical 
health turns out to be a major feature of the caregivers’ burden. We interpreted 
these changes as a “moral career” for caregivers, one in which their identities and 
social as well as their more detailed practices and their cooperative work undergo 
change. Informal caregivers have to face these changes and have to adapt 
themselves to new and evolving conditions. Consequently, the technical support 
we envisage will have to reflect this variety of conditions. 

The most significant challenge we as designers face, is how to make the 
envisioned product capable of covering the entire process that caregivers undergo. 
This not only requires the platform to be easily accessible for users with various 
levels of technical experience, but also requires the features and contents of the 
platform to cover caregivers’ needs during the various phases of their moral 
career. 

In respect to experience with technology, most of our users have zero to little 
experience with smart devices and online social networks. Prior to our device 
rollout, only one of our users had a smart device (Tablet) and only one (other) 
user was registered on Facebook. This of course creates great challenges for the 
user group to accept and appropriate technological interventions. Additionally, the 
likelihood of being subjected to age-related impairments such as reduced eyesight 
further complicates the situation. Carefully designed interfaces and elderly-
oriented design are just the first steps. The platform needs to have a site-wide 
guidance system to walk users through early sessions and support them at various 
points. We argue rather, that we need to understand the complex and evolving 
assumptions that inform their practices as they move from “novice” to “expert”. 
And, of course, we need to learn how, when and what kind of help might be 
needed, both on a technological and care level. From the methodological 
perspective, we need to take a concerted approach to bring the technology to our 
users, breaking what can look like monolithic complexity into little milestones. 
For example, rolling out smart devices earlier than the prototype is ready, we will 
give the users enough time to first get acquainted with a device and consequently 
reduce hindrance when the software is later rolled out separately. In addition, 
long-term personal training is essential for elderly users. Overall, we need to think 
of our platform as a service rather than a software product. This means education 
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in how to use the platform, individual adaption of the service, and the work of a 
reliable support team will all be as important as the platform itself. 

The definition of the content and features the platform should provide is, of 
course, another major challenge. Considering the diversity of experience, and the 
evolving progress of each individual, the platform will need to have both great 
flexibility and extensibility to be able to cover a large range of needs/interests. A 
modular design philosophy would seem to best fit these varied scenarios, 
providing easy extensibility by add-ons. In respect to content, it will provide an 
editor-friendly interface to allow easy content maintenance; so content providers 
will not have to bother with source code and can focus on delivering great content 
to the platform continuously. We see several potential contributions our platform 
will bring to informal caregivers and we would like to illustrate and provide 
further considerations in relation to: 

6.1 Information Support: 

The confidence informal caregivers develop of “owning” the best care practice is 
based on the fact that they have gone through a long (normally painful) learning 
process, sometimes receiving relatively little external help from professionals 
along the way. The envisioned platform should provide information to support 
this learning process and make channels for information exchange available. Our 
results underline that informal caregivers need not only credible information from 
professionals (e.g. information about a disease), but also information from other 
peers (caregivers facing similar challenges) to provide orientation in their moral 
career. The platform will contribute information channels from both professionals 
and the “unprofessional” users. Of course, the validity of user-generated content 
here could be a concern; a certain need for moderation by professionals on these 
channels may be necessary. How this might meet the needs of our users will be 
examined in the next phases of the project. Last but not the least, the platform 
needs  to structure information in such a way that different levels of knowledge 
and expertise are catered for. 

Social Support: Our results illustrate that, so far, our users do not use online 
social networks, and even their real-world social connections are decreasing due 
to limited  time, energy and options. Building a dedicated community for informal 
caregivers has been our ambition since the foundation of the project. Yet, with 
more understanding of the field, we are ever more aware of the need for social 
support for this population (e.g. experience on fighting stigmatization and shame, 
psychological counseling, social inclusion, online/offline events, and care for 
one’s own situation). Considering the lower-than-average physical mobility of this 
user group, especially in rural areas where offers are even more limited, the 
platform might also provide mobility support (e.g. public connection, taxi, car 
sharing (Meurer et al., 2014)). 
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6.2 Coordination Support: 

In our users’ paper calendars, we observed intertwined, compactly crowded plans 
that involve multiple stakeholders such as family members and care professionals. 
The communication channels with these stakeholders, for now, are maintained 
solely “by hand”. “Spontaneity has to be organized”, but as the current 
coordination lacks efficiency and responsiveness, and stakeholders are not able to 
react to contingency in many cases. Coordination support on our platform, we 
think, goes well beyond merely providing a digital calendar. The challenge lies in 
creating and integrating coordination channels and the automation of 
communication “backstage”. It is, we argue, essential that all stakeholders are 
integrated into the coordination process, and that the platform should, proactively 
where possible, inform all stakeholders about contingency and support the re- 
negotiation process when stakeholders react to unexpected changes. To achieve 
this goal, technical development is just one part of the objective. It would also 
require a lot of effort in the integration process on the part of “big players” in the 
healthcare system, e.g. care service and health insurance. 

Informal elderly caregivers might have been relatively overlooked as an ever 
growing user group up till now, but we believe that long-term micro studies 
contribute towards an understanding of the evolving complexity of this kind of 
cooperative and coordinative care work. 
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1 Introduction 

In Germany there are more than a million people suffering from dementia. 
Every year more than 250,000 new cases occur. According to one calculation, this 
number will climb to 2.3 million by the year 2050 [Bickel 2005]. Worldwide, the 
prevalence of dementia sufferers was estimated at 35.6 million in the year 2009. 
The projected number of sufferers for the year 2050 will be 115.4 million 
[Alzheimer 2009]. Typical symptoms of dementia are progressive memory loss, 
disorientation in time, loss of spatial orientation, and progressive loss of one’s 
own personality. The loss of spatial orientation and memory ability means that 
people with dementia have a significantly greater risk of getting lost [McShane et 
al. 1998]. Such situations cause anxiety and even more disorientation, which can 
lead to life-threatening circumstances [Flaherty 2006]. For caregivers as well, this 
wandering behavior may cause overwhelming stress since dementia patients often 
need constant company. With the progression of the disease, persons with 
dementia will become increasingly dependent on help and support. The majority 
of patients, about 75%, live in the home environment, with the support of family 
and care services. Approximately 25% live in nursing homes [Alzheimer Europe 
2005]. 

Dementia patients, as direct sufferers of the disease, are under the spotlight in 
most research studies dealing with this issue. Nevertheless, family caregivers and 
relatives also deserve special attention, as they are exposed to high psychosocial 
and physical demand. This is especially the case since they themselves are often 
elderly and suffering from other ailments. A study shows that in the US, the 
average age of family caregivers is 48 and 51% of them are over age 50 
[Alzheimer’s Association. 2008]. The physical and psychological stress of both 
parties can often, in addition, lead to social problems. Research has tended to 
emphasize medicinal and socio- therapeutic approaches which aim primarily at 
maintaining independence and vitality of life. This includes support for 
orientation and safety and the alleviation of co-morbidities such as depression or 
behavioral change. Recent research work on ICT for dementia care has 
demonstrated how successful embedding of technology in everyday practices 
implicates a set of value judgments and attitudes about how best to take care of, 
and make decisions for, another person [Dahl and Holbø 2012a; Dahl and Holbø 
2012b; Robinson et al. 2009]. One of the ways in which this plays out is in 
concern over surveillance [Essén 2008], which in the field of dementia care has 
led to consideration of value conflicts such as awareness against privacy and 
safety against autonomy [Landau et al. 2009; Landau et al. 2010]. Other authors 
provide a more nuanced picture on the basis of qualitative research results, such as 
[Dahl and Holbø 2012a], who point at the multi-faceted nature of stakeholders’ 
views on the dilemmas of GPS tracking of patients in professional dementia care. 
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In this paper, we expand on these dilemmas through consideration of different 
aspects of a GPS-based monitoring measure which we link to distinctive and 
heterogeneous values that range across settings and roles in both professional 
contexts and elsewhere. 

For clinical diagnosis and therapeutic treatment purposes, different schemes 
exist which divide the progressive disease into phases. One such international 
scheme is the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) [Morris 1993]. Phases described 
are “None”, “questionable”, “mild impairment”, “moderate impairment”, and 
“severe impairment”. The phases describe the change in the following 
parameters: memory, orientation, judgment and problem solving, community 
affairs, home and hobbies and personal affairs. 

For dementia sufferers, a tracking system in theory gives a balance between 
preserving autonomy and protecting safety. However, in a first trial of global 
positioning system (GPS) technology to locate missing persons, Miskelly 
[Miskelly 2005] (though validating the accuracy and performance of the system) 
found that 5 out of the 11 respondents dropped out of the test. This is a starting 
point of our study – a detailed investigation of the sociotechnical factors which 
make GPS deployment so problematic. As of today, even though there are 
commercial GPS tracking devices, they are seldom bought and used [Robinson et 
al. 2009]. Our study shows that the take-up of such technologies in this 
complicated context has been underwhelming, both by familial caregivers and by 
institutions. Further, and as we will show, if take- up is limited by experiences of 
a ‘gap’ between expectation and reality on the part of caregivers, it is also limited 
by similar problems with heterogeneous expectations in the design process itself. 

Brodaty et al. (2005) showed that caregivers’ acceptance of available services 
is low [Brodaty et al. 2005]. Reasons, they suggested, were perceived lack of need 
and lack of knowledge of related services. The stigma attached to dementia was 
another reason why many caregivers would not seek assistance. The low uptake of 
39:3 technological aids in dementia care points to the need for a better 
understanding of the social/socio-technical issues in technology usage in dementia 
care. The social, ethical and legal universe in which caregivers operate 
problematizes the deployment of such technologies in a variety of ways and we 
aim to detail this. 

This paper reports on a federally funded research project in Germany which 
aims at design and development of a GPS monitoring system for caregivers of 
late-phase dementia patients with wandering behavior (mild to moderate 
impairment). The project consisted of two interdisciplinary partners from industry 
and academia. It was conducted in the following phases: 1.) a pre-phase of 
qualitative investigation into the practices of professional and familial caregivers 
of sufferers from dementia who wander, 2.) design and prototyping of the 
technology and 3.) an evaluation phase in which the appropriation and usage of 
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the developed technologies in real environment is being observed over a long-
term period. As such, it is broadly consistent with the design case study approach 
advocated by Wulf et al. [Wulf et al. 2011]. It is motivated by a core assumption, 
that the ‘practice turn’ in HCI and elsewhere will provide valuable insights into 
the design and appropriation of computer artifacts. Research in the field of 
practice-based design [Kuuti and Bannon 2014; Wulf et al. 2011] calls for 
attention to the practices of users, of researchers, and of the ways in which they 
interact. In particular, overall project activities in a broader and dynamic sense 
rather than the so-called ‘clean’ design studies which simply reporting on the 
results of research & development projects. This ‘practice turn’ in HCI, then, is 
based on the assumption that all the activities of organizational actors, as well as 
those they study, in a cooperative project might contribute to the formulation of 
design goals, and that the process of investigation needs to be looked at as a set of 
practices right from the start. There are relatively few examples which 
demonstrate how the practices of users and the practices of research participants at 
an organizational level are mutually elaborative in the evolution of a design 
solution. Specifically, we focus on the potential benefits which may accrue from 
attention to user practices, and the more problematic issues which may arise when 
industry and academia collaborate. Such a meta-perspective, we suggest, has 
seldom been offered in the context of healthcare. This is surprising given that, in 
the context of Germany and the wider EU, research projects have to conform to 
certain framing assumptions governing the pairing of research institutes and 
industry. We argue that, while such collaborations offer considerable potential in 
relation to the melding of heterogeneous experiences and expertise, they also 
require careful handling in respect to issues we discuss below. In this paper, then, 
we show the very complex way in which the field of dementia research is 
inflected by a series of social, technical and organizational issues which, taken 
together, may explain why there are relatively few examples of successful large-
scale research projects in the history of dementia research literature [Fitzpatrick 
and Ellingsen 2012]. 

Our contributions to the field include: 
• A fine-grained understanding of attitudes and practices in GPS-based 

wandering management in familial and institutional care. 

• A better understanding of the sheer complexity of the different 
situations which occasion concern, the heterogeneous nature of 
organizational and family routines, and the nuances of 
moral/ideological commitments expressed by different parties. 

• Implications for successful assistive technology in such sensitive 
contexts which include, but go beyond, technology itself. 

• Opening up discussion about parameters which may influence 
successful large- scale research projects in this field. 
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• The scalability and transferability of design outcomes to other groups of 
users or sites. 

The paper is structured in the following way. In section 2 we review the related 
literature. Section 3 provides background information about the project setup and 
our methodological approach when carrying out the project. In section 4 we 
describe the first phase of the work: pre-study, including empirical results from 
the field and meta results of the cooperation process with the project partner. In 
section 5, design implications based on the pre-study results are presented and 
following that, the prototype is described. Section 6 reports on the empirical 
results of the long-term field evaluation and the corresponding project 
management reflections on the cooperation process. In section 7, the paper ends 
with discussion and conclusion on both lines of results: dementia management 
and project management. 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Healthcare in General  

Growing awareness of the demographic shift towards an older population has led 
to a blossoming of technological development to support healthcare for that 
group. A large body of work in the field of healthcare has been produced in recent 
years. Such studies have contributed to our understanding of how healthcare is 
collaboratively achieved, and to the design of assistive technologies to support 
this work. Designing assistive technology for healthcare involves subtle yet 
complex challenges which normally requires comprehensive requirement analysis 
and tailored methodology [Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen 2012]. Research under the 
broad auspices of HCI/CSCW has spanned a wide spectrum of contexts, from 
professional care centers, e.g. hospitals, to the supporting of individuals suffering 
from chronic diseases at their homes. ICT development for institutional care has 
explicitly concerned itself with issues of the coordination of workflow tasks in 
complex settings like hospitals, as with the introduction of Electronic Patient 
Record (EPR) [Greenhalgh et al. 2009; Boulus and Bjorn 2010]. In home context, 
research has focused more on empowering people so that they can live at home as 
long as possible (Ageing in Place). Such work increasingly focuses on supporting 
social interaction and the sense of belonging for the elderly [Gaver et al. 2011; 
Judge et al. 2010; Uzor and Baillie 2013; Vines et al. 2013] so that older people 
can continue living, as much as possible, independently even in circumstances 
where they are experiencing cognitive and/or physical decline. 

Recent studies relating to healthcare technology have progressively recognized 
the that the design, use and management of such technology is a sociotechnical 
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issue [Ballegaard et al. 2008; Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen 2012; Kaplan and Harris- 
Salamone 2009]. For home-based healthcare, for instance, themes evolve around 
the communication and cooperation needs of various stakeholders in chronic 
illness treatment [Mamykina et al. 2008; Palen and Aaløkke 2006; Pang et al. 
2013; Pratt et al. 2006]. It has been shown that the values and attitudes of each 
stakeholder play an important role in appropriation and usage of ICT [Christensen 
and Grönvall 2011]. Other research work has aimed at key problems such as the 
role of various stakeholders in the care process and has dealt with such issues as 
‘whereabouts’ or ‘biographical’ awareness [Abowd et al. 2006; Consolvo et al. 
2004; Mynatt et al. 2001, Wittenberg-Lyles et al. 2010] and monitoring [Demiris 
2009; Morris et al. 2003; Petrakou 2007]. [Tentori et al. 2012] review HCI 
approaches to assisted navigation and wayfinding support and assess projects 
aimed at support for outdoor as well as indoor navigation support. Their review 
comprises different user groups, including not only the elderly but also other age 
groups suffering from chronic illnesses and cognitive disabilities. [Consolvo et al. 
2004] argue that, predicated on their user studies, that care for an elderly person is 
made up of “uneven distribution of responsibility, miscommunication, 
misunderstanding, distrust, unmet care needs, and negative impact on the careers 
and personal needs of the individuals involved” (p. 22). They describe several 
usage scenarios for computer-supported coordinated care, but also pinpoint the 
need for deeper empirical investigation of care circumstances to be able to fully 
meet the needs by technology. 

2.2 Dementia Care 

In the area of dementia care, a review of commercially available and emerging 
assistive technologies has shown that most of the technologies were developed for 
a relatively young population with non-progressive traumatic brain injuries, and 
that technologies specifically designed for neurodegenerative dementia are 
actually scarce [Bharucha et al. 2009]. [Pot et al. 2012] have shown that, for early-
stage conditions with ‘relatively low’ wandering behavior, GPS-based technology 
support provides benefits to familial caregivers and the care receivers. However, 
they also discuss some problems to be further analyzed, such as the interrelation 
of technical savviness, willingness to adopt a technological system and level of 
education. Memory-aid technology thus is an important theme for patients whose 
condition is mild to stable, but it cannot be assumed that design solutions 
appropriate to that group are also appropriate for people suffering from more 
progressive or late stage cognitive failures. Systems on offer also include 
prompting systems such as those to help cognitive disability sufferers carry out 
everyday tasks that they would not to able to achieve themselves [Carmien and 
Fischer 2008], or reminiscence systems for either therapy or providing memory 
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cues [Gowans et al. 2004; Lee and Dey 2007]. Recognizing the varied nature of 
the problem, [Sugihara et al. 2013] have summarized a technology roadmap for 
dementia care within Japan. 
Wandering is a prevalent behavior of dementia patients. Various strategies have 
been implemented to intervene in this behavior, such as pharmacological 
intervention, behavioral therapy, music therapy, and construction modification. 
Mobility detection has been already early described as a valuable application for 
the care domain [Sohn et al. 2006]. Electronic tracking systems enable real-time 
locating of the patient, thus allowing caregivers to manage crisis situations and 
reduce anxiety and psychological burden. But, these monitoring technologies do 
raise serious ethical considerations surrounding the dilemma between safety and 
autonomy, privacy and awareness. Robinson et al., for instance, have explored the 
perspectives of different stakeholders on the conflict between prevention of harm 
and patient’s autonomy in the management of wandering in dementia. This study 
shows that the professional caregivers tended to prioritize safety, while familial 
caregivers focused more on preserving the autonomy of patients and their quality 
of life [Robinson et al. 2009]. In Landau et al.’s two related studies, the authors 
examined the attitudes of professional and family caregivers towards location 
tracking of persons with dementia, and addressed the issue of who should decide 
whether a tracking device should be used [Landau et al. 2009; Landau et al. 
2010]. Müller et al. focused on the core dilemmas of “safety vs. autonomy” in 
GPS tracking for persons with dementia and how these were reflected in the care 
practice in both professional and family situations [Müller et al. 2010]. Dahl and 
Holbø similarly addressed the issue of “privacy vs. awareness” with professional 
stakeholders in the use of GPS tracking for management of wandering and found 
that the level of details required is intimately linked to the purpose of use and 
should be carefully balanced [Dahl and Holbø 2012a]. This has further led some 
researchers to reflect on appropriate research methods, such as the testing of off-
the-shelf technologies in real circumstances [Dahl and Holbø 2012b] and to a 
claim for more long-term evaluation of prototypes in general [Fitzpatrick and 
Ellingsen 2012]. Some studies have involved dementia patients in the design 
process, for gathering precise user requirements [Robinson et al. 2009; Hawkey et 
al. 2005]. This has been proven to be successful with mild to moderate dementia 
patients. 

In the commercial sector, a handful of available products/services are available. 
They offer different services, such as a full service support (for a monthly fee [e.g. 
www.buddy.co.uk]), or simply a tracking device to be used with a mobile or 
smartphone [e.g. www.trackyour.co.uk]. Others address the knowledge gap 
associated with many potential users and provide comprehensive learning 
materials [such as, e.g. www.projectlifesaver.org]. In regard to user acceptance, 
the solutions provide different devices, such as wristbands or small tracking 
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devices to put in a pocket [such as the named firms], others provide trackers in 
shoes [e.g. www.gpssmartsole.com], to increase acceptance of the technology. 
While some research alludes to the insufficient acceptance of tracking devices in 
dementia care [Brodaty et al. 2005; Astell 2009], we still do not fully understand 
why the take-up of such technology has been underwhelming. Our review of the 
literature found no example of previous work that compared practices to be found 
in different care settings and the moral and ideological world they inhabit. A 
contribution of this study, then, is to show that the differences to be found in 
different contexts are sometimes striking, and have a direct impact on willingness 
to deploy technology. 

2.3 Research Methods in Sensitive Settings 

Because of the richly situated, continuously evolving, and collaborative nature of 
healthcare, studies of this kind in the field of HCI or CSCW often are carried out 
with qualitative methods. [Siek et al. 2014] point at the importance of reflecting 
deployment processes in HCI from a holistic stance, which in the research field at 
hand is of special relevance. In the case of dementia care – an example of the 
‘sensitive setting’ that Crabtree et al. [2003] refer to – research into the problems 
of dementia sufferers and their families is particularly challenging. Crabtree et al. 
reported on their experience of adapting cultural probes when developing 
computer support for former psychiatric patients living in residential care settings, 
for older members of the community, and for disabled people living at home 
[Crabtree et al ibid]. Underpinning such work is a concern for ‘responsibility’- 
who is responsible for care and in what circumstances? Can sufferers be relied on 
to act responsibly in their own interests? Studies on this topic exist but are far 
from sufficient for us to fully understand the current situation [Landau et al. 
2011]. 
Involving users in the design process is a common practice, associated with 
“participatory design” [Muller 2003] and other similar conceptions in 
HCI/CSCW. However, the specifics of the involvement of elderly persons – and 
in our research – both those suffering from dementia and their caregivers, who 
often have little exposure to information and communication technology have 
only been rarely dealt with so far [Newell et al. 2007]. Robinson et al., for 
instance, aim at supporting independent living and involving early-onset dementia 
patients in the design process [Robinson et al 2009]. Some authors noted that 
when conducting Participatory Design workshops with both dementia patients and 
caregivers, it is important to prevent caregivers from becoming the dominant or 
only voice. Patients may otherwise be unheard [Dahl and Holbø 2012b]. Relevant 
here would be the notion of value sensitive design [Friedman 1996] as an 
information system design methodology which emphasizes how values play out in 
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design, and how balancing competing values in various situations plays an 
important role. This is made more complex by the fact that definitions of key 
values like autonomy, privacy, or security are highly situated, and are understood 
differently depending on different contexts or care philosophy [Wigg 2010]. 
The issue of how to analyze the complex, detailed qualitative data from in-situ 
studies in healthcare is a further challenge. We align our methodological approach 
with the practice-oriented design research framework of Wulf et al. 2011]. Under 
this framework we approach our research in three phases: 1. Pre-study: 
empirically analyzing actual practice in specific application context; 2. 
Development: designing ICT artifacts based on the findings of phase one; 3. 
Evaluation: examining the appropriation of the technical artifact over a significant 
period of time [Stevens et al. 2009]. We should perhaps point out here that 
evaluation here does not refer only to the traditional HCI concerns with 
robustness, reliability and the user interface but also to the processes by which 
users do or do not begin to appropriate artifacts in real life circumstances. It is, 
then, in keeping with the ‘situated evaluation’ perspective described by Twidale et 
al (1994). Our work, then, focuses on presenting a whole design process that 
includes building, deploying and evaluating a system over a long period of time as 
recommended by [Fitzpatrick and Ellingsen 2012]. 

2.4 Gap in the State-of-the-art 

Thus far, we have discussed the existing literature dealing with cognitive 
impairment on the part of older people, and pointed to the relative paucity of 
research which deals with interventions in the case of late stage development. We 
have shown how the literature nevertheless has situated concerns in a 
sociotechnical universe, increasingly recognizing the related moral and practical 
issues in the usage of information technology in the context of cognitive 
impairment. We wish to open up this space further by also reflecting on the 
process of technology design itself. It is evident that the design of a technology to 
be used in such challenging moral universes is also strongly influenced by 
approaches and constraints of the project in which development work is being 
conducted. Project ethnographies, e.g. from [Buchiarelli 1988] or [Pedersen 2007] 
demonstrate that design of technology is a social process which brings together 
professional actors from different backgrounds in a design team 
(industrial/academia; engineering/social science, etc.) as well as professionals and 
end-users of the application areas into a common design space of negotiations, 
specifications, decision discourses and handling of project constraints [Buchiarelli 
1988]. 

Here, we do not attempt to deliver a fully-fledged project ethnography of our 
design project, but want to examine, at least in outline, the development steps 
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taken and the way in which decision making and negotiation landmarks of the 
project team moulded design outcomes. This is important because there exist a 
variety of attitudes and approaches in thinking about a potential technical solution 
for wanderers in the minds of the designers and engineers as much as in the 
universe of caregivers. There exist specific beliefs and visions which are shaped 
by a number of factors, not least how the project has been initially set up. It is our 
aim to display these manifold interdependencies and how they impact on progress. 
There is, of course, no shortage of methodological deliberation in HCI aimed at 
better involvement of future users, and at recognizing the interests of the full 
range of possible stakeholders. These include, for obvious mention, PD methods 
[Grönvall and Kyng 2011; Carroll and Rosson 2007; Kensing and Blomberg 
1998]. Even so, a perspective on reconciling the interests of stakeholders in a 
cooperative project such as the one we discuss has not been extensively worked 
out. For instance, the emergence of dissonant understandings between diverse 
stakeholders across academic and commercial backgrounds is more or less 
foreseeable during project progress due to the different attitudes and goals every 
project partner brings [Dachtera et al. 2014]. Outcomes are seldom wholly clear in 
advance [Dachtera et al. 2014] and partners need to continually negotiate the 
further progress of the project in order to meet all the different expectations 
[Binder et al. 2012; Bucciarelli 1988; McDermott 1999]. While the literature 
attests to the differences between diverse interests, however, we still know little 
about the concrete decision and negotiation processes during a project’s lifetime. 
Stakeholder management literature provides solutions either from a top-down 
managerial view [Dalsgaard 2010; Molinari, 2011], in a more process- and tool-
oriented stance [Yoo et al. 2013], or in non-participatory approaches [Rau et al. 
2013]. For HCI design research, however, we would suggest that these approaches 
are not entirely suitable. The knowledge of the different stakeholders involved, 
the social fabric they inhabit as well as the varied practices that may determine 
use (or otherwise) will surely shape the consideration of what might turn out to be 
usable and useful technology. Such knowledge is not given to any particular 
group within the design process and, just as importantly, how best to interpret the 
significance of such knowledge will always be negotiable. The argument for 
practice-oriented HCI research [Kuutti and Bannon 2014; Wulf et al. 2011] which 
recognizes stakeholder interests and performances and how related decisions 
impact on the final design product has, as yet, produced only a few papers with 
explicit insights into the social and organizational production of a design outcome 
[Bucciarelli 1988; Dachtera et al. 2014; Müller et al. 2015]. 
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3 PROJECT SETTING & RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Background Information about the Project 

The activities we report on in this study are part of a two-year publicly funded 
interdisciplinary research & development project with the aim of developing a 
GPS- based monitoring system for caregivers to enable them to cope with the 
wandering behavior of dementia patients. The project had the philosophy of 
developing a “passive monitoring” solution for late-stage dementia sufferers, 
which means that the technology was supposed to be non-obtrusive for patients. 
The intended user group covers both familial and professional caregivers, and 
therefore research was conducted in both home and institutional care contexts. 

The project consortium consisted of two parties: 1). DEVLEAD: an SME 
(Small and Medium Enterprise) with a software development background, and 2). 
UNI: a university research group with considerable experience in the HCI 
research field, namely “us” in the context of this paper. The project 
responsibilities were distributed between both partners in the following way: 
DEVLEAD was the main developer of the system, and UNI was responsible for 
the participatory design processes with end- users during the three design phases. 
In the next chapter we will elaborate in more detail how cooperation and 
communication processes evolved during the different project stages. 

3.2 Methodology in User Study 

The pre-study was always intended to be exploratory and used, broadly speaking, 
a grounded theory-based approach (GTM) [Strauss and Corbin 1990]. GTM 
remains controversial insofar as there are disagreements as to what its 
commitments entail and what its achievements might be (see for instance 
Timmermans and Tavory, 2012). Here, we follow the usual initial strategy in 
GTM to sample for diversity (e.g., Corbin & Strauss 2008), and thus set out to 
look for interview partners and observation opportunities in contexts of both 
domestic care by relatives as well as institutional care in different forms. The 
results we describe below constitute open coding only, and we have made no 
attempt to move beyond that. 

The three different care environments in which we found interview partners 
were representative of: care homes, special dementia living groups, and 
institutional care facilities. In general, it should be pointed out, accessing ‘users’ 
in these circumstances is difficult. Our first attempts at user contact showed that 
many dementia-affected families feel reluctant to discuss this sensitive topic with 
unfamiliar people. It required, as is always the case in such sensitive settings, the 
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development of trust in our motives and our ability to behave responsibly over 
time. To do so, we looked for ‘gatekeepers’ or ‘door openers’ who could help. 
They were available in the form of organizers of a local self-help organization. 
These persons had widespread contacts with families as well as institutions and 
the willingness of people to be interviewed by us largely depended on their 
vouchsafing of our good intentions. 

Our ambition initially was to include patients in every context where our field 
study took place. In all environments we tried to interview patients, but this turned 
out to be extremely difficult. Severe problems in care at home for persons in mild 
to moderate – and later severe – stages most often led to the admission of the 
persons into institutional care homes. Statistics show that, as of 2013, 40% of 
those with late- stage Alzheimer’s disease live at home, while 60% live in 
healthcare establishments [Duthey 2013]. In most of our cases, despite our best 
efforts, we had to work with caregivers, both informal and institutional, to identify 
with them what the patients would see as appropriate for them in ideologically 
charged contexts. The same is true for the later evaluation phase in two care 
homes and a family. In the family, while the husband suffering from dementia 
participated in every chat and interview, there were evident problems with the 
depth of his understanding. Unlike Robinson et al. [Robinson et al 2009], our 
specific context (late stage, frequently takes place in institutional care) faces very 
different methodological challenges. We did, nevertheless, manage to invite and 
have some of the patients present in the interviews and at the workshops together 
with the caregivers. 

Altogether, we conducted 21 semi-structured interviews, with 6 family 
caregivers (2 wives, 1 husband, 2 adult daughters, and 1 adult son of a dementia 
sufferer) and 15 professional caregivers (6 ward nurses and 9 managers) from 
institutional care facilities. Each interview lasted about 2 hours. All the interviews 
were audio recorded with user approval, and were transcribed and anonymized for 
data analysis. Besides interviews, we have held several meetings with an 
Alzheimer self-help organization. These meetings have been documented in field 
notes. Furthermore, we spent some days on participant observation in institutions 
and families (10 hours in care home and 10 hours in a dementia flat share). They 
were also documented in the form of field notes. 

After we readied all the empirical data (interview transcripts, field notes), we 
started a collective and systematic coding process. As a team, we held data 
analysis workshops regularly to update the code system, cross-code each other’s 
material, and group-discuss unclear or ambivalent issues. This has helped 
minimize diverse interpretations between individual team members. 

Based on the results of the pre-study, we held regular meetings with the project 
partner to outline and discuss design ideas. We also held regular design 
workshops with the self-help organization to test and validate design ideas as soon 
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as possible. As care practice in institutional care strongly suggests the need for a 
mobile application, we also held two design workshops with nurses in care homes 
to discuss the mobile application design. In all design sessions with the users we 
encouraged them to express their ideas, even very abstract or unrealistic ones. 
With our help, the participants created paper mockups and design sketches. 

For the evaluation phase, we remained in contact with most of the interview 
partners from the pre-study, and had hoped to enroll them again for further testing 
of the system in the long term. However, only one care facility was willing/able to 
join the long-term evaluation. It was significantly harder to find participants for 
the field evaluation than for the pre-study. The reasons are manifold. Along with 
the project progress, the problems of the affected persons had also progressed. 
They were now either not able to walk, or the caregivers were too afraid to let 
them walk freely. The institutions were also very cautious in relation to testing, 
because of the possible philosophical or legal ramifications associated with 
technology failure. Furthermore, testing the system in real environments brings 
additional cost to the institutions, including e.g. human resource and time to use 
the technology, effort to gain a certain amount of expertise with the technology 
itself, and any additional handling effort if the system is malfunctioning. In fact, 
lack of available resources is one main reason why many institutions were not 
willing to participate in our field test. 

We finally managed to enroll three environments and tested our prototype there 
over a time span of 3 to 5 months. These included a hospital ward, an elderly care 
home, and a family. In all three environments the caregivers conducted care 
supervision in an “open” way, which meant that wandering by patients was 
already allowed before our IT intervention and the caregivers had already 
developed certain measures to ensure patient safety as much as they could. We 
handed out user diaries to the caregivers and used them as memory aids for the 
interview visits we had with them every two to four weeks. A more fine-grained 
description of the three locations will be given in chapter 6. 

4 FIRST PHASE OF DESIGN CASE STUDY: 
PRE-STUDY 

4.1 Initial Setup of the Project 

The project was conducted in the context of a federally funded two-year industry- 
academia project in Germany. An SME (DEVLEAD) that had previously 
developed location-based solutions for other application fields (e.g. logistics) 
initiated the proposal and invited the research group (UNI) to submit a joint 
application for the research grant. The funding scheme had a special focus: 
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research co-funded to support small and medium enterprises in the development 
of prototypes that would eventually evolve into a marketable product. This 
funding call required each partner to submit its own part-project proposal and to 
include its own work plan. All part- projects, it was intended, should work as a 
whole to achieve the ultimate goal of the joint project. DEVLEAD came up with a 
first draft of its proposal and work plan, which entailed fundamental design 
decisions (e.g. developing a web interface as frontend UI) and defined the 
technical development in details. UNI was invited to form the consortium. The 
role of the research group was to add a user-oriented design approach and to 
validate the practical usefulness of the system by means of user research. The 
division of project responsibilities was decided with only minor negotiation. It 
was mainly based on both partners’ available resources, different expertise and 
interests. DEVLEAD was responsible solely for the technical development. UNI 
was responsible for work with the users, conducting field studies, delivering user 
requirements, and in the later stage, testing the prototype in the field and 
collecting user feedback. There was, then, right from the start, a clear separation 
of technical development and user study here, which led, as we discuss below, to 
difficulties in transferring requirements between the research group and the 
industrial partner. 

We (UNI) as researchers had a clear commitment to an exploratory approach 
associated, as we have intimated, with grounded theory. We began by reviewing 
the HCI/CSCW literature as well as that of care science and gerontology. We 
undertook several activities to get in contact with care facilities and families 
affected. “Door- openers” such as counselors in dementia care and managers of 
care associations, for example, were the very first contacts that we established. 
Given a general skepticism towards technical solutions in this context, they were 
immensely valuable in introducing us to families and care institutions. Finally, 
after several months, we managed to finish the pre-study with 21 semi-structured 
interviews and several hours of on-site observation at different locations (private 
families as well as care homes). We had the chance to talk to people with different 
roles and backgrounds in dementia care as well as different kinds of family 
members of persons with dementia. The engineers from DEVLEAD and the 
researchers from UNI held regular meetings every 4 weeks to communicate the 
latest pre-study results. We (UNI) had gathered a large amount of data during the 
pre-study, and analyzing it would obviously take some time. To keep DEVLEAD 
updated with the progress of the data analysis, the researchers reported on 
interesting and surprising new insights from the data material (with quotes from 
the interview transcripts to support the statements) in the form of slides during 
these sessions. The engineers from DEVLEAD showed great interest to the 
reports, but expressed a preference of clearly defined requirements which could be 
easily converted to specific development tasks to begin with. The researchers, in 
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the meantime, felt themselves to be constantly suffering from the “Cassandra 
Syndrome” [Lejeune 2011] during the cooperation: the empirical results were 
perceived as interesting, but doubt was sometimes cast at the same time. One of 
DEVLEAD’s engineers had an elderly relative with dementia at home, and our 
results were sometimes compared side-by-side with his own care experience. If a 
result differed from his experience, it was often doubted or objected to. 

There was a further divergence on the scope of the samples. DEVLEAD 
repeatedly expressed the view that the number of households/institutions being 
interviewed was too small for reliable insights and results. Any initial difficulty, 
then, can be summed as being associated with substantially different 
epistemological positions. 

4.2 Empirical Results of the Pre-Study 

The aim of the pre-study was to gather data on how conflicting demands and 
values in dementia care are being dealt with in practice. To do this, we examined 
practices in domestic, as well as in three different institutional care, environments, 
relying mainly on interviews and participant observation for our data. Interviews 
were only loosely structured, reflecting our general, but initially unfocused, 
interest in attitudes to, and practices with, dementia care tools and resource. 

4.2.1 Understanding the complexities of caregiving for persons with 
dementia in institutions 

4.2.1.1 Patient Admission: Bias in the Bilateral Selection 

Taking care of a dementia patient at home is a demanding job for relatives, 
especially when the patient has a wandering tendency. The physical and mental 
strain can be overwhelming for family caregivers who often lack professional 
insight into care management. When they turn to stationary care institutions, 
patients and the care institutions can in theory choose each other freely and 
bilaterally. In reality, there is a strong and biased power distribution in this 
bilateral selection. Most obviously, it is extremely difficult for families to find a 
suitable institution for the dementia patient with existing wandering tendencies. 

The first issue families have to consider when prioritizing their choices is the 
distance of the institution from their home. Then relatives are confronted with 
different care concepts for the ‘wanderers’. Their initial choice pool, that is, 
rapidly diminishes. 

One institution, for instance, noted that they would not accept wandering 
clients: “We do not house persons with dementia who wander because we cannot 
take the responsibility for them” (care home manager, m.). This was not, to be 
clear, because of legal ramifications, but because of a moral concern for the 
welfare of the wanderer in the absence of a reliable and practical monitoring 
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solution. Another institution, in contrast, which did accept dementia patients with 
wandering tendency, claimed: “We often have this discussion with the relatives 
who wish that we take a full responsibility for persons who wander. But I always 
tell them, that we cannot lock the people here because we are an open house” 
(care home manager, f.). They argued that the doors are open and the inhabitants 
can leave the house at will. Having said that, some houses applied a series of 
precautionary measures, such as heavy doors that are very difficult to open, 
hidden door knobs, hidden exits behind curtains, and so on. Again, measures of 
this kind were not universally accepted amongst professional caregivers. Some 
considered these measures to be a legitimate expediency, whilst others saw them 
as an affront to human dignity: as manipulative of a group who were not able to 
distinguish aspects of reality: “See for example the new architecture: these round 
and never-ending floors. This is awful, you never come to an end. We also do not 
want to hide the doors behind curtains, as some houses do. This is against human 
dignity.” (ward nurse, f.). 

4.2.1.2 Prevention in practice: heterogeneity and controversy 

The strategies that institutional care workers use on a daily basis when dealing 
with the wandering behaviors of dementia patients are highly heterogeneous and 
contextual. This is partially decided by the complex and volatile situations they 
face on a daily basis. Decision-making in such conditions is constantly mediated 
by legal, ethical, and moral trade-offs. In Germany, detailed legal standards have 
been institutionalized in such facilities to prevent abuses such as tying patients to 
beds or chairs. These are fixed in the German Civil Code (§1906) and are 
constantly referred to by the care home staff in all interviews. Professionals 
routinely refer to ‘freedom depriving measures’ and told us about their concern 
that certain preventive actions may be deemed freedom depriving measures. The 
standards – although established some years ago – work more as a guideline 
rather than a solution (although some restrictions on freedom, such as locked 
bedroom doors, are clearly illegal). In the absence of an unambiguous definition, 
there is significant uncertainty and confusion, not to mention a variety of moral 
positions, on the part of professional caregivers and managers when making 
decisions. 

From our samples, such preventive measures fall into three categories: 1). 
constructional measures, 2). technical support, and 3). human intervention. 

Constructional measures include tricks such as heavy doors and camouflaged 
(or hidden) exit. Creating ‘endless corridors’ is another commonly used measure. 
In one dementia flat share we saw, the corridor was built in a circular form around 
a public area in the middle. This allows the patient take walks along the hallway 
without ever reaching an exit point. Such measures were controversial for care 
workers and, often, there were quite different perspectives on the acceptability of 
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the measures on view. The ‘constructional’ principle was viewed by some as 
inhuman: “This is awful to imagine: you are walking and walking and you never 
arrive. This can make you even more confused!” (female relative). 

The second category of preventive measures is using technology to monitor 
patient behavior. The following monitoring technologies have been (or partially 
been) applied in our samples: video cameras, door safety systems, and sensor 
mats. The professional caregivers’ attitudes towards monitoring technology are 
more consistent and are best characterized as a ‘general reluctance’. Their 
reluctance stemmed from the following concerns: 1). fear that it might be 
categorized as a ‘freedom depriving measure’, 2). usability issues with the system, 
3). distrust in the reliability of the system. 

Thirdly, human intervention refers to the way in which some caregivers 
developed measures to keep patients busy and distracted from the urge to wander. 
Activities such as reading, chatting with each other, eating together, and going for 
walks together are the most common ones. Keeping patients busy during the day 
also helps them sleep better at night, which reduces the danger of patients 
wandering off. Many caregivers told us that they have to constantly keep an eye 
on the patients’ activities and assess the situation, because “Most of the time we 
don’t know whether they have a wandering tendency. Sometimes we can predict it 
based on the patient’s behaviors” (ward nurse, f.). This is especially challenging 
when they are undertaking care routines in patients’ rooms. One solution is to put 
temporary barriers in the way. Commonly used barriers are e.g. the nursing cart or 
toilet chairs. The nurses told us this is a compromise, because normally they try to 
keep the hallway barrier-free so that the residents can walk safely but at the same 
time they have to monitor while coping with staff shortages. 

4.2.1.3 Problems in finding and retrieving 

Patients can, and do, wander. When a patient is presumed to be lost, members of 
the care staff will be organized to look for him or her. The approach is normally 
ordered as follows: looking inside the building, calling the patient’s relatives, 
looking outside, and finally calling the police. Interviewees told us that some 
patients have their favorite wandering routes. These routes can include the way 
home, or a personal favorite path. But there were still many practical problems in 
coordinating the search and finally bringing back the patient. How to bring the 
patient back to the institution is another challenge, especially when the patient 
doesn’t recognize the care staff and is reluctant to return to the home with them. 
Some professionals reflected that they sometimes use white lies to ‘trick’ the 
found patients to come back with them, e.g. pretending that “your daughter has 
just called. Please come back with me to the house and then you can talk to her on 
the phone” (ward nurse, f.). They mentioned that for each patient there are several 
‘key words’ that typically work well. But these ‘key words’ are highly individual 
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for each patient. And it requires considerable personal understanding of the 
individual patient so that one can apply such words and phrases appropriately in a 
challenging situation. 

4.2.1.4 Attitudes towards GPS monitoring system 

None of the institutions we interviewed used a GPS tracking system to monitor 
patients, however, all managers of the homes were interested to learn from us 
about possibilities. Despite the fact that they have a need (care staff are over-
burdened), the sheer heterogeneity of care concepts/practices makes commercial 
products unsatisfactory. Inappropriate merchandising of providers to 
technologically non- savvy users is another reason given by caregivers for the 
reluctance to deal with the technology. Inconsistent attitudes inside institutions 
also inhibit unanimous acceptance of such technology. At the macro level, legal 
and ethical standards are vague and subjective, and guidelines are in short supply. 

4.2.2 Understanding the complexities of caregiving for persons with 
dementia at home 

4.2.2.1 Autonomy vs Safety: Two cases 

The analysis of the interviews with family carers – husbands, wives, sons and 
daughters – offers very different perspectives on the evaluation and understanding 
of the autonomy and freedom needs of the affected family member. The 
difference can be significant. To illustrate this, we report on two contrasting cases 
from our empirical investigation. In one case, where care took place in the home, 
a husband reported that he allowed very little freedom of movement to his wife. 
While in their home, he would not allow her to be alone to be on another floor: 

“I am feeling safer when she is by my side. I would not allow her to be alone in the first floor, I 
always want to see where she is and what she is doing. This is because I have experienced several 
times that she walked off the house – it was a horrible experience for me to look for her with the 
police and help of neighbors. You cannot imagine how frightening this is. You have all these 
scenarios in mind, that she might run into a car or lie somewhere in the woods.” 

In the interview, he reports that the care situation is for him an overwhelming 
burden, and how he handles the every-day life of the couple: Being a retired 
engineer, he developed coping mechanisms for himself to be able to care for his 
wife at home: he ’engineered’ her eating-, sleeping- and bathroom times with 
medication. For him, the measures which help to maintain the routines of every-
day life are more important than autonomy issues: “I do not see a problem in 
installing all these measures because my wife is not mentally here anymore. It is 
only her body.” 

In contrast, the key value of a daughter of a woman with medium-stage 
dementia, which is basis for all her care-related decisions, is to ‘keep her mother’s 
face’. For that reason, she has installed several measures for preserving her 
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mother’s life world as far as possible. She has built up a social network of 
relatives and friends who live locally to collaboratively take care of her mother, so 
that her mother can live independently in her home and conduct everyday tasks – 
even go to the city – on her own. The members of the network all keep an eye on 
the lady and call the daughter to inform her when the elderly lady is on her way to 
the city center and has passed their houses. 

For the daughter it is vital that her mother feels that she is autonomous – and 
she has adopted many measures to ‘artificially’ achieve this, such as: asking shop 
clerks and bank officers to give the mother what she wants, but only up to a 
certain point. Sometimes the daughter ‘shadows’ her mother on her way to town. 
For the daughter, her mother’s ability to maintain a public and independent ‘face’ 
is of primary importance: 

“I go and clean her house when she leaves for a walk to the city and when she comes back, she 
proudly pretends that she has cleaned everything herself. She even talks to the neighbors like this. 
I let her retain this belief, because for me it is important that she has the feeling of mastery and 
independence. Even if it is sometimes hard for me to manage this all.” 

This was an extreme, but illustrative, example of the way the moral universe is 
constructed, decisions are being taken by familial caregivers, and the value trade-
off between safety and autonomy is achieved in a nuanced and contextual manner. 

For many of the relatives we interviewed, the classic value trade-off between 
safety and autonomy is of minor relevance in their decision-making, especially 
when the disease advances. Many relatives report primarily on the overwhelming 
burden of concern for the family member who acts as a caregiver. So for many 
relatives, keeping the loved ones safe is much more important than preserving 
their autonomy. As the disease progresses, the patient’s mental existence is 
normally perceived as ‘fading away’, and autonomy becomes less and less 
important for them (this is not universal. It is a feature of such relationships that 
they engender a great deal of reflexive concern, contingently negotiated). 

4.2.2.2 Impact of pre-existing family patterns on care concept 

In the home context, families tailor care strategies to fit local conditions and 
needs. Each family has its own habitual familial pattern, such as structure, 
hierarchy, of balancing gender roles, and children-parent relationships. Our 
empirical analysis indicates that pre-existing roles can have completely different 
effects on the care concept when dementia occurs. For example, in one case, a 
daughter and her mother who took care of the father who suffers from dementia at 
home reported that the father had always had a dominant role in the family and a 
strongly independent attitude. Even with the onset of dementia, he continued to 
assert this dominance. He still took long walks on his own, leaving his family in a 
self-confessed position of helplessness: “When he is on his walks, we are in 
permanent sorrow, but we cannot hold him” (daughter, 25). This, we discovered, 
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is quite common in situations where female relatives have to cope with male 
dementia sufferers. As an opposite example, in the case of the husband who 
‘engineered’ the behavior of his wife, his pre-existing and continuing dominance 
in the family had actually ‘helped’ him manage his wife’s life with less resistance. 
In the example above, the daughter who tried to keep ‘normality’ in her mother’s 
life as much as possible told us that her mother had always been a dominant 
person. Her care activities were evidently aimed at some preservation of the 
former mother-daughter relationship. 

Thus, dementia care is mediated by prior family patterns and the role 
expectations contained therein. How to design a universal technical support that 
will work in all familial situations is unsurprisingly challenging. Technology 
support in the family context needs somehow to balance the continuities and 
changes experienced by both patients and their caregivers. 

4.2.2.3 Attitudes towards GPS monitoring system 

Family caregivers tend to be more open about the possibilities of a GPS-based 
monitoring system. However, the degree to which such a system is required 
depends very much on the progression of the disease and the coping strategies 
adopted by caregivers as well as their general affinity to information and 
communication technologies and the internet. 

As in the institutional context, the families interviewed recognize a need for 
technological support and are aware of its existence, but none has bought a 
commercial product. Some of our users made their frustration with their 
experience of searching for a GPS solution very clear, produced by lack of 
reliable information channels about such products, or insufficient information 
provided by the product websites that in addition were perceived as addressing 
technological specialists only. 

 

5 SECOND PHASE OF DESIGN CASE STUDY: 
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS & DEVELOPMENT 

5.1 Design Implications and Strategy Steering 

DEVLEAD had a clear vision of the prototype development from the beginning: a 
web interface as the frontend to manage the tracker and monitor real time 
positions, and its associated server backend. DEVLEAD created a spreadsheet of 
system requirements together with priorities based on the project proposal and 
their experience at the beginning of the project, and then invited UNI to 
collaborate on it. UNI complemented, and commented on, the list with 
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preliminary results from the (still ongoing) pre-study. We stressed that the 
requirements and priorities were subject to change as the project proceeded, 
especially when the prototype is tested in the wild. This shared document then 
became the communication artefact for both partners to exchange opinions and 
prioritizations of the listed requirements. In follow-up consortium workshops UNI 
and DEVLEAD met and discussed on the list and especially the priorities of each 
requirement. There was, even so, a noticeable discrepancy between both partners' 
priorities on many of the features. For instance, UNI had set the following 
features as important: "tracker design as alternative shape (wristband, wrist 
watch, necklace)", "battery status shown in %", "safety zone should be defined for 
each user, but not for each tracker". DEVLEAD set all of them merely as proposal 
(least important priority). Another heatedly discussed topic was the targeted 
platform for the user interface. DEVLEAD was dedicated to developing only the 
web interface. Our field study showed that, however, the institutional care staff 
are constantly moving and have little time to sit in front the computer to check the 
website. At least in institutional context, this pre-defined technical offering was 
unlikely to meet the practical needs. Care practice in institutions turned out to be 
tightly scheduled and at the same time highly dynamic. Any device for use in the 
institutional context, it seems obvious, needs to be ‘at hand’ rather than in a fixed 
position. As the need for a mobile device became clearer, we asked the users 
during the interviews whether they would prefer a smartphone or a tablet. The 
answers were consistently "the smartphone", as that can be carried much more 
easily than the tablet. 

We then communicated this request to DEVLEAD and indicated that we need a 
mobile interface alongside the web interface that was originally planned. 
DEVLEAD, however, refused to add a mobile monitoring application to the 
development plan as this would bring additional development effort (and therefore 
cost). It turned out that DEVLEAD had limited resources and little motivation to 
embrace changes to the original plan. UNI took the initiative and took over the 
task of developing the mobile app, although this also required additional resource 
and cost for UNI. Taking this as an example, there was a clear difference in 
‘worldview’ here with traditional perceptions of the requirements process 
dominating on the commercial side. This became more pronounced the further 
into the project one went, and as financial and resource constraints became more 
evident. DEVLEAD preferred clear requirements with a technical focus to better 
entail measurable cost consequences. UNI was, however, not able to deliver the 
well-defined requirements that DEVLEAD expected in the early phase of the 
project due to the complexity of the field and time required to digest the collected 
data. 

Here we summarize the design implications from the empirical results of the 
pre- study. Clearly, heterogeneous assumptions and practices demand flexible 
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solutions. Tailorability here is of great importance. The system, we felt, should 
provide as much flexibility as possible to allow for divergent attitudes, 
ethical/legal concerns, and care routines to find their footing in it: 

• Fine-grained adjustability of privacy and safety settings: the constant 
value trade- off between safety and autonomy was a feature of every 
context we investigated. The specific ways in which these two 
conflicting values were managed were, however, highly variable. This 
means, in turn, that a useful system needs to provide options for 
tailorability according to temporal and spatial features of the particular 
situation. Not only do we find an individual perception of the balance 
between autonomy and safety in different settings, we find that even 
within a given setting the balance fluctuates. Therefore, the system 
should provide various adjustable means to provide the users with 
tailorability to suit the technology to individual cases. It should be 
possible, for instance, to set safety areas (also sometimes called a 
‘digital fence’) on the map and prompt notification when the patient 
leaves those areas. Again, the caregiver should be able to choose 
between showing or hiding the real time position of the patient, to 
provide either more safety or more autonomy for the patient. For the 
general location tracking, the caregiver should be able to configure the 
tracker to either automatically update the positions or manually 
(tracking or polling mode). Also the position update interval should be 
adjustable. 

• Elderly-friendly UI: Many caregivers are themselves elderly and have 
difficulty with computers and websites. The provision of a large 
number of configuration possibilities is potentially confusing. To make 
the platform more accessible for less expert users, the platform might 
provide 2 views: a starter view and an expert view. The starter view 
would only show reduced setting options that allows users to start 
easily and intuitively with basic tailorability. The expert view should 
provide user with all setting options and powerful tailorability. The 
switch between both modes should be easily accessible. 

• History of routes: almost all caregivers, no matter whether professional 
or familial, told us that patients have their favorite wandering routes, 
and are to a large degree predictable. Keeping a history of the 
wandering routes in the system could help identify such favorite routes, 
giving suggestions to searchers. More importantly, provided with the 
route history, caregivers might be able to identify the patients’ motives 
behind the wandering and their reasons of choosing these routes. 

• Reliability: reliability/robustness is an important requirement for all IT 
systems, but is much more critical in such sensitive field. Tolerance of 
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system failure is very low, especially in the institutional context, not 
least for legal reasons. 

•  Support for cooperative monitoring: caregivers already cooperate with 
each other to manage the care work in practice, and cooperation also 
happens between professional and familial caregivers. The system 
should therefore support communication, coordination, and negotiation 
between them. 

For the mobile monitoring app, we identified the following additional design 
implications: 

• Straightforward UI: reading small screens and understanding 
smartphone operations are challenging for most of elderly caregivers. 
The mobile application should, then, have reduced and manageable 
functions (complexities) and focus mainly on the tracking function of 
the platform. 

• Navigation function: It is essential to provide a navigation function in 
the mobile application to locate the wandering patient and navigate the 
caregiver to him/her. 

• ‘Key words’ and integrated contact lists: the caregiver should be able to 
access some ‘hint’ information to help persuade the patient to come 
back, such as the ‘key words’ mentioned earlier. In addition, a contact 
list should be added so that the caregiver can order help via the mobile 
if needed. 

The design decision to provide a combination of web and mobile interfaces 
allows a distribution of functions. This helps certain functions to be maximized 
for their most suitable screen size. The web portal is designed for the PC screen 
which provides enough space for location monitoring, system configuration, and 
jobs that are easier done with mouse and keyboard, such as drawing a safety area. 
The mobile application suits situations that require mobility, such as the 
navigation function in a patient searching. Having said that, flexibility of access 
turned out to be extremely important. 

5.2 Prototype of the Monitoring System 

The final prototype consisted of GPS-trackers for the patients to carry, a server 
backend to receive information from the trackers and remotely configure them, a 
web portal to manage the trackers and monitor real-time locations, and an iPhone 
app to monitor the real-time locations on the go. 

• Tracker: we were using a commercially available tracker as a test 
device. The tracker is the size of a matchbox, and was equipped with 
GPS and GSM modules. Locating finding outdoors is very accurate (< 
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1m). When the GPS signal is out of reach, the tracker roughly 
calculates its position by triangulation of radio signals, which is not as 
precise as GPS locating. The tracker communicates with the server 
backend through mobile data connection (a SIM Card with data tariff is 
required) and updates its actual position in the system with user defined 
frequency. The tracker has a configuration interface by a particular 
format of SMS message, which allows the user to remotely configure 
the tracker within the web administration interface. Most common 
configurations include the tracker's reporting interval and reporting 
mode (active reporting or passive reporting only on-demand). The 
consortium has gone through a comparison of popular commercial 
tracking devices to find an appropriate one for the long-term evaluation. 
Based on its market availability, small size, precise positioning and 
acceptable battery life, the consortium decided on the Pico Tracker1. 
Obviously, there was a tradeoff between size and battery life here. 
Going for a smaller size reduces the tracker’s obtrusiveness thus 
reduces the risk of it being rejected. 

Furthermore, smaller size makes it easier to be integrated into other objects, or 
hidden somewhere, which allows more possibilities for user appropriation. This 
specific tracker can last roughly 6 hours with reporting interval set to 1 minute, 
and it can last maximum 12 hours with reporting interval of 2 minutes. However, 
even the 1-minute-interval was considered not frequent enough for many of our 
interviewees. 

• Server backend: the server takes care of communicating with the 
trackers and manages all the user data in the background. It can 
configure the trackers remotely by sending a specific format of SMS to 
them. More importantly, it receives the real time positions from the 
trackers and saves them in the database accordingly and securely. 

• Alzheimer Monitoring Web Portal: DEVLEAD chose Liferay2 as a 
technical basis to develop the web interface of the monitoring system. 
Liferay is an open source, Java-based enterprise portal software, which 
comes with features commonly required for developing websites or 
online portals. It has a built-in web content management system so that 
one can create a website by assembling themes, pages, widgets, and a 
common navigation (e.g. navigation bar with breadcrumb) even without 
programming skills. For more advanced use, Liferay can be extended 
by plugins. Our Alzheimer Monitoring Web Portal is mainly a 
customized website created using Liferay's built-in web content 
managements system and extended with a plugin written by DEVLEAD 

 
1 This model is unfortunately not market available any more at this date. 
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to provide the administration and monitoring interface. When entering 
the web portal after successful login, the user finds his/herself directly 
in the monitoring interface where the real-time positions of the trackers 
will be shown. The user has options to hide and show additional 
information on the map, e.g. the historical routes the tracker has gone 
through, or the safety zone. The safety zone is like a digital fence, set 
by the caregiver to provide an alarm when the tracker leaves the safety 
area. The web portal provides the user with a tool to draw the safety 
zone directly on the map. The user can enter a phone number to receive 
SMS alerts when the tracker is detected outside the safety zone. 
Additionally, if the user is using the mobile monitoring app on an 
iPhone, alerts will come in the form of iPhone notifications. Besides 
monitoring, the web portal also provides administrative functions, e.g. 
the user can create and manage a list of patients he/she is caring for, 
register trackers and assign them to the patients, remotely configure the 
trackers, and manage the historical route data. One caregiver can have 
more than one patient assigned and each patient can have multiple 
trackers attached in the system. 

• Mobile Monitoring App: the research group (UNI) designed and 
developed the mobile monitoring app for the iPhone. Its design has 
been refined in multiple cycles based on several PD workshops together 
with caregivers and, in the limited manner we describe above, with 
patients. Like the Web Portal, the mobile app opens directly into the 
monitoring mode, showing a map with the current location(s) of the 
tracker(s) and the safety zone(s) if any is activated in the Web Portal. It 
can further show details about the patient, and help the user navigate to 
the patient. It has a built-in address book to let the user easily call other 
co-carers to cooperate with each other. Compared to the web interface, 
the mobile interface provides only limited functions, focusing mainly 
on the monitoring function. The administrative functions were not 
included in the mobile app because these were more complicated tasks 
and were easier to accomplish on a larger screen with mouse/keyboard. 
The need to run these administrative functions is less important than the 
monitoring itself. The mobile device is ubiquitous and easy to use and 
we wanted to utilize this ubiquity to support monitoring above all. 

Figure. 1 shows a photo of the tracker together with screenshots of the mobile 
monitoring app and the web portal. 
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Fig. 1. Components of the prototype (Top Left: a photo of the tracker Bottom Left: a 
screenshot of the mobile monitoring app Right: a screenshot of the Alzheimer Monitoring 
web portal) 

We experienced, we should say, significant difficulties in working with 
commercial interests alongside our own research objectives. The requirements 
defined from the pre-study had to be filtered through DEVLEAD’s interests. Not 
all of the requirements had been implemented in the prototype. For example, the 
cooperative monitoring feature was not included at all. Some of the others, 
although implemented, hardly fulfilled our expectations. The mismatch of both 
consortium parties in respect to motivation, design philosophy, and value of user 
feedback has led to significant differences in how the user requirements were 
treated. While UNI saw the results of the study as essential for the design and 
development of the system, DEVLEAD used them merely as anecdotal 
confirmation, which had only limited impact in their final design decisions. 

6 THIRD PHASE OF DESIGN CASE STUDY: 
EVALUATION 

6.1  Evaluation Settings and Results 

We rolled out the prototype in three different settings and it was tested in real-life 
situations over a time span of 3 to 5 months. These included a family in which the 
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husband is suffering from dementia (age 55), a care home with focus on dementia 
care, and a special ward in a hospital. 

The selection of the samples was based on the following considerations: We 
needed to find a good balance between deployment in a real-life context and an 
environment and setting safe for the wanderers. In addition, we wished to be able 
to research into the appropriation of the system in the settings where we had 
conducted the pre-study. As a result of specific changes in the previously 
researched settings (as e.g. progress of disease, persons moved to another 
location), however, we were limited to the hospital in which the special ward 
nurses participated. Here, and in the other settings, the managers and the wife, 
respectively, contacted us because they had huge problems with a wandering 
person/husband. The problematic balance between real-life circumstance and 
safety of the wanderer using a technological prototype where we couldn't 
guarantee 100% reliability was acceptable to the caregivers, as all the three 
settings had a routinized strategy to cope with the wandering behavior and thus 
didn’t solely depend on our prototype to handle the situation. 

Deploying the technology was anything but straightforward. Prior to the 
rollout, we conducted several semi-structured interviews in each setting to gain a 
detailed overview of their technology infrastructure. Considering each context’s 
specific conditions and constraints, we made customized deployment plans for 
each of them. In the institutions we had at least two on-site meetings to inform the 
management and the staff about the evaluation plan, and to present how the 
system functioned. The on-site visits were audio-recorded and we took field notes 
during the sessions. 

In the two institutions, we held two training meetings each. The managers, 
head ward nurses and 1-2 additional ward nurses attended these meetings. We 
handed out an illustrated hand book, which we had prepared, consisting of 
screenshots of every single step to be deployed when using the system. In these 
training sessions we simulated a use case – one of the team members went outside 
carrying the tracker – and then went through the use case step for step with the 
staff. In the family setting, the wife and a son attended the training session. Here, 
we also simulated a test case, handed out the handbook and went through each 
step. In all three sites we handed over one tracker, to be used with one person. 

Despite detailed preparation, we still faced unexpected difficulties during the 
technology installation in each location. Fine-tuning the prototype so that it could 
be integrated into daily practice required flexibility and creativity. For example, 
for the special ward in the hospital, we had to deliver an iPad with 3G connection 
to access the monitoring website because the Internet speed in that hospital was 
unsatisfactory. 

After the rollout, we visited the family and the institutions regularly every 2 - 4 
weeks and were available 24/7 by phone in case of questions and problems. We 
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conducted 12 on-site visits and 6 telephone interviews altogether, with each 
session typically lasting 1,5 - 2 hours. All the interview sessions were audio 
recorded with consent and later transcribed. During the evaluation phase we kept 
close contact with our testers, and all the emails and phone calls were documented 
in field notes. Furthermore, we asked the testers to fill in a media diary of their 
daily experience with the system. The media diary was kept very simple, so that 
caregivers could easily fill in the usage times of the device, mobile or stationary 
usage, and provide notes about the usage situation for each day (see Fig. 2.). 

Fig. 2. A page of the media diary book (Each page is for one day’s use. The page above is 
for Monday in the first week. A user records each usage in one row and enters 
information for the patient, the tracker, the begin and end time, the web and/or mobile 
usage, and eventually some notes to this usage) 

The diary worked as a basis for discussion during the on-site interviews. The data 
analysis was approached in the same way as in the pre-study. We started with an 
open coding approach and regularly held internal analysis workshops. A summary 
of the activities we have taken to engage the deployment can be found in the 
following Table 1. 
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Table 1. A summary of activities taken to engage the deployment 
6.1.1 Environment A: A Dementia Care Home 
Environment A is a dementia care institution in the rural area. The care home is 

committed to new dementia care philosophies which include giving the residents 
as much free space as possible for them to be mobile on their own. There is a 
large (and protected) area around the house for the residents to walk freely. There 
is an alarm system attached to the main entrance of the institution, and patients 
with a special wristband will trigger a phone call to the care staff when they pass 
the threshold. The manager is of the view that patients should be able to leave the 
area if they wish to, although care workers are less liberal in their views. 

Our contact person was the head nurse (herself an elderly lady) of the care 
home, with whom we had conducted participatory design workshop in the earlier 
phase of the project. After she tried out the prototype and found it to be too 
technically challenging, she delegated it to three young female workers from the 
federal volunteer service to test the system in house. These young women were 
familiar with IT and told us that, while they found themselves comfortable using 
this technology, the other professional caregivers in this care home (who are 
generally older) might have problem with it. The head nurse shared this view, 
saying: “older persons [herself and her colleagues] could not use this system, 
because in this institution they have too little experience with technology and 
computers”. She emphasized this with reference to her team’s general problems 
with care documentation work on the computer: “my colleagues already have 
problems with simply clicking on the right things in our [digital] records.” 

Deployment activities 

Before roll-out During evaluation 

Preparatory interviews in each setting (3 

environments x 2 interviews each) 

Data collection: 

‐ regularly in every 2-4 weeks; on-site and 

telephone interviews (12 on-site + 6 per 
telephone) 

‐ media diary study in each setting 

Training sessions in institutions (2 

institutions x 2 sessions each) 

Additional on-site support sessions: 

prototype and infrastructural 
troubleshooting 

Training session in family (1x) Support hotline per telephone and email: 

available 24/7 throughout the evaluation 

phase 

IT support sessions in the hospital ward to 

set up Internet and iPad for the test 

phase (2x) 
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6.1.2 Environment B: A Hospital Ward 

Environment B is located in a big city and is a large hospital and care complex. 
The ward in which we tested the system has a special focus on long-term care for 
persons with cranial-cerebral trauma and co-morbidities such as dementia. The 
ward is an open ward, which means that locking the doors is forbidden. Here, 
location-tracking services were welcomed but worries were also raised because of 
the high degree of mobility on the part of patients. For example, the patient who 
was mainly carrying the tracker during the field test used to be a marathon runner. 
He suffered from severe dementia as consequence of a car accident. This patient 
‘escapes’ from the ward regularly and is very difficult to manage because of his 
high level of physical fitness. A specific limitation of the tracker was its low 
precision in indoor positioning, and this patient was often ‘lost’ in the building. 
On one occasion he was found in the basement, having spent hours in a 
disoriented state. 

The head ward nurse told us that when the staff were too overwhelmed by 
attempts to keep him in the house due to his high status of agitation, doctors 
admitted him to another ward, a “closed ward”. However, this was not regarded as 
a permanent solution and he was readmitted to the open ward several times, 
providing constant challenges for the staff. For this reason, the nurse was very 
interested in getting support through the technological solution: “Because on the 
closed ward they are not allowed to keep him so long they permanently send him 
back to us. It is such a big struggle to care for him because of his extreme 
agitation.” (head ward nurse, f.). 

On the day we brought our prototype to the ward, we found that the Internet 
connection in the hospital was too slow for our website to load properly. As an 
alternative, we then bought an iPad with a 3G data tariff so that the staff could use 
the iPad to access the web portal. Two days later when we visited the ward again, 
they told us “the iPad is safely locked in the cabinet [so that nobody will steal it]” 
(head ward nurse, f.). Because of the large flow of people including patients and 
relatives in the hospital in general, fear of losing the costly deviceover-rode other 
considerations. 

Recognizing that concern, we bought a protection case and a lock for the iPad 
so it could be securely attached to a desk. The staff then started to use the system. 
Several days later we received a phone call from our contact person – a nurse in 
the ward – telling us that the patient was lost for 20 hours, and had been found the 
next day 30 kilometers away from the hospital. She told us that before this 
accident happened, the patient was carrying the tracker 24 hours a day, and the 
battery life of the tracker had proven inadequate. She tried to charge the tracker in 
the meantime, and she had no idea how the patient went out without triggering an 
alarm, and “in this form we cannot trust the system”. After investigating the 
system together with the nurse, we found out that the battery had died within the 
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safety area, just before the patient left the building. It was apparent that the system 
needed to send a notification when the tracker battery is low and that we had to 
help the caregivers with handling the charging practice. After discussion with the 
nurse, we deployed another tracker for the patient, so that they could simply 
exchange the trackers, to make sure that one is always charged. Since then the 
system has been used 24 hours a day and our contact person in the ward has 
reported on several successful instances where the system has helped, and the 
staff have started to trust the system more and more. The relatives of the patient 
also started to trust the system and, it seems, have grown dependent on it. The 
wife of the patient even made a carrying case on her own so that he can attach it to 
the belt and carry the tracker around more easily (see Fig. 3). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. A carrying bag for the tracker made by a participant’s family 

6.1.3 Family Smith1 

Here, the male sufferer is cared for at home by his spouse. He is a former doctor, 
and lives with his wife and three children aged between 15 and 20. Mr. Smith 
walks the dog several times a day on a short round in the near neighborhood. The 
routes he walks along are well known to the family, and are, according to his wife, 
“routinized”. Before he leaves the house, he tells his wife or children where he 
intends to go. The relatives roughly estimate the time it should take for him to 
return. Mr. Smith has failed to return home on his own on a number of occasions. 
For that reason, a volunteer from a local charity organization now comes three 
times a week to take him and the dog for a long walk. Mr. Smith, however, very 
much dislikes the company of the volunteer, because he thinks he is still 
autonomous enough to walk on his own. 

In our interviews with Mrs. Smith, she told us that the system is extremely 
helpful for her. She began, she said, to rely strongly on the technology after only a 
few weeks. She used the system not only at home, but also at work. She said that 
the system gives her peace of mind as she can see on the map that he is walking 

 
1 Anonimyzed 
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on the regular route. Nevertheless, she has appropriated the system in a way that 
preserves as much privacy as possible for the husband. For example, she hadn’t 
used the digital fence at all, as it felt too intrusive for her. And she slightly 
reduced the frequency of the tracker’s position report. She didn’t want to 
constantly track her husband because, for her, being able to look at the system and 
knowing that he is safe, already provides sufficient reassurance. “It is good that I 
know that I could have a look on the map if I felt a bit anxious. But I do not want 
to track him all the time, that would be too much.” 

6.1.4 Cross-case findings 

We have identified some general issues in the acceptance of the trackers. Firstly, 
the size of the tracker was seen as a problem by the interviewees. Dementia 
sufferers often dislike unfamiliar devices attached to their body or clothes, and 
sometimes remove them. The tracker we have used for the field test was already 
among the smallest we could obtain at that time, but caregivers preferred 
something even smaller, like a thin bracelet, or in the form of a wristwatch or 
necklace which - as a known artifact for the sufferers - would be better accepted 
by them. 

“Acceptance of a device to wear is very individual in the persons with dementia. When we tried 
out the door safety system, the persons were wearing a wristband. One of them cut it off with a 
knife, because it was not familiar to him. Maybe, if it were kind of hidden in a wristwatch being 
familiar to him, he would have accepted it. On the other hand, from the principle of newer care 
philosophies, hiding would mean kidding the people and we are not supposed to do this. We would 
have to discuss this individually with the relatives.” (Manager of Environment B, f.). 

Considering that smaller size of the tracker will result in sacrifice of battery 
life, we had to live with the compromise between acceptable battery endurance 
and tracker size in the duration of the research project. Nevertheless, we could 
develop design ideas for a casing from the embedding of the project in the real-
life circumstances. 

Given the high demand for patient autonomy in care institutions, ‘open house’ 
philosophies mean that professionals negotiate freedom for patients, where 
possible to maximize it. A ‘Digital fence’ is, in principle, extremely useful in this 
respect and was indeed extensively used by our professional caregivers. However, 
for some the fence function was still too intrusive. For that reason, we 
collaboratively developed the idea for an additional structuring of the feature into 
three zones, a green one (safety zone), a yellow (be alerted, person has left the 
safe area) one and a red one (act immediately, he/she is in danger). For the 
professionals, the digital fence in this shape brought a win-win situation to both 
the patients and themselves: more autonomy for the patients and reduced burden 
for the caregivers. 

Again, we have observed broadly different attitudes towards patient’s privacy 
from informal and professional caregivers’ handling of patient information in the 
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system. Familial caregivers assigned the tracker to the care receiver with a real 
name, which gives the feeling of tracking the person. Most of our professional 
caregivers ended up only registering the trackers in the system, keeping the 
mapping between tracker and patient intentionally away from the platform as a 
further measure to preserve patient’s autonomy/privacy. 

Overall, the system was viewed as extremely useful in the institutional context, 
even with the shortcoming of the imprecise indoor positioning of the tracker. 
Professionals say, although the indoor positioning is not precise, it still helped 
them refine search strategies. For instance, in the case of the former marathon 
runner, although the system could not identify an exact position in the building, it 
nevertheless indicated that the patient was not outside, which greatly reduced the 
search area, and thus made the search more targeted. 

The route history function is much appreciated by family caregivers. Mrs. 
Smith argued that because the system allowed her to retrace the routes, she was 
able to get a better sense of why her husband deviated from his normal route, thus 
reducing anxiety. Mr. Smith was once found on a highway (Autobahn) 
construction site, and was unable to explain how he found himself there. As Mrs. 
Smith says: “even today we do not know how he had gone to this Autobahn 
construction site … Something must have happened that made him leave the 
normal route. It can drive you crazy that you do not know what has happened.” 
Now, with the technology, there is the option to at least reflect on possible reasons 
for, or external factors which prompt, new path choices. 

6.2 Communication Process in the Interdisciplinary Project 
Team 

During the set-up of the evaluation we experienced several technical problems. To 
help with these problems, a developer, who proved to be very prompt in tackling 
problems, from DEVLEAD supported us via telephone In this situation, 
DEVLEAD had a clear understanding of the need to deliver a prototype that was 
as stable as possible. As it turned out, a stable prototype is pivotal for the initial 
appropriation process of end users participating in a trial. The technical problems 
varied to different degrees in different locations. In regard to short-term problem 
solving and trouble-shooting, DEVLEAD acted to ameliorate difficulties where 
on-site skills were lacking. 

The final evaluation phase delivered a number of new insights and implications 
for redesign. Through the usage of the system in real environments, a thorough 
understanding of the needs of caregivers and related options for ICT support 
became apparent. UNI documented these suggestions for redesign in a 
spreadsheet and listed detailed description and empirical data to support the 
argument. Similarly, as in pre- study, this spreadsheet was sent to DEVLEAD and 
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discussed upon during consortium meetings. At this late stage, however, limited 
resources meant that the firm could allocate very little time and money to this and 
as a consequence, only a very few minor issues were dealt with. 

In retrospect, the initial construction of the work plan and work packages 
contributed to DEVLEAD’s unwillingness to take on another round of prototype 
redesign. As mentioned, the funding scheme required each partner to have its own 
part-project and work plan. DEVLEAD prepared its plan based on certain 
assumptions about how user-oriented research could contribute but this didn’t 
reflect the actual investment in terms of time and other resources necessary to 
fully utilize the results. These were partly epistemological matters, but partly 
pragmatic as well. It is clear that DEVLEAD had little experience of what user-
centered design might look like, and little sense of how qualitative research 
material might be deployed. It is also the case that UNI had little sense of the 
pragmatic constraints this SME might be working under, notably cost issues and a 
design schedule that made late alterations difficult. It should be said that in most 
instances, the problems that arose did not occur because of an obvious failure by 
either party. Rather, the early structuring of a project proposal in a particular way 
meant that there was little opportunity to refine DEVLEAD’s plan in the light of 
emerging data. 

As the project proceeded, DEVLEAD stuck fairly strictly to the time plan and 
was not able/willing to allocate any resources for redesign. At the same time, and 
from their point of view, it can be argued that UNI showed too little 
understanding of the need for certainty in resource planning and the sheer 
organizational difficulty involved in late-stage redesign. This mismatch between 
‘ideological’ commitments and practical realities is a general problem in industry-
science cooperation projects: even where industry stakeholders value user-
centered and iterative approaches in technology design, the implementation of 
such a process frequently proves problematic due to the operational business 
strategies of firms, and may well be a particular difficulty for SMEs. In contrast to 
scientific partners, for firms it is hard to plan for flexibility in the long-term. 

7 DISCUSSION 

7.1 Lessons learned for dementia management 

Our experiences can be, for analytic convenience, be described in terms of two 
discrete relationships. The first is the relationship between researchers and the 
researched (carers and patients). Our ‘design case study’ approach was intended to 
facilitate mutual learning over a period of time. The second involved the 
relationship between the two project partners, and turned out to be consequential 
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in relation to design outcomes. We report on both here to illustrate how a ‘practice 
based’ approach needs to attend to practices on the part of researchers as well as 
researched, and more specifically needs to attend to organizational features. 
Overall, our proposed solutions had a positive effect on the experiences of 
dementia sufferers, their families and professional caregivers, demonstrating, we 
believe, the value of situated and long term, evaluative procedures. In two of our 
test environments in particular, the professional and familial caregivers have 
grown dependent on the prototype and have used the artefact consistently. Having 
said that, the sheer complexity of the different situations which occasion concern, 
the heterogeneous nature of organizational and family routines, and the different 
moral/ideological commitments expressed by different parties underpin the need 
for solutions which are both very flexible and at the same time practical to 
implement. In the organizational care context, it is clear that these complexities 
mean that support for collaborative searching and for the flexible definition of 
‘boundaries’ needs to be better implemented. Professional management of issues 
of autonomy, privacy and safety are constantly negotiated and arranged in 
accordance with specific and local definitions of patient condition. Solutions must 
allow tailoring to meet these conditions. Tracker design, as one feature of this, is 
important. We had, however, to live with hardware- and technology- constraints 
for the duration of the project. One can imagine a circumstance where the tracker 
receives an excellent signal even indoors (e.g. with the EU’s Galileo satellite 
navigation) and a button-sized battery might last for months, with which we may 
indeed get better results. Regardless, current technological limitations 
circumscribe what is possible. At the same time, the sheer complexity of the 
social, legal, and ethical universe in which care is practiced will continue to exist 
and even more sophisticated technology will or will not be adopted in the light of 
social as well as technical factors. GPS tracking technology has been explored in 
research for at least 10 years, and a handful of commercial products can be found 
in the Internet, but the uptake of the technology in real care situations is still very 
low. One of our main contributions is to provide a better understanding of why 
this might be. 

One key factor is that technical support must fit with the established routines of 
family and institutional life. Constant monitoring from fixed positions is 
extremely difficult in many care institutions where there is a constantly high 
demand on time and a need for caregivers to be available in different locations. 
We recognized professional care staff’s constant high workload in institutional 
context during the pre-study and this was the main reason that UNI spent extra 
resources in designing and developing the Mobile Monitoring App. In family 
contexts, demands include the fact that caregivers themselves are sometimes 
elderly and not tech-savvy, or have other family or work commitments. Even the 
professionals have problems learning new technologies, especially for the 
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caregivers who are older. This is exemplified in the case of Environment A, where 
the prototype was not actively used because of this technology barrier. The 
relationship between technology acceptance and low IT affinity of caregivers has 
already been described, e.g. in [Pot et al. 2012]. Our study augments this problem 
sphere by describing additional aspects impacting acceptance, such as the high 
degree of heterogeneity in care concepts and moral and legal standpoints, which 
also may cause a reluctance in the willingness to use IT in dementia care. Another 
aspect that our long-term and practice-based study demonstrates is the 
significance of the shape and size of the tracker as well as compromises that have 
to be made when deploying a practice-based evaluation study. The study 
demonstrates a high need for individualization of the tracking devices according 
to individual familiarity with jewelry, wrist watches, etc. Solutions, we suggest, 
are better fitted to selective management of situations, rather than to constant 
monitoring, for those reasons. 

Nevertheless, it would be naive to imagine that technical solutions can solve all 
problems. As Rogers has argued: 

“While most projects are sensitive to the privacy and ethical problems surrounding the monitoring 
of people, they are not easy to solve and have ended up overwhelming UbiComp research. Indeed, 
much of the discussion about the human aspects in the field has been primarily about the trade-
offs between security and privacy, convenience and privacy, and informedness and privacy. This 
focus has often been at the expense of other human concerns receiving less airing, such as how 
recording, tracking and re-representing movements and other information can be used to facilitate 
social and cognitive processes.” [Rogers 2006] 

Our long-term field test shows several impacts of the monitoring technology on 
the cooperative and social process of dementia care. For example, it allows the 
‘lines of conflict’ to be renegotiated. Concerns such as awareness vs. privacy and 
safety vs. autonomy can be differently managed given location-awareness 
support. To a large degree, the management of these concerns is a function of 
varying institutional and familial arrangements. This is compounded by the 
evident fact that policy, especially in the institutional context, around ‘freedom 
deprivation’ is often ambiguous. It is entirely possible that the strong antipathy in 
institutional contexts to “freedom depriving measures” is a specifically German 
feature, reflecting aspects of cultural history. It is certainly true that professional 
caregivers in institutional contexts express their concerns about such freedom 
deprivation very strongly, and expressions of this kind are even more evident at a 
managerial level where concern for legal liability might be more pronounced. This 
leads to a certain, understandable, conservatism in respect of technological 
innovation where it might impose on the patient’s autonomy. 

The constant renegotiation of care philosophies is another complicating factor. 
Along with [Dahl et al. 2012a; Dahl et al. 2012b] we recognize the way in which 
new care philosophies, such as Person Centered Care [Kitwood 1997, Wigg 
2010], are having a significant effect on practices in many care institutions. 
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However, the related practices are not clear-cut. While we agree in general 
principle with [Sugihara 2013], who promotes Patient Centered Care as “[…] 
appropriate for applying the norm of human-centered design”, we also see a need 
for careful examination of the way in which new philosophies are actually 
implemented in different contexts and even why, as in the case of some domestic 
environments, why they may not be implemented at all. 

Thus, autonomy is not a fixed metric. As indicated, this points at the need for 
flexibility in the design of technologies. Just as importantly, however, it points to 
ethical  issues  in  respect  of  how  the  researcher  positions  him/herself  in  these 
developing ideologies. If we support changing views of patient care in 
organizational settings, are we not bound to have a view of how patients are 
treated in family settings? Can we be comfortable supporting highly ‘engineered’ 
solutions in a domestic context if we reject them in more institutional contexts? 
Such issues become even more salient in a research context where the various 
participants do not share similar understandings or awareness of the kinds of 
practical constraint that may exist in one organization to a greater degree than 
another. 

There is also no doubt that the design process in this context significantly 
affected the design product. How to translate our qualitative empirical results for a 
commercial partner with no prior experience of either iterative design or of 
qualitative input was a constant difficulty in the project. The discrepancy between 
the company’s waterfall design philosophy (top-down) and our vision of how 
field work should contribute (bottom-up) limited our success in reflecting certain 
user requirements in design. Constraints on resources, particularly in the case of 
late stage redesign, meant that some of what we felt to be our most worthwhile 
insights were never implemented. There are also other important issues which we 
were unable to address given the lack of hardware expertise within the 
consortium. The ability to customize artifacts, for instance, as well as bring 
aesthetic aspects into products for the elderly, and especially in dementia care, has 
been stressed elsewhere [Angelini et al. 2013; Wallace et al. 2012] and our 
inability to adequately customize the tracker to cope with indoor situations limited 
its perceived value. 

In conclusion, we set out to contribute to a better understanding of the 
subtleties and complexities entailed in the familial and institutional management 
of dementia sufferers with wandering tendencies. With a full description of a 
design case study (investigative pre-study, design, and long-term evaluation) we 
have established, we feel, a fine-grained basis for understanding of how lines of 
conflict may occur and how a suitably flexible GPS locating system can aid in 
their resolution. It is clear to us that technology alone does not provide a full 
assistive solution and it is always mediated by varied ideological and practical 
considerations in different contexts. The heterogeneity of caregiving contexts 
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means assistive solutions (both the technology and service around it) must be very 
flexible and creative, adapting to differing user needs in each specific context. 
Caregivers in our study found these things in very short supply. 

Besides technological features, we also contribute to promoting a new ethos 
surrounding IT support for dementia management. A planned market roll-out of 
assistive technology in this sector requires detailed consideration of support for 
installation, education, legal matters, after-sales service (counseling, adaptation) 
and so on. The business model of such a product needs careful thought since 
service before-, at- and after- sale are at least as important as the technology itself. 
Again, any recognition of the need to provide other forms of support to caregivers 
is almost entirely, absent from the philosophy of technology providers in this 
challenging context. 

7.2 Lessons learned for project management 

The work presented in this paper was carried out through a publicly funded 
research project, which requires researchers and industry partners to come 
together and pursue a common goal. As Dachtera has pointed out: “With regard to 
the debate on the changing nature of science, our results suggest that within an 
institutional setting such as a joint research project, there are still 
epistemological and organizational barriers that are significant.” [Dachtera et al. 
2014]. We can summarize the organizational issues we have faced during this 
project in the following way: 

• Different purposes: the researchers (UNI) had interests mainly in 
methodological challenges and academic publication. Software 
production was not a major concern. The researchers spent huge 
amount of time and expended emotional effort to get access to the real 
usage context. Their focus was on understanding the care practice of 
informal and formal caregivers, and thus generating requirements for 
design based on that. The researchers considered themselves as having 
‘privileged’ knowledge about dementia care, knowledge that went 
beyond the question of technical development, but also shed light on 
the socio-technical aspects of the problem. The industry partner 
(DEVLEAD), obviously, was primarily motivated by developing a 
product and bringing it to the market as soon as possible. Due to its 
financial and resource constraints, DEVLEAD could not afford revision 
to the work plan or extensive redesign, especially late in the process. 

• Problems in translation of requirements: it became evident that there 
was a gap between both partners’ conceptions of user requirements, and 
this problematized the translation from UNI’s field findings to 
DEVLEAD’s implementation. The researchers saw the design process 
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as an open-ended activity. They used qualitative methods with a 
commitment to the illumination of practices across different contexts. 
Therefore, the researchers gathered user requirements in the sense that 
they revealed the most significant issues, indicating potential functions, 
and raising critical concerns. DEVLEAD, however, expected user 
requirements to be clearly defined development tasks to better manage 
measurable costs. As a compromise, DEVLEAD structured a list of pre- 
defined functions and asked UNI to prioritize them according to the 
results from the user study. While this was a helpful move, it 
nevertheless did not solve the issue of late stage changes. 

• Parallel working – different priorities in practice: Although UNI and 
DEVLEAD shared a common framing of the project lifespan in the 
broad view, their actual practices in prioritization of work, perception 
of efficiency, and project management varied. For example, during the 
pre-study UNI had expected DEVLEAD to wait until the results from 
the field became more explicit to start the exact software development. 
DEVLEAD had, however, put heavy focus on the software 
development from early on. This left very limited room for design to 
adapt to an evolving understanding of user requirements. There are 
several reasons that led to this mismatching. 1). DEVLEAD started 
development early, and did not see starting earlier than planned as in 
any way problematic. 2). UNI did not manage to deliver pre-study 
results on time due to unexpected difficulties in the field. The work 
plans for both partners did not provide enough flexibility to foresee this 
possibility and did not provide for this contingency. 3). Different values 
of pre-study: DEVLEAD treated the pre-study as anecdotal confirmation 
and did not expect any significant impact from it. UNI, in contrast, took 
the field study very seriously. However, the complexity of the field was 
much higher than expected. To get access to, and develop an adequate 
understanding of, the field took much longer time than originally 
planned in the proposal. The negative effects included not only the 
delayed transfer of results to DEVLEAD, but also the fact that UNI’s 
analysis remained, for them, unconvincing at a generic level. We 
should stress here that in writing this paper, we are not engaged in 
blame allocation. Both partners were constrained by assumptions built 
into the project call and neither was in a position in respect of time and 
resources to compensate for that fact. Nevertheless, taking this project 
as a lesson, we would suggest a radical rethink of funding strategies 
aimed at near market development, if the products in question are to 
reflect real need. And we hope that, by addressing meta-problems in an 
open way, we might eventually bring insights to the funding parties that 
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might result in a better synergy of the different project management 
practices between academia/industry partners. For example, flexible 
start- and end-date for the partners would help bridge the gap where 
intensive field work is still being conducted but specific user 
requirements are yet to surface. HCI researchers should be able to start 
the project at first and have the time to understand the field. Industrial 
partners should be able to start the project from a later phase, when user 
requirements are (almost) identified. This should also reserve more 
resource for the industrial partners for redesign cycles in the later phase. 

• Different philosophies of software development: UNI conducted its 
field study according to the practice-based design paradigm and 
devoted itself to a bottom-up design philosophy based on profound 
knowledge of the real usage context. DEVLEAD has taken a typical 
Waterfall approach to develop the prototype, driving the development 
from the top down. The lesson is obvious. The two paradigms fit 
uneasily together. More importantly, however, we need to ask why this 
potential friction was not anticipated. Clearly, judgements about the 
relative expertise of project partners are difficult to make. While it 
seems obvious to us, post hoc, that a company with agile development 
expertise would have been the best suitable partner for us, given our 
commitment to a design case study approach. The development might, 
then, have been function-oriented, rapid, iterative, user- and test-driven. 
The reality is, however, that at a very early stage, neither partner 
showed adequate interest in, or knowledge of, their different design 
philosophies before forming a consortium. 

Below (Fig. 4 and 5) we try to depict the different conceptions of the 
cooperation process from both parties. Figure 4 was created entirely from our own 
view of DEVLEAD’s approach. We were unable to validate it with the company 
as it ceased to exist shortly after project end. The company was going through a 
difficult and ultimately fatal financial situation. This financial constraint became 
more evident in the late project phase and the company went bankrupt after the 
project end. The conception is, nevertheless, based on the company’s work plans. 
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Fig. 4. DEVLEAD's conception of the cooperation process 

Fig. 5. UNI's conception of the cooperation process 

7.3 Reflections on a “messy” field of assistive technology 
development in the context of an academia – industry 
partnership  

Pot et al. 2012 indicate that it is of high importance for IT support in dementia 
care to define the specific problem of the specific person with dementia and his or 
her caregiver and to search for the most appropriate solution for the problems of 
this particular dyad. Our study confirms this claim and it furthermore shows that 
this is not an easy endeavor in many cases. In dementia care, as well as more 
broadly in assistive technology development, it is often not possible to find 
“clear-cut” solutions. 

The systems to be developed in this highly loaded moral, social and legal 
complex universe imply the need for a nuanced viewpoint on both the process and 
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the product of development. By displaying the qualitative-empirical data, we 
would like to illustrate this way of reflection on what scholars of health sociology 
and science and technology studies (STS) have identified as the different ways 
health problems are being conceptualized and articulated by different groups of 
stakeholders. Depending on the perspective, methods of diagnosis and therapy 
may have very different outcomes. In the field of dementia care especially, one is 
confronted with varying discourses among physicians, professional and family 
carers and social and medical organizations [Cuijpers & van Lente 2015, Innes 
2009]. This means for IT research that it is important to look more closely at the 
practices out of which dementia care “is constructed”. Different discourses may 
appear contradictory, but make perfect contextual sense (e.g. that personnel in 
care homes reports to us that they take prohibitions concerning locked doors 
seriously, but tell us about different measures to hide and camouflage the doors at 
the same time). Looking at these contradictory, and often not clearly or explicitly 
articulated issues helps us better understand obstacles and challenges in care 
practices - a perspective which has not been taken up very widely in research on 
assistive technologies. 

Programming a system ultimately needs clear-cut, distinct, complete and 
unambiguous requirements. This is the bridge to be built between academic 
research and industrial development: Handling unfamiliar empirical research 
results as well as the tolerance for discrepancies is very difficult for work contexts 
in industry. Conflicts and contradictions may be highly interesting results in the 
context of academic research and open up new scientific perspectives and 
reflections, such as from the viewpoint of STS on dementia care [Innes 2009]. 
However, they are problematic in regard to operationalization and feasibility for 
design purposes. 

Overall, we are not able to share complete solutions in this paper, but we have 
highlighted some contradictions and discrepancies which affect development 
process and product. Hopefully, both kinds of refection will impact on future 
projects with similar research aims. 

From a long-term perspective, with this paper, we would like to contribute to 
the building-up of a more realistic and practice-based research in assistive 
technology design, which - undoubtedly - is both uncomfortable and complicated 
at times. The need for careful and consistent communication, furthermore, extends 
to relations with caregivers and the cared-for. They have an undoubted interest in 
assistive technology but are uncertain about how it might be deployed in practice 
without considerable help from project members. Moreover, the great uncertainty 
in respect of differing care concepts and if and how these are compatible with 
technological aids demonstrates the need for regular ongoing exchange between 
different stakeholder groups such as information scientists, IT developers, 
geriatrics, social workers, etc., in order to develop a common ground. 
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8 CONCLUSION 

Research in the field of practice-based design [Kuuti and Bannon 2014; Wulf et 
al. 2011] calls for attention to overall project activities, investigatory and 
otherwise, in a broader sense rather than simply reporting on the results of enquiry 
or the final results of research & development projects. This ‘practice turn’ in HCI 
is based on the assumption that all the activities of organizational actors, as well 
as those they study, in a cooperative project might contribute to the formulation of 
design goals, and that the process of investigation needs to be looked at as a set of 
practices right from the start. The study at hand, dealing with the user-centered 
development of a GPS- based system to support caregivers of wanderers in the 
field of dementia care tries to explicate and bring together two lines of the project: 
how it is that understanding the practices of potential users can be viewed as 
contributions to design, and how it is that the practices of participants to the 
research can and will mediate possible contributions. Accordingly, we have tried 
in the above to link the two together in such a way as to provide for a better 
understanding of how ‘practice’ might include the activities of designers and 
developers as well as those of subjects and, more importantly, how they ramify. 
First, we offered results from the qualitative user studies and the generation of 
design ideas, implications and requirements for design and redesign grounded in 
the practices of the end-users involved. Second, we reported on the interaction and 
communication processes between the project partners which framed the user 
research and the development of the system and which ultimately compromised 
the evolution of a design solution. We conclude with the observation that there are 
relatively few examples which demonstrate how the practices of users and the 
practices of research participants at an organizational level are mutually 
elaborative in the evolution of a design solution. In our case, the development of 
the final design product suffered from different paradigms that were brought in by 
the project partners. Nevertheless, the project has succeeded from each 
stakeholder’s view: 

• Academy (UNI) has invested emotions/time/resource in the project, and 
has fulfilled its responsibilities to the project and its target group. Its 
input has even gone beyond the planned assignment and resulted in a 
mobile app, which was viewed by a heterogeneous group of users as 
both useful and usable. 

• Company (DEVLEAD) saw project outcomes as successful insofar as 
the work done satisfied the basic purposes they envisaged for it. 

• The end users in the pre-study found both process and product to be 
beneficial. The users from the evaluation particularly appreciated the 
working technology that they were able to use and demonstrated its 
value by continued use. 
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We see our paper as a contribution to the development of a practice-oriented 
perspective in which the study of user practices and the study of organizational 
practices taken together can further illuminate the way in which design outcomes 
are arrived at and to foster discussion about how ‘best practice’ might possibly be 
achieved. 
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The papers in this section cover a relatively short period of the Siegen group’s 
research. However, it is an important body of work, whose quality is evident from 
the conferences and journals in which it has been published. Continuing their 
commitment to practice-based computing and grounded design and drawing on 
their lengthy and impressive record in computer-supported cooperative work 
(CSCW) research, the Siegen group’s work has helped to further our understanding 
of methodologies for practice- and human-oriented, co-design research in settings 
that are both sensitive and complex, their work is making novel and important 
contributions to the field. 

Finding cost-effective ways of supporting ‘ageing in place’ that enable the 
elderly to live independently at home, avoid or defer institutional care and remain 
active participants in their communities has risen rapidly up the policy agenda in 
many countries in the last decade (ref). Harnessing the affordances of digital 
devices and networks is seen by health and social care policy makers as a solution 
to dealing with the inter-related trends of ageing populations, rising rates of chronic 
illness and disability, shortfalls in health system capacity and budgets, and shifting 
social roles and expectations. A range of solutions. e.g., telehealth—remote medical 
care, treatment or monitoring—and telecare—remote social care services or 
monitoring are now widely available. However, their uptake has often fallen 
significantly short of levels desired, owing to problems such as reluctance by 
intended users (the elderly and their carers) to adopt and poor sustainability (Cook 
et al., 2018; Kavandi and Jaana, 2020; Wang et al., 2020). Addressing these failures 
has opened up several new challenges for IS research, which the Siegen group has 
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helped advance our understanding of. There are three particular themes in their 
contribution to this field that stand out for me. 

First, from the beginning, the Siegen group’s research has been driven by a desire 
to move from a deficit-focused approach to the elderly and their care needs, to one 
that is person-centred, which takes the view that identity and sense of self is enacted 
through habitual embodied gestures, actions and routines (Unbehaun et al., 2020; 
Wherton et al., 2021). Guided by this principle, the Siegen group’s work has 
evolved to provide a template for how to pursue a participatory, co-design approach 
to creating digital technologies for ageing in place (Wherton et al., 2015). This 
effort begins with Muller et al. (2015) taking on a ‘living lab’-based research project 
in the context of a co-designing with the elderly tenants in a medium-sized housing 
complex. The project’s goal was ambitious: “development of a socio-technical 
infrastructure for the neighbourhood, which contributes to supporting and 
maintaining information & communication, social interaction, and both formal and 
informal support.” They document in detail how they addressed the challenges of 
working with diverse stakeholders and of drawing the elderly residents – whose 
digital skills were often limited and whose motivation for being involved often low 
– into the co-design process. This is no mean achievement and Muller et al. 
emphasise how important it is to prepare the ground for the elderly through 
education and workshops. This same painstaking attention to detail is evident in the 
ensuing papers (Muller et al., 2015; Wan et al., 2015; Schorch et al., 2016; Meurer 
et al., 2018). 

Second, the Siegen group’s work has helped to recover the critical but often 
hidden work of carer givers in supporting the elderly, emphasising that technologies 
designed to provide for the needs of the latter must also be aligned with those of the 
former (Procter et al., 2018). Their studies of what the work of carer givers entails 
(Schorch et al., 2016) is important in and of itself but is also a timely contribution 
to the field of CSCW (Procter et al., 2016). Unbehaun et al. (2020) make the needs 
of care givers their focus in their evaluation of a videogame-based training system 
for people with dementia. They argue that the designers of such systems need to 
“develop more socially embedded innovations that can address the social actors 
involved and thus contribute to practical solutions for professional and private 
care.” (ibid: p. 519). It is a conclusion that reflects and underscores the Siegen 
group’s longstanding position that technology adoption should be seen as a process 
of social appropriation (e.g., Wulf et al., 2011). 

Third, collectively this collection of papers provides a clear sense of the 
trajectory of the group’s research into health and ageing societies as new issues are 
encountered and solutions are sought. Their willingness to take a longitudinal 
approach has enabled the group to reflect on how success in designing technologies 
for the elderly may ultimately be judged, and the lessons to which future projects 
should pay attention from the very beginning. Otherwise, as this collection of 
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papers shows, it may be too late to save whatever technologies have been developed 
from falling into disrepair. This is a welcome change from much of the research 
literature, where interest in the outcomes of a project has tended to end when the 
researchers pack up and depart the scene (Wan et al., 2016). A project may have 
run its course but the need for support doesn’t end if it is to deliver lasting benefits. 

Wan et al. (2016) point out that questions about what happens once research 
projects are over have often gone unanswered or simply been ignored in the PD and 
CSCW literatures. The all-to-common outcome is that projects fall victim to neglect 
as key actors (researchers, device manufacturers, care service providers, etc.) 
withdraw or wind down their participation. The implications of this lack of ongoing 
engagement can be a source of problems in any ICT project (Hartswood et al., 
2002a; 2002b) but it may be especially critical when they involve elderly people: 
the pace of technological innovation digital devices continues to be very rapid, and 
requirements change and evolve as users – the elderly and their carers – become 
more familiar with the capabilities of the technologies (Procter et al., 2014; 
Wherton et al., 2016) and, not least, as the needs of the elderly themselves change 
as they age. As Wan et al. conclude, care business models need to reflect the costs 
of ‘design in use’: “service before-, at- and after- sale are at least as important as 
the technology itself.” (Wan et al., 2016: 30).  

The paper by Meurer et al. (2018) explores this issue in more depth as it picks 
up the story at the end of the research project, examining what it takes for the 
technologies that have been developed to be sustainable. Related work has noted 
that much of the burden of sustaining technologies for the elderly has often fallen 
on the shoulders of their carers, with very mixed results and that this can become 
intolerable unless other elements of the care network are able to respond and adapt 
(Procter et al., 2018). What is innovative about the Siegen group’s approach is their 
focus on helping users – especially elderly ones – to develop the skills that would 
enable them to become more actively involved in delivering sustainability. It also 
shows that users may be willing to take on some responsibility for sustainability if 
this is presented, for example, in ways that satisfy a desire for sociability. Sustaining 
the technologies then becomes rewarding and a part of their life worlds and also for 
those of their carers (Unbehaun et al., 2020). Of course, this itself may involve 
significant resources and effort and is one of the lessons to which researchers should 
pay attention when planning future projects. Securing long term sustainability may 
still require contributions from various actors, however, and not only for the 
continuing provision of technical support but also for the wider care network. Here, 
again, the Siegen group took a distinctive approach by securing the involvement of 
a local voluntary agency, which is another possibility that future projects would do 
well to consider.  
Meurer et al. also examine the challenges associated with attempts to scale up 
projects (Greenhalgh et al., 2017). Naturally, when a small project is seen to be 
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delivering significant benefits, the question arises of how it can be translated into 
new communities and scaled up in terms of its user base (which may be necessary 
in order to reach a critical mass of users, itself important for sustainability). They 
identify a number of issues, including the different priorities of project partners. For 
example, as has been noted before, whereas academic partners be motivated to 
create innovative technologies (which may then prove more difficult to sustain), for 
users their needs may be met with more simple and mundane technical solutions 
(Bjerknes and Bratteteig, 1988). Most critical, perhaps, is that the limited duration 
of projects makes it difficult to create a robust socio-technical solution (ibid:512), 
i.e., one that successfully aligns skills and resources on the one hand (i.e., the social 
infrastructure) and the technical infrastructure on the other. Echoing their earlier 
call for advancing ways of promoting the re-use of successful design methodologies 
(Rohde et al., 2017), Meurer et al. call for the creation of a ‘common information 
space’, a “knowledge base of methods and techniques in support of creating 
sustainable IT-based solution” (ibid:530) as a necessary step towards achieving that 
goal. With that in mind, it is to be hoped that the Siegen group will revisit these 
projects to add to their already significant contribution to the field of health and 
ageing societies.. 
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First, from the beginning, the Siegen group’s research has been driven by a desire 
to move from a deficit-focused approach to the elderly and their care needs, to one 
that is person-centred, which takes the view that identity and sense of self is enacted 
through habitual embodied gestures, actions and routines (Unbehaun et al., 2020; 
Wherton et al., 2021). Guided by this principle, the Siegen group’s work has 
evolved to provide a template for how to pursue a participatory, co-design approach 
to creating digital technologies for ageing in place (Wherton et al., 2015). This 
effort begins with Muller et al. (2015) taking on a ‘living lab’-based research project 
in the context of a co-designing with the elderly tenants in a medium-sized housing 
complex. The project’s goal was ambitious: “development of a socio-technical 
infrastructure for the neighbourhood, which contributes to supporting and 
maintaining information & communication, social interaction, and both formal and 
informal support.” They document in detail how they addressed the challenges of 
working with diverse stakeholders and of drawing the elderly residents – whose 
digital skills were often limited and whose motivation for being involved often low 
– into the co-design process. This is no mean achievement and Muller et al. 
emphasise how important it is to prepare the ground for the elderly through 
education and workshops. This same painstaking attention to detail is evident in the 
ensuing papers (Muller et al., 2015; Wan et al., 2015; Schorch et al., 2016; Meurer 
et al., 2018). 

Second, the Siegen group’s work has helped to recover the critical but often 
hidden work of carer givers in supporting the elderly, emphasising that technologies 
designed to provide for the needs of the latter must also be aligned with those of the 
former (Procter et al., 2018). Their studies of what the work of carer givers entails 
(Schorch et al., 2016) is important in and of itself but is also a timely contribution 
to the field of CSCW (Procter et al., 2016). Unbehaun et al. (2020) make the needs 
of care givers their focus in their evaluation of a videogame-based training system 
for people with dementia. They argue that the designers of such systems need to 
“develop more socially embedded innovations that can address the social actors 
involved and thus contribute to practical solutions for professional and private 
care.” (ibid: p. 519). It is a conclusion that reflects and underscores the Siegen 
group’s longstanding position that technology adoption should be seen as a process 
of social appropriation (e.g., Wulf et al., 2011). 

Third, collectively this collection of papers provides a clear sense of the 
trajectory of the group’s research into health and ageing societies as new issues are 
encountered and solutions are sought. Their willingness to take a longitudinal 
approach has enabled the group to reflect on how success in designing technologies 
for the elderly may ultimately be judged, and the lessons to which future projects 
should pay attention from the very beginning. Otherwise, as this collection of 
papers shows, it may be too late to save whatever technologies have been developed 
from falling into disrepair. This is a welcome change from much of the research 
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literature, where interest in the outcomes of a project has tended to end when the 
researchers pack up and depart the scene (Wan et al., 2016). A project may have 
run its course but the need for support doesn’t end if it is to deliver lasting benefits. 

Wan et al. (2016) point out that questions about what happens once research 
projects are over have often gone unanswered or simply been ignored in the PD and 
CSCW literatures. The all-to-common outcome is that projects fall victim to neglect 
as key actors (researchers, device manufacturers, care service providers, etc.) 
withdraw or wind down their participation. The implications of this lack of ongoing 
engagement can be a source of problems in any ICT project (Hartswood et al., 
2002a; 2002b) but it may be especially critical when they involve elderly people: 
the pace of technological innovation digital devices continues to be very rapid, and 
requirements change and evolve as users – the elderly and their carers – become 
more familiar with the capabilities of the technologies (Procter et al., 2014; 
Wherton et al., 2016) and, not least, as the needs of the elderly themselves change 
as they age. As Wan et al. conclude, care business models need to reflect the costs 
of ‘design in use’: “service before-, at- and after- sale are at least as important as 
the technology itself.” (Wan et al., 2016: 30).  

The paper by Meurer et al. (2018) explores this issue in more depth as it picks 
up the story at the end of the research project, examining what it takes for the 
technologies that have been developed to be sustainable. Related work has noted 
that much of the burden of sustaining technologies for the elderly has often fallen 
on the shoulders of their carers, with very mixed results and that this can become 
intolerable unless other elements of the care network are able to respond and adapt 
(Procter et al., 2018). What is innovative about the Siegen group’s approach is their 
focus on helping users – especially elderly ones – to develop the skills that would 
enable them to become more actively involved in delivering sustainability. It also 
shows that users may be willing to take on some responsibility for sustainability if 
this is presented, for example, in ways that satisfy a desire for sociability. Sustaining 
the technologies then becomes rewarding and a part of their life worlds and also for 
those of their carers (Unbehaun et al., 2020). Of course, this itself may involve 
significant resources and effort and is one of the lessons to which researchers should 
pay attention when planning future projects. Securing long term sustainability may 
still require contributions from various actors, however, and not only for the 
continuing provision of technical support but also for the wider care network. Here, 
again, the Siegen group took a distinctive approach by securing the involvement of 
a local voluntary agency, which is another possibility that future projects would do 
well to consider.  
Meurer et al. also examine the challenges associated with attempts to scale up 
projects (Greenhalgh et al., 2017). Naturally, when a small project is seen to be 
delivering significant benefits, the question arises of how it can be translated into 
new communities and scaled up in terms of its user base (which may be necessary 
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in order to reach a critical mass of users, itself important for sustainability). They 
identify a number of issues, including the different priorities of project partners. For 
example, as has been noted before, whereas academic partners be motivated to 
create innovative technologies (which may then prove more difficult to sustain), for 
users their needs may be met with more simple and mundane technical solutions 
(Bjerknes and Bratteteig, 1988). Most critical, perhaps, is that the limited duration 
of projects makes it difficult to create a robust socio-technical solution (ibid:512), 
i.e., one that successfully aligns skills and resources on the one hand (i.e., the social 
infrastructure) and the technical infrastructure on the other. Echoing their earlier 
call for advancing ways of promoting the re-use of successful design methodologies 
(Rohde et al., 2017), Meurer et al. call for the creation of a ‘common information 
space’, a “knowledge base of methods and techniques in support of creating 
sustainable IT-based solution” (ibid:530) as a necessary step towards achieving that 
goal. With that in mind, it is to be hoped that the Siegen group will revisit these 
projects to add to their already significant contribution to the field of health and 
ageing societies.. 
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Re-Framing How We Engage with 
Health and Aging and Technology 
Geraldine Fitzpatrick 
 

 
As stated in the Introduction to this ‘Health and Ageing’ section (Müller 2022), 

demographic changes have created a number of significant societal challenges 
around how to care for an increasingly aging population and how to promote active 
and healthy aging. Unsurprisingly, technology is seen as a key enabler for 
addressing these challenges and has been the focus of significant governmental 
support for university research and industry innovation.  However, for too long, and 
by too many policy makers, technology developers and researchers, the aging 
population has been seen as a ‘problem to be solved’ (e.g., Mafauzy 2000). 
Language matters. We only need to think of the language around these challenges, 
for example, about ‘the burden of care’ for an increasingly aging population (e.g., 
Kehler 2019), and ‘the aging tsunami’ (e.g., Li et al 2018). Given such an 
orientation, technology solutions often implicitly frame aging as a physical decline 
process that needs technology help and have the implicit, often even explicit, aim 
of reducing the costs of care. Yet despite significant investment over decades, we 
are yet to see many assistive technology solutions have a real impact in the market 
(Hallewell Haslwanter and Fitzpatrick 2017).  

Active and healthy aging has not only been a research interest of mine since the 
early 2000s, it is also becoming increasingly personal, given that I now fall into the 
age group targeted by initiatives to address the challenges mentioned above. My 
common response to many of these initiatives and their utopian paternalistic 
technology solutions is “Not for me!”. 

I am therefore both heartened and excited by the sensitive careful work 
undertaken by the Siegen socio-informatics group, as reflected in the papers in this 
section. These papers showcase a very different way of conceptualizing aging and 
older people, and also of empowering and equipping people to participate in the co-



design of technology to meet their real needs, contextualized by their everyday 
practices. Our research group has also had an opportunity more recently to 
collaborate on a shared project for supporting older people in care homes and we 
have been able to see the ‘care-ful’ work of the Siegen group first hand.  

Similar to the Siegen group, we have sought to take a much more critical stance 
in our research towards aging rhetorics, grounding our work in positive 
development theories of aging, e.g., (Baltes and Baltes 1990; Carstensen 1992; 
Tornstam 1989, 2005). We have also sought to engage more directly with older 
people and their family members and carers, to understand the ageing experience 
from their lived perspectives, the potential of technology and its place in their lives, 
both literally and metaphorically, and how we might support good quality of life as 
defined by them not us. Like the Siegen work, this reflects a broader socio-technical 
view, making use of qualitative methods for understanding everyday life and 
contexts, participatory approaches for co-designing ‘good’ solutions, and in-situ 
field studies for evaluating technologies in use (e.g., Axelrod et al 2009; Balaam et 
al 2011; Güldenpfennig et al 2016; Harley and Fitzpatrick, 2009; Güldenpfennig et 
al 2019). 

We can critically reflect across all this work along a number of themes and 
lessons learnt. One is the unrealistic weight put on technology in isolation to address 
the challenges. As particularly illustrated in the Siegen work presented in this 
section, it becomes clear that the technology in some ways is the easy part, however 
difficult it might be to design and develop good technical solutions. To move from 
innovation to impact, the real challenges are located in the social, organizational, 
and political arenas and entangled with people’s everyday practices.  

However, many approaches of aging-technology related funding calls 
foreground a focus on the technical innovation and its path to market, with clear 
milestones and deliverables planned out some years ahead. This a priori 
commitment to a particular path creates a funding and innovation straitjacket. It 
does not allow room for us as researchers and co-designers to genuinely engage 
with older people, listen to their voices and opinions, and evolve ideas accordingly 
(Hallewell Haslwanter et al 2018).  

We had one particular project experience where we were funded to produce a 
technical solution for community building, with ‘participatory user engagement’ a 
key criteria for getting the funding. However, from the very first co-design 
workshop, the participants stated clearly that they wanted a non-technical rather 
than a technical solution to the challenge. We had to apologise to them and explain 
that, even though it was supposed to be a participatory process, there was no scope 
to shift the project focus and deliverables. We have had similar experiences in other 
so-called participatory projects – where in reality it is about participating in our 
funded monitored agenda rather than seeking innovative co-designed solutions to 
real challenges, with an open mind as to if and how and what role technology might 
play.   



Interestingly, the participants in all our projects have continued to engage with 
us in the co-design iterations of the technology. Some of the reasons they have given 
include that they enjoy meeting up with each other, that they learn something, and 
that they want to help us. Similarly, the strategy of the Siegen group to build long-
term PRAXLAB relationships can be both useful for building relationships and 
deep understandings, and also increases the likelihood of such inter-personal 
commitments and people wanting to help them. This raises interesting questions 
then about the motivations of our participants to engage with us in our participatory 
processes. We can interpret this in the light of theories of aging and reciprocity 
(Fyrand 2010; Lindley et al 2008), around the importance of purpose and being able 
to contribute, not just being seen as needy:  

 
“In our eagerness to find ways to help needy populations (such as the elderly and the 
handicapped), perhaps we have too often overlooked one of the most genuinely rewarding and 
mutually satisfying arrangements- encouraging the ‘needy’ to give useful help as well as to 
receive it.” (DePaulo, 1982; cited Fitzpatrick et al, 2015) 
 

Our challenge in light of current funding constraints is how to respectfully and 
ethically embrace ways for people to help in genuinely reciprocal relationships 
(Fitzpatrick et al 2015) and what we leave them with, as discussed by Müller et al. 
(2018) in terms of designing for sustainability after the funded project formally 
ends. 

This ethical stance also includes the question of how we might think about the 
role of technology in health and aging and people’s relationship to it, and how we 
allow room for these different relationships to co-exist and be supported as relevant. 
In the anonymous project mentioned above, participants were voicing a positive 
choice for a different solution, not a rejection of technology per se and it would 
have been ideal to see through a non-technology solution, into which technology 
might well have played some later role. In other cases, there may be a learning curve 
that needs scaffolding, to help people move from technology avoidance or lack of 
understanding to technology engagement. Müller et al. (2015; and this volume) 
provide an excellent example of such scaffolding in their preparatory workshops 
with their older participants using off-the-shelf technologies. Here the aim was to 
“prepare the elderly to become co-designers” (p. 2299) by helping them gain some 
technological literacy as a basis for their later participatory design engagements, 
i.e., scaffolding learning and equipping participants with relevant skills.  

Another lesson learnt is around the challenges of multi-/inter-disciplinary work. 
It is encouraging that many funding schemes and projects are increasingly 
recognizing the complexity of the challenges at hand and the consequent 
importance of bringing together diverse disciplines to address the design of these 
technical solutions. The next step though is to recognize the new challenges this 
brings. Towards this, I was particularly struck by the discussions in Wan et al. 
(2016; and this volume) about the tensions and challenges of the interdisciplinary 



project team developing their dementia solution. We reported very similar 
experiences from a European-funded project that involved partners from a 
commercial design company, a municipal government, a community organization, 
citizens from two different countries/cities, and researchers from three different 
universities and coming from different disciplinary traditions (Fitzpatrick and 
Malmborg 2018).  

Taking the socio-technical seriously requires then not just different funding 
models and more open plans of work that take participation seriously, but also new 
skills for how to effectively work across these diverse disciplinary, sector and 
stakeholder boundaries to achieve real impact (Fitzpatrick 2021). It also requires an 
explicit focus on, and effort to, identify the different disciplinary and stakeholder 
agendas and values, and how to navigate and negotiate among these tensions 
(Fitzpatrick and Malmborg 2018). As stated by Greenhalgh et al. (2012) in relation 
to telecare/telehealth, which can also apply here: 

 
 “If investments in these technologies are to bear fruit, more effective inter-stakeholder dialogue 
must occur to establish an organizing vision that better accommodates competing discourses.” 
(p.1) 

 

These multiple voices and perspectives are not just from the side of the 
organizing project partners but point to questions about how we define our ‘unit of 
analysis’. Rhetoric around notions of usability and technology acceptance models 
– the static procedural models noted in the introduction to this section (Müller 2022) 
– implicitly put the focus on the individual ‘user’, often divorced from their context. 
The work of the Siegen group, along with our own and various others, points to this 
notion of ‘user’ needing to be expanded to include the broader socio-technical 
network that is deeply entwined in putting technology to work and being part of the 
‘target’ person’s aging experience. This network can include other people in the 
same living situation and/or extended family and friends and local community 
members, among others, as engaged with in Schorch et al. (2016). This fits well 
with the practice focus of the 3rd wave of HCI (Kuutti and Bannon 2014), a focus 
that Siegen researchers have been pivotal in defining and shaping (Wulf et al. 2011).  

However, it may also be time to expand this to consider Frauenberger’s call for 
an ‘entanglement’ discourse in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) (Frauenberger 
2019). This suggests developing the practice focus into a 4th wave that de-centers 
the human and more deeply embraces the socio-material interdependencies of 
people and things. In doing so Frauenberger also calls for a greater accountability 
and ethical responsibility for how our designs continue to shape the world, a call 
that is particularly relevant to how we are shaping what it means to age, what is a 
good older life, and what role technology might play in this.  

For those of us working in the space of health and aging, this entails complex 
methodological challenges about how we should work across the various levels 



noted in the introduction to this section (Müller 2022), i.e., how do we practically 
move from our deep long term situated engagements, using ethnographic and 
participatory methods, to not just influence the micro level of specific (technology) 
design solutions, but also how do we package (or better still co-design) insights to 
influence appropriation practices at the meso level, and to influence institutional 
and policy practices at the macro level? Cutting across this challenge is the 
recognition that there is no homogenous group we can call the ‘aging population’ 
and that the experience of aging is diverse and individual. There is no one-size-fits-
all.  

Towards this it may be time we explored adopting and adapting new methods to 
complement the qualitative/participatory methods we more traditionally draw from. 
These can range from micro-randomised control trials (Klasjna et al. 2015) to 
understand the impact of particular design features for particular people at the micro 
level, to realist evaluation methods (Pawson and Tilley 1997) that allow us to ask 
questions at more of the meso and macro system levels about ‘what works, for 
whom, in which circumstances, and why’ and how these may then translate into 
new work practices to deliver solutions (meso), as well as new policies (macro). 

In sum, the papers in this section show pivotal contributions that the Siegen 
socio-informatics group have made towards reframing how we engage with the 
topic of health and aging and technology.  And there is much still to be done. 
Selfishly, it is my hope that they will continue this important work, and influence 
others, so that we may get to better technologies we want to live with, and that 
support a good quality of life as we grow older. 
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Introduction to Community and Political 
Activism 
Volker Wulf, Konstantin Aal, Anne Weibert, Markus Rohde 
 

‘Community and Political Activism’ is very much grounded in personal interest 
and dedication of the main actors who give shape to this research line. Most of the 
research activities in this area resulted from personal engagement, which was 
occasionally later turned into externally funded research, and many of these 
activities continued even after the funding expired.  

While the range of topics and activities is rather broad, there is a common 
denominator: approaching major global or societal issues through the perspective 
of particular settings in which these issues become manifest. Here, the socio-
informatics perspective brings to the fore an understanding of the imagination at 
work in technology appropriation. It helps to approach and conceptualize the 
learning and skill building within, and to understand how these are channeled into 
local political or social and community action. The socio-informatics perspective 
provides a standpoint from which to observe and engage with the rapid and 
profound changes affecting communities and individual actors within. Political in 
this is the deliberate aim to come to an understanding of inherent power structures 
surrounding a topic, and to determine who has access and who doesn’t, who gets 
to speak and who doesn’t, and how and why all this feeds into action or inaction. 
The individual works described in the following show, how there is close 
interdependency of technological development and social transformation. The 
(participatory) action research paradigm (e.g. Lewin 1946, Whyte et al. 1991, 
Maguire 1996) that is speaking from some of our research considers technological 
intervention as a lens that is fostering an understanding of evolving practices 
around the respective topic. 

The research agenda started in the early 2000s when Markus Rohde was asked 
by a German political foundation to network Iranian non-governmental 
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organizations (NGO) – among other means by offering a www-based shared 
workspace application (Rohde 2004). It was hoped that networking NGOs would 
strengthen the civil society within the ever-changeable scopes of development 
offered by the Islamic Republic. 

Research also focused on those parts of the civil society in the (Western) 
World, which explored alternative models in politics and economies. Starting in 
2001, the World Social Forum (WSF) was considered to be one of the most 
visible manifestations of the global civil society, bringing together NGOs, 
advocacy campaigns, and formal and informal social movements seeking 
international solidarity. The WSF movement had regional branches, and access 
became possible to the European Social forum (ESF) being one of them. A PhD 
student, Saqib Saeed, spend three years working with the organizational 
committee of the ESF in preparing two of their bi-annual meetings (Saeed et al 
2010). The paper included in this volume describes the way generic IT tools, such 
as an email and a content management system, were appropriated to be the IT 
infrastructures of a decentralized and distributed planning process. It also 
indicates how specific socio-technical configurations restrained the transparency 
of ESF’s agenda setting process. 

It is the local, neighborhood community context, where global topics play out 
and have an immediate impact. Living in a multi-ethnical neighborhood, Volker 
Wulf experienced lacking cross-cultural social networks when his children entered 
primary school. Being inspired by a research stay at MIT Media Lab, he 
developed together with teachers and parents of their elementary school the 
come_IN computer clubs (Wulf et al. 2005). Starting from the Bonner Altstadt, 
this concept was then taken to other neighborhoods dealing with similar problems 
– both in Germany and internationally (Aal et al. 2014; Yerousis et al. 2015; 
Rüller et al., in press). Living in a socially and culturally very diverse 
neighborhood herself, Anne Weibert conducted research conceptualizing 
computer clubs as a method for computational as well as cross-cultural learning 
and skill-building, providing a combined answer to the widening digital divide, as 
well as the increasing diversification of neighborhood community (Weibert & 
Wulf 2010; Weibert 2020). The paper in this volume builds on almost a decade of 
socio-informatics engagement with a come_IN computer club, covering the 
appropriation of a variety of different tools in this setting (Weibert, Randall & 
Wulf 2017). Following the refugee crisis in 2015, the works with the computer 
clubs then formed a basis for a participatory project that developed a digital 
platform with refugees, migrants and their professional and volunteer supporters. 
It is aiding with the resettlement process by providing a set of digital tools helping 
with initial orientation, overview on language courses, information on cultural 
aspects, work, housing, and the structure of everyday life in general (Weibert et al. 
2019; Krüger et al. 2021). 
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One of the international sites to explore the come_IN concept were refugee 
camps in Palestine. In 2006, an old friend, Roman Englert, became the liaison 
officer of Deutsche Telekom Research Lab at Ben Gurion University in Israel. 
Over time, Volker Wulf was invited twice to give speeches at the lab. While he 
was quite impressed by Israel’s academic performance and beauty of the lands, at 
his second visit he decided to try to understand how life is behind the separation 
wall, in Palestine. Via a Palestinian PhD-student in Siegen, he came in contact 
with a local University, the Birzeit University, and met Ibrahim Abu Kteish, the 
then head of Najjad Zeenni Information Technology Center of Excellence who 
became a friend, local anchor, and cooperation partner for subsequent research in 
Palestine. Against the background of the German experiences, different ways to 
make sense of the come_IN concept were explored, in order to contribute to an 
improvement of the lives of those suffering specifically hard from Israeli 
occupation. While a linkage between Israeli and Palestinian computer clubs was 
not viable, the research team looked at those Palestinian refugees still living in 
camps, considered to be outsiders in their own society, and how to better connect 
them with the Palestinian society outside the camps. Two computer clubs were 
founded in Palestinian refugee camps, in which university students worked with 
refugee families (Aal et al. 2014; Yerousis et al. 2015).  Furthermore, a student 
exchange among Birzeit and Siegen University was established and ran over the 
course of three years, with social innovation and the addressing of local 
challenges being its main goal. In the exchange students from Germany and 
Palestine worked collaboratively on challenges like environmental issues, plastic 
pollution, fostering of digital literacy, or the preservation of Palestinian culture 
and history, and tried to develop creative solutions in a participatory manner with 
locals1. In addition, the partnership helped to establish two EU projects with an 
international consortium trying to improve the entrepreneurship environment in 
Palestine.  

During his first travels to Palestine, Volker Wulf was introduced to Al Masara, 
one of the villages, which, at that time, staged every Friday non-violent 
demonstrations against the ongoing construction of the separation wall around the 
village and the Israeli grabbing of Palestinian land. The researchers got to know 
the local organizer of the protests, Hasan Breijeih, spent a lot of time at his house 
and followed his political activities ever since – from a supportive angle. The 
paper in this volume brings forward early findings by describing the local 
demonstration movement and its organization as well as the role digital artefacts 
and material factors play. Over the past decade, many visits to Al Masara 
followed. The researchers learned, how the demonstrations are also intertwined 
with the daily life of activists. Here, it became obvious, that activism is not 

 
1 http://yallah.exchange/ 
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something that starts and stops at a certain time of day, but comes to play a part in 
the lives of everyone in the activist's household. In terms of demonstrations, the 
demands this places on those who orchestrate them imply a wide variety of ICT-
based collaborative practices and articulation work. 

The Arab World is geographically, culturally, and via many migration paths 
closely related to Europe. When anti-government protests and uprisings unfolded 
in much of the Arab world as the so called Arab Spring, mass media and academia 
held the opinion that social media, specifically Twitter, played a major role in 
organizing these uprisings. To get an understanding of the Arab Spring, Kaoru 
Misaki and Volker Wulf went to Tunisia in December 2011. They also travelled 
to Sidi Bouzid, the provincial town in south-western Tunisia where the Arab 
Spring uprisings started. Visiting the place where the street vendor named 
Mohamed Bouazizi immolated himself, the researchers met young people and 
started talking about how the event unfolded during the uprising one year earlier. 
Obtaining interesting and surprising information about the local uprising and its 
linkage with the rest of Tunisia, Kaoru Misaki and Volker Wulf stayed longer 
than planned. One of the most interesting factors to them was the fact that those 
who participated in the uprising did not mention the use of Twitter with a single 
word, when now talking about it in retrospect – but they explained that Facebook 
played a certain role in maintaining their uprising under military siege over a 
period of six weeks. Colleagues went again to the country some months later to 
elaborate on this finding. In the paper in this volume, the authors argue that on the 
ground research is needed to understand the political impact of social media, thus 
strongly opposing an attitude held at that time in academia and journalism that 
political developments can be analyzed by just following social media 
communication mainly on Twitter, without on-the-ground insights from the 
research setting. 

In the case of Syria, Kaoru Misaki and Volker Wulf were concerned whether 
the Western media would draw an appropriate picture of the then evolving civil 
war. Since entering Syria was clearly too dangerous, they travelled inside Turkey 
in December 2012 and January 2013 along parts of the Syrian border. Meeting 
Syrian refugees, activists, and rebel fighters, they gained an understanding of 
aspects of the early phase of the Syrian civil war. The paper in this volume 
describes which role mobile media played as an enabling force for political 
activities just before and during the civil war. The use of mobile media 
endangered its users in unexpected serious manners while simultaneously 
enabling the presentation and distribution of the massive cruelties of this war. 

Later on, Irina Shklovski and Volker Wulf had a similar interest – to 
understand the unfolding of the Donbas conflict, a war taking place in Eastern 
Ukraine. In 2015 and 2017 they visited both sides of the frontline, trying to 
understand what was going on the ground, and aligning these insights with the 
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coverage of the conflict in Western media. While they found that the media-
created images were in line with their experiences they came up with some 
empirical findings they found worth to introduce into an academic discourse. 
Following accounts on both sides, they learned how much private mobile phones 
became a crucial but ambiguous infrastructure of life inside the warzone despite 
their lack of durability in extreme conditions, and their potential to be surveilled 
and localized. The study sheds light on the lives of ordinary people in the Donbas 
war. Looking at the use of private mobile phones at the front lines, it shows how 
badly trained, equipped, and supplied most actors were on both sides of the battle 
ground. However, they were convinced to fight a just war for their respective 
people or nation. They believed that the use of their private mobiles offered an 
important perspective on the characteristics of this war and let even to some 
implications for the design of mobile devices used in conflict situations 
(Shklovski and Wulf 2018). 

The interest in understanding the living conditions in uprisings and 
insurgencies and a potential role of technology within led to research in Colombia 
following the Havanna Peace Agreement between the government and the FARC 
guerilla. A PhD student, Débora de Castro Leal, before joining the group in 
Siegen, had already worked in a transition camp to explore the integration of 
FARC guerilleros into the post-conflict society, which was imagined in the 
Havanna Agreement. In summer 2018, Kaoru Misaki and Volker Wulf spent a 
month in Colombia and went with Débora de Castro Leal to the transition camp 
she had worked at before. The researchers were appalled by the histories they 
learned about the social practices of decades of living in the armed underground. 
They documented a particular aspect of these accounts in a paper explaining how 
the rather low-tech FARC fighters were capable to survive in a high-tech war 
against the US-equipped Colombian army (de Castro Leal et al. 2019). They also 
explored the way the FARC fighters tried to integrate under the conditions of a 
seriously broken Peace Agreement (de Castro Leal et al., in press). 

In approximate parallel, an external PhD student, Boris Tadic, followed an 
interest in understanding the role of social media in shaping political movements. 
Being from Bosnia-Hercegovina (B-H), a former part of Yugoslavia, he did 
research in different protest movements in Republika Srpska, the Serbian part of 
B-H. He describes how Facebook offered political activists more efficient access 
to their target group, easier information sharing with the general population, and 
quicker reaction to spontaneous “offline” activities (Tadic et al. 2016). Based on 
his findings, he started to look for tools which make activists aware of IT-security 
issues. The Siegen researchers had found similar problems already before in 
Palestine, Syria, and Ukraine. 

Like the Arab World, Africa is closely related to Europe due to its colonial 
past, geographical closeness, and migration histories. Over the past years, the 
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Siegen Socio-Informatics group got increasingly interested in better understanding 
Sub-Saharan Africa and exploring opportunities for post-colonial manners of 
cooperation. In 2014 Kaoru Misaki and Volker Wulf travelled in Madagascar for 
four weeks and were impressed, among other aspects, by the public overland 
transportation based on run-down, cheap, frequent, and overcrowded mini busses. 
These are being threatened by organized bandits specifically in the south of the 
country. In their paper, the researchers elaborate on future directions for public 
transportation and opportunities for IT support in counties with low capital stocks, 
weak transportation infrastructure, and problematic public security (Wulf et al. 
2019). They also take a comparative perspective with regard to their studies in the 
German countryside. 

Beyond transportation, Africa is confronted with many problems and offers 
interesting learning opportunities from a socio-informatics perspective. In 2018, 
Volker Wulf and colleagues conducted a first exploration into the issue of e-
Waste, repair and recycling in Ghana – a topic they plan to explore more deeply in 
the future. Travelling in Botswana, they were confronted with another major 
conflict: the land requirements of a fast growing (rural) population versus the 
preservation of wild animal’s habitats. Kaoru Misaki and Volker Wulf visited 
Botswana’s Okawango delta in 2016 and met, by accident on a camping ground, a 
German biologist, Florian Weise. Weise was already using GPS-trackers to 
localize lions. His team had the innovative idea to make cattle herders living in 
villages next to the national park aware of approaching lions. Without giving the 
exact localization of the lion (to avoid poaching), the herders could shelter their 
animals and prepare for attacks of lions. The Socio-Informatics researchers joined 
forces with Weise’s team and refined the tracking application in a way that it went 
along with the herders’ needs and understandings (Weise et al. 2020). 

Together with colleagues from media studies at the University of Siegen, 
headed by Erhard Schüttpelz, the Socio-Informatics researchers were able to 
acquire one of the most prestigious funding format of the German Science 
Foundation (DFG): the Collaborative Research Centre Media of Cooperation. 
Following up on the research interest in the Arab Spring, members of the Siegen 
Socio-Informatics group started to explore the ways digitalization is shaping live 
practices and political publics in rural parts of the Arab World, specifically in 
Morocco. Since 2016, the team works ethnographically in a remote valley in the 
High Atlas Mountains in Central Morocco, also exploring the opportunities 
computer clubs offer in these contexts (Aal et al.,2018; Rüller et al., in press). 
Together with colleagues from Ethnology at the University of Cologne, they focus 
on the challenges of co-establishing such an intervention in a rural/mountainous 
region that is already undergoing a process of continuous development and 
profound transformation. Based on an ethnographic approach, insights show the 
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changes and unforeseen appropriation of a computer club by the local partners and 
inhabitants in the valley. 

In late 2018 Volker Wulf expanded the research interest in political and 
societal developments in the Middle East towards Iran, where he spent twelve 
days and met with very hospitable and open local actors. He took an interest in the 
lives of ordinary Iranians under the conditions of the harsh sanction regime 
imposed by the US. For language reasons, he would specifically interact with the 
urban middle class where he learned about their private use of social media. Iran 
is a country, which has been filtering internet access since about a decade (since 
the Green Revolution) and is trying to replace international sites by nationally 
owned platforms under state control. It was interesting to understand how the 
wide spread private use of international social media platforms turned into 
political activities (Wulf et al., in press). The networks built during the stay in Iran 
were instrumental to investigate later on into the countrywide uprising following a 
rise in the gas prize (Grinko et al, in preparation). 

A view across these works reveals how much of the activities in this research 
area were driven by the researchers’ curiosity to understand ‘the world’ and their 
activist conviction to contribute to ‘a better world’. There is a need then for 
researchers in the socio-informatics domain and beyond, to ask themselves: what 
constitutes ‘better’? Scientific discourse has found a number of binaries hindering 
the peaceful co-existence of people on this earth, in an intact nature. Conflict 
unfolds – among other reasons – along the lines of Rich and Poor, Modern and 
Traditional, Political Activism and Political Mainstream, Autochthonous and 
Migrant, Male and Female. Developing answers to the umbrella question what 
could and should be done for this world to make it be a place that is equally 
livable for all has been at the core of an abundance of research across disciplines, 
intersecting policy and public discourse and inherent social, as well as political 
and economic action (see for example Castells 2014, Eagle and Greene 2014, 
Komives and Wagner 2012, Mcgonigal 2011, Trahair 2013). Socio-informatics 
within takes a strength from its grounded perspective, seeking to develop answers 
and socio-technical interventions that are rooted in human practice. It speaks from 
the cases assembled in this chapter, how such ‘informatics with a human face’ 
seeks to shed light on actors, neighborhoods and regions from a political point of 
view and driven by the impulse to understand. 

The Siegen Socio-Informatics researchers found an angle to engage first, and 
thereafter, started to think about whether and how to turn this engagement into an 
academic endeavor (which, of course, did not always work out). The activities 
that developed did not follow merely one research theme, though common themes 
emerged over time and are driven by societal conviction, curiosity, opportunity, 
and the humble means to have an impact. Such research seeks to hear and 
understand the voices of the citizens, practitioners and activists it meets and 
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engages with (for further and related discourse on this strive for a communication 
at eye-level see for example Wilson et al. 2020, McNaney et al. 2018, Alper 
2017), and it can be seen in the papers in this chapter, how this can mean a 
number of things. It can involve taking the empirical work of Socio-Informatics as 
a means to bring hidden phenomena and problems to public perception and 
attention, thus adding voice(s) to domains otherwise influenced by journalism. In 
fact, a personal impression that journalism was changing and increasingly driven 
(economically) to prioritize and abandon certain topic areas and regions was a 
motivation for Volker Wulf to start some of the research engagements that are 
part of this chapter. To hear and to understand the voices of the citizens, 
practitioners and activists can also bring about detours and creative modes of 
expression, as has happened in the case of the computer clubs, who have 
repeatedly engaged in jointly conducted activities that spanned neighborhoods and 
topics and created mutual awareness (Weibert et al. 2017), appreciation and social 
capital (Weibert, Aal, Ribeiro & Wulf 2017). 

It is the role of information and communication technology (ICT) and the 
theme of digitalization that connects the activism to academic discourses and 
creates visibility in the form of publications in those (international) venues where 
socio-informatics contributions are appreciated. While this orientation can be 
understood as a professional deformation in the Siegen Socio-Informatics 
perception of the world (or better in publishing about the world), the fast 
expansion of IT artefacts into almost any aspect of human life offers ample 
opportunity for such an alignment. It may even well be that such a grounded, 
practice-based view on digitalization and the role of ICTs unveiled important 
phenomena and offered insight which could not be grasped in different ways. 

Over time, the studies in focus here have contributed to an understanding of the 
emancipatory potential of IT infrastructures, specifically social media platforms, 
in suppressive regime, for instance in the work in Tunisia, Palestine, Syria, 
Republica Sprska, and Iran. While the political situation and the means of 
suppression were quite different in these cases social media platforms offered 
opportunities to circumvent censorship of mass media as well as surveillance of 
traditional means of communication (e.g. letters, phone lines, emails). Social 
media platforms offered new opportunities to voice political opinions, to network 
with others, and to organize political actions. However, this window of 
opportunity can close quickly – as soon as secret services learn to access and 
infiltrate social media platforms. The owners of social media platforms conduct 
their own policies with regard to legitimate content which can easily become a 
new way of censorship (see, for instance, how Palestinian activists get treated on 
platforms controlled by Silicon Valley billionaires). These platforms and their 
owners have murky relationships with Western security services (Snowdon 2019) 
which can endanger their users. The studies from Syria and Ukraine also show 
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how technical opportunities to locate a mobile device’s position can threaten the 
lives of its users. There is a research agenda to better protect users of (mobile) 
devices from surveillance of state security agencies as well as private companies 
(Landwehr et al, 2019; Tadic et al., in preparation). 

On the other side of geopolitical divides, states restrict (political) publics by 
filtering access to international social media platforms. Countries like China and 
Iran try to build their national IT-infrastructures and social media eco-systems – 
also to avoid dependency on Silicon Valley and Seattle’s platforms. It is highly 
interesting to understand how IT infrastructures change the power balance 
between activists and (suppressive) state authorities (e.g. in Palestine, Colombia, 
Iran). De Castro Leal et al. (2019) paper in this volume developed a research 
agenda on the activists’ protective practices against the suppressive use of IT-
tools researchers which we have framed conceptually as ‘counter-appropriation’. 

Sustainability issues will become more pressing in the decades to come, 
specifically in the Global South. Africa and the Arab World are characterized by a 
considerable population growth and at the same time desertification and 
deteriorating lands. Migrations moves and conflicts on land use are getting more 
important. The study of the human wild life conflict in Botswana shows, how an 
appropriately designed location tracking is capable of mediating the conflicts 
between wild game and herders as well as farmers. These IT-artefacts, while 
currently developed and explored in Botswana, could be, however, meaningful for 
other parts of the world, and networking with initiatives like the claws 
conservancy1 can form an important basis here.  

(Global) Supply chains will need to be redesigned in a more sustainable 
manner. Repair and recycling may reduce the ecological footprint of material 
consumption. West Africa has a long history in reuse and recycling. We started to 
explore the handling of e-waste by investigating into the lives of people working 
to reuse, repair, scrap, or dismantle old electric and electronic devices in two 
quarters inside the biggest cities in Ghana, Kumasi and Accra. While taking place 
in a highly polluted environment, an understanding of the work practices and 
appreciation for reuse may inspire us to question given assumptions and expand 
solution for other parts of the world (see also Wulf et al. 2019 for mobility 
practices).   

The view across the works that assemble here under the headline ‘Community 
and Political Activism’ brings to the fore the strength that lies in the bottom-up 
approach that Socio-Informatics works with. This is what enables the profound 
and grounded understanding of an issue and its development. This forms a 
necessary basis for the subsequent balancing of risks and opportunities involved. 
It forms a basis on which trust can grow which then enables co-creation and 

 
1 http://www.clawsconservancy.org 
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collaboration in design and socio-technical intervention. In the topical domain of 
‘Community and Social Activists’, a very particular style of research was 
developed. It is related to specific challenges emerging from the respective 
topic(s) but also based on personalities and specific experiences and (political) 
agendas, and closely linked to and dependant on local partners with whom the 
researchers jointly try to uncover the hidden and facility change through 
(participatory) design. For all of these activities the researchers depend on local 
actors – be it as informants, facilitators, or co-designers. Since such research 
typically tackles delicate and (politically) sensitive issues, it needs to be 
developed in close collaboration with local actors with a congruent (political) 
agenda and with whom a relation of trust was established over time (cf. Rohde 
2013).  

The Siegen Socio-Informatics group tries to establish personal relationships 
with key partners and tries to maintain them beyond the local engagement. For 
instance, in Palestine the researchers have been working with four key people for 
many years: Ibrahim Abu Kteish, George Yerousis, and later, Iyad Tumar at 
Birzeit University as well as Hasan Breijeih from Al Masara village. Over the past 
ten years, the researchers from Siegen visited their offices and homes many times, 
spending many hours together discussing professional, political, and private 
matters. They became friends came to visit in Germany as well. The many 
intimate conversations also helped to develop a deeper understanding of the ever 
changing situation in Palestine.  

Such visits are an important element in the international projects, to make 
partners better understand the Siegen Socio-Informatics standpoints and personal 
as well as academic experiences, but also to communicate their local conditions to 
a broader German audience. For instance, some Russian and Ukrainian informants 
and artists were invited to come to Siegen for ten days to participate with their 
works in a temporary gallery that was held by us over that summer 2018 in the 
centre of Siegen (and that was also exhibiting the work from Palestine). It was 
intended to hold a joint art exhibition starting conversations across the frontlines 
of the Donbas war. Unfortunately, the Russian delegation canceled their trip 
shortly ahead of the event. Therefore, the exhibition just displayed the Ukrainian 
perspective. In two cases, informants from the research sites were even invited to 
study the international MA program in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) at the 
University of Siegen.  

When engaging on a more explicit developmental agenda, the situation 
becomes even more complex. The local research partners need to possess the 
required resources to facilitate change. Since the researchers are not permanently 
in the field, they are fully depend on their local partners to conduct the necessary 
activities. The local situation as well the power dynamics of different stakeholders 
is often very complex. In order to create a successful intervention and to establish 
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the intervention without going over someone's head (in other words, preventing 
conflicts and picking up on potential partners' needs and suggestions) it was 
necessary to examine very closely the political organization and prevalent power 
structures that are inseparably embedded in a specific socio-cultural context. This 
requires trust and an alignment of goals which is not easily created. Therefore, it 
takes time to understand the situation in more detail and also spend time with 
potential partners, to build trust and involve them during the first steps of 
developing the intervention. 

Looking at the sensitive, conflict-loaded, and often hidden aspects of 
communities and societies requires specific skills of the researchers. Being in a 
zone of conflict (sometimes war), talking to political activists or guerrilla fighters 
or publishing about sensitive or censored issues can be dangerous for the 
researchers and more so for their local informants. Following an activist research 
agenda can be even more of a security challenge and activities need a balance 
between taking risks and missing opportunities, and high or unreasonable risks 
should not be taken. However, such an assessment can often not be done 
beforehand and in abstract but needs to be carried out in a process of constant 
self-reflection and joint risk-assessment. In the field, things can happen 
spontaneously or on short notice. Events can unfold in unpredictable ways. Risks 
are hard to judge – specifically by outsiders to the scene. For instance, when we 
tried to understand the Syrian civil war, the researchers stayed inside Turkey and 
deliberately did not follow offers to get smuggled into Syria. However, two auto 
bombs blasted in the centre of Reyhanlı, a Turkish border town that they had 
visited on a field research trip four months earlier.  

This process of constant reflection, risk-assessment and learning also involves 
thorough research on what can be known about a topic and site before entering, 
and it includes mutual learning within the group, where junior researchers learn 
from senior colleagues. Volker Wulf, for example, likes to be first in traveling to a 
new region to engage in to get a first grip of the local conditions, opportunities, 
and risks. The need for constant reflection extends from field work towards 
publication. Publishing results can be equally dangerous – specifically for the 
informants. Currently, techniques are explored by the Siegen researchers to avoid 
publishing potentially endangering parts of the empirical data and the usage of 
pseudonyms to protect informants. Here again, the danger for informants is often 
difficult to judge – in some cases they even prefer to be explicitly named in 
academic publications as a strategy that may serve towards their protection. 
It takes time to enculture in such research practice, and it frequently goes against 
the grain of what is common, project-fuelled practice in the academic field: to see 
and follow topics where there is not (yet) a funding line for them, to learn how to 
travel in a socially and culturally attentive and sensitive manner, to work on 
building sustainable relationships with informants and local cooperation partners, 
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to keep activities going and let change emerge from this (in a partly remote 
manner), to see and accept change that does not happen as part of the answer, and 
to distill scientifically publishable themes, that are grounded in such engagement 
with local people and communities. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

‘Unlike with people with whom we can disagree about values, we cannot easily 
negotiate with the technology’, suggests Batya Friedman (Friedman, 1996, p. 21), 
grounding her argument that in the design of computer technology human values 
should be ‘understood from an ethical standpoint’ (Friedman, 1996, p. 22). While 
conventional system design criteria such as usability, utility, reliability, efficiency 
and correctness are obviously important, a developing consensus has grown 
among system designers and researchers to the effect that attention to human 
values and their negotiations are needed as criteria for system design as well. 
Various approaches have been adopted over the years in relation to this 
ethical/political agenda. 

Approaches range from the firm opinion that (social) science should and could 
be value-free (Weber, 1949), albeit value relevant, to the fundamental critique that 
there is no such thing as value-free or neutrality (Gouldner, 1962), and the 
development of a theory of potentially universal aspects in the content of human 
values (Schwartz, 1994). In a series of well- received works, Gouldner (1962) has 
critiqued the Weberian perspective for its alleged appeal to reason and 
simultaneous ignorance of experience. In a debate spanning multiple scien- tific 
disciplines, qualitative researchers have, as part of this process, acknowledged a 
need for reflexivity. The influence of personal values and beliefs on the research 
process and research topic choices, culture or fieldwork site has been recognized 
(Lumsden, 2012), and emotional aspects of the researcher’s approach to and 
involvement in the field have been discussed (e.g. Blackman, 2007; Kleinmann 
and Copp, 1993; Van Maanen, 1988). In the context of design, Winner’s (1980) 
seminal ‘do artifacts have politics?’ challenged socio- logical orthodoxy by 
asserting that material reality had, in some sense, a causal impact on social and 
political outcomes. As Winner suggests, social conditions may be required by, or 
strongly compatible with, the workings of a given technical system. If so, 
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designers can be said to have some profound responsibilities, since almost by 
definition they are designing the social world in designing technology. 

The responses to technicist orthodoxy include, for brief mention, participatory 
design, post-colonial design (Irani et al., 2010), co-design (Sanders and Stappers, 
2008), critical design (Barab et al., 2004), feminist design (Bardzell, 2010), 
‘design activism’ (Fuad-Luke, 2013; Thorpe, 2007), reflective design (Sengers et 
al., 2005) and adversarial design (Marttila, 2011). Such perspectives all entail 
some commitment, then, to—at a minimum—skepticism about design neutrality 
or commitment to critical reflection and intervention in respect of the 
political/ethical landscape (Minoukadeh, 2011). We may see this overall as a 
challenge to the idea of an authoritative or neutral technical knowledge and a 
heightened sensitivity to the ‘rights’ of various stakeholders both in terms of 
versions of ‘what goes on’ and in terms of design decisions (Suchman and Jordan, 
1997). 

The matter of interest to us, however, is specifically to do with the application 
of the framework of value sensitive design. We do so because the framework 
offers an explicit commitment to the recognition of (often heterogeneous) values; 
it offers a methodological openness, and recognizes the iterative and negotiative 
way in which outcomes will be arrived at. Having said that, and as LeDantec et al. 
(2009) have pointed out, the approach does entail some broadly unanswered 
questions. These, in our view, consist in the following: 

Firstly, there are a number of unresolved questions concerning the nature of 
human values. Our engagement with value sensitive design seems particularly 
appropriate because, firstly, values or ethics—both concerned with fundamental 
principles of decent human conduct—nevertheless, seem to depend on situations. 
This insight has received attention in scholarly as well as popular discourse after 
British philosopher Philippa Foot formulated the ‘trolley problem’ as a thought 
experiment in the late 1960s (Foot, 2002), initiating a ‘trolleyology’ debate 
(Edmonds, 2013). Here, it seemed that decisions made about ‘the right thing to 
do’ depended very much on the precise conditions in which choices were posed. 
Put simply, even when we accept the importance of values in our decisions, 
exactly how we are to think about our values and the situations in which they are 
manifested remains unclear. How values, including the explicit values that 
researchers or designers might begin their projects with, might be translated from 
abstract principles into pragmatic, situated stances, remains an issue. 

Secondly, design is not always ‘de novo’. Value sensitive approaches are 
scarcely alone in treating design in somewhat ‘umbrella’ terms, as if the problem 
of arriving at designs which serve our needs does not in large part depend on what 
kind of design we are talking about. People may, for instance, set out to 
conceptualize and setup a technology-related endeavor with- out being in a 
position to start from scratch and build every- thing new, or to perfectly match 
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well-defined demands. This is a necessary recognition of the fact that, often, 
ready-made technological devices are appropriated in design-related pro- jects. It 
follows that an iterative approach to understanding ‘just how’ technology is 
appropriated over time, and in relation to situated values, is needed. We feel that, 
as a theoretically grounded approach, value sensitive design theory is appropriate, 
while perhaps underspecified in relation to the kinds of design outcome that might 
be anticipated. 

Thirdly, and as LeDantec et al. (2009) have suggested, the very openness about 
method associated with value sensitive design may be, at least to a degree, 
problematic. There may be real methodological difficulties entailed in such work, 
especially in a long term, iterative, context such as the one we describe. The 
suitability of various methods may well, and we feel does, depend on the specific 
kinds of work being done and with the type of participants associated with it. The 
tripartite methodology associated with value sensitive design focuses on both 
directly and indirectly affected stakeholders and relies on an interactional 
perspective, in that it relies on ‘iteratively applied conceptual, empirical, and 
technical investigations’ (Borning and Muller, 2012, p. 1125). It takes into 
account, in principle, the perspective of individuals who make direct use of a 
technology, as well as those individuals who are affected without being direct 
users of the technology. It sees technology development affected by individuals 
and social systems, and individuals and social systems as, in turn, influenced by 
technologies (Borning et al., 2005; Borning and Muller, 2012; Friedman et al., 
2006). Having said that, exactly how these principles are to be applied, and in 
what contexts, continues to be explored. Recent works have critiqued and further 
developed this important area in HCI research, among them (Albrechtslund, 2007; 
Alsheikh et al., 2011; Cockton, 2006; Davis and Nathan, 2014; Huldtgren, 2015; 
Kummer et al., 2012; LeDantec et al., 2009; Saab, 2008). LeDantec et al., in 
particular, argue that value sensitive design is perhaps too open about issues of 
method. Certainly, a more complete description of methods adopted and problems 
encountered would be beneficial for others embarking on similar projects. 

Below, then, we focus on the development of the computer clubs that we 
initiated and continue to actively participate in, in intercultural neighborhoods. It 
is the overarching aim of these computer clubs to locally foster integration 
processes, as well as contribute to the closing of the ‘digital divide’ (Wagner et 
al., 2002; Whitte and Mannon, 2010). As the need to integrate migrants and 
refugees prevails in Germany among other countries across Europe and has 
experienced a new exigence with refugees arriving in large numbers (Frontex, 
2016; UNHCR, 2016), the question is of great societal relevance, how enabling 
facilities in the local community can be created to support children as well as 
adults in low- economic situations to learn about technologies and increase their 
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skills and competences to make them part of the digital natives and improve their 
living situation. 

Thus, we aim to shed light on the challenge of setting up a socio-technical 
initiative, when, to a large extent, off-the-shelf technology is implicated while, at 
the same time an explicit set of values are intended to be supported (Borning et 
al., 2005) in the respective project. By presenting three cases from one of these 
computer clubs, we carefully examine how values come to be deployed 
situationally, both with regard to the socio- technical computer club design and 
the actual technology setup within them. That is, ‘design’ here refers both the 
development of a desired cultural context and to the development of applications 
which might support our aims. In so doing, we detail the empirical processes that 
may produce practical results for researchers as well as local practitioners building 
on that commitment to value sensitivity. Below, then, we report on the way in 
which initial commitments to a value sensitive approach require translation over 
time and to a variety of stakeholders. In our study, we have focused on value 
sensitive design as a framework for understanding and organizing our 
experiences. It offers a clear commitment to building on expressed and explicit 
values, while at the same time recognizing their fluid nature among different 
interest groups. 

This paper’s contribution is threefold, based on the tripartite methodological 
structure of value sensitive design. First, we disclose challenges inherent to the 
conceptual negotiation of values among researchers, designers and practitioners as 
well as users on the local (neighborhood) level. Second, we demonstrate 
challenges immanent in the empirical process of deter- mining an ideal socio-
technical setup (Scacchi, 2004; Trist, 1981). Third, we highlight challenges 
inherent to the technical process of determining and setting up ICT that best 
matches the respective value(s) of the local initiative. An initiative that walks the 
line between ‘building-new’ and matching off-the- shelf technologies and social 
structures with a chosen set of values faces the constant need to coordinate and 
harmonize both sides—Millett et al. (2001) have pointed to this on an individual 
level in a study of web browser technology and its usage (Millet et al., 2001). Our 
study provides methodological implications for how to ease and foster this 
process on the community level, pointing to steps and actions that can be taken at 
the local community level to help to reveal the values of a given piece of existing 
ICT. With this, our study shows how specific instances of values being worked 
out are essential to make value sensitive design a lived experience on the local 
community or neighborhood level. 
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2 RELATED WORKS 

Previous research in HCI has argued for a comprehensive approach to technology 
design, taking human values into account throughout the design process (Gilmore 
et al., 2008)— thus fostering the creation of computer technologies ‘we can and 
want to live with’ (Friedman, 1996, p.17). This in turn has supported numerous 
studies and analyses, applying the value sensitive design approach to various 
contexts, such as the workplace (Bødker et al., 2004), social needs (LeDantec et 
al., 2009), and politics and participation (Borning et al., 2005). Our research 
grounds value sensitive design at the community level of a value-driven, socio-
technical initiative by exemplifying the challenges inherent in the setup and 
development of an intercultural computer club initiative. In this section, we 
examine prior work in value sensitive design and in computer club- houses. We 
then discuss both areas in combination to lay the foundation for the research 
reported here. 

2.1 Value sensitive design 

‘What does it mean to build things well?’ is the question that value sensitive 
design treats as a central problematic. What are criteria that need to be 
considered? Key answers have been developed over the course of two decades, 
describing the approach to be primarily concerned with values of ethical 
significance, focusing on factors such as ‘human well-being, human dignity, 
justice, welfare and human rights’ (Friedman, 2008, p.87), but at the same time 
acknowledging that there can be great variation among values and how they come 
into effect in different cultures at different points in time (Borning and Muller, 
2012; Friedman, 2008). Under the initial heading of value- centered design and 
then later as worth-centered design, Cockton (2006) made a further 
differentiation, distinguishing values rooted in moral considerations from those 
that center on ‘whatever some people somewhere value, individually or 
collectively, irrespective of ethics, wisdom, style, taste, etiquette or the approval 
of others’ (Cockton, 2006, p. 167). 

Further research focused on the voices and views of the users of a technology 
design (Borning and Muller, 2012; Miller et al., 2007), emphasizing the 
importance of what Borning and Muller, building on Lassiter (2005), call ‘sharing 
power between the researchers/designers and the users of the technology’ 
(Borning and Muller, 2012, p. 1126). Yoo et al. (2013) have focused on the 
development of a design method to involve stakeholders untrained in design to 
center not only on the ‘form and function of a tool being envisioned but also on 
the social context of its use and values that lie with individuals, groups, and 
societies’ (Yoo et al., 2013, p. 419). 
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It is this link that points to another central area in the dis- course on, and 
development of, value sensitive design: meth- od. Here, LeDantec et al. (2009) as 
well as Woelfer and Hendry (2012) argue for specific attention to the methods 
applied, thus accounting for power differences between researchers and designers 
on one side, and users on the other side. In support of this stance, Borning and 
Muller make a claim for a ‘practice of self-disclosure’ (Borning and Muller, 2012, 
p. 1130) on the side of the researcher and/or designer, where he/she is making 
themselves ‘visible’ to the reader in their writings, disclosing information on their 
backgrounds, relation to study participants or relevant personal values—a practice 
that is common practice in writing ethnographies. Borning and Muller also argue 
for the enhancement of users’ voices by means of a set of participatory 
methodologies allowing for a deliberate creation of documents (e.g. multi- media, 
photos, video) intended to serve as a communication means for certain values 
(Borning and Muller, 2012, p. 1131). Further research evaluates empirical 
methods with regard to their applicability to different values (Borning and Muller, 
2012; Detweiler et al., 2012; Friedman et al., 2006; Iversen and Leong, 2012). 
Our work with intercultural computer clubs in local neighborhood communities 
builds upon these arguments in that it relies on a participatory action research 
perspective (McTaggart and Kemmis, 1988). Thus, there are methodological 
consequences to the recognition of the fact that the structure of local 
(neighborhood) communities is—albeit an overarching shared and collective 
identity may exist—diverse and complex, and constantly changing (Racadio et al., 
2014). 

The above discourse in turn points to another key question: who sets values, 
and are there universal ones? Borning and Muller (2012) provide a valuable 
overview of this discourse in value sensitive design (Borning and Muller, 2012, p. 
1126). With their study of a computer simulation of urban develop- ment, Borning 
et al (2005) have provided the basic distinction among (i) explicitly supported 
values, (ii) designer values and (iii) stakeholder values (Borning et al., 2005). 
Shilton et al. have developed a framework enabling the separation of ‘dimensions 
that pertain to the source of values (state, unit and assemblage)’ from ‘dimensions 
that pertain to attributes of values (salience, intention and enactment)’ (Shilton et 
al., 2013, p. 260), thus enabling more precision and comparison when describing 
‘where and how values are negotiated and enacted by people, institutions, and 
technology’ (Shilton et al., 2013, p. 260). Again, the turn towards action research 
proves to be helpful here, in that this methodological commitment emphasizes the 
transformative power of the community members themselves. Following the 
critical pedagogy of philosopher Pablo Freire (Freire, 1970) and sociologist 
Orlando Fals-Borda (Borda, 2001), research in this tradition originally aims to 
address developmental challenges in communities that stem from the immoderate 
influences of globalization (Racadio et al., 2014, p. 50). The role of researchers as 
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well as local practitioners in this tradition is seen to be educating and supportive 
to the community needs, but the transformative change ultimately needed to 
develop from within the community members (Brydon-Miller, 1997; Racadio et 
al., 2014). 

The question of the universality of values, as well as the ability to talk about 
them with precision and clarity, is of special relevance in cross-cultural contexts. 
Comparing perceptions of privacy in public places in Sweden and the USA, 
Friedman et al. have explored what values might carry across cultures, and 
discussed where and how variation may exist (Friedman et al., 2008). Alsheik et 
al. argue for a design that is not only sensitive to values but also allows for the 
enactment of ‘particular cultural roles’ (Alsheikh et al., 2011, p. 83). In the local 
neighborhood setting of our intercultural computer clubs, the views described 
above are of special relevance as they point to a central issue, that of how the 
explicit values of a project team are negotiated (explicitly or otherwise) with the 
perspectives of multiple stakeholders from various social, economic and cultural 
backgrounds. In this diverse local setting, the challenges for appropriating off-the-
shelf technology from a value sensitive design perspective are concerned with 
identifying the values involved, in a context where the articulation of those values 
may be easier for some than for others. Equally important for an initiative that is 
walking the line between ‘building-new’ and matching off-the-shelf technologies 
and social structures with a chosen set of values, a key challenge lies in the 
fostering of a local dialog for the management and negotiation of the values at 
stake, and a better understanding of how technology may intervene in that 
process. 

2.2 Computer clubhouses 

Intercultural computer clubs in Germany developed from an initiative by our 
research team. They focus on the values of cross- cultural understanding and 
respect. These values have evolved as part of a larger societal debate on migration 
(Klopp, 2002; Schuck and Münz, 1998). They form the mutual, bi-directional 
foundation for the integration of society’s mainstream and immigrant groups, with 
cross-cultural understanding forming a needed underpinning for respect. The 
values of cross-cultural under- standing and respect are rooted in the German 
debate on multi- culturalism (Schuck and Münz, 1998), where integration, as 
discussed in academic, policy and public forums, has two dimensions. Firstly, the 
structural dimension is concerned with equal access to all parts of societal life, 
such as justice, governmental institutions, education, labor, standard of living, 
social security. Secondly, the cultural dimension, deals with a common basis for 
living that is based on common language, core values, common rules and respect 
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for and knowledge of social and cultural differences. This is where the values of 
cross-cultural understanding and respect have their roots. 

Initiated explicitly to foster these values at the local level of socially and 
culturally diverse neighborhoods, the clubs offer a space for the computer-related 
collaborative practices of these neighborhoods’ mainstream and immigrant groups 
(Rode et al., 2015; Schubert et al., 2011; Stevens et al., 2005; Weibert and Wulf, 
2010; Weibert et al., 2014). The computer club initiative is able to speak to the 
structural dimension of the above sketched integration processes by broadening 
access to information on and participation in several parts of public life—among 
them most prominently the job market. It addresses the cultural dimension by 
providing immigrant and mainstream societal groups a tool to create and share 
mutual knowledge, compromise and negotiate differences, at the same time 
helping immi- grants to keep up a remote relationship, and hence a stable identity, 
with their respective home countries. This remote relationship becomes visible in 
computer club project work, where participants frequently enjoy expressing their 
respective origins, e.g. by designing figures or artefacts in the colors of their home 
country’s flags, or by involving traditional patterns, language or music, whenever 
a project activity allows for that. Furthermore, this remote relationship shows, 
when participants enjoy to look at their home countries and home towns or 
villages on google maps. Based on an explicitly open structure, the intercultural 
computer clubs in Germany provide open, yet guided, access to ICT for children 
and adults alike, aiming to foster community dynamics and the strengthening of 
social ties—on the family, school and neighborhood level. The computer club 
initiative has existed for more than ten years now, and the network grows, with six 
clubs in various cities in Germany (Weibert et al., 2015, 2016). Two clubs in 
Palestine have become part of the network more recently (Aal et al., 2014). The 
study presented in this paper focuses on one of the clubs in Germany. 

The computer clubs’ commitment to the explicitly sup- ported values of cross-
cultural understanding and respect entails specific structural implications. For one, 
participation in the clubs is voluntary and free. Topics for project work in the club 
are developed by the child and adult participants themselves and then jointly 
agreed upon. Tutors and a teacher provide help and guidance but do not set up a 
predefined schedule to follow for the clubs’ weekly meetings. Most of the clubs 
are located in elementary schools in intercultural neighborhoods in Germany—
institutions that are common ground for people of otherwise often different 
backgrounds (e.g. economic, educational, migration). 

Furthermore, a basic rule for the computer clubs’ weekly two-hour meetings is 
that children should participate together with a parent. This rule became more 
flexible after a while—children, who could not join the club together with a parent 
(because parents had to work during club time), were encouraged to join the 
computer club together with another adult family member or friend. The general 
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idea behind this: to use project work in the clubs as a trigger for intergenerational 
learning experiences that ideally find their continuation in family and 
neighborhood contexts. Also, project work in the club is conjointly decided upon. 
This may result in larger projects involving all club participants, as well as smaller 
activities being conducted in parallel and involving fewer participants. To plan 
and coordinate all club activity, an opening and closing discussion round was 
established. Ideally, one child and one adult per session team up and jointly 
moderate these rounds to ensure that voices of children and adults are equally 
heard. In order to make ideas accessible for later times, some computer clubs keep 
a wooden ‘treasure box of ideas’ where participants write project plans and ideas 
for activities on paper cards. 

With this structure, the intercultural computer clubs build on the US computer 
clubhouses’ principles of situated learning (Lave and Wenger, 1991) and 
constructionist thinking (Chapman, 2006; Resnick and Rusk, 1996). In the USA 
and elsewhere, these clubhouses have opened up many opportunities for 
disadvantaged inner city youth since the first club was established in Boston in 
1993. Their structure and success is well documented in research (Kafai et al., 
2009; Michalchik et al., 2009; Resnick et al., 1998). Their main focus lies on the 
development and strengthening of individual skills, confidence and creativity for 
disadvantaged inner city youth. We build on these principles but, in addition, our 
clubs are founded on explicit values, as already stated, on the part of the clubs’ 
organizers of cross-cultural understanding and respect. The clubs are especially 
interesting as a setting to contribute to value sensitive design’s further 
development. This is the case because the design of the club’s structure and its 
development point to the necessity of providing for values in the context of 
constant change and development. Also, the clubs exemplify the constant trading 
off of ‘building-new’ and selecting among different existing technologies in order 
to meet a specific set of values—thus serving as a blueprint in terms of 
methodological procedures. Our focus includes both the overall design of the 
computer club as a socio-technical initiative, as well as the inherent technology 
choices (involving the pondering of building-new against appropriating off- the-
shelf technology). 

3 METHODS 

The tripartite methodological structure that Friedman and col- leagues (2002) 
have established (Friedman et al., 2002) and others have built upon, e.g. by 
promoting principles of action research (Hayes, 2011) for value sensitive design 
informs our general project setup. Our research team has conducted (i) conceptual 
investigations into what constitutes and promotes cross-cultural understanding and 
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respect on the local level of socially and culturally diverse neighborhoods in 
Germany. 

This laid the grounds for the socio-technical computer club design. Our 
conceptual investigations explored, how local stakeholders would be socially 
impacted by the envisioned initiative. Following up on this, (ii) empirical 
investigations were made to determine how collaborative project work with 
computers and other modern media can support these values, cross-cultural 
understanding and respect, on the local neighborhood level. And (iii) our research 
team has conducted technical investigations to guide the actual technology setup. 

3.1 Researcher stance 

The three members of the research team who initiated and worked with the 
computer club we describe here combine expertize in computer science, 
journalism and media studies. As a resident in the neighborhood herself, one of 
them also brings in several years of local knowledge of the quarter where the 
computer club is located. Two of the researchers are male, one is female. Being a 
mother of two children in the respective neighborhood turned out to be a factor 
that eased the establishment of relations to especially the women participants in 
the computer club for the female member of the research team. One of the male 
researchers has an immigrant background himself (Russia), which also prove to be 
a factor facilitating trust building. All three researchers have several years of 
experience, working with computer clubs. 

3.2 Research site 

Our qualitative study focuses on one of the six intercultural computer clubs in 
Germany, active at the time of this writing. It covers its entire lifespan, from 2009 
to date. Thus, it provides a long-term, in-depth picture of its strive to locally foster 
integration processes, as well as contribute to the closing of the ‘digital divide’ 
(Wagner et al., 2002, Whitte and Mannon, 2010) and identifies enabling 
conditions and challenges associated with such value-driven work. 

However, this focus on just one club is not arbitrary. We carefully set our focus 
on this specific computer club, after we had assembled the structural 
characteristics of all intercultural computer clubs in Germany (Table 1). Thus, we 
were able to identify common characteristics as well as differences and make sure 
the research site chosen was representative for the overall research question of our 
study. 

Computer Club A is located in an elementary school in one of the large cities 
in the Ruhr Area in Germany. It is based in a neighborhood that is notable for a 
high population density, large number of families, comparatively young ages of 
its inhabitants, and its cultural diversity (about 58% of the neighborhood 
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population has an immigrant background). In these neighborhoods, high 
unemployment rates, low wages and other obstacles that make access to higher 
education difficult are prevalent. Almost every one of the 270 children in the 
elementary school is bilingual, with Arabic, Albanian, Polish, Russian and 
Turkish being the most common languages. The school provides a number of 
activities for parents, and most particularly mothers; these include language 
classes and a ‘parents’ café’. 

Club A was founded in 2009. Neighborhood inhabitants, local elementary 
schools, a local nonprofit organization and neighborhood managers worked 
together to bring the computer club to life. The immigrant backgrounds present in 
the club mirror the diversity of the surrounding neighborhood, with children and 
adults stemming from Albania, Macedonia, Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey. From 
the outset, curiosity about the new opportunity and demand for participation was 
high, so the club established a waiting list and has maintained it ever since. In the 
early years there were seven to ten children and five to seven adults participating 
in Club A every week. Due to changes in the schools’ timetable, adult 
participation temporarily ceased and only the ten children took part in the club for 
about half a year in 2012. 

The computer club undergoes a major change of participants every two years 
when children—usually joining the club as 2nd graders around the age of 7—
leave elementary for secondary school as 4th graders. Accordingly, at the time of 
writing, club A has seen a total of about 60 participants since 2009 (Tables 2 and 
3). 

Table 1. Structural characteristics of intercultural computer clubs. 
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3.3 Data collection 

In virtue of the fact that the researchers engaged in the reflections, we detail 
here are also the people who are organizing the club activities, and given that the 
activities and reflections upon them are geared to the problem of change, it makes 
sense to describe the work in terms of a participatory action research perspective 
(McTaggart and Kemmis, 1988). The research project that accompanies the 
intercultural computer clubs in Germany uses qualitative methods, largely 
observational, though accompanied by occasional informal interviews. Such 
observational work, in company with action research, has been described as, 
‘ethnographic action research’ (see Hartmann et al., 2009; Tacchi et al., 2003), 
and relies on field notes and transcripts that members of the research team have 
taken from the clubs’ weekly meetings. Such an approach covers both elements of 
description and commitments to intervention. Research team members are active 
participants in the computer clubs and routinely act there as tutors. Their 
guidelines for note-taking during the club sessions set a focus on the observable 
collaborations and interactions of children and adult club participants, their 
appropriation of media and computer technology, and associated processes of 
learning, cross-cultural understanding and respect in jottings which are completed 
to full field notes right after the respective club session. Photos are part of the 
documentation process as well, they are taken during the club sessions to keep 
record of key scenes and central developments of the computer club activities, and 
are included in the full field notes. 

To reflect upon their own role and active participation in the computer clubs, to 
avoid bias and enhance reliability, the research team has established weekly 
meetings. Here, the research team members discuss and reflect upon their own 
involvement in the computer clubs, plan and organize next steps. In so doing, the 
team is institutionalizing what Marcus (Marcus, 2007, p. 355) has called ‘the 
process of making knowledge out of the traditional individual, case-bounded 
project of fieldwork’ in their work as a research group. 

In turn, the interventionist stance does not mean being directive. Instead, a 
commitment to participation is also part of the approach. It lies in the nature and 
aim of the intercultural computer clubs that the action research perspective also 
entails participation in elements of design. Muller, building upon Bunch (1987), 
states how it ‘takes work, and new ways of thinking, and new kinds and methods 
of openness, to bring substantively new voices into a conversation.’ Similarly, to 
bring users’ knowledges and perspectives directly into computer specification and 
design, it is necessary to do more than ‘just add users and stir’ (Muller, 2003, p. 
3). Transferring this insight to the socially and culturally diverse local 
neighborhood setting where the fostering of integration processes as well as the 
bridging of the ‘digital divide’ and an increase in computer literacy is the aim, it 
takes more than ‘just add technology to people’s lives and stir’. 
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Not being in a position to start from scratch and build everything anew, the 
technology-related initiative we describe often walks a fine line between 
appropriating ready-made technological devices and building things anew. This 
requires inclusion of a participatory design perspective (e.g. Druin, 1999; Muller, 
2003; Schuler and Namioka, 1993) that involves local stakeholders in the 
development and design of a needed piece of technology in the computer club as 
well as the surrounding and supporting social computer club structures. 
Field notes form the basis of the analysis presented in this paper. Those notes 
have been taken by three members of the research team who routinely acted as 
tutors in the club. After each club session, those notes have been documented in 
form of a protocol. They include key verbatim statements of club participants and 
their general focus is on the interactions and collaborations of children and adults 
as observed in the club. They focus on the appropriation of computer technology 
and media, and the organization and progress of project work in the club. The 
time span covered in the analysis presented here includes the planning phase of 
the club in early 2009 as well the entire lifespan of the computer club to date 
(Table 4). As clubs do not meet during school holidays, this accounts for about 30 
field note protocols on around 48 hours of computer club session per year. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Table 2. Participants and their                     Table 3. Participants and their 
migration backgrounds—                             migration backgrounds— 
2009 (Cases I and II).                                   2013 (Case III) 

3.4 Data analysis 

Coding of material (Lofland and Lofland, 1995; Strauss and Corbin, 2004) was 
guided by our focus on the setup and development of a local intercultural 
computer club as a value- driven, socio-technical initiative. Following the 
tripartite methodological structure established by Friedman and colleagues 
(Friedman et al., 2002) in our coding process, we, the three researchers, explored 
the challenges that may occur on the conceptual, empirical and technical levels, 
when a value- driven initiative walks the fine line between matching existing 
technology with its implicit values, and designing technology anew to meet its 
needs. 
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In a first step, we read through the data to identify key junctures where critical 
decisions were made about technology use. These in hand we did a 
comprehensive coding of those three cases: (i) the initial planning and setup of the 
computer club, (ii) the new design of a club community plat- form and (iii) the 
appropriation of pre-existing hardware. With this, our focus in coding was on how 
the beforehand identified specific instances of values are being worked out on the 
local level. Coding for all cases was iterative and continued until no new themes 
emerged. With a conceptual, empirical and technical focal point, it was informed 
by the tripartite methodological setup of value sensitive design (Friedman et al., 
2002). 

Our data yielded codes that included access, continuity, cultural background, 
education, feedback, gender, language, learning, transparency, trust. Building on 
the work of Borning et al. (2005), we analyzed (i) explicitly supported values, (ii) 
designer values and (iii) stakeholder values, thus carving out key factors that may 
serve as a set of guiding principles to make value sensitive design a lived 
experience on the local community or neighborhood level. We revealed five main 
themes that we isolated, Communication Practices, Common Language, Diverse 
Stakeholder Backgrounds, Divergent Underlying Stakeholder Values and Social 
Setting. 

4 THREE CASE STUDIES: SETUP, DESIGN 
AND APPROPRIATION 

In this section, we describe the setup and outline our findings for each of the three 
cases seen in the computer club at different stages (Tables 5 and 6). The first case 
study entails the initial setup for the computer club; the second and third studies 
provide contrasting cases between the design of a new technology by and for the 
community and the appropriation of pre-existing technology to meet an identified 
community need. We chose to analyze these three cases as a means to grasp the 
full picture of what it means to employ specific instances of values at the local 
community level, and how these instances reflect contingent and specific factors. 

Table 4. Data overview and case study data subsets. 
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Table 6. Overview on conceptual, empirical and technical challenges in the three cases 

Table 6. Overview on conceptual, empirical and technical challenges in the three cases. 

4.1 Case study I: planning and setup of the computer club 

4.1.1 Case study setup I 

The first case study entails the initial setup for the computer club. When the 
computer club was planned and established in 2009, the research team had 
garnered five years of experience with the establishment of computer clubs in 
other neighbor- hoods. In a first step, it advertised the club in several meetings 
with so-called neighborhood managers (social workers and urban planners, 
employed to improve the living conditions in troubled suburbs and inner city 
neighborhoods), local elementary school teachers, the inhabitants of the 
neighborhood, and a local nonprofit organization. Researchers described the basic 
idea of the computer club as an openly structured place for guided exploration of 
computer technology, and for collaborative, computer-based project work on 
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topics of local relevance. Interest in the project was high, and soon the next phase 
of concrete planning was entered. 

An elementary school located at the central market square of the neighborhood 
committed itself to hosting the club in its building. Headmistresses of two other 
elementary schools in the neighborhood showed disappointment that they were 
not involved in this first setup of the computer club, but said that they would keep 
an eye on its development in order to possibly join in later and copy the concept in 
their schools. So, when the school which had initially committed itself to hosting 
the club had to step back from this commitment due to a staffing shortage, one of 
these other two elementary schools stepped in at relatively short notice and 
incorporated the computer club into its afternoon activities. Local teachers from 
the different schools resolved this issue themselves before members of the 
research team even needed to adapt to a new location—an indicator that the 
computer club idea which was brought to the neighborhood by the research team 
already carried with it some implicit values already held on the part of teaching 
staff. 

A local nonprofit organization had also committed itself to the computer club 
project and in several subsequent meetings its members worked with members 
from the research team to apply for funding for the ICT needed to equip the club, 
and to collect project ideas that would possibly appeal to the prospective club 
participants and their everyday neighborhood experiences and needs. The 
nonprofit organization also engaged in collecting used computer hardware for the 
club. 

Neighborhood managers advertised the club in neighborhood meetings. Here, 
the proposal was received with great interest, and numerous adults expressed their 
ideas to researchers on how the computer club might match their everyday needs. 
Members of the nonprofit organization had designed a poster for the club, and a 
few weeks before the official club start this poster was on display in shop 
windows, showcases and bulletin boards around the neighborhood. One member 
of the nonprofit organization, who also lived in the neighborhood himself, decided 
that he wanted to contribute to the new computer club as a tutor. 

4.1.2 Findings I 

Our study found the planning and setup of the computer club to be 
characterized by a great disparity in the underlying values of the various 
stakeholders. It is not entirely surprising that these values are embedded in 
perceived needs. Table 7 presents something of the disparity between (i) members 
of the research team, (ii) teachers, neighborhood managers and members from the 
nonprofit organization as local practitioners and (iii) neighborhood inhabitants as 
prospective computer club participants. 
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Members of the research team already had several years of experience in putting 
computer club projects into local con- texts, so they moved ahead quickly in the 
installation of the computer club in this neighborhood. They were able to identify 
important contact persons on the local level, and were also able to anticipate 
administrative barriers on the practical level (e.g. structural conditions of the room 
for the club, fundraising for IT equipment). 

Table 7. Case study I: manifestation of values in the different stakeholder groups. 

Neighborhood ‘officials’, such as teachers in their role as members of the 
school’s administration, neighborhood man- agers and members from the 
nonprofit organization, in turn, displayed a certain attitude concerning anticipated 
benefits in putting a project of this kind into practice as well. Typical statements 
from informal local meetings illustrate this: 

Teacher: ‘Especially including and addressing the parents is very valuable to us as a school. 
’Neighborhood manager: ‘I can totally see our older people here like this—as many of them do 
not have access and help with regard to computer matters.’ 

Teachers as members of their school’s administration, neighborhood managers 
and members from the nonprofit organization, having recognized, from their point 
of view as local practitioners, what benefits might accrue, provided practical 
support by contributing to fundraising matters and to the search for an appropriate 
location. As indirect stakeholders, they viewed and understood the club as one 
contribution to the neighborhood’s general development and improvement. The 
prospect of a low-threshold service inviting the participation of potentially all of 
the different residential communities in the neighborhood fitted with their general 
desire to establish a lively and engaged diverse neighborhood community. Here, 
participation as a value in the abstract translated to local networking and to 
interaction and communication across cultures and generations, and it was seen as 
a necessary step towards integration in the community. This general commitment 
by teachers, neighborhood managers and members of the nonprofit organization 
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meant that initial problems, such as when the school that had committed itself to 
hosting the club had to limit involvement with the project (due to an unexpected 
staffing shortage) were quickly overcome. In terms of general values, it seems 
there was overall support for what was seen as a ‘good cause’ but it should also be 
recognized that the computer club and its smooth local installation shed light on 
the general work of neighborhood managers. It con- tributed to the image of the 
local school as a lively, locally engaged place, and also involved the chance to 
benefit from the technology-related expertize of the research team members. 
Furthermore, the schools voiced their interest in the additional resources in form 
of IT equipment that the installation of the computer club in their facilities would 
bring along— presumably also for others in the school to benefit from (A teacher 
from the school’s administration: ‘We don’t have a dedicated computer room 
now—so of course this project would be beneficial to us as an institution, too.’). 

Teachers involved in the running of the computer club as direct stakeholders 
also saw a social advantage, recognizing the proposed club as an opportunity to 
reach out to parents and provide them with opportunity for informal talk about 
their children’s progress in school, as well as hear about what was on their minds 
in general. ‘In the club, we can meet and talk on a level that is more casual, and 
thus different from the classroom situation,’ a teacher describes. This, she 
explains, is a valuable opportunity to communicate with parents who are 
educationally disadvantaged and hesitant to reach out to the school and the 
teachers themselves: ‘It helps the kids get along, too.’ 

Neighborhood inhabitants as prospective participants, of migrant and non-
migrant backgrounds alike, understandably took a rather down-to-earth approach 
to the proposed project, grounded in the possibility that it might help them with 
specific problems they encountered. So when the computer club was introduced in 
neighborhood meetings, inhabitants were seen to ‘translate’ cross-cultural 
understanding and respect to everyday meanings: to many, the proposed club idea 
first of all implied access to IT equipment along with some guidance (Fig. 1)—
and thus respect for the problems (often IT-related) they were facing in their lives. 
Writing a letter to public authorities in correct style and formatting, searching for 
information on the internet, distinguishing the reliability of an online source, 
protecting one’s online privacy were but a few of the issues that came up in the 
local discussion rounds with inhabitants. And the computer club was perceived as 
a low- threshold solution to these problems. Two female residents (no migration 
background) described this as follows: 

Woman 1: ‘There are courses, I know. But I feel I cannot just go there and know nothing about 
anything at all.’ 
Woman 2: ‘Yeah… (laughs) We’re slow, you know?…’ 

This dialog illustrates how in the eyes of the neighborhood residents, the 
computer club carried with it the genuine possibility of participation without 
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embarrassment. The idea of a place where it was OK to be all of the above: not 
knowing, and possibly slow in learning—where access to IT came along with 
individual guidance—was immediately attractive. The computer club idea 
provided the prospect of regular participation in those parts of everyday life that 
had remained inaccessible due to lack of IT-related skills and knowledge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. To neighborhood inhabitants the computer club initially meant access to 
material resources and guidance. 

Some women of Muslim background added another dimension to the issue of 
access, when describing how they frequently stand behind their husbands and sons 
when it came to access to the family PC or laptop. 

Behind this initial resident feedback was also the issue of money: 
neighborhood inhabitants knew that there were courses one could take to learn all 
this—‘but I don’t have the money to pay for one of those,’ is how a female 
resident with a Turkish background put it. Since members of the nonprofit 
organization had collected used computer hardware for the proposed computer 
club to start a project with, and learn about, IT in a hands-on manner, 
neighborhood inhabitants with and without migrant background alike were seen to 
be enthusiastic about access to this resource which came to them at no cost. 

However, seeing a practical advantage does not immediately translate into 
long-term commitment. To maintain confidence, various aspects of relationships 
needed to be managed. Social support, for instance, was indispensable for the 
members of the research team to convey this enthusiasm for com- mitted 
participation in the club’s activities. To the research team it was a given that any 
educational background was welcome to participate in the club. But they learned 
that on the part of some of the adult participants there was an initial reluctance to 
show an actual or perceived lack of knowledge. A prominent topic, where this 
played out, was writing. This is a skill that is evidently needed for many IT-
related activities. But among some of the migrant adult participants, writing skills 
were not very advanced—a factor they initially were hesitant to display in front of 
the researchers as well as in front of the children. ‘You can do that,’ one of the 
(migrant) women in the club would initially say, whenever it came to, 
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e.g. typing a word into a search engine on the internet. It was the open 
computer club structure that made those participants discover over time that ‘not 
knowing’ carried no disapprobation, as this was happening to everyone (including 
the teacher and the researchers as tutors) in the club. Tutors would ensure that 
help was provided when needed, but in a way that made the participants discover 
the solution themselves. (‘See: you click here. Then you can type. Once you’re 
done, you click ‘OK’.’) 

There was no questioning of the computer hardware that was initially available 
for the computer club to work with. Tutors and teachers, children and parents just 
started the club with the material available to them. And this, it turned out, 
implied a significant amount of freedom as well: the freedom to take a piece of 
technology apart and explore it from the inside. ‘This really gave me confidence,’ 
says one of the Muslim women in the club in retrospect about one of the first 
computer club activities, where the women took a computer apart, studied its 
components and functionalities and put it back together again to be used in the 
club as the ‘mother’s PC’ from that day. ‘Edubuntu, Windows, Mac… before I 
came here, I had no idea…’, said another woman about the variety in operating 
systems (OS) that she had explored and learned about in the club. Again, a link to 
gender issues is apparent, when especially women of migrant backgrounds 
showed they valued the regular access to computer hard- and software. ‘At home 
that is a man’s thing’, as one of them puts it. Here, values of non-participating 
(migrant) men became indirectly visible, indicating access to and knowledge 
about computer technology to be predominantly male, and not a matter for the 
woman in the family. 

The children, too, were content with the given computer hardware. Still being 
at an early stage in their careers as learners and users of technology, they were not 
yet accustomed to a specific OS or hardware and took the opportunity to, for 
instance, play games on whatever hardware and OS that was available. ‘Let’s just 
play!’, as one of them said. 

4.2 Case study II: new design of a club community platform 

4.2.1 Case study setup II 

Our second case focuses on the design of a new technology by and for the 
community. As the computer clubs grew into a network of six clubs in different 
cities in Germany, and two clubs in Palestine as well as cooperation with clubs in 
the USA, the need arose to connect these clubs and their participants’ activities 
via an online community platform. It was anticipated by the members of the 
research team, that the computer clubs and their participants would mutually 
benefit from their respective—distinct yet in many ways similar— experiences, 
and from the opportunity to communicate and share skills and ideas online. 
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First inquiries among club participants showed that existing, commercial 
community platforms and online networks like Facebook 
(http://www.facebook.com) or meinVZ (http://www.meinvz.net) were perceived 
with a good deal of distrust, especially among participating teachers and adults in 
the club. Parents in particular voiced concerns with regard to privacy issues. Also, 
existing technologies did not lend them- selves to the abilities and needs of 
younger children. In consequence, the research team set out to design and built a 
new club community platform. This was done through an iterative process, 
simultaneously involving children and adults in several of the computer clubs. 

This design process involved continuous observation by members of the 
research team, with a view to identifying the problems and needs that children had 
during the course of their activities during club sessions. Not least, it was clear 
that the youngest children had not yet fully developed their reading and writing 
skills. Therefore and to meet the need of all ages the platform had to consider 
technical fluency, reading capabilities, and the shorter attention span of younger 
children. 

The privacy concerns mentioned above meant that only computer club 
participants could have a profile on the platform. It remained closed to the outside 
online world. Activities of club participants are supported by means of functions 
for communication and shared practice such as a digital newspaper for each club, 
where club participants can inform others about their latest activities. A club 
‘internal blackboard’ supports the collaborative project workflow: here, each club 
can announce and keep track of the sequence of project actions. The platform 
provides a computer club search facility where participants can search for similar 
documents and projects to become inspired or use it for an idea of their own. To 
avoid unwanted re-use of work, the community platform provides club 
participants with the option to decide on what level they want to share their 
documents and projects (e.g. to all, to friends, only for me). 

When first prototypes had been designed by the research team, several children 
in the different clubs in Germany took part in the evaluation of their 
functionalities. Their feedback again informed the platform design. In parallel, the 
prototype was always shown to the teacher, as well as to the parents in the club 
who showed interest in the evolving structure of the platform especially with 
regard to its difference to known, commercial tools. 

Finally, the community platform was put online for participants in all computer 
clubs to use. This process was accompanied over the course of several club 
sessions by members of the research team observing how the new tool integrated 
into the structure of the club sessions, and whether details and features that had 
resulted from the design process stood the test of everyday club practice. The 
platform functioned well, with no identifiable issues, and participants could be 
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seen to routinely check their profiles, write messages or upload pictures and 
projects in the weeks following its installation. 

4.2.2 Findings II 

Our case study of the design of a club community platform again reveals the way 
in which underlying values were translated into quite practical terms, and 
moreover terms which implicated, at least in respect of parents, children and 
teachers, the immediate experiences of participants. Here, cross- cultural 
understanding and respect translated, for the researchers, to a fairly general 
concern for the fostering of communication. Participation in the platform enabled 
the exchange of perspectives and experiences, skills and ideas of young and adult 
people in geographically distant yet similar settings (Table 8). For the other 
participants, such concerns were not in any immediate way evident. 
Thus, researchers tried to display a professional openness and flexibility with 
regard to the local implementation of their idea of a club community platform. 
Confident in their every- day contact with, and use of, modern ICT, they were 
primarily concerned with overseeing technical options and implications and with 
estimating the consequences of a poor design decision. 

Table 8. Case study II: manifestation of values in the different stakeholder groups 

Teacher, children and parent club participants expressed different attitudes: 
their view on social media and its possible use in the club was determined by (i) 
care for, especially, the safety of participating children, (ii) individual experiences 
they had gathered as users of online community platforms and (iii) incomplete or 
absent information about the technical background. This mixture resulted in 
ingenuous, playful curiosity on the children’s side. Several statements from 
children illustrate this: 

Boy 1: ‘This is cool. See: it lets you write messages, too!’ (He types a message 
for his friend, sitting at a computer at the opposite side of the room. As soon as he 
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has sent the message, he jumps up and runs over so he can see how his friend 
opens and reads his message.) 

Boy 2, smiling: ‘I’ll write you back. (Opens a response message, starts typing, 
then sees that his friend is still watching him.) Hey, don’t look!’ 

Another evidence for this playful curiosity on the children’s side can be seen in 
the fact that the research team found children to be active on the platform even 
before its actual launch in the various computer clubs. Having been involved in 
the evaluation of platform features, it turned out that the children had memorized 
the platform web address (which at that time still was a rather complex work-in-
progress address, where the platform was still under development) and their 
evaluation login and returned to the platform to ‘play with it some more’ after 
club. 

On the side of the adult club participants—of migrant and non-migrant 
backgrounds alike—there was at first significant distrust and unease with entering 
into a discussion and even into a design activity. 

Mother 1 (migrant): ‘But is that safe? Who can be a member?’ Mother 2 (migrant): ‘I have heard 
so many dangerous things about Facebook and these kinds of platforms. That’s not suitable for 
kids…’ 
Mother 3 (non-migrant): ‘What would we need this for after all?’ 

As the design process of the community platform moved ahead, and teacher 
and parents in the club understood how the platform was designed to be a closed 
online space only accessible to members of the computer club, unease became 
less evident. Here, a shift of parents from indirect to direct stakeholders could be 
seen and was key to this change. Once mothers in the clubs got accounts on the 
platform themselves and could directly interact with the technology to explore its 
design and functionalities, the mothers were appreciably less concerned. 

Mother (had googled the platform site and explores it while not being logged in): ‘I can’t do 
anything…There is nowhere to go…’ Tutor: ‘You need to be logged in to see what’s going on and 
use all the tools.’ 

Also, teachers involved in the club got an account and familiarized themselves 
with the administrative rights assigned to them as a supervising member of the 
club: they learned how to create accounts for new club members and how to reset 
forgotten passwords. They also started to engage in the regular use of the platform 
together with the children who were club participants. Again, this indicates the 
progressive way in which values expressed at a fairly general level become 
translated through the lens of experience. Initial fears over safety and/or privacy 
largely went away with a developing familiarity. Participation in the platform 
became valued among the mothers and teachers involved in the club. They came 
to see its affordances, and to recognize that it was a closed and thus safe online 
space where online behavior and etiquette could be explored and trained. 
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Members of the research team accompanied this appropriation process. 
Whenever new functionalities, bugs or mal- functioning features (e.g. friends 
‘disappearing’ from children’s friends lists after they had been added) caused 
questions, or other issues (e.g. lost or forgotten passwords, privacy issues, or the 
handling of personal information online) arose, this was talked through with 
members of the research team in the clubs’ joint discussion rounds. That way, 
value tensions could be addressed and eased, e.g. when children wanted to reveal 
more personal information in their platform profiles than adults would consider 
appropriate. Special attention was paid to the handling of photographs of the 
children. Cross-cultural understanding was reached in discussions among 
children, parents, teacher and the researchers in the club that this was a sensitive 
issue, especially for the Muslim children in club A, whose parents did not want 
their children to be seen in any images. While surfing the platform, two Muslim 
children discussed the issue: 

Boy 1: ‘See—I put my favorite animal as my profile picture. Can’t have my own picture…’ (shows 
the image of a shark to the tutor). Tutor: ‘Why is that?’ 
Boy 1: ‘My parents won’t let me.’ 
Boy 2: ‘Yeah—me neither. (sighs, clicks around undecidedly, then suddenly appears to be excited 
about something) Look! This is really cool! Best soccer player EVER!’ In the following half-hour, 
the boys are seen to alter their profile picture repeatedly, making it either the logo of their favorite 
soccer team or player, or a favorite animal, a popular band or a singer. 

Their mothers in the background, observing this, start a dialog with the teacher, 
prompting her to approve this strict perspective on the use of images: ‘It is not 
safe’, one mother would say, the other one adding: ‘You never know, what 
happens once the pictures are out there.’ Teacher: ‘Yes. You cannot take them 
back.’ 

Once the children had settled to the use of alternate pictures of famous 
characters or things they liked instead of images of themselves, the strict attitude 
of the parents was no longer a topic for discussion in the club’s sessions and the 
children adhered to the parental view. Soon the new tool became very popular 
especially among the children in the computer club. Frequently they would ask 
whether they could ‘do the plat- form’ now, even before saying ‘hello’ when 
entering the club (Fig. 2). Field notes regularly show that the majority of the 
children in the club would devote the initial 15 minutes of a club session to 
platform usage, before everyone would then get together for the joint project 
work. 
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4.3 Case study III: appropriation of pre-existing hardware 

4.3.1 Case study setup III 

The third case is concerned with the appropriation of pre-existing technology to 
meet an identified community need. Right from the start, the computer club had 
developed as a neighborhood oriented endeavor. Teachers, tutors, children and 
adult participants alike had perceived and used the club as a means to process 
neighbor- hood experiences in the form of creative, technology-related project 
work. These projects often had a strong link to school and neighborhood events, 
such as a ‘Day of Play’, where all neighbor- hood inhabitants were invited to 
gather in the open spaces of their quarter to play parlor and sports games, and 
where the computer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Children exploring the community platform. 

club participated with a self-made collection of children’s games from 
countries around the world. 

As a consequence, the members of the research team working in the club as 
tutors saw the need to support links in the wider community with mobile IT 
equipment. The idea developed among the researchers that the so-called ‘100-$-
Laptop’, the OLPC XO-1, might be a device that would suit the computer club 
structure and its out-reach character well. Designed along the lines of 
constructionist thinking (Papert, 1980), that one learns by doing, an emphasis has 
been put in the OLPC XO-1 design on software tools for exploration and 
expression. In a ‘zoom- interface’ called Sugar, programs appear as ‘activities’ 
and fellow XO-users are organized according to their respective current XO- 
activities—a structure that is completely different from the standard desktop 
computer. Also, the OLPC is equipped with a hard- ware that invites outdoor 
usage even under extreme environmental conditions (energy-efficiency, integrated 
router that allows mobile ad hoc networking without additional hard- ware, shock-
proof solid state drive, not more than two internal cables, rubber-membrane 
keyboard). Originally, the OLPC was designed for usage by children in 
developing countries around the world, enabling them to ‘learn, share, create, and 
collaborate, […] become connected to each other, to the world and to a brighter 
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future’—thus creating ’educational opportunities for the world’s poorest children’ 
(One Laptop per Child, 2013). 

The research team members were well aware of the fact that they—and with 
them the computer clubs—were not located in a developing country. But still, the 
OLPC design was considered to suit the club structure well, in that it was a mobile 
device: 

(1) For exploration and learning, possibly easing the acquiring of 
computer skills for beginners. The organization and display of fellow 
users according to their respective activities could offer additional 
orientation. Coming with a completely different interface than the 
common desktop-metaphor, use of the OLPC was expected to also 
broaden the understanding of computer technology, enabling its child 
and adult users to later switch naturally among operating systems. 

(2) Whose software clearly subordinates to the users’ respective aims 
and plans, in that it is displayed as ‘activities’ in the Sugar interface of 
the OLPC laptop. 

(3) That with its Sugar interface, it displays who else is engaged in 
what activity and, thus, supports flexibly gathering, working, or playing 
in the club. 

(4) Enabling mobile on-site exploration of certain neighborhood aspects 
and activities. Thus, explorative club activities may happen with the 
computer—instead of later on being processed and handled after the 
fact by means of the computer. 

Even if it was so different from other computer systems, the researchers still 
considered the OLPC to be suitable for acquiring computer skills, in that it would 
enable participants  

to deepen their confidence when approaching an unknown piece of technology. 
An order for ten OLPC laptops was placed as part of an omnibus order by a 

nonprofit association devoted to the pro- motion of the use of the OLPC. Also, 
members of the research team and the local nonprofit organization developed 
ideas for potential projects involving the OLPC in the computer club. One 
member of the local nonprofit organization had previously gathered practical 
experiences with projects involving the OLPC, so he was especially enthusiastic 
about the prospect of deepening this practical experience. This local enthusiasm 
was dampened however, by the long delivery pro- cess of the laptops, which took 
two years to be completed. By then, a major change of participants had taken 
place in the computer club as well as in the local nonprofit organization. Also, 
research had found some major shortcomings in the OLPC (e.g. Cotten et al., 
2011; Warschauer and Ames, 2010; Warschauer et al., 2012) by then. But as new 
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participants also liked the prospect of trying out this new device, the OLPCs were 
taken to the club nonetheless. 

In an exploratory session in early 2013, club participants first investigated the 
functionalities of this unknown mobile tool, and then they jointly developed and 
put into practice a club project idea involving the new hardware: they decided to 
make use of the OLPC laptop to create little animated stories about themselves, 
their club and their school which they then wanted to share with one of the newly 
founded computer clubs in Palestine. 

4.3.2 Findings III 

The introduction of the OLPC XO-1 laptop as additional hardware to support the 
club’s outgoing character very soon confronted the members of the research team 
with the issue of conflicting values (Table 9). Researchers had learned about the 
OLPC’s emphasis on collaboration and constructionist learning with its software 
and interface literally circling around the individual and its activities, while at the 
same time putting the activities of other users nearby on display. Researchers saw 
this as matching the club’s underlying values of cross-cultural understanding and 
respect in that it fostered 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 9. Case study III: manifestation of values in the different stakeholder groups. 

individual creativity and learning while at the same time inviting collaboration 
and learning about the activities of others. Club participants in turn were seen to 
especially value the unobtrusive and smooth functioning of the device. 

The introductory club session, where participants were invited to explore the 
unknown device (Tutor: ‘Take a look and explore! Find out what you can do with 
it!’), was characterized by curiosity as participants tried out the OLPC’s different 
functionalities (Fig. 3). In doing so, children worked in teams and gathered at 
different spots in the computer room. There was considerable movement around 
as children saw that someone else in the room had discovered an OLPC feature 
that would possibly be of interest to them (usually, children would audibly signal 
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their new, exciting findings: ‘Come and see what I found!’). Some also took the 
OLPC outside to different locations in the school building and tried out the photo 
and video tool. In doing so, they received and enjoyed a considerable amount of 
attention from other children in school, who expressed their desire to touch the 
unfamiliar piece of technology and use and explore this as well. ‘Can I take it?’, 
they would repeatedly ask, but children from the computer club would refuse, 
proudly insisting that this tool could be used ‘only if you are in computer club.’ In 
the closing discussion round, all teams in the computer club excitedly shared their 
discoveries of OLPC features. 

In subsequent club sessions, our study saw this initial enthusiasm lose ground. 
Children as direct stakeholders became progressively less enamored with the 
device as they discovered technical shortcomings. While they had been enthused 
by the prospect of being able to move freely to different locations, this enthusiasm 
was dampened when they experienced how the laptop was not able to process the 
images and video clips they had created along the way in their club project work 
in the same smooth manner they were used to from working at the stationary 
computers in the computer room, or other computer equipment at their homes. 
Several children expressed their wish to continue the work on their respective 
project ‘with one of the real computers’; the OLPC’s outward appearance with its 
small keyboard and screen added to the children’s unfamiliar feeling and added to 
their wish to return to working with the PCs in the computer room. 

Furthermore, participants’ initial enthusiasm about the net- working features of 
the OLPC was reduced as soon as they learned that they would not be able to 
hook up to the school’s own (locked) WLAN. Disruption of project work with the 
OLPCs was also caused by participants accidentally switching from the display of 
software ‘activities’ to the mobile ad hoc network display of nearby fellow OLPC-
users. On the part of the children, extensive explanations and tutorial guidance 
was needed in order to get along with the unknown interface of the OLPC—and it 
turned out that this conflicted with the attention and enthusiasm that the children 
were devoting to the creation of their respective project works. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Club participants discover the functionalities of the OLPC XO-1 
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most of the club participants the new mobile devices were not the sole tool of 
choice to complete their projects—due to shortcomings in processing power, or 
the unfamiliarity of the interface as well as the small size of the keyboard and 
screen. In consequence, many participants started out using mobile technology but 
switched back to using the stationary computers to finalize their ideas. This use 
habit manifested itself also in subsequent project work, where children liked to 
use the OLPC for mobile recording or data collection purposes around school (and 
enjoyed the attention that the colorful little devices generated for them among the 
other children in school), as well as for early idea generation, but then continued 
their work at the stationary PCs in the computer room. 

5 DISCUSSION 

Our study of the computer club is concerned with the question how values come 
to be deployed situationally, with regard to the socio-technical computer club 
design as well as the actual technology setup within. As we argued at the outset, 
value sensitive design is and was particularly germane to the aims of our 
computer clubs. Our study of three cases from the intercultural computer club, we 
argue, informs value sensitive design discourse on the conceptual, the empirical as 
well as the technical level which have been established in previous research 
(Friedman et al., 2002, 2006). Having said that, it was equally clear that some 
features of the discourse needed unpacking in the specific context we describe. 
We were interested in value sensitive design as a framework for understanding 
and organizing our experiences because it offers a clear commitment to building 
on expressed and explicit values while recognizing their fluid nature among 
different interest groups. Further, its methodological openness offered a flexibility 
that allowed for a range of methods and techniques to be applied to the research 
situation. This, we felt, was particularly appropriate both where children were 
involved and where we were routinely active in the computer clubs as participants 
ourselves. Lastly, the relatively long-term nature of the work meant that an 
iterative/negotiative approach was indicated. 

That said, we were conscious that a variety of challenges had to be met. 
Specifically, and as we have suggested, the conceptual focus on values required 
some careful analysis, since it became clear to us that Borning and colleagues 
were entirely correct in their assertion that values had to be construed as 
situational. The empirical focus required us to think carefully about how best to 
conduct research where we were active participants, reflecting carefully on what 
kinds of material might constitute ‘evidence’ for the way in which values become 
manifest. Lastly, the need to negotiate between design strategies where we were 
limited by a variety of considerations, and specifically where both hardware and 
software had at least some ‘off the shelf’ elements, meant that we needed to 
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clarify how the ‘technical level’ of value sensitive design actually panned out in 
practice. Thus, we structure our discussion of findings, focusing on each party 
involved in turn: (i) researchers, (ii) practitioners and (iii) users/participants. 

5.1 The researcher and designer perspective 

At the conceptual level, a key finding from all three cases concerned 
communication practices. Beginning with the planning and setup of the computer 
club and continuing with the cases of designing the new club community platform 
as well as the introduction of new mobile hardware to the club, communication 
and transparency proved to be crucial factors. They are key to a levelling of power 
among the different stakeholders lay in the need to ensure that common 
understanding is reached (e.g. when club participants were initially skeptical 
about the development of the community platform for the computer clubs because 
they did not understand its technical structure and closed nature). In a local 
setting, where social and educational backgrounds greatly diverge, and a common 
language is not always a given, the translation of cross-cultural understanding and 
respect as values from an overarching public discourse to a specific socio-
technical initiative on the local level requires a detailed and attentive col- 
laboration of all involved stakeholders. 

Thus in the neighborhood, the researchers continually worked to balance and 
align the experience they had gathered in previous research with the structures and 
concerns of the local community and its members. Borning and his colleagues in 
(Borning et al., 2005) as well as (Borning and Muller, 2012) have previously 
made a claim for the situatedness of values, emphasizing that ‘questions of values 
seldom have single, definitive, ‘objective answers’ (Borning and Muller, 2012, p. 
1130), and suggest that researchers should consider committing themselves to a 
‘practice of self-disclosure’ (Borning and Muller, 2012, p. 1130) as is common in 
ethnographic research (Coffey, 1999; Dourish, 2006). Alsheikh et al. (2011) have 
shown how this researcher background has a practical effect with regard to choice 
of method and theory involved. Certainly, we cannot assume that all participants 
share the same values nor that, when they do, those values are expressed in the 
same way. Employing a value sensitive design perspective enables the researcher 
to disclose the various values at work (e.g. the privacy concerns on the side of the 
parents with regard to the design of the online plat- form, or the guided access to 
IT and related skills that the club opened up for local residents), so they can be 
taken up in the course of the research activity. 

This entails implications for the empirical and the technical level at the same 
time: pursuing the challenge to design a socio- technical initiative that to a large 
extent relies on matching existing technology with what looks like a given set of 
values, researchers need to maintain a constant close relation with the local people 
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who are involved in or otherwise affected by the socio-technical initiative. Their 
view(s) on the explicit values pro- moted by researchers are predicated on a 
different spectrum of experiences, which in turn calls for constant close 
negotiation and balancing of the latter. This, of course, raises methodological 
issues in relation to how this can be done. Our choice of participatory action 
research as a means to do that, associated with a broadly ethnographic stance on 
the collection and interpretation of data, allows us to instantiate the way in which 
values are made manifest in and through the ordinary pragmatic, day-to- day, 
concerns of participants and our attempts to negotiate our way through them. With 
this, our work supports the argument of Iversen and Leong (2012), who have 
focused on the elicitation of values in a participatory design process (Ibid.). Our 
study extends their emphasis on researcher values in a design process (Ibid.) by 
including this constant close attention to local stake- holders affected by the socio-
technical initiative and their practical concerns. In the computer club initiative, 
those views are exchanged and discussed in the research team’s weekly meetings, 
where tutors from other clubs provide a fresh perspective. By pursuing our 
participatory action research approach, our role as researchers is sedimented in 
relation to educating and being supportive to the community needs (Brydon-
Miller, 1997; Racadio et al., 2014). Transformative change however, needs to 
develop from within the neighborhood community. Only together with the local 
users—with children, parents and teachers as direct and indirect stakeholders, can 
researchers and local practitioners trans- late values into a lively and engaged 
weekly club experience. 

5.2 The practitioner perspective 

This extension of value sensitive design perspective also broadens our 
understanding of the role of the practitioner. While researchers and designers are 
often, in previous works (e.g. Borning and Muller, 2012; Iversen and Leong, 
2012; Iversen et al., 2010), assumed to have a dual role, the employment of a 
value sensitive design perspective requires a distinction here: its grounding on the 
local community or neighborhood level calls for the explicit inclusion of local 
practitioners and their stance towards the use and inclusion of one technology or 
another in the social structures of their professional social work within the 
boundaries of community and neighborhood structures. With regard to the 
conceptual level this shows a clear need for open communication structures, 
enabling the research perspective and the local view(s) to meet and somehow 
balance out. Our example of the initial planning of the intercultural computer club 
showed that this was an important first step, facilitating every subsequent action in 
the neighborhood. 
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The open, and relatively unstructured, nature of the communication process 
would serve the empirical and technical level in that it would facilitate an equal 
inclusion of local practitioners involved in social community matters (such as the 
neighborhood managers or school teachers involved in our computer club 
example), as well as design practitioners entrusted with the development of a new 
technology such as the club community platform. To our extended value sensitive 
design perspective, both are relevant. We are constantly weighing the value-
driven design of new ICT alongside the costs and benefits of existing ICT and 
community acceptance, or otherwise, of both. Our study of value-driven activities 
on the local community level shows the need to simultaneously pay attention to 
the development or introduction of ICT and to the structuring of its social setting: 
the community platform needed a stable surrounding club structure—respectfully 
tend- ing to the individuals in the club—to be first developed and then well 
received by participants, and the OLPC needed to be embedded in a matching 
club project structure in order to be smoothly adopted by club participants. This 
extends the work of Miller et al. (2007), who previously emphasized the 
importance of co-evolution of ICT and organizational policy in a working context 
to a local, intercultural community setting. 

5.3 The user perspective: children, parents and teachers as 
direct and indirect stakeholders 

The user position is potentially the most powerful one in the process—but our 
close reading of the three cases shows that it needs careful attention in order to 
‘unlock’ this power and translate it to a lively local experience. Similar to 
experiences from participatory design studies (Iversen and Leong, 2012; 
LeDantec et al., 2009), the children, parents and teachers here acted variously as 
direct and indirect stakeholders in our three cases, and displayed a rich set of ideas 
and views which con- tributed to the respective endeavor, often paired with very 
firm views on what was appropriate or wrong in a certain situation (e.g. with 
regard to the setup of the community plat- form)—but they frequently lacked the 
ability to fully express all this. This entails implications simultaneously affecting 
the empirical and the technical level. Researchers and practitioners face the need 
to: 

(1) Ensure that with regard to the empirical level there is ample and 
continuous room for feedback not only on a newly designed piece of 
technology (like the club com- munity platform), but also on pre-
existing but newly introduced pieces of ICT (such as the OLPCs). 
Cotten et al. (2011) have described shortcomings of the OLPC in a 
large-scale user study at schools in the US with regard to technical 
infrastructure, suggesting that a stable social infrastructure where 
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support and explanations with regard to the handling and maintenance 
of the hard- and software are given, would help to ease if not overcome 
the technical shortcomings and foster regular usage. Warschauer et al. 
(2012) as well emphasize a need for ‘solid curricular and pedagogical 
foundations’, the inclusion of ‘requisite social and technical support’ 
(Ibid., p. 73). Our small-scale study of OLPC appropriation in a 
computer club setting, where children as users and direct stakeholders 
were not concerned with maintenance of the device, and technical 
support and explanations were given by the researchers as tutors at any 
given time needed, saw technical flaws continuing to intervene 
negatively in the process of mobile exploration and collaboration. Our 
study extends the recent work of Yoo et al. (2013), who focused on 
designer and stakeholder prompts as a means to engage stakeholders 
untrained in design and centering not only on appearance and 
functioning of a technology, but also on its social and value- related use 
context (Yoo et al., 2013, p. 419) to a local community setting. Our 
study strengthens, we argue, the claim recently made by Borning and 
Muller (2012), that value sensitive design should ‘consider adapting 
those methods that foreground the needs, designs, and analyses of the 
‘users’ in participatory design, such as co-design, participant-led story-
telling, drama, photo-documentary and video-documentary’ (Ibid., p. 
1132), by extending it to the process of matching an existing 
technology with a given set of values. Evidence for this in our study 
was in the case of the OLPC, where computer club participants finally 
engaged in the process of designing and determining the social setting 
for the OLPC project activity in the club (go out and explore with the 
OLPC but do the ‘real work’ with the more powerful stationary PC in 
the computer room). Like Pablo Freire’s findings (Ibid., 1970) on the 
pro- cess of children’s reading learning with words and images of their 
own everyday worlds in favelas of urban Latin America, the computer 
club initiative, too, relies on a strong link of learning and language. It 
does so by embedding technology learning with everyday neighborhood 
reality, so the participating children and adults ‘have words for what 
they learn’. This was the case, when the newly developed community 
platform alluded to the school setting in its design, e.g. with a separate 
‘blackboard’ for each club and a pin board where memos could be left 
on virtual sticky notes for everyone on the platform to see. Here, 
especially the children could explore and appropriate the platform with 
words and concepts known to them from their everyday life context in 
school. Similarly, the OLPC was appropriated in a project activity 
outgoing to the neighborhood, when children created little animated 
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stories about themselves. Socio-technical initiatives like the computer 
club in the focus of this study, need to develop and rely on social 
structures like the joint opening and closing discussion rounds, or the 
co-participation of children and parents, in order to make decision 
making processes visible to all involved parties and make the diverse 
young and adult voices in these processes be equally heard, as far as is 
possible. At the same time, these social structures ensure a stable link to 
the local everyday life context of the children and adults, thus securing 
that they would always ‘have words’ for their learning experiences. 

(2) Take care that on the technical level a given set of values inherent 
to a pre-existing piece of technology, as well as immanent to a design 
process, is clear and understood by all parties involved in the process of 
its introduction or development at all times. This is an entirely non-
trivial matter, especially where children are concerned, or divergent 
social and educational backgrounds are involved. Again, dependable 
social structures like discussion rounds or the computer club’s ‘treasure 
box of ideas’ can provide some stability and help clarify steps and 
actions taken and develop decisions in a collaborative manner. With 
regard to the local community or neighborhood level, this may require 
special, regular attention as participant and user structures can change 
quickly, whereas on the other hand the introduction of a technology 
(such as the OLPC) may take an unexpectedly long time. 

6 CONCLUSION 

We set out, predicated on a long-term, principled, involvement with intercultural 
computer clubs in Germany to implement an explicit set of values concerning 
cross-cultural understanding and respect. With this, we were attempting to 
translate two values stemming from an overarching national public debate on 
migration and multiculturalism to the local neighborhood community level. Put 
simply, values in the abstract are only made visible in and through specific 
occurrences where preferences are made clear. When we examine those specific 
circumstances, it is evident that a more nuanced view of the ‘values’ in question is 
necessary. At exactly the same time, we were concerned as researchers to get a 
clearer understanding of the processes involved in implementing such policies and 
what the various challenges associated with such value-driven work might be. In 
our study of three cases drawn from experiences in an intercultural computer club, 
we have highlighted the relevance of open communication structures among 
researchers and local practitioners, but also shown that they are not easily 
attained. Our results have shown the need for methodological support that spans a 
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wide range of user experiences, social and cultural backgrounds, and of equal 
importance, doing so over extended periods of time. 

As consensus has grown among system designers and researchers that values 
are needed as criteria for system design, this focus on a value-driven, socio-
technical neighborhood initiative illustrates the need to shed light on the challenge 
of designing an initiative of this kind, not building all things ‘de novo’ but also 
matching existing technology with a set of values that, on the face of it, are clear, 
but which turn out to be negotiable and instantiated in a variety of ways which 
depend on local conditions and experiences. Thus, we are extending a perspective 
that is well-known from a soft- ware engineering point of view (e.g. Szyperski, 
2002) to a socio-technical community setting. 

Our study of the three cases from a local intercultural computer club disclosed 
key factors inherent in the conceptual negotiation of values among 
researchers/designers and practitioners on the local (neighborhood) level. We 
extend previous works from Borning and Muller (2012) arguing for transparency 
in the research process and an openness to multiple ‘right’ answers, by examining 
how in practice that takes place in a context where practitioners, designers, local 
professional interests, children and their parents are engaged in the long-term 
negotiation of these issues. We see open communication practices among all 
stakeholders involved to be central. Those practices allowed for the constant 
balancing of values and the flexible, constantly developing local community 
structure. Building up on the work of Alsheikh et al. (2011) and Friedman et al. 
(2008), we showed this to be especially relevant in a culturally diverse 
(neighborhood) setting, where not only language barriers, but also the wide 
spectrum of social and professional user backgrounds, can cause communication 
problems. Furthermore, we demonstrate challenges inherent in the empirical 
process of determining the ideal socio-technical setup: our study showed a clear 
need for ongoing observation and equally regular reflection/discussion in order to 
identify the contextual ways in which values are made manifest, the issues and 
problems that result, and at the same time provide room for feedback, in order for 
the multiple ‘right’ answers that there may be to evolve. These ‘right answers’ 
may implicate cultural as much as technical matters. Expanding on the works of 
Iversen and Leong (2012) and LeDantec et al. (2009) to the consideration of off-
the-shelf technology, we have shown the need to employ feedback modes that 
allow for a variety of professional and non-professional stakeholder backgrounds, 
and for dependable social structures that can level out power differences among 
the stakeholders. Finally, our study highlights challenges entailed in the technical 
process of determining and setting up the technology that best matches the 
respective value(s) of the local initiative: here, our analysis sees users/participants 
in a powerful position, in the sense that they personify the stated values of the 
intercultural club initiative—but are frequently unable to make use of this power 
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and consequently unable to ‘unlock’ their views with regard to a given piece of IT 
or its design without appropriate support. This supports findings of Yoo et al. 
(2013) and calls for methodological support that can span a wide range of user 
backgrounds. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Civil society organizations (CSOs) and social movements play an important role 
in every society as they protect the rights of the people and are engaged in 
developmental activities. Social movements and CSOs can have member 
organizations ranging from local grass root organizations to well-structured 
transnational NGOs. These member organizations work together on joint activities 
over a specific period of time. In order for their political initiatives to succeed, 
these diverse organizations need to be effectively coordinated. 

The issues with which the social movements usually deal have a global 
dimension. Therefore, networks of civil society organizations need to be 
organized at a transnational level. Transnational cooperation enables social 
movements and civil society organizations to profit from each other’s experiences, 
to plan common actions, and to act as an important pressure group towards 
governments. However, transnational cooperation bears inherent challenges due to 
the multiple languages, cultures, political ideologies, strategies, and tactics which 
are coupled, in the case of European Social Forum (ESF), with loose 
organizational structures and the shortage of human and financial resources. The 
empirical data that we gathered is based on the anti-globalization movement 
which focuses on problems resulting from economic and political globalization. 
This movement is supported by individual activists as well as members from 
community- based organizations, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), 
activist groups, think tanks, trade unions, labour organizations, professional 
associations, cultural groups, religious organizations, informal citizen 
organizations, foundations, commissions, cooperatives to clubs, campaigns and 
charities. The movement is characterized by a non-hierarchical structure, the 
absence of a recognizable central leadership as well as a decision-making process 
by means of consensus. This movement organizes a regular global event called 
the World Social Forum (WSF) which is a central point for knowledge sharing as 
well as for the dialogue and social networking between the actors of this 
movement. After the emergence of WSF in 2001, different regional and thematic 
fora emerged. The success of the movement can be seen by the fact that in 2010, 
42 different fora had been organized. Each forum had an independent organizing 
setup. 

We investigated into the organizing process of the European Social Forum 
(ESF) which is a European level platform for activists. The huge number of 
European activists at the ESF enabled us to better understand technology use in 
multicultural environments. We specifically focused on the organizing practices of 
the activists during the 5th ESF (ESF 2008) in Malmo, Sweden, and the 6th ESF 
in Istanbul, Turkey. 
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In our case study, we were mainly interested in answering the following 
questions: 

• How is the complex collaborative task of organizing an ESF 
coordinated? 

• How do lacking organizational resources and the intercultural context 
affect coordination? 

• Which role does IT play in organizing an ESF? 

• How much do organizing practices vary between different events and 
how much do the organizers depend on the availability of technological 
infrastructures? 

• Which problems do activists have to face in their appropriation of the 
technological artefacts? 

We focus on ESF’s organizing process and try to understand its complex 
practices. We look at which level technology supports these practices and where 
there are problems with given technological options. Our work contributes to the 
CSCW literature by providing a better understanding of coordination activities 
adopted by political activists and develop design guidelines to better support 
transnational political events of the type of ESF. 

The structure of the remaining paper is as follows: Section 2 describes related 
work. The third section focuses on the research methods applied in this study. In 
section 4, a case description is provided. Section 5 gives an overview over 
discontinuities in the overall ESF organization process and the available 
technological infrastructure in general. Section 6 analyzes the ICT usage of 
activists with regard to the involved specific coordinating activities in detail. 
Section 7 presents a discussion of the empirical results and our findings regarding 
our research questions. The last section provides a short conclusion. 

2 Social activists and ICTs 

With the advancements of information and communication technologies (ICTs) 
new opportunities for political activism emerged by tools such as emails, SMS, 
websites, social networking applications, blogs, or online petition sites (Surman 
and Reilly 2003). There are several studies which focused on ICT usage in 
support of organizing tasks such as information dissemination, fund raising, 
information management within a single activist organization as shown in Table 
1. McPhail et al. (1998) applied a participatory design methodology for realizing a 
database system within a Canadian non-profit organization working on reforming 
the Canadian justice system. The objective of the prototype was to improve 
information access by providing centralised information storage about members, 
volunteers, fund raising and other similar organization activities. By doing so the 
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project volunteers had acquired a better understanding of their work practices and 
the willingness to experiment with technologies had grown. Taking a gender 
perspective, Pini et al. 2004, worked on the use of discussion lists by an 
Australian group of farm women. They highlighted that mailing lists transformed 
the farm women’s lives as they helped them to adopt new identities such as 
community leaders and political activists. 

 Working Domain 
of Case 

Empirical Study/ 
Technology 
Design 

IT Artifacts IT Supported 
Practice(s) 

McPhail et al. Reforming Participatory Database Organizational 
[1998] Canadian 

justice system 
Design System information 

management 
Pini et al. Australian farm Empirical Discussion Intra-group 
[2004] women Study list communication 
Farooq et al. Sustainable Participatory websites, Improving 
[2005; 2006] watershed 

planning 
Design wikis day-day 

organizational 
work 

Sen et al. Education Empirical Yahoo! Coordination 
[2010] provision 

to underprivileged 
Study Groups, 

Microsoft 
activities, 
fundraising, 

 children  distribution 
lists, Facebook 
etc. 

and community 
building. 

Table 1. Research Efforts of ICT in individual organizations. 

Farooq et al. worked with local community groups to improve their 
organization work by introducing them to ICT artefacts such as websites and 
wikis. They helped volunteers to become involved in the development process and 
to enhance technology sustainability (c.f. Farooq et al. 2005; Farooq 2005; Farooq 
et al. 2006). Sen et al. 2010 analyzed the work practices of a Seattle based activist 
organization working to educate underprivileged children, and found that a single 
web application, such as Facebook, Yahoo groups, Microsoft distribution lists, 
could not help activists with all their tasks. Instead, a variety of social web 
applications better supported the differentiation of tasks. Most activists were good 
at using multiple applications, others preferred to stick with one application even 
though it might be limited in its functionality. They used applications to 
coordinate activities, for fund-raising or for electronic community building. 

Similarly, some researchers have worked with a set of multiple nonprofit 
organizations as shown in Table 2. Pilemalm 2002 worked with Swedish trade 
union activists to explore ICT needs and to develop technological requirements 
for a web-based prototype system to support trade union shop stewards. In her 
empirical work she found that activists made mainly use of simple applications 
such as email lists, discussion fora, and bulletin boards for knowledge sharing 
purposes. Kavada 2005 investigated into three non- governmental organizations 
(Oxfam, Amnesty International and World Development Movement) in the 
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United Kingdom and found that organizations hesitate to invest into IT. 
Moreover, she pointed out that the use of internet differed among the 
organizations based on their culture and goals. Goecks et al. 2008 analyzed the 
potential of collaborative technologies for fund raising activities in non-profit 
organizations. They proposed two models for non-profit fundraising and discussed 
research opportunities for collaborative computing in this domain. Similarly, 
Torres-Coronas et al. 2010 described the advantages of using ICTs and web 2.0 in 
non-profit organizations based on their analysis of third sector organizations in 
Catalan. They concluded that it is important to understand the main obstacles in 
integrating ICTs and web 2.0 in their organizational strategy and also to see how 
technology can help them to carry out their mission and to improve the public 
image. Voida et al. 2011 had a look at how information about volunteers is 
managed in non-profit organizations and found that activists used information 
system tools ranging from database systems to paper based records. 

 Working Domain 
of Case 

Empirical 
Study/ 
Technology 
Design 

IT Artifacts IT Supported 
Practice(s) 

Pilemalm Multiple Participatory Web based Organizational 
[2002] Swedish Design prototype information 
 trade unions  (Mailing list, 

discussion and 
bulletin boards) 

management 

Kavada 
[2005] 

Human rights, 
poverty and 
justice 

Empirical Websites Information 
provision, 
resource 

 organizations   generation, 
organizational 
networking, 

public 
    participation, 

political 
campaigning 

Goeck et al. 
[2008] 

Multiple domains 
e.g. Humanitarian, 
Education, 

Empirical Websites Fundraising 

Torres- 
Coronase 
et al. [2010] 

Multiple Catalonian 
Organizations dealing 
with children, elderly, 

Empirical Websites Day-day 
organizational 
tasks 

 
 
 

Voida et al. 

immigrants, drug 
addicts 
etc. 

Multiple organizations 

 
 
 
Empirical 

 
 
 
Information 

 
 
 
Information 

[2011] dealing with education, 
environment, health, 
human services, foreign 

 management 
tools (databases, 
excel sheets etc.) 

management 
of volunteer 
information 

 affairs, and 
public benefit 

   

Table 2. Research Efforts of ICT in a set of multiple organizations 
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Finally, there have been research efforts analyzing the role of ICTs in complex 
networks of nonprofit organizations as shown in Table 3. O’Donnell 2001 
investigated mailing list usage by women organizations in Northern Ireland. She 
found that institutional affiliations prevent mailing lists from becoming effective 
since activists assume that their messages may be perceived as official standpoint 
of their organization. Furthermore, members did not participate in discussions 
actively, as activists reported difficulties in expressing their opinion without 
knowing the list’s members. She also observed that members used it only for 
international networking, but not for local activities.  

 Working Domain 
of Case 

Empirical 
Study/ 
Technology 
Design 

IT Artifacts IT Supported 
Practice(s) 

O’Donnell 
[2001] 

Irish Women 
Organizations 

Empirical Mailing 
list 

Inter 
organizational 

 
 

Rohde 

 
 

Iranian 

 
 

Technology 

 
 

BSCW 

communication 
and networking 

Social 
[2004] 
 

Mclver 

NGO Resource 
Center 

Transnational 

tailoring 
 

Empirical 

 networking 
of NGOs 

Collaborative 
[2004, 2004a] NGOs at 

World Summit 
of Information 
Society 

  multi lingual 
writing 

Kavada 
[2009, 2009a] 

Anti-globalization 
movement 
networks (ESF) 

Empirical Mailing 
list 

Collective 
identity 
building 

Stoll et al. 
[2010; 2010a] 

Network of 
NGOs in 
support of 

empirical  Inter 
organizational 
coordination 

 
 

Saeed & 

human trafficking 
victims 

Anti-globalization 

 
 

empirical 

 
 

OpenESF 

 
 

Collaboration 
Rohde [2010] 
 
 

Saeed et al. 

movement 
networks 
(ESF) 

Anti-globalization 

 
 
 

empirical 

 practices 
 
 

Knowledge 
[2010] movement 

networks 
(ESF) 

  Management 

Saeed et al. 
[2011] 

Anti-globalization 
movement 
networks 

empirical Mailing 
list 

Communication 

 (ESF)    

Table 3. Research Efforts of ICT in Network of NGOs 
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Rohde 2004 applied an Integrated Organization and Technology Development 

(OTD) process (Wulf and Rohde 1995) to improve the social network among 
Iranian NGO’s. He introduced and tailored BSCW, a web-based cooperation 
platform, in a series of workshops in which activists from different NGOs 
participated. As a result of his work, he emphasized the need for an active 
cooperation of the Iranian NGO community for their long term sustainability. 

Furthermore, Mclver 2004, 2004a elaborated on a set of design requirements 
when supporting collaborative multilingual legislative work among transnational 
NGOs. The requirements were based on experiences when preparing legislation at 
the world summit on the information society (WSIS). Stoll et al. 2010, 2010a 
studied the inter-organizational coordination of nonprofit organizations dealing 
with victims of human trafficking. They realized that the organizational 
affiliations and preferences of the actors involved have a significant impact on the 
choice of collaboration partners’. They further highlighted that individual actors 
are more important than organizational affiliations. Even in case individuals left 
an organization the personal linkages remain while the connection between the 
orgnizations may break. Furthermore they characterize the role of informal 
coordination among non-profit coordination to be vital. 

Kavada 2009a, b has already worked empirically on the role of mailing lists in 
the preparation process for ESF 2004. She described that three parameters, 
namely mailing list objectives, accessibility and geographical diversity of 
participants help to change the level of collective identity. She further highlighted 
that email communication increases the reach-out of the movement. However, 
email overload, the lack of trust in solely email contacts and the vulnerability 
towards misunderstandings can lead to the fragmentation of the political process 
(Kavada 2009a). In earlier studies we already investigated into specific practices 
within the ESF and the usage of certain ICT applications. We analyzed knowledge 
sharing practices among the organizing committees of ESF 2008 (Saeed et al. 
2010), usage of one specific collaborative application (OpenESF) by ESF 2008 
activists (Saeed and Rohde 2010), and the role of mailing lists in communication 
among ESF activists (Saeed et al. 2011). In an earlier version of this paper (Saeed 
et al. 2009), we focused on the organizing process for ESF 2008. In this paper, we 
extend the empirical basis of our study by looking at the time between ESF 2008 
and ESF 2010 and the organization of ESF 2010. 

Most of these empirical studies highlight that inter-organizational coordination, 
information management, fundraising and collaborative writing are challenging 
tasks within networks of political activists. They describe the appropriation of 
rather mundane ICT applications for communication and information 
dissemination purposes among stakeholders. They mainly seem to indicate 
positive effects of ICT usage. However, none of these studies has looked at the 
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organization of large political events and the cooperation and coordination 
practices, specifically in a transnational context. While Torres-Coronas et al. 2010 
suggest to explore the potential of embracing ICTs, there is a need to better 
understand the organizational processes and practices. In our work we focus on 
comparing the organization of two large-scale political events, ESF 2008 and ESF 
2010. Although the setting of our case study is the same as of Kavada 2009a, b, 
we focus on the coordinating aspects in planning and organizing tasks which have 
not yet been investigated. 

Despite their promises, advanced ICT tools in support of collaboration seem 
not to be in much use among social activists. Instead rather mundane applications, 
such as email, get appropriated to a vast variety of different tasks. Furthermore, 
the complex settings of organizing political collective actions and political agenda 
setting processes need to be better researched, and technology design for these 
multi-lingual and multi-cultural settings could not be found in literature. In order 
to explore the potential of ICT applications for transnational networks of political 
activists, there is a need for empirical work on their computer supported practices. 
The organization of these political gatherings requires extensive information 
management and coordination activities. We are particularly interested to look at 
the coordination processes leading up to the ESF to understand how it relates to 
the notion of cooperative work. Schmidt and Simone 1996 described how 
interdependent activities can be coordinated and aligned by means of specifically 
designed artifacts. A comparative analysis between both ESF events and their 
organizational practices provide us with more insights about technological support 
in coordinating political activities. Our design-oriented analysis aims at 
identifying design challenges and requirements for ICTs to support cooperative 
practices of transnational political actors. 

3 Research methods 

This is a long term research project which was initiated in January 2008 and lasted 
until October 2010. In this paper, we start by looking at the organizing process of 
the 5th ESF in Malmo. Later on we will analyze the transfer from Malmo to 
Istanbul and the preparation and holding of the 6th ESF. The data collection has 
been carried out by triangulating results from different ethno- graphic research 
methods, which includes semi-structured interviews, participant observations and 
a content analysis of relevant documents and web sites. The semi-structured 
interviews were conducted with thirty-one activists participating in the ESF. 
These interviews were recorded to avoid a loss of information. The interviews 
were conducted at different time intervals which could be categorized into four 
sets (mainly before and after the ESF in 2008 and 2010). The initial set of 
interviews (before the ESF 2008) mainly focused on understanding the work 
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processes and the IT applications involved. The second set of interviews (after 
ESF 2008) mainly focused on the evaluation of the ESF and problems related to 
technology use. The third set of interviews (during the ESF 2008 and the ESF 
2010) mainly focused on the transition process, the planning and the preparation 
of the ESF 2010, whereas the focus of the last set of interviews was mainly on the 
evaluation of the ESF 2010 and again the ICT support. The interviewees 
participated in the ESF activities in different capacities. They functioned as 
organizers, volunteers, participants and, technology developers from different 
countries to reach a multicultural perspective. Six interviewees were from Greece, 
five from Italy and four each from France, Germany and Sweden, two each from 
Turkey and the UK and one each from Norway, Czech, Austria and Hungary. The 
actors who were involved in organizing the two events were interviewed multiple 
times to understand the progress of work and future plans. Overall, we ended up 
with some twenty hours of audio-recordings of these interviews. Due to language 
and logistical problems with some participants four interviews were conducted via 
e-mails. Furthermore, three Skype text chat meetings were attended. One of these 
chats was a meeting of the web team of ESF, in which a participant observation 
was conducted. The other two meetings were held with Turkish Organizing 
Committee representatives to learn about the planning of the ICT setup during 
ESF event in Turkey. Moreover, for the participant observation, we carried out 
eight different field visits lasting 26 days in total from 2008 to 2010. We visited 
the European preparatory assemblies held in Berlin (Germany), Vienna (Austria), 
Athens (Greece), Istanbul (Turkey), Paris (France) and the ESF 2008 in Malmo 
(Sweden) as well as the ESF 2010 in Istanbul (Turkey). Content analysis was 
carried out on the websites, mailing lists and other official documents like minutes 
of meetings. In order to avoid a loss of information all the interviews were 
transcribed and the field notes were written down. The data analysis was based on 
a grounded theory approach (Strauss and Corbin 1998). We have not developed 
any hypothesis before the field work; instead we explored the field by collecting 
empirical data. Then, the empirical material was clustered to understand problems 
and issues. Our assumptions are driven from the empirical findings as 
recommended by grounded theory. 

4 Case descriptions 

The ESF follows the charter of the World Social Forum except for having its own 
independent organizing process. The World Social Forum is a global gathering of 
political activists of the anti-globalization movement starting in 2001 at Porto 
Alegre. The charter of the WSF emphasizes that the forum is not a decision 
making body, but an open discussion forum for knowledge sharing and for the 
coordination of common actions (WSF 2008). The success of the social forum 
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concept has gained extensive recognition and resulted in many thematic and 
regional fora with their independent organizing processes. The organizing 
committee provides the logistics while different organizations propose activities 
ranging from seminars, workshops, thematic assemblies, demonstrations and 
cultural events. Figure 1 highlights two different activities held during the ESF 
2010. In our study we specifically focused on the European Social Forum which is 
the regional platform for European activists. The first European Social Forum was 
held in Florence in 2002. After the 1st ESF, it was decided that this event would 
take place annually and that the European preparatory assembly, which is open for 
activists from all over Europe, will manage the future ESF process and the local 
organizing committee will be responsible for providing logistic support. In order 
to involve many activists from different regions, the hosting of the ESF kept on 
changing. Paris hosted the second ESF followed by London in 2004. After 
London, the ESF transformed into a biannual event; Athens, Malmo and Istanbul 
hosted the 2006, 2008 and 2010 events respectively. In our work, we specifically 
focused on the last two ESFs held in Malmo (Sweden) from September 17–21, 
2008 and Istanbul (Turkey) from 30 June to 4 July 2010. 

Figure 1. a. A snapshot of demonstration during the ESF 2010 b. A snapshot of a seminar 
during the ESF 2010. 

The organization of the ESF is carried out collaboratively by a regional organizing 
committee and the European preparatory assembly (EPA). The organizing 
committee responsible for the ESF 2008 was the Nordic Organizing Committee 
(NOC) and for the ESF 2010 it was the organizing committee of Turkey (TOC). 
The EPA is an open meeting taking place 3–4 times a year, in which any 
organization, network group, or individuals adhering to the charter of the World 
Social Forum can participate. By means of a mutual consensus, the EPA comes to 
decisions about the ESF process, mainly focusing on political issues, whereas the 
logistics and practical tasks are carried out by the respective local organizing 
committee. In order to focus on specific themes and issues, different European 
thematic networks have emerged, e.g. labor and globalization, public services, 
anti-repression. They try to establish common actions. These networks attract 
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organizations interested in these specific themes and are an important platform for 
political actions on those particular topics. There is a day before each EPA 
meeting dedicated to network meetings, so that activists and organizations 
participating in the ESF are also able to join these network meetings. The “web 
team” is a group of activists working for the ESF on a voluntarily basis in order to 
support ICT setup, whereas “babels” is a group of volunteer interpreters working 
at different social fora to translate during seminars. “ALIS” is a radio based 
interpretation system which was applied during the ESF 2006 in Athens. These 
people also helped setting up the interpretation equipment at ESF 2008. 

In order to have a clear understanding of organizational activities, it is 
important to understand the organizing practices of the ESF. Initially, the local 
organizing committee is formed and members try to involve other organizations in 
the organizing committee. In the meantime, the organizing committee tries to 
setup an ICT infrastructure and other logistics arrangements in order to enable 
European activists to propose potential activities (seminars, workshops, 
assemblies, demonstrations etc.) for the upcoming ESF. After expiration of the 
deadline, the number of activities is reduced according to the availability of 
logistics. This process of minimizing the number of activities is called “merging” 
and is normally a two-phase process. In the first phase, called voluntary merging, 
different organizations are encouraged to find other similar activities and to merge 
them. Once the deadline for the voluntary merging has expired, a team of 
organizers coordinates the activists, makes suggestions for merging and then tries 
to formulate and propose a program. In the meantime, the local organizing 
committee tries to arrange for translations during the seminars of the forum by 
providing volunteer interpreters and arranging equipment for synchronous 
translation. Furthermore, meeting spaces for the different activities as well as free 
mass accommodation for activists and volunteers are arranged. Additionally, the 
organizing committee carries out a European-wide mobilization to attract people 
to attend the forum. 

The Nordic Organizing Committee consisted of 139 member organizations 
with participating organizations from Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. 
The financial decision making was the responsibility of the board with a central 
office to disseminate information and a coordination group for channeling 
activities. The work was distributed among eleven work groups as described in 
Figure 2. The information work group was responsible for maintaining an event 
website, coordinating public relations (esp. to press and mass media) and 
publishing information material, whereas the Logistics work group was 
responsible for managing issues like security, transport, venues and infrastructure. 
The cultural programs were managed by a cultural work group. The ALIS work 
group mainly focused on the ALIS system, which was used for interpretation 
during the forum. The program work group was responsible for organizing the 
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program of the Malmo event; the demonstration work group was responsible for 
preparing and managing the demonstrations during the forum. The fund-raising 
work group dealt with arranging the economical resources for the event and the 
duty of the contact group for Europe and the world was to mobilize for the ESF 
2008 event in Europe and other regions. An additional mobilization work group 
focused on the regional mobilization efforts in Sweden. The interpretation work 
group was responsible for the synchronous translation during the forum, whereas 
the volunteer work group was responsible for the mobilization and coordination of 
volunteers (ESF 2008). 

On the other hand, the Turkish Organizing Committee was composed of 70 
organizations from the Turkish and Kurdish region as shown in Figure 3. In order 
to better coordinate the mobilization and organizing activities, a moderation 
committee was set up which included five main trade unions of Turkey. There 
were six different working groups which were active at some point during the 
organizing process.  

Figure 2. Organizing committee of the ESF 2008. 

The translation working group was responsible for managing the translations 
during the seminars, the logistics working group was responsible for arranging 
rooms and accommodations, the media group was responsible for spreading 
information, and the Middle East group was responsible for mobilizing about this 
topic issue. The culture work group was responsible for arranging cultural 
activities and the program working group was responsible for assembling the 
program. In order to promote mobilization especially in eastern European 
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countries an All European mobilization committee was established, consisting of 
European activists. 

Table 4 provides an overview of differences and similarities of the ESF 2008 
and ESF 2010. The limited number of organizations involved in TOC means that 
there were fewer organizations which could input their resources (human and 
financial) to arrange the logistics but also to secure a strong local participation 
during the forum. As a result, there were only six work groups and the organizing 
tasks were not carried out perfectly: There was a rather low level of mobilizing 
activities, organizing tasks were delayed, and there was a lack of information for 
the activists. This fact became evident as the committee was only able to attract 
some 3000 attendees which was way less than previous ESFs. As a result most of 
the activities, seminar and workshops, had rather few attendees. 

Another important observation is that the “web team”, “ALIS” and “bables” 
were all missing in the organizing process of ESF 2010 which ultimately 
increased the burden and problems of TOC. There was only one person in the 
“web team” who could develop technical artifacts and he was not available any 

more. 
Figure 3. Organizing committee of ESF 2010. 

He offered that he or someone from his company could help out. However, the 
inability of the Turkish organizing committee to pay him for maintaining the 
OpenESF platform and the official website of ESF 2010 prevented the reuse of his 
experiences. 
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Table 4. An overview of the ESF 2008 and ESF 2010. 

The remaining members of the “web team” were not active anymore in the ESF 
process after ESF 2008. Similarly, the “babels” interpreters had not been 
reimbursed for their traveling expenses to Malmo. Moreover, the delays in setting 
up the interpretation equipment for the ESF 2010 de-motivated them. Hence, they 
did not show interest in participating in the ESF 2010. The “ALIS” people urged 
the NOC to purchase equipment early enough, but the TOC could not afford 
equipment at that time and later the ALIS people refused to participate as well. 

5 ESF organizing process: discontinuities and 
hidden leadership 

Apart from the organizational structure of the ESF committees and bodies, the 
organizing process of the ESF events was characterized by discontinuities and a 
“hidden leadership”, described by participants as informal decision-making 
structures beyond the formal committee structure. Not only the organizing 
committee and the working groups consisted of very different organizations and 
members with highly diverse interests and experiences, but also the whole 
organizing process lacked transparency. 

One member of the NOC gave feedback on the ESF process in the following 
words: 

First thing is that there is general false information all the time because of a glossy picture that is 
always presented. That this is a unique process for which one has to be known…that means only 
people who had attended [former] ESF [events] could be among the professionals running the 
process… 

Over the years the ESF organizing process got strongly influenced by the 
informal structures of long-term participants who did not only come to the ESF 
events themselves but played an important role in the preparation meetings. These 
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people use to gather frequently at the sidelines of meetings of the different 
committees and also at other events. These informal interchanges may lead to 
decisions in a way that is very often not visible and understandable for newcomers 
or less strongly engaged participants. 

An Italian activist added on the issue of hidden leadership at ESF and EPA 
meetings: 

….in fact we have an oligopoly group, you don’t write they are leaders but if you stay always, it’s 
here. […] in fact this is the same situation in the IC of the WSF. A lot of people that stayed always 
in every international council decide more and more than the people that arrive there one time a 
year […] But in fact there is a [hidden] leadership—it’s a factual leadership, it’s not written in 
every document but if you stay here you decide. If you don’t stay here you decide less than the 
others. 

Obviously the ESF organizing process suffers from personal and organizational 
discontinuities, some participants are able to take part on a regular basis, others 
are not. Each event is organized by a new committee with new members and 
organizations involved, located in a different European region. The problems that 
occur with these discontinuities concerning the transfer of organizational “know 
how” have been analyzed in detail by postulating the concept of “nomadic 
knowledge” (Saeed et al. 2010). 

Furthermore, the described informal structure is biased. It mainly consists of 
Western European “ESF veterans”, mostly stemming from better organized and 
well-equipped organizations with their own priorities and agenda. 

In a message on the European mailing list on October 17th, 2010 a Hungarian 
activist commented as follows. 

For implementing the above goals we should create a new, transparent and accountable 
coordinating commission (CC), including progressive movements engaged in green, feminist, 
human rights, trade, debt issues or other field. The new CC must include mainly young people and 
women. The informal, hidden” leadership consisted of mainly ESF-veterans of West Europe 
should now step back. Eastern Europe must have a much more balanced represen- tation than in 
the past. 

The discontinuities and lacks of transparency in the organizing process are 
partly reinforced by a missing (public) documentation of decision-making and 
administrative processes. As we will show in our analysis of the “virtual 
infrastructure” of the ESF below, there is not any public “common narrative” of 
ESF events or a “shared history” of the movement. Neither are there ESF 
participants who could help with regard to visibility of (formal and informal) 
processes, and thus, support the building of a collective identity of the ESF 
community. The following description of the IT infrastructure of the European 
Social Forum will clarify this point in more detail. 
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5.1 ESF websites: scattered information sources 

The virtual dimension of the European Social Forum is not very well-structured, 
as the involved activists mostly lacked technical skills to carry out the tasks 
themselves. Moreover, a general lack of financial resources means that they 
cannot easily hire the services of IT professionals. There is an official website 
(FSE 2008) of the ESF which contains partial information about past ESF events. 
It is also supposed to be the information source for the ESF currently in 
preparation. Since there is not any assigned webmaster, a volunteer sometimes 
updates this website based on his time availability. As a result it often fails to 
deliver updated information. In order to facilitate information exchange among 
activists, there is a European mailing list, which is the most active channel of 
information exchange among activists. The official website and the mailing list 
are managed by EPA, whereas all other activities specific to an ESF event lay in 
the responsibility of the local organizing committee. As a result, the websites of 
former events do no longer work since the organizing committee is not very much 
interested in maintaining them once the event is over. 

In order to prepare the ESF 2008, two other websites were presented. One 
website was dealing with the program logistics. The second website was in 
support of the collaborative merging process for submitted seminar and workshop 
proposals. It was also supposed to serve as a communication platform between the 
events. The development, usage and design deficiencies of this collaborative 
website have been discussed in one of our earlier papers (Saeed and Rohde 2010). 
The setup of the website for logistics was a complex process. The information 
working group of the NOC came across a social software development company 
which promised to help by setting up a website for free. The transfer from the 
previous Athens ESF did not happen as the people in the company were not 
familiar with using the PLONE content management system with which the 
Athens ESF website had been realized. As the people in the information working 
group were not sure of the requirements of the website, they were in contact with 
volunteers from the “web team”. Thus, a whole new website was developed from 
scratch and people started to propose activities for the forum using it, but there 
were conflicts on further enriching the functionality of the website. Our 
interviewees reported on communication problems between the information work 
group and the company. One member from the information work group described 
the situation as follows. 

I think they did not really understand what kind of work load it would mean for them and how 
much we would be dependent on them, because none of us in the group was actually capable of 
building websites by (him)self. 

As the forum was approaching, the NOC, through “web team”, contacted the 
Greek developer who had developed the website for the Athens ESF and hired 
him. The activities which were already proposed on the old website were re- 
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entered to the new website by the NOC members. As the Greek developer was 
already aware of the ESF process based on his previous involvement, his 
engagement resulted in a better coordination and more effective work. One 
member of the Information work group commented on this in the following 
words: 

I had very good contacts and he was very quick in answering and he was also quite fast in putting 
it up (website)…… It was a lot easier, because he also knew the ESF and he knew the program 
process so he kind of instinctively knew what I was after and could come up with his own ideas. 

After the Malmo forum the official website of the ESF was not updated for 
almost a year, as the volunteer stopped working on it. The EPA meetings were 
taking place regularly every 3–4 months, but there was no information about it on 
the website. One activist, who worked on ICT activities for the ESF, described the 
following reason for not updating the official website. 

I think the last webmaster was “X” and she just stopped doing this, because at some point she was 
doing a lot on a voluntary basis and she had no money to go to EPAs. She said ‘Ok, you want me 
to be the webmaster, but then, at least, if you don’t pay me, give me the possibility to come to the 
meetings.’ So she stopped. 

After almost 1 year, other activists noted outdated information on the website 
and brought up this issue on the mailing list, the activist who was maintaining the 
website stated that the people in the ESF had no interest in the website. Therefore, 
she decided to stop updating and waited for a response. At that time the control of 
the website was handed over to another activist who did minor updates on the 
website. 

The ICT infrastructure development at the Turkish side was also quite 
complex. The collaborative website (OpenESF) which was used during the ESF 
2008 was no longer active. The Greek designer who had developed it, wanted to 
have a regular income for the maintenance and the server costs. However, the 
Turkish Organizing Committee did not have any money, so the site went offline. 
One member of the Turkish committee described this in the following words: 

We do not have many financial resources. So we cannot finance anything and we cannot even 
finance the printing of our documents. As you see we had some problems even to finance the event 
website. So I guess as organizing committee of Turkey we will not be able to finance the OpenESF. 

For the event logistics website the situation was also quite complex. The 
Turkish Organizing Committee had a website on the Turkish Social Forum which 
they used to publish some initial information. One member of the Turkish Social 
Forum was in contact with the Greek developer since the Malmo forum and was 
interested in using this website for the ESF 2010 because they did not have 
enough financial resources to setup a new website. The member of the Turkish 
Organizing Committee described their plans in making the website functional in 
the following way. 
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I guess we are going to use the help of people who prepared that website, you know “X” from 
Greece and also some people from Sweden maybe and we are going to change the language 
actually a bit and that website will work in Turkish, English and maybe some other languages. 

The University of Siegen offered to provide server space for hosting the 
website of the ESF 2010. The initial installation was done in September 2009 and 
the TOC wanted the website to work before December 2009, but it was not 
realized as the TOC members were busy in other organizing activities. So when 
TOC finally contacted the Greek developer at the end of February 2010 to ask for 
help with some changes in the installation, he did not want to do them on a 
voluntarily basis. Instead he offered to ask an employee of his company to 
conduct these activities for a flat sum of 4.500 Euros. The Turkish Organizing 
Committee did not have the money, so they tried to look for volunteers in Turkey 
that had some expertise in Plone. In the meantime, one activist from the TOC also 
started to learn Plone to do customization. However, it did not really work out. As 
a result, registration procedure for seminars and workshops was running late and 
people from all over Europe were very concerned. At that point, the University of 
Siegen helped out to carry out some changes in the website forms to enable the 
registration of activities. As a result, the website was, quite a bit behind schedule, 
ready to receive submissions of activities. When the activities were registered, it 
turned out that the activity merging feature of the website does not work due to 
programming errors in the code. 

As a result of our empirical work with ESF 2008, we had intended to develop a 
prototypical feature to make the merging process more transparent to those who 
had registered proposals. This feature would have enabled to merge activities via 
the website by involving those remote activists who had submitted the activities. 
When we tried to fix the above mentioned errors and to implement the new 
merging feature, the absence of documentation and the lacking structure of the 
given code implied that it was considered easier to rewrite the application. 

Finally, due to these problems, increasing time pressure, and the considerably 
lower number of registered activities, the Turkish organizers did not fix the 
website’s problems and merged the activities manually. 

The Turkish organizers did not update the result of the merging process on this 
website, as the responsible activist found it difficult to deal with the Plone based 
website. In order to publish the program and other relevant information, the 
activist configured a website using the JOOMLA content management system as 
he knew how to use this content management system. When he was asked to 
describe the reason for setting up this additional application he said: 

This is just an informational website, it has a different objective than the other one and it is much 
easier to make changes on this one. The esf2010.org is for registering activities etc. but it does not 
have much information on it. But the new site is just for giving people information about the ESF 
(ESF 2010), especially to people who heard about the ESF for their first time. 
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This lack of information on the official website prompted a group of activists 
from Germany to set up a blog where they put information acquired through 
mailing lists. A German activist described her reasons for developing the blog as 
follows: 

The idea for the blog was the result of a process of research for information on the ESF 2010 in 
Istanbul. On official websites, interested people could not find updated information. The websites 
were full of old and confusing information. A colleague and I joined the ESF-mailing list. Since 
then we have published all important information on our blog. On the other hand, I try to diffuse 
the information on the mailing list to the facebook-group for the ESF 2010. 

As a result multiple websites originated to provide partial information, one 
Plone-based website was used for activity registration, a second Joomla-based 
website was for publishing the program and collecting the participant’s 
registration fees, and a third blog-based website provided day to day updates. 
Beyond these three there were even more websites run by different European 
activists (see below quote). Finding relevant information in the presence of these 
multiple website was quite a challenge. An activist from Norway, who 
participated in the ESF, described this in the following words. 

I found five different websites for the ESF 2010, which is a lot, and one is, of course, the fse-
esf.org which has been the main working site for the ESF for several years. I do not like that 
website it is not easy to find what you are looking for. And then there is esf2010.org, which is the 
registration website. There also is the esfistnabul.org which I believe is the main website for the 
ESF 2010, but I am not sure. There is another website of the Turkish Social Forum, but there is 
not much in English. It is a bit confusing, but yeah it is there and the last one is a blog, the esf2010 
blogspot, which the Belgium trade unions use; it has been putting out information for the 
preparatory assemblies for a long time now, because they do not find the information. So they 
made this stuff, which has been useful for me at least. 

Summing up the empirical findings presented so far, the ESF organizing 
process can be characterized by personal and organizational discontinuities, by 
informal processes and a “hidden leadership”, by lacking documentation of 
transparency of the decision making, by a missing “shared history” and common 
story framing, and by scattered information sources. 

Given the dislocated nature of the network’s activists, IT could have played an 
important role in overcoming some of these features. However, the opportunities 
of an appropriate IT structure were not met for some of the same reasons from 
which the overall organization process suffered. 

In the following, we will analyze the participant interactions in more depth to 
better understand organizing and coordinating activities. 
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6 Coordinating activities, efforts and obstacles 

In order to gain a better overview over the coordination practices, we looked at 
different organizing activities during the organizing process of the ESF 2008 and 
2010. 

6.1 Communication among the organizing members 

The organization of such a huge event requires extensive financial and human 
resources. Most organizing committees are short of both human and financial 
resources. Although the ESF events are politically very important and people want 
to be involved by attending meetings and by participating in the coordination 
activities, normally only a very small number of dedicated people volunteer for 
the actual execution of the tasks. In case of the ESF 2008, the physical meetings 
were the main source for the coordination among volunteers. These meetings were 
sometimes collocated with the NOC meetings scheduled every second month. 
Furthermore, sometimes emails and telephone calls were used to coordinate 
meetings. Similarly, in the case of the ESF 2010, fortnightly physical meetings 
were the main communication source among activists who prepared the forum. It 
was also sporadically supported by phone calls and mailing lists. 

6.2 Themes of the fora 

The first important task for the organization of the social forum is to decide on the 
main themes/categories around which the final program will be formed later. In 
order to ensure that it is an open process, proposals for themes of the ESF 2008 
were gathered on the website from September to November 2007. Activists 
proposed 70 different themes. These themes were clustered by the NOC as they 
were quite narrow in their scope. So a proposal was presented by the NOC 
comprising 7 different themes during the EPA meeting in November 2007 in 
Istanbul, Turkey. The members of the EPA did not agree on these themes. As a 
result, the task was handed over to a European working group. This working 
group met in January 2008 in Paris and also in February 2008 before the EPA 
meeting in Berlin. After the discussions, nine themes were finally approved. Later 
in April 2008, an extra residual category was added to accommodate all those 
activities which could not be combined with other themes. In the case of the ESF 
2010, instead of getting web based proposals from activists, the organizing 
committee of Turkey presented a proposal of ten themes during the Vienna EPA 
meeting in July 2009. The themes were based on their discussions with Turkish 
organizations in their local meetings. The participants of the EPA meeting raised 
different objections with regard to the proposed themes. As an example, there was 
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one theme named “war and peace—against war, militarism, occupation and 
Zionism”, to which German activists strongly reacted as they demanded the word 
“Zionism” to be deleted, for otherwise they would withdraw from the ESF. As a 
result, it was decided that these recommendations would be considered in the 
meeting of the European program working group before the next EPA. After this 
meeting, the modified list of themes was to be presented again to the EPA. The 
program working group met on 24 September in Istanbul and they reported their 
work to the EPA in Diyarbakir on September 25–26. These themes were never 
reported on any website or mailing list until the agenda of the next EPA meeting 
was circulated on the mailing list and on the website in February 2010. 

6.3 Proposal submission 

Since the program of the European Social Forum is based on self organized 
activities, different organizations proposed various activities at the start of the 
organizing process. In the case of the ESF 2008, the number of proposed activities 
nearly reached 800, and all activities were proposed via the event website. Some 
activities were proposed to the NOC without using the website (by email, fax 
etc.). However, these activists were informed via email that they needed to use the 
event website to submit their proposals. Every suggested activity was identified by 
means of a code (letter plus number). Using this code, activity details (e.g. 
abstract, contact information) could be updated later on. The submission deadline 
was June 5th, 2008. 

In the case of the ESF 2010, the deadline for proposing the activities was 
March 15th, 2010, but the website did not start to work until early March, so the 
deadline was extended to April 10th. The number of proposed activities was 303 
by then. Most of these activities were entered through the website where lists of 
these activities were also visible. Unlike the Malmo ESF, nearly 70 activities were 
proposed on paper-based forms by Turkish organizations. The website was 
realized in the English language. Since quite a few Turkish activists were not 
familiar enough with English, they proposed their activities through paper-based 
forms. These proposals could not be seen via the website. One Italian activist 
described a minor problem with the activity registration form: 

There was a problem, for example, with the nationality field of the organization, it was impossible 
to put more than one nation. So we had lots of problems, for example, the education network is not 
a national network but we were obliged to write one nationality when it is not the national, e.g. 
you can read it like “education network France” and all the people think that this network is a 
French network which is not true, and we had similar problems for the labor and globalization 
network, and all the European networks. It was impossible to write e.g. Europe, Italy French, and 
Germany and so on. 
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6.4 Merging process 

In 2008, it was decided by the NOC that the final program would comprise 200 
activities. Some activities had a relevant project page on the collaborative 
“OpenESF” website; anybody could join those projects and discuss potential 
merging ideas. Some people contacted other organizations by emails, after seeing 
the list of proposed activities on the website. After the voluntary merging 
deadline, a European working group tried to further reduce the number of 
activities. As there were ten themes for the ESF 2008, all activities were 
categorized on the basis of these themes. A facilitator and a group of volunteers 
were assigned to each theme. They were provided with an excel sheet that 
contained the activity data. The excel sheets were exported from the website and 
enabled the volunteers to work offline as well. These people looked through each 
activity for each theme and made suggestions for merging. Then via email they 
coordinated the entries hand in hand with the people who had proposed those 
activities, and encouraged them to merge. The merging suggestions were based on 
the relevance of activities and political relationships among the proposing 
organizations. If the contacted organizations did not like the merging suggestions, 
they were encouraged to find their own merging partners. The volunteers noted 
down these suggestions in excel sheets and asked the people, who had proposed 
activities, to merge accordingly on the website, using their activity codes. Some 
organizations were not able to merge via website, so they received help from the 
coordinating volunteers. This process introduced lots of problems in the end when 
the program was about to be finalized. There were huge discrepancies among the 
web-based merging results and the planned merging proposals documented in 
excel sheets. This media disruption between excel-usage and online activities 
introduced an extra amount of workload to the program working group, which had 
to locate each activity to find out the discrepancies. There were different reasons 
for these problems. In some cases, the activity was found suitable for another 
theme and was forwarded to another facilitator, but the other facilitator could not 
pick it up. Some organizations merged with someone else’s activities without 
informing the organizers. Sometimes one organization proposed more than one 
seminar and thus had multiple codes. As a result, while finalizing the merging of 
an activity through the website, organization might use the wrong activity code 
and merge to an activity, which they did not intend. Some people even changed 
their minds and cancelled proposed activities. As a result, lots of activities still 
remained which should have been merged according to the proposals in the excel 
files. Another important factor of this problem was that people changed the titles 
of their activities, so it was difficult to track them. Finally, when the program was 
published, it had 272 activities. The coordination in this whole process was 
carried out by using emails, mailing list discussions, telephone conferences and 
OpenESF. One German activist commented on this with the following words: 
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I know a lot of people from personal meetings but the merging process was also supported by 
“OpenESF” space as well as the Internet. It is not possible to have this merging process without 
such media as the Internet, emails, the telephone, because we are not able to travel around the 
world every day, so that we could be in contact all the time, and not only on international 
meetings. 

There was, however, a problem which occurred during the merging process 
and which hampered the smooth information sharing among all collaborators of 
an activity: 

When an activity was merged only the email address of the one who had proposed the activity was 
visible and this made it really difficult to get in touch with all the people, and I think it created a 
lot of confusion because we needed to reach people with important information about updating the 
languages and venues and all these things and then the information did not spread to the other 
partners quite often. 

In the case of the ESF 2010, the merging process was a bit simpler since there 
were not so many proposed activities. One Italian activist described the reason for 
the smaller number of activities in the following words: 

…I think one part of the reason is that the ESF is in a little crisis and the other is that we 
[activists/organizations] network better than before. 

Due to the lack of technological knowledge, Turkish organizers were not able 
to export the list of activities from the web-based database. As a result, they 
prepared a Microsoft excel file by re-entering the data about activities that had 
been proposed through the website, and also by paper-based forms. The Turkish 
organizer, who carried out this task, commented in the following words: 

I started to copy and paste things from the website and some of them came through paper-based 
forms, from a Turkish organization, it took a few nights actually. 

In May 2010, there was a meeting of the European program working group in 
Istanbul and people attending that meeting were handed over a printed copy of 
activities, which was not updated, though. The excel sheet was projected with the 
help of a beamer. The Turkish representative initiated the discussion by starting 
with activity 1, and people present in the meeting were to say if they wanted to 
merge their activities or wanted to be alone. The Turkish representative also 
documented this by adding another field in the excel sheet with the title “seminar 
no” as shown in Figure 4. The serial number of the activity, which was to be 
merged with other activities, was put in this field. 

One problem was that sometimes people wanted to merge later, which 
disturbed the whole numbering sequence of seminar field, and it was difficult to 
track seminars by numbers as the numbers for each seminar kept on changing. As 
the merging feature of the website did not work, the organizing committee of 
Turkey sent this excel sheet to the European mailing list and gave them a week’s 
time to report back other merging proposals for organizations that did not attend 
that meeting. Also, after the merging, the organizations were advised to send new 
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titles to the organizing committee along with their preferred translation language, 
during the seminar at the forum. 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Schema of the excel file used for merging 

Although the translation wishes had already been entered on the website together 
with the activity proposals, the Turkish organizers could not look into the 
database, as it was an object-oriented database, and they preferred to be given this 
information again from the organizers. Some people communicated this to the 
Turkish Organizing Committee via email, others responded on the European 
mailing list. On the basis of these feedbacks, a draft program was sent to the 
European mailing list. The activists responded with corrections as in some cases 
organizations were not updated, some activities were missing etc. After these 
corrections, the final program was sent again, in the excel sheet whose schema is 
shown in Figure 5, to the mailing list. 

Describing the different technology used during the merging process, a 
Norwegian activist commented with the following words: 

Well I think that the merging process in 2008 was more open, because now the merging process 
has gone through the list, and because I believe some have sent their merging wishes to the whole 
list, some like me, I did not send it to the whole list, because I am not interested in what kind of 
merging problems some other organizations had, I am just interested in my seminars, so I just 
answered to the Turkish Organizing Committee. I think there were lots of emails on the list 
concerning the merging process which I just deleted, because I just did not need them in my 
seminar; I do not want to read this. I think that through a website like the 2008, we used the 
OpenESF, but that was better because then you could go in and find your seminar. 

6.5 Payment of seminar/workshop fees 

Every organization proposing an activity had to pay a registration fee to 
theorganizing committee for the logistic support. Since activists from all over 
Europe participated in the ESF, a web based payment mechanism was established. 

For the ESF 2008, the web-based payment system was enabled. One member 
of the NOC described her experience of enabling the web-based payment system: 

It was quite difficult to get the payment functioning and we ended up by not doing it with a 
Swedish bank, because they were so expensive, not so Analyzing Political Activists’ Organization 
Practices much to the setting up, but per transaction it was quite expensive for the people who 
paid online, and we did not want it to be more expensive to pay online than through a bank 
transfer, because we prefer the online payments as it is easier and faster and then we ended up 
doing it by bank, Attica (Greece), and that took a lot longer than we had thought. It was also 
started quite late and they had told us in the beginning that you could also pay in Swedish crowns, 
but then, when it was there, they said no that is not possible, so the only possible payment was 
through Euro online, which was a problem because of the exchange rate. In order to not confuse 
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the people, we just used like 50 Euros for 500 crowns, even though in reality it is a bit less, so we 
would lose a lot of money if everybody paid in Euro in Scandinavia. We had to ask all the 
Scandinavian organizations just to pay through bank transfers instead of online transfer. 

Figure 5. Schema of the excel file used for the final program 

The web-based payment also enabled an easy and good accounting mechanism, 
but most of the activists thought that the website was only used to disseminate 
information. A member of the NOC cited this example to illustrate this: 

The finance person had a separate register for paid organizations even though you could easily 
use the website. Probably because he did not know that you could do that from the beginning and 
then when he had already started the database, it was kind of no use to stop it because he liked it 
better. 

In the case of the ESF 2010, the web-based payment system was not prepared, 
instead a link was given on the webpage where people could connect to the 
PayPal service and transfer the fee there. The activists had problems with paying 
via this service, so later the Turkish Organizing Committee provided bank data for 
bank transfers. After the transfer of the payment, everyone had to send the receipt 
to an email address of the TOC, which enabled the organizers to follow which 
organizations had paid the fee. 

6.6 Activity preparation 

The organizations proposing the seminars are normally responsible for the 
structure and content of their activity. We have interviewed some seminar 
organizers to know their preparation details and their use of ICT. During the ESF 
2008, the collaborative website “OpenESF” was used by some organizers to 
prepare their seminars. A workshop on the topic of “research on social 
movements” was the result after having merged two other activities, namely the 
“Librarians for informational commons and another Europe” and the “Who writes 
our history?” The participants did not know each other, so they created a project 
on the “OpenESF” collaborative website and discussed the details and structure 
on the wiki pages. One activist involved in this workshop described her 
experience in the following words: 

That was easier because everybody was speaking English so that we did not really need 
translations. In the preparation process it was more a matter that nobody had time to prepare a 
speech, so no one really wanted to be the main speaker, so we were kind of discussing who had to 
do it because you also did not know each other in person before. But it was not really a prob- 
lem…………. In this case it was only organized through the “OpenESF” platform and it helped 
very much. 
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She commented her experience in another couple of activities, which were 
proposed around water dams, and where they were not able to use this 
collaborative tool as follows: 

…Many people even do not speak English so you have to call someone maybe in Rome, because 
there are many exiled Turkish people, like in Rome, in France and in Germany so they have to call 
the people in Turkey and the Kurdish region so you can not send an email to everyone and then 
just hope that people understand. 

Similar concerns were raised by another French activist who held a workshop 
on “Initiating a process to connect research and citizenship” during the ESF 2008: 

We tried using it (OpenESF) but because of the few people, who were quite old and not used to use 
such tools, we realized that it is a lot easier to use the mailing list. 

Another German activist described privacy concerns of discussing sensitive 
information on the collaborative site as follows: 

During the war in Georgia it was not possible to provide a lot of information on this space and 
…..Especially, the Swedish group used this to introduce themselves. Especially in this network we 
have many connections around the world because it is an old network and so we can do 
networking with the space (OpenESF) and without it 

Most commonly the number of activity organizers is limited (normally 2–6), 
some of them know each other beforehand; others find themselves after merging. 
Instead of exchanging emails, telephone contacts were more suitable to plan the 
details of activities. The main media for preparation the ESF 2008 were emails 
and telephone communication and in some cases the partial use of the 
collaborative “OpenESF” website. As for the ESF 2010, this collaborative website 
was not present, so emails and phone calls were the main source for preparing the 
activities. Describing her communication practice, one Norwegian activist said the 
following: 

We have been merging two different activities into one and we are four organizations 
collaborating on this seminar and we make some calls and also email between us, so it is quite 
small and easy to maintain. 

6.7 Mobilization activities 

One of the main objectives of the ESF is to attract new activists in the movement. 
This makes mobilization activities quite critical. During the ESF 2008, there were 
two working groups responsible for carrying out the mobilization. The 
mobilization working group was responsible for the mobilization within Sweden, 
the contact group for Europe and the world was responsible for the mobilization 
all over Europe, excluding Sweden. The target was to mobilize 20,000 people to 
the ESF 2008. Members of these mobilization groups travelled across Europe and 
Sweden to held meetings and seminars, so that more organizations became 
motivated to attend the ESF 2008. A Facebook group was also launched, which 
had nearly 2,500 members. 
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In the case of the ESF 2010, the organizing committee was not supported by 
many people. Just 1 month before the forum there was only one individual, who 
was mainly working for the ESF. The target of the committee was to attract 5,000 
people from Europe and nearly 20,000 people from Turkey. In order to mobilize 
the locals, organizations involved in the Turkish Organizing Committee carried 
out some activities. In order to improve this situation, some activists formed an all 
European mobilization committee to initiate the mobilization of especially Eastern 
European countries. But the Turkish Organizing Committee could not decide in 
advance on how much money they would refund in lieu of travel costs of the 
Eastern European countries, so the participation of Eastern European countries 
was very doubtful. At the last moment, they received some funding from different 
organizations and the travel expenses of some Eastern Europeans were reimbursed 
from that money. A Facebook group was also present, which emerged by merging 
a group of Turkish activists and the group of someone else. Currently, it has 
around 3,000 people. This group was also short on information, so some activists 
copied information from the mailing list and pasted it there. In total, around 3,000 
people attended the ESF 2010, less than during the ESF 2008, where there had 
been around 8,000 paying participants. 

6.8 Interpretation facilities 

An important aspect of the social forum is the provision of multiple languages for 
communication during the forum. Conventional conference interpretation systems 
are quite expensive, so during the preparation phase of the ESF in Athens, a radio-
based interpretation system was developed, known as “ALIS”. A group of 
professional volunteers, “babels”, carried out interpretation services for the fora. 
During the ESF 2008, the interpretation equipment did not work as there were not 
many people with technological knowledge to set up the system and the 
interpreters had to form the groups during seminars and do the translations. The 
volunteer interpreters were promised a refund for their travel expenses, but after 
the ESF 2008, the NOC was bankrupt. It was only in February 2010 that different 
European organizations paid the outstanding dues to the “babels”. 

The Turkish Organizing Committee initially proposed to use a conference 
interpretation system, but was advised to use the “ALIS” system during the EPA 
meeting to save money. Two Greek people from the “ALIS” system made tests at 
the venue in 2009 and the system worked well, so the Turkish organizers wanted 
to use this system. The “ALIS” people asked the Turkish organizers to buy radio 
equipment early enough, but the Turkish Organizing Committee did not have 
money at that time and wanted to buy the equipment later, so the “ALIS” team 
refused to offer their services, foreseeing a repetition of the problems during the 
ESF 2008 where the equipment was not properly installed. Similarly, the “babels” 
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also refused to participate in the forum, stressing the problems with the equipment 
and their experience during the ESF 2008. As a result, the Turkish Organizing 
Committee itself had to find volunteer interpreters and translating equipment. A 
Turkish company offered to develop a radio system, but that was not realized until 
the forum. As a result, there were interpreter boxes in every seminar room, but no 
equipment, as can be seen in Figure 6. TOC personally requested volunteers from 
the “bables” contact database to help the ESF and also requested other 
organizations to bring interpreters along with them. As a result, there were few 
interpreters and before the start of each seminar a fair amount of time was wasted 
on resolving language issues and matching relevant groups in the room. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Snapshot of a seminar during the ESF 2010 (Interpreter is left most in speakers; 
interpretation box behind her is empty). 

6.9 Publication of the program 

Keeping in mind the large number of activities at the forum, it is very important to 
master the program of the ESF. During the ESF 2008, a complete program was 
available on the website and people were able to customize it, based on a specific 
location or specific theme. Furthermore, participants received a paper-based copy 
where they could find detailed information about the venues as well. In the case of 
the ESF 2010, the program was only available via excel file on the website and the 
link to the program was floated on the European mailing list. The paper-based 
program, available on the venue, did not hold any information about opening and 
closing ceremonies of the forum. Moreover, the room locations were coded and 
the information explaining the codes was missing on the program booklet. This 
information was sent to the mailing list, so either you had to find it in your email 
or you had to ask some other person who knew the coding convention. 

 

6.10 Documenting activity and setting of political agendas 

A lot of brainstorming and political information exchange takes place during the 
ESF fora, which is also important for activists, who could not make it to the 
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forum. During the ESF 2008, there was not any documentation of the proceedings 
of the seminars, so people who had not been to the forum could not benefit from 
these discussions. However, a minor documentation activity was carried out by 
recording the outcomes of the seminars. Such outcomes could have been for 
example, any initiative or initiated network or any statement agreed upon by the 
participating organizations. The organizers of activities published their outcomes 
on the ESF 2008 website, using the activity code. It was also possible to submit 
these paper-based forms, which were then inserted on the website by volunteers. 
Overall, there were 43 different initiatives published on the website. Furthermore, 
there was a final assembly which agreed upon a joint statement. 

In the case of the ESF 2010, there was not any documentation for the results of 
the seminars, either. However, on the second last day thematic assemblies were 
held where a manifesto was approved by each assembly. Typically, a group of 
people would have prepared this text. This was read out in the subassembly 
without distributing any copies to the other participants. That is why people raised 
their concerns during the subassemblies and tried to agree upon a common 
proposal for that assembly. Each subassembly’s text was read in the closing 
assembly. Moreover, a text for the closing assembly was finalized. People were to 
comment on this text before its finalization. One Norwegian activist described this 
process in the following words: 

I had been to some ESFs before Istanbul so I knew that on the final assembly and at the thematic 
assemblies we usually have some kind of document that we agree upon and I also knew before that 
someone is writing a proposal. I knew that there is someone who is going to write the proposal, 
but not everyone knows this and this is not democratic at all, because I mean there were some 
posters hanging around that there is going to be a thematic assembly and it was also in the 
program and there were some posters about a meeting before the thematic assemblies to plan how 
it was going to be. But you were not informed that this is the meeting for planning the thematic 
assemblies on Saturday, and that in this meeting we were going to discuss a draft proposal to 
agree upon, this information was never spread. So at these meetings you planned the thematic 
assemblies and wrote the proposal. These meetings were also late in the evenings after you had 
been to three seminars, during the whole day and you were very tired, and maybe you were on the 
way to go out to have dinner with your friends. Where these draft writing meetings were, I did not 
know, maybe they were only meant for people of the inner circle, who normally decided things and 
this is very bad, I believe, because if you are new to the process and new to a forum you do not 
understand these structures and you just come to the final assembly or the thematic assemblies and 
then you are confronted with the text and you do not know who wrote it and what were the 
political discussions in advance. 

The unclear writing procedures and the lack of transparency during the whole 
documentation process led to a considerable discontent of those participants who 
did not belong to the inner circle. 
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7 Discussion 

In our long-term field study of the European Social Forum we focus on the 
understanding of coordinating activities within the ESF organization process and 
on the usage of ICTs to support these activities. 

Our observations and interviews brought some insights into the highly complex 
conditions of organizing ESF events. Given the international and intercultural 
setting and the high diversity of involved (groups of) actors, the whole process 
would not work without the support of ICTs (such as mailing lists, websites, 
newsletters). We analyzed the development, appropriation and use of these ICT 
tools in the organization practice, the problems, challenges and limitations of the 
usage of different tools and found some hints for improvements and design 
recommendations. Furthermore, our analysis of ICT usage shed light on the high 
complexity of the involved organization and coordination tasks of the ESF 
committees. 

According to our research questions and the empirical data, we first discussed 
our findings with regard to the structural conditions of ESF organizing and the 
characteristics of the involved tasks. Second, we focused on the practice of ICT 
usage during the process and came up with some design recommendations and 
possible improvements. 

7.1 ESF organization as a meta-coordinative activity 

Although Stoll et al. (2010) already looked at coordination aspects between 
nonprofit organizations; they did not focus on holding political gatherings. While 
collaborating initiatives, to support victims of human trafficking can be hampered 
by different political agendas and priorities of individual organization (Stoll et al. 
2010), our findings indicate that scheduling large scale gatherings which discuss 
on political directions, plans and initiatives are even more vulnerable to such 
issues. Holding ESF events is a complex political endeavor in which the success 
of organizing and coordinating activities seems to be highly dependent on 
particular social, cultural and technical settings. Other than in well-defined 
communities, ESF organizing processes have to deal with a large number of 
different participants and organizations, following their own interests, agendas, 
profiles, and strategies. The involved actors are highly disparate in their structures 
and cultures; they differ in local and historical background, in experiences and 
competencies, in personnel, infrastructure, and resources. Being a gathering of 
very different NGOs and civil society actors, ESF events cannot be characterized 
as community meetings focusing on a shared goal or practice, but as a network of 
events for very diverse individuals, groups, organizations, and networks. The 
continuous scheduling of the ESF with a new set of organizing actors also affects 
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the sustainability and learning with regard to organizing tasks. The new set of 
actors each time responsible for organizing the ESF may not have been previously 
active, so they may lack knowledge about past activities. 

CSCW researchers have looked at different aspects in nonprofit settings such 
as the inter-organization collaboration in field settings (Stoll et al. 2010), 
information management (Iverson and Burkart 2007; Voida et al. 2011) and 
technology management (McPhail et al. 1998; Farooq et al. 2005; Merkel et al. 
2007; Goecks et al. 2008), but there is no comprehensive study describing 
coordination practices when all of these different tasks merge in conducting a 
large scale gathering. Organizing the ESF does not mean to deal with one 
collaborative practice but has to do with coordinating a diversity of social and 
cultural practices facing the challenges of: 

• personal and organizational discontinuities, 

• informal processes and a “hidden leadership” 

• “nomadic knowledge” transfer (Saeed et al. 2010) 

• lacking financial and human resources 

• lacking technological infrastructure 

• scattered information sources 

• a high diversity of ICT applications and communication channels, 

• missing documentation and lacking transparency of (decision-making) 
processes. 

Due to the lack of resources, organizational complexity and political nature of 
work, the whole process is full of tension which leads to long discussions and 
debates. Furthermore, over the different ESF instances and across the respective 
responsible (regional) committees, the ESF as a whole lacks a binding “shared 
history” or common story to frame its collective identity. The shortage of financial 
resources hinders ESF activists to invest in dedicated IT support. Kavada 2005 
came to a similar finding. She further highlighted that IT usage is influenced by 
cultural factors and organizational goals. 

Compared to traditional work settings the cooperation within the ESF is mainly 
limited to holding periodical events, creating political manifestos, exchanging 
information, learning, and coordinating distributed political activities. However, 
the ESF’s inherent diversity and its lack of resources lead to coordination 
practices of a rather unique type. As Schmidt (2011, p. 298) points out: “what we, 
in the context of CSCW, focus on are computing technologies at the ‘level’ of 
cooperative work practices”. These cooperative practices are determined by the 
division of labor (and therefore by coordination mechanisms) and by control 
functions (Schmidt 2011, pp. 299 ff.). With regard to Schmidt’s understanding of 
“coordinated cooperative work” (Schmidt and Simone 1996; Schmidt 2011), such 
somehow sophisticated pattern of co-operations could probably be found on the 
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level of certain (local or regional) political activities of social activists. In this 
paper, we focus on the meta-level of organizing ESF events as gatherings of 
political activists and organizations to promote political discourses, to facilitate 
discussions and agenda settings. Having said that, we are dealing with two 
different levels of coordination: Schmidt’s level of “coordinated cooperative work 
practices” and the mentioned meta-level of organizing opportunity structures for 
such cooperative practices. In the next paragraph, we elaborate on the ESF 
organization to be understood as a “meta-coordinative” activity. 

ESF offers a structure to facilitate the establishment of cooperation, the 
discussions on strategies, and the planning of activities and concrete political 
projects. These activities would be realized as “collective actions” (cf. Tarrow 
1994) in the sense of different kind of protest activities (such as street protest 
rallies, political events, flash mobs, campaigns, petitions, sit-ins, blockades). 
Usually, these collective actions are supported by efforts for mobilization, 
campaigning, agenda setting, lobbying etc. Crucial preconditions for the success 
of political collective actions are “political opportunity structures (POS)” 
(Kitschelt 1986). These POS are e.g. an identifiable political party that is the 
addressee of protest, that is responsible for a particular grievance or imbalance, an 
opportune public opinion, a public political agenda that is sensitive for the 
respective protest issue, some resources (such as people, knowhow, engagement, 
money, posters, media contacts) (Kitschelt 1986). 

In this sense, ESF meetings can be understood as a facilitating meta-structure. 
ESF is organizing a process of political discourses and a structure (loosely- 
coupled network of actors, social movements, NGOs, Civil Society Organizations, 
activist networks) for discussing and planning activities (preparing collective 
actions). Therefore, organizing ESF events might not be “coordinative 
cooperative work” per se in Schmidt’s (2011) understanding—because it is too 
fragmented, poorly institutionalized, characterized by very informal division of 
labor, fluid and barely regulated, hardly planned or controlled (cf. Schmidt 2011, 
pp. 383 f.)—but instead organizing these ESF events might be described as a 
“meta-coordinative practice”. This meta-coordination is focusing on organizing a 
process and a structure to facilitate (the planning of) collective actions by 
collective actors—but might not be primarily a coordinative effort for direct 
collective action (in sense of cooperative work) itself. Organizing an ESF event 
would mean to facilitate collective action by creating political opportunity 
structures (POS). Moreover, since responsibilities for ESF organization are 
“nomadic” and moving from one organizing committee to the next, it can be 
characterized as a fragmented process. ESF organizing, then, could be seen as a 
fragmented process of meta-coordination focusing on facilitating political 
collective action by creating (political) opportunity structures for collective actors 
and social activists. 
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Furthermore, organizing an ESF event is highly influenced by political 
incidents, or more precisely: a complex interplay between political incidents and 
local responses to them. Some topics are politically very important for some 
regions and not so for others. As an example the problem of migrants was very 
important for activists from Greece and Italy but the Eastern Europeans do not 
have such big problems and on the other hand racism is considered to be a more 
important topic for them. The program of 2008 ESF in Malmo focused on issues 
such as the wars in Georgia, Iraq and Afghanistan while the program of ESF 2010 
in Istanbul was focused around global crisis. So, political incidents can have an 
immediate impact on the selection of topics and activities during the event as well 
as on the conditions for mobilization. While most members of ESF follow long-
term political strategies, their joint actions are shaped in a complex interaction 
between their strategies and given incidents. As Davis and Zald 2005 describe, 
ICTs have changed the grass root organizing. However, it was observed that 
despite the considerable role of IT, traditional mobilization mechanisms such as 
physical meetings and personal and organizational networking were also quite 
important. 

In our discussion we would like to reflect on some recommendations that could 
help to cope with the identified organization and coordination challenges in this 
particular setting. We have already discussed problems of knowledge sharing and 
learning between two (or more) events (Saeed et al. 2010). In the following we 
would like to focus on requirements for technical support with regard to some 
central tasks of ESF organization (coordination activities, proposal merging, 
process documentation, visualization of decision-making). Providing ICT tools of 
this type would be in our opinion a crucial success factor for a transparent and 
democratic ESF coordination process. 

7.2 ICT usage in the ESF organization process: problems and 
design recommendations 

With regard to ICTs appropriation in the ESF process, our findings indicate that 
an improvement of the technological system(s) alone will not lead to more 
efficient and stable practices. Instead it is the availability of appropriately 
designed tools coupled with human actors capable of applying and tailoring these 
tools which may enable better coordination and higher transparency in the 
process. Lacking technical competency and financial resources made the Malmo 
ICT infrastructures unavailable in Istanbul. This fact led to a different set of 
practices in organizing ESF 2010. The merging process, which was carried out by 
using the web-based system in Malmo, was handled in Istanbul by emails and 
Microsoft Excel sheets. The practice resulting from the poor computer support 
introduced problems such as the loss of information. While the ICT resources 
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were not optimally employed, still the activists managed to organize the forum. 
However, problems of meta-coordination, already existing in Malmo, got more 
severe. Participants complained about problems of limited information availability 
and lacking transparency. At this point the paper is in line with earlier findings 
which looked at the way practices changed when their technical infrastructure 
vanishes (Pipek and Wulf 1999 and 2009). However, earlier finding still pointed 
to the fact that there is a certain moment of stability in practices even beyond the 
existence of a given technical infrastructure. In this case study, the nomadic nature 
of the ESF organizing process diminishes the stability of these practices. While 
ICT could play a stabilizing role with regard to the organizing practices, its very 
existence is, at the same time, threatened by the nomadic nature of the process 
(Saeed et al. 2010). 

As a result of our study, we will, in the following, identify design requirements 
for technological support of fragmented meta-coordination in networks of 
political activists. The ESF process suffered from lacking tailorability of the tools 
central to the organization process (Lieberman et al. 2006; Wulf et al. 2008). It 
was evident that the organizers of the ESF 2010 tried to deploy the Plone based 
content management system. However, they were not able to even modify the 
event specific texts and data. Therefore, they found it more convenient to set up 
another application which they had some experience with and that they could 
adapt to their needs. If the Plone based application had been better designed for 
tailorability, this would have had a positive impact on the whole organization 
process. 

There is not any systematic way to transfer “nomadic knowledge” from the 
current organizing committee to the next one (Saeed et al. 2010). As a result, 
knowledge transfer is dependent on personal contacts among the members of the 
current and previous committees. While a personal contact of the Turkish 
organizers to the developer helped to transfer the Malmo event website (the one 
used to receive activity proposals), there was not any other active contact with the 
NOC. The activists involved in the preparation process of Malmo were not 
actively participating in the ESF activities after that event. Furthermore, the 
lacking engagement of the “babels” and “ALIS” teams also hindered the transfer 
of knowledge and technologies with regard to the translation equipment. The 
Turkish Organizing Committee had to find their local solutions. 

The setup of the websites at both events highlights the similar set of problems 
which require a sustainable technological solution. It was evident that the 
application in the current state required the efforts of a software developer to even 
carry out minor changes in the web-based forms. Furthermore, the code writing 
style and the absence of technical documentation made code changes extremely 
complex. So the first technology requirement is the establishment of a logistical 
website which is easy to maintain and for each event its setup phase could be 
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carried out by end users instead of software developers (cf. Lieberman et al. 
2006). Since the majority of the logistics tasks required during the social forum 
remain the same (except for basic changes such as themes, organizing committee 
names etc.), these changes could be dealt with by end users. To design for a 
tailorable website in the appropriate dimensions, a case study covering different 
instances of the ESF is required (Stevens et al. 2006). 

Despite the inherited shortcomings of email communication, it is still the main 
ICT application used among ESF activists. This was even the case with ESF 2008, 
when other collaborative applications, such as OpenESF, were available. This 
finding is similar to the observation of Torres-Coronase et al. (2010) who found 
that activists tend to adhere to a known technology despite its problems. So, it is 
well worse to think of features improving the coordinative usage of mailing lists. 
Looking at the local organization committees, we found that physical meetings 
played an even bigger role than email communication which is in agreement with 
the findings of O’Donnell (2001). 

Furthermore, the language issue is quite important for political activists in 
transnational networks. This result is in line with findings from Mclver (2004, 
2004a) who found free, multiple language support and legally equivalent 
translations to be a relevant feature for technical support in multilingual civil 
society organizations. It was observed that during ESF 2010, the inability of the 
Turkish organizations to propose activities through the website was mainly due to 
their limited mastery of English. In order to have a functional website, it is 
important to set it up in a multilingual way, so that activists from many countries 
are able to access the information. Machine enabled translations (Yamashita and 
Ishida 2006) could be a solution to better involve activists from diverse language 
backgrounds. Furthermore a better report generation mechanism should be 
supported by the website, so that activists could customize information content 
based on their choice and interests. 

The lack of information on the ESF websites was a major problem for activists 
as they did not know the current state of ESF affairs. Although some information 
was floated on the mailing list, activists who were not members of this mailing list 
could not benefit from this information. This was evident when during the ESF 
2010 some volunteers created a blog to publish the information floating on the 
mailing list. An automated updating mechanism between mailing list and blog had 
helped. Displaying certain mails from the mailing list instantly on the blog would 
help to better disseminate information to activists. An appropriate filtering 
mechanism may be needed, however, since the mailing list is somehow restricted 
to ESF activists. 

Since not everybody interested in the ESF movement can join the gathering 
and meetings, a documentation mechanism has to be revived to increase the 
visibility of the activities. Repository based approaches could be employed to 
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store information about ESF discussions (cf. Huysman and Wulf 2006). In earlier 
ESFs different approaches were tried. In one forum volunteers attended seminars 
and made notes and those notes were compiled at the end. In another forum, 
workshop organizers provided information about their seminar beforehand. 
Afterwards they created a summary of what went on during the forum. This type 
of information could be updated for those activists who cannot be physically 
present at the forum. Beyond that a wiki could be added to the website containing 
the program in which people who attended the seminar, presenters, collaborators 
and discussants, could documents aspects of the discussion (cf. Farooq 2005). 
Web 2.0 applications, such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, could be 
appropriated by setting up an organizational profile and by continuously spreading 
information through them. This does not involve additional costs and is not 
technically difficult to do, but it could be important in mobilization. For both, ESF 
2008 and 2010, some activists created event pages on web 2.0 applications, but 
not much information was provided. So this channel for information 
dissemination  could be strengthened. It is attractive to the ESF movement since it 
is easily usable and does not require maintaining an own ICT infrastructure. 

The agenda setting is one of the main activities in preparing for the forum. 
Activists in this heterogeneous network, involved in different application areas, 
different regional and political issues, with different political ideologies are 
involved in this process. It is vital to have transparency in the procedure to create 
trust among the stakeholders. This was an important point, especially in 
preparation for ESF 2008, when the proposed number of activities was larger. 
Some activists were worried that big organizations and people participating 
regularly in the program group meetings had a better chance to keep their 
activities unaffected by potential mergers. This concern could be better dealt with 
in case the merging process was more visible so that everyone could see what is 
happening in the different thematic areas. The lack of information to the people 
who were not present in the preparatory meetings makes the process look 
suspicious. If there was a kind of visualization which highlights the relationship 
between the proposed activities and the finally merged activities, activists could 
better understand how the whole process happened. 

While ESF attracts actors from the anti-globalization movement, our findings 
indicate a certain lack in wider participation. The selection of the main themes of 
ESF 2008 was open to participation since everyone could make suggestions via 
the web. In case of ESF 2010 only people present at the physical meetings in 
Turkey were able to have their say in the initial proposals. Furthermore, the draft 
writing procedure for the manifestos was quite closed, since initially only selected 
activists knew who could contribute in writing the sample text. Web-based tools 
have the potential to make these processes more transparent and include more 
actors. A representation of the writing process in the program and a wiki 
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functionality on the website could have enabled to wider participation. However, 
the appropriation of such tools could have an important, though maybe undesired 
by some, impact on the out coming manifestos. Anyway, such a process 
transparency and opportunity for participation would have prevented heated 
discussion in the thematic subassemblies and the final plenum. ICT infrastructures 
play an important role in preparing for the ESF gatherings. They allow for meta- 
coordination, mobilization and information dissemination around ESF events. 
They have, moreover, the potential to make internal decision processes more 
transparent and democratically legitimized. Whether these potentials will turn out 
finally depends on the pattern of appropriation within the heterogeneous network 
of political actors. Our investigation indicates lacking technical capabilities 
combined with bad documentation of the code and missing tailorability to be 
serious obstacles in appropriation work (cf. Pipek and Wulf 2009). 

8 Conclusion 

Social movements and other voluntary organizations play an important societal 
role. This application domain has recently gained special attention from CSCW 
researchers, studying their cooperation is interesting due to limited resources, 
diverse organizational forms and volunteer workforce. Information management, 
technology sustainability, and inter/intra organizational collaboration are major 
challenges in these settings (cf. McPhail et al. 1998; Pilemalm 2002; Rohde 2004; 
Farooq et al. 2006; Stoll et al. 2010). We took these studies a step further and 
looked at how coordination happens when multiple collaborative tasks like 
political agenda setting, inter-organizational coordination, fundraising and public 
mobilization, converges into multi-cultural and heterogeneous political 
environments. This paper contributes to this aspect by providing a detailed 
analysis of collaborative work practices of the European Social Forum, which is 
an important platform for social movements and civil society in Europe. Our 
study highlights some problems and obstacles in the ICT support during the ESF 
2008 and ESF 2010 held in Malmo and Istanbul. The paper provides a better 
understanding of activists’ practices and appropriate design requirements for 
technological support. Other fora working at different geographical levels could 
benefit from these findings when working on their ICT strategy. Furthermore, our 
ethnographic study highlights some design scenarios which could improve and 
facilitate the work practices of this civil society network. Currently, for every 
forum a new website is launched and the people responsible for the establishment 
of this website in the organizing committees are unsure with regard to the 
requirements for the website. The empirical study also highlights problems in 
transferring ICT artifacts from one event to the other and shows how a weak ICT 
infrastructure seriously affects political activities. Our findings could serve as a 
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baseline to develop prototypes which are easy to install, maintain and tailor to the 
requirements of this community. Following our design case studies approach 
(Wulf et al. 2011), the presented ethnographic analysis of the ESF community 
marks a starting point for developing an appropriate support for this particular 
transnational CSO network. After an evaluation of the ESF prototypes, these 
prototypes could be further enhanced to develop generalized tools for similar 
organizational setups. 
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1 Introduction 

The use of mobile communication technologies in crisis situations and armed 
conflicts is now expected. Research in crisis informatics has addressed situations 
ranging from natural disasters to terrorist attacks, investigating the dynamics of 
technology use and theorizing its potential impacts (Mark et al., 2012), (Palen et 
al., 2010), (Starbird and Palen, 2012). 

Several scholars have  also  turned their attention to political activism and the 
role of mobile technologies in armed conflicts (Rohde et al., 2016), (Tufekci, 
2017), (Wulf et al., 2013b). This work teaches us that the use of mobile 
technologies has positive aspects in facilitating quick mobilization, getting help 
and information, and negative aspects in making individuals visible to state or 
enemy surveillance with potentially life- threatening consequences (Pelton, 2012). 
Yet there are few in depth accounts of how people live and have to negotiate their 
survival in on-going armed conflicts, of the opportunities that mobile technologies 
offer and of the implications of digital surveillance in such circumstances. 
Studying technology use in unstable and life-threatening conditions can 
foreground contradictions in design of devices and ser- vices, highlight 
assumptions of use built into technologies and consider the implications of these 
assumptions. For example, we find that under conditions of war notions of privacy 
and surveillance are less abstract for people who use social media with the 
expectation of potential surveillance by their own state and by the enemy. 
In this paper we report on fieldwork conducted in West- ern Russia and Eastern 
Ukraine with people close to or participating directly in the armed conflict in the 
Donbas region. We consider the role mobile phones play in this conflict by 
focusing on their use by the soldiers and volunteers who are directly involved and 
by affected civilians. We describe how the expectations of state surveillance (and 
its confirmation through official communication) as well as the technical aspects 
of enemy targeting through geo-location of active mobile devices are negotiated 
against the need to remain connected to friends and loved ones beyond the 
bunkers and dugouts of warfare. Mobile communications and social media 
enabled soldiers and civilians on both sides of the conflict to leverage civil society 
in new ways in their efforts to compensate for a disorganized and under-resourced 
state of military and volunteer fighter groups. These empirical findings let us 
challenge design assumptions embedded in technologies given our increasingly 
unstable world. 
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2 TECHNOLOGIES OF CRISIS, WAR AND 
POLITICS 

Prior research has examined social media use for political activism (Gruzd and 
Tsyganova, 2015), (Saeed et al., 2011), (Wulf et al., 2013a), but the events of the 
“Arab Spring motivated increasing scholarly attention (Al-Ani et al., 2012), 
(Kavanaugh et al., 2016), (Lotan et al., 2011), (Saeed et al., 2011). The 
development of digital methods for large-scale quantitative social analysis of 
media content as well as the popularity of online ethnographic approaches made 
study of difficult and potentially dangerous locations possible and accessible to 
scholars worldwide (Gruzd and Tsyganova, 2015), (Kavanaugh et al., 2013), 
(Starbird and Palen, 2012). For example, Zhou et al. (Zhou et al., 2010) did a 
quantitative study of Twitter use during the post-election protests in Iran, 
analyzing over three million tweets of publicly accessible users, thus providing 
insights into the “dynamics of information propagation that are special to Twitter” 
((Zhou et al., 2010), p.123). Al- Ani et al. (Al-Ani et al., 2012) investigated the 
Egyptian blogosphere during the “Arab Spring” uprisings in 2011, based on 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of blog postings. They identified counter-
narratives created by Egyptian bloggers to protest against the government’s 
official communication and described the blogosphere as an “alternative public 
space” [1:25]. Mark et al. (Mark et al., 2012), (Mark and Semaan, 2009) focused 
on “war diaries”, published by Iraqi bloggers during the war in Iraq. Based on 
topic modeling and a quantitative analysis of postings, the authors investigated the 
relationship be- tween war postings and other topics, notably postings about 
people’s everyday life and their daily routines. 
The online studies of social media use during crisis and political instability are 
valuable, but tell us less about the role of social media in political activities in 
practice. Several studies have gone beyond the focus on information available 
exclusively online, attempting to engage participants directly. Semaan and Mark 
(Semaan and Mark, 2011a) examined trust building in disrupted environments, 
based on (primarily telephone) interviews with Iraqi civilians during the second 
Gulf war, focusing on public identity. In an- other study Mark and Semaan 
(Semaan and Mark, 2011b) focused on collaboration structures and patterns of 
action during wartime, based on semi-structured telephone interviews with 
civilians from Iraq and Israel. Given the potentially dangerous nature of field 
research in politically unstable environments few studies have conducted research 
in situ. Wulf et al. investigated social media use by political activists ‘on the 
ground’ in Tunisia (Wulf et al., 2013b), in Republica Srpska (Tadic et al., 2016) 
and in Palestine (Wulf et al., 2013a). Tufekci (Tufekci, 2017) researched the use 
of social media among political activists in Turkey noting creative uses of 
technology as well as efforts to subvert known government surveillance efforts. 
Working in the borderlands of the war zone, Rohde et al. (Rohde et al., 2016) 
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interviewed participants in the Syrian civil war. These in-situ studies show that 
although mobile technologies prove a significant advantage in coordination and 
information dissemination, these devices also enable increased surveillance and 
persecution. Our study adds to these efforts to under- stand the role of social 
media and mobile technologies in zones of military conflict. We provide an 
account of mundane uses of mobile technologies and the related social practices 
around them in a war zone and in the peaceful areas bordering it. 

3 EASTERN UKRAINE: BRIEF SUMMARY OF 
CONFLICT 

The current conflict in the Donbas region in Eastern Ukraine is deeply connected 
to Ukraine’s historical con- text and its relationships with Russia and Europe 
(Plokhy, 2017). Poverty, the threat of political persecution, voluntary and forced 
relocations during the Tsarist and Soviet regimes repeatedly reconfigured the 
composition of the population of Ukraine (Brown, 2005), (Plokhy, 2017). The 
Donbas region of Eastern Ukraine, an area rich with coal and iron ore deposits, 
rapidly industrialized in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Peasants and 
miners from other parts of the Russian empire and later the USSR relocated to 
urban centers such as Donetsk and Luhansk (Himka, 2015), (Plokhy, 2017)]. 
Cities in the Donbas region acquired a significant Russian population, while the 
rural areas remained extremely ethnically diverse. At the same time many 
Ukrainians migrated to Russia through forced and voluntary migrations 
throughout the 20th century. The modern Ukrainian state came into being in its 
current configuration in 1954 when the Soviet Union added the Crimea peninsula 
to the Ukrainian SSR. In 1991 Ukraine SSR became a sovereign state, exiting the 
Soviet Union with a territory stitched together from regions with diverse 
populations and turbulent histories. 

The events of EuroMaidan 

Political protests in Ukraine, known as EuroMaidan, precipitated the current  
conflict  in  the  Donbas  region. In November 2013 Ukrainian President V. 
Yanukovych refused to sign the Articles of Association  Agreement with the EU. 
The free trade agreement with the EU de- manded a change in Ukraine’s existing 
trade  relations with Russia. This refusal to sign signaled that government policy 
was moving to seek closer ties with Russia. In response, EuroMaidan protests 
began in Kyiv and several cities across the country. On November 30th the 
Yanukovych government deployed riot police in Kyiv to bru- tally disperse the 
protesters, assaulting many participants (Krasynska and Martin, 2017), (Onuch, 
2014). The next day protests in solidarity with those assaulted exploded across 
Ukraine and continued for the next three months. These soon turned from 
peaceful resistance to violent clashes with government forces, which resulted in 
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the deaths of approximately 130 protesters and 18 police officers across Ukraine 
(Gorchinskaya, 2016), (Krasynska and Martin, 2017). Although the largest 
protests and clashes happened in Kyiv, peaceful protests, violent clashes and 
deaths occurred in other cities in Ukraine, including Donetsk and Luhansk – the 
epicenters of the current conflict. On February 22 the Ukrainian parliament voted 
to remove Yanukovych, ap- pointed an interim president and installed a new 
provisional government. On May 25th 2014, P. Poroshenko was elected as the 
new president of Ukraine. He follows a policy of western rapprochement and is 
supported by the EU and the US in return. 

Donbas and the conflict in Eastern Ukraine 

In Eastern Ukraine support for EuroMaidan was limited. Here voters were strong 
supporters of the Yanukovic government (Marples, 2015), (Plokhy, 2017). 
Donbas has been one of the more economically troubled regions in Ukraine – 
although the steel industry fared well, the coal-mining industry that powered the 
region for nearly a century has been in de- cline for years (Plokhy, 2017). In early 
April protesters in Donetsk and Luhansk stormed government buildings and raised 
Russian flags (Portnov, 2016). On April 7 protesters in Donetsk announced the 
creation of the Donetsk People’s Republic (DPR). The Luhansk People’s 
Republic (LPR) was pro- claimed on April 27 (Himka, 2015), (Portnov, 2016). 
Both DPR and LPR claimed the need for secession due to anti-Russian sentiment 
of the EuroMaidan and of the new provisional government. 

These actions quickly escalated into a prolonged armed conflict, splitting the 
country into pro-Ukrainian and pro- Russian supporters. By May armed 
paramilitary units had taken over most of the region’s urban centers, attacking 
EuroMaidan and interim government supporters (Plokhy, 2017), (Portnov, 2016). 
The Ukrainian army was initially too weak, disorganized and under-resourced to 
mount a significant response. This prompted many local residents as well as 
volunteers from across Ukraine to self-organize into pro-Ukrainian volunteer 
paramilitary units to engage the pro-Russian fighters in violent clashes. When the 
Ukrainian army finally entered into the conflict they began to push the pro-
Russian paramilitary groups back but both sides sustained heavy losses. Although 
Russia officially denied any direct involvement in the conflict (The interpreter, 
2017), evidence of Russian artilery installations, regular army and special forces 
participation has been documented (Friedman, 2014), (BBC News, 2015), 
(Bellingcat, 2015). 

In September 2014 the Ukrainian government and the pro-Russian fighters 
signed a cease-fire deal in  Minsk. The agreement was frequently violated and 
completely collapsed in January 2015. A new  cease-fire, Minsk II, was signed in 
February 2015. Since then more than a dozen cease-fires have been signed with 
the latest starting on December 22, 2017 (RadioFreeEurope, 2015). The cease-
fires have led to what some call the “frozen conflict” (Jackson, 2014) although 
dozens of soldiers and civilians are killed every month. The military response on 
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both sides has formalized and expanded, with better-equipped and organized 
soldiers. On the Ukrainian side, most of the self-organized volunteer battalions 
have now been incorporated into the Ukrainian National Guard. The LPR and 
DPR have also consolidated and centralized their military operations. The war has 
had staggering human costs. According to the official statistics, since April 2014 
the fighting cost over 10,000 lives, with over 2,000 of them civilians, and over 
23,000 wounded (UN Reports, 2017). Over 2.5 million have left their homes in 
the Donbas region, fleeing mostly to Russia or to non- effected parts of Ukraine 
(UNHCR, 2017). 

Despite the fall of the Soviet Union ties between the central and eastern parts 
of Ukraine and Russia remained strong due to cultural similarity acquired over 
centuries of joint political rule and myriad familial connections. The armed 
conflict in Eastern Ukraine has split friends and families along lines of allegiance 
and along the borders that had suddenly become far less porous. In Russia the 
conflict is almost exclusively discussed as one rooted in ethnic differences, while 
in Ukraine it is seen as rooted in differences in political orientation and as an 
attack on the independence and sovereignty of a newly created state. Yet to many 
on both sides of the conflict the war seems senseless and incomprehensible. 
Ukrainian EuroMaidan captured the attention of Western media and scholars, 
generating a significant amount of scholarship and discussion. Research has 
highlighted the importance of mobile technologies and social media organizing 
during the protests (Gruzd and Tsyganova, 2015), (Onuch, 2015), (Ronzhyn, 
2016). Self-organization and decentralization, enabled by mobile technologies and 
social media, facilitated cooperation and successful resistance despite government 
attempts to violently disperse the protesters (Krasynska and Martin, 2017). Much 
of the civic organizing relied on neighborhood initiatives as well as Internet-based 
news and social media (Onuch, 2014), (Onuch, 2015). Little research, however, 
has continued to study the resulting armed conflict in the Donbas region. In the 
following, we investigate mobile technology use and management by soldiers and 
civilians involved in the conflict or affected by it. 

4 RESEARCH METHODS 

Our method relies on an explorative analysis of narrative interviews and 
observational data. Narrative  interviews are intended to elicit detailed ‘stories’ 
and are best under- stood as reflexive productions by interviewers and 
interviewees together. They tend not to take the question/ answer form associated 
with traditional social  science (see e.g. (Gubrium and Holstein, 2002), (Holstein 
and Gubrium, 2000)). Our approach to data collection is based on traveling to the 
conflict zones or as close as security considerations permit. Once in place, we 
spend time at potentially interesting locations, such as the Maidan square in Kiev, 
talk to people that we often meet accidentally, and recruit interviewees (see 
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(Rohde et al., 2016), (Wash, 2010)). In the two main field sides, we also drew on 
initial contacts gained through the authors’ networks of acquaintances. 

The data collection took place in Russia and in Ukraine in towns bordering the 
active conflict zones. In November of 2015 we visited Russia for a week, taking 
an overnight train from Moscow to the city of Belgorod. The Belgorod oblast is 
situated just across the border from the Ukrainian city of Khrakhiv and northwest 
of the LPR. This region hosts many Eastern Ukrainian refugees given its 
proximity to the border. We spent five days in the region, con- ducting 
observations, informal conversations and 12 interviews. Interviewees included 
local volunteers, local residents with family in Eastern Ukraine, refugees from 
Eastern Ukraine, people directly involved in military action in the region (both 
volunteers and professionals) and representatives of volunteer organizations 
organizing unofficial deliveries of humanitarian aid to the LPR. In total we 
interviewed 19 people in individual and group situations and informally met more. 
The second author extended the trip to visit the Crimea peninsula1. He flew from 
Moscow to Simferopol, visiting Sevastopol  and Yalta and conducted 
observations, informal interactions and three interviews with local residents and 
recent arrivals from Russia and Eastern Ukraine. 

In the spring of 2017 we spent a week in Ukraine, visiting the cities of Kiev 
and Mariupol. After spending 2 days in Kiev we took an overnight train to 
Mariupol. Mariupol is approximately 20 km from the frontline and 100 km from 
the city of Donetsk – the main city of the DPR. The DPR and LPR together 
constitute the Non-Government Con- trolled Territories (NGCT), in Ukrainian 
terms. The city of Mariupol saw active military conflict in the spring and summer 
of 2014, but has remained under Ukrainian control since. We conducted four 
individual and group inter- views in Kiev and 15 in and around Mariupol. In total 
we obtained extensive interview data from 22 individuals and spent time 
informally with more. Given the dangerous conditions, we did not enter the 
NGCT. 

In Kiev we interviewed people who have close ties or relatives in Eastern 
Ukraine, volunteers in the Kiev civil defense, refugees from Eastern Ukraine and 
military personnel on leave from active duty in the Ukrainian army and the 
National Guard. In Mariupol we interviewed residents who lived in the city during 
the military conflict in 2014, volunteers helping the Ukrainian army, current and 
former members of volunteer battalions and of the Ukrainian National Guard, 
current and former military personnel in the Ukrainian army, refugees from 
Crimea and Eastern Ukraine and individuals who lived in the NGCT but worked 
in Mariupol. 

Our results are based on empirical data collected from observations, informal 
conversations and interviews with actors participating in the conflict or living in 

 
1 In March of 2014 the Republic of Crimea signed a Treaty of Accession for immediate admission as part of 
the Russian Federation after holding a referendum that the international community did not recognize. 
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or near the conflict zones. The interviews lasted between 30 minutes and 2.5 
hours. In total, in Belgorod and in Ukraine three interviews were conducted in 
English with the rest con- ducted in Russian. The first author synchronously trans- 
lated all interviews conducted in Russian. On the Crimea peninsula all interviews 
were conducted in English. Given the sensitive nature of the content of the 
discussions, none of the interviews were audio recorded but the authors took 
extensive notes during and after each interview. We do not mention names to 
maintain confidentiality. 

Both authors conducted open and thematic coding on field notes and interview 
notes throughout the visits and after. We discussed our coding decisions and 
identified themes. Following the fieldwork, we remained in email and social 
media contact with some of our informants on both sides. Such contact enabled us 
to ask for clarifications and fur- ther explanations throughout the coding and 
analytical process. We continue to monitor news media as well as blogs, twitter 
and social network postings of the individu- als we encountered and those whose 
work and online activity emerged as prominent in our fieldwork. 

5 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

“It’s a strange kind of war,” a volunteer soldier tells us in a café in Belgorod. He 
explains that he has recently re- turned from “helping to keep the fascists at bay” 
in the Luhansk region now that the fighting is settling into something more 
organized and the new people’s republics 

– LPR and DPR are formalizing their military units. The war is “strange” he 
said because while the two sides are trying to kill each other, mobile phone 
reception is doing just fine and there is electricity and water available in those 
structures that are not too damaged. Mobile technology, as it turns out, has 
become key to both sides of the conflict for coordinating their lives at war as well 
as for identifying and targeting concentrations of enemy fighters. Throughout our 
fieldwork themes of the capabilities of mobile phones, their function as a life-line 
in crisis and as a way to work around brittle official structures, their ability to 
document the goings on, their lack of durability in extreme conditions of a 
military conflict, and their government and military surveillance potential 
consistently came up regardless of which side we spoke to. 

In what follows we discuss the themes that emerged across conversations and 
battle lines. We begin by considering the military significance of the visibility of 
mobile phone signals in the field conditions of a military conflict. We then 
describe how the use of mobile phones supported keeping in touch with family 
and friends away from the front lines, enabled connections and informal support 
between the soldiers and the civilian residents in or near the areas of fighting, and 
offered ways for soldiers to cope with the rigors and boredom of military service. 
Finally, we discuss how expectations of state surveillance seemed to shape the use 
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of mobile technologies among the refugees, their relatives and the soldiers 
themselves. 

Telecom infrastructures as military assets 

The capability to geo-locate private mobile phones be- came an important element 
of military systems in the Donbas conflict. During our fieldwork in Russia in 
2015, civilians and paramilitary volunteers told us how they avoided using their 
mobile phones too often in conflict zones. One of the professional soldiers we 
interviewed explained the reason: “When you hear a drone, you have about five 
seconds to leave your position and run. The rocket will fly in that fast.” He noted 
that drones were easier to recognize at night because of their in-flight navigation 
lights. Locating them in daylight is more difficult, especially when they fly very 
high. Soldiers on the Russian side told us that the Ukrainian army was using 
“American drones” to search for active mobile phone signals to assist targeting1. 

When we interviewed military personnel and volunteers in Ukraine in 2017, 
the use of mobile phones signals as targeting beacons for enemy fire was a 
constant theme. Ukrainian military personnel freely admitted that location 
triangulation is used for targeting by both sides. This is not to say that military 
coordination and action relies on mobile phones exclusively. Ukrainian military 
field deployments also use secure radio communications and wired 
communication field equipment,  acknowledging that a mobile signal is easy to 
intercept. 

It is technically possible to locate active devices that are exchanging data with 
the cell tower infrastructure of a mobile network. However, even smartphones that 
are switched off can potentially be tracked, depending on software and model. 
Only when the battery is removed is there a guarantee that the phone is truly off. 
Our data suggest that the information gained from geo-locating mobile phone 
signals could be used as rocket and artillery targeting information. Prior work has 
reported that satellite phones can be easily geo-located when in use, noting that 
such knowledge was often acquired by civilians and activists through potentially 
life-threatening experience in conflict zones (Pelton, 2012), (Rohde et al., 2016). 
Regular mobile phone communications are similarly vulnerable especially with 
the cooperation of the telecom operators. At the start of the war many soldiers on 
both sides did not realize this capability was present, but quickly learned from 
personal experience and the mistakes of others. Here the type of device plays a 
curious role. Smartphones and tablets turn out to be terrible wartime devices for 
two reasons. First these devices are relatively fragile given the field conditions of 
trench- es. As the mother of a young solder in the Ukrainian National Guard tells 
us – “he used to have an iPhone but the screen got busted by a blast wave the first 
time his position got shelled.” Second, the fact that the battery in many flagship 

 
1 In 2017 OECD announced termination of their drone monitoring program to observe cease fire violations 
because the expensive machines were shot down by both sides too frequently (Luhn, 2017). 
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devices cannot be removed means that turning them off does not necessarily 
guarantee safety. 
The problem of visibility to the enemy through mobile digital activity is acute and 
omnipresent. We were told that some military positions deploy “glushilki” - 
devices that block phone signal – but these are ineffective because they cover a 
small radius and the batteries run out quickly so the military errs on the side of 
less connectivity as part of soldier responsibility. Despite the problems, the 

military recognizes the value of mobile phones, issuing simple non-feature mobile 
phone devices to all personnel to be carried turned off and with battery taken out 
until necessary and in case of emergency. 
Table 1. Selection of points from an official military order to Ukrainian soldiers. 

To help soldiers cope with realities of active deployment the Ukrainian military 
issues formal military orders for limiting technology use (see excerpt in Table 1). 
Acknowledging that there is little chance new soldiers will leave their personal 
mobile phones at home, the main suggestion is to bring non-feature phones that 
allow only calling and texting and that have a long battery life (there are few 
power sources in the trenches). Mobile phone use has become the digital version 
of carelessly lighting a cigarette at night and revealing a position to the enemy in a 
combat zone. Where before soldiers were instructed to obscure the visual marker 
of the cigarette, now they are told to walk away from the trenches and take a 
friend along to make a phone call. Mobile phones, however, can reveal far more 
than the glowing ember of a cigarette. The military order leaflet not only clearly 
acknowledges the fact of surveillance of all communications by both sides of the 
conflict but also instructs how to obstruct it. 

Social uses of mobile phones in war-time 

Despite the very real risks represented by mobile devices and the efforts of the 
commanding structures to limit their use, their proliferation among the regular 

Soldier, if you want to survive: 
1. Leave your own SIM card at home. 
2. The best place to get a SIM card is in the zone of conflict itself. 
3. If you plan to make a phone call, walk at least 400-500 m away from squad positions. 
4. Don’t walk away alone, take an armed friend with you to cover you. 
5. The best place to make a phone call is in locations with a lot of civilians, preferably in recently liberated 

towns. 
6. Always keep your phone off. Your life depends on it. Grad missiles will hit your whole squad. 
7. Do not accept refill codes or cards from the locals. The young woman that brought you a refill card from the 

neighboring village may be working for the enemy. Right now FSB and SBU have to process enormous 
amounts of data to identify the mobile phones of our own people and of the enemy. Do not make their job 
easier. 

8. Watch over your comrades – a friend calls his girlfriend and an hour or so later your position gets shelled or 
at- tacked. 

9. Remember, the enemy could be listening to your conversa-tions regardless of which SIM card or which 
telecom operator you are using. 
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soldiers was expected and acknowledged for a range of reasons, some of which 
are detailed below. 

Mobile phones as life-lines in war 

Mobile devices represented very real risks due to potential for enemy surveillance, 
but they were also necessary for soldiers to manage their participation in under-
resourced military infrastructures. On both sides, the start of the conflict was rife 
with disorganization and confusion where equipment was hard to come by. Our 
participants told us how many heavily relied on their local networks to equip 
themselves and for support throughout. In Russia a volunteer soldier, who had 
fought on the pro-Russian side in LPR in late 2014 and early 2015, explained that 
he always kept his phone with him despite the acknowledged risk just in case he 
needed to call for help. He had been injured in action after stepping on a mine and 
ended up in a hospital in Luhansk. The wound was too difficult to treat at that 
hospital so he phoned his contacts in Belgorod who managed to organize an 
ambulance for a transfer across the border to a hospital in Belgorod. 

In Ukraine mobile phones also offered a way to leverage local networks in 
shoring up the brittle and uncertain formal infrastructures. Consider the following 
example: We met K and M, local Mariupol volunteers who organize support for 
the army and paramilitary units in the vicinity. One afternoon they took us along 
when a soldier had gotten in touch after his detachment was shelled by the enemy 
the previous day. He had ended up in a military hospital with a concussion and 
was asking for some legal advice as well as support. K and M first went to the 
gro- cery store and then headed to a used goods store to get a pair of pants and a t-
shirt – the soldier would need clean clothes that the hospital was unlikely to 
provide.  We drove for some time on bumpy roads through check- points, 
eventually arriving in a small village where a building has been converted into a 
field hospital. The soldier walked out to the gates to speak to us and to receive the 
care-package. He explained his situation – his concussion was quite bad and he 
had lost hearing in his left ear entirely, but he still had a year of his draft left to 
serve. His commander initially did not believe he was hurt badly enough to 
warrant a hospital, but when the medics diagnosed a severe concussion, he 
pragmatically called to ask where to ship the belongings. The soldier was worried 
about retaining access to military resources given the extent of the injury. M, who 
has a legal background, gave extensive advice on the best course of action. 

On the way back K and M explained that although the Ukrainian army is much 
better organized and equipped now, the equipment is still low quality and 
insufficient. K told us that the previous winter had been very cold, so they used 
social network sites to organize people in Mariupol to knit sweaters for the 
soldiers. The names of these volunteers are known and their phone numbers get 
passed along to soldiers in military detachments stationed in the vicinity. Soldiers 
call to ask for help and advice as the volunteers leverage their contacts through 
Facebook and phone calls to respond. Partly this happens because the Ukrainian 
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army is under-resourced, partly because of the lack of trust in the government that 
is considered to be corrupt and has been repeatedly accused of attempting to limit 
paying out benefits. Mobile phones and social media help knit an alternative 
safety net linking soldiers with local civilian supporters. 

Keeping in touch with family and friends 

We asked the Ukrainian soldiers whether they used their mobile phones given the 
dangers and everyone replied that of course they kept in touch. After all, mothers, 
partners, relatives and friends worry for good reasons and want regular contact. A 
young soldier in the National Guard tells us that he calls his mom every day either 
in the morning or in the evening. Others call to chat with girlfriends or friends 
(but not too long). At the beginning of each interview in Ukraine, we are dutifully 
told that soldiers only use the basic military-issued phones, but as the 
conversation progresses we often learn that they also have tablets and 
smartphones. They tell us then that in- deed they also use social network sites to 
talk to friends (because otherwise it is possible to go mad). 

This ability to stay in touch allows soldiers to keep in contact with what life 
looks like away from the conflict zone. Yet remaining connected with friends, 
family and local civilian volunteers can also occasionally lead to terrible 
outcomes, as soldiers must deal with both military realities and civilian concerns. 
In Ukraine, we heard a story about a soldier whose friend told him via messenger 
that the soldier’s girlfriend has decided to dump him. The soldier had served two 
of his three years and was by all accounts a reasonable man, but in this case he got 
sad. His commander took away the gun, but the bottle of vodka was there and 
grenades tend to be strewn around the com- pounds. So he drank the vodka and 
then pulled the pin out of a grenade as his friends slept nearby. 

This story suggests that perhaps soldiers, while facing harsh military realities, 
remain too reachable for civilian life. Their everyday experiences in the conflict 
zone are so different from that of their friends that they are likely to be 
incomprehensible. Yet their updates appear in the feed just like everyone else’s. 
This can potentially normalize both the soldier’s digital presence and their 
availability to friends and family connected to them. The impact of such 
communication can inadvertently have powerful effects. The use of private 
mobiles, however, has become an essential part of the life at war. As one soldier 
commented: “If they [military command] tried to take away mobile phones, there 
would probably be a riot.” 

Pragmatic negotiations across battle lines 

The ability to connect across distance and borders also spawned creation of stories 
about the possibilities mobile technologies and social media might offer. In a war 
being able to negotiate with the enemy soldier to soldier, outside the official 
command structures, can be helpful. One commander told us a curious story of a 
village store located in the middle between the positions of the two armies where 
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the soldiers negotiated the days on which they can go to the store and buy vodka 
lest they get shot at from the other side. He explained that of course they didn’t 
call each other - such phone calls would be easily visible to the security forces and 
would count as treason. There are other ways to connect, for example using the 
social net- work platform VKontakte or finding people in common through people 
they know who have moved around and have civilian contacts in the vicinity. 
There are, after all, many whose friends and families that have been physically 
separated by the battle lines but still maintain contact. Somehow they negotiated 
this very specific non- aggression agreement, he told us, because vodka was 
purchased and nobody got shot. Mobile technologies, social media and personal 
connections allowed such stories where the absurdities of war are made banal as 
people work around expectations of surveillance and violence. 

The basic reality of war is boredom 

The cease-fire agreements mean that the Donbas conflict is essentially a 
positioning war – where frontlines rarely move and focus is on managing existing 
positions. This also means that much of the time soldiers deployed on the front 
lines are spending time monitoring each other rather than in active engagements. 
Mostly, the soldiers tell us that being on the front line is a lot of waiting 
occasionally punctuated by moments of terror. Waiting is boring. 

In nearly all of our interviews and conversations in Ukraine the first response 
we received about social media and mobile phone use by soldiers was in line with 
the official policy. The military has taken steps to limit in- formation leakage 
through social media. Our informants told us that the Ukrainian military requires 
all military personnel to sign a document that commits them to disabling their 
social media accounts for the duration of active deployment. According to recent 
media reports Russia is considering a similar move (Sharkov Damian, 2017). 

Despite the fact that soldiers are officially forbidden from using private mobile 
devices on the front lines, most of them still do. As one Ukrainian army soldier 
told us: “you’ve got to understand, sitting out there in the dug- outs, trenches and 
bunkers for days and even weeks with nothing to do, people start going out of 
their heads. You need something to take your mind off of things.” Here social 
media offer a welcome distraction, the threat of being located by the enemy 
becoming less an acute concern despite its very real potential. 

Boredom can lead even the most cautious to do things they say they will never 
do. A military investigator told us: “Sometimes everyone in the dug-out is using 
their devices - if a mine or an artillery shell hits and some of them live, they 
abstain for only so long.” Story after story we heard that many spend considerable 
amount of time on social media, eventually admitting that many post about where 
they are and what they do as the genre of social media demands. As a military 
incident investigator con- firmed: “the commanders know, everyone knows but 
what are you going to do?” Social media is excellent at relieving boredom, 
downgrading the very real risks of becoming visible to enemy surveillance. 
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Keeping up to date with news and information 

We found that Ukrainian civilians and soldiers widely shared the opinion that 
Russian and Ukrainian mass me- dia are biased and unreliable in the information 
they pro- vide. Instead, our interviewees tended to rely on social media to better 
understand the political context and events in the war. Civilians pointed to 
particular journalists and media figures they followed on Facebook or smaller-
scale online media projects. A member of the National Guard explained that he 
gets the best of his information from VKontakte groups and other sites where 
volunteer soldiers are active: “People at the front line know what is going on.” 
Groups on social network sites were common sources of information. As many 
interviewees explained: “There are people in these groups whom you trust.” 

Social media made possible a broader implementation of a kind of “samizdat” 
– an old tradition of creating alternatives to state news in the Soviet times. For 
example, when speaking about ongoing railway blockades by Ukrainian veterans 
an interviewee stated that he preferred to find information via the internet about 
the new law which rendered the blockade legal (Kramer, 2017), (hromadske, 
2017). He claimed that the official information was biased and only online was it 
possible to find a more balanced view. Two of our interviewees, having 
previously served in private and locally organized battalions, took part in this 
blockade. They felt that the Ukrainian state TV had misrepresented the veterans as 
violent outlaws. They stated that the media manipulated the display of violence: 
“On TV it looked like the protesters were attacking the army, in reality the army 
had beaten up the protesters.” They showed us their own webpages and Facebook 
groups that were oriented to- wards disseminating information that they felt was 
more legitimate. 

On both sides of the divide we encountered explicit discussions of bias in 
government-sanctioned media, often pointing to the radical difference in 
interpretation of the same events by different news outlets. In many conversa- 
tions, people carefully explained the sources of their in- formation, sometimes 
listing regular media, social media and various news sites and discussing the 
discrepancies between these. Several soldiers noted that being able to tell others 
what was really going on was an important reason to use their mobile 
technologies. 

State surveillance and mobile phone use practices  

Without exception everyone we spoke to expected that their phone conversations 
and internet activities were under at least some surveillance by their own state or 
by the enemy. Our participants did not express outrage or concern for this state of 
affairs. They merely noted its existence with statements such as: “of course ‘they’ 
know who you talk to or what you are posting” and “of course ‘they’ are 
watching.” This expectation of surveillance shaped their decisions in what types 
of mobile phones they purchased and what channels of communication they chose 
to use for various different purposes. They con- structed stories of myth and fact 
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to back up their decisions, similar to what Wash termed “folk stories” (Wash, 
2010). 

For example, when we asked a local civilian organizer of refugee support and 
humanitarian aid in Belgorod why she was using a simple non-feature mobile 
phone she explained this was her way of ensuring that her phone does not get 
tracked. “It does not get tracked because it does not have an Internet connection” 
she said, convinced that this was an important aspect of tracking and locating. Her 
reasons for this concern were not directed towards the Russian government but 
towards the Ukrainian security services (SBU). She was worried that SBU might 
find out where she has been and how often she has traveled into the Luhansk 
oblast’ and create problems for her relatives living in Ukraine. Despite being quite 
central to the local efforts to support refugees and families still living in Eastern 
Ukraine, she never used the  Internet for any  of her organizing activities because 
she felt that the Internet was even easier to monitor for the SBU. 

Nearly everyone we spoke to both in Russia and in Ukraine (the aid  organizer 
included) who had relatives still living in the Eastern Ukraine conflict zones used 
Skype or Viber to communicate because calling on the phone had become both 
expensive and unreliable. Skype, by virtue of being a western-owned resource, 
was often seen as safer from surveillance than mobile phones. An artist from 
Donetsk, now living in Mariupol as a refugee, explained that she expected phone 
lines to be monitored for conversations with people in the zone of conflict. She 
used Skype to speak with her mother because “the Internet in Donetsk is much 
better than even in Mariupol” and, she confided, it is “safer.” 

Expectations of state surveillance among the regular population are of no 
surprise as both governments have been clear about their capabilities. For 
example, in January 2014 all mobile phone subscribers who were near the scene 
of the Maidan protests in Kiev received a text message from the Ukrainian 
government informing them that they had been registered as participants in a 
“mass riot” and suggesting they disperse (Walker and Grytsenko, 2014). The 
Russian state communication oversight agency, RosComNadzor, routinely issues 
notices of which websites have been blocked as well as who had been observed 
accessing these (Soldatov and Borogan, 2017). 

Those we spoke to on the Russian side were relatively sanguine about being 
monitored by the Russian state. Instead, they worried about their Ukrainian 
friends and family being affected if the Ukrainian state was able to track their 
interactions across the border. Those on the Ukrainian side were equally 
concerned about both Russian and Ukrainian state surveillance especially if they 
had relatives living either in Russia or in the conflict zone. The expectation of 
monitoring extended to social media resources as well. 

A former soldier and volunteer in Mariupol working with children orphaned by 
the conflict explained that his life was basically about three or four social media 
networks. He used Facebook, VKontakte and Line intensively but in different 
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ways. While Facebook was about his daily life and for friends and contacts his 
age, he had a different personality and a different network of friends on 
VKontakte: “I have a different life there, basically speaking about ideas”. On 
VKontakte, he explained, there are more young people he can mentor. Using Line, 
he discussed political strategies with his network, laughing he joked “how to take 
over the Rada [Ukrainian Parliament], that sort of thing.” Then there are people he 
talks to on Telegram but those are not frequent conversations. Telegram is the 
only app in his list that offers encryption but he ignored our mentioning of this as 
if he didn’t quite under- stand what we were talking about. 

When asked why this proliferation of methods of communication, he notes that 
different people are on different resources and then mentions that Facebook is 
harder for “them” to track because it is American. VKontakte on the other hand is 
a Russian social network site and was extremely popular among Russian-speaking 
youth since its inception.3 Despite the public take over of the company by owners 
loyal to the Russian government (Soldatov and Borogan, 2017), most users 
remained on the social network. VKontakte users were responsible for posting 
content that inadvertently confirmed Russian military involvement early on in the 
conflict in Eastern Ukraine and postings on the network on this topic have been 
routinely publicized and then swiftly removed (Soldatov and Borogan, 2017), 
(Volchek and Bigg, 2015). The young Russian-speaking soldiers and civilians on 
both sides of the conflict continue to actively use it. When asked why VKontakte, 
he says “of course the Russian government knows everything that happens on 
VKontakte but that’s where all the young ones are who are on both sides of this 
conflict, that’s where they were when it all started!” 

Studies in Post-Soviet states show that there is often an expectation of internet 
blocking and surveillance among the population (Shklovski and Kotamraju, 
2011). At the same time, there is also acquiescence to the actions of the state 
complete with post-hoc explanations and justifications of its actions (Pearce, 
2014). To most our participants state surveillance is a logical move on the part of 
the state and they used their communication technologies with this in mind 

6 DISCUSSION 

In this paper we offer an account of the role mobile technologies play for soldiers 
and civilians involved in or affected by an armed conflict. Such an in situ 
investigation carried out on both sides of the frontline helps us understand the 
mundane social practices at war and how they are shaped by technological devices 
and infrastructures, civilian as well as military ones. Though the conflict has 
changed, becoming more organized and formalized over time, the soldiers 
continued to rely on local volunteers for sweaters in winter and legal advice when 
in trouble. From the beginning, private mobile phones were a key infrastructure in 
this war. Existing in parallel with the army communication infrastructure, private 
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mobiles allowed soldiers to link with different actors in civil society. As the war 
unfolded soldiers predictably used mobile media in creative ways for information 
gathering and even local enemy negotiations but they also relied on these devices 
to relieve the boredom of active duty. This continued despite the fact that these 
devices critically endangered them when in use. 

The war in Eastern Ukraine engulfs population centers where civilians continue 
to live between the frontlines. There is then motivation to maintain infrastructures 
regardless of military goals although infrastructure integrity is quite uneven. For 
example, there is considerable concern that water infrastructures are nearing 
collapse in some of the populated areas (United Nations News Service Section, 
2017). Yet people in Mariupol frequently commented that Internet connectivity 
was so much better in Donetsk (DPR) than in Mariupol. Infra- structures function 
differently in every military conflict. In the Donbas conflict, mobile 
infrastructures were important enough that we heard unbidden third-hand reports 
of military orders to avoid damaging the cell towers in combat. In contrast, in the 
Syrian civil war, in rebel- controlled areas the network infrastructure was 
immediately switched off by the Syrian government (Rohde et al., 2016). 

Our narrative demonstrates how the rise of new forms of military surveillance 
technology capitalizes on pre-existing communication infrastructures and on the 
proliferation of civilian communication devices that are part of the fabric of daily 
life. The stories we heard suggest that there are military technologies, which can 
use mobile phone connections with cell towers for location triangulation rapidly 
providing targeting coordinates for artillery and rocket installations. While there is 
considerable data on how this can be done with satellite phones, we have been 
unable to find solid technical information on how regular telecommunications 
have been integrated into such systems. Given our data, we can speculate that this 
technology is able to differentiate local and non-local callers (soldiers typically 
bring their private SIM card from places where they have been before). This 
situation is fundamentally different from conditions of natural disasters where 
mobile infrastructures and localization technologies can be of help to first 
responders and  to those affected. Surveillance technologies under the condi- tions 
of war have particular implications for the design of always-on always-connected 
devices. 

The problem of ‘always-on always-connected’ devices  

Given the dangers of the geolocalization of private devices and the surveillance of 
content generated on social media platforms all soldiers of the Ukrainian army 
had to sign an agreement to delete or deactivate their social media accounts when 
deployed to the frontline. Predictably, we found that the soldiers did not follow 
this order. Officers, we talked to, either did not want to comment on this fact or 
acknowledged that they could not stop the soldiers’ use of private mobile devices. 
HCI research on civilian work in office settings has demonstrated that formal 
rules are often bypassed in practice (e.g. (Mambrey and Robinson, 1997), (Wulf, 
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1997)). Clearly, the local reinterpretation of rules happens in command line 
organizations under life-threatening conditions as well. Though the risks are high 
and rarely fully understood, the breach of commands and orders is tolerated by the 
military hierarchy for the sake of local needs and habits. 

For good reasons soldiers remain connected to civilian life through their 
smartphones and tablets even as they engage the enemy in combat. Such 
connectivity can at times lead to normalization of combat experience as it gets 
slotted in between cat videos and vacation pictures in the news feed. Connection 
to normal experience is a draw for the soldiers and yet social media use can also 
mean detection by the enemy with tragic consequences. Con- temporary devices 
increasingly do not give users the ability to really turn them off. Perhaps hardware 
producers of mobile devices should be required to implement an ‘OFF’ button, 
which effectively switches off technical opportunities to locate the device. Such a 
design would considerably increase the security and self-determination of their 
consumers – not only in situations of an armed high-tech conflict. 

Social media platforms and their responsibilities  

Social media platforms connect us inexorably with our social ties and create 
expectations of reachability and connectivity, generating significant stores of 
personal information. These data stores represent important assets from a strategic 
military point of view. Surveillance is a common expectation of war. Soldiers 
know they are being tracked and watched, by both sides and by security ser- vices. 
They realize the dangers and yet we are told that while talking on the phone is 
definitely tracked, Skype and Viber may be better despite the fact that neither are 
more secure in reality. What are the obligations and responsibilities of platforms 
such as Facebook, Microsoft (Skype) or VKontakte to their users who are 
involved in or merely end up in the midst of military combat operations and to 
their governments, embroiled as they are in geopolitical conflicts? 

Social practices on social media platforms are great at alleviating boredom but 
these rely on infrastructures of surveillance that are pervasive and easily used. The 
data stores these platforms amass are a basis for extensive advertising services, 
but such infrastructures also offer convenient ways of identifying and targeting 
individuals of interest by governments and secret services too (Rohde et al., 
2016), (Wulf et al., 2013a), (Wulf et al., 2013b). 

Most of the people we spoke to used social media for personal connections and 
relief from boredom, fear and pressure of being part of an active military conflict. 
For those that were of a more activist orientation, social media provided a way to 
keep track of sentiment, to engage those who might listen, to lead by example and 
to push their ideas forward. They carefully selected channels of communication 
for the kinds of messages they disseminated, considering the problems of 
surveillance and visibility these channels represented. Yet we observed that the 
actual social media use that could be construed as radical or even political was 
relatively infrequent. Our study suggests that use of social media channels is a 
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com- plex intertwining of the practical and the political and these need to be 
considered together to be understood. While large-scale analyses of social media 
activity can identify networks and influences, more in-depth  studies are 
desperately needed to really delve into the role these media have in how people 
live their lives, accomplish their goals and, occasionally, engage in politics within 
environments where state surveillance and real threats to personal safety are 
constantly present (Shklovski and Kotamraju, 2011). 

Such questions cannot be considered without addressing the role of the 
platforms themselves. Platform providers have a responsibility to be open about 
the way they amass and collect personal data, with whom they share these data, 
and what access is allowed by government agencies. Ideally, platforms need 
decentralized architectures, dis- tributed data storage and better security 
mechanisms. People will use social media regardless of surveillance and social 
media platforms will continue to capitalize on the personal data they collect. 
Clarifying the responsibility for communicating how personal data may be used is 
crucial for users in all contexts to be able to better balance the risks. Designing 
services that make such communication with end-users possible is crucial. 

Mobile and social media surveillance 

The practices of our informants seemed to rely on a curious mix of myth and 
technical understanding combined with expectations based on where the servers 
are and who might have access to data. For the most part, the  people we spoke to 
did not have significant technical training but all seemed to be much more aware 
of the dangers of personal data leakage enabled by mobile technologies than the 
average western consumer (Shklovski et al., 2014). Our participants worried about 
their own exposure through state surveillance (on both sides) for very real reasons 
and were extremely motivated to engage in what some Western privacy activists 
have termed “digital self defense” (Reinicke et al., 2017). Their knowledge and 
understanding of data flows and expectations of whether and how the media 
companies whose services they used might behave were logical, despite being 
potentially wrong. The concept of self-defense, whether physical or digital, is 
about survival and people develop folk wisdom and “folk models” (Wash, 2010) 
for acting with technologies to manage personal visibility and risk, to survive and 
to accomplish their goals. 

It is perhaps tempting to think of such unstable conditions as a unique 
environment for the use of social media where restrictions, risks and benefits 
become ambiguous. We argue, however, that extreme situations, such as war, 
make the problems of surveillance and exposure of social media and mobile 
technologies unignorable. This demonstrates the need for better information 
sources to enable actors to better judge the inherent dangers. However, our data 
also point to limitations of efforts to educate users about protecting their data. 
After all, if the clear threats of open state surveillance and death do not limit 
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disclosure of sensitive information on Facebook, what hope is there for mere 
nudges? 

7 CONCLUSION 

Our study demonstrates that in considerations of mobile technologies two points 
are important from the point of view of HCI research and design. First, any 
mobile technology-based solution relies on availability of infrastructures 
supporting telephony, and must consider who owns and controls these. Second, 
data sent across mobile infra- structures is always vulnerable and makes visible its 
producers and consumers. Such visibility can have significant and even life-
threatening consequences, calling for a rethinking of design objectives for 
consumer communication devices. Given the rapid development of military 
surveillance technologies in an increasingly unstable world, what does it mean to 
be digitally visible? We argue that users of social media and communication 
technologies have a right to an understanding of surveillance practices by the 
state, the platforms and the military industrial complex. It is crucial to ask: How 
might HCI help make surveillance detection a mundane, everyday practice? How 
might we enable people to respond in ways that can protect and support them? 
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Abstract We analyze practices of political activists in a Palestinian village located in the 
West Bank, who organize weekly demonstrations against Israel’s settlement policy and 
the separation wall. Over a period of 28 months, we conducted a field study consisting of 
eight days ‘on the ground’ observation and interviewing, and extensive monitoring of 
Internet communication. We describe the activists’ background and their efforts to 
organize these demonstrations under conditions of military occupation. Over time, we 
observe the role both digital and material factors play in the organization of protest. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Social media like Twitter and Facebook were said to have had a significant impact 
on the 2010/2011 uprisings in Tunisia, after a street vendor’s self-immolation in 
Sidi Bouzid (Wulf et al. 2013). These protests marked the starting point for the so-
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called “Arab Spring” that led to the overturn of the political regimes in Tunisia, 
Egypt, Libya, and Yemen. While many authors stress the crucial role of social 
media for these “Arab Spring” uprisings (e.g. Ghonim 2012), the actual 
contribution of the Web 2.0 to the developments in the different mid-east 
countries is debatable (e.g. Anderson 2011). 

There is little doubt that new media have been extensively used for political 
mobilization in the Arab world, but we still do not have a convincing picture of 
how they are used in detail, what specific variations we might see in local use or 
their effects. Existing research has demonstrated very convincingly the extent to 
which (micro-) blogging applications were used during the “Arab Spring” 
(Starbird and Palen 2012; Kavanaugh et al. 2012, Al-Ani et al. 2012). Based, as 
they were, on sophisticated log file and content analysis of data downloaded from 
these media channels, these studies could not, for good reasons, provide an 
understanding of the detailed social, political and material context in which these 
applications were used. That means, and this is entirely understandable, they were 
able to provide only a very limited picture of what happened ‘on the ground’ and 
how political activists appropriated these media into their daily practices. We 
argue below that orthodox qualitative studies play a useful role in supplementing 
‘e- research’ into political activism (Wulf et al. 2013). 

In the following, we look at a political conflict which has had an impact and 
continues to have an impact on the Middle East geo-political environment: the 
tense political relations between Israel and the Palestinians. Our account entails a 
detailed examination of the work of political activists in a Palestinian village, and, 
more specifically, how internet and social media applications were appropriated in 
this struggle. It is necessarily partial insofar as it would be impractical to engage 
in empirical work on both sides of this divide. 

The paper is structured as follows: after a discussion of current research, we 
describe the political and infrastructural framing conditions in the West Bank in 
order to motivate the research methods we use. Then, we present the political 
activists and their weekly demonstrations against the land-taking and the 
separation wall. Over the past three years we observed the activists when 
appropriating new media for their political struggle. After presenting these data 
we discuss our findings. 

2 CURRENT WORK 

In recent years we have seen an increasing density of ICT usage in support of 
political activism and a developing interest in the CSCW and CHI communities in 
these topics (e.g., Al-Ani et al. 2012; Kavanaugh et al. 2012; Wulf et al. 2013; for 
an overview see Saeed et al. 2011). Saeed et al. (2011) investigated the role digital 
media played in organizing the European Social Forum and pointed out the 
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importance of simple tools already widely used by individual activists, such as 
email distribution lists and WWW-sites. 

Subsequently, a series of studies on social media use during the so-called 
“Arab Spring” were published (Lotan et al. 2011; Starbird and Palen 2012; Al-Ani 
et al. 2012; Kavanaugh et al. 2012). These studies describe aspects of the use of 
blogging and micro-blogging sites, such as Twitter, mainly during the uprisings in 
Egypt and Tunisia. While hugely valuable, these studies mainly use ‘logging’ 
methodologies and as such tell us less about how the use of social media interacts 
with users’ political activities in practice. In addressing these lacunae, Wulf et al. 
(2013) investigated how social media use supported political activists ‘on the 
ground’ in Sidi Bouzid, Tunisia. 

Al-Ani et al. (2012) investigated the Egyptian blogosphere during the “Arab 
Spring” uprisings in 2011, based on qualitative and quantitative analysis of blog 
postings. They identified so-called “counter-narratives” created by Egyptian 
bloggers to protest against the Government’s official communication and 
described the blogosphere as an “alternative public space” (p. 25). In another 
study on blog postings, Mark et al. (2012) focused on “war diaries”, published by 
Iraqi bloggers during the war in Iraq. Based on topic modeling and a quantitative 
analysis of postings, the authors investigated the relationship between war 
postings and other topics, esp. postings on people’s everyday life and their daily 
routines. Semaan and Mark (2011) examined trust building in disrupted 
environments, based on (mainly telephone) interviews with Iraqi civilians during 
the second Gulf war, focusing on (public) identity. In another study Mark and 
Semaan (2009) focused on collaboration structures and patterns of action during 
wartime, based on semi-structured telephone interviews with civilians from Iraq 
and Israel. 

Nevertheless, to our knowledge there are very few papers which directly 
investigate how internet and social media are actually appropriated by political 
activists under dangerous conditions (such as armed conflicts, political instability, 
occupation, or military rule). As indicated, the above mentioned research mainly 
focuses on the use of new media in disrupted environments and is (quite 
understandably) mainly based on analysis of digital data or semi-structured 
(telephone) interviews. To supplement such work, we base our study on first-hand 
observations and in-depth interviews in situ. In the following we present results of 
an investigation ‘on the ground’ of how social media is used by Palestinian 
activists protesting against Israeli settlement policies, and against the separation 
wall. 
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3 WEST BANK: POLITICAL CONTEXT AND 
INTERNET INFRASTRUCTURE 

The West Bank is a part of the Palestinian territory which the State of Israel 
occupied during the Six-day War in 1967. Since then it has remained under Israeli 
military control. Following the 1993 Oslo Accords, parts of the West Bank are 
now under the administration of the Palestinian Authority (PA). 

Since 1967, Israeli settlements have been established in the West Bank. More 
than 500.000 settlers are living in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem 
(among 2.4 million Palestinians). The international community considers these 
settlements to be illegal (UN Security Council Resolution 446). Starting from 
2003 during the Second Intifada, the Israeli government started building a 
separation wall around and within the West Bank, which it considered to be 
necessary as an act of self-defense against terrorist attacks. The wall is mainly 
built on Palestinian land, disconnects the Palestinian population and, from their 
point of view, contributes to the expropriation of their land (Barak-Erez 2006). 

As a reaction to the building of the wall, Palestinian villages started regular 
demonstrations. One of these villages is Al Ma’sara, located on the southern hills 
of Bethlehem. It has less than 1000 inhabitants and is part of a chain of villages 
where some 14000 inhabitants live. So far, these villages - it is claimed - have lost 
some 3.500 dunum (some 865 acres) in land to Israeli settlements. 

Within this chain of villages, Al Ma’sara is a major location of such 
demonstrations. Since 2006 it has held weekly demonstrations aimed at defending 
land rights and opposing the Israeli occupation. In addition, legal means have 
been used in defense of these rights, culminating in a recent (limited) victory in 
the highest Israeli court. 

Divided into two areas cut off from each other, telecommunication became the 
main communication means for the Palestinian people living in the West Bank 
and in the Gaza Strip. Like in other countries in the Middle East, the percentage of 
internet users has grown strongly during the last decade (58.9 % of the population 
in Palestine at the end of 2011 according to Internetworldstats (2012)). In the 
West Bank, there is a large gap in usage between the urban and rural areas. With 
the increasing use of digital media, the Israeli- Palestinian conflict obviously is 
not just a political, partly armed, conflict anymore; it is becoming a media war 
(see e.g. Aouragh, 2011). 

Since the beginning in the late 1990s where Palestinian people started to „tell 
the world their story“, some of their work led to a sophisticated „all new-media 
activism“ (Khoury-Machool, 2007, p. 25). Websites like Google, YouTube, 
Twitter or Facebook became very popular latterly. In March 2012 Facebook 
counted more than 900.000 Palestinian users in the West Bank 
(Internetworldstats, 2012). But Palestinian activists and their supporters are faced 
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with a new generation of censorship in this field: a Facebook page called „Third 
Palestinian Intifada“ was removed upon request from the Israeli government, and 
due to a similar request Apple removed the App „Third Palestinian Intifada“ from 
its App Store. 

Like most of the infrastructure and resources in the West Bank, air wave 
bandwidths are controlled and allocated by the Israeli authorities. This includes 
the frequency control for TV and Radio stations and mobile operators. 
Furthermore, access to the global network has to go through Israeli companies. 
The two Palestinian mobile telephone providers are still not allowed to operate 3G 
services. Even the installation of point-to-point radio systems needs Israeli 
approval which is not easy to obtain. 

4 RESEARCH METHODS 

“And it is in understanding what … doing ethnography is, that a start can be made toward 
grasping what anthropological analysis amounts to as a form of knowledge. This, it must 
immediately be said, is not a matter of methods.” (C. Geertz. The Interpretation of Cultures) 

Ethnography is a contested site. It has been used for a wide variety of theoretical, 
analytic or descriptive purposes and presupposes no particular data collection 
techniques, no rules concerning time taken and no uncontested position 
concerning truth and objectivity. It can and sometimes does have a relationship to 
political or moral positioning (see e.g. Marcus 1998), such that ethnographers can 
be seen as ‘circumstantial activists’. Three basic principles govern our approach to 
the ethnographic here: 

Firstly, that ethnography is characterized by analytic commitments rather than 
rules of method. As Geertz has put it (in interview), it [has neither] "a distinct 
subject matter" or a "real method" of research’. Method, in short, follows purpose. 
To be clear, our purposes here are not theoretical. They entail an initial analysis of 
the specific ways in which the digital, the ideological and the material intertwine. 
Secondly, that ethnography is inevitably partial, incomplete and purposeful. In 
this respect, we follow authorities such as Geertz 1977; Marcus (ibid) as well as 
CHI practitioners who have adopted a similar stance (see 
e.g. Dourish 2006) 

Thirdly, that we share a minimal commitment to seeing things from the point 
of view of the actor (although this admittedly can mean a number of different 
things). For anthropologists, this has typically meant attempts to uncover cultural 
‘rules’ (see e.g Winch 1958; Geertz 1977) and situating the particular in the more 
general. Coming as a stranger has, given that commitment, necessarily meant a 
period of immersion. It is important to recognize, however, that such immersion is 
a function of analytic decisions concerning the problem space (see Randall et al 
2007). 
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We raise these issues only to foreground the many and varied practices that 
constitute the ethnographic project. Our interest here does not lie in the tying of 
specific and local practices to more general cultural issues, but in a workable 
analysis of a specific series of events. We are not, put simply, doing anthropology. 
Our problem space is narrower. Our researchers include Arab-speakers with a 
better than working knowledge of background cultural issues. The very difficult 
circumstances of our investigations (which could be, in certain circumstances, 
dangerous- see Tawil-Souri 2009) meant that talking to people and observing their 
behavior had to be done in a cautious and occasioned manner. 

These risks are even more pronounced (of course) for local actors and so 
building trust is a crucial issue. In May 2010 the first author visited the West Bank 
to explore opportunities for research and academic co-operation, specifically 
seeking to understand whether the concept of come_IN computer club houses 
which aimed to overcome ethnic and digital divides in Germany (cf. Stevens et al. 
2005) could be transferred to the context of the West Bank. Following the “Arab 
Spring” uprisings, our research focus broadened to also include the use of social 
media by political activists (Wulf et al. 2013). After a personal introduction by an 
advisor of the Palestinian President, two researchers visited Al Ma’sara for half a 
day. They were received by Hasan, the head of the solidarity committee, and parts 
of his extended family in their house. After a presentation on the local geo-
political environment, they were introduced to the village’s demonstration 
activities. Lengthy discussions of political and personal matters took place. In 
April 2011 researchers spent two days in the village. They walked around the 
village and conducted a variety of unstructured interviews with different activists 
living in the village, mainly members of Hasan’s family and other political 
activists. In the evening of the first days they held a two-hour workshop on how 
the village could benefit from computers, the internet, as well as a come_IN club 
house and its network. Seven local activists participated in this workshop. On the 
second day the weekly demonstration took place and was observed by the 
researchers. Informal interviews with some of the participants from the village, as 
well as from Israel and different European countries were conducted. 
Interestingly, at this point, Hasan introduced his Facebook account to the 
researchers for the first time. 
In May 2012 two authors visited the village one more time and stayed there 
overnight. Again, they conducted informal interviews with different political 
activists and visited the newly established computer club house. In September 
2012 four authors spent another two days in the village interviewing and audio 
taping talks with different local and international activists. They also observed the 
weekly demonstrations and the usage of (social) media after the manifestations. 
Additionally, they conducted a workshop with children who had attended the 
computer club house sessions. 
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Some eight days were spent in the village. We interviewed 5 local activists, 
most of them more than once, up to twelve times, 3 inhabitants of Al Masara, 3 
international activists, as well as two Israeli activists. The interviews lasted 
between ten minutes and more than three hours. In between the visits, the 
Palestinian authors stayed in regular contact with the activists via telephone and 
thus kept track with the developments in their lives. Due to the delicate political 
context we did not audiotape most of the interviews or phone calls, nor the 
workshop. However, we documented interviews, observations, and the workshop 
via photos and field notes. In the evenings of the respective days we wrote down 
detailed notes, all in all around 80 pages. 

To achieve our objectives we also analyzed materials created by the political 
activists dealing with the village’s struggle. Our initial analysis focused on videos 
accessible via YouTube and emails distributed to supporters via mailing lists. One 
of the authors had been a member of one of the mailing lists since his first visit to 
Al Ma’sara in 2010. He thus received about 80 emails, mainly reporting on the 
weekly demonstrations in the village. As the activists’ Facebook activities 
increased, we analyzed - with their consent - their respective accounts. During his 
first visit in April 2012 one author was added as a ‘friend’ to the activists’ 
Facebook accounts and thus was able to continuously follow their postings. Over 
the period of three months the authors observed the Facebook pin boards of Hasan 
(reaching back to summer 2010), the village’s mayor Mahmoud (reaching back to 
summer 2010), and Hasan’s brother Mohamad (reaching back to the beginning of 
2012). We saved all their postings and selectively translated textual elements from 
Arabic to German (about 30 pages). 

Due to the political nature of our study we had to make special efforts when 
triangulating narratives. The sources of our empirical investigation, as we 
acknowledge, are restricted to the Palestinian side of the conflict. To triangulate 
our data we followed five strategies: (1) we talked to the political activists about 
the same topics at different times and levels of detail, (2) we talked to different 
actors about similar topics, (3) we matched internet-based materials with 
interviews and observational data, (4) we discussed our findings within the team 
of authors, partly composed of Palestinians, (5) and we followed the mass media 
coverage of the village’s political struggle in Palestinian, Israeli, as well in 
international media. All names of the activists and their village are real ones. The 
authors suggested anonymising the data, but the interviewees rejected this 
proposal and asked the authors to use their real names.. 

5 AL MA’SARA: A FAMILY HISTORY 

To analyze the village’s political activities requires some historical background. 
Hasan’s family clan is the biggest land owner in the village. With 450 members 
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they own almost 52% of the village lands, while another family clan with some 
400 members owns the rest. Mahmoud, the young mayor, belongs to the second 
clan. Hasan and his closer family are considered to be the most outspoken 
protagonists of the village’s political struggle. To understand why, we give a brief 
account of the family’s history in recent decades. 

After Israel had occupied the West Bank in 1967, Hasan’s parents left for 
Kuwait to work there. Hasan was brought up in the Gulf area and later on studied 
physics in India. While living in Kuwait, the family visited their West Bank 
village once a year for the summer holidays. The family returned to the West 
Bank after the first Gulf war, but there were few opportunities for a graduate in 
physics to work in his professional field. So he worked for a supermarket in a 
nearby Israeli settlement. At the beginning of the Second Intifada, Hasan felt that 
it was not possible for him to continue working in this position. So he decided to 
work on the family’s farm, built two green houses, introduced ecological farming 
methods, and sold the products directly to customers in nearby Bethlehem. 

During the Second Intifada, Hasan became a local coordinator of the Fatah 
movement’s activities in the South Bethlehem region. One of his younger 
brothers, Ali, became a member of Fatah’s armed forces. 

In 2003, demonstrations against the separation wall started in the north of the 
West Bank in villages such as Budrus, Bil’in and Ni’lin. In 2006 one of the 
younger brothers of Hasan, Mohamad organized the first demonstration in Al 
Ma’sara. Activists from the northern West Bank villages supported him by 
informing international and Israeli activists who then came to participate in the 
village’s struggle. Hasan decided to join him in organizing the weekly 
demonstrations after his brother had been beaten up by Israeli soldiers. He was 
arrested six times by the Israeli army, the last time in December 2011 for 30 days. 
’I am getting quite used to their procedures of detainment and interrogation’, 
Hasan says. Each time he was arrested he would be released after a few weeks. 
Over the years he spent more than one year in Israeli prisons. The family’s house 
was searched by the Israeli army several times, especially at night. Ali, the 
younger brother who had joined the military fringe of Fatah, was arrested during 
such a house search and is serving a 15-year-sentence in an Israeli jail on charges 
of terrorist activities. The opportunities to visit him in prison are very limited. 
Hasan told us in 2010: ‘During the last five years [since his arrest], I was able to 
see him only once very briefly when I was imprisoned in the same Israeli jail. His 
youngest son was born after he was arrested. He calls his father ‘Uncle Ali’ like 
all his cousins in the village do.’ 

Al Ma’sara has also benefited. The Palestinian Authority seems to specifically 
support villages which protest against the occupation policy by ranking them 
highly for donors’ investments in infrastructure. During the last years, 
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international development agencies such as US Aid or Germany’s KfW have 
supported the building of two schools, a kindergarten, and a health station. 

6 AL MA’SARA: ORGANIZING 
DEMONSTRATIONS 

In pursuit of their objectives, the weekly demonstrations are the most important 
vehicle for activity. IT and digital media play a major role in preparing and 
documenting these events. First, we want to describe how these demonstrations 
are being organized. 

The demonstrations start every Friday in the early afternoon with a march from 
the center of the village towards a road connecting Israeli settlements. Before the 
demonstration reaches the road, the Israeli army typically stops the demonstration 
with a chain of jeeps where soldiers armed with machine pistols block the 
demonstrators’ march. As Hasan puts it ’They try to prevent us from reaching the 
road.’ At that point the demonstrators shout their messages, deliver speeches, and 
give interviews. However, often protesters try to access their land by attempting to 
breach the blockade. The Israeli forces hinder them from doing so; at that point 
violence can erupt. Videos of the village’s weekly demonstrations can be found 
on YouTube. Until 2011, the videos were typically edited by foreign participants. 
Activists also routinely take a lot of photos which are posted on Facebook pin 
boards and in different Facebook groups. Photographs are also taken by Israeli 
soldiers with mobile phones and cameras. 

Demonstrations are typically larger when they are aligned with an international 
event such as the International Women’s or Children’s day or when they refer to 
specific Palestinian events, such as the Nakba Day – commemorating the 
expulsion of the Palestinian population in 1948. For these occasions, activists 
mobilize more intensely. Mahmoud mentioned ‘Last week we had 200 people 
here to recall the Day of the Prisoners [arrested in Israeli jails].’Demonstrations 
in the different villages struggling against the wall are coordinated. Members of 
the villages’ organizational committees meet once every week to agree upon a 
motto for the next weekend’s demonstration. Demonstrations take place in 
sequential order. After a demonstration in one village, the activists typically join 
one in another village on the south of the West Bank. 

Hasan told us that demonstrations are most effective if Palestinians, Israelis 
and foreigners, mostly Europeans and occasionally US citizens, participate jointly. 
Thus the biggest effect can be reached with regard to political impact and media 
coverage. However, levels of engagement did vary significantly. During one 
demonstration the fourth author conducted informal talks in Arabic with two men 
from the village aged about 40 who stood aside to watch the scene. They told her 
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why they did not participate in the weekly demonstrations: Firstly, they thought 
"it's all useless", and secondly they were afraid of losing their work permits in 
Israel. On the other side, a young female Israeli activist stated in an audio taped 
interview in Hasan’s family home just before this September demonstration 
started that her motivation to regularly join the Al Ma’sara demonstrations was to 
raise the awareness in Israel, especially among youngsters, concerning the 
situation in the territories occupied by Israel. While the Palestinians and some 
Israeli participants are quite used to the tactics of the Israeli army, foreign visitors, 
Hasan says, typically disappear as soon as the soldiers start using physical 
violence or tear gas. 

Organizing a demonstration against the Israeli wall requires a balance between 
insisting on marching towards the settlements on the one hand and avoiding 
violence on the Palestinian side on the other. Controlling demonstrations is a 
challenge, and stone throwing by young participants is not uncommon. In other 
words, there is a twofold purpose. The first one is an explicit challenge to Israeli 
authority and the second one an attempt to engage media support. The former 
objective tends to create more confrontational situations. Protesters sometimes try 
to circumvent the blockage of the soldiers and army jeeps. Sometimes they 
provoke the Israeli soldiers by climbing the engine hood of their jeeps and speak 
from there. Depending on the commands of Israeli officers controlling the site, 
soldiers then arrest activists and dissolve the demonstration. Hasan has been 
wounded twice and hospitalized as a result of tear gas grenades fired on him. 

7 AL MA’SARA: A WEEKLY DEMONSTRATION 

In the following we want to describe the demonstration we observed in April 
2011. Some 45 min before the demonstration was supposed to start some foreign 
activists and their local guides were received in the traditional living room of 
Hasan’s family home. After some small talk and a tea served to them, four of the 
village’s activists start to explain the geographical conditions on a local map. The 
presentation is held in English and is similar to that experienced by the 
researchers on their first visit. The activists point to the location of the different 
Israeli settlements and that of the separation wall. They also explain how the 
Israeli occupation is affecting their daily lives and mention the fact that a family 
member is held in prison while another brother has been killed by Israeli forces. 
They also point out how settlers are preventing them from using their land and 
destroying the villages’ olive trees. The presentations are very much grounded in 
the activists’ personal experiences. An old lady, the mother of one of the activists, 
later comes in and addresses the foreign visitors in Arabic, translated by the 
activists into English. 
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After taking some group photos in the living room which were later on posted 
to Hasan’s Facebook page, a group of some 10-15 Palestinians and Europeans 
leave the house and start walking towards the expropriated land. On the way 
through the village they are joined by other villagers. Half way, a group of some 
10 Israeli activists from Tel Aviv join the march. Some of these activists have 
been coming regularly for years to support the villagers in their demonstrations; 
others represent a new students’ movement on the Israeli left. They tell us that 
also some of them were arrested by the Israeli army, but usually are released quite 
soon. 

When arrested, Israeli authorities try to push the Israeli activists to sign a 
written agreement that they will not participate in any demonstration in the West 
Bank for some period of time. One of the Norwegian students reported that a 
similar request was made towards him when entering Israel. 

Finally the march of some 30 Palestinian, Israeli and European activists 
reaches a major road leading to the settlement. Two army jeeps with some 12 
soldiers stop the march at the end of that road. The soldiers create a barrier. Soon 
after, a third jeep with a higher officer arrives on the site. This jeep also carries an 
army photographer with a camera equipped with a strong telephoto lens. 

The protesters stay in front of the army barrier, shouting political slogans, 
Hasan and one other activist give brief speeches before handing over to an 
experienced Israeli activist. The Israeli specifically addresses the soldiers using 
the Hebrew language. A Palestinian journalist and a TV team arrive on the site 
and interview Hasan who articulates the political message of the protesters. No 
acts of violence by the Israeli army are witnessed, and protesters stay in front of 
the barrier. After about an hour the demonstration starts to dissolve.  

8 ROLE OF INTERNET AND SOCIAL MEDIA IN 
THE VILLAGE’S STRUGGLE 

The weekly demonstrations, as we have suggested, are the most important 
element of the village’s political resistance. Al Ma’sara is a rural village with an 
only very slowly developing telecommunication infrastructure. However, over the 
course of the last two years we were able to observe a remarkable development in 
the use of the internet in support of its political activities. 

When we visited in 2010, there was no internet connectivity in the village, as in 
many other rural areas of the West Bank. Even then, however, activists were 
aware of the importance of the new media. As Mahmoud pointed out: “With using 
media we could reach a wider public and would gain international awareness for 
our problems. However, we have to become more professional in this field.” They 
pressed the Palestinian Authority (PA) to provide internet access. This may have 
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been one of the reasons why a senior PA official had asked us to investigate 
opportunities to build a Computer Club in the village. At a visit to his ministry in 
2010, the minister of telecommunication had suggested that rural Palestine would 
receive complete internet coverage within the next two years. 

When we came back to the village in 2011, the Palestinian telecommunication 
operators had not yet provided internet access. Israeli regulations still did not 
allow any Palestinian mobile provider to offer 3G data services (see section 3). 
However, the village had organized internet provision via the 3G network of an 
Israeli mobile telephone provider. From a central 3G antenna and router on the 
village’s hill top, they used Wi- Fi to distribute Internet access to four family 
houses and a community space in the village’s health center where a laptop was 
available. The costs for the hardware equipment and the monthly fees to be paid 
to the Israeli provider were high by European standards and network speed was 
low. Other family houses in the village and all of the other eight neighboring 
Palestinian villages were not yet connected to the internet. Finally, in May 2012, 
just two weeks before our visit, the Palestinian landline provider brought internet 
access via a specifically drawn cable to the village and the computer room in its 
health center. 

Even before the Internet was made accessible in the village, Hasan had already 
started to use Email and Facebook for his political activities through an Internet 
connection in his office. He used Email mainly to inform his wide network of 
supporters and journalists about the political conditions and activities in the 
villages, and invite supporters to upcoming demonstrations. 

On the laptop in the community space he also showed us a large collection of 
photos and videos representing different demonstrations and protest marches that 
had taken place in recent years. These materials were locally stored and not yet 
published on the Internet. Other photos and videos documenting their protests 
were still stored on his smart phone. While presenting these materials to us, he 
specifically pointed to critical incidents – such as villagers being beaten and 
arrested, him being hospitalized as a result of a tear gas grenade shot on him, or an 
Easter march which made it past an astonished Israeli army post and moved 
through a gate to the other side of the separation wall. While a year ago none of 
these digital materials were presented to us, the availability of a laptop screen 
seemed to have offered additional opportunities to ground and structure his 
narratives. 

Hasan began to use Facebook in 2010 - the first in the villages. At the time of 
our visit in 2011, he presented his Facebook account to us for the first time. We 
could see different groups of mainly Israeli supporters. He showed us photos of 
them on their homepages in Facebook, some of them showing them participating 
in the demonstrations. Later that day we met one of the Israeli supporters who had 
participated in the demonstration. While browsing his Facebook account with us, 
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Hasan occasionally sent messages to some of his Israeli supporters, reminding 
them to take part in the afternoon’s demonstration. 

Since our visit in 2011, activists have engaged with their Facebook accounts 
much more intensively. They post photos and texts on the village’s 
demonstrations as well as private photos. The posted photos portray the different 
groups participating in the demonstrations, i.e. Palestinian activists, international 
supporters, Israeli activists, and soldiers. The photos tend to show conflict 
situations, with soldiers’ weapons on display. In contrast, villagers are portrayed 
in a peaceful manner, often accompanied by their children. 

They have progressively become more skillful in making sense of the 
functionalities Facebook offers such as making use of Facebook groups, sharing 
pictures of other activists and writing notes. Being invited to their Facebook 
accounts, we were able to see that Mahmoud had 271 friends, and Hasan 542, 
while Mohamed had the largest number of friends adding up to a total of 791. In 
our understanding these friends are mainly other local activists from Palestine, 
although they also include ‚normal‘ acquaintances and family members. In the 
meantime, by 2012 there were already more persons in the Facebook group than 
on the mailing list. 

In mid-August, 2012, we suddenly found the ‘friend’ function adjusted in a 
way that we could no longer see what kind of friends and how many of them the 
activists have. The reason for this change in configuration remained unclear to us. 
After a demonstration on July 6, 2012, Hasan uploaded several photos to his 
Facebook account. The demonstration was organized to remind the public of the 
ruling of the International Court of Justice in Den Haag which had stated on July 
9, 2004 that the construction of the wall violates international law. About one 
hour after the end of the above mentioned demonstration on July 6 Mahmoud 
posted a photo taken in the course of the demonstration and added a text written in 
Arabic with some general information on the local fight against the wall. This 
message is addressed to all activists and claims that the role of the international 
supporters should be ‘to support the founding of a Palestinian State at the UN and 
to say that the Palestinian people is in the right.’ 

When looking at the Facebook postings of the activists from Al Ma’sara, it is 
striking that their personal pages are an assemblage of materials dealing with a 
variety of issues such as politics, private life, music, film, and religion. Mohamad 
posts only in Arabic, whereas Mahmoud and Hasan post in Arabic as well as in 
English. Mohamad seems to be the official spokesperson for the Arabic speaking 
community, while Mahmoud with his rather good command of English is in 
charge of the announcements in English. The postings in Arabic are generally 
more elaborated and longer than the ones in English. This is probably due to the 
relatively limited command of written English compared to the activists’ 
command of Arabic, their mother tongue. 
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The Facebook postings in Arabic are typically descriptive and factual, although 
the language used cannot be said to be neutral. They are locally targeted, and 
sometimes contain a direct call to the target group to actively take part or show 
solidarity with the Palestinians’ striving for their rights, whereas English language 
posts tend to have a more ‘ideological’ flavor. An example for this difference in 
the use of the two languages is the announcement of the death of a Palestinian 
activist who had died a natural death. The English version contains the phrase 
‘today palestine so sad today all the world must be sad’ and appeals to a broader 
public. The goal of this text and other texts written in English is to call upon the 
activists to feel compassion for the Palestinian cause. The character of the Arabic 
version is more descriptive, providing information about the death of this well-
known figure, characterized as a ‘hero’ and ‘martyr’. Also, the Arabic version 
does not contain a call upon the world to mourn with the Palestinian people. 

Apart from their Facebook postings the activists are also members of different 
Facebook groups, such as “palestine al-masara” and “Al-masra press”. In the 
description of the Facebook group “Al-masra press” they indicate (in Arabic) that 
“the news agency was founded by people’s media activists to report about the 
activities and the events dealing with people’s resistance in the village”. The goal 
of the news agency is to report “in a veracious and outspoken manner” via 
photos, videos and journalistic accounts of violations of rights as a result of the 
occupation. This Facebook group, astonishingly, was created and is maintained by 
a thirteen-year-old boy who is also attending demonstrations in the village. The 
postings show photos and descriptions of the weekly demonstrations including 
preparations as well as photos and reports on community activities. They also 
include newspaper reports from the Internet, for example the ones published by 
MaanNews (www.maannews.net). This Facebook group can be seen by anyone 
who clicks on the “like” option. The other group, “palestine al-masara”, is a 
closed Facebook group which can only be accessed after having being invited by 
a member or the group administrator. The short description of the group translates 
as, “weekly demonstration in al masara village South Bethlehem”. The group was 
founded by Mahmoud in May 2012 and already consisted of 137 members only 
three months later. Interestingly, two months after their visit, two of the authors 
were added to the group without being asked. The postings include calls to 
participate in the weekly demonstrations. The group members also post photos 
taken during these demonstrations and other commented pictures supporting the 
Palestinians’ struggle. Additionally, this Facebook group contains some general 
information on Al-Ma’sara village published by Palestinian media sources and 
postings from “Al-masra press”. In order to reach the international public 
Mahmoud’s brother additionally launched a French version of this Facebook 
group. 
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There is a certain division of labor among the activists. While Mohamad and 
Hasan only post on their private Facebook pin boards, Mahmoud is in charge of 
the mailing lists and the Facebook groups. After a demonstration Mohamad would 
typically call the radio stations and send press releases in Arabic language to the 
news agencies to inform them of what happened during the demonstration. Later 
on, Mahmoud translates these press releases into English and distributes them via 
the mailing list. Occasionally, he also posts them in the Facebook group. 

The photos taken during the demonstrations are typically posted on the local 
activists’ Facebook accounts and in their Facebook groups without seeking 
permission from participants. We observed one case in which a European 
participant felt uneasy about having his photo being published by the local 
activists and asked for its removal from the Facebook site, which was done. 

In the following, we want to provide an example of the activists’ use of mailing 
lists. On a Friday afternoon in April 2011, directly after the demonstration, we 
received an email containing a press release in the body of the email message, 
describing what had happened on the scene. The press release was sent in three 
languages, in Arabic, English, and French. Before the demonstration started, still 
in the living room of Hasan’s house, Mahmoud had asked all European 
participants to give him their email addresses. The English version of the text 
reads as follows: 

"Today launched a demonstration in the village of al- Ma'sara in memory of Palestinian Prisoners 
Day. Where he participated in the demonstration more than 70 demonstrators, including foreign 
solidarity from European countries and the solidarity of Israelis. Out where demonstrators 
carrying Palestinian flags for access to their land which lies to the inside of the wall of annexation 
and expansion." 

All 117 email addresses were revealed in the recipient’s field. In the evening 
after the demonstration Hasan additionally sent greetings to the same list of 
recipients attaching photos he had taken in his living room just before the 
demonstration started. Given the fact that participating in the demonstrations can 
have inconvenient consequences at the Israeli border, some of the Europeans felt 
unnecessarily exposed. However, Mahmoud told us that there are always some 
recipients who respond to his mails stating that they liked to take part in the 
demonstrations. 

To better connect to the national and international public, the village’s activists 
recently launched a WordPress blog conveying photos and announcements about 
their activities and campaigns. The site was launched and is supported by 
international activists from the UK who pay the provider fees for the .com 
address. Later on, Mahmoud took over the maintenance of this site. At the time of 
writing, the site is under construction. When we visited the site there were only 
higher level categories to be found, such as prisoners, summer camp, woman’s 
center, and computer club. The site as yet contains no substantive content. 
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9 DISCUSSION 

Our study describes, in a necessarily impressionistic way, the political practices of 
Palestinian activists in a village which struggles against the Israeli occupation and 
the separation wall. We focus on the way in which demonstrations are organized 
and the new media progressively got adopted in support of their agendas. While 
the availability of the internet reflects the continuing reality of a ‘digital divide’ 
and improves only slowly in rural Palestine, local activists have appropriated 
Email and Facebook to organize weekly demonstrations and maintain a social 
network of supporters. Our empirical data describes a growing role social media 
play in: (1) stimulating the participation in the weekly demonstrations under the 
conditions of military occupation, (2) interacting regularly with a network of 
Israeli supporters, (3) keeping a much looser network of international activists 
informed about the demonstrations, (4) offering information to the broader public. 
We observe a number of features associated with this. Firstly, there is an 
intersection between the real and the virtual which operates in a variety of ways. 
Facebook and email posts serve a primarily ideological function when addressed 
to wider communities, but are much more likely to implicate direct calls for action 
when addressed to the Arab-speaking and Israeli support communities. While this 
is scarcely surprising, it does demonstrate a difference from other accounts of 
Internet mobilization such as those offered by Starbird and Palen (2012). 

Secondly, and allied to this, the structure of Facebook pages indicates that there 
is a very particular sense here in which ‘the personal is the political’. Local 
activists make few if any attempts to distinguish their personal and family lives 
from their political work. Their personal lives are deeply interwoven with their 
jobs in the PA administration and their political engagement. Interestingly, the 
appropriation of Facebook as a political platform allows them to link private life 
to political activities in a new manner. The personal, as it were, is newly political. 
Further, and as we initially pointed out, we should not discount the importance of 
the face-to-face nature of many political activities. Obviously a demonstration 
requires the physical presence of the political activists. The routines involved in 
preparing for the demonstration in Hasan’s living room build personal 
relationships as much as they prepare for the activities which follow. 

Thirdly, the personal is the political here in another sense, to whit that online 
activity may have very real- but varied- consequences for participants. There is 
growing awareness of the possibility of monitoring and the consequent privacy 
issues. We observed that the social media practices of activists were sometimes 
perceived as problematic by their (arguably more sophisticated) supporters. 
Specifically the posting of photos on Facebook pages and the usage of open 
mailing lists were perceived as problematic by some of the participants in the 
demonstration. This perception can be contributed to different levels of 
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engagement ‘on the ground’. Village activists are well known to the Israeli 
security apparatus and their political struggle for their land is a dominant part of 
their life. These experiences are utterly routine for them. By contrast, international 
participants display greater anxiety and are highly conscious of the consequences 
there might be for them, for instance, at border crossing points. An important 
feature of this is that online functionalities are not simply adopted but have to be 
learned, and so do the different implications for local activists and their supporters 
in the wider community. 

This implicates our final point, which is that the digital divide remains a reality 
for many people. Accounts of the use of the new media arguably underplay 
situations where there are real and ongoing constraints on the possibility of their 
deployment. These constraints are themselves material and political. Internet 
access is a challenge for political activists in rural areas of the West Bank. One 
needs to keep in mind that Al Ma’sara is just 10 km south of Bethlehem. The 
availability of the internet is restricted by a weak landline infrastructure and the 
Israeli refusal to grant 3 G licenses to Palestinian mobile internet providers. These 
conditions impact the developmental opportunities in rural Palestine. A feature of 
this is that access is available only to a relatively small number of people on a 
preferential basis (both from the PNA and external sources). 

10 CONCLUSION 

Political activism and protest activities are determined by political opportunity 
structures (Kitschelt 1986). When political activities are technologically 
supported, we might speak of technological opportunity structures, too (cf. Saeed 
et al., 2011). In the case of the West Bank these opportunity structures are mainly 
defined by the Israeli government, the PA, and Palestinian and Israeli 
telecommunication providers, in a complex interplay with the biographies, 
histories and ideological commitments of participants. The Israeli policy of not 
licensing Palestinian 3G providers requires the PA to invest much more money in 
providing internet via landlines and, for the time being, makes rural Palestine 
dependent on Israeli 3G providers. For the activists this option is a risky one due 
to a lack of any control with regard to internet availability and security. 

Beyond mere access to the internet, the availability of social media combined 
with IT skills and creativity in appropriating those applications plays a major role 
in determining the effect on political actors’ practices. Our point in relation to 
these opportunity structures is that social, political and technological structures 
are closely interwoven. Both ideology and material circumstance influences 
practice. These aspects of the opportunity structure are typically emerging 
bottom-up and are significantly much harder to control for authorities such as the 
Israeli government or the PA. In the case of Al Ma’sara, the appropriation process 
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of IT seems to have been spurred by Israeli and European supporters who have 
started to document the demonstrations and posted these videos on internet 
platforms such as Youtube. While the local activists were initially not in control 
of the videos’ final cut and the political messages they conveyed, they quickly 
recognized opportunities to make sense of social media applications in their 
political struggle. So the questionable legitimacy of the Israeli wall and its 
settlement policy not only brings external actors to the village on a weekly basis, 
it also opened opportunities to spur the appropriation of social media applications 
in support of political activities. 

In order to understand how the appropriation of social media is embedded in 
activists’ practices, we conducted an ‘on the ground’ study which offers a rather 
unique access to their (political) lives and the framing conditions of the 
occupation. This has necessitated an approach to ethnographic work which is 
more ‘fractured’. Obviously, we could only observe what the activists allowed us 
to see and our own engagement was intermittent. It follows that a careful 
interpretation and analysis of observation and interview data is crucial. We 
tackled this potential problem by a systematic “triangulation” of our findings, 
comparing data from different sources, re-sampling data on the same events and 
activities, and cross-checking information from interviews. Even so, we 
acknowledge some limitations. Work in the context we describe is delicate, 
difficult and sometimes fraught. If, however, we are to develop approaches which 
enable us to understand online behavior and its relation to ‘on the ground’ 
behavior, it is necessary. 
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Abstract Social media usage during the recent uprisings in Arab countries has gained 
increasing attention in CHI research. This study adds to these insights by providing some 
findings on the use of ICT, specifically mobile media, by opposition forces and political 
activists during the Syrian civil war. The presented study is based on 17 interviews with 
Syrian FSA fighters, activists and refugees. A first analysis showed evidence for some 
very specific use patterns during wartime (compared to media usage of political activists 
under less anomic conditions). The study also describes a fragmented telecom 
infrastructure in Syria: government-controlled regions offer fairly intact infrastructures 
while rebel- controlled regions have been cut-off from telephone and Internet. Moreover, 
the central and very critical role of mobile video for documenting, mobilization, and 
propaganda is discussed.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Studies of social media use have, unsurprisingly, paralleled the rapid growth in 
their use. These studies have included, for instance, the rehearsal of the way in 
which users orient to, for instance, Facebook and Twitter use in general; to their 
use for more practical purposes (Bakardjieva, 2005); their relationship to, and the 
way they might influence, the political context and structures of power and 
freedom (see e.g. Castells, 2003) and, more recently, their use in social and 
political contexts which are in various ways unlike those of Western Europe and 
the USA. It is the latter which is of primary interest to us. The authors have been 
variously involved in a number of studies which have aimed to do two things. 
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Firstly, they have sought to understand better what the relationship between social 
media use and ‘on the ground’ behavior looks like in such contexts, and secondly 
to understand the particularities of their use and the degree to which they do or do 
not become ‘normalised’ over time. Bakardjieva (op cit) makes the point that, 
from a phenomenological point of view, people are not simply passive consumers 
of new technology. They ‘do things’ with it. Although her focus is primarily on 
the home, she alludes to potential political ramifications, suggesting that ‘use 
genres’: 

  
‘[are] related to conditions of individual existence characteristic of 

contemporary society and represented responses to widespread situational needs. I 
see these genres as a rich resource of ideas that can direct a pursuit of democratic 
Internet development. Democratic, in this context, means not only building a 
medium that is equitably accessible, but also equitably meaningful: inclusive of 
users’ interests and goals, diverse in terms of features and supported activities, 
open and responsive to users’ intervention and actively seeking users’ 
involvement. The point is not to concoct utopian schemes for realizing the visions 
of theorists, technologists and political leaders, but rather to elaborate visions to 
be asserted in a technical and political process with an eye and ear turned to the 
unglamorous everyday initiatives of ordinary users. The political quality of users’ 
resistance and creativity … lies in small gestures immersed in the current of daily 
life that despite their apparent triviality prove to be crucial in countering 
domination and instigating social change.’ (2005:192). This quote raises a number 
of issues, notably the role of theory in relation to political and social change and 
the degree to which various factors/interests interrelate to produce outcomes. 
Here, it appears, new technology can play a critical role. The appeal to practical 
action is also one we are entirely in sympathy with. At the same time, and as has 
been variously pointed out, there are any number of different ways in which we 
can characterize engagement with the Web as ‘political’. It can, for instance, be a 
reference to grassroots, self-help groups of the kind that Christian Fuchs, 
following Deleuze and Guattari, identifies as ‘rhizomatic’ (2007). It can refer to 
the appeals to resistance associated with (some) hacker spaces (see e.g. Jordan and 
Taylor, 2004), to ‘information warfare’ and cyberterrorism (see e.g Karatzogianni 
(2006) for a summary) or to overt mobilization. 

Moreover, and in the situations we are concerned with, the ambition to identify 
these ‘small gestures’ is not necessarily easy to realize. This ambition is, even so, 
important. As Karatzogianni (ibid: 3) has pointed out: 

“In political terms, the Internet is viewed as a vehicle for educating individuals, stimulating citizen 
participation, measuring public opinion … offering a public forum 
…… such study was urgently required, in order to come to grips with the consequences of the use 
of this technology by political actors and groups”.  
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She goes on: 
“It has been termed a powerful tool for grassroots democracy and one that, by facilitating 
discussion and collective action by citizens, strengthens democracy”. 

Previous Such a view has been analysed in some detail by, inter alia, Loader 
and Mercea (2011). Not least, it can be argued that there is a certain technological 
determinism about the idea that the social media are causing social change or 
unrest. Conversely, of course, it would seem perverse to suggest that new 
technology is wholly irrelevant here. The concept of the ‘public’ advanced 
variously by Dewey and Habermas (see e.g. Antonio and Kellner, 1992; Kellner, 
2000; Dahlgren, 2005, for discussion of these themes) is one which has been 
deployed in order to examine this relationship between the discursive and the 
material. As Marres (2002:33) puts it, ‘According to their definition, the problem 
of the public is that it is at once intimately affected by issues but also finds itself 
at a remove from the platforms that are in place to address their issues’ For writers 
such as Warner (2002), publics and ‘counterpublics’ are to be understood in 
largely discursive, or ideological, terms. Moreover, they are also to be understood 
in terms of ‘relations between strangers’. The context of interest for Warner is that 
of sexuality. In contrast, Marres (2012) argues that objects have a mutually 
constitutive relationship with human agency such that they can be spoken of in 
terms of ‘material participation’. The point about her argument is that she 
explicitly suggests that material objects are increasingly being deployed with 
specifically political ends in view and that such moves (in her case, largely in the 
context of ecological movements) have been under-analyzed. Of course, and in 
turn, such concerns with materiality ramify in interesting ways in the context of 
the social media since such media are hardly ‘material’ in any traditional sense. 
Writers such as Leonardi (2010) and Dourish and Mazmanian (2011) have 
recently examined the ways in which the digital and the material are interwoven. 
Two things might be said about this. Firstly, political and economic ambitions are 
likely to exist, and be motivational factors, regardless of the existence of 
technologies which facilitate their communication. Secondly, the take-up of social 
media for these purposes will in turn depend on a number of factors. Of course, 
much of the debate about materiality, the Internet and the creation of ‘publics’ has 
taken place in the context of mature, stable, democracies. In this context, 
Livingston and Bennett (2003) have elaborated on the altering effects of 
technological development on the construction of news, seeing event- driven 
journalism on the rise, but came to the conclusion that most journalists are still 
heavily reliant on officials and institutions in selecting and cueing their political 
content. Howard and Hussain (2013) found out, that although conventional mass 
media such as radio, television and newspaper played a major role in other stages 
of the ongoing democratization processes, mobilization was initiated via social 
networks during the early days of the uprisings in each country (Howard and 
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Hussain, 2013). On a more general level, Bennett et al. (2006) have discussed the 
limits of press independence when reporting on political scandal. Their analysis 
shows, how “despite available evidence and sources to support a counter framing 
of the Abu Ghraib prison story in terms of a policy of torture, the leading national 
news organizations did not produce a frame that strongly challenged the Bush 
administration’s claim that Abu Ghraib was an isolated case of appalling abuse 
perpetrated by low-level soldiers” (ibid: p.467). 

There is, then, an emerging relationship between the conventional and new 
media, one which can be characterised in relation to the formation of ‘publics’ 
which are technologically mediated. Whether the concept is relevant to situations 
which are less stable, indeed deeply divided, is much less clear. One feature of 
this use of the social media in these environments might, for instance, be the 
unreliability of, or complete absence of, representation in the conventional mass 
media. Aouragh (2008) has argued that, in the Palestinian context, that the 
development of online communities constitutes the formation of ‘counterpublics’ 
(see e.g. Warner, op cit). We discuss this further below. Nevertheless, and as she 
is careful to say, ‘During assessments of the political/ economic potential of the 
Internet it is important not to misunderstand Internet activism for offline 
resistance.’ Wulf et al. (2013) have argued along similar lines. Such authors are 
insistent that any ‘ethnographic’ approach to such matters entails both on- and 
offline study, or as Wulf et al. (ibid) term it, ‘on the ground’ study. Not least, this 
serves to reveal the fractures in what otherwise might easily be seen as coherent 
communities. Put another way, it rather problematizes the notion of the ‘public’ 
itself in contexts where stable platforms of the kind that Marres (2012) refers to, 
do not exist. 

A crucial element of such an ambition, then, is empirical study to ascertain 
whether such ‘counterpublic’ ambitions are, to any significant degree, realized 
and, if so, how. Moreover, such assessments will depend on empirical work, not 
only in the context of mature democracies, but also in areas where the political 
situation is fragile, conflicted and emergent. The emergence of social movements 
which challenge the status quo may well be paralleled by a developing 
sophistication on the part of government agencies. If it is true that, in mature 
democracies, political engagement can be facilitated by the Internet because it is 
cheap, rapid and more or less universally available, we evidently cannot assume 
the same of conflict environments. 

A perspicuous setting for the study of these emergent and fragmented political 
environments is currently, as indicated, the Middle East. Protest movements in the 
Arab world have attracted special attention (e.g., Al-Ani et al. 2012, Kavanaugh et 
al. 2012, Howard & Hussain 2013, Wulf et al. 2013 and 2013a). In this paper, we 
want to contribute to this discourse specifically by describing ICT use during the 
Syrian civil war. 
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In relation to the events in other Arab countries, civil uprisings started in Syria 
in spring 2011 and gradually developed into what has effectively become a civil 
war since then. Estimates suggest that more than 100,000 Syrians have been killed 
and some 4 million have left their homes up to the end of 2014, fleeing mostly (in 
the first instance) to neighboring countries such as Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey 
(Amnesty International 2016). 

Most analyses of the recent uprisings in the Arab world attribute a major role to 
the use of social media. During the first wave of uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt, 
Facebook, for instance, is considered to have played a major role. It has 
contributed to mobilizing the population under the constraints of rather rigid 
censorship and on the organization of political activities (Lotan et al. 2011, Wulf 
et al. 2013 and 2013a). In case of Syria, however, the uprisings did not result in a 
change of the regime but led instead to a civil war and continued instability, 
involving regional and international powers. 

In the following, we want to investigate the use of ICT, and just as importantly, 
its absence, during the civil war. The work is part of a more general and 
systematic attempt to make sense of the relationship between ICT use and the 
social, technical, economic, and political contexts of political activism. As such, 
we have conducted ‘on the ground’ studies in a number of locations over time, 
including Palestine, Tunisia and Syria. In each case, and as a result of the very 
difficult and dangerous conditions under which such studies have to take place, 
we are forced to manage our data collection and analysis methods under 
significant constraints. 
The paper is structured as follows: First we discuss some related studies on the 
role of the media in situations of political and social conflict, and on ICT and 
media use during the so-called “Arab Spring”, and then we briefly introduce the 
situation in wartime Syria. After a description of our research methods, we present 
data from the interviews we conducted. Last, we discuss some insights from our 
analysis and draw some conclusions regarding findings and further work. 

2 STATE OF THE ART 

The role of the media in situations of political and social unrest and war has long 
been in the focus of research from communication studies, media and journalism 
studies, discussing the limitations of freedom of the press (e.g. Price 2002, 
Bennett et al. 2006), objectivity in reporting (Aday et al. 2005), and media 
systems dependency (e.g. Dimitrova & Connolly-Ahern 2007). In the context of 
the recent uprisings in the Middle East, a special focus of media effects studies 
and communications research has been on the role of satellite TV and global news 
media. Al-Jazeera English and global news networks like CNN International and 
BBC world have been compared in their impact on fostering cross-cultural 
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understanding and reconciliation among their audiences. Several studies have 
emphasized the special impact of Al-Jazeera English as an independent news 
organization that is capable of bringing diverse audiences together and frequently 
taking up a conciliatory position with its model of journalism and broadcasting 
(Powers & Gilboa 2007, Powers & El-Nawawy 2009, El-Nawawy & Powers 
2010). Al Jazeera carried out another important innovation, namely presenting 
user-generated content to its online viewers (e.g. from the 2009 Gaza invasion or 
the uprising in Tunisia), in situations where its journalists had been banned, thus 
effectively bypassing the telecommunications ban. (Howard and Hussain, 2013). 
Al Jazeera even developed an application based on SMS technology and Twitter 
to collect incident reports from citizens on the ground (Al Jazeera 2009). 

New Media studies form one line of discourse here. Recent publications 
explored different dimensions of social network sites (SNSs) especially regarding 
Facebook. Błachnio et al. (2013), for instance, present the main trends in 
Facebook research, including topics such as the role of self-efficacy and 
motivations for using specific SNS. The motivation to use SNSs was also 
investigated by Kim et al. (2010) concluding ‘that interdependent self-construal is 
associated with social-motivations to use SNS’ (ibid). An earlier publication of 
Brandtzæg et al. (2010) focused on content sharing and sociability, and conducted 
in-depth interviews and usability tests to explore how privacy experiences and 
usage behavior were perceived in SNS. 

Within the above-described social and political context of unrest and uprising, 
a series of studies on social media use during the so-called “Arab Spring” have 
been published more recently (Al-Ani et al. 2012, Kavanaugh et al. 2012, Lotan et 
al. 2011, Starbird and Palen 2012, Wolfsfeld et al. 2013). These studies describe 
aspects of the use of blogging and micro-blogging sites, such as Twitter, mainly 
during the uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia. While highly valuable, these studies 
mainly use ‘logging’ methodologies (of online data) and as such tell us less about 
how the use of social media relates to users’ political activities in practice. In 
addressing this gap, Wulf et al. (2013) investigated how social media use 
supported political activists ‘on the ground’ in Tunisia. These researchers 
conducted a similar study in Palestine to observe political activists using social 
media to demonstrate against wall building near their village (Wulf et al. 2013a). 
Howard and Hussain (2013) have suggested, in a similar vein, that social media 
represent ‘information networks not easily controlled by state and coordination 
tools that are already embedded in trusted networks of family and friends.’ (ibid: 
p. 34) Al-Ani et al. (2012) investigated the Egyptian blogosphere during the 
“Arab Spring” uprisings in 2011, based on qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
blog postings. They identified so-called “counter-narratives” created by Egyptian 
bloggers to protest against the Government’s official communication and 
described the blogosphere as an “alternative public space” (Al-Ani et al. 2012, p. 
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25). These spaces enabled equal debate between men and woman about policy 
alternatives, corruption and wealth disparities (Howard and Hussain, 2013). In 
another study on blog postings, Mark et al. (2012) focused on “war diaries”, 
published by bloggers during the war in Iraq. Based on topic modeling and a 
quantitative analysis of postings, the authors investigated the relationship between 
war postings and other topics, notably postings on people’s everyday life and their 
daily routines. Semaan and Mark (2011) examined trust building in disrupted 
environments, based on (mainly telephone) interviews with Iraqi civilians during 
the second Gulf war, focusing on (public) identity. In another study, Mark and 
Semaan (2009) focused on collaboration structures and patterns of action during 
wartime, based on semi-structured telephone interviews with civilians from Iraq 
and Israel. Zhou et al. (2010) did a quantitative study about the usage of Twitter 
during the post-election protests in Iran, and analyzed over three million tweets of 
publicly accessible users, thus providing insights into the “the dynamics of 
information propagation that are special to Twitter” (Zhou et al. 2010, p.123). 

Nonetheless, the empirical project we mention above has, for very good 
reasons, remained substantially unfulfilled (but see Aouragh and Alexander, 
2011). There are few papers which directly investigate how Internet and social 
media are actually appropriated by political activists under dangerous conditions 
(such as armed conflicts, political instability, disrupted environments, occupation, 
or military rule) and how their use is mediated by a range of social, political and 
economic factors. 

3 SYRIA AND THE CIVIL WAR 

These disrupted contexts quite often form significant obstacles for empirical 
research that extends beyond log file analyses of digital communication data. One 
might anticipate that there will be significant differences between temporary 
unstable political conditions and life during (longer lasting) conditions of civil 
war. In this study, to obtain deeper qualitative insights into the use of social and 
mobile media during the ongoing civil war in Syria, we present findings from 
interviews with Syrian activists and refugees. 

After the end of the Ottoman Empire, Syria became part of the French mandate 
zone and achieved its independence in 1946. The first 25 years of Syrian 
independence were characterized by political instability; republican periods being 
interrupted by various military coup d’états. In 1971, Hafiz al Assad, the father of 
the current president, came to power and remained up to his death in 2000. A 
savvy politician, he brought political stability and economic development to the 
country. During his 30 years of one-man rule, political dissent was suppressed by 
arrest and torture. When the Muslim Brotherhood mounted a rebellion in the 
provincial town of Hama in 1982, Assad suppressed it, killing (an estimated) 
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10,000–25,000 people. The Assad regime is characterized by the fact that the 
upper ranks of the military hierarchy, the political elite, and the secret service 
organizations are highly intertwined and run by networks of loyal Alevis, a 
religious minority to which the Assad family belongs (see e.g. Perthes 1997). 

After his father’s death, Bashar al Assad came to power in 2000. It has been 
suggested that his accession to power “evoked ripples of derision and criticism 
within and outside the country” (Zisser 2007) even then. His policy initially 
followed a political and economic reform agenda, though political reforms ceased 
within a year. Some aspects of the Syrian economy have nevertheless been 
reformed. Like other Arab countries, over the past decades Syria has seen one of 
the internationally highest birth rates, leaving the country with more than one 
third of the population below 14 years and an unemployment rate among people 
under 25 of almost 20% (CIA 2013, UN Data 2016). Socio-economic inequality 
increased. This became specifically an issue in cities with a high poverty rate, 
such as Daraa and Homs, rural areas hit hard by a drought in early 2011, and the 
poorer districts of other large cities. 

The political protests began on March 15, 2011, in the southern city of Daraa - 
well after the Tunisian and Egyptian regimes had already been toppled after 
popular political uprisings (which is a wave that has been widely considered as 
the Arab Spring). Over the next few days, demonstrations and confrontations 
escalated in Daraa and started to spread to other Syrian cities. Protesters 
demanded the release of political prisoners, the abolition of Syria's 48-year 
emergency law, more freedoms, and an end to pervasive government corruption. 

In April 2011, the Syrian Army was deployed to quell the uprising, and 
soldiers were ordered to open fire on demonstrators. After months of military 
sieges, the protests evolved into an armed rebellion. Opposition forces, mainly 
composed of defected soldiers and civilian volunteers, became increasingly armed 
and organized as they unified into larger groups, with some groups receiving 
military aid from several foreign countries (Amnesty International 2016). 

The Internet played a considerable role in the developments under Bashar al 
Assad. Under his government, the Internet was introduced to Syria in 2001. 
However, access to social media applications, such as Facebook and YouTube, 
was officially banned. Even so, the government left the country’s access to the 
Internet mostly intact during the 21- month struggle with rebels – except for 
shorter shutdowns in the end of November 2012 (Chozick 2012). 

During the civil war, the Internet itself became a contested space (Howard, 
Agarwal & Hussain 2011). Opposition actors claimed to have monitored the 
inboxes of Assad and his wife in real time for several months. In several cases 
they claim to have used information to warn colleagues in Damascus of imminent 
regime moves against them (Guardian 2012). The pro-government Syrian 
Electronic Army, mentioned in (Chozick 2012), has also been accused of DDoS 
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attacks, phishing scams, and other tricks to fight opposition activists online 
(Atlantic 2011). At checkpoints, Assad forces examine laptops for software that 
would allow users to bypass government spyware. In Internet cafes government 
officials checked users’ identification (Chozick 2012). The government seems to 
also survey and manipulate Facebook and Google access via ‘man in the middle’ 
attacks (TAZ online). In sum, government in this context has a sophisticated 
appreciation of Internet affordances and how to use them for its purposes. 

It is important to note that our study represents the state of affairs in spring 
2013, covering the first 20 months of Syrian civil war. The situation continues to 
evolve. The first phase of the Syrian civil war was dominated mainly by three 
armed factions: the official Syrian Army (OSA), the oppositional Free Syrian 
Army (FSA), and armed Kurdish forces (mainly in the North-East of Syria). In the 
meantime, newly emerging armed forces gained increasing influence on both 
sides (as with Assad`s allies e.g. the Iranian revolutionary guard and the 
Hezbollah, and for the opposition e.g. different Islamist groups like the Al-Nusra 
Front, Syrian Islamic Front, ISIL) in addition to the complex role of the 
international coalition and Russia. Furthermore, several (sometimes violent) 
quarrels have been recorded between opposition factions which further 
complicates the picture. 

4 RESEARCH METHODS 

Our method focuses on an exploratory analysis of narrative interview data. 
Narrative interviews are intended to elicit detailed ‘stories’ and are regarded as 
reflexive productions of both interviewers and interviewees. They tend not to take 
the question/ answer form associated with traditional social science (see e.g. 
Gubrium and Holstein 2012, Holstein and Gubrium 2000) but instead, and as 
stated, have a much more exploratory and unstructured character. Given civil war 
conditions, interviews could not realistically take place in Syria itself. The 
research is therefore based on empirical data directly collected from interviews 
with Syrian citizens in Turkey (near the Syrian border in 2013), Germany (2013), 
and Jordan (near the Syrian border, in 2014). We gathered additional data from 
participants from one Skype interview, a written e-mail interview and an analysis 
of online sources. Finally, we had one informal interview with a representative of 
a non-governmental organization who provided us with information about the 
different ways in which governments and other agencies were managing Internet 
engagement. 

In a first phase, two authors traveled to Turkey from December 29, 2012 to 
January 8, 2013. Keeping its borders open at the time of writing, Turkey hosts a 
large number of Syrian refugees. The authors started their journey from Istanbul, 
flying to Adana and then travelling on public transportation to Iskenderun, 
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Antakya, Reyhana, Kirikan, Kilis, and Gaziantep. The authors visited the border 
at Kilis and went to two Syrian refugee camps: a tent camp at Apaydin and a 
container camp directly near the border control in Kilis. However, the Turkish 
authorities did not permit the authors to enter and so conversations took place at 
the entrance. Since Turkey was hosting more than 200,000 refugees in January 
2013 with a high concentration in the border areas, travelling on public 
transportation enabled the authors to observe and talk to a variety of Syrians who 
had left their country for different reasons. While the travelling route was chosen 
deliberately, the interviewees were selected opportunistically. We approached 
people wherever we saw opportunities and interviewed those who were willing to 
speak to us, for instance in buses, hotels, at border posts, or in front of refugee 
camps. 

In this part of the study, we conducted eleven interviews: four with (former) 
soldiers of the Free Syrian Army (FSA), three with political activists, and four 
with other refugees. The interviews lasted between 15 minutes and 2.5 hours. In 
the case of the political activist called A in this publication, we had a 20-minute 
interview at the Turkish-Syrian border complemented by a 90 minute Skype 
interview two weeks later. The interviews were mostly conducted in English, with 
one in French. We used an interpreter when interviewing X. The choice of 
interviewees was mostly limited to those Syrians who could speak English, 
German, or French. For reasons of practicality and confidentiality, we did not 
audio record the interviews. However, we documented the interviews every 
evening and added additional (field) notes. Furthermore, we took photos 
selectively, asking carefully for permission (which understandably were not 
always granted). 

In the second phase in spring 2013, we conducted four additional interviews 
with Syrian refugees in Germany (face to face), one Syrian MA student in 
Germany and a PhD student in Switzerland. Germany hosted at that time some 
16,000 Syrian refugees (BAMF) and another 2,000 students from Syria (DAAD 
2013). Our interviewees in Germany fled from northern Syria and had a Kurdish 
background. The four refugees were living in a small town in central Germany in 
rather basic accommodation provided by the local municipality whilst awaiting 
the decision on their application for political asylum. The apartment they lived in 
did not have Internet access. All of them had family members already living in 
central Europe before they arrived in Germany. Two of them had paid human 
traffickers to cross the border from Turkey into the European Community. 

One of them, C, had been a political activist in Syria and by then had lived for 
six months in Germany. The other three refugees had escaped from Syria during 
the previous year. The fifth interviewee, B, came to Germany as a student some 
eight months before the interview (spring 2012); he is still politically active in 
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Germany. The PhD student moved in 2012 to Switzerland to write his thesis; he is 
not politically active but is in contact with political activists in Syria. 

Given the political situation, it took time to build mutual understanding and 
trust for the interviews. Adler and Adler (2002), among others (e.g. Roulston 
2014), have elaborated in detail on a range of “reluctant respondents”, with issues 
of secretiveness, relative advantage or disadvantage, and the sensitivity of certain 
topics. To minimize risk of self-censorship and selective answers to our questions 
in the interviews, we conducted at least two interview sessions with each of our 
interviewees. The interviews focused on the refugees’ lives during the civil war 
and their usage of ICT. Three interviews with refugees were conducted in Arabic; 
the other one was in German and supported by a native Arabic speaker who 
translated when necessary. The interviews with the students were conducted in 
German and English respectively. Two refugees showed us videos on their mobile 
phone or laptop. The interviews lasted between one to two hours. 
Even the interviews in Germany involved a delicate process of relationship 
building. Refugees expressed concerns that the Syrian government could get 
access to the recordings and might take revenge against their families in Syria or 
even in Germany. 

Three of the interviewees refused any recording. The interview with the PhD 
student started face-to-face and was continued via E-mail. 

In a third phase, two authors travelled to Jordan from 2nd to 9th of March 
2014. Compared to the first field visit, the number of Syrian refugees had 
significantly increased in the neighboring countries. While Jordan’s share of 
officially registered refugees was at 600.000, the real number was assumed to be 
close to one million. We arrived in Amman and travelled to the North of the 
country, close to the Syrian border where most of the refugees are hosted. The 
authors visited Al Zaatari, the largest refugee camp in Jordan (though were not 
allowed to enter), and the towns of Al Mafraq, Ar Ramtha, and Irbid (30 km south 
of Daraa). We also visited two field offices of international help organizations, 
and the Syrian border near Al Ramtha. In this part of the study, we conducted 
three group interviews, one with three young Syrian brothers working in a food 
stall near the border at Al Ramtha. They told us that they continued to cross the 
border to fight in the civil war. Moreover, we had two group interviews with three 
elderly male refugees and seven female refugees in the office of one international 
help organization. Finally, we visited a Syrian refugee family in their very humble 
apartment. The interviews lasted each around 30 min. Apart from the first one; the 
interviews were conducted in English and translated into Arabic by local 
employees of the international help organization. We documented the interviews 
every evening and added additional (field) notes. Photos were taken where 
appropriate and when allowed. 
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Over all phases, we collected 62 pages of interview notes and over 5 hours of 
audio recordings. In addition to these interviews, we observed various on-going 
Facebook groups and Twitter accounts dealing with the civil war to better 
understand the situation in Syria. One author, a native Arabic speaker, transcribed 
the Arabic interviews and translated interview parts and Internet sources 
selectively into English. 

To triangulated the empirical data from the three phases of the investigation, 
we followed three strategies: (1) we talked to different actors about similar topics, 
(2) we matched Internet-based materials with interviews and observational data, 
(3) and we followed the mass media coverage of the Syrian civil war in 
international media. According to our exploratory approach, we mainly analyzed 
the raw data from narrative interviews by coding the transcripts with ex-post 
categories. The interview data was open coded. First, authors coded their own 
materials. Then, their coded categories were compared and discussed. Our 
resulting coding scheme covers all essential parts of the interviews. Later we 
mainly analysed the raw data from the transcribed interviews to explore new 
findings relevant for our research. 

In the following, we present the accounts of four soldiers and of two political 
activists in depth. Such an actor-centric presentation of the empirical material, we 
believe, offers a better understanding of unfolding personal paths during the civil 
war and offers important empirical insights to better understand the actors’ 
appropriation of mobile media. 

5 FINDINGS 

The presentation of our findings follows a two-fold structure. First we present six 
actor-centric accounts of the civil war. In the following we then elaborate more 
specifically on the use of IT and mass media by our interviewees. 

5.1 The civil war: Perspective of soldiers of the Free Syrian 
Army 

In Turkey in 2012, we interviewed four soldiers of the Free Syrian Army. We 
were mainly interested in their experiences as soldiers and in their appropriation 
of mobile applications and social media. We focused primarily on mobile use, 
since this was the main mechanism available to these fighters. 

5.1.1 A Suburban Poor Worker from Aleppo 
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We met X, a former fighter in the FSA with a Sunni background (as mentioned by 
himself), in Istanbul where he is working illegally in a bakery. The interview was 
arranged by a hotel receptionist with Lebanese-French background. He also 
translated from Arabic back and forth into English and French. The receptionist 
had known X for some months; he framed his relationship to X in the following 
way: ”I feel a bit like a father towards him“. 

X was 17 years old at the time of the interview. He was brought up in one of 
the very poor northern suburbs of Aleppo. His parents and siblings are still living 
there. He is the eldest son of the family and he was the only one to be active in the 
war. He went to school for six years. X started his political activities with 
demonstrating against the regime. He was arrested three times by the police 
during the demonstrations. The first time, he suggested, he was beaten but only “a 
bit”. The second time he was manhandled in a more serious way. The third time 
he was tortured and described how he left the prison with “badly swollen legs”. 
After this experience, he decided to fight with the rebels. Even before the center 
of Aleppo was attacked by the rebels, the northern suburbs were already (partly) 
controlled by them. So, it was not difficult to find the rebel groups – they were, he 
said, everywhere in his suburb. 

He received a rudimentary amount of military training (lasting a few hours), 
and then was sent directly into combat against Assad’s army. His original training 
was only in the usage of an automatic gun. Later on he was also trained to become 
a sniper using specific NATO guns. His unit of the rebel forces had about 20 
members. He was not allowed to know who was fighting in the other units of the 
brigade nor how large the whole rebel unit was. 

After some months fighting for the rebels, X finally decided to leave. He 
explained to us that he had realized that his unit was committing similar atrocities 
to those of the Assad regime. He witnessed, he said, one situation where soldiers 
of Assad’s army on the roof a building in his neighborhood were surrounded and 
cut off from their supply lines. It being the case that the rebels were not easily 
able to remove them from the building, they decided to put five packages of TNT 
in the basement of the building – knowing that there were civilians in the building 
as well. He told us that, at that point, he felt a strong distaste, not to say horror, 
and was able to defuse three of the five TNT packages by putting sand on the 
dynamite and the fuse. Even so, two packages exploded, killing the soldiers and 
civilians in the building. That was the moment when X decided to escape from the 
rebel forces. It was quite easy to get into Turkey since the rebels mainly 
controlled the northern border. 

In the interview, it did not become clear whether X had used social media 
applications before the rebellion. The receptionist assumed that the boy had not 
used them before, at least not in a serious manner. After arriving in Istanbul he 
used what he initially earned at the bakery to buy a rather expensive smart phone. 
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However, he could not reach his family since the telephone lines and mobile 
networks in the rebel controlled northern suburbs of Aleppo were broken. There 
was no regular phone or Internet connection available for him with which to 
maintain contact with his family. To contact him, his mother, once a week, went 
to a part of the town which was controlled by the Assad troops. 

X explained that the officers of the rebel fighters had sophisticated satellite 
communication equipment, delivered mainly by the US and Western Europe. This 
way they coordinated activities and are able to order ammunition and arms 
supply. 

According to the receptionist, the main reason why X had bought the expensive 
smart phone was that it enabled the reception of long text messages sent by his 
Imam. The receptionist mentioned that there were many imams from Qatar, 
Libya, and other Arab countries travelling through the liberated parts of Syria in 
order to gain supporters. He believed that these imams were dangerous and were 
actively involved in the recruitment of young supporters with a view to 
conversion into suicide bombers. The receptionist argued that by promising 
people like the young boy some money for their families (‘1,000 US $ is a lot of 
money nowadays in Syria’) and ‘some 40 virgins in heaven’ their followers were 
susceptible to the imams. The receptionist felt that X’s relationship with „the guys 
with the long beards“ was deeply problematic. 

5.1.2 An Academic from Deir ez-Zur 

We met Y, a soldier with a Sunni background by accident in our hotel lobby in 
Antakya. He had travelled there with two comrades. He spoke good French and 
used to work as a lecturer at a university. Before the war, Deir ez-Zur had some 
500,000 inhabitants and is now almost empty. Y explained that bombs and 
artillery shells had almost completely destroyed the city centre. In spring 2013, 
there were some 600 FSA fighters almost encircled by 4,500 government soldiers 
armed with tanks. The FSA fighters had, in contrast, only guns and light weapons. 
The rebels engaged in house-to- house fighting while the government was 
systematically bombing the city centre. 

Y explained that the demonstrations in Deir ez-Zur started later than the ones 
in Daraa and were peaceful for quite some time. Students were among the first to 
demonstrate. However, the secret services arrested the demonstrators along with 
their family members – and subjected them to serious physical abuse. „After some 
time the situation became unsupportable“, according to Y. So the opposition 
began to arm itself with guns to defend themselves against the police and secret 
services. 

According to Y, the Assad regime had tried to play the people in the city 
centres off against the people in the suburbs. In Deir ez-Zur the situation was very 
different from that in Aleppo where the poor suburbs were rebelling against Assad 
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while the richer city centre tended to support the regime. In Deir ez-Zur the 
middle class living in the city centre was driving the protest. However, Y also 
mentioned that the majority of the active FSA fighters in Deir ez-Zur were from 
relatively poor backgrounds and in many cases were incomers from other places 
in Syria. 

Y first supported the rebels by working in their hospital. However, six months 
before our interview, he decided that he also needed to get involved in the 
fighting. Since then, he had been a soldier. When we met him in Antakya, it was 
the first time that he had been out of the country, „to relax“, as he said. When 
travelling the 300 km through Syria he needed to take side roads. There seemed to 
be bus lines avoiding the main roads which were at that time still controlled by 
Assad’s troops. 

Afterwards, the city center was taken over by the rebels and the air force 
started bombing it. Almost the whole population left the city and fled to cities in 
the North or even into Turkey. There were only 200 families left – „the very 
poor“, as Y characterized them. His own family lived in a Turkish refugee camp 
close to the northern Syrian border hosting some 30,000 refugees. He visited his 
family just once for a day. The rest of the time, he had no contact with them and 
vice versa. 

In the center of Deir ez-Zur no telephone or Internet connections were working 
at least from the point in time where the rebels had taken over. The FSA fighters 
had two satellite phones which connected them to their command and supply 
lines. He was not able to use any other method of (private) communication. In his 
words „I do not have time for that. We are at the front!“ 

During the house-to-house fighting in Deir ez-Zur they found dead bodies. At 
one place they found the bodies of 80 women and children, and in another quarter 
they found another 12 dead bodies – decapitated. To support his claims, he 
offered to show us photos or videos which he had on his mobile. He mentioned 
one more of these massacres – also stating that the government forces used 
civilians as human shields in case they got encircled. Government forces seemed 
to have specifically targeted students since they were the ones who were leading 
the local demonstrations and resistance. 

5.1.3 Two lower Middle Class Fighters from Baniyas 

We met Z, a young Syrian soldier of Sunni background (as mentioned by 
himself), in front of a refugee camp at the Syrian-Turkish border in Kilis. After 
some conversation, he took us into a room inside a container building where more 
members of his family were sitting on mattresses. This building normally housed 
Syrians visiting their relatives in the camp. However, he and his family had stayed 
there overnight because they had not been directly admitted to the camp which 
offered, according to them, better sleeping conditions. 
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Z’s family consisted of his brother, also an FSA soldier who had been wounded 
by a grenade, their mother, and two younger women. We were not able to 
ascertain for sure whether they were siblings or the soldiers’ wives. Like Z, the 
mother spoke good English, while the other members of the family did not. All 
three women were fully covered with headscarves; the young fighter was wearing 
a small green keffiyeh (Palestinian type of scarf) on his head. The brother’s 
wound was already healing but a large bandage covered it. The mother later said 
that the pieces of metal were still inside his body. The brother had also scars at 
other parts of his body (belly and arm) which he showed us in the course of our 
talk. 

The family is from Baniyas, a port town between Latakia and Tartus where the 
demonstrations started already on March 18th, 2011. The town was later besieged 
by the Syrian army and is, according to our interviewees, now almost completely 
destroyed. Z used the English “flat”’ and the German term “kaputt” to describe 
the state of his hometown and their family house. The mother showed us a photo 
on Z’s older smart phone showing the place where their family home had been. 

Z had been working as a sailor on a ship before the uprising started. He 
participated in the demonstration movement from an early stage. Following the 
siege of their hometown they armed themselves and joined the FSA. After the 
crackdown on the uprising in Baniyas, Z and his brother left their hometown to 
serve on another front. 

Thereafter, their mother reported that she had been badly mistreated and, as a 
result, she and the rest of the family decided to follow her sons who meanwhile 
did “their service“ with the FSA in Aleppo. From Aleppo they had travelled to the 
Turkish border to rest and heal the brother’s wounds. 

They talked openly about the military conditions in Aleppo at the time of the 
interview. The Syrian air force was bombing Aleppo, or parts of it, with MIG 21 
and 23 planes and heavy bombs. According to them, the Syrian air force also 
bombed the liberated city of Azaz, just next to Kiliz on the Syrian side of the 
border, at least five times a day. Iranian soldiers seemed to be fighting in Aleppo 
on the Assad side. The brother of Z claimed that he saw the beheading of two 
Iranian soldiers during the fighting around Aleppo. 

With regard to media use, Z told us that he had Facebook and Skype accounts 
and used Facebook inside Syria to get information about the political and military 
situation. He did not post information himself. He showed us the Facebook icon 
on his smart phone. 

To illustrate their accounts of the fights going on in Aleppo and in Baniyas, Z 
and his family each used older mobile phones equipped with camera and video 
function, obviously owned by the two brothers. While it was not always easy to 
see what was going on in the videos on the very small screens, we could discern 
the content of three short videos and one photo (presented by Z): 
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• A video of a deserted street scene inside a city, probably in Aleppo, 

supposedly a part of the front line. 

• A video showing a dead person wearing clothes, laying in a ditch, 
inside an urban environment 

• A video presenting the dead body of a friend of the two soldiers, his 
head facing the ground and covered in blood. The head is lifted up by 
someone, a pond of blood becoming visible under his head. The dead 
body is located inside a destroyed house. 

• A photo of a completely burned human body located inside a destroyed 
house. 

Additionally, Z’s brother presented to us, using the other smart phone images, 
a street fight in a city, probably Aleppo, with sounds of shooting. 

Having left the family’s quarter, one author was sitting by herself in front of 
the mobile home. A Syrian boy from Aleppo of maybe 16 or 17 years of age came 
to her and presented videos from a mobile phone. The first video was 
professionally produced, probably from TV news. There was some information in 
Arabic before the video started. The boy explained to the second author what that 
video was about: it apparently showed an Assad soldier beheading a person with a 
sword. The video took about three minutes and it was presented in considerable 
detail. While presenting this video, a whole group of younger and elder boys and 
adults joined the crowd to watch. 

On the second video that the young Syrian boy showed us on the mobile, an 
old man who walking in an urban area was suddenly shot and fell down, probably 
still alive. Then more shots hit his body. The video lasted for about one minute. 
This video was not professionally produced and its quality was not very good. 

5.2 THE CIVIL WAR: PERSPECTIVES OF POLITICAL 
ACTIVISTS 

We also interviewed three political activists. Here, we want to present two of their 
accounts. We were mainly interested in their experiences as political activists 
during the different stages of the uprising. Special emphasis is devoted to their 
appropriation of mobile applications and social media. 

5.2.1 An Early Political Activist from South Idlib 

We met A, an activist with Sunni background, who speaks perfect English, in a 
local bus from Antakya to Reyhana. His family is from the region south of Idlib in 
western Syria. He studied in Syria and then worked in Dubai. When he came back 
to Syria, he had saved some money and was preparing to leave for Europe to 
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continue his studies. At that point, the uprisings happened in Tunisia and he felt 
that something needed to be done in Syria. He told us that he started to think 
about mobilizing against the Assad regime in December 2010 - when the uprising 
had just started in Tunisia. At that time, he was already thinking of mobilizing 
against the corruption of the regime. He was not, at that point, thinking about 
ousting the president: “We were against the corruption not against Assad – in the 
beginning”. 

A started to work on Facebook in mid-January 2011, creating a group called 
‘Syrian Revolution’. He got some personal friends involved. They in turn added 
some more friends of their own. In the end of February 2011, when A was 
arrested, the group consisted of a rather small number of activists. A thought of 
carrying out some coordinated actions such as crushing a monument dedicated to 
Hafiz el Assad, former president of Syria until the year 2000, or blocking the road 
between Aleppo and Damascus by means of a demonstration. Coordinated actions 
of this type, they hoped, would attract international attention and kick-start an 
uprising in Syria. 

While still planning these activities, A was arrested in an Internet cafe in the 
town of Hama. At that time he lived in Homs where it was relatively safe to 
conduct political activities via Facebook. In Hama, due to the city’s history, there 
were considerably more secret service activities. Not living in Hama and lacking 
the appropriate social networks, A did not know that the owner of the Internet 
cafe was an informant of one of the secret services. 

When A was arrested, the other members of his Facebook group began to hide, 
fearing arrest as well. During the interrogations, A was asked to give away the 
passwords for both of his Facebook accounts. They also asked him for his other 
passwords (“They asked for the password of everything”). After being detained, 
his family had to bribe officials just to find out where he was imprisoned. Again, 
he alleged mistreatment but he did not give details since we did not ask for them. 
Normally, he said, people like him would be detained the first time for some five 
days. However, he had hosted university students from Germany, UK, and US in 
2008, a fact which he had to declare to the police at that time. The secret police, it 
seems, found that suspicious: “they had somehow black marked me for that” and 
argued that he had hosted spies in the past. Therefore, he was imprisoned for 
almost a year. 

We asked him why they used Facebook for organizing their political activities. 
He said it was the safest way to do so. Telephone networks were strongly 
surveilled in Assad’s Syria. Facebook was the most common communication 
media. According to him, Facebook worked perfectly effectively for their group. 
He added that the first demonstrations in Syria were all organized via Facebook 
(“Under such regimes, you know, you cannot just talk to people about going to a 
demonstration”). 
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Via Facebook, he also came in contact with a London-based opposition TV 
station, called Barada (that, according to WikiLeaks, is funded by the US 
government). One of his friends knew about their broadcast programs and their 
Facebook site. At that time, they were far less well-known than Al Jazeera. But he 
started to watch and then contacted them via Facebook. Barada tried to organize a 
demonstration in Damascus on February 5 (via their TV program). However, due 
to rain and cold weather this call for action did not result in anything, according to 
A. 

While A was in prison, two of his brothers were killed. According to him, they 
had become politically active after his arrest. They had organized demonstrations 
and an uprising in his hometown – which became one of the first to be fully 
controlled by the opposition. When his hometown was taken over by the 
protesters, one of his brothers protected the local policemen who were his friends. 
This brother was later shot at a government control post because the secret service 
assumed that he was one of the leaders in the local uprising (at that time the local 
resistance in the town was still non- violent). 

His hometown was also one of the first to start armed resistance. The town got 
weapons and won a small skirmish against the army in June 2011. According to 
A, the people in his village were very badly equipped at the beginning of their 
armed fight, “they had only four Kalashnikovs, the rest were equipped with small 
hunting weapons”, compared to the army: “The reinforcement was a convoy of 
some 30, partly armored, cars.” His second brother died in the fighting around his 
hometown. 

When A was finally released from prison, he was able to make money by 
engaging with international media. He started working for Al Jazeera (Arabic 
Language Edition) after a friend who was in contact with Al Jazeera contacted 
him. He provided information directly to the headquarters in Qatar, and three of 
his reports were broadcasted. He communicated with Al Jazeera via Skype on 
what he called “Airspace Internet”. Interestingly, he was not exactly sure how the 
network was working, for instance, whether the router communicated via a 
satellite. However, he knew the brand name of the routers: “one was a German 
company, called iDirect”. 

While staying in his hometown, he was wounded by a shell. In November 
2012, he finally left the town with his remaining family. Just before, a nephew 
had been killed by a helicopter attack in the town. At the time of the interview, his 
town was more or less deserted apart from a small number of families and rebel 
fighters. The Assad army was running 18 checkpoints around the town. He felt 
somewhat guilty that he left his hometown but found it necessary to do: “we 
needed to buy things ... now I need to make some money.” He took the rest of his 
family out of Syria and rented a house in Turkey. 
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Since being released from prison, he has also been working as a freelancer for 
the BBC and different German media. His primary activities for them seem to be 
translating, finding informants, and organizing trips into Syria. 

He sees himself as an Internet activist who uses Facebook and Skype to inform 
the world about what is going on in Syria. He also created his own news stream, 
publishing via Facebook about the current situation in Syria and the political 
regimes all over the Arab world. He also thought about producing a newspaper for 
the liberated part of Syria. 

5.2.2 A Kurdish Activist in Germany 

We met B, who speaks decent English, in December 2012 in Germany. He lived 
in Aleppo where his family has a flat, and a country house in Afrin, a town north 
of Aleppo, where the majority of the inhabitants have a Kurdish background. His 
brother is still in Aleppo; both of them were already politically active in Syria. His 
parents are still living in Afrin. Some of his uncles live in Germany. 

There were about 2 - 3 million Syrian Kurds living along the northern border 
with Turkey (B quantified the population as 3 millions). B explained that the 
Kurdish population mainly works in agriculture, specifically olive tree related. 
There are some 360 Kurdish villages in the Northern part of Syria. Almost every 
Kurd in Aleppo comes from a village where they have residences. Therefore, it 
was rather easy for them to leave Aleppo after the fighting started. 

The situation in the Kurdish areas of the North was complicated at the time of 
our research. Among the Kurdish political parties, the PYD seemed to have won 
the upper hand. The PYD is closely related to the PKK, a Kurdish guerrilla in 
Turkey which is internationally condemned as a terrorist organization. The Assad 
regime seemed to have voluntarily given up control in some Kurdish parts with 
the intention of enabling the PYD to take over and operate against Turkey, which 
supports the Syrian uprising. B contested the fact that control had been handed 
over by the Assad regime and presented the PYD as a part of the Anti-Assad 
rebellion. He also explained that there was already fighting between the radical 
Islamist Al Nasr Brigades and Kurdish forces. The Al Nasr brigades had killed 
Kurdish people in one village but were then kicked out of the village by Kurdish 
forces. 

B left Syria via the Turkish border and got his visa for Germany in the 
consulate in the Western Turkish city of Izmir. At the time of the interview he had 
been in Germany for several months, doing a language course to enable him to 
take a master’s program in law at a German university. 

B was still politically active in Germany; at the time of the interview he had 
just participated in a demonstration at a Syrian consulate. He also works for a 
Kurdish study center and published articles via their website. B explained that the 
revolution had changed. While it started with graffiti and peaceful demonstrations 
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in many cities, armed groups on both sides are now committing all sorts of 
atrocities. He states ‘You can see them at YouTube’. The fights in Aleppo, he 
suggested, are the worst in this respect. 

B is very active on the Internet in collecting information on the current state of 
the fighting, mainly via Facebook, but also with TV channels like Al Jazeera and 
Al Arabiya. According to him, German news media are not especially reliable or 
forthcoming with information about the situation in Syria. He said it is difficult to 
judge the quality of information reported on Syria from a distance. The best 
sources of information, according to him, are friends to talk to, specifically his 
brother who was still in place. He discusses with them via social media. 

He also uses mobile phone networks to call his family, which is still almost 
completely based in Syria. On the day of the second interview, he could not reach 
his brother in Aleppo because the mobile network was not operating. In the past it 
was possible to contact his friend and family via Skype, however, the Internet 
connection was also unstable at this time. 

He uses his real name in Facebook to gain information and watch videos from 
Syria. Sometimes he shares videos and pictures which he receives from friends or 
he writes an article about situations in Syria from his perspective. 

He also told us that he was once arrested at a border control returning from 
Turkey – well before finally leaving the country. He feared that the border guards 
would force him to open his Facebook account to check whether he posts in favor 
or against the government. He was able to call his brother and provide him with 
the log-in information for his Facebook account and asked his brother to delete his 
whole account. 

5.3 IT Usage: Empirical Findings 

After presenting five actor-centric accounts, in the following we want to elaborate 
more specifically on the use of IT and mass media by our interviewees. 

5.3.1 Telephone: availability and surveillance 

In early 2013, the telephone infrastructure, both land line and mobiles, was broken 
in the rebel-controlled parts of (northern) Syria. The former rebel fighter, X, 
already mentioned that the telephone network did not work anymore in the rebel-
controlled suburbs of northern Aleppo. The Kurdish interviewees coming from 
the rebel-controlled rural areas north of Aleppo confirmed this finding. They all 
mentioned that it is very difficult to stay in contact with those members of their 
families who still live in the country. For instance, refugee E mentioned that, at 
the time of the interview, he did not have contact with his parents for more than 
two months. C had not even talked to his relatives in northern Syria for 9 months. 
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Our interviews revealed two strategies for civilians in rebel-controlled areas to 
get access to telephone networks: either going into the government controlled 
parts of the city or country or trying to access the Turkish mobile networks. The 
last strategy typically requires being geographically close to the Turkish or 
Jordanian border or climbing higher mountains in northern Syria. As refugee C 
put it: “They [friends and family member in northern Syria] need to climb a 
mountain and phone via Turkish mobile providers.” 

The situation was rather similar at the southern border in 2014. Most of the 
refugees coming from Daraa explained that they are in close contact with their 
remaining family members across the border via Jordanian mobile networks. 
Those from Homs and a Damascus’ suburb were only in very sparse phone 
contact with their families. 

While ordinary people in FSA controlled areas inside Syria did not have easy 
access to telephones, FSA officers were well equipped with satellite telephones 
(see the accounts of the FSA fighters X and Y). Moreover, foreign TV stations, 
such as Al Jazeera seem to have provided these telecommunication devices to 
their informants (see A’s account). At the same time, according to the NGO 
representative, satellite telephones can be tracked very easily since GPS location 
information is automatically added when calls are made. (this is necessary, it 
seems, so that satellite antenna can be directed). So, our Syrian informant (who 
worked for Al Jazeera as a journalist), who believed that it was Skype that 
allowed the Syrian government to reveal his GPS location, was mistaken. Having 
said that, our NGO informant did say, ‘it is known that …’ Skype has given the 
US government the key to decode chat content and believed that the US 
government has passed this key to all other governments (e.g. the Egyptian 
government). We are not in a position to confirm such observations but it does 
show that the use of media technology depends to some extent on knowledge or 
beliefs about what that technology does, and how. 

Most of our interviewees were certain that the telephone network was 
surveilled by the Syrian government. Refugee C described it this way: 

“I knew that Internet and telephone were surveilled, like anything else one could imagine.…. Since 
my father was highly respected and had a high position he was not surveilled, but his friends and 
also poorer people were. You never knew who belonged to the government and who did not.… In 
general all Kurdish parties were surveilled, however the PKK was the strongest and got most 
intensely surveilled.” 

Once C tried to call his father and a government official answered the phone, 
asking him whom he tried to call. C assured him that “the telephone number was 
correct”. Despite this incident, C was still convinced that his father wasn’t under 
surveillance. 
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Activist A reported that the surveillance of phone lines was a significant factor 
in his preference for using Facebook in trying to organize political 
demonstrations. 

5.3.2 Internet: access and surveillance 

Before the uprising, it took time and effort to get Internet connectivity to private 
homes. One of the Kurdish refugees, E, interviewed in Germany, described it this 
way: 

‘I had to wait for the Internet several months… the time you had to wait was dependent on your 
religion: Alevi got it the fastest, then Christians and Muslims, finally all others.” 

Therefore, cafés played an important role in accessing the Internet. Political 
activist A had already described the importance of cafés in organizing political 
activities. However, Internet access was strongly controlled. The users’ identity 
was registered by the cafés’ staff. B described this procedure in the following 
way: “In the Internet café everybody had to be identified by means of an ID card. 
First and family name get written down together with the ID number, the date, 
and the time.” Moreover, the cafés were regularly inspected. One of the Kurdish 
refugees described how two policemen accompanied by a computer specialist 
checked the Internet café he typically visited almost daily. Indeed, our respondent 
from the NGO subsequently confirmed that the Assad government had made 
Internet owners specifically responsible for activities in their cafes. 

Activist A told us that the owners of Internet cafés in Hama worked for the 
secret police. B reported that users of the Internet café were sometimes forced to 
open their Facebook account and even got arrested while inside the café. 

With the availability of Internet, many refugees used Skype to stay in contact 
with relatives and friends and obtain information about the latest situation. This 
behavior changed with the limitation of the Internet availability in Syria (BBC 
News); it is used, at the time of writing, very sporadically. 

5.3.3 Facebook Usage 

Facebook played an important role in the accounts of our interviewees – 
specifically for those being well enough educated and living in urban centres. 
Influenced by the events in Tunisia and Egypt, A used it at a very early stage in 
trying to organize political action even before the Syrian uprising finally started in 
Daraa. According to C’s experience, Facebook was important during the uprising, 
specifically for staying informed about armed strikes and demonstrations. He 
explained:  

“The demonstrations were first organized via posters, mosques, and TV-stations. However, then 
the people created Facebook groups and organized demos that way, reported about them, and 
about other things.” 
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However, our interviewees mentioned that supporters of the Assad regime 
were active on Facebook, as well. C explained “There were also Facebook groups 
on the government side which wrote reports and revealed a different perspective”. 
The Kurdish activist B developed sophisticated practices around Facebook to 
crosscheck the credibility of news. However, tactics for controlling Facebook 
pages were also evident. The freezing of Facebook accounts is commonplace 
when there are complaints about a given page or group. It seems to be the case, 
according to our NGO respondent, that checks on such complaints are not done 
manually (probably for efficiency reasons). 

It also should be pointed out that analysis of Facebook usage, in and of itself, 
paints a quite unrealistic picture of political activism or opinion, since access to 
the Internet itself cannot be guaranteed. Most of the population living in the rebel-
controlled areas of the north did not have any access to the Internet, at the time of 
investigation. 

Given the surveillance of the Internet and the security staff’s demand that 
suspects to open their Facebook accounts, our interviewees developed different 
strategies. C for instance told us that he does not post or view any clearly political 
message via Facebook – but watched videos of political content on YouTube. 
Others stayed politically active on Facebook and at the same time tried to protect 
themselves. E described how, after getting Internet to his home, he created four 
Facebook accounts: one account was his original one, then he had one account to 
conduct political activities in favor of, and one against, the Assad regime. From 
home he only used the one supporting the Assad regime, the one for activities 
against the Assad regime he used only from an Internet café where he knew the 
owner. Therefore, he did not have to register when using the Internet. Via this 
account he shared videos almost every day. He even used his double identity in 
the online world to influence people’s thinking. He knew a young woman who 
was supporting the Assad regime and became a FB friend with her from his Pro-
Assad account. However, later on he tried to influence her thinking from his 
Assad critical account without letting her know that behind the different FB 
identities was the same person. E mentioned a fourth account on Facebook which 
he shared with several friends for political purposes like posting mobile videos or 
statements. 

The practice of account-sharing was very common among activists. Another 
interviewee, G, a refugee with Kurdish background, explained that he used one 
account with five friends to distribute reports, videos, and pictures; but he didn’t 
use Facebook to gain reliable information. 

Facebook was an important resource for those who have left for Europe. It 
helped B to stay informed about the events in the country. However, the 
municipality’s housing for asylum seekers did not offer Internet access. So, C, D, 
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E and F were basically deprived from this source of information and networking. 
C described that he can only access 

Internet when he visits relatives. Before the final decision on the request for 
political asylum is taken, the refugees are not offered any courses to learn 
German. Together with the lack of contact with their relatives and friends in 
Syria, these conditions of deprivation and isolation make C, for instance, desire to 
return to Syria – though the civil war is still going on. 

5.3.4 Satellite TV 

Arab satellite TV, such as Al Jazeera and Al Arabia, played an important role for 
our interviewees in staying informed about recent developments in the civil war, 
specifically for those living in Europe (France, Germany and the United 
Kingdom) (Howard and Mussain, 2013). Those, seeking political asylum often 
lacked even basic access to the Internet. 

The creditability of Arabic Satellite TV, specifically Al Jazeera, is, in this 
context, quite contested. An interviewee of Kurdish background judged Al 
Jazeera’s approach to covering political uprisings in the Arab world as ‘changing’. 
While C regarded the satellite emission of videos downloaded from Facebook 
and, more generally, Al Jazeera’s role in the Tunisian revolution positively, his 
attitude changed with the Libyan uprising (“Libya was treated badly by Al Jazeera 
because it is influenced by Qatar and Saudi Arabia”). However, we found also 
less critical judgments on Al Jazeera’s role in the Syria civil war. Another refugee 
of Kurdish background referred to the quality of the news reported from Aleppo. 
E explained “… [I] trust al Jazeera because I experienced directly that their 
reports are true. I could verify that by their reports on Aleppo which I know very 
well.” FSA related actors were generally more positive with regard to Arab 
Satellite TV. Activist A was even working for them. 

Against the background of an increasing amount of different information 
sources, our interviewees developed quite sophisticated strategies to verify 
specific news and the quality of certain sources. Interviewee B is a good example; 
he displayed practices which often involve a carefully judged use of social media. 
By observing the different media over time, he became able to identify which 
ones were reliable. He also crosschecks his judgments in conversation he had with 
his family and friends via Facebook. Another method B developed was to validate 
specific news by the amount of their appearance in different Facebook groups. 

5.3.5 Videos: mobile and user-generated 

Limited access to the Internet in rebel-controlled parts of the country seems to 
have made mobile phones an important media for video production and replay and 
led to a Bluetooth-based sharing of these videos among mobile phones. Our 
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experiences when interviewing Z and his family showed the prevalence of video 
clips, both professionally produced and user-generated, shot with mobiles. 

When visiting the border town of Kiliz, we were shown amateur videos 
documenting atrocities taking place in the ongoing Syrian war. We saw young 
people openly sharing such content, including the beheading of a prisoner of war. 
This content was shown to one of the authors. 

Mobile phones enable the documentation of atrocities by those who commit 
them and those who see them with a previously unknown immediacy. Their 
documentation is used for political purposes. For instance, Y suggested showing 
us proof of the mass murders of the Assad regime in Deir ez-Zur. 

A year later at the Jordan border town of Al Ramtha, we again met young 
fighters of the civil war working at a fruit stand. While showing us the scars of 
war, they also presented to us different videos on their mobiles. The first one 
depicted the owner of the mobile fighting house-to-house in Daraa. A second one 
presented himself and three more fighters driving fast in a jeep in southern Syria, 
all highly armed. The video was accompanied by music. A third one showed, 
according to them, a scene in the centre of Daraa where a crowd of people are 
attacked (not clear whether from the air or from snipers), leaving two dead bodies 
on the scene, one portrayed in close-up detail. 

Another of the young fighters showed us a whole collection of photos showing 
him in house-to-house fight, posing with an automatic rifle and two ammunition 
belts, followed by traditional baby photos (his daughter or a relative), and then 
photos with the baby posing with a real Kalashnikov (which is still clearly taller 
than her). 

During the second phase of the study, we asked more deliberately about the 
practices of dealing with videos recorded and shared via mobiles. One of the 
refugees, E, explained his usage of videos in Syria: 

“I traded mobile videos with my friends when we met. But we were recording videos on our own 
too and posted them on Facebook or YouTube. We share one Facebook account, which we only 
use for political purposes.” 

Another refugee, F, described his video related practices in Syria as follows: 

“The majority of the videos I posted were about demonstrations, for example the police arresting 
somebody. I saw the videos with the atrocities only on YouTube, but I shared them later.” 

Another politically active refugee explained how quite a sophisticated division 
of labour could be entailed when producing a mobile video (in this case covering 
a demonstration in the first months of the uprising): 

”We divided the work on the mobile videos. I was responsible for filming, because I had a good 
place to view the main street, where I lived in Syria. Then I gave the memory card to another man, 
who was responsible for the cutting. A third one uploaded the video to a social media platform.” 
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On the other hand, some refugees raised concern with regard to the cruelty of 
the videos’ content and expressed doubts concerning their authenticity. C argued 
that it is often unclear who created and who uploaded them. He spoke about a 
video displaying a massacre which was committed by FSA soldiers. However, Al 
Jazeera had used this video and claimed that the massacre was committed by the 
government forces. He took that as an example of how problematic and 
manipulative the handling of these videos can be. 

6 DISCUSSION 

Our study is based on narrative interviews with Syrian activists and refugees 
conducted from December 2012 to March 2014, along with an interview with a 
representative of an NGO. The situation and conditions in wartime Syria are 
changing very dynamically. Thus, our insights represent mainly historical 
“snapshots” in respect of the states of affairs in early 2013 and spring 2014. As 
the PhD student pointed out: 

“Even more, in the beginning of the uprising there was not much differentiation in positions: there 
were those who were against the regime, and those who were with the regime. Now there are 
multiple camps differentiating across multiple issues: military vs. peaceful action; religious vs. 
secular future.” (PhD student). 

In this context, our following insights provide mainly a “snapshot” of the 
situation in spring 2013 and a follow-up interview phase in March 2014. There are 
clear limitations in our methodology, due to restrictions of data sampling and 
empirical research inevitably faced in wartimes and conflict regions. For security 
reasons, one cannot freely travel around the partly devastated country but can 
have access only to pacified or border regions etc. Access to interview partners is 
very limited as well: Not being able to enter the war zones directly and speak with 
fighters or persons affected, research has mainly been dependent on persons who 
successfully fled the conflict zones, e.g. people in refugee camps, etc. 
Furthermore, our study is based on interview trips in two border regions next to 
Syria, which means we conducted two short visits instead of staying in the region 
for a longer time period. We did not speak to the same interview partners again 
but added interviews with new partners on each visit. Therefore, we are not able 
to tell a “story” which fully reflects the experiences of interviewees or (re-)trace a 
historical development of the Syrian situation in a continuous fashion. Instead, we 
analyze data from two or three snapshots over different times and places. 

Nevertheless, despite the restrictions and limitations for such studies in war 
zones, our interviews provide some rich insights into the context conditions for 
ICT and media use in these particular disrupted environments. More particularly, 
they provide for some nuance in what is otherwise a somewhat generalized 
discourse. While existing studies demonstrate a high degree of usage of social 
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media and, in some cases at least, argue for a democratizing tendency, our study 
points in a preliminary way to the need for the contextualizing of media use. 

6.1 The Ecology of Social Media 

Social and other media use, we argue, in the situations we describe (and arguably 
a great deal more so than in stable contexts), have a distinctively spatial and 
temporal character. It is evident from our results that choices about what media to 
use, and how to use them, depend on a number of factors which relate to the 
overall media landscape, a landscape which can rapidly evolve. At any given 
moment, some media will be more or less stable and others will not. In a similar 
way, and as a result of this, issues of trust, surveillance and safety clearly 
intervene in quite practical ways. As we have seen, interviewees had recourse to a 
number of different channels, both for accessing information and for 
communicating it. Mobile phones are commonly used for what we might call, 
‘local sharing’, ‘local’ in the sense of their immediate environment. This, we 
presume, is precisely because they are mobile. They are easy to transport around 
and can be used discretely. Certainly sharing of some information (images and 
videos) seems commonly done using this vehicle. Indeed, videos seem to become 
a central communication channel (if not the sine qua non) for documentation, 
mobilization, and propaganda. Most videos are taken with mobiles and are 
generally amateurish in nature, none of which draws from their power. Such 
videos primarily attest to personal experience, providing narratives which 
represent, above all, victimhood. Their local production and distribution among 
fighters’ phones or via video sharing platforms circumvent the traditional 
mechanisms of media aesthetics – typically applied by the mass media, such as 
TV stations. It is worth investigating whether and to what extent this media usage 
may contribute to the enormous cruelties characteristic of the Syrian civil war- 
whether, in other words, there is an ‘amplification’ effect. It is also possible that 
this willingness to share video content is a function of uncertain language skills. 
Visual images require no translation. One methodological issue that could 
possibly have added to this presentation of video documents to western 
researchers might be some lacking language skills. If communication between 
Syrian interviewees and German researchers is hindered to some extent by 
missing Arabic or English language skills, sharing video content (or documentary 
pictures, by the way) could support personal experiences and point of views. 

The emerging situation we describe above reflects something of an ‘arms race’ 
between those who wish to use social media and those motivated to control it. The 
use of Facebook, for instance, can be problematic (to say the least) when military 
forces of the government insist on access to Facebook pages and we see above 
some fairly intricate attempts to manage this by maintaining more than one 
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Facebook page. Users find new ways to utilize social media and institutional 
forces attempt new ways to prevent them from doing so (there is a parallel here 
with peer-to-peer networking). On a more long- term basis, this ecology can be 
thought of as potentially very fragile. We discuss this below. 

6.2 Politics and Identity Politics 

Political situations in the Middle East change very rapidly and are evidently 
extremely complex. There is a wide variety of opinion and behavior even in our 
small sample among the users of social and other media in these contexts. Indeed, 
it is not entirely clear that some of this behavior can be thought of as a ‘public’ at 
all. Warner (2002) defines publics as totalities which ‘come into being only in 
relation to texts and their circulation’ (ibid, p.50), implying that they are 
substantially constituted in discursive, textual, forms. This textuality is 
emphasized in and through an insistence, as mentioned above, that publics are 
characterized by ‘relations among strangers’. This is in stark contrast to the view 
that material factors strongly influence the formation and maintenance of publics. 
The behaviours we describe evidently do not constitute a ‘public’ in the sense that 
Warner advocates, although along with Aouragh (2008, 2011) we believe that 
‘counterpublics’ may adequately describe the situation. Views are strongly 
contested and, in some instances, may be heavily disguised. Political attitudes and 
behaviours cannot be simply described as ‘relations among strangers’. Lack of 
trust and feelings of insecurity mean that the use of some media to share 
experiences and opinion is carefully managed and often limited to family and 
friends. Our point here is that any sense in which we might discuss the use of 
social media in the circumstances we describe is of relatively little value without 
reference to the physical/ material circumstances in which discourses are offered. 
Our respondents, while sometimes communicating with a wider public, clearly for 
the most part locate their motivations in the experiences of themselves and their 
friends/family. We are not the first to comment on the somewhat arbitrary 
distinction between the ‘public’ and the ‘private’ made by, for instance, 
Habermas. Nor are we the first to observe that the social media have a somewhat 
ambivalent role in the public sphere. Our data, we suggest, supports the view that 
the boundaries of the public and the private are fluid and contested and, more 
importantly that these boundaries are constituted in real, on the ground, 
constraints. 

Nevertheless, online behavior has explicit political purpose a large part of the 
time, such as when oppositional activists in Syria report atrocities and shocking 
violations of international legal standards on both sides of the war. Their accounts 
also point to the fact that evidence about the ruthless suppression techniques that 
the Assad regime applied which include the sniping at demonstrators with live 
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ammunition and their torture in prison have prepared the ground for their active 
engagement. There is a difference between motivations prompted by direct 
experience and those prompted by shared content but, even so, they seem to be 
mutually elaborative. All interviewed persons have in common that they first were 
victims of aggression and suppression, before they became active. At the same 
time, we should be cautious about attributing explicit political motives to all such 
sharing. The production of videos seems to have become an important part of 
framing collective memories (see e.g. Pennebaker et al. 2013, Zerubavel 1995, 
Olick et al. 2011) of this civil war. Watching these videos, and photos, seem to 
have become a common practice among Syrians of different age and backgrounds. 
Users, however, may have many different motives for their use of social and other 
media. The sharing of what, to our sensibilities, are rather shocking images is not 
necessarily done for explicitly political purposes. Loosely connected to this is the 
problematic nature of what constitutes political communication in the first place. 

6.3 Differences in Media Usage between Arab Uprisings and 
longer- lasting conflicts 

In other studies on uprisings in Arab countries (e.g., in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya) 
evidence showed the high importance of social media usage (e.g. for mobilization 
and organization of protest activities and direct action). In several case studies 
Facebook was found to play a major role in communication of political activists. 
As Wulf et al. (2013) have pointed out in Tunisia, the key success factor for 
political mobilization was the interplay between social media (Facebook) and 
traditional mass media (Al Jazeera TV news channel). 

In addition to the findings of Mark and Seeman (2009) investigating social 
media use by Iraqis during wartime, our study provides insights from a much 
more activist group of people. The four soldiers interviewed represent rather 
distinct socio-economic backgrounds and life histories. However, there are some 
obvious parallels in their accounts. None of them originally had an explicit 
political agenda and wanted to change the political order by means of violence. 
They were drawn, rather, into becoming soldiers or activists due to the openly 
violent suppression of the demonstration and, at least in the case of X, after 
suffering from the regime’s torturing procedures. Although some of the studies we 
cite showed that political activists using social media took severe personal risks 
(imprisonment in Tunisia, cf. Wulf et al. 2013; arrest and ban from Internet in 
Palestine, cf. Wulf et al. 2013a), the situation for social and mobile media users in 
the case of Syrian activists differs significantly. While in case of the shorter Arab 
uprisings single users were banned from using Internet sources and social media, 
during the longer- lasting wartime in Syria government, secret services and 
telecom providers cut off Internet infrastructure for whole cities and regions. 
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6.4 Fragile Ecology of Media Infrastructures 

One strong finding of our study is that the war has also fragmented the Internet 
infrastructure of the country, often for long periods of time. Thus, Syria in the 
beginning of 2013 was divided in two parts: in government-controlled regions we 
found a fairly intact telephone and Internet infrastructure but with quite 
sophisticated control and surveillance strategies, and in regions controlled by 
rebels there was little or no telephone and Internet infrastructure. Hence, the civil 
war frontlines were represented in the communication infrastructures. While one 
saw a total cut-off of infrastructure e.g. during the uprisings in Egypt, for a short 
period of time, the Syrian civil war produced much more differentiated 
government control strategies. Due to the complex geography of the frontlines, 
the geographical distance between stable Internet access and cut-off infrastructure 
could be very short in many cases, areas of on- and off- Internet access reflected 
the division of cities into government- and FSA-controlled quarters. This also 
applies to other services such as electricity, water and transportation. 

There are some exceptions. Some rebel regions near the Turkish-Syrian border 
are provided with mobile telephone and Internet infrastructure from Turkish 
providers. However, the northern region near the Turkish-Syrian border is 
characterized by mountains, limiting the access to these mobile infrastructures. In 
contrary, the south-west region near the Jordan-Syrian border doesn’t face these 
infrastructural and topographic limitations. Here, the coverage with mobile net 
access provided by Jordan providers works well even on Syrian territory. Our 
interviewees reported that they have regular phone and Internet contact to their 
relatives in Syria. 

Furthermore, the West has donated an alternative telecommunication 
infrastructure to the rebels: satellite phone. This costly infrastructure was, at least 
at the time of research, reserved for fighters, and in reality mainly to their 
commanders. The population living in those parts of the country controlled by the 
opposition has been disconnected. While the FSA soldiers are preoccupied with 
military activities, they still lack access to their families, specifically when they 
live in liberated areas. 

7 CONCLUSION 

Our study aims to add to the corpus of knowledge on ICT usage of political 
activists during the Arab Spring uprisings under destabilized and disrupted 
conditions. In dealing with this complex and under-researched, theme, we were 
interested both in establishing an empirical foundation for discussions around the 
role of new technology, and especially the social media, in situations which are, 
not to put too fine a point to it, radically different from most work on the social 
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media. Our focus was the ‘political’. That is, we were, and are, interested in trying 
to conceptualize the activities we rehearse above and, moreover, to compare and 
contrast them with more orthodox notions of the ‘public’, notions which 
increasingly inform discourses on political activity in stable democracies. We 
chose the method of narrative interviews with Syrian activists, soldiers and 
refugees in order to gain some insight into the way in which media usage has 
developed and diminished as a result of background conditions and how such use 
is wedded to the biographies of interviewees. Here, again, narrative interviewing 
techniques provide a different flavor to the ‘big data’ story provided through the 
analysis of often mainly Twitter feeds. In our interviews, Twitter was rarely 
mentioned and seems to have been of limited use and impact, also before the civil 
war started. In this situation, understanding how activists and refugees obtain and 
disseminate news requires a more qualitative approach. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of our enquiries lies in the relationship 
between new media use and the merging and fragmented nature of the existing 
media infrastructure. The fact of government intervention in, and surveillance of, 
certain media creates new patterns of use. Interestingly, Assad himself made 
Internet infrastructure widely available in Syria and it remains available in the 
parts of the country that are controlled by his troops. The first demonstrations and 
protests in Syria were organized via Facebook, and social media probably played 
an important role in letting people know about the Arab Spring and in organizing 
the first mass demonstrations. Nevertheless, and as we have seen elsewhere, 
Facebook, Twitter and even Skype activities were surveilled and used to identify 
political opponents. Early on, individual accounts were blocked, and later on 
oppositional cities or regions were cut off from telecom infrastructures as a whole. 

In the latter case, we can see the emergence of a new communication elite: 
rebel army officers who are equipped with satellite telephones (mainly provided 
by Western regimes). They are the only actors with access to communication 
infrastructures in the heartland while the rest of the population (armed forces and 
the civil population) is offline; around two-thirds of the country is disconnected 
from Syrian Internet providers (Freedom House 2015). Accessing Internet is only 
possible near the border to Turkey, relying on microwave links from Turkish 
cities or satellite connections (Al Monitor 2015, Freedom House 2015). 
Furthermore, there is evidence that social media is also used by new actors whose 
agenda is mainly unclear, e.g. different types of imams, Internet journalists etc., 
who are specifically addressing recipients with infrastructure access in the 
government-controlled areas or Syrian refugees in border areas. Syrian refugees 
and emigrants are often well equipped with smart phones, although they are not 
often able to contact relatives and friends in Syria, at least if they are living in 
rebel-controlled regions. 
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In turn, ‘sharing’ becomes spatially mediated. A striking feature of our findings 
is the way in which relatively low tech videos of war scenes and related atrocities 
play a central role in framing narratives and developments in the civil war. While 
often displayed on YouTube it is also very common for them to be shown in co-
located situations. One feature of these videos is that their provenance is almost 
always unclear. In many if not most cases, it is hard to establish who shot the 
videos, who exactly is acting, or, in case they display atrocities, which side is 
responsible for them. Being widely disseminated, via mobile devices as well as 
via social media platforms such as YouTube or Facebook, they are serving 
multiple purposes: for documentation of atrocities and war crimes, for 
disinformation and propaganda, for humiliation and demoralizing of the enemy. 
Interestingly enough, it is now argued that the use of such ‘shock and awe’ videos 
has become an explicit strategy of groups such as IS in Syria and Libya. Again, 
this suggests a rapid evolution of strategy on the part of the ‘counterpublics’ we 
attempt to understand here. Future research, we argue, needs to better understand 
how, for instance, mobile videos are produced and circulated under the conditions 
of civil war and how they form part of a delicate, unstable, ecology of available 
media. The interaction with (international) mass media deserves specific attention. 
We know from the Tunisian case that its interplay with satellite TV played a 
major role in enabling the uprising [22]. A’s account points in a similar direction. 
However, here we deal with a long-lasting civil war which creates different curves 
of mass media attention. 

To understand the activities of these Syrian emigrants a thorough and nuanced 
understanding of their communication practices is needed, a task which our 
research is intended to begin. Our empirical study is a small and initial 
contribution based on narrative interviews covering the first one and a half years 
of the Syrian civil war. In its methodological stance and its focus on the role of 
ICT and mobile media in such a situation, it is, to our knowledge, still a relatively 
unique piece of work. Based on current events in Europe in general, and Germany 
in particular, future work will explore how refugees especially from Syria, Iraq 
and Afghanistan use ICT such as mobile phones and social media and more 
during their forced migration. 
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1 Introduction 

Computers and information communication technology (ICT) have become a 
crucial component of the infrastructure of conflicts around the world: the Islamic 
State had an extensive social media strategy (Talbot, 2015), for example, using it 
for recruitment purposes (Berger, JM, 2015). The Nigerian terrorist group Boko 
Haram employs Twitter to convey their ideological position (Chiluwa, 2015), and 
thus building a network of followers (Chiluwa and Adegoke, 2013). The Pakistani 
extremist group, Lashkar-e-Taiba, used Google Earth and mobile phones 
extensively to plan and coordinate their at- tack on a hotel in Mumbai in 2008 
(Farwell, 2014), (Scott-Clark and Levy, 2013). Such technologies are not only 
used to carry out attacks, but also to coordinate civilian emergency responses, for 
example following the at- tack on a park in Lahore, Pakistan in 2016 (Krüger et 
al., 2017). Over the past decade or so these specific usages of digital and 
information communication technologies have received increasing scholarly 
attention, especially from within the CHI and CSCW community (Al-Ani et al., 
2012), (Wulf et al., 2013a). Such studies show that the use of these technologies is 
embedded in complex interactions between culture, political conflict, materiality, 
other technologies and existing social practices. They are appropriated and made 
to work by actors in distinct ways to respond to situated needs and requirements. 
In this paper we report on investigations done in Colombia with former 
combatants and members of the well-known guerrilla group, FARC-EP. The 
group was one of the main protagonists in a conflict that went on for over 50 years 
and involved various left-wing rebel groups, right-wing paramilitaries, criminal 
outfits, the national army and even the United States through the policy agreement 
called Plan Colombia. The war cost over 200,000 lives (Al Jazeera, 2013), 
generated one of the highest numbers of internally displaced persons in the world 
(centrodememoriahistorica, 2012), and finally ended in 2016. Previous studies 
have investigated the role of social media in conflict, and traced the slow 
evolution of infrastructures, including social media use, in conflictual and post-
conflictual situations, as we show below. Few have, however, detailed the way in 
which attritional infrastructures, as we term them, engender counter-
appropriations, perhaps because of the sheer difficulty of obtaining data in such 
situations. In what follows, we describe how geo-locating and sensing 
technologies were used by the national army against FARC-EP and the painful 
learning process the guerrillas had to undergo to adapt to these new attritional 
circumstances, and their consequences for the practices of FARC-EP. Where 
previous studies of a similar kind often made use of or were complemented by 
online investigations, then, the present case relies solely on empirical data 
obtained in situ. 
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2 RELATED WORKS: TECHNOLOGIES OF 
CRISIS AND WAR 

For several years now, research has examined the role of technology and 
especially digital media in politically con- tested and conflict-laden situations or 
in cases of political activism. Studies have for example examined the role of IT 
applications in the European Social Forum (Saeed et al., 2011). The political 
uprisings that have been summarized under the rubric, “Arab Spring,” have drawn 
scholarly attention to the use of social media in conflictual situations (Al-Ani et 
al., 2012), (Kavanaugh et al., 2016), (Lotan et al., 2011), (Rohde et al., 2016). 
These studies have looked, for instance, at how platforms such as Facebook and 
Twitter have been used during protests in Tunisia and Egypt (Al-Ani et al., 2012), 
(Kavanaugh et al., 2016). Many of these studies relied on the analysis of online 
data such as Tweets or blogs to understand how activists have utilized these media 
in their protests. This approach enabled the study of potentially dangerous con- 
texts in relative safety. Using online surveys, Kavanaugh et al. (Kavanaugh et al., 
2012) studied how young Tunisians used media during the Tunisian Revolution in 
2011. Ban Al-Ani et al. (2012) (Al-Ani et al., 2012) investigated the use of blogs 
during uprisings in Egypt in the same year. Using both quantitative and qualitative 
analysis of posts made by Egyptian activists, they were able to identify counter-
narratives Egyptian bloggers created in protest against the government of 
Mubarak. Similarly, Mark et al. (Mark et al., 2012), (Mark and Semaan, 2009) 
focused on the study of “war diaries” that Iraqi bloggers published during the war 
in Iraq. Their study examines the relationship between war-related posts and other 
topics, such as posts about daily routines. Exemplifying a quantitative approach to 
the study of social media in protest, Zhou et al. (2010) (Zhou et al., 2010) 
analyzed 3 million tweets made in Iran during post-election protests in 2009. 
Their account pro- vides insights about how information spreads, specifically on 
Twitter. While such online studies shed light on digital technology and media in 
potentially dangerous contexts, they tell us less about how these technologies are 
used on the ground. Several studies have tried to engage activists and participants 
directly and investigate the actual practices. Using telephone interviews, Semaan 
and Mark (2011) have studied how ICTs help Iraqi citizens deal with breakdown 
of infrastructure during the second Gulf War and maintain a sense of normalcy in 
new social arrangements (Semaan and Mark, 2011a) as well as build trust and 
collaborative practices (Semaan and Mark, 2011b). Only few studies have 
investigated the role of digital technologies in conflict on the ground, for 
understandable reasons. Focusing on the protests in Turkey in 2013, Tufekci 
(Talbot, 2015) explored how political activists were using social media, exhibiting 
a high level of creativity in their practices to escape known surveillance efforts by 
the government. Wulf et al. (Wulf et al., 2013b) investigated how activists in 
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Tunisia used social media platforms to organize protests, share news and mobilize 
support. In this study they also examined how social media use interacted with 
more traditional media such as TV, and how both offline and online networks 
were influential in organising the protests. A simi lar co-evolution of online and 
offline practices was observed in a study on the role social media played in 
Palestinian protests against the wall built by Israel (Wulf et al., 2013a). These 
studies show how mobile phones and social media are used advantageously by 
activists in the organization of political protests and the dissemination of 
information about them. They also shed on light on how these infrastructures 
enabled increased surveillance of activists by government actors, and the creative 
practices actors employed to escape this surveillance. Relatively few qualitative 
studies investigate the role of digital technology in the context of open warfare. 
Rohde et al. (2016), (Rohde et al., 2016) have studied the role of digital media and 
mobile phones in the Syrian civil war by interviewing protesters and members of 
the Free Syrian Army. Their data provide further examples of how actors 
creatively escape surveil- lance, but also show the need actors face to devise 
strategies to deal with disrupted digital infrastructure. Shklovski and Wulf 
(Shklovski and Wulf, 2018) have investigated the use of digital media by civil 
actors as well as combatants in the Ukrainian-Russian war. Their study shows 
how mobile phones have become a crucial component of the infrastructure of the 
war, but also how combatants are forced to mitigate the risks phones pose for their 
lives by enabling localization through enemy soldiers. Our study presents a 
continuation of this line of investigation into digital technologies and related 
social practices in conflict by examining a context of actual war where available 
infrastructure was radically asymmetrical. By focusing on the attritional use of 
communication and other technology in the Colombian conflict, and the 
development of counter appropriations, this paper adds to this narrow canon of 
literature investigating communication and other technology in warfare. It 
specifically helps us to understand how guerrilla and rebel groups used 
technology for their own strategic goals but even more how they evolved methods 
for dealing with their enemy's use of technology. It does so in a unique context, 
one where no online traces of behavior are avail- able and hence, only on the 
ground studies provide for an understanding of events. 

2.1 The role of technology in the Colombian War 

Colombia has been engaged in a conflict that can be de- scribed as civil war since 
the mid-1960s. While there are numerous parties involved, most notably amongst 
them are perhaps the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia — Ejército 
del Pueblo (FARC-EP), the government and right- wing paramilitaries. Digital 
and electronic technologies have played a crucial role for one side in this conflict, 
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especially after the involvement of the United States of America through the Plan 
Colombia (Veillette, 2005). Though originally drafted in 1999, it came into effect 
in the year 2000, signed by then-President of Colombia, Pastrana, and president of 
the USA, Bill Clinton. The plan aimed to end the conflict and the related drug 
trade in Colombia through increased funding for development but especially 
training and technology for the military and for right-wing paramilitaries. 75% of 
the funding budget went to military and police assistance (Isacson, 2005), 
(Schönau-Taylor, 2004), the majority of which was given in the form of 
technology, such as airplanes, helicopters and surveillance technology (Schönau-
Taylor, 2004). This plan was largely considered a failure (Isacson, 2005), 
(Schönau-Taylor, 2004), (Veillette, 2005); one of the plan's main goal was to 
reduce the amount of cocaine, a major income source for FARC-EP and other 
guerrilla groups, being delivered to the USA. However, the price, purity and 
availability of the drug in the USA has remained stable. Violence and insecurity 
decreased slightly but remained the same in the areas of the country most heavily 
targeted by the plan (Isacson, 2005). While its goal was also to facilitate the peace 
process, Isacson found that Plan Colombia had a negative impact (Isacson, 2005). 
The study we report on investigates in situ the role technology played within 
FARC-EP, but also how the group managed to adapt to the technologies used 
against them, introduced under the Plan Colombia. 

3 PROJECT SETTING & RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 

Since Colombia's birth in 1886, the whole country has been politically divided 
into unstable Liberal and Conservative constituencies. In 1948, Jorge Eliécer 
Gaitan, a promising candidate in the presidential election of 1950, was killed. He 
had emerged as a popular liberal figure, who defended rural and workers' rights 
(Rueda, 2004) and was a promising candidate in the presidential election of 1950. 
This murder in 1948 set off a ten-hour riot in Bogota where an estimated 5,000 
people were killed, (Livingstone, 2004), leading to ten years of civil war and 
political unrest across the country, known as La Violencia. Around 200,000 
people lost their lives during La Violencia (Palmowski, 1997), even with the 
National Front agreement between the Liberal and Conservative party, where for 
16 years the two parties would govern Colombia together without elections. 

Liberal small farmers subsequently rose up and organized in armed groups to 
defend themselves from members of the rival Conservative Party and defend the 
ownership of their land from private settlers. This eventually resulted in the 
formation of Marquetalia Republic, an enclave in rural Colombia, held by 
communist peasant guerrillas (Jacobo Arenas, 2000). After the enclave was 
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attacked by Colombian forces in 1964, a surviving combatant, Manuel Marulanda 
Vélez, together with the intellectual Jacobo Arenas, founded the guerrilla group in 
1982. They had revolutionary Marxist-Leninist political and ideological views and 
believed in the fight for a New Colombia (Jacobo Arenas, 2000). FARC-EP was 
the military wing of the Colombian Communist Party (PCC) and employed a 
variety of military tactics. In consequence of their actions, they became the target 
of the Colombian army as well as right-wing paramilitary groups who were 
supported by the Colombian military, following recommendations made by USA 
military counterinsurgency advisers sent to Colombia during the Cold War 
(Chernick, 1998). Popular disappointment with the failure of previous attempts to 
achieve peace led to the election of Álvaro Uribe in 2002, who was opposed to 
any dialogue without a prior end to violent activities by FARC-EP. Under his 
presidency, Colombia and the USA intensified their collaboration under Plan 
Colombia (Isacson, 2005), which was originally signed in 2000 by the Pastrana 
administration. The negotiations for a peace agreement were renewed in 2012 by 
the president Juan Manuel Santos and in November 2016 it was signed by the 
Colombian government and FARC-EP, after more than 50 years of conflict. 

3.1 The structure of FARC EP 

FARC-EP was organized into seven main operational areas located in the 
Caribbean, Northwestern, Middle Magdalena, Central, Eastern, Western and 
Southern regions of Colombia, known also as blocks. This was the equivalent to 
11 regions and 242 municipalities (Perez, 2013), meaning they were present in 
approximately 20 percent of the country. The guerrilla army's organization 
followed a strict hierarchical centralized structure. Run by the central Estado 
Mayor, the hierarchy extended down through several levels to the smallest unit, a 
squad, consisting of twelve members. The size of the organization varied 
considerably during its 52-year existence. In the last decade of its existence 
numbers varied between 10,000 and 18,000 soldiers (Wikipedia, 2018). 

4 FIELD OF RESEARCH 

The context in which the present study focuses and in which it was conducted is a 
community of former FARC-EP guerrillas. This space is called a Territorial Space 
for Training and Reincorporation (ETCR) where around 400 former combatants 
were located i following the Havana Peace Agreement. After the agreement, 
around 7000 members of FARC- EP headed to the 26 transition zones around the 
country and handed in their weapons. The zones were thought to be purely 
transitional, allowing FARC-EP members to slowly move towards civilian lives 
over a period of two years, while receiving 90% of the Colombian minimum wage 
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per month (around 250 USD). However, conditions remain fragile. Several ex-
combatants have been executed by unknown perpetrators (Reuters, 2018), 
creating a strong feeling of insecurity amongst the group. There is little or no 
development funding for projects in the ETCRs and no strategy for the 
reincorporation of the ex FARC-EP guerrillas. Most importantly there is no sign 
of access to or redistribution of land in the country, which was a central point in 
the agrarian component of the peace agreement. Dissatisfied with the process of 
reintegration and future prospects, some ex-combatants have recently withdrawn 
themselves and returned to the forests (Reuters, 2018). The specific camp our 
study is set in is located 3-4 hours by car away from the closest city, only 
reachable by 4x4 jeep. The area of the ETCR was controlled by FARC-EP for a 
long time and mostly served the growing of coca. The site has been regularly 
fumigated with the carcinogenic herbicide glyphosate to inhibit the growth of 
coca plants. The land is rented by the government from a neighboring farmer. 
Within a year of moving there, the former combatants were able to build a library, 
class rooms, restaurants and bars, a small hotel, several small shops, areas of 
plantation, three greenhouses, some fishing pools, and a meeting hall. The next 
electricity line is 5km away from the camp and the supply of electricity relies on a 
diesel generator. The diesel is supplied free of charge by the government but 
because of access difficulties, the community is frequently without electricity: 

5 SECOND PHASE OF DESIGN CASE STUDY: 
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS & DEVELOPMENT 

The research methods employed by the authors consisted of an exploratory 
analysis of observations and unstructured and narrative interviews. These 
narrative interviews allowed interviewees to tell detailed stories in cooperation 
with the interviewer. They often did not take the traditional form of 
question/answer but are rather like a conversation (Holstein and Gubrium, 2000), 
(Holstein and Gubrium, 2000). The data collection took place primarily in the 
ETCR, with additional interviews and observations made in Bogota. The first 
author of the paper travelled to Colombia for the first time in January 2018 as part 
of a several weeks — long social design workshop. The author spent two days in 
Bogota and three weeks in the ETCR, and was in frequent contact with the 
communities. At the end of the event she spent an additional five days in Bogotá, 
where she reached out to persons affected by the conflict. During this time a first 
set of comprehensive data was collected. In August 2018 author one returned to 
Bogota and the specific ETCR, followed by authors three and five to collect 
further data. During this journey she spent several days in Bogota, again 
interviewing people whose lives were entangled with FARC-EP and the conflict. 
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After this, she travelled to the ETCR, followed by authors three and five, where 
they spent 7-8 days. During this time the authors interacted with the camp 
inhabitants, consisting of former FARC-EP combatants as well as their family 
members and friends. They also engaged in work and social activities. On both 
trips, comprehensive data was collected by the authors in the form of field notes. 
In total, 114 pages were collected, and the authors interacted with more than 50 
people. Due to the unstable situation, both researchers and inhabitants of the 
ETCR were forced to treat their interactions flexibly. Some information was 
obtained in single conversations lasting several hours, some in re- peated 
interactions, some lasted only a few minutes. Author one and five speak 
intermediate Spanish, and all interactions were conducted in Spanish. On a 
number of occasions, they were supported by a translator, who mediated between 
English and Spanish. Given the still uncertain and unsafe situation that many of 
our informants are in, with several fearing for their lives, it required intensive trust 
building between the authors and our interviewees. Repeated trips and many 
informal interactions led, over time, to a mutually trustful and sympathetic 
relationship that allowed us to present this account. As the information we have 
gained leaves some of our interviewees in vulnerable and dangerous situations, we 
took several precautions to preserve our contacts' anonymity: all names in this 
paper have been changed. Any other information that could reveal a person's 
identity such as gender or the locations where specific events took place has been 
omitted or deliberately changed. We also re- veal only the most necessary 
information about the setting of our research, so as not to reveal which ETCR our 
informants are part of. Throughout the journey, and upon return, the data was 
open coded in collaboration with (a strictly limited number of) other colleagues, 
ultimately resulting in the narrative presented here in this paper. All authors 
discussed and compared the codes and themes extensively. The authors remained 
in contact with their acquaintances and informants through email and social media 
and at times clarified any questions or uncertainties throughout the analytic 
process. Finally, it needs to be said that the authors are fully aware that we are 
presenting a one-sided account: there is much to be said about the appropriation 
practices of the Colombian army and the experiences and sentiments of 
Colombian soldiers in this war. Unfortunately, we did not have the chance to learn 
about their positions and therefore only focus on the members of FARC-EP. We 
make no judgements about the political positions of protagonists. 

6 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

The FARC-EP operated mainly in the vast and often remote Colombian 
countryside. Their distributed units were mobile and would move around 
regularly to control their territory and engage in combat with the Colombian army 
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as well as paramilitaries. All of their equipment, including hospitals, were 
therefore mobile. Technological progress played a key role throughout the history 
of FARC-EP, their strategies, tactics and practices: To coordinate the activities of 
such a clandestine, distributed and highly mobile army, communication inside the 
organization was key. As a result of the rapidly evolving technologies employed 
by the Colombian national army, the FARC-EP was forced to develop strategies 
to deal with this use, even if the technologies at their own hands were much less 
advanced. We refer to this as counter-appropriation. In the following, we will 
outline the groups' strategical and personal means of communication. We follow 
with a description of the introduction of high technology into the war by the 
Colombian army, and the response by FARC-EP. We will end with a description 
of how learning was organized as a prerequisite for their adaptation and adoption 
of new technology. 

6.1 Telecommunication infrastructure 

Laura, a female commander who had been part of FARC-EP for about 25 years, 
was one of our key informants. While her primary role in the army was that of a 
nurse, she spent most of her life within FARC-EP as a communication specialist 
with one of the secretariats. 

The Use of Paper. Laura explained that until 1998 communication between 
secretariats happened via written messages on paper which were en- and 
decrypted by trusted specialists like herself. By means of different coding schema 
per secretariat, textual messages were encrypted. Each secretariat's specialist 
would encrypt messages by translating alphabetic letters into numbers. The 
sequence of numbers was written on a piece of paper which was then transported 
by trusted combatants to the respective recipients. Since FARC-EP operated 
across the entire country, the transportation of messages could sometimes take 
several weeks. 

The Use of Radio. In 1998, after FARC-EP grew consider- ably in size, the old 
communication patterns became less effective. To improve their communication 
and coordination across the large army, FARC-EP introduced high frequency 
(short wave) radio communication to communicate between the secretariats. 
Being mobile units, they now needed to carry around a battery and a radio 
transmitter in addition to existing gear. Moreover, they needed an antenna which 
they hung over the branches of trees to cover a sufficient territory. At fixed times, 
each textual message was encrypted into numbers, which were then read out loud 
and transmitted via the radio channel for each secretariat. Incoming encrypted 
messages were captured via a normal radio receiver, written down and decoded. If 
a mistake was detected by the speaker, the message needed to be repeated. This 
posed a security risk: the Colombian army listened to the encrypted messages, and 
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repetition increased their chances of breaking the encryption key. To deal with 
this risk, the codification key had to be exchanged roughly once every six months. 
At the same time, FARC-EP combatants were listening to transmissions by the 
Colombian army and tried to decrypt their messages. 

Computer-aided encryption. To make telecommunication more efficient, 
FARC-EP introduced computers to aid with the coding of the textual messages. 
They identified US Ameri- can software suitable to their needs. The 
communication specialist now had to type the messages into the computer which 
encrypted it and - using a modem and antenna - transmitted via radio. The 
diminished risk of breaking the encryption by the enemy and the increased ease of 
secure communication meant that the density of the communication could be 
increased. After the year 2000, each front had a different cryptography code and 
was equipped with two computers, one modem, one antenna, two batteries, a 
compass, and one generator. The radio specialist would be supported by five 
people to help carrying all the equipment. Each time, it was necessary to find a 
different place to transmit the data. The communication specialist had to set up the 
antenna on top of a tree and dig a hole for the generator, to avoid any noise. 

6.2 Technologies of Sensing, Localization and Targeted 
Bombing 

The introduction of high frequency radio improved FARC- EP's operative 
capabilities considerably. However, it also made them more vulnerable at the 
point where a new Colombian government introduced advanced sensor and 
localization technologies into the war. The use of these technologies by the 
Colombian army put high pressure on FARC-EP: it enabled targeted bombing 
which cost many lives among the guerrilla community. A former fighter, Diego, 
who was also playing the role of a political educator inside his FARC- EP unit 
described the new mode of warfare in the following manner: "It was the war of 
cowards. The government army was not fighting against us but bombing us from 
planes while we did not have any air force." He explained that these bombings 
were often followed by soldiers arriving with helicopters to kill those who had 
survived the bombing. Aware of the long-term history of cooperation (Cuellar, 
2005), (Stokes, 2005), he stated that the technologies were provided by the USA 
under Plan Colombia. Several former combatants told us of small electronic 
devices the Colombian army applied as localization technologies. They called 
them 'microchips,' and believed they were clandestinely placed in many types of 
supply such as clothes, food, or even lighters, and aided the localization of FARC-
EP. FARC-EP suspected that the intelligence units of the army were able to 
identify materials which were ordered by the guerrilla through friendly farmers. If 
a farmer was found by the army to be ordering large amounts, unlikely to be 
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needed by immediate family, the army would suspect a collaboration with FARC-
EP and, it seems, added their devices to the order. The consequences of this 
location tracking and precision bombing were often devastating. A story which we 
heard from different members was the killing of Mono Jojoy, at the time of his 
death the second in command in the hierarchy of FARC-EP. Laura told us: "Jojoy 
had problems with his legs so he needed special boots. We assumed that the boots 
which had to be produced specifically for him in Bogota contained a microchip. 
At the moment of his death he was inside a larger camp with many fighters 
around him. The bomb targeted him directly. It is hard to believe that this was an 
accident." Another commander called Fabio, a student of chemical engineering 
before joining FARC-EP, mentioned that the microchips were just one element of 
the high-tech equipment used by the government against FARC-EP in the civil 
war. The government's high-tech strategy also included cameras to observe 
strategically important places, goniometer devices to locate anything that could 
transmit signals, and sensing equipment to detect the amount of bodies passing in 
front of it. He also spoke about the danger created by surveillance planes the 
government used which were equipped with sensors to detect heat emitted from 
bodies, radio waves from the guerrilla's equipment, and location data from 
microchips inside their supplies. He called IT “imperialist technologies” and 
stated: "You go only in through the front door but they [the enemy] also have the 
backdoor". Another commander explained that the technological strategy of the 
Colombian army was specifically directed against FARC-EP's ability to (tele-
)communicate, especially aiming to disrupt their use of radio transmitters. Their 
actions had two main effects on FARC-EP: 1) localizing radio emission enabled 
them to detect FARC-EP presence and direct their planes and bombs accordingly 
and 2) in the case where the local commanders stopped communicating due to the 
threat of being targeted, the actions of the guerrilla became uncoordinated and 
slowed down. While the Colombian army's appropriation of advanced 
technologies impacted the war considerably, there was a consensus inside FARC-
EP that the army was also able to infiltrate FARC-EP ranks directly. Laura 
explained that however good the US technology was, the guerrillas learned how to 
deal with it and developed several strategies to decrease the risk the enemy 's 
technologies posed for them: To ensure that supplies were not contaminated with 
'microchips' they decided to store food outside their camps at a distance. New 
supplies would be stored away from the camps for several months and the 
guerrillas observed whether their location was attacked. Boots had their soles 
punctured with a sharp piece of hot metal to dam- age any microchip. To avoid 
detection by heat they cooked food only during daytime and instead of open fires 
they began to only cook on small gas heaters. The troops distributed themselves 
during the night over a larger sleeping area to lessen the heat signature their 
bodies emitted. Night guards no longer used torches but instead encircled the 
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camp with ropes which they could use to trace their patrol routes. An- other 
commander added that FARC-EP reduced the size of their units and moved them 
closer to populated areas. It took FARC-EP considerable time and effort to 
understand these technologies and how to protect against them. At a later point 
they identified technologies to help find and destroy 'microchips' in their goods: A 
former combatant explained, that FARC-EP received devices to create 'electro 
shocks' to destroy the microchips. From now on, they would treat all the incoming 
supplies with these devices to destroy the chips and mitigate the risk of targeted 
attacks. It needs to be noted that the effect of high technology and targeted attacks 
had devastating effects on FARC-EP: it cost thousands of lives and the group lost 
an entire generation of its leadership dur- ing the period of high-tech warfare. 
Nevertheless, in many ways they were able to adapt their tactics and deal with the 
technology of the enemy to avoid a decisive defeat. 

6.3 Mass Media Production and Use 

It is crucial to note that communication technologies were not only used by the 
FARC-EP for coordinative purposes, but also served more general communication 
aims — at times strategic, at times for social and cultural purposes. This included 
the use of radio as a mass communication medium to gain and broadcast 
information. Radio was also used by the national army and FARC-EP needed to 
again counter radio-based activities by the enemy. In the following we will outline 
the role ICT played as mass communication media for FARC-EP. 

The role of Radio. Radio programs are still important mass media in Colombia 
and were certainly crucial for the information needs of a guerrilla group 
permanently on the move. Radio was the main source of information for the 
majority of FARC-EP members - only very few people had access to TV. Many 
fighters owned their own radio receiver, and even those taken prisoner by FARC-
EP were given radios to listen to news or for entertainment purposes. To influence 
public opinion and to produce programmes for their fighters, FARC-EP was also 
running its own radio stations during the civil war. As the urban activist, Maria, 
told us, such a station was for example based in the high mountains south of 
Bogota. She explained that the cold weather at altitude made it a relatively safe 
location as the army would not pursue them there. The elevated location high in 
the mountains also helped to distribute the programme widely. The group of radio 
activists was producing a nation-wide program for several hours at a certain site 
and then would wrap up their equipment to escape detection by the army's 
localization technology. They would carry it manually to a new location, to build 
it up again, and start producing the next program. FARC-EP also used the radio 
communication infrastructure for non-encrypted transmissions of speeches by 
members of the secretariat. At such events the emission time was communicated 
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beforehand to all units so that everybody could listen. FARC-EP members were 
generally encouraged by commanders to listen to FARC-EP radio. However, 
several radio stations in Colombia were controlled by the army, who actively used 
this channel to reach FARC-EP members. These stations constantly distributed 
the government's ide- ology and tried to demotivate fighters. A commander we 
spoke to, remembered the calls well: "Demobilize!" "Surrender!", constantly, 
attempting to destabilize FARC-EP. These stations were sending targeted 
messages straight to specific commanders or troops, discouraging them from 
continuing the war. Messages like: "Your mother is waiting for you at home", or 
"Come take care of your child, he/she is waiting for you", spoken with the voice 
of a child, were often repeated on the military radio stations. Given the limited 
communication options, listening to it was a default option. 

The introduction of internet. At a later stage in the history of FARC-EP, the 
internet also took on an important role in the group's ICT provision. Since an 
internet connection was largely unavailable in the jungle or the remote 
countryside, guerrillas that operated in the urban areas were responsible for the 
task of collecting internet content such as text, audios and videos files. The data 
arrived in the fighting units on USB sticks to the communication specialist who 
would hand it over to the local commander. The commanders would select what 
would be accessible to their unit. One of the commanders we spoke to admitted 
that he had a certain interest in controlling the flow of information to his unit. This 
very restricted access to mainstream media such as TV or the internet created the 
ground for the emergence of a distinctively independent culture within the camps. 
Largely deprived of cultural media, FARC-EP members started writ- ing their 
own songs, developed their own dances style and cultural outfits. Each camp had 
its own group of dancers which developed and performed specific choreographies 
for important celebrations. 

6.4 Informal Communication and Use of Mobiles 

Given the secretive nature of the FARC-EP, members were required to cut most 
of their ties to the outside world and communication happened predominately 
within the group. Minimal contact with friends and family however was 
maintained. In addition to contact via public telephones, written messages were 
also passed on to families of FARC-EP members. The message was transported 
through the FARC-EP support organization to a certain location and then the 
recipients could pick them up. At certain points combatants were allowed to go in 
groups to a landline telephone and make private calls. To ensure their security, 
they would conduct their phone calls together, and everybody could hear what 
was said. These informal communication practices changed with the extended 
availability of mobile networks. The avail- ability of mobile phones challenged 
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FARC-EP's discipline and leadership. We learned that some FARC-EP fighters, 
for instance, started to own private phones. In one case a fighter was carrying his 
private mobile and whenever he got net- work connectivity, he called his family 
who were living in another country. When we inquired about security concerns, 
he explained that they would not mention their location on the phone and that "the 
army was mainly behind the big commanders!" - implying that their practice may 
not have been dangerous. The technologically savvy FARC-EP leadership was 
well aware of the risks such behavior theoretically posed to other members of a 
unit and the organization as a whole. These practices were therefore deemed 
unacceptable and strictly forbidden, Laura explained to us. Each commander had 
to check the bags of their soldiers regularly. When a mobile phone was found 
disciplinary measures had to be taken. However, she acknowledged that an 
informal use of mobiles existed. Especially in the months before the Havana 
agreement the use of private mobiles was widely practiced inside FARC-EP. In 
order to prevent spies from leaking vital information Fabio had ordered that the 
tower that supplied the signal to the region over about 50 km2 be destroyed. "We 
wanted to make it as difficult as possible for them". He also expressed his general 
worries about the presence of mobile phones and other devices amongst his 
troops: "I would have loved to put all of these devices into a Faraday cage, so 
nothing, no signal, could go in and out of there!" 

6.5 Learning within Farc 

Throughout the entire existence of FARC-EP, obtaining knowledge and spreading 
it amongst its members was a crucial component of the activities of the guerrilla. 
In fact, knowledge was such a central aspect of FARC-EP that some of the ex-
combatants we talked to stated that their main reason for joining the FARC-EP 
was the possibility of learning. In the rural areas where FARC-EP mainly acted, 
there was little to no public education and peasants were frequent collaborators of 
the organization. One ex-combatant told us "I was almost nine years old when I 
decided to join FARC-EP, I knew how to read and write, so I started reading the 
statute." While the importance of education to the organization was empowering 
to its members, it was also used as a form of punishment: members that were 
found to be lacking discipline, for example, by carrying a private mobile phone, 
were subjected to punishments which included a didactic element, such as 
copying a book chapter by hand or giving a lecture about security. Learning 
activities were constant and daily: in daily school activities political science, 
history in general and even reading was practiced. In classes, they used a 
dialectical method: "a discourse between people holding different points of view 
about a subject, to establish an agreement through argumentation", Diego 
explained to us. Members were encouraged to study by themselves and 
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discussions on various topics would take place every 15 days. FARC-EP also 
offered 30 to 120 days learning activities, especially focused on political science, 
ideology or military strategy, conducted by FARC-EP experts. Students would 
move to a safe place in the jungle for the duration of the class. There were also 
strategies for obtaining new knowledge from the outside, especially when it came 
to communication technology, eco- nomics, medicine or defense and weapons 
systems. Groups of three students would go to urban areas for a duration of three 
to six months. Upon their return they were required to teach what they learned to 
chosen representatives from each front. Depending on the subject, knowledge 
would be circulated further internally, but often the new skills would stay with the 
chosen specialists inside the front. Learning also happened in informal ways 
within FARC-EP, often through trial and error. This approach was especially 
valuable when it came to technology. FARC-EP members would acquire much of 
their understanding of technology through experimentation. As Juan told us: 
"FARC was always learning things. Almost everyone had a small radio, so we had 
to know how to fix it. We used to open not only the radio, but the computer, 
cellphones, every electronic device, to check what was inside and rebuild." The 
thorough technical, practical but also social understanding of technology amongst 
some members be- came especially apparent in a discussion we had with Fabio: 
"We want to appropriate the technology available, it is a collective good. 
Technology is a human sacrifice; every piece of technology has a drop of blood ... 
But are we condemning the use of it? No, we should go slower, in a responsible 
way I would like to adapt the technologies to my needs and instead of myself 
adapting to the technology." Others had a much more practical approach, one 
person told us: "I just need to know enough to make it work." 

7 DISCUSSION 

In this paper we present a unique account of a guerrilla army's efforts to use old 
and (relatively) new information technology for their own aims, while at the same 
time counteracting the enemy's employment of much more advanced technology 
against them. This has caused tremendous losses amongst soldiers and leaders 
within the organization and weakened FARC-EP considerably. Yet our data also 
shows how the group managed to diminish the threat with typically low-tech 
solutions. In times where warfare is often unbalanced, and national armies find 
themselves in conflict with distributed and fragmented armed groups, our 
narrative has implications for how we understand the role of advanced and other 
technologies in such situations. In the following chapter we will discuss how it 
was possible to resist 50 years of attrition. We will also discuss how FARC-EP 
managed to employ the rather simple technology at their disposable to achieve 
coordination of distributed groups over a large terrain. 
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7.1 Technology For FARC 

Throughout the entire history of FARC-EP, it was a predominantly rural 
organization, and their foothold in cities was minimal. This strictly limited their 
access to new technologies and to related knowledge. As a result, the technology 
they had at hand was simple: the technological infrastructure on which their 
operations relied were mostly paper and radio, and at a rather late stage radio 
communication was aided through computer encryption. The perhaps most 
pervasive technologies of the last 20 years, mobile phones and the internet, were 
hardly used and at no point did they play any strategic role in their operations. 
Given that their operations relied on the successful coordination of large numbers 
of combatants divided into small units and distributed across a vast area, 
communication was crucial. That it was managed successfully with extremely 
limited resources, is remarkable. 

7.2 Attritional Infrastructures and Counter-Appropriation 

In many ways the FARC-EP avoided defeat by a technologically much more 
advanced enemy who enjoyed the support of the government and military of the 
USA. The availability of technological infrastructure in this war was radically 
asymmetrical: while FARC relied on rather simple technologies, the Colombian 
government had highly advanced war- fare technology at their disposal. The 
practices described in this paper can largely be understood as a way to address this 
asymmetry by FARC-EP. The use of various kinds of localization technology to 
enable targeted bombing of FARC-EP's locations initially put the guerrilla under 
high pressure. A variety of techniques and technologies were employed to locate 
FARC-EP camps, to a large extent supplied by the USA under Plan Colombia 
(Schönau-Taylor, 2004). Once a FARC-EP presence had been detected, they were 
attacked through targeted bombings. Building on the salient features of 
infrastructure as described by Star and Bowker (2002) (Star and Bowker, 2006), 
the use of these technologies by the Colombian army can adequately be de- 
scribed as an “attritional infrastructure,” one which evolves over a considerable 
period of time but with a specific aim in view: the destabilisation and eventual 
destruction of an opposition. Such evolving sociotechnical arrangements consist 
in a mutually informing set of actions and reactions, embedded in other material 
or social arrangements. For example, the army relied on knowledge of specific 
practices of FARC-EP such as ordering goods or carrying radios, places where 
localization devices can be hidden. These localization devices are made to be 
invisible to FARC-EP and are the foundation to the precision bombing attacks the 
army carried out. Through the attritional use of infrastructure, the warfare the 
army was engaging in, attempting to continuously degrade their capability in 
repeated attacks over extended periods of time, rather than seeking decisive 
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victory. These losses forced the guerrillas to deal with these attritions: They 
gradually learned, and over time managed to develop, a set of strategies to evade 
the army's localization, with the support of technology but most often without. In 
fact, their strategies often consisted of simple security practices: To avoid 
localization through heat detection, combatants started to employ different 
cooking methods and to sleep in more dispersed arrangements, so as to emit less 
heat. To escape cameras or sensors they avoided using the same paths. Trenches 
were dug in different locations to provide increased opportunities to seek shelter 
in case of attacks. The devices that were described to us as 'microchips' probably 
provided a more difficult challenge. Without in-depth knowledge it is difficult to 
guess the function of an electronic chip from its appearance. Once FARC-EP 
members detected them in their supplies it was only possible through a very 
painful process to learn their functionality. Their size made them hard to detect. It 
was unclear which goods contained them, and if they in fact were present in any 
suspicious goods. To avoid detection a simple strategy such as leaving new 
supplies in specific areas for an extended amount of time, to see if the location 
would be attacked, was adopted. Later on, techno- logical support was also used 
to scan goods and treat some with electric shocks to destroy any tracking chips. 
FARC- EP's strategies and eagerness to acquire knowledge were likely crucial. 
Their experience with trial and error modes of learning, to understand 
technologies by opening, repairing and rebuilding them served as useful 
approaches to the detection and destruction of 'microchips.' Knowledge about 
microchips and strategies to mitigate their effect were then successfully shared 
across the organization. The painstaking learning process FARC-EP members had 
to undergo, and the changes in practices they adopted, to escape the threat of 
precision bombings is what we characterize as counter- appropriation: As Stevens 
and Pipek (2018) (Stevens and Pipek, 2018) mention, "Appropriation refers to the 
establishing of new practices in the light of new technologies" and "such 
transformations may be a slow, unnoticed, quiet and evolutionary process" 
(Stevens and Pipek, 2018). This adequately describes the painful process of 
change FARC- EP underwent to mitigate the loss of fighters and friends: it was a 
gradual and slow development of new practices in light of new adversarial 
technologies. What distinguishes it from the established concept of appropriation 
is the fact that the technologies in light of which they changed their behavior were 
not their own, but those used by others. The term “counter-appropriation” is not 
entirely new. It has been used by other scholars to describe for example practices 
observed in post-colonial contexts, where inhabitants of former colonies re-
integrate goods or practices into their daily practices that have been “culturally 
appropriated” by the West, and thereby counter-appropriate them (Peluso, 1992), 
(Young, 2016). While in other contexts it describes the re-appropriation of 
technologies or practices in post-colonial or post-capitalist contexts, in the context 
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of CSCW and HCI however, we emphasize a different reading of the term. 
Rather, we use the term to describe how, in asymmetrical conflict, one side is 
forced to adapt their behavior to the use of attritional technology by the other side, 
while the exact functioning of the technology remains opaque. Counter-
appropriation can but does not necessarily need to involve technology use. 
Examples of non-technological counter-appropriation include FARC- EP’s 
practice of storing goods outside their camp to ensure they had not been 
contaminated with tracking technology. Furthermore, it needs to be understood as 
a specific form of wider resistance to the political, economic and social system of 
the Colombian state. While it is a novel term for us, it is useful to describes 
phenomena that have been observed before in similar contexts. Previous studies 
have shown that surveillance technology employed in conflict situations has 
similar effects on activists working against governments, such as in Syria. As 
Rohde et al. (Rohde et al., 2016) have found, members of the Free Syrian army 
were forced to acknowledge that they were being surveilled by the Assad 
government with devastating effects. It was impossible for them to know exactly 
how the surveillance technology of their enemy worked. In the absence of full 
understanding they had to develop beliefs that provided incomplete but sufficient 
explanations that allowed them to successfully minimize the risk of being caught. 
Activists in Tunisia's Arab Spring, for instance, had to develop strategies to 
escape specific use of technology by the Tunisian government against them, for 
example to circumnavigate upload controls by sending their video con- tent 
abroad and upload it from there (Wulf et al., 2013b). It is likely to occur in other 
asymmetrical conflicts such as the war against the Taliban in Afghanistan, Boko 
Haram in Saharan Africa and wherever else a similar imbalance in the access to 
technology in conflict situations exists. It is worth noting that the enemy's 
technologies were likely not well understood entirely by the guerrillas: for a 
remote and clandestine organization as FARC-EP it is difficult to maintain up-to-
date technological knowledge and distribute such expertise across the entire 
organization. Some combatants exhibited distrust towards information 
technology, calling it imperialist technology, as our contact Fabio (see e.g. 
(Semaan et al., 2017) for a discussion of this term elsewhere). Also, the nature of 
the technologies employed by the enemy was obscure: cameras and sensors were 
hidden, and electronic devices do not readily disclose their purpose. It is difficult 
or impossible in situations like this to know what the enemy knows. The obscurity 
of the enemy's power and the devastating effect this had resulted in a drop of 
morale amongst the combatants, as Fabio told us. Consequently, these devices 
were treated as mystical objects whose workings were to a certain extent 
mysterious, but whose effects were sadly well known. At times this also led to a 
certain amount of carelessness: some of the people we spoke to told us that they 
were convinced that the attacks were targeted at very specific people within 
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FARC-EP in high leadership positions, and that the “footsoldiers” felt rather safe. 
As Laura told us: "After the Peace Agreement I learned that I was an important 
target. But I was only a nurse!" The private use of mobile phones was thereby, 
likely unintended, undermining the counter-appropriation efforts, a similar 
phenomenon as previously observed in the Ukrainian conflict (Shklovski and 
Wulf, 2018). As much as the FARC-EPs explanations for localization were 
perhaps incomplete, they managed to gain an understanding that was sophisticated 
enough to devise simple practices that diminished the destructive effect of their 
counterpart 's advanced technology. 

  

8 CONCLUSION 

Our study demonstrates that technology usage in conflict situations and its effects 
need to be considered as embedded in a complex network of interrelations 
between culture, technology, geographical location and social practices. While 
this is arguably always true, specific relationships in the con- text we describe, in 
our view, are best understood through the lens of 'attritional infrastructure' and 
'counter appropriation,' so as to distinguish it from contexts where there is a more 
symmetrical access to given technologies, or from other less conflictual situations. 
The processes we uncover above are specifically the result of a very radical 
asymmetry, one where the kinds of ICT and other technology taken for granted in 
the Western world were not available to one side in the conflict. Counter 
appropriation was possible, over time, as a result of the high value on learning 
inside their organization and their ability to communicate knowledge across their 
distributed organization. The term specifically describes the phenomena in this 
account, but also builds on other accounts within the HCI and specifically CHI 
canon. It traces the development of forms of technology appropriation in a variety 
of conflictual and post-conflictual situations and attempts, over time, to find a 
conceptual framework which accounts for shifting patterns of use. In line with 
these previous studies our account shows that counter appropriation of the use of 
technologies is a common phenomenon in conflict situations. Such processes may 
explain partially why techno- logical superiority on one side does not lead 
automatically to decisive “victories” . For practical reasons our account is limited 
to FARC-EP. The Colombian conflict was shaped by the involvement of many 
different actors, and we lack an understanding of the actual functions of the 
technologies we mention here, processes of appropriating these technologies on 
the side of the army, or their relation to any other involved parties such as 
paramilitaries, other leftwing rebels or crime syndicates. 
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Understanding Life on the Ground with 
Technology 
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The diverse case studies in this section all have one thing in common: they are close 
up and personal ethnographic explorations of how people live with technology and 
how developers can help improve the fit and usefulness of technology in complex 
social, economic and political situations. 
 
These studies dare to introduce bold interventions in sensitive and sometimes 
“hotspot” situations based on innovative methods that enable local communities 
and researchers to meet on mutually comfortable terms. The result is a collection of 
creative ethnographic understandings of how technology works (and sometimes 
fails) in situations that are seldom captured adequately either by journalists or by 
most academic researchers.  
 
These studies all show how principles of human-centered or “value sensitive 
design” can be applied in settings that make for challenging collaborations between 
researchers and local communities.  We see how research and successful 
intervention can develop in complex and often chaotic situations such as a Tunisian 
village during the popular uprising, and a Palestinian town under Israeli occupation. 
The teams developed by Wulf, Rhode and colleagues at Siegen have created a new 
model of engaged, activist research. Each of the case studies in this section teaches 
us something new and interesting about fieldwork in complex situations where 
technologies and resources are often limited. 
 
“On the Ground in Sidi Bouzid” 
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This case offers an impressive understanding of how the Tunisian “Twitter 
revolution” was actually a Facebook campaign managed by young, educated 
activists with high unemployment and few future hopes under the repressive and 
corrupt regime. More than just a local organizing platform, the Facebook feeds from 
this village became a reporting link to Al Jazeera, from which the world was 
informed about the uprising.  While the authors point out the possible limitations of 
themselves outsiders coming late to the scene – they nonetheless offer a remarkable 
account of how community technology appropriation worked in a chaotic context.  
 
“The Use of Private Mobile Phones at War”  
 
Using creative research methods, this analysis offers a fascinating look at how 
soldiers used mobile phones to communicate with friends and families during the 
war in Ukraine following the Russian invasion. The remarkable fieldwork reveals 
how risky combat conditions faced by the soldiers were humanized by available 
communication technology, and at the same time made more dangerous due to 
tracking and surveillance technologies used by both sides in the conflict. The 
documentation of a formal set of rules and regulations governing personal cell 
phone use was a revelation about how to allow young soldiers to stay in touch with 
loved ones without putting themselves and their comrades in undue danger. Another 
important takeaway from this study is the insight into how soldiers balanced their 
communication needs with the knowledge that their communication was under 
surveillance. The findings emphasize how widespread the use of mobile technology 
has become under extreme conditions and lack of privacy. 
 
 
“Analyzing Political Activists’ Organization Practices” 
 
Here we look at the array of technologies involved in the “fragmented meta-
coordination” of the European Social Forums.  This is a rare study that captures the 
dilemmas of coordinating collective action across a diversity of issues, 
organizations, national and local politics, cultures, and languages. Given these 
challenges, it is remarkable that the mix of email lists, newsletters and appropriated 
commercial platforms managed to create a meta-structure that drew participants 
together for meaningful on-the-ground networking and community-building. 
Similar to many activist gatherings on the left around the world, the technology 
choices and uses reflect the value schemes of participants: diversity and inclusion.   
 
“Fighting Against the Wall”  
 
This fascinating piece documents the interplay of technology and everyday social 
practices adopted by residents of a Palestinian village to organize protests against 
Israeli settlement of their lands. Following two earlier uprisings, the Israeli’s built 
a wall to contain Palestinians and protect new Israeli settlements. The wall and the 
settlements became targets of protests that often ended with activists being beaten 
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and jailed. During much of this time, there was no internet service in the village, 
and the activists felt cut off from sharing their trials with the outer world. When 
Internet service finally arrived, the activists quickly learned how to post photos and 
videos of Israeli suppression of the protests on Facebook. The growing social 
networks spread to other Palestinian communities, and beyond, to publics 
concerned about the growing oppression of Palestinian citizens. What seemed to 
me most remarkable is that since these villagers were living with almost daily cycles 
of protest and military reprisal, the Facebook posts reflected much broader portraits 
of daily life, combining protest images, music, and family life. This reveals the 
degree to which, in this and many other situations like it around the world, “the 
personal is the political.” Documenting this delicate interplay of political 
expression against severe political and technological limits is a remarkable piece of 
ethnographic teamwork. 
 
“Out of Syria”  
 
Just when I thought that fieldwork conditions experienced by the Siegen teams 
could not become more challenging, I plunged into this amazing look at the 
challenges of technology use faced by Syrian rebels during the civil war. This 
documentation of displaced people trying to find and communicate with loved ones 
and coordinate survival in a devastating war embodies the core approach of all of 
the studies in this section: putting people and local context in the foreground and 
showing how technology use is shaped by immediate constraints. The result is a 
graphic look at a fragmented media ecosystem in which mobile phones, Facebook 
videos, and other platforms created communication networks with loved ones 
scattered across the region. At the same time, the refugees and combatants were 
able to get the attention of the world with “shock and awe” videos of a terrible 
conflict. 
 
“Extending Value Sensitive Design to Off-the-Shelf Technology” 
 
This article nicely summarizes another guiding principle of this entire section: 
instead of imposing arbitrary standards of neutrality or objectivity, observers must 
become participants in the development of value sensitive research and design 
standards. Those standards must be informed by understandings of the 
interpersonal, educational, cultural, social, political, and economic conditions that 
shape uses of technology. The first half of this piece is an excellent overview of 
how to apply value sensitive design principles in complex real-world settings. The 
case study that follows applies those principles in developing a network of cross-
cultural computer clubs in Germany. The clubs were based in highly diverse 
neighborhoods with the aim of building cross cultural understandings, while 
helping families and neighbors apply technology skills in improving their everyday 
lives.   By looking at one of the most typical clubs in depth, the analysis shows how 
immigrant populations that are often separated by language, culture, and technology 
divides can become active agents of personal and community transformation. The 
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analysis identifies the myriad issues that emerge in different the three important 
areas of: startup, stakeholder engagement, and technology use.  Through the entire 
analysis and discussion, the dominant message is that in order for diverse 
community values to emerge and become reconciled in the process of participation, 
power hierarchies and communication differences must be leveled. At the same 
time, the organization of the clubs must include enough structure and process to 
produce satisfying outcomes for the community members. Such blending of the 
political, cultural and technical makes this an intellectually rich ethnography. And, 
like all of the cases in this section, we learn a great deal about designing appropriate 
methods and interventions to understand and develop appropriate technologies in 
complex human settings.    

1  QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS 

As I read these studies, I was prompted to think more broadly about what they tell 
us about human technology use, particularly how researchers can help people in 
diverse communities with limited resources. The starting points for all of these 
studies are principles of Value Sensitive Design, but there is no one-size-fits-all 
guidebook for applying those principles. These studies help us see how researchers 
must improvise their access practices, documentary methods, and technology 
interventions to suit local conditions. In developing these context- specific 
strategies, researchers constantly face questions of interpersonal comfort and moral 
choice. I recall here a personal experience from many years of fieldwork in war 
zones of Central America, where gaining access, securing personal acceptance, and 
managing risk were often negotiated on a daily basis. I recall helping NGO workers 
in a Guatemalan refugee camp improvise chimneys to help families cook inside 
their shelters without suffering serious lung and eye damage due to the smoke. 
Although this was a simple bit of technology, it required negotiations with the 
villagers who had no need of such technology in their traditional houses. During 
this same period in the 1980s, I also visited Miskito Indian villages on the 
Nicaraguan Atlantic. During an early trip, I was given several beautiful long needle 
pine baskets to take back to the US. Before returning to the region, I met with a 
colleague who was a leader of a North American Indian tribe. She gave me a box 
of colorful beads and bright sequins to give to the women who wove the baskets. I 
was initially reluctant to intervene in what seemed to me a traditional native 
practice. However, when I returned to one of the villages, the women who made the 
baskets were thrilled to have new objects to weave into their work. In the process, 
I also learned that what I assumed was a “traditional” craft actually resulted from 
fairly recent missionary teaching. My introduction of new materials actually helped 
the women make the work more their own. Similar lessons apply to communication 
technologies in the sense that fieldworkers can offer new training or technology, 
while leaving the process of appropriation open to local innovation.  
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At the same time, researchers should resist taking too strong a position on how the 
outcomes should look. It is also wise to avoid rigid expectations about whether our 
interventions will be productive all. To paraphrase a Silicon Valley motto: 
sometimes failure leads to new insight. I recall here an interesting collaboration 
with technology developers from Occupy Wall Street in the US in 2011-2012. This 
was part of a larger project on community technology development with Alan 
Borning and a team of graduate students. After months of protests and occupations 
of public spaces across the US, the physical occupations finally ended with police 
removal of Occupy camps and the onset of winter weather. However, many of the 
activist developers with whom we collaborated felt that continued communication 
and connectedness in the movement were desirable, even if based on technology 
platforms rather than physical proximity. We agreed on building a virtual assembly 
platform that would be more secure than available commercial options and have 
more desirable functionalities. A working platform was developed by Travis 
Kriplean and our team, with the participation and approval of a number of the 
Occupy technology developers. However, adoption of the platform was rejected by 
activists who attended the last national gathering of Occupy in 2012. Our 
understanding was that many of the core activists demanded physical sacrifice and 
face-to-face meetings as principles of commitment to the movement. It would have 
been easy for us as researchers to judge this as an imposition of values by a minority 
faction on the far larger movement. However, we also understood that building a 
more sustainable and coherent national movement was a point of division among 
the activists (which echoed similar divisions in the Social Forum movements earlier 
in the century). Similar platforms later became common among technology-enabled 
parties and movements such as various Pirate Parties, the early days of Podemos in 
Spain, Barcelona en Comu, and the Italian 5 Star party. However, there is growing 
evidence that they often fail to generate large scale or coherent engagement. 
 
In closing, I hope that these pieces can somehow be shared more broadly across 
often-fragmented academic fields. Indeed, these studies have strong relevance 
beyond computer science audiences, with potential interdisciplinary appeal in 
anthropology and political science, among other fields. The isolation of academic 
fields is a problem for much of our work these days. As I read these pieces, I thought 
of the many similarities with work of John Gaventa in his book Power and 
Powerlessness, and of James Scott and his Weapons of the Weak, among other far 
flung scholars. At the same time, I recognize that these studies are only partly 
academic in nature and are importantly aimed at learning how to help people use 
technologies to improve often difficult life conditions. In this sense, these studies 
may serve best as reminders to their own heavily commercialized technology field 
that such public interest teaching and research can be greatly strengthened and 
better supported by government policy and research funding.  



Understanding Life on the Ground with 
Technology 
 
Lance Bennett 
Senior Research Fellow, Center for Journalism, Media & Democracy, 
University of Washington, Seattle 
 
The diverse case studies in this section all have one thing in common: they are close 
up and personal ethnographic explorations of how people live with technology and 
how developers can help improve the fit and usefulness of technology in complex 
social, economic and political situations. 

These studies dare to introduce bold interventions in sensitive and sometimes 
“hotspot” situations based on innovative methods that enable local communities 
and researchers to meet on mutually comfortable terms. The result is a collection of 
creative ethnographic understandings of how technology works (and sometimes 
fails) in situations that are seldom captured adequately either by journalists or by 
most academic researchers.  

These studies all show how principles of human-centered or “value sensitive 
design” can be applied in settings that make for challenging collaborations between 
researchers and local communities.  We see how research and successful 
intervention can develop in complex and often chaotic situations such as a Tunisian 
village during the popular uprising, and a Palestinian town under Israeli occupation. 
The teams developed by Wulf, Rhode and colleagues at Siegen have created a new 
model of engaged, activist research. Each of the case studies in this section teaches 
us something new and interesting about fieldwork in complex situations where 
technologies and resources are often limited. 
 
“On the Ground in Sidi Bouzid” 
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This case offers an impressive understanding of how the Tunisian “Twitter 
revolution” was actually a Facebook campaign managed by young, educated 
activists with high unemployment and few future hopes under the repressive and 
corrupt regime. More than just a local organizing platform, the Facebook feeds from 
this village became a reporting link to Al Jazeera, from which the world was 
informed about the uprising.  While the authors point out the possible limitations of 
themselves outsiders coming late to the scene – they nonetheless offer a remarkable 
account of how community technology appropriation worked in a chaotic context.  
 
“The Use of Private Mobile Phones at War”  
 

Using creative research methods, this analysis offers a fascinating look at how 
soldiers used mobile phones to communicate with friends and families during the 
war in Ukraine following the Russian invasion. The remarkable fieldwork reveals 
how risky combat conditions faced by the soldiers were humanized by available 
communication technology, and at the same time made more dangerous due to 
tracking and surveillance technologies used by both sides in the conflict. The 
documentation of a formal set of rules and regulations governing personal cell 
phone use was a revelation about how to allow young soldiers to stay in touch with 
loved ones without putting themselves and their comrades in undue danger. Another 
important takeaway from this study is the insight into how soldiers balanced their 
communication needs with the knowledge that their communication was under 
surveillance. The findings emphasize how widespread the use of mobile technology 
has become under extreme conditions and lack of privacy. 
 
 
“Analyzing Political Activists’ Organization Practices” 
 

Here we look at the array of technologies involved in the “fragmented meta-
coordination” of the European Social Forums.  This is a rare study that captures the 
dilemmas of coordinating collective action across a diversity of issues, 
organizations, national and local politics, cultures, and languages. Given these 
challenges, it is remarkable that the mix of email lists, newsletters and appropriated 
commercial platforms managed to create a meta-structure that drew participants 
together for meaningful on-the-ground networking and community-building. 
Similar to many activist gatherings on the left around the world, the technology 
choices and uses reflect the value schemes of participants: diversity and inclusion.   
 
“Fighting Against the Wall”  
 

This fascinating piece documents the interplay of technology and everyday 
social practices adopted by residents of a Palestinian village to organize protests 
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against Israeli settlement of their lands. Following two earlier uprisings, the Israeli’s 
built a wall to contain Palestinians and protect new Israeli settlements. The wall and 
the settlements became targets of protests that often ended with activists being 
beaten and jailed. During much of this time, there was no internet service in the 
village, and the activists felt cut off from sharing their trials with the outer world. 
When Internet service finally arrived, the activists quickly learned how to post 
photos and videos of Israeli suppression of the protests on Facebook. The growing 
social networks spread to other Palestinian communities, and beyond, to publics 
concerned about the growing oppression of Palestinian citizens. What seemed to 
me most remarkable is that since these villagers were living with almost daily cycles 
of protest and military reprisal, the Facebook posts reflected much broader portraits 
of daily life, combining protest images, music, and family life. This reveals the 
degree to which, in this and many other situations like it around the world, “the 
personal is the political.” Documenting this delicate interplay of political expression 
against severe political and technological limits is a remarkable piece of 
ethnographic teamwork. 
 
“Out of Syria”  
 

Just when I thought that fieldwork conditions experienced by the Siegen teams 
could not become more challenging, I plunged into this amazing look at the 
challenges of technology use faced by Syrian rebels during the civil war. This 
documentation of displaced people trying to find and communicate with loved ones 
and coordinate survival in a devastating war embodies the core approach of all of 
the studies in this section: putting people and local context in the foreground and 
showing how technology use is shaped by immediate constraints. The result is a 
graphic look at a fragmented media ecosystem in which mobile phones, Facebook 
videos, and other platforms created communication networks with loved ones 
scattered across the region. At the same time, the refugees and combatants were 
able to get the attention of the world with “shock and awe” videos of a terrible 
conflict. 
 
“Extending Value Sensitive Design to Off-the-Shelf Technology” 
 

This article nicely summarizes another guiding principle of this entire section: 
instead of imposing arbitrary standards of neutrality or objectivity, observers must 
become participants in the development of value sensitive research and design 
standards. Those standards must be informed by understandings of the 
interpersonal, educational, cultural, social, political, and economic conditions that 
shape uses of technology. The first half of this piece is an excellent overview of 
how to apply value sensitive design principles in complex real-world settings. The 
case study that follows applies those principles in developing a network of cross-
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cultural computer clubs in Germany. The clubs were based in highly diverse 
neighborhoods with the aim of building cross cultural understandings, while 
helping families and neighbors apply technology skills in improving their everyday 
lives.   By looking at one of the most typical clubs in depth, the analysis shows how 
immigrant populations that are often separated by language, culture, and technology 
divides can become active agents of personal and community transformation. The 
analysis identifies the myriad issues that emerge in different the three important 
areas of: startup, stakeholder engagement, and technology use.  Through the entire 
analysis and discussion, the dominant message is that in order for diverse 
community values to emerge and become reconciled in the process of participation, 
power hierarchies and communication differences must be leveled. At the same 
time, the organization of the clubs must include enough structure and process to 
produce satisfying outcomes for the community members. Such blending of the 
political, cultural and technical makes this an intellectually rich ethnography. And, 
like all of the cases in this section, we learn a great deal about designing appropriate 
methods and interventions to understand and develop appropriate technologies in 
complex human settings.    

1  QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS 

As I read these studies, I was prompted to think more broadly about what they tell 
us about human technology use, particularly how researchers can help people in 
diverse communities with limited resources. The starting points for all of these 
studies are principles of Value Sensitive Design, but there is no one-size-fits-all 
guidebook for applying those principles. These studies help us see how researchers 
must improvise their access practices, documentary methods, and technology 
interventions to suit local conditions. In developing these context- specific 
strategies, researchers constantly face questions of interpersonal comfort and moral 
choice. I recall here a personal experience from many years of fieldwork in war 
zones of Central America, where gaining access, securing personal acceptance, and 
managing risk were often negotiated on a daily basis. I recall helping NGO workers 
in a Guatemalan refugee camp improvise chimneys to help families cook inside 
their shelters without suffering serious lung and eye damage due to the smoke. 
Although this was a simple bit of technology, it required negotiations with the 
villagers who had no need of such technology in their traditional houses. During 
this same period in the 1980s, I also visited Miskito Indian villages on the 
Nicaraguan Atlantic. During an early trip, I was given several beautiful long needle 
pine baskets to take back to the US. Before returning to the region, I met with a 
colleague who was a leader of a North American Indian tribe. She gave me a box 
of colorful beads and bright sequins to give to the women who wove the baskets. I 
was initially reluctant to intervene in what seemed to me a traditional native 
practice. However, when I returned to one of the villages, the women who made the 
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baskets were thrilled to have new objects to weave into their work. In the process, 
I also learned that what I assumed was a “traditional” craft actually resulted from 
fairly recent missionary teaching. My introduction of new materials actually helped 
the women make the work more their own. Similar lessons apply to communication 
technologies in the sense that fieldworkers can offer new training or technology, 
while leaving the process of appropriation open to local innovation.  
 

At the same time, researchers should resist taking too strong a position on how 
the outcomes should look. It is also wise to avoid rigid expectations about whether 
our interventions will be productive all. To paraphrase a Silicon Valley motto: 
sometimes failure leads to new insight. I recall here an interesting collaboration 
with technology developers from Occupy Wall Street in the US in 2011-2012. This 
was part of a larger project on community technology development with Alan 
Borning and a team of graduate students. After months of protests and occupations 
of public spaces across the US, the physical occupations finally ended with police 
removal of Occupy camps and the onset of winter weather. However, many of the 
activist developers with whom we collaborated felt that continued communication 
and connectedness in the movement were desirable, even if based on technology 
platforms rather than physical proximity. We agreed on building a virtual assembly 
platform that would be more secure than available commercial options and have 
more desirable functionalities. A working platform was developed by Travis 
Kriplean and our team, with the participation and approval of a number of the 
Occupy technology developers. However, adoption of the platform was rejected by 
activists who attended the last national gathering of Occupy in 2012. Our 
understanding was that many of the core activists demanded physical sacrifice and 
face-to-face meetings as principles of commitment to the movement. It would have 
been easy for us as researchers to judge this as an imposition of values by a minority 
faction on the far larger movement. However, we also understood that building a 
more sustainable and coherent national movement was a point of division among 
the activists (which echoed similar divisions in the Social Forum movements earlier 
in the century). Similar platforms later became common among technology-enabled 
parties and movements such as various Pirate Parties, the early days of Podemos in 
Spain, Barcelona en Comu, and the Italian 5 Star party. However, there is growing 
evidence that they often fail to generate large scale or coherent engagement. 
 

In closing, I hope that these pieces can somehow be shared more broadly across 
often-fragmented academic fields. Indeed, these studies have strong relevance 
beyond computer science audiences, with potential interdisciplinary appeal in 
anthropology and political science, among other fields. The isolation of academic 
fields is a problem for much of our work these days. As I read these pieces, I thought 
of the many similarities with work of John Gaventa in his book Power and 
Powerlessness, and of James Scott and his Weapons of the Weak, among other far 
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flung scholars. At the same time, I recognize that these studies are only partly 
academic in nature and are importantly aimed at learning how to help people use 
technologies to improve often difficult life conditions. In this sense, these studies 
may serve best as reminders to their own heavily commercialized technology field 
that such public interest teaching and research can be greatly strengthened and 
better supported by government policy and research funding.  



 

Introduction to End User Development 
Thomas Ludwig, Volkmar Pipek, Gunnar Stevens, Volker Wulf 
 

From the very beginning of our work in the computing domain, we followed an 
emancipatory guiding principle. We believed that IT artefacts ought to be 
developed in support of human capabilities – not in restricting or even worse 
replacing them. Such a normative position had implications for the way, we 
assumed, software should be developed and applied in practice. We believed that 
the users perspective ought to become part of the development process, but 
additionally, software needs to stay flexible in use. IT artefacts are immaterial in 
nature and their software, in theory, should be changeable to a high degree with 
little efforts. In practice, we experience that software is often perceived to be rigid 
and restricting users’ activities. So, we tried to explore “how to make software 
softer” in support of always differentiated and changing social and organizational 
practices. This lead to a vision to understand IT artefacts as boundary objects in 
support of its cooperative appropriation within use.  
When starting our endeavor, we were strongly influenced by the Scandinavian 
School of Participatory Design (Bjerknes et al. 1987; Floyd et al. 1989a; 
Greenbaum and Kyng 1991; Bodker et al. 1993) and Christiane Floyd’s related 
work, specifically the STEPS framework (Floyd et al. 1989). However, we believed 
that co-design activities should not end when a development cycle is finished and 
the IT artefact is handed over into practical use. Software ought to be designed in a 
way that it could be flexibly appropriated by practitioners during use time (Wulf 
1994). Henderson and Kyng (1991), Nardi (1993), and Oberquelle (1994) had 
already started to explicate a similar vision. In this regard, our perspective is driven 
by the users’ in-situ design work, consisting of activities of technology 
configuration, tailoring and the development of conventions.  
We looked at this problem first of all from a software technical angle. ‘Tailorability’ 
became a key design concept already in our work in the PoliTeam project when we 
developed groupware for the political administration. It became clear that 
functionality rigidly implemented in the shared workspace application often did not 
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fit the user differentiated needs. When designing tailorable applications, we 
distinguished three problem dimension: 

- Interfaces which would enable to handle the complexity when tailoring IT 
artefacts in use, 

- Software architectures which would allow to tailor the IT-artefact’s runtime 
behavior while being in use, 

- Support for collaboration which would support sharing of tailored artefacts 
and knowledge within communities of users. 

With regard to interface concepts, we suggested to structure the user interface of a 
tailorable IT artefact in a way that the interface location to tailor a certain function 
would be closely attached to the location at which the function itself could be 
activated. In the paper in this collection, we describe this design principle, ‘Direct 
Activation’, and explore empirically its effectiveness. Direct Activation support 
tailorability by making its realizations easy to be found at the interface level. For 
groupware, we postulated a second design principle which we called ‘Exploration 
Environment’ (Wulf 2000; Wulf und Golombek 2001). It allows users to 
understand the state of a tailorable groupware function by simulating its effects on 
other users’ interfaces. 
Over time, we explored different software technologies with regard to their 
potential to serve as a basis to implement tailorable applications. Some of these 
technologies, we had to extend to allow for runtime reconfiguration of the software 
modules. Traditional components and service architectures did not allow to 
recompose the software modules after compile time. 
In the context of the PoliTeam project, we started to investigate how to apply rule-
based programming to implement tailorable functionality, e.g. access control. The 
rule-based software architecture was equipped with a natural language interface to 
explore which access regulation the active rules were implying (Wulf et al. 1997). 
Based on the experiences gained in the PoliTeam project, a PhD student, Oliver 
Stiemerling, developed a platform which allowed to tailor component 
configurations at runtime. The EVOLVE platform allowed to tailor multi-layered 
compositions of component implemented according to the FLEXIBEANS 

component model. A 3D interface enabled users to manipulate the multi-layered 
component configuration (Stiemerling 2000). To support users in finding 
appropriate configurations of components, a second PhD student, Markus Won, 
developed a constraint-based approach to check the composition’s integrity 
interactively (Won 2004). The paper in this volume describes the overall approach 
of component-based tailorability. 
Being able to recompose components at runtime, we started to think about how to 
decompose an application’s functionality into components and to define different 
component layers to create the technical flexibility anticipated to be needed 
(Stevens et al. 2006). Technical flexibility in use was always challenged by the 
argument that not every user is able and willing to tailor its application. We always 
believed that tailoring, as much as appropriating, an IT artefact needs to be 
understood as a collective endeavor. In the context of the PoliTeam project, we 
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experimented with different approaches to support cooperative tailoring activities. 
Wulf (1999) developed a search tool which offered layered tailoring complexity by 
means of a hierarchical component language. Users created and shared alternative 
search tools and higher-level components in their work practice. To ease 
cooperative tailoring activities, we implemented features, which allowed users to 
structure, describe, and explore shared components and search tool alternatives. 
Kahler (2001) developed an add-on to a word processor which provided a public 
and a private repository for adaptations as well as a mailing function for users to 
exchange adaptations. Some notification and annotation mechanisms were also 
provided. 
By the early 2000s, we had elaborated on a rather unique research agenda to enable 
technical flexibility in practice. Via our engagement at Fraunhofer FIT, we were 
lucky enough to become a coordinating partner of a newly stated Network of 
Excellences (NoE) – funded by the EU commission to foster technical flexibility in 
use. The NoE framed the concept of End User Development (EUD) and connected 
us with the leading US research groups. The paper included in this volume is the 
introduction chapter for a book which defined the field of EUD (Lieberman et al. 
2006). The definition of End User Development goes beyond that of tailorability in 
the sense that it also included end-user programming and (semi-) automatic 
adoption of IT artefacts. From the NoE a vibrant international community emerged 
in the field of End User Development, we hosted the first International Symposium 
(IS-EUD) in Siegen (Pipek et al. 2009). Later, the initial book about EUD 
(Lieberman et al. 2006) received a new edition in 2017, in which we address a 
strongly practice-based conceptualization of EUD (Paterno & Wulf 2017). 
In the following years, our own work moved from a purely technical understanding 
of flexibility in use (tailorability) towards a rather socio-technical perspective 
which additionally addressed flexibility resulting from users’ appropriation work. 
In the context of his dissertation, Volkmar Pipek looked at what forms of 
collaborative appropriation exist and what technological support for such 
appropriation practices might look like (Pipek 2005). To this end, he derived the 
concept of appropriation infrastructures, which provide functionalities directly 
within the software itself in order to discuss usage practices and use discourses with 
the corresponding software. In doing so, he showed that by building appropriation 
infrastructures it may also be possible to capture and support social, organizational, 
and communicative aspects of a software use. 
Following work by us (Stevens et al 2009) made use of the concept of appropriation 
infrastructures to support innovation processes between users of a software and its 
developers. By capturing a variety of contextual parameters and allowing them to 
be discussed in relation to actual usage, user-driven innovation processes on the 
part of software users were triggered, which directly resulted in software 
improvements and new functionalities. One of our PhD students, Sebastian Draxler 
examined appropriation frameworks for software-centered domains and how 
participative feedback tools might support implementation activities (Draxler et al. 
2012). Another PhD student, Christian Dörner, investigated how the concepts of 
EUD can be applied to the modeling of business workflows. For this purpose, he 
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designed graphical user interfaces that support the simple, modular nesting of 
business processes by means of underlying micro-service infrastructures. 
While our work aforementioned mainly suggested ways of supporting EUD and 
appropriation of software environments, the emerging developments around the 
internet of things as well as a more material, hardware-related ecology of cyber-
physical technologies need to consider physical-material issues in the context of the 
challenges end users encounter. Especially the materiality poses a new dimension 
for EUD research too, as it is not clear in how far insights from software can be 
easily transferred or adapted to the hardware domain. For this reason, we used 3D 
printing to conduct studies on the appropriation of such hardware-centered 
application contexts. Within the paper in this volume (Ludwig et al. 2017), we 
revealed the different levels of appropriation of a 3D printer and coined the term 
"Sociable Technologies", which encompasses hardware-centered appropriation 
infrastructures. Sociable technologies include ways of communicating and 
coordinating usage practices within the hardware itself. Based on the uncovered 
challenges in the appropriation of hardware-related systems, we showed that new 
user interfaces are needed to provide not only the actual use of the hardware, but 
also so-called "second layer" functionalities directly on the hardware itself. Based 
on concepts of augmented reality, we developed within the paper in this volume 
(Jasche & Ludwig 2020) new interfaces that supported not only the onboarding of 
a technology, but more importantly its use and exploration in usage practice.  
Research in End User Development was typically a part of almost all our design 
work – implicitly or explicitly mentioned and discussed. While crucially important, 
we received only in the 2000s some research funding to build a coherent research 
agenda. While we were able to explore the design and appropriation of many highly 
flexible functionalities, we were not (yet) capable to build an application which 
would offer a consistently designed level of technical flexibility and appropriation 
support. Especially the context of use, which cannot be planned in advance, and 
changing practices of use require detailed case studies and new concepts around 
appropriation infrastructures. So, there is still some way to go! 
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END-USER DEVELOPMENT: AN 
EMERGING PARADIGM 
HENRY LIEBERMAN, FABIO PATERNÓ, MARKUS KLANN, 
AND VOLKER WULF 
 

We think that over the next few years, the goal of human-computer interaction 
will evolve from just making systems easy to use (even though that goal has not 
yet been completely achieved) to making systems that are easy to develop.  By 
now, most people have become familiar with the basic functionality and interfaces 
of computers. However, developing new or modified applications that effectively 
support users' goals still requires considerable expertise in programming that 
cannot be expected from most people. Thus, one fundamental challenge for the 
coming years is to develop environments that allow users who do not have 
background in programming to develop or modify their own applications, with the 
ultimate aim of empowering people to flexibly employ advanced information and 
communication technologies.  

Current trends in professional life, education and also in leisure time are 
characterized by increasing change and diversity: changing work and business 
practices, individual qualifications and preferences, or changes in the dynamic 
environments in which organizations and individuals act. The diversity concerns 
people with different skills, knowledge, cultural background and cognitive or 
physiological abilities, as well as diversity related to different tasks, contexts and 
areas of work. Enhancing user participation in the initial design of systems is part 
of the solution. However, given that user requirements are diversified, changing, 
and at times hard to identify precisely, going through conventional development 
cycles with software-professionals to keep up with evolving contexts would be 
too slow, time-consuming and expensive. Thus, flexibility really means that the 
users themselves should be able to continuously adapt the systems to their needs. 
End-users are generally neither skilled nor interested in adapting their systems at 
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the same level as software professionals. However, it is very desirable to empower 
users to adapt systems at a level of complexity that is appropriate to their 
individual skills and situations. This is the main goal of EUD: empowering end-
users to develop and adapt systems themselves. Some existing research partially 
addresses this issue, advocating casting users as the initiators of a fast, 
inexpensive and tight co-evolution with the systems they are using (Wulf 1999; 
Arondi et al. 2002; Mørch 2002 ; see also the "Agile Programming" techniques of 
Beck 1999 and Cockburn 2002)) 

This insight, which developed in various fields of Software Engineering and 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), has now become focused in the new research 
topic of End User Development (EUD). To enable systems for EUD, they must be 
made considerably more flexible and they must support the demanding task of 
EUD: they must be easy to understand, to learn, to use, and to teach. Also, users 
should find it easy to test and assess their EUD activities. 

Though there are diverse views on what constitutes EUD, we attempt below to 
give a working definition of it: 

End-User Development can be defined as a set of methods, techniques, and tools that allow users 
of software systems, who are acting as non-professional software developers, at some point to 
create, modify or extend a software artefact.  

Today, some forms of EUD have found widespread use in commercial 
software with some success: recording macros in word processors, setting up 
spreadsheets for calculations and defining e-mail-filters. While these applications 
only realize a fraction of EUD's potential and still suffer from many flaws, they 
illustrate why empowering end-users to develop the systems they are using is an 
important contribution to letting them become active citizens of the Information 
Society. 

(Boehm et al. 2000) predicts exponential growth of the number of end-user 
developers compared  to the number of software professionals, underscoring the 
importance of research in EUD. The potential to provide EUD services over the 
Internet may create a shift from the conventional few-to-many distribution model 
of software to a many-to-many distrubtion model. EUD could lead to a 
considerable competitive advantage in adapting to dynamically changing 
(economic) environments by empowering end-users – in particular domain 
experts (Costabile et al. 2003) – to perform EUD.  The increasing amount of 
software embedded within consumer and professional products also points to a 
need to promote EUD to enable effective use of these products.  

On the political level EUD is important for full participation of citizens in the 
emerging Information Society. The Information Society is characterized by 
computer networks, which will becoming the leading media, integrating other 
traditional media within digital networks and enabling access through a variety of 
interaction devices ranging from small mobile phones to large flat screens. 
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However, the creation of content and the modification of the functionality of this 
network infrastructure are difficult for non-professional programmers, resulting 
for many sectors of society in a division of labor between those who produce and 
those who consume. EUD has the potential to counterbalance these effects. 

The emerging research field of End-User Development integrates different 
threads of discussion from Human Computer Interaction (HCI), Software 
Engineering (SE), Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), and 
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Concepts such as tailorability, configurability, end-
user programming, usability, visual programming, natural programming, and 
programming by example already form a fruitful base, but they need to be better 
integrated, and the synergy between them more fully exploited.  

We can identify two types of end-user activities from a user-centered design 
perspective:  

1. Parameterisation or Customisation. Activities that allow users to 
choose among alternative behaviours (or presentations or interaction 
mechanisms) already available in the application. Adaptive systems are 
those where the customization happens automatically by the system in 
reaction to observation the user's behavior.  

2. Program Creation and Modification. Activities that imply some 
modification, aiming at creating from scratch or modifying an existing 
software artefact. Examples of these approaches are: Programming by 
Example (also called Programming by Demonstration), Visual 
Programming, Macros, and Scripting  Languages.  

EUD more properly involves the second set of activities since with the first set 
the modification of software is restricted to strictly predefined options or formats. 
However, we often want to design for a “gentle slope” of increasing complexity to 
allow users to easily move up from the first to the second set of activities. 
Examples of activities belonging to the first type are: 

Parameterisation. In this commonly occurring case, the user wishes to guide a 
computer program by indicating how to handle several parts of the data in a 
different way; the difference may simply lie in associating specific computation 
parameters to specific parts of the data, or in applying different program 
functionalities to the data.  

Annotation. The users write comments next to data and results in order to 
remember what they did, how they obtained their results, and how they could 
reproduce them.  

Examples of activities belonging to the second type are: 
Programming by Example. Users provide example interactions and the 
system infers a routine from them (Lieberman 2001). 
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Incremental programming. This is close to traditional programming, but 
limited to changing a small part of a program, such as a method in a 
class. It is easier than programming from scratch. 

Model-based development.  The user just provides a conceptual 
description of the intended activity to be supported and the system 
generates the corresponding interactive application (Paternò, 2001). 

Extended annotation or parameterisation. A new functionality is 
associated with the annotated data or in a cooperative environment 
users identify a new functionality by selecting from a set of 
modifications other people have carried out and stored in shared 
repositories. 

To start looking at EUD research, let us distinguish between research on end-
user participation during the initial design phase and research on end-user 
modification during usage. As EUD implies that design can extend beyond an 
initial, dedicated design phase, this is not really a sharp distinction. 

Providing support during a dedicated design phase aims at better capturing and 
satisfying user requirements. Research in this area seeks to develop domain-
specific, possibly graphical modeling languages that enable users to easily express 
the desired functionality (cf. Paternò et al. 1994; Mehandjiev and Bottaci 1996; 
Repenning et al. 2000). Such modelling languages are considered an important 
means of bridging the ‘communication gap’ between the technical view of 
software professionals and the domain expert view of end-users (Majhew 1992; 
Paternò 2001). In particular, work is being done on using the extension 
mechanisms of the Unified Modelling Language (UML), a set of graphical 
representations for modelling all aspects of software systems, to create a 
representational format for end-users. Another complementary approach to 
bringing these two views closer together is the use of scenarios in development as 
a communicative aid. 

As noted above, an initial design tends to become outdated or insufficient fairly 
quickly because of changing requirements. Challenging the conventional view of 
‘design-before-use’, new approaches try to establish ‘design-during-use’ 
(Mehandjiev and Bottaci 1996; Dittrich et al. 2002), leading to a process that can 
be termed ‘evolutionary application development’. System changes during use 
might be brought about by either explicit end-user requests or automatically 
initiated state transitions of the system. In the first case, the system is called 
adaptable, whereas in the second, adaptive (Oppermann and Simm 1994).  

Such a scenario raises the need for system flexibility that allows for 
modifications that go well beyond simple parameterisations, while being 
substantially easier than (re)programming. More precisely, a system should offer a 
range of different modification levels with increasing complexity and power of 
expression. This is to ensure that users can make small changes simply, while 
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more complicated ones will only involve a proportional increase in complexity. 
This property of avoiding big jumps in complexity to attain a reasonable trade-off 
is what is called the ‘gentle slope’ (McLean et al. 1990; Dertouzos 1997;  Wulf 
and Golombek 2001). As an example, a system might offer three levels of 
complexity: First, the user can set parameters and make selections. Second, the 
user might compose existing components. Third, the user can extend the system 
by programming new components (Henderson and Kyng 1991; Mørch 1997; 
Stiemerling 2000). Modular approaches can generally provide a gentle slope for a 
range of complexity by allowing successive decomposition and reconfiguration of 
software entities that are themselves build up from smaller components (e.g. Won 
et al. in this volume). The precondition for this is that a system’s component 
structure has been designed to be meaningful for its users, and that these users are 
able to easily translate changes in the application domain into corresponding 
changes in the component structure. 

While adaptivity alone does not constitute end-user development because the 
initiative of modifications is with the system, it is interesting to combine it with 
end-user driven activities. Users may want to stay in control of how systems adapt 
themselves and might have to supply additional information or take certain 
decisions to support system adaptivity. Conversely, the system might try to 
preselect the pertinent EUD options for a given context or choose an appropriate 
level of EUD for the current user and task at hand, thus enhancing EUD through 
adaptivity. Mixed forms of interactions where adaptive systems can support 
interaction but users can still take the initiative in the development process may 
provide interesting results, as well. 

How do we make functionality for adaptation available at the user interface? 
First, adaptation should be unobtrusive, so as not to distract user attention from 
the primary task. At the same time, the cognitive load of switching from using to 
adapting should be as low as possible. There seems to be a consensus that 
adaptation should be made available as an extension to the existing user interface. 
A related issue is how to make users aware of existing EUD functions and how to 
make these functions easily accessible (e.g. Wulf and Golombek 2001). 

Another key research area deals with cooperative EUD activities, having its 
roots in research on computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW). It 
investigates topics such as collaborative development by groups of end-users 
(Mørch and Mehandjiev 2000; Letondal 2001), privacy issues, and repositories for 
sharing artefacts among end users (Wulf 1999; Kahler 2001). This research also 
includes recommending and awareness mechanisms for finding suitable EUD 
expertise as well as reusable artefacts. We should foster the building of 
communities where end-users can effectively share their EUD-related knowledge 
and artefacts with their peers (Costabile et al. 2002; Pipek and Kahler in this 
volume). 
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Flexible software architectures are a prerequisite for enabling adaptivity. 
Approaches range from simple parameters, rules and constraints to changeable 
descriptions of system behaviour (meta-data) and component-based architectures 
(Won et al. in this volume). A key property of an EUD-friendly architecture is to 
allow for substantive changes during run-time, without having to stop and restart 
or rebuild the system. 

Enabling end-users to substantially alter systems creates a number of obvious 
issues concerning correctness and consistency, security and privacy. One 
approach to handling these issues is to let the system monitor and maintain a set 
of desired system properties during EUD activities. For example, properties like 
integrity and consistency can be maintained by only allowing safe operations. 
Nonetheless, user errors and incompleteness of information cannot be ruled out 
altogether (Lieberman 2001). Users may often be able to supply missing 
information or correct errors if properly notified. For this reason, it may be best to 
adopt a mixed-initiative approach to dealing with errors (Horvitz, 1999).  

Finally, another approach to improving EUD is to create languages that are 
more suited to non-programmers and to specifying requirements than are 
conventional programming languages. In particular, domain-specific and 
graphical languages are being investigated (e.g. Paternò et al. 1994). 

At the centre of EUD are the users and their requirements (Stiemerling et al 
1997). The increasing change and diversity engendered by networked mobile and 
embedded devices will enable access to interactive services anywhere and 
anytime in diverse contexts of use. Therefore, EUD environments should support 
easy generation of interfaces able to adapt the device's features (e.g. Berti et al., in 
this volume). Also, systems are used by diverse groups of people, with varying 
levels of expertise, current tasks and other factors. Systems should be able to 
adapt to the changing contexts and requirements under the user's control and 
understanding.  

EUD is a socio-cultural activity, depending on place, time and people involved. 
Differences in EUD practice are likely to develop for different cultures and 
languages. Obviously, this is of particular importance for cross-cultural 
collaboration. Another area where such differences are likely to show up is EUD 
of groupware systems, whether this EUD is done cooperatively or not. These 
differences may relate to who is in control of EUD activities, to the relation 
between individual and collaborative EUD, and to how communities of end-user 
developers are organized. 

Embedding systems into heterogeneous environments cannot be completely 
achieved before use, by determining the requirements once and deriving an 
appropriate design. Rather, adaptation must continue as an iterative process by the 
hands of the users, blurring the border between use and design. A given system 
design embodies a certain semiotic model (Lehman 1980) of the context of use, 
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and that EUD allows users to adapt this model to reflect their natural evolution. 
Furthermore, using a system changes the users themselves, and as they change 
they will use the system in new ways (Carroll and Rosson 1992; Pipek and Wulf 
1999). Systems must be designed so that they can accommodate user needs that 
cannot be anticipated in the requirement phase, especially those that arise because 
of user evolution (Costabile et al. 2003). 

Being a relatively young field, EUD is yet rather diversified in terms of 
terminology, approaches and subject areas. Networking within the EUD-
community has started only relatively recently (Sutcliffe and Mehandjiev 2004). 
One such effort was the EU-funded Network of Excellence EUD-Net , bringing 
together leading EUD researchers and industry players from Europe. Later on, the 
US National Science Foundation funded EUSES (End-User Software Engineering 
Systems), investigating whether it is possible to bring the benefits of rigorous 
software engineering methodologies to end-users. It is generally felt that there is a 
strong need for thorough empirical investigations of new EUD-approaches in real-
world projects, both to solidify the theoretical groundings of EUD, and to develop 
more appropriate methods and tools for deploying and using EUD-systems. 
Further research initiatives are on the way in the 6th Framework Program of the 
EU as well as by single European states such as Germany. 
The present book is an effort to make many important aspects of the international 
EUD discussion available to a broader audience. A first set of papers resulted 
from two EUD-Net events: a research workshop held in September 2002 at ISTI-
CNR in Pisa, Italy, and the International Symposium on End-User Development 
held in October 2003 in Schloss Birlinghoven, Germany. Beyond these 
contributions, we invited some papers from other leading researchers in the field. 
We hope that this broad look at the emerging paradigm of End-User Development 
leads you to appreciate its diversity and potential for the future. And we look 
forward to having you, the reader, the "end-user" of this book, contribute what 
you can to the field, whether it is working on a system for EUD, or simply 
achieving a better understanding of how EUD might fit into your work and your 
life. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The need for flexible software systems is well known and well addressed in the 
research areas of software engineering. Driven by the need to be more efficient in 
software development, the approaches worked towards a better reuse of code and 
an increased comprehensiveness of software architectures (e.g. object-oriented 
programming, component-based systems, and lately service-oriented 
architectures). In the research area of computer-supported cooperative work 
(CSCW), the driving force of flexibilization is a different one: software needs to 
be flexible in order to be adapted to new or changing work situations in its context 
of use. As a matter of fact, end users, not professional designers, typically take 
action to adapt their software applications according to the everyday routines and 
problems they encounter. Tools, techniques and methods that have been 
developed to make an evolutionary software engineering process more efficient, 
usually do not consider this ‘end-user’ aspect. Component-based technologies 
have gained considerable attention in this context (cf. e.g. Szyperski, 2002), since 
they offer ‘black box’ reusability (Ravichandran and Rothenberger, 2003) by 
making the integration of third-party components possible without having to know 
or manipulate their code.  

Empirical studies confirmed that end users consider replacing software rather 
than re-programming it (e.g. Robertson, 1998). Component-based systems offer 
both ways of re-designing software, replacing as well as reprogramming, during 
use-time. Therefore, they can be seen as an interesting starting point to support 
end-user- oriented tailoring of software applications. 

Flexibility of software artifacts has been a major research issue in human–
computer interaction (HCI), from its beginnings. Since the individual abilities of 
specific users are diverse and develop constantly, suitability for individualization 
is an important principle for the design of the dialogue interface. In general, users 
were supposed to adapt the software artifacts according to their abilities and 
requirements (cf. Ackermann and Ulich, 1987; Fischer et al., 1987; Fischer and 
Girgensohn, 1990; ISO-9241, 1999). However, the scope of flexibility offered in 
early implementations was usually limited to simple parameterization of the 
dialogue interface. While this line of thought gave the users of software artifacts a 
more active role for the first time, it remained a problem to address change 
requests, requiring a deeper manipulation of the software artifact and higher levels 
of use-time flexibility. 

Starting in the late 1980s, industrial demands, resulting from the diffusion of 
personal computers into organizations and the emergence of computer networks, 
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led to research efforts to provide flexible information systems that offered a 
functionality for cooperation and collaboration modifiable by their users. While 
prior work aimed at the individual user, it was now a user group, an organization, 
or other social entities that needed flexibility in order to  adopt  computers  for  
cooperative  work (cf. Lieberman et al., 2006). Henderson and Kyng (1991) 
worked out the concept of tailorability to name these activities, and stressed the 
importance of being able to re- design and re-develop software during and/or in 
the context of use. Software artifacts and commercial pro- ducts, as well as 
research prototypes with a tailorable functionality, have been developed. 
Regarding commercial products, spreadsheets and CAD systems were explored 
first. ‘‘Buttons’’ was one of the first highly tailorable research prototypes, where 
users could change the dialogue interface and functionality on different levels of 
complexity (MacLean et al., 1990). With the emergence of network applications, 
supporting collaborative activities such as communication, cooperation or 
knowledge exchange, the need for tailorable software artifacts increased (Schmidt, 
1991; Bentley and Dourish, 1995; Wulf and Rohde, 1995). However, the 
distributed nature of these systems and the potential interdependencies of 
individual activities have posed additional challenges to the design of tailorable 
applications (cf. Oberquelle, 1993, 1994; Wulf et al., 1999; Stiemerling, 2000; 
Won et al., 2006). 

In this paper, we summarize the results of a decade of research in flexibilizing 
groupware by means of component-based tailorability. We propose a conceptual 
frame- work to identify different levels of design challenges. Based on this 
framework, we present the different aspects of our work. Drawing on the notion 
of ‘software infrastructure’, we conclude by proposing design guidelines for 
tailorable applications. 

2 A framework to study tailorability 

Empirical as well as design-oriented research has indicated two major challenges 
in building tailorable systems (Mackay, 1990; MacLean et al., 1990; Nardi, 1993; 
Oppermann and Simm, 1994; Page et al., 1996; Wulf and Golombek, 2001a). The 
first challenge was to support re-design during use, and the second, to allow end 
users within their use contexts to take a leading role in re- designing their 
infrastructures. In particular, for the second challenge, important refinements have 
been described as: 

• Support for tailoring on different levels of complexity: MacLean et al. 
(1990) have already pointed out the problem that a considerable 
improvement of users’ skills is required when tailoring a software 
artifact goes beyond simple parameterization. They called this the 
‘customization gulf’. Beyond simple parameterization, profound system 
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knowledge and programming skills would be required normally. 
Therefore, tailorable applications should offer a gentle slope of 
increasing the perceived complexity of tailoring architectures and 
interfaces to stimulate learning. Providing different levels of tailoring 
complexity could also tackle the problem of divergent skill levels 
among the users, a strategy or affordance for learning complex tasks 
that has been suggested earlier (Burton et al., 1984; Beringer, 2004). 

• Support for cooperative tailoring: Empirical research indicates that 
tailoring activities are typically carried out collaboratively (Mackay, 
1990; Nardi, 1993; Wulf and Golombek, 2001a). Users with less 
technical skills or motivation delegate part of the tailoring activity to 
local system administrators, power users1 or gardeners that possess 
higher levels of technological skills, and benefit from receiving advice 
or reusing tailored artifacts created by more knowledgeable users 

We developed a framework to capture all relevant aspects (cf. Fig. 1), which will 
also guide our presentation of nearly a decade of research regarding these issues. 
In our perspective from the field of CSCW, tailorability is the characteristic of 
software offering end users manageable software flexibility at run-time/use-time. 
We distinguish three dimensions of addressing this challenge: 

• Architectural level: The technological foundation of all efforts is the 
availability of an architectural flexibility that allows addressing 
different complexities of use-time manipulations of the software 
artifact. While the maximum flexibility could be provided by using a 
publicly available source code, we are looking for a more pragmatic 
flexibility that respects the needs of the end users as ‘casual 
programmers’ and their work context at use-time (see Section 3). 

• Interface level: End users as ‘casual programmers’ with very 
heterogeneous skills need specific support at the interface level. While 
simplifying programming tasks by providing appropriate interfaces has 
been addressed earlier, e.g. in research about ‘Visual Programming’, 
specific challenges result from the right abstraction level and 
granularity of concepts for an efficient re-design during use (cf. Section 
4). 

• Collaborative level: A community of non-professional programmers 
with potentially very diverse capabilities, motivations, and resources 
need technical support to share tailored artifacts. While different types 
of repositories support programmers to share source code and software 
modules, we assume that end users will have specific requirements. 

 
1 Very experienced users who are not IT professionals (i.e. computer scientists) and who do not have any 

programming experience are here referred to as power users. 
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Fig. 1. End-user-oriented tailorability framework 

Professional software designers focus on the implementation of a given 
specification, based on skills gained by education and training. In contrast, for a 
group of heterogeneously skilled end users who are designing-in- use, processes 
of understanding technologies, making sense of technologies, negotiating 
technology usage, and delegating and managing configuration work become a 
critical factor. 

For every level, we discuss existing ideas against the two core challenges 
mentioned above, and suggest new approaches to develop and experiment with. 
We describe and connect experiences regarding a number of prototypes we have 
developed. All prototypes have been evaluated either in laboratory studies or in 
real use settings, but always with real end users from different organizations. 
About 80 end users from five organizations were involved in these studies, 
complemented with heuristic evaluation methods (Nielsen, 1993); in particular 
Thinking Aloud (Lewis, 1982) and Constructive Interaction (Kahler, 2000) as 
well as ethnographic methods (Blomberg et al., 1993) were applied. For those 
prototypes that we were able to evaluate in real world settings, we used 
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews to collect user feedback. For details 
on the evaluation of individual prototypes, we have to refer the reader to the 
publications dealing with the respective prototypes. 

The purpose of this paper is to connect different research efforts in order to 
outline the dynamics and problems of providing tailorability for end users. While 
many of the individual research efforts have been published before, we now focus 
on the relations of this research on the levels described above, and on the 
remaining challenges. In general, we emphasize those aspects that do not have a 
strong correlation with classical software engineering approaches. We begin with 
describing the architectural level and the component-based tailoring platform 
FREE- VOLVE, and then proceed to the interface level to describe end-user-
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oriented solutions to more specific problems. Next, we describe and discuss our 
experiences regarding cooperative tailoring, and finally, we will elaborate on 
overarching issues and further challenges. 

3 Architectural level: component-based systems 

To some extent, the discussion on component technologies in software 
engineering and the discussion on tailorable software artifacts in CSCW have a 
similar motivation: the differentiation and dynamics of the context in which 
software artifacts are applied. However, software engineering directs its attention 
towards the support of professional software developers during design time, while 
the concept of tailorability directs its attention towards users during run-time. In 
Section 1, we already made some points explaining why it is plausible to use 
component- based systems as a starting point for highly tailorable software 
applications. We now begin with describing our understanding of component-
based systems, and then discuss flexibilization research from the field of CSCW to 
later attain some requirements for our work. In the final section of our coverage of 
the architectural level, we describe how we overcame two specific problems by 
developing the FREEVOLVE platform as a basis for our work on component-
based tailorability: the problem of component structures that are lost at run-time 
(use-time), and the problem of improving component intelligibility. 

3.1 Basic concepts of component-based systems 

The term ‘‘component’’ is not used very consistently within the software 
engineering community. We refer conceptually to Szyperski’s (2002) notion of 
components. He gives the following definition: 

A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified 
interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be 
deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties (Szyperski, 
2002, p. 41). 

This idea of accelerating (re-)design by reusing modulized code was already 
discussed in the beginning of the software engineering discourse (McIlroy, 1968). 
Szyperski (2002) emphasizes the economic potentials of collaborative and 
distributed software engineering processes. Component technology allows 
applying the same software module in different artifacts (polymorphic 
composition). Modules need to be defined independently of each other. Their state 
can only be manipulated by interactions via well-defined interfaces. In this way, 
the developers who integrate an external component can access its services 
without under- standing its implementation details. The visibility of a 
component’s implementation may reach from black boxing (no visibility of the 
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internal source code) to white boxing (full access to the internal code) with 
different levels of gray boxing (access to parts of the internal code). 

This understanding of component technology has the potential to serve as a 
basis for the design of highly tailorable systems. Beyond parameterization and 
reprogramming, the composition of components provides a middle layer for the 
development of a gentle slope of tailoring complexity at an architectural level. 
Gray boxing also addresses the challenge of modelling nested component 
structures that provide additional potentials for differentiated complexity. 
Component-based architectures also help to address issues at other levels when 
dealing with flexibility: the strong encapsulation that the component concept 
provides can be helpful on the collaborative level, where end users should be 
supported in exchanging their tailored components. At the interface level, 
visualization concepts that aim at making architectural concepts understandable to 
end users may benefit from the diversity that gray boxing provides. 

In software engineering research, there are many environments which allow 
modifying or composing com- ponents at design time. They usually generate 
applications that are monolithic after being compiled. For instance, in Visual Age 
for Java (IBM, 1998) or Visual Basic (Microsoft, 1996), the component metaphor 
is not perceivable at run-time unless it was anticipated and implemented by the 
designers. 

However, there are component-based approaches which inspired our own 
work: the DARWIN system (Magee et al., 1995), for example, is based on a 
component model that emphasizes the need for comprehensive gray boxing with a 
typed event-based interaction and hierarchical compositions. A process-oriented 
component enactment guarantees a certain level of flexibility during use. How- 
ever, the system was intended to be used by trained administrators. Our 
motivation to address the needs of end users leads us to specifically focus on the 
comprehensive- ness and the functional granularity provided by component 
architectures. 

3.2 CSCW research on component-based tailorability 

The area of CSCW includes research about concepts of and experiences with the 
development of groupware systems1. Here, we obtained our requirements for a 
component-based approach to tailoring. We now discuss a number of approaches 
for highly flexible groupware architectures that have been developed. 

In the technology-oriented branch of CSCW research, tailorability is an 
important field of research. The Oval System (Malone et al., 1992) was one of the 
earliest approaches designed for use-time manipulation by end users. The main 

 
1 We denote the research field as CSCW while we use the term ‘groupware’ to refer to software applications 

in that field. 
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idea of Oval was to provide only four types of software modules (Objects, Views, 
Agents, and Links) that can be used for building groupware applications. While 
the composition of these modules provides some functionality, it is not 
sufficiently fine-grained to allow building new applications without system-level 
programming. PROSPERO (Dourish, 1996) was an object-oriented framework 
that could be used to compose groupware applications. It offered a number of 
technological abstractions of functionality for collaboration (e.g. converging and 
diverging streams of cooperative work) developers could use to rapidly develop 
an application. PROSPERO addressed the concerns of developers of groupware 
systems, but it did not aim at enabling end users to tailor. DCWPL (Describing 
Collaborative Work Programming Language; Cortes, 1999) was a framework that 
allowed separating computational and coordination issues in the implementation 
of groupware applications. The computational modules were connected using 
coordinating modules that implemented the multi-user aspects of an application, 
and were described in a DCWPL file. Several language constructs could be used 
to describe session management, awareness support, etc. As DCWPL files were 
interpreted during run-time, tailoring was possible by changing this code. Like 
PROSPERO, DCWPL did not offer a tailoring environment directed at users with 
little programming experience. In the TACTS framework, Teege (2000) worked 
out the idea of ‘feature-based composition’ applied to tailor groupware. By adding 
a feature to a given software module, the functionality of an application could be 
changed during run-time. In his approach, the underlying architecture only 
provided two basic communication styles: a broadcast communication to all 
components and a direct connection between two components. The architecture 
remained open concerning the structure of the messages sent between 
components. As a result, all semantics had to be defined within the scope of the 
communicating components. Wang and Haake (2000) presented CHIPS, a 
hypermedia-based CSCW toolkit with elaborated abstraction concepts (role 
models, process models, cooperation modes, etc.) in a three- level modeling 
scheme (meta-model, model and instance), which allowed users to describe and 
tailor their cooperation scenarios. Generally, the system is based on an open 
hyperlink structure and is extendable on every modeling level in order to support 
every possible cooperation scenario. Wang and Haake (2000) focused on the 
notion of tailoring as a collaborative activity by using the meta- model to give the 
collaboration a reference framework to integrate it with the level of actual work. 

In these systems and approaches, the authors have emphasized the following 
benefits: 

 
• they implemented reusable and sharable structures, 

• they preferred a building/construction metaphor over the ‘text’ 
metaphor of ordinary code, 
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• it was (with a varying intensity over the approaches) easy to group and 
re-group functionality at any time, and 

•  they defined ‘building entities’ as well as the data flows among them. 

These considerations resemble what component-based systems offer at a 
deeper architectural level. While these approaches also render a component-based 
approach plausible, there are also some particularities that are not necessarily 
related to a component-based approach: 

• the implementation of domain-oriented building blocks and 
representations (e.g. Oval; also Fischer and Girgensohn (1990) for a 
single-user application), 

• the implementation of meta-models that guide tailoring (e.g. CHIPS), 
and 

• a defined but flexible component communication (e.g. TACTS). 

These aspects reveal that the authors of these concepts aimed at aligning 
structures at the ‘interface layer’ with the ‘architectural’ building block structures 
of the groupware applications. The successful implementation of these approaches 
and the encouraging impulses from the CSCW literature lead us to consider this as 
an important additional requirement for building highly tailorable systems. In our 
research towards a component-based approach to tailorability, we aimed at 
combining concepts and experiences from both worlds: Software Engineering and 
CSCW.  

The concepts should provide a well-founded basis for re- use, encapsulation 
and composition, as well as implementational flexibility to provide end-user-
oriented interfaces. There are obvious convergences in the ideas and approaches 
of flexibilization research in CSCW and of software engineering research on 
component-based systems. There are also new challenges to be addressed when 
using component technology to design tailorable group- ware systems. By 
definition, tailoring is carried out after system installation and initialization by 
users who are not necessarily professional programmers. To allow composition 
after initialization or even during run-time, new concepts regarding the 
component model and the tailoring platform had to be developed. Since users are 
the key actors, appropriate tailoring interfaces and an application- oriented 
decomposition of the software functionality are needed. Moreover, technological 
mechanisms to support the sharing of tailored artifacts among the users need to be 
developed. In summary, we need 

• to provide an architecture for re-designing software applications during 
use, 

• to provide end-user-oriented concepts and interfaces, and 

• to provide a strong congruency between architectural and interface 
concepts. 
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We developed the FREEVOLVE architecture to address these requirements. 

3.3 FREEVOLVE component platform and architecture 

To address the issues described above, we present results from research conducted 
at the University of Bonn and more recently at the University of Siegen. The 
design of tailorable groupware has been an important aspect of our work for 
almost a decade (e.g. Wulf, 1994, 2001; Stiemerling, 2000; Kahler, 2001a; Pipek, 
2003; Won, 2003; Mørch et al., 2004; Wulf et al., 2005; Pipek and Kahler, 2006). 
Beyond component-based tailorability, we have also experimented with 
alternative approaches, such as rule-based architectures and the extension of off-
the- shelf products. With regard to the latter, we will limit our presentation to 
those results applicable in the context of component-based approaches. 

As a technical foundation, Won (1998), Hinken (1999), and Stiemerling (2000) 
have developed the FLEXIBEANS component model and the FREEVOLVE 
tailoring platform.1 Both were influenced by current technologies in software 
engineering, especially the JAVABEANS component model and its run-time 
environment BeanBox2. However, due to the specific requirements of component-
based tailorability for distributed systems, we had to refine the component model 
and to develop a distributed run-time and tailoring environment. 

3.3.1 Traceability and intelligibility of component systems 

Our first goal was to allow for a general intelligibility of component systems, 
more specifically, for an appropriate end-user-oriented traceability and visibility 
of current parameters within and of bindings between components. The work on 
the FLEXIBEANS model related to the requirement to achieve a high congruency 
between the architectural and the interface level. 

In general, the atomic FLEXIBEANS components are implemented in Java, 
stored in binary format as Java class files, and packaged, if necessary, with other 
resources as JAR-files. We distinguish between the component and its instance. 
Every component can be instantiated in different compositions by different users 
at the same time. Each instance then has its own state. Like JAVABEANS, the 
interaction between components is event-based. The state of an instance of a 
component can only change if the instance possesses the control flow, or through 
interaction with a component that is in possession of the control flow. The 
composition of the components determines which instances of components can 
interact (Stiemerling, 1998). In our approach, tailoring on the level of component 

 
1 In earlier versions, the FREEVOLVE platform was called EVOLVE (cf. Stiemerling et al., 1999). The 

source code is available under GPL at: www.freevolve.org 
2 The component model of JAVABEANS and the source code of the BEANBOX are publicly available from SUN and 

served as a base for early implementations 
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composition happens by means of connectable ports. To allow tailorability at run-
time, atomic and abstract (compound) components, as well as their event ports 
have to be visualized at the user interface. 

The JAVABEANS component model is based on typed events. Thus, events of 
the same type (e.g. button click event) are always received on the same port. 
Incoming events have to be analyzed in the receiving component, e.g. by parsing 
the event’s source or by evaluating additional information that is sent together 
with the event. This approach makes it difficult for users to understand the 
different state transitions resulting from events of different sources (e.g. click 
events from two different buttons). An alternative strategy would be to use 
dynamically generated adapter objects in order to distinguish between different 
event sources (e.g. click buttons). Such an adapter object would forward different 
events of the same type (e.g. different button click events) to different handling 
methods depending on the event source. Both strategies hide part of the real 
components’ interaction. An appropriate under- standing of these strategies is 
essential for enabling the user to compose components appropriately. Therefore, 
the FLEXIBEANS component model has been developed to allow named ports, 
which are distinguishable according to types and names. Connections between 
components are only valid if the port’s type and name match. Well-selected 
names of ports support an appropriate understanding of a component’s semantics 
and its role within the entire assembly. Ports of the same name could have 
different polarity in the sense that they could either emit or receive a certain type 
of event. 

3.3.2 Composition techniques 

In traditional software engineering approaches, components are only visible at 
design time, and composing is done by means of a programming language or by a 
visual builder at design time. Since these approaches do not aim to allow any 
change of the component structure at run-time, it is lost after compilation. If the 
reconfiguration of components during run-time is supposed to be supported, the 
first challenge would be the design of not only a language that describes the 
composition of atomic components, but also the design of concepts to maintain 
these representations during run-time. As part of the FREEVOLVE concept, the 
CAT1 component language was not only developed to deal with these issues, but 
also to describe compositions of atomic components into complex hierarchical 
structures. A CAT file, or in the distributed setting a set of CAT files (see Fig. 2), 
describes such a composition. 

 
1 The syntax of the CAT (Component Architecture for Tailoring) is described in Stiemerling (1997). It draws 

on concepts already developed in port-based configuration languages such as DARWIN (cf. Magee et 
al., 1995) and OLAN (cf. Bellissard et al., 1996). 
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The CAT language supports hierarchically nested component structures to 
allow different levels of tailoring complexity. It is possible to build and store 
complex components by composing a set of atomic (or complex) components. 
From the user’s point of view, there are two advantages: (a) the necessary number 
of abstract compo- nents to build the final application is lower than the number of 
atomic components would be and (b) their design can be more oriented towards 
specific application domains. Therefore, the necessary composition activities have 
a lower level of tailoring complexity than the composition activities at the atomic 
component level. The CAT language allows an arbitrary depth of nesting. 

3.3.3 Distributed tailoring platform 

Our focus in this contribution is to address the support of end-user interaction and 
ignore any software-technological difficulties we had to face during the 
development of our approach. These difficulties, in particular with regard to the 
implementation of the distributed features of our concepts (including the 
implementation of the dynamic reconfiguration of component networks), are 
extensively covered by Stiemerling and Cremers (1998) and Stiemerling et al. 
(1999a, b). Here, we only give a brief introduction to our basic concepts. The 
FREEVOLVE platform allows tailoring distributed applications with a tailoring 
environment/component editor embedded in a client–server architecture (cf. Fig. 
2). 

At the start, the tailorable application is stored persistently on the server. The 
atomic components are stored in JAR-files, while the current component structure 
is in a set of CAT files and remote bind files (DCAT files)1. The user management 
provides the appropriate CAT and DCAT files for each user who is starting her 
instance of the application. To support collaborative tailoring, every composition 
of the component can be shared with other users. The implementation does not 
allow run-time reconfiguration of the server-side composition. 

During the start-up of an application, the CAT files on the server are being 
analyzed. All relevant components are represented at the server side. When user A 
logs in and starts the client of the tailorable application, the client connects to the 
FREEVOLVE server. The server then authenticates the user and sends the 
necessary components to the client. The client locally instantiates the atomic 
components and connects them according to the composition described in the 
associated CAT file. If the server application is not yet started, it will then be 

 
1 To allow tailoring of client and server independently, we use three CAT files to describe one application. 

Two CAT files are needed to describe respectively the client and the server configuration of the 
components. The third description file, called DCAT file, describes the remote interaction between 
client and server components. Thus, every client application can be tailored without affecting the 
common server. 
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instantiated in the same way. Finally, client and server are connected according to 
the DCAT information. 

The CAT files for the client’s sides are stored on a central server that allows 
different users to run the same client by applying the same CAT file. Therefore, 
changes on the client side are transmitted to the server, stored persistently, and 
propagated to those active client machines that use the same client. With this type 
of distribution architecture, typical synchronization problems may occur and the 
propagation of tailoring activities to other users may lead to inconsistent system 
states in the FREEVOLVE platform. A specific protocol has been developed to 
recover a completely consistent version of the application in case of a breakdown 
(Stiemerling et al., 2000). 
This architecture provides a well-organized structure of component-based CSCW 
applications even for a multi-user setting. It allows tailoring during the 
applications run-time, and it prepares for a higher level of congruency at the 
interface level. 

Fig. 2. FREEVOLVE platform 

4 Interface level: component visualization 

There is a large body of work regarding the ‘ergonomics’ of programming, mainly 
in the field of Visual Programming (e.g. Shu, 1988; Myers, 1990; Ambler and 
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Leopold, 1998; Pane et al., 2001). While many approaches aim to support the 
professional programmer (e.g. by aiming at visualizing the whole program and all 
its facets) there is also some work supporting less experienced programmers. The 
idea is to just visualize in an appropriate way what is necessary. 

Repenning et al. (2000) constructed a simulation system where collaborative 
agents can be programmed by end users, offering a visual programming language 
which allows changes in the behavior of single agents. The interaction between 
the agents remains hidden and cannot be tailored, limiting the flexibility of 
possible applications. The approach did not aimed at providing a universal highly 
tailorable infrastructure, e.g. the programming language Visual AgenTalk needs to 
be re-designed for each field of application in order to be understood more easily. 

The Regis system (Magee et al., 1995) allows the distribution of configuration 
management. Its two-dimensional (2D) environment implements many important 
techniques from Visual Programming. However, the underlying component model 
is based on the idea that a composition consists of only a few components, making 
it less scalable. 

Some of these tools use multiple views to focus on different aspects of the 
application. For instance, in most programming environments, there is a code and 
a graphical user interface (GUI) view. In the field of end user tailorability, Mørch 
and Mehandjiev (2000) use this technique: their system ECHOES allows tailoring 
applications that can be seen and changed in different represent tion views. 

In addition, other research in HCI aimed at supporting the learning of the 
functionality of single user applications. These concepts are based on either 
structuring, describing, experimenting or exemplifying the use of certain functions 
(e.g. Carroll and Carrithers, 1984; Carroll, 1987; Howes and Paynes, 1990; Yang, 
1990; Paul, 1994). However, these approaches remain quite limited in the scope 
of their ability to communicate, a function’s meaning because they usually just 
cover one specific aspect. Within the discussion on tailorability starting with 
Henderson and Kyng (1991), technology is not regarded to be the sole element of 
support for a user to understanding. On contrary, the complete socio-technical 
system, in which the user, the technology, and the other users are involved, is 
considered to be central. 

A number of issues have been addressed in the HCI research described above: 
appropriate visualizing, flexibility, scalability, multiple views, and socio-technical 
concerns. In our research, we made use of this research (e.g. Visual Programming, 
as well as the socio-technical issues that contributed to our ideas at the 
collaborative level, which both will be discussed later), but in perceiving tailoring 
also as a user-driven process, we found the dynamic aspects of tailoring 
interaction of particular importance. It is not only the visual experience that is a 
key factor for allowing end users to familiarize themselves easily with the 
manipulation of IT artifacts. Very important is the way users are supported in the 
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process of detecting and experimenting safely with the configuration options that 
allow them to learn about and grow into the role of a ‘casual programmer’. 

We have collected the experiences of our research as well as those of other 
researches dealing with the field of CSCW, and were able to refine four main 
challenges that cover different phases of the process of tailoring: 

 
• consistent anchoring: the options to tailor a software artifact need to be 

indicated consistently; 

• intelligibility (of composition structures): the current composition 
structure of a tailorable software artifact (component aggregate) has to 
be represented intelligibly, especially in the dynamic aspects; 

• effect visualization: the effects of tailoring activities have to be easily 
perceivable for the user; and 

• fault tolerance: the tailoring environment should be fault tolerant in the 
sense that it indicates incorrect activities to the users and proposes 
advice. 

We have developed several concepts and prototypes in dealing with these 
challenges. First of all, we begin with the concept of Direct Activation, which was 
developed to provide consistent anchors for tailoring functionality in component-
based applications. Secondly, we describe issues of congruencies between 
different aspects and layers on which we can draw to provide users with an easy 
access to tailoring functionality. Thirdly, we suggest ‘Exploration Environments’ 
to increase the users’ understanding of the dynamic aspects of the applications 
that they tailor. Finally, we address the issue of ‘‘Fault Tolerance’’ by suggesting 
additional constraint-based advisory structures to assure users that important 
dependencies within the component compositions will be guaranteed. 

The work on the visualizations within the tailoring interface of FREEVOLVE 
was carried out by Won (1998, 2003), Hallenberger (2000), and Kru¨ ger (2003). 
Additional features to support tailoring activities were realized by Engelskirchen 
(2000), Golombek (2000), Wulf (2001), Krings (2002) and Won (2003). 

4.1 Easy access to tailoring functions: Direct Activation 

An empirical study of users of word processors indicated that finding the 
appropriate tailoring functions is a substantial barrier which either prevents 
tailoring, or adds significantly to its costs (Wulf and Golombek, 2001a). 
Discussing our findings in the context of earlier works (see Mackay, 1990; Page et 
al., 1996), we identified two rather distinct occasions where users want to tailor an 
application: (a) when a new version of the application is introduced and (b) when 
the users’ current task requires a modified functionality. The users need different 
patterns of support in order to find tailoring functions in both of these situations. 
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For tailoring a new version of an application, providing a survey of the given 
tailoring functions would be appropriate to help tackle the finding problem. The 
users are informed about the scope of the new version’s tailorability. When the 
users’ current task requires a modified functionality, a context specific 
representation of the tailoring functions’ access points would be appro- priate. In 
such a situation, the user typically knows which aspects of the application he 
wants to modify, since the current version of the function hinders his work. 

In order to tackle the second case, we have developed the concept of Direct 
Activation. Tailoring is needed when users perceive a state transition that does not 
lead to the intended effects following a function’s execution. In this case, users 
are typically aware of the function’s anchor at the user interface. Therefore, the 
anchor of the tailoring function should be designed so that it ‘relates’ to the 
function to be tailored. 

In our concept, three ways of ‘relating’ tailoring and its uses are distinguished. 
Firstly, by ‘visual proximity to the use anchor’, the visual representation of the 
anchor of the tailoring functions is placed closely to the anchor of the tailorable 
function. For example, in the case of certain parameters, the tailorable function 
has to be specified during activation, and visual proximity can be reached by 
displaying the anchor of the tailoring functions next to the one for specifying the 
parameters (e.g. in the same window). If the tailorable function is executed 
without any further specification from the menu or via an icon (a ‘use anchor’), 
the anchor for the tailoring function will then be placed next to the one of the 
tailorable function. However, this does not work for what we call ‘triggered 
functions’ (functions that are not activated directly by the user, but initiated by 
some state changes in the application, e.g. email filters, cf. Oppermann and Simm, 
1994). Thus, secondly, we suggest a ‘visual proximity to the effect anchor’ for 
those cases that do not provide a visible use anchor, although they cause 
perceivable effects at the interface. 

A third, totally different approach within our frame- work, completely forgoes 
visualizations of anchors, instead it provides a ‘consistent mode change’ to the 
tailoring interfaces of functions. Mørch (1997) gives an example of a consistent 
mode to activate a tailoring function. In his system, a user can access different 
levels of tailoring functions by activating the function and pressing either the 
‘‘option’’, or ‘‘shift’’, or ‘‘control’’ button. Restricted to specific functions, the 
Microsoft context menu supplies another example of how to design a ‘consistent 
mode change’ in order to activate tailoring functions. Whenever the display of a 
screen object may be tailored, a specific mouse operation allows accessing the 
tailoring function. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of Direct Activation in finding tailoring 
functions, we have implemented proto- types and carried out an evaluation study. 
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The results of this study show that Direct Activation eases tailoring activities (see 
Wulf and Golombek, 2001a). 

4.2 Visual tailoring environments: exploiting congruencies 

The general design of the tailoring interfaces in component-based systems aims at 
allowing ‘natural’ tailoring the way Pane and Myers (2006) postulated it. The goal 
is to create a visual tailoring environment where users are able to match between 
the interface at run-time and design time. Therefore, the users are supported to 
identify the properties that they want to tailor. 

The components’ characteristics and the composition metaphor inherent in the 
concept make a graphical/visual tailoring interface appear appropriate for 
changing the component structure. Within the graphical tailoring environment, the 
component structure of the software artifact is displayed as follows: components 
are visualized as boxes, ports are indicated as connectors at their surface, and the 
binding between two ports is represented by a line between these surface 
elements. Tailoring activities consist of adding or deleting (instances of) 
components and rewiring their interaction. During the course of our work, we 
have developed 2D (Stiemerling and Cremers, 1998; Won, 1998; Wulf, 2000) and 
3D versions (Stiemerling et al., 2001) of the visual tailoring environment. In the 
following, we ignored the issue of parameterization of single components, which 
we have realized in all three of the tailoring environments by means of Direct 
Activation. 

While we heavily made use of well-known ideas from Visual Programming, 
our main consideration was more directed at finding ‘plausible congruencies’ that 
would make it easier for end users to achieve their tailoring goals. We begin with 
an example (cf. Fig. 3). 

The first tailorable application we developed was a search tool for a groupware 
application. The tailorable aspects were restricted to the client side, while the 
groupware application itself had a client–server architecture. Fig. 3 shows the 2D 
graphical environment to tailor the search tool. 
The general approach is fairly straightforward: the users could compose variations 
of the search tool window, which consisted basically of different graphical 
elements in order to specify search queries and others in order to display search 
results. To allow these tailoring activities, the search tool consisted of six types of 
atomic components. Four of these component types were visible during use 
(inquiry elements, start button, display elements) while the other two were visible 
only while tailoring (the search engine and the switches to direct search results 
towards specific graphical output elements). We made use of the categorizations 
of ports to represent them at the tailoring interface. The polarity of ports helped to 
distinguish between a component’s input and output port: empty circles indicated 
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input ports, filled circles indicated output ports. To support users in wiring the 
components appropriately, ports of the same type and name are given the same 
color, so that the users are directed to fit input and output ports by means of 
identical colors. Wired components were represented by using a connecting line 
between their corresponding ports. Abstract components were represented by a 
white frame around the atomic (or abstract) components they contained. If a 
power user has already designed several different abstract input and output 
components, other users can make their first steps in constructing their personal 
search tool by combining two abstract components. 

Fig. 3. 2D graphical tailoring environment. 

Although the application resembles many other approaches to Visual 
Programming, it is important for us to clarify that we consciously aim to exploit 
‘plausible congruencies’. The first congruency is between the metaphor world of 
components and their visualization (Component-Metaphor Congruency). 
Component-based systems provide a specific perspective of the way software 
systems are built and how they can be manipulated. Attached to this perspective is 
a certain language (components, ports, connectors, etc.) and a set of related 
concepts. From our point of view, the art of providing tailoring interfaces is to 
maintain this congruency, while a certain domain-orientedness (e.g. by using 
appropriate naming schemes) is simultaneously provided. This allows users to 
understand tailoring options easily while still getting in touch with the concepts of 
the software architecture world they are working with. 

The second congruency we exploited in order to support end users is the 
previously mentioned Architecture-Inter- face Congruency. It is important, from 
our perspective, that visualizations reflect the actual workings of the component 
architecture. Therefore, in the FLEXIBEANS concept, we did not only provide 
typed and directed, but also named ports to make the information and control flow 
among components as intelligible as possible. The above example also shows that 
‘gray boxing’ is an important consideration. However, from this approach other 
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problems, such as still having to differentiate the scope of tailoring activities 
referring either to the client or to the server side, remain unsolved. 

The third important congruency is the Tailoring-Use Congruency. The idea is 
that the tailoring interface user should still be able to recognize the familiar users’ 
interface with the corresponding visual anchors of functionalities. However, this 
proved to be quite difficult, and led us to conduct experiments with different two- 
and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) interfaces. The 2D approach presented so far 
has the advantage of enabling users to match directly between the run-time (use) 
environment and the tailoring environment. When a user changes into the tailoring 
mode, the visible components of the interface stay at the same place on the screen, 
while the invisible components, the ports and the connecting lines between them, 
are added to the display. The components that are invisible during run- time 
(search engine, switches for the results) are displayed at the same locations where 
they have been placed during the prior tailoring activities. However, a strict 
adherence to the third congruency has the consequence that screen locations, 
where invisible components are placed during tailoring, could not be used by 
visible components during use. This approach does not make efficient use of the 
screen space as long as larger parts of the invisible functionality stay ‘‘behind’’ 
the user interface. 

To overcome these problems, a 3D graphical tailoring interface (cf. Fig. 4) has 
been developed. Spatial navigation (‘flying through the model’) can be used to 
explore applications. Components are represented as 3D boxes (with the 
components’ names above them), which are located on a virtual plane. The ports 
are represented as rings around the components in order to facilitate connections 
from all directions. Like in the 2D case, the color indicates the type and name of 
the port. The polarity is expressed by the intensity of the color. The input port is 
represented by darker shading, while the output port is indicated by lighter 
shading. Connections between components are symbolized by tube-like objects 
linking the corresponding rings. 

Like all other components, abstract components are represented by 3D boxes. 
However, the box’s surface that encapsulates the containing components of lower 
hierarchical level becomes more transparent as the user navigates closer to it until 
the visual barrier completely disappears. Yet, the rings representing the ports of 
the abstract component remain visible. The user can now navigate or manipulate 
the inner-component structure. In our current implementation, atomic components 
remain black boxes even if the user navigates into their neighborhood. A gray- 
box strategy would allow navigation into an atomic component and inspection of 
the parts of the code that can be modified. 

The distinction between client and server side is represented by a spatial 
arrangement which places the server in the center (represented by its tailorable 
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compo- nent structure), while the different clients (represented by their tailorable 
component structure) are located in a semi- circle around the server. 
In order to ease the transition from use into tailoring mode, we offer a reference 
between the visible components at the user’s interface and the invisible 
components ‘‘behind’’ the screen. If a user changes into the tailoring mode, the 
actual client’s GUI window will be projected into the 3D world. Light beams will 
then connect the specific elements of the GUI interface to the client’s component 
structure. When the user starts tailoring and enters the 3D world, he will be 
located in front of the GUI projection and will see the GUI on his regular 
interface. However, the semi-transparent plan also allows observing the 
component structure on the highest level of abstraction. Following the beams of 
light, he can navigate through the plane into the 3D space and explore or change 
the component structure. 

Fig. 4. 3D graphical tailoring interface displaying a client’s tailorable component 
structure. 

With the development of the 2D and 3D solutions, it becomes obvious that the 
congruencies we want to establish may conflict with one another. In our 
implementations, it also becomes understandable that the Architecture-Interface 
Congruency is more effective at supporting the 3D environment, while the 
Tailoring-Use Congruency is better suited in the 2D environment. In user studies, 
we identified several problems with the 3D tailoring environment. Users had 
difficulties to navigate. Even after several trials, the time for reaching certain 
points in the architecture was considered too long. Moreover, the spatial 
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arrangements led to situations where users might feel unable to navigate, because 
all relevant information (e.g. including the representation of the use mode) is 
visible on the screen. Our empirical evaluations also indicate that users have more 
problems in understanding the functionality and the use of invisible components 
(more abstract to them) than those of the visible ones (this applied to the 2D and 
the 3D interfaces). 

The latter result leads to the development of a hybrid solution between 2D and 
3D, which aims at addressing both congruencies separately. In the third prototype, 
we use separate windows to split the tailoring mode into three 2D vizualizations. 
One window maps the Tailoring-Use Congruency by visualizing only visible 
components (and making only those available for tailoring; cf. Fig. 5), whereas 
the other two map the Architecture-Interface Congruency by providing a 2D 
visualization of the component bindings on the client side (cf. Fig. 6, Composition 
Editor), and a tree view of the complete hierarchy of components (including 
server components; cf. Fig. 7, Component Explorer). All three windows are 
synchronized in order to make sure that they all represent the current state of 
composition. 

For easier orientation and navigation, the synchronization feature also covers 
the highlighting and marking of components. Highlighting a component in one 
view leads to the component being highlighted in the other views simultaneously. 
The distinction of different views encourages users to use them for different 
tailoring tasks: resizing and/or re-arranging the components at the interface level 
is done in the editor for the visible components, and architectural modifications 
are done with the use of other editors. Changes of component parameters are 
possible in all three editors via context menus. In this approach, the notion of 
access control in component modification can also be applied to be able to deny 
access to the server-side components within the Component Explorer. 
So far, we have only carried out a very preliminary evaluation study (see Kru¨ ger, 
2003), indicating that even the least experienced users are able to work with all 
three different views provided by this tailoring environment. 
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Fig. 5. View of visual components. 

Fig. 6. View of the Composition Editor: end users can explore the network of sub-
components, some details about ports and methods and their connection are displayed. 
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4.3 Fault management: checking the integrity of component 
compositions 

Empirical studies indicate that the fear of destroying an application is one of the 
major obstacles in tailoring activities (Mackay, 1990). We have to consider the 
case that users may make mistakes when (re-)composing component structures. 
While these errors, on the one hand, threaten the functioning of the application 
(and even worse, the applications of others if the users work in a shared 
distributed environment), they are also regarded as opportunities for learning (cf. 
Frese et al., 1991). Although the differentiation of the ports (cf. FLEXIBEANS 
concept, typing, naming, directedness) already helps in preventing certain 
misconnections among components, technical mechanisms that actively detect 
errors in the composition of components (cf. Won, 2000, 2003) were additionally 
developed. 

Fig. 7. View of the Component Explorer: offers a different view on a component, 
providing more detail. 

Such mechanisms for integrity checks are supposed to control the validity of  the 
composition, to indicate the source of an error, give hints, and to correct the 
composition. The rule-based integrity check that we present here consists of two 
different concepts: (a) constraints and actions and (b) an analysis of the event 
flow. 

Rule-based integrity checks are well-known in data base management systems 
(Silberschatz et al., 2001). Rules are terms in first order logic that can be 
evaluated automatically. This technique can be used to add external conditions to 
the use of components. By restricting the use of a component, these constraints 
describe the ‘‘right use’’ of them. For instance, if we have a set of GUI 
components, we can formulate a constraint like ‘‘all interface components have to 
have the same look and feel’’. If a user tailors an application (i.e. adds a new 
component) this condition can be checked. 
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The integrity constraints of all components are stored externally. Thus, they 
can be changed over time according to the users’ or the organization’s 
requirements. This separation may be useful in case standard components are 
added to the component framework. Parameters can be restricted with regard to 
the domain in which the component should be used. For instance, we introduce a 
watch component. This component is designed to work all over the world in order 
to support all time zones. Our domain in this case might be a regional 
organization set in Western Europe. Consequently, only one time zone is needed, 
and in this case, external constraints can ensure the time to be set to MET only. 

Constraints include action descriptions. Action descriptions extend from 
providing simple text information, which may help the user to correct a wrong 
input, to describing an automated execution of solutions. Those action 
descriptions may cover all tailoring operations as discussed in our description of 
the architectural layer. Nevertheless, our goal here is not to compose applications 
automatically, but to ease the learning and understanding of tailoring activities. 
All the system interactions mentioned so far are represented at the user interface 
as they happen. As soon as a constraint fires, the corresponding component will be 
marked and the user may get detailed information by selecting it. 

A second technical mechanism is the check of event flow integrity. As 
mentioned before, the FLEXIBEANS component model allows event-based 
component interaction, in which events are passed between independent 
components. In most cases, events that are created and passed to another 
component can be regarded as important information. Therefore, an event that is 
produced, but not consumed, may indicate a problem or an unsolved issue. Here is 
a short example, explaining such an integrity rule which might not be sufficient: 
Fig. 8(a) shows a three-component- composition consisting of a search engine 
(left), a filter component (middle) and an output window (right). If we mark 
consumers and producers in our constraint set, we can only ensure that the search 
engine and the output window are connected (in some way). However, we want to 
ensure that each created important event is also consumed in the right way. Thus, 
the event flow needs additional checking. 

In order to implement the concept of event flow integrity, we classify the ports 
as either essential or optional: essential ports have to be connected to other 
components, whereas optional ports may not be used. For instance, the output 
component of the search tool, which displays the found objects’ names, has two 
ports: one input port that is used for receiving search results from the search 
engine, and one output port that sends additional information (type, attributes) of 
selected search results to other components. In order to support users in building 
functional applications, the input port is classified as ‘‘essential’’, since it would 
be senseless to compose a search tool whose input window is not connected to any 
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search engine. The output port here is classified as ‘‘optional’’, as one can use an 
output window without applying any additional information of the search results. 

In order to deal with these dependencies, we have developed a ‘regular 
providers/consumers’ concept. For checking an event flow, all essential event 
ports have to be connected to ‘regular providers’ or ‘regular consumers’. For 
instance, we may compose a search tool by connecting a search engine to a filter 
component (that filters some of the search results) connected to the output 
component. Here, the search engine has an essential output port. The filter 
component only passes events but it is not a consumer whereas the output 
component is a consumer of the search result, and has an essential port that is 
finally connected. As a result, we have to differentiate the ports according to their 
function within a composition (producer, consumer, pass-though) and their need 
to be connected (essential, optional). 

This information is described in external XML files which can only be changed 
by expert users. The integrity check is carried out by translating the composition 
into a Petri-net and then conducting an analysis (van der Aalst et al., 1997; Won, 
2003). In case the event flow analysis detects an error, the user is provided with 
corresponding information within his tailoring environment. Components and 
their ports are marked if they are essential but not connected correctly. 

Fig. 8. Example of an Event flow. 

4.4. Spaces for learning: Exploration Environments 
 
To study tailoring empirically, Mackay (1990) as well as Oppermann and 

Simm (1994) stated the importance of explorative activities. We have developed 
the concept of Exploration Environments as an additional feature to support users 
in experimenting with tailorable groupware (Wulf, 2000; Wulf and Golombek, 
2001b). An Exploration Environment allows simulating the execution of a tailor- 
able groupware function by means of a specific system mode. This permits the 
learner’s own user interface and the effects on other users’ interfaces to be 
simulated on the output device. If a function is executed in the Exploration 
Environment, the effects of its execution on the simulated user interfaces will be 
similar to the effects the ‘‘real’’ function’s execution has on the ‘‘real’’ user 
interfaces. In most groupware systems, users are only able to see parts of the 
system (their personal desktop, documents they are allowed to view, etc.). 
Exploration Environments have two main advantages: firstly, a user can 
interchange between different user interfaces. By executing a function in the 
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Exploration Environment and switching between the simulations of her own and 
the other users’ interfaces, a user can perceive how a newly tailored function 
works. Secondly, all data and documents of the Exploration Environment are 
accessible to the user. Thus, if a document cannot be found with a tailored version 
of a search tool, the user will know that he has to change the configuration of the 
search tool as he can see that a corresponding file exists in the Exploration 
Environment. 

While research in HCI has already led to different exploration mechanisms 
(e.g. undo function, freezing point, or experimental data), the distributed character 
of groupware poses new challenges. Users are often unable to understand the way 
groupware functions work, since they cannot perceive the effects of the functions’ 
execution at the other users’ interface (e.g. the access rights granted to somebody 
else cannot be perceived by the owner). Only in cases where an application 
follows the WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See) principle in a very strict 
manner (c.f. Johansen, 1988), users can perceive the effects of a function’s 
execution on the interface of other users. In field studies (Wulf and Golombek, 
2001b), we have learned that users try to overcome these problems by testing the 
results of their changes collaboratively. For instance, if users try to understand the 
current access right settings, they will ask their colleagues to try to open specific 
documents. This kind of exploration is often disturbing and difficult to do, in 
particular if the users are not collocated. To understand how tailorable functions 
are configured becomes even harder when their execution is not directly visible at 
the user interface. This type of changes in the configuration cannot be recognized 
directly. For instance, changes to an email filter can only be explored by sending a 
variety of different emails and tracking the recipient’s mailbox. 

We have built specific Exploration Environments for three different tailorable 
groupware tools: an awareness service, a search tool for groupware, and a highly 
flexible access control for a shared workspace. To evaluate the effectiveness of 
Exploration Environments in tailorable groupware, we have carried out a field 
study and an experiment in a lab setting. The results of these studies indicate that 
Exploration Environments support tailoring activities in groupware (cf. Wulf, 
1999; Wulf and Golombek, 2001b). When designing Exploration Environments, 
we cannot remain in the realm of technology. To allow credible and realistic 
expeditions into the possibilities of alternative technology configura- tions, it is 
necessary to model at least parts of the organizational system, e.g. users, 
departments, roles. 

5 Collaborative tailoring 

Component-based software engineering is based on the assumption that software 
development can be organized best in a collaborative and distributed manner. 
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Component repositories, together with monetary compensations for those who 
offer their source code for reuse, are supposed to render software development 
more efficient (see Szyperski, 2002). On the technical side, the issue is being 
addressed by providing a certain level of encapsulation of functionality, and by 
allowing an easy exchange of components. Empirical studies on tailoring 
activities of end users have also revealed a collaborative nature of tailoring (see 
Pipek and Kahler, 2006). While monetary compensation does not play an 
important role in these collaborations among users, different patterns of 
cooperative activities have been found among users who differ in their 
commitment to and qualification for tailoring. 

Regarding tailoring, we deal with two ideal types of social design relationships: 
a relation between professional de- signers and users, and a relation among users 
who cooperate in the reconfiguration of the technology they use. In the 
FREEVOLVE approach, we anticipate that a certain division of labor would go 
with this distinction: on the level of the atomic components, the code for users is 
provided by professional developers, while on the level of the abstract 
components, users cooperate by providing each other with pre-integrated abstract 
components. Referring to the second type of relationship, we experimented with 
the design of shared workspaces to exchange tailored artifacts among users. 
Moreover, additional features may add significantly to a component presentation 
for an intuitive reuse by others. 

Engelskirchen (2000) and Wulf (2001) have developed a shared workspace to 
exchange abstract components within a groupware application: Hopfner (1998), 
Golombek (2000), and Kahler (2001a) have developed a shared repository to 
exchange tailored artifacts, such as document templates or button bars, among 
users of a word processor. Stevens (2002) has worked on metaphors that make 
visible and invisible components more comprehensive to users. 

Repositories in software engineering are expected to contain components that 
could construct a wide variety of different applications. The necessities of 
navigation, the understanding of technological context, and choice of appropriate 
components are part of the professional knowledge of software engineers. Our 
experiences with end users (Wulf, 1999; Kahler, 2001b; Stevens and Wulf, 2002) 
revealed the need for a more application-oriented and user- oriented approach in 
designing repositories for the exchange of tailored artifacts. To allow a seamless 
transition between use and tailoring activities, the shared repository needs to be 
integrated into the tailoring environment and should be activated directly with 
only those components that are relevant to a certain tailoring context. 

Repositories for tailored artifacts can be understood as shared workspaces 
where compositions of components can be exchanged. Shared workspaces have 
been discussed extensively in CSCW research (e.g. Bentley et al., 1997). In our 
case, however, shared workspace functionality needs to be integrated in both the 
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groupware application and the additional features for making the components 
intelligible. Their basic functionality consists of uploading and down- loading 
functions for (compositions of) components. Additional features allow specifying 
the visibility of compositions and defining access rights for different subgroups of 
users. Moreover, a notification service informs users as soon as relevant tailored 
artifacts are newly produced, modified, or applied. Such a service contributes to 
the mutual awareness of distributed tailoring activities, and may encourage the 
emergence of a tailoring culture (cf. Carter and Henderson, 1990). Since direct 
cooperation among users should also be supported, the tailoring environment may 
provide a function to mail tailored artifacts directly to specific users or user 
groups. 

Summarizing, we have identified several design aspects for collaborative 
tailoring tools that support users in understanding the technology and its tailoring 
options as well as their own tailoring activities. Now, we will discuss the use of 
appropriate naming and classification schemes, look at the necessity of 
annotations, and finally address social aspects of Exploration Environments. 

5.1 Naming and classification schemes for components 

Users are typically confronted with a variety of different atomic and abstract 
components. By offering a number of atomic or abstract components, one has to 
provide meaningful names for them, since these names are listed at the interface. 
Due to limitations of screen space, the users’ first choice is based on a very sparse 
visual presentation of the listed items. Naming the components in a meaningful 
way has turned out to be a key factor for the efficiency of tailoring activities. 

Naming may still be straightforward regarding atomic components because 
they usually have only a limited function that is easier describable in a name. 
However, with abstract components in a shared repository, the functionality 
becomes more complex. Therefore, users have to agree on a shared vocabulary in 
describing tailored functionality. Some issues can be resolved by providing 
additional representations for invisible components, which explain their 
functionality (cf. Wulf, 1999). It can also be useful to work with a defined set of 
metaphors that is related to the application field (cf. Stevens et al., 2006). 

A classification system is essential in order to structure a set of components. 
The classification of atomic components can benefit again from the simplicity of 
their purpose. For instance, in FREEVOLVE, we group them according to their 
ports (names, types, input/output) based on the assumption that their classification 
indicates the roles they can play within the composition (cf. Wulf, 1999). Never- 
the less, for classifying abstract components, there are many plausible categories, 
e.g. technical aspects like the type of ports they use, or the organizational unit of 
the author of a component (used as an indicator for use/task similarities covered in 
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a set of components). However, the most important aspect with regard to a 
naming and classification scheme is to recognize its potential to evolve. 
Therefore, it is important that names as well as classifications can emerge and 
develop as the users find and improve a common understanding. 

5.2 Annotation of components 

A field study indicated that users need additional support in distinguishing 
components beyond naming and classifying. Hence, we generated possibilities to 
textually describe atomic and abstract components. In order to describe atomic 
components, we have created a hypertext-based help menu that shows text to 
briefly explain the components’ functionality and added screen shots when 
necessary. 

Descriptions of abstract components have to be created by the users 
themselves. Therefore, we have implemented an annotation window that consists 
of the following text fields: ‘‘Name’’, ‘‘Creator,’’ ‘‘Origin’’, ‘‘Description’’, and 
‘‘Remarks’’. Since textual documentation of design rationales imposes an extra 
burden, it is often omitted (cf. Grudin, 1996). Thus, we tried to reduce the 
workload by providing automatic support in creating descriptions wherever 
possible (cf. Wulf, 1999). For instance, the ‘‘Creator’’ field is automatically 
generated by data taken from the user administration. The ‘‘Origin’’ field contains 
a reference when an abstract component is created by modifying one already in 
existence. This reference is also automatically created. The ‘‘Description’’ field 
clarifies the behavior of an abstract component. If the component results from the 
modification of an existing one, the explanation of the original component is 
copied and put into italics, ready for editing. The ‘‘Creator’’ field may indicate on 
the one hand the quality of the abstract component. A composition becomes more 
trustworthy if it is created by someone who is an accepted expert within the 
community of users. On the other hand, the efforts become visible to the group, 
which leads to a higher degree of acceptance in many cases. Moreover, it may 
increase the motivation for sharing tailored artifacts as a service to a community 
of users. 

5.3 Experimenting with components 

Static descriptions already add a better understanding of the functionality that 
components offer. Still, it is a complex task to understand how a new component 
tailored by other users interacts with other known components. While the 
Exploration Environments described above support experimenting with 
completely assembled functionality, we have to find new approaches to support 
experimenting with atomic or abstract components. In case these modules do not 
cover an observable set of functionality, they cannot be executed in an 
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Exploration Environment by themselves. Therefore, we have implemented an 
option which allows the users to store the ‘‘missing parts’’ together with the 
corresponding atomic or compound components. Together with the components 
themselves, the ‘‘missing parts’’ should provide a characteristic example for the 
component’s use when building functionality. Those examples can then be 
executed in the Exploration Environment (cf. Wulf, 1999). 

6 Discussion 

We have described concepts and prototypes that were developed by our groups in 
order to provide tailoring means to end users of different work contexts. While 
many prototypes have been previously published in greater detail, our overview 
allows us to take a step back and have a look at the big picture. 

The purposes of our research are twofold: we want to enable end users to 
independently tailor their technological infrastructure, and we want to allow them 
to do the tailoring at run-time. When we started with the research agenda, our 
choice of the component paradigm was motivated by its resemblance to tailoring 
concepts that were developed in the CSCW field. During the course of our work, 
we have developed more than 15 prototypes and have evaluated them with about 
80 end users from 10 different organizations with various backgrounds, e.g. 
German federal government, steel industry, consultancy networks. The conceptual 
knowledge that was presented emerged from this research. 

 As a general outcome of our research, we can comment that the task of 
tailoring was more complex than we originally thought. From our point of view, it 
is also more complex than the task of (professional) programming. This is due to 
the fact that tailoring is not mainly about product development (which is often the 
guiding metaphor in software engineering), but ‘infrastructuring’. Here, we take 
Star and Bowkers’ (2002) notion, which defines an infrastructure as something 
that ‘runs underneath’ other structures, and is invisible, but becomes visible in the 
case of a breakdown. Infrastructures are used by people who are not experts in 
developing the infrastructure technologies. They familiarize themselves with the 
technological concepts driven by pure necessities of use. Users experience 
breakdown situations (be it an actual technological break- down or simply a 
perceived incongruency between the expected and the delivered service of an 
application) which force them to learn new aspects necessary to understand and 
orchestrate technology. In this perspective, tailoring is much more than just a 
simple configuration of tools. It is an opportunity for reflection and learning about 
the (in-) abilities of today’s technologies. ‘Infrastructuring’ tries to cover theses 
activities (Pipek and Syrjanen, 2006). In organizations, infrastructural problems 
usually are either addressed by a more or less appropriate division of labor 
(system administrators, IT departments, etc.) or left to the initiative of individual 
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users. Approaches to ‘infrastructuring’ have to support the collaborations which 
result from this practice. We believe that software is a completely new type of 
infrastructural matter (compared to older infra- structures such as power lines, 
railroad systems or water pipes), since it may offer flexibility to support the 
activities of ‘infrastructuring’. We should aim at allowing every user to dig deeper 
into technological matters at a level considered appropriate to him. Component-
based tailor- ability allows realizing such a required ‘gentle slope’ of increasing 
complexity. 

6.1 Exploiting congruencies 

Star and Bowker (2002) explicitly referred to the historic dimensions of 
infrastructures, and described how new infrastructures emerge from older ones, 
and how concepts are being transferred between old and new infrastructures. They 
point out that for the individuals involved, historical aspects such as earlier 
experiences and existing expertise count. We described that in the form of 
‘congruencies’ the architecture and the visualization of a component-based system 
should strive to maintain. Our choice of using a component-based approach was 
proved to be successful, since we were able to achieve these congruencies up to a 
certain level. The Component-Metaphor Congruency addressed the issue that the 
use of the component metaphor in programming is related to the notion of an, 
almost haptic, experience in building complex systems from simple building 
blocks that users may know from other construction domains. To achieve this 
congruency, it was necessary to combine a strong encapsulation of all concepts 
that describe a component with clear visual indicators of how components fit and 
work together. 

Related to the Architecture-Interface Congruency is a decision that underlies 
all our efforts: To provide a ‘truthful’ representation of the architecture at the 
interface, clear architectural concepts that can simply represent the user’s interface 
(e.g. the port description we provided in the FLEXIBEANS concept) are needed. 
We accept that for a large number of individual problems, it would be easier for 
users to have an interface specifically designed for certain tailoring tasks. 
However, the research on the development of infrastructures leads us to believe 
that such a design could prevent users from building a deeper knowledge of the 
true complexity of the system, and may in fact hinder the understanding of future 
breakdown situations. We believe that for bridging the gap between component-
based structures and the intuitive understanding of users in an application field, an 
additional metaphor framework on top of the component network could be the 
solution. But even in this case it should be possible to trace issues into deeper 
levels of the application’s software architecture to further familiarize with the new 
infrastructure. Our experiences also confirm that it is not necessarily a good idea 
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to maintain a strong separation between the computational and the interface level 
of applications (cf. Kuutti and Bannon, 1993). 

The Use-Tailoring Congruency helps users to enter the world of tailoring and 
to understand specific tailoring options. In general, usage knowledge is less 
complex and acquired earlier than tailoring knowledge. The congruency helps the 
tailoring user to draw on earlier use experiences. The three congruencies address 
the end user as a ‘casual programmer’, and allow him to interact with the 
infrastructure in a more powerful way. 

6.2 Employing a holistic approach 

We also like to emphasize here that the completeness of the research (in terms of 
addressing the architectural level, the interface level, and the cooperation level) 
was not our intention in the beginning, but it later proved to be essential during 
our evaluations. We simply cannot escape the embeddedness of users in their 
work context and their focus on actual tasks (where tailoring is more a side task). 
Therefore, we believe, scenarios that focus on providing help in just one specific 
situation do not cover the complexity of the problem. Apart from an incident-
oriented support, we also have to address a strategic level of users having to 
familiarize with technologies. There, support on the individual as well as on the 
social level is needed. 

So far, we maintain an understanding of tailoring as a task to reconfigure or 
redesign software tools. Henderson and Kyng (1991) already went beyond this 
understanding by employing a perspective, where tailoring is not only the design 
of tool configurations, but also the design of a tool’s usages. There is usually a 
certain set of tasks, roles, use scenarios, and conventions associated with the 
technological reconfiguration of tools. Under the term of ‘appropriation work’, we 
address the activities around the making sense of technologies in an application 
field (Pipek, 2005). Beyond learning about the functionality of an application, it 
also deals with social activities related to the design of an appropriate usage of the 
application. An approach aware of the infrastructural character of software 
artifacts has to provide support for these activities. In the FREEVOLVE approach, 
we address that issue by combining component repositories with Exploration 
Environments. Pipek (2005) suggested the use of ‘use discourse environments’ to 
provide a platform for these negotiations. In general, it is an interesting goal to 
support users as a ‘virtual community of technology practice’. 

We want to close our discussion by addressing open ends in technology-
oriented research on tailorability. While our results stem from long-term research 
activities covering the design and implementation of technological innovations as 
well as their evaluation in laboratory-settings and field studies, many issues still 
remain open. We do not know yet which type of tailorable applications is best 
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suited for component-based approaches compared to other software technical 
paradigms such as rule-based or agent-based ones. From a technological 
perspective, our experiences indicate that applications or parts of them whose 
control flow can be presented in a rather linear order seem to be well suited for 
component-based tailorability. 

Methods that allow finding appropriate modularizations of an application into 
atomic components are another issue for further investigation (cf. Stiemerling et 
al., 1997; Stiemerling, 2000; Stevens and Wulf, 2002). The modularization must 
also be meaningful to users (cf. Stevens et al., 2006). For different classes of 
applications, we need to find meaningful metaphors to communicate the meaning 
of individual components. The CoCoWare platform (Slagter et al., 2001) allows 
users to compose their own component-based groupware applications. In this 
platform, each component is in itself a small application, e.g. a session control or 
a conference manager component. From the software-technological perspective, 
their work is closely related to ours but with a main difference in the granularity 
of the components. While in CoCoWare components represent whole 
applications, FLEXIBEANS are conceptualized to be more fine-grained. On the 
one hand this allows more flexibility; on the other hand, tailoring becomes more 
complex. 

In extending our approach, one can also imagine introducing additional levels 
of tailoring complexity by gray or even glass-boxing atomic components. Thus, 
selected aspects or even the whole code of an atomic component could become 
modifiable by certain users. With regard to the user interface for tailoring, one has 
to investigate whether a single interaction paradigm is sufficient for component-
based tailorability, or whether the interaction paradigm of the tailorable 
application needs to be taken into account for the design of the interface of the 
tailoring environment (cf. Nardi, 1993). At the interface level, we aimed to 
increase the transparency regarding technology structure and possible technology 
modifications (gray boxing, component connectors), and regarding the effects of 
modifications (by means of Exploration Environments and visualizations of 
certain additional component dependencies). A dynamic well known in the field 
of CSCW is that additional transparency always favors a loss of privacy, e.g. the 
more accurate an Exploration Environment reflects the actual state of a groupware 
application within an organization, the more information about ongoing usages 
and even about users may become available. The perceived value of user interface 
concepts we suggested will not only depend on the adding of transparency, but 
also on controlling transparency. 

Regarding the support of collaborative tailoring activities, we need to think of 
additional features that support users in selecting appropriate atomic or abstract 
components out of a larger set of components. Ye (2001) has developed a 
recommender system which supports software developers to share and reuse 
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source codes via a repository. We believe that similar functionalities will be 
valuable for collaborative tailoring activities. Moreover, we will be able to learn 
from the open source movement and the discussion on social capital to design 
shared repositories in an appropriate manner (cf. Fischer et al., 2004; Huysman 
and Wulf, 2004). 

6.3 Beyond component-based systems 

The final point we want to make concerns software development paradigms. One 
important issue is the development of appropriate tailoring platforms for peer- to-
peer architectures and mobile systems (cf. Alda and Cremers, 2004). Our 
approach may fall short since we use a client-server architecture. However, peer-
to-peer architectures face additional challenges regarding synchronization and 
availability. 

We started with a set of ideas and requirements that originated in CSCW 
research and combined them with issues of software reuse in software 
engineering. It leads us to new requirements for component-based systems that we 
addressed with the FLEXIBEANS wrappers, the FREEVOLVE platform, a set of 
‘congruencies’ guiding the user interface design and additional ideas for 
collaboration support. The great effort we had to make to produce acceptable 
solutions for our requirements is due to the fact that the necessity to design for 
‘redesign during use’ is not an important consideration in software engineering. 
Several problems we addressed could be more substantially resolved by 
integrating end user concerns in the development of standards and programming 
languages. With the emergence of software-oriented architectures (SOA), new 
promises and challenges are bound to occur. Our experiences have shown how 
difficult it was to provide an infrastructure that addresses the two main goals of 
end user orientation and run-time tailorability within component networks. SOA 
promise a higher level of flexibility since the concept is not related to an operating 
system or programming language (as component-based systems are). However, 
the current practice of SOA restricts itself to a use by programmers rather than by 
end users. There was a similar situation when we started our work with 
components. To some extent, SOA resemble aspects of component-based 
architectures: services are independent of each other, stateless, self- describing 
and provide standardized interfaces (Brown et al., 2002; Bieberstein et al., 2006). 
However, services provide additionally a process perspective on applications, not 
just an object or component perspective (Jones and Mike, 2005). The promise of a 
new level of flexibility is already partly being undermined by an inflationary use 
of the term ‘service-orientation’ (Doernhoefer, 2006). Stan- dardization efforts are 
counteracted in practice by the emergence of different service worlds (e.g. SOAP 
web services vs. OSGi architecture). It is an interesting research issue to 
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investigate how the concepts developed for component-based systems translate 
into the SOA world. 

Taking into account the emergence of SOA as a new flexibilization technology 
that again needs to be bended to fit the user needs, the question arises whether it is 
an appropriate research strategy to ‘abuse’ technologies that have been developed 
to address the issue of software reuse. As a result of our work, the research 
challenges of use-time redesign by the end user became obvious. It seems to be 
possible to make modern flexibilization technologies better manageable by end 
users. 

However, it is not only the technological implementations that need to be 
improved in order to make things easier for ‘casual programmers’. The 
implementations for software reuse in professional software development need to 
focus on different dynamics (e.g. interoperability, backward compatibility). 
Moreover, even simpler software applications rely on underlying layers of 
software (e.g. operating systems, inter- face frameworks, communication 
protocols) and result in a system in which it is inherently difficult to navigate, 
interpret its visible effects and manipulate applications. If software technology is 
that complex, the question needs to be asked whether we can really bend 
flexibilization technologies such as SOA to a level at which end users can reliably 
act with them. To deal with these challenges, we believe that beyond technology 
user communities need to develop around software applications (cf. Stevens and 
Wiedenho¨ fer, 2006). We may need to fundamentally shift our usage traditions of 
information technology and establish ‘tailoring’ and ‘programming’ to become 
cultural techniques just as reading or counting. If technology cannot become more 
intelligible, users (communities) have to develop their abilities. Since trends such 
as ubiquitous computing increase IT diffusion into almost all aspects of our lives, 
tailoring as well as programming skills should be developed as early as in school. 

7 Conclusions 

We have presented our work on how the concept of component-based tailorability 
can be made intelligible and manageable for end users. Due to the specific 
requirements of users whose main interests are other than software development, 
the requirements for the design of the user interface are distinct from typical 
developer-oriented IDEs in software engineering. We worked out a component-
based approach by evaluating our experiences with the FREEVOLVE platform. In 
addition, we developed a number of prototypes that covered important side issues. 
These issues covered constraint-based integrity checks in order to help users to 
detect tailoring errors, as well as the provision of Exploration Environments, so 
they can familiarize themselves with the dynamic aspects of tailored component 
networks. 
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We suggested a holistic approach to component-based tailorability by 
addressing the architectural level as well as the interface and the 
social/collaborative level. We described how we used different ‘congruencies’ 
(Component-Metaphor Congruency, Architecture-Interface Congruency and 
Tailoring-Use Congruency) as guidelines to provide a comprehensive tailoring 
environment complemented with the interface concept of direct activation. We 
discussed the role of these congruencies in the development of three different 
tailoring interfaces. Furthermore, we addressed the social level by providing 
shared repositories of tailored components, and connecting them to Exploration 
Environments. 

Finally, we related our findings to the issue of developing technology in an 
‘infrastructure-aware’ way. It is necessary to consider technology as an 
infrastructure for users, as something that remains invisible until breakdown, in 
which case it becomes critical to know. Such a perspective promotes several 
notions for the support of ‘appropriation work’, which users perform typically 
when making sense of technologies. Perceiving groupware as an infrastructure 
also means that the levels of qualification, interest, and dedication will be different 
among users involved in tailoring an application. They will also vary over time. 
The infrastructure issue connects to earlier discussions about the need of an 
emerging tailoring culture within the field of application (cf. Carter and 
Henderson, 1990). 

Along these lines of thought, we need to gather new experiences on how to 
connect tailoring activities with processes of organizational development and 
change (cf. Wulf and Jarke, 2004). In order to improve flexibility and efficiency of 
business processes, the exploitation of tailor- ability needs to be integrated into 
the ongoing processes of organizational changes. Therefore, we have developed 
the framework of Integrated Organization and Technology Development which 
connects tailorability with planned processes of organizational and technological 
development (cf. Wulf and Rohde, 1995; Rohde, 2007). This aspect needs to be 
further investigated particularly regarding emerging change processes and the role 
of tailorability in groupware appropriation (cf. Orlikowski and Hofman, 1997; 
Andriessen et al., 2003; Dittrich et al., 2005; Pipek et al., 2006). 

Our research demonstrates that there is a quality of software, offering new 
opportunities for the integration of 

  
the traditionally separated spheres of ‘design’ and ‘use’ that go far beyond the 

capabilities of products with a ‘real’ materiality. Software can be considered a 
new material which carries with it the ability to change beyond the ideas and 
intentions of the original designers. This material can incorporate communication 
and collaboration channels, which support its development and appropriation. Its 
interfaces may melt well into existing technological and social infrastructures. 
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With its ubiquity, this material and its products may well become the ‘boundary 
objects’ for reconceptualizations of reality that reach beyond the technological 
level. This notion opens up new horizons for capturing and managing innovations, 
and for mediating developments on an organizational as well as societal level. 
These horizons are yet to be explored. 
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Appropriation Infrastructure: Mediating 
appropriation and production work 
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Abstract End User Development offers technological flexibility to encourage the 
appropriation of software applications within specific contexts of use. Appropriation needs 
to be understood as a phenomenon of many collaborative and creative activities. To 
support appropriation, we propose integrating communication infrastructure into software 
application that follows a “easy-to-collaborate“-principle. Such an appropriation 
infrastructure stimulates the experience sharing among a heterogeneous product 
community and supports the situated development of usages. Taking the case of the 
BSCWeasel groupware, we demonstrate how an appropriation infrastructure can be 
realized. Empirical results from the BSCWeasel project demonstrate the impact of such 
an infrastructure on the appropriation and design process. Based on these results, we 
argue that the social construction of IT artifacts should be tightly integrated in the material 
construction of IT artifacts in bridging design and use discourses.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

We interpret the appropriation of information technology not as a phenomenon 
that somehow happens once a software application is in its ‘application field’, but 
as a network of activities that users continuously perform in order to make a 
software ‘work’ in a new work environment, shaping the artifact as a material as 
well as a meaningful object. Existing practices evolve and result in new practices. 
Technical flexibility to redesign the application according to specific local needs 
play a major role in enabling appropriation work. Appropriation work may lead to 
software usages that go beyond what has been envisioned by the designers of the 
software application (cf. Pipek 2005). It is a specific part of an IT artifact’s usage, 
but it remains also linked (through the artifact’s materiality) with its design 
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process and the designer’s work environments. Appropriation work needs to be 
understood as a core concept in the field of End User Development (EUD). 

To deal appropriately with the combined efforts of users and designers to 
successfully establish a software tool usage that satisfies the needs of practice 
requires a fundamental shift in perspectives on the concepts of ‘design’ and ‘use’. 
If the target of a design process is not a technology/software/tool, but a certain 
usage (that is stimulated by a certain new technology/software/tool), traditional 
notions of design processes and product structures become problematic. When 
does the development of usages start, when does it stop? Is it a continuous or a 
discrete process? Who initiates ‘design’ phases – the developer side or the user 
side? For which parts in shaping a usage are professional designers responsible, 
and for which parts the ‘users’ (they may be considered as professional usage 
designers just with a different expertise profile)? Which competencies and 
experiences are necessary to perform certain activities of appropriation work? 

We see the cracks in the idea of a strict separation of design and use spheres 
everywhere in practice: In the necessity for software development in cycles, in the 
frequent software updating procedures, in continuous helpline support provided 
by software manufacturers, in the differentiation of user roles (scale between end 
users and power/lead users), in software development contract structures that 
include ‘maintenance’, in the practice of user forums in the Internet (that may 
have been provided by software manufacturers, but also third parties), and also in 
scientific conceptualizations e.g. with regard to ‘tailoring’ functions that support 
design-in-use (Henderson and Kyng 1991, and many others), with regard to 
integrating users into software design (e.g. Floyd, Reisin et al. 1989), with regard 
to professionalization structures in design and the problems they may cause (e.g. 
Suchman 2002) or with regard to the integration of user-driven innovation in (re-
)design processes (e.g. von Hippel and Katz 2002). In fact, the blurring notions of 
design and use spheres point towards collaboration necessities and opportunities 
which, we claim should become a central research area in the field of End User 
Development. 

We will first connect our perspective to the scientific discourse on the technical 
and symbolic dimension of appropriation. Based on a dialectic perspective of 
artifacts and usages, we will describe a framework to support the communicative 
appropriation among the diverse actors in a product community. We have 
implemented a first example of an appropriation infrastructure when designing the 
BSCWeasel groupware. To evaluate the utility of appropriation infrastructures, 
empirical results from the BSCWeasel project are presented. 
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2 Appropriation in and of production work 

“[P]roduction and consumption are not completely separate spheres of existence but rather are 
mutually constitutive of one another. What happens to a product in consumption has effects for 
producers and so on, in an ongoing cycle of commodification – where producers make new 
products or different versions of old products as a result of consumers’ activities – and 
appropriation – where consumers make those products meaningful, sometimes making them 
achieve a new 'register' of meaning that affects production in some way. In this sense, the 
meanings that products come to have are constructed in this process of dialogue - albeit rarely an 
equal one in terms of power relations - between production and consumption” (du Gay, Hall et al. 
1997, p. 103). 

2.1 Forms of appropriation 

In the first notion, appropriation is the work to make things work (Pipek 2005; 
Balka and Wagner 2006). It is fitting of the technology at hand into pre-existing 
culture and into local patterns of use and life rhythms (Silverstone and Haddon 
1996). Appropriation characterizes the socialization of material objects “to use it 
constructively, to incorporate it into one's life for better or worse” (Poole and 
DeSanctis 1989, p. 150). 

Historically the concept of appropriation grounds in Marx’s evolutionary 
anthropology, where man is constituted by labor as the self-realization of man in 
nature through the appropriation of nature (cf. Márkus 1978; Röhr 1979). In the 
Marxian tradition appropriation is no mechanical process, but a kind of situated 
development in front of an open future that shapes both subject and object. In 
particular, is not only a productive achievement, but a formative event as well (cf. 
Honneth 1995). Artifacts as expression of human labor inherit the twofold 
character, they present a dialectic unity of material and symbolic constructed 
objects. In particular in its dialectic man-made objects used by man the mediate 
between appropriation and production work. Further, the facility to appropriate 
rests on two essential powers of man: 

• To give objects another form (or literarily changing the material 
construction), and 

• to give objects another meaning (or literarily changing the symbolic 
construction). 

In everyday life we do not distinguish between the material and symbolic 
construction of artifacts, until they become present-at-hand. In such moments we 
got aware of the contingency of the relation between material object (e.g. a stone) 
and meaningful object (e.g. a hammer). In such moments the artifact is not given 
as a unity, but as a contradiction between material and symbolic construction. To 
overcome this contradiction the situated development has to create a new unity 
between the internal and external object. This can be done for example in tailoring 
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the material construction of the artifact. However, in practice, often the 
contradiction will be solved by workarounds, which cause a change of the 
meaning of the objects by using them differently. The evolution of the material 
and symbolic construction are interwoven, but long-term studies about the 
appropriation of IT systems demonstrated that usages can evolve to some extend 
independently from the evolution of the material artifact (cf. Orlikowski 1995; 
Karsten and Jones 1998; Ngwenyama 1998; Pipek and Wulf 1999; Wulf 1999; 
Törpel, Pipek et al. 2003). 

The salient point in the dialectic view on appropriation is that giving the 
artifact another form and giving the artifact another meaning are not two 
independent sets of phenomena. Instead, they express just two different forms of 
the same challenge, namely to carry out a situated development in order to fit the 
artifact into the local context. In consequence, End User Development should 
support both essential powers of situated development, e.g. by increasing the 
tailorability to express a change of the material construction and by increasing the 
communication means to express a change of the symbolic construction. In other 
words, EUD should not only take the material, but also the symbolic dimension of 
appropriation work into account. 

The symbolic dimension of appropriation work is mainly studied in the 
Cultural Studies (cf. Hepp 2004, chap 7). The Cultural Studies are in a Marxian 
tradition (Hall 1980), but they are also influenced by de Certeau’s (1984) notion 
of appropriation as button-up power to response structures of domination in 
society (cf. Poster 1992). Reading de Certeau’s work sensitizes researchers to 
explore in detail the appropriation practices of consumers in everyday life as a 
kind of “production in use” (Storey 2006). In their survey on Cultural Studies, 
Barker and Willis (2008) highlight the existence of creative consumption, where 
users are not passive, but play an active, creative role in the symbolic production 
of the artifact. Hepp (2004) states that communication serves as a catalyst for 
appropriation in the social context. 

EUD can learn from the research on consumption practices that communication 
is not an additional, but an essential part of appropriation (cf. Holly, Püschel et al. 
2001; Karnowski 2008). Furthermore, the dialectic constitution of artifacts makes 
aware that we can distinguish two genres in the communicative construction of 
artifact: 

• the production genre, and 

• the consumption genre. 

With the production genre we mean communication that is about the material 
construction of artifacts (e.g. discussing different technical options to design 
cassette players without speakers; cf. du Gay, Hall et al. 1997). With the 
consumption genre we mean communication that is about the symbolic 
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construction of artifacts (e.g. talking about using a cassette player with 
headphones to create a public privacy; cf. du Gay, Hall et al. 1997). 

Typically users and designer prefer a different genre in the communicative 
construction of the product. Technicians among each other normally prefer the 
production genre in artifact- centered communication, e.g. when they discuss 
design decisions and design rationales (Reeves and Shipman 1992). In opposite, 
the users prefer the consumption genre in the communicative appropriation of 
commodities (du Gay, Hall et al. 1997; Karnowski 2008). The difference in the 
preferences is also an expression of the fact that designer must solve in the 
production work the challenge to give usages a material form, while in the 
appropriation work users have to create usages out of the material objects present-
at-hand. These different views on the same object can be the source of conflict 
and misunderstanding, e.g. in participatory design. For example, in their 
ethnographic study on the direct communication between technicians and users, 
Hasu and Engeström (2000) found a clash of culture, which was also manifested 
in a clash of communication genres: While users prefer to talk about the 
construction of usages, technicians prefer to talk about the construction of 
material objects. 

However, to argue that a preference exists does not mean that producers cannot 
talk about artifacts in terms of usages and visa versa that consumers cannot talk 
about artifacts in terms of design. For example consumer advertising typically rest 
on the consumption genre to carry out the producer-consumer communication (du 
Gay, Hall et al. 1997; Karnowski 2008). Inversely, research on tailorability 
demonstrates that in specific situations users choose the production genre, e.g. 
when they share their customizing knowledge to fit technology into the local 
context (cf. Mackay 1990; Trigg and Bødker 1994). This demonstrates that in the 
communicative appropriation both genres are relevant. 

2.2 Appropriation in the ongoing cycle of production 

Marx makes us aware about the historical contingency of in organizing the 
division of labor and the mediation appropriation and production. Under the 
dominated condition of society appropriation and production work are largely 
separated from each other. A result of this fragmentation is that innovation 
emerged in appropriation cannot be incorporated in the ongoing cycle of 
production. This raises the question if the individual ’production in use’ can be 
reconnected to superior streams of production? 

The reconnection of situated appropriation and organizational development has 
been addressed by Orlikowski and Hofman (1997). From the management 
perspective, they classify the relation into three categories: appropriations that are 
anticipated, opportunity- based or emergent in relation to the superior 
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organizational development. Anticipated appropriations are planned and therefore 
do not affect the organizational plan. Contrary, opportunity-based appropriation 
occurs spontaneously, but once the opportunity is clear they present enrichment 
for the organizational development. Emergent appropriations present a residual 
category of all spontaneously effects that leave undetected or do not fit to the 
superior organizational development. Orlikowski and Hofman (1997) make aware 
that situated innovations can emerge in appropriation that cannot be planned by 
definition. This is one of the consequences they draw to argue for agile 
management, so that the results of appropriation work can be better integrated into 
superior development processes. 

Also the research on Software Engineering explores opportunities to reconnect 
appropriation into an evolutionary software production. For example Floyd et al.’s 
(1989) STEPS model argues that software should be evolutionary with a stronger 
focus on user- designer collaboration to integrate the needs that emerged during 
appropriation. Wulf and Rohde (1995) enhance this conception. They argue that 
software should be tailorable and that the tailoring activities should be 
reconnected to the superior cycles of software production. However, neither Floyd 
et al. (1989) nor Wulf and Rohde (1995) address the question, how the mediation 
of appropriation and production work can be software-technically supported. An 
extension in that direction was suggested by Finck, Gumm et al. (2004), 
elaborating the concept of e-participation as an approach of distributed 
participation design (Danielsson, Naghsh et al. 2008). 

Coming from a different angle, Fischer discussed end-user modifiability 
(Fischer and Girgensohn 1990) as a mean to support on the empower end users to 
change the artifact in its material construction. Later Fischer and Ostwald (2002) 
developed with SER (Seeding, Evolutionary Growth and Reseeding) a model that 
outline, how the local evolutions can be reconnect to the general development 
stream. The different works on end-user modifiability and participatory oriented 
design are currently integrated on a conceptual level by the Meta- design 
framework (Fischer and Giaccardi 2006). 

Agile software processes, like SCRUM or eXtreme Programming (XP), 
provide extreme short release cycles and allow customers to change requirements 
at any time during the design process. However, XP does not explicitly the 
appropriation work, so that the model does not make any suggestions about a 
shared infrastructure to foster mutual learning processes. Instead, the 
programmers just get indirect feedback mediated by a “costumer on site”- 
principle (Beck 1999), although it is difficult to find these customers in practice 
(Rumpe and Schröder 2001). 

A pragmatic application of agile methods is offered by the development 
process of the Eclipse platform, called the Eclipse way (cf. Gamma, Wiegand et 
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al. 2005; Lippert 2006). The Eclipse way combines diverse strategies to organize 
a community based production system: 

• • the use of agile methods to increase the ability of the major 
development stream to respond on new opportunities (Gamma, 
Wiegand et al. 2005; Lippert 2006), 

• the use of a “everything is a plugin” principle (Gamma and Beck 2004) 
to support the fitting of the technology into heterogeneous contexts and 
enabling individual development threads, 

• the use of a contribution circle (Gamma and Beck 2004) with 
increasing commitment and reward to major development stream to 
create a gentle slope of participation, and 

• the use of strategies for user community involvement (Gamma, 
Wiegand et al. 2005; Lippert 2006) to reconnect results of appropriation 
work into the major development stream. 

In particular, Eclipse takes care that development of the common product is 
carried out in an open and transparent manner (Schwartz, Meurer et al. 2009). We 
illustrate this new production forms taking out in Eclipse on one example. In 
2003/2004 Eclipse evolves from version 2.1 to version 3.0. Originally, Eclipse 
was designed as a universal tool integration platform (e.g. used as number one 
Java IDE). One major innovation of version 3.0 was the re- construction of 
Eclipse to make it to a highly tailorable Rich Client platform (RCP) (e.g. now 

used by IBM Lotus Notes). This evolution of a product is a good example of a 
user driven innovation (von Hippel and Katz 2002), because the re-design was 
triggered by an user of Eclipse. In the public bug tracking system of Eclipse he 
suggests to “enable Eclipse to be used as a rich client”1. In reaction, this topic 
was discoursed in the Eclipse community, which is partially documented by the 
52 comments made in bug tracking system. In the end, the idea was taken up in 
the strategic roadmap of Eclipse and an open discussion about the consequences 
organized by the Eclipse Project Management Committee (PMC): 

“The nature and scope of some of the key plan items are such that the only feasible solutions 
would break compatibility. Since breaking changes are a disruption to the Eclipse community, 
they cannot be taken lightly. We (the Eclipse PMC) will have an open discussion with the 
community before approving a proposed breaking change for inclusion in 3.0” (Eclipse 
Foundation 2004, emphasis by the author). 

2.3 Products as boundary objects in the cycle of production 

Eclipse gives an excellent illustration of Silverstone and Haddon’s (1996) remark 
that “[i]nnovation is a process which involves both producers and consumers in a 

 
1 Cf.:https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=36967 (21.3.2009) 
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dynamic interweaving of activities which are solely determined neither by the 
forces of technological change nor by the eccentricities of individual choice” 
(Silverstone and Haddon 1996, p. 44). Moreover, the case demonstrates how new 
technologies and production conditions enable new forms to organize 
appropriation and production work mediated by the product as a boundary object. 

However, Eclipse is insofar an exceptional case as the user community is 
dominated by software engineers. This homogeneity in the cultures of designers 
and users makes it easier to mediate between situated appropriation and global 
production work. For example the homogeneity of the diverse social worlds 
lowers the burden to compensate the symmetry of ignorance (Fischer 1999) 
between the agents. In addition, the public communication can mainly rely on the 
production genre, so that the translation of genres is reduces. 

The idea of open development grounded in a product community as it is 
realized in the praxis of Eclipse has therefore to be developed further in order to 
be applicable in other domains. In particular, mass-production in general is 
confronted that the product connects heterogeneous actors across diverse social 
worlds for better or worse. In particular, in the ongoing cycle of production 
product and product community becomes mutual constitutive for each other, 
creating a dynamically evolving system. The product community of such evolving 
system consist of diverse social groups that embodiments of particular 
interpretations. The members of a social group “share the same set of meanings, 
attached to a specific artifact” (Pinch and Bijker 1987, p. 30). Heuristically, we 
assume that users and producers constituting the most relevant social groups of a 
product community. 

Du Gay (1997) defined such system as circuit of culture, focusing in 
relationship of mutual determination of social formation in the ongoing cycle of 
commodification. We are especially interested in the circumstances that in that 
system the product gains a duality of evolving boundary objects. The notion of 
duality characterizes the issue that products become the medium and outcome of 
the diverse communicative constructions (cf. Orlikowski 1992; Bijker 1995). The 
notion of boundary objects characterizes the issue that the product has different 
meanings in different social worlds but that their structure is common enough to 
more than one world to make them recognizable means of translation (cf. Star and 
Griesemer 1989; Star 1990). In addition, the objects are not static, but evolve in 
the ongoing cycle of production (implicitly expressed in the notion of duality). 

In other words, the division of production and consumption creates in cycle of 
production the need to mediate diverse meaning constructions. At the same time 
the product, in serving as a boundary objects, creates the recognizable means of 
translation. In particular, in the ongoing cycle of production the material 
construction must socially re-constructed in terms of 
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design as well as in terms of usage. In doing so, the consumption and 

production genre mediated and this also means that the different genres have to be 
translated to each other. 

A specific feature of digital goods is that discussion about the artifact can be 
embedded in the artifact (Reeves and Shipman 1992; Pipek 2005). This means 
digital products do not only provide the means of translation, but can also provide 
the spaces for communication. 

2.4 An infrastructure for appropriation support 

Our research is guided by user perspective in supporting appropriation work as a 
part of the ongoing cycle of production. In particular, we argue, like Orlikowski 
and Hofman (1997), appropriation and production work should be integrated in an 
holistic approach. However, we inverse the perspective of Orlikowski and 
Hofman (1997). Their research was guided by the question how situated 
development can be integrated into a superior development processes. Instead we 
ask how the diverse artifact-centered communication can be integrated in the local 
context of appropriation work. Form this stance we deduce a set on demands: 

• Firstly the tailorability of artifact should by enhanced by means for 
communicative appropriation. 

• Secondly the means for communication should be accessible, when the 
artifact becomes present-at-hand. Like the “easy to develop”-principle 
of EUD (Liebermann, Paternò et al. 2006), the support for the 
communicative appropriation should follows an “easy to collaborate”-
principle. 

• Thirdly, a support for appropriation should provide means for both 
genres of communicative appropriation. This means to support the 
talking about the material construction of the artifact at hand 
(production genre) as well as talking about usages of the artifact at hand 
(consumption genre). 

• Fourthly, situated development activities are embedded and affects 
from the ongoing cycle of production. Therefore means for 
communicative appropriation should not only support usage discourses 
among users, but also design discourse among users and designer. 
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Figure 1 Conceptual view on an infrastructure for appropriation support 

Figure 1 illustrates our model of an appropriation infrastructure. We assume 
that different users, power users, or system administrators work with tailorable 
software and that the superior production processes are flexible enough to respond 
to activities of the product community. 

In order to realize the “easy to collaborate”-principle we further elaborated 
ideas of End User Development to lower the burden to switch between using and 
designing the technology at hand (cf. Wulf and Golombek 2001). In particular, we 
adopt the idea of Application Units (Mørch 1995; Mørch and Mehandjiev 2000) 
to embed discussion about a software feature into the software feature. 

Mørch define Application Units as the “smallest self-contained units to be 
useful in the design and implementation of end-user tailorable applications” 
(Mørch 1995, p. 45). The innovation of Application Units is that tailoring 
environment can be activated from the place where the unit is used. In addition, 
the tailoring environment does not only contain the source code of the unit, but 
also design rationales to support the appropriation of the unit. Mørch and 
Mehandjiev (2000) highlight that this present as form of developers and users 
collaboration, helping the user to understand also complex software applications. 
Our design conception enlarges the initial idea of Application Units in two 
dimensions: 

• Enlarging the scope of communication. 

• Enlarging the genres of communication. 

The Application Unit concept provides only a one-way communication 
between designer and user. In order to enlarge the scope of communication, we 
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create a direct link to a world wide information space that integrates the diverse 
communication about the unit of application in the local context of appropriation 
work. Further, the Application Unit concept mainly focuses on the production 
genre, but do not address the consumption genre. In order to enlarge the genres of 
communication we also include means to discuss usages of the application unit in 
question. 

As mentioned products are outcome of and medium for a product community, 
where the software serves as boundary objects to translate diverse constructions of 
meanings. The specific features of software allow to integrate the social 
construction into material construction. In order to make use of these new socio-
technical opportunities we elaborated on the idea of Application Units and 
combined it with the results of the research on appropriation mentioned above. 
The intention of our design conception is to support ‘infrastructuring’ of software, 
which means from our perspective here that we support to switch easily between 
the material and the social construction of the units of application that serve as 
boundary objects between designer and user spheres in the cycle(s) of production. 

3 Designing an Infrastructure for Appropriation 
Support 

To explore the idea of an infrastructure for appropriation support, we have 
developed a groupware application BSCWeasel integrates corresponding 
communication means mentioned above. BSCWeasel is a rich client based on the 
BSCW platform. BSCW (Basic Support for Cooperative Work) was one of the 
first web-based groupware applications. It was developed at the German National 
Center for Research in Information Technology (GMD) during the mid 90s 
(Bentley, Horstmann et al. 1995). It offers a 'shared workspace' which supports a 
group of users to up- and download documents. Additionally, awareness services, 
differentiated access rights, a group management tool, email distribution lists, a 
discussion forum, and a shared calendar complement the functionality of the 
groupware. 

We have developed BSCWeasel as a Eclipse RCP (McAffer and Lemieux 
2005). Eclipse is a development environment for component-based applications. 
Eclipse RCP presents the core set of component of Eclipse, which allows running 
component-based applications on a variety of different operating systems. 
Moreover, the Eclipse Foundation promotes the growth of the Eclipse Ecosystem 
which allows benefiting from the results of a large community of developers (see 
above). 

BSCWeasel started as an open source project in spring 2004 (cf.: 
http://www.bscweasel.de). So far we still follow the basic client server 
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architecture of BSCW where the clients interact with a BSCW server. The Eclipse 
based software architecture increase the tailoring options of the BSCWeasel 
compared with BSCW web based solution (cf. Stevens, Budweg et al. 2004; 
Stevens 2005). 

3.1 Supporting the consumption genre 

To support collaborative appropriation activities among users, we mainly focus on 
the consumption genre. Online help systems are a typical means for producers to 
support consumers to use the artifact at hand constructively. The primary intention 
of not help system should not to communicate in a production genre, how artifact 
is designed. Instead, a help system should communicate in a consumption genre, 
how the artifact can be used for the task at hand (Carroll and van der Meij 1998). 
In particular, context sensitive help enable to embed the communication about 
usages in the usage. However, currently online help systems are designed as one-
way communication tools and did not support the social creativity in construction 
of usages very well. Therefore we suggest to augment context sensitive help 
features by functionalities of a community system. In our work, we draw on Wikis 
to augment help functions. Wikis are widely spread and allow editing texts in a 
collaborative manner. 

We decided to represent the traditional help text of each function within a 
Wiki. Users can extend, change or annotate these texts. They can create different 
local descriptions of purpose, usage, or outcome of a function and exchange 
knowledge concerning the appropriation of this function within their local 
practices. Access to the Wiki needs to be highly contextualized at the user 
interface to select those Wiki entries which are associated with the current usage. 
In our approach, we took the state of the application as a proxy for the actual 
context of use. By means of the Meta Object Protocol and runtime reflection 
(Kiczales, Rivières et al. 1991), we linked Wiki/help pages technically to specific 
states of the application. 

From a user’s perspective, a Wiki page refers to a function perceived by the 
users at the interface of the application, and therefore, supports appropriation 
discourses among communities of users (also addressing diversifying sub-
communities). The user first selects 

the object in question and then presses F1 to open the corresponding help/wiki 
page. So, the software application offers a built-in communication channel among 
users and therefore acts as a boundary object for contextualizing the discussion 
among the community that are interested in that feature. 

The Wiki discourse infrastructure was realized using standardized software 
interfaces, but the realization of context sensitivity is more challenging. We used 
context identifiers in the applications source code to anchor wiki widgets in a 
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certain functionality area. However, this implementation strategy turned out to be 
hard to maintain since designers may either forget to write help texts for an 
identifier or place the context identifier at the wrong position in the source code. 

Figure 2 Highlighting the point of interest: (left) from a user perception (right) from a 
computational perceptive (the tool tip refers to information that can be gathered by 
algorithmic reflection on current state of the application). 

However, the situatedness of work activities (Suchman 1987) is a tough 
challenge for the underlying assumption that the execution position in the code is 
an appropriate measure for the current work context. Still manual maintenance of 
context identifiers would be quite error prone, as well. Therefore, we studied in 
which way users make sense of the “set of pixels generated and managed by a 
computational process that is the result of the computer interpretation of a 
program P” (Costabile, Fogli et al. 2007). 

In our empirical studies of users’ perception we present the users several 
screenshots of known and unknown programs and ask them to highlight their 
point of interest (cf. Figure 2 

left). In these studies, we observe that the way users give the pixel a meaning is 
related to the widget hierarchy of the interface. Based on this observation we 
created an algorithm which identifies function compounds as they are perceived 
by the users and maps them with stable context identifies. The calculation of the 
stable context identifier use the runtime reflection feature to gather information 
that allows a computational identification of the point of interest (cf. Grüttner 
2007). The identified widget was highlighted as a potential point of interest at the 
interface (cf. Figure 2). The tool tip in Figure 2 shows some of the information 
that was available for that widget via runtime reflection. In particular it shows the 
calculated context identifier that is used as a shared reference point it offers access 
to the corresponding public Wiki page (cf.Figure 4). 

To implement the communication channels among users as described above, 
we have developed the CHIC-architecture (Community Help in Context) (Stevens 
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and Wiedenhöfer 2006). CHIC consists of three generic software modules: 
Application Integration Module (AIM), Context-Aware Adaptation Module 
(CAM), and Community-based Help System (CBHS) (see Figure 3). 

Figure 3 Architecture of Community Help in Context (ChiC) 

The Application Integration Module (AIM) integrates CHiC into an existing 
application and the user interacts with CHiC using it. When the user asks for help 
by pressing F1, it highlights the user perceived unit of application mapped to a 
context identifier and offers a direct “single-click” access (Wulf and Golombek 
2001) to the CBHS-System. In order to provide this functionality, AIM requests 
the necessary information from the Context-Aware Adaptation Module (CAM). 
CAM mainly calculates the context identifier and mediates between AIM and 
CBHS. The CBHS can be any community system, like a Wiki, which provides an 
infrastructure for help discourses. 
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Figure 4 Changing the selected interface element triggers a recalculation of the help 
entries (1). A click on one of the help entries opens the Wiki page via the internal web 
browser (2). 

In the BSCWeasel case, we use the Eclipse framework to integrate the Wiki 
help into the application context. We benefit from the Eclipse architecture which 
allows adding new help items dynamically. A help item implements the interface 
IHelpResource which delivers the subject labels of help texts and the URLs of the 
corresponding Wiki pages. The subject labels of help items are displayed as links 
in the help window of Eclipse. When a user clicks on the label, Eclipse opens the 
internal web browser and loads the associated web page (cf. Figure 4). To realize 
CAM under Eclipse, we extended the IContextProvider. IContextProvider is 
invoked whenever the state of the application has changed. CAM uses this trigger 
to inspect the actual system state and requests CBHS to return a set of help 
entries. 

The CBHS module was realized by integrating the Atlassian Confluence Wiki1 
because it provides a commenting function, several notification mechanisms like 
mail, RSS, and the recently changed pages. Moreover, it provides a well defined 
Web Service API. 

3.2 Supporting the production genre 

In order to reconnect the appropriation work to production, we offer a 
collaboration support for users and designers. In this case we mainly focus on the 
production genre and integrated a professional requirements tracking system into 

 
1 http://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence 
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the BSCWeasel application. However, in order to lower the burden of 
communication we have equipped the tool with a specific interface for the users. 

With regard to designers’ needs, our goal was increase the responsibility of 
production work by minimizing the overhead from the administration of direct 
user feedback together with other sources of requirements. To encourage 
contributions from a wide variety of different users, we wanted to provide a gentle 
slope of increasingly more complex levels of participation (McLean, Carter et al. 
1990; Beck and Gamma 2003) in the requirements specification process. 
Legitimate peripheral participation in the requirements specification process is 
supported by allowing end users to just mark shortcomings in their current 
interface. However, lead users can use the system to discuss and test newly 
designed features in interaction with the professional designers who can use the 
system also for their work (e.g. design planning and scheduling). 

To realize this part of the appropriation infrastructure, we came up with a 
hybrid approach which combines an external requirements tracking system with 
an Eclipse plugin which is integrated into the BSCWeasel user interface. The 
plugin provides specific views on the requirements tracking system. 
Technologically we drew on the Web Service API/remote method invocation 
interface of the requirements tracking system to integrate its user interface into the 
BSCWeasel application. 

We decide to use a professional requirements tracking system, called JIRA. 
JIRA is a web based application supporting the interaction among developers. 
JIRA allows saving requirements in textual form, which can be annotated with 
attachments, e.g. log files or screenshots. Users of JIRA can discuss these 
requirements, prioritize and vote for them. A configurable workflow allows 
processing these requirements within the team of developers. The functionality of 
JIRA can be used via a web-based interface or it can be integrated into 3rd party 
products via the Web Service API. 

The integration into BSCWeasel was realized implementing an Eclipse plugin 
called PaDU (Participatory Design in Use). PaDU packages JIRA’s Web Service 
API and makes it available for Eclipse RCP applications. If a requirement is 
submitted to JIRA or information is retrieved from JIRA, PaDU will carry it out 
via the XML RPC. To lower the barriers for users, PaDU uses the integrated web 
browser of Eclipse. When the user wants to see detailed information about his 
contribution, PaDU will open the corresponding web page. 

PaDU allows contributing to the design process directly from the BSCWeasel 
user interface. PaDU integrates two buttons into the user interface of the 
BSCWeasel application (see Figure 5). The buttons help distinguishing between 
critical incidents (a subjective breakdown of tool usage) and use innovations (a 
new way of using existing functionality or a new idea for interesting 
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functionality). These buttons are always visible and they are used as access points 
to document problems or suggest new design ideas. 

Figure 5 PaDU’s access point is in the button bar which activates the requirements 
tracking system 

When a user presses one of these buttons, a multi-page dialog window appears. 
The dialog is adapted from the critical incident dialog (Castillo 1997) by Hartson 
et al (1996). Beyond purely textual descriptions of the requirements, we integrated 
features which allow for ostensive and deictic references to the software artefact 
in order to clarify design ideas. We have, for instance, extended the dialog 
window to enable users to add screenshots, annotate them textually or graphically, 
and attach own sketches. PaDU automatically takes a snapshot of the current state 
of the BSCWeasel interface at the moment it is activated. A drawing tool is 
available to edit the screenshots. 

Designers can deal with the contributions of the users in the same way they do 
with any other requirements documented in the system. They can discuss these 
requirements, prioritize them and vote for them. To offer accountability with 
regard to their inputs, users can see all activities that happen in the requirements 
tracking system. Via their interface, users can track the state of their contributions. 
They are informed via email in case someone comments on their input. They can 
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also set up links to other entries in order to be informed about the state of their 
procedure. Additionally, designers can send a direct email to a user to clarify open 
issues. 

However, the discourse culture which emerged in the BSCWeasel project was 
slightly different. Instead of writing an email, questions to a contributor were 
attached as a comment. The contributor received an email containing this 
comment and had the option to answer to the email by adding a new comment. As 
a result, a public discourse around certain requirement emerged. 

We understand design to be a communicative process which needs to be 
transparent to those who want to participate1. In order to satisfy this requirement 
users and designers should have similar rights with regard to inspecting the 
requirements database and adding comments. To support users in becoming 
familiar with the web interface and to increase their awareness of the design 
process, PaDU’s start page contains all the contributions made by this particular 
user. 

Additionally, we save a user’s contributions locally. So, writing a design 
suggestion can happen before it is published within the requirement tracking 
system. Users can see all of their ideas in a list. A double click on published 
design ideas opens the web browser and shows the corresponding web page in the 
requirement tracking system. The web page shows contribution in detail, the state 
of the contribution in the overall design process, and discussions and comments 
added in reaction to the contribution. 

3.3 Evaluation Study 

Both prototypes which we described here were implemented based on the Eclipse 
plugin framework. Together with further applications that are being used at the 
periphery of other implementations (e.g. email clients), they form an 
infrastructure to support appropriation work in the late phase of usage design. Any 
application which operates on the same infrastructural background (Eclipse) 
would be able to use our concepts. 

To evaluate our concepts, we implemented them into the BSCWeasel client. 
BSCWeasel was developed by a research group of a German university. The core 
group consisted of two developers which were complemented temporarily by 
different student teams. Contrary to most work in the area of product-oriented 
flexibility, we applied an agile development process which was directed towards 
short release cycles and an immediate evaluation in practice. 

 
1 This aspect distinguish our approach, e.g. from the concept of remote evaluation promoted by Hartson et al. 
(1996). In their work end users should only deliver information of shortcomings in the design. However, their 
participation in the design-related discussions of these shortcomings is not technically supported 
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In May 2005 an initial version of BSCWeasel was used by the developers and 
their student team. Later versions were announced towards the research group at 
the university (about 15 members) and towards two groups at a research institute 
in applied computer science (about 15 researchers) 100 km away from the 
university. All researchers were basically familiar with BSCW, though the system 
was applied to rather different degrees. The appropriation process of BSCWeasel 
was analyzed via the discussion threads provided by PaDU and CHIC. Moreover, 
observations and informal interviews were carried out to explore the appropriation 
of BSCWeasel further on. Additionally, two studies were conducted based on the 
ISO 9241- 10/12 standards to improve the usability of the application. The first 
study was carried out in April 2005 with nine users. It focused on the basic 
functionality of BSCWeasel. In January 2006, a second study with six users 
looked particularly into the usability of the CHiC and PaDU functionality. 

With regard to the appropriation of BSCWeasel at the university and the 
research institute, we know about 10 regular users. They were intense users of 
BSCW before and identified specific BSCWeasel functions to be incorporated 
into their practice. The individual “killer” functions were not part of the BSCW 
thin client and covered a wide range of functionality. Some of them were 
requested via PaDU – like the option to download more than one file or complete 
folder structures, or a synchronized view on local and remote directory structures. 
Other functions were communicated directly towards the team of developers. 

About half of the BSCWeasel users have made use of PaDU. From September 
2005 to July 2007 130 design requirements were expressed via PaDU. Due to the 
relatively small number of active users the design team was rather reactive 
towards their suggestions. About 50% of these proposals got implemented. 

In evaluating our experiences, we will focus on two main issues. First, we will 
investigate into the impact of the infrastructure in reconnecting appropriation 
work to the superior production work. Secondly, we will look into the relations 
and interferences among the different functions of the appropriation infrastructure. 

3.3.1 Grounding Design in Appropriaton 

After the roll-out of PaDU, the designers got more feedback from users. Since 
PaDU items were stored in the Bug Tracking System, the feedback was more 
systematic and easier to handle and became an integral part of the coordination 
work carried out by the designers. 

PaDU is mainly used by users to make designers aware of a usability problem 
and/or feature request, however discussions among designers and users happened 
rarely. This may be due to the fact that PaDU does not disclose the users’ identity. 
However, we found frequent instances in which contributions made in PaDU 
triggered a reflection process within the design team, e.g. discussing design 
alternatives related to a concrete user experience. Sometimes designers react to a 
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user comment, when requirements expressed by the users were not clear (e.g. a 
designer wrote:  

“Well, technically this is a little thing [to implement the feature request]. However, for the moment 
is not yet clear to me how you would like to use it”) or different solutions were possible, (e.g. 
asking which of different options to implement an “open file with …” feature would be needed). 
Most of the contributions made by the users referred to cases in which they were 
able to accomplish their task, often by means of a workaround, but wanted a better 
support from BSCWeasel. The snapshot annotation tool was typically used to 
point to the referred area in the user interface. The suggested redesign would 
render more control or efficiency to their work. For example, with regard to the 
upload function a user made the following proposal: “It would be a nice thing to 
know the data volume ahead of an upload. In this case one would know how long 
it takes and whether there is sufficient space available”. 

Analyzing the contributions made via PaDU, we found little design 
requirements which went far beyond the given functionality. Most of the 
suggestions were rooted in practical experiences using BSCWeasel in the users’ 
daily work. Accessing PaDU directly from their context of use seems to stimulate 
users to focus on present-at-hand technology when contributing. It seems to result 
in incremental rather than highly innovative suggestions for redesign. 

However, these contributions, based on practical experience, had a 
considerable impact on the design process. One of the developers came up with 
the following bon mot: “If programming is understood as ‘theory building’ [cf. 
(Naur 1985)], PaDU helps making it a ‘grounded theory’ [cf. (Glaser and Strauss 
1967)]”. 

Nevertheless, PaDU should be perceived as an additional instrument to 
improve distributed, continuous Participatory Design and not as a replacement for 
traditional, creativity oriented Participatory Design instruments like Future 
workshops. 

3.3.2 Integrating different functions in an Appropriation Infrastructure 

When integrating the different parts of the appropriation infrastructure and 
studying them simultaneously, we became aware of the phenomena of 
interference. The lacking integration of users’ communication channels with those 
channels between users and designers created problems. The actual segregation of 
the different appropriation support functionalities – such as help, adaptation, or 
requirements articulation – seems to be dysfunctional. 

We observe that CHiC was mainly used as a traditional help system with only 
little discussions among users going on. It seems that CHiC and PaDU 
cannibalized each other since both could be applied when BSCWeasel was not 
present-at-hand. This fact became obvious in the second usability study. An 
interviewee stated that he is occasionally uncertain whether to address other users 
or better the developers. He had a problem in connecting the BSCWeasel client 
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with the BSCW server. Reflecting on his problem, he was not sure whether it was 
caused by bad design or inappropriate use. So he could not decide easily whether 
to discuss his problem in PaDU or CHiC. In another case a user explained that she 
put a question into PaDU but later cancelled it. She was not sure whether this 
issue was just her personal problem, (“just not knowing enough about the 
system”), or if the issue was more generally relevant for the design of 
BSCWeasel. These findings seem to indicate a need for a deeper integration of 
PaDU and CHiC. 

Another example for lacking integration is the gap between flexibilization at 
the level of the user interface compared to the level of the component structure of 
the application and its missing integration into a communication infrastructure. 
Eclipse’s “viewer” concept offers an elegant solution for the composition of 
interface elements compared to user interfaces of web- based clients augmented 
by applets. All interface elements can be integrated into a combined view, called 
perspective. We observed that this feature was applied by the users to 
individualize their user interface. However, Eclipse still suffers from the fact that 
this interface layer of a user centric composition is not connected to the 
underlying component structure. So, the underlying structure is not visible and 
cannot directly explore from the user interface taking the actual use context into 
account. Obviously, lacking references between software structure and user 
interface leads to confusion and does not support users in understanding the 
linkage between the user interface and the software architecture (de Souza, 
Barbosa et al. 2001). 

As a result, users may develop a mental model which diverges strongly from 
the software architecture. It leads specifically to problem in cases where 
applications, such as Eclipse IDE or BSCWeasel, are composed by hundreds of 
components provided by different vendors. During our usability study we found 
an example for these phenomena. It turned out that users assumed that our chat 
tool (a 3rd party component) and the BSCW system where tightly coupled 
because the interface elements were integrated. In another case we observed an 
Eclipse IDE user who had problems in finding out which vendor was responsible 
for a specific view which he had added to his user interface. He was looking for 
more information about the object in question. 

Moreover, Eclipse suffers from lacking integration of the component 
management features into a community-oriented communication infrastructure. 
The Eclipse community starts to become aware of this problem. In particular, 
some commercial companies like Innoopract have started to extend Eclipse with a 
component repository service with thousand of plug-ins. They support end users 
to assemble their personal Eclipse configuration out of the repository in an easy 
way. Furthermore one can observe that traditional centralized provisioning 
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strategies will be enhanced by concepts that support a grassroots diffusion of 
composition and tailored artifacts. 

3.4 Towards the next Generation of Appropriation 
Infrastructures 

With the first version of the Appropriation Infrastructure, we developed an 
infrastructure to support the communicative appropriation in a product community 
based on the Eclipse plugin architecture. The solution supplements the easy-to-
develop principle of traditional EUD (Liebermann, Paternò et al. 2006) by an 
easy-to-collaborate principle. Integrating this infrastructure into BSCWeasel it 
was possible to collect practical experience by means of an empirical case study 
covering the infrastructure’s appropriation in three research groups. Based on the 
lessons learned, we give an outline on the further elaboration of the concept. 

The central conceptual idea of the Appropriation Infrastructure is grounded in 
the analytical consideration that the material construction of a product becomes an 
object and translator of the diverse communicative constructions in the 
community that are constituted by the product. From this analytical consideration 
we deduce that the artifact present-at-hand serves as an entry point and the 
discourses referring to the material object. The case study confirms this concept 
and therefore the next version should keep this idea. In particular, the case study 
shows that there is need, for collaboration in the appropriation of technology and 
that the ongoing cycle of production can be supported by integrating the design 
context into the use context. In addition, the case study shows that situations 
where the artifacts becomes present-at-hand triggers an artifact centered 
reflection. It was demonstrated that appropriation work can be supported when an 
appropriation infrastructure is interwoven into the actual use context. 

Nevertheless the case study also has demonstrated that in some points the 
chosen design decision should be reconsidered. In particular, the first version 
treated wicked use situations mainly as single events, which leads to an event 
centric splitting of communicative appropriation. 

As a consequence the first version does not well support the evolutionary 
character of such situations and of corresponding situated development traces. For 
example, the first version has split the communicative genres into CHiC and 
PaDU as separated features. However, the case study has shown that in wicked 
use situations it is difficult for the user to choose the appropriate communication 
feature. Wicked use situation should therefore not treated as isolated events, but - 
metaphorically spoken – as the birth of situated development traces that growth 
and evolves over the time. For example in the beginning a user might talk-back 
with the artifact present-at-hand personally; yet in the evolution, the need can also 
arise to integrate colleagues or other parties of the product community. The 
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evolutionary character also affects the building of common ground to translate 
and negotiate the different construction of meaning. In particular, the common 
ground is not just medium, but also outcome of social construction which co-
evolve with the development traces. 

The Appropriation Infrastructure should therefore be re-conceptualized in a 
manner that the evolutionary character of appropriation work will supported in a 
wider extend than BSCWeasel has done so far. Such re-conceptualization should 
take into account that the situated development traces are related to following 
activities of appropriation work: 

• consulting help systems, 

• making requirement inquiry and (re-)design contributions, 

• tailoring and updating an application. 

In the first version was implicitly guided by a metaphor of communication 
channels. This metaphor should be replaced by a design metaphor of rooms. This 
metaphor is better suited to take care of evolutionary character of situated 
development traces: Rooms have a temporal- spatial expansion that did not only 
provide a space to communicate, but also a common ground for communication. 
In addition, temporal-spatial structure of rooms constitutes a social environment 
that can evolve either by changing the interior design or by changing the rules to 
access the environment. 

The elaboration of a context-aware room concept for collaborative 
appropriation can profit from the practical experience we gain in our case study. 
In particular, the case study has demonstrate that from a user perspective, a room 
concept should offer three different types of rooms for doing EUD, namely 
private, self-organized, as well as a public one. It should also be possible to 
change character of a room as well as moving development traces from one room 
to another. In addition a room concept should also take the research on 
cooperative tailoring into account (Kahler 2001; Pipek and Kahler 2006). One of 
the results of this research is to distinguish between the agents, who tailor and the 
agents, who are affected by the tailoring. 

Based on this distinction the different room types can by classified by a two 
dimensional scheme, where the first dimension characterize the cooperation 
structure that should be supported by the room. The second dimension 
characterize on the intended scope of validity of the tailoring activities. In each 
dimension we can further distinguish if the room should support personal, self-
organized or public collaboration, which are leads to a 3x3-matrix with nine 
entries. However, taken into account that users only want to be a designer in 
personally relevant activities (Fischer 2002) only the upper diagonal is relevant 
for EUD in a narrow sense. An overview of the different room types is presented 
in Table 1. 
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 Cooperation structure in doing EUD 

1. personal 
centric 

2. group 
centric 

3. public 
centric 

 
 
 

 
Effect 

scope of 
construction 

change 

 
 

1. personal 
scope 

• individual 
reflection and 
adaptation 

• individualization 
supported by a self 
organized group 
• individualization 
supported by a 
friend/colleague 

• individualizatio 
n supported by a 
public community 

2. closed, group 
scope 

 • collectivization 
of commonly used 
configuration / 
convention 

• collectivization 
supported by a public 
community 

3. open, public 
scope 

  • product 
development in a 
open design space 

Table 1 Classification of EUD purposes, shaping the interior design of the rooms for 
doing EUD 

3.4.1 Modular composition 

This section gives a brief outline of a component-oriented concept of a generic 
architecture for the next version of an Appropriation Infrastructure. The 
architecture reflects detected mention needs on a further development of the first 
version. The major goal of a modular architecture is an efficient implementation 
of software-technical that satisfies the mentioned demands. In particular, the room 
for collaborative appropriation should be tightly integrated into the software 
artifact to be accessible in wicked use situations. It should provide following 
features: 

1. the infrastructure should provide rooms for personal, self-
organized group and public for doing EUD 

2. the rooms should provide tools to create as well as explore 
adaptations and ideations 

3. the infrastructure should be context aware, so that the room for 
reflection is directly accessible from the place of action 

The presentation of the architecture focuses on high level aspects of supporting 
appropriation work, but omits some technical details. 
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Figure 6 Diagram of the architecture for a next generation of Appropriation 
Infrastructures 

The architecture is split into a shared or backend part of the infrastructure (cf. 
Figure 6), and a local or client part that integrates the infrastructure into the 
application context. The right side of the figure represents other agents of the 
product community, connected to the appropriation infrastructure. This 
architecture describes a logical perspective on the infrastructure and does not yet 
constitute the physical/technical design. 

• Appropriation User Experience Framework (AUEF) 

The AUEF module is responsible for interweaving the shared infrastructure into 
the skin of the boundary object, and to guarantee a consistent user experience 
regardless of the modular composition. In doing so, the visual presentation, the 
responsible computational mechanism as well as the corresponding discussions 
are supposed to refer co-referentially to each other (cf. de Souza, Barbosa et al. 
2001). This simplifies the transition between usage, usage discourse and artifact 
modification. In particular, the design should enable direct access to the relevant 
EUD rooms. Because of the fact that different heuristic strategies exist to connect 
design- and use context, the Appropriation User Experience Framework should 
provide an extension point that allows to plug-in additional and domain-specific 
connecting strategies. 

• Discourse Infrastructure (DT) 

The function of the DT module is to foster the social process of sense making and 
negotiation around the used technology. Discourses can be related to one’s own 
application usage, intertwined with experiences of other actors or negotiations of 
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common interpretations. It should include reference to related components, as 
well as to additional components and configurations and patches. Moreover, it has 
to integrate the various discourses into the local context. The DT module is split 
into two parts: a local and a shared part. The role of the shared part is to store and 
manage the actors’ discourses. The role of the local part is mainly to integrate 
discourses into the application, which means, to present discourses to the user in 
an adequate manner, in relation to the use context. In addition, it should enable 
and encourage the users to actively join discourses. 

• Cooperative Tailoring (CT) 

The CT module will be responsible for dealing with the technical aspects of a 
cooperative provisioning solution. The main role of its shared part is to offer 
management repositories which store and manage ready-made components as 
well as tailoring artifacts. 

The local part embeds the shared repository into the application context and 
should support a cooperative tailoring model. It should provide local access to the 
shared infrastructure, so that ready-made components and tailoring artifacts can be 
installed locally. Additionally, it should provide means to share local adaptations 
with others using the shared part of the infrastructure. 

• Room and Collaboration Framework (RCF) 

The RCF module is responsible to provide user management and access control 
functionalities. Additionally, it maps the logical room concept to the physical 
layer of distributed computing. In particular, the RCF should offer the different 
types rooms as outlined in Table 1. So, the RCF should offer personal, group-
organized, and public rooms in or the users to actively join discourses. 

• Additional appropriation support features 

Beside communication support, an appropriation infrastructure should support 
appropriation by automatically generated user recommendations. It underlines the 
importance of analyzing individual and collective histories of usage (Bell, Hall et 
al. 2006). A general architecture splits the evaluation of histories of usage into the 
tracking, which is in the local embedding and the matching, which is located on 
the shared part the Appropriation Infrastructure. The feature of appropriation 
matching interlinks the different histories of usage, and derives recommendations. 
The feature can either recommend relevant appropriation practices or recommend 
“similar” users in the product community. In both cases, it is important to analyze 
the behavior of the user in order to adjust the system to them. A realization might 
use collaborative filter-algorithms (Burke 2002) to support the user in finding 
interesting extensions and expertise related to his actual use context. 
Beside these different appropriation modules, the architecture should contain a set 
of common modules (e.g. component management and configuration framework). 
A modular conception of an Appropriation Infrastructure, as it is laid out here, 
should increase the extensibility and evolvability of the framework. For example, 
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it should be possible to plug in new modules for domain-specific approaches to 
appropriation support. 

4 Conclusion 

Support for appropriation work has to be understood as a core challenge in the 
field of End User Development. From the perspective of appropriation work, the 
concept of design needs to be re-interpreted. It should be understood as supporting 
the development of usages, not tools. In such a perspective, activities of end users 
such as configurating, tailoring, sense making, or negotiating conventions of 
usage have to be linked to the work performed by software developers. 
Appropriation and production work are dialectic moments in development of 
usage, while in situated development it is mainly driven by actors and 
stakeholders from local context, not from the production sphere. These activities 
can be considered as inherently collaborative and should be explicitly supported 
by appropriate infrastructures build into the applications. 

A first implementation of an Appropriation Infrastructure has been trying out 
in practice. This has demonstrated that such technological infrastructure can 
support the bridging appropriation and production work. Nevertheless, the 
practical experience has also demonstrate that our research needs to be extended 
to a on a technological level (see thoughts on next generation Appropriation 
Infrastructure) as well as on a theoretical level (e.g. connecting it to the discourse 
around ‘infrastructuring’, (Star and Bowker 2002; Pipek and 

Wulf 2009) and ‘open design spaces’ (Budweg, Draxler et al. 2009). 
Ultimately we hope to be able to establish a methodological perspective on end 
user development understood as software (usage!) design which is not dominated 
by the traditions of programmers but respects the work of all social groups of a 
product community is involved. 

We conclude this paper with a refinement of the definition of EUD, picking up 
the consideration that EUD should support a continuous co-evolution of both, the 
system and the user (Fischer and Ostwald 2002; Costabile, Fogli et al. 2007). In 
times where software development methodology conceptions like ‘perpetual beta’ 
(Wikipedia 2008) becomes general accepted the designers, co-workers and other 
stakeholders of the software artifacts are essential participants in the continuous 
co-evolution. This also means that personal and shared design activities as highly 
interwoven. A definition of EUD should be reflected this issue, thus we suggest a 
refinement as follows: EUD denotes a set of methods, tools and techniques to 
support end users to enforce their interests in the continuous co-evolutionary 
process by modifying individual artifacts or participating in the modification of 
shared artifacts. 
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Abstract The design of the user interface plays a major role in encouraging users to tailor 
an application. In this paper, we focus on a particular design issue. The question is how to 
support users in finding those functions, which allow to tailor an application. An empirical 
investigation shows that this is a major problem when users try to tailor applications. In 
order to tackle this problem we develop the concept of direct activation, which simplifies to 
find a tailoring function at the moment a tailorable function needs to be modified. To 
evaluate the effectiveness of the concept of direct activation in supporting tailoring 
activities, we have implemented the concept and carried out an evaluation study. The 
results of this study support our assumption that direct activation eases tailoring activities. 
Finally, the potentials and limitations of this concept are discussed.  

Keywords Tailorability, User Interface, Direct Manipulation, Field Study, 
Empirical Evaluation 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Tailorability is widely assumed to be a key requirement for the design of most 
interactive applications. During runtime it allows users to adapt an application to 
different tasks, personal preferences and group standards (cf. Trigg et al. 1987; 
Malone, Lai and Fry 1992; Paetau 1993; Oberquelle 1994; Kahler 1995; Wulf and 
Rohde 1995, Bentley and Dourish 1995; Syri 1997).  
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Tailoring can be distinguished from ordinary use and system development. 
Henderson and Kyng (1991) mention the following three criteria to distinguish 
tailoring from normal use. First tailoring modifies those aspects of an application, 
which are stable when performing the users’ primary task. Second, tailoring 
activities modify rather the tool (functions of the application) than the data 
necessary to work on the primary task. Third, tailoring activities have longer lasting 
effects on the modified functions. So, the distinction between tailoring and use is 
relative to the users’ primary task. The creation of a document template is a tailoring 
activity for ordinary users of a word processor. However, the same activity may be 
regarded as normal use for a system administrator whose primary task is the 
generation of document templates. Henderson and Kyng (1991) have also 
differentiated between tailoring and programming. Tailoring does not lead to a new 
system version but modifies a given one according to local necessities. While these 
activities are distinct, Stiemerling et al. (1997) discuss how the realization of 
tailorability becomes an issue for programming activities.  

With regard to the complexity of tailoring activities, Henderson and Kyng (1991) 
distinguish three levels: 

• choice between alternatives of anticipated behavior, 

• construction of new behaviors from existing pieces, 

• modifying the artifact (e.g. programming). 

By the following we will mainly focus on the first two levels of tailoring 
complexity, because they are most relevant for the key issues of this paper. 
Tailorable systems can also be distinguished from adaptive systems (cf. Schneider-
Hufschmidt et al. 1993; Kühme 1993; Oppermann 1994; Brusilovsky et al. 1998). 
While tailorable systems allow the user to keep full control over the process of 
modifying the application, adaptive systems build up a user model. Based on such 
model, they modify the system behavior automatically. Kühme et al. (1992) 
distinguish four levels up to which the system’s behavior may be automated: 

• initiative to start modifying a certain function, 

• proposal of possible modifications, 

• decision to chose a specific modification, 

• execution of a selected modification. 

It seems doubtful, however, that an automatism based on a user model shall be 
able to anticipate the users’ requirements well enough to generate appropriate 
modifications on either of these levels (cf. Friedrich 1989). Therefore, this paper 
focuses on concepts to increase the user’s control over the tailoring process by 
improving the user interface. 

Tailorability is of specific importance for generic applications like word 
processors, CAD systems, e-mail tools, or workflow management systems. In these 
cases, a single application is supposed to satisfy the requirements of a wide variety 
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of different users, tasks and organizational embedments (cf. Stiemerling et al. 
1997). In order to adapt these applications in the desired manner, users are equipped 
with different tailoring functions. Tailoring functions extend or modify the 
functionality of an application by creating or modifying persistent artifacts. With 
regard to Henderson and Kyng’s (1991) classification, tailoring functions typically 
allow to chose between alternatives of anticipated behavior or construct new 
behavior from existing pieces. Together with the ordinary functionality, tailoring 
functions shape the user interface of an application. 

We distinguish between normal and triggered function (cf. Oppermann and 
Simm 1994, Wulf 2000). Normal functions are typically represented at the surface 
interface of an application, activated by the user’s input at one of their access points. 
They are then executed in the way prespecified by the tailoring function or specified 
during their activation. Focusing on graphical user interfaces according to the 
principle of direct manipulation, a normal function can be typically activated at the 
location where it is displayed on the screen (e.g. in case of menu item, button, or 
icon1). Nevertheless, there might exist other access points, which are not 
represented on the screen (e.g. short cuts). Triggered functions are not represented 
at the surface interface. They are activated by the occurrence of prespecified events 
which are either created internally or result from the interaction with external 
applications. A triggered function is executed in the way prespecified by the 
tailoring function. The deterministic relationship between the triggered and the 
tailoring function distinguishes a triggered function from automatism in adaptive 
systems. An example of a normal function is ”sending mail”. The ”mail filter” is a 
function triggered by an event, the incoming mail. The function allowing users to 
set up the mail filter is a tailoring function. If the mail filter acted autonomously 
based on an automatically generated model of the user’s filtering intentions, it 
would be called an adaptive feature. 

In order to develop new concepts for the user interface of tailorable applications, 
we have to investigate empirically which triggers and barriers influence the usage 
of existing ones. Most of the fundamental research in this area has been carried out 
at the end of the 80s or the beginning of the 90s. The authors investigated users’ 
tailoring habits concerning applications like window managers, word processors, 
spreadsheets, or CAD systems in a qualitative way (Mackay 1990; Gantt and Nardi 
1992; Nardi and Miller 1991; Nardi 1993; Oppermann and Simm 1994).  

Nevertheless, since that time the (tailoring) functionality of these generic 
applications evolved and innovative techniques for the design of the user interface 
spread out. Moreover, users nowadays have more experience with different types 
and versions of tailorable applications. Nevertheless, new technical possibilities and 
increased experience of users do not necessary lead to a more intense usage of 

 
1 Rauterberg (1995) calls these locations functional access points. 
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tailoring functions. For instance, Palen (1997) reports that tailorable features of 
shared electronic calendars are very often used in the way they had been 
preconfigured by the providers. After all tailorability still seems to be an important 
research issue (e.g. Kahler et al. 2000). 

In this paper we are going to focus on one particular problem concerning the 
design of tailorable applications. The question is how to support users in finding 
tailoring functions. Assuming that the functionality of generic applications is 
extended from version to version, this problem gains in importance. In the next 
section we will revise the results of earlier empirical investigations and discuss 
those design concepts, which have a potential to tackle this problem. Section 3 
presents the results of a field study which explores problems users have in finding 
a tailoring function. The results of this study have motivated the concept of direct 
activation. This concept supports users in finding tailoring functions at the 
appropriate situation of use. It will be described in section 4. Prototypical 
implementations of the concept will be presented. To evaluate our assumptions 
concerning the positive effects of the concept of direct activation, we have carried 
out a laboratory study. These results are presented in section 5. Finally, we are going 
to discuss general findings. 

2 STATE OF THE ART 

Facing the problem on how to support users in finding tailoring functions, we have 
to analyze at which moment they are needed. Having carried out research over a 
period of four months, Mackay (1990, pp. 157) describes the temporal distribution 
of three different tailoring activities. ‘Making new or exploratory customizations’ 
happens most likely just after people have received a new application. In this case 
tailoring activities are instrumental in learning about the functionality of a new 
application. ‘Changing key bindings’ happens after the introduction of a new 
application. It is repeated after the introduction of each new system version 
(retrofitting) to make the system behave in the usual way. In contrast, the tailoring 
activity ‘encoding repeated patterns of behavior’ is not triggered by system changes 
but by the actual needs of the users. Considering the importance of the different 
activities, Mackay (1990, p. 4) draws the conclusion: ”over time, most users make 
fewer and fewer customizations, regardless of level of technical expertise.” 
Referring to the tailoring of groupware, Tyre and Orlikowski (1994) argue even that 
there is only a limited timeframe in which modification to an application can 
opportunistically be made. According to these findings, the introduction of a new 
system or a new version of a system is the main occasion for tailoring.  

In contast, Page et al. (1996) come up with rather different conclusions. 
Recording the tailoring activities of 101 users of the word processor WordPerfect 
(V 6.0) during a period of 28 days, the authors found that 92% of the users tailored 
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the system during that period. Moreover, there was a significant correlation between 
the general usage of ordinary functions and tailoring. Based on these findings they 
concluded that the current work needs are the driving force for tailoring an 
application (cf. Page et al. 1996, pp. 344). As Page et al. (1996) did not consider 
the introduction phase of the application, these contradictive conclusions may partly 
be explained by the different research methods.  

During empirical studies, problems to find tailoring functions have not yet been 
identified to be a major barrier. Nevertheless, Mackay (1990, p. 165) mentioned 
poor documentation and lacking knowledge about the possibilities to be factors 
hindering tailoring activities in a Unix environment. Oppermann and Simm (1994) 
found that tailoring functions were not well enough presented at the interface of the 
office applications they studied.  

To support users in finding tailoring functions, Kragsaeter, Oppermann and 
Thomas (1994) have implemented an adaptive component. Based on a user model, 
it generates automatically recommendations for possible tailoring activities. These 
recommendations are displayed at the user’s interface and may be accepted or 
rejected. Though users get aware of more tailoring functions, it is questionable 
whether such recommendations will anticipate the desired tailoring activity and 
choose the appropriate moment for its presentation. Mørch (1997) has developed a 
rather differed approach. In a drawing application users are able to tailor certain 
functions by specifying parameters, modifying design rationales and extending the 
source code. By pressing the ”option”, ”shift”, or ”control” button while activating 
one of these functions, users can access the different tailoring functions. Thus, all 
the different tailoring functions can be activated from the same point in the user 
interface as the corresponding tailorable function. Applying this convention 
consistently to the design of the whole application, users are supported to find the 
respective tailoring function. 
Concerning the orientation within the ordinary functionality, the visualization of 
functions via their functional representation points on the screen (e.g. menu items, 
icons, and buttons) has turned out to be helpful (cf. MacLean et al. 1990, p. 178). 
Moreover, survey functions, which list the existing functions according to different 
classification schemes, have been suggested to promote orientation (cf. Paul 1994). 
Nevertheless, none of these principles has yet been applied to the particular problem 
of finding tailoring functions at the right moment. 

3 EMPIRICAL STUDY 

In the following we are going to present the results of an empirical prestudy. We 
were interested in the tailoring habits of word processor users. The study aimed at 
identifying barriers to the use of tailoring functions. We also wanted to investigate 
the users’ collaborative tailoring practices. The results of this explorative 
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investigation motivated the concept of direct activation which is presented in the 
next section.  

Word processors are generic applications, which are developed for a vast variety 
of different tasks and users. During the last decade the amount of their ordinary as 
well as their tailoring functions has increased considerably. In view of the tailoring 
functions, word processors nowadays allow, for instance, to create or modify 
document templates, to select between many different options, to modify menus 
and button bars, and to record or build macros. The functions ”create a document 
template” and ”modify a document template” and some of the option setting 
functions (e.g. select replacement mode when inserting characters) tailor normal 
functions. In the first two cases they tailor the function ”create a new document” 
and in the third case the function ”insert characters”. Triggered functions are 
tailored by other option-setting functions (e.g. select language for spell checker) 
and the function to modify menus or button bars. In the first case the spell checker 
is triggered by given system states (internal events) and executed automatically 
according to the tailored specification. In the other two cases users’ input at certain 
system states trigger the prespecified presentation of menus and button bars. The 
tailoring functions ”record macro” and ”build macro” do not modify existing 
functions but create new ones.  

3.1 Methodology 

We conducted semi-structured interviews with eleven users of the Microsoft Word 
(Version 6 and Office 97) word processor in autumn 1997. We chose the employees 
heuristically trying to represent a variety of different levels of qualification and 
tasks supported by the word processor (cf. Patton 1990). Four of them were working 
in a federal ministry (two section heads and two administrative staff: one of the 
registrar and one of the mailing office). Two interviewees were working as 
scientists and two as UNIX system support in a research center. Finally, two 
interviewees studied law at the university and one was working in the marketing 
department of a car manufacturer. 

The interviews took between 20 and 120 minutes each with an average of about 
45 minutes. They were conducted at the interviewees‘ workplace. So, it was 
possible to clarify certain discussion points at the interviewees’ computer screen. 
The interviews covered the following issues: tasks and organizational embedment 
of the interviewee, usage of the word processor, knowledge about ordinary and 
tailoring functions, ways to learn ordinary and tailoring functions, occasions for 
tailoring, problems in activating tailoring functions, and patterns of cooperation 
when tailoring a system. The interviews were concluded by a discussion about 
possible improvements of the tailorable aspects of the application. 
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We asked the interviewees to allow audio recording of the interviews and took 
additional notes during the interviews. All except one interviewee agreed on the 
recording. The interviews got transcribed and analyzed (cf. Wulf 1999a). 

3.2 Results 

Below we are going to focus on findings concerning occasions and barriers for 
tailoring. 

Tailoring: Driven by the Introduction or Emergent Needs? 

Most but not all of the interviewees tailored their application. Concerning the 
occasions to tailor, they mentioned the two occasions already discussed in the 
literature: 

• after receiving a new version of the application, 

• when facing emergent needs. 

Like Mackay (1991, p. 157) we found retrofitting being an important 
phenomenon. Users tend to adapt the interfaces of a new version in a way that it 
looks and behaves like their old tailored version. One of the scientists describes 
such tailoring activities when changing from an English language Macintosh 
version to a German language PC version of the same word processor. ”When the 
new version was installed I did not want to give up my Mac habits. Thus, I have 
made everything look like it was before. I have even created the shortcuts of the 
English version.” Moreover, initial adaptations are often guided by the scope of 
tasks, which are supposed to be supported by the application. The user from the 
marketing division of the car producer mentioned: ”I would always start to adapt 
the icons [button bar] because I feel bothered by all the symbols which I do not 
need.” Thus, besides retrofitting of a certain look and feel, the anticipated scope of 
tasks trigger tailoring during the introduction phase.  

After the intense usage of tailoring functions right after the introduction, most of 
the interviewees reported that unanticipated needs emerged. Tailoring is often 
required when new tasks arise and their performance could be better supported with 
a tailored application. In these situations, users often weigh the possible benefits 
against the efforts necessary. The user from the marketing division phrased it this 
way: ”I do not always tailor. Sometimes I have to produce four documents in the 
same way. In those cases I do it manually, because tailoring is not worth the effort. 
In contrast, when I have to produce 30 or 40 documents it is always worth to tailor. 
Especially if I can use it in the future and have less work there.” 

The frequency of tailoring varied considerably among the different users. The 
interviewees carried out these activities between ”once a week” and ”not at all”. 
The frequency seems to depend mainly on the individual tailoring abilities and the 
dynamics of their computer supported tasks. 
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Problems in Finding: Three Different Cases 

Problems to find tailoring functions in the menu were reported in almost all 
interviews. We can distinguish three cases: 

• users already know the tailoring function, 

• users imagine the existence of a tailoring function, 

• users do not know nor imagine the tailoring function. 

In the first case, the problem is mainly to remember the location of the tailoring 
function in the menu. This type of problem exists concerning ordinary functions, 
too. Nevertheless, due to the fact that tailoring functions are typically used less 
frequently, in this case the problem is even more salient. One of the administrative 
staff of the government organization phrased it this way: ”There is a lot to be 
improved. Things, which you have not used for quite some time, are hard to find. 
You just search under the wrong name [menu item].” Our results indicate that there 
are problems in finding rarely needed functions if their access points are only 
presented in the menu. 

In the second case, users imagine that a certain tailoring function should exist 
but they did not use it yet. Their assumptions were typically based on the following 
considerations: 

• they knew the function in an earlier version of the application, 

• they concluded by analogy that a certain tailoring function should exist, 

• they had observed the effects of this function at another user’s desktop, 

• they had listened to other users’ reports about this function. 

Concerning the first bullet point, one of the scientists reported that he had not 
yet found the functions ”tailoring of a button bar” and ”recording of a macro” since 
he switched from the Macintosh’s English version to the PC’s German version. 
Nevertheless, he assumed that these functions existed because he knew them from 
the earlier version. Concerning the second bullet point another scientist mentioned 
that since months of usage he had not yet found the button to switch off the 
electronic assistant. Nevertheless, based on his experience he assumed that such a 
function should exist. Concerning the third bullet point, one of the Unix 
administrators reported how he had learned about the possibility to tailor the Word 
button bar: ”I went somewhere [office of a colleague] and saw the bar. It was 
changed. I asked which version it is. He told me that it is tailorable”. Concerning 
the fourth bullet point, interviewees reported that they had learned implicitly about 
tailoring functions when they had been talking to other users about related topics.  

Concerning all four bullet points, the users reported about severe problems in 
finding the respective function. Moreover, the interviewees reported that problems 
to find out whether a certain function exists and how to find it had increased. Since 
MS-WORD’s Version 6 the electronic listing of the available functions is no more 
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in alphabetic order but in the order of the standard menu. Thus, this structure of the 
survey function is not very useful because it applies the same scheme as the menu. 

In the third case, the users learned during the interview for the first time about 
tailoring functions which seemed beneficial to them. For instance, one of the 
scientists learned about the existence of the ”tailor button bar” function during the 
interview. He found this function very useful. 

Visualization and Learning 

The interviewees reported that the visual representation of (tailoring) functions 
motivates them to explore the functions. One of the administrative staff phrased it 
this way: ”I like it when there is a lot on the screen. That helps me thinking and 
remembering that I can do many things of which I would probably not have thought 
of. ... Thus, I look at the button bar, can work with the ruler or change fonts and 
sizes. That simply helps. If I face just the screen, I think of maybe just five 
modifications. When facing all the options, I think of much more possibilities. I just 
start to try out and look.” 

3.3 Discussion and Design Implications 

The results of this explorative study suggest that tailoring of word processors is a 
permanent activity of those users who tailor at all. In this respect our study supports 
the findings of Page et al. (1996). Tailoring may be triggered by both, the 
introduction of a new version of an application and needs resulting from the current 
situation of usage. Users’ needs influence the introduction phase significantly. 
Retrofitting typically takes need-driven aspects of earlier tailoring activities into 
account. Moreover, users consider future tasks during the introduction phase. So it 
is likely that most of the individual tailoring functions will play a role at both of 
these occasions.  

With regard to the reasons why users search for yet unknown tailoring functions, 
two results of the study are interesting. First, increased experience with earlier 
versions or other applications can trigger tailoring. This experience becomes an 
important asset on which one can draw nowadays when designing tailorable 
systems. Second, weak modes of cooperation encourage tailoring. Mackay (1990), 
Gantt and Nardi (1992) and Nardi (1993) focus on intense forms of cooperation 
where local experts tailor and share the artifacts with other users. Our results 
indicate that even seeing or hearing about other users’ activities may trigger 
tailoring. In this case users try to tailor the application themselves. Finding the 
respective tailoring function is the first task on this way. 

Our explorative study indicates that finding the appropriate functions is an 
important barrier to tailor. It either prevents tailoring or adds significantly to its 
costs. One may argue that these findings are rather specific to word processors 
which offer an increasingly vast functionality. Nevertheless, we believe that the 
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development of word processors is rather paradigmatic for generic applications. 
These applications tend to increase their functionality from version to version in 
order to cope with new and more specific requirements. Therefore, it is worth 
considering the design implications of our findings.  

In case tailoring is carried out as retrofitting of a new application or a new 
version of an application, a survey of the given tailoring functions seems to be an 
appropriate means to tackle the finding problem. The users get informed about the 
scope of tailorability. In the design-oriented discussion following the interviews, 
we presented screen shots where MS-WORD’s tailoring functions were accessible 
via a newly created menu bar called ”tailoring”. This idea was well perceived by 
the interviewees, because it compensated partly for the problems with the general 
survey function. The interviewees estimated it eased finding and stimulated the 
exploration of these functions.  

In case tailoring functions have to be activated need-driven during a system’s 
usage, a context specific representation of the functions’ access points seems to be 
more appropriate. In such a situation the user typically knows which aspects of the 
application he wants to modify. So, the functional access points of the tailoring 
functions should be visualized closely related to those aspects of the system they 
refer to. This is especially the case when the activation of a tailorable function leads 
to dissatisfactory outcomes. In this case the respective tailoring functions should be 
easily accessible.  

Discussing MS-Word’s context specific features, only few interviewees knew 
the context menu. Being activated by pressing the right mouse button with regard 
to a certain interface object, the context menu visualizes those functions, which can 
be executed at this occasion. In general the interviewees found it helpful to see a 
selection of possible functions. Nevertheless, the majority of the users did not know 
about this function because they were not aware of the convention for its activation. 
This result might be explainable due to the time of research (autumn ‘97) and might 
have changed since then. In contrast, the visual representation of access points at 
the user interface was reported to trigger learning of the functions.  

4 DIRECT ACTIVATION: THE CONCEPT 

The problems arising during the prestudy and the design-oriented discussions with 
the users have motivated us to search for technical solutions. The concept of direct 
activation is one possible approach to tackle the given problems.  

The concept of direct activation supports finding a tailoring function when it is 
needed. We are restricting our attention to those tailoring functions, which modify 
other (tailorable) functions1. Tailoring is needed when users perceive the effects of 

 
1 Tailoring functions which create new ordinary function (e.g.: record a new macro) are not covered. 
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a function’s execution, which does not lead to the intended effects. In the case of 
normal functions users are typically still aware of the function’s access point. 
Therefore, the access point of the tailoring function should be designed related to 
the one of the tailorable function. By definition, triggered functions do not have an 
access point. Thus, the presentation of the function’s execution or the outcome of 
its execution are the only ”hooks” perceivable for the users. Therefore, the access 
point of the tailoring function should be designed related to the presentation of the 
tailorable function’s execution or the outcome of its execution.  

Having discussed possible hooks for normal and triggered functions, we have to 
define the term ”related to the hook”. Considering the state of the art and the results 
of the empirical investigation, relatedness can be achieved in two ways. First, the 
visual representation of the access point of the tailoring function is placed in close 
proximity to the hook. Second, visual representation of the functional access point 
may be omitted if a consistent mode exists, which allows to deduce from the hook’s 
attributes how to activate the tailoring function (cf. Kellogg 1987, Maaß 1995).  

Concerning normal functions the visual proximity of the access point of the 
tailoring function can be realized as follows. In case certain parameters of the 
tailorable function have to be specified during the activation, visual proximity can 
be reached by displaying the access point of the tailoring functions next to the one 
for specifying the parameters (e.g. in the same window). If the tailorable function 
is executed without further specification from the menu or via an icon, the access 
point for the tailoring function could be placed next to the one of the tailorable 
function. Concerning triggered functions, visual proximity can be reached by 
integrating the functional access point into the visualization of the function’s 
execution or the outcome of its execution. 

Mørch (1997) gives an example of a consistent mode how to deduce the way the 
tailoring function is activated based on the attributes of the hook. The users can 
access tailoring functions by activating the normal function and pressing 
additionally specific buttons (cf. chapter 2). Restricted to certain triggered 
functions, the Microsoft context menu gives an idea of how to design a consistent 
mode to activate the respective tailoring functions. Whenever the display of a screen 
object results from the execution of a tailorable function, a specific mouse operation 
on this object allows accessing the tailoring function. 

Comparing the two modes of direct activation, the results of the prestudy seem 
to favor the first approach. A visual representation of the access seems to stimulate 
learning and usage of a function. In contrast, the context menu had not been 
discovered by many users yet. Therefore, we believe that direct activation should 
be implemented via visual representation of the functions’ access points as long as 
the concept is not applied to at least the entire application (cf. Mørch 1997).  
The tailoring functions are presented twice at the surface interface of an application 
in case one implements a survey function and the concept of direct activation by 
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means of visual representation, In case a function gets activated via its own 
specification window, there should be no problem to add the access point of the 
tailoring function. In case a function is activated without further specification, the 
visual representation of the tailoring functions’ access points has to be placed on 
the same level of the menu as the one of the tailorable function. As the space on the 
interface is limited, this may cause problems. In this case, two modes of the user 
interface may be implemented: a use and a tailoring mode. The graphical 
presentation of the access points for the tailoring functions will be placed in the 
proximity of the respective tailorable function just in the tailoring mode. While 
working typically in the ordinary mode, users mostly switched into the tailoring 
mode when looking for certain tailoring functions. 

5 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION 

The concept of direct activation was motivated by users’ problems which arose 
during the empirical prestudies. We are now going to evaluate whether this concept 
helps to overcome the mentioned problems1. The concept of direct activation 
supports users in having access to tailoring functions when necessary. So users 
whose applications are implemented according to the concept of direct activation, 
should have less problems to find tailoring functions. These users should be better 
in finding tailoring functions, and therefore, be able to tailor in a better and faster 
manner than others whose applications are not implemented in this way. Moreover, 
we assumed that support in finding tailoring functions had a positive effect on the 
users’ understanding of these functions. We assumed that this effect was 
particularly important in case direct activation is realized by visual representation 
of the functions’ access points. These considerations lead to the following 
hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1: Direct activation leads to a better finding of tailoring functions. 

Hypothesis 2: Direct activation leads to a better tailoring performance. 

Hypothesis 3: Direct activation leads to a faster tailoring performance. 

Hypothesis 4: Direct activation leads to a better understanding of the tailoring 
functions. 

In order to test these hypotheses, we have developed two different versions of a 
tailorable awareness service for a tool which allows sending and sharing tailored 
artifacts (e.g. document templates or button bars) in a word processor. The first 

 
1 This study was part of a larger experiment in which other concepts to encourage tailoring activities have  
  been tested, too (cf. Wulf 1999b). 
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version implemented the concept of direct activation, while in the second version 
this concept has not been realized.  

5.1 Technical Artifacts 

The tailorable awareness service is implemented based on a groupware tool which 
supports cooperative tailoring activities. The groupware tool extends the MS-Word 
application. The version of the tool used in the experiment allows to exchange two 
types of tailored artifacts: document templates and button bars. Each user of the 
groupware tool has a private workspace to store tailored artifacts and a mailbox to 
receive tailored artifacts sent by other users. Moreover, a shared workspace is 
provided to allow users to publish tailored artifacts from their private workspaces 
and copy tailored artifacts to their private workspaces. This tool has been developed 
in VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) and integrated in the MS-Word menu bar 
(cf. Kahler et al. 1999). 

In order to inform users about events concerning shared tailored artifacts, an 
awareness service is implemented in the tool. Eight different users’ activities are 
recorded separately for both types of tailored artifacts: document templates and 
button bars. So sixteen types of events can be distributed automatically among the 
users and displayed at their interfaces. Examples of these event types are: 
publishing a new button bar to the shared workspace, copying a document template 
from the shared to the private workspace, applying a button bar from the private 
workspace, deleting a document template from the mailbox. To avoid users being 
overloaded by receiving useless messages and to protect their privacy, the 
awareness service is tailorable by the realization of two filters. These filters enable 
the users to tailor the awareness service in a flexible way. Both sides, the producer 
and the recipient, are able to influence the event-flow within the system. 

As there is a rather high level of flexibility implemented in the filters, the 
tailoring process may become complex. In order to support users in handling this 
complexity two layers of tailoring functions are implemented for every filter. The 
concept of direct activation is applied to support the users to find these tailoring 
functions, and thus, to ease the tailoring process. 
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Figure 1: Architecture of the tailorable awareness service 

The recipient’s filter allows selecting those events which should be displayed at the 
users’ screen. Therefore, the users are able to specify which type of event (choosing 
from a list of sixteen predefined event-types) should be displayed in a certain 
situation (choosing from a list of four predefined situations) at a given intensity 
(choosing from a list of three predefined intensities). The users can select among 
the following situations when the events are displayed at their interface: when 
starting the word processor, when starting the groupware tool, when opening the 
mailbox, or at anytime. Concerning the display of the events, the users can chose 
among the following display intensities: pop up window, icon presentation in the 
status bar, or no display at all.  

To set up the recipient’s filter, we provide two tailoring functions of different 
levels of complexity. On the first level, users can select an interest profile per event-
type. The interest profiles are presented by their names in form of a list. Each name 
describes the profile’s behavior in plain text. By selecting one of these profiles the 
recipient’s filter is tailored. On the second level of complexity, the users can 
generate new interest profiles. They select one display situation and attached it to a 
display intensity. For such a newly created profile, a name is automatically 
generated in plain text. This name may be edited by the user at any time. The 
profiles’ names are shown when a user activates a tailoring function on the first 
level of complexity. By means of the first level tailoring functions a profile can be 
selected out of the given list of profiles. 

During the work with the groupware tool, the recipients’ filter controls the 
distribution of the published events. If the user’s actual situation is identical to the 
situation specified in the selected profile of the recipient’s filter, the event will be 
displayed at the screen . 

The producer’s filter allows the user to decide which of their events should be 
published to whom. Here again two layers of tailoring complexity are provided. On 
the first level of complexity the user can select which other user or user group 
should be notified about the occurrence of a certain type of event. On the second 
level, it is possible to create new groups of users to whom the events should be 
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distributed. These groups will be the recipients of an event if their recipient’s filter 
allows to display the event. Users who are not specified in the producer’s filter can 
not receive events. 

We applied the concept of direct activation to support users in finding the 
tailoring functions which allowed them to specify the recipient’s and the producer’s 
filter. As the application was fully embedded in the MS-Word environment, it was 
difficult to create a consistent non-visible mode to support users in having access 
to the tailoring functions. Therefore, we used graphical proximity as the way to 
realize the concept of direct activation (cf. section 4).  

Both filters are triggered functions. The effect of the execution of the recipient’s 
filter is only visible in case events are displayed at the user interface. Therefore, we 
decided to use the display of the incoming events as the hook for an access to the 
first level tailoring function. In case the events were displayed in a pop up window, 
we added a button to the window which allows accessing the first level tailoring 
function, specifying the recipient’s filter. In case they were displayed as an icon in 
the status bar, we placed an additional icon referring to the recipient’ filter in the 
same bar.  

The execution of the producer’s filter and the outgoing events did not get visible 
at all. Anyway such a design poses privacy problems (cf. Fuchs 1997). Therefore, 
we decided to visualize the production of outgoing events by animating the 
functional access point of the first level tailoring function. This press button of the 
first level tailoring function changed its color briefly whenever a user carried out 
an action which created an outgoing event.  

Tailoring functions are always normal functions. They are typically activated via 
an own window because they need to be specified by the users. Therefore, we 
placed the access point of the second level tailoring function into the windows 
activating the first level tailoring function. We extended the pull down menus where 
the users could select the interest profile (in case of the recipient’s filter) and the 
groups of users (in case of the producer’s filter) by an item representing the second 
level tailoring function. Choosing this item the users activate the window to specify 
the second level tailoring functions. Figure 2 shows such a realization of direct 
activation for the case of the producer’s filter. When tailoring the producer’s filter 
concerning the event-type ”delete document templates from the private 
workspace”, a list of users and user groups is displayed. By selecting an item out of 
this list, the event is published to the corresponding group of recipients. In case the 
items of the list do not convene to the user’s intention, he may select the “tailor” 
option. Via the ”tailor” option he may now get access to the second level of tailoring 
functions to generate a new group of users. 
Figure 2: Direct activation of the second level tailoring function in case of the producer’s  
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        filter 

The second version of the tailorable awareness service was not realized 
according to the concept of direct activation. The access points of all tailoring 
functions which allow to specify the filters were placed in a newly created menu 
bar called “tailoring”. In this menu bar the access points of further tailoring 
functions were placed, as well (cf. section 3.3). By means of an experiment we were 
now able to compare the performance of users working with the two different 
versions of the tool (experimental conditions). 

5.2 Method 

Our experiment involved 22 persons, 11 for each experimental condition. Their age 
ranged from 20 to 35 years. About 80% of the subjects were students with a variety 
of specialties. Moreover, office workers with different professional backgrounds 
took part in the study.  

Beforehand we checked the subject’s computer experience by means of a 
questionnaire. Based on the result of this investigation, a rather homogeneous group 
of subjects was selected. All of them had already used word processors before, 
while none had experiences as a programmer. We also documented further aspects 
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of their computer experience (e.g. frequency and type of tailoring activities, 
experience with e-mail). The subjects were assigned at random to the experimental 
conditions. We are going to call those subjects whose application was implemented 
according to the concept of direct activation the DA group, the other group is called 
the control group. At the end of the experiments all subjects participated in a lottery 
with the possibility of winning two hundred German Marks. 

The experiment took place in the research lab of the University of Bonn. The lab 
was equipped with two networked computers on which the groupware tool was 
running. The subjects were asked to use the first computer while the second one 
was used by one of the experimenters during the experiment. The subjects were 
informed that the same tool was running on both of the computers. During the whole 
experiment the subjects could move to the second computer, watch the screen, or 
ask the experimenter for access. So, the experimental setting allowed the users to 
have access to a second interface and learn about the groupware’s awareness 
service. 

The tool did not imply a help function. The subjects could ask the experimenter 
whenever they had questions concerning the tool. However, the experimenter did 
not answer questions related to the given tasks. 

The test consisted of two phases which were identically for both experimental 
conditions. In the first phase the subjects were asked to explore the functionality of 
the tool while in the second phase they had to work on given tasks. The first phase 
of the experiment was started with an overview of the given version’s functions. In 
order to direct the learning activities towards the functions relevant for the second 
phase of the test, some tentative tasks were provided for the subjects. The task 
performance was not checked during the first phase of the experiment. The subjects 
themselves decided when to finish with this phase of the experiment. The 
experimenter stopped the learning phase after a maximum time span of half an hour. 
All subjects, except for two, made full use of the given time for learning.  

In the second phase of the experiment five tasks had to be solved. The 
performance concerning these tasks was supposed to test the hypotheses. The first 
two tasks asked the subjects to modify the filter settings by means of the given 
tailoring functions. Further three tasks asked to predict the behavior of the tailorable 
awareness service. We started the second phase of the experiment by reconfiguring 
the awareness service in a similar way for all subjects. There was no time limitation 
for the second phase of the experiment. The subjects could work on the tasks as 
long as they wanted. 

The first task was to modify the display intensity for the of a certain type of 
event, which had been created by one of the experimenters. Due to the 
preconfiguration of the awareness service, it was displayed on the subjects’ screen 
at the intensity level of a „pop-up window“. The subjects were asked to reduce the 
display intensity to „icon presentation in the status bar“. The second task demanded 
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modifying the setting of the recipient’s filter, again. However, this time it was 
necessary to create a new interest profile. So the subjects had to activate two 
different tailoring functions. A new interest profile had first to be created and then 
selected (see appendix). 

The experimenter noted whether the subjects reached the access points of all 
task-relevant tailoring functions and whether they carried out the tailoring tasks 
correctly. If all the relevant access points to the tailoring functions had been 
reached, the finding task was regarded to be fulfilled. We coded this fact with a one. 
In case they did not reach all relevant functional access points, we coded this fact 
with a zero. In the same way we coded the success of the tailoring activities. A one 
indicated that the tailoring task had been carried out successfully, a zero indicated 
that the given task had not been carried out successfully. 

Three more tasks checked the subjects’ overall understanding of the 
functionality. They were asked to predict the behavior of the tailorable awareness 
service. While tasks three and four asked the users to predict the behavior of the 
recipient’s filter, task five dealt with the producer’s filter. Task three demanded to 
predict whether and how one would be notified about a document template mailed 
to them. Task four asked the subjects to predict how recipients got aware of the fact 
that a tailored button bar had been sent to them. Task five required a prediction 
whether and how other users would become aware of the fact that they had loaded 
a button bar from their private folder. A predefined state of their producer’s filter 
was given in the task description (see appendix). Figure 3 presents the description 
of task four. 

Figure 3: Description of task 4 

For each of the three tasks one or more predictions had to be selected out of a list 
of given alternatives. In some cases, the subjects had to give a brief explanation 
why they had chosen a certain alternative. Depending on the difficulty to predict 
the behavior of the awareness service, each correctly selected alternative was 
counted as either one or two points. Each correct explanation was worth another 
one or two points. An incorrectly selected alternative or a false explanation reduced 
the amount of points accordingly. Following this scheme the subjects could reach a 
maximum of three points in the third task, a maximum of four points in the forth 

You send the button bar ”project x” to the user ”golombek”. How can he perceive this 
fact? 

 
Ο not at all because ...... 
Ο he finds it in his private work space because ..... 
Ο he finds it in his mailbox because ...... 
Ο by means of the awareness service, in case ....... 
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task and a maximum of seven points in the fifth task (cf. table 1). The results of 
each task were scaled down to the [0, 1]-interval later on by dividing the points 
reached through the maximum amount of possible points per task. 

While working on these three tasks, the subjects were still sitting at their 
computer and could use the system to find out appropriate solutions. 

Table 1: Points to be gained per task 

5.3 Empirical Results 
In this section the results of the empirical investigation will be presented. Table 

2 gives a survey of the subjects’ performance concerning tasks 1 and 2 and their 
aggregated performance. While the scores for finding the tailoring functions are 
relevant to test hypothesis 1 (direct activation leads to a better finding of tailoring 
functions), the scores of the tailoring performance are essential to test hypothesis 2 
(direct activation leads to a better tailoring performance). The aggregated 
performance is the sum of the performances of both tasks divided by two. While all 
subjects of the two groups found the tailoring functions which were relevant to carry 
out task 1, only a certain part of the users (82% of the DA group and 55% of the 
control group) carried out the tailoring task correctly. With regard to task 2 only in 
the DA group all the subjects found the two tailoring functions relevant for their 
task performance. In the control group only about half of the subjects found both 
tailoring functions. Looking at the task performance, it was highest in the DA group, 
too (55% of the subjects were successful in the DA group vs. 9% in the control 
group).  

Task 1 Finding:       x ∈ {0, 1} 

Tailoring:      x ∈ {0, 1} 

Task 2 Finding:       x ∈ {0, 1} 

Tailoring:      x ∈ {0, 1} 

Task 3 Understanding: x = y / 3 

              y ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} 

Task 4 Understanding: x = y / 4 

             y ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4,} 

Task 5 Understanding: x = y / 5 

             y ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} 
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Table 2 also presents the time in minutes, the subjects took for the tailoring tasks. 
We used the data concerning the time spent for tailoring to test hypothesis 3 (direct 
activation leads to a faster tailoring performance). With regard to the tailoring tasks, 
the DA group was faster in carrying them out than the control group. 
Table 2: Mean values and standard deviation: finding the tailoring function, tailoring 

performance and the time spent for tailoring (tasks 1 and 2) 

Table 3 presents the subjects’ performance on tasks 3, 4 and 5 and their aggregated 
performance. We used these data to test hypothesis 4 (direct activation leads to a 
better understanding of the tailoring functions). For each of the tasks the result has 
been scaled down to the [0, 1]-interval by dividing the points gained by the 
maximum amount of points to be reached per task. The aggregated performance is 
the sum of the performances of the three tasks divided by three, and this scaled 
down to the [0, 1]-interval. The data do not show a strong difference in 
understanding between the DA and the control group. 

Table 3: Scaled mean values and statistical deviation of task performance (tasks 3, 4 and 
5) 

In order to find out whether the results presented so far indicate significant 
differences, we carried out single tail t-tests between the results of the DA group 
and the control group. Table 4 summarizes the results of the tests carried out to 
validate the different hypotheses. The first two tests are based on the aggregated 
outcomes of tasks 1 and 2, which are presented in table 2. The results of the first 
test indicate that the DA group was better in finding the relevant tailoring functions 

Finding and Tailoring Performance  Control Group DA Group 
 Tasks m sd m sd 
Finding of the Tailoring Function Task 1 1 0 1 0 

Task 2 0.55 0.52 1 0 
(Tasks 1 + 2) / 2 0.78 0.26 1 0 

      
Tailoring Performance Task 1 0.55 0.52 0.82 0.4 

Task 2 0.09 0.30 0.55 0.52 
(Tasks 1 + 2) / 2 0.32 0.34 0.68 0.34 

      
Time Spent for Tailoring  
(in minutes) 

 
(Tasks 1 + 2) 

 
9.55 

 
4.16 

 
5.91 

 
1.82 

 

Understanding Control Group DA Group 

Tasks m sd m sd 
Task 3 0.818 0.23 0.788 0.27 

Task 4 0.546 0.31 0.523 0.33 

Task 5 0.701 0.34 0.623 0.38 

(Tasks 3 + 4 + 5) / 3 0.69 0.23 0.65 0.22 
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than the control group in a highly significant way. These results support hypothesis 
1 (direct activation leads to a better finding of tailoring functions). The DA group 
was also significantly better in solving the tailoring tasks, which supports 
hypothesis 2 (direct activation leads to a better tailoring performance). 
Interestingly, the DA group was also in a highly significant way faster in tailoring 
than the control group. This finding supports hypothesis 3 (direct activation leads 
to a faster tailoring performance). So the trends which can be already observed in 
table 2, support our hypotheses in a significant way. However, hypothesis 4 (direct 
activation leads to a better understanding of the tailoring functions) has to be 
rejected based on the results of the t-test (cf. table 4). 
Table 4: Results when testing the given hypotheses 

Focusing more detailed on table 2, it turns out that the implementation of direct 
activation has special advantages concerning task 2. Obviously the concept of direct 
activation has the most important advantages when more complex tailoring 
activities have to be performed and users have to activate the second level tailoring 
function to carry out these tasks. These results support our general assumption about 
the positive effects of direct activation.  

There are two possible interpretations to the better and faster tailoring 
performance of the DA group compared to the control group. First, the fact that 
users easier find the tailoring function leads to a higher efficiency of the tailoring 
activities as a whole. Second, the fact that users easier find the tailoring functions 
encourages better learning in the first phase of the experiment. Better learning in 
the first phase increases the users’ understanding of the functionality. A better 
understanding in turn makes the tailoring performance more efficient. The rather 
low performance of the DA group concerning the task 3, 4 and 5 points to the first 
interpretation of the facts.  

While direct activation does not lead to a better understanding of the way 
groupware functions work, it improves the users’ orientation within highly 
tailorable applications. Such an increased orientation has obviously an important 
impact on the efficiency of the tailoring activities. So far the results of the 
experiment go along with the conclusions drawn from the empirical prestudy. 

 group m sd group m sd df t-value p < 0,1 
H 1 DA Gr. 1 0 C Gr. 0.78 0.26 20  2.89 0.008++ 
H 2 DA Gr. 0.68 0.34 C Gr. 0.32 0.34 20  2.53 0.010+ 
H 3 DA Gr. 5.91 1.82 C Gr. 9.55 4.16 20 -2.66 0.009++ 
H 4 DA Gr. 0.65 0.22 C Gr. 0.69 0.23 20 -0.51 0.618 
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5.3 Discussion 

There are some limitations to the results presented. We just implemented the 
concept of direct activation concerning a tailorable awareness service of a specific 
groupware tool. Further investigations are needed to find out whether there is a 
positive effect on the users’ orientation with regard to other tailorable applications, 
as well. Moreover, the concept of direct activation is formulated in a rather general 
sense. We have evaluated just one possible implementation. Nevertheless, one may 
think of other implementations which differ from the ones evaluated. For instance, 
the concept could be implemented with a consistent mode of activation instead of 
visualizing the access points of the tailoring functions. Further research is therefore 
needed to evaluate different variations of the concept. Another limitation of the 
results of the study steam from the selection criteria of the subjects. All of them had 
already some experience with word processors, which may have influenced the 
results of the study. Less or more qualified subjects may have had valued the 
concept of direct activation in a different way.  

Taking these limitations into consideration, most of our assumptions are 
supported by the data. Direct activation seems to ease locating tailoring functions. 
Easier finding the tailoring functions leads to more efficient tailoring activities. So 
the first three hypotheses are supported by the findings of this study. However, the 
results of the evaluation study indicate that direct activation does not lead to a better 
understanding of the users with regard to the tailorable functions. This is 
contradictory to the findings of the prestudy in which users mentioned that the 
visible representation of a function’ access point encourages learning (cf. section 
3.2). This contradiction may be due to the fact that in our evaluation study a 
complex groupware functionality (tailorable awareness service) had to be 
understood while the prestudy dealt with functions of a single user application 
(word processor). It is typically much more difficult for users to build up an 
appropriate understanding of functions in groupware than in single user 
applications (cf. Wulf 1999b). The rather negative finding with regard to the 
concept’s impact on learning may such be due to the complexity of the tailorable 
functions on which the experiment has been based. Further research is required at 
this point. 

6 CONCLUSION 

The empirical prestudy dealing with a word processor’s use indicates that tailoring 
is required permanently. Tailoring is triggered by both, the introduction of a new 
system version and non-anticipated needs emerging during a system’s use. Finding 
the appropriate tailoring functions is a major barrier to tailoring. It either increases 
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the efforts necessary to activate the tailoring functions or prevents the users from 
recognizing the tailoring options at all.  

To tackle this barrier two concepts should be implemented in parallel. Survey 
functions and the concept of direct activation make the tailorable aspects of an 
application perceivable. Survey functions inform users about the tailorable aspects 
of an application. Such a survey is best fitted for the introduction phase, when 
applications have to be retrofitted, and for the usage phase, when new functions 
have to be generated. Per contra, direct activation is the appropriate concept if a 
specific tailorable function requires attention. Such a situation may come up during 
the introduction phase, when exploring tailorable functions, or during the use phase, 
when an existing function fails due to inappropriate preconfiguration. Contrary to 
the menu structure in general, functional access points to tailoring functions can be 
allocated task-orientedly because the occasions for their activation can be 
anticipated. The tailoring task arises when problems concerning the respective 
tailorable function are perceived.  

In this paper, we have focused on the concept of direct activation. It was 
discussed how the finding of tailoring functions may be supported either by visual 
representation of the access point or by a consistent mode of activation. We have 
presented examples how to implement the concept of direct activation. Moreover, 
the concept of direct activation has been evaluated. The test-statistical evaluation 
supports our assumption that this concept eases finding tailoring functions when 
they are needed, and therefore leads to better and more time-efficient tailoring 
activities. Our investigation has been based on word processors and their 
groupware-oriented extensions. However, we believe that the concept of direct 
activation is relevant to any generic application which provides a high degree of 
tailorability to its users. 

The concept of direct activation applies the principles of direct manipulation to 
the problem of finding tailoring functions (cf. Shneiderman 1983). As the objects 
(tailorable functions) are linked task-orientedly to the tailoring functions, the users 
are more directly engaged with controlling the objects, instead of searching. Thus, 
less cognitive resources are required (cf. Hutchins, Hollan, and Norman 1986, pp. 
91). Compared to automatic recommender systems (cf. section 2) the user stays in 
control and decides himself when to look for a tailoring function. 

Like the paradigm of direct manipulation and other design principles (e.g.: ISO 
9241, part 10), the concept of direct activation just provides qualitative guidelines. 
Its concrete implementation has to be worked out concerning each tailorable 
function and application. In this paper we have based our consideration mainly on 
interfaces following the paradigm of direct manipulation. However, the guiding 
principles of direct activation can be applied to other interface paradigms (e.g. 
command language), as well. Thus the results presented here may stimulate further 
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research on how to ease the orientation of users within highly tailorable 
applications. 
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Figure 1. (a) open.DASH dashboard interface (b) households create paper-based smart 

home visualizations (design-workshop) (c) creating a new visualization with the EUD 
environment (d) usability test of open.DASH with participants 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Every Smart home systems and smart devices have become increasingly 
available and affordable. These smart home technologies are collecting large 
amounts of data (e.g. on brightness, temperature, humidity, energy consumption 
and movement) through a wide variety of sensors, actors and other Internet of 
Things (IoT) devices within the home. Data include comprehensive information 
about the habits and routines of people and information about the current and 
historical status of the personal home itself (Fischer et al., 2016). Visualizing this 
data appropriately enables people to discover more about themselves and their 
homes and allows them to satisfy data-related requirements. 

There are established research fields within human computer interaction (HCI) 
that deal with the visualization of individual use cases for the domestic context 
(e.g. eco- feedback and ambient-assisted living) and that uncover highly 
individual information demands. However, so far, research on integrated smart 
home systems has focused more on enabling technologies and automation, 
thereby ignoring potential to make home data accountable. 

To close this gap, we conducted an 18-month qualitative study with 12 Living 
Lab households equipped with smart home technology. Our objective was to 
understand what specific data-related use cases our participants were interested in. 
Furthermore, we developed a flexible smart home interface that allows users to 
build customized and personalized visualization dashboards based on their needs 
and to evaluate our prototype over a period of three months. 

Our main contributions in this paper are: 
• to provide data-related use cases and related information necessary for a 

user to satisfy a specific need; 

• to demonstrate the concept and development of a hybrid interface that 
includes pre-defined visualizations and a visualization creation tool that 
lets users without programming skills extend the system (end-user 
development); 
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• to provide information on using and integrating the open.DASH 
prototype and on the appropriation of our approach for visualizing 
smart home data. 

2 RELATED WORK 

Research into the topic of home automation or smart homes that support their 
inhabitants in their daily lives through the use of technology has been available 
for several years (Aldrich, 2003). Smart home research addresses various issues at 
different levels of abstraction (Mennicken and Huang, 2012). Since we cannot 
give a complete overview of all smart home and home automation research, we 
focus on studies related to our work and give a brief overview of enabling 
technology, smart home usage and visualization of domestic sensor data research. 

2.1 Enabling Technology (Data and Infrastructure) 

Smart home research has a long tradition that focuses on enabling technology, 
including smart home hardware and infrastructure to collect and transfer data and 
to set up a smart home. 

In the last few years, new developments, especially in the field of wireless 
network technologies and IoT, have prompted new research. These new 
technologies and the increasing availability of sensors for retrofitting have also 
introduced new challenges, e.g. the complexity of, and technical challenges to, 
running a smart home network or the inflexibility of commercial systems that 
limit usage (Edwards and Grinter, 2001), (Grinter et al., 2005), (Mennicken et al., 
2014). Thus, research has focused on ensuring that technology is in line with daily 
routines and habits by simplifying the installation and administration of IoT for 
the home and on customizing the technology to support experimentation and 
innovation (Mennicken and Huang, 2012). Along with these efforts, there are an 
increasing number of do-it-yourself (DIY) solutions for hardware and 
infrastructure (Mennicken et al., 2014). This trend is facilitated by advances in 
affordable microcontrollers, such as the Arduino and by DIY platforms such as 
LilyPad (Buechley et al., 2008). These advances enable users to create their own 
systems. Mennicken and Huang (Mennicken and Huang, 2012) state the 
importance of supporting these tech-savvy users, who are willing to program and 
create custom solutions that fit to the existing infrastructure and the needs of 
individual households. 
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2.2 Smart Home Usage (Configuration and Processing)  

Another popular smart home research agenda deals with the control and 
processing of smart home data e.g. by focusing on tools that enable users to 
configure their smart homes (Mennicken and Huang, 2012). 

Brush et al. (Brush et al., 2011) observed two levels of configuration required 
to automate actions in the smart home. The first level is the combination of 
different actions that are executed when the user manually carries out one specific 
action (e.g. a switch for turning on all lights). The second level involves rule-
based systems to define conditional rules based on contextual events. Several 
studies deal with tools that let users define rules and scenarios when customizing 
the behavior of their smart home (e.g. (De Russis and Corno, 2015), (Dey et al., 
2006), (Humble et al., 2003)). In this area, end-user development (EUD) is one of 
the most relevant research topics, letting end-users define their own rules for their 
smart home (Jakobi and Schwartz, 2012), (Woo and Lim, 2015). The most 
popular example of a rule-based system (that includes home automation) is if-this-
then-that (IFTTT, 2016) (IFTTT). IFTTT allows users to create programs that 
perform actions when a certain event occurs. Another prominent example is iCAP 
(Dey et al., 2006), a rule-based system for smart environments, where users can 
build trigger-action programs. 

2.3 Designing for the Smart Home Context (Visualization) 

A third category deals with representing and monitoring smart home sensor data 
and the role of data visualization. So far, little research has been conducted in this 
area (Borodulkin et al., 2002) even though informing inhabitants about the 
collected data and executed events play a major role in context-aware systems 
(Bellotti and Edwards, 2001), (Mennicken et al., 2016). 

Unlike in the other two categories (enabling technology and automation), up to 
now, there is no EUD or DIY community dealing with visualizing smart home 
data. Although there are approaches, e.g. by the Information Visualization 
community, to support the user in creating visualizations for different applications 
(Heer et al., 2005) (e.g. the InfoVis Toolkit by Fekete (Fekete, 2004), the XML 
Toolkit by Borner et al. (Borner K. and Unknown and Unknown, 2016) or Prefuse 
by Heer et al. (Heer et al., 2005)), they are very generic and aimed at 
programmers. This is also true for visualization tools such as Grafana (Ödegaard 
Torkel, 2016), which require an understanding of databases. 

Currently, commercial smart home interfaces often provide user interfaces with 
static elements that display raw data as numbers, text, tables or log entries 
(Mennicken et al., 2016) and focus on data that are isolated per device and not 
linkable to other data (Tolmie et al., 2016). These deficits can lead to a loss of 
user trust and of acceptance of smart home systems (Lim et al., 2009) and, 
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moreover to unused system potential (Houben et al., 2016). Recently, more 
advanced smart home visualizations have been developed, e.g. by Mennicken et 
al. (Mennicken et al., 2016), who integrated smart home data into a digital 
calendar to improve the linking and contextualization of domestic data with 
everyday activities. Related work revealed that users’ motivation for the smart 
home differs as well as their technical background, and the resulting different 
requirements have to be considered in the design of smart home interfaces 
(Mennicken and Huang, 2012), (Mennicken et al., 2016), (Zhang et al., 2009). 
Other work on the visualization of domestic sensor data has otherwise typically 
been conducted separately for two specific use cases, outlined in the following. 

2.3.1 Eco-Feedback 

There is a long tradition in HCI research looking at the effects of eco-feedback in 
supporting energy-efficient behavior by raising awareness of energy consumption 
(e.g. (Björkskog et al., 2010), (Castelli et al., 2016), (Darby, 2006), (Froehlich et 
al., 2010), (Schwartz et al., 2015), (Schwartz et al., 2013)). Early systems for 
presenting energy consumption data were simple energy monitors that displayed 
raw consumption data of the whole household on a Screen (Jönsson et al., 2010). 
More sophisticated feedback systems use smart plugs to provide consumption data 
at a device level and therefore allow the visualization of different aggregation 
levels (Rossello-Busquet and Soler, 2011). Today’s feedback systems are more 
advanced and aesthetically pleasing as design-centric surveys (e.g. (Froehlich, 
2011), (Pierce et al., 2008)) show. Additionally, a series of design studies have 
elaborated guidelines (He et al., 2010), (Lim et al., 2009) and suggest design 
frameworks (Björkskog et al., 2010), (Fitzpatrick and Smith, 2009), (Rodgers and 
Bartram, 2011) for visualizing consumption data. 

A major trend in eco-feedback design is to draw attention to user diversity, 
taking gender (Mahmud et al., 2008), age (Rodgers and Bartram, 2011), 
motivation type (Petkov et al., 2011), (Selvefors et al., 2013), (Sundramoorthy et 
al., 2010), attitudes (Grevet et al., 2010), prior knowledge (Guo et al., 2013), 
saving experience (Costanza et al., 2012), (Petkov et al., 2011), and energy 
awareness (Kjeldskov et al., 2012), (Yun, 2009) into account. All these factors 
seem to affect both the effectiveness of feedback as well as the users’ preferences 
and needs. Kirman et al. (Kirman et al., 2010) stress therefore that persuasion 
design could benefit from adapting to individual preferences. 

2.3.2 Ambient Assisted Living and Aging 

Ambient Assisted Living technology (AAL) is another active community dealing 
with technological support for a comfortable and independent life of elderly 
people in the home (Costa et al., 2009), (Sun et al., 2009). The overall framing for 
such systems is highly dependent on the user, user groups and their role, which 
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influence the motivation for such systems. Primary users are the care recipients 
themselves, but the user list also includes formal care givers, remote care givers 
and family, neighbors and friends (Mulvenna et al., 2011). Furthermore, Stein et 
al. (Stein et al., 2016) show that, within the different user groups, there are still 
more finely categorized use cases that have to be considered, when designing 
smart home systems for elderly people, e.g. awareness, safety, health, emergency 
and enhancing of wellbeing. 

The consideration of these factors can be seen more easily in the progress of 
systems that have evolved from simple telecare systems to more sophisticated 
ones. Takács and Hanák (Takács and Hanák, 2006) developed an ambient facial 
interface (a digital human face) that used facial expressions to display emotional 
information about the current state of care recipients or of information on products 
they interacted with. Truong et al. (Truong et al., 2004) presented a more user-
centered and interactive system that allowed users to write their own applications 
for scenarios in daily life. Mulvenna et al. (Mulvenna et al., 2011) support this 
effort and suggest developing adaptive interfaces that target the specific needs of 
different users. 

2.4 Challenges for Visualizing Smart Home Data 

The known issues in the design of interfaces and the visualization of domestic 
sensor data call for human- centered approaches. Research in smart home 
enabling technologies (including hardware and infrastructure) as well as in smart 
home usage (including configuration and processing) tend towards customizable 
and DIY approaches, such as EUD, that let users adjust the smart home to their 
needs and ensure an inhabitant-centered design (De Russis and Corno, 2015). 
According to Newman (Newman, n.d.), end-user configuration capability is a key 
factor in smart home systems. On the visualization level of smart home data, no 
EUD approach has yet been discussed in literature, but much work deals with 
static visualization elements. These studies provide best practices and design 
implications mostly for specific use cases (e.g. energy, security, health, etc.) or for 
specific users. These works highlight that visualization play a crucial role in 
domestic systems. Furthermore, research shows that, even in these specific use 
cases, the needs, interests, capabilities and goals differ between users (“one size 
does not fit all” (He et al., 2010)). These needs and interests could also change 
over time with the use of such systems, and they depend on the user’s current 
situation (Kjeldskov et al., 2012). This variety of parameters is challenging when 
designing smart home visualization. Users need flexible tools for customization, 
data comparison and annotations that make the data understandable and to support 
sense-making (Balestrini et al., 2015). 
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Our open.DASH system (see Fig. 1a) combines these two approaches: 
integrating pre-defined visualizations based on gained insights and experience in 
specific domestic areas and additionally allowing free customization based on an 
EUD approach (Lieberman et al., 2006). Our goal is to provide tools that allow 
users both to explore their smart home to gain further insights into their routines, 
habits and the home itself and to adjust their smart home interface to fit their 
specific needs. 

3 METHODOLOGY 

In our study, we followed the user-driven design approach proposed by Stevens et 
al. (Stevens et al., 2009) and Wulf et al. (Wulf et al., 2015), (Wulf et al., 2011) to 
inform the design of our smart home interface. Thus, we applied a Living Lab 
approach to understand users and their contexts and to investigate the use of smart 
home systems in real-life environments (Eriksson et al., 2005), (Følstad et al., 
2009). With this approach, it is possible to bring users and technology together 
with different stakeholders from research and design in an open design process 
(Følstad et al., 2009). Living Labs support long-term cooperation, co-design and 
in-situ exploration and therefore the integration of users into a continuous 
evaluation of the designed artefacts from the very beginning (Bernhaupt et al., 
2008). They also allow early discussions of new concepts, testing not fully 
operative prototypes and field tests for long-term appropriation of new smart 
home systems. Especially for the smart home, it is important to investigate users’ 
needs and the contexts for which systems should be designed (Ogonowski et al., 
2013). 

3.1 User Sample 

We focused on gaining a heterogeneous user sample to have as many different 
users and types of households as possible. After a multi-stage recruitment process, 
including newspaper ads, local radio features, etc., we made a pre- selection based 
on spatial proximity and conducted telephone interviews with 63 interested 
households (from over 100 registrations) to gather an impression regarding 
motivation for participation, willingness to actively participate in the project and 
technical and smart home related foreknowledge. Twelve households with a total 
29 inhabitants were selected, varying in terms of age, living style (rented or 
owned home, house or flat), rural or urban residential area as well as technical 
level (see Table 1). 
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# household size, living style, 
location 

tech. 
knowledge 

H1 2-pers. household, apartment, city Yes 
H2 3-pers. household, house, rural area Yes 
H3 3-pers. household, house, rural area Yes 
H4 3-pers. household, house, rural area Yes 
H5 4-pers. household, house, rural area Yes 
H6 2-pers. household, house, rural area Yes 
H7 2-pers. household, apartment, city No 
H8 1-pers. household, house, rural area No 
H9 3-pers. household, house, rural area No 

H10 2-pers. household, apartment, city No 
H11 1-pers. household, house, city No 
H12 3-pers. household, house, rural area No 

Table 1. Overview of Living Lab user sample 

3.2 Study Design and Data Collection 

We conducted a two-stage qualitative empirical study, which is illustrated in Fig. 
2. All interviews were audio- recorded and transcribed verbatim. In addition, the 
design workshop and usability evaluation were video-recorded to facilitate 
subsequent analysis. 

3.2.1 Phase 1: Understanding and Requirements 

We started with an explorative on-site study with a semi- structured interview 
(T0). Our main goal was to gain an understanding of the participants’ homes, their 
daily routines and habits as well as their information needs, interests and ideas for 
use cases of a smart home system. Afterwards, we provided them with an “off-
the-shelf” smart home solution that is currently available on the market. This Z-
Wave-based (wireless communication protocol) plug’n’play smart home platform 
system was used as a technological probe (consisting of 6-36 components per 
household, selected from a wish list). Three months after the installation, we 
conducted a second interview study gathering experiences, demands, limitations 
and gained insights when using the smart home system in participants’ everyday 
life (T1). After a further three month period, we conducted a design workshop 
with five households with the goal to validate requirements identified in T0 and 
T1 and to gain insights about the design needs. The gained understanding (T0), 
the mentioned experience and demands (T1) and the design needs from the 
workshop drew a first set of requirements for our open.DASH prototype. 

3.2.2 Phase 2: Evaluation and System Usage 

After the development, we conducted a three-stage usability evaluation to ensure 
that the prototype was usable during the households’ everyday life (see Fig. 1d). 
In this evaluation, users had to perform two scenarios based on T0 and T1 with 
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overall 12 tasks. We first conducted a heuristic usability evaluation with three 
usability experts from within the university, using Nielsen’s usability heuristics 
(Nielsen, 1994). Afterwards, we repeated our usability evaluation first with five 
and then again with six participants from our Living Lab. We used thinking-aloud 
to see how users interact with our developed interface (Nielsen, 1994). Having 
addressed all problems mentioned, we rolled out the prototype in 10 out of our 12 
Living Lab households (due to sickness and to technical problems, we were 
unable to install/run our developed interface in two households). Our system was 
installed as a supplement to the commercial smart home system and was 
connected to the same sensors and actors, thus used the same data. The 
participants used the open.DASH interface over a period of almost three months. 
Subsequently, we conducted a third interview study (T2) to gather experiences 
regarding the use, limits and desired extensions of our open.DASH interface. 

3.3 Data Analysis 

Our analysis is based on all Living Lab research activities during the 18 months, 
including T0, T1, and T2 interviews, design workshop results and field notes from 
visiting the households. All transcripts were analyzed by two researchers 
independently using thematic analysis with an inductive coding process (Braun 
and Clarke, 2006). After each of these research activities, code categories were 
consolidated and developed iteratively. We also internally discussed gained 
insights with researchers not involved in the project. We recognized the need for 
some degree of inter-rater reliability and so enlisted other internal researchers that 
are not involved in the project to check our coding decisions. Additionally, for the 
evaluation of our developed prototype, we collected quantitative data on the 
number of site visits, visiting time, duration and customization activities. 

In the analysis, we looked for common information needs and interests, actions 
related to information provided through the system and how the participants 
configured their smart home. Furthermore, we looked at the integration of smart 
home data into everyday life especially when users were interested in smart home 
data, and what questions they wanted to be answered. All quotes in our findings 
section were translated from the German by the authors 
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4 INFORMATION DEMANDS ON SMART 
HOME DATA 

In this section, we present findings from the analysis of Phase 1 that resulted in 
requirements for the first prototype of our open.DASH interface. 

4.1 Information Needs and Scenarios 

Our analysis resulted in three overall topics for the use of smart home sensor data, 
which are outlined below. 

4.1.1 Events and Home-Status 

A frequent information need was about the current status of the home, especially 
in the “leaving-home” scenario. The participants wanted to know if they had 
forgotten something such as electric devices or radiators that were still on or open 
windows and doors: “Is everything O.K. when I am not at home? Did I forget 
something?” (H8, T0). Although motivation varied, nearly all participants 
mentioned that immediate information about the current status of the home would 
give them a feeling of security. Another related demand dealt with situations 
where the participants were away from home for a longer time, e.g. when on 
vacation. Here, the focus shifted, and it was more important for participants to get 
information on events that happened in the home than on the home’s status: 
“When we are on vacation, the events are more important, for example if there is 
movement or if a window or door was opened” (H8, T0). After installing the 
commercial smart home system, some participants mentioned that they looked 
regularly at their event diary, even if they were at home, to get a feeling about 
what was happening in the home. 

4.1.2 Energy and Performance 

Another recurring demand of households dealt with energy efficiency and 
performance. Before the installation of the commercial smart home system, there 
was a great need to check whether the devices in the home were energy efficient 
or not: “I don’t know how much energy is consumed by my devices, I have no 
possibility to check it” (H9, T0). “It is interesting to track what we have to pay for 
energy every week” (H7, T0). “I want to track my standby consumption” (H12, 
T0). Most participants mentioned interest in feedback on energy consumption 
data. With the commercial system installed, requirements towards consumption 
data tracking and visualization turned out to be very individual. While some 
participants continuously tracked their consumption, a few households would only 
check consumption data occasionally, i.e. when they got a new device or when 
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receiving their electricity bill: “[Energy] is only interesting if we have a new 
device” (H6, T1). 

Besides electricity, heating was a very personal topic for the participants 
because most participants had their own “feel- good” temperature and it 
sometimes was difficult to quantify this optimum temperature: “What is the real 
temperature? […] How does the sun influence the inside temperature? […] What 
effect does an open window have?” (H9, T0). Therefore, it was also difficult for 
them to define criteria for performance or efficiency of their heating routines: 
“For example, when I have invested, let’s say into my heating, I want to know: 
Does it pay off?” (H9, T0). “I don’t know what the influence of my heating routine 
is” (H8, T1). When the participants could see the real temperature in their rooms, 
they developed an awareness and could identify anomalies by looking at the 
current temperature. That was also true for energy consumption. After gaining an 
awareness of energy consumption and temperature levels, participants looked at 
the data to see whether everything was o.k. and, if not, they tried to find reasons: 
“If the [energy] trend is negative then I want to check why” (H6, T1). 

4.1.3 Awareness of my Smart Home 

The installation of the commercial smart home system also resulted in new 
requirements related to the configuration and automation of the smart home. 
Because the participants initially lacked trust in the system, they were concerned 
about false behavior of the smart home and checked the information on the smart 
home interface to see if their configuration and defined rules were working 
properly (this is also mentioned by Mennicken et al. (Mennicken et al., 2016)): “I 
check the system to see if something has failed, like my heating control at the 
beginning” (H3, T1) 

Furthermore, data served as information about the right configuration, e.g. if 
the defined rules worked the way the user wanted them to. The information was 
also used to gain awareness and for participants to build their perfect 
configuration: Which brightness level is enough and when should the light 
automatically turn on? How long does it take for the rooms to heat up? Generally, 
the households used a trial-and-error approach to adjust the settings step- by-step 
until they were satisfied with the result. 

4.2 Implications 

The findings so far have shown numerous overlaps of needs and interests between 
participants, but also some opposing opinions. Overall, we identified eight 
questions that our participants had for smart home data visualization: 

• What (has) happened in my home? 

• Did I forget something? 
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• Are my devices energy efficient? 

• Am I energy efficient? 

• Is everything o.k.? 

• What is the current status of my home? 

• Does my smart home work as expected? 

• Is my configuration appropriate? 

Although, these questions were not always applicable, they were a good 
starting point to categorize use cases for home data. Not all participants were 
interested in all of this information, and the information needs could change over 
time. Besides personal interest, there were multiple other factors that influenced 
the information needs such as when the participants were on vacation or by 
seasonal effects: “[interests in] brightness in winter [its getting dark earlier] and 
the window status in summer [for fresh air]” (H1, T1). 

Therefore we can further divide information needs into long-term information 
needs and temporary (short-term) information needs. Long-term information 
needs are interesting for participants over a longer period of time, e.g. for the 
routine to check if something was forgotten in the leaving-home scenario. 
Temporary information needs are irregular needs that only come up at specific 
times, e.g. when getting the electricity bill to check what devices are responsible 
for the consumption. 

Especially after installing the commercial smart home, new requirements for 
smart home data monitoring were identified. The ability to collect data raised 
interest e.g. in long-term analysis of energy consumption or the combination of 
multiple devices for comparison or identification of relations between them 
(which was not fully supported by the commercial smart home system): “For me, 
smart home is the connection of multiple devices […] I don’t want a single view, 
but to see things together, combine things and to visualize them.” (H8, T1). 

In general, we can confirm findings from the literature insofar as our 
participants had individual and personally- motivated information needs (He et al., 
2010), (Rodgers and Bartram, 2011), (Stein et al., 2016). But we could further see 
that our participants had also overlapping data- related interests and use-cases. To 
validate our findings and to identify these mutual information needs, we 
conducted a creative design workshop, where participants could develop their 
own paper-based smart home interfaces (see Fig. 1b). In the workshop, we could 
see that the participants were generally interested in overviews on the topics of 
energy, temperature and security. Furthermore, we found that people also wanted 
further, external information implemented into their smart home interface, such as 
information about the weather or a news feed. Additionally, the workshop 
revealed preliminary insights into exchange of experience between participants 
and participant interested in use cases from other participants, to develop new 
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ideas. The concurrency of mutual interest in information, as well as the individual 
interest in specific information, suggest a hybrid system that includes (1) pre- 
defined visualizations that can be configured by users and (2) a custom tool for 
building custom visualizations, fitting needs and interests and allowing a detailed 
view of the collected data. 

5 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
OPEN.DASH 

Based on these findings and on relevant literature, we designed a flexible and 
highly customizable prototype to gain insights about how people use smart home 
data with our system in real scenarios (Fig. 3). 

The system is based on a dashboard concept, allowing us to realize our general 
idea of multiple visualizations for the participants’ needs and use cases as single 
web components that could easily be exchanged or configured during runtime. 
The header section allows direct access to the menu and customization settings. 
The blue-colored area shows real-time information on room level. We chose 
rooms as a structure because studies show that rooms build an appropriate 
ordering of the home (Chetty et al., 2007). A single click allows the navigation 
between rooms. Overall, this header section allows values in different rooms to be 
compared and provides an overview of the current status, if everything is o.k. or if 
something was forgotten. The customizable widget section begins under this blue-
colored area. Widgets can be dynamically added, rearranged, changed in size or 
deleted. 

5.1 Pre-Defined Visualizations 

Pre-defined widgets can be dynamically added through a widget-chooser in the 
side-menu. In the first draft, we included five pre-defined widgets that were 
inspired by the design workshop, including a news widget where an RSS- feed 
can be included to get current news of the preferred news portal. The development 
of the pre-defined visualizations was steered by the Visual Information Seeking 
Mantra by Shneiderman (Shneiderman, 2003) to first provide an overview of the 
related topics and filtering and details on demand. 

The energy widget provides information about the current consumption level of 
all devices, the current amount of money for this week’s energy consumption, a 
trend indicator that shows if the consumption of this week has a positive or 
negative trend in contrast to an average weekly consumption and abstract 
indicators that showing the consumption for up to five single devices. Thus, this 
widget provides quick information about devices that are currently consuming 
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energy (Did I forget something?), about the relation of consumption between 
devices (Are my devices energy efficient?) and about the usage of devices (Am I 
energy efficient?). 

The temperature widget indicates the current average temperature of the home. 
The user can individually configure which sensors should be included in this 
calculation (e.g. to exclude sensors in the basement). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. open.DASH - interface 

Additionally, the outside weather and the forecast of tomorrow’s weather is 
shown. The close link between inside and outside temperature allows a quick 
comparison and an overview of the current status. Furthermore, the user can see 
whether the minimum temperature is maintained (Does my smart home work as 
expected? Is my configuration appropriate?). 

The security widgets provide an overview of the last (security-related) event 
and the time it occurred. As participants mentioned that events are more important 
when not at home, especially movement and door/window status, this widget 
shows only the last movement or door/window status event, including whether it 
was an opening or closing event (What (has) happened in my home?). 

The diary widget shows information about every single event that has occurred 
in the home, without any historical limitation. The events are placed on a time-
series of one day (00:00 to 23:59), and the user can click through each day. To 
improve readability, the events are aggregated on an hourly level and the number 
of times an event has occurred is mapped through the height of the bar (What 
(has) happened in my home?). Additionally, events from configured rules or time 
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control are visible, allowing users to check whether the smart home works 
properly (Does my smart home work as expected?). 

5.2 End-User-Development Visualization Tool 

To allow a very personal customization and a detailed exploration of smart home 
data on demand (Shneiderman, 2003), we developed an EUD environment to 
create custom visualizations of smart home data. As EUD for the smart home is 
currently a highly topical theme, we developed our environment with 
consideration of best practices from the literature. Therefore, we developed a 
guided step-by-step creation mechanism that supports the users. Furthermore, we 
provide simple click/touch interactions instead of more complex operations such 
as drag & drop (De Russis and Corno, 2015). 

Our visualization creation process consists of five-steps (see Fig. 1c,4), 
following the visualization pipeline by Card (Card, 1999): selecting data (Data 
Analysis), selecting time (Filtering), selecting chart, configuration (Mapping) and 
adaption (Rendering). The first step is to choose which data should be visualized. 
The user can choose one or many devices and sensors from the list, which 
contains all of the installed sensors in the home. The second step is about when 
the data is aggregated. The user can choose between an absolute timespan (e.g. for 
the exploration of a specific billing period) or a relative timespan (e.g. the last 
four months). After these two steps, the user can select how the data should be 
visualized. We implemented an algorithm that analyzes the selected data source 
and timespan to automatically suggest appropriate chart types. The algorithm is 
based on Aigner et al.’s (Aigner et al., 2011) characterization of time-oriented 
data, and checks whether the data are univariate or multivariate, interval or point-
based and whether cyclic time domains exist (e.g. for univariate data the system 
would not suggest a pie chart). Additionally, it checks whether data could be 
easily summed up (energy consumption could be aggregated to hour values by 
summing minute-based values). The fourth step contains the special configuration 
for the selected chart type, e.g. whether data should be mapped on lines, points 
etc. on a timeline chart. After these four steps, the user gets a preview of the chart, 
where interaction such as zooming or selecting or hovering over points to get a 
tooltip with information is possible. This step mainly supports task- driven 
adjustments, e.g. for localizing or identifying data (Tominski et al., 2008). From 
this step, the user can go back to the four previous steps to change the settings or 
can configure the interaction or layout of the chart (e.g. changing animation 
settings, allow/disallow zoom). The user can decide whether the chart should be 
added to a dashboard as a widget or discarded. If the user wants to add it to a 
dashboard, a title can be added and the size defined. 
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Figure 4. Five-step process for creating an own visualization  

By using the flexible tool, participants were able to get detailed information on 
questions concerning are my devices and I energy efficient, what has happened in 
the home, does my smart home work as expected and is the configuration 
appropriate or not. 

6 RESULTS 

In this section, we present the results of our Phase 2 studies. Before we installed 
our open.DASH interface in the Living Lab households, we conducted a three-
step usability test to minimize system usability or acceptance issues that could 
have influenced its usage. The heuristic usability evaluation showed some issues 
regarding the navigation inside the page, the wording of some features and labels, 
the font-size and the choice of symbols. Additionally, some parts of the EUD 
assistant were too complex and not clearly understandable. To overcome these 
issues, we implemented more filters to the interface elements to automatically 
hide unnecessary items. Overall, we reduced the number of symbols and text, 
ensuring a clearer interaction design. 

6.1 User Experience, Appropriation and Use 

After three months of use, we had a total of 1,394 page visits of the open.DASH 
interface, with 70.09% from a desktop computer, 24.10% from smartphones and 
5.81% from tablet PCs. In the first two weeks, the average visit duration was 
significantly longer than in the remaining time, which could be explained by the 
novelty factor and the testing of all functions. Overall, 60.47% of the visit 
duration was under 10 seconds and 28.43% were over three minutes. 

From the T2 interviews, we found that the first impression of open.DASH was 
consistently positive. The participants liked the design and its simplicity: “The 
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design is very good, very clear […] I can also customize and set up many different 
things […] Here you can do that intuitively and very quickly” (H10, T2). 

Participants reported that they liked the room-based overview, allowing them 
to look into every room and get aggregated information about its current status. 
We found that aggregation of data (to the total amount or into smaller units such 
as rooms) was perceived as useful (in the commercial system, the devices are 
isolated and participants had up to ten sensors measuring temperature and 20 
sockets that measured energy consumption). This aggregation improved the 
ability to quickly “get an overview”. Additionally, it reduced the amount of 
information displayed to the user: “I had no total consumption with the 
[commercial] system, I had to sum up the single values manually” (H3, T2). 

The graphical visualization of sensor events in the diary widget not only made 
patterns and regular times of action visible but was also used to clarify the 
information value of smart home data, thus, letting people think about the effect 
of the digitalization: “After looking at the diary widget, I realized what 
information the smart home collected. Especially, in terms of motion profiles, 
because this is safety-critical information” (H7, T2). 

The hourly aggregation of event data within our diary widget was experienced 
as an obstacle for some participants, as it allowed neither a fine-grained 
retrospective of action nor, especially, whether the configured rules were working 
properly. Another drawback to our system was the missing ability to switch 
devices directly from the interface, which meant that if a participant recognized 
some energy wastage, he or she could not act directly. 

6.2 How People Customize Their open.DASH 

As He et al. (He et al., 2010) mention, there is no system that fits to the needs of 
all users. We thus were interested in how people customized their open.DASH to 
fit their needs and to get (only) the information they were interested in. 

6.2.1 Customize the Pre-defined Visualizations 

Nearly all (9/10) households adjusted their starting dashboard in some way. This 
also included configuring pre- defined widgets and deleting or moving existing 
widgets. 

Households deselected devices for the average temperature calculation to only 
include “important rooms” (H2, T2) and entered their city details to get weather 
information for their location. Three participants also reconfigured the news-feed 
to get news from their preferred news portal (the initial news feed was the one 
from the project itself). The households also rearranged widgets to see their most 
important information first. Some households also deleted pre-defined widgets 
because they were not interested in that kind of information or because they did 
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not have enough sensors in their home to get an added value from the generated 
information: “Temperature is not interesting for me neither is the news-feed.” 
(H6, T2). “I’ve deleted the security-widget, because I have too few sensors for this 
widget” (H3, T2). “There is information about energy consumption and a diary of 
smart home events, I don’t need more for this household” (H1, T2). 

Overall, the participants liked the idea of the temperature widget and excluding 
specific sensors for the calculation of the average temperature, but they also 
would have liked to see this configuration ability in all other pre-defined widgets. 
For example, two participants used a motion sensor at their television that detects 
whether a person was sitting in front of it. As long as a person is in front of the 
television the system kept the lights on. In this example, the motion detector was 
partly triggered over 200 times in one hour, which had a negative influence on the 
diary visualization. Thus, the households in question wanted to exclude this 
sensor from their diary widget. 

6.2.2 Making Own Visualizations 

During the three months with open.DASH the participants created 203 charts with 
the EUD environment. 55 of these created visualizations were added to the 
dashboard. Most of the visualizations were created at the beginning and the end of 
the study. 

Participants mentioned that they first used the EUD environment to play 
around with the data. They created charts, e.g. for temperature data, consumption 
data, etc., to get a feeling for smart home data and to explore possibilities for 
useful extensions for their dashboard. “[At the beginning] I created some graphs, 
e.g. with the temperature curve, but they were not yet useful enough for us” (H1, 
T2). After getting a feeling about the tool and its possibilities, the tool was used 
explicitly for individual use cases, e.g. for verification of configuration: “I have 
created some [new widgets – saved to dashboard] […] to check if rules work 
properly” (H3, T2), the monitoring of specific devices in terms of energy 
consumption and temperature profiles: “During a vacation, we could check if it 
was too hot for the cats at home.” (H1, T2). The visualizations of energy 
consumption data, especially, changed over the three-month usage. In most cases, 
the energy consumption visualization became more specific by displaying fewer 
devices in a chart, or it was removed completely after the first weeks. Another 
interesting usage scenario was that, for specific rooms participants sometimes 
created charts where they combined consumption data, temperature data, 
brightness data and event data to learn about what was going on in the room. 

Additionally, participants used the creation tool to temporarily create 
visualizations to satisfy urgent questions and requirements or simply for “looking 
into the data”. These visualizations were typically not added to the dashboard; 
only the preview was used to get the needed insights from the data. For example 
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in the situation where something was considered as abnormal, participants looked 
into multiple data for the current day to find reasons. Another example was 
looking for changes in consumption behavior. If participants bought a new device 
or changed something in their smart home settings (e.g. cutting standby 
consumption off at night automatically) or their behavior, they created a time 
chart to compare current consumption levels with past consumption levels. 

Overall, the participants stated that they liked being able to check and analyze 
their data spontaneously and flexibly. It allowed them to learn from the data and 
to continuously adjust their smart home. Yet, for some participants it was difficult 
for them to find any use cases themselves and especially for their set of sensors: “I 
could not create any useful visualizations because we have not enough devices 
[sensors] installed.” (H4, T2). The lack of ideas was also identified as a barrier 
for using the tool to explore data. The same household mentioned that “[…] a 
source for ideas would be interesting” (H4, T2). 

6.3 Limitations 

For the evaluation of our open.DASH interface, we used the sensors available in 
the households from the commercial system (see methodology section), which 
lead to a few limitations. The main use cases for these sensors are: energy 
consumption, temperature, brightness, motion, door/window status. The 
evaluation of our open.DASH interface was conducted during the summer 
months, where households mentioned that temperature and brightness are not that 
relevant when dealing with a smart home system. Therefore, we could not 
investigate all usage areas for our developed system. Additionally, some 
households had only a few sensors installed and, as a result, little data were 
collected. The households mentioned use cases that they would like to uncover 
but, because of the limited number of sensors available, the participants were 
unable to realize them in an appropriate and sense-giving manner. 

7 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

In this section, we discuss our results and provide implications that aim to support 
the design of future systems dealing with the visualization of smart home data. 

7.1 Pre-Defined Visualizations vs. Visualization Creation Tool  

We could see that pre-defined visualizations are important in allowing the 
participants to have a starting point in dealing with smart home data. The 
participants configured and used these pre-defined visualizations to gain 
awareness of the data and to get an overview of the current status of their (smart) 
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home. Topic-based widgets with aggregated data, which can be selected and (re-
)arranged on the dashboard freely, seem promising in this regard (Few, 2006). 
Additionally, when aggregating data, it is important to empower the user to select 
which sensors should be included in the calculation/aggregation process to 
exclude data from specific sensors that are (not) relevant for specific use cases. 

The EUD environment enabled participants to get more detailed information 
about their smart home in a flexible manner. Particularly with regard to very 
individual requirements and use cases, the creation tool was helpful for the 
households as it allows non-programming users to query their data in an 
understandable way. Participants explored the tool and their data to get inspiration 
for new use cases or information within the data. The deployment of open.DASH 
in the Living Labs showed that the combination of customizable pre-defined 
visualizations and creation tools for individual visualizations could address 
different information needs and interests. 

Based on our results, pre-defined visualizations therefore could be informed by 
existing research in special topics such as eco-feedback or AAL to extend the 
possible fields of application. As they are a good entry point, they should be 
designed to provide an overview on a specific topic, letting users check on the 
current status and whether further details are needed (Shneiderman, 2003). 
However, future systems should also enable users to create complementary 
visualizations that go beyond universal visualizations. These could take their 
individual interests more into account. 

7.2 Supporting Short-Term and Long-Term Needs 

We were able to identify that participants used open.DASH differently according 
to their changing interests over time. Users addressed specific long-term interests 
that occurred or were monitored regularly by creating new visualizations with the 
creation tool and afterwards saving them on the dashboard. In contrast, short-term 
interests were mainly realized by creating new mappings of data, but without 
saving them, and therefore allowing “on-demand” requests for temporal 
requirements. 

Our findings suggest that smart home systems should allow users to quickly 
and easily map data to different kind of charts, text and symbols, thus fitting to 
users’ different needs (Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2004) and furthermore, 
enabling the user to create on demand visualization that are not permanently 
displayed on the dashboard. This separation in regard to the design of the 
dashboard also simplifies the overview page by reducing the risk of information 
overload on the first view. 

It will be interesting to see how users deal with recurring short-term needs, e.g. 
checking energy consumption when a new bill arrives, and whether the creation 
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tool is used in the same way every time. So far the system does not allow the 
history of self-created visualization to be stored, and users have to build the 
visualization from scratch every time. 

7.3 Community and Sharing 

Our participants had different knowledge about the potential of data. Some 
participants reported that they had several specific use cases at hand; others found 
it difficult to find new use cases or even one use case. During the workshops 
(where participants came together), we could see that there was considerable 
interest in finding out how other participants used their smart home. In the 
interviews (T2), the participants mentioned that it would be interesting to see what 
other households did with the visualization creation tool. 

For the working context there is growing body of work that deals with the 
socially based tailoring of a flexible software systems to enable users to adapt the 
tools to achieve a specific work task (Draxler et al., 2012), (Twidale, 2005). For 
private flexible smart home systems therefore, we argue for allowing creation tool 
configurations (e.g. for a visualization that showing the correlation of outside and 
inside temperature) to be shared, thus addressing both the inspiring of other 
participants and sharing the “how to” for creation of visualizations for specific use 
cases with an “over-the-shoulder-learning” approach (Twidale, 2005). Following 
the IFTTT approach could make it possible to share configurations for specific 
use cases on a platform that other users can configure and integrate into their 
interface. 

7.4 (Flexible) Smart Home Data and Visualization Matters? 

From our study, we learned that the participants had varying requirements 
regarding smart home data. Some requirements are superficial, some are very 
detailed, some demands overlap between participants, some are very specific and 
some participants are not very interested in smart home data. However, 
open.DASH gave us first insights of participants’ usage and how they customize 
their dashboard. 

Dynamic visualization tools allow people to create different views on domestic 
data which allow them to gain further insights into their (smart) home: “[Only 
after looking at the data did I] realize what information the smart home collected” 
(H7, T2). Especially, the flexibility enables the user to adapt the system according 
to changing needs. This is further supported by three participants who used a wall- 
mounted tablet as a public display where they used our open.DASH or other sites 
that were relevant for them. We agree with Mennicken et al. (Mennicken et al., 
2016) that it would be promising to integrate smart home data into already used 
tools. But we could also identify that participants wanted to integrate other data 
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into their smart home dashboard, for instance information from social media, 
timetable inquiries, activity and health data or the TV program. The design 
workshop, where some participants asked for a newsfeed to be integrated, showed 
that participants are interested in making the smart home interface a place where 
all interesting information is shown at a look.  

In this vein, especially when dealing with multiple smart components and 
systems we argue that future private information systems should provide a single 
unified interface, similar to what Few (Few, 2006) description for business 
dashboards. Scattered access points with their own login- mechanism and 
incoherence in styling and control present obstacles for current smart systems. On 
a middleware-level open source projects, such as openHAB (openHAB, 2017), 
already enable unified control from different smart components. Currently, 
advanced approaches for visualization and monitoring are still largely neglected. 
As we have shown, however, the combination of smart home data enables new 
applications of smart home systems and additionally offers opportunities to tap 
into the full potential of exploring the own home. Going a step further, we believe 
that creating a user-centered information portal that combines all smart home data 
with other relevant information could be an interesting topic for future research. 

8 CONCLUSION 

While smart home enabling technology is continually developing and smart home 
configuration research is increasingly integrating the end-user with EUD rule 
editors or DIY hardware, research dealing with visualizing integrated smart home 
data is rare. As specific smart home use cases, eco-feedback and AAL research 
have shown that the user needs for, and interests in, domestic data differ, thus 
demanding more flexible tools to display sensor data. Our study shows that this 
view is also true for the integrated smart home case. We identified eight 
requirement categories that include overlapping and individual data- related use 
cases. To address these individuality of data demands, we developed a flexible 
dashboard system, including configurable pre-defined widgets and an EUD 
environment, allowing users to create data visualizations themselves. We tested 
our interface in 12 Living Lab households for three months to examine the usage 
and appropriation of such a flexible system. We found that participants configured 
and used the pre-defined widgets to get an overview of interesting topics (energy, 
comfort, safety, etc.). The EUD environment was used to create charts for specific 
use cases (e.g. temperature curve, consumption baseline) to extend dashboards 
individually. We also found that the EUD environment was used for urgent 
demands e.g. to obtain detailed information on anomalies. We think that such 
hybrid interfaces for smart home data visualizations are a promising approach to 
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addressing the users’ varying information demands and to supporting the 
development of consciousness through data exploration. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Until recently, digital fabrication technologies such as 3D printers or laser-based 
cut- ting machinery could only be found in specialized industrial companies with 
expert staff trained in modeling, printing, and finishing professional artifacts and 
prototypes. In the last few years, however, and going hand in hand with the idea 
of the Internet of Things (IoT), entry level 3D printers and machines such as 
RepRaps or MakerBots have become more and more common in various 
professional and non-professional settings such as communities of hobbyist or 
semi-professional makers. Despite being based on surprisingly simple materials, 
3D printers constitute a relatively new technology that challenges established use 
of concepts from existing IT ecologies like desktop soft- ware, mobile devices, or 
“2D” printers. As Mota  (2011 ) suggests, a “tech Do-It-Yourself (DIY) 
movement” is resulting, one in which a “growing desire among individuals to 
shape and personalize the material goods they consume” is occurring. Be that as it 
may, our understanding of what might be needed in order to maximize the 
potential of these creative, individual uses and their potentially transformative 
capacity remains incomplete. While there have been considerable advances in the 
usability and user experience design of classic printers in the last decade, handling 
contemporary 3D printers cannot be fully compared to the “plug-and-play” 
operation of common computer hardware. Specifically, hardware breakdowns, 
unexpected effects concerning the printing material, unintuitive modeling tools, 
and complex configurations make the handling finicky and difficult to understand 
and consequently to manage. The open nature and “tinkerability” of the 
technology, rapid technical progress, and the close link between hardware and 
software as well as the different printing technologies pose challenges for end 
users that are difficult to meet with existing supportive tools. 3D printers represent 
a particularly interesting example of the way in which materiality and 
digitalization intersect  (Ratto and Ree 2012 ). New tools are therefore needed that 
enable end-users to keep up with rapid development and deal with the complexity 
of the technology. 

Moreover, users often discover ways of using technologies that were not 
anticipated by the designers and manufacturers of the machines by attempting to 
manage their understanding of sophisticated “new” technologies in the context of 
their existing (and changing) practices  (Dalton et al. 2012 ). In this context, end 
users also engage in activities that can be characterized as End-User Development 
(EUD) in the sense that they make changes and additions to the hardware and 
software modules of the machines. As a research area, EUD is defined by the 
ambition to develop “methods, techniques, and tools that allow users of software 
systems, acting as non-professional software developers, to create, modify, or 
extend a software artifact at some point”  (Lieberman et al. 2006 ). EUD asks how 
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end users can be provided with support to incorporate and adapt software artifacts 
to their work practice. As EUD aims to soften the boundaries between end users 
and professional developers as well as between use and development, it is an 
interesting question how to support users in making such changes and additions, 
implying a need for appropriation support and mutual learning. In this regard, 
there is an ongoing discourse in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) by 
researchers studying appropriation and related activities as well as how to design 
support for these activities  (Ehn 2008; Pipek and Wulf 2009 ). A common insight 
is that it is important to preserve openness in order to make it possible for users to 
adapt the machines to their needs, and to learn how they operate at their very 
core—a stark contrast to the aims and methods of usability engineering that would 
rather suggest to hide away the complexity from the users as far as possible. 

While there are many studies that have suggested ways of supporting EUD and 
appropriation of software  (Stevens et al. 2009; Stevens et al. 2010; Pipek 2005; 
Draxler and Stevens 2011 ), we are dealing with a more material, hardware-
related ecology in the case of digital fabrication technologies, and thus need to 
take into account physical- material issues in the context of the challenges users 
encounter. This materiality poses a new dimension for EUD research too, as it is 
not clear in how far insights from software can be easily transferred or adapted to 
the hardware domain. As a basis for developing appropriation 
support/infrastructuring approaches for supporting EUD in hardware-oriented 
domains, we have conducted an empirical study in two different communities, 
illustrating how 3D printer users appropriate these technologies for their purposes, 
and what practices are entailed in doing so  (Ludwig et al. 2015; Ludwig et al. 
2014 ). Our empirical study shows that users of 3D printers require 
communication with other users around the use of the technology, but that—
unfortunately—3D printers do not provide any affordances to support users in 
interacting with each other. Within this article, we continue our work by 
introducing the theoretical concept of “sociable technologies” for the 
conceptualization of appropriation infrastructures for hardware- oriented 
technologies such as 3D printers. Sociable technologies focus on providing 
hardware-integrated affordances for communicating and documenting practices of 
us- age, therefore aiming at making complex technologies more sociable and 
ultimately more usable. 
We further develop a technical concept for the implementation of sociable 
technologies in the form of a prototype, which we have evaluated with end users. 
Based on the findings of our evaluation and against the background of our initial 
study, we discuss lessons we have learnt during the deployment of our approach 
of sociable technologies, which indicate a shift from a focus on the “IoT” toward 
the “Internet of Practices.” 
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2 RELATED WORK 

Research indicates that digital fabrication technologies significantly influence and 
change the landscape of personal device fabrication  (Mellis and Buechley 2012 ). 
Those technologies are also tied to maker and DIY communities that have been 
researched in a wide range of contexts, not only limited to digital fabrication, 
spanning from DIY biology  (Kuznetsov et al. 2012 ) to the fabrication of 
complex personal electronic devices  (Mellis and Buechley 2012 ). Some experts 
assume that in the future, digital fabrication technologies might be available in 
every household  (Wittbrodt et al. 2013; Dougherty 2013 ). There are, however, 
many obstacles to overcome to approach this level of penetration: The rapid 
advancements in those complex technologies  (Gershenfeld 2012 ) and their 
swiftly growing presence in new domains like those of hobbyists  (Tanenbaum et 
al. 2013 ) are seen to warrant or even necessitate corresponding advances in inter- 
faces and other tools to support the usage and especially the appropriation of these 
new technologies  (Avram et al. 2013; Sadar and Chyon 2011; Williams et al. 
2012 ). We base our research on two discourses, the one on (IT) infrastructures 
and the other one on EUD and especially the concept of appropriation, both 
considered in a specific (hardware-oriented) context. 

EUD is a domain that is interested in the development of tools and techniques 
that allow users to re-define the behavior of software systems and to tailor it to 
their situated needs, for instance by providing support for scripting languages  
(Lieberman et al. 2006 ). As such, EUD is already very close to what DIY and 
digital fabrication technologies constitute as a field, albeit more targeted at 
novices as opposed to experienced users. EUD traditionally has been focused on 
the software domain, but the tools and concepts that have been developed can be 
successfully extended to Maker technologies, as has already been demonstrated 
by some projects (e.g., Scratch for Arduino, http://s4a.cat/). For the application 
and further development of appropriation infrastructures for the hardware domain, 
approaches from EUD provide a valuable basis  (Lieberman et al. 2006 ). In this 
respect, we base our understanding of infrastructure on Star and Ruhleder  (1996 ) 
that focuses on a socio-technical relation between a technological system and the 
use dependencies that are established through practices that rely on them. 
Infrastructures are understood as running below other structures, are embedded in 
social and technological structures, encompass taken-for-granted artifacts and use 
arrangements learnt as part of a community membership, are shaped by and shape 
conventions of practice, and are usually invisible (they become visible in 
breakdown situations). The importance of a “user network,” i.e., considering the 
social part of the socio-technological system is emphasized  (Star and Ruhleder 
1996 ). 
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Following this notion of an infrastructure, it can be understood as a socio-
technical construct encompassing the “entirety of devices, tools, technologies, 
standards, conventions, and protocols”  (Stevens et al. 2009 ). Inspired through 
this perspective, processes of infrastructuring surface that connect “global” 
infrastructures to their “local” usages, the appropriation of an infrastructure 
becomes part of designing it and its usage. Concepts to analyze and design 
support for “infrastructuring activities” (all activities that contribute to the 
successful establishment of an infrastructure usage  (Pipek and Wulf 2009 )) 
complement other user-oriented, user-centered, or participatory design method- 
ologies, e.g., Sadar and Chyon  (2011 ) by practice-driven approaches that 
radically focus on the established usage, not the completed technological artifact 
as the focal point of design  (Karasti and Syrja¨ nen 2004 ). Other approaches 
focus on the connection of infrastructures and social systems like practice 
communities  (Pipek and Syrja¨ nen 2006 ). Following Pipek  (2005 ), 
appropriation is the discovery of, and the sense making entailed in, using an 
artifact (like a new information system) in practice. This understanding has its 
roots in the established Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) literature, where appropriation is associated 
with the process of fitting new technologies in users’ practices in situ by the 
adoption of as well as adaptation to those technologies  (Mackay 1990; Stevens et 
al. 2009; Dourish 2003; Balka and Wagner 2006 ). The concept of appropriation 
goes deeper than that of customization or tailoring of software in that it can 
encompass fun- damental changes in practice and embraces the possibility of 
users adopting and using the technology in ways not anticipated by its designers  
(Pipek 2005 ). Furthermore, it has to be noted that appropriation is associated with 
the processes of exchange and interaction in networks of co-users where 
experiences and stories are shared between actors involved in the appropriation 
process  (Pipek 2005; Mackay 1990; Gantt and Nardi 1992; Pipek and Kahler 
2006 ). The firm grounding of appropriation in doing, i.e., using the respective 
artifact and transforming it if needed, can be viewed as re- lating rather closely to 
the DIY and maker communities that utilize similar frames of mind and strategies 
when approaching new technologies  (Kuznetsov and Paulos 2010; Tanenbaum et 
al. 2013 ). 

Pipek focuses on developing appropriation support functionalities for 
connecting users of one tool, while Stevens et al.  (2009 ) and Pipek and Wulf  
(2009 ) look at ensembles of tools and suggests an appropriation framework that 
would also address the developer’s interest in improving the technology. Aside 
from the core features of an interactive system (e.g., a CAD tool, an IDE or a 
printer), this framework adds second-level functionality to support all associated 
appropriation activities. Examples for appropriation frameworks for software-
centered domains include the development and integration of a participative 
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feedback tool into the Eclipse IDE  (Draxler et al. 2011; Draxler and Stevens 2011 
) or attempts at formalizing a theoretical appropriation model focused on software  
(Belin and Prie´ 2012 ). The integration of appropriation frameworks directly in 
the IS that it is intended to support has been thoroughly investigated and tested 
and seems to have merit  (Pipek 2005; Stevens et al. 2009; Yetim et al. 2012 ). 
Traditionally, if hardware is involved in such studies, it is mostly considered in a 
systemic way in conjunction with software  (March et al. 2005; Dalton et al. 2012 
). Generally speaking, this makes sense, since complex hardware usually also has 
soft- ware components, but given the particular character of work with 3D 
printers, meaning that the analysis of software versus hardware appropriation 
needs to be achieved in a mutually elaborative fashion. 

The connection of technologies and their user communities also requires a 
consideration of design issues for community technologies. The sociability of 
technologies has also been discussed in HCI, e.g., with regard to social media. 
According to Preece  (2001 ), online communities with good sociability have 
social policies that support the community’s purpose and are understandable, 
socially acceptable, and practical. This includes as a technological design aspect a 
good usability, in particular with regard to registration issues, trust, security, and 
governance issues  (Lazar and Preece 2002 ). To ensure participation in a 
community, Preece and Shneiderman  (2009 ) described design concerns with 
regard to “reading” (attraction/motivation to revisit the online community), 
“contributing” (attraction/motivation to post, change, or comment content), and 
“collaborating” (attraction/motivation to react to other users actions and engage in 
shared projects). Bouman et al.  (2007 ) suggested design interactions that mimic 
“real” interactions, that help in building an identity, that help to actualize oneself, 
and, most importantly, that enable existing or envisioned practices of the intended 
target audience. 

The idea of sociability embedded in new technology has been brought into the 
spot- light by Reeves and Nass  (1996 ), who argue that people interact with 
computers in ways that demonstrate existing sociality. Barraqand  (2012 ) builds 
on this notion but argues that true sociable technologies need to facilitate 
sociability through the explicit design of technology. He tries to foster this by 
building a framework for sociable technologies that is rooted in psychological 
considerations and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and context 
information. Norman  (2008 ) connects the notion of sociable technologies with 
the need to support communication, team work, and with an approach to 
troubleshooting which, for him, means careful design with the cultural and social 
factors of the technology’s field of application in mind. 

We want to base our understanding of sociable technologies on these 
approaches, derived from the necessity of building appropriation infrastructures 
that incorporate sociability into technology. We need, in other words, more 
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design-related studies that connect (online) community interactions, material 
foundations (in terms of materials and devices/technologies used in practices), and 
the emergence of practices themselves such that we can continue to develop 
appropriate concepts. Based on the approaches we discussed here, we analyze the 
practice of 3D printing for activities of infrastructuring, i.e., individual, 
communicative, or collaborative activities aimed at the further development of 
technology and/or the conventions or usages associated with it. Such practices 
become visible around interruption, breakdown, and the incorporation of new and 
creative ideas. These “teaching moments” allow us to look for patterns of 
appropriation and try to understand what would make the technologies sociable. 
Using a qualitative approach, we aim, then, to capture data that are highly infused 
with in-situ and contextual aspects in the “thick” manner associated originally 
with Ryle  (1949 ) and Geertz  (1973 ), and more recently has been applied to the 
design of sociable technologies  (Norman 2008; Barraqand 2012 ). 

3 METHODOLOGY 

Our study is organized in three different steps that follow the approach of design 
case studies as proposed by Wulf et al.  (2015 ). We first conducted an empirical-
based pre-study on the usage of 3D printers in two different communities; based 
on a conceptual analysis of this pre-study, we implemented a prototype of an 
appropriation- infrastructure for 3D printers, which were then evaluated with 
regard to its potentials for supporting EUD in hardware-oriented contexts. In the 
following sections, we will provide details on the methodological approach with 
regard to each step. 

3.1 Pre-Study 

We conducted a comparative study in two different 3D printing communities, 
covering the entire usage from the 3D modeling, the printing itself, and the 
finishing of artifacts or prototypes. Since entry-level 3D printers are currently not 
very common to be found in private households, we focus on research and Maker 
settings (as opposed to professional staff working in digital fabrication). The first 
community is one of Human Computer Interaction researchers at a German 
University (HCI-UNI). Here, two Fused Deposition Molding (FDM) printers 
(MakerBot and MakerBot 2X) and one full color powder composite printer 
(ZPrinter) are available. These are located centrally in the so-called HCI-
Laboratory together with other workshop tools. The HCI-Laboratory is also used 
for team meetings or project groups and is frequented by students as well. This 
article mainly concerns projects related to the FDM-printers since the ZPrinter is a 
professional tool that is employed mainly for specific complex projects and rarely 
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for non- or semiprofessional use. The second community is one of artists at a 
German Academia of Media Arts (HCI-ART). They have just one FDM printer 
(MakerBot 2). It is located in an outbuilding, which is mainly used for printing 
purposes. 

No. Role Community 

I01 Research Associate (PhD student) HCI-
UNI 

I02 Senior Researcher (Post-Doc) HCI-
UNI 

I03 Research Associate (PhD student) HCI-
UNI 

I04 MA student Human Computer Interaction HCI-
UNI 

I05 Senior Researcher (Post-Doc) HCI-
ART 

I06 Head of experimental imaging (Post-Doc) HCI-
ART 

I07 Engineer and artist (Post-Doc) HCI-
ART 

Table I. Interview Participants 

The view on the field was sensitized by our design intention. Within our 
analysis, we did not explore the field with predefined categories (there were, in 
any case, very few available) but derived categories from empirical data. To 
reconstruct the practices, we used observations and workshops as well as 
interviews. The observations (10 hours in both communities) were used to acquire 
knowledge about practical work around 3D printing and its processes. The 
workshops (two workshops, 2 hours each) allowed us to understand the 
communicative practices involved in printer-specific knowledge and information 
sharing work by bringing together those actors in the communities who already 
handle 3D printing and give them an opportunity for discussing current practices 
and problems. 

The interviews (Table I) allowed us to analyze the work context and the use of 
printing tools and the communication systems of relevant users. The semi-
structured interviews lasted about 1 hour each and followed a guideline that was 
divided into following three parts: (1) the participant’s work context, 
qualifications, and the work stages they went through with the 3D printers. (2) 
Entry obstacles, problems, and their articulation. (3) 3D modeling tools and 
related problems. The questions as well as the structure of the interviews were 
derived from previous fieldwork (workshops and observations). All interviews 
were recorded and transcribed for later analysis. 

This pre-study has already been published in large parts  (Ludwig et al. 2014 ), 
but is presented in detail in Section 4 as a basis for developing our concept of 
“sociable technologies” in Section 5. 
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3.2 Design 

Our empirical study revealed that 3D printers do not provide any kind of 
affordances that allow 3D printer users to communicate and interact with other 
users about the printing process and all of its challenges and obstacles. In order to 
address this gap, we have integrated sensors and social media into the machinery 
as appropriation infrastructure. The new affordances aim to enable end-users of 
3D printers to communicate about the machinery in meaningful ways, supporting 
them to learn about its functionality and behavior. In doing so, we have covered 
three types of context and to communicate printer-specific information, including 
data on the internal state of the machine itself, the spatial-material context of the 
surroundings, and task- and process-related information about workflows of 
preparing and conducting prints. We argue that by addressing the challenges 
within the three contexts, we are able to make (3D printing) technology more 
sociable and therefore more usable within communities. The details of the design 
are presented in detail in Section 6. 

No. Role 

E01 Research Associate (PhD student) 
E02 Research Associate (PhD student) 
E03 Senior Researcher (Post-Doc) 
E04 Research Associate (PhD student) 
E05 Student (Information Systems) 
E06 Student (Information Systems) 
E07 Technical Administration Staff 

Table II. Evaluation Participants 

3.3 Evaluation 

To evaluate our overall concept and the prototype, we conducted three types of 
evalu- ation that are presented in Section 7. The first evaluation was a technical 
evaluation of our entire approach, in which we equipped the Arduino board with 
the 3D printer and set up the plugin to verify our framework’s technical 
functionality—especially the capturing of valid sensor data. We therefore 
performed different validation tests, e.g., let down the shutters of the window to 
test brightness or perform vibrations to the 3D printer. This evaluation confirmed 
the functional interaction between the prototype and its spatial-material context. 

The second type of evaluation was a live test during regular 3D printing 
processes, mainly with research associates and students interested in 3D printing 
since they are the primarily users of such an application (Table II). We evaluated 
seven participants individually during seven 3D printing processes. During our 
evaluation, we aimed at testing the relevance of both usability as well as practice. 
We were primarily concerned with identifying in what ways our prototype is used, 
and what difficulties while using might be encountered. The philosophy behind 
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the evaluation was derived from the notion of “situated evaluation”  (Twidale et 
al. 1994 ) in which qualitative methods are used to draw conclusions about the 
real-world use of a technology using experts. The aim was to derive views from 
experts about how useful the tool might be in professional use. During this 
exploration of our prototype, the participants were asked to “think aloud”  
(Nielsen 1993 ) and were audio recorded. 

The third type of our evaluation was a semi-structured interview study 
conducted directly after the live tests with each of the seven participants, in which 
we aimed at a deeper understanding of potentials and obstacles in using the 
system as well as commenting the general idea. 

4 RESULTS OF THE PRE-STUDY 

4.1 From Playful First Steps to Semi-professional 3D Printing 

Unlike normal printers or office tools, which are mainly used for practical 
reasons, printing with 3D printers evokes a certain fascination from users and 
other interested people. 

What really fascinates me with 3D printing is that you can finally create something on the laptop, 
which you can later hold in your hands One has the feeling of having created something, so it 
is not comparable to creating just a graphic on the laptop: You can touch it, which is just so 
exciting. (I07) 

The curiosity and above all these very personal playful interests are the main 
motivational factors for dealing with such novel machines (I02). So, initially, it 
seems, people were motivated by the production of private artifacts such as a 
camera cover (I01), testing the functionality of printing a Minecraft landscape 
(I02) or the printing of jacket holder  (hooks ) for the office (I03). 

Then somehow over time, we got around to, from this hobby and side projects, 
to learning more and more about how we can work with the thing  (printer ) and 
also started to deal with 3D modeling, how it all works  (.. . ), how to clean it, 
maintain it and what to do when it will not work (I02) 

Shortly after the acquirement of the Zprinter, there was an official introduction 
within the group, in which a representative of the printer manufacturer explained 
the printer and its handling. After the representative left, for half a year nothing 
was printed. After this period, nobody really remembered how to use the printer 
(I01). Thus, the initial printing projects were a “constant mix of experimenting and 
watching tutorials” (I01). True to the motto “The proof is in the pudding”, most 
people read little literature before printing, but exchanged ideas and experiences 
directly with colleagues and started printing simple models (I03). 
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As I see it, appropriation is most sustainable, if you just print and print. You can be productive 
very fast, because the learning curve is very flat. But for me, each print is still another 
appropriation. (I03) 
A provisional appropriation of printer-specific settings, especially if it is not a DIY- printer, is 
difficult as there are only a few specifications that you have to set (I04). 
The real problem is then to experiment with the specification values for the different materials, to 
find the optimum value, look at how fast you can let the extruder run, because less speed leads to 
more precision and if you have a large model, then the printer runs perhaps the whole day, which 
you might want to avoid. (I04) 

All interviewees share an opinion concerning the appropriation of a 3D printer 
or similar hardware, which is that the concept “learning by doing”, is very 
important. Hence, it is seen as necessary that in the run-up to 3D printing, the 
tendency for things to be broken through misuse must be reduced (I04). 

Every mistake you make, if it does not result in the device being damaged is not a big problem. It’s 
a bit like programming. If it is not working, then it is simply not working. It can be canceled very 
easily at any time if you tested anything. (I03) 

In contrast to the “The proof is in the pudding”—concept for the actual printing 
of a model, during the creation process of 3D models, significantly more research 
into the documentation (and other literature) is done, but it is still a mix of testing 
and research. 

I have already clicked through bulletin boards for a long time, because first you have to know how 
to create a file, what should I take care of in order to build these STLs  (Surface Tessellation 
Language ). It has taken almost two or three months until I got the results I had imagined or 
rather that I could imagine what the end result would be. (I06) 

In addition to special community forums, of course Google is used as a primary 
source for finding information. To allow for easier introduction to the modeling, 
HCI-ART provides a basic seminar for their students on this topic (I05), in which 
participants are trained to design simple 3D models and avoid 3D printing related 
modeling problems. 

4.2 Context-Dependent Problem Recognition is a Problem 

It is unavoidable that problems occur during the entire 3D printing process 
consisting, as it does, of a string of activities from the prior modeling, the printing 
itself and the necessary post-processing. However, such problems trigger meta-
problems in that identification, understanding and locating the issue pose big 
challenges: 

I think problems actually mean starting with finding out what the problem is and of course, you 
can then google it with keywords like “it  (material ) jerks through the printer somehow” or 
something. But first you have to figure out that for example you need a new plunger or that the 
problem is connected to this plunger. (I02) 
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If you print with 3D printers, which are a construct consisting of hardware as 
well as software components, a problem cannot always be traced directly to one of 
these components and possibly arises only through specific, situated interactions 
or constellations of both components: 

The issue is always of course that the problem is deeply embedded in its own specific context. So 
maybe it is the particular model, maybe it is a software error in this instance. (I01) 

In addition to software and hardware as possible error sources, the success or 
failure of a 3D print has to do with the surrounding ecology. Hence, the physical 
conditions and environmental context play an important role. For example, while 
trying to solve a different problem, a user encountered a situation by accident such 
that an open window causes the material to cool too fast and thus warp: 

It just takes a long time to figure out something like this. At first, it takes some prints and 
eventually someone notices by accident that it happens whenever we have the window open. A lot 
of luck is involved in noticing this. (I01) 

Besides the breeze from the open windows, which result in uneven cooling of 
the print, the general temperature of the room is an example for another important 
envi- ronmental context factor with a similar effect on the print: 

So, temperature is always a problem for the plastic printer. Whether it is winter now and inside 
the room there are 20 degrees or because the heating is on or the sun shines directly on the model 
and you print in black ABS plastic. That makes a big difference. (I02) 
Hence, a problem cannot always be easily identified and specified, because of a 
number of other factors that often are not obvious and consequently not 
considered. In this, 3D printing differs, e.g., from writing program code and the 
specific exceptions thrown by a compiler. However, to report and discuss a 
problem, it is essential to capture all those possibly influential factors in order to 
frame the problem in accordance with its overall context (I02). 
It would not help the people when I say: “I wanted to print something today and had the following 
error message”. This won’t help anyone. I would have to say to them, I printed with the powder 
printer  (Zprinter ) and maybe there were such and such specifics in the model or something. All 
those things like that... All that could be im- portant to solve the problem, but you often do not 
know exactly what it could be. (I01) 

If a problem is identified, it can still be very difficult to find a solution for it or 
even to search for it because the difficulty of capturing and phrasing a question in 
a context- oriented manner is mentioned as a major problem (I02). A further 
problem akin to this one is that in the hacker and maker community a domain-
specific culture with a corresponding and evolved terminology and vocabulary is 
prevalent: 

There are certain keywords like the “raising”, where everybody is talking of warp- ing. Then you 
search for “warping”, “Replicator2” and other keywords. Anyway, you need the device and then 
those keywords every time. (I03) 
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4.3 The Process toward a Problem Solution is At Least as 
Important as the Solution Itself 

Both the Community of the Chair as well as the Academy of Media Arts does not 
use their printers very frequently, so problems with routine and the retention of 
experience arise. 

I don’t use  (the printer ) very often and I forget a lot again, so you have to appropriate it to a 
certain extent all over again. (I02) 

Printer-specific settings, in particular, are forgotten repeatedly (I04) that makes 
it necessary to preserve such data. To facilitate the first steps into 3D printing and 
the use of the printer, some measures have been already taken. A poster was 
printed and hung up close to the printer, which visualizes important information 
about the printing process. 

It was a poster for presenting some best practices and providing an introduction to those people 
that might be interested in 3D printing: Especially the basic settings and tips. How can I start with 
the modeling of 3D models and what is Thingiverse and so on. (I04) 

A problem with this, however, is that there is not one single standard process to 
achieve the printing goal. The many contextual print- or model-specific problems 
cannot be anticipated in advance and thus externalized. 

It is not that easy to devise a standard process and document it somehow that a person who has no 
idea may reproduce it easily because the machine is in my opinion bit too complicated. (I02) 

For this reason, it is important to register how a user achieves a result. The 
steps and processes to a finished 3D print and its problems that have emerged 
must be described comprehensively and documentation cannot only focus on and 
present the final result. Otherwise, the whole process cannot adequately be 
reproduced. 

It would be nice to get an understanding of the whole learning process. This means not only 
getting the final results without all the discussions and developments that have resulted in it. (I04) 

To foster collaborative learning processes, group 1 has set up a special blog 
where users can document and discuss experiences and issues regarding the 3D 
printer itself, the process of printing, as well as problems, obstacles, and 
opportunities (I03). The blog is, however, very rarely used, because its content has 
to be written after doing a print when the necessary specifications and settings are 
often already forgotten. 

The platform  (blog ) is not really appropriate for that because you have a model in front of you 
right away and run into an error or functionality does not work and you really want to solve the 
specific problem on time and then print the model. I do not want to write something on the blog in 
this situation somehow. (I01) 

A wiki is considered as critical as well, because it affords the possibility to 
have discussion on the process, to ask what exactly a context looked like, to know 
exactly what the issue was and to be able to coordinate later when you need it 
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(I04). When errors occur, right away the user is often left alone during the usage. 
If colleagues are near the printer, they are often addressed directly via the 
grapevine (I02). However, the appropriate personnel are not constantly available 
in working environment as heterogeneous and temporally flexible as a university. 
It would help the users to have more precise information about the actual printing 
process in order to understand better their own way of working with the machine: 

I think there is a lot that could happen with the software for 3D printers, at least with those we 
work with, so we could better see where support  (note: printed structures to prop up overhangs ) 
is needed and how the printing process is actually executed. (I05) 

4.4 Problems with Sharing of Knowledge and Experiences 

In respect of knowledge sharing, first the domain of knowledge must be defined 
pre- cisely, because relevant knowledge can have to do with the modeling, the 
actual printing or the entire process. 

Normally we are just speaking about the print itself, not about the modeling; this is at least my 
experience. The reason is that in the field of modeling hardly any cooperation exists.  (.. . ) This is 
always an individual problem. The problems you encounter during printing concern everyone who 
prints. Therefore there are plenty more intersections to talk to each other. (I03) 

Internally, printer-specific settings, problems, and practices are shared rather 
than modeling or process concerns. For aspects of modeling, external services are 
primarily used. Solutions such as Thingiverse offer good opportunities to see 
other models or to disseminate its own model, but also to have it examined 
externally: 

At some point, I signed up for a Thingiverse account and placed just a few models that I have 
designed myself online  (.. . ) I think it is actually quite a nice feature of Thingiverse that you get a 
bit of feedback, that someone likes it or includes it into his Things-to-Make-Collection or writes a 
comment or something. (I02) 
An interesting thing about platforms such as Thingiverse is that in addition to the 
models that are printable directly, various settings and best practices regarding the 
printing process can also be listed and discussed: 
For each model you want to upload, there is a description. Then there is the model itself, which 
you can even look at a 3D model viewer and turn. There are photos that can be set, perhaps from 
a finished print or any exported images from the CAD software. But you can also write some text 
to it and say “this is that part and that is like this and that can be use like this”. Then there is a 
second tab which is labeled Introductions. I think that’s very helpful, the parameters are always 
relative to the individual printing. (I03) 

This is, however, not mandatory in any way and if it is listed, it is done so in 
quite dissimilar ways as there is no real standardization in place. 

So you often get a lot of information about how they printed it - sometimes not. But often they write 
additional stuff where little instructions are located, what temperature is needed and how to 
position the part in the build envelope  (.. . ) and often you get hints, with which material on which 
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printer it was printed and so on. I think it is important to get some hints, especially at the 
beginning. (I02) 

It has to be said that the validation or examination on Thingiverse does not 
always correspond to rigorous standards and that there is no technical failsafe or 
screening for corrupt models like non-manifold ones, i.e., models with errors in 
their outer shell resulting in misprints, even if the errors cannot be spotted by the 
unaided eye. 

First, it looks very nice, but then you produce a lot of garbage, because after you have printed it, 
you realize—especially for functional objects—that they are designed badly or that they will not 
yet work as you thought. (I05) 

4.5 Summary of the Pre-Study 

The empirical study demonstrates that both groups started 3D printing mostly 
motivated through private and/or playful interests. A main take away message for 
us was the fact that most of the practices users reported were highly socially 
embedded in the sense that the appropriation of the machinery was strongly 
enabled by cooperative informal learning and coordination in the context of 
playful experimentation. Such motivations are scarcely unique or new. A variety 
of material practices around hobbies in particular, such as working with wood or 
baking pastries, can show similar creative aspects. During those ludic moments in 
3D printing, much experimenting is done, considerably in excess of perusal of the 
literature, which only seems to happen occasionally. This is why the 
understanding of the printers is mostly limited to operational handling. Those 
difficulties in understanding are compounded by the identifying, locating, and 
fixing problems encountered in the printing process, e.g., matching them 
conceptually to hardware, software, or external factors. Solutions are sought both 
internally and externally. Internally, face-to-face conversations with colleagues 
are preferred. Attempts at preserving the knowledge resulted in a collaborative 
blog in HCI-UNI, which is maintained and read very irregularly. This is because 
the entries have to be made by hand after a print and entail a post-hoc overhead. 

In HCI-ART, a basic seminar was established to provide students with a 
practical introduction to the 3D printing process. In addition to the internal 
practices, users often search for problem solutions in bulletin boards and follow 
discussions on the web. This search, however, poses a problem in itself, 
concerning domain-specific slang and wording. On platforms such as Thingiverse 
or similar websites, 3D models themselves are central rather than solution 
processes, or how to print a model or best practices. This helps the users at times, 
but it does not support the appropriation of 3D printers and its entire process—
they are faced with similar problems during subsequent prints and have to try to 
identify the problems de novo. 
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5 DESIGN CHALLENGES FOR SUPPORTING 
3D PRINTING PRACTICES 

Based on the findings of our empirical study, Table II shows the emergent design 
challenges from which we derived technical implications for supporting 
infrastructuring activities with the specific aim of making 3D printers more 
integrated into a community structure, to make them, put simply, more sociable. 
The concepts of IT infrastructures and appropriation served us as a sensitizing 
lens for discovering the intricate social relations that mediated the use practices 
and EUD-related infrastructuring activities in this context. In general, our findings 
support the relevance of findings from the literature regarding the design of 
sociable technologies more generally  (Barraqand 2012 ) and previously identified 
challenges in designing appropriation infrastructures  (Stevens et al. 2009 ). 

Table III. Empirical-Based Design Challenges 

In the following sections, we present an overview on the practices evolved in 3D 
printing-related contexts to develop our concept of “sociable technologies.” We 
focused in our analysis on appropriation and usage practices that, as we pointed 
out above, were highly dependent on social support in the form of informal 
learning and coordination. For our purposes, these aspects were especially 
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informative for identifying design im- plications for supportive appropriation 
infrastructures. The numbers in the discussion correspond to the numbering in 
Table III. 

5.1 Practices and Usage Behaviors in 3D Printing 

5.1.1 Design Implication #1: Sensor-Based Capturing and Visualization of 
Context. 

A serious shortcoming that became apparent is that the 3D printer itself is a kind 
of black box for users and lacks in the provision of methods or descriptions of 
functionality that might help the user to visualize how it works. In order to 
overcome this issue, we suggest providing users with more details about the 
current printing process. Providing the right kind of information that allows them 
to get a deeper understanding of how the machine works and the users can 
become more aware of what happens when and where. By adding new sensors 
into the machine itself and leveraging the ones built in, new ways of capturing and 
monitoring the status of the machinery and providing detailed information about 
the printing process can be made available. Our study indicates, for example, that 
users could benefit from being provided with current printer data such as 
temperatures (e.g., print bed and the printed object itself) and their development 
over time, extruder movement, and acceleration or more detailed simulations and 
progress information of a print. A visualization dashboard could be web-based 
and should be available in situ, integrated into the machine, e.g., on a big, high-
resolution display as opposed to the currently used small LCD screens that cannot 
display enough information, nor be viewed at a distance. 

5.1.2 Design Implication #2: Context-Related Ambient Learning. 

The general orientation of learning-by-doing and experimenting outweighed 
extensive reading of user manuals or background literature. Users therefore often 
just have a vague understanding of the printer’s capabilities, functionalities, and 
of the various kinds of problem that can arise—especially at the beginning of their 
printing career. We suggest that users could be provided with context-related 
ambient learning options for mixing their attitude toward experimenting with 
more profound understanding of the functionalities. For a better support of this 
mix of experimenting and formal learning, integrated soft- ware as well as sensor-
based hints, best practice examples, and on-hand tutorials for each printing step 
could be provided. As an example the calibration of a printer could not only be 
treated in short, concise instructions (as is often the case today) but back- ground 
information for the reasons behind the process as well as its implications might be 
provided in situ (again, possibly on a big, integrated display). 
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5.1.3 Design Implication #3: Sensor-Based Capturing of Environmental 
Variables. 

If a problem arises, the issue is complicated not only by the missing theoretical 
background, but also by the users’ concrete understanding and location of the 
issue: Due to the strong dependence of the entire printing process on its 
environment (e.g., uneven cooling and hence warping of a print resulting from a 
breeze through an open window), we suggest the user should be provided with 
much more detailed information about these variables to get a better 
understanding of their influence. By adding new sensors to the environment such 
as measuring room temperature and ventilation as well as mapping to the 
available printing materials, one might help alleviate those issues. This 
information can be displayed, again, with the option for more in-depth 
explanation. 

5.1.4 Design Implication #4: Web-Based and In-Situ Options for 
Monitoring the 3D Printer.  

Time- consumption and convenience are issues because in most cases, only the 
printer or the computer to which it is connected controls the printing process, 
which means that the user has to stay close in order to monitor or intervene in the 
process. Remote monitoring (video feed and status updates from the printer itself) 
and especially control functionalities (possibly web-based and tied in to the 
dashboard mentioned above) could be appropriate to address this issue. Some of 
the very latest 3D printers (not available at the time of our study) already 
incorporate some of those features. 

5.1.5 Design Implication #5: Integrated Print History. 

Print settings with regard to the char- acteristics of a specific model and the 
material are quickly forgotten after printing. To overcome this obstacle, we 
propose the printer could integrate functionalities for saving a print history that 
includes all relevant data (model, size, material, printer settings, etc.) that are 
captured automatically. When a new user creates a new project, the 3D printer 
could then compare the user’s project with stored printing specifications and offer 
in-situ settings advice. 

5.2 Documentation and Knowledge Sharing 

5.2.1 Design Implication #6: Presenting Print History  

In Situ. Closely related to the fact that printer specifications and settings are often 
forgotten, our study showed that the documentation and sharing of the printing 
experiences is very cumbersome right now, because it is decontextualized and 
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temporally displaced. The printer settings (finding #5) should hence be made 
available to the user directly after and possibly even dur- ing the print and s/he 
should be given the opportunity to enhance and deepen it with his/her own 
experiences (in textual or visual form). To map the data to the user, a log- in 
mechanism (possibly integrated into the printer via NFC or similar technologies) 
would be needed. 

5.2.2 Design Implication #7: Sharing Print History via 3D Printing 
Communities. 

Documentation and sharing is also important for asking for help under provision 
of all relevant con- textual information, getting support, and to distribute 
knowledge and experience to other 3D printer operators (hence, also for 
community building). Accordingly, we suggest that the printer settings (finding 
#5) and the documentation (finding #6) should be easy to send or post to social 
networks and communities (Thingiverse, Facebook, etc.) where they can reach the 
appropriate audience and discourse and help can be initiated. One might think of 
this process as distantly related to that of bug tracking tools. A corresponding 
Application Programming Interface (API) to receive the information on those 
platforms would be needed. 

5.2.3 Design Implication #8: Orderly Searchable Data Structure. 

To address the asking for help based on contextual information (finding #7) in a 
structured manner, we argue for the need of a standardized, indexed, and 
especially searchable data structure for the enriched information that can then be 
used in the printer, the dashboard, and the APIs in the social networks and 
communities. This structure needs to provide space for the inclusion of 
(automated) sensor data like temperature or print timelines and also needs to place 
equal importance on the inclusion of “soft” data like individual experiences or 
workarounds that are invaluable for learning, but very hard to share or find right 
now. 

5.2.4 Design Implication #9: Community-Maintained Dictionary. 

Not only the missing structuring of data impedes the searching process for help 
and the sharing, but the highly community-specific terminology (e.g., warping) 
also hampers this process. A community-maintained open “dictionary,” as well as 
automated translator matching errors to this dictionary could help alleviate this 
problem. 

Design Implication #10: Integrated Validation Tool. Certain specifications like 
(un-) broken surfaces of models or overhangs can influence the print quality or the 
print- ability of a model itself. Those aspects currently are not checked or 
validated in 3D printers, printing software, or the online sharing communities. 
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This has to be done manually by the user that hampers appropriation, confuses 
users, and has negative consequences for sharing and documentation. An 
automated validation system, built into the printer (or, more realistically into the 
controlling computer due to available computing power) could significantly 
improve those problems. 

6 CONCEPT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
SOCIABLE TECHNOLOGIES 

To establish appropriation infrastructures integrated directly into the machinery it- 
self and therefore to initiate the overall goal of deploying sociable technologies, 
we focus on enabling end-users of 3D printers to understand the machinery as 
well as its functionality and behavior with regard to its three types of context and 
to communicate printer-specific information with other end users (Figure 1). 
Those three types of context consist of following points 

Fig. 1.  Dimensions of a 3D printer. 

(1) The internal context of a 3D printer, which means that the users 
must be provided with detailed information about the inner workings of 
the machinery, its current state and how the complex component 
structure works. 
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(2) The spatial-material context of a 3D print, which means that the 
users must be provided with detailed information about the location of a 
3D printer and its sur- roundings to derive potential relationships 
between the internal context of a 3D printer, the print itself, and the 
environmental context, like room temperature or brightness. 

(3) The task- and process-related context of an entire 3D print, which 
means that the users must be provided with detailed information about 
the workflows and technologies used to build and prepare the printable 
models, and about how other users operate their 3D printers as well as 
the purpose and goal of machine usage. 

Our technological concept of sociable technologies for 3D printers 
encompasses three different areas (Figure 2) (1) gathering information about the 
surrounding as well as the 3D printer itself, (2) real-time visualization of all 
relevant context data about the printer including printing details for the end users 
while operating the machinery as well as (3) storing and sharing of details about 
3D printing processes afterward with other end users. 

6.1 Gathering of Surrounding Data as well as 3D Printer 

A serious shortcoming that became apparent in the study of how users operate 
their 3D printer is that the 3D printer itself is effectively a kind of black box for 
end users and lacks descriptions of method and functionality. That is, users have 
no overall picture of how it actually works. This became especially crucial when 
errors during the printing process occurred and the users often were not able to 
identify or locate problems due to the high context dependency of those issues 
(e.g., the impact of sunlight to black printing material). To address this issue, our 
aim was to gather as much contextual and environmental data as possible and to 
gather detailed information about the behavior of the 3D printer itself that goes far 
beyond the kind of information provided by the machinery’s manufacturer. 
To get insight into the printer’s state, we implemented a ReplicatorG plugin that 
sniffs all data during the printing process, for instance, the extruder temperature, 
the platform temperature, all the extruder movements, or the 3D model itself in 
STL format. To gather further information about the socio-material context, we 
set up an Arduino board with different sensors for measuring, e.g., the 
temperature, brightness, humidity, and vibration. We have integrated the Arduino 
directly into the 3D printer itself (Figure 3, circle). 
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Fig. 2.  Sociable technologies—architecture. 

Fig. 3.  Arduino for gathering socio-material context. 
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Fig. 4. Webcam on Raspberry Pi. 

By adding these sensors, we are able to measure all environmental parameters 
every 10 milliseconds. We further integrated a webcam that gives visual details 
about the progress and state of the print artifact. With this webcam, we want to 
enable the user to check the current status of the printing process remotely. We 
ran this webcam on a Raspberry Pi and connected it to a specific Skype Account, 
which answers automatically when called (Figure 4, circle). The webcam further 
automatically takes pictures for a later storing. By adding both types of data 
gathering options, we were able to get detailed information about the (potentially 
significant) parameters of a 3D printer’s surroundings. 

6.2 Real-Time Visualization of Relevant Context Information 

Based on the data gathered about the surroundings as well as the 3D printer itself, 
our aim was to provide the users with those details during the printing process. 
Providing the right kind of information should allow them to get a deeper 
understanding of how the machine works and users should become more aware of 
what happens when, where, and hopefully why outcomes occur. All the gathered 
data about the socio- material as well as the internal context of the 3D printer were 
therefore visualized in real time on a web-based dashboard (Figure 5). After 
authentication the users can access the dashboard and see all sensor values, the 
live stream of the webcam and the progress/remaining time of the entire print, 
based on the sniffed data by our Plugin. Via this dashboard, the users also have 
the option to stop a print process if an error occurs and we have implemented an 
Arduino-based hardware button for interrupting the power supply. An important 
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aspect of the dashboards was to inform the users if critical situations occur. It was 
therefore possible to define in advance different thresholds for the different types 
of sensor values. For example, if the vibration sensor recognizes a heavy tremor 
of the printer, it notifies the users. 

Fig. 5.  Dashboard for real-time print assessment. 

6.3 Storing and Sharing of 3D Printing Process Details 

All sensor data as well as the sniffed printer information are captured and after a 
successful or unsuccessful printing process, details about the entire process 
including all sensor data, the configurations as well as 3D models and webcam 
pictures are stored in a print history. We implemented the print history as part of 
StatusNet (Figure 6), which is open source microblogging software like Twitter. 
Within StatusNet, all end- users have a profile where their prints can be saved and 
published. 

We also gave the 3D printer a StatusNet profile. Here, the 3D printer publishes 
messages including the print history—if the printing process was not declared as 
private— each time after a print process is completed, including all the relevant 
details about it. Those details include the model, the user, the modeling software, 
the printing material, pictures of the print, and the sensor data. 
All users following that user or, respectively, the 3D printer itself, get information 
about the printing history to gain insight into how other users configure the 3D 
printer based on the model. Users can comment on the different print processes or 
discuss issues with other users. In this way, it is possible to ask for help, to 
identify other users, and to get support from and to disseminate knowledge and 
experience to other 3D printer operators. Accordingly, the print histories can be 
sent or posted via Twitter, where they can reach the appropriate audience. We 
further implemented a print repository, where all prints of all users in their work 
group can be assessed. Within this repository, not only the prints, but also 
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configurations, pictures, and comments can be found in order to foster discussions 
about printing. The repository is intended to support end users in exploring the 
work of other colleagues and therefore to examine other types of configuration or 
modeling. 

Fig. 6.  Print history within StatusNet. 

7 EVALUATION 

7.1 Additional Context Sensors Valuable for High-Expertise 
Users 

The newly gathered sensor values offered a completely new approach to users 
during a printing process. The participants mentioned that within the big 
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communities like Thingiverse, users sometimes discuss, for example, the effects 
of humidity on print materials and how important they consider such matters to 
be, and how useful it would be to observe impacts (E01, E02, E06). 

From an experimental point of view, I think that it is very interesting to watch the sensor values  (.. 
. ) there is perhaps a relationship between humidity and print quality, because some people claim 
about that in forums and in the community  (.. . ). They even build boxes where all the dry 
granulate can pre-dry. (E01) 

For misprints especially, those sensor values could be of importance: 

So I think these new sensors that you have brought here like vibration, humidity, brightness are 
definitely exciting  (.. . ). I think the idea with the vibration sensor and the humidity is of special 
interest. We must now somehow really experiment with real data and see what happens if there is 
a corrupt print and whether you can assume something based on the values. (E02) 

But one issue during the deployment of sensors, which aimed at capturing the 
spatial- technical surrounding of the 3D printer, is the problem of making sense of 
a sensor’s value: 

For example with the value of the vibration I just have no experience gathered so far  (.. . ). I could 
not judge whether this is a good or a bad value, for example, because I have simply no feeling for 
that at the moment  (.. . ). It is the same with humidity. (E02) 
Although I find the sensor values very interesting, I have for example no idea what a luminance 
value of 158 means. There are several units in which one can measure brightness. Humidity is 
interesting as well, but I do not know what a normal humidity level is. (E03) 

The problem is that a certain basic knowledge is needed to analyze the 
relationship between the visualized sensor values and the 3D print and whether a 
threshold value is exceeded and has led to a misprint. The fact that some prior 
knowledge is required for the effective use of dashboards means that the 
presentation of detailed sensor values only seems to be suitable for experienced 
users. 

It is perfect for me, because I know how to deal with those things. I do not know exactly know 
whether the detailed values presented by their own would have an impact for any newcomer. (E03) 
I think you really have to know what you do that you can correctly interpret this dashboard.  (.. . ) 
So I think for someone who already has printed a bit makes that definitely more sense than for a 
new user. (E05) 

We can say, based on the evidence available, that knowledge of sensor values 
has an immediate benefit for expert users. But users also felt that these values add 
to the strength of descriptions of framing conditions/problems and promise to give 
structure to the related discussions that in the end may provide an improved 
learning context for less qualified users. 

7.2 Webcam Livestream Useful when Problems Occur 

The webcam livestream and the later photos are welcomed by all participants. 
Especially for novices, the webcam photos can be useful when problems occur. 
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Based on the photos they can see the detailed timestamp, which shows exactly 
when the printing process became faulty. 

The Webcam photos will be automatically generated  (.. . ) I think that definitely makes sense that 
they be made in automatic intervals during printing photos. That is very exciting. (E01) 
Assuming the build process fails and I do now look at the printing process retrospectively, I have 
the pictures and could see relatively well whether something there went already wrong. Currently 
it is very difficult to find such errors due to the enormous effort and time. (E06) 

All in all, the real-time dashboard for visualizing the context-sensitive sensor 
data of 3D printers as well as its surrounding is seen as very useful. First, it can be 
used for monitoring purposes and second for the analysis of misprinting. In this 
regard, the participants made it clear that the implemented approach is very 
promising for use in the entire work group and overall community. 

So, when I sit somewhere in my office, I would set up a second monitor and have a constant look 
on the print. I find that very useful for remote monitoring. (E07) 

As another use case, one participant told us that, based on webcam pictures, he 
could help students during their 3D printing processes: 

I think that is definitely great  (.. . ) For example you have seen that two students that came into 
the room and just make their first prints  (.. . ) based on the webcam pictures and the sensor 
values, I now might see of course what happened, because something obviously did not work, and 
maybe I could have already seen that they configured something wrong or something like that. 
(E02) 

7.3 Configurations of Other End-Users as Input for Own 
Prints 

According to the participants, the print history allows for an assessment of the 
in- formation needed to describe the necessary user activities and printer 
configurations before the printing process. And if any aspect is missing, it could 
be noted through the field for “Additional Comment.” 

I think the most important things are in any case already captured here. I think an extra field, 
could be things like the speeds or the number of shells  (.. . ). But the time will show whether 
someone want that kind of information or not. (E03) 

One user noted that in the tab “Before Printing” the information did not have 
to be entered manually. Information about the pre-adjustment and the 
configuration of the printer could directly be captured before the print via the 
printer interface (E01). The interactive 3D representation of the model has been 
highlighted as important since the model is fundamental for a successful print. 
Many of the problems that arise during the print process can already be identified 
based on the visualization of the model. 

In the area “Before Printing” I can see the model in 3D. It is interactive; it can also rotate and 
move. I find this very exciting, because that allows you to see who actually build similar things  (.. 
. ) so, if someone’s printing process goes wrong, and then you could see it here in hindsight. If I 
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had taken a look at model, I might have had a clue that it could be problematic. That is why I think 
it is actually quite nice to get a printing overview in advance. (E03) 

7.4 Print Repository as Inspiration and Validation 

The use of the repository was basically found helpful. The fact that the 
representation of each print overview could be compared to their representation in 
the timeline of StatusNet was viewed positively (E07). It would be useful, as it 
was suggested, to link the printing overview with other enriched identifying 
information, which increases the orientation between the various printing 
overviews (E02). 

The setup of a printer always needs some time, in which it heats something up. Then I would check 
out the “All Prints” and would look at what my colleagues made lately and, if I find something 
interesting, I would also ask them. Hence, the functionality of a repository will foster awareness in 
the work group. I would look at with what kinds of temperature they have printed and so on. (E03) 

Throughout the entire evaluation process, we have observed that some users al- 
ready have experienced situations in which the printing overview and especially 
the repository would have been useful: 

We actually had such a situation, where I have designed something and have 
printed it a few times. And I have also created and printed a version for Adam  
(name changed ) and broke it. And then I told him: “You have such a kind of 
printer at your house, and then please print it by your own.” If he now had seen 
my recent prints including all the values, that would definitely have helped him 
and we would then be able to document more easily back and forth on the 
platform, if it was successful or not and what you should not do with the thing and 
so on. (E02) 

7.5 End-User Comments as Enabler for Knowledge Sharing 

By using the comment function, knowledge sharing between users can take place. 
All participants said they will use the comment functionality to ask questions or 
offer solutions. 

I always find comments very useful, because some kind of open dialogue can take place, provided 
that the comments are public, so everyone can ask questions to the model, or to the print, and not 
just me. (E05) 

Through comments, the knowledge sharing between experts and novices could 
be possible: 

Or the printing process goes wrong somehow in the last third, and then you can 
say:  

“It is the extruder, because the temperature went down and the printing material got stuck.” This 
is for someone who does not have much experience, a really good thing. (E02) 
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If then, for example, anybody comments that he had somehow totally 
ridiculous bubbles in the last third of his print, I can – as someone who makes a 
bit more 3D printing – say: “You have moist material. Look that you get your 
material dried.” (E02) 

8 DISCUSSION 

Unexpected errors and breakdowns as well as complex configurations often lead 
to difficulties in understanding and appropriating new technologies such as 3D 
printers. Interestingly, many of the features and problems we identified can be 
compared on a generic level with photocopier repair and the solutions proposed 
for expertise sharing and problem solving in that context. It will be remembered 
that it was Suchman who identified the way in which fault tracing in photocopiers 
was extremely difficult for non-experts and experts alike because information 
provided was decontextualized. Similarly, Orr  (1996 ) identified the way in 
which solutions were often dependent on an informal knowledge base generated 
(in that case) by ad hoc face-to-face meetings. Building on these insights, Whalen  
(1995a, 1995b ) has identified the mismatches be- tween caller categories and 
those embedded in a computer database and subsequently a computerized 
knowledge base was designed that assisted photocopier repairmen to recover 
contextualized and linguistic appropriate information  (Bobrow and Whalen 2002 
). 

Here, we were able to uncover different problems and practices that resonate 
with that early work. As with photocopiers, material elements exist alongside the 
digital. The lack of contextual and environmental information in that case as well 
as this was seen as critical. Informal ways of sharing information were the main 
means by which knowledge grew, and computerized knowledge bases were and 
are required to reflect that contextuality. Nevertheless, the world has moved on. 
New technologies with much enhanced communicative capacities and with new 
possibilities afforded by sophisticated sensors mean that there is an opportunity 
(and need) to re-evaluate those original insights. Here, the need is to cope with the 
specific challenges of appropriating 3D printers in two semi-professional 
communities. Unlike traditional “plug-and-play”- printers from the “2D world,” 
there is a few previous practice users can relate to. Unexpected errors and 
breakdowns as well as complex configurations lead to difficulties in 
understanding and appropriating these machines for existing practices of 
“making” and art production. 

Building on the notion of IT infrastructures and appropriation as sensitizing 
lens on user practices, we have pointed out some design ideas for functionalities 
supporting these infrastructuring activities. Our suggestions are based on previous 
work  (Draxler et al. 2012; Draxler and Stevens 2011; Preece 2001; Stevens et al. 
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2009; Yetim et al. 2012; Pipek and Wulf 2009 ), but had to be further developed 
and adapted due to the physical/material conditions in relation to machine, 
printing material, and artifacts. In particular, our study revealed potential in 
enhancing those concepts with additional sensors and visualizations of printing 
processes, printers’ environments, and tasks/structures/workflows that the printing 
is embedded in, as well as by incorporating in situ and remote tools for those 
purposes. 

Within our empirical study, we have found evidence for EUD-related 
infrastructuring activities in the sense that the end-users modified their machines 
(e.g., installation of cameras) in ways the manufacturers did not plan for, but 
could be incorporated in future generations of their machines. Most of the EUD-
related infrastructuring activities were communicative or collaborative activities 
involving not only technology manipulations and combinations of various kinds, 
but also articulations of usages or breakdowns that referred to the technologies at 
hand and their context. Studies on these kinds of communications are not new 
(most notable example cf. Wellman and Orr  (1997 )), but current practices repay 
a second look as the practices of communication change with the communication 
infrastructure users evolving alongside developments in miniaturization, mobile, 
and ubiquitous computing. The step we argue for now is to use this ubiquitous 
interconnectedness of devices to make more technologies “sociable,” meaning 
that the support that users currently find outside the technology itself, at hand in 
internet searches, in community forums, or in neighboring offices should be 
integrated into the technologies. Conceptually, these activities have been 
described as “appropriation activities” if they consist of user–user interactions, or 
as “infrastructuring” activities if they also relate to other actors of technology 
production and use or the further development of technologies and their 
foundations. 

A functionality to support all these practices within the existing infrastructure 
needs to address not only interoperability issues, e.g., by defining standardized 
interfaces between different infrastructural layers, but also it needs to allow for 
and actively support the negotiation of socio-material aspects of emerging new 
practices connected to these technologies. Here, the concept of “sociable 
technologies” aims to provide a secondary layer of interaction functionalities (that 
go beyond the primary functionality) that can help the collaborative sense making 
and use making processes around new technologies. 

9 CONCLUSION 

Our design case study shows that the ability to articulate and discuss use and 
configuration issues of 3D printers would benefit from “sociable technologies” 
that describe themselves on three context levels, potentially using additional 
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sensors, and providing visualizations and tools in three dimensions (1) Internal 
context: Providing information about their inner workings about their current state 
as well as about their component and behavioral structure, (2) Socio-material 
context: e.g., location and surroundings, environmental data like room 
temperature, maintenance or user/usage data), and (3) Task/process context: e.g., 
technologies used to build/prepare printed models, position in a production chain 
or process, purpose, and goal of machine usage. Our implementation encompasses 
three different dimensions (1) the gathering of information about the surrounding 
spatial-material context as well as the 3D printer itself, (2) the real-time 
visualization of all relevant context data about the printer including printing 
details for the end users while operating the machinery, and (3) the storing as well 
as sharing of details about 3D printing processes afterward with other end users. 
The qualitative/in-use evaluations used in our approach showed its potential and 
suggested possible concrete improvements. We outline four lessons learnt when 
designing approaches that deal with supporting hardware-oriented appropriation 
activities: 

(1) Role-specific visualization of sensor values: Based on the end-
user’s experience in the 3D printing and the knowledge about different 
relationships between the surrounding and the print itself, the 
visualization should be adaptable. We presume that is sufficient enough 
for novices or non-experienced user to get warnings or alerts when a 
pre-defined threshold is exceeded or undershot. 

(2) Visual support to facilitate all other appropriation activities: Based 
on the visualizations as well as the photos and videos of the working 
machinery, it is easier for the participants to get an understanding about 
the relationship between the sensor data and the “behavior” of the 3D 
printer. We presume that based on the visualization the appropriation 
will be enormously supported, which could be further extended by 
VR/AR-technologies in future. 

(3) Print history as a bridge for mentor and mentee relations: Based on 
the print history as well as the visual support with pictures, an expert 
can assess the previous prints of novices and support with advice about 
printer configurations, model specifications, or surrounding parameters. 
We presume such a mentor and mentee relation will help with the 
teaching and will help to prevent errors during the printing process. 

(4) Comments enable knowledge sharing: A comments feature for the 
print history and especially the print repository allows for questions, 
answers, and chats and therefore fosters knowledge sharing among the 
end users. Experienced users also want to take a look at the prints as 
well as configurations of their colleagues. We presume comments based 
on print histories as well as repositories help distributing knowledge. 
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Misinterpretations remain a problem, even with our prototype. Although our 
prototype does not make all critical situations or misprints more comprehensible, 
it is appropriate for supporting end users in appropriating complex technologies. It 
also remains difficult to integrate our secondary technologies into the machinery 
itself; it remains an add-on because we had no means to integrate it physically into 
the casing of the 3D printer. However, as the sensors and boards, like the Arduino, 
are getting smaller and more ubiquitous, it will become easier over time to arrive 
at a fully integrated version of sociable technologies. 

Taking a step back, our experiences confirm and extend earlier research to 
provide appropriation support for collaborative software technologies. While we 
have always described appropriation as social activity, the hardware-related 
aspects add additional dimensions to the problem of understanding and 
communicating use options among end users, which will presumably increase 
with the IoT. 3D printing technologies proved to be a particularly interesting 
arena to experiment with in this context as the market of ideas, approaches, and 
devices remains volatile, and the potential ascribed to this technology indicates 
that a high societal impact is possible. 

Furthermore, many of the current IoT technologies are not as sociable as they 
could be. Our study is hence meant to make designers and software engineers 
building IoT more sensitive about the social context of physical systems, and 
more aware about affordances for making their IoT products more sociable. 
Implementing our approach to sociable technologies into the era of IoT at this 
early stage of maturity may also support future generations of users to 
“infrastructure” these new fields of economy. 

The design issues and implementation described here contribute to the 
discussion on how the social dimension of EUD of IoT technologies, in particular 
with regard to alleviating the necessary articulation, communication and 
cooperation for mastering the complex future settings “Cyber-Physical Systems” 
will confront the users with. It becomes obvious that considering IoT on a purely 
technological basis misses important points practitioners will have to consider for 
further developing and/or re-inventing their practices based on emerging new 
technological opportunities (infrastructuring). In consequence, the creative 
activities users perform to make these technologies work for them can be an 
important asset to further develop interfaces as well as architectural concepts in a 
way that we lift the discourses around these technologies from a perspective of an 
Internet of (connected) Things to an Internet of (connected) Practices, and further, 
to an IoT we use. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Every time new technologies or devices emerge, questions arise regarding how 
users might be able to make them work to meet their purposes within practice. For 
some time, HCI researchers have sought to understand how people adopt, adapt, 
customize, tailor, and appropriate new technologies and devices in practice and 
how best to support these types of activities [12, (Pipek and Wulf, 2009). As 
Dourish (Dourish, 2003) points out, people attempting to appropriate a new 
interactive technology need to understand to some extent how the technology 
works to understand how to make it work for them. In contrast to the rather 
traditional user interface design, he argues that when focusing on designing for 
appropriation, designers need to pre- serve visibility of the technology and 
therefore they “need to allow [users] to see not just the opportunities for action but 
also the consequences of those actions” (Dourish, 2003). As Reeves and Shipman 
(Reeves and Shipman, 1992) have shown, especially with software systems, 
discussions about the software and its handling can be embedded directly into the 
software itself. A number of researchers have therefore examined how the 
appropriation process can be directly supported by the soft- ware itself by 
introducing so-called appropriation infrastructures (Star and Bowker, 1999), 
(Stevens et al., 2009). These types of infrastructures are designed to support 
appropriation through integrated “second-layer functionalities” that do not focus 
on the core features of the software itself but rather on fostering, explaining, and 
communicating the use of the soft- ware directly within the software itself (Pipek, 
2005), (Stevens et al., 2009), (Yetim et al., 2012). In line with research on how to 
design appropriation infrastructures for soft- ware systems (Pipek, 2005), (Stevens 
et al., 2009), (Yetim et al., 2012), Ludwig et al. (Ludwig et al., 2017), (Ludwig et 
al., 2014) recently turned to hardware-focused systems and introduced the concept 
of “sociable technologies” as hardware-centered appropriation infrastructures, 
using 3D printing as an example. Despite being based on surprisingly simple 
materials, 3D printers constitute a relatively new technology that still present 
challenges for appropriation in practice. This is particularly the case if users 
attempt to refer to established use concepts from existing IT ecologies such as 
desktop software, mobile devices, and “2D” printers. The physical character of 3D 
printing, including hardware breakdowns, unexpected printing material effects, 
unintuitive behavior during printing, and complex digital and physical 
configurations, makes their handling fiddly and difficult to understand and 
therefore to manage (Ludwig et al., 2014). Ludwig et al. (Ludwig et al., 2017) 
have demonstrated how 3D printers, when designed as sociable technologies, can 
capture a range of hardware-integrated affordances to support the explanation, 
documentation, communication, and sharing of (almost all) practices of use, thus 
encouraging appropriation. However, Dourish (“preserving visibility (Dourish, 
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2003)) and existing discussions around appropriation infrastructures (“exploration 
support” and “simulation support” (Petersen and Stricker, 2012), (Speicher et al., 
2019), (Weiser, 1991)) as well as sociable technologies (“understand the inner 
behavior” (Ludwig et al., 2017)), emphasize the importance of keeping the 
reasoning of the system visible and rendering its internal components available for 
inspection in practice, which is non-obvious for complex cyber-physical systems. 
The emergence of new technologies is accompanied by the development of new 
forms of interaction. This is the case with augmented reality (AR) which, over 
recent years, has begun to enhance real-world features with multi-modal virtual 
information (Speicher et al., 2019),. The concept can now be found in readily 
available consumer products, such as the Microsoft HoloLens. In this paper, we 
examine the potential of AR to enable new types of hardware-based visibility and 
to foster the development of hardware-related appropriation of complex 
technologies (Dourish, 2003). To this end, we conducted a design case study, as 
described in (Wulf et al., 2011), in which we also turned to 3D printers. We will 
be outlining here how AR can be used to deepen the understanding of 3D printing 
and its implications for fostering the appropriation of other complex cyber-
physical technologies. Therefore, we present a prototype called PrintARface. 
PrintARface provides an example of support for the appropriation of cyber-
physical systems, by enabling AR-based interaction with 3D printers. PrintARface 
does not just focus on the static components of the 3D printer or the presentation 
of 3D printer-specific parameters, it also enables users to grasp in practice what 
the later printed 3D artifact will actually look in detail. This serves to deepen 
users’ understanding of the model–environment relationship (as one of the most 
important factors for successful printing) by providing an innovative visualization 
of the interplay between the hardware and the 3D model, based on novel AR-
based interactive control of the 3D printer. 

We examine the existing state-of-the-art regarding appropriation and 
(hardware-based) appropriation infrastructures and new forms of AR-based 
human–machine interfaces (HMIs). The literature and an empirical study, which 
involved 3D printing experts informed the design and implementation of 
PrintARface. In an exploratory evaluation with end users and 3D printing experts 
confirmed the relevance of this new kind of model visualization for easing the 
appropriation of 3D printers in practice. 

2 RELATED WORK 

Our study relates to two principal research discourses within HCI. The first 
focuses on appropriation (support) and sociable technologies, the second upon 
augmented reality and human-machine- interaction. 
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2.1 Appropriation Infrastructures and Sociable Technologies 

The concept of appropriation has its roots in the established HCI literature, where 
it is associated with the process of fitting new technologies to users’ practices and 
also evolving practices in situ by adopting and adapting those technologies (Balka 
and Wagner, 2006), (Dourish, 2003), (Mackay, 1990), (Stevens et al., 2009). The 
term has been used to address issues beyond technological configurations (the 
classic notion of customization or tailoring), including individual and 
collaborative sense-making regarding technology, and even physical, 
organizational, or social issues (Balka and Wagner, 2006), (Carroll, 2004), 
(DeSanctis and Poole, 1994), (Dix, 2007), (Dourish, 2003), (Ludwig et al., 2014), 
(Stevens et al., 2009). Dourish (Dourish, 2003) argues that appropriation relies on 
flexibility in both practice and technology and, in particular, flexibility regarding 
the manner in which technologies are mapped onto user needs. De- signing 
support for appropriation directly in the technology itself can therefore become an 
inherent design goal (Wakkary and Maestri, 2008). Focusing on the “doing” of 
both configuration and sense-making also involves aspects of knowledge 
management as part of the discussion and re-invention of technology-based 
practices (Ludwig et al., 2018), (Schön, 1983). For example, in their examination 
of ensembles of software tools, Stevens et al. (Stevens et al., 2009) suggest an 
appropriation framework that addresses a developer’s interests in improving the 
technology. Examples of appropriation frameworks for software-centered 
domains include the development and integration of a participatory feedback tool 
in the Eclipse IDE (Draxler et al., 2011), (Draxler and Stevens, 2011). This 
attempts to formalize a theoretical appropriation model based on the evolution of 
digital artifacts and information structures to support the identification of 
particular user operations (Belin and Prié, 2012). 

The direct integration of appropriation frameworks into the software they are 
intended to support has been thoroughly investigated and tested and this process 
seems to have some merit (Dalton et al., 2012), (March et al., 2005), (Pipek, 
2005), (Stevens et al., 2009), (Yetim et al., 2012). However, physical technologies 
and entities also have to be considered when supporting appropriation especially 
since complex, networked cyber-physical systems are created by smaller sensors 
and actuators and ubiquitous Internet of Things. Barraqand (Barraquand, 2012) 
argues that technologies need to explicitly facilitate sociability in their design. He 
therefore built a framework for technology rooted in psychological considerations, 
with an emphasis on collaboration and contextual information. According to Nor- 
man (Norman, Donald A., 2008), embedding sociality in technologies is 
connected with the need to support communication, teamwork and approaches to 
troubleshooting. 

As an initial test for using improved functional components that are grounded 
in this mode of thinking, Ludwig et al. (Ludwig et al., 2017), (Ludwig et al., 
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2014) looked at 3D printing infrastructures (encompassing a 3D printer, its 
modelling and slicing software, the physical tools for shaping the artifact, etc.). 
They argued that new hardware-based technologies could sup- port user 
appropriation by making their devices more “sociable.” They coined the term 
“sociable technology” to capture the types of hardware-integrated affordances that 
can support the explanation, documentation, communication, and sharing of 
practices of use. Sociable technologies need to operate on three contextual levels: 
(1) the internal context, where they provide information about their inner 
workings, current state, components, and behavioral structure; (2) the socio-
material context, which encompasses the surroundings, environmental data, and 
maintenance or user/usage data; and (3) the task/process context, which refers to 
the purpose of device use. However, the evaluation of sociable technologies 
revealed, however, the need for new types of visualizations that do justice to the 
cyber-physical nature of the systems (Ludwig et al., 2017). The same was shown 
by Dourish (Dourish, 2003), who argued that systems need visual support so that 
users can understand their inner “behavior”. Here, augmented reality could play 
an important role to make invisible or hidden information visible in an adequate 
way (Strzys et al., 2018). 

2.2 Augmented Reality and Human–Machine Interfaces 

Human-Computer Interaction has taken an interest in augmented reality (AR) for 
many years. Augmented reality superimposes virtual content such as videos, 
images, guiding text, animation, and sound on a real environment. Virtual objects 
can appear for users as though they coexist with real ones. Although a clear 
definition of AR or mixed reality (MR) strongly depends on the field of ap- 
plication field and intent (Speicher et al., 2019),, AR systems typically have three 
characteristics (Azuma, 1997): (1) a combination of the real and virtual; (2) real 
time interactivity; and (3) 3D realization. 

Numerous studies have focused on AR as a new form of visualization and 
interaction in hardware-related application fields. Augmented reality can be 
implemented in several forms, including handheld devices, head-mounted 
displays, and by using projectors. It can be used as a tool for supporting manual 
tasks, such as assembly or (remote) maintenance (Eschen et al., 2018), (Masoni et 
al., 2017), (Palmarini et al., 2018), (Siew et al., 2019), to visualize process data 
during production (Zhu et al., 2019), and to train and guide new staff (Werrlich et 
al., 2018). Head-mounted displays have proved to be especially beneficial, as 
operators do not have to switch between instructions and their surroundings when 
performing tasks (Henderson and Feiner, 2009), which can be both time-
consuming and disruptive (Fiorentino et al., 2014). 
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When focusing on the interaction between humans and ma- chines, the 
modalities can be either the consumption of data or manipulating and controlling 
an actual machine. Operating a ma- chine usually focuses on using rather 
traditional human–machine interfaces (HMIs) such as control panels with buttons, 
rotary knobs, and touchscreens. However, HMIs are becoming increasingly com- 
plex to handle richer levels of device functionality, in both the professional and 
private sector. Plouznikoff et al. (Plouznikoff et al., 2006) presented a novel 
approach to enhancing the interfaces of everyday devices using AR by altering the 
interface. They demonstrated that these alterations could accelerate the execution 
time of a given task. How- ever, in recent years, mechanisms have become 
“smarter” and have changed the modalities of human–machine interaction. For 
example, light switches are being replaced by virtual assistants controlled by 
voice commands (Pradhan et al., 2018) and cars can be unlocked by having the 
key close by. Berthaut and Jones (Jones and Berthaut, 2016) presented an AR 
system that creates visual overlays for the physical control of musical instruments 
to determine the specific software function that is assigned to the controls. 

Driven by the vision of ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1991), modern cyber-
physical systems are equipped with actuators and sensors and networked via 
communication infrastructures, thus offering new possibilities for human–
machine interaction. The interaction with these machines does not require the user 
to be in the same physical location as the machine. Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2017) 
presented a cyber- physical manufacturing cloud to remotely monitor and execute 
manufacturing operations through the internet. As an alternative to Plouznikoff’s 
approach new virtual AR-based interfaces for operating machines can be 
provided. Ragni et al. (Ragni et al., 2018) presented an AR interface for 
programming the trajectories of electronic contact probes in CNC milling. Their 
system generates a part program that guides a probe to identify the position of the 
raw material by aligning a virtual cube on it in the reference frame of the mill. The 
part program is simulated in AR to check for collisions. 

Peng et al. (Peng et al., 2018) introduced an AR CAD editor that is used with 
an AR-enabled Oculus Rift and its touch controllers. Designing a model takes 
place on the platform of a robotic 3D printer in AR. When the user approves a 
part of the model, the robotic printer starts to print the model as a wireframe. 
During the print, more parts can be added. Eiriksson et al. (Eiriksson et al., 2017) 
examined the potential of AR as a tool for operating 3D printers. Their mobile AR 
system allows users to select a model to print and to see a simple preview of the 
model in AR. Parameters such as the nozzle temperature can also be adjusted 
through AR. However, this approach does not enable any interaction with the 
model itself, which is an aspect of 3D printing (Ludwig et al., 2014). 

Ludwig et al. (Ludwig et al., 2019) used spatial AR to guide users in the 
handling of cyber-physical systems by applying projector-based instructions. The 
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system uses the machine itself as a projection surface and highlights key 
components. However, Ludwig et al.’s evaluation demonstrated that a projection-
based approach is limited in terms of 3D visualization, model interaction, and 
mobility (Ludwig et al., 2019). 

3 RESEARCH GAP AND APPROACH 

The research discourses around appropriation infrastructures pro- vide a valid 
means of supporting the appropriation of technologies in practice by adding 
second-layer functionalities (Dourish, 2003), (Star and Bowker, 1999), (Stevens et 
al., 2009). Sociable technologies are of particular importance in extending these 
infrastructures to hardware-intensive settings as they can operate across internal, 
socio-material, and task levels (Ludwig et al., 2017). However, the current state of 
the art (Dourish, 2003), (Ludwig et al., 2017) shows that there are serious short- 
comings in the way that these technologies explain their inner and context-related 
behavior, limiting how users might understand a technology’s functionality and, 
therefore, ultimately how it might work for them (Dourish, 2003). This limitation 
is especially evident when the behavior of a cyber-physical machine is highly 
dependent on physical phenomena in the surrounding like temperature, airflow or 
humidity and varies according to how different factors influence one another in 
specific situations. 

At the same time, the literature reveals that AR is capable of visualizing the 
behavior of a complex machine and explaining it in a context-dependent manner. 
The study presented within this paper offers two principal contributions: 1) new 
ways of using AR to visualize the complex behavior of a cyber-physical system as 
a conjunction of internal, socio-material, and task contexts; 2) new ways of using 
AR as a resource for interacting with sociable technologies. We follow previous 
studies (Eiriksson et al., 2017), (Ludwig et al., 2017) by focusing on a 3D printer 
because the 3D printing process involves using a com- plex, hardware-related 
system that can only be handled in practice by combining software models and 
hardware components while considering aspects of physical phenomena in the 
surrounding environment. As prior studies (Ludwig et al., 2014) have reported 
insights regarding the types of challenges end users may encounter during the 3D 
printing process, we initially focused on what experts consider to be the key 
aspects when explaining 3D printing to non-experienced users. 
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4 EMPIRICAL STUDY OF 3D PRINTING 
EXPLANATION 

To complement the knowledge from the literature as well as our own experience 
about how people appropriate 3D printers in practice, we conducted an empirical 
study. Since empirical studies al- ready exist (Ludwig et al., 2017), (Ludwig et al., 
2014) that focus on the problems and challenges of end users when using 3D 
printers, we have focused instead on 3D printing expert users. Our goal was to 
identify frequently asked questions (FAQs) about 3D printing, how experts 
explain 3D printers to non-experienced users and how they structure their 
explanations. We conducted an interview study within a local Fab Lab. Fab Labs 
are a global network of fabrication laboratories, which are similarly equipped and 
connected tech workshops that are accessible to anyone and used by various users 
for a range of purposes, from rapid prototyping for businesses to teaching, 
research, and hobbies. Fab Labs can provide a uniquely diverse mix of 
demography, application domains and user motivations, albeit with less 
organizational constraints. This provides an apposite opportunity for exploring 
how users actually make new, digitized production machines and infrastructures 
work for their specific purposes. 

4.1 Methodology 

Our research group is closely linked to the local Fab Lab and we are also an active 
part of the community. We use the Fab Lab as workspace on a regular basis which 
already allowed us to obtain a good understanding of how the Fab Lab staff 
handles requests from new users. To complete our insights, we interviewed five 
staff members of the Fab Lab with an average age of 32.2 (SD = 2.48). Their 
backgrounds varied. Two had an academic background in HCI, two in mechanical 
engineering, and one in architecture. During the interviews, we asked the experts 
to explain a 3D printer to us as they would do to newcomers. 

The interview was as an open interview with only one opening, two guiding 
and one closing question. The interview was conducted in the Fab Lab standing in 
front of a 3D printer. The printer was turned on, but it was not printing. We as the 
interviewer opened the conversation by saying, “I had a look at this machine. It 
looks quite interesting. What is it?” Depending on the answer, we continued to 
ask: “What can I do with a 3D printer?” and “How does the 3D printer work?” 
After the initial questions, the interviewer reacts to the explanations with “why” 
or “how” questions. We then ask two specific questions: “What do I need to do if 
I want to print something myself?” and “What do I need to take care of while 
using the printer?” After the most important information had been covered, we 
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ended the interview with the closing question: “What else are you frequently 
asked by newcomers?”. 

The interviews were audio- and video-recorded and then later transcribed. The 
analysis was based on an inductive approach in- formed by grounded theory 
(Strauss, 1987), with open-coding techniques being used to derive categories from 
the empirical data. The participants’ statements and behaviors were divided into 
textual groupings and then into categories. The interviews took an average of 20 
minutes, with the explanation of the 3D printer taking about 10 minutes. 

4.2 Results 

The experts’ behavior in the interviews was similar to what we have already 
observed in the Fab Lab. The overall structure of the explanations varied slightly, 
depending on the interviewers’ questions, but all the experts started by briefly 
explaining the general concept of 3D printing. Four of them used the example of a 
hot glue gun (I1, I3–I5), “the printer is like a hot glue gun on steroids” (I5). They 
also all explicitly highlighted the fact that a print is done layer by layer, which is 
important for understanding the 3D printing process. I2 stated that even some 
parts of the printer itself are 3D printed. When the experts explained the 
components of the printer, all experts began with introducing “the material, also 
called filament” (I1, I4). I3 and I4 simply called the material plastic, whereas the 
others used its specific description. All the experts touched the spool or the 
filament. I3 also asked the guest to touch it to directly convey where the material 
came from. 

I5 mentioned different materials and their characteristics, whereas I1–I3 
interleaved this information with other points, even if the interviewer did not ask 
for it. I1, I3, and I4 pointed to the sticker on the spool and said, “you can find all 
important information about the filament here” (I4). I3 and I5 also commented 
that some 3D printers work with materials that seem strange at first, such as 
chocolate or meat. The experts then explained the print head. I1–I3 only said that 
the nozzle will heat up, while I4 mentioned the specific temperature. As the print 
head was in its home position (see Figure 1) the nozzle could not be seen while 
standing, because of the fans; I3 and I5 therefore bent down to indicate it. 

The experts then moved on to the build plate. Two (I2, I4) just pointed to it and 
said its name and that the print would be placed on it. Three experts (I1, I3, I5) 
also said that it would heat up, with I1 and I5 giving specific temperatures. They 
emphasized that temperature is one of the most important parameters in 3D 
printing, as it is one of the factors that determines whether a printing process is 
successful. Two experts (I1, I3) also explained why the build plate heats up. 

During the explanation of the print head and build plate, the experts stated that 
these parts move during a print and under- standing which parts of a 3D printer 
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are movable is important for understanding 3D printing. They stressed that a non-
expert need to understand that the extruder moves only on predefined axes. Three 
(I2–I4) therefore simulated the movement with their hands; while one (I5) 
physically moved the print head and build plate and another (I1) started a random 
print to show the printer in action, saying: “When the machine is running you can 
see it best.” 

In reply to the question, “What do I need to do if I want to print something 
myself?”, the experts started to detail the entire 3D printing workflow. They 
initially highlighted the need for a 3D model. They then identified the different 
tools for designing 3D models and various online platforms where 3D models can 
be downloaded. Overall the experts explained that 3D printing is more than just 
operating the 3D printer and the entire workflow requires different software and 
hardware tools (cp. (Ludwig et al., 2017), (Ludwig et al., 2014)). 

Afterwards, the experts talked about the slicer software which is used to 
prepare the model for the printer and explained some of its basic parameters, such 
as the layer height and nozzle temperature. However, it takes a lot of imagination 
on the part of inexperienced users to imagine the model as a printed version, 
especially how the physical artifact is actually constructed. It is not comparable to 
a 2D print on a sheet of paper, but many physical principles play a role, such as 
the problem of printing overhangs or the size of a 3D print in relation to the build 
space. The experts mentioned that many of these aspects are not obvious for most 
newcomers, such as the need to adjust parameters such as infill and support 
structures to accelerate the duration of a print or the quality of the later print. 
During the interviews, the experts used a lot of hand gestures for supporting their 
verbal argumentation. They often pointed to the different parts or even touched 
them to draw our attention to them. 

5 AUGMENTED REALITY-BASED HUMAN–
MACHINE INTERFACES FOR SUPPORTING 
THE EXPLORATION OF 3D PRINTERS 

The experts participating in the empirical study clearly demonstrated the aspects 
that play a decisive role in appropriating 3D printing. Both, the final printed 3D 
artifact and how the process unfolds from model to slices that can be printed in 
3D, layer-by- layer, are critical to understanding how 3D printing works (Req01). 
New users must be able to explore the individual support and in- fill structures to 
understand what can be printed and especially how to pursue the process (Req02). 
Throughout the entire process, contextual factors of the respective printer parts 
should always be displayed, as 3D printing is highly context-dependent (Ludwig 
et al., 2017), (Ludwig et al., 2014) where the surrounding itself is an important 
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factor for successful printing (Req03). The explanation of the parts and where 
they physically appear is an essential aspect to display, so that users have an 
opportunity to understand how the individual components of a 3D printer, such as 
the build plate or print head work (Req04). To facilitate the exploration of 3D 
printers using AR, we implemented a prototype, PrintARface, that addresses the 
four requirements (Req01–04). In PrintARface, the emphasis is upon providing 
exploration support (Norman, Donald A., 2008), (Reeves and Shipman, 1992), 
(Wakkary and Maestri, 2008) and enabling the users to under- stand the inner 
behavior of physical systems (Ludwig et al., 2017) as design requirements when 
trying to support appropriation in practice. In the current state we mainly target 
3D printing newcomers as users which heavily influences the choice of 
functionality. We are aware of user collaboration aspects and a holistic support of 
the entire 3D printing workflow, but these were initially set to one side. Our 
development follows the learning path of a 3D printing newcomer. 

In the following we will present the details about the technological architecture 
of PrintARface as well as its functionality. 

5.1 Technological Architecture of PrintARface  

The PrintARface technical infrastructure contains of three parts: (1) the 3D printer 
itself (in our case, a Lulzbot TAZ6), (2) a Raspberry Pi 3 running the OctoPrint 
software, and (3) a Microsoft HoloLens. The OctoPrint software provides a web 
interface to control the printer, in which the user can upload sliced models (as 
Gcode files) and select them for printing. The web interface is built on OctoPrint’s 
REST API, which grants access to an extensive range of data (e.g., temperature, 
progress, and meta information about the model) and enables the user to control 
the printer. The HoloLens application also uses the REST API. 

During its startup, PrintARface fetches all the names of the Gcode files on the 
OctoPrint server. Based on these names, a menu with all the available files that 
can be printed is automatically created and displayed. When the user selects one 
of the items on the menu, PrintARface generates a model based on the Gcode. 
PrintARface reads the Gcode file line by line, just as the printer would, and 
analyzes what the printer would do. As a result, PrintARface creates a new mesh 
for each part (wall, support, and fill) and each layer of the model. This allows the 
model to be divided into the different layers and parts. The meshes represent the 
size and appearance of the model exactly as it would be printed by the printer. To 
align the virtual content to the physical world, a QR code-like marker is attached 
to the physical printer. This marker is scanned once the application is started. The 
full source code is available at https://github.com/FlorianJa/ExtendedPrinter-
Unity. 
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5.2 Functionalities and Design of PrintARface 

We designed PrintARface as an augmented reality-based user inter- face around 
the physical 3D printer (Figure 1), which encompasses two main functionalities. 
The first focuses on the visualization of the 3D models as they will actually be 
printed and the second of- fers new types of AR-based controlling of the printer’s 
movable parts for deepen the understanding of the printer’s functionality. On the 
left side is a list of available models that were fetched from the OctoPrint server. 
By clicking an item in the list, the selected model is visualized in its real size on 
the build plate at the exact position where the actual 3D artifact will be printed 
(Req01). The information box at the top of the printer displays information about 
the selected model, such as its name, the print time, and amount of material (in 
meters) that will be used to print this model. 

Figure 1: Overview of the user interface. 

On the right side of the model is a vertical slider that hides or shows the layers 
of the model from top to bottom. The number next to the slider handle represents 
the currently visualized layers (Figure 2). The user can hide layers from the top to 
the bottom of the artifact representation to look inside the cyber-physical model. 

Figure 2: Using the slider to look inside the model 

The visualization of the model provides the user with a sense of the size of the 
finished artifact and how it will be positioned within the space of the printer 
(Ludwig et al., 2014). This should give the user a practical insight into the later 
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printed artifact, which includes further context factors and above all 
characteristics of the 3D printer beyond pure modelling. In addition, PrintARface 
visualizes not only the 3D model of the artifact but its exact form, including all 
the contextual factors and supportive structures (Req02). These support structures 
enable the printer to print parts such as overhangs that would otherwise be 
physically impossible (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Left: Triceratops models as STL file and model generated from Gcode 
including brim and support. Right: Visualized model at the actual build plate. 

However, usually these support structures (Figure 3, cyan parts) that are 
automatically created by the slicer software before the printing process remain 
hidden from the user, but are indispensable for a deeper understanding of the basic 
physical processes. Users can individually display or hide each part to better 
understand their importance within the overall 3D printing process (Req02). The 
application also provides metadata such as the temperature, the estimated print 
time and the amount of filament required for the print. These data are updated 
during the printing process (Req03). 

Figure 4: Show and hide of the support structure. 

The horizontal collection of checkboxes in front of the 3D printer (Figure 4) 
hides or shows different structures of the model. This feature is useful for 
comparing the model with the actual 3D artifact, including the support structures. 
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The various parts of the model are colored according to the colors of the slicer 
software. 

On the right side we placed buttons for controlling a 3D printing process. 
These buttons are used for various functions, such as starting the actual print, 
cancelling the entire process, and changing the filament. When a print is started, 
all the user interface (UI) elements are hidden, except the temperature diagram 
and the information box, which shows the total print time, the elapsed print time, 
and the percentage printed so far. The “Change filament” button starts a 
systematic guide for changing the filament consisting of nine steps. As filament 
changes usually require a considerable amount of manual work on the printer, the 
user gets brief instructions in the information box. After performing a specific 
action, the user has to confirm the action by clicking a button to the right of the 
information box go get to the next step. These instructions include: “The printer 
will prepare the change. The nozzle will heat up to 200 °C. Please wait. . . ,”; and 
“Check the beginning of the filament. If there is a knob, cut it off carefully with a 
side cutter.” As we want to keep the text instruction short, the guide provides 
short videos, for example, on how to release the lever and how to insert the 
filament into the extruder. The videos provide rich information on how to perform 
a task (Goto et al., 2010), (Petersen and Stricker, 2012) and are easier to 
implement than specialized animations. The guide enables the users to 
independently change the filament even if they have never used a 3D printer 
before. 

Most 3D printers have a display showing information about the current print. 
Since these displays are quite small, only current information are shown. To 
enhance the physical display, we implemented a temperature diagram which 
displays the temperature of the nozzle and the build plate over the last 10 minutes. 
Printing errors can often be attributed to temperature irregularities. The diagram 
shows not only the current temperature but also target temperatures. The 
OctoPrint color theme was adapted for this. The current nozzle temperature is 
visualized in dark red and the build plate temperature in dark blue. 
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Figure 5: Controls for moving the build plate and print head. 

The second part of PrintARface enables a unique remote interaction with the 
physical components of the 3D printer to operating and controlling the 3D printer 
through AR (Req04). The user can not only select a model but also start the print 
of the selected model and move the components of the printer, such as the print 
head and build plate through hand gestures. This feature is a novel ex- ample for 
new kinds of human machine interaction. The “Control” button displayed below 
the temperature diagram activates additional UI elements for exploring and 
controlling the physical 3D printer directly through AR. These elements 
encompass moving the print head or build plate with hand gestures. To this end, 
we implemented transparent boxes around the print head and build plate with 
aligned opaque borders (Figure 5). At the edges of the boxes are therefore arrows 
pointing in the corresponding directions. These arrows indicate that the print head 
can only move up and down or left and right. The arrows have two states, green 
(active) and grey (inactive). If the arrow is green, the user can perform the 
HoloLens click gesture to move the print head one centimeter (0.39”) in the 
corresponding direction. The print head and build plate can also be moved by 
gazing at the box and making the tap-and-hold gesture. The box then follows the 
user’s hand gesture and moves on the given axes in a given range. However, the 
printer does not move until the tap-and-hold gesture is released. This feature 
allows users to explore the limits of the movable parts and the actual printer 
movement. It also provides the names of the axes. In practice, manual movement 
of the printer axes is not common, but it is used to move the printer to a certain 
position, e.g. for maintenance and explanation purposes. We implemented this 
feature to show how AR can be used as a novel way to interact with machines and 
to present the possibilities which AR provides, especially for users with few prior 
knowledges of AR. 
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6 EVALUATION OF PRINTARFACE WITH END 
USERS 

To test the overall concept and the novel human-machine interfaces for interacting 
with a 3D printer, we evaluated PrintARface with end users. We conducted the 
evaluation again within the local Fab Lab. Every Friday, the Fab Lab is open to 
the public and people with different backgrounds go there to use the machines or 
simply hang out with one another. This presented an ideal opportunity to evaluate 
PrintARface with interested users in just the right kind of environment. To be able 
to evaluate our application we prepared a scenario where we pre-uploaded three 
different models as Gcode files to the OctoPrint server. These models included 
Benchy (Figure 2), a well-known model that is frequently used for 3D printer 
stress tests, Triceratops, the skull of a triceratops that requires a significant 
amount of support structure for it to be printed successfully (Figure 3), and 
Rocktopus, an octopus doing the sign of the horns. The process of uploading the 
files to the OctoPrint was not part of the evaluation. 

6.1 Participants 

During two of these “Open Lab” sessions on Fridays, we recruited 12 participants 
(2 female and 10 male) with an average age of 30.08 (SD= 5.23). We asked 
persons which were not working actively if they would like to participate in a user 
test for an AR application for 3D printers. All of them understood the idea of AR, 
three participants have never used it before. Nine participants had already used 
some kind of AR at least once (see Table 1) and five already used the Microsoft 
HoloLens before. The participants’ level of experience and knowledge regarding 
3D printing ranged from novice to expert. Only one participant did not know what 
3D printing was. Out of the other eleven, four had never used a 3D printer before, 
three had only printed under the guidance of another person, and four were able to 
print on their own. 

6.2 Methodology 

We split the evaluation in three different phases. Before the participants were 
equipped with the HoloLens, we asked for some back- ground information (see 
Table 1). We then asked the participants to work through the “Learn Gestures”-
app to obtain an introduction to the gestures used for the HoloLens. This phase 
took around 10 minutes. In the next phase, we instructed the participants to 
explore PrintARface. We only provided the following introduction: “PrintARface 
is an application for visualizing your 3D models before printing and for operating 
the actual physical printer through AR.” We also asked them to express their 
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impressions and think aloud during the exploration (Nielsen, 1993). Prior to the 
exploration, we informed the participants that they would not receive much 
feedback from us. To improve the scope for observation, we connected the 
HoloLens wireless to a monitor via a MiraCast adapter. This enabled us to see 
what the participants were seeing. We located the monitor out of their field of 
view to avoid distracting them. This phase was limited to 15 minutes. 

After the exploration phase, we discussed the functionality of PrintARface with 
the participants. During this discussion, the participants kept the HoloLens on to 
facilitate the explanation of potential issues. We then disconnected the HoloLens 
from the monitor and asked specific questions about the points they had 
mentioned in the thinking-aloud phase. We also asked what they liked or disliked 
about PrintARface, what they would change, what features they would like to add, 
and whether they felt the application would sup- port the appropriation of 3D 
printing. This phase also took around 15 minutes. 

The audio during the evaluation was recorded and subsequently transcribed. 
We were primarily concerned with identifying the ways in which PrintARface 
might be used and the difficulties that might then be encountered. The philosophy 
behind the assessment was derived from the notion of “situated evaluation” 
(Twidale et al., 1994), in which qualitative methods are used to draw conclusions 
about the real- world use of a technology. The aim here was to generate end user 
views about the extent of the tool’s usefulness while actually using it. 

6.3 Results 

We will be presenting here some of the explicit statements of the participants and 
the results of the observations during the free exploration phase. All of the 
participants immediately figured out the different elements of PrintARface. Most 
of them started by selecting a model. Depending on where they were standing, 
some did not notice that by clicking a button on the left side, the model was 
shown on the build plate. This problem was especially prevalent when the 
participants were standing close to the printer. 

6.3.1 Interactions with the 3D Representation of the 3D Artifact. 

Six participants tried to interact with the model by gazing at the model and doing 
the air tap or the tap-and-hold gesture. P11 said, “I assume that the size of the 
hologram is the same as the printer will print it, but it would be nice if I were able 
to take the model and scale it up to inspect it better or even to change the size for 
printing.” Others moved around the printer to see the model from different angles 
and went closer to see the model in more detail. In the discussion, four 
participants explicitly asked for a function to interact with the 3D model on the 
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build plate for different purposes, such as grabbing it and scaling it up for better 
inspection, or to change the printing parameters such as size and rotation. 

Most participants intuitively identified the functionality of the slider next to the 
model. They matched the number of layers to the height of the object. Three 
participants noted the difficulty of simultaneously interacting with the slider and 
observing the changes in the model because the slider was too large in relation to 
it. Moreover, when looking at the slider and making the tap-and- hold gesture, the 
model can disappear from the field of view. 

Ten participants understood that the control elements in front of the printer 
could be used to hide and show parts of the model. 

 
No. Experiences in AR 3D Printing Experience Gender Age 

P01 I’ve already tried AR. I have only 3D printed under the guidance of other people. I 
already created my own 3D. models. 

M 26 

P02 I’ve already tried AR. I can operate a 3D printer by myself. I 
already created my own 3D models. 
I know exactly how a 3D printer works. 

M 34 

P03 I’ve used AR often. I have only 3D printed under the guidance of other people. I 
already created my own 3D models. 
I know exactly how a 3D printer works 

M 30 

P04 I’ve already tried AR. I know what 3D printing is, but I have never 3D printed before. M 35 

P05 I’ve already tried AR. I know what 3D printing is, but I have never 3D printed before. M 39 

P06 I know what AR is, but have never used it. I know what 3D printing is, but I have never 3D printed before. I 
already created my own 3D models. 

M 26 

P07 I know what AR is, but have never used it. I don’t know what 3D printing is. F 24 

P08 I’ve already tried AR. I have only 3D printed under the guidance of other people. I 
already created my own 3D models. 

M 30 

P09 I’ve already tried AR. I know what 3D printing is, but I have never 3D printed before. M 24 

P10 I know what AR is, but have never used it. I can operate a 3D printer by myself. M 37 

P11 I’ve used AR often. I can operate a 3D printer by myself. I 
already created my own 3D models. 

F 25 

P12 I’ve used AR often. I can operate a 3D printer by myself. I 
already created my own 3D models. 
I know exactly how a 3D printer works. 

M 31 

Table 1: Overview of the evaluation participants. 

Having clicked the checkboxes, they examined the changes and successfully 
matched the checkboxes to the corresponding parts of the model after trying out 
all the checkboxes. Three participants initially had some difficulties determining 
what “Fill” meant be- cause the walls were hiding it. Even after establishing the 
names of the different parts of the model, the functionality was still not fully 
obvious. This was especially the case for the inexperienced participants. For 
example, P3 said, “I now know that the circle around the model is called the Skirt, 
but I do not know why it is there and what it is for.” 
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Regarding the information box above the printer, P01 commented, “Oh cool, 
here I can see how long the printer needs to finish my print 

and how much material will be used. This is useful to make sure that there is 
enough material on the spool before printing.” After comparing the different 
models, P06 observed, “The triceratops takes three times longer to print because it 
is much larger than the rocktopus.” As with the controls in front of the printer, not 
all the participants immediately recognized the information box. 

6.3.2 Controlling the Physical 3D Printer through Digital AR. 

All the participants activated the control functionality. They correctly identified 
the different axes and tried to interact with them. Nine participants attempted to 
pull on the arrows by making the tap- and-hold gesture, but without success. As 
P02 remarked after a few attempts, “The arrows for X+ and Z+ are green and X- 
and Z- are grey. The green ones seem like you can interact with them, but it does 
not work.” Only two participants figured out that the boxes were moveable 
through the tap-and-hold gesture. After moving the print head with the box a few 
times, P02 noted, “That works quite well. I would like to have a control like that 
for our laser cutter.” Most of the participants were visibly surprised when the 
printer first moved upon their commands because they did not expect to be able to 
move physical parts using AR. In a preliminary test, one participant had a look at 
the different models and clicked the Start print button. She was very surprised and 
said, “Oh no, what’s happening?” – “Did you click on ‘start print’?” – “Yes?!” – 
“The printer has now started preparing itself for printing”. Afterwards, she 
explained why she was initially so surprised: “I did not expect that I could control 
the real printer. I thought it was only virtual.” 

6.3.3 Changing the Filament under Systematic Guidance. 

All the participants executed and followed the systematic guide for changing the 
filament. During the first step (heating up the nozzle), the participants observed 
the temperature diagram on the right side. P11 noted, “The info box is saying that 
the nozzle will heat up to 200 °C and I can see that here in the diagram. I can also 
see the cur- rent temperature of the nozzle.” During the second step (pulling the 
filament out of the extruder), all the participants first read the instructions above 
the printer and then watched the video, which appeared next to the extruder. 
Several participants watched the video multiple times. P09 said, “That was a little 
bit too fast for me. Can I watch it again? . . . Ah, it starts again automatically.” 
Over- all, the participants like the videos and the detailed instructions as well as 
the confirmatory texts. However, we could see that the terminology was not 
always clear for everyone (cp. (Ludwig et al., 2014)). For example, “filament” or 
“spool” was not always recognized correctly and confused the participants. The 
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3D printing novices had particular issues. As P05 put it, “I am not quite sure what 
the filament or the spool is. Unfortunately, there is no photo or video.” 

6.3.4 Suggestions for further Improvements. 

Most of the participants liked the guidance videos the most in PrintARface. 
According to P11, “I liked the videos best because I didn’t know how to do the 
filament change on this printer, but I could do it on my own and they [the videos] 
gave me [a sense of] security.” Four participants acknowledged that a major 
advantage of the visualization of the models was that it helped them to obtain a 
better impression of the actual size of the 3D artifact and how it would be printed. 
Two participants liked the control aspects the most because “it is fun to move and 
explore the printer with easy hand gestures” (P01). How- ever, the participants 
had a negative view of the spatial distribution of the UI elements because they 
were widely dispersed and the participants had to unduly move their heads. As 
P12 noted, “I am quite tall, and I had to look down all the time to see the UI, and 
now my neck is stressed.” Meanwhile, P07 said, “I did not notice the box above 
the printer because it was a little bit above my field of view.” 

The participants would also have preferred to have additional explanations. For 
instance, they suggested having an FAQ-like clarification for 3D printing-specific 
words. One participant also asked for a beginner’s guide for the AR application 
itself, which would show the precise functionalities and their location in the UI. 
When we asked the participants about an effective means of implementing such 
FAQs or guides, some participants suggested the direct addition of information to 
the controls (e.g., a small icon next to a button that displays additional information 
when gazed at or clicked). Other participants said that they would split the 
application into two parts – one part to explain the printer and give important 
information and the other part to operate the printer. Four participants also asked 
for voice commands (e.g., for selecting models), while two participants proposed 
displaying the 3D models or an image of the model instead of the name in the list 
of available models. 

Two rather experienced users (P02, P12) said that they would not use the 
application because it offers too few functions, and they assumed that even if all 
essential functions were available, they would need more time than with their 
regular workflow. However, they see significant potentials of the AR application 
for 3D printing newcomers to better understand 3D printing. 

7 EVALUATION WITH 3D PRINTING EXPERTS 

Aside from the assessment with prospective end users, we also con- ducted an 
evaluation with the five experts involved in our previous empirical study to 
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discuss PrintARface from their point of view and identify potential areas for 
improvement. To this end, we had the experts explore the application and asked 
how PrintARface serve as a user interface for supporting the appropriation of 3D 
printing. 

We also asked them to express their thoughts and ideas verbally or sketch them 
on paper. To encourage the latter, we had prepared pictures of the printer on a 
plain white background from different perspectives. The evaluation lasted an 
average of 29.4 minutes (SD = 10.84), including the exploration of PrintARface, 
which took a maximum of five minutes, but the participants wore the HoloLens 
throughout most of the second part. 

To begin with, the participants struggled to imagine how to (visually) design 
explanations in AR and started by creating a structure for the explanation. 
However, they generally started with basic concepts of 3D printing, followed by 
the printer’s components, concluding with some information about different 
slicing parameters such as layer height and infill and how these parameters 
influence the printing time. 

While the experts tried to articulate their design ideas and dis- cussing different 
AR techniques with us, it was noticeable, that the 3D printing experts started to 
think differently. At first, they wanted to use classical media (pictures, videos and 
text) for the explanations until they thought more about the abilities of AR and 
how these could be used for the explanation. 

To explain the general 3D printing concept, the participants suggested 
animations or holograms showing a sliced model that is similar to the current 
application but with additional text. They also said that it would be nice to note 
that some parts of the printer are themselves 3D printed. When talking about the 
components, they proposed visually highlighting the outline of the most important 
parts, such as the filament, print head and build plate, much as it is done for 
interactive elements in video games. By selecting one of these parts, the 
information about it could be directly displayed next to the item. Aside from 
written text, the participants often suggested a voice overlay. 

A particular point they made is that the print head should be in a different 
position to ensure that the nozzle is seen more easily. They also proposed some 
kind of overlay or exploded-view drawing of the print head to explain its 
components so that people could understand what was happening inside it. The 
experts also took issue with the movement of the print head and build plate. Two 
of them said that they would allow the physical parts to move, but two others 
suggested doing it with holograms for the sake of safety. Safety was generally a 
key concern for the experts. They made sure to mark the most dangerous spots 
(nozzle and build plate) with holograms and icons. They also differentiated 
between safety for the user and safety in relation to the machine and its 
surroundings. To make the description of the 3D printer even more interesting, 
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nearly all the experts suggested interweaving the explanation with a real and 
interactive sample print of a small object, which would take approximately 15 
minutes. The application could explain in situ what the printer is doing and pause 
the print at specific points such as after the first layer or when some infill is 
printed. Two experts asked to port the application to hand-held devices to make 
the application more accessible for the use in the Fab Lab. 

8 DISCUSSION 

All the participants in our evaluation were able to use the application without 
major issues. Most of them said they enjoyed using it and acknowledged that they 
learned something new about 3D printing (e.g., that small models take a long time 
to print, how support structure enable the print of overhands or how a 3D printer 
looks like inside). They also became familiar with 3D printing-specific terms such 
as the names of the different parts of a model as well of the printer itself. 
However, the evaluation revealed many design challenges that still need to be 
addressed when aiming to support new AR-based human–machine interfaces for 
supporting the exploration of cyber-physical systems as a means for its 
appropriation. As the participants mentioned, additional AR-based interaction 
with the models is beneficial. Such interaction encompass not only interacting 
with the virtual model (e.g., scaling and rotating for better inspection) but also 
having a direct influence on the printing process. Applications that focus on 
fostering a more nuanced inter- action with the model must integrate the slicer 
software so as to be able to modify more parameters. In addition, it is obvious that 
beginner-friendly terminology is important for adequate appropriation support 
(cp. (Ludwig et al., 2014)). As technical terms can cause confusion, they need to 
be explained. These explanations should be done in situ. 

Designing a user interface for operating cyber-physical systems through AR is 
challenging, given what is currently technologically feasible. On the one hand, the 
user interface needs to be dense. On the other hand, it should not be overloaded 
because of the limited field of view in the AR glasses that are currently available. 
With software and traditional screen-based appropriation infrastructures without a 
strong physical reference, the interactions can be operated and visualized via 
buttons and text view elements. In case of high physical relevance, the location of 
the visualization plays an important role and needs to be more contextually 
aligned. When using virtual elements for interacting with machines that are locked 
into a specific position in a room or aligned to a machine, the user needs to be 
aware of the general existence of these elements, especially their location, 
otherwise the user could miss important information or could be unable to fully 
operate the machine. New mechanisms for being aware of digital overlays within 
the room itself need to be implemented. Similar approaches can be found in 
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traditional 2D desktop or mobile applications (Grossman et al., 2009). Moreover, 
the affordance of the virtual elements needs to be obvious, such as visual effects 
when an interactable object is gazed. This aspect is similar to one that many users 
already know from desktop applications or video games. 

Early studies on appropriation were already emphasizing the importance of 
making the reasoning of a system visible to users (Dourish, 2003). However, these 
studies mainly focused on software environments and how to enable software-
based exploration support (Dourish, 2003), (Star and Bowker, 1999), (Stevens et 
al., 2009), with physicality only playing a minor role. In the context of modern 
complex “cyber-physical” machines such as 3D printers, physicality (including 
the surroundings, material and model-based artefacts) is much more important. 
Although concepts such as sociable technologies (Ludwig et al., 2017), (Ludwig 
et al., 2014) already aim to support this kind of appropriation, they lack a visual 
support for the serendipitous discovery of useful interaction possibilities with 
hardware, especially those not previously anticipated. If users do not explore 
functionalities beyond what they can immediately see, the scope for the 
serendipitous discovery and evolving practices becomes limited. PrintARface sup- 
ports uncovering both the core functionality of a 3D printer and unanticipated 
possibilities that might actually support a user’s interests. For example, seeing the 
innovative 3D models and later support structures for the first time, and seeing the 
finished 3D artifact in relation to the other 3D printer components, offers 
enormous benefits with regard to the appropriation of these kinds of technologies. 
However, the design of such novel interaction possibilities needs to be balanced. 
It is not always necessary for users to understand every aspect of how something 
functions, but rather the aspects of it that appear to be relevant to their interests. 
Our own study showed that people who exhaustively explore every aspect of 
something’s functionality are extremely rare. Finding the right balance is an 
ongoing challenge for research. 

9 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

As a complement to existing work regarding appropriation infrastructures 
(Dourish, 2003), (Star and Bowker, 1999), (Stevens et al., 2009) and sociable 
technologies (Ludwig et al., 2017), (Ludwig et al., 2014), our study has explored 
how AR could visualize the context-dependent behavior of a complex cyber-
physical machines in highly hardware-centered settings. Here, we examined how 
new modalities of interaction might be built into AR-based interfaces to support 
the exploration not only of 3D printing functionalities, but also of possibilities. 
Our focus on 3D printing, as a complex mix of software and hardware 
components, and our implementation of the AR-based application PrintARface, 
has facilitated this exploration. PrintARface aims to support the user of a 3D 
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printer by revealing insights into model design, virtual and physical mapping, and 
the printer’s inner “behavior”. We focused on providing new forms of interaction 
for immersive control. The evaluation of PrintARface uncovered different types 
of interaction arising around the 3D representation of 3D artifacts and opened up 
further potential design spaces for controlling complex technology through AR. 

Based on our experience in the field of AR, we are aware of the difficulty of 
involving users in the early development of AR applications. Most users have 
little experience of actually using AR. PrintARface provides some basic 
functionalities to provide concrete examples of what AR is capable to do in our 
context and especially where current challenges exist. Our study has some 
limitations. Since we applied qualitative research methods with a small set of 
users, our results are not specifically generalizable for other application fields. 
Instead of aiming for generalizability, we wanted to explore novel types of 
interaction for supporting the appropriation of complex mechanisms and uncover 
current design challenges and open design spaces for further research in the field 
of AR-based appropriation support. A further limitation that remains to be 
addressed is that we have mainly focused on exploration support and partly 
simulation support with regard to supporting appropriation. However, designing 
appropriation infrastructures includes many other aspects, such as providing 
communication or collaboration support for multiple users (Pipek, 2005). 

Although the AR-based visualization provided a better sense of the actual size 
of a printed result and gave implicit insights into how the printer works, only a 
small part of the entire 3D printing process was covered. In our future work, we 
intend to cover more of this process. We will therefore follow the entire “career” 
of a 3D printing newcomer. Currently, speaking as metaphor, using PrintARface 
is like watching an expert using the printer who allows you to push one single 
button to start the print. The user has very limited possibilities to intervene in the 
3D printing process. To give the user more control about the print, we will 
continue the development forward integrating the slicing process into 
PrintARface. As preparing a model (slicing) is a vital step in the overall pro- cess, 
this also needs to be addressed within PrintARface. As many 3D printing novices 
start by printing models from platforms like Thingiverse and Prusaprinters 
(Ludwig et al., 2014), users should be able to browse through these platforms via 
PrintARface and download (and print) the models. This gives users a way of 
performing the workflow without switching between devices. This could also 
open another area for investigation on how the practice of 3D printing is affected 
by a purely AR-based workflow for 3D printing. 

Augmented reality has the potential to enrich the entire 3D printing process. 
For example, already printed parts can be augmented by a hologram to show what 
has been printed so far and what remains to be done. We have also seen how AR 
might augment what is currently available when people only see the name of a file 
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on a printer display. During printing, a comparison could also be made between 
the actual print and the original model by overlaying the virtual model, enabling 
the early detection of errors. As AR can create a completely new virtual second-
layer interaction infrastructure with complex systems, there is a risk that users will 
lose core competencies in dealing with the physical machines or devices should 
the virtual interface fail (Pipek and Wulf, 2009). Future work should further 
investigate this aspect and also how these core competencies can be preserved 
within the digital sphere as well. Overall, our design case study constitutes a 
significant step towards the AR-based exploration of cyber-physical systems and 
as software and hardware increasingly merge, we hope it will serve to encourage 
further steps in this direction within the HCI community. 
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End-User Development: From Creating 
Technologies to Transforming Cultures 
Gerhard Fischer, University of Colorado, Boulder — CO, USA 
 
 
This section of the book consisting of seven papers documenting the activities 
focused on the theme End-User Development (EUD) of the research team at the 
University of Siegen over the last two decades. 
Beyond specific contribution discussed in detail in the individual papers, the 
fundamental contribution of the team consisted in (1) framing the concept of End 
User Development (EUD), (2) hosting the first International Symposium (IS-EUD) 
in Siegen in 2009, and (3) serving as the focal point of an international community 
focused on exploring a great variety of different aspects of EUD. The IS-EUD 
symposia are a bi-annual event for researchers and practitioners with an 
interdisciplinary approach to EUD, including interactions with researchers and 
conferences in Human-Computer Interaction, Software Engineering, Computer 
Supported Cooperative Work, Computer Supported Collaborative Learning, 
Design of Interactive Systems, and other related areas. The edited book “End-User 
Development” [Lieberman et al., 2006] represented another milestone to establish 
and promote EUD as a fundamental topic. In addition to the global impact, EUD 
research issues were explored locally in several PhD theses at the University of 
Siegen. 
The seven papers address specific themes of EUD describing concepts, prototypes, 
and empirical studies. Developments and concepts include  

 paper-1: direct activation simplifying to find a tailoring function, when 
needed;  

 paper-2: component-based tailorability as an important means to keep 
software architectures flexible, not only at design time (by software 
professionals) but at use time (by domain expert or end-users); 

 paper-3: the introduction to the already mentioned  book “End-User 
Development; 
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 paper-4: the use of augmented reality to support the exploration of cyber-
physical systems;  

 paper-5: a smart Home Data Visualization environment featuring both pre-
defined visualizations and a visualization creation tool; 

 paper-6: an infrastructure for appropriation stimulating knowledge sharing 
among users and between users and developers;  and  

 paper-7: extending EUD aspects from software systems to hardware 
technologies in the context of Internet of Things. 

The selected seven papers provide an excellent overview of important EUD topics. 
In the spirit that EUD transcends the information given, I would like to contribute 
two things: 

 to add a couple of themes (some of them being mentioned also in the seven 
papers) that I consider relevant  to the objective to  understand EUD not 
only as a technology but as a cultural transformation; and  

 to give my views and expectations addressing the challenge of articulated 
in the last sentence of the introduction of the authors to this section of the 
book: “there is still some way to go!” 

 

1 EUD — Visions and Developments beyond 
Making Software Modifiable and Extendable 

The focus of the seven papers is on prototypes of software systems and empirical 
studies developed in the framework of the Siegener research team. Their unique 
approach is grounded in socio-informatics [Wulf et al., 2018] with the objective to 
investigate the design of computer applications in support of social systems, 
including the  particular consideration on ethical, legal and social aspects. The 
developments were done in the context of real world problems by analyzing the 
practice of all involved stakeholders, and their empirical studies were conducted 
not in the ivory tower of isolated research labs, but in living laboratories. 
To support my personal belief [Fischer, 2021] that EUD visions and developments 
are critical for a future in which people and communities have control over decision 
and tools that affect them and support them in acting creatively by coping with 
change, I will briefly mention some other sources that I consider foundational for 
EUD research activities: 

 Ivan Illich in his book “Tools for Conviviality” [Illich, 1973] illustrates the 
relevance of convivial tools for EUD by ascribing the following 
characteristics to them: “Tools foster conviviality to the extent to which they 
can be easily used, by anybody, as often or as seldom as desired, for the 
accomplishment of a purpose chosen by the user.” 
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 Eric von Hippel in his book “Democratizing Innovation” [von Hippel, 2005] 
provides convincing evidence from different domains for the desirability of 
EUD by stating “Users that innovate can develop exactly what they want, 
rather than relying on manufacturers to act as their (often very imperfect) 
agents”. 

 Yochai Benkler in his book “The Wealth of Networks: How Social 
Production Transforms Markets and Freedom” [Benkler, 2006] explores 
the importance of incentive mechanisms behind common-based peer 
production by stating: "People participate in peer production communities," 
they write, "for a wide range of intrinsic and self-interested 
reasons....basically, people who participate in peer production communities 
love it. They feel passionate about their particular area of expertise and revel 
in creating something new or better. 

 Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein in their book “Nudge — Improving 
Decisions about Health, Wealth, and Happiness” [Thaler & Sunstein, 2009] 
define and explore a framework derived from behavioral economics and 
introduce interesting metaphors for EUD such as “liberterian paternalism” 
and the role of “choice architects” who define the paternalism part by 
organizing the context providing features and support for the liberterian part 
by allowing all people to make decisions in problems that affect them. 

 
A concise definition of EUD does not exist but grounded in the contributions of the 
seven papers in this section and the descriptive and prescriptive frameworks 
provided by the mentioned books, the following descriptions can be used to 
characterize EUD: (1) it represents the objective to empower all stakeholders 
(designers, users, workers, learners, teachers) to actively participate and to make 
their voices heard in personally meaningful problems and (2) it is instrumental for 
the ability to reformulate knowledge, it allows people to express themselves 
creatively and appropriately, and it empowers stakeholders to produce and generate 
information rather than simply to comprehend it. 
 
Our own work centered on EUD (inspired over a couple of decades by our close 
collaboration with the Siegener research team) focused on two approaches: 

 Meta-Design. Meta-design is “design for designers” [Fischer & Herrmann, 
2015]. It represents an emerging conceptual framework aimed at defining 
and creating social and technical infrastructures in which participatory 
cultures can come alive and new forms of collaborative design can take 
place. It complements and transcends participatory design being focused on 
the design time of systems by extending design beyond the original 
development of a system to allow users become co-designers and co-
developers [Binder et al., 2011]. It is grounded in the basic assumption that 
future uses and problems cannot be completely anticipated at design time, 
when a system is developed. Users, at use time, will discover mismatches 
between their needs and the support that an existing system can provide for 
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them. These mismatches will lead to breakdowns that serve as potential 
sources of new insights, new knowledge, and new understanding. Meta-
design addresses the following features of socio-technical environments: (1) 
it allows them to be flexible and evolve because they cannot be completely 
designed prior to use;  (2) the end-users are the primary agents to drive the 
evolution; and (3) the meta-designers design systems explicitly for 
evolution. 

 Cultures of Participation. The rise in social computing (based on social 
production and mass collaboration) has facilitated a shift from consumer 
cultures (specialized in producing finished artifacts to be consumed 
passively) to cultures of participation (in which all people are provided with 
the means to participate and to contribute actively in personally meaningful 
problems) [Fischer, 2011]. These developments represent unique and 
fundamental opportunities, challenges, and transformative changes for EUD 
as we move away from a world in which a small number of people define 
rules, create artifacts, make decisions for many consumers towards a world 
in which everyone has possibilities to actively participate by creating widely 
accessible artifacts. These transformations will create foundations for a 
different kind of society than one where citizens, workers and learners are 
confined to the role of consumers. Cultures of participation are facilitated 
and supported by a variety of different technological environments (such as: 
the participatory Web (“Web 2.0”), table-top computing, domain-oriented 
design environments); all of them contributing in different ways to the aims 
of engaging diverse audiences, enhancing creativity, sharing information, 
and fostering the collaboration among users acting as active contributors 
and designers. They democratize design and innovation [von Hippel, 2005] 
by shifting power and control towards users, supporting them to act as both 
designers and consumers and allowing systems to be shaped through real-
time use. 

 

2 The Future: “there is still some way to go”  

While it is important to understand “how things are” (as explored in empirical 
studies of existing artifact and socio-technical environment), the central objective 
of design is to envision “how things could or should be” in the years to come. I 
hope that some of my reflections will be of some value and will stimulate further 
developments for the researchers and communities who will explore the future of 
EUD. 
In a world that is not predictable, improvisation, evolution, and innovation are more 
than luxuries: they are necessities. The challenge of design is not a matter of getting 
rid of the emergent, but rather of including it and making it an opportunity for more 
creative and more adequate solutions to problems. Future developments in EUD 
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should provide the enabling conditions for putting owners of problems in charge by 
defining the technical and social conditions for broad participation in design 
activities by fostering new mindsets, new sources of creativity, and cultural changes 
to create foundations for innovative societies. 
While the growth of technologies such as EUD is certain, the inevitability of any 
particular future is not. In a world facing wicked problems the aim is not to find 
truth, but to improve the quality of life for all humans. A serious commitment to 
EUD will not happen by itself but will require facilitating cultural transformations 
that will empower all stakeholders and creates the foundations for mindsets in 
learners and workers to see themselves as active contributors rather than passive 
consumers.  
A fundamental attribute of wicked problems such as EUD is that there are no best 
unique solutions (especially without defining particular contexts). The 
identification and analysis of design trade-offs is critical for being aware of 
potential pitfalls associated with EUD. The following short list provides some 
examples of design trade-offs associated with EUD: 

 Division of Labor versus Empowerment of Individuals. Democratizing 
design by putting owners of problems in charge does not mean that there is 
no place for professionals in the future. By arguing for the independence of 
owners of problems from high-tech scribes, a legitimate question to ask is 
whether this will reverse the division of labor that has been a major driving 
force in advancing our societies. Professional designers play an important 
role in our society: most persons are not able to and do not want to build 
their own houses, design their own cars, or write their own software systems 
or sorting routines. People do not have the time to participate equally in all 
aspects of human life in order to become fully engaged and informed, and 
therefore they rely on intermediaries to act in their interests.  

 Participation Overload and Personally Meaningful Problems. Information 
overload has been discussed as a fundamental problem for the information 
society. I claim that participation overload will be one of the most serious 
problems for future societies. Two pitfalls need be avoided: (1) individuals 
should not be forced to act as active contributors in situations where they 
want to be consumers (this is mostly the case in the context of problems and 
activities which are irrelevant to people); and (2) they should not be 
restricted to consumers where they want to be active contributors and 
decision makers (this is mostly the case in personally meaningful 
situations). Many people expiring a lack of time, being overcommitted, and 
feel guilty about not participating enough. This design trade-off creates the 
fundamental challenge to develop criteria and to be judicious about one's 
participation and how to develop a culture that respects a person's choices 
about when and how to participate. 

 Tension between Standardization and Improvisation. EUD creates an 
inherent tension between standardization and improvisation. Software 
companies argue to reduce the number of customer modifications because 
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they imply costs for maintaining them. To reduce the costs of customer-
specific changes, one of the key objectives during reseeding phases of 
systems should be to return to a new standard which they in return can 
undergo further modifications. Finding the right balance between 
standardization (which can suppress innovation and creativity) and 
improvisation (which can lead to a Babel of different and incompatible 
versions) for example has been a challenge in open source environments in 
which forking has often led developers in different directions.  

 

3 Beyond Technologies: Cultural 
Transformations 

To deeply understand the potential transformation of human lives enriched rather 
than limited by EUD technologies, discourses and investigations must not only be 
focused around technological issues but explore motivation, control, ownership, 
autonomy, quality of life, and cultural transformation. In the spirit of the Siegener 
framework of socio-informatics [Wulf et al., 2018], changes in complex 
environments are not primarily dictated by technology but they are the result of a 
shift in human behavior and social organization. The design of socio-technical 
environments requires the co-design of social and technical systems. While the 
growth of technologies such as EUD is certain, the inevitability of any particular 
future is not. In a world facing wicked problems the aim is not to find truth, but to 
improve the quality of life for all humans. 
The most prominent example of a wicked problem in the year 2020 and 2021 is 
COVID-19. The pandemic requires that we practice new ways to live and learn 
together by facing the challenge “to learn when no one knows the answer”. COVID-
19 is one instance for a wicked problem requiring all stakeholders “to think outside 
the box”. It illustrates the need to deal with unexpected challenges which will occur 
in today’s fast-changing world, in which people are facing increasingly increasing 
numbers of unknown, unexpected, and unpredictable situations. It also points to the 
necessity of iterative experimentation to gain new knowledge. Many of these 
requirements have been explored in EUD research efforts.  
 

4 In Summary  

Providing all citizens with the means to become co-creators of new ideas, 
knowledge, and products in personally meaningful activities presents one of the 
most exciting innovations and transformations with profound implications in the 
years to come. This objective characterizes the vision behind EUD as a cultural 
transformation. To make this vision a reality, the EUD research community needs 
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to establish new discourses and shared languages about concepts, assumptions, 
values, stories, metaphors, design approaches, and learning theories. All citizens by 
claiming ownership in personally meaningful problems should be empowered to 
design, build, and evolve their own artifacts and choice architects and meta-
designers should create environments to situate computation in new cultural and 
material contexts, with socio-technical environments that democratize design. 
As documented in the seven articles in this section of the book, the research team 
at the University of Siegen has been a leader to move EUD from barely noticed to 
center stage — a place that it deserves to be by representing one of the most exciting 
innovations and transformations for the digital age.  
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The seven papers address specific themes of EUD describing concepts, 
prototypes, and empirical studies. Developments and concepts include  

 paper-1: direct activation simplifying to find a tailoring function, 
when needed;  

 paper-2: component-based tailorability as an important means to 
keep software architectures flexible, not only at design time (by software 
professionals) but at use time (by domain expert or end-users); 
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 paper-3: the introduction to the already mentioned  book “End-User 
Development; 

 paper-4: the use of augmented reality to support the exploration of 
cyber-physical systems;  

 paper-5: a smart Home Data Visualization environment featuring 
both pre-defined visualizations and a visualization creation tool; 

 paper-6: an infrastructure for appropriation stimulating knowledge 
sharing among users and between users and developers;  and  

 paper-7: extending EUD aspects from software systems to hardware 
technologies in the context of Internet of Things. 

 The selected seven papers provide an excellent overview of 
important EUD topics. In the spirit that EUD transcends the information 
given, I would like to contribute two things: 

 to add a couple of themes (some of them being mentioned also in the 
seven papers) that I consider relevant  to the objective to  understand 
EUD not only as a technology but as a cultural transformation; and  

 to give my views and expectations addressing the challenge of 
articulated in the last sentence of the introduction of the authors to this 
section of the book: “there is still some way to go!” 

 EUD — Visions and Developments beyond Making Software 
Modifiable and Extendable 

 The focus of the seven papers is on prototypes of software systems 
and empirical studies developed in the framework of the Siegener 
research team. Their unique approach is grounded in socio-informatics 
[Wulf et al., 2018] with the objective to investigate the design of 
computer applications in support of social systems, including the  
particular consideration on ethical, legal and social aspects. The 
developments were done in the context of real world problems by 
analyzing the practice of all involved stakeholders, and their empirical 
studies were conducted not in the ivory tower of isolated research labs, 
but in living laboratories. 

 To support my personal belief [Fischer, 2021] that EUD visions and 
developments are critical for a future in which people and communities 
have control over decision and tools that affect them and support them in 
acting creatively by coping with change, I will briefly mention some 
other sources that I consider foundational for EUD research activities: 

 Ivan Illich in his book “Tools for Conviviality” [Illich, 1973] 
illustrates the relevance of convivial tools for EUD by ascribing the 
following characteristics to them: “Tools foster conviviality to the extent 
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to which they can be easily used, by anybody, as often or as seldom as 
desired, for the accomplishment of a purpose chosen by the user.” 

 Eric von Hippel in his book “Democratizing Innovation” [von 
Hippel, 2005] provides convincing evidence from different domains for 
the desirability of EUD by stating “Users that innovate can develop 
exactly what they want, rather than relying on manufacturers to act as 
their (often very imperfect) agents”. 

 Yochai Benkler in his book “The Wealth of Networks: How Social 
Production Transforms Markets and Freedom” [Benkler, 2006] explores 
the importance of incentive mechanisms behind common-based peer 
production by stating: "People participate in peer production 
communities," they write, "for a wide range of intrinsic and self-
interested reasons....basically, people who participate in peer production 
communities love it. They feel passionate about their particular area of 
expertise and revel in creating something new or better. 

 Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein in their book “Nudge — 
Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth, and Happiness” [Thaler & 
Sunstein, 2009] define and explore a framework derived from behavioral 
economics and introduce interesting metaphors for EUD such as 
“liberterian paternalism” and the role of “choice architects” who define 
the paternalism part by organizing the context providing features and 
support for the liberterian part by allowing all people to make decisions 
in problems that affect them. 

 
A concise definition of EUD does not exist but grounded in the contributions of 

the seven papers in this section and the descriptive and prescriptive frameworks 
provided by the mentioned books, the following descriptions can be used to 
characterize EUD: (1) it represents the objective to empower all stakeholders 
(designers, users, workers, learners, teachers) to actively participate and to make 
their voices heard in personally meaningful problems and (2) it is instrumental for 
the ability to reformulate knowledge, it allows people to express themselves 
creatively and appropriately, and it empowers stakeholders to produce and generate 
information rather than simply to comprehend it. 

Our own work centered on EUD (inspired over a couple of decades by our close 
collaboration with the Siegener research team) focused on two approaches: 

 Meta-Design. Meta-design is “design for designers” [Fischer & Herrmann, 
2015]. It represents an emerging conceptual framework aimed at defining 
and creating social and technical infrastructures in which participatory 
cultures can come alive and new forms of collaborative design can take 
place. It complements and transcends participatory design being focused on 
the design time of systems by extending design beyond the original 
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development of a system to allow users become co-designers and co-
developers [Binder et al., 2011]. It is grounded in the basic assumption that 
future uses and problems cannot be completely anticipated at design time, 
when a system is developed. Users, at use time, will discover mismatches 
between their needs and the support that an existing system can provide for 
them. These mismatches will lead to breakdowns that serve as potential 
sources of new insights, new knowledge, and new understanding. Meta-
design addresses the following features of socio-technical environments: (1) 
it allows them to be flexible and evolve because they cannot be completely 
designed prior to use;  (2) the end-users are the primary agents to drive the 
evolution; and (3) the meta-designers design systems explicitly for 
evolution. 

 Cultures of Participation. The rise in social computing (based on social 
production and mass collaboration) has facilitated a shift from consumer 
cultures (specialized in producing finished artifacts to be consumed 
passively) to cultures of participation (in which all people are provided with 
the means to participate and to contribute actively in personally meaningful 
problems) [Fischer, 2011]. These developments represent unique and 
fundamental opportunities, challenges, and transformative changes for EUD 
as we move away from a world in which a small number of people define 
rules, create artifacts, make decisions for many consumers towards a world 
in which everyone has possibilities to actively participate by creating widely 
accessible artifacts. These transformations will create foundations for a 
different kind of society than one where citizens, workers and learners are 
confined to the role of consumers. Cultures of participation are facilitated 
and supported by a variety of different technological environments (such as: 
the participatory Web (“Web 2.0”), table-top computing, domain-oriented 
design environments); all of them contributing in different ways to the aims 
of engaging diverse audiences, enhancing creativity, sharing information, 
and fostering the collaboration among users acting as active contributors 
and designers. They democratize design and innovation [von Hippel, 2005] 
by shifting power and control towards users, supporting them to act as both 
designers and consumers and allowing systems to be shaped through real-
time use. 

 

1 The Future: “there is still some way to go”  

While it is important to understand “how things are” (as explored in empirical 
studies of existing artifact and socio-technical environment), the central objective 
of design is to envision “how things could or should be” in the years to come. I 
hope that some of my reflections will be of some value and will stimulate further 
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developments for the researchers and communities who will explore the future of 
EUD. 

In a world that is not predictable, improvisation, evolution, and innovation are 
more than luxuries: they are necessities. The challenge of design is not a matter of 
getting rid of the emergent, but rather of including it and making it an opportunity 
for more creative and more adequate solutions to problems. Future developments 
in EUD should provide the enabling conditions for putting owners of problems in 
charge by defining the technical and social conditions for broad participation in 
design activities by fostering new mindsets, new sources of creativity, and cultural 
changes to create foundations for innovative societies. 

While the growth of technologies such as EUD is certain, the inevitability of any 
particular future is not. In a world facing wicked problems the aim is not to find 
truth, but to improve the quality of life for all humans. A serious commitment to 
EUD will not happen by itself but will require facilitating cultural transformations 
that will empower all stakeholders and creates the foundations for mindsets in 
learners and workers to see themselves as active contributors rather than passive 
consumers.  

A fundamental attribute of wicked problems such as EUD is that there are no 
best unique solutions (especially without defining particular contexts). The 
identification and analysis of design trade-offs is critical for being aware of 
potential pitfalls associated with EUD. The following short list provides some 
examples of design trade-offs associated with EUD: 

 Division of Labor versus Empowerment of Individuals. Democratizing 
design by putting owners of problems in charge does not mean that there is 
no place for professionals in the future. By arguing for the independence of 
owners of problems from high-tech scribes, a legitimate question to ask is 
whether this will reverse the division of labor that has been a major driving 
force in advancing our societies. Professional designers play an important 
role in our society: most persons are not able to and do not want to build 
their own houses, design their own cars, or write their own software systems 
or sorting routines. People do not have the time to participate equally in all 
aspects of human life in order to become fully engaged and informed, and 
therefore they rely on intermediaries to act in their interests.  

 Participation Overload and Personally Meaningful Problems. Information 
overload has been discussed as a fundamental problem for the information 
society. I claim that participation overload will be one of the most serious 
problems for future societies. Two pitfalls need be avoided: (1) individuals 
should not be forced to act as active contributors in situations where they 
want to be consumers (this is mostly the case in the context of problems and 
activities which are irrelevant to people); and (2) they should not be 
restricted to consumers where they want to be active contributors and 
decision makers (this is mostly the case in personally meaningful 
situations). Many people expiring a lack of time, being overcommitted, and 
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feel guilty about not participating enough. This design trade-off creates the 
fundamental challenge to develop criteria and to be judicious about one's 
participation and how to develop a culture that respects a person's choices 
about when and how to participate. 

 Tension between Standardization and Improvisation. EUD creates an 
inherent tension between standardization and improvisation. Software 
companies argue to reduce the number of customer modifications because 
they imply costs for maintaining them. To reduce the costs of customer-
specific changes, one of the key objectives during reseeding phases of 
systems should be to return to a new standard which they in return can 
undergo further modifications. Finding the right balance between 
standardization (which can suppress innovation and creativity) and 
improvisation (which can lead to a Babel of different and incompatible 
versions) for example has been a challenge in open source environments in 
which forking has often led developers in different directions.  

 

2 Beyond Technologies: Cultural 
Transformations 

To deeply understand the potential transformation of human lives enriched rather 
than limited by EUD technologies, discourses and investigations must not only be 
focused around technological issues but explore motivation, control, ownership, 
autonomy, quality of life, and cultural transformation. In the spirit of the Siegener 
framework of socio-informatics [Wulf et al., 2018], changes in complex 
environments are not primarily dictated by technology but they are the result of a 
shift in human behavior and social organization. The design of socio-technical 
environments requires the co-design of social and technical systems. While the 
growth of technologies such as EUD is certain, the inevitability of any particular 
future is not. In a world facing wicked problems the aim is not to find truth, but to 
improve the quality of life for all humans. 

The most prominent example of a wicked problem in the year 2020 and 2021 is 
COVID-19. The pandemic requires that we practice new ways to live and learn 
together by facing the challenge “to learn when no one knows the answer”. COVID-
19 is one instance for a wicked problem requiring all stakeholders “to think outside 
the box”. It illustrates the need to deal with unexpected challenges which will occur 
in today’s fast-changing world, in which people are facing increasingly increasing 
numbers of unknown, unexpected, and unpredictable situations. It also points to the 
necessity of iterative experimentation to gain new knowledge. Many of these 
requirements have been explored in EUD research efforts.  
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3 In Summary  

Providing all citizens with the means to become co-creators of new ideas, 
knowledge, and products in personally meaningful activities presents one of the 
most exciting innovations and transformations with profound implications in the 
years to come. This objective characterizes the vision behind EUD as a cultural 
transformation. To make this vision a reality, the EUD research community needs 
to establish new discourses and shared languages about concepts, assumptions, 
values, stories, metaphors, design approaches, and learning theories. All citizens by 
claiming ownership in personally meaningful problems should be empowered to 
design, build, and evolve their own artifacts and choice architects and meta-
designers should create environments to situate computation in new cultural and 
material contexts, with socio-technical environments that democratize design. 
As documented in the seven articles in this section of the book, the research team 
at the University of Siegen has been a leader to move EUD from barely noticed to 
center stage — a place that it deserves to be by representing one of the most exciting 
innovations and transformations for the digital age.  
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Commenting on EUD section of Siegen 
group’s research summary volume  

Anders Mørch, Dr. Scient., Prof. 
Department of Education, University of Oslo 

 

 
I have commented on the papers in the EUD section in the order they were 
published and “weighting them” according to how the work has intersected and 
influenced my own work. This commentary is therefore a “subjective impact 
analysis” rather than the one we get by automated systems. Volker Wulf and I 
started to communicate on topics in end-user development in the spring of 1996. At 
that time, I was a visiting researcher at CU Boulder in Gerhard Fischer’s research 
group. I sent Volker an email and later a letter with some papers and in return I 
received papers from him. We exchanged information on tailorable systems, end-
user tailoring and software engineering models, which became important precursors 
the field of end-user development (EUD) we know of today. For example, I 
received a paper Volker had written with Markus Rohde on extending the STEPS 
methodology (originally developed by Christiane Floyd at Hamburg University) 
with tailoring support, while I was working on my PhD at University of Oslo with 
Kristen Nygaard and sent Volker papers on tools for end-user tailoring of object-
oriented applications. Volker had just finished his PhD at University of Dortmund 
with Thomas Herrmann, and he now led a research group on HCI and CSCW 
(ProSEC) at the Institute for Computer Science at the University of Bonn. Our email 
conversations on EUD lead to a workshop on “Tailorable systems and cooperative 
work” in Phoenix, AZ in may 1997 (Group’97 conference), in which Helge Kahler 
and Oliver Stiemerling were co-organizers. A few years later (2000) we edited a 
special issue of jCSCW on Tailorable systems and cooperative work. I have stayed 
in contact with Volker since then as well as with Markus, but I have lost contact 
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with Helge and Oliver. One of the topics we discussed was the precursor to the 
concept of “direct activation,” or direct access to tailoring functionality from the 
normal (default) user interface of a computer application. Direct activation (DA) is 
the topic of the first paper in the EUD section in this volume and written by Volker 
Wulf and Bjorn Golombek (Wulf & Golombek, 2001). Direct activation builds on 
and extends the notion of direct manipulation in HCI. The authors developed a 
conceptual design based on a review of previous work, and carrying out two 
empirical studies that explores DA as enabler for tailorable systems. In the same 
way as DM became a key concept in HCI, the authors argue, and with good reason, 
DA is a key concept in EUD. DA means to access the multiple levels of a system’s 
functionality from the point of main use of the system (e.g. user activity; practice 
situation) which is a primary concern in EUD. The authors cite a work of mine in 
which I suggest using event-handlers (e.g., option, alt, or control) on visual objects 
(called application units) to access the different levels of a system’s functionality 
(e.g. Mørch, 1995; 2003). One of the user experiments carried out by Wulf and 
Golombek is based on a model of event transmission (creation and display). A 
system instance (sample, practical application) for testing the experimental 
hypothesis of different ways of finding out about tailoring functionality did the 
authors create. The empirical studies found of this experiment prototype showed 
that visual interface objects can provide “handles” for much of the functionality one 
needs to access when tailoring a system, thus corroborating and strengthening a 
previous working hypothesis. 

In 2006, the first edited volume on EUD was published, a Springer volume 
containing works from many of the members of the EUD-Net project. EUD-Net 
was EU network of excellence in 2002-3, during which Volker Wulf was a seminal 
person to organize. In the book, the first definition of EUD was proposed, “as a set 
of methods, techniques, and tools that allows users of software systems, who are 
acting as non-professional software developers, at some point to create, modify or 
extend a software artifact.” (Liberman, Paterno, Klann & Wulf, 2006, p. 2). Other 
definitions have been proposed before and after (e.g. Costabile et al. 2003; Batalas, 
et al., 2021). For example, Costabile and colleagues (2003) emphasize the role of 
domain-expert users (rather than non-professional developers), and Batalas and 
colleagues (2021) emphasize the distinction of technical development and EUD. 
Personally, I have found all the three definitions useful, but perhaps most useful is 
the 2006 definition. as it emphasizes modification and extension of existing 
software, which is the type of EUD I focus on in my research. Moreover, in the 
opening chapter of the EUD book, the authors make a distinction between two 
levels of tailoring: 1) parametrization or customization of the user interface, and 2) 
program creation or modification of program code. They also refer to some other 
techniques that fall in-between the two levels, such as model-based development, 
incremental programming and programming by example. The authors did not 
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highlight and name a 2nd level between customization and programming, which 
was perhaps the strongest contribution of the Bonn group to EUD, namely 
component-based development to tailorability. They had already worked on this 
topic for some years and the third paper in this volume summarizes their efforts. It 
should be mentioned that two precursors to the “middle level” are Henderson & 
Kyng (1991) who called it “constructing new behaviour from existing pieces” and 
Mørch who call the 2nd level, integration (Mørch, 1995). 

The components approach to EUD pioneered by the Bonn group differs from the 
“programming approach” in that end users interact with components in visual 
builders to select, modify and connect components using high-level operations 
rather than writing program code in a text editor. However, components must be 
programmed before they can be deployed in visual builders; they might even be 
end-user programmable, making it difficult to draw a straight line between the two 
approaches. In Wulf, Pipek & Won (2008), the authors suggest an approach to 
component-based tailorability consisting of three levels, software architecture, user 
interface and collaboration support, where the last level (collaboration support) is 
an organizational element, thus extending tailoring into user organizations. The 
architecture level is to describe the flexibility of the tailorable system, and this is 
supported by a component model called FlexiBeans. The model is aimed at 
tailorability for casual users, not CS professionals, which means an architecture to 
be modifiable with simple commands and accessible tools for component 
integration (composition). The user interface is a graphical user interface that 
represent the components as graphical boxes and connections between them by 
movable arrows (e.g., visualizing data flow) with input and output ports for 
connecting two components. The challenge with this approach is to make port 
(replicating object-method calls) and component names meaningful for domain 
expert users (casual programmers). The FreeEvolve platform developed by Wulf, 
Pipek, and Won (2008) provides a user interface based on the architecture, which 
consists of a palette of basic search application functionality for composing small 
database applications within the domain. A user study of the system revealed the 
strength of direct activation of tailoring functionality but showed also a weakness 
of manually connecting two components. User-assistance techniques such as 3D 
visualization and organization (part/whole structures) were added to resolve the 
weaknesses. An interesting avenue for further work based on this pioneering work 
is to compare CBD in EUD with parallel efforts of block-based programming but 
based on another component model (i.e., jigsaw puzzle metaphor). 

The work on component-based tailorability paved the way for subsequent work 
at the University of Siegen by the emerging group of PhD scholars, many of who 
finished their PhDs elsewhere and later secured faculty positions at the University 
of Siegen and have established labs with own research agendas in CSCW, HCI and 
virtual reality, among others. Two key concepts for the joint endeavors are 
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appropriation infrastructure and collaborative tailoring. To the best of my 
knowledge these terms were fist coined in Volkmar’s PhD thesis at the University 
of Oulu in Finland and Helge Kahler’s at the Roskilde University in Denmark, 
respectively. Gunnar Stevens extended the appropriation infrastructure concept in 
his PhD at the University of Siegen by integrating appropriation support and the IT 
artifact (a successful demonstration system, BSCWeasel was developed for this 
purpose). Thus, the work of Prof. Wulf, his research students and later colleagues 
have moved in somewhat different directions by extending and harnessing the early 
work on tailorable systems and direct activation. Therefore, the Wulf group’s 
success is to a large extent a result of Volker’s ability to attract talented researchers 
and integrating them with an expanding network of external collaborators to join 
forces in developing interesting ideas for EUD and related areas and publishing 
them in reputable outlets while also securing funding for these activities. 

A word on collaborative tailoring. Kahler (2001) introduced the concept to mean 
the involvement of a small group of end users to work together during end-user 
tailoring (local development). Kahler suggested the following characterizations: 1) 
Provide objectification, 2) allow sharing of tailoring files 3) allow browsing through 
tailoring files 4) provide awareness of tailoring activities 5) make annotations and 
automatic descriptions possible 6) allow for exploration of tailoring files 7), make 
administration and coordination easy, and 8) supporting a tailoring culture. For 
example, ‘tailoring awareness’ can help end-user developers share information, 
form communities and divide the work. Active annotations mean critical or 
explanatory notes added to a tailoring file in order to provide contextual information 
(Kahler, 2001). Tailoring cooperation does not come for free because not everyone 
likes to share a work before being credited for it. Kahler (2001) suggests that end-
user development communities need to establish a “tailoring culture” for sharing to 
catch on. 

Outside of collaborative tailoring, appropriation is perhaps the foremost concept 
I associate with the Siegen group, where the latter (EUD) is characterized as the 
technical system and the former (appropriation) an approach (a conceptual 
framework) toward it. Pipek describe appropriation as “an ongoing design process 
that end users perform largely without any involvement of professional developers” 
(Pipek, 2005, p. 5). Based on two long-term empirical studies using a groupware 
tool developed by Stevens (BSCWeasel), the authors (Stevens, Pipek & Wulf, 
2006) identified advanced user activities with this tool in different workplace 
settings and proposed appropriation support to aid the activities. However, 
appropriation in the Siegen group’s work is closely connected with collaborative 
tailoring, as the authors characterized appropriation as “a collaborative effort of end 
users … to make sense of the software in their work context” (Pipek, 2005, p. 5). 
The appropriation support combines communication, demonstration, negotiation, 
and tailoring. For example, in the BSCWeasel system communication is embedded 
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in the IT-artifact as a communication channel for collaboration with developers and 
users, which was implemented as a requirement tracking system based on the 
Eclipse IDE. The communication system in effect became a plugin to the main 
system and thus exemplifies the usefulness of component-based development (i.e. 
they follow their own prescription). Stevens, Pipek & Wulf (2006) provide some 
interesting recommendations for further work on appropriation infrastructure based 
on the results of the evaluation study reported in the article. Namely to distinguish 
personal scope, group scope, and public scope of EUD purposes. The authors argue 
focusing on multiple scopes will ensure a tighter integration of the infrastructure 
with the software artifacts it supports, which is necessary for optimal support of 
flexible runtime behaviour, according to the authors. 

The appropriation infrastructure (AI) concept is connected with the notion of 
sociable technologies proposed by Ludwig, Boden & Pipek (2017). In this paper, 
published in the prestigious ACM Trans. on HCI, the authors accomplish multiple 
goals: 1) extending the EUD concept of AI to HCI with the notion of sociable 
technologies and 2) carrying out a rigorous empirical study consisting of two rounds 
of design case study, one identifying design challenges by conducting interviews 
and the other implementing the challenges into the IT artifact. The IT-artifact in this 
case is the 3D printer and its software, and the challenges pertain to making this 
artifact reveal better affordances for interaction and collaboration with end users. 
The authors identify about 10 design challenges and they are well justified as 
important features to address an improved version of the 3D printer. The new 
functionality of the 3D printer is simulated by Arduino board and Raspberry Pi 
programmable devices connected to the 3D printer environment, i.e., connecting 
them with sensors to monitor environmental variables deemed important for the 
printer’s users to make sense when they print with expensive materials that may fail 
(e.g. temperature, humidity, vibration). The discussion of the findings goes into 
considerable depth and provides convincing arguments for transforming the 3D 
printer into a sociable technology, or in the authors’ own words, turning Internet of 
Things (IofT) into an Internet of Practices. 

The “practice turn” toward EUD in the Siegen group is also evident in their later 
research where the aim is to bring EUD into different practice situations, one being 
smart home data visualization. In their CHI paper, Castelli et al. 2017, investigated 
smart home devices from two perspectives, usage and appropriation. The authors 
carried out empirical in two rounds, using interviews as data collection technique 
for both. First they gathered requirements for an improved dashboard for giving 
overviews of sensor-based data gathered in the informants’ homes (N=12) and in 
the second round gathering data on the use and appropriation of the refined 
prototype referred to as open.DASH. The background for the study is a very 
comprehensive literature survey in the research fields comprising smart home data 
visualization., e.g., visualization in HCI, rule-based formalisms in EUD, and 
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programmable systems to collect environmental data through sensors. The authors 
make use of empirical methods to support their findings combined with deployment 
of low-cost technological devices such as Arduino and sensor for measuring 
temperature, electric consumption and so on. The paper is very well written and the 
topic aligns with current trends in society for households to be more energy 
consumption aware and energy efficient to contribute to global climate change 
concerns. The authors do not include any theoretical perspective in their work and 
they do not contribute to or analyze knowledge building to follow up on the socially 
relevant issues that is brought up in the interview data. These are areas (e.g., theory 
and research methods) for follows up work. 

The last paper is related to the previous, sociable technologies and appropriation 
of 3D printers. Jasche & Ludwig (2019) add a new element to the previous work by 
employing augmented reality (AR) to support appropriation. The AR interface 
achieves a better match with 3D printer because the spatial relationship between 
physical objects is maintained across the two systems. A disadvantage is that it is 
more complex (cumbersome) to use an AR system for explanation and help because 
it requires use of 3D glasses. The paper is well written and consists of a rigorous 
empirical study, and literature review is meticulously undertaken also here, in 
particular high level in terms of knowledge-based and comprehensive. The authors 
argue that the novelty of the paper outside of using AR as user interface is to use 
appropriation on a physical system (3D printer), as appropriation in previous work 
has mainly focused on software appropriation. A critique, or rather a suggestion for 
further work seen from my perspective is that the appropriation concept has lost 
some of its meaning as design concept, as the distinction between appropriation and 
the (advanced) use of a 3D printer is not clear to me. In return, the notion of sociable 
technologies is very relevant. The authors suggest different avenues for expanding 
their work on appropriation by capturing larger parts of the technological use 
context (inner working, social context, task structure). Another suggestion is to use 
design rationale, or to capture the design context to supplement the other contexts, 
thus supporting appropriation as a design concept to more depth. Design rationale 
is the process leading up to a designed artifact and useful for redesign and further 
development. If the design rationale can be represented in ways that are less 
complex than the three context descriptions, it can provide added value to 
appropriation. 
 

In Summary 

The research group led by Volker Wulf at the University of Siegen has contributed 
strongly to the progress in EUD over the past 25 years. This is tangible in the form 
of a large number of high-quality, highly-cited papers in prestigious conferences 
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and journals in IS, HCI and CSCW, making the group top-tier of research labs in 
Europe in these areas. The group has advanced key concepts in EUD, most notable 
component-based tailorability, collaborative tailoring, appropriation infrastructure, 
collaborative appropriation, and sociable technologies. Their conceptual work is 
supported by innovative system building efforts and rigorous empirical studies. 
Challenges for further work seen from my point of view is to find a coherent 
theoretical framework (independent of requirements by conferences, journals, and 
funded research programs), remain focused on appropriation as a EUD concept, 
e.g., do not lose sight of the hard problems, and continue to to carry out rigorous 
empirical research with qualitative methods in multiple rounds, but consider more 
established methodological approaches like design-based research (DBR) from the 
educational sciences and ethnomethodology from the social sciences rather than 
home grown design cases studies. 
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Abstract Nowadays organizations are seen as self-organizing social systems. To cope 
with dynamics of a continuously changing environment they have to be able to react 
flexibly. To support organizational change we will work out the concept of integrated 
organization and technology development. This approach offers a framework to deal with 
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We will investigate on methods to organization development, work psychological guide-
lines, approaches to software development and tailoring in use. Based on these results 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays organizations face increasing complexity and dynamics of their 
environment. On the one hand large scale markets for mass production are 
disappearing in northern economies because of a high level of satisfaction of 
customers' basic needs. Customers' needs have to be satisfied more individually. 
Thus, markets are getting more segmented and dynamic. To be able to survive in 
these markets, organizations have to be able to cope with this increased 
complexity of customers' demands and to react quickly to changing requirements 
of their customers.  



 

Moreover, in several markets international competition is increasing because of 
liberalization in trade regulations and easier physical access due to an improved 
transportation and telecommunication infrastructure. 

To cope with these demands organizational structures have to be rethought. In 
this context the concept of self-organization is nowadays widely discussed in 
management science. Although approaches like "lean production" (Womack et al. 
1990), "virtual organization" (cf. Davidow and Malone 1993), "semi-autonomous 
workgroups" (cf. Brödner 1993), "business reengineering" (cf. Hammer and Champy 
1993) and "fractal factory" (cf. Warnecke 1993) differ considerably in their point of 
emphasis, they have a common foundation. Contrary to a tayloristic approach 
where organizations were perceived as social units which could be controlled 
mechanically from the top, the concept of self-organization is based on the idea 
that social units are networks of autonomous self-regulating subunits whose 
behaviour cannot be controlled easily from the outside. To be able to exploit the 
benefits of self-organizing systems organizational structures have to be renewed: 
the divison of labour among the subunits has to be changed, the hierarchies have 
to be flattened while self-coordination by non hierarchical communication among 
the subunits has to play a more important role. 

Within this process of reorganization information systems are of importance. 
New modes of division of labour within an organization or between organizations 
can be supported by groupware which supports interindividual, intergroup or 
interorganizational (tele-)cooperation (cf. Hammer and Champy 1993, 83; 
Schmidt 1994, 101). Furthermore, synchronous and asynchronous communication 
systems and coordination-tools can facilitate the self-coordination among subunits 
which will replace coordination by formalized rules and hierarchical decision 
making. However, these systems do not only offer opportunities for organizational 
changes but also their design has to respond to changing requirements from  

their fields of application. Thus, the relationship between the technical and the 
organizational changes is characterized by reciprocity and interdependence. To 
handle the reciprocity and interdependence we propose to handle organization and 
software development integratedly. Therefore, we will work out the concept of 
integrated organization and technology development. The given dynamics of the 
environment force organizations to react permanently. This requires an iterative 
approach to change. Once an intervention has been performed within this 
development process its effects have to be reconsidered whether they led to the 
intended result. According to the paradigma of self-organization it cannot be 
predicted from the outside in which way organizations as a whole and single 
subunits will react to changing environmental conditions. Thus, a process of 
integrated organization and technology development depends on the active 
participation of the single subunits affected. 

We will look at participation not only for functional reasons but also for 
normative considerations because it should lead to more democratic participation 



 

of the organization's members. Thus, we have to consider how participation is 
established and who participates in the single phases of the process. Moreover, we 
consider normative criteria to be very important within a process of change. They 
allow to evaluate different design alternatives. Though a normative base cannot 
determine the outcome of an evolutionary process, nevertheless it gives 
orientation for the actors within this process.  

To work out the concept of integrated organization and technology 
development we will first take a look at process-oriented approaches to 
organizational and technological change. Furthermore, we will consider normative 
bases to evaluate the steps of such a process. Therefore, we will investigate on 
methods to organization development, work psychological guide-lines, 
approaches to software development and tailoring in use. These concepts will be 
evaluated answering the question whether they allow for an integrated 
evolutionary and participative approach to change. Based on these results we will 
develop a concept of integrated organization and technology development. 
 

2. Organization Development 

Management science has not yet agreed on a common definition for the term 
organization development. Pieper (1988, 56) suggests that organization 
development can be understood as a continuously initiated, long-term 
organization-wide change in the behaviour, attitudes and abilities of its members 
as well as in its structures and its processes. The organization development 
process can be characterized by the four steps of diagnosis (analysis of the actual 
state and feedback), intervention planning, application of interventions and 
evaluation (of work system) (cf. figure 1). The process is focused on the 
interaction between organization and organizational context, on intergroup 
relations within an organization and on relations between individual and 
organizational needs (Pieper 1988, 74). Thus, one can distinguish two major 
approaches to organization development. On the one hand changes can be directed 
towards attitudes and abilites of individual members of an organization 
(cooperation facilities, teamworking, conflict handling abilities). On the other 
hand changes can concern certain aspects of an organization as a social entity like 
division of labour or mechanisms of coordination and conflict management.  

To support organizational changes methods and instruments of applied social 
science such as theory of personality, social psychology, group dynamics and 
organization theory are applied (cf. Huse 1980; French and Bell 1990). Methods 
and instruments are developed since the middle of this century when group 
dynamics as a new research field was established. Group dynamics is based on the 
fact that changes in attitudes and behaviour can be reached more easily through 
group-discussion than by lectures or teaching to individuals.  



 

The following interventions were chosen to promote changes (cf. French and 
Bell 1990, 137): 

- feedback 
- changes of rules and values 
- increase in communication and interaction 
- confrontation with mediation and negotiation 
- qualification by teaching: 
 - new knowledge 
 - new abilities 
Single methods of organization development like survey feedback, training 

laboratories, encounter groups, transaction analysis, intergroup intervention and 
team development combined these interventions with several social scientific 
techniques to collect data about the actual state of an organisation in a specific 
way (Pieper 1988, 67). Other methods like managerial grid or management by 
objectives are conceptualized for use by and training of the management staff 
only. The appropriate method is chosen often by the change agent, an outsider 
who is responsible for the moderation of such a process of change. Organization 
development is based on an evolutionary approach. Assuming that changing 
requirements will be a permanent feature of an organization's environment and 
that the effects of these interventions cannot be clearly predicted, there is a 
general agreement that organization development has to be seen as a long-term 
process (cf. French and Bell 1990, 66). 

Organization development is based on a method called action research, which 
describes an iteration of data collection, feedback, intervention and new data 
collection (French and Bell 1990, 112). This procedure is performed in a cyclic 
process of analyzing the organization and its problems, presenting and discussing 
these data within the organization, planning of interventions to overcome the 
problem and performing the intervention within the organization. Afterwards the 
same steps are reiterated: data about remaining problems are collected and so on 
(cf. figure 1). 

It is interesting to see that there is a considerable gap between the normative 
background of organization development and its practical implementation. 
Organization development is based on a normative-reeducational approach: 
precondition for organizational developments is the change of individual and 
collective values and rules (cf. French and Bell 1990, 73ff). Organization 
development processes were originally guided by the ideas of democratization of 
organizations and personal growth of its members (ibidem, 98ff; Pieper 1988, 91). 
Nevertheless, these norms are rarely met in practice. Organization development 
processes are established by the management that defines the problems to be 
tackled and the aims to be followed (cf. French and Bell 1973, 184; Pieper 1988, 
54). External change agents control the process of change according to these 
given facts. Thus, the participation of ordinary members of an organization can be  



 

Figure 1: Process model of traditional approaches to organisation development 
 
extremely limited. Therefore, Pieper (1988, 112) calls organization development a 
social technology being at hand of the management and just providing pseudo-
participation to ordinary members of an organization.  

It seems doubtful whether such a restriction of the participation of the 
organization's members can work out well in self-organizing units. On the one 
hand it is questionable whether aims pointed out by the management will be 
adequate for specific problems of certain subunits. On the other hand it seems 
unlikely that external experts are able to control a process of change within an 
organizational subunit. Thus, for functional considerations as well as for 
normative reasons participation of members of an organization has to be 
increased. Pieper (1988) has proposed to modify the traditional approaches of 
organization development towards a discursive one which offers a wide extend of 
participation to all members of an organization. To define problems and to choose 
an intervention to their solution there should be an open discussion within an 
organization. Such a process would increase the democracy within an 
organization. 

Organization development is rather a label of different methods to promote 
organizational change than a homogenous concept with a theoretical foundation 
(cf. Sievers 1975, 29). Therefore, organization development merely means a 
bundle of intervention strategies, which could be successful in reaching the 
promised aim of democratization and promotion of personal gowth within the 



 

process as well as in the process results. Although, the approach does not offer 
any criteria for the evaluation of these process characteristics. Organization 
development suffers from the lack of theoretical assumptions about why changes 
occur and how they can be guided by interventions in a certain direction (cf. 
Pieper 1988, 82). Therefore, it is neither possible to evaluate the normative 
demands. Nevertheless, there exists a big repertoire of practical experiences with 
these methods which makes it attractive to consider them for an integrated 
approach. Furthermore, the strong emphasis on a cyclic approach makes these 
methods interesting for further considerations. 

3. Work Psychological Analysis 

To find evaluation criteria for the outcomes of organization development 
processes we want to look on the findings of work psychological research, which 
offers several criteria for quality of working life. The work psychological 
approach like the organization development is based on the normative demand for 
personal growth.. In the following we describe the basics of Leontjews activity 
theory and the Handlungsregulationstheorie (action regulation theory; cf. Hacker 
1986), which offer a theoretical foundation of several evaluation criteria for 
human-centered work systems.  

To investigate on human actions, the soviet union psychologist Leontjew 
developed the activity theory, which allows analyses of human behaviour from 
both kind of perspectives: from the individual and the social one. The activity 
theory does neither take an individual's nor a group's standpoint but is focussing 
on the analytical unit activity, which includes not only individuals' actions but the 
social context, too. Leontjew critisizes the traditional behavioristic stimulus-
response scheme, because it ignores the embedment of individual activities in the 
social context and therefore in a world of real objects, towards which human 
activities are directed on (Leontjew 1974, 6). Object-type activity, as Leontjew 
called it, is a human’s activity and its corresponding conditions, goals, and means. 
It can not be seen as a socially isolated event, but must be considered as 
embedded in a social context. Human activities constituate individuals’ mental 
models of the world, their perception of social environments and the objects, to 
which their activities are directed. Leontjew states that “society produces the activity 
that shapes its individuals” (Leontjew 1974, 11) and that the analysis of human 
activity is an analysis of different activity levels: activities are directed to objects 
and driven by desires or motives, actions can be seen as actualizations of 
activities, directed to and structured by goals, and operations, as realizations of 
actions, are determined by the certain conditions of the goal’s achievement, that 
means a specific task (ibidem, 26f).  

This differentiation in activity, action, and operation was taken up by the 
german work psychologist called Hacker. The Handlungsregulationstheorie 



 

(action regulation theory) has differentiated further activities which are driven by 
motives and directed to superposed goals, actions which are directed to certain 
subordinated goals, operations which correspond with partial goals and concrete 
conditions, movements which are single operation units, and, on the lowest level, 
sensumotorical phenomena (eg muscle contractions) (cf. Hacker 1986, 73ff). In 
work psychological theory development, the german dominated discussion has 
concentrated on the individual aspects of human action. The theory focus on 
individual psychological aspects of sensumotorical, cognitive, intellectual, and 
psychological regulation of human work. Psychological work analysis here is 
defined as "the analysis of the process, the psychological structure, and the regulation of human 
working activities related to their conditions and consequences (...)" (cf. Frei 1981, 12, translated 
by the authors).  

On the basis of this theoretical approach four work psychological criteria for 
task analysis and job evaluation are derived: the possibility to perform the task 
(Ausführbarkeit), the harmlessness (Schädigungslosigkeit), the avoidance of 
imnparements or interferences (Beeinträchtigungsfreiheit), and the promotion for 
development of personality including social skills and capabilities 
(Persönlichkeitsförderlichkeit) (cf. Hacker and Richter 1980, see also Ulich 1984).  

Concerning single workplaces several procedures for work and task analysis 
are available which are grounded on these findings (TBS, Hacker and Richter 
1980; VERA, Volpert et al. 1983, Oesterreich and Volpert 1991; STA, Ulich 
1983; RHIA, Leitner et al. 1987; TBS-GA, Rudolph et al. 1987; KABA, Dunckel 
et al. 1993). These procedures cover a single person´s workplace and on 
individual cognitive psychology. Thus, work psychological research offers criteria 
mainly for an evaluation of quality of working life guided by the idea of 
individual´s personal growth. Social context, interpersonal relationships, group 
dynamics, and intergroup behavior are neglected to a great extent.  

Furthermore, they are developed for the analysis of actual work conditions and 
the evaluation of real work situations. They does not offer criteria for the 
evaluation of development processes but of their outcomes only. Nevertheless, 
work psychology seems to offer the only theoretically derived criteria for the 
evaluation of human work at all. With increasing complexity of organizational 
work conditions, self-organizing working units, and development processes the 
work psychological evaluation criteria have to be enriched with social 
psychological findings and process orientated aspects. 

Therefore, we propose to apply the existing work psychological evaluation 
instruments within organizational restructuring processes especially in the phases 
of analysis of the actual state and evaluation of the restructured work system (cf. 
figure 3). They could bridge the gap between the normative self-understanding of 
the organization development approach and its lack of adequate evaluation criteria 
for its results. 
 



 

4. Software Development and Tailoring in Use 

Contrary to the approaches of organization development software development 
originally has been seen as a well predictable activity. Therefore, as a main 
approach to overcome the software crisis one has developed methods and tools to 
formalize the process of software development. According to the waterfall-model 
an application is realized top down from its specification to the program code and 
its final tests (cf. Boehm 1976). Thus, one assumed that the requirements for a 
system would be explicable in the beginning of a project and stable for a longer 
period of time.  

These assumptions have been questioned for years. Boehm (1988) has 
proposed to develop software according to a spiral model. By several cycles each 
containing an evaluation of a preliminary product, changed requirements and 
misunderstandings about the specification can be reduced. To support a cyclic 
procedure, methods for object oriented analysis, design and implementation have 
been proposed. Thus, Henderson-Sellers and Edwards (1990) propose a fountain 
model for object oriented software development. Breaking the system up into 
modules which are meaningful to users facilitates to react on changing 
requirements during the development process. It is no longer necessary to follow a 
top-down sequence of activities. Thus, it is possible to change between the 
activities of requirement analysis, design and implementation on the level of the 
whole application or on the level of single modules. This allows for the flexible 
reactions towards changing requirements.  

These approaches deal with the production of an artefact and flexibilize the 
process of software development. They do not focus on software redesign due to 
changed requirements during its application. Furthermore they do not discuss 
which role end users should play within this development process and how to get 
them involved. 

Contrary to these approaches the STEPS-method is based on an active 
participation of end-users (cf. Floyd, Reisin, Schmidt 1989). Software 
development takes place as a process of cooperation among software developers 
and users. This is due to the fact that only a process of initual learning between 
developers and users can bring together sufficient competence to reach end-users' 
quality demands (ibidem, 53). Therefore, the process model of software 
development describes activities to be done by developers and users seperately 
and others which have to be done together. As software development is seen as a 
part of the design of users' work system, the STEPS-model is more 
comprehensive than other approaches. Especially the use of a system in a context 
of application with its evaluation for redesign are important aspects of this 
approach. Therefore, this method does not only ask for cycles of analysis, 
synthesis and revision during the design of a single system version but it is 
evolutionary in a broader sense. In order to keep pace with environmental changes 



 

it assigns an iterative development process establishing a revision as soon as the 
system's functions do not match anymore with the requirements of the users. 
Thus, the STEPS model offers an evolutionary and participative framework which 
is well adapted to develop software for organizational environments which can be 
described according to the paradigm of self-organization (cf. Floyd 1994).  

Nevertheless, in a very quick changing environment this approach will cause 
quite some overhead if all adaptions of the software lead to the establishment of a 
revision. In this case system developers have to get involved. Therefore, 
evolutionary and participative software development has to be supplemented by 
activities performed by end users or local experts of the application environment 
(cf. Wulf 1994). 

Approaches of end users' modification of a system version have been discussed 
under different labels (Trigg, Moran and Halasz 1987; Fischer and Girgensohn 
1990; Henderson and Kyng 1991; Nardi 1993; Oberquelle 1994). Based on 
Henderson and Kyng (1991) we want to sum up these activities under the label of 
tailoring. Contrary to the development of a new system version the existing 
version is adapted to changing requirement during its use. Thus, during system 
design aspects of the functionality which should be tailorable have to be selected 
and tools have to be developed that support the adaption of these features. 

 

Figure 2: Extended process model integrating software development and tailoring in use  
(cf. Floyd et al. 1989, p. 57; Wulf 1994, p. 43) 



 

Tailoring allows for adaptation to changed environment just as far as these needs 
have been anticipated during system design. If there are requirements for adaption 
which have not been anticipated it is necessary to redesign the system. 

Tailoring can be distinguished from system redesign by looking at the actors 
who perform the modification. End users, a group of end users or local experts of 
the application environment are the actors of tailoring while during redesign 
system developers always get involved. Tailoring can be distinguished from the 
ordinary usage of a system by looking at the activities performed. Tailoring means 
the manipulation of system features which are stable during the normal usage. 
These modifications are valid for a certain period of time up to the next cycles of 
tailoring (cf. Henderson and Kyng 1991). 

Thus, tailoring is always participative as it is initiated by users and often even 
performed by them. Tailorability offers a technical option to adapt a system 
evolutionary within its context of application. Therefore, the activity of tailoring 
can become part of an evolutionary approach to software development and usage. 
Within a design cycles as it is proposed by the STEPS process model, tailoring 
takes place during the application of a system (cf. Dzida 1994). As long as users´ 
requirements can be handled locally during usage, there is no need to establish a 
revision of the system. As far as changing requirement can be anticipated, 
tailorability offers the chance to avoid too frequent redesigns of an application. 
Thus, it can play an important role in enabling an organization to react to 
changing environment (cf. Wulf 1994). 

Figure 2 gives an overview of the STEPS process modell which has been 
extended by tailoring activities during a system´s application. 

5. Integrated Process of Organization and 
Technology Development 

Summing up we have seen that in management science as well as in computer 
science there are evolutionary and participative approaches for the design of work 
systems. Nevertheless, they are not yet integrated. Methods of organization 
development - if they deal with technological aspects at all - take software rather 
as a static artefact which might be introduced within the framework of an 
intervention. On the other hand software development traditionally does not deal 
with organizational changes due to its application. 

STEPS overcomes this restricted perspective. It mentions embedment-
preparation as an important activity of users during the period of a system´s 
production. Furthermore, Floyd et al (1989) assume that organizational change 
can be a reason to establish a revision. Nevertheless, STEPS focuses on software 
development. The evolutionary development of a software artefact is the intended 



 

aim of this approach. But within the process of organizational change it may not 
always be necessary to develop a new artefact or to revise a system version. 

A first approach to integrate STEPS into the process of organization 
development has been worked out by Falck (1991). Within the IMPACT 
framework she has used an open questionnaire to collect data about problems of 
an organization. Based on the results of this diagnosis the members of an 
organization decide participativly on objectives for software development and for 
organizational change. Both processes are supposed to happen at the same time. 

In the literature tailoring is rarely connected to evolutionary approaches of 
software development or organizational change. As these approaches are based on 
a linear model of system development it is assumed that the system itself and the 
tools for tailoring do not change during a system's use. Therefore, Henderson and 
Kyng (1991) integrate the redesign of an application done by software developers 
into the concept of tailorability under the condition that it has been initiated by 
end users. 

Empirical studies on the use of tools for tailoring have stressed the importance 
of collaboration among end users (cf. Nardi 1993) because single users will have 
different skills in performing these technical interventions. Therefore, Henderson 
and Kyng (1991) ask for a tailoring culture within an organization to facilitate 
systems' adaptation. Recent empirical studies on tailoring within an organization 
state an increased structuring and bureaucratization of these tailoring activities (cf. 
Trigg and Bødker 1994, 50). Nevertheless, there are few propositions on how to 
encourage such a process by means of group dynamics. There are not any 
propositions on how to integrate tailorability into a process of organization 
development. 

In the following we will try to integrate the approaches discussed so far into an 
evolutionary and participative process model of integrated organization and 
technology development. We will work out a concept proposed by Hartmann 
(1994). Integrated organization and technology development is defined as "the 
process of change of an organization in which organization and technology are designed and 
developed jointly in a task- and need-oriented way by the members affected: the organization 
members affected consider the existing problems, search and evaluate the problems´ causes, and 
consider measures to solve the problems. (...)" (Hartmann 1994, 311, translation by the 
authors). The organization and technology development process is characterized 
by a parallel development of workplace, organizational and technical systems, the 
management of (existing) conflicts by discoursive and negotiative means, and on 
immediate participation of the organization members affected. 

Establishing the process – A process of integrated organization and technology 
development starts with the perception of a problem in the daily work of an 
organizational unit. If a member of the organization finds that certain 
organizational aspects are preventing an efficient performance of his actual tasks, 
he should have the chance to articulate problems. Based on this perception, the 



 

members of an organization who are affected by the problem should discuss 
whether there is a need for an integrated process of change. 

If they opt for the establishment of a process of organizational or technological 
change, objectives and measures have to be specified. It has to be decided whether 
and how to involve external change agents within this process. Furthermore, one 
has to find an agreement how to get personal and financial resources necessary for 
the process.  

Analysis of the actual state – At first, the actual state has to be analysed with 
respect to organizational structure, technology and qualification. The results of 
this analysis have to be discussed. According to the knowledge of the 
organizational unit about the problem and its objectives there are different 
methods for an analysis. This analysis can consist just out of a group discussion of 
the organizations' members to develop a common understanding of the problem. 
Such a discussion can be prepared by change agents using open interviews or 
different work psychological instruments for task and work analysis such as the 
methods described in chapter 3 (TBS, Hacker and Richter 1980; VERA, Volpert 
et al. 1983, Oesterreich and Volpert 1991; STA, Ulich 1983; RHIA, Leitner et al. 
1987; TBS-GA, Rudolph et al. 1987; KABA, Dunckel et al. 1993). 

Creation of alternative options – Having clarified the actual state with its 
problems, it seems important to generate alternative approaches to its solution. 
These alternatives may include different combinations of organization, technology 
or qualification measures. Based on this alternatives, the members of the 
organization discuss and find a consentanous solution. To judge the human 
centred potential of the different options, these alternatives can be evaluated with 
work psychological methods. 

The alternative options can be created by the members of the organization 
themselves or by change agents. Especially, if these alternatives are proposed by 
change agents they should be presented as understandable as possible to all 
members involved. Thus, it may be helpful to present work situations with the 
help of textual or graphical scenarios or organizational or technological prototypes 
to facilitate mutual understanding. While software prototypes have been used in 
software development for some time to facilitate communication between users 
and developers (cf. Floyd 1984) there is only few research on how to present 
modified organizational structures in a way that their implications can be 
perceived easily.  

Planning of the interventions – After choosing a development option the 
members of the organizational unit have to decide on interventions in 
organizational, technological, and qualificatory dimensions. If software has to be 
(re)implemented the establishment of the software development project happens 
in this phase. 

Interventions – Interventions derived from organization development play a 
central role within the wider process of integrated organization and technology 



 

development. Their main issue is the change of formal and informal aspects of an 
organization. Concerning the structures and processes of an organization, 
decentralization and new forms of division of labour may have to be introduced. 
Decentralized and cooperative structures are realized by formation of workgroups. 
Workgroup structures could be guided by concepts like semi-autonomous 
workgroups or linking pin systems (cf. Likert 1961). Methods to introduce work 
group structures are group dynamic techniques like training laboratories or team 
development. 

According to software interventions one can distinguish between tailoring and 
redesign as a result of changed requirements. Depending on the changes which are 
necessary one will try to solve the problem by tailoring the application. As the 
goals for the tailoring process have been set participatively by the members 
involved, we assume that their realization will happen cooperatively among them. 
Tailoring is facilitated by such a cooperative procedure (cf. chapter 4). 
Nevertheless, it might be necessary that change agents support tailoring. If the 
software changes cannot be performed by tailoring, a redesign-cycle has to be 
initiated. In this case one has to involve software developers to communicate the 
requirements. A revised version of the software has to be produced cooperatively. 
During the period of redesign one has to consider potential changes in 
requirements which make an evolutionary approach necessary. 

Moreover, there might be an organizational restructuring necessary which 
cannot be supported even by a revised software version. For instance, production 
planning systems (PPS) which have been designed for tayloristic organizational 
structures are no more adequate if workgroups with high authonomy are 
introduced. In this case the software has to be removed. A software which has 

been used for long time is often interwoven with work practice in many ways. 
Therefore, it is important to analyse this interdependency thoroughly before 
removing the system. 

Within the process of integrated organization and technology development two 
different requirements for qualification have to be considered: special professional 
qualifications and social competences as preconditions for participation. Task 
specific knowledge of organizations' members has to be actualized if 
organizational development leads to new task profiles for individuals or if the 
introduction of new technologies requires new skills. The organizational 
restructuring leads to increased autonomy for individuals concerning decisions on 
goals, procedures and schedule of their work. To deal with this authonomy 
requires new skills.  

Qualification for participation – Furthermore, the individuals involved in 
organization and technology development must be enabled to participate in the 
process adequately. Therefore, the social competences of the participants have to 
be promoted. 



 

Social competences in this context are communicative and cooperative abilities 
as preconditions for an involvement in discoursive development. To take part in 
this process, an adequate capability for conflict management is necessary, too. 
These social competences can be trained by encounter group method, team 
development, training laboratories, transaction analysis, or group intervention. 
During the integrated process of organization and technology development there 
should be performed workshops for the promotion of social competences 
continuously.  

A comprehensive approach for participation has been proposed by Sell and 
Fuchs-Frohnhofen (1994). They regard a process of change as an iterative 
problem solving activity. Thus, they develop a modular qualification program 
which stresses analytic, synthetic, and dialectic abilities for problem solving and 
conflict management. These skills are trained using methods like group 
discussion, group training and communication training. 

Though we have presented the different steps of the integrated approach to 
organization and technology development sequentially, it should be possible to 
reiterate certain steps according to the necessities of the process. 
 

 

Figure 3: Process of integrated organization and technology development  



 

6. Conclusion 

The understanding of modern organizations as self-organizing socio-technical 
systems leads to new approaches to organizational change and techical innovation 
processes. Increasing environmental dynamics and complexity require flexibility 
of organizational units as well as of technical systems. Today the idea of 
participation and cyclic-evolutionary approaches for both technical and 
organizational development processes are widely accepted but suffer from a lack 
of theoretical foundation as well as of methodological concepts. The organization 
development approach ignores technical innovation processes and does not offer 
adequate criteria for the evaluation of its results. Psychological research proposes 
a theory of human work and derives normative criteria for human centred design 
of work systems. It is limited to individual needs and does not offer methods of 
intervention. Software-engineering approaches ignore (interconnected) 
organizational changes. Therefore, we proposed a participative and evolutionary 
approach to integrated organization and technology development supported by 
work psychological evaluation criteria. Organizational and technological realities 
are understood as an interrelated work system. This work system should be 
modified in an iterative process which is oriented to the needs of all participants 
affected.  

The framework we have proposed combines different instruments to promote 
organizational change. Single instruments have been applied and tested in 
practice. The integrative use of these instruments has not yet been practically 
evaluated. Nevertheless, it will be necassary to collect practical experiences. We 
have just started a research project to encourage cooperation within a ministerial 
administration. To overcome spatial barriers between certain subunits an initial 
version of a groupware system will be applied. Due to its introduction the division 
of labour among and within organizational subunits is questioned. The system has 
to be tailored to meet organizational demands and it is already predictable that the 
requirements of the users will demand for a reimplementation of certain functions. 
Within this process there will be several workshops for qualification. The whole 
process will be guided by researchers who play the role of change agents. Beyond 
this we need additional case studies in different organizations to be able to judge 
whether this approach is a reasonable way to cope with increasing dynamics of 
the environment. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the fields of Computer Science and Information Systems, it is quite common to 
talk about infrastructure when describing either the multitude or diversity of 
hardware devices, software applications, and standards that modern organizations 
use in their everyday procedures, in general, or sometimes one specific but crucial 
software application, for example, an Enterprise Resource Planning system. In 
these approaches, the term infrastructure remains underdefined, and it is unclear 
whether the use of the term implies methods and perspectives other than the use 
of, for example, artefact, system, or network. 

But a number of developments in organizational IT practices require us to take 
the issue of infrastructures more seriously. As the number of IT devices increases, 
they spread across more and more application fields (professional as well as 
private); wireless technologies keep them constantly connected to each other. 
Simultaneously, the sets of standards that guarantee a working network become 
more complex. At the same time, except for technological issues, IT support has 
become taken for granted in many professional and private use environments, and 
users and organizations have become dependent on a certain quality of service 
delivered by the IT they work with to such a degree that they prioritize the 
existing infrastructure over possible additional innovative applications. 

In the field of Science and Technology Studies (STS), the term infrastructure 
has been used to highlight these aspects of Large Technological Systems (LTS), 
in particular, the role of standardization, dependencies, and emergence from a 
previous base: for example, Heinze and Kill (1988) on the German railway 
system, Hughes (1983) on the development of electricity infrastructures, or La 
Porte (1988) on the US Air Traffic System. Closer to the field of Information 
Systems, the emergence of the Internet itself has been studied, for example, by 
Abbate (1994). Focusing on a sociotechnical perspective (i.e., looking at physical 
entities as well as the role of actors), several conceptualizations have emerged 
(Hughes 1983, Star and Bowker 2002) that contribute to a better understanding of 
emergence, inheritance, and appropriation processes in Large Technological 
Systems. 

The discourse of sociotechnical systems has, in general, a straightforward 
relation to the field of Information Systems. The contemporary network of 
interconnected devices — both visible (computers, etc.) and invisible (Internet 
backbone cables and routers, etc.) to users — easily qualifies in any definition as 
an infrastructure for individuals, organizations, and society as a whole. The 
sociotechnical perspective on their development matches the general 
understanding and methodology used in the IS field (Mumford 1987, March and 
Smith 1995, Hevner et al. 2004). But only a few IS approaches try to make use of 
concepts from the STS infrastructure discourse (Star and Ruhleder 1994, Hanseth 
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et al. 1996, Ciborra and Hanseth 1998, Hanseth and Lundberg 2001, Bleek 2004, 
Karasti and Baker 2004). In this paper, we use STS concepts to develop a 
framework for designing organizational information systems that focuses on the 
role of IT as a work infrastructure. 

1.1 IT-Based Work Infrastructures 

Modern work environments mainly use information systems as work 
infrastructures. We introduce this notion to highlight certain infrastructural 
aspects of information systems that we consider particularly relevant, while also 
connecting them with the STS infrastructure discussion: 

• Interconnectedness and complexity: even in simple cases, modern work 
environments deploy IT in many interconnected forms, including 
desktop computers, software (applications, databases, etc.), in- and 
output devices, servers, and IT-based communication facilities (IP 
telephony, mobile phones, etc.). Together with background devices, 
such as routers or name/domain servers within the organization and the 
general Internet infrastructure outside the organization, these devices 
form a network of networks that — however local its typical usage may 
be — remains connected with a global infrastructure. 

• Layer approach and standardization: to manage the complexity, a 
number of technology layers emerge (for example, local area networks, 
organizational intranets, national network infrastructures, the global 
Internet). These layers may be far removed from the worker's computer 
as an infrastructure outlet, yet may still have various immediate effects 
on the worker’s choices to proceed with her work. The layers 
interoperate by abiding to standards; while some standards (and 
transitions to new standards) remain in the background of the work 
environment (for example, moving from IPv4 to IPv6), others emerge 
in the user's foreground (for example, standards needed to synchronize 
data between contact databases on a desktop computer and a mobile 
phone). 

• (In-)Visibility in use: In most work environments, workers use the 
infrastructure all the time. Yet they rarely think about this fact once the 
IT devices and applications have become an integral part of the work 
practice. As long as the technologies serve their designated purposes, 
they remain invisible to the user, but when they fail, the 
interdependencies among work tasks and IT tools make the 
infrastructure failure a primary concern of workers. 

The relevance of these features for IS design methodologies is only partially 
obvious. Design methodologies require designers to define a design scope (for 
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example, a particular device or software artifact). Doing this requires defining 
what is internal (things to modify/design) and what is external (issues to consider) 
to a design process. Parts of the work infrastructure will be (and need to be) 
excluded from design, but the complexity of the work infrastructure makes this a 
difficult and error-prone process that may require corrections later. These 
decisions often remain implicit and are usually not part of a design methodology. 
Similar dynamics develop in the use of standards that define the technological fit 
between the newly designed devices/technologies and the existing technological 
base. Implicitly, designers decide which standards to ignore (as not relevant), 
consider (as they represent anchors for the new technology in the existing 
infrastructure), or newly integrate into the work environment (as they guarantee 
the functioning and/or expandability of a new technology). Corrections may be 
necessary for conceptual reasons (for example, incorporating stronger encryption 
standards due to changed risk considerations) or pragmatic ones (for example, 
because existing technologies do not fully comply with standards). The 
(in)visibility of a work infrastructure makes it hard for users to be fully aware of 
their own work procedures, making it difficult for designers to elicit requirements, 
and making it more likely that a technological solution will need several iterations 
of evaluation and design improvement before it is considered useful. On the other 
hand, technological failures may produce significant problems in work 
environments, making redesign an urgent issue for designers as well as users, and 
making visible (clarifying/raising awareness for) dependencies that were not 
previously salient. 

This brief discussion makes clear that the term work infrastructure helps 
highlight aspects of design methodologies that have less to do with 
designers/developers and their design process, and more to do with how the 
technologies undergoing design, and the design process itself, are embedded in an 
existing work environment. 

We believe information systems to be a very special type of infrastructure, with 
a set of problems and opportunities that cannot be found in traditional 
infrastructures. We can see work infrastructures that transport and distribute 
information as analogous to electric power grids or water supply systems. 
However, we consider the following characteristics specific to work 
infrastructures: 

• A unique versatility: The infrastructure can be used for many purposes 
in many work environments, and its success can be partly attributed to 
the ability to combine multiple purposes into one technology or tool 
even across spatial, professional and organizational boundaries that 
previously could only be spanned by using multiple tools. 

• Reflexivity: Information Systems as work infrastructure can be seen as 
reflexive in two ways. First, the IS work environments of designers are 
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part of the same global infrastructure as those of users, and second, all 
improvements to the global infrastructure are developed within that 
infrastructure. More fundamentally, large and important parts of that 
infrastructure (i.e., software) can be processed within the infrastructure 
as information. This has beneficial consequences, such as the 
possibility for automatic improvements via software updates, and also 
problematic ones, such as infection by computer viruses. 

IS design methodologies face a challenge in coping with these characteristics 
of work infrastructure. Versatility adds to the complexity issues mentioned above, 
but generally will not influence design methodologies in any direct way. Instead, 
it produces opportunities for technology users to modify and appropriate different 
parts of the infrastructure in ways unforeseen by its designers. A new tool in a 
work environment may be used in a way not intended by its designers, or users 
may choose to bypass a newly developed tool and use other available tools to 
achieve the same purposes. It remains a challenge to integrate both possibilities 
within design methodologies. Meanwhile, reflexivity affords new ways of 
organizing design. As work infrastructure, information systems present different 
possibilities for compromises between design-before-use and design-in-use than 
do most other types of infrastructures. It also permits forging different 
intersections between designers’ and users’ work environments. Recent trends 
such as user-generated content, end-user development, and Web 2.0 indicate that 
within the infrastructure, different and dynamic divisions of work are possible and 
useful in the development of information systems. 

Here we appropriate concepts of infrastructure developed in the STS literature 
to highlight these two aspects of IS/work infrastructure, deploying them to help 
develop a framework for infrastructure- aware design methods. 

There are related approaches in the literature. Hanseth and Lundberg (2001) 
developed the notion of work-oriented infrastructures, meaning infrastructures 
that support a field of work in an organisation. They were also driven by an 
understanding of collaborative information systems as infrastructures, derived 
from an inspiring case study in a hospital’s radiology department. They provide 
the following basic recommendations for the design of work-oriented 
infrastructures: 

• users will inevitably reshape a new infrastructure during use, and 
should always be considered as “designers,” 

• new technological systems must carefully map all aspects of the artifact 
and activity chains of the old (and perhaps non-digital) infrastructure. 

Consequently, Hanseth and Lundberg do not speak of information system 
design as the main process; instead they propose infrastructure improvement as 
the basic approach. We share their perspective, but we derive stronger 
methodological implications for design. 
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In the discussion that follows, we will subsume all activities that contribute to a 
successful establishment of usages under the term “infrastructuring” to avoid 
confusion with classic notions of design as design-before-use performed by 
professional designers. To derive stronger methodological implications, we first 
elaborate on the theoretical background for our perspective. We then describe our 
framework and its terminology, and show some examples of how our framework 
helps in developing infrastructure-oriented perspectives on all activities in 
application fields that contribute to the successful establishment of a usage as well 
as examples of specific prototypes that respect an infrastructural perspective. 

2 Organizational Information Systems between
 Design and Infrastructuring 

The design of information systems for organizations has always confronted the 
infrastructural aspects of versatility and reflexivity, which we described above. 
We now briefly outline the coping approaches inscribed in traditional design 
methodologies, as well as the discussions around infrastructure and information 
systems so far. We then revisit our construct of work infrastructure to refine the 
challenges our framework must answer. 

2.1 Coping With Infrastructural Aspects in Information 
Systems Design 

As groundwork for our interpretation of informations systems as work 
infrastructure, we describe several infrastructural aspects of information systems 
in modern work environments: interconnectedness/complexity, 
layers/standardization, and invisibility during use. We also describe how design 
problems relate to these aspects: choosing which section of an existing 
infrastructure to modify during design (interconnectedness/complexity); 
organizing the relation between aspects interior to a design process and aspects 
outside by means of standardization (layers/standardization); and finding 
out/managing current and potential relations between the technological entities 
and their use practice (invisibility during use). 
The earliest approaches to organizing IT development marginalized these aspects, 
since the software crisis acknowledged in the late 1960s was perceived as a 
problem internal to the organization and systematization of software development. 
Most responses presented systematizing process approaches such as the waterfall 
model (Royce 1970). Later, failures in large software projects provided the 
impetus to develop design methodologies further. 
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2.2 Incremental and Iterative Design Methodologies 

After analyzing failed software projects, Boehm (1988) introduced risk 
management as an important factor for IT development methodologies and 
created an iterative approach that frequently revisited the design problem to ask 
whether the design activities still targeted the most relevant features of the work 
environment. Similar approaches developed with different notions (e.g., Floyd et 
al. 1989 with a focus on integrated user participation; Henderson, Sellers and 
Edwards 1990 with a focus on the object-oriented programming paradigm). Today 
we find refined methods with different strengths (for example, the process-centred 
Unified Software Process, Jacobson et al. 1999, and the more comprehensive and 
more formal Capability-Maturity-Model, CMMI, Paulk et al. 1995 and Ahern et 
al. 2001, which covers virtually all organizational aspects of IT development). 
The focus on the internal organization of the design process remains, but these 
methodologies dealt pragmatically with the design issues of the infrastructural 
aspects described above by frequently revisiting and revising basic decisions 
made earlier in the design process. 

2.3 Organizing User Participation 

The second trend in IT development methods was to integrate the users in the 
design process so as to be able to identify and deal with potential conflicts and 
misalignments of the newly designed part of a work infrastructure with its existing 
technological and social environment. The integration approaches reach from (in a 
wider sense) ethnographic methods (for example, STEPS, Floyd et al. 1989; Use 
Cases, Jacobson et al. 1999; Contextual design, Beyer and Holtzblatt 1997, many 
approaches in Requirements Engineering, for example, Robertson and Robertson 
1999) to approaches where users actually participate in design decisions (for 
example, Bødker et al. 2004). Also, user participation is a pragmatic approach to 
change design methodologies in order to manage issues of complexity and 
standardized interfaces between new and existing work infrastructure. Its 
approach of making users more aware of the technologies they use, and 
motivating them to contribute to the design process, also addresses the third 
infrastructural aspect “invisibility in use.” It also marks the step from a 
disconnected engineering perspective to a socio-technical perspective on IT 
development (in the spirit of — and at least in parts inspired by — Mumford 
(1987)). 

2.4 Supporting and Organizing Design-In-Use 

With the third infrastructural aspect we described, a remaining practical problem 
is highlighted that could not be completely overcome by user participation: 
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capturing and discussing projected usages. From a participating user perspective, 
this entails imagining and communicating technology usages where the actual use 
of a tool has sunk into the background of user considerations at use time. The 
work spheres of professional designers and potential users remain separated. On 
the one hand, in a participatory IT design process, the designers usually decide 
that it is “design time,” while the user has problems allocating time for an 
additional task within the daily work routine and explaining his expectations of 
unknown new work practices using new technology. On the other hand, when a 
certain technological improvement occurs to users during use, it is not necessarily 
“design time” for professional designers. 

Approaches like STEPS (Floyd et al. 1989, and even more, its refinement 
“Integrated organizational and technology development” by Wulf & Rohde 1995) 
extended into the use phase iterations during the design process to answer this 
challenge, and replaced the traditional IS design notion that design precedes use 
with the notion that a finalization of the design happens in-use. Particularly in IT 
domains where the social aspects dominate the computational aspects of computer 
support — for example in collaboration-intense applications such as groupware — 
studies showed that it may not be appropriate to strongly enforce such a clear 
separation (Mackay 1990; Nardi 1993; Wulf and Golombek 2001). Therefore, 
Henderson and Kyng (1992) suggested a continuation of design in use in order to 
enable users to detect and configure relevant aspects of their work infrastructure. 
As a consequence, highly flexible information systems have been suggested to 
allow adaptation (tailoring) of technology to new or changing requirements at use-
time (Henderson and Kyng 1992; Malone, Lai, and Fry 1992; Wulf, Pipek, and 
Won 2007). The discussion resulted in the paradigm of End-User Development 
(EUD) (Lieberman, Paterno, and Wulf 2006) where these approaches were 
merged with earlier research on adaptive computing or end-user computing. The 
question marks that remain in these approaches circle around issues such as the 
computer literacy of users and the time constraints under which users must 
perform in-use design. 

2.5 Infrastructural Challenges to IS Design 

Through our account of the development of IS design methodologies, it becomes 
clear that these, indeed, can be interpreted as coping approaches to the 
infrastructural aspects of information systems. While the approaches show 
creativity and a variety of perspectives on IT design, they remain more a net than 
a solid fabric that captures and supports all aspects and activities relevant to 
establish successful IT usage. 

In particular, these approaches take little account of the creativity of users. 
With an infrastructure perspective, the fringes of professional design come into 
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focus. Based on our own experiences from long-term studies on collaborative 
information systems (Pipek and Wulf 1999, Törpel et al. 2003, Pipek and Wulf 
2003) together with infrastructure-oriented studies from Hanseth 1996 and 
Hanseth and Lundberg 2001, we believe that the strict methodological separation 
of design and use represents a core problem of IS design. The term design may 
even be misleading, as it focuses on an artifact that should be designed, and 
neglects the surroundings into which the artifact is placed, which remain in focus 
when we discuss infrastructures. 

The experience with Tailoring and End-User Development (Liebermann et al., 
2006, Fischer 2002) showed that indeed, different degrees of technological 
expertise are involved in using and developing infrastructures. These are not 
permanently bound to certain professionalization structures, but can also emerge 
as normal users cope with infrastructural problems. Suchman (2002) analyzed 
problems in software development, particularly the structures of 
professionalization in design. In her eyes, professionalization often leads to 
assumptions and processes that do not respect the true nature of the design 
problem (from a user’s perspective) and that ignore potential alternative solutions. 
She pointed out that the phenomena of “design from nowhere” (professionals 
assuming a comprehensive ahistorical yet external perspective) and “detached 
intimacy” (professionals searching for skill development within their own 
community while maintaining a distance from their customer communities) 
should be considered as opportunities to develop new forms of collaboration 
between different spheres of professionalization that respect the “located 
accountabilities” of technology production and use. The principle of “artful 
integration,” which addresses the cultural production of new forms of material 
practice, is helpful since it accepts the necessity of and the support for “partial 
translations” (Suchman 2002). Artful integration shifts the view on knowledge 
from an objective, privileged, non-situated property of professional masters, 
toward one of multiple, located, partial perspectives supported by ongoing 
processes of negotiation. This crucial role of knowledge exchange and negotiation 
in design is echoed in the critical analysis of the CMMI of Nielsen and Kautz 
(2008). 

Where traditional IT design approaches focus on the artifact, the skills of 
designers, the information interfaces and practices to be supported, and the 
effective organization of design work, the infrastructural aspects we described 
demand opportunities to renegotiate the border between what remains the same 
and what is changed when designing information systems; to renegotiate who 
changes aspects of information systems; and to renegotiate when these aspects are 
changed (before use vs. during use). Terminologies from the STS discussions 
around infrastructures provide approaches and terminologies that reflect these 
aspects. 
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2.6 Infrastructure and Infrastructuring 

There are several naïve approaches to understanding information systems as 
infrastructure. Tanenbaum’s (1996) description of computer networks or 
Dourish’s (1999) description of collaborative infrastructures serve as examples of 
a techno-centric understanding of IT infrastructures. These are often understood as 
organizational infrastructures without clarifying this concept sufficiently; the 
relationship between IT and organization has often been interpreted only as taking 
the opportunities IT offers as a starting point for organizational change (Crowston 
and Malone 1988). For instance, Shaw (2002) argued for the importance of the 
structure of technology for understanding the complexity and effects of changes to 
an organizational infrastructure, and provided a Technology Acceptance Model 
(TAM, Davis 1989; Venkatesh and Davis 2000). McGarty (1992) understood 
infrastructure resources to be shareable among users, common, enabling, 
physically embodied, enduring, scalable, and economically sustainable. Hanseth 
(1996) rightfully criticized such an understanding because it requires too much 
homogeneity; it is only suitable for closed systems; and it does not involve any 
non-technological aspects. In these approaches, infrastructure is treated as 
technology in context with organizational and societal aspects covered as context. 

2.7 Learning from the History of Infrastructures 

As Van der Vleuten (2004) pointed out, interest in the structures that keep a 
society running developed as early as the 17th century, when (for example) Petty 
in his “Political Anatomy of Ireland” (1672) described tradesmen as playing “the 
role of veins and arteries” that nourish the organs of a national economy. 
Similarly, in military strategy a clear understanding of the value of stable, reliable 
transportation systems emerged that treated their management behind the lines as 
a key success factor (Ratzel, 1897, cited in Van der Vleuten, 2004). 

In the 1980s a growing research interest in a combined analysis of the “social 
shaping of technology” and the “technological shaping of society” (Bijker 1995) 
resulted in a number of systematic treatments of infrastructure. Hughes (1983) 
analyzed the history of electricity infrastructures and identified as key factors 
system builders (who develop, implement and maintain a technological system) 
momentum (the inertial character of large technical systems, not easily shifted), 
load factor (ratio of average system output and maximum system output), and 
reverse salients (obstacles to further development of the infrastructure, such as 
bandwidth in the Internet). With regard to their emergence, Hughes (1987) 
distinguished the phases invention, innovation, technology transfer, growth, 
competition, and consolidation, during which different states and organizational 
settings (including actors) of a new infrastructure may be distinguished. Heinze 
and Kill (1988) described the emergence of the German railway system, 
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distinguishing the phases “invention and isolated introduction” (local city links 
installed), “demand-oriented construction” (more cities integrated, usually in line 
with business interests), “supply-oriented extension” (almost all cities integrated 
as an act of national solidarity), and “maintenance-oriented cutback” (thinning out 
non-profitable routes, also considering competing infrastructures like roads). In 
his description of the US air traffic system, La Porte (1988) pointed out that the 
(non-)physicality of an infrastructure leads to additional degrees of freedom 
whose regulation needs to be negotiated and acknowledged by all actors (for 
example, air traffic routes). Some more recent research in Information Systems 
referred to the STS discourse under the topic of e- Infrastructures to improve our 
understanding of the processes of evolving technological dependencies, for 
commercial (E-Business) as well as scientific (E-Science/Cyberinfrastructure) 
application environments (Star and Ruhleder 1996, Törpel et al. 2003; Atkins 
2003; Finholt 2004; Karasti and Baker 2004; Karasti and Syrjänen 2004; 
Lawrence 2006; Ribes and Finholt 2007; Zimmerman and Finholt 2007; Edwards 
et al. 2007). These frameworks cover aspects of design, but do not usually account 
for the actual activities of the stakeholders involved. The discussions are certainly 
inspiring for reconceptualizing information systems in terms of infrastructure (see 
below), but the lack of a focus on activities makes it difficult to apply them as a 
foundation for design methodologies. 

3 E-Infrastructures and Information Systems 

In their analysis of a distributed information system that served a scientific 
community as a platform for archiving and exchanging data, Star and Ruhleder 
(1996, later rephrased in Star and Bowker 2002) described eight salient 
characteristics of infrastructure: 

• embeddedness in other social and technological structures; 

• transparency in invisibly supporting tasks; 

• spatial and temporal reach or scope; 

• the taken-for-grantedness of artifacts and organizational arrangements, 
learned as part of membership in a community; 

• infrastructures shape and are shaped by conventions of practice; 

• infrastructures are plugged into other infrastructures and tools in a 
standardized fashion, though they are also modified by scope and 
conflicting (local) conventions; 

• infrastructures do not grow de novo, but wrestle with the inertia of the 
installed base and inherit strengths and limitations from that base; 

• normally invisible infrastructures become visible upon breakdown. 
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This definition stresses socio-technical relations, in the sense that infrastructure 
should always be seen in relation to organized human “doing” and social systems. 
Its answer to the question "what is an infrastructure?" is whatever is perceived as 
infrastructure by its users. It also connects a global view of a widespread 
technological infrastructure with a local view of its use. Unlike other frameworks, 
it also covers aspects that relate to activities of users (“learned as part of 
membership” implies user learning about the infrastructure; “conventions of 
practice” implies user negotiations of conventions). It enables a connection 
between a perspective on infrastructures as developing phenomena (a macro view) 
and a perspective on infrastructures as embedded in and supporting networks of 
concrete activities (a micro view), thus opening up the opportunity to create a 
level playing field for addressing all actors and interests relevant for a successful 
establishment of an IS usage. We will later explore the potential of this definition 
to serve as a foundation for an infrastructure-oriented design approach. 

Later, Star and Bowker (2002) used the same framework in a broader 
description of cases of information systems interpreted as infrastructure. Their 
title “How to infrastructure” stressed a focus on doing and led to the exploration 
of infrastructuring as a more comprehensive term for the creative design activities 
of professional designers and users (Karasti and Syrjänen 2004, Karasti and Baker 
2004, Pipek and Syrjänen 2006), which we will continue in this contribution. 
Design implications of Star and Bowker's framework include the need for 
backward compatibility and modifiability, as well as the need for tentative, 
flexible, and open design processes and users who are aware of the political and 
social work an infrastructure is doing. 

4 Underexplored Issues in E-Infrastructures 

In an ICT-based infrastructure, an additional reflexive level is possible that 
traditional infrastructures could not provide. As Castells has repeatedly shown, 
information systems can form reflexive infrastructures, in the sense of tools that 
can mediate their own further development. The very ubiquity of information and 
communication allows e-infrastructures to provide representations of their inner 
workings as well as tools for discussing, negotiating and modifying them. (This 
describes more accurately, in our view, what makes Weiser’s 1991 vision of 
“ubiquitous computing” so important.) As the space for these tools and 
representations opens up, traditional competence/skill profiles and 
professionalization structures become more permeable. These both allow and 
require new methodological considerations (for example, with regard to different 
divisions of work between professional designers and users). With the concept of 
reflexive infrastructures, our discussion goes beyond the experiences described in 
the analyses of non-IT infrastructures. 
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4.1 Work Infrastructures Revisited: The Design Challenge 

We now develop our informal representation of “work infrastructure” in more 
detail. We briefly revisit infrastructure-oriented approaches in IS and define our 
understanding of work infrastructure, we clarify commonalities and differences 
with the infrastructure approaches in STS, and we present the design challenges 
we aim to meet. 

4.2 Definitions of Work Infrastructure 

We don’t find many characterizations of infrastructure within existing IS 
approaches. Ciborra and Hanseth (1998) illustrate well the use of infrastructure in 
IS: 

Managing an infrastructure to deliver effective information technology (IT) capability today 
means dealing with problems such as aligning strategy with IT architecture and key business 
processes (Henderson, Venkatraman and Oldach 1996); universal use and access to IT resources; 
standardization; interoperability of systems and applications through protocols and gateways; 
flexibility, resilience, and security. Ideally, infrastructure reconciles local variety and proliferation 
of applications and usages with centralized planning and control over IT resources and business 
processes (Hanseth 1996; Weill and Broadbent 1997).1 

From our point of view, the crucial question is: Who is involved in managing 
an infrastructure? While traditional IS thinking takes the management to be in 
charge of the organization of work, the discussion on e-Infrastructures deals with 
the complete innovation chain that brings infrastructure usages into effect. 
Obviously, there is need for and articulation of professional technological 
expertise and management within the creation processes of an infrastructure. 
However, there are also processes in between concrete product design, such as 
standardization issues, and processes of developing or discovering usages and 
their effects on individual end users as well as on the society as a whole. 

Hanseth and Lundberg (2006) develop their understanding of work-oriented 
infrastructures from such an understanding of infrastructure: 
When approaching information infrastructures we focus on four aspects. Infrastructures are 
shared resources for a community; the different components of an infrastructure are integrated 
through standardized interfaces; they are open in the sense that there is no strict limit between 
what is included in the infrastructure and what is not, and who can use it and for which purpose or 
function; and they are heterogeneous, consisting of different kinds of components – human as well 
as technological. 

The authors treat ‘work-oriented infrastructures’ implicitly as supporting 
(collaborative) work, in their case, the work of a hospital’s radiology department. 

 
1 Original citations preserved. 
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A more elaborated conception of IS design in relation to infrastructures is 
presented by Hanseth and Lyytinen (2004). Their description of a design theory 
for information infrastructures focuses on the designer’s perspective in 
establishing an infrastructure. In contrast, we see the designer as one of many 
roles in an inevitable (and consequently not mainly design-driven) process of 
developing infrastructures that is driven by tensions resulting from infrastructure 
breakdowns and user innovation. In our view, an infrastructure-oriented 
perspective on IS design needs to focus on mapping actors and activities, to 
acknowledge their contributions to infrastructure development, and to describe the 
roles that can be identified with regard to methodological issues. 

In our framework, the work infrastructure of a worker or organization is the 
entirety of devices, tools, technologies, standards, conventions, and protocols on 
which the individual worker or the collective rely to carry out the tasks and 
achieve the goals assigned to them. These elements are interconnected mainly in 
two ways: either in a technological sense that the functioning and utility of 
elements depends on other elements, or through use-based ties motivated by a 
shared interest of users or shared organizational aspect (work task, department, 
etc.). Dependencies may be transitive (see Pipek and Kahler 2006 for a more 
detailed discussion on use-based ties). While our general definition does not 
exclude non-IT devices, we consider IT devices and technologies to play a crucial 
role in the ensemble of tools and technologies. Consequently, workers are 
assumed to have a variety of skills related to using and improving work 
Information Technology infrastructure. Actors in processes of work infrastructure 
improvement may be professional IT designers, but basically we consider 
everybody involved in these processes to be actors who perform a deliberate, 
creative activity directed toward what they consider a lasting improvement. We 
also attribute to work infrastructure all of Star and Ruhleder’s (1996) 
characteristics of infrastructure. We now discuss some other dimensions specific 
to our perspective on work infrastructure. 

4.3 Differentiating Dimensions of Infrastructure 

Several dimensions often attributed to infrastructure require further discussion 
here: issues of size/globalness/localness (work infrastructures may not be global, 
but on various levels of globalness), issues of longevity/sustainability (work 
infrastructures endure a long time in relation to the work tasks they support, but 
may still have a significantly shorter lifetime than classical infrastructures), and 
the issue of people as elements of infrastructure. 

Infrastructure is often considered to be a large technology-shaped network 
structure of connections or channels, together with related devices, appliances, 
machines, or vehicles. But how important is large scale as a characteristic of 
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infrastructure? Modern railway transportation networks, for example, span 
countries and even continents, but how important is that to a commuter who lives 
in Bonn and works in Siegen, about 60 miles away? How relevant is the 
continental scale for a company that plans to set up a transportation service 
between Bonn and Siegen? How relevant is sheer size for an engineer who aims to 
provide train-based mobile phone services along a track that has as many tunnels 
as the track between Bonn and Siegen? We believe that the concept of 
infrastructure remains useful regardless of the artifact’s sheer size. Describing the 
local transportation service between Bonn and Siegen as an infrastructure permits 
maintaining a perspective on work activities and environments with regard to the 
design of services as well as with regard to the train’s use (although, of course, 
there are indirect effects resulting from scaling issues). For some IT applications, 
it is often not quite clear whether they will be used as part of a large or a small 
infrastructure. An Internet browser may usually be employed to browse the global 
web, but it can also be used very locally, when browsing HTML documents 
located on the computer's own hard drive. 

From address books, calendar databases, or reference libraries, we collect 
important information. These IT applications are small and local, yet they largely 
facilitate or hinder our orientation in the scientific work context and have become 
indispensable for our work. We also expect side artifacts such as calling cards, 
university department flyers, or paper hand-outs to be important for an efficient 
work organization. Here, small, local things make up a kind of Infrastructure less 
technological than cultural in nature. Nevertheless, depending on how taken for 
granted these cultural rituals are, they may become as significant as technological 
structures in a work environment. We believe that it is not the technology in itself 
that has to be large or global; rather it is the degree of customary, shared use that 
defines the level of globalness. 

In addition, we can further question a techno-centric notion of infrastructure 
with regard to the mutual dependencies between the social and the technological 
spheres. As Hanseth (1996) described, the Clinton/Gore administration subsumed 
“people” within its plans for a National Information Infrastructure, to help in 
designing, configuring, and using it. It is obviously not absurd to consider people 
who help others to access and appropriate a technology as part of infrastructure. In 
work infrastructures, we often observe that users who specialize in certain 
technologies are regarded as technology experts by their colleagues (cf. Nardi 
1993; Pipek and Wulf 1999). To a certain extent, these users (by dint of their 
education, training, communication skills, and experience) become “social 
infrastructures” in work settings, contributing significantly to establishing 
technology usages. 
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One other often mentioned aspect of infrastructures is the issue of longevity, 
stability, and sustainability (for example, Ribes and Finholt 2007; Zimmerman 
and Finholt 2007). While the Internet can undoubtedly be seen as an infrastructure 
that will last for quite some time, its material foundation has completely changed 
over the last 15 years. The changes regarding bandwidth and speed became 
relevant in organizations, for example, with respect to acceptable sizes of email 
attachments and website content. Local access points such as browsers and e-mail 
clients have changed little with regard to the basic functions they offer. However, 
what software companies and users consider to be their infrastructure to access the 
Internet may change quite frequently depending on extensibility or security 
concerns. This shows that in organizations, different layers of infrastructure may 
be connected with quite different expectations regarding durability, and that 
perceived stability at the level of users' experience is more important than the 
actual stability of network cables and other underlying devices. 

5 A Framework for Infrastructuring 

Improving work infrastructures is a creative activity that can be described as 
design. For the scope of this contribution, we understand design as any motivated, 
transformational activity that individuals or groups perform. Motivated means that 
every design activity has a goal or at least an intention. Transformational means 
that it induces a change that is intended to have a longer-lasting effect. Although 
for the scope of this paper, the changes we address refer to programming, 
configuring, and using collaborative infrastructures, we remain open with regard 
to other design domains. 

We also use the term infrastructuring to distinguish ourselves from notions of 
design that only refer to professional, or to put it better, professionalized design 
activities. It is the degree of professionalization with regard to (technical) 
competencies that leads to the distinction between users and designers. Based on 
this distinction, traditional design methodologies in IS prioritize the designers’ 
perspective in a way that obstructs the perception of the users’ contributions to the 
improvement of infrastructures. However, the users’ perspective on developing IT 
infrastructure is actually broader. It includes the transition from old to new 
routines and usage patterns, and it is more diverse. While product-related choices 
in the application domain may seem straightforward to the designer, any 
organizational unit and any individual actor confronted with new systems has to 
find ways to integrate them into existing work practices. Thus, new functionality 
may only be partially perceived and integrated into users’ practices (for example, 
they get powerful new image manipulation software, but use it only to apply the 
“cancel red eye effect” function). Parallel usage of alternative technologies for the 
same purpose may develop, for instance keeping both an old and a new version of 
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a program for compatibility purposes, or using different Internet browsers for 
private and business-related web surfing. 

Sometimes, new usage patterns go beyond those intended by the designers. In a 
study on Lotus Notes, Orlikowski (1996) mentioned how call center staff used a 
commentary field in a helpline case management database for communicating 
about specific cases in a chat-like manner. These dynamics are addressed in the 
research about IT adoption or IT appropriation (Orlikowski 1992; DeSanctis and 
Poole 1994; Pipek and Wulf 1999; Pipek 2005), but they have rarely been 
captured on an activity level, which would be essential for integrating this 
research with IS design methodologies. In our view, the elaboration of the 
meaning of "infrastructure" in the research discussed above provides a good 
foundation for integrating designers’ and users’ choices in developing an 
organization’s information system. Taking the concepts of infrastructure and 
infrastructuring as defined above, we now develop an integrative perspective on 
activities that contribute to infrastructure improvement. 

5.1 Distinguishing Activity Spheres by Work Purpose 

Although we want to put the classical design activities of professional designers 
and creative appropriation activities of users behind us, we do need to distinguish 
two related activity spheres. The first activity sphere (usually associated with 
users) consists of all creative activities leading to the improvement of an 
individual’s or an organization’s own work practice, regardless of the purpose or 
goal of the work. The second activity sphere revolves around the first, if they 
target the same work practice: it consists of all creative activities that contribute to 
the improvement of somebody else’s (individual or organizational) work practice, 
where this contribution is the main work purpose or goal. In Figure 1 these 
spheres are already specialized for information systems as work infrastructures: 
the lower half represents some organizational practice as the first activity sphere 
(called “work development activities”), while the upper half represents as the 
second activity sphere: the creative activities of professional designers aimed at 
improving the same organizational work practice. 

5.2 Distinguishing the Whens Of Design: The Point Of 
Infrastructure 

The next consideration addresses the question: “When is design?”. Although we 
want to address all creative activities related to the successful establishment of a 
technology in use, there are different modes of awareness for these 
infrastructuring activities. As a demarcation line, we define the point of 
infrastructure as the moment when an infrastructure becomes visible to its users. 
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Using the terminology from STS infrastructure discussions, we distinguish two 
reasons why this moment may occur: first, infrastructure breakdown, and second, 
the local resolution of a reverse salient (i.e., innovation). During a breakdown, the 
users experience an insurmountable incongruence between the expected 
infrastructure service and its actual or perceived behavior. The second point of 
infrastructure moment is a use innovation, when users successfully appropriate a 
new infrastructure for a local context. Star and Bowker (2002) describe this 
phenomenon as “resolving the paradox of demassification.” The opportunity 
offered by a global infrastructure is met with the creation of and decision to adopt 
a new local practice. It is important to note that a breakdown can be initiated 
either from the technology side (for example, when part of the technological 
infrastructure actually breaks) or from the work side (for example, when an 
infrastructure that had always served its purpose breaks because an additional, 
perhaps similar service is required that cannot be delivered.) The same applies to 
use innovations. These can occur either when the technical infrastructure changes, 
offering new opportunities, or when new requirements emerge from work 
activities that can be met with available technologies. It is important to note the 
subjectivity of our definitions: breakdowns may be only perceived, and an 
innovation as the local resolution of reverse salients simply represents the 
discovery of a usage that was already available within the technological system. 

We consider these the two defining moments for the infrastructurer when she 
crosses the border from using to reflecting/modifying technology. This is the point 
of infrastructure when the routines of performing work meet the technology 
development activities of professional designers (see Fig. 1). From then on, the 
local development of infrastructure configuration and usage are considered as in 
situ-design or design-in-use, as opposed to design-before-use (Pipek and Syrjänen 
2006). 
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Fig. 1: Infrastructural layers of technology development activities 

5.3 Distinguishing the Degree to Which Activities Are 
Targeted 

From this perspective, we can identify layers of infrastructuring activities around 
that point of infrastructure. First, there is the in-situ design work of tailoring and 
configuring the infrastructure, and appropriating and negotiating the actual work, 
so that either the use innovation becomes manifest in usage or the obstruction 
caused by the breakdown is eliminated. Breakdowns temporarily generate a 
stronger implicit tie between the activity spheres, because the new awareness of 
the now-visible infrastructure results in a stronger sense of urgency regarding 
infrastructure improvements: the breakdown must be fixed, but how? While 
activities directed at this question go on, the infrastructure remains visible, but 
eventually it will sink again into the background of organizational practice. Even 
before this moment, however, there are relevant activities going on for some 
actors already engaged in developing or considering the technological 
infrastructure. We call these activities “preparatory design work.” 

With regard to technology development activities, those that indicate an 
intention of usage (a concrete usage of the technology for work activities) belong 
to the category of preparatory design work. Those on the work side that indicate 
an intention of support (engaging technology to support a certain work activity) 
are preparatory work development activities. As the infrastructure becomes visible 
at the point of infrastructure, so do the activities that contributed to that point of 
infrastructure. Even before this, other relevant activities occur; these, which have 
neither an intention of usage nor an intention of support, we call “infrastructural 
background work”, which again can take place either in the technology 
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development or the work development sphere (on the work activity side this is 
adaptive use of technology, as such. These activities have a more strategic nature, 
informed by issues that may have emerged from previous points of infrastructure 
(for example, the general need for more bandwidth). 

Here the borderline especially between preparatory design work/preparatory 
work development and infrastructural background work is not very clearly 
defined. However, we believe that this terminology allows us to shed light on 
those activities relevant for successfully establishing the usage of an information 
system (either on the technology development side or on the work activity side) 
without accepting the designer/user dichotomy and the priorities it implies. 
Depending on the concrete case, a broader view of infrastructuring activities may 
be adopted, perhaps placing certain activities in the category of preparatory design 
work that would be considered infrastructural background work in other cases. 

5.4 Resonance Activities around Points of Infrastructure 

While our framework describes a single point of infrastructure, it should be 
obvious that in any concrete work environment, points of infrastructure may show 
up repeatedly, perhaps even on a daily or weekly basis. Each point of 
infrastructure not only provokes in-situ design activities and makes visible prior 
preparatory activities, but also creates resonance activities involving observing 
and communicating aspects of what has become visible. These resonance 
activities may become part of the infrastructural background work (for example, 
when a breakdown illustrates the need for new, strong encryption methods or the 
preparatory work development or preparatory technology development of another 
point of infrastructure. Through resonance activities, the social appropriation of 
certain technology usages can be captured, and the relations between different 
points of infrastructure become clear. 

5.5 Toward Methodological and Tool Support for 
Infrastructuring 

Our framework captures activities that are classically associated with users as well 
as those that are classically associated with designers in their relation with the 
point in time when they become relevant for the development of an IS 
infrastructure. In considering these activities, we can benefit from a located 
accountabilities (Suchman 2002) perspective: the main contribution to developing 
IT infrastructure comes from partial translations (Suchman 2002) between the 
different professional worlds and different social and technological aspects that 
characterize these activities. We have identified five groups of activities (six 
including the resonance activities) that contribute to the successful establishment 
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of technology usages (background activities with regard to work development, 
background activities with regard to technology development, preparatory design 
work, preparatory work development and in-situ design work). A methodology of 
infrastructuring that would be equivalent to classical IS design methodologies 
needs to structure, moderate, and support these activities in a way that increases 
the fit between technology and organizational practice. 

Once a point of infrastructure appears, we can recognize and distinguish the 
design-before-use activities that contributed to it. But design-equivalent 
methodologies need to help actors move toward improved satisfaction in an 
unknown future. In our view, infrastructuring activities inform a search for 
possible points of infrastructure that will evoke an improvement of work 
infrastructures. The metaphor of a search process also applies to ordinary IS 
design methodologies, and in both cases it is important that a convergence can be 
achieved. 

In our suggestions for the operationalization of our framework, we try to 
inform this search process. 

IS design methodologies mainly aim at informing and structuring the 
designers’ work. While the designers' work practices may be regarded in our 
framework as preparatory design with an intention of usage that the designed 
product will support, the function of informing/structuring also regards the 
interaction between designer and user domains, and the interaction within the user 
domain. It is concerned with the questions: “When does the interaction take 
place?” and “What is the kind and depth of information exchanged?” 

In the IS framework, these questions are methodologically answered by the 
designers, who define when they need information and what information they 
need. Our infrastructuring framework aims to add a user perspective to this, by 

• methodologically advising users to perform frequent procedures aimed 
at infrastructure improvement that may or may not involve 
technological reconfigurations or the introduction of new tools, 

• providing methods as well as tools to systematically perform these 
procedures, and to 

• prepare and engage in interactions with the traditional professional 
design sphere. 

This may include meta-infrastructuring activities, for example, of users who 
seek additional qualifications (such as programming skills) in order to be more 
efficient at improving their own infrastructure. 

Last, we propose a methodology that provides a variety of options for the shift 
in roles and collaborative relationships focusing on the improvement of a work 
infrastructure. It leads us beyond the traditional approaches to developing 
products toward a long-term perspective on developing work infrastructures. 
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5.6 Operationalization for IS Analysis and Design 

The framework aims to capture, plan, and support activities that contribute to the 
improvement of an IS infrastructure. Figure 1 describes a temporal structure that 
includes a notion of directedness of activities with regard to an intent to change, 
and a notion of integrating contributions from the professional design sphere as 
well as from the use sphere; but from a methodological perspective, we can only 
try to support a search process leading to the emergence of points of 
infrastructure. We now discuss how to identify activities as contributing to an 
improvement of infrastructure while they go on, not only post hoc. To 
operationalize our framework, we draw again on the infrastructure characteristics 
worked out by Star and Bowker (2002) and look for activities that change: 

• the embeddedness of infrastructures in other social and technological 
structures: activities that connect different technological and social 
structures, activities that change standards, routines, or traditions 
involved in mediating between different technological and social 
structures; 

• the transparency of invisibly supported tasks: activities that change the 
visibility of an infrastructure; 

• both spatial and temporal reach or scope: activities that increase the 
longevity of an infrastructure, or that add new members, elements, or 
application areas; 

• the taken-for-grantedness of artifacts and organizational arrangements 
learned as part of membership: activities that change, or reflect changes 
in, the community or communities being supported; 

• conventions of practice: activities that aim at changing conventional 
practices, or that impose existing practice on new technologies; 

• the way infrastructures are plugged into other infrastructures and tools 
in a standardized fashion, though they are also modified by scope and 
conflicting (local) conventions: activities that change standards that 
mediate between infrastructures (may also include activities that aim at 
local specializations of standards); activities that change the scope to 
which standards apply; activities that articulate or mediate conflicts; 

• the inertia of the installed base: activities that interface and align new 
applications with existing IT infrastructures: activities that challenge 
and develop existing practices; 

• the way infrastructures become visible upon breakdown: activities that 
help in articulating reasons for a breakdown; recovery activities after a 
breakdown. 
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We now will describe an illustrative case study and identify infrastructuring 
activities that would not be covered or supported by traditional IS design 
methodologies. 

6 Infrastructuring: An Empirical Case Study 

We illustrate our framework by presenting a long-term study about the 
introduction, appropriation, and removal of a groupware infrastructure in a 
German state government. We first describe the case and relevant activities that 
contributed to the shaping of the new infrastructure; as we will see, actors' 
interpretations of whether and how this shaping constituted "improvement" 
differed dramatically. We will then sort these activities with regard to the phases 
of our model and their impact on the work infrastructure. 

6.1 Setting and Case Description 

The case study reported here took place in the government of a northern German 
state. The case is covered extensively in Pipek and Wulf (1999) and Pipek and 
Wulf (2006). In this contribution, we focus on work processes connecting the state 
government located in the state's capital with the Bundesrat. The Bundesrat is the 
second chamber of the German parliament, representing the 16 states. It is located 
in the federal capital, at that time in Bonn. The State Chancellery (SC) plays an 
important role within the state government. It channels information from and to 
the different state ministries. Within the State Chancellery, one organizational unit 
(a head and three employees) is responsible for coordinating the different state 
ministries vis-à-vis political decision making. The State Representative Body 
(SRB) is located in the federal capital. In the SRB about 30 people are occupied 
with representing the interests of their state in the federal legislative process. The 
SRB belongs to the State Chancellery, and is responsible for transferring 
documents and distributing information between the state government and the 
Bundesrat. We will provide detailed description of related work processes later. 

Before the beginning of the project, the IT infrastructure consisted only of 
some PCs connected via a network, with the usual Microsoft Office™ software 
installed. These PCs were mainly used by typists and secretaries. The SRB had no 
IT department of its own; instead, the IT department associated with the SRB 
belonged to the State Chancellery in the state's capital, 700 kilometers away. 
When problems occurred, the SRB usually "borrowed" IT support from another 
state's Representative Body located in the same building. 

The software development process was based on an off-the-shelf groupware 
application: LINKWORKS™ by Digital. It was introduced in both the 
government administration of the state and its SRB in the federal capital. The 
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system offered shared workspaces, electronic circulation folders, email (including 
electronic document transport), and basic notification services.1 Starting from 
LINKWORKS, the research institutes and the industrial partner participating in 
the research effort developed new system versions according to the specific 
requirements of the users. During the course of research, many qualitative 
methods were used for requirements elicitation and analysis (Pipek and Wulf 
2006). The contact between researchers and the application field remained intense 
over almost four years, with at least bi-weekly meetings. 

6.2 Preparing for a Session of the Bundesrat 

We will now describe the main work processes of the SRB in the federal capital 
as they existed at the beginning of the project. Aside from the core activity 
described here, other activities such as event organizing and writing press releases 
also involved groupware (for example, for collaborative text writing) at a later 
stage of the project. However, these activities will not be discussed here. 

The main task of an SRB is managing the information flow between the federal 
and the state capital concerning legislative proceedings in the Bundesrat. The 
Bundesrat meets every three weeks to discuss and vote on an agenda of about 80 
different issues. The SRB and specific sections of the State Chancellery and the 
state ministries cooperate in determining the state's vote on each of those issues. 
We distinguish four different, but closely connected work processes of the SRB as 
it prepares for a session of the Bundesrat. 

The first work process is referred to as “Issue Distribution,” i.e., the 
distribution of material from the Bundesrat to the appropriate sections of the state 
government. Relevant material at the time of the study usually circulated as 
printed information, via internal as well as external courier services. 

The second work process prepares the negotiation processes that leads to the 
state's vote. We call this “Vote Preparation” (cf. Figure 2). Two weeks before a 
meeting of the Bundesrat, its various commissions (for example the Commission 
for Internal Affairs) meet to discuss and vote on the different issues of the 
upcoming agenda. Any given issue is typically handled by several commissions. 
The state is represented in each commission by one SRB employee, typically the 
head of the corresponding SRB section. After the commision meetings, a personal 
protocol including main discussion points and results of test voting is hand-
written by each section head and passed to a secretary for typing. This is followed 
by further correction and re-typing, until the result is satisfactory. Then, it is faxed 
to the corresponding state ministry. At the same time, a secretary of the Bundesrat 
writes an official protocol about each of the commissions' meetings and sends the 

 
1 This describes the system at the beginning of 1994, when neither the web nor Internet-based email was as 

widely used as today. 
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paper document via the SRB to the corresponding state ministries. Within the 
commissions, each state ministry acts independently by means of the 
corresponding SRB section. To coordinate the different ministries' activities 
concerning each issue on the agenda, the SRB invented a coordination mechanism 
based on a form sheet. 

For every issue, one section of the SRB takes main responsibility (issue 
leadership). The issue leaders create a hand-written form sheet on each issue for 
which they are responsible. They describe the issue and give a rough political 
judgment. They add the result of the test voting in the commission of the 
Bundesrat, for which they are responsible. Finally they state the names of other 
SRB sections whose commissions also deal with that issue. On the form sheet, 
they leave space for the other sections to add their comments and their 
commission's test vote. This form sheet is then typed and printed by a secretary, 
and re-checked by the issue leader, who then carries it to the heads of the other 
sections involved in order to get the result of their test votes. To reach the heads 
of each section, this process may require several attempts, since the section heads 
are quite often absent. Finally, all form sheets are handed to one section head, 
who is responsible for collecting and faxing them to the section of the State 
Chancellery responsible for coordinating the state's activities in the Bundesrat. 
The deadline for the arrival of these papers is always on the Tuesday before the 
Bundesrat meeting, which typically leads to heavy time pressure in completing the 
papers. The Chancellery uses the form sheets to survey the state of the political 
process and to catch any 

Figure 2: Vote Preparation in the SRB 

The third work process (Vote Negotiation) mainly takes place in the State 
Chancellery. The state's vote is now negotiated at the government level. Having 
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identified possible conflicts among different ministries, the employees of the State 
Chancellery contact the conflicting ministries, identify the dissenters, and try to 
find a compromise. In the State Chancellery, the negotiation results are 
summarized for the state cabinet, which finally decides how to act on each issue 
(agree, disagree, abstain, or suggest a modification of the given issue proposal) in 
a meeting three days before the Bundesrat session. The results are then faxed to 
the SRB, where they are used to prepare the Bundesrat session (negotiation with 
other states, additional test votes, etc.). 

The fourth process is the so-called “Session Preparation.” The day before the 
Bundesrat meeting, the modified proposals from the other states are sent to the 
State Chancellery and ministries. 

6.3 The Development of A Work Infrastructure 

In the development of this work infrastructure, we roughly distinguish four 
phases: the introduction, use, removal, and re-introduction of the groupware. The 
introduction phase covered the analysis of the work processes and the 
identification of processes that should be improved with the help of the new tools. 
It also dealt with the installation of the groupware and related qualification 
processes. During the use phase, the organization gradually appropriated the new 
technological infrastructure. Activities during this phase included technological 
fine-tuning, adjusting to new external developments, discovering and 
implementing organizational innovations, and qualifying new users. The removal 
phase began with the decision to remove the groupware infrastructure, which took 
about three months. It included such activities as saving data and realigning work 
processes. During the re- introduction phase, a new groupware application was 
provided. This phase was similar to the introduction phase, but more strongly 
influenced by given expectations and experiences. Data had to be reintegrated and 
work processes aligned to the new system. 

The introduction of groupware into the SRB started quite early, about three 
months after the project began. For the SRB, it was considered completed about 
15 months later. The subsequent usage phase ended about three and a half years 
later, when the decision to remove it was made. The groupware application was 
uninstalled within three months, by December 1998. In 1999, after our research 
project ended, another groupware product was introduced. 

We now describe several cases of infrastructuring activities that illustrate our 
framework. 
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6.4 Cases of ‘Infrastructuring’ 

In the following, we describe some cases of infrastructuring activities whose full 
creative potential would not be acknowledged in traditional IS development 
methodologies. We describe them using concepts from our framework. Since the 
goal of our framework is to suggest methods for supporting these activities, we 
also describe some methods derived from these examples that would, in our view, 
provide more comprehensive support for successfully establishing IT 
infrastructure usages in an organizational practice. 

6.4.1 Case 1: Using a Groupware Infrastructure 

Our first example of a point of infrastructure is the use of a groupware 
infrastructure, after installing the first network computers outside the typing pool 
of the SRB. The project team elicited requirements and configured the groupware 
(which also included the development of smaller applications to integrate the 
groupware and the office software), using a traditional IS designer approach. 
These activities had clear intentions of usage (using groupware for document 
exchange and for process/workflow management) and were based on a web of 
‘infrastructural background activities, for example, developing low-level 
communication protocols. But there were more activities worth considering in the 
application domain. The existing division of labor in document production 
(dictating and typing) and its associated infrastructure (recording machines, 
computers with text processing software, internal courier service) laid a 
foundation for making the usage of the groupware immediately beneficial (by 
dramatically increasing the speed of document exchange through sending 
electronic documents). Activities that involved SRB members as participants in 
the research project (i.e., enrolling them as ‘members of the group of groupware 
practitioners) also carried with them an intention of support, and required the 
stakeholders to reflect on the technological developments. Negotiation activities 
— which staff members participate in first, and how the data exchanges between 
the sections and the typing pool were organized (i.e., developing conventions of 
practice) — could be considered in-situ design. 

We can describe this point of infrastructure to be the result of an infrastructure 
breakdown, since the typing pool had become an extreme bottleneck in the 
session preparation activities of the section heads. We could also describe it as a 
technology-induced use innovation. 

Deriving recommendations for infrastructuring measures and support from this 
case, we suggest frequently asking interested users to reflect on interesting 
technological developments, and actively familiarizing them with the technologies 
their colleagues already use. We also suggest leaving room to negotiate the usage 
of a new technology even after it is introduced. 
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6.4.2 Case 2: Innovating the Vote Preparation Process 

The Vote Preparation process was improved through faster document exchange as 
well as fewer document exchanges (the section heads now performed minor text 
corrections themselves), but the main improvement came from parallelizing the 
previously sequential process of filling in the form. Neither the project members, 
who were involved in the requirements elicitation, nor the users themselves, after 
being informed about the features of the application, immediately recognized this 
potential for process innovation. During a site visit several months after the 
introduction, a project member and a section head discussed rather accidentally a 
stack of form sheets (see description of the Vote Preparation process) on the 
section head's desk. As a result of their discussion, they came up with the idea that 
the process of filling out the form sheets could be supported by the object- sharing 
feature of the groupware. They involved other section heads to discuss their idea 
and work out an electronically supported procedure. 

In this newly developed usage, a document template representing the form 
sheet was stored in a public folder. The issue leader could copy it from there and 
fill it out for the specific issues for which she was responsible. She could enter her 
commission's test voting results and further comments. A link to the document 
was then sent via e-mail to all the other section heads involved in the issue. The 
recipients could enter the votes of their sections whenever they liked. Because the 
document was shared, it was not necessary to maintain a temporal sequence. After 
all sections contributing to an issue had entered their votes and comments, the 
issue leader sent a link to the completed form sheet via e-mail to the section head 
responsible for transferring the documents to the State Chancellery. So the 
“shared workspace” feature of the LinkWorks system enabled them to do away 
with the sequential order for filling in votes, which had been established in the 
previous, paper-based version of the Vote Preparation process. Nevertheless, 
additional conventions were needed to avoid a rush of document accesses as the 
deadline approached. 

In this example, it is significant that the new infrastructure usage (which we 
could also classify as technology-induced use innovation) was the collaborative 
product of a software expert and a practice expert. Conceiving the idea required 
some technological skill, but also an intimate knowledge of the conditions 
surrounding the work process (for example, the increasing time pressure 
preceding vote submission). With the development of this usage, the groupware 
became an indispensable part of the organization's core practices. 

Frequent meetings (inducing new group memberships) of design experts and 
practice experts were an important infrastructuring activity preceding this usage 
development. The practice of using a form for collecting the test votes also 
prepared them for the use of a shared document. 
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On a methodological level, we could suggest infrastructuring measures like 
establishing use reflection groups with mixed expertise or stimulating frequent 
considerations of coordination mechanisms like the form sheet to facilitate the 
conception of new infrastructure usages. 

6.4.3 Case 3: Discovering Individual Infrastructure Usages 

The examples given so far have already shown different degrees of localness of 
infrastructure usages. We were also able to observe highly local or individual 
usage inventions. 

During the introduction of the groupware infrastructure, many section heads 
were equipped with computers for the first time. The intention was to connect 
them to the groupware infrastructure, but there was no indication that the section 
heads were eager to use computers in other ways, especially text production. After 
the introduction of the groupware, more and more section heads found it 
convenient to make minor text modifications themselves, which did away with 
delays from the typists’ pool. Although it was each section head's individual 
decision (technology-induced use innovation) to engage more directly in text 
production, the effect was to reduce the number of typists from four to just one 
half position within three years. The new practice of text production spread 
through the demonstration and observation of technology usages. It is an example 
for (non-design) infrastructuring activities that manifest learning as part of 
membership. In our framework, these are also examples of resonance activities. 

A similar case is the transformation of one user into a local system 
administrator. Based on the necessities of everyday practice, one staff member 
with a strong interest in information technology slowly familiarized himself with 
the configuration interface of the groupware, with some help from the project 
team members responsible for IT support. During the course of the project, 
groupware administration became an officially acknowledged part of his job 
description. This is an example of technology-centred learning as an important 
infrastructuring activity. 

A third example of a (very) individual infrastructure usage is the story of the 
sole remaining typist. Confronted with a dramatic decrease of actors needing her 
expertise, she became afraid that she would lose her job. Although it was the 
official policy to share document templates necessary for the organization of 
work, she decided to store several templates in her personal workspace and to give 
them out only upon request. That way she hoped to secure her job; it also caused 
minor infrastructure breakdowns when she was on vacation. The latter cases serve 
as examples of practice-induced use innovations. From an infrastructuring- 
oriented design perspective, we would suggest measures that not only target the 
exchange of infrastructure usages, but also stimulate an assessment of the values 
of the stakeholders using the infrastructure. 
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6.4.4 Case 4: Continued Usage Patterns 

A striking and unusual experience in our case study was observing the complete 
removal of a software infrastructure. In the course of the research project, project 
members not only observed the developing infrastructure, but also provided 
support to keep the infrastructure running and to implement use innovations 
through technology. With the end of the project coming closer, the IT department 
of the SRB (being located in the State’s capital, about 700 miles away) was not 
able to provide support for the groupware infrastructure or maintain it. As a 
consequence, the groupware and the network infrastructure it used were removed. 

One interesting problem in this situation was that the groupware product was 
not prepared for being removed. A fallback to a lower infrastructural level (here: 
the operating system) could only be performed through additional programming 
efforts to efficiently remove all files from the groupware database and store them 
at the operating system level. 

Even more interesting were the changes undergone by the voting preparation 
process. The groupware removal constituted an infrastructure breakdown par 
excellence. However, the process structure, especially the parallel handling 
pattern developed in Case 2 (above), was sustained. The old, paper-based routine 
was not revived. Users started to use floppy disks with the voting form sheet 
instead of the document link that had been sent by email in Case 2. After the re-
introduction of a second groupware product, the parallel handling pattern was 
implemented again, using a shared workspace. 

This example impressively demonstrates that the strength of use patterns 
coined in practice and conventions may equal the strength of use patterns enforced 
through technology. To our eyes, this shows that applying an infrastructure 
perspective to IS requires an integral consideration of technological and 
social/organizational aspects of information systems. 

Therefore, we suggest infrastructuring activities that involve the frequent 
reflection on strategies for an infrastructure fallback (returning to a lower and 
presumably more reliable infrastructural level in the case of an infrastructure 
breakdown) and means to express and collect usage documentation that would 
assist the re-establishment of usages based on new, but similar, technological 
systems. 

6.5 Additional comment: Failed anticipated usages 

We learned in this case study that the successful establishment of a groupware 
tool as an enhancement of a work infrastructure cannot be fully credited to the 
efforts associated with classical IS design methodologies. Many important 
activities are marginalized by a traditional designer-centric perspective and are not 
acknowledged in their full creative potential by the adoption perspective. 
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A further indicator for the necessity of a comprehensive perspective is usages 
that were intended by the designers but never manifested in actual use practice. 
One example is the workflow management functionality in LinkWorks, 
considered very important in the initial requirements elicitation phase of the 
groupware system. However, this capability was never actually used, though the 
core processes of the SRB (see descriptions above) were easily describable in a 
formal language. It turned out that the rhythm enforced by the Bundesrat sessions 
had been so firmly integrated in the everyday practices of the SRB that additional 
technological support would not have created benefit worth the cost of modeling. 

A second example was the group calendar functionality of the new groupware 
product introduced after the removal of the first one. Although it was one of the 
product's main selling points and prominent on the agenda of the introductory 
workshop where users learned about the product, it was never used much in 
practice. The effort expended on training for the second groupware introduction 
was only a fraction of that invested during the first introduction, because the 
management decided to rely on the use experiences gathered from the previous 
product. However, they did not cover the use of a group calendar. 

This finding stresses the necessity for bridging the gap between technology 
design and appropriation. With the infrastructuring framework, we were able to 
capture these activities. 

7 Further Aspects of Infrastructuring in Practice 

We have developed a perspective that regards information systems as work 
infrastructures. This allows us to apply conceptualizations from the research on e-
Infrastructures to the design and adoption of information systems. Our ultimate 
goal is to inform actors in the process of developing an organization’s 
infrastructure about methods that acknowledge all the necessary contributions of 
the various actors involved. While it will take more case studies to refine our 
approach, we can draw on earlier research on affordances and appropriation 
support to further develop ideas for supporting infrastructuring activities. 

7.1 The Design of Everyday Infrastructures 

A focal point of our framework is the point of infrastructure, where the activities 
of professional design and continuous re-conceptualizations of possible uses in the 
application domain result in activities to discover or develop new infrastructure 
usages that may or may not involve technological changes. This point of 
infrastructure is always local, and the accessibility of an infrastructure for usage 
detection or for usage development is significantly influenced by the way it is 
presented to possible users. In his popular book, The Design of Everyday Things, 
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Norman (2001) surprisingly (or maybe not) presented a lot of design examples 
that show user interfaces to infrastructures, such as water faucets, light switches, 
door handles, and button controls on various electronic devices, to illustrate rules 
for good design. He also discussed visibility and standardization as design 
aspects, naturally from a slightly different angle than our own. Visibility relates to 
“traceability” of the inner workings of an infrastructure in case that is necessary 
for its correct use. Standardization also relates to an artifact’s use (through a 
standardized user interface) in case an infrastructure cannot be cloaked into 
existing use traditions. 

However, Norman’s (2001) discussion revealed an important difference 
between information infrastructures and classic infrastructures. The handles that 
he described remain simple, no matter how complicated the use situation gets. The 
interfaces presented offer support and affordances for use situations, they do not 
provide support in breakdown situations, and they do not, in themselves, provide 
means to stimulate use innovations. The partly virtual nature of software 
infrastructures makes it possible to provide simple interfaces for use, but also 
additional, more complex interfaces to support infrastructuring activities. This 
nature also allows a development of information infrastructures in much smaller 
and maybe also more local and more divergent steps, consolidated by negotiations 
for standardization that are necessary to establish a shared use. These negotiations 
would also be part of the infrastructuring activities we consider. We now give 
some examples for technical support of infrastructuring activities from our 
research. 

7.2 Beyond Theorizing: Technological Support for 
‘Infrastructuring 

In earlier work, we developed (software) appropriation from an analytical concept 
describing phenomena of technology in use to a concept that covers activities 
users perform in order to make sense of technology. The activity-centric 
interpretation of appropriation allowed us to identify and classify possible support 
infrastructures for appropriation activities (Pipek 2005): 

• Basic technological support: Building highly flexible systems, 

• Articulation support: Support for technology-related articulations (real 
and online), 

• Historicity support: Visualize appropriation as a process of emerging 
technologies and usages, for example, by documenting earlier 
configuration decisions, or providing retrievable storage of 
configuration and usage descriptions, 

• Decision support: If an agreement is required in a collaborative 
appropriation activity, voting and polling needs to be provided, 
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• Demonstration support: Support showing usages from one user (group) 
to another user (group), provide necessary channels of communication, 

• Observation support: Support the visualization of (accumulated) 
information concerning the use of tools and functions in an 
organizational context. 

• Simulation support: Show effects of possible usage in an exemplified or 
actual organizational setting (makes sense only if the necessary 
computational basis can be established), 

• Exploration support: Combination of simulation with extended support 
for technology configurations and test bed manipulations, individual vs. 
collaborative exploration modes, 

• Explanation support: Explains reasons for application behavior, fully 
automated support vs. user-user or user-expert-communication, 

• Delegation support: Support delegation patterns within configuration 
activities; provide remote configuration facilities, 

• (Re-) Design support: feedback to designers on the appropriation 
processes. 

In our infrastructuring framework, these support options could be beneficial for 
both preparatory work development activities and in-situ design activities. 
Technological support for preparatory technology development activities is one of 
the classical domains within software engineering (e.g., Integrated Development 
Environments such as IBM’s Eclipse platform). The support options also strongly 
support resonance activities within work development activities. Re-design 
support also describes a very specific infrastructure for resonance activities, as it 
creates a permanent bridge between the technology development side and the 
work development side around a specific infrastructure in which support 
functionality is embedded. 

All the supported activities are not covered by traditional IS design 
methodologies. We will now provide some examples of technical support for 
infrastructuring that all relate to the idea of embedding platforms for user 
communities and user collaboration within the IS infrastructure. The examples 
also help to prepare representations of IS infrastructures that allow easy 
articulation of issues regarding current practice and possible modifications to the 
infrastructure. 
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7.3 Use Discourse Environments 

We developed the concept of use discourse environments to support users in 
negotiating the configuration of the software infrastructures they use. The main 
ideas were to: 

• provide users with a communication platform embedded in the 
infrastructure they use (for example, a discussion forum), 

• provide means to easily articulate and visualize issues around using and 
configuring the infrastructure (for example, by providing 
representations of the software used and support for annotated 
screenshots), 

• provide means to organize these communication and negotiation 
processes (for example, by providing voting support and process 
visualizations). 

Use discourse environments support preparatory work development activities and 
in-situ design activities and build a platform for resonance activities. We 
implemented the concept in two prototypes and evaluated it in real organizations 
(Pipek 2005). The support for articulation, demonstration, negotiation, and 
exploration activities was well accepted, and partially resulted in use discourses 
that went beyond the software infrastructures in which the concept was embedded. 
In our framework, we would classify these activities as infrastructuring with a 
preparational or an in-situ design character, altering the infrastructure 
characteristics that relate to conventions of practice and membership. 

7.4 ChiC – Community Help in Context 

Stevens and Wiedenhöfer (2006) presented a concept to provide similar support 
for the case of an infrastructure breakdown. Based on the assumption that users 
press the F1-key when the work infrastructure does not deliver an expected 
service, they provided a wiki-based help system where users could modify and 
extend help descriptions provided by the software manufacturer. This made it 
possible to customize the help descriptions to reflect local usage. Together with a 
guiding context model, this idea delivered articulation, demonstration, 
exploration, and explanation support. This functionality can support in-situ design 
activities, preparatory work development activities, and resonance activities, and 
also preparatory technology development activities if technology developers get 
access to the (possibly confidential) information. 
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7.5 Infrastructure Probes 

Based on the concept of Cultural Probes (Gaver et al. 1999), we developed the 
concept of infrastructure probes (Dörner et al. 2008). A toolkit for self-
documentation of infrastructure usages allows users to record the virtual tools at 
the workplace (using a software snapshot tool and an infrastructure-embedded 
wiki to document actual or envisioned infrastructure usages), as well as to 
document real parts of the work infrastructure such as spatial arrangements or 
constraints that shape local infrastructure usages (by means of a digital camera 
and stickers to annotate work environments). The probes made it possible to 
support infrastructuring activities involving narratives about real breakdowns or 
use innovations. The tools could be a valuable mediator between IT-based and 
non-IT-based aspects of a work infrastructure. They obviously support resonance 
activities, but also preparatory work development activities and in-situ design 
activities. 

While these approaches aim to support infrastructuring activities on the user 
side, they could easily be extended to integrate other actors such as professional 
designers. 

8 Conclusion 

Traditionally, design methods in IS have focused on developing individual 
products, accompanied by measures to embed them into existing technological 
and the social environments where these products will be adopted. These 
methodologies focus on the development of technology, but miss many activities 
and decisions that need to be performed in the application domains. 

Research on e-Infrastructures provides interesting concepts to overcome the 
traditional distinction between IT design and IT adoption. A perspective that 
focuses on the improvement of an organization’s infrastructure, not of specific 
individual products, offers the potential to integrate multiple social and 
technological layers. Such a perspective allows one to acknowledge the 
contributions from designers of information technology as well as from innovators 
of technology- enhanced practices. We identified Star and Ruhleder’s eight 
characteristics of infrastructure as an important framework that can guide 
infrastructure development through a holistic approach. 

In our account of technology development methodologies, we described 
deficiencies having to do with infrastructural aspects of modern information 
systems. Their complexity, their dependency on standardized interfaces between 
the interior and the exterior of a design process, and their invisibility in use 
complicate design approaches focused only on the activities of professional 
designers. 
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In organizational settings, we cannot understand or improve infrastructures 
without integrating creative activities of the ordinary user. Inspired by Star and 
Bowker’s article “How to Infrastructure,” we followed the impulse to look at the 
activities that make infrastructure improvements happen in order to conceive 
methodological and tool support for them. Infrastructuring, understood as re- 
conceptualizing one's own work in the context of existing, potential, or envisioned 
IT tools, is a natural part of every user’s activities. Large subsets of these 
activities are not delegable to some management level or the next professional 
design process. Consequently, infrastructuring activities should be addressed in IS 
design frameworks to capture the complete chain of innovations that help to 
establish successful technology usages. 

The necessity for a broader perspective on design has been acknowledged in 
other fields of product development, as well (von Hippel and Katz, 2002; von 
Hippel, 2005). However, in the domain of information technology, our 
perspective offers a unique opportunity. Software, as the most important fabric of 
information infrastructures, is versatile to the extent that it can support the actual 
use as well as activities that bridge between design and use. The semi-material 
nature of software makes it less dependent on physical and spatial constraints. It 
allows building a rich variety of user interfaces that, in turn, allow different, more 
flexible divisions of labor. So software offers an interesting opportunity to 
overcome the traditional dichotomy between professional designers and users. 

Information and software are quite unique infrastructural materials. Their 
versatility to support their use as an infrastructure as well as almost all meta-
activities of infrastructuring results in new approaches to integrate use, 
maintenance, and design. In our view, it is a crucial task for IS as a scientific 
discipline to capture and exploit these infrastructural opportunities. The concept 
of infrastructure may also become an important boundary object in overcoming 
the gap between the analytical and the design-oriented schools of thinking within 
the IS community, as addressed by Hevner et al. (2004). 

In addition to these considerations, studying information systems through an 
infrastructure perspective presents new questions and challenges to the field of 
Science and Technology Studies (where the foundations for our ideas were 
developed). Unlike other types of infrastructure, information infrastructures have 
reflexive characteristics: they can be used in their own (re)design. In addition to 
their interesting potential for Infrastructuring support, information systems can be 
compared with earlier infrastructures, offering a perspective from which to revisit 
the relation between infrastructural and societal change (Van der Vleuten 2004). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

“In autumn 2001, I bought my first mobile phone. I want to point out that the technology did not 
change very much in the five years between total denial and actual use of the technology; the 
technology designers had little influence on the buying decision. It was rather my notion of 
interesting usages that evolved over the years.” (Pipek 2005, p. 16) 

Appropriation – to set apart for or assign to a particular purpose or use 
(Webster) – is, refers to the establishing of new social practices in the light of new 
technologies. So, roughly speaking, appropriation is closely related with change, 
while, in everyday life, such transformations may be a slow, unnoticed, quiet, and 
evolutionary. The world, in other words, continues to look stable and ordered to 
those undertaking routine activities. Technologies, as is often said, are made ‘at 
home in the world’. Moreover, in an epoch of rapid change we take innovations 
for granted, so that is hard to imagine how to life e.g. without Electricity, Washing 
machines, Road networks or even Smartphones. Because of this power of the 
present, it is the role of stories and vignettes to bring once familiar situations and 
practices into explicit consideration. This is true not just for the past, but also for 
future and otherwise alien practices. In this respect, reports of historians, 
ethnographers, visionaries, and design researchers face the same challenge and 
what appropriation studies are all about – namely helping the reader to familiarize 
themselves with unknown practices and their (emerging) nature. This brief outline 
suggests that established orders are quite malleable, which is one of the reasons 
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why emergence and structure are of theoretical interest, even when these issues 
pose no problems in everyday life. 
A survey of the origins of the term shows that appropriation is an ambiguous 
concept, used in different ways in various disciplines. The aim of this chapter is to 
provide an orientation to how appropriation might usefully be thought of, and why 
its use is becoming increasingly important. We will suggest that one important 
value here is to do with what it offers to the informing of design, but also to 
reflection about the limits of design. With regard to the latter, a common 
assumption is that designers are responsible for all outcomes associated with their 
vision. Concerning this, the concept of appropriation has a critical function in 
sensitizing us to the limits of design, emphasizing the openness and potentially 
creative use of artefacts. In addition, the concept sensitizes us to the power 
relation between designers and users – or more generally between software 
industry and the consumer class (Stallman 1985). Exploring the concept of 
appropriation, then, in a long term perspective plays a key role in our Ground- ed 
Design framework (see Stevens et al, in this volume). 

2 Get back to work: A brief survey of the origins 

The various meanings of ‘appropriation’ are connected by a web of historical and 
thematic similarities. Hence, we do not seek to introduce a definition, but to give a 
brief overview of the scholarly traditions that contribute to the concept. With 
regard to the design discourse on appropriation, two main lines of development 
are of special interest in the history of the concept. The first line is rooted in 
German Idealism, its elaboration by Marx and later adoption in Activity Theory. 
The other line of development is rooted in French poststructuralism with de 
Certeau’s view on the practices of the ordinary man. 
In some way, the CSCW agenda represents a third branch that was influenced by 
both Activity Theory (e.g. via the Scandinavian participatory design tradition and 
the German usability tradition) and Post-structuralism (e.g. via Dourish and the 
British critical design tradition). Nevertheless, by its emphasis on appropriation 
work and appropriation support CSCW provides a distinctive focus. With this 
stance, it allies neatly with in the concept of Tailorability and that of End User 
Development (EUD), but broadens the perspective taken both into ac- count: the 
adoption and adaptation of digital artefacts within the local context. 

2.1 Express yourself: Appropriation and the German Idealism 

“[Man] confronts the materials of nature as a force of nature. He sets in motion, his embodied 
nature forces, his arms and legs, head and hands in order to appropriate materials of nature in a 
form, which is suitable to his own life. Through his movement, he acts upon external nature and 
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changes it, and in this way simultaneously changes his own nature. By thus acting on the external 
world and changing it, he at the same time changes his own nature.” (Marx 1973 p. 283). 

The concept of appropriation originated in the late 18th century, and initially 
was limited to legal questions of property and the (il-)legal possession of 
something. Hegel picks up on this discourse about possession to reflect on the 
general relationship of man with the world (cf. Braun, 2004, Keiler, 1990). Hegel 
views private property as the vehicle through which one is recognized by others as 
a free agent. In this way other agents “would be able to see that a per- son owns 
something, and therefore this individual can be treated as a realized person” 
(Hidal- go 2013). Appropriation, in this view, can be understood as incorporating 
both ‘ownership’ and expressivity (through the working of materials). Hence: 

”[O]ur life is seen as self-expression also in the sense of clarifying what we are. This clarification 
awaits recognition by a subject, and man as a conscious being achieves his highest point when he 
recognizes his own life as an adequate, a true expression of what he potentially is - just as an 
artist or writer reaches his goal in recognizing his work as a fully adequate expression of what he 
wanted to say. And in one case as in the other, the ‘message’ could not have been known before it 
was expressed. [...] The specific property of human life is to culminate in self-awareness through 
expression” (Taylor, 1977, p. 17) 

Moreover, in the moment when man recognizes his work as an expression of 
selfhood, man in not aliened from nature anymore, but has become part of it. In 
this view, appropriating external conditions means to gain autonomy by 
recognizing the necessity of the given. 

“At the same time man in acting on external nature to serve his purposes, in working, helps to 
transform it and himself, and to bring both sides towards the eventual reconciliation” (Taylor, 
1977, p. 120). 

In a further step, Marx’s contribution was to free the concept from its pre-
industrial, slightly elitist connotations. He generalizes the concept of man as an 
expressive being by taking everyday labor instead of artistic works as the 
paradigmatic case. In this view, man is constituted by labor as the realization of 
man in nature through appropriation. Under the capitalist mode, and relations, of 
production, however, people sell their labor power to others. As a result, the 
worker manufactures products with which he has no relation. This logic alienates 
man from his work. He owns the products of his work neither legally, cognitively, 
nor emotionally. In- stead the products of his labor remain completely alien to 
him. As a result, capitalism denies work its status as a resource for human 
development. 

In sum, the concept of appropriation in German Idealism focuses on the 
interplay of man and his surroundings. It is part of the expressive nature of man 
and implicates an individual, social, as well as anthropological dimension. This, 
we will argue, has much to do with the concept of appropriation as learning-in-
practice and expansive-learning outlined by the Activity Theory. 
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2.2 Learning by doing: Appropriation and Activity Theory 

“Appropriation means very generally the exploration, touching, and grasping, but also changing, 
re- purposing and converting the physical and social environment. Appropriation implying the 
active doing of the subject, his interaction with the physical and social environment by making it, 
owns and by the same token creatively recognises oneself in it. From the appropriation 
perspective, human development is no adaptation to its environment. On the contrary the 
environment is the place for personal development, overcoming the boundaries of limited nature. 
It is a mere adoption of the environment as it prevents him from fully develop the richness of 
human capabilities and real humanity." (Deinet 2014, translated by the autors) 

In the 20th century, the Marxian view of appropriation had a certain 
renaissance in Activity Theory (AT), where the concept was elaborated from a 
psychological stance (cf. Keiler 1993; Giest and Lompscher, 2006). In 
comparison to orthodox cognitive psychology, AT does not view the subject as an 
isolated entity that is detached from its environment, but views the active 
engagement of the subject with its environment as essential for individual 
development. In his engagement with the world, the actor appropriates the 
existing material and symbolic culture. 

This stance also has methodological consequences. AT, like other ‘humanistic’ 
approach- es, has a priori objection to laboratory experiments on the grounds they 
lack ecological validity. Instead, human activities should be studied in the wild, 
where activity systems are the basic unit of analysis. Moreover, research methods 
should be historical in order to reconstruct the socio-material genesis of the 
subject matter: “[to] explain a subject scientifically means to understand him 
through his becoming” (Holzkamp/Schurig 1973). 

Figure 1 Constitutive elements of an Activity Systems: Modifications of an element or 
conflicts in a relationship have effect on the whole activity system and are driving forces 
for the further development (Source: Own diagram) 

The core of an activity system consists of the triadic relationship of subject, 
object, and tools. In particular, the tool-quality of things must be learned through 
appropriation as active, coop- erative engagement in the world: 

“The spoon does not meet him [the child] in the socially developed manner of its use, as embodied 
in the characteristics of its shape, but in its non-specific, 'natural', physical properties. [...]. The 
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mother observes this. She helps the child by engaging in what he does. In the resulting joint action 
the child forms the skill to use the spoon, it uses it from now on as a human subject.” (Leontjew 
1967, translated by the authors) 

In this triadic relation, the tool has a mediation role, having both a mental and a 
material relationship. The mental quality is given by the person’s competency and 
his repertoire of routines when using the tool. In addition, AT emphasizes the 
social dimension of rules, division of labour, and community as further elements 
of an activity system into account (see Figure 1). These elements and the 
mediating relationships are historically formed and open to further development. 
In particular, activity systems do not exist in isolation; rather, they are must 
constantly react to the external conditions in which they reside, including other 
related activity systems. Hereby, internal contradictions, breakdowns, and changes 
in the environment pre- sent driving forces. The system is continually striving for 
balance while encountering tension and contradiction. Appropriation relates to 
how such events and contradictions are handled, how changed conditions are 
incorporated, and as a result which structures arise and are trans- formed - or 
might be stabilized and retrofitted under the new conditions. 

Stability is arrived at through successful internalization expressed in the 
formation of routinized actions, habits, attitudes, and emotions towards people, 
objects and situations. Concerning the hierarchical structure of activity (Hashim 
and Jones 2007), internalization refers to the process where conscious actions 
become unconscious operations. These operations serve as a repertoire that 
defines the competence and tacit knowledge of a person: they are a resource 
which he or she can fall back on within the particular situation. The decent of 
formerly conscious actions could be describes as 

[A] segmentation of appropriation through (1) anticipation, (2) initial familiarity, (3) development 
of repertoire of routines and the (4) development of new forms of use” (Bødker and Christiansen 
2012) 

Fluent mastery requires that new practices have to be practiced over and over 
again. So, the fully-fledged appropriation (especially concerning advanced 
technologies) is more a slow, emerging process in which progress is often 
achieved through trial and error. 

Wertsch (1998) has also argued, in a similar vein, that “the process of taking 
something that belongs to others” implies, for better or worse, the re-production of 
traditions, routines, and ways of judging and distinction making. In daily life they 
become a second nature that are taken for granted. A prominent example is the 
appropriation of language: 

“The word in language is half someone else's. It becomes ‘one’s own’ only when the speaker 
populates it with his own intention, his own accent, when he appropriates the word, adapting it to 
his own semantic and ex- pressive intention” (Bakhtin 2010). 
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This shared ownership of our words also pinpoints that individuals are always 
social beings, where their identities are expressed by the way of how they 
appropriate the objects of their environment. 

Figure 2 Engeström cycle of expansive learning (left) and Dewey’s Pattern of Inquiry 
(right) 

Engeström develops analysis of the process of appropriation as expansive 
learning, and emphasizes the productive role of unfulfilled requirements, internal 
contradictions and unresolved new situations. In short, conflicts are the internal 
and external stumbling blocks that irritate the smooth conduct of action. Because 
of the possible adverse consequences, such conflicts should be prevented in 
practice, but by the same token, they are triggers for changing activity systems 
and as a result present a driving force for innovation and improvement of 
practices and services. Appropriation as expansive learning, in this context, means 
a productive confrontation with such conflicts and hence new options. The 
process is not linear, but involves a tension between physical objects, socio-
cultural demands and personal motivations, which often result in resistance. In 
particular, not all conflicts, situations, or new artefacts submit equally easily to 
appropriation, some stubbornly resist, and some remain alien (Bødker and 
Christiansen 2012). 

Apart from the individual perspective, the process could be viewed from the 
activity system as a whole. Such view is more prominent in sociological work, 
especially with regard to the appropriation of social spaces and the concept of 
social space analysis. This is rooted in cultural-historical appropriation theory, 
stressing the historicity of social spaces, regarding them as condition and result of 
individual and collective human action. In addition, this view emphasises that 
appropriation takes place in socio-spatial settings in which the relational 
interaction between individuals and spatial structures are of central importance 
(Spatscheck 2014). Appropriation, here, is closely related to the intervention in 
socio-spatial arrangements that resulted in a change of positions of the subject in 
the social space as well as a change of the spaces themselves. With regard to this 
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facet, video telephony, media spaces, and CCTV and the various ways of their 
appropriation are good examples of intervention in socio-spatial arrangements. 

In particular, the shift to the spatiality of activity systems has also lead to a 
renaissance to the question of ownership and private property, where the legal and 
political dimension of appropriation have been rediscovered. In particular, the 
appropriation of spaces is a public issue that goes along with the negotiation of 
claims, interest, and power structures (Spatscheck 2014). These conflicts are 
particularly evident when homeless people in the city make public places to their 
own, when social structures of neighborhoods change through gentrification, or 
teenagers use playgrounds, schoolyards, shopping malls, or McDonald’s outlets as 
their second home (Deinet 2014). In such cases, appropriation is not just 
individual learning of how to use these environments, but the everyday use and 
construction of social spaces becomes a performative demonstration of power and 
the enforcing of claims. Space in this sense constitutes a political area, where the 
participating actors in their action must capitalize their resources with regard to 
their social situation in pursuit of their interests (Spatscheck 2014). With regard to 
this, the formation of, and access to, resources presents a key aim as well as a key 
result of the successful appropriation. 

In sum, the term appropriation in Activity Theory refers to the further 
development of ac- tivity systems, its elements and the relationship among them. 
Regarding this, appropriation involves two levels: In respect of the individual 
level, it refers to expansive learning and the formation of new routines, skills and 
competencies. Secondly, as a collective process it refers to the establishment, 
reproduction or transformation of action systems where new tools, rules, routines, 
and division of labor find their place within the activity system. Gärling et al 
(2002) also refer to this as the dual sociality of appropriation expressing the idea 
that persons change by changing their (socio-material) environment. 

2.3 Appropriation and De Certeau 

Another strand in the history of the concept is de Certeau’s post-structural 
consideration of everyday practices as a place of appropriation and resistance. His 
interest in studying the margins of the cultural system entails taking a bottom-up 
view. This stance has quickly become adopted e.g. by Cultural Studies and critical 
Media Studies. 

There are striking parallels between the post-structuralist and the cultural-
historical under- standing of appropriation, but also considerable differences. In 
some way, both are heirs to the Marxian concept, but set other priorities. The 
differences result in the main from different subject matter, methodology, and the 
role of the concept in theory building. For instance, AT’s primary focus is on the 
psycho- and socio-genesis of man. In contrast, de Certeau’s primary interest was 
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how the ordinary man gains autonomy under dominating structural conditions. As 
a result, he was less concerned with successful appropriation, but with ‘negative’ 
tactical appropriation as resistance against alienation. Another difference is that de 
Certeau focuses more on everyday culture – or more precisely what people do 
with commodities of the mass-production. Since Adorno and Horkheimer (2007) 
widely recognized essay about the cultural industry, mass-production of cultural 
goods has been view as an instrument of power and control. In their essay, 
Adorno and Horkheimer paint a lamentable picture of alienated mass-
consumption that de Certeau’s view on appropriation corrects in certain respect. 
This topic of unequal power relations, suppression, and social discipline was a 
common topic in the Poststructuralist era, an interest which de Certeau, for 
instance, shares with Foucault (Frijhoff 1999). 

De Certeau’s aim is to become an embedded reporter, who follows the situated 
tactics of actors at ground level. In particular, he believes that the dominating 
conditions are not alone in muzzling the ordinary man, but that the common, 
standardized methods of the social scientist play a role as well: The scientist’s role 
is integrative, linking things together into one single theory, and leaving out what 
does not fit (a critique shared by Harvey Sacks, 1963). This is an inherent effect, 
says de Certeau, of standardized methods. Opposed to this logic of subsumption, 
his aim was to give the particularities of everyday life a voice. 

“Cultural history, on the contrary, works with the world as it presents and constructs itself, as a 
whole. It tries to account for the meaning of everything, which means that it has to start from the 
whole field of particulari- ties, from the tactics of everyday life. It also means that the relationship 
between the regularities of history and the particularities, evasive and centrifugal, of the historical 
reality needs to be continuously kept in mind” (Frijhoff 1999). 

As noted, Critical Theory paints a lamentable picture of the culture industry. 
Mass- consumption was thought as a one-way cultural transfer, where the content 
was passively consumed and received by the people. Critical Theory and positivist 
‘media effects’ theories met each other at this point. Both assumed a 
homogeneous mass and asked, from this view, what media do to the mass instead 
of studying what people do with mass-media (Ruggiero 2000). With regard to the 
latter, de Certeau stress that cultural goods and other symbolic systems are not 
passively consumed, but are appropriated in such a way that a local, 
contextualized, meaning is possible. Hence, using goods is not a one-dimensional 
process of assimilation of externally imposed structures of meaning, but it is an 
active and artful play of meaning, norms, prescriptions, and power structures 
(Krönert 2009). Appropriation means inconspicuous making of consumption 
branches into thousands of practices and is fabricated in them. This view is 
closely related to Levi-Strauss notion of ‘bricolage’ as using the given and 
recombining them (Ahearne 1995). 

“The ‘making’ in question is a production, a poiesis […] called ‘consumption’. […It] is devious, it 
is dispersed, but it insinuates itself everywhere, silently and almost invisibly, because it does not 
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manifest itself through its own products, but rather through its ways of using the products imposed 
by a dominant economic order.” (De Certeau 1984, p. xiii) 

In this view, appropriation resulted from unequal power relations, but it is not 
determined by this. Where strategic power lies with the proprietor, enterprise, 
city, or a scientific institution, the tactical is effectively the limited power of the 
indivual to resist and remake space. Moreover, power struggles are open-ended, 
never ending stories where particular power constellations, cultural forms, 
artefacts never have a fixed meaning once for all. 

Tactics are the art of relatively powerless making use of the situation to ensure 
what gains are possible. The weak use the gaps in the power structures, the blind 
spots in the grid of surveillance, in order to open up local conditions. This also 
includes steganographic tactics, e.g. ap- propriating the language and culture of 
those in power ironically in order to disguise and hide oneself by expressing the 
own using the words of the other. 

“For instance, the ambiguity that subverted from within the Spanish colonizers' "success" in 
imposing their own culture on the indigenous Indians is well known. Submissive, and even 
consenting to their subjection, the Indians nevertheless often made of the rituals, representations, 
and laws imposed on them something quite different from what their conquerors had in mind; they 
subverted them not by rejecting or altering them, but by using them with respect to ends and 
references foreign to the system they had no choice but to accept. They were other within the very 
colonization that outwardly assimilated them; their use of the dominant social or- der deflected its 
power, which they lacked the means to challenge; they escaped it without leaving it. The strength 
of their difference lay in procedures of ‘consumption’." (De Certeau 1984, p. xiii) 

The tactics of clandestine usages are hidden from producer’s strategic power 
and in the same way they are hidden from the standardized methods of the media 
scientist as well as the positivistic innovation and adoption theories (Rogers 
2010). This family of theories in question study artefacts as immutable and 
monolithic entities that are adopted unquestioningly. The ‘view from above’ of 
use statistics say nothing about the universe of different practices, needs, 
rationales, constraints, and emotions. In particular, such statistics neglects the 
politics of use and the consequences of power struggles seen as consisting in a 
struggle between tac- tics and strategy.1 The merit of de Certeau is that to make 
aware of the positivestic shortcomings reinforcing the view to take particularities 
of context seriously: What is of interest is the local meaning of the used artefacts, 
how they meld together, and for what reasons they are used seem to be of no 
concern. Concerning this, appropriation presents a situated, open and open-ended 
process, where people are not just human factors, but human actors. 

 
1 At this point, we like to warn against a tendency in the Cultural Studies, too. Here, it seems trendy to 
subsume appropriation just under the category of power and alienation. Such view, however, could easily 
lead to the glossing of context and the practices which produce it. As a result, pretty much is said about 
appropriation in theory, but often say relatively little about appropriation practices ‚in the wild’ 
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Methodologically, bottom-up approaches are arguably needed as different 
contexts of use are characterized by different modes of appropriation, leading to 
(in the context of cultural studies) a variety of everyday cultures (Hepp 1998). In 
particular, individual case studies are needed to do justice to the particularities of 
the context and the creative ways of situated use. So, instead of asking: “how 
many cases have you counted”, the question in appropriation studies should be: 
“what is the logic of this particular case and why specific use practices have are 
emerged”. 

3 Design in Use: Tailoring, End User 
Development, and Appropriation 

In the previous section, the general accounts of appropriation usually describe the 
phenome- non as a production of individuals and groups, but are less concerned 
with the qualities that make a tool more or less ‘appropriable’. This applies to 
material tools (e.g. a hammer) as well as immaterial tools (e.g. language 
expressions). 

For ICT, or more concretely software-based systems, this question deserves 
more attention. The semi-material nature of these tools allows one to identify, 
design and implement the aspects a tool is aiming to serve together with, but 
independently of, interactive aspects of its presentation at the user interface. These 
interactive aspects may address activities that transcend the intended purpose of 
software, supporting meta-activities like learning, troubleshooting, or 
sensemaking with IT tools in relation to a use case (e.g. a help system or an 
interactive assistant). In addition, they may address the configuration of 
technologies, even to a point in which the functionality is changed or specialized 
to support a specific task beyond the original designers’ intentions. This kind of 
malleability of an information system significantly impacts the space users have 
for appropriating a technology, and the semi-material nature of software allows 
much more extensive approaches to design technologies so that they serve 
appropriation processes of users better. We refer here to two important discourses, 
namely End-User Development (trying to align concepts from the fields of human 
computer interaction, soft- ware engineering, and artificial intelligence) and 
Tailorability (derived more from the Participatory Design and CSCW 
community). 

End User Development (EUD) research contributes explicitly to a design 
oriented view on appropriation. In general, EUD research is interested on how 
users can be empowered and supported to adapt their computerized environments 
to their needs: 
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“End-User Development can be defined as a set of methods, techniques, and tools that allow users 
of software systems, who are acting as non-professional software developers, at some point to 
create, modify or extend a software artefact” (Lieberman et al. 2006 p. 2) 

Application domains for EUD are rather diverse. In the past, the focus was on 
profession- al/work contexts, while newer studies also investigate into domestic 
contexts. Other studies focus on how end users are making use of software 
ecosystems and existing infrastructures. 

EUD research also builds on a long tradition to empower users making use of 
computers and supporting their computer literacy. This tradition includes the 
educational research studying computational environments as learning tools 
(1980), the Open Source movement focusing on the users’ right to customize (R. 
M. Stallman 1981), the research on novice programmer and the cognitive 
dimension of programming (Pane and Myers 1996) and, last but not least, the 
Participatory Design movement focusing on tailorable systems as a mean for 
democratization of work (Henderson and Kyng 1991). Despite their differences 
all have in common the perception that the ordinary user can and should be the 
co-creator of the technological environment. 

It is also worth to mention that various connecting lines between EUD and the 
humanistic Marxian appropriation concept exist, in both the case of Papert and the 
Scandinavian Participatory Design tradition. Papert’s constructionist view, for 
instance, understands learning as the progressive internalization of actions and the 
externalization of ideas making them tangi- ble and shareable (Ackermann 2001). 
From this stance, Papert argues that the knowledge building and artefact building 
go hand in hand. Hence, EUD environments should support (in his case) children 
to express themselves by enable them to build personal meaningful things and to 
conduct computational experiments to discover the (computational) world 
(Stevens, Boden, and von Rekowski 2013). The Scandinavian EUD tradition also 
shares with Marx the demand that the workplace design should not be reduced to 
its functional role, but under- stands work also as a place for self-development and 
self-expression. 

While having a broadly left-wing political agenda, PD’s relationship to power 
seems less ideological than de Certeau and the Cultural Studies, but more 
pragmatic - one might characterize it as a kind of social partnership between 
workers, trade unions, researcher, and managers (Ehn 1993). It focuses, it can be 
argued, quite pragmatically on how such technologies can and must be designed 
in support of skillful worker. From this stance, the concept of tailoring has been 
elaborated as a mean for workplace democratization that touches many issues like 
software construction, learning, organizational change and organizational politics 
(Trigg and Bødker 1994). 

In a narrow sense, tailoring represents an activity taking place during ‘use 
time’ after the original design phase, which typically starts right after the first 
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contact of the user with soft- ware. Tailoring shares some features, but still is 
different from both ‘use’ and programming. With regard to programming, 
tailoring does not lead to a new system version, but modifies a given one 
according to local necessities (Wulf 1994). Second, the person doing the tailoring 
is typically not expert in software engineering, but an expert in the application 
domain. With regard to normal use, tailoring is distinguished by three aspects: 
First, tailoring activities modify working tools rather than the working material. 
Second, tailoring activities have longer lasting effects on the modified functions. 
Concerning this, Wulf and Golombek (2001) mention the creation of document 
templates as an example of tailoring. Third, tailoring is a kind of secondary task 
modifying more stable work structures, making the primary task more efficient. 
This functional orientation makes tailoring the environment different e.g. from 
constructive learning environments that are often more playfully designed. 
Moreover, tailoring “just for fun” – even it is a common practice (Draxler, 
Stevens, and Boden 2014) –can be dismissed as a waste of time and money. In 
other words, tailoring as a secondary activity comes with a cost that must be 
justified. In particular, tailorability initially increases software complexity where 
the learning how to make use of the tailoring features needs extra time be- fore the 
user might benefit from it. 

This raises the question of why tailorable systems are needed and where the 
limits of the approach might be. 

3.1 Contingencies, Heterogeneity, and Dynamics: Reasons to 
make software flexible 

It is an assumption underlying traditional software development methods, that 
users do not need to tailor software artefacts, because the artefacts are optimally 
adapted to user and the use context. Equivalently, designers- one assumes- know 
all about the user and the use con- texts. Moreover, users form a homogeneous 
group, the contexts are well and formally speci- fied, and the application domain 
does not change over time. In contrast, since we are in reality in a messy, 
unstable, and often unknown world, it can be argued that tailorable software can 
be used to cope with the imperfections so frequently identified. Regarding this, 
overlapping reasons have been outlined why usages are not perfectly anticipated 
at design time and what design implications we should draw. 

3.1.1 Contingencies of use situations 

No matter how finely the net of user observation is knitted, no matter how users 
and use con- texts are explored, understand, and measured - regardless of whether 
standardized surveys, participatory observation, or cultural probes are used - by its 
very nature the use context is under-determined by data. As a result, there are 
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always blind spots in any given context anal- ysis, where situated use and situated 
needs are not anticipated. This especially holds true with the tayloristic workplace 
design that neglects the difference between the actual work and its formalized 
work description (Wulf 1997). 

“Standardized representations of office work and its products, as captured in forms, diagrams, 
databases, or narrative text, are thus the result of articulation. […] Without an understanding of 
articulation, the gap be- tween requirements and the actual work process in the office will remain 
inaccessible to analysis. That is, it will be possible to describe tasks in an idealized form but not to 
describe the actual situation […] It will al- ways be the case that in any local situation actors 
‘fiddle’ or shift requirements in order to get their work done in the face of local contingencies” 
(Gerson and Star 1986 p. 258) 

The under-determined nature of the use situation is closely related to users’ 
autonomy and their capacity to react to exceptional situations in an ad-hoc 
manner. By the same token, un- der-determinacy limits the options for office 
automation, standardized workflow systems, and ergonomic design that rest only 
formal task and process description e.g. promoted by methods for business 
modeling (Scheer, Thomas, and Adam 2005) as well as cognitive modeling (Ol- 
son and Olson 1990). 

As a reaction, design for unanticipated use results in two, interwoven, 
interpretations: de- signing accountable computer systems as a resource and 
designing tailorable applications (see sections below). 

3.1.2 Heterogeneity of application contexts 

There are pragmatic-economic reasons, why software does not perfectly fit to the 
application context. In general, it would be desirable to develop a tailor-made 
software version for each client that might fit his or her particular needs. 
However, such individual solutions create extra costs and efforts, so that the 
development of a non-individualized, standard version may economically 
desirable. Customizable software, then, represents something of a tradeoff be- 
tween standardization and individualization. This also leads to an altered software 
adoption process: Between the design and the use phase, there will not just be a 
learning phase, but also a phase of customization. 

Depending on the scope and complexity of the application, such customization 
will be very different. At the one extreme, the user might just enter the mail 
account data to make an Email client work. At the other extreme, customizing an 
enterprise system such as SAP and implementing it in a large organization often 
represents a multi man-years large project, where the project team covers 
professional IT consultants, managers, and members of the involved departments. 
The EUD focus is typically in between these extremes, but there is no clear cut-
off. 
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3.1.3 Heterogeneity of users 

 
Users, of course, also vary considerably. They have different knowledges, 

cultural back- grounds, skills and preferences. Hence, there is, in the traditional 
ergonomics literature, a large body of work on tailoring with regard to 
personalization, where tailoring is primary considered as individual effort. Also, 
usability norm ISO 9241-10 includes the personalization de- mand expressed by 
the individualization criteria: 

A dialogue is individualizable when the dialogue system allows adjustments to the task 
requirements, individual user preferences and user skills (ISO 9241-10) 

The norm mentions several justifications for individualization, such as 
linguistic and cultural differences, individual knowledge and experience in the 
domain, as well as different perception, sensomotoric and mental abilities. The 
norm also provides several examples like making font size, color, and key 
assignments adaptable, or that users should be able to choose between alternative 
forms of representation and they should be able to enhance input options e.g. by 
creating one’s own commands. 

In addition to adaptable systems personalized by the user, there is a large body 
of research on adaptive systems that are automatically personalized for the user. 
The essential core is a user model that is constructed from the user input and other 
personalized data. The aim is to identify the user’s background, preferences, and 
abilities in this model and adapt the system respectively. Such adaptation can 
relate to the user interface, the content, of the behavior of the system. One well 
known example is adaptive hypermedia system: 

“Adaptive hypermedia systems build a model of the individual user and apply it for adaptation to 
that user, for example, to adapt the content of a hypermedia page to the user's knowledge and 
goals, or to suggest the most relevant links to follow.” (Brusilovsky 1998 p. 87) 

From the perspective of appropriation, we generally have to keep critical eye 
on adaptive systems for two reasons: the possible decline in user competence and 
privacy concerns. 

Regarding the first, the basic idea is the computer literally reads every 
intention, so that users make minimal effort themselves. In the long run, adaptive 
systems may help the user to work more efficiently. However, the danger is that 
personal competencies degenerate. In addition, for larger adaptive media systems 
the danger is well-known by now, as news feeds are tailored to the supposed 
interests and the mindset of the user. 

The second issue arises from the fact that adaptive systems need personalized 
data in order to function properly. Moreover, the approach bases on the principle 
that the more close- meshed the observation is woven and the more data is 
collected, the better is the user model. From a user point of view, this poses the 
threat that the strategic power of the major companies increases while the tactic 
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power of the ordinary man is weakened. Concerning such a shift in power 
relations, users’ readiness to give personalized data away seems tactically (in de 
Certeau’s terms) problematic. 

3.1.4 Dynamically evolving contexts 

The need to adapt software is also caused by the application context and its 
surrounding evolves over the time (Wulf 1999). This encompasses the demands of 
the individual, the team, and the organization as a whole. Indeed, software 
requirements are a moving target was a painful learning process for software 
engineering (Böhm 1988, Floyd et al. 1989, Robertson and Robertson 1999, 
Fowler and Highsmith 2001). In particular, feature requests often arise only in 
reaction to users having their first experiences of using a new system in everyday 
life. 

With regard to the dynamics of an evolving context, Orlikowski and Hofman 
(1997) have outlined three types of changes: anticipated, emergent, and 
opportunity-based changes. Antic- ipated changes are planned ahead of time and 
occur as intended. Emergent changes arise spontaneously out of local innovation. 
Opportunity-based changes are not anticipated ahead of time but are introduced 
purposefully and intentionally during and in response to the change process. By 
definition, emergent and opportunity-based changes could not have been included 
in a traditional requirements analysis. This reduces the chance that tailoring 
options exist, where users might fit the system to the new requirements. Hence, a 
static tailorability approach leads into the following dilemma: 

“To make a part tailorable, one has to identify this part in first place and has to know how it 
should be tailor- able [– but this knowledge only evolves in the appropriation process].” (Draxler 
and Stevens 2006) 

A way out of the dilemma is to conceptualize tailorability not only as technical 
feature, but as continuing effort in an evolutionary, participatory design process. 
Several related concepts have been elaborated to address this demand: 

Wulf (1994), for instance, outlined an iterative-participatory process model that 
take tailoring activitity explicitly into account. The core idea is that tailorable 
software allows small, anticipated changes within the use context. Larger, 
emergent demands are discussed in participatory workshops with the developers, 
so that they might be implemented in the next version. In a similar vein, Fischer et 
al. (2001) outline with SER (Seeding, Evolutionary Growth, and Reseeding) a 
EUD oriented, open-ended software development model. The central idea is that 
the initially deployed system continually evolves in the use context where it 
alternates be- tween periods of daily use and unplanned evolution, and periods of 
deliberate re-structuring and enhancement. 
Another concept was outlined by Draxler and Stevens (2006), with a stronger 
focus on mass-products that are developed in an agile manner. They suggest 
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integrating communication channels within the use context with tailoring and 
online help options. The aim is that users could feedback within the use context 
e.g. the manufacturer as well as the user community for help and make feature 
requests that might be realized in the next version. While independently 
developed, the concept has striking similarities to commercial solutions like 
GetSatisfaction or UsersVoice that allows one to integrate channels within web 
apps, so that customers can ask questions, submit an idea or complaint, or give 
praise and discuss issues within the online community. 

3.2 Making it ‘easy to adapt’: Ways of designing flexibility 

As outlined, there are several reasons why applications do not always fit to the use 
context, and thus may require some degree of tailorability. In particular, the un-
expected, un-usual, and un-anticipated refers to the inherent contingency and 
openness of practices that by their very nature cannot captured by formal models, 
scripts, or regulation. This is not just a complexity issue, but represents a 
fundamental worldview problem, based on the conflation of real world practices 
with (formal) descriptions of those practices. 

Hence, the flexibility of application context must somehow reflected by equal 
flexibility in application systems. Facing the apparent contradiction of formalizing 
the un-formalizable, we could distinguish two different, but supplementing design 
methodologies in EUD: The first one could be called tailorable design, focusing 
more on technical flexibility. The second has one could be called 
technomethodological design (Button and Dourish, 1998), focusing more on 
interpretative flexibility. Both, however, have in common the basic philosophy 
that we need understood software not such much as formalization of labor, but as 
tools for labour. 

3.2.1 Tailorable Artefacts: Increasing the technical flexibility 

The first design approach mentioned above primarily focuses on how software 
could be technically more flexible by making it more tailorable, malleable, 
adaptable, and customizable. This challenge has led to a series of new design 
approaches including component based and service oriented architectures, open 
source software, plugin extensible software, and domain specific languages. In 
addition, EUD environments have been developed in various domains such as 
web authoring tools, mashup editors, process and workflow editors, business 
intelligence report editors, etc. One of the most well-known examples is the Excel 
spreadsheet (Nardi 1993). The off-the-shelf spreadsheet is of little direct value to 
the end user. However, the empty, application neutral spreadsheet allows the users 
to create their own, domain- and task-specific one or buy one from a 3rd party 
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provider. Moreover, Excel demonstrates that EUD must not be complicated, but 
could become a mass-product. 

Another important issue relates to the question, to what extent software 
systems should be open and adaptable – which is also a political issue concerning 
the power relation between users and software companies (R. Stallman 1985). The 
one extreme is closed systems like ATMs where users are not able to change 
anything. The other extreme is open systems like Emacs, where users could, in 
theory, change everything, increases the power of the end users. However, open 
source software is also a good example of the fact that only tech-savvy users make 
use of this power. This demonstrates that providing tailoring options is not 
sufficient for end user empowerment. In particular, for safety, security and 
complexity reasons, restricting tailoring options might be useful – and at least 
should be considered in EUD as having non- technical end users in mind. 

Moreover, in the EUD research it was recognized that a gentle slope of 
increasing tailoring possibilities should be provided. Regarding this, in literature 
often three levels are distinguished: choosing between alternatives in anticipated 
behavior, constructing new behavior from existing pieces and altering the artifact 
(i.e. reprogramming). For instance, the concept of component-based tailorability 
(Mørch et al. 2004) distinguishes between those three different levels: 

“Configuring a component. The configuration of an individual component is the easiest way to 
tailor a system, since this tailoring level offers the smallest complexity being limited to the so-
called component slots only. Due to this restriction, the tailoring action can be supported by 
providing special tailoring environments. With the help of such special environments, it is much 
easier for the user to tailor these slots. 
Changing the component composition. The changing of the composition allows for a more 
substantial adaptation. This level includes operations like inserting and deleting components, 
rewiring the components or building complex components. This level requires the user to 
understand not only the individual components but also their interactions. 
Designing new components. This level increases the opportunities for tailoring since the user is 
not depend- ent on already existing components. However, when tailoring on this level the user 
has to understand the underlying programming language, the component model, and the 
implementation details.” (Stevens, Quaisser, and Klann 2006 p. 272) 

Such advanced tayloring features were implemented e.g. by FreEvolve 
(Stiemerling 2000; Wulf et al. 2008) of Prospero (Dourish and Edwards 2000 p. 
48). Unfortunately, such systems never moved beyond a research prototype, so 
that tailoring such systems has never been studied in the wild. Yet, these research 
prototypes serve as visionary concept study to demonstrate technical feasibility 
and shape analytic lens for studying tailoring concepts in practice. 

For instance, in our study about the appropriating component-based systems 
such as Firefox, World of Warcraft and Eclipse, we study how end-users in 
everyday life make use of the three levels of configuring components, changing 
component composition, and designing new components (Draxler and Stevens 
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2011; Draxler et al. 2011). One of the insights was that most users make use only 
of the first two tailoring levels (configuring and changing composition). 
Compared to this, almost nobody, we found, created new components. In addition, 
the study also showed that the features used for changing compositions looked 
quite different from those suggested in academia. In practice, built-in plugin 
managers and plugin repositories were highly popular because they reduced 
complexity significantly for the user, but at the same time also restricted options 
for changing the system at this tailoring level. Nevertheless the users’ tailoring 
activities have lead to a striking diversity of individualized installations. 

3.2.2 Accountable Artefacts: Increasing interpretative flexibility 

An alternative to increasing technical flexibility is to increase interpretative 
flexibility. Here, the user does not adapt the artefact, but his way of using it (Wulf 
1999). This implies that the system at hand does not prescribe a particular use 
practice, but allows multiple ones. 

A well-documented example such kind of general-purpose tool is Email. As the 
name indicates, the original idea behind the technology was to provide an 
electronic version of paper- based mail - which in itself is a general-purpose 
medium that could be used for many purposes like sending informal love letters, 
but also formal, official documents. The same variety of usages also holds for the 
electronic counterpart, even allowing for the fact that legally binding notification 
was much more difficult to establish than when using email for informal 
communication. The appropriation also leads to many new practices such as using 
email as an appointment book sending oneself a reminder, using it in an instant 
messenger manner, using it for spamming, etc. In addition, various new practices 
to do with organizing email inboxes emerge (Whittaker and Sidner 1996). Key 
email protocols like SMTP, MIME and IMAP sup- port this flexibility as they do 
not prescribe a particular usage, but focus on the interoperability of the underlying 
infrastructure. In contrast, more prescriptive approaches to structuring email 
correspondence like the Coordinator (Winograd 1987) have had little success. 

The second design approach aims to systematize such interpretive flexibility 
rooting it at the theoretical level in Suchman’s (1987) insight that plans for 
humans do not fully determine behavior, but present a resource that could be used 
and adapted in specific situations. As such computer systems should not be 
designed as a realization of an abstract defined work procedure. Instead computer 
systems should serve as a resource used in joint activities without a need to 
anticipate particular contingencies, or the order in which they might arise.” 
(Robinson 1993) 

This design view adopts the much- rehearsed ethnomethodological stance to 
study how members structure and make accountable, through a mutually 
elaborative process, the situations in which they work. The seminal point for 
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design is that these embodied methods are stable and structured - and that they are 
observable and analyzable by researchers as much as they are made public by 
members. Hence, they could be made as the starting point for the design 
considerations. 

With regard to this, system design must uncover and envision which are and 
will be the relevant members’ methods in the application domain, what is the 
rationale that underpins them, and last but not least, how computational artefacts 
will affect them and become part of them, respectively. This view is particularly 
elaborated by the programmatic manifesto of Technomethodology: 
In contrast with the approaches to ethnomethodologically-informed design [we] consider the 
relationship be- tween ethnomethodology and system design in a design context to be more than a 
practical matter. […] Sys- tem designers learn from ethnomethodology, not from 
ethnomethodologists or their observations. […] Tech- nomethodology attempts to align system 
design not so much with the details of specific working practices, as with the details of the means 
by which such working practices arise and are constituted. (Dourish and Button 1998) 

From this perspective, Dourish and Button (1998) analyse traditional design 
methodologies that abstract from the details by hiding the underlying 
computational mechanisms from the user. While this reduces the complexity of 
the user interface, it also makes these mechanisms less predictable and as a result 
makes it more difficult for the user to make use of them. 

“The key property of human action is the way in which it is made observable and reportable in the 
course of its own unfolding. It is organized accountably. As someone speaks, this is how ‘he 
provides the very materials for making out what he says’. Computational abstractions, being 
static, atomic and unexaminable, provide no such means. Abstract computational behavior is not 
accountable; and, for this reason, the forms of contingent, improvised (situated) action become 
problematized” (Dourish and Button 1998 p. 415) 

 While tailorable and technomethodological system design are different 
approaches to the problem of flexibility, they have a number of features in 
common. This especially holds for Prospero which served as a kind of reference 
for technomethodological design (Dourish and Edwards 2000). On a technical 
level, Prospero provide translucent user interfaces that ‘open up’ the internal 
computational mechanisms. These make the mechanisms more adaptable, but also 
more transparent – and thus make its working more predictable for the end users 
The translucent interfaces provide cues to what the system is doing, why it doing 
that way, and what was likely to be done next. In short, such interfaces should 
make the computational action more accountable, which presents a perquisite for 
situated, social action and – if we understood computer systems as an actant with 
agency – a perquisite for human computer inter- action tout court. 

“We will be concerned here with a second approach. This is a more fundamental one, and aims to 
address the disparity between traditional process-driven models of interface design and the more 
improvisational model revealed by sociological and anthropological investigations such as 
Suchman's. This approach is based on a re-reading of Open Implementations’ reflective self-
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representations as accounts that systems offer of their own activity.” (Dourish and Button 1998 p. 
419) 

Of course, one can have reservations about such a view – to what extent, for 
instance, it makes sense to speak of technical artefacts being accountable. 
Pragmatically, perhaps the best way of viewing the notion of ‘accountability’ in 
this context is to argue that it entails the user understanding what the computer is 
doing, why it is doing it, and what to expect next – in short that the application 
provides a reliable tool and context for doing things. Concerning this, Open 
Implementation might be one option, but not the only and maybe not the best, to 
improve transparency and predictability. 
In sum, the merits of concepts such as radically tailorable systems and 
technomethodogical design are that they sensitize us to the need for system design 
to provide resources that help human actors to make of the systems that result. In 
addition, this thread of research shows that people do not appropriate technology 
in an unstructured and accidental way, but in virtue of their interpretative and 
technical competencies, given the demands of the situation at hand. 

4 Making it work: Appropriation as collaborative 
work 

The studies of technology support for cooperative work situations took 
appropriation work as collaborative by nature (e.g. the negotiation of conventions 
to establish the non-technological configurations of in work setting, Mark and 
Sohlenkamp 1997), but initially without distinguishing it systematically from the 
actual configuration work (‘tailoring’). The term “appropriation” in CSCW is 
shaped by and further develops the tailoring concept of EUD research in recent 
decades. In addition to our own work in this field (e.g. Pipek and Wulf 1999, 
Törpel et al. 2003), important contributions to this topic have been made by 
Dourish (2003), Balka and Wagner (2006), and Twidale (2005). The common 
strand of all this work is a praxeological view, one with an affinity to 
ethnographic methods, a focus on tailorable workplaces, and the activities of the 
people making use with the situation at hand. From this stance, Dourish, for 
instance, defines appropriation as follows: 

“Appropriation is the process by which people adopt and adapt technologies, fitting them into 
their working practices. It is similar to customization, but concerns the adoption patterns of 
technology and the transformation of practice at a deeper level. Understanding appropriation is a 
key problem for developing interactive systems, since it critical to the success of technology 
deployment. It is also an important research issue, since appropriation lies at the intersection of 
workplace studies and design” (Dourish 2003 p. 465) 

Tailoring is still central to this research thread. Yet, with the appropriation 
concept, the aforementioned authors have taken a broader perspective at the 
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constitution-theoretical, methodological, and design-conceptual level, which has a 
great affinity to the outlined activity-theoretical concepts discussed above, but 
with a stronger focus on the role of the digital artefact. 

As mentioned, EUD focuses on how to empower users to adapt computer 
systems with regard to the local context. Related to this, appropriation research 
asks how people might not just be empowered to tailor, but to make use of 
technology at hand with regard to the local context. This can also include tactical 
moves to “mis”-use technologies, the invention of us- ages, and the informal 
processes of learning and sense making. In particular, if we examine in minute 
detail what happens during tailoring, it becomes evident that fitting a technology 
to the local situation is much more than just customizing it. We have characterized 
this “more” than tailoring as follows: 

“Appropriation can be described as a collaborative effort of end users, who perform 
‘appropriation activities’ to make sense of the software in their work context. Besides activities to 
configure the software to fit into the technological, organizational and individual work context of 
the users ('Tailoring'), there is a larger area of technology-related communication, demonstration 
and negotiation activities aimed at establishing a shared understanding of how a software artefact 
works and what it can contribute to the shared work context. The mutual shaping of the technology 
and organizational contexts resemble an ongoing design process that end users perform la rely 
without any involvement of professional developers.” (Pipek 2005) 

This “more” can be studied from two sides: from within the situation, studying 
how the appropriation of a new artefact appears to users, and from the outside, 
studying how it is embedded in the broader situation. 

4.1 Dealing with breakdowns: A phenomenology of the 
appropriation situation 

From within, we can ask when and how technologies become present-at-hand 
(Stevens 2009, Wulf and Golombek 2001). A phenomenological inquiry reveals 
that manifold of small, insignificant disruptions exist that prompt reflection on the 
present situation, the technology at hand, and common use practices. With 
Heidegger we could call them breakdown situations, with Dewey we can call 
them doubtful situations, or with Engeström we can call them situations of 
expansive learning (see above). In such cases, the user finds his- or herself in new, 
unknown situations where common routines are inadequate, so that s/he must 
‘invent’ a new one. 

In principle, there are various options available, constituting the dialectics of 
‘mental’ and ‘material’ appropriation activities. We want illustrate these small 
steps of appropriation through the following train of thought. 

Assume that Jane wants to celebrate her birthday. She would like to send a form letter to all her 
friends. However, she has never done this before. This force her to reflect what might be smart 
way to solve the problem at hand. In principle, there are a number of options: Such as to explore 
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whether Word has a form letter function, how to use this function, how to bring the data in an 
appropriate form to bring, etc. She might also search in the Internet, if an according Word 
extension or Text editor exist that had a form letter feature, try- ing to install and using it. She 
might also competent enough to write a Word macro (or use the situation as a trigger to learn it). 
Then write a macro that is optimally adapted to her needs, or at least is good enough for her 
problem at hand. In the situation, it is likely that she starts with a tentative solution, which appears 
her as the easiest and the most promising way. If she reached a deadlock, she might change her 
strategy, e.g. asking someone else for advice. She further experiments until she finds a feasible 
way or gives up her goal. 

Her tinkering leaves "mental", "social" and "material" traces. The traces are 
mental, in the sense that she has learned about the software and extended her 
skills in making use of it. Social in the sense that she may now owe favors to the 
colleague she asked for help, or she may help others e.g. through a thread in a 
help forum dealing with how to use the form letter function in Word. The traces 
are material, in the sense that she modified her Word installation or creates a 
Word template, she can use in the future. Because of these traces, there is no need 
to start all over the next time she is faced in a similar situation. The traces are 
social in the sense that she might trigger a question & answer thread in a 
community forum, or share the resulted Word template with others. In sum, the 
successful mastering of a breakdown or doubtful situation is always related to the 
expansive growth of the individual person and the activity system as a whole. 

The second seminal point is that from phenomenological point of view, it does 
not matter which choice is the best or most realistic from an external perspective, 
or that whatever option Jane realizes might be predictable. It is the internal 
perspective of the situation that matters. And within the actual situation, the 
various options are real possibilities for action even if they are proven less than 
optimal afterwards. This demonstrates that learning, and tailoring a tool, have the 
same genesis: both are the results of mastering doubtful situations. It will 
eventually become apparent whether the appropriation is more dominated by new 
ways of sense making or new ways of tool making, or both. 

4.2 Make it together: Collaboration pattern 

Another focus is on the study of collaborative appropriation. This follows up on 
previous work on collaborative tailoring in organizations (Mackay 1990; Wulf 
1997; Trigg and Bødker 1994), which has raised awareness about collaboration 
patterns such as the existence of sharing networks, sharing habits, different user 
types with regard to customization (Stevens et al. 2006, Wulf 1999a). Mackay 
(1990), for instance, suggests a classification scheme where she distinguishes 
three user types: lead users who play with new software, first creating adaptations 
and then sharing with others; translators, who are less technical oriented, but 
customize a bit and in particular adapt the solutions of lead users for others; and 
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ordinary users who use the adaptations of other. With regard to the incentives to 
share customizations, Mackay concludes: 

“Users have a number of incentives to share customizations, including taking advantage of each 
other’s work, learning new methods of accomplishing useful tasks, avoiding errors, and generally 
saving time. The net result is that users adopt patterns of use from each other, propagating both 
useful innovations and errors throughout the organization.” (Mackay 1990 p. 218) 

The existence of such collaboration patterns is a quite general phenomenon, not 
limited to the organizational domain. In the domestic domain, for example, 
Grinter et al. (2005) found that the party with the biggest technical competence 
usually configures home IT for others. We found a similar result with regard to 
the appropriation of domestic eco-feedback systems (Schwartz and Stevens, 
2015). Moreover, the collaborative patterns are striking similar to the adoption 
patterns outlined by diffusion of innovation theory. 

[Most individuals do adopt new products] not on the basis of scientific research by experts, but on 
the basis of the subjective evaluations of near peers who have already adopted the innovation. 
These peers [typically innovators and early adopters] serve as models whose behavior is imitated 
by others in the social system.” (Rogers 2002 p. 990) 

In addition, a similar pattern can be found the case of informal learning and 
sharing tool knowledge (Twidale 2005, Wulf 1999a, Törpel et al. 2003). These 
similarities are not by accident, but more deeply rooted in the fact that 
customizing, learning, and adopting digital artefacts are just different, intertwined 
ways of appropriating them. 

4.3 Infrastructuring: Appropriation and the Emergence of 
Infrastructure 

As outlined above, from an external view, appropriation is closely related to 
and expressed by the transformation of an activity system in reaction to the 
adoption of a new technology. In particular, in the social context of the home, the 
team, the organization, and the community, the adoption of new systems does not 
just affect the individual, but also the other parts of the activity system including 
other tools. Local changes also trigger negotiation about the division of labor, 
what should be the work outcome, what are rules using and customizing the tools,  
what are competencies, habits, and expectations of others that might has to take 
into account, etc.. 
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Figure 5 Schematic representation of the procedure for creating text before and after 
groupware introduction (Wulf 1997) 

The POLITEAM study (Wulf 1997), concerning the introduction of a 
groupware system in a German ministry, presents a illustrative example of the co-
evolution of work and working tools as part of an activity system. In the 
POLITEAM case, Wulf (1997) observes that the adoption of the groupware also 
affected the division of work. For instance, before the intro- duction of the 
groupware, senior civil servant made drafts and corrections by pen and dicta- 
phones, which were then sent to a typing service (cf. Fig. 5). Afterwards, the civil 
servant, however, used the groupware to make corrections directly in the 
electronic document. This new division of labor had reciprocal effects on the 
groupware customization. For instance, the access control rules had to be 
configured in such a way that civil servants also had write ac- cess. In addition, 
the co-evolution of both technology and work required new skills from the 
members. For instance, civil servants had to learn how to use text editors and had 
to develop their typing skills. 

The mutual dependencies of adoption and adaptation processes pinpoint the 
fact that tailoring should not be studied in isolation, but should take the socially 
embeddedness of tailoring activities into account (Pipek and Wulf 1999 and 
2009). However, identifying the technical and organizational ties that bind users 
together when using different artefacts remain problematic. 

Pipek and Kahler (2005) distinguished four scenarios: A “Shared Use” 
scenario, in which users tailor and appropriate a tool that every user uses 
independently and individually (individual decisions/appropriations do not 
influence each other directly – but maybe indirectly); a “Shared Context” 
scenario, in which a tool is being used individually and independently, but within 
a shared context (e.g. an organization, virtual team, workflow; here individual 
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decisions/appropriations may influence others e.g. due to changed outcome 
qualities); a “Shared Tool” scenario, where users tailor and appropriate the same 
tool (e.g. a shared file repository; here the consequences of individual 
decisions/appropriations become tangible in a way that it requires collaboration). 
The final scenario was called “Shared Infrastructure”, and illustrated that if we 
widen the lens to consider a set of tools, devices and technologies used by users in 
a (at least partially) shared context, the consequences of individual appropriations 
of even single-user software like a text processor become difficult to anticipate as 
ties emerge from the network of conventions, workflow relations, organizational 
structures and technological dependencies. 
Concerning this, the broader view of appropriation helps to get a more complete 
picture of the interdependicies and the transformation of practices. In particular, it 
makes us aware of the various feedback loops and mutual influences within the 
activity system. Moreover, activities surrounding the computer systems in use do 
not exist in isolation, but are linked by manifold, often implicit dependencies. 

“Changes - independently of whether they are implemented by tailoring or by 
evolving the software - can de- pend on and affect changes in other applications of 
the IT-infrastructure and the interaction between applications. This requires 
coordination between tailoring and development, and cooperation between the 
persons responsible for tailoring and developing the different applications. And 
this, in turn, requires a different set of competences from users and developers.” 
(Eriksson and Dittrich 2008 p. 31) 

This interconnectedness constitutes a web of linkages that mediates between 
the local and global activities of appropriation and development (Wulf 1994). 
Most of the studies mentioned so far deal with application fields that have one 
single or dominant software tool. In Törpel et al. (2003) we presented a different 
case that sheds light on issues of scale within the evolution and appropriation of 
software infrastructures that involve several tools. During the observation of 
SIGMA, a network of 200-250 business consultants and trainers, the shared 
endeavor of building a groupware system for all network members was 
counteracted by the proliferation of various tool usages of competing products. 
Robertson (1998) stressed in her discussion of infrastructural decisions of SMEs 
(Small and Medium Enterprises) that ‘shop- ping’ for a different product is a 
perfectly viable alternative for end users instead of tailoring an existing product. 
As a consequence, appropriation needs to be addressed as a process that involves 
also alternative tools that could complement the existing infrastructure. 
Alternative and complementing tools interact with the intended purposes users 
need. Both of the above papers stress the creative power of users to define their 
infrastructure in exchanging parts of it or assigning new meanings to it. 

In order to describe these changing relations between tools and their associated 
sense (the purposes they are supposed to serve in a use situation), we 
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distinguished (Törpel et al. 2003) between proliferation when different 
technologies are being appropriated for the same purpose, and differentiation 
when a technology is appropriated for many different purposes. Although a 
technology itself may be capable to also serve similar or different purposes, it is 
sometimes specialized for only one or a few purposes. As technological artefacts 
and/or associated usages change/emerge in a use context, the relations between 
technological artefacts and use purposes may be redefined. We distinguished here 
between integration (if one new/improved technology provides functionality for 
multiple existing use modes formerly realized by multiple different technologies), 
standardization (if one or more specific ways of use are objectified in one 
artifact), and initiation (if anticipated but still imaginary new use options are 
objectified for purposes assumed relevant to the use context). Again, neither of 
these processes necessarily involves new technologies, they may occur through 
the pure re- purposing of the existing infrastructure at hand. 

The phenomena of distruptions, conflicts, and breakdowns triggered by 
distributed innovations (and here we refer to temporal, spatial as well as 
epistemological distributedness) as the main driver for the emergence of 
technological systems (Hughes 1987). While Activity Theory is well suited to 
analyse the local context of an activity system, we started to adopt Star’s concept 
of infrastructure to get a better grip on the interconnectedness of distributed local 
and global activities. When investigating the phenomena of appropriation, Star’s 
understanding of ‘infrastructure’ is helpful because it does not refer to an 
infrastructure as a technical entity, a set of devices (plants, stations, switches, 
vehicles, etc.) and connectors (cables, pipes, streets, etc.). Instead, infrastructures 
are described as an ongoing affair that is equally medium and outcome of 
cooperation practices. From this stance, Star and Ruhleder (1996, later reworked 
in Star and Bowker 2002) described eight salient characteristics of infrastructure 
(see Table 1). Star was not so much interested in what infrastructures are but what 
they mean to their users, and how they were made in everyday life. 

This relational view on infrastructures manifests them as a result of a 
continuing, everlasting and not necessarily intentional production of connected 
artefacts and meanings, a process of Infrastructuring (Star and Bowker 2002). 
This view on infrastructuring shares many similarities with other concepts of 
appropriation we outlined, e.g. with Engeströms newer conceptualization of 
activity systems. In particular, in Star’s work breakdowns play a similar role as 
with Engeströms cycle of expanded learning and Dewey’s pattern of inquiry (cf. 
Figure 2). As an interruption of the conduct of action, breakdowns are special 
situations to reflect on and - in reaction - transform established practices, which in 
turn will have an effect on the infra- structures they rely on. 
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Characteristics of Infrastructure (Star and Bowker 
2002) 

Activities of Infrastructuring (Pipek and Wulf 2009) 

Infrastructures are embedded in other social and technologi- 
cal structures 

Activities that connect different technological and social 
structures, activities that change standards, routines, or 
traditions involved in mediating between technological and 
social structure 

Infrastructures are transparent in invisibly supporting tasks Activities that change the visibility of an infrastructure 
Infrastructures have a spatial and temporal reach or scope Activities that increase the longevity of an infrastructure, or 

that add new members, element, or application area 
Infrastructures comprises taken-for-granted artifacts and 
organizational arrangements learned as part of membership 

Activities that change, or reflect changes in, the community 
or communities supported 

Infrastructures shape and are shaped by conventions of 
practices 

Activities that aim at changing conventional practices, or 
that impose existing practice on new technologies 

Infrastructures are plugged into other infrastructures and 
tools in a standardized fashion, though they are also modi- 
fied by scope and conflicting (local) conventions 

Activities that change standards that mediate between infra- 
structures (may also include activities that aim at local 
specializations of standards); activities that change the scope 
to which standards apply; activities that articulate or mediate 
conflicts 

Infrastructures do not grow de novo, they wrestle with the 
inertia of the installed based and inherit strengths and limita- 
tions from that base. 

Activities which interface and align new applications with 
existing IT infrastructures; activities which challenge and 
develop existing practices 

Infrastructures are invisible but become visible upon break- 
down 

Activities that help articulating a breakdown; recovery 
activities after a breakdown 

Table 1 Characteristics of Infrastructure and corresponding activities of Infrastructuring 
(quoted from Pipek and Wulf 2009 and Di Salvo et al. 2012) 

The notion of infrastructure extends the scope of reflection of appropriation 
phenomena significantly. The discourses on Tailorability and End-User 
Development still at one point, car- ried a designer focus with them: Most of them 
reflected on a single tool or technology, simply because the goal of deriving 
‘implications for design’ results in a pragmatically restricted solution space, as the 
activity range of a designer is defined by the tool she designs. We transcended this 
in our considerations about appropriation infrastructures (see next section), but the 
terminology that developed in the discourses around ‘infrastructuring’ provides an 
arena of stakeholder activities around technology development and appropriation 
that is fresh and unprejudiced in relation to established divisions of labor or 
structures of professionalization (as they are associated with the contrast between 
design and use). Infrastructures may stabilize and reproduce through appropriation 
activities – e.g. when users find out about an infra- structure like Email and learn 
how to use it for their own purposes. They may also change, through 
appropriation, old tools by new technologies or through the development of new 
practices as new technologies afford them. The breakdowns described above may 
occur as elements of the infrastructure fall ‘out of sync’ with opportunities offered 
by alternative tools or required by the surrounding technological context (e.g. 
when the demand to send large pictures and videos via email, combined with 
network capacities that would allow that, lead to an adaptation of the email 
protocols and the design of new email servers and clients), a phenomenon 
described as a ‘reverse salient’ in the discourses around infrastructure. 
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Concerning the characteristics of infrastructures (cf. Table 1, left), we outlined 
in a previous work corresponding activities that lead to it emerging/developing 
(cf. Table 1, right). These activities have been documented in previous 
appropriation studies where we observed how users adopted and adapted new 
systems and integrated them in their local contexts, through the articulation of 
problems and usages as well as the sharing of tailoring artefacts (Pipek 2005; 
Stevens 2009). This shift of the perspective was also driven by common trends 
like Web 2.0, Software Ecosystems, Agile Development, and Open Source 
Communities, which also provide new opportunities for appropriation support. 

5 Studying and Supporting Appropriation 

In the previous section, we have traced the conceptual origins and our actual 
understanding. While, roughly appropriation could be summarize as it is all about 
the work to make things work, due to the diversity of the contexts, there will be no 
unified conceptual framework or even a grand theory emerging which would 
cover all appropriation practices and use cultures. At the same time, what level of 
generality might be appropriate remains an open question. In this last section, we 
give a brief, tentative outline about implications for studying and supporting 
appropriation. 

5.1 Appropriation and Ethnographic work 

Most appropriation studies can be characterized as addressing at least one of the 
three following questions: 

How is appropriation done in practice? This field of research is interested in 
the situations, people, methods, artefacts, etc. that play a role in the appropriation 
of artefacts. For instance, empirical studies show that some people make use of 
new technologies earlier and faster than others. Also, studies reveal that 
technology breakdowns, looking over the shoulder while working together, or 
making small talk at the water cooler, etc. seem to be special situations that are 
important for the emergence and establishing of use practices. In addition, studies 
have identified common patterns, both temporal and spatial, which entail 
collaboration be- tween different parties and which result in appropriation. 

How can appropriation work be supported? How appropriation could be 
supported, e.g. by the design of artefacts, processes, or by individual measures, is 
also of interest. Regarding this, it is mainly EUD and CSCW research which has 
contributed to this issue (Wulf 1999a, Stevens et al. 2006, Trigg and Bodker 
1996). Moreover, appropriation support in CSCW does not merely address 
tailoring, but also the supporting of articulation work and the negotiation of 
usages within local social networks (e.g. with peers, friends and colleagues). 
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The third wave, as yet not fully realized, could be characterized as 
investigating how to link appropriation with the infrastructuring in a design-
oriented manner. 

What are the resulting practices and use cultures? A third goal is to 
document, systematize, and classify the practices resulted from appropriation 
process and to understand and ex- plain their inner logic. Understanding what 
practices and contexts are worth studying has to be a pragmatic matter. For 
instance, in design research the focus is typically on practices resulted from the 
appropriation of advanced technologies. In contrast, in the early days of CSCW 
mainly the appropriation of groupware systems like Email, Instant Messenger, 
Shared Workspace, or Media Spaceswas a focus. Later on, the appropriation of 
community systems like Facebook and Wikipedia has been investigated. 

By its very nature, there cannot be one methodology for doing appropriation 
studies in an appropriate manner. Nevertheless, it would seem to follow that 
appropriation practices, founded in the kinds of contextual, emerging, use 
described above require some version of ‘in the wild’ study. However, this also 
means that appropriation studies could never be representative in any statistical 
sense. Instead, the goal of appropriation studies is to make the particular case 
visible, intelligible, relevant and reportable for an external reader. In addition, 
design-oriented studies into appropriation will owe something to the Grounded 
Design framework (see Stevens et al. in this volume). 

With regard to the manifold options to conduct appropriation studies, a first 
orientation to classify the various types is to distinguish them with regard to the 
time horizon of the study as there are, rather than issues that are specifically to do 
with the length of elapsed time needed to make sense of the appropriation issue. 

It is obviously the case that, if we are to take the notion of appropriation 
seriously, we need to consider the elapsed time entailed in the conduct of such 
studies. As outlined, appropriation may take place in of small steps and over 
variable periods of time. 

With regard to the situatedness, the specific disturbances, breakdowns conflicts 
and tensions, where routines get out of order, may be quickly identifiable. For 
instance, in one study, we analyse the user activity of a critical incident in minute 
detail (Stevens, Draxler, and Wienke 2008). In the analysis, we could identify 
various strategies to cope with the situation that are described by Dewey and 
Engeström logic of inquiry and expensive learning (cf. Figure 2). In another short-
term oriented study, we install smart meters for two weeks and the way data from 
a new technology was understood and used to understand better how make energy 
consumption is made accountable with the help of the new technology (Schwartz 
et al. 2013). A second reason to conduct a short-term study is capture initial, 
tentative, glimpses about future practices. In this case, however, the actual doing 
is of less interest than the resulting outcome. These studies may inspire, inform, 
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and improve design and re-design decisions relating to some kind of probe. 
Overall, such kind of short-term studies serve as a means to better anticipate the 
future appropriation. Even so, the appropriation of a new technology, the 
transformation of an activity system, and mastering a practice can take time. 
Therefore, there are grounds, wherever possible, for a more sustained 
commitment to understanding the appropriation of new techniques, ideas, rules, 
practices, etc. 

Nevertheless, longer term studies rely on the same bottom-up oriented 
methodologies as short-term studies, though they are likely to enlist a more 
complete approach to methodology. They form part of design case study 
methodology (see Stevens et al. on Grounded Design, in this volume), for instance 
and may implicate, for instance, Living Lab approaches, where new technology is 
put in place precisely to investigate its effects over time. An example is the 
SMEDL living lab study based on a four-year progamme of research, where we 
studied the long-term effects, smater meters have on domestic practices and 
relationships (Schwartz et al. 2015). 

There is also a case for the very long term, such that appropriation studies take 
on a some- what ‘historical’ flavor. There are few such studies in the CSCW or 
design research context, but they can be found elsewhere. Du Gay et al.’s (2013) 
study about the rise and evolution of the Sony Walkman and its impact on the 
media industry as well as media practices is one such. 

5.2 Appropriation and Design 

In conclusion, this chapter has concerned itself with the different ways in which 
the concept of ‘appropriation has been deployed, and asked how best to deploy the 
concept in pursuit of a design- related agenda. We have argued that appropriation 
activities are active, creative endeavors to change the technological environment 
to serve the intended usages of practitioners in a better way. 

As a consequence, we can reflect on the functionalities a technology may 
provide in order to support appropriation activities. Keeping a tool interaction 
simple, and providing good manuals and help systems is vital, but the 
appropriation of tools is very often more a social activity than a problem of 
individual learning and use. Knowledge sharing and delegation structures often 
develop, although in home and other informal use scenarios these structure are 
likely to be much more spontaneous and less organized than in professional 
environments. Appropriation support can address these social aspects of 
computing by supporting users as a ‘(virtual) community of tool/technology 
users’, and by providing functional support for different appropriation activities 
that users can engage in to make use of a technology. Examples of such 
technological support (Pipek 2005) include: 
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• Basic Technological Support: Building highly flexible systems 

• Articulation Support: Support for technology-related articulations (real 
and online) 

• Historicity Support: Visualise appropriation as a process of emerging 
technologies and usages, e.g. by documenting earlier configuration 
decisions, providing retrievable storage of configuration and usage 
descriptions. 

• Decision Support: If an agreement is required in a collaborative 
appropriation activity, providing voting, polling, etc. 

• Demonstration Support: Support showing usages from one user (group) 
to another user (group), provide necessary communication channels. 

• Observation Support: Support the visualisation of (accumulated) 
information on the use of tools and functions in an organisational 
context. 

• Simulation Support: Show effects of possible usage in a exemplified or 
actual organisational setting (only makes sense if the necessary 
computational basis can be established). 

• Exploration Support: Combination of simulation with extended support 
for technology configurations and test bed manipulations, individual vs. 
collaborative exploration modes. 

• Explanation Support: Explain reasons for application behaviour, fully 
automated support vs. user-user- or user-expert-communication. 

• Delegation Support: Support delegation patterns within configuration 
activities; provide remote configuration facilities. 

• (Re-) Design support: feedback to designers on the appropriation 
processes 

Most of these suggestions aim to enhance the interactional capacities of a 
technology to allow end users to exchange and manage the use modes of a 
technology. They go beyond tailoring interfaces as these use mode changes do not 
necessarily require reconfigurations of the technological artefact. The user 
interactions that inspired this set of functionalities currently take place, for 
instance, in user forums of large software companies, on feedback platforms lie 
GetSatisfaction, on expert platforms like stackoverflow.com, or using videos to 
explain a technology on Youtube, but its embedment into the very technologies 
the interactions are about may bring additional benefit. 

Where we (Pipek 2005) deliberately took the professional software designer 
out of the equation before thinking about possible functional support for 
appropriation work and focused on interactions among users, there are a number 
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of obvious benefits of connecting the spheres of technology design with the 
spheres of technology usage. Designers may be able to understand the 
shortcomings of an existing technology when they are able to see and reflect on 
the appropriation activities of users. The connection may give users an 
understanding of the difficulties of implementing certain technological options, 
and allow for a practice-driven priorization of possible technology revisions. 

Subsequently, we went beyond the interface level introducing the idea of 
Appropriation Infrastructures (Stevens 2009, Stevens et al. 2009 and 2010). The 
key idea of this approach is to embed tailoring and collaboration means within the 
context of use, supporting reflective, expansive learning when in a breakdown 
situation with the artifact present-at-hand. As the breakdown situation typically is 
not detached from the underlying infrastructure, the key idea is to provide 
channels in this situation to connect to other stakeholders like peers and col- 
leagues, sys-admins, help desk personal, but also developers and user 
communities. 

In digital artefact itself serving as a boundary object that mediates between the 
self, the actual situation, and social-material context. In particular, on the one 
hand the software artefact provides the communication channels, on the other 
hand, it presents the object the communication is about. This twofold character 
could be used to support the articulation of the actual situation: The challenge is to 
make a situation readable by other stakeholders, which implies that have at least a 
basic understanding of the situation at hand as well as of the other stake-  

holders attitudes and interests. Breakdown situations are often characterized by 
the absence of such understanding; a collaborative solution often requires 
stakeholders to inquire into the problem itself (e.g. real or perceived breakdown, 
bug or lack of knowledge) and the involvement of further stakeholders (that may 
be able to provide a solution or at least have knowledge to inform the repair 
process, e.g. the local admi or the software developer). 

Dealing with this dilemma, a possible support for infrastructuring activities 
may provide simi- lar functionalities as the ones described for appropriation 
support, but these must be implemented as intermediary tools that work 
independently of the single artefact. Devices that are or become part of this 
infrastrutcture need to be prepared to interact with these tools. Jiacucci et al. 
(2003) distinguished between inner tailorability (the classical approaches to keep 
a tool modifiable at use time) and outer tailorability (approaches that improve the 
capabilities of a tools to work in an ensemble of tools), something that is echoed 
by the need for standardization in the infrastructure discourses. 
Taken this in mind, we have outline a modular software architecture shown in Fig. 
3. The concept distinguishes spaces for personal appropriation, appropriation in 
self-organized groups and in the public (the users of a technology), each of which 
aims to provide tools to create as well as to explore adaptations and ideations. The 
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infrastructure should also be con- text-aware, meaning that the spaces for 
reflection should be directly accessible from the practice. 
Figure 3 Architecture of a next generation of appropriation infrastructure (taken from 

Stevens 2009, p. 183) 

The architecture is split into a shared or backend part of the infrastructure, and 
a local or client part that integrates the infrastructure into the context of an 
application. The right side of the figure represents other agents of the product 
community (considered experts with various levels of technological expertise, 
from simple users to professional developers) who are connected to the 
appropriation infrastructure. Functional modules of this architecture may span 
backend as well as client implementations. We consider four modules as crucial: 

• Appropriation User Experience Framework: The framework is a 
module which is re- sponsible for weaving the shared infrastructure into 
the skin of the technology, guaranteeing a consistent user experience, 
regardless of the modular composition. The visual presentation, the 
responsible computational mechanisms as well as the corresponding 
discussions are supposed to refer co-referentially to each other to 
simplify the transition between usage, usage discourse and artifact 
modification. The Appropriation User Experience Framework should 
provide an extension point that allows one to plug-in additional and 
domain-specific connection strategies.  

• Discourse Infrastructure Module: The function of this module is to 
foster the social process of sense making and negotiation around the 
used technology. It may implement many support mechanisms 
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described in the previous section. The module con- sists of two parts: A 
shared part is responsible for storing and managing the actors’ 
discourses. A local part is responsible for integrating the discourses into 
the application in terms of adequate location and visualization at the 
interface. 

• Cooperative Tailoring Module: This module is responsible for dealing 
with the technological aspects of a cooperative solution. The main role 
of its shared part is to offer management repositories which store and 
manage ready-made components as well as tailoring artifacts. The local 
part embeds the shared repository into the application context and 
should support a cooperative tailoring model. 

• Space and Collaboration Framework: This module is responsible for 
providing user management and access control functionalities. 
Additionally, it maps the logical space concept to the physical layer of 
distributed computing. In particular, the RCF should offer the different 
types spaces mentioned above. 

Based on the data this infrastructure produces and manages, additional services 
become possible. User recommendations may be generated automatically, based 
on the analysis of individual and collective histories of use. The histories need to 
be tracked and collected locally, and may be matched with similar histories in the 
shared part the Appropriation Infrastructure. Beside these different appropriation 
modules, the architecture contains a set of common modules to manage and 
configure the technologies (e.g. a component management and configuration 
framework). A modular conceptualization of an Appropriation Infrastructure, and 
in particular the architectural separation of the appropriation support modules 
from the running in- stances of the applications under consideration, helps to 
increase the extensibility and evolvability of the framework beyond the scope of a 
single application. 

6 Concluding remarks 

As we have shown in the previous sections, appropriation has a long history. In 
this history, its meaning has often entailed some slippage, and the various school 
of thoughts have stressed different elements. Even so, a number of family 
resemblances remain. The various textures of the concept revolved about themes 
like the productive power of man, the relation between man and nature as well as 
man and society, and the reproduction, transformation, and growth of culture, 
practices, and mankind following Goethe's dictum: “What you have inherited 
from your fathers, acquire it in order to possess it”. 
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The renewed interest in the concept also resulted from the lacunae in the 
positivistic main- stream of the traditional discourses concerned with technology 
development (Information Systems and Software Engineering). In simple terms, 
the positivistic ideology perceives any deviation in practice from the theoretic 
model as random where the scientific endeavor is to build more accurate models 
that minimize such “errors”. In particular, a technological determinism strand 
treats the particularities of context, windows of opportunities, and practices and 
activities of the human subject as irrelevant to the design and development of new 
artefacts. For this stance, appropriation phenomena still do not exist. However, in 
1980/90er, various ethnographic studies reveal that technologies such as the Sony 
Walkman, the Lotus Notes groupware system, the Worm Community System, etc. 
are, in practice, used in manifold ways. In itself, it would scarcely be worth 
mentioning, were it not for the fact that for the various kinds of model typically 
deployed in service of design, as with the social sciences, this comes as something 
of a surprise. The phenomenon of unanticipated use was a scandal as well as 
surprising fact. 

In reaction, the observed manifold forms of usages are understood to be the 
result of an open-ended appropriation process. Depending on the perspective 
adopted, the assessment of this process, however, has been different: More left 
wing researchers, for instance, interpreted the appropriation of, for instance, space 
as a tactic of the ordinary man expressing resistance to the prevailing order, while 
others interpret it as a kind of unfaithful, deviant technology use that can lead to 
reduced productivity. Despite the differences, both interpretations focus on 
unanticipated use as subject matter, which has to be explained. As a matter of 
course, anticipated use is presumed to be the dominant form. 

In comparison, we firmly believe that the concept of appropriation should not 
start from unanticipated use as theoretical point of departure, but regards orderly 
use itself as in need of explanation. In other words, appropriation is constituted in 
the interplay of technology development and situated appropriation work, where 
the outcomes have to be understood as practical inquiry or as infrastructuring. In 
contrast to technological determinism orderly use is not seen as caused by external 
factors but is a product of creative actions dealing with the de- mands and 
opportunities of the situation at hand. 

This view has an impact of the role of abstractions, concepts and theoretic 
models, too. As has been said elsewhere in this book, the positivistic stance has a 
tendency to postulate simple cause-effect models and to interpret regularities in 
technology use as simple causalities with- out further analysis. This, in turn, 
produces conceptual apparatuses which gloss over the trans- formative and 
emergent quality of appropriation process. At the same time, no generalization is 
an absurd alternative, since we see, over and over again, that in given settings, 
work is done in typical ways. The single case, then, is never wholly innocent of 
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pre-existing knowledge, concepts or categories. What is at stake is what kind of 
use one might make of them. It is the view of the author that, following Herbert 
Blumer, we should see such examples from previous work as illuminating. 
Existing knowledge, research results, theories, categories, etc. can sensitize 
researchers to what cases and phenomena are already documented, and within 
which academic discourses new findings can be positioned. A vital component of 
this is the business of making the relevance of newly acquired data evident to the 
reader - e.g. by drawing analogies, making a contrast, etc. There remains a 
considerable space for empirical appropration studies, specifically with a design-
oriented impetus. They need to to be open in their focus and curious in their 
manner of exploring practices and innovative IT designs. Looking at the 
phenomenon of appropriation work is an obvious strategy in the framework of 
Grounded De- sign (see Stevens et al, chapter 1, in this volume). 

There is not any deterministic relationship between the design of IT artefacts 
and their appropriation, and this is precisely what necessitates a specific focus on 
appropriation.It is likely as argued above, that certain designs, those with better 
‘appropriability’, have a higher likelihood of impacting practice positively. The 
focus on ‘design’, in and of itself, presumes a certain relationship between the 
functionalities of the artefact and the kinds of use to which it will be put. To assert 
no such relationship would, of course, be a bizarre argument, but to assert that any 
given design does not wholly close down the various possibilities of use, and, 
more strongly, that the objective of designing in such a way that maintaining or 
opening up this space for flexibility is a desirable objective is a different position. 

Last, but not least, supporting the creative, purposeful activities that contribute 
to the successful establishment of usages, the question is of how to put improved 
‘appropriability’ into the design of technologies. Much of what has been rehearsed 
above concerns the possible avenues which facilitate the tailoring of, at minimum, 
interfaces and, more ambitiously, functionality and infrastructure development. 
Tied to this, but with arguably even greater ambition, is the prospect that 
‘appropriation support’ functionalities will provide a fruitful research arena. With 
the concept of appropation infrastructures we have touch this topic, but this needs 
to be further elaborated, especially with regard to the new technological 
infrastructures emerging around ‘Ubiquitous Computing’ and the ‘Internet of 
Things’. In initial approaches to develop ‘sociable technologies’ (Ludwig et al. 
2014, Ludwig et al. 2017) address the com- plicated relations that make the 
analysis of and the design for appropriation activities in the ‘Internet of Things’ 
era even more difficult. The same, complex, issues, occur when we address the 
area of 3D printing and the ‘hacking’ and ‘making’ cultures that have grown up 
around it. Regarding this, the materiality of appropriation practices becomes a 
renaissance - thus completing the circle to the Hegel/Marxian beginning of the 
concept. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Until recently, digital fabrication technologies like 3D printers or laser-based 
cutting machinery could only be found in specialized industrial companies with 
expert staff trained in modeling, printing and finishing professional artifacts and 
prototypes. Over the last years, entry level 3D printers and machines such as 
RepRaps or MakerBots have become more and more common in various 
professional and non-professional settings such as universities and small 
businesses as well as in the hobbyist and semi-professional Maker scene. A 3D 
printing process in a Maker setting usually starts by either constructing a 3D 
model via CAD software or downloading and maybe customizing one from 
specialized and usually open source sharing platforms from the internet. The 
model is then fed into the printing software running on a computer which 
generates tool paths for the print head. This path is then uploaded to the printer 
and the printing process is imitated after the printer has been pre-heated and 
calibrated. 

3D printers are based on rather new materials and technologies that make it 
difficult to adapt established use concepts from existing IT ecologies like desktop 
software, mobile devices or ‘2D’ printers. In traditional settings, users have found 
ways to ‘socialize’ these technologies, but handling contemporary 3D printers 
cannot be compared to the “plug-and-play” operation of common computer 
hardware. Particularly, hardware breakdowns, unexpected effects concerning the 
printing material, unintuitive modeling tools and complex configurations make the 
handling finicky and difficult to understand. Furthermore, rapid technical progress 
and the close link between hard- and software as well as the different printing 
technologies pose challenges for the users that are difficult to meet with existing 
supportive tools. Therefore, tools are needed that enable users to keep up with the 
fast development and deal with the complexity of the technology (Reeves and 
Nass, 1996). 

Moreover, users often discover ways of using technologies that were not 
anticipated by the designers and manufactures of the machines by trying to make 
sense of sophisticated ‘new’ technologies in the context of existing (and changing) 
practices (Dalton et al., 2012). There is an ongoing discourse in HCI by 
researchers studying appropriation and related activities as well as how to design 
support for these activities (Ehn, 2008),(Pipek and Wulf, 2009). However, such 
studies and concepts usually address software ecologies, while an interest in how 
users appropriate digital fabrication technologies for ‘making’, what challenges 
they encounter and what useful practices they have developed in their daily use in 
more material, highly hardware-related ecologies needs to focus on physical-
material issues to develop appropriation support/infrastructuring approaches here. 
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Based on an empirical study in two different communities, this paper aims at 
illustrating existing practices and technical approaches of 3D printer users 
appropriating these technologies for their purposes. We developed our study 
concepts from previous research on supporting the appropriation of software 
products, namely appropriation infrastructures and infrastructuring and show what 
design issues arise in order to extend them to the hardware domain to provide 
what we like to call sociable technologies with an integrated appropriation 
infrastructure. 

2 RELATED WORK 

Research indicates that digital fabrication technologies significantly influence and 
change the landscape of personal device fabrication (Mellis and Buechley, 2012). 
Those technologies are tied to Maker and Do-It-Yourself (DIY) communities 
which have been researched in a wide range of contexts, not only limited to digital 
fabrication, spanning from DIY biology (Kuznetsov et al., 2012) up to the 
fabrication of complex personal electronic devices (Mellis and Buechley, 2012). 
Some experts assume that in the future, digital fabrication technologies might be 
available in every household (Wittbrodt et al., 2013). There are, however, many 
obstacles to overcome in order to approach this level of prevalence: The rapid 
advancements in those complex technologies (Gershenfeld, 2012) and their 
swiftly growing presence in new domains like those of hobbyists (Tanenbaum et 
al., 2013) are seen to warrant or even necessitate corresponding advances in 
interfaces and other tools to support the usage and especially the appropriation of 
these new technologies (Avram, 2007),(Sadar and Chyon, 2011), (Williams et al., 
2012). We base our research on two discourses, the one on (IT) infrastructures 
and the one on appropriation, both considered in a specific (hardware-oriented) 
context. 

We base our understanding of infrastructure on Star and Ruhleder (Star and 
Ruhleder, 1996 which focuses on a socio-technical relation between a 
technological system and the use dependencies that are established through 
practices that rely on them. Infrastructures are understood as running below other 
structures, are embedded in social and technological structures, encompass taken-
for-granted artifacts and use arrangements learned as part of a community 
membership, are shaped by and shape conventions of practice and are usually 
invisible (they become visible in breakdown situations). The importance of an 
‘user network’, i.e. considering the social part of the socio-technological system is 
emphasized (Star and Ruhleder, 1996. Inspired through this perspective, processes 
of infrastructuring surface that connect ‘global’ infrastructures to their ‘local’ 
usages, the appropriation of an infrastructure becomes part of designing it and its 
usage. Concepts to analyze and design support for ‘infrastructuring activities’ (“all 
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activities that contribute to the successful establishment of an infrastructure 
usage”) complement other user-oriented, user-centered or participatory design 
methodologies e.g. (Sadar and Chyon, 2011) by practice- driven approaches that 
radically focus on the established usage, not the completed technological artifact 
as the focal point of design. (Karasti and Syrjänen, 2004),(Pipek and Syrjänen, 
2006). Other approaches focus on the connection of infrastructures and social 
systems like practice communities (Karasti and Syrjänen, 2004), (Pipek and 
Syrjänen, 2006).  or publics (Dantec and DiSalvo, 2013). 

Following Pipek (Pipek, 2005), appropriation is the discovery and sense 
making of an artifact (like a new IS) while using it in practice. This understanding 
has its roots in established CSCW and HCI literature, where appropriation is 
associated with the process of fitting new technologies in users’ practices in situ 
by adoption as well as adaptation of those technologies (Balka and Wagner, 
2006), (Dourish, 2003), (Mackay, 1990),(Stevens et al., 2009). The concept of 
appropriation goes deeper than that of customization or tailoring of software in 
that it can encompass fundamental changes in practice and embraces the 
possibility of users adopting and using the technology in ways not anticipated by 
its designer (Pipek, 2005). Furthermore, it has to be noted that appropriation is 
associated with processes of exchange and interaction in networks of co-users 
where experiences and stories are shared between actors involved in the 
appropriation process (Gantt and Nardi, 1992),(Mackay, 1990),(Pipek and Kahler, 
2006), (Pipek, 2005). The firm grounding of appropriation in doing, i.e. using the 
respective artifact and transforming it if need be, can be viewed as relating rather 
closely to the DIY and maker communities which utilize similar frames of mind 
and strategies when approaching new technologies (Kuznetsov and Paulos, 
2010),(Tanenbaum et al., 2013). 

Pipek focused on developing appropriation support functionalities for 
connecting users of one tool, while Stevens et al. (Pipek and Syrjänen, 2006), 
(Pipek, 2005) looked at ensembles of tools and suggested an appropriation 
framework that would also address the developers interest in improving the 
technology. Aside from the core features of an interactive system (e.g. a CAD 
tool, an IDE or a printer), this framework adds second-level-functionality to 
support all associated appropriation activities. Examples for appropriation 
frameworks for software centered domains include the development and 
integration of a participative feedback tool into the Eclipse IDE (Draxler et al., 
2012), (Draxler and Stevens, 2011) or attempts at formalizing a theoretical 
appropriation model focused on software (Belin and Prié, 2012). The integration 
of appropriation frameworks directly in the IS which it is intended to support has 
been thoroughly investigated, tested and seems to have merit (Pipek, 
2005),(Stevens et al., 2009),(Yetim et al., 2012). Traditionally, if hardware was 
involved in such studies, it is mostly considered in a systemic way in conjunction 
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with software (Dalton et al., 2012), (March et al., 2005). Generally speaking, this 
makes sense since complex hardware usually also has software components, but 
given the discrepancy in scope between the scientific work regarding software vs. 
hardware appropriation, we believe it is necessary to focus on hardware aspects in 
order to bring the regarding both sides to an even synthesis. 

The connection of technologies and their user communities also requires a 
consideration of design issues for community technologies. The Sociability of 
technologies has also been discussed in HCI e.g. with regard to social media. 
According to Preece (Preece, 2001), online communities with good sociability 
have social policies that support the community’s purpose and are understandable, 
socially acceptable, and practical. This includes as a technological design aspect a 
good usability, in particular with regard to registration issues, trust, security and 
governance issues (Lazar and Preece, 2002). To ensure participation in a 
community, Preece and Shneiderman (Preece and Shneiderman, 2009) described 
design concerns with regard to ‘reading’ (attraction/motivation to revisit the 
online community), ‘contributing’ (attraction/ motivation to post, change or 
comment content), and ‘collaborating’ (attraction/motivation to react to other 
users actions and engage in shared projects). Bouman et al. (Bouman et al., 2007) 
suggested to design interactions that mimic ‘real’ interactions, that help building 
an identity, that help to actualize oneself, and, most important, that enable existing 
or envisioned practices of the intended target audience. 

Figure 1: 3D printer environments: HCI-UNI (left) and HCI-ART (middle, right) 

The idea of sociability towards technology has been brought in the spotlight 
through Byron & Nass (Reeves and Nass, 1996) who argue that people respond in 
a social way to technology, treating it similarly to other human beings. 
Barraquand (Barraquand, 2012) builds on this notion but argues that true sociable 
technologies need to facilitate sociability through technology. He tries to foster 
this by building a framework for sociable technologies that is rooted in 
psychological considerations and emphasizes the importance of collaboration and 
context information. Norman (Norman, 2008) connects the notion of sociable 
technologies with supporting communication, team work, and troubleshooting the 
technology with an appropriate appearance which, for him, means careful design 
with cultural and social factors of the technology’s field of application in mind. 
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We want to base our understanding of sociable technologies on these 
approaches, and derive from the necessity of building appropriation 
infrastructures that incorporate sociability into technology that we need more 
design- related studies and concepts which connect (online) community 
interactions, material foundations (in terms of materials and devices/technologies 
used in practices) and the emergence of practices themselves. Based on the 
approaches we discussed here, we analyze the practice of 3D printing for activities 
of infrastructuring, i.e. individual, communicative or collaborative activities 
aiming to change technologies, conventions or usages once a practice has been 
interrupted either by a breakdown or by a new idea to use a technology. We look 
for patterns of appropriation and try to understand what would make the 
technologies sociable. Using a qualitative approach, we aimed to capture data that 
is highly infused with in-situ and contextual aspects and allowed for thick 
descriptions and understanding as well as associate those insights with designing 
sociable technologies (Barraquand, 2012),(Norman, 2008). 

3 RESEARCH APPROACH AND 
METHODOLOGY 

In order to better understand how IT can support appropriation work and the 
facilitation of sociable technologies in hardware centered settings and how user 
networks in such contexts are built up, we first have to understand the current 
usages of the hardware. In our study we focus on 3D printers as the specific 
hardware domain, covering the entire usage from the 3D modeling, the printing 
itself and the finishing of artifacts or prototypes. Since entry-level 3D printers are 
currently not very common in private households, we focus on research and 
Maker settings (as opposed to professional staff working in digital fabrication). 
We conducted a comparative study in two different 3D printing communities. The 
first community is one of Human Computer Interaction researchers at a German 
University (HCI-UNI). Here, two Fused Deposition Molding (FDM) printers 
(MakerBot and MakerBot 2X) and one full color powder composite printer 
(ZPrinter) are available. These are located centrally in the so called HCI-
Laboratory (Figure 1, left) together with other workshop tools. The HCI-
Laboratory is also used for team meetings or project groups and is frequented 
openly by students too. This paper mainly concerns projects related to the FDM-
printers since the ZPrinter is a professional tool (and orders of magnitude more 
expensive) which is employed mainly for specific complex projects and hardly for 
non- or semiprofessional use. The second community is one of artists at a German 
Academia of Media Arts (HCI- ART). They have just one FDM printer 
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(MakerBot 2). It is located in an outbuilding, which is mainly attended for 
printing purposes (Figure 1, middle and right). 

The view on the field was sensitized by our design intention. We conducted a 
Grounded Theory oriented approach (Star and Ruhleder, 1996), where we did not 
explore the field with predefined categories, but derived categories from empirical 
data. To reconstruct the practices we used observations, workshops as well as 
interviews. The observations (10 hours both communities) were used to acquire 
knowledge about practical work in 3D printing and its process. The workshops (2 
workshops, 2 hours each) allowed us to understand the communicative practice of 
printer-specific knowledge and information sharing by 

  
bringing together those actors of the communities which already handle 3D 

printing and giving them an opportunity for discussing current practices and 
problems. 

The interviews (Table 1) allowed us to analyze the work context and the use of 
printing tools and communication systems of relevant users. The semi-structured 
interviews lasted about one hour each and followed a guideline which was 
separated into three parts: 1. The participant’s work context, qualification and 
work steps with the 3D printers. 
2. Entry obstacles, problems and their articulation. 3. 3D modeling, tools and 
related problems. The questions as well as the structure of the interviews were 
derived from the previous fieldwork (workshops and observations). All interviews 
were recorded and transcribed for later analysis. 

No. Role Community 

I01 Research Associate (PhD student) HCI-UNI 

I02 Senior Researcher (Post-Doc) HCI-UNI 

I03 Research Associate (PhD student) HCI-UNI 

I04 MA student Human Computer Interaction HCI-UNI 

I05 Senior Researcher (Post-Doc) HCI-ART 

I06 Head of experimental imaging (Post-Doc) HCI-ART 

I07 Engineer and artist (Post-Doc) HCI-ART 

Table 1: Interview participants 

4 RESULTS: CURRENT PRACTICES OF 3D 
PRINTING 

From playful first steps to semi-professional 3D Printing Unlike normal printers 
or office tools, which are used only for practical reasons, the printing with 3D 
printers evokes a certain fascination for the users and interested people. 
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“What really fascinates me on 3D printing is that you can finally create something on the laptop, 
which you can later hold in your hands, except a hardcopy. One has the feeling of having created 
something, so it is not comparable to creating just a graphic on the laptop: You can touch it, 
which is just so exciting.” (I07) 

The curiosity and above all the private playful interests are the main 
motivational factors for dealing with such novel machines (I02). So, at first it was 
all about private artifacts such as a camera cover (I01), testing the functionality of 
printing a Minecraft landscape (I02) or the printing of jacket holder [hooks} for 
the office (I03). 

“Then somehow over time, we got around from this hobby and side projects to learning more and 
more about how we can work with the thing [printer] and also started to deal with 3D modeling, 
how it all works [...], how to clean it, maintain it and what to do when it will not work” (I02) 

Shortly after the acquirement of the Zprinter, there was an official introduction 
within the group, in which a representative of the printer manufacturer explained 
the printer and its handling. After the representative left, for half a year nothing 
was printed. After this period, nobody really remembered how to use the printer 
(I01). Thus, the initial printing projects were a “constant mix of experimenting 
and watching tutorials” (I01). True to the motto ‘The proof is in the pudding’ 
most people read little literature before printing, but exchanged ideas and 
experiences directly with colleagues and started printing simple models (I03). 

“As I see it, appropriation is most sustainable, if you just print and print. You can be productive 
very fast, because the learning curve is very flat. But for me, each print is still appropriation once 
more.” (I03) 

A provisional appropriation of printer-specific settings, especially if it is not a 
DIY-printer is that difficult as there are only a few specifications that you have to 
set (I04). 

“The real problem is then to experiment with the specification values for the different materials, to 
find the optimum value, look at how fast you can let the extruder run, because less speed leads to 
more precision and if you have a large model, then the printer runs perhaps the whole day, which 
you might want to avoid.” (I04) 

All interviewees share the opinion concerning appropriation of a 3D printer or 
any hardware, that the concept ‘learning by doing’ is very important. Hence, it is 
seen as necessary that in the run-up to 3D printing, the uncertainty of the people to 
break something must be reduced (I04). 

“Every mistake you make, which does not result in the device being damaged is not bad. It's a bit 
like programming. If it is not working, then it is simply not working. It can be canceled very easily 
at any time if you tested anything.” (I03). 

In contrast to the “The proof is in the pudding”-concept for the actual printing 
of a model, during the creation process of 3D models, significantly more literature 
research is done, but it is still a mix of testing and research. 

”I have already clicked through bulletin boards for a long time, because first you have to know 
how to create a file, what should I take care of in order to build these STLs [Surface Tesselation 
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Language]. It has almost taken two or three months until I got the results I had imagined or rather 
that I could imagine what the end result would be.” (I06) 

In addition to special community forums, of course Google is used as a primary 
source for finding information. To allow for easier introduction to the modeling, 
HCI-ART provides a basic seminar for their students on this topic (I05), in which 
participants are trained to design simple 3D models and avoid 3D printing related 
modeling problems. 

4.1 Context-dependent Problem Recognition is a Problem 

It is unavoidable that problems occur during the entire 3D printing process 
consisting of the previous modelling, the printing itself and the necessary post-
processing. However, such problems trigger meta problems in that identification, 
understanding and locating the issue poses big challenges: 

“I think problems are rather that you first have to find out what the problem is and of course, you 
can then google it with keywords like “it [material] jerks through the printer somehow" or 
something. But first you have to figure out that for example you need a new plunger or that the 
problem is connected to this plunger.” (I02) 

If you print with 3D printers, which a construct consisting of hardware as well 
as software components, a problem cannot be always traced directly to one of 
these components and it possibly arises only through specific, situated interactions 
or constellations of both components: 

“The issue is always of course that the problem is deeply embedded in its own specific context. So 
maybe it is the particular model, maybe it is the software just now.” (I01) 

In addition to software and hardware as possible error sources, another 
component is crucial, which can decide the success or failure of a 3D print: 
Namely, the physical conditions and environmental context play an important 
role. For example: While trying to solve a different problem, a user encountered 
by accident that an open window causes the material to cool too fast and warp: 

“It just takes a long time to figure out something like this. At first, it takes some prints and 
eventually someone notices by accident that it happens whenever we have the window open. A lot 
of luck is involved in noticing this.” (I01) 

Beside the breeze from the open windows, which result in uneven cooling of 
the print, the general temperature of the room is an example for another important 
environmental context factor with a similar effect on the print: 

„So, temperature is always a problem concerning the plastic printer. Whether it is winter now  
and inside the room there are 20 degrees or because the heating is on or the sun shines directly on 
the model and you print in black ABS plastic. That makes a big difference.” (I02) 

Hence, a problem cannot be easily identified and specified, because a number 
of other factors which often are not obvious and consequently not considered. In 
this, 3D printing differs e.g. from writing program code and the specific 
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exceptions thrown by a compiler. However, to report and discuss a problem, it is 
essential to capture all those possibly influential factors in order to frame the 
problem in accordance with its overall context (I02). 

„It would not help the people when I say: "I wanted to print something today and had the 
following error message". This won’t help anyone. I would have to say to them, I printed with the 
powder printer [Zprinter] and maybe there were such and such specifics in the model or 
something. All those things like that… All that could be important to solve the problem, but you 
often do not know exactly what it could be.” (I01) 

If a problem is identified reasonably as such, it can be very difficult to find a 
solution for it or even to search for it because the difficulty of capturing and 
phrasing a question in a context-oriented manner is mentioned as a major problem 
(I02). A further problem akin to this one is that in the hacker and maker 
community a domain-specific culture with a corresponding and evolved 
terminology and vocabulary is prevalent: 

“There are certain keywords like the ‘raising’, where everybody is talking of warping. Then you 
search for ‘warping’, ‘Replicator2’ and other keywords. Anyway, you need the device and then 
those keywords every time.” (I03) 

4.2 The Process towards a Problem Solution is at least as 
important as the Solution itself 

Both the community of the Chair as well as the Academy of Media Arts does not 
use their printers very frequently, so problems with routine and the retention of 
experience arise. 

“I don’t use [the printer] very often and I forget a lot again, so you have to appropriate it to a 
certain extent all over again.” (I02) 

Especially the printer-specific settings are forgotten repeatedly (I04) which 
makes it necessary to preserve such data. To facilitate the first steps into 3D 
printing and the use of the printer, some measures have been already taken. A 
poster was printed and hung up close to the printer, which visualizes important 
information about the printing process. 

“It was about a poster for presenting some best practices and providing an introduction to those 
people that might be interested in 3D printing: Especially the basic settings and tips. How can I 
start with the modeling of 3D models and what is Thingiverse and so on.” (I04) 

A problem with this, however, is that there is no one single standard process to 
achieve the printing goal. Especially the many contextual print- or model-specific 
problems cannot be anticipated in advance and thus externalized. 

”It is not that easy to devise a standard process and document it somehow that a person who has 
no idea may reproduce it easily because the machine is in my opinion bit too complicated.” (I02) 

For this reason it is important to register how a user achieves a result. The steps 
and processes to a finished 3D print and its problems which have emerged must 
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be described comprehensive and documentation cannot only focus on and present 
the final result. Otherwise the whole process cannot adequately be reproduced. 

”It would be nice to get an understanding of the whole learning process. This means not only 
getting the final results without all the discussions and developments that have resulted in it.” 
(I04) 

To foster collaborative learning processes, group 1 has set up a special blog 
where users can document and discuss experiences and issues regarding the 3D 
printer itself, the process of printing, as well as problems, obstacles and 
opportunities (I03). The blog is, however, only very rarely used, because its 
content has to be written after doing a print when the necessary specifications and 
settings are often already forgotten. 

„The platform [blog] is not really appropriate for that because you have right now a model in 
front of you and run into an error or functionality does not work and you really want to solve the 
specific problem on time and then print the model. I do not want to write something on the blog in 
this situation somehow.” (I01) 

A wiki is considered as critical as well, because it must be allowed to have 
discussion on the process, to ask how exactly a context was like, to know exactly 
what was the issue and to be able to coordinate later you when need it (I04). When 
errors occur, right now the user is often left alone during the usage. If colleagues 
are near the printer, they are often addressed directly via the grapevine (I02). 
However, the appropriate personnel are usually not constantly available in such a 
heterogeneous and temporally flexible working field as a university. 

It would help the users to have more precise information about the actual 
printing process in order to understand better their own way of working with the 
machine: 

„I think there is a lot that could happen with the software for 3D printers, at least with those we 
work with, so we could see better where support [note: printed structures to prop up overhangs] is 
needed and how the printing process is actually executed.” (I05) 

Problems with Sharing of Knowledge and Experiences Considering knowledge 
sharing, first the domain of knowledge must be defined precisely, because 
knowledge can either be found on the modeling, the actual printing or the entire 
process. 

“Normally we are just speaking about the print itself, not about the modeling; this is at least my 
experience. The reason is that in the field of modeling hardly any cooperation exists. [...] This is 
always an individual problem. The problems you encounter during printing concern everyone who 
prints. Therefore there are plenty more intersections to talk to each other.” (I03) 

Internally, printer-specific settings, problems and practices are shared rather 
than modelling or process concerns. For aspects of modeling, primarily external 
services are used. Solutions such as Thingiverse offer good opportunities to see 
other models or to disseminate its own model, but also to have it examined 
externally: 
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“At some point, I signed up for a Thingiverse account and placed just a few models that I have 
designed myself online [...] I think it is actually quite a nice feature of Thingiverse that you get a 
bit of feedback, that someone likes it or includes it into his Things-to-Make-Collection or writes a 
comment or something.” (I02) 

An interesting thing about platforms such as Thingiverse is especially that in 
addition to the models which are printable directly, also various settings and best 
practices regarding the printing process can be listed and discussed: 

“For each model you want to upload, there is a description. Then there is the model itself, which 
you can even look at a 3D model viewer and turn. There are photos that can be set, perhaps from 
a finished print or any exported images from the CAD software. But you can also write some text 
to it and say "this is that part and that is like this and that can be use like this". Then there is a 
second tab which is labeled Introductions. I think that's very helpful, the parameters are always 
relative to the individual printing.” (I03) 

This is, however, not mandatory in any way and if it is listed, it is done so in 
quite dissimilar manners as there is no real standardization in place. 

“So you often get a lot of information about how they printed it - sometimes not. But often they 
write additional stuff where little instructions are located, what temperature is needed and how to 
position the part in the build envelope […] and often you get hints, with which material on which 
printer it was printed and so on. I think it is important to get some hints, especially at the 
beginning.” (I02) 

It has to be said, that the validation or examination on Thingiverse does not 
always correspondent to rigorous standards and that there is no technical failsafe 
or screening for corrupt models like non-manifold ones, i.e. models with errors in 
their outer shell resulting in misprints, even if the errors cannot be spotted by the 
unaided eye. 

“First, it looks very nice, but then you produce a lot of garbage, because after you have printed it, 
you realize – especially for functional objects – that they are designed badly or that they will not 
yet work as you thought.” (I05) 

4.3 Summary of Empirical Findings 

The empirical study shows that both groups started 3D printing mostly motivated 
through private interests or playful motivations. Such playful motivations are very 
common in actions dealing with materiality, like working modifying wood or 
baking pastry dough. During those ludic steps towards 3D printing, much 
experimenting outweighs the study of literature that only happens occasionally. 
This is why the understanding of the printers is mostly limited to operational 
handling. Those difficulties in understanding compound the identifying, locating 
and fixing problems encountered in the printing process e.g. matching them 
conceptually to hardware, software or external factors. Solutions are sought both 
internally and externally. Internally, face-to-face conversations with colleagues 
are preferred. Attempts at preserving the knowledge resulted in a collaborative 
blog in HCI-UNI, which is maintained and read only very irregularly. This is 
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because the entries have to be made by hand after a print and are therefore out of 
context. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No. Empirical Findings Challenges and Design Implications 
Current practices and usage behaviors during 3D printing 
1 The 3D printer itself is a black box for the users and 

lacks in methods to see and grasp how it really works 
Sensor based capturing and visualizing of context and 
printer information to support a better understanding of the 
machine 

2 General orientation of learning-by-doing and 
experimenting instead of an extensive literature research 

Context-related ambient learning through software- and 
sensor- based hints / tutorials / best practices 

3 Identifying and locating problems is an itself due to the 
high context-dependence of those problems 

Sensor based capturing of environmental 
variables and mapping them to possible printing 
problems. Detailed visual presentation 

4 The entire 3D printing process is very time-consuming 
because the users must always be close to the printer 

Providing web-based and in-situ options for monitoring and 
managing the printer as well as communicating with it 
remotely 

Documentation and knowledge sharing 
5 The printer settings with regard to the model, material 

and individual print are forgotten regularly 
Integrated print history with printer settings, material data, 
errors, etc. Recommendations for current prints based on the 
history 

6 Individual documentation and sharing of 3D printing 
experiences is very cumbersome and involves multiple 
systems which keeps users from doing it 

Print history from 5. should be presented to the user 
together with easy to use tools to add more information 

7 Difficulties in asking for help because often, not enough 
contextual information can be provided. 

Data from steps 5 and 6 should easily be postable to 3D 
Printing communities and social networks 

8 Knowledge, tips and hints in sharing communities are 
scattered and not really searchable / indexed 

Establishing an orderly, searchable data structure (format) 
for the data from the previous steps 

9 Community-specific terminology hampers appropriation Community-maintained dictionary and automated 
“translator” 

10 Technical validation (manifoldness, etc.) has to be done 
manually by the users and is not standardized. 

Integrated validation tool checking model specifications 
and matching them to the printer’s characteristics. 

Table 2: Empirical Study-based Design Challenges and Implications 

In HCI-ART, a basic seminar was established to provide students with a 
theoretical and practical introduction to the 3D printing process. In addition to the 
internal practices, the users often search for problem solutions in bulletin boards 
and follow discussions on the web. This search however, poses a problem in itself, 
concerning the domain specific slang and wording. On platforms such as 
Thingiverse or similar websites, 3D models themselves are central rather than 
solution processes and best practices (which crop up occasionally and spread out). 
This helps the users at times, but it does not support the appropriation of 3D 
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printers and its entire process - they are faced with similar problems during next 
prints again and try to identify the problems. 

5 DISCUSSION: SUPPORTING 
APPROPRIATION WORK IN HIGHLY 
HARDWARE-RELATED CONTEXTS 

Based on the findings of our empirical study, Table 2 shows the emergent design 
challenges, from which we derived technical implications for supporting 
infrastructuring activities with an appropriation infrastructure and to make 3D 
printers more sociable. In general, our findings support the relevance of findings 
from the literature regarding the design of sociable technologies (Barraquand, 
2012) and previously identified challenges in designing appropriation 
infrastructures (Stevens et al., 2009). In the following sections we will further 
investigate these issues with regards to the practices and the 3D printing related 
context. The numbers in the discussion correspond to the numbering in Table 2. 

5.1 Practices and Usage Behaviors in 3D Printing 

1. A serious shortcoming that became apparent is that the 3D printer itself is a 
kind of lack box for the users and lacks in methods or functionality to visualize 
how it works. In order to overcome this issue, we suggest providing users with 
more details about the current printing process. Providing the right kind of 
information allows them to get a deeper understanding of how the machine works 
and the users can become more aware of what happens when and where. By 
adding new sensors into the machine itself and leveraging the built-in ones, new 
ways of capturing and monitoring the status of the machinery and detailed 
information about the printing process can be made available. Our study indicates 
for example that users could benefit from being provided with current printer data 
such as temperatures (e.g. print bed and the printed object itself) and their 
development over time, extruder movement and acceleration or more detailed 
simulations and progress information of a print. A visualization dashboard could 
be web-based and should be available in-situ, integrated into the machine, e.g. on 
a big, high-resolution display as opposed to the currently used small LCD screens 
which cannot display enough information as well as remotely. 

2. The general orientation of learning-by-doing and experimenting outweighed 
extensive reading of user manuals or background literature. The users therefore 
often have just a vague understanding of the printer’s capabilities, functionalities 
and all kinds of problems arise – especially at the beginning of their printing 
career. Our findings suggest that users should be provided with context-related 
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ambient learning options for mixing their attitude towards experimenting with 
more profound understanding of the functionalities. For a better support of this 
mix of experimenting and formal learning, integrated software- as well as sensor-
based hints, best practices and on-hand tutorials for each printing step should be 
provided. As an example: The calibration of a printer should not only be treated in 
short, concise instructions (as is often the case today) but background information 
for the reasons behind the process as well as its implications should be provided in 
situ (again, possibly on a big, integrated display). 

3. If a problem arises, not only the missing theoretical background complicates 
the users’ understanding and location of the issue: Due to the strong dependence 
of the entire printing process to its context and environment (e.g. uneven cooling 
and hence warping of a print resulting from a breeze through an open window), 
the user should be provided with much more detailed information about these 
variables to get a better understanding of their influence. By adding new sensors 
to the environment such as measuring room temperature and ventilation as well as 
mapping to the available printing materials, one might help alleviate those issues. 
This information should be displayed, again with the option for more in-depth 
explanation. 

4. Time-consumption and convenience are an issue because in most cases, only 
the printer or the connected computer controls the printing process which means 
that the user should stay close to monitor or intervene. Remote monitoring (video 
feed and status updates from the printer itself) and especially control 
functionalities (possibly web- based and tied in to the dashboard mentioned 
above) are needed to solve this issue. Some of the very latest 3D printers (not 
available at the time of our study) already incorporate some of those features. 

5. Print settings with regard to the characteristics of a specific model and the 
material are quickly forgotten after printing. To overcome this obstacle, the printer 
could integrate functionalities for saving a print history that includes all relevant 
data (model, size, material, printer settings, etc.) which are captured 
automatically. When a new user creates a new project, the 3D printer could then 
compare the user’s project with stored printing specifications and offer in-situ 
settings advice. 

5.2 Documentation and Knowledge Sharing 

6. Closely related to the effect of forgetting printer specifications and settings, our 
study showed that the documentation and sharing of the printing experiences is 
very cumbersome right now because it happens out of context and temporally 
displaced. The data from 5. should hence be made available to the user directly 
after and possibly even during the print and he should be given the opportunity 
enhance and deepen it with his own experiences (in textual or visual form). To 
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map the data to the user, a log-in mechanism (possibly integrated into the printer 
via NFC or similar technologies) would be needed. 

7. Documentation and sharing is also important for asking for help under 
provision of all relevant contextual information, getting support and to distribute 
knowledge and experience to other 3D printer operators (hence, also for 
community-building). Accordingly, the information gathered in 5. and enhanced 
in 6. should be easy to send or post to social networks and communities 
(Thingiverse, Facebook, etc.) where they can reach the appropriate audience and 
discourse and help can be initiated. One might think of this process as distantly 
related to that of bug tracking tools. A corresponding API to receive the 
information on those platforms would be needed. 

8. To enable step 7. in a structured manner, we need a standardized, indexed 
and especially searchable data structure for the enriched information which can 
then be used in the printer, the dashboard and the APIs in the social networks and 
communities. This structure needs to provide space for the inclusion of 
(automated) sensor data like the temperature or print timelines but also needs to 
place equal importance on the inclusion of “soft” data like individual experiences 
or workarounds which are invaluable for leaning, but very hard to share or find 
right now. 

9. Not only the missing structuring of data impedes the searching process for 
help and the sharing, but the highly community-specific terminology (e.g. 
“warping”) hampers this process. A community maintained open “dictionary”, as 
well as an automated translator matching errors to this dictionary could help 
alleviate this issue. 

10. Certain specifications like (un-)broken surfaces of models or overhangs 
can influence the print quality or the printability of a model itself. Those aspects 
currently are not checked or validated in 3D printers, printing software or the 
online sharing communities. This has to be done by the user manually which 
hampers appropriation, confuses users and has negative consequences for sharing 
and documentation. An automated validation system, built into the printer (or, 
more realistically into the controlling computer due to available computing 
power) could significantly improve those problems. 

6 CONCLUSION: INFRASTRUCTURING AND 
SOCIABLE TECHNOLOGIES 

In this paper we were able to uncover a lot of different problems and practices to 
cope with challenges of appropriating 3D printers in two semi-professional 
communities. Unlike traditional “plug-and-play”-printers from the “2D world”, 
there is few previous practice users can relate to. Unexpected errors and 
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breakdowns as well as complex configurations lead to difficulties in 
understanding and appropriating these machines for existing practices of ‘making’ 
and art production. We pointed out some design ideas for functionalities 
supporting these infrastructuring activities. They build on previous work for 
software infrastructures (Dalton et al., 2012),(Mackay, 1990),(Mackay, 
1990),(Preece, 2001), but the physical/material conditions in relation to machine, 
printing material and artifacts also suggest to enhance those concepts with 
additional sensors and visualizations of printing processes, printers’ environments 
and tasks/structures/workflows the printing is embedded in as well as by 
incorporating in-situ and remote tools for those purposes. We also found evidence 
for infrastructuring activities in the sense that the users modified their machines 
(e.g. installation of cameras) in ways the manufacturers did not plan for but could 
be incorporated in future generations of their machines. 

Most of the infrastructuring activities were communicative or collaborative 
activities involving not only technology manipulations and combinations of 
various kinds, but also articulations of usages or breakdowns that referred to the 
technologies at hand and their context. Studies on these kinds of communications 
are not new (most notable example cf. (Wellman and Orr, Julian E., 2016)), but 
current practices deserve a second look as the practices of communication change 
with the communication infrastructures users evolve along the developments of 
miniaturization, mobile and ubiquitous computing. The step we argue for now is 
to use this ubiquitous interconnectedness of devices to make more technologies 
‘sociable’, meaning that the support that users now find outside the technology at 
hand in the Internet in general, in community forums or in neighboring offices 
should be integrated into the technologies themselves. Conceptually, these 
activities have been described as ‘appropriation activities’ if they consist of user-
user interactions, or as ‘infrastructuring’ activities if they also relate to other 
actors of technology production and use or the further development of 
technologies and their foundations. A functionality to support all these practices 
within the existing infrastructure needs to address not only interoperability issues 
as they are addressed e.g. by defining standardized interfaces between different 
infrastructural layers, but also it needs to allow for and actively support the 
negotiation of socio-material aspects of emerging new practices connected to 
these technologies. Our studies showed that the ability to articulate and discuss 
use and configuration issues would benefit from ‘Sociable Technologies’ that 
describe themselves on three context levels, potentially using additional sensors, 
and providing visualizations and tools in three dimensions: 

1) Internal context: Providing information about their inner workings about 
their current state as well as about their component and behavioral structure, 

2) Socio-material context; e.g. location and surroundings, environmental data 
like room temperature, maintenance or user/usage data), and 
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3) Task/process context: e.g. technologies used to build/prepare printed 
models, position in a production chain or process, purpose and goal of machine 
usage. 

In addition, they should include an integrated social network of their users 
(possibly also including stakeholders responsible for machinery 
maintenance/development) that allows for communication about practices, 
problems as well as possible solutions in various self-managing communities. To 
support that, the models and visualization describing the context layers should be 
easy to communicate and annotate. They may be even navigational structures e.g. 
one could fly through a virtual model of a 3D printer to the printing head to 
navigate to documentations and discussions with regard to that machine part. With 
regard to our example of 3D printers it becomes apparent, that particularly the 
integration of these ‘social interface’ functionalities into the device itself is 
crucial. Many of the aspects described are already communicated in existing 
infrastructuring activities, and e.g. with Thingiverse there is already a kind of self- 
managing online community, but media breaks, terminology issues and a lack of 
understanding where to ask for information make these solutions difficult to 
follow. 
Based on the design issues described here, we are currently developing such a 
hardware-integrated appropriation infrastructure based on sensor-captured and 
visualized data of the entire 3D printing process. Evaluating this approach will 
give us a deeper insight to integrate the negotiation of usages into the devices we 
build, and bring us from an ‘Internet of Things’ to an ‘Internet of Practices’. 
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Grounded Design: A Research Paradigm 
in Practice-based Computing 
Gunnar Stevens, Markus Rohde, Matthias Korn, and Volker Wulf 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Computer science is a young, but extremely successful academic discipline. It has 
developed into a discipline which nowadays has its organizational instantiations in 
almost every academic area. At one time, the hardware of mainframe computers 
needed to be run in specific (parts of) buildings and interaction with machines was 
restricted by specific coding devices such as punch cards. How-ever, computers 
today are radically different. They are mobile and ubiquitous and along with this a 
multiplicity of interaction techniques have been developed. Looking at the various 
fields of application, the origins of computer science were strongly related to 
scientific applications during the Second World War and the Cold War. In the 
business world, computing rose to importance in the al-ready well formalized 
world of book keeping and accounting. However, computing technologies today, 
as we all know, are on their way to supporting all aspects of life. 

Given this fundamental transformation in the nature of computing and its high 
societal relevance to all aspects of life, we argue that the academic field of 
(applied) computer science needs to develop its epistemological paradigm and 
research methods accordingly. Originally emerging at the intersection between 
mathematics and electrical engineering, computer science has for a long time 
under-stood itself in terms of a structured science: applied computer science 
followed a positivistic paradigm, viewing itself as a formal discipline which 
creates generally valid knowledge, independently of the context of its application. 
In this tradition, quality criteria were established such as formal proofs, 
algorithmic efficiency, or structural elegancy. However, with the increasing 
societal relevance of applications, computer science arguably needs to define itself 
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as a socio-technical discipline which contributes to the solution of social problems 
in context. This is a process which, while underway, is a long way from 
completion (YOU PROBABLY NEED A REF HERE, SUCH AS BANNON, 
HUMAN FACTORS TO HUMAN ACTORS). While computing relies on formal 
methods to transform users’ input through a number of state transitions into 
certain outputs at the user interface, the products of this formal core of computing, 
as is argued throughout this book, are embedded in social practices. Therefore, the 
quality of formal techniques and their application is finally determined by their 
impacts on those practices. Since social problems and social practices are 
contingent on the particular context of their emergence, the knowledge derived 
from such a research paradigm will be local and context-specific. Consequently, 
knowledge gained on the interaction between computing artefacts and their impact 
on the social practices in the fields of their application are context specific, as 
well. ironically, the success of computing has meant that the question of the scope 
of the formalistic defined and positivistic applied discipline of computer science 
has become more pressing. Our position is that a design-oriented discipline of 
practice based computing is needed, one where methods and techniques can deal 
with the context-specificity of local knowledge more seriously.  

In this chapter, we present an approach which outlines such practice based 
computing by building on situated design knowledge and dealing with the 
interplay of the social and the technical. We relate our approach to recent non-
positivist discourses on design research, looking at the practices of design, their 
(technical) support, and the sharing of related knowledge – which from a different 
epistemological positioning is sometimes referred to as ‘design science’.  
The chapter’s argument is structured as follows. We start with situating our 
argument within the state of the art of design research and describe the 
foundations and core principles of Grounded Design. We then introduce design 
case studies as a central approach in a Grounded Design paradigm and argue for 
the transferability of the insights gained as their central quality criteria. We final-
ly suggest building portfolios of design case studies that facilitate their 
comparison and allow for bottom-up concept building across cases. We close with 
a discussion and conclusion. 

2 Design Research: State of the Art 

Like computer science, research on design has its origins in the Cold War era. The 
increasing complexity of artefacts created in architecture and engineering required 
a better understanding of de-sign processes and practices. Zimmerman et al. 
(2007) point to the importance of the military sector in this context, as the military 
demanded more predictable design methods for the engineering of battleships, 
airplanes or rockets. 
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In his historical account, Bayazit (2004, p. 16) defines the newly emerging 
field as follows: “The objectives of design research are the study, research, and 
investigation of the artificial made by hu-man beings, and the way these activities 
have been directed either in academic studies or manufacturing organizations.” 
Pursuing this goal, the design research community, like many other academic 
disciplines, is characterized by strong epistemological divides.  

As with its origins in the 1960s, positivist perspectives dominated the newly 
emerging field of de-sign research. Cross (2001) argues that the application of 
novel scientific and computational methods such as operations research and 
decision-making techniques was considered to offer consider-able potential in 
dealing with pressing societal problems. In this sense, Buckminster Fuller (1969) 
called for a “design science revolution” that was based on science, technology, 
and rationalism to overcome the human and environmental problems that he 
believed could not be solved by politics and economics alone. Simon (1969) 
popularized this concept in his book, ‘The science of the Artificial’. In defining 
design as an academic field and distinguishing it from others, Simon (1969, p. 
114) suggests: “The natural sciences are concerned with how things are ... design 
on the other hand is concerned with how things ought to be.” In this sense, 
applied computer science should be considered to be a design discipline.  

With regard to his positivist understanding of design science, Simon (1969) 
proposes scientific studies on how designers work and scientific methods to 
improve and rationalize their practices. To this end, he assumed that the 
understanding of the problem to be solved by an artefact is given, while 
knowledge relevant for problem solving is rather lacking. The practices of design, 
then, are construed around given (and to be invented) methods and techniques, a 
utility function, and the definition of constraints on their application. Based on 
this presumption, design is conceived mainly as the optimization process of an 
artefact. 

This understanding of the field has been challenged and criticized for lacking 
practical validity. Following a non-positivist epistemology, Rittel and Webber 
(1973) characterized design and planning problems as ‘wicked’ – not suited to the 
application of scientific methods. Wicked problems imply that every solution is a 
“one-shot operation” which consequentially leaves "traces" that cannot be undone 
(Rittel and Webber, 1973, p. 163). Every wicked problem is essentially unique. If 
so, there cannot be any general theory which determines the right design practice 
or outcome. In this sense, design is by its very nature theoretically under-
specified. Still, this does not imply that design decisions are arbitrary. As a 
consequence, designers are confronted with the dilemma that “there is no right to 
be wrong”; even if in such situations there is neither an ethically well-defined 
situation nor a sound theoretical base to differentiate right from wrong. 
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Schön (1983) pointed out that design, in practice, is not a linear process. 
Adopting John Dewey’s (1938) pragmatist theory of inquiry, Schön 
conceptualizes design as an inquiry process characterized by uncertainty, 
uniqueness, and conflict. Problems do not present themselves to the practitioner as 
a given, but are constructed during the course of work. Design is understood to be 
a reflexive “conversation” with a given situation which he characterized as 
“reflective practice” (Schön 1983). Therefore, he suggests developing “… an 
epistemology of practice implicit in the artistic, intuitive processes which some 
practitioners do bring to situations of uncertainty, instability, uniqueness, and 
value conflict” (Schön 1983, p. 49). Such an epistemology is more ready to put 
trust in the abilities displayed by competent practitioners than the one of his 
positivist counterparts (see table 1). In a non-positivist understanding of design 
research, it is understood that the particular design communities have their own 
well developed practices which should not be swamped with techniques and 
methods derived from the sciences (and arts) (Cross 2001).  

To structure the field, Frayling (1993), has introduced three different research 
categories: Research for design, research into design, and research through design. 
While research for design develops foundational insights to enable the creation of 
innovative artefacts, research into design investigates actual design practices. 
Research through design focuses on the activities of creating an arte-fact with 
regard to a specific societal condition and documenting the process. 

In the last few decades, actors with a design background have focused on 
design methods and techniques, and the concept of design thinking in particular 
has impacted the computing field (e.g. Winograd 1996; Binder et al. 2011). Two 
fields of applied computer science have specifically been discussing appropriate 
ways of adapting design research methods: Information Systems (IS) and Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI)1. In the following we want to critically discuss these 
approaches mainly with regard to their epistemological stance and their treatment 
of the social ends for which IT artefacts should be created. 

In the IS community, Hevner et al.’s (2004) influential paper has opened a 
debate on the under-standing of the field and on legitimate and appropriate 
research methods, specifically addressing the relationship between design and 
behavioural research. The paper needs to be read against the background of 
structural problems in the IS field, specifically in the Angle-Saxon community. In 
the mainstream, IS research had been understood as a field of mainly behavioural 
research, following a positivist research agenda. IS departments following such a 
paradigmatic positioning suffered from serious problems, such as reduced student 

 
1 Other fields of computing have applied individual methods from the field of design. For instance, the 

software engineering community has embraced Alexander’s (1977) approach of design patterns for the 
reuse of software modules. However, these approaches were rather partial, limited to the appropriation 
of individual methods 
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enrolment and soft money inputs. Against this back-ground, Hevner et al’s. work 
(2004) in the MISQ journal established an alternative paradigm for legitimate IS 
research.  

Hevner et al. (2004) provide a holistic framework for IS research by 
reconciling a design perspective that attempts to ultimately determine the 
necessary functions of IT artefacts according to given requirements with a 
behavioural science perspective – a perspective that suggests one should explain 
and predict the ways in which artefacts are used. The authors advocate focusing 
on the properties of technical artefacts and propose a design (and research) 
process which they suggest leads to their emergence. While delivering useful and 
useable IT, design science should, according to Hevner et al. (2004) additionally 
lead to results that augment the scientific knowledge base for design. 

Hevner et al.’s (2004) design concept stands in the tradition of Simon’s (1969) 
work by assuming that there is an a priori well defined problem, typically 
established by the business environment, to be solved by an innovative IT artefact. 
The utility of an IT artefact needs to be evaluated in relation to the problem being 
tackled. While the content of the design related knowledge base is not too well 
specified, the authors speak about foundations and methodologies. Opportunities 
to extend the knowledge base should determine which research direction a design 
science project could take.  

There is a certain alternative tradition in the IS community, predicated on non-
positivist approaches to design research (e.g., Kuechler and Vaishnavi 2012; 
Goldkuhl and Lind 2010; Baskerville et al. 2009). Arguably, the best known non-
positivist approach to design research in IS, is Sein et al.’s (2012) Action Design 
Research (ADR). ADR focuses both on the design of IT artefacts and the action 
that embeds these artefacts in use. It reflects the premise that IT artefacts are 
shaped by the organizational context during development and use and 
conceptualizes the research process as containing the inseparable and inherently 
interwoven activities of building the IT artefact, intervening in the organization, 
and evaluating it concurrently. 

Zimmerman et al. (2007 and 2010) have also spurred a discussion on the role 
of design research in HCI. This work needs to be read against the background of 
transformations in the HCI field that Bødker. (2006) has called the transition from 
second to third wave HCI. Due to the extension of (ubiquitous) computing 
towards application domains such as leisure, arts or the home, design criteria such 
as emotionality became more relevant, supplementing traditional ones based on 
rationality (see for instance the discourse on ‘user experience’ (UX); e.g., 
McCarthy and Wright 2004). Zimmerman et al. (2007 and 2010) also point to the 
fact that interaction designers play a much larger role in the software industry than 
they do in academia. Therefore, they suggest that the HCI community should 
more explicitly embrace research through design approaches. They suggest 
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expanding and formalizing the research through design approach to better 
understand how knowledge, or theory, is generated from this type of research. For 
instance, they propose a model of how interaction de-signers should cooperate 
with engineers, anthropologists, and behavioural scientists in research through 
design projects. That is, they basically argue for modifying designers’ practices to 
make them better suited to a traditional understanding of academic (even 
scientific) work. 

Gaver has further contributed to the HCI community by means of research 
through design projects. With regard to the discussion brought up by Zimmerman 
et al. (2007 and 2010), he strongly suggests resisting an endeavour of artificial 
academification of design research and practices: 

“Overall, I suggest that the design research community should be wary of impulses towards con-
vergence and standardisation, and instead take pride in its aptitude for exploring and speculating, 
particularizing and diversifying, and - especially - its ability to manifest the results in the form of 
new, conceptually rich artefacts.” (Gaver 2012, p. 937) 

In a similar vein, Cross (2001) had already suggested that design research 
should rather explicate and describe practitioners’ competencies than trying to 
supplant them.  

In their alternative approach to generating knowledge from research through 
design, Gaver and Bowers (2012) and Bowers (2012) suggest constructing 
collections of selected artefacts a designer or a group of designers have created. 
By annotating such collections in different manners, comparative perspectives can 
be established in a designer’s oeuvre, leading to a set of transferable concepts and 
dimensions of knowledge derived from designed artefacts. The authors call these 
types of collections ‘annotated portfolios’. 

In addition, Gaver recognizes the openness and vagueness of using artefacts. In 
his considerations about cultural probes and breaching experiments, he pinpoint 
that it is insufficient for design re-search just to design artefact and evaluate, if 
they have the intended effect. Instead, artefacts intervene in existing practice in an 
open-ended manner, and design research have to observe how people making 
sense it in order to understand design from a user- and practice perspective.  

Höök and Löwgren (2012) also deal with the problem of transferring insights 
gained with regard to the design of IT artefacts. They formulate an approach 
which helps in the transferring of intermediate-level design knowledge. What the 
authors call ‘strong concepts’ reside somewhere between particular instances of 
designed IT artefacts (from which they abstract) and generalized theories. Strong 
concepts are thought to carry a core design idea about the interactive capabilities 
of IT artefacts. These ideas cut across particular contexts of use and even 
application domains to inform future design processes. From the authors’ 
perspective, strong concepts somehow emerge from practices of reflection, 
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analysis, and articulation by the designer-researcher across a longer trajectory of 
design work covering a number of design instances. 

With Grounded Design, we follow Gaver (2012) when he rejects an 
academically induced formalization of the designers’ practices, as Zimmerman et 
al (2007 and 2010) had suggested. We also agree with Gaver on the openness and 
vagueness of how artefacts are used and appropriated (see also the Appropriation 
Chapter). The problem arguably, however, with Gaver and Bower’s as well as 
Höök and Löwgren’s proposals to transfer design-relevant insights is their lack of 
concern for the interplay between the IT artefacts’ design and their appropriation 
over longer periods of time. This lack is partially grounded in a long tradition 
prevalent in the field of design. For instance, Cross (2001, p. 54) describes 
‘designerly thinking’ in the following way: “So design knowledge is of and about 
the artificial world and how to contribute to the creation and maintenance of that 
world.“ However, and in contrast, we believe that a practice-based paradigm 
needs to link the artificial world with the social. Even so, there seems to be a shift 
in design research to take phenomena of unintended use, practice breaching, and 
appropriation more seriously.  

The IS discourse is more interested in making the evaluation of IT artefacts in 
social practice a legitimate element of design research. While Hevner et al. (2004) 
propose a basically positivist research program, Sein et al.’s (2011) paper moves 
paradigmatically in a more interesting direction. However, their approach does not 
fully embrace the particularities of social practices and the contingencies of an IT 
artefact’s appropriation over a longer period of time.  

3 Grounded Design: Foundations and Core 
Principles 

In the following, we want to outline a research paradigm for applied computer 
science which is both design-centred and practice-oriented. Our work is in line 
with the non-positivist perspectives proposed within the HCI and IS communities. 
Following the IS tradition, we believe that the quality of IT design is finally 
evaluated in its effectiveness in dealing with societally relevant problems. 
Following the RtD tradition, we believe that the problem framing is an ongoing 
effort in a design effort. Only in the end is there a clear understanding of what are 
the societally relevant problems. Therefore, the study of an IT artefact’s 
appropriation is an important element of the academic endeavour. To this end, an 
appropriate understanding of the concept of social practice is essential to our work 
(Schmidt, chapter two and three, in this book). 

Our perspective on social practices, inherently embracing our interaction with 
IT artefacts over time, is based on an understanding that our experienced reality is 
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socially constructed (Berger and Luckmann 1984) rather than “discovered” in a 
world existing independently from us. Cognition evolves through neither 
deduction nor induction, but rather through the creative operations of abduction in 
concept formation and artefact appropriation (Peirce 1935). 

We have developed a practice-based perspective for a number of reasons: First, 
it reflects the fact that cognition and knowledge are always mediated by language 
while being embedded in social practices. Objective cognition or ‘truth’, 
therefore, is not practically available. Second, the observation – and even more so 
the shaping – of social practices is subject to ‘double hermeneutics’: The process 
of gaining knowledge through concept formation is self-referential in the sense 
that it changes the social practice it refers to in the very moment it is performed; 
observing a social practice inevitably means to structure it. Third, it transcends the 
largely pointless sociological dispute over subjective acting versus objective 
structures in comprehending human action, and it simultaneously explains both 
the persistence as well as the dynamics of change in social practices. Fourth, it 
comprehends the functional properties of IT artefacts as a product of 
conceptualizing social practices, while the collective appropriation of the 
functions for effective practical use makes them a part of these practices. It thus 
informs design activities as interventions in organizational development rather 
than as the functional shaping of useful artefacts (e.g., Stevens 2008; Rohde et al. 
2009; Wulf 2009; Rohde et al. 2013, Rohde et al. 2016). 
In a practice-based perspective, actions change the world, which is understood to 
be in a state of constant becoming. To perform desired changes, actions must 
figure out and to be guided by purpose and knowledge (Goldkuhl 2012). Table 1 
demonstrates basic features of the practice-based perspective as compared with 
the positivist perspective according to the distinctive categories presented by 
Becker and Niehaves (2007). 
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Frame categories Positivist Practice-based 
Paradigmatic position Universalistic thinking: 

"There is nothing new under the 
sun” (Plato) 

Evolutionary thinking:  
“All the regularities of nature 
and of mind are regarded as 
products of growth” (Peirce) 

Concept of truth Correspondence theory of truth:  
True propositions map real 

phenomena 

Pragmatist theory of truth: 
Propositions recognized as true 
if accepted by actors coping with 

the problem at hand 
Origin of cognition Ontological realism 

Sensual experience 
“The mind [initially is a] white 
paper, void of all characters, 

without any idea" (Locke)  

Methodological realism 
Conceptual percipience  

"Our perceptual judgments are 
the first premises of all our 

reasoning" (Peirce) 
Relationship between 

cognition, object of cognition 
and human action 

Facts are cognizable 
independently of cognitive 

process & its linguistic form 

Actions are caused by  
well-defined rules & concepts 

Facts are interpreted & signified 
by interactively shared concepts 

Actions are judged by  
implicit rules & concepts 

Method of  
knowledge development 

Inductive & deductive 
(controlled experiments) 

Abductive 
(exploratory experiences) 

Method of design Theory driven Reflective practice  
Representatives Simon 1969 Schön 1983 

Table 1: Comparing positivist and practice-based perspectives. 

The concept of practice is, in some respects quite controversial. Schmidt 
describes in more detail (cf. Schmidt, chapter two and three, this volume) why 
that might be and takes issue with the notion of practice as ‘theory’. While 
understanding and appreciating that view, we nevertheless feel that something of 
value can be taken from Reckwitz (2002) in particular. His perspective draws on 
social scientists such as Bourdieu (1977, 1992), Garfinkel (1984), Giddens (1984), 
and Mead (1934). While their conceptual work is not at all homogenous, 
Reckwitz (2002) identifies core principles of a school of practice-theoretical 
thinking. A social practice is understood to be a mainly routinized pattern of 
human action judged by implicit and explicit rules and norms. Practices are not 
only encompassed by mental and physical forms of activity but that is also greatly 
influenced by material ob-jects, especially by tools, media, and their usage. A 
practice is grounded in background knowledge that is both not entirely explicit 
and which contains emotional as well as motivational elements.  

Following Reckwitz’s (2002) elaboration, social practices can be argued to be 
the basic elements of sociological investigation and represent collective patterns 
of interaction that are reproduced in specific contexts. The situated enactment and 
reproduction of practices are of special interest from a design perspective. While 
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collective patterns of interaction are routinized in some sense, concrete action is 
situated and deviations from routine may be occasioned by a variety of factors. 
Challenging practices, in design-oriented variations of breaching experiments, can 
help to make implicit rules visible to uncover what counts not just as deviation 
from the routine, but also from the norms. Challenging practices in this manner is 
a source for the transformation of rules and routines.  

With regard to the reproduction of practices, we assume that social systems 
emerge and reproduce themselves through continued sense-making as well as the 
mutually related and coordinated acting of their members. These processes of 
continuous action and interaction are based on developed routines, their context-
specific enactment, and assumed expectations. The reproduction of practices goes 
along with a related perception of the world, common language usage, and shared 
identities.  

We suggest taking the concept of practice to be the foundation of design 
research (Schmidt, in this volume). Social practices in their interplay with IT 
artefacts become the central object of our investigation. In particular, practice-
oriented approaches to design research are concerned with action and change and 
the interplay between knowledge, artefacts, and action (Hayes, in this volume). 
Accordingly, designing IT systems for effective use is seen as a multi-layer 
intervention into social practices. Appropriation as the effects of these 
interventions can only be understood in a longer time perspective (cf. Stevens and 
Pipek, in this volume). The practice perspective offers a thorough and adequate 
basis to study these interventions (Wulf et al. 2011 and 2015; Rohde et al. 2016). 

4 Design Case Studies 

Design case studies are the basic elements of our research approach. These studies 
allow us to understand the relationship between social practices and the design 
space for IT artefacts that are built to support these practices. The design of IT 
artefacts needs to take the given social practices into account. However, when 
these artefacts are rolled out ’in the wild’, the addressed practices typically 
undergo changes while appropriating the artefact. We need to understand the 
interaction between the IT design and the appropriation activities over a longer 
period of time (Pipek and Wulf 1999 and 2009; Rohde et al. 2009 and 2016; Wulf 
et al. 2011 and 2015, cf. Stevens/Pipek, this volume). 

Therefore, design case studies are typically described involving three activities 
that in part build on each other (Wulf et al. 2011 and 2015). Because actual design 
practices are reflective and iterative, these activities are treated as overlapping, 
interleaving, and recursive:  

Context Study: Empirical studies of a more or less ethnographic kind (see 
Randall, chapter 6, this book) offer micro-level descriptions of the social practices 
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before (and during) design-oriented interventions take place. An analysis should 
particularly describe already existing IT tools and media and their usage. It should 
also capture the practitioners’ perspectives on potential developments in 
technological, organizational, and social dimensions.  

Design study: Grounded in the context study findings, an IT artefact is 
designed for and with the actors in the relevant field of practice, often using 
techniques associated with Participatory Design (cf. Greenbaum and Kyng 1992). 
The documentation of this activity should describe the resulting IT artefact as well 
as the process of its emergence. This includes a description of the specific design 
process, the involved stakeholders, the applied design methods, and the emerging 
design concepts.  

Appropriation Study: The IT artefact is rolled out into the practice setting. Its 
appropriation and im-pact on social practices over a longer period of time is 
observed. We document the introduction, appropriation, and potential re-design of 
the IT artefact in its respective domain of practice. We are specifically interested 
in the transformative impact of certain functions and design options realized 
within the IT artefact.  

This process is always a collaboration between researchers/designers and 
practitioners. Although there is a natural order of starting points with regard to the 
activities’ temporal structure, the over-all approach is reflective and, therefore, 
iterative. The activities are not strictly consecutive, but are continuing: once an 
analysis of existing practices has started, it does not make sense to stop reflecting 
upon the trajectory of existing practice; rather it continues throughout the design 
and the study of the artefact’s appropriation. Once the design has started, it may 
be continued in several iterations, although the technology has already been 
introduced to potential future users.  

With knowledge creation as the central goal for academic endeavour, the 
documentation of this process becomes essential. The documentation and analysis 
of design case studies is directed to-wards later comparison, concept building, and 
the transfer of insights to related but never identical domains of IT application. 
The activities above may offer a potential perspective to structure the data and, 
later on, create a narrative. 

Typically, a case is a ‘natural’ unit to start working at and with: It is one set of 
connected activities of researchers and practitioners in one field of practice. There 
may be, however, difficulties of different types that make it impossible to 
maintain collaboration over the necessary time span of a de-sign case study. There 
are basically two ways to deal with such a situation (Wulf et al 2015 and 2011):  

(1) Design case studies may shift over time from one field of practice 
to a related one. For in-stance, the context study may have been 
conducted in one field of practice, while the appropriation can only be 
observed in a similar, but different, field of practice.  
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(2) Design case studies may need to be interrupted at a certain point of 
time, without covering design or appropriation phases. For instance, we 
may end up with only a study in a specific context. In this case the 
empirical study has nevertheless been conducted in a manner so as to 
explore de-sign opportunities, and we can speak about a partial design 
case study.  

In both cases, it is the (intended) research practice that defines the design case 
study. The necessity to work with incomplete or shifting design case studies may 
result from the practice under observation, it may also result from the resource 
structure of researchers.  

5 Building concepts by comparative analysis  

What can we learn from a single case - beyond the simple validation or 
falsification of ‘design theories’ (Gregor & Jones 2007)? This question cannot be 
answered by a positivistic epistemology which assumes a pre-defined and context 
independent set of categories. For instance, Hevner et al. (2004) and Zimmerman 
(2007) assume that models and theories can be generated which describe the 
interaction of humans and IT artefacts in a reproducible, design‐oriented manner. 
So, design practice applies (and empirically validates), in this view, a set of 
models and theories to create innovative IT artefacts with regard to specific 
contexts.  

An alternative view was outlined by Peirce’s considerations about abductive 
reasoning which suggests building explanatory, sensitizing concepts from single 
case observations. Here, abduction could be understood to reflecting on the 
practical reasoning making sense of new, unknown situations and making such 
reasoning explicit and criticisable (Oevermann, 2001). While we do not believe in 
a deductive (nor, strictly speaking, inductive) paradigm in transfering design-
relevant in-sights, we rather assume an abductive emergence of new ideas within 
reflective design practice (see chapter 3). Therefore, the context-sensitivity and 
the complexity of individual design cases need to be preserved and documented – 
rather than abstracted. These specific experiences stimulate designers in an 
abductive manner to create new IT artefacts dealing with specific problems in new 
contexts. 

The point about design case studies is documenting individual incidents, 
analysing them in their highly contextualized nature, and building sensitizing 
concepts by aggregating and comparing. The nominal similarity between 
Grounded Design and abductive Grounded Theory (Reichertz, 2007) is not 
accidental: Grounded Design can be understood as writing a ‘grounded theory’ 
from design case studies by means of a comparative analysis of individual cases 
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in their contextualized complexity. We believe that such an undertaking would be 
an appropriate means to support reflective practitioners and to gain design-related 
insights.  

To identify analytic similarities within a collection of design case studies, we 
suggest creating bot-tom-up concepts by comparing individual cases. Concepts 
may relate to social practices in a given field of application, specific features of IT 
artefacts, or the fit between artefacts and practices and the artefact’s appropriation 
over time. Such concepts allow organizing the documentation of design case 
studies. 

By comparing two design case studies in the domain ‘IT for the aging society’, 
we created the concept of grown and constructed autonomies, characterizing a 
specific feature of social practices (Wulf et al. 2015). This concept characterizes 
autonomy‐related care situations by questioning given rationales in practices of 
care giving. The concept sensitizes empirical analysis of, and IT design for, these 
practices by focusing on the sometimes neglected aspects of personhood on the 
part of old-er people, and how they are positioned in the socio‐cultural contexts of 
families and care homes. The concept of grown and constructed autonomies is an 
abstraction which emerged from a com-parison of given care practices in two 
specific design case studies associated with an analysis of the related literature. 
Betz and Wulf (in this volume) create six conceptual dichotomies when 
comparing two consecutive design case studies in the domain of emergency 
response. 

Appropriate documentation facilitates concept building across cases and the 
transfer of such in-sights to multiple audiences (practitioners, education, society). 
Comparing documentation across individual cases yields insights that may be 
orthogonal to and transcend the focus of any single case. By contrasting and 
comparison bottom-up concepts may emerge which from an analysis of a single 
case alone might appear tangential at best. However, such concepts may provide a 
larger perspectives and societal relevance. 

Design documentation has been a central concern in research through design 
(e.g., Gaver 2012; Bowers 2012; Gaver and Bowers 2012; Dalsgaard and Halskov 
2012). Yet, with Grounded Design we argue for two issues that have so far been 
neglected in this body of work:  

(1) Design documentation needs to focus not on designed IT artefacts 
alone, but on their embed-ding in a particular domain of practice.  

(2) Design documentation needs to focus on longer-term developments 
in the appropriation of IT artefacts and emergent practices of their use.  

The creation of bottom-up concepts offers opportunities to analyse similarities 
across different studies, and thus allows us to better navigate the complexity of 
larger collections of documentation. Put simply, they allow the establishment of a 
corpus. 
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6 Quality Criteria for Design Case Studies 

The driving forces for Grounded Design are, on the one hand, ever changing and 
yet to some ex-tent stable practices and the related problems and developmental 
opportunities perceived by practitioners and designers. On the other hand, 
Grounded Design is stimulated by the emergence of new technologies in the 
broader field of computing. Against this background, Grounded Design finds 
innovative socio-technical assemblages which are explored within design case 
studies. 

So, the question emerges how does one judge the quality of a design case study 
and its documentation. Or, to frame it differently, what are good research practices 
in a Grounded Design frame-work? 

Design case studies are directed, on the one hand, towards the needs and 
desires of practitioners. From this point of view, satisfied actors whose practices 
have evolved towards a better quality of life are testimony to a successful project. 
On the other hand, these experiences and designs need to be documented and 
reflected as part of the academic endeavour. Such a documentation is directed 
towards the preservation and transfer of insights gained while designing in 
practice. Documentation and reflection are the core of the academic enterprise 
which distinguishes it from pure consultancy work by IT professionals. 
Traditionally, these documentations take place in the form of academic papers, 
which need to be directed to certain academic discourses which offer the re-quired 
legitimation structures. Yet, a good academic analysis requires an in-depth 
engagement in practice. There can be considerable tensions between these two 
sets of quality criteria (Wulf et al. 2015). 

Therefore, quality criteria for design case studies must relate to their different 
foci and activities: the study of social practices, the IT design (including the 
design process and designed IT artefact), and the appropriation of the IT artefact 
in use. These aspects require adequate documentation and analysis to facilitate 
knowledge gains. We elaborate on quality criteria for each aspect in the following. 

Good design case studies are characterized by an in-depth understanding, and 
descriptions, of social practices in the field of application with a specific focus on 
how these empirical findings may contribute to the design of IT artefacts. The 
quality of the understanding is not necessarily only related to the length of the 
empirical context study but also the complexity of the practices, and to the 
sensitivity and (field-specific) experience of the researchers and the (temporal) 
resources and willingness of the different practitioners to participate in the 
research endeavour. While IT design cannot be deduced directly from empirical 
data (Dourish 2006), these findings ground the IT design. Their quality is 
therefore essential for the research endeavour. A highly valuable genre of 
empirical analysis may also question the validity of a particular IT artefact or of a 
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certain approach to the de-sign of IT artefacts - e.g., empirical insights into the 
inadequacy of certain IT artefacts for the practices of fire fighters (Ramirez et al, 
2012).  

With regard to the IT design, the central quality criterion is its fit with the 
social practices to be sup-ported. It is not so much about high-tech, then, but about 
high-value. A good example is Facebook: From the traditional applied computer 
science stance, Facebook just presents an ordinary distributed system. Still, with 
regard to social impact, Facebook and how it is appropriated present a very 
interesting design case (Rohde and Wulf 2011).  

The quality of an artefact’s appropriation needs to be investigated empirically 
for two reasons: First, to uncover what practices are affected by the design in the 
wild, and second to reflect and judge about effects from the various standpoints of 
the stakeholder. For instance, from a user perspective eco-feedback might be 
judged as positive because it makes electricity consumption more visible - while 
from a society perspective the technology is judged as a failure as it does not lead 
to the expected electricity saving (Schwartz et al. 2014). In sum, the final 
evaluation is carried out in practice. However, an analysis of the design process 
itself and the resulting IT artefacts can additionally yield valuable insights.  

With regard to the design process, it can consist of a long term highly 
participatory engagement, like for instance, in the case of the design of navigation 
and communication support for fire fighters (cf. Ramirez et al. 2012; Betz and 
Wulf, in this volume). At the other extreme, it may just consist of selecting and 
tailoring an already existing IT artefact. A longer term design process can explore 
the design space systematically and reveal additional insights into the alignment 
of practices with specific design options. 

With regard to the IT artefact, an obvious quality criterion is innovativeness, 
firstly, with regard to the technological state of the art or, secondly, with regard to 
an artefact’s specific configuration for a certain field of application. In any case, 
there is a trade-off between the potential impact of the technological innovation 
and support for the relevant social practices. The point here is that a prac-tice-
based design paradigm takes this tension very seriously and seeks to find some 
balance in and through reflection with stakeholders. It is often technologically 
quite straightforward to realize an artefact which offers interesting opportunities 
to support practices. In the case of a sewage work company, we extended a given 
document management system with two rather simple tools to add metadata in a 
semi-automated manner. This way the existing technical drawings could be 
searched much more efficiently when the street channels were to be maintained 
(Hinrichs et al 2005). Additionally, the reuse of given (tailorable) artefacts in new 
contexts should be considered an important research direction since it provides us 
with a better understanding of socio-technical fit. 
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With regard to investigation into appropriation, high quality research offers 
long term, in-depth, and honest empirical observation of the way the use of 
artefacts changes the related social practice over time. In this sense, it does not 
matter whether the introduction of the IT artefact affords changes in social 
practice which were anticipated during IT design. We would argue that the most 
interesting results emerging in this phase are those associated with non-anticipated 
appropriation moves (Orlikowski 1996, Pipek and Wulf 1999 and 2009, cf. 
Stevens and Pipek, this volume). 

A longer term research approach is highly desirable since practices do not 
evolve in an instant, but rather need a longer period of time. It is highly desirable 
to describe how the changes in practices were brought about and how individual 
learning provides, in time, new collective insights and new artefact use. To better 
understand appropriation, it is very important to document how the appropriation 
of the IT artefact has been supported by the research team. 

As already indicated, the documentation and analysis of design case studies is 
directed towards comparison, concept building, and the transfer of insights to 
similar settings but, more ambitiously to related but never identical domains of 
application. Therefore, the analysis of design case studies along all three activities 
discussed in section 4 needs grounding in, and a comparison with, related work. A 
practice-oriented paradigm needs particular emphasis when considering the state 
of the art. The aim is not to subsume the particular case under pre-defined 
categories, but understand the common issues, but also the particularities of the 
case by comparing what we know from literature and other cases. Since all design 
case studies are deeply shaped by the social context they are happening in, it 
requires a sensitive description and treatment of the setting. 

A practice-oriented design paradigm in academia favours in-depth exploration 
andcross- comparison. Insights are generated and validated by investigating into 
similar domains of practice as well as by introducing similar or even the same IT 
artefacts into different practices. Such an approach facilitates concept building 
through comparison and studying the fit of IT artefacts across similar settings or 
fields of practice. Of course, what is similar, and how it is to be construed (and by 
whom) is a non-trivial problem. 

A valuable design case study does not need to be equally well worked out with 
regard to all of the quality dimensions discussed above. There can be a myriad of 
reasons, often emerging from specificities in the field(s) of practice as well as 
from the ongoing design practice, for specific limitations (see section 4). Most 
important is the coherence of the different research activities.  
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7 Sharing Knowledge in the Grounded Design 
Paradigm  

How can experiences gained in highly contextualized design case studies be made 
relevant and applicable beyond their specific setting? This question is closely 
related to the analytic issues associated with single case studies, but focus more on 
how can we encourage the transferability of insights in a non-positivist design 
research paradigm. While IT designers gain their rich experience in practice, the 
question emerges how to transfer these insights beyond individuals and their 
respective communities of practice. Structurally similar problems of transferring 
specific insights have al-ready been widely discussed in knowledge management 
and, of more interest to us, knowledge sharing (Ackerman et al. 2002 and 2013). 
To support knowledge sharing, these authors suggest that we need to focus on 
innovative and flexible assemblages of materials and actors (e.g. Pipek et al. 
2012).  

In sharing design relevant knowledge, we can imagine different community 
structures and cross- community learning processes, for instance: Within the local 
context sharing knowledge inside the design team working on the same project or 
among design teams working on related project. With-in the academic context, 
focusing on related cases, but also among the academic community working in the 
broader fields of human-centred computing or the academic community educating 
future design practitioners and researchers. Within the commercial setting, 
between academic designers and IT designers of between academic designers and 
actors who want to apply given IT artefacts in different fields of application. 

For each of these constellations of knowledge sharing, we need different level 
of reflection, making the particular contexts and insights understandable. With 
regard to the audience, we need to cater for assemblages of appropriate materials 
and actors. For instance, in the academic context, the degree of explicitness is 
typically higher, on the assumption that the interpretations arrived at can and 
should be proofed and/or subjected to critique. In contrast, practitioners may be 
less theoretically or conceptually motivated, but desire a summary of lessoned 
learned and how this knowledge could be applied to solve the problems at hand. 
While knowledge sharing in some of these constellations happens during the 
design process, others span a longer period of time and may, therefore, require 
different approaches to documenting insights. 

Practices of design-related knowledge sharing, and the forms of documentation 
that prove workable solutions, have not yet been investigated to any systematic 
degree in any of these constellations. So far, we have (to some degree) 
standardized formats to document knowledge within aca-demic communities but 
they are arguably singularly inappropriate for use in more commercial 
environments. In the field of human-centred computing, the academic practice of 
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documenting insights mainly draws on conference and journal papers – describing 
aspects of the IT artefacts and the design process and practice. While, for instance, 
the ACM Digital Library also allows uploading additional material such as videos 
or source code, IT artefacts or additional empirical data are rarely made 
accessible. The link with the academic design practitioners is typically provided 
by the authors’ published work. However, sharing design-related knowledge is, 
even within the community of researchers in the field of human-centred 
computing, not yet well understood and supported. Moreover, academic papers 
may not be the best means to communicate design-related insights – specifically 
not for practitioners. Many aspects of knowledge sharing within other epistemic 
com-munities or cross-community linkages need further investigation. Overall, 
one may argue that the IT design community has not yet been very successful in 
knowledge sharing. 
So, there is a considerable challenge to support knowledge sharing in the way we 
suggest. In dis-cussing opportunities for knowledge building, Gaver (2012) and 
Gaver and Bowers (2012) suggest documenting IT artefacts created by a design 
studio by means of a portfolio which compares and discusses individual instances. 
In addition, Gaver and his colleagues make use of YouTube to pro-vide vignettes 
about the appropriation of artefacts that illustrates possible futures of digital 
interior design1. Höök and Löwgren (2012) suggest synthesising the core design 
idea behind a range of IT artefacts into a design concept through processes of 
reflection, analysis, and articulation. These steps, however, do not reflect the 
relationship with practices that we are most concerned with (see chapter 4). 
Therefore, we need to find new ways of documenting design-relevant insights – 
thinking about the preservation of IT artefacts, empirical data, and their 
structuration in a new manner. 

8 Building a Portfolio of Design Case Studies 

We believe that collections of design case studies should be documented and 
presented in layered portfolios. The different layers would allow for different 
granularities of access to the basic materials and actors according to the types of 
audiences insights are intended to be shared with. While the layers are based on 
the same basic design case, they need to be created specifically for different 
audiences – e.g., academia, practitioners, and students in varying social 
arrangements (see listing in chapter 6 of this paper). Such documentation is both a 
challenge and an extra burden for those working in this emerging (academic) 
design culture.  

 
1 Cf: TheCuriousHome https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHtJoZYHOv4UvW_Htn-BGkA (12/9/2016) 
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The most basic layer of portfolios should support the design work within the 
project team and document some of it. It should allow for the sharing of empirical 
(raw) data such as audio recordings and transcriptions of interviews, field notes, 
or field diaries as well as analytic categories or coding schemas. It should 
document the design process allowing to allow sharing of emerging technical 
designs such as scribbles, mock-ups, prototypes, and running system versions. Of 
special interest is the linkage between empirically analysed practices, 
participatory design processes, resulting design ideas, and the appropriation of 
designed artefacts over time. The goal is to document the evolving analytic and 
creative work that lead to different aspects of a designed artefact. 

One can consider good design practice to involve the sharing of such data 
within cross-disciplinary design teams, especially in the context of heterogeneous 
institutional interests, to shape a coherent project vision. However, this raises 
questions about the ownership, not just of the data, but also about the 
interpretation. In particular, single case, abductive reasoning is often characterized 
by the fact that various interpretations are possible. This raises the question, who 
has the authority to deliver a final opinion and how to deal with conflicting 
interpretations.  

Depending on the institutional divides and the degree of mutual trust within a 
design team, certain techniques of information hiding, for instance, in the sense of 
anonymization of sources or abstraction of insights, may need to be applied. IT 
companies, being part of the design team, may also hide some of their results due 
to issues relating to intellectual property rights and commercial product 
development. 

At a next layer, it is beneficial to compare the results of different teams 
working in the framework of Grounded Design. Here, emerging bottom-up 
concepts may evolve into an additional dimension to navigate through design 
cases. We have conducted such comparative analysis so far in two ways:  

(1) We compared historical design case studies among themselves or 
with currently running ones. However, each historic design case study 
was at least represented by one member of the design team (Wulf et al. 
2015; Betz, in this volume). 

(2)  We compared across concurrently running projects. To this end, 
we set up workshops in which the different researchers explained what 
they did and which results they found most remarkable.  

Both approaches did not draw very much on design-relevant data documented 
in portfolios be-cause we do not yet possess a rich and well-structured 
documentation of our design efforts. So, the analysis drew instead on the design 
team member’s recollections, their articulation, some data and artefacts still at 
hand, and published papers. We believe that comparative analysis between design 
case studies could benefit from materials shared via the portfolios – specifically in 
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the case where the design projects are not conducted concurrently and the 
members of the design teams are no more available for face-to-face discussions.  

In respect of academic communities, for the purpose of comparison, we need a 
richer description of social practices, design work, and the resulting IT artefacts 
that the format of conference or journal papers currently offers. Comparative 
conceptual work of the kind we advocate takes place only rarely and academic 
conferences continue to be plagued by competition among concepts rather than 
the evolution of agreed frameworks. Given the current paper formats of top 
academic venues in the HCI and CSCW community (e.g., ACM-CHI or 
ECSCW), a design case study currently needs to be broken up in different parts to 
become publishable. Where a contextual study may contain detailed empirical 
work, conclude with some design concerns, may include an analysis of the 
participatory design process focusing on procedural findings and artefact-oriented 
outcomes, or may be a study of the artefact’s evaluation and/or appropriation, it is 
difficult to provide in an adequate fashion a description of a case that incorporates 
all the possibly relevant facets. Individual academic papers are a poor vehicle for 
the systematic building of comparable cases. .  

With richer descriptions which reach beyond the typical academic article, 
design-related findings could become better accessible in a more profound and 
contextualized manner. For instance, being capable to play with a running system 
version could stimulate much better comparative analysis than one which is 
merely based upon the reading of selected screenshots. 

The current set of academic publication formats limits the possibilities of 
engaging in reflective me-ta-analysis and comparison across cases – as 
exemplified by the fact that very little that looks like a corpus is currently 
available to the HCI community. In publications, one dominant narrative derived 
from the analysis of documented empirical, design, and appropriation would 
arguably provide the necessary foundations. Deriving cross-cutting insights may 
take place on the research group or community level. The latter might show more 
resistance to such a radical form of openness, sharing, and possible vulnerability; 
the former may be more interested in deriving cross-cutting insights. 

Another major challenge in sharing design related knowledge is crossing the 
divide between academia and practitioners. In the European context, research 
projects often enable (and sometimes require) the participation of IT companies 
and application partners inside the design team (cf. Wulf et al. 2015). Yet, the 
differences in design practice, organizational goals, and value systems can pose a 
major challenge in conducting design research under these rather short-term 
funding schemes (cf. Dachtera et al 2014 ). Co-constructing lightly structured 
collections of design materials as they accumulate during project runtime helps 
maintain a common project repository. Such a repository can build a basis for co-
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creating representations of design-related insights that are geared towards 
practitioner audiences. 

Transferring design-relevant insights is an even bigger challenge in the case 
practitioners where have not been involved in the research project at all. 
Academic papers, with all their specificities of focus, may not be the best way to 
share knowledge in these instances. Transferring personnel or building regional 
networks of practice is one approach to knowledge sharing (Fischer, Rohde, and 
Wulf 2007) although without the conceptual foundations which would constitute a 
corpus, it is difficult to see how this can be done. As yet, beyond the local reach 
we lack a clear understanding how the sharing of design-related knowledge could 
be best supported and which role collections of well documented design projects 
could play in that. 

Collections of design case studies should, at least partly, be handled via 
specific computer applications. These support tools can allow us to link 
applications to handle qualitative data, such as MaxQDA, with repositories for 
code sharing, such as GitHub. To document design work and share it 
appropriately, additional functionality needs to be developed.  

We suggest that such digitalized collections of design case studies be called 
ePortfolios. However, such ePortfolio applications, as and when they are 
developed, should allow for repositories which incorporate material forms as well, 
such as exhibits, manuals or booklets. Bottom-up concepts could provide a 
potential navigation structure within ePortfolios. When selecting a concept, a de-
scription may be displayed together with a link towards the design case studies the 
concept emerged from. From there, further links could offer access to the different 
layers of documentation which provided the basis for the concept’s emergence. 

Tools are required and need to be developed that support the creation of 
portfolios to document design case studies in adequate detail- adequate, that is, to 
the heterogeneous purposes we have described- and facilitate their comparison. 
Tools such as the ePortfolio need to plug into Grounded Design practices, 
practices that are highly heterogeneous and diverse. Such tools need to provide 
processes and scaffolds for the emergence of structures in the documentation – not 
precluding any form of design practice and design documentation over another. 
By variously enabling diverging practices of design and empirical work, tools 
should be aimed at two objectives: First, they should facilitate collecting materials 
and documenting processes in as lightly structured manner as necessary for a 
particular design process. Second, to foster meta-analysis across cases, tools 
should allow higher-order structuring of the design documentation, for instance, 
by flexibly allowing pathways through and interlinking of individual aspects in a 
body of materials. An interconnecting layer that rests on top of design 
documentation facilitates meta-analysis and post hoc structuring of heterogeneous 
materials. 
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Yet, no matter how well these tools are integrated into the design research 
process, academics and designers still need to be motivated to do the additional 
work of sharing their data and designs. Making available raw data as well as 
outcomes needs to be seen, for instance, as directly analogous to publications of 
data sets that can be referenced, cited, and credited when re-used and appropriated 
in other contexts (as is increasingly common in empirical research in the social 
sciences). Re-search valuation and career opportunities need to go along with such 
a change in design practices, for instance, considering the publication of data sets 
or case study portfolios in similar ways as re-search publications itself. Research 
standards (by funding bodies) would need to develop in that direction, as well. 

A similar issue concerns the perceived disutility of complex, long-term case 
studies within the aca-demic community. The current academic culture is 
arguably driven by quantity of paper output as much as quality. Yet, socio-
technical design research is a risky endeavour, requires lots of maintenance work 
that is not directly related to the research outcomes, and takes a lot of time and re-
sources. Other metrics, again, need to be developed that appreciate complex, long-
term case studies, their rich documentation, and potential meta analysis and cross-
comparison. 

During such longer-term engagements in a particular domain of practice, 
problems will evolve, shift, change, vanish or emerge. The exploration of a 
domain of practice becomes a journey with multiple different starting points, 
milestones, and certainly endings. In such an evolving context the term, ‘problem’ 
needs to be rethought: to what degree can a set of problems be specified a priori? 
In how much can they be identified through a context study? To what extent is the 
design research process itself an exploration of a problem space? And, how far 
can there ever be a definitive answer that is distilled in just a few research papers?  

A certain fluidity is necessary not only for the design research process itself, 
but also for the presentation and communication of its findings. Staying open to 
interpretation is an often-iterated mantra in design research (Sengers and Gaver 
2006), but it should not be in the purview of the re-searcher-designer alone during 
the design process itself. Interpretation of takeaways should be afforded during 
and after the conclusion of a design process for practitioners (and for wider 
society where relevant) as well. 

A challenge for longer-term engagement with a domain of practice is how to 
ensure the continuation of the design intervention after the funding of the research 
project runs out (see also Binder et al. 2011). The limited life time of research 
projects typically cuts short any longer-term study of an IT artefact’s 
appropriation. Much worse, a limited timeframe endangers the usefulness of the 
artefact for the domain if processes of embedding are not given enough time and 
care. While re-searchers are ethically accountable for their interventions in a field, 
it is not research funding’s primary aim to cater for the practical adoption of a 
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design innovation in a particular domain of practice. On an ethical basis, 
nevertheless, researchers are accountable for outcomes that extend beyond the 
lifetime of a project when and if participants from outside the academic 
environment are en-listed. . To live up to such responsibilities, one approach is to 
build and nurture a community of practice extending beyond a single design 
project.  

The vision pf ePortfolios is to allow Grounded Design to put longer timespans 
to use by facilitating the comparison and contrasting not only of different but 
related design case studies, but also of a succession of consecutive research 
projects. The ePortfolio should facilitates design research trajectories that last 
longer than a single project’s lifespan or the engagement of individual researchers, 
tackling difficult societal issues and concerns that are slow to change (see also 
Friedman et al. 2016). In this respect, the ePortfolio is a technique to grounding 
design in the past (practices), but towards shaping long(er)-term socio-technical 
futures. 

9 Conclusion 

The Grounded Design paradigm suggests an orientation of the computing field 
towards under-standing the relationship between specific settings and wider 
conceptions of the domain more clearly. Understanding, and designing for, 
problem issues in work contexts as well as public issues in a wider societal 
context requires procedures for establishing ‘boundary relevance’. Just how far, 
that is, can the procedures we outline take us in terms of scoping and limiting 
possibilities? Grounded Design, we argue, provides a socio-technical approach for 
the solution of social issues in context. It builds on a practice-based and 
constructivist (rather than positivist) paradigm, seeking to study emerging and 
evolving practices of use over longer periods of time after new IT artefacts have 
been designed and introduced. In that sense, Grounded Design suggests a 
praxeological turn in the field of computing. 

Two driving forces nurture such an approach: (1) supporting evolving practices 
and evolving social challenges and (2) new (basic) technological opportunities 
that may be employed to such ends. Grounded Design explores new technological 
opportunities in the context of a certain domain of practice and its challenges to 
study the novel technology’s fit with, and impact on, actual local practices over 
time. 

By studying appropriation of an IT artefact over time, Grounded Design is able 
to understand the transformation and fitting between (newly) designed artefact, 
certain practices, and the context of use (cf. Stevens & Pipek, this volume). This 
leads to insights about practices of use that degrade, change or evolve in ways 
unexpected and surprising to the designer. Such insights about IT appropriation 
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and changing practices of use are crucial for the (re-)design of IT artefacts. These 
are in-sights that often remain opaque with other approaches but fundamentally 
impact the design of future IT artefacts. 

A key concern within a Grounded Design paradigm is to ensure transferability 
of the rich yet local and context-specific design knowledge that emerges with such 
an approach. To ensure transferability, we propose conducting design case studies 
in various domains of practice. Design case studies, as we have suggested, consist 
of three interlocking activities appreciating the complexities of the field: (i) an 
empirical context study, (ii) the participatory, experimental design of (digital) 
artefacts, and (iii) the study of its appropriation. 

We have argued that, when conducting design case studies, a key strategy to 
knowledge building and ensure transferability of insights is to facilitate 
documentation of processes and outcomes and their button-up analysis in an 
abductive stance. Structured documentation of design case studies allows us to 
preserve, make accessible, and communicate knowledge for future research and 
de-sign activities and to other audiences such as practitioners or for education. 

Fundamentally, with Grounded Design we propose practice-based computing 
as an independent field beyond the theoretical and the positivistic computer 
science that fosters the comparison of local, situated, and context-specific insights 
documented in design case studies. We imagine a re-search infrastructure, such as 
the ePortfolio, to allow for cross-comparison and meta analysis of cases in various 
(potentially but not necessarily related) domains of practice. Through such cross-
comparison, the ePortfolio should facilitate bottom-up concept building across 
cases. The emerging concepts then scaffold navigating the empirical materials 
across cases and for drilling down to the empirically rich particulars. Thus 
interlinking situated design knowledge through emerging concepts in an IT 
environment such as ePortfolio, an experience and knowledge base emerges for 
transfer-ring insights to other domains of IT design and practice as well as for 
other audiences. 

Comparative analysis of this kind makes the research context and associated 
interventions in the field more and better understandable and improves their 
communicative quality. Portfolios of de-sign case studies provide an additional 
layer of communication of knowledge that can be geared towards different 
audiences, and which can relate directly to empirical and design materials.  

From our point of view, a practice-based paradigm, such as Grounded Design, 
needs to be complemented with an approach to meta research into its own design 
practices. Since Grounded De-sign explores and intervenes into the given social 
practices of its fields of application, this research practice needs to be documented 
and analysed – at least in selected case studies. Meta research strengthens 
researchers’ self-reflectivity and a comparative analysis may result in a better 
transfer-ability of insights. Finally, meta research can ground the design of IT 
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tools in support of practice-based research, tools such as the ePortefolio (see 
Randall et al, in this volume). 
Grounded Design as a new paradigm for applied computer science comes with a 
normative positioning. It seeks to make the voices of practitioners heard and 
relevant to future developments. It engages in, broadly, the ethnography of often 
invisible aspects of life and work and in the participatory design with and for 
practitioners in order to improve certain practices. That is, Grounded De-sign 
engages with social and societal challenges on both small and large scales. 
Grounded Design takes seriously computing’s increasing societal relevance in all 
aspects of life. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of IT has changed the way we live in many ways. Historically, it 
can even be argued that socially embedded applications of information technology 
challenge and change practices to an extent rarely seen before with any other type 
of technological artefacts. If these IT artefacts have strong and recurrent impacts 
on people’s lives, we need to reconsider design practice artefacts which allow for 
anticipating use practices and bring together inspirational creativity with 
evaluative methods.  

Approaches such as Participatory Design (Greenbaum and Kyng 1991) and 
User-Driven Innovation (von Hippel 2005) have already significantly increased 
the level of involvement of users and their fields of practice into IT development 
and have strengthened the role of ethnographic methods as well as the importance 
of methods providing direct user feedback. But even a strong component of 
domain analysis or user participation does not warrant an accurate anticipation of 
the changes in social practices resulting from new technological artefacts or 
infrastructures. Moreover, the immaterial nature of software contributes to its 
application beyond the originally intended context. The material and social 
foundations of IT usage have significantly changed over the past two decades. 
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Technologically, the standardization of communication interfaces, the increase of 
bandwidth and speed of internet connections and their ubiquitous availability have 
connected more and more devices with each other. At a social level this has also 
created stronger connections between professional and private domains and 
practices, offering new room to adapt these practices and re-negotiate their 
relations and compositions. These developments have made us now look at 
ecosystems (Draxler et al. 2015) or infrastructures (Star and Ruhleder 1996) of 
technology-based practices.  

With regard to methods, EUSSET’s research agenda would benefit from a 
convergence of a broadly defined research program which looks at technology 
development as well as scenarios of usage and accumulates results in various 
ways, bridging the gap between a simple ‘technology-in-practice’ perspective and 
a ‘technology-based practice change’ perspective. We need to consider how to 
carefully transfer emerging design concepts, IT artefacts, and pattern of 
appropriation derived in a specific context to other fields of application. We also 
need to better understand how to transfer findings gained with the design and 
appropriation of one artefact towards that of another, related one.  
In this paper we will outline a research program, called practice-based computing, 
which suggests collecting a corpus of highly contextualized design case studies 
and supports the transferability of insights by comparative concept building on top 
of these cases. 

2 State of the Art: Conceptions of social 
practices 

In social science various theories of social practice have been developed as 
interpretation patterns that serve to provide an explanation for human interaction. 
Some of the most important contributors to social theories elaborating on practice 
include Bourdieu (1977 and 1990), Giddens (1979 and 1984), Garfinkel (1967), 
and Latour (1993). These approaches turn against rationalistic or structurally 
deterministic interpretations of human action and interaction as well as 
interpretations which neglect historical imprint, sociality, and reflexivity of 
human interaction. 

Reckwitz (2002) attempted to elaborate on the various practice-theoretical 
approaches by identifying core assumptions shared by the different theoreticians. 
According to him, these schools of thinking understand practices as the smallest 
unit in the analysis of social phenomena. Within the bounds of practice, a pattern 
is understood as being a considerably routinized, subsiding human action; an 
action which is not only encompassed by mental and physical forms of activity 
but that is also greatly imprinted by objects, especially by tools, media, and their 
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usage. A practice generated by human actors is structured by background 
knowledge that is not entirely explicit but contains emotional and motivational 
elements. Examples of practices depict a certain manner in which work, research, 
cooking, or even playing soccer is to be conducted.  
With concrete relationships as their contexts, practices represent collective 
patterns of interaction that are reproduced by human actors. While the interaction 
patterns may be routinized, the repetitive and tangible acts of execution take place 
context-specifically. The reproduction of practices goes hand in hand with certain 
world views, a related normative stance, and use of specific language. Human 
actors typically belong to different practice systems and mediate among them. 

In contrast to other cultural-theoretical positions, practice theoreticians 
emphasize in particular the social efforts expended in reproducing common 
routines, the close connection between bodily and mental activities, and the 
importance of (technical) artefacts for the constitution of practices. In this respect, 
they offer interesting conceptions for design-oriented research (Wulf 2009, Wulf 
et al. 2011, Kuutti and Bannon 2014). Regarding the academic discussion in the 
field of human-centered computing, certain conceptions have already been used 
by individual authors (cf. Orlikowski 1992; Hanseth et al. 1996; Walsham 2006; 
Huysman and Wulf 2004 and 2006). However, conceptualizations of IT-related 
social practices have not yet been systematically explored with regard to a 
methodological grounding for design research. 

3 State of the Art: The interplay of practice and 
design 

An understanding of social entities that is grounded in an analysis of social 
practices offers interesting implications. If IT-artefacts are not aimed at complete 
automatization, but rather keep the human actors in the loop by focusing on the 
support of their collective activities, then these artefacts need to be appropriated 
within the social practices of their specific fields of application.  

The field of human-centered computing has seen different approaches to deal 
with the interrelation between social practices and IT artefacts. The research can 
be broadly classified into four lines of thinking: (1) one which grounds the design 
of innovative IT artefacts in ethnographical studies of one - or a few - specific 
instance(s) of their domain of application, (2) one in which the appropriation of 
(innovative) technical artefacts is investigated empirically over a longer period of 
time, (3) one in which designers engage with practitioners in exploring the design 
of innovative IT artefacts in situ in a participatory manner, and (4) one that 
reflects design research on and within design practices. 
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3.1 Grounding Design by means of Ethnographical Field 
Studies 

At the emergence of the CSCW community, Lancaster University was one of the 
first places to systematically explore the role of ethnographic field studies for the 
design of IT artefacts. Ethnographic studies on work practices in air traffic 
control, still seminal in the field, informed computer scientists to develop 
innovative IT artefacts (Bentley at al. 1992). The reference between the work 
context and IT designers’ activities was mainly created by the ethnographers’ 
account. This account became an important element in design activities. Hughes 
et Al. (1992) have classified different roles an ethnographical case description can 
play in the design process.  

Emerging from similar epistemological roots, Dourish (2006) even suggested 
keeping the linkage between ethnographic (pre-) study and the construction of 
technical artefacts on a less enforced level. He strongly suggested abandoning the 
requirement for ethnographers to conclude their studies with a section on 
implications for design.  

On a more fundamental level, Schmidt (2011) sees the role of ethnographers in 
analyzing complex cooperative work practices. From such empirical analysis, he 
argues, computer scientists will be able to deduce software architectures and 
applications which are sufficiently generic or tailorable to be appropriated in 
different fields of applications. 

While the Lancaster school opened the way for the fertilization of design 
practices by ethnographic accounts, the linkage between designers and users was 
still a rather mediated one, mediated by ethnographers’ documentation of 
practices. Dourish (2006) contributed to the clarification of this linkage. Overall, 
in these schools of thinking there is little interest in rolling the IT artefacts out in 
the wild; an investigation into their appropriation in practice was not a crucial part 
in the research endeavor. Schmidt (2011) anticipated context-specific 
appropriation activities and a need to technically support them. Moreover, he 
assumed that their range could sufficiently well be anticipated in an ethnographic 
study. Brödner et al. (2015) proposed an approach of Grounded Design (GD) as a 
praxeological research perspective for Information Systems research, specifying 
an ethnologically informed set of GD principles and according research process 
guidelines. 

3.2 Studies on Supporting the Appropriation of IT Artefacts 

There are numerous studies on the adoption of information technology available 
in the field of Information Systems, leading up to theories that systematize studies 
of adoption processes (e.g. the Adaptive Structuration Theory – DeSanctis and 
Poole 1994 - or the diverse versions of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 
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- Davis 1989, Venkatesh and Davis 2000 – and epistemologically similar 
approaches – Venkatesh et al. 2003). Although TAM has proven useful in 
understanding behavioral intentions of use, it remained difficult to identify 
drivers, crucial moments, and activities that lead to a successful technology usage 
(Turner et al. 2010).  

We interpret the appropriation of information technology not as an abstract 
phenomenon that somehow happens once a software application is in its 
‘application field’, but as a network of activities that users perform in order to 
make a software ‘work’ in the new work environment. Existing practices evolve 
and result in new practices that may also include software usages that go beyond 
what was envisioned by the designers of the software application (Pipek 2005). 
Appropriation work is a specific part of an IT artefact’s usage, but it also remains 
linked (through the artefact’s materiality) with its design process and the 
designer’s work environments. This work has to be studied empirically. 

Several early case studies have investigated appropriation work of IT artefacts 
in a long term perspective (Karsten and Jones 1998, Ngwenyama 1998, 
Orlikowski 1996, Pipek and Wulf 1999 and 2003, Törpel et al. 2003, Wulf 1999; 
Hinrichs et al. 2005, Draxler et al 2015). They offer empirical insights into 
appropriation activities and the resulting changes in work practices, and they also 
show that a significant part of the work being done to make software applications 
work is collaborative by nature, and that it spans from simple sense-making 
efforts to detailed configuration efforts to make a new technology fit an existing 
practice.  

Pipek (2005) aimed at turning these activities into a seed for new types of 
functionality to support appropriation work within the technology that is being 
appropriated: articulation support (support for technology-related articulations - 
real and online), historicity support (visualizing appropriation as a process of 
emerging technologies and usages, e.g. by documenting earlier configuration 
decisions, providing retrievable storage of configuration and usage descriptions), 
decision support (in a collaborative appropriation activity, providing voting, 
polling, etc.), demonstration support (providing communication channels to 
demonstrate usages from one user or group to another user or group), observation 
support (supporting the visualization of – accumulated, anonymized - information 
on the use of tools and functions in an organizational context), 
simulation/exploration support (showing the effects of possible usages in a 
exemplified or actual organizational setting, maybe allowing configuration 
manipulations in a sandbox, see also Wulf (2000)), explanation support 
(explaining the reasons for application behavior, automated vs. communication 
with experts), delegation support (supporting delegation patterns within 
configuration activities), and support for (re-) design support (feedback to 
designers on the appropriation processes). This list focuses on user-user-
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collaboration, and most support ideas still remain challenges that have to be met 
with appropriate technological support.  

3.3 Participatory Design 

The Scandinavian tradition of Participatory Design (PD) was the first to involve 
practitioners from selected domains of application in the design of IT artefacts 
(Floyd et al. 1989). As an example of the still seminal work, in the Utopia project 
new tools were designed together with employees of the printing industry which 
was on the verge of digitalization. Over the course of several years, the 
Participatory Design community developed and evaluated a variety of techniques 
of user participation in software development practices (Greenbaum and Kyng 
1991). In its traditional mainstream, fieldwork was not considered necessary since 
its findings could conflict with the self-expressions of the workers’ needs (for 
notable exceptions see Blomberg et al. (1996) and Kensing et al. (1998)). 

With their empirical analyses, (participatory) designers can however contribute 
to the reflection processes of practitioners. Some authors discussed the 
relationship between ethnographic studies and participatory design activities, 
mainly in using ethnographic data from “rapid” or “quick and dirty” pre-studies to 
inform PD sessions (Crabtree 1998, Hughes et al. 1995, Millen 2000). As a 
consequence, Crabtree (1998, p. 93) suggested putting more emphasis on an 
ethnographic pre-study to gather solid information about the organization in order 
to avoid “the danger of ‘tunnel vision’ and thus, of coming up with perfect 
technological solutions to the wrong set of work problems” in PD workshops. In a 
long-term analysis on their PD work in office settings, Suchman et al. (1999) 
summarize the PD activities of critical analyses of technical discourses, 
ethnographic work at the workplace and design interventions as a program of 
reconstructing existing and emerging social practices in the field as well as 
reconstructing the methodological practices of designers as researchers. The 
authors don’t draw strong methodological consequences but rather demand 
increased sensitivity toward these two levels of reflection. Suchman (2002) later 
gave a more detailed account of technology development and its structural 
problems that result from the existing structures of professional specialization, 
however focusing more on a lack of continuous interaction between practitioners 
and technology specialists. 

Several more recent reflections try to move away from the product focus (e.g. 
Ehn 2008, Karasti 2001, Karasti and Syrjänen 2004) and the process focus (e.g. 
Pipek and Wulf 2009, Di Salvo et al. 2012, Dittrich 2014) that is inherent to 
technology design efforts (even with ‘participation’). However, it remains 
difficult to find clear methodological advice about organizing these efforts in a 
way that satisfies the needs of all stakeholders involved. 
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3.4 Research through Design and Design Science  

In a more deliberate manner, the ‘research through design’ school of thinking has 
developed techniques to understand social practices for supporting the design of 
IT artefacts (Gaver 2012; Forlizzi 2008; Stolterman 2008; Zimmerman et al. 
2010). Emerging from a traditional design stance, the output of their works takes 
the form, primarily, of artefacts and systems, sometimes with associated accounts 
of how these are used in field tests (Gaver 2012). The main concern of this 
perspective is on the exploration of new design spaces for IT artefacts. As a 
consequence, analyses of the existing practice and related empirical (pre-design) 
studies play a lesser role. The immediate reaction to the designed artefact is in the 
focus, and long-term issues of appropriation work are rarely explored, partly 
because the artefacts are only at a prototype level. Nevertheless, most projects 
engage with real practice, not with experimental settings. 

Referring back to Herbert Simon’s work (1996), Hevner et al. (2004) and 
Hevner and Chatterjee (2010) have postulated a design science approach to the 
field of Information Systems. They argue in favor of a three step process in which 
the artefact design needs to be grounded in an important and relevant business 
problem. Moreover, the utility, quality, and efficacy of the design artefact must be 
rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods. However, 
Hevner’s work suffers from a mechanistic understanding of design and lacks a 
systematic grounding in social practices (Rohde et al. 2009).  

Inspired by the Participatory Design tradition, Scandinavian researchers in IS 
have developed design approaches which intervene in real world organizations 
(Braa and Vidgen 1999, Mathiassen 2002, Sein et al. 2012). However, they 
typically pay little attention to the long-term appropriation of IT artefacts (Braa 
and Vidgen 1999, Mathiassen 2002) or classify their cases in a too schematic 
manner (Sein et al. 2012). 

3.5 On the issue of transferability 

In the field of human-centered computing, there are different understandings with 
regard to the generality and transferability of research findings. A positivist stance 
underlying, for instance, the design science approach of Hevner et al. (2004), 
follows a theory-building paradigm derived from the sciences. It assumes that 
models and theories can be generated which describe the interaction of humans 
and IT artefacts in a reproducible, design-oriented manner. In such an 
understanding, models and theories do not refer specifically to the context of their 
origin – since they claim general applicability within the limits of their scope of 
validity (cf. Chi et al. 2011).  

Most other schools of practice-oriented design do not follow the positivist 
stance and raise epistemological concerns whether the generalization of findings 
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is possible in such a context-independent manner. Findings are usually presented 
together with a description of the context from which they emerged. However, 
this school of thinking has not yet come up with coherent guidance on how to 
transfer knowledge beyond individual design cases. Empirical work in the 
Information Systems community, e.g. Orlikowski (1996), thrives on the 
elaboration of widely applicable concepts and descriptions dealing with 
appropriation activities. In the Participatory Design community, the attitude is 
held traditionally that results should not be transferred from one case to others 
since the workers should determine their work and co-develop their tools and 
local knowledge.  

When dealing with transferability, the ethnographically grounded design 
community rather looks upon the transfer of insights as being mediated by the 
resulting IT artefact that would be designed for the appropriation in different 
social settings. Such an understanding is close to Gaver’s (2012) perspective on a 
potential epistemological grounding of the ‘Research through Design’ 
community. He suggests collecting a set of examples of (well) designed IT 
artefacts and annotating such a portfolio with conceptual considerations (“the role 
of theory should be to annotate those examples rather than replace them”). This 
position has been contested by others in the ‘Research through Design’ 
community who claim that theory-building should be at the core of its academic 
activities (Zimmerman et al. 2010). 

3.6 Gap in the state of the art 

The relations between a design process, a design product and the related fields of 
practice have been discussed from many angles. The contributions range from 
philosophical reflections (e.g. Ehn 2008) over case study collections (e.g. Di 
Salvo et al. 2012) to comprehensive theories (e.g. Hevner et al. 2004). The 
challenge is - in our eyes - not a lack of attention and discourse, but the lack of a 
discourse structure that allows a comparison of different practical experiences 
from different design projects. The quality of IT design can only be determined by 
looking at the changes in social practices resulting from appropriation activities. 
We need a conception of how to document design cases in a holistic manner 
spanning the different phases of a practice-oriented design process: the status of 
technology and activity systems as well as ongoing sense-making activities that 
provide orientation for possible further developments of a practice that precede 
any decision of practitioners to engage in design activities, the (possibly 
participatory) conceptualization of a new technology aiming at improving a 
practice as the actual design process, and the appropriation of the new technology 
that results in a changed social practice. Roughly, this reflects a Participatory 
Action Research perspective (Whyte 1991), but we need to be more specific with 
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regard to the relations between technology design and practice reflection to allow 
better comparisons.  
The different schools of practice-related design thinking have not yet come up 
with a convincing understanding as to what extent and how transferability across 
different contexts could be achieved. Theory-building across different examples is 
mostly dismissed, looked upon with great suspicion or limited to the generation of 
concepts to describe only the new phenomena emerging in the case at hand. 
Claiming the context-dependency of the findings, it lacks a convincing model of 
how to transfer design-relevant findings from one context to the next. The core 
mechanism of concept building seems to be the comparison of case studies with 
earlier findings – be they other case studies or theoretical concepts. There is little 
progress towards establishing what we could call a ‘corpus’ of studies. There is no 
coherent model of comparative analysis. So it would appear to be the reader of a 
case study rather than its author who is responsible for transferring findings to a 
new context.  
In the following we suggest ‘design case studies’ as an action research 
methodology, and we argue that a repository of design case studies and their 
comparative analysis can help us in concept-building and increasing the level of 
transferability (cf. Brödner et al. 2015).. 

4 Design Case Studies 

In the following we want to propose design case studies to be an appropriate 
element in a practice-based research program. To design, we need to better 
understand the relationship between specific instances of social practices and the 
design space for IT artefacts in their support. The design of IT artefacts needs to 
take the given social practices, including the already existing IT infrastructures, 
into account. However, when these artefacts are rolled out ’in the wild’, these 
practices undergo changes during the appropriation process. We need to 
understand the interaction between the IT design and the appropriation activities 
over a longer period of time (Pipek and Wulf 1999; Rohde et al. 2009; Wulf et al. 
2011). 

These changes in practices can occur on different societal levels. The 
introduction of IT artefacts often connects social practices that were previously 
unconnected. Because social practices cannot be changed in some random way, 
due to issues of embodiment and routinization, we need to grapple with the 
expansive repertoire of practices one encounters in various fields of practice. We 
also need to gain an understanding concerning the possibilities of change in the 
context of the introduction of IT artefacts.  

Design case studies ideally consist of three phases:  
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(1) Empirical Pre-Study: This should offer micro-level descriptions of 
the social practices before any intervention takes place. An analysis 
should particularly describe already existing tools, media and their 
usage. It should also capture the development seen by horizon 
practitioners from a technological, organizational and social 
perspective. Such documentation can be typically formulated in a 
certain problem or need statement when setting up the research agenda. 
This documentation may be already available in documents in the fields 
of practice, or it needs to be collected in an ethnographic endeavor that 
helps practitioners in reflecting upon their situation.  

(2) Prototyping/(Participatory) IT Design: Design case studies should 
describe the innovative IT artefact from a product as well as from a 
process perspective. This includes a description of the specific design 
process, the involved stakeholders, the applied design methods, and the 
emerging design concepts. A focus should lie on the documentation of 
what changes in social practices the stakeholders anticipate and aim for, 
and how these considerations have influenced the design of the IT 
artefact. 

(3) Evaluation/Appropriation Study: Design case studies should 
document the introduction, appropriation, and potential re-design of the 
IT artefact in its respective domain of practice. Such documentation 
allows the transformative impact of certain functions and design 
options realized within the IT artefact to be analyzed. At this point, it is 
also necessary to document the distribution patterns of the new 
technology in the field of practice. The work in all phases is always a 
collaboration between researchers/designers and practitioners. Although 
there is a natural order of starting points of the phases, we do not 
understand the phases as being strictly consecutive, but as continuing: 
once an analysis of existing practices has started, it does not make sense 
to stop reflecting upon the momentum of the existing practice; rather it 
continues throughout the design and the study of the appropriation. 
Once the design has started, it may be continued in several iterations, 
although the technology has already been introduced to potential future 
users. In the late phase of a design case study, the ‘phases’ should 
rather be perceived as perspectives. 

One other important point to be described is the reflection upon limitations in the 
researchers’ practices. To a certain extent, the funding structures of research 
define the time and the amount of resources that researchers may be able to invest, 
particularly in very time-consuming tasks such as participatory observations. 
Additionally, side agendas (of the researchers as well as practitioners) may 
influence the dedication of stakeholders. In comparing cases, it is not the exact 
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quantification of these issues that is important, but rather the reflection of the 
relations between researchers and practitioner’s practices. 
The whole idea about design case studies aims at informing the aggregation of 
cases. Typically, a ‘case’ is a ‘natural’ unit to look at: it is one set of connected 
activities of researchers and practitioners in one field of practice. There may be, 
however, difficulties of different types that make it impossible to maintain 
collaboration over the necessary time span of a design case study. There are 
basically two ways to deal with such a situation:  

(1) Design case studies may shift over time from one field of practice 
to a related one. For instance, the pre-study may have been conducted 
in one field of practice, while the appropriation can only be observed in 
a similar, but different, field of practice. In this case, we speak about an 
aggregated design case study. 

(2) Design case studies may need to be disrupted at a certain point of 
time without covering design or appropriation phases. For instance, we 
may end up with only a pre-study. However, this empirical study has 
been conducted in a manner to explore design opportunities. In this case 
we speak about a partial design case study.  

In both cases, it is the research practice that defines the design case study. The 
necessity to work with aggregated or partial design case studies may result from 
the practice under observation (e.g. the practice of organizing a conference, Saeed 
et al. 2011, or the practice of crisis management, Ley et al. 2012). But it may also 
result from the resource structure of researchers. Again, the point is to comment 
on the consequences of these restrictions in the design case study itself. 

Figure 1: Schematic display of the structure of a Design Case Study 
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In the following, we discuss the details of our approach against case studies we have 
conducted. All examples have already been published elsewhere. Starting with a 
procedural description of our research practice, we continue by referring to those aspects 
of the individual cases relevant to discuss our approach. We will later also use a fifth 
example of consecutive case studies to illustrate the concept of partial design case studies. 

4.1 Expert Finder in a Networked Organization 

An early example of a design case study is the development of the Expert Finder, a 
recommender system to foster expertise sharing among workers within an industrial 
association (NIA) and its member companies (Reichling and Veith 2005, Reichling et al 
2007, Reichling and Wulf 2009). The lack of visibility and accessibility of expertise is a 
recurrent problem in larger organizations and organizational networks. The project was 
initiated by a fraction of the association’s management and was partly funded by the 
German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs within a funding scheme on knowledge 
management. In the first phase, the field of application was investigated empirically by 
observational studies, an analysis of the IT infrastructure and 16 semi-structured 
interviews. The study focused on one operating section of the industrial association, some 
central units and their relationship with selected member companies. The study looked at 
collaborative work with a specific emphasis on knowledge exchange needs and practices. 
Based on these findings, the design of Expert Finder was developed. The development 
was based on already existing software components, the ExpertFinding framework 
(Reichling et al 2005). Specifically, the functionality of selecting documents from the 
users’ ordinary file system, the configuration of the matching according to the specific 
types of text, and the concepts to protect workers’ privacy were stimulated by the findings 
of the pre-study (Reichling et al 2007). Finally, the Expert Finder was rolled out for a 
period of nine months, mainly in those parts of the association which had participated in 
the pre-study and one member company. The somewhat restricted field of application 
impacted the evaluation results concerning expertise sharing practices because many of 
the actors knew each other rather well. However, the study provided interesting insights 
with regard to the self-representation of employees within the recommender system and 
their sensitivity towards privacy-oriented features. 

4.2 Navigation support for fire fighters 

A second design case study was conducted when developing Landmarke, a ubiquitous 
computing platform to support firefighters in navigating inside burning buildings. The 
project was funded in two consecutive projects by the European Commission and the 
German Ministry of Research. The EU-funded project WearIT@work focused on 
bringing wearable technologies to different types of blue collar workers. Working with 
the Paris Fire Fighters, the rather basic design concept of Landmarke was developed. At 
its core it suggested a navigation support system to leverage the social practices of the 
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firefighters on reconnaissance missions in finding routes by themselves, instead of 
compiling maps automatically and providing computer-generated guidance. A 
consecutive project, called “Landmarke” (German term for “landmark”), was funded by 
the German Ministry of Research and Education (BMBF) to explore and implement the 
platform for navigation support. In Landmarke, we worked closely with the Fire Brigade 
of Cologne and with the Firefighting Institute of the German State of North-Rhine 
Westphalia (IdF). 

Since it was impossible to observe fire fighters and to deploy prototypes in burning 
buildings, we mainly used training sessions constructed according to realistic firefighting 
conditions in training centers such as at the Firefighting Institute. The Institute offers 
buildings in which different architectonical settings are realized, like different apartments, 
a restaurant, an underground parking lot, and a laboratory. At the beginning of the 
project, we had little insight into the subtle navigation practices of firefighters. From the 
very beginning we therefore followed a participatory design in which intended users have 
a significant amount of control in design decisions. Video recordings and observations 
while prototyping, rather than traditional ethnographies, were the driving technique to 
explore given navigation practices and to bridge between the present and the future in 
navigation. Prototypes of different levels of sophistication were built and explored in the 
training center. The Arduino toolset proved to be very helpful in constructing prototypes 
of medium complexity (Ramirez et al 2012). Finally, we built our own ubiquitous device 
which we integrated into doorstoppers: artefacts the firefighters were carrying with them 
anyway (Ramirez 2012). These devices were used in specifically laid out training 
scenarios in the Institute’s buildings. Due to the danger to life involved when entering 
burning buildings and the related safety regulations, we were not able to explore the 
landmarks in real firefighting practice. However, the training sections indicated that the 
landmarks augmented already existing navigation skills. Specific advantages could be 
seen when withdrawing from the building and when handing over to a second troop of 
firefighters. 

4.3 Location Tracker for dementia patients and their 
caregivers 

A third design case study is an aggregated one and deals with the development of a GPS 
service for caregivers of individuals suffering from Alzheimer’s disease with a 
disposition towards wandering behavior. The study was funded by the German Ministry 
of Economics in a technology transfer funding scheme, supporting a software company in 
bringing such a product to market. This Alzheimer disposition is very problematic for 
patients since it fosters anxiety and disorientation, and can even lead to life-threatening 
situations. Caregivers react to these threads by strategies which may reduce the patients’ 
freedom to move. In the first phase of the study, we conducted 21 semi-structured 
interviews with six family caregivers who live at home with their relatives suffering from 
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dementia, and 15 professional caregivers working in retirement homes. We investigated 
caregivers’ practices and uncovered their attitudes towards monitoring systems, which 
revealed two value-laden dilemmas in the design of location trackers: “awareness vs. 
privacy” and in particular “safety vs. autonomy” (Müller et al. 2010, Müller et al. 2013). 
The next step was to implement two location tracker clients, one mobile and the other 
stationary, which indicated the position of the patient on a map. Certain movements in 
areas near the patient’s home could be excluded from being tracked. Over a period of four 
months, we introduced the system into three fields of application: a family and two 
different care homes. After the appropriation of the application, we saw a considerable 
change in the practices of dealing with dementia patients suffering from the wandering 
symptom (Müller et al. 2013). However, the fields of application where we tested the 
location tracker were not exactly the same as the ones in which we conducted the pre-
study. This was due to two aspects: firstly, there was a deterioration in the health of the 
patients whose caregivers had first participated in the pre-study to the extent that they 
could no longer walk on their own anymore; secondly, we had to find evaluation 
environments in which the system would be embedded in real practices but with a high 
safety level and risk control as we could not guarantee full 24/7 performance of the 
prototype (Wan et al. 2014).  

4.4 Social Display  

Social Display is a project located in a residential care home aiming to research the 
question whether IT can be an appropriate means to support quality of life of persons of 
advanced age (aged on average between 80 and 90) (Müller et al. 2012). When the project 
started, the home did not offer public internet access; few (if any) residents had 
computers; and only a very small number had any experience at all in using IT. In a 
similar way, the caregivers only very rarely use new media and the internet in their work 
with the residents and most of them only use the PC for their administrative work (such 
as documentation, digital records) and had minimal interest in IT, even in their private 
lives.  

The project started in 2009 with an interview pre-study and several participatory 
workshops to elicit applications for a large-screen display which would be of interest to 
the elderly residents as well as to the caregivers in their work with the residents. Initially, 
we undertook 13 interviews with residents and caregivers and 30 hours of participant 
observation in order to study their routines, their wishes, and demands. Based on these 
findings, we developed design ideas for the display. The pre-study provided insights in 
the elderly’s self-concepts and revealed a high degree of passivity to which an alignment 
of design ideas looked rather impossible. On the other hand, previous research had 
consistently shown that the appropriation of specific IT applications may offer significant 
benefits for the elderly and even for very old people living in residential settings (Piper et 
al. 2010). We therefore believed we had good grounds for pursuing methods for engaging 
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this potential user population. In recognizing that the residents were familiar with and 
willing to participate in organized activities, we established ‘Internet Days’. During the 
Internet Days we presented different online services at five stations, four with computers 
on large monitors and one with a Wii device connected to a large-screen television. It 
transpired that the Internet Days provided a fruitful setting for mutual learning and 
common engagement with IT and internet applications.  

Based on these experiences, we built the first version of the social display offering 
four functionalities: local news, national news, a photo album and short films presented 
on a large-screen display. As an input device, we chose a PlayStation buzzer with five 
colored buttons, and each of four buttons representing one functionality. For the more 
technically-affine caregivers, an internet browser accessed by keyboard and mouse was 
available to support collaborative internet sessions, mostly for biographic work. The first 
stable version, introduced in 2010, has been slightly improved over time according to the 
results from the ongoing fieldwork. Manifold appropriation processes could be observed; 
for instance, residents started new forms of interaction in front of the display while – in 
the pre-study - we had experienced that the residents found it problematic to get in touch 
with each other. The staff started to use the display for biography work sessions with both 
single residents and groups. In the same way non-residents, who were regular lunch 
guests in the home, also started to use the system and came into contact with the 
residents; something which had hardly ever happened before. In recent years, many 
additional initiatives associated with the display have been introduced by student groups 
from our university with the aim of developing additional hard- and software pertinent to 
the display. Additionally, we developed a training concept for the staff. The work is still 
ongoing and is nowadays (in January 2015) mainly based on regular meetings with 
interested residents and staff members to document the appropriation and elicit further 
design options.  

5 Characteristics of Design Case Studies 

Design case studies represent an idealized model for conducting design research in 
practice. They provide a clear orientation for the design process. However, as a result of 
the contingences of a practice-oriented research approach, the concrete methods to be 
applied in each of the different phases of a case study will be distinct. Also the duration 
and the depth of the activities of each of the three phases may differ. Phases will 
interleave as well. We want to discuss the variability of design case studies according to 
the different phases. 

5.1 Setting things up 

Design case studies first attain thematic and institutional positioning in the course of their 
establishment. Developers of innovative technologies need to come together with actors 
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who are willing to explore the potentials of such technology in their daily practices. There 
may be other stakeholders to be involved in the design process, such as representatives of 
marketing divisions of the IT companies or higher management and workers’ 
representatives on the side of the user organization. The actors involved in the project 
establishment define the vision of the research project and should be selected with great 
care. The experiences and the mindset of the developers, the selection of the application 
partners and their individual actors as well as the mode of cooperation among designers 
and stakeholders shape the emerging IT artefact. For instance, in the Location Tracker 
project we decided to involve family caregivers as well as those in residential homes. The 
resulting IT design reflected the broader variety of different practices rather than just the 
involvement of one field of application.  

These actors contribute their specific interests and perspectives which are not always 
in line with the issues on the researchers’ agendas. For instance, initial access to the home 
was via the manager. At the outset, his intentions were marketing-driven. He asked us to 
develop a large-screen display for advertising rather than for care purposes. For this 
reason, it was supposed to be located in the entrance hall. However, we were more 
interested in large screen displays in the care context of very old residents, and we finally 
convinced the manager to open up the project with a stronger care focus while the 
displays were still visible from the entrance hall. The project set-up often requires 
negotiations to align problem perceptions in practice with an academic positioning of the 
work.  

In the European context, design case studies are often funded by research agencies 
which either take technological innovation to be a driver in societal innovation and 
international competition or want to explore the potential of innovative technologies in 
tackling certain social problems. These governmental agencies fund research institutions 
and IT industries, and in addition there are often also partners who plan to apply these 
technologies in their social practices. In most of the design case studies mentioned above, 
the institutional setting was defined by the project proposal receiving government 
funding. In the case of the Location Tracker, the application partners were not defined by 
the research proposal and the Social Display project was not funded by any government 
agency. Institutional divides on the side of the technology developers can impact the 
course of design case studies considerably (see Dachtera et al. (2014) for the case of the 
Landmarke project). 

5.2 Pre-study 

To ground the design process, the empirical pre-study allows the given social practices in 
the envisioned field of application to be better understood. The methods are empirical, 
consisting typically of interviews, observations, video and document analysis, as well as 
an investigation of already existing IT artefacts and their appropriation, which can include 
log-file analysis. The configuration of the empirical methods depends on the nature of the 
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given practice, the researchers’ already existing knowledge and how the practices can 
best be accessed and understood. Certain practices can be better described verbally while 
others need to be observed in detail, e.g. the subtle navigation moves of firefighters.  

In one extreme, there can be design case studies in which the actual practice, before 
conducting the design interventions, is so well understood that the researchers may 
abstain from an explicit pre-study. A good understanding of existing practices and related 
problems which should possibly be supported by future prototypes is often based on a 
pre-existing problem perception and analysis by the application partners and their ability 
to articulate and reflect in terms of possible technical solutions.  

When working with elderly and non-technology affine people, there was often no such 
common ground. This points at other elements the pre-study has to encompass too. For 
the case at hand the pre-study target was divided into two parts: gaining insights into 
current everyday practices, and the problem perception of the target groups. However, the 
pre-study may include measures to help the actors become familiar with ideas of possible 
IT support.  

In Expert Finder we mainly worked with semi-structured interviews, while in the 
Landmarke study the firefighters were mainly observed while conducting navigation 
tasks. The navigation practices we observed were partly made even more challenging by 
the introduction of specific conditions, such as blindfolding the firefighters’ eyes. In the 
Location Tracker project, in addition to semi-structured interviews we accomplished 
several days of participant observations in institutions of dementia care. In the Social 
Display project, it was quite a challenge to gain access to the elderly residents in the 
realm of the pre-study based on a qualitative interview approach. This was due to specific 
psychological and social issues of the target group. Thus we enhanced the interview study 
with interventions such as the Internet Days. Off-the-shelf technology was brought into 
the residential home for residents and care workers alike to explore internet content such 
as Google Earth, which enabled the elderly residents to see their birthplace, or where they 
used to live or work; YouTube to access music and films, or news sites. In the interview 
sessions, it had not been possible to find out what the elderly would class as fun since the 
triggers for chatting about these things had been missing. 

The focus of the pre-study is somehow directed by the anticipations – often still 
blurred - of the design concept to be addressed; it uncovers elements of current social 
practices and their problematic aspects. For instance, Expert Finder’s pre-study indicated 
severe organizational barriers in knowledge sharing within the industrial association NIA 
and its member organizations – related to the fact that people working on similar topics 
did not know each other. 

Based on these findings, the pre-study provides hints at how to design IT artefacts as 
incentives for the development of the practices investigated. Compared to social science 
research endeavors which require empirical depth for a profound understanding of the 
site, the pre-study phase can be a bit fractal since it is the first step of a potentially 
ongoing engagement. The design case study approach allows the correction of 
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misperceptions during the subsequent participatory design activities and investigations 
into the appropriation of the IT artefact. 

Activities in the realm of the pre-study also aim to build up trustful relationships 
between users and design team which are essential for further engagement. In addition, 
measures have to be taken up which help to build a common notional realm of 
possibilities and also to help the target group to become familiar with ideas of possible IT 
usages. This may include measures to help the target group reflect and talk about their 
everyday life and to be able to start thinking about possible IT support for their practices. 
In the Social Display project, the Internet Days created a fruitful environment for 
prototyping and appropriation. These interventions opened up a common frame of 
reference and a learning environment which made residents, care staff, and even 
researchers eager to engage in the next sessions. 

The results of the empirical pre-study are, like those of a whole design case study, 
typically partial in the sense that they only cover a certain, often small, part of the IT 
artefact’s potential field of application. When planning a pre-study, one has to balance 
depth against breadth under the temporal restrictions resulting from the design process. 
To envision the appropriate set of stakeholders requires a certain anticipation of the IT 
artefact. Moreover, a broader variety of different practices and resulting design concepts 
may contribute to the implementation of a higher level of technical flexibility. It may 
therefore make sense to involve more potential users and user organizations’ perspectives 
in the pre-study than can be involved in the design process later on. However, the limiting 
factors are (a) obtaining the required empirical depth in analyzing relevant practices and 
(b) coming up with relevant results timely enough to influence the design phase. In the 
case of Expert Finder and Location Tracker, the empirical pre-studies took between 4-6 
months and partly interleaved with the following design phase. The selection of the users 
involved in the early stage of the design case study contributes to the definition of the 
artefact’s scope of validity. 

As the Location Tracker project focused on both practice areas, familial and 
residential, we aimed at contacting interview partners in both fields. Obtaining contact to 
professional caregivers in residential care homes was rather easy because most of them 
were interested in these new technologies and were eager to learn more about them. In 
contrast to this we learnt that the ‘moral universe’ in families where a family member 
suffers from dementia can be very complex and often inhibits them from talking freely 
about related problems and sorrows. It was often only with the help of a self-help 
organization that we could gain access to the families. However, some families and 
institutions read about our project in the newspaper and contacted us to learn more about 
the project.  

The results of the pre-study revealed partly extremely controversial attitudes towards 
possible GPS-based IT support. We learnt that the field of practice is based upon very 
different and individual approaches to dementia care, depending on the level of care 
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theory knowledge; the familial relationships; organizational issues such as work load, risk 
perceptions and  risk management, as well as individual IT expertise.  

5.3 (Participatory) Design 

The design phase of the case study builds on the findings and commitments derived from 
the empirical pre-study. It takes the descriptions of the social practices and their inherent 
problems and developmental needs as input for the design process. However, the results 
of the pre-study do not determine the outcome of the design process. Descriptions of 
given practices do not determine how to support them in the future by means of 
innovative IT artefacts. Design is a sophisticated activity best conducted by specialists. It 
requires the anticipation of technological as well as social futures. However, we enrich 
the design process by input derived from the relevant fields of practice. This includes 
engaging practitioners, preferably those already involved in the pre-study, in the design 
process. While empirical findings of the pre-study play an important role in grounding the 
process, there are other important factors such as the given practices of the design team; 
its creative potential; its interaction with the stakeholders and potential users; already 
existing design concepts; and technical infrastructure, such as software repositories at 
hand, which influence the final outcome considerably.  

The four different design case studies deviated quite considerable in their concrete 
design approach. In Landmarke, the firefighters’ navigation practices had not yet been 
perfectly analyzed after the pre-study activities - also the non-design-oriented literature 
did not offer sufficient insights. Even after a broad design concept emerged, it remained 
unclear how to support navigation practices in detail. Moreover, there was not yet any 
technical framework to build the design on. Therefore, the design process was most 
extensive, including a wide set of participatory design activities (Ramirez et al. 2012). 

In Expert Finder, the pre-study described problems in knowledge intense work in 
quite some detail. The design process was grounded on the assumption that some of the 
problems which cropped up in the empirical pre-study could be tackled by means of an 
already existing software framework. In this sense, the pre-study rather hinted at the need 
to refine an already existing design approach, e.g. by integrating private folder hierarchies 
and dealing with resulting privacy concerns. 

In Social Display, the residents’ reaction to the Internet Days offered a valuable input. 
To operationalize the study’s results into design features and functionalities, we chose to 
cooperate with the manager of the home and some of the care staff who showed a degree 
of technical interest. We chose this design approach because we learned in the pre-study 
that concrete design aspects would overwhelm the residents.  

When including stakeholders in the design phase, we apply a wide spectrum of 
techniques developed by the participatory design community (Floyd et al. 1991, 
Greenbaum and Kyng 1991). However, the design phase always has the goal to come up 
with a running system version whose appropriation will become the subject of 
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investigation. Beyond issues of traditional usability, technical criteria of software quality 
play an important role in our development process. If an innovative artefact is performing 
badly algorithmically or does not run stably enough, we cannot seriously investigate its 
appropriation.  

Since our implementation capacities are somewhat restricted, we tend to build our 
development efforts on top of already existing software frameworks. In the Expert Finder 
project, we implemented on top of our own software framework. In Location Tracker, our 
industrial partner used the open-source framework Liferay in combination with Open 
Street Maps to display positioning data. Off-the-shelf GPS trackers were purchased. 
Social Display also drew on existing content in the internet, e.g. local and national news 
sites as well as YouTube and standard technologies, such as the photo album and the 
PlayStation buzzer. 

Even in Landmarke, a project in which we prototyped in a very substantial manner, we 
applied the Arduino framework to build some of the prototypes. As a consequence, the 
availability of given hardware and software frameworks may impact the outcome of the 
design phase. 

5.4 Appropriation 

The appropriation phase of the design case study takes the IT artefact, rolls it out into one 
or more fields of application, and observes its usage empirically over a longer period of 
time. The goal is to understand how the usage of the innovative artefact is changing social 
practices. The investigation into this phenomenon requires a long-term perspective 
(Orlikowski 1996; Pipek and Wulf 1999 and 2009).  

Ideally, we would like to roll the artefact out into the same fields of application where 
we conducted the empirical pre-study. This would allow the changes in social practices to 
be detected in detail. Unfortunately, this is not always possible. We do not always reach 
the appropriation phase with all our research efforts. Smaller or larger shifts in the project 
setting or the fields of application may require switching the site to investigate the IT 
artefact’s appropriation. If such a switch takes place, more intense observations to detect 
differences in practice are needed. 

In the case of the Expert Finder, the resulting software was basically rolled out in 
those parts of the organization with which we had conducted the field study. In the 
second stage of the roll-out, we included one of NIA’s member companies which had not 
participated in the pre-study. In Landmarke, the pre-study was basically conducted with 
Paris firefighters while the participatory design process and the appropriation study were 
conducted with firefighters of the city of Cologne. However, in Location Tracker, we 
were no longer able to work with the families and care institutions who had participated 
in the pre-study and, partly, in the design process. The physical condition of those 
patients we had worked with in the pre-study had deteriorated so badly that they were no 
longer able to run away anymore. The care institutions participating in the pre-study did 
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not have appropriate patients at the time of our roll out. To investigate the location 
tracker’s appropriation, we had to find elderly people with wandering syndrome whose 
institutional or family care setting could compensate for a potential failure of the system.  

In the Social Display project, pre-study and evaluation took place in the same 
residential home. However, we could not work with the same people during the whole 
process. Although many of the elderly and the care workers involved from the beginning 
used the first prototype, we were confronted with the sudden death of some of the 
residents working with us in the earlier phase. So, there is a variety of practical reasons 
why the continuity in the field of application is not always given throughout the course of 
a design case study.  

There are other challenges we experienced when trying to investigate into the 
appropriation of IT artefacts. Some IT artefacts require a critical mass of users to study 
the appropriation of its whole functionality. For instance, the evaluation of the Expert 
Finder suffered from the problem that most of the initial users knew each other quite well 
since they were from the same organizational sub-unit of NIA. For this reason, our 
empirical study concentrated more on the self-presentation functionality rather than on 
the one-on-one people search.  

A roll out in practice can also be problematic, if the required technological 
infrastructure is not yet there. For instance, Dörner (2010) developed an interesting tool 
set allowing end users to find and assemble software services to tailor ERP applications. 
However, we did not find any ERP ecosystems in organizational practice which would 
have allowed us to evaluate this application. We were therefore restricted to a lab study 
for evaluation purposes. 

We experienced a different type of problem with the technical infrastructure when 
evaluating the location Tracker. While the system requires a state of the art browser, one 
of the care institutions provided the nurses only with a set of outdated internet tools, 
which meant that our system could not run on the house’s infrastructure. For this reason, 
we had to provide the nurses with an iPad with mobile internet access via SIM card 
instead of letting them use the desktop PCs for tracking.  

In Social Display, the research team built up a fully new technical infrastructure and 
even acted as counselors to the manager of the residential home in building up a 
sustainable IT environment. Here, prototyping and investigation into the appropriation 
directly let to a long-term usage scenario.  

When trying to understand how our ubiquitous computing application supported the 
navigation practices of fire fighters, we experienced another problem. Due to the highly 
risky nature of their work, it was not possible to roll out the IT artefacts in actual 
firefighting practice. However, even if the firefighters had used the markers inside 
burning buildings, we would not have been able to observe their practices easily. In this 
case, therefore, our investigations into IT appropriation remained on the level of training 
practices. 
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While the investigation of an IT artefact’s appropriation in practice is a real challenge, 
it is the final proof of the validity of an IT artefact’s quality. 

5.5 Discussion 

Design case studies represent an idealized model of our research approach. As a result of 
the contingences of the practice-orientation, one may not be able to conduct all suggested 
phases – at least not to their full extent. Specifically, the appropriation phase requires the 
researchers to deliver a high standard of software-technical perfection, with regard to 
performance, stability, and usability. Moreover, the field of application needs to provide 
an appropriate technological infrastructure to roll out the newly designed artefacts. The 
practitioners need to be willing to engage with the technological opportunities. 

However, the presented instances of design case studies also indicate potential 
limitations for the ongoing participation of practitioners. For instance, the fact that the 
elderly participants in the Location Tracker and Social Display projects were not capable 
of expressing their perspectives in an ongoing manner poses a serious challenge to our 
design approach. In these cases, other stakeholders and the designers play a dominant role 
which poses the danger of paternalizing the elderly. In these cases the pre-study phase is 
of specific importance.  

In terms of setting up appropriate environments for investigation into the 
appropriation, both the firefighting domain as well as the aging domain pose special 
challenges. With the firefighters, the prototype had to be tested in a training center where 
researchers were allowed to participate and observe. However, neither the researchers’ 
participation nor the usage of the prototype was possible in a real fire emergency. There 
are strict standards in that domain in order to avoid endangering the firefighters (and their 
observers). Thus, the evaluation of a prototype whose stability and functionality is not 
certified is not possible in a real fire.  

The safety aspect was similarly important in the LocationTracker project when 
allowing patients to wander outside the well-protected care settings. We need to find a 
viable trade-off between an environment which is as close as possible to real practice 
while avoiding putting users at risk by relying on prototypes which might not operate 
stably. A proper balance has to be worked out together with the relevant stakeholders.  

The projects differ in the degree to which different fields of practice were covered in 
the individual phases. The breadth of the coverage was typically influenced by the 
institutional set-up and the available (financial) resources. In the European context, the 
requirements of the funding agency play an important role in shaping the institutional 
setting. In the Expert Finder project, the application partner was a predefined part of the 
publicly-funded project set-up. The design case study Landmarke involved two different 
firefighting organizations – in two publicly-funded projects following up on each other. 
The Location Tracker project did not predefine application partners because in this 
scheme there was no funding available for any application partners. In Social Display, the 
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project was set up in a single residential home by a PhD student who had a university 
grant to pursue his thesis. Whether the integration of more application partners would 
have enhanced the understanding of relevant practices is an interesting question. Given 
the limited research resources, one has to typically trade off breadth against depth with 
regard to the involvement of practitioners (see above). 

Public funding schemes considerably influence the domains of practice being 
addressed and seem to act as an incentive for the participation of (well known) 
institutions in domains considered by the funding agencies to be socio-economically 
important. This sheds light on the institutional conditions which typically frame research 
interest and outcome. Without external funding for application partners, the researchers 
are quite free in their theoretical sampling and can add application partners whenever it 
seems meaningful. Projects in which the application partner is defined during the project 
set-up can restrict the researcher’s opportunities to orient the project and can dictate that a 
certain practice be employed. However, a lack of funding can limit the practitioners’ 
commitment and level of involvement. Beyond money, the researchers have to typically 
come up with additional stimuli to motivate the practitioners during long-term 
cooperation. Such incentives are related to their personal perspectives and ambitions. 

Another important issue is sustainability beyond a (funded) design research activity. 
When we examine the appropriation of IT, we must take the post-research phase into 
consideration. When people start integrating the technology in their everyday life to 
leverage specific problems, the technology can become an important part of their social 
practices (Ogonowski et al. 2013). A sudden withdrawal could disrupt and challenge the 
newly established practices (cf Pipek and Wulf 1999, 2009). Therefore, researchers have 
to carefully consider the sustainability of their interventions in practice. 

In case of Social Display, sustainability is given by the strong collaboration with the 
residential home from the beginning and the manager’s motivation to keep the system 
running. He understands it to be his task to make sure that the application is to be 
maintained. The other design case studies followed a different path. We had agreed with 
the application partners to test the prototypes over a defined period of time. However, in 
the Location Tracker case, one family appropriated the IT support to such an extent that 
they wished to keep it permanently – a service we were not able to provide. In this case, 
we helped to find an application with less functionality but already available on the 
market and economically affordable for the family (which is not always the case). 
Affordability of the resulting artefacts and the accompanying business models thus 
present another issue which has to be considered in the project set-up – beyond traditional 
plans of transferability of results. 
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6 Concept-Building grounded in a Corpus of 
Design Case Studies 

Our research approach documents design case studies (or parts of them) in 
different application domains. Based on a growing corpus of design case studies, 
we try to identify intersecting themes, compare the context-specific findings, build 
terminology, and try to develop abstractions. These abstractions should facilitate 
the transferability of findings while still staying related to their context of 
emergence. They can be seen as elements of a theory of practice-based 
computing.  

With regard to the role of abstractions, our work follows a similar 
epistemological stance as that of Herbert Blumer when he speaks about 
sensitizing concepts: “[A sensitizing concept] gives the user a general sense of 
reference and guidance in approaching empirical instances. Whereas definite 
concepts provide prescriptions of what to see, sensitizing concepts merely suggest 
directions along which to look” (Blumer 1954: 7). Following Blumer (1954), we 
are able to question taken-for-granted concepts in the given literature and enrich 
them with empirical phenomena found in our design case studies. 

Concepts, in this sense, can deal with:  
(1) Specific features of social practices: Prominent examples of 
abstractions dealing with aspects of social practices are the concepts of 
awareness, as suggested by Heath and Luff (1991), or on a more 
abstract level the concept of situated action (cf. Suchman 1986).  

(2) Principles for the design of IT artefacts; Examples of such 
principles are the architectural model of an awareness pipeline (Fuchs 
et al. 1996, Fuchs 1998) and mechanism for handling conflicts when 
activating groupware functions (Wulf 1997, Wulf and Rohde 1996, 
Wulf et al. 2001). On a more general level the concept of tailorability is 
another example (Henderson and Kyng 1991, Wulf et al 2008).  

(3) Specific features characterizing the appropriation of IT artefacts 
and the resulting changes of social practices: The concept of over the 
shoulder learning (Twidale 2005) is an example of such a category. At 
a higher level, the concepts of anticipated, emergent, and opportunistic 
organizational changes following the introduction of groupware fall 
into this category (Orlikowski and Hofman 1997; Stiemerling et al. 
1998, Pipek and Wulf 1999). Overall, this category seems to be less 
developed so far.  

Concepts can also deal with methods covering the individual steps of a design 
case study or research practices providing a perspective for a whole case study. 
The concepts of Integrated Organization and Technology Development (Wulf and 
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Rohde 1995, Rohde 2007) or Infrastructuring (Pipek and Wulf 2009) are 
examples for the last type of abstractions.  

Concept building can also be grounded in partial design case studies, e.g. just 
containing a design-oriented empirical study of social practices and/or a study on 
the appropriation of an IT artefact. Indeed many of the above-mentioned 
conceptualizations were developed based on a partial design case study. However, 
we argue that fully-fledged design case studies offer a more profound insight into 
the complex interaction of innovative IT artefacts and the supported social 
practices.  

Based on a repository of design case studies, there is a vast variety of different 
perspectives for classifying, grouping and comparing. As already stated, resulting 
abstractions can be built on different levels. In the following we want to explore 
comparative concept building on a more detailed level. In chapter 6.1, we 
elaborate on two concepts which have emerged from the complete design case 
studies Location Tracker and Social Display, conducted in the elderly domain. In 
section 6.2 we look in the domain of office work and elaborate on practice-
oriented design of access control mechanism. The concept building in section 6.2 
is based on partial design case studies. 

6.1 Concept Building in the AAL Domain 

In the following, we first introduce two concepts which we think may help to 
better understand specific aspects of the design space in the AAL domain. Then 
we will reflect upon the concepts’ emergence from a practically-grounded 
perspective. 

The first concept, (a) Grown and Constructed Autonomies, we suggest as an 
abstract term to sensitize for a better understanding of specific features of social 
practices in the AAL domain. The second concept we coined (b) Procedural 
Interaction Design with which we would like to describe a principle for the IT 
design for elderly people. 

6.1.1 Grown and Constructed Autonomies 

When we started our research, the provision and preservation of elderly peoples’ 
autonomy was considered a major goal, at least in government-funded European 
research projects following the AAL agenda (Malanowski et al. 2008). In this 
perspective, autonomy is basically understood as the ability to lead one’s 
everyday life as independently as possible. Technologies developed in this realm 
should serve this target and an autonomous appropriation of these technologies is 
taken for granted. Autonomy then, one would assume, is a well-defined concept in 
directing AAL research. However, when looking at elderly people with special 
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cognitive or physical needs, our design case studies have argued for 
differentiation of this understanding.   

Our research work in the field of dementia care showed a more nuanced picture 
of autonomy-related thinking and acting. The handling of the topic in practice has 
many more facets than seen so far in public discourses. This variety of facets 
influences IT appropriation which is supposed to foster autonomy and lead to a 
multitude of emerging practices.  

Our initial approach to the field of dementia care was in the context of the 
Location Tracker project. The project proposal had a strong focus on caregivers in 
familial and institutional contexts rather than on the people with dementia 
themselves because the caregivers were seen as the ones actually appropriating the 
application. However, our interviews and participant observations directed our 
view at a very early stage to the caregivers’ value trade-offs between ‘autonomy 
and privacy’ and ‘autonomy and safety’. These trade-offs found their instantiation 
in relationship-based problems at micro level, but were also interwoven in broader 
organizational, ethical, and legal problem spheres.  

Autonomy was thus reflected and enacted differently in the various application 
contexts (cf. Wan et al. 2014). The situated enactment of the legal concept of 
“freedom depriving measures” is a good example for our argument. In the nursing 
institutions interviewed, “freedom depriving measures” were mentioned 
frequently by both the managers and the ward nurses as measures to be avoided. 
In Germany, such measures are forbidden by law; their initiation requires the 
ruling of a judge. However, what would count as such a measure was not always 
well defined. The participants in our study agreed on some core principles, such 
as not fixating residents to a chair or their beds without a court ruling or the fact 
that entrance doors to nursing homes must always be kept open. However, 
workloads on wards in some cases lead to practices which in effect had freedom 
depriving effects but would not be easy to prosecute legally - such as heavy doors 
which could not be opened by a weak elderly person. Other institutions put e.g. 
curtains on the doors to distract the wandering residents from finding the door.  

The analysis of the interviews with family caregivers - husbands, wives, sons 
and daughters - offers very different perspectives on the concept of autonomy of 
wandering patients. The differences range from one extreme to the other. In one 
case, where care took place in the home, the husband reported that he allowed 
very little freedom of movement to his wife, who is a dementia patient. When in 
their home, he wouldn’t allow her to be alone on another story for fear that she 
might hurt herself. Being a retired engineer himself, he developed coping 
mechanisms for their everyday life: he ‘engineered’ her eating-, sleeping- and 
bathroom- habits by means of medication. In his understanding, autonomy was 
not a relevant issue to his wife as she was ‘no longer here’ with her mind.  
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At the other extreme, the daughter of woman suffering from the early stages of 
dementia has built a social network to collaboratively take care of her mother. Her 
mother was able to live independently in her own home and conduct everyday 
tasks – even go to the city – on her own. For the daughter it is vital that her 
mother feels she is autonomous – and she has adopted many measures to 
‘artificially’ achieve this, such as: asking shop assistants and bank clerks to give 
the mother what she wants, but only within reason. Sometimes the daughter 
‘shadows’ her mother on her way to town. From the daughter’s perspective, her 
mother’s ability to maintain a public and independent ‘face’ is of primary 
importance.  

In a third case, a husband with dementia was taken care of by his wife and 
daughter at home. The women reported that the father had always had a dominant 
role in the family and a strongly independent attitude. Despite the onset of 
dementia, he continued to assert this dominance. He still took long walks on his 
own, leaving his family in a self-confessed position of helplessness. This, we 
discovered, is not uncommon in situations where female relatives have to cope 
with male dementia. This treatment of autonomy is quite different from the case 
of the husband who ‘engineered’ the behavior of his dementia-suffering wife. His 
pre-existing and continuing dominance in the family had actually helped him 
manage his wife’s life with less resistance.  

In the home context, we learnt, families tailor care strategies to fit local 
conditions and needs. Each family has its own habitual familial pattern, such as 
structure, hierarchy, balancing between genders, and children vs. parent roles. Our 
empirical analysis indicated that pre-existing life practices lead to completely 
different effects on the care concept when dementia occurs. 

For many of the relatives, the classic value trade-off between safety and 
autonomy is of minor relevance in their decision-making, especially when the 
disease advances. Many relatives report primarily about the overwhelming burden 
of safety concerns with regard to family members who are dementia patients. So 
for them, keeping the patient safe is much more important than preserving the 
patient’s autonomy. As the Alzheimer disease a progress, the patient’s mental 
existence is often perceived as ‘fading away’, and autonomy thus becomes less 
and less important for caregivers who put the symptoms of the disease at 
forefront. 

It is a feature of such relationships that they engender a great deal of reflexive 
concern, contingently negotiated – which means autonomy is far from being a 
universal discourse to be used for organizing people’s actions and behaviors 
(O’Connor & Purves 2009). In addition, current approaches in AAL research 
often neglect the social and interpersonal contexts in which actions and reflections 
on autonomy-related decisions occur. 
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What the studies strikingly have shown is that the term ‘autonomy’ - and how 
this is used to talk about care practices for elderly persons - is manifold in its 
appearance in the practical context. It has implications on different levels, whether 
political, social or at a practical level in the everyday work of caregivers (Müller 
et al. 2010). To stress interdependencies between increasing physical and 
cognitive decline of elderly persons and the respective needs for help of 
caregivers, Fitzpatrick et al. (2010) suggest the concept ‘dependable autonomies’. 
This, however, seems to imply that autonomy might be conceptualized in stages 
or steps, which need a related adaptation of care measures when a disease 
progresses. From a practical perspective, this seems to be a helpful approach at an 
operational level. Our research, however, wishes to contribute to a better 
understanding of autonomy-related care situations from a more deconstructing 
perspective in questioning the rationales being used in care relationships towards 
concepts of personhood and how they are positioned in the related socio-cultural 
contexts of families, care homes, etc. From this conceptual perspective, the 
deconstruction of autonomy in decision-making processes may open up new areas 
for improvement (O’Connor & Purves 2009). The analysis of our case studies 
makes visible the multiple and sometimes contradictory meanings the different 
measures and decisions taken by caregivers in dementia care imply. And they are 
rooted in personal value systems, in historic and habitualized developments of the 
patient-caregiver relationships, in micro-political contexts, such as care home 
politics, or situated aspects, such as the actual health statuses of the patients. In 
addition, decisions in caregiving for an inpatientpatient or a relative at home can 
be consciously reflected, but also stem from habitualized activity and value 
patterns. This also implies that we need to better understand how situated care 
experiences are shaped by and embedded in broader societal contexts.  

Authors in gerontology or care sciences point at the need to move beyond the 
focus on the individual to examine collective experiences and inter-relational 
aspects in dementia care and to take up a more critical lens in order to implement 
new ways of thinking “about the place of autonomy (and arguably cognition) both 
within our society, but especially in the lives of persons with dementia” 
(O’Connor and Purves 2009:206). For them, the task of deconstructing autonomy 
is a major first step towards envisioning personhood and for providing a useful 
framework for ethical decision-making. This is far more important for IT 
development, and our concept aims at challenging taken-for-granted assumptions 
of design teams and guiding their attention to a more holistic and deconstructive 
stance.  

The Social Display design case study revealed yet another reference to how 
autonomy and self-determination are being negotiated and enacted, both by the 
elderly care home residents themselves as well as by the care staff. As reported 
above, the initial interview and observational studies in the care home showed a 
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huge passivity on the residents’ behalf and thus a great reluctance to engage in a 
common project with us. This was equally mirrored by many of the social workers 
who often told us that they did not think that many residents would be interested. 
That is the reason why we initially had to strongly convince the staff that the 
Internet Days might indeed be interesting for people who were mainly perceived 
as passive. In the end, all the social workers were extremely surprised that 
residents formerly perceived as passive started to engage so actively in the 
workshops. On the residents’ side, the pre-study revealed their behavior and the 
way they thought of themselves as being strongly self-positioned at the margin of 
society, expressing sentiments such as “people do not care about old people like 
us, but that is just how it is.” Thus, we were confronted with their self-image of 
being marginalized but also their huge acceptance of this issue.  

Here, we furthermore learned that the caregivers’ perceptions of what the 
residents would be able to do or in which topics they would be interested 
influenced the process at first. However, by dint of the Internet Day interventions, 
not only did the interests and motivations of the residents open up, but also those 
of the caregivers too.  

All in all, we see that the term ‘Grown and Constructed Autonomies’ aids a 
better understanding of the design space in the analysis phase as well as in guiding 
actual design research methods.  

In the Location Tracker case, the issue of stakeholder constructions of 
autonomy (and by this the evaluation of what a person with dementia should or 
should not be allowed in daily practice) points to the need of providing a 
communication area in the system in which collaborative caregiving and 
negotiation would be allowed to align individual views and to develop a more 
human viewpoint to the affected persons’ everyday practice and needs. Various 
stakeholders with diverse backgrounds often have to align their approaches of 
thinking what good management of “wanderers” should be in regard of their 
conception of autonomy. That is why the IT system should enable mutual learning 
and negotiation around this issue – at system level, support must be provided for 
negotiation space on how functionalities should be adapted to manage the 
wandering of an individual person.  

6.1.2 Procedural Interaction Design 

We coined this term to highlight several issues which come to the foreground 
when designing with the very target group. The concept is relevant for the design 
phase as well as for the empirical work in the context of pre-studies and studies on 
appropriation.  

The first aspect of the ‘procedural’ is devoted to the target of building-up a 
common design space with the partners of the very target group. The elderly 
people themselves with whom we worked as well as their caring social networks 
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at home and in caregiving institutions can be described as not affine to new 
technologies and the internet in most cases. There is also a lack of ability in 
articulating problems of their social practices in which design ideas are usually 
grounded. We therefore tried to find ‘anchor points’ in the people’s social 
practices which can serve as ‘tickets to talk’ (Svensson & Sokoler 2008) to start a 
deeper conversation about issues of everyday life.  

In the Social Display project, we organized workshops which helped the target 
group to develop a sense of how technology could be meaningful for their lives 
and for the caregivers’ work with the elderly. Bringing in off-the-shelf technology 
in a very early phase turned out to be very helpful for two reasons: firstly, the 
collaborative search for interesting media content on the internet could easily be 
linked to the elderly person’s former or current experiences in a broad sense. For 
example showing a music show from the sixties was met with joy and excitement 
and could serve as a starting point for a further journey through the internet to 
other anchor points bringing enjoyment to the elderly person. Secondly, the 
technology used at the Internet Days also served immediately as an experience-
based example of what the residents might be able to achieve with modern 
technology, and it also afforded them hands-on experience. The mutual learning 
processes between the elderly, the staff and the design team initiated by these 
interventions revealed anchors to former and current aspects of life practices 
which could be explored more deeply and from which meaningful design ideas 
could be derived.  

In the Location Tracker project we used a similar early intervention – however 
this time mainly with the caregivers. We discussed with them examples of off-the-
shelf technologies and elaborated on their concerns to find their specific ‘anchor 
points’. 

For the design phase, another ‘procedural’ element became important. We were 
confronted with problems of reminiscence in the care home. We therefore 
attempted to install a performing prototype as soon as possible in order to keep the 
residents on track and interested in our project. We rolled out the display offering 
only very simple functionality and reduced content to help the elderly become 
acquainted with the system. The first prototype version included a very simple 
color coding system and reduced selection options. By doing this, we could lower 
the barrier to technology appropriation and were able to increase complexity in 
successive versions of the application. In addition, the technology and the media 
content during the workshop/internet sessions as well as in the first functional 
prototype were kept similar in order to support the residents’ ability of recognition 
and reminiscence.  
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6.2 Computer Supported Access Control: Building Concepts 
by Comparing Cases 

We have worked for a longer period of time on access control in cooperative 
work. When we started our research, the discourse on access control was merely 
framed by a technical perspective. The given concepts suggested how to design 
access control in the sense of a technical functionality (Lampson 1974, Shen and 
Dewan 1992).  

We conducted empirical research investigating how access to data was 
controlled across three different organizational settings: a state representative 
body, a federal ministry, and an editorial office (Stiemerling and Wulf 2000). In 
the first two cases we observed access control practice dealing with a groupware 
application; in the third case we observed access control to paper documents. 
Comparing the three empirical cases, we could identify three factors which were 
relevant elements of the observed practices of controlling access: 

(1) the control of access could be delegated to an actor who was not 
the owner of the data to be accessed (third person), 

(2) actors who accessed the protected item could be tracked and made 
accountable (awareness), 

(3) the legitimacy of a certain attempt to access the groupware 
application was negotiated among those who wanted to have access and 
those who granted access (negotiation). 

In the first two cases, the observed elements of practice had to be realized in 
circumventing the implemented access control functionality. An analysis of the 
state of the art indicated that these elements of practices were not yet supported by 
technical functionality. As inspiration to design access control functionality in an 
innovative manner, we related back to earlier work on conflict management when 
activating groupware functions (Wulf 1997, Wulf et al. 2001). Considering access 
to data to be a potentially contested activation of a function, we transferred and 
adapted design concepts to this particular case. Based on these concepts, we 
implemented a prototype which supported negotiating over access to data by 
means of a semi-structured communication protocol (Stiemerling and Wulf 2000). 
This design case study remained fractal since it felt short of an evaluation in 
practice. 

In a fourth case study we investigated access to a steel mill’s central drawings 
archive. The steel mill was maintained cooperatively by an internal work unit and 
external engineering offices. The drawings were stored on paper, on fiches, and 
partly digitally, in a central archive and its database. We investigated empirically 
how the external engineers’ access was controlled, considering the existence of 
different media and a historically grown classification scheme. Controlling access 
appeared to be a highly situated activity which was not well enough supported 
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technically, specifically for granting permission remotely to the external offices. 
Looking more systematically at the temporal structure when access permissions 
were granted, we were able to differentiate between three cases: 

• Ex-ante control: if permission has been defined before the access takes 
place. 

• Uno-tempore control: if permission is defined at the moment of access. 

• Ex-post control: if permission is checked after access has taken place. 

Based on the empirical findings, we built a prototypical access control system 
in extending the steel mill’s database. To support different access control 
strategies, the application was built using software components which could be 
(re-)assembled by users during runtime. We involved the different internal and 
external engineers in both lining out the set of components as well as defining 
suitable access control functionality. However, this design case study fell short of 
a long-term evaluation in practice. 

In a final journal paper we elaborated more fundamentally on the four 
fragments of design case studies. The first step was to suggest the conceptual 
differentiation between the social practice of controlling access to data/resources 
(‘computer supported access control (CSAC)’) and the IT functionality which 
supports this social practice (‘CSAC System’). This distinction enables us to 
discuss in a more differentiated manner how to complement practices by IT 
design. In our earlier publications the design approaches were based on the 
assumption that given CSAC practices were insufficiently supported because (1) 
awareness is only possible in physical proximity, a technical substitute would be 
needed in a more distributed setting, (2) negotiations happened either face-to-face 
or by means of external media, such as telephone; an integration of a (semi 
structured) communication channel into the CSAC system would better enable the 
direct implementation of the negotiation’s outcome (Stevens and Wulf 2009).  

Comparing the four cases with regard to the different design approaches, we 
were able to describe the design space for CSAC in a more systematic manner. A 
two dimensional matrix classified the different approaches according (a) to the 
temporal relationship between the legitimation of access and the access attempt 
taken from Stevens and Wulf (2002) and (b) to the mode of interaction; 
specifically awareness, protection and negotiation. The second dimension was an 
elaboration of the classification scheme emerging from Wulf et al.  (2001) and 
Stiemerling and Wulf (2000). Based on these two dimensions, the given technical 
mechanisms could be classified. By comparing different implementations of 
CSAC systems, we were able to extract further design requirements – specifically 
with regard to modularization of their implementation. 
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6.3 Discussion: Concept building in an environment of 
competing claims 

We have presented two domains in which we have explicated sensitizing concepts 
based on a comparison of different design case studies. Following Blumer (1954), 
we understand these concepts as suggestions to consider a certain perspective on 
design in practice. In this sense they can be seen as condensates of practice-based 
research. 

The sensitizing concepts cover quite different aspects of a design case study. In 
6.1, we elaborated on the concept of Grown and Constructed Autonomies to frame 
a certain perspective on practices in care settings. The concept of Procedural 
Interaction Design describes the procedural experiences we gathered when 
working for and with the elderly. For the development of a first working prototype 
we also were able to describe specific aspects in actual design. In 6.2, our first 
conceptualizations dealt with recurrent elements of access practices. While 
exploring design opportunities for unsupported elements of these practices, we 
were able to describe the design space for technical implementations of access 
control in a new and systematic manner. Finally, a practice-based analysis of the 
fractal design case studies allowed us to reflect upon the relationship between 
access practices and technical control mechanisms. We labeled such a research 
perspective ‘Computer Supported Access Control”.  

The very nature of the data generated in design case studies positions concept-
building into a certain epistemological tradition. This tradition is often at odds 
with prevalent styles of concept-building. Our research approach is strongest 
where it offers empirical data or design-oriented insights which contradict or 
extend the findings of given research traditions. The conceptual work in the 
domain of access control is a good example of how our research tradition can help 
to develop design concepts beyond the mainstream understanding in computer 
science, see the extension of the Lampson matrix in Stevens and Wulf (2009). 

When pursuing design in certain domains, we are occasionally confronted with 
the fact that the academic discourse has not yet dealt with it at all, or at least, not 
in a design relevant manner. For instance, we could not identify any academic 
work which had described or conceptualized the navigation practices of 
firefighters in burning buildings in a manner suitable to ground design. In the 
gerontology domain we found care and aging theories which were mainly 
quantitative in method and context unspecific regarding its findings. At this level, 
we found competing theories which came to contradictory conclusions, e.g. in 
analyzing the wandering symptom of early Alzheimer patients. While the 
gerontological discourse postulated that person-centered care would be the 
standard approach in Germany, detailed descriptions of caring practices were 
rather scarce. Our design-oriented studies revealed a much more nuanced view on 
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caring practice. In the mainstream of design-oriented research, a profound level of 
interdisciplinary cooperation was missing. 

However, the state of the art still plays a central role in our work in generating 
sensitizing concepts. The state of the art in epistemologically related fields shapes 
our thinking and allows us to identify concepts from our design-oriented work. 
For instance, when postulating the concept of ‘computer supported access control’ 
we drew on two decades of work in the CSCW community.  

Pursuing academic innovation in a non-mainstream paradigm can also lead to 
complications in practice. The world view of the practitioners we work with is 
often framed by a mainstream understanding often shaped by professional and 
educational institutions. We observed these phenomena in the aging domain. The 
prevalent concepts there do not match up with a practice-based perspective on the 
analysis of the existent and the design for the future. For instance, the 
gerontological mainstream has not dealt much with computer support in engaging 
people of an advanced age in residential homes. The few studies which do exist 
consider IT to be either not necessary or not successful in these contexts. The care 
givers were therefore quite skeptical when they began to work with us. Yet our 
design-oriented explorations revealed a rather considerable potential in improving 
the residents’ quality of life. 

We still have little experience regarding how our approach to concept-building 
supports the transfer of design-relevant issues and insights. We believe that the 
sensitizing concepts need to be understood as linked to the design case studies 
they are derived from. 

7 Discussion 

The work with sensitizing concepts is an important bottom-up strategy to develop 
relevant themes from different design case studies (DCS). For each of the studies 
above, we were able to derive domain theories that helped to analyze the practices 
observed, and informed design. One of the main perspectives for establishing 
DCS as an empirical tool is to devote more attention to the emergence of 
new/changed practices in connection with innovative information technology. The 
appropriation of a new technology is often a very complex process that is not only 
influenced by the characteristics of the new technology and the landscape of 
experiences and needs that lead to the initiative of becoming involved with this 
new technology, and to the requirements that informed the development process. 
That landscape may have changed significantly during the development phase and 
during/after the technology introduction, and alternative technological or non-
technological solutions may have surfaced along the way – with unforeseeable 
consequences. The art of conducting a DCS is to be able to capture this richness 
of relevant developments, although one may have had an initial (technological) 
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idea to follow, and although much effort may have gone into making this idea a 
new software artefact. As these developments may take their time, the 
appropriation phase cannot be considered finished at a certain point; it merely 
merges into the ‘normal’ emerging practice of the field. For a design case study, it 
may even make sense to revisit a field a decade after the technology was 
introduced, and to look for the traces that the then new technology and the 
discourses around it left behind, and to reconsider the level of ‘success’ that can 
be associated with this technology development project. 

It is obvious that if we want to consider and acknowledge the various 
contributions that led to this level of ‘success’, we cannot only look at the actors 
and activities that contributed to the final shape of the technology product at hand; 
we further want to look at the actors and activities that contributed to the shape of 
the technology usages that emerged. If we consider the narrower environment of 
the technology development process, we are likely to be able to come up with 
rather well-structured descriptions of actors, their roles and their activities, as 
these may already be suggested by the technology development methods that have 
been used (e.g. the Rationale Unified Process, Agile Software Development 
methods, etc.). This is much more difficult with the wider field of actors and 
activities. Even Participatory Design methodologies, that are already more 
sensitive towards contributions from the field of practice, often remain focused on 
the product (as a design result) and the project (the planned process that guided 
the mutual exchanges between technology developers and existing/future users) 
and cannot guide good descriptions outside this scope.  

7.1 Tensions between research-/development-based and 
practice-based thinking 

Orlikoswski (1996b, with Hofmann 1997) started a discourse on practice-based 
research that focused on the events and actions that made a particular practice 
emerge. She made explicit that a further development of technology-based 
practices (‘organizational change’) is far from being the plannable, organized 
process that development process models usually assume when they talk about 
‘introduction’ as a final phase of development. In research / development-oriented 
thinking, a defined, structured process is necessary to organize the work around 
creating an IT artefact, and this is what process models in software engineering 
and information systems design do. ‘Organizational change’ is often a 
spontaneous, challenge- or opportunity-based phenomenon that does not align 
well with the structuring perspectives of these technology development methods, 
with the time frames to consider being the maybe most obvious asynchronicity: 
development and research projects having a fixed time frame in which the 
resources of researchers and programmers are allocated, practice as an evolving 
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phenomenon emerges at speed and a resource investment that strictly follows 
practice-internal needs and considerations. Although there have been tendencies 
to overcome the project/product focus (e.g. Dittrich 2014 looks beyond the project 
as an entity of activity in Software Engineering, Hanseth and Lundberg 2001 
argue in favor of speaking about ‘infrastructure improvement’ rather than of 
‘information systems design’), we would argue the necessity of establishing a 
level playing field for describing the various actors, roles and activities with a 
similar level of detail for those parts of a study that are concerned with the 
professionalized field of technology development and its related domain models, 
as well as those parts of the study that are concerned with the emerging/changing 
practices in the field. Earlier, we (Pipek and Wulf 2009) suggested a theoretical 
framework of “infrastructuring” for this purpose.  

7.2 Infrastructural Break Downs and the Point of 
Infrastructure 

The term ‘infrastructuring’ has been used occasionally earlier, but a consistent 
description of its potential has only been provided by Star and Bowker (2002) ), 
and it was first used in that sense by Karasti and Baker (2004).  

Project-based thinking usually assumes that the project goal is so important 
that all stakeholders are involved with a level of attention that matches their 
project role. With ‘infrastructural’ thinking, practice emerges along discrete 
events that bring infrastructural issues into the focus of attention of the 
stakeholders affected. From their perspective, Star labeled these events 
‘breakdowns’. We wanted to have a broader and deeper understanding of the 
attention economy around technological infrastructures and called that event the 
‘point of infrastructure’ (POI) (Pipek and Wulf 2009).  

On these occasions, the invisibility/transparency that infrastructures usually 
have during use ends, and issues concerning the extension or reconfiguration of an 
infrastructure come to the fore. These are the occasions when practitioners are ‘by 
nature’ able and willing to engage in a discourse about the future developments of 
an infrastructure, and about the associated reconfigurations that lead to a changed 
practice. 

Within the context of DCS, these concepts are important to consider on three 
occasions: 

• When relevant practitioners decide to engage in a design case study, the 
researchers may assume that there have already been several ‘points of 
infrastructure’ that lead to relevant insights and attitudes. During a pre-
study, this element of the practices’ historicity should be captured and 
acknowledged.  
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• During the pre-study, it makes sense to actively look for potential 
discrepancies between what the work infrastructure provides and what 
is perceived as necessary or interesting by the workers. These are 
potentials for ‘points of infrastructure’ to be explored during the design 
case study. During the course of the study more ‘points of 
infrastructure’ may occur that need to be acknowledged to inspire and 
inform good design. 

• The introduction of a new technology that results from the 
(participatory) design activities is an additional ‘point of infrastructure’. 

On these occasions, empirical work within the framework could take ‘points of 
infrastructure’ as a sensitizing concept to reflect upon the infrastructure 
development that practitioners engage in. 

8 Conclusion 

Design case studies can be understood to be empirical investigations into 
interventions which explore the potentials of an innovatively designed IT artefact. 
The direction of the empirical pre-study is broadly defined by a technological 
potential available but not yet explored in (this) context. Therefore, design case 
study-based research is driven by new technologies as much as by societal 
problems and potentials. They are a means to understanding the opportunities in 
encouraging social innovation by introducing appropriately designed IT 
applications (cf. Pipek and Wulf 2009). Thus they allow the understanding of the 
quality of design by its effects in practice. To reach such an understanding, a long-
term engagement with the relevant domains of social practice is important. It is 
required to gain sufficient commitment from the practitioners in the design 
process and to allow for the investigation into changing practices during IT 
appropriation. The findings of such a single design case study are highly specific 
to the social context they take place in. Their results do not allow for simple 
generalizations; their transferability into other contexts needs to be considered 
with care. We therefore, suggest building a corpus of well documented design 
case studies. We hope that the contextualized description of the social practices, 
the IT design and its appropriation, together with a link to the authors of the study, 
may enable other researchers and practitioners to transfer findings to their own 
contexts. The transferability of findings is supported by the creation of sensitizing 
concepts which are grounded in individual case studies. Following Blumer’s 
(1954) tradition, these concepts do not claim general validity. We understand 
sensitizing concepts rather to be an offer to the reader to be aware of condensed 
insights and a pointer to more contextualized results – documented in the original 
case studies. 
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We believe that the discourse on ‘infrastructuring’ (Bowker and Star 1999; 
Pipek and Wulf 2009) provides interesting perspectives to conduct, document and 
compare different design case studies. Rather than pruning the research questions 
and methodology poorly according to technological design opportunities, we 
would like a case study to be a unit whose coherence in presentation is mainly 
shaped by the practices undergoing investigation. Our research approach needs to 
find an often delicate balance between relevance defined from the practitioners’ 
point of view with relevance and rigor emerging from the researchers’ academic 
practice. 

We are still at the beginning of the research program outlined in this paper. Its 
viability still has to be proven empirically. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the major research streams within CSCW has been the role of information 
in organizational settings. A considerable number of papers have explored the 
situated role of information within various kinds of collectivities, and many of 
these are among the great intellectual accomplishments of the CSCW community. 
In this paper, we review the CSCW literature on a particular aspect of information 
— how organizations, or other collectivities, can harness and use the knowledge 
and expertise that their members have to solve problems or get work done. CSCW 
has a rich history with this problem. 

CSCW has focused on the social practices involved in knowledge sharing, as 
well as the systems that could support knowledge sharing. While this thematic 
area is also treated by other research communities, their research epistemologies 
are quite distinct. We will position them broadly. In Information Systems (IS), 
typically a business school discipline, this research area is called Knowledge 
Management. In its mainstream it is largely normatively or prescriptively 
oriented, and it lacks a technology-design orientation as well as a micro-scale, 
empirical perspective on the practices of knowledge sharing. In Learning Science, 
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) investigates the role 
computers can play in facilitating learning and in improving didactic 
methodologies. While there has been a recent shift in emphasis and some 
overlapping work (e.g., Goggins et al. 2013), in its mainstream the CSCL 
community is oriented towards educational institutions, mainly schools and 
universities. In Computer Science, knowledge-related topics are typically treated 
by researchers with an Artificial Intelligence or (Large) Database background. 
While these communities have been successful in developing interesting 
algorithms to create and manipulate complex data sets, they generally treated 
these problems in a strictly technical manner. Empirical explorations into the 
practice of knowledge-intense work have been typically lacking in this discourse. 
Design oriented work in the CSCW community is based on some of the 
algorithms created in Computer Science, but the merit of the CSCW community is 
to have explored the relationship between innovative computational artifacts and 
knowledge work — from a micro-perspective. 

To characterize the specific stance of our community, we will use the terms 
knowledge sharing and expertise sharing in this paper. Both terms connote 
CSCW’s spin on the problem — that knowledge is situated in people and in 
location, and that the social is an essential part of using any knowledge 
(Ackerman et al. 2002b). Knowledge Management, in mainstream IS terms, often 
connotes ignoring the nuance and complexity of real organizational and social 
life, not focusing on the fact that work and knowledge are closely intertwined. As 
Normark and Randall (2005) also state, far more useful systems can be developed 
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if they are grounded in an analysis of work practices and do not ignore the social 
aspects of knowledge sharing. Within the CSCW discourse we distinguish here 
between knowledge and expertise sharing. The term knowledge sharing takes a 
perspective in which externalization of knowledge in the form of computational or 
information technology artifacts or repositories play an important role. We use the 
term expertise sharing when the capability to get the work done or to solve a 
problem is instead based on discussions among knowledgeable actors and less 
significantly supported by a priori externalizations (Pipek et al. 2012; Ackerman 
et al. 2002b). These perspectives also reflect a certain temporal sequenciality 
echoing the (technical) developments in the field of Knowledge 

Management in general. Therefore, we speak of ‘generations’ in the following. 
The first generation we examine, repository models of information and 

knowledge, was rooted in documents or computer records. Within CSCW, this 
had the rubric of organizational memory, although there were many earlier efforts 
to examine document and information flows. This body of work was concerned 
with information as an externalized artifact or object, although the information 
was understood to be within a social context. This work produced many insights 
into the social practices around knowledge sharing. 

The shortcomings of repository models were quickly recognized and 
empirically investigated both in CSCW and knowledge management practice, and 
a second generation began to examine tying communication among people into 
knowledge work. In CSCW, this body of work about expertise sharing bifurcated: 
There has been research on how to find others in an organization or organizations 
with the requisite expertise or skills and on online communities (initially restricted 
in scope and size) that allowed people to share their knowledge (Ackerman and 
Halverson 2004b). Expertise finders, recommenders, and collaborative help 
systems were some of the CSCW technical efforts in this direction. As well, there 
have been many studies of how people helped one another within organizations. 

As the span of networks and computational systems expanded, the scope of 
study expanded to Internet-scale systems and communities. Recent work has also 
expanded from knowledge and expertise sharing within organizations to include 
other forms of collectivities, including hobbyist groups (e.g., Torrey et al. 2007), 
open-source communities (e.g., Singh and Twidale 2008; Dabbish et al. 2012), 
and social movements (e.g., Saeed et al. 2010). There have also been 
examinations of information and knowledge use within collectivities of increasing 
complexity, for example, hospitals (e.g., Zhou et al. 2011), inter-organizational 
networks (e.g., Pipek and Wulf 2003), and NGOs (e.g., Saeed et al. 2010). 

We will cover each of these generations in turn. We will largely follow these 
generations, and mostly follow chronological order, while recognizing that our 
structure is, to some extent, merely an expository device. 
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2 The first generation: the repository model 
Research Discussions of documents, information, and repositories were certainly 
not new. Libraries have been around for millennia, and early information retrieval 
systems included document retrieval systems and scientific dissemination of 
information (SDI) systems, which routed new scientific papers. 

However, with the advent of early networked and distributed systems in the 
late 1980s and early 1990s, interest rapidly grew in organizations to ‘harness what 
they knew’. As one early popular press article gushed: 

Such collective knowledge is hard to identify and harder still to deploy effectively. But once you 
find it and exploit it, you win. (Stewart 1991, p. 44) 

CSCW researchers quickly moved in to examine the realities of knowledge 
management: knowledge sharing in organizations. CSCW, in particular, grew 
interested in understanding how to use, maintain, and reuse both formal and 
informal information, perhaps with an emphasis on the latter. Studies included 
both technical and social-analytic, and often both in sequence. We will start with 
the former. 

2.1 Technical research 

The first generation in knowledge management used a repository model; 
organizations were to build vast repositories of what they knew. (For an early 
popular account, see Stewart 1991). These repositories were to include digitized 
manuals, standard procedures, process maps, and so on, but they would also 
include all sorts of other information including best practices, narratives, e-mail, 
and other forms of informal information. We will discuss the repository model in 
the following paragraphs; however, it should be noted that CSCW never really 
accepted that this model would work in practice (e.g., Bannon and Kuutti 1996). 
Numerous CSCW studies examined how people actually used information, 
especially informal information, and even the earliest CSCW systems examined 
ways of including people in information seeking and use. Nonetheless, efforts in 
this generation of work did focus on information artifacts that were, to some 
extent, separable from their authors and users. 

CSCW produced a number of repository-model systems. Many of these 
systems considered technical issues that were worked out enough to produce 
commercially viable systems; most of the research systems are now obsolete. 
These systems have to be understood within their historical context. 

Early CSCW efforts included attempts to create repositories of design and 
decision rationales, argumentation, and informal information. These investigations 
led to systems that primarily supported the sharing of information. Tapestry’s 
(Goldberg et al. 1992) central focus was on sharing through tagging and filtering. 
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Its users could collaboratively tag documents and informal information, thus 
allowing a continuously filtered stream of material going into a repository to be 
rerouted back to the users. OVAL (Malone et al. 1995) focused instead on the 
mechanics of sharing. It provided four primitives for handling information and 
sharing: information objects, users’ views (or organizations) of their information, 
links between objects, and semi-autonomous agents that structured information 
for the user. All of these could be shared. As well, commercial interest manifested 
itself in systems such as Lotus Notes during this period. Xerox deployed a number 
of systems, and Orr’s important study (Orr 1986, 1996) demonstrated that 
organizational members, in this case Xerox repair people, could learn from and 
help one another become more effective, including through technical systems. 

In the mid-1990s, a number of CSCW papers gathered under the rubric of 
organizational memory, which was to examine how an organization could retain 
knowledge from its past (Walsh and Ungson 1991). Organizational memory later 
expanded to include other forms of collective memory (e.g., community memories 
and group memories). 

Answer Garden was an early system in this area. Answer Garden (Ackerman 
1998; Ackerman and Malone 1990) argued for a repository of informal 
information, specifically answers to technical questions. However, if users could 
not find the answer to their question, they could ask their question through the 
system. Answer Garden would route the question to an appropriate expert, 
including people as first class information sources. The system also had properties 
that would be found repeatedly useful. It had matched motivations, with experts 
getting rid of repeated questions and with users getting answers to their questions. 
An information repository in the Answer Garden system also ‘grew’ where people 
needed information. Yet, some of the standard issues with repository systems 
were apparent in its field study (Ackerman 1993, 1994a), particularly difficulty 
with motivating users to author and organize the material and to maintain the 
information and its navigation. Answer Garden 2 (Ackerman and McDonald 
1996) (AG2), with a more nuanced view of expertise, tackled the problem of 
context. It tried to keep answer- providing local as much as possible, so context 
could be preserved. It assumed expertise was variable, and everyone could 
provide some help. AG2 also assumed that people nearby an asker would know 
more about local context and might be better at explaining than might experts. 
However, if no one nearby could provide an answer, AG2 incrementally escalated 
questions to larger and larger groups of people (or to paid consultants) through a 
range of computer-mediated communication mechanisms. Pipek and Wulf (2003) 
summarized many of the issues in Answer Garden and behind the intuitions that 
led to AG2, they also pointed out the difficulties of reuse and the organization of 
the information in repositories over time, especially when context changed. 
Organizational memory, as a concept, was re- examined in Ackerman and 
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Halverson (1998, 2004a): The study showed that no organizational memory per se 
existed; the perfect repository was a myth. Instead, people in organizations used a 
number of memory artifacts, they used the artifacts together as resources, and 
each memory artifact had different properties. 

Terveen et al. (1995) investigated many of the same issues for a design 
rationale repository for large-scale software engineering. Design Assistant was 
designed to create ‘a living design memory’. The system provided advice in much 
the same manner as an expert system, using many kinds of information, including 
informal histories, email, knowledge-bases, and automatic software messages. 
The study found that such a memory could be constructed and used, but the 
researchers also found they needed to embed both the system and the information 
in both practice and in the organizational context. The study included, notably, 2 
years of use. Other organizational and group memory system studies of the period 
included GIMMe (Lindstaedt 1996), Team Memory (Morrison 1993), and 
TeamInfo (Berlin et al. 1993). 

Other CSCW systems of the same period examined alternative sharing and 
reuse models for knowledge sharing. Grassroots’ (Kamiya et al. 1996) users, 
presumed to be in a small group with a resulting high level of trust, could select 
and push information into other people’s reading lists. Grassroots supported a 
hierarchical model of knowledge sharing, and also made sharing be an active 
process. Boland et al. (1992) used shared cognitive maps, linked to users’ 
assumptions, to share perspectives about their underlying assumptions for 
decisions and actions. In this case, users at the same organizational level 
(managers) could enact a common sense-making of their situations. 

CSCW technical research on repositories and information artifacts has since 
diminished. In general, work on repository systems became commercialized, and 
well, CSCW researchers began focusing on communications as a more viable and 
central concern. This shifting of emphasis can be seen in the progression of 
Answer Garden, with its central concern of building an information repository, to 
Answer Garden 2, with its augmentation of the information repository with many 
forms of communication, to later studies of expertise sharing and hybrid systems, 
to be discussed below. 

There have been notable exceptions, however. The Placeless project (Dourish 
2003), along with its various facets (Dourish et al. 1999, 2000), examined the 
potential roles of properties, or name-value pairs, that could be attached to 
documents or other information artifacts. The studies found that properties 
permitted better retrieval and organization than did hierarchical repositories. This 
provided for both mutual intelligibility, or being able to quickly comprehend how 
others viewed the information, as well as appropriation and customization. 
Computationally-based properties, called active properties in Placeless, blurred 
the line between application and infrastructure, since the infrastructure could serve 
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as components of applications; documents could be maintained and organized 
over time. These studies repeated the findings of the earlier OVAL work (Malone 
et al. 1995), but with substantially greater detail and nuance. The problem of (re-
)organizing the information was also tackled by Shipman and Marshall (1999), 
Shipman and McCall (1999, 1994), and Shipman et al. (2001), all of which 
investigated how to incrementally add formalization. In their systems, information 
could start as informal and unstructured, and slowly be formalized over time. This 
not only provided more structure to informal information, it also allowed greater 
computational tractability in retrieval and reuse; the finding is a complement to 
the Placeless findings. Finally, distillation of informal information into more 
concise and well-organized forms was examined in Nam and Ackerman (2007). 
Using Shipman and Marshall’s principle, Arkose allowed users to incrementally 
and collaboratively organize and summarize collections of informal information 
such as brainstorming sessions and e-community posts. 

Recently, technical work into information artifacts has picked up again. 
Researchers have resurfaced several old research streams, largely by using 
machine learning and crowdsourcing mechanisms. For example, by using Opinion 
Space (Faridani et al. 2010), Internet users can more easily find and peruse 
comments that were found insightful by other users. KnowDis? (Laqua et al. 
2011) provided additional, appropriate documents when users read email. 

Next we examine the social-analytical studies that argued against and resulted 
from the repository model. While the technical studies detailed new design spaces, 
arguably, these studies could be regarded as a major contribution to knowledge 
sharing. Indeed, even many of the technical studies were socio- technical, 
exploring both the technical and social issues simultaneously. 

2.2 Social-analytic studies of the repository model 

Problems with the repository model became quickly apparent after systems were 
introduced and field-tested (Bannon and Kuutti 1996; Ackerman 1994b; Brown 
and Duiguid 1991). Reducing the richness of collective memory to specific 
information artifacts was utopian. As Bannon and Kuutti (1996), after raising a 
number of problems with the repository model, so eloquently argued: 

…information does not simply exist ‘out there’, but is produced by specific people in specific 
contexts for specific purposes. While this does not imply that it is bound solely to that whole 
context, it does mean that one cannot in any straightforward way extract and abstract from this 
web of signification items of ‘information’ which can be stored in some central resource for later 
use…. (p. 163). 

Uncovering and investigating the social issues in knowledge sharing fit well 
with standard CSCW concerns. CSCW in general has assumed that understanding 
situated use was critical to producing useful, and usable, systems (Suchman 1987; 
Suchman and Wynn 1984) and that usability and usefulness are social and 
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collaborative in nature. Exceptions in organizational activities, instead of being 
assumed to be deviations from correct procedures, were held to be ‘normal’ in 
organizational life (Suchman 1983) and to be examined for what they said about 
organizational activity, including information handling (Randall et al. 2007; 
Schmidt 1999). 

In the following sections, we survey this literature in terms of what the studies 
say to the general social context of information use and then the specific concerns 
of boundary objects, common information spaces, and assemblies (collections). 
These papers studied and analyzed the concerns about information-as-artifact and 
the repository model, but many of them also apply to expertise sharing where 
communication is at the core. 

Three points need to be made before walking through this literature. First, it 
must be noted that these concerns were not begun by CSCW nor were they 
exclusively examined by CSCW researchers; however, CSCW as a field expanded 
and deepened the earlier studies. Nor are the concerns limited to the first 
generation systems. Many generalize to any knowledge sharing. 

Second, some results come from socio-technical studies. In today’s terms, the 
technical work also served as exploratory probes into work and practice (Wulf et 
al. 2011). For example, an early socio-technical investigation was Dourish et al. 
(1993). This study deployed two calendar systems and showed different use 
resulting from the differing sources of authoring and authority. There was a sharp 
relationship between who entered the data and the politics of its use: The 
secretaries entered official, authoritative event information into one, and everyone 
could enter unauthoritative, but timely, event information into the other. That is, 
the paper not only included system implementation, it also worked through a 
social-analytic discussion of system use and social implications. Other socio-
technical studies include Ackerman 1994a; Dourish 2003, and Hinrichs et al. 
2005. 

Finally, most of these studies are ethnographically-based and/or interpretivist 
studies. These ethnographically-based findings should not be viewed in empiricist 
terms. Viewing them as resulting in sensitizing concepts (Blumer 1986; Strauss 
1993) is more useful, especially in specific situations. Sensitizing concepts do not 
have closure; that is, they are often present and should be considered in any 
research study or requirements analysis, but they are not always present. 

Social context. A number of ethnographically-based studies have tackled the 
thorny issues involved in the social creation, use, and reuse of information. There 
are many of these studies, and it is a rare CSCW ethnographically- based study 
that does not touch at all on issues of information and knowledge sharing. We 
cannot hope to cover all of the relevant studies; we include a necessarily brief 
subset of them. The studies presented here have investigated issues of motivation, 
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context in reuse, assessments of reliability and authoritativeness, organizational 
politics, maintenance, and reification. Each issue will be discussed in turn. 

First, obtaining information for repository systems was found, in research 
studies and in practice, to be a difficult challenge. Motivating people to add 
knowledge to a repository was found to be key by Orlikowski (1992), and in her 
site, largely required dealing with the difficult organizational issues of reward 
structures and changing mental models of use. The organization Orlikowski 
studied, a consulting company, had trouble motivating the authoring of material. 
Although partners wanted to garner the firm’s knowledge, the lower-level 
consultants who were supposed to contribute were not rewarded for their time or 
effort. The consulting firm later moved to rewarding its authors, but her findings 
hold up well. 

In general, the difficulties in aligning reward and incentive structures with 
desired contribution, especially among differing groups, was a constant problem 
with repository projects. The initial vision in these projects was capturing an 
organization’s knowledge rather than sharing it. That vision was often utopian, 
and it ignored misaligned people and groups that had differing career anchors 
(Schein 1978), reward and incentive structures, and mental models of how to get 
their work done. The issue of motivation remains very salient. For example, Hinds 
and Pfeffer (2003) identified motivational barriers mainly located in the 
competitive structure within companies. In their study they found that, if 
knowledge sharing is not rewarded, employees have no incentive to engage in it. 
Other scholars share this view (Alvesson and Kärreman 2001; Schmidt 2012). 

Second, a substantial number of studies have examined the social context of 
information reuse. The processes of decontextualization and recontextualization 
loomed over the repository model, and have been heavily examined (Ackerman 
and Halverson 2004a; Schmidt and Bannon 1992). (This issue was also called 
embeddedness/disembeddeness in Brown and Duguid 2000.) In short, information 
as it occurs in a social setting has to be decontextualized by an author or editor to 
remove extraneous details. The information has to be recontextualized by the re-
user in order to understand whether and how to reuse the information object. For 
example, one might not need to include the specific location of a printer in an 
office, but details about the current network configuration might be important for 
reuse. This is difficult to achieve, and even harder to achieve for complex 
problems. 

Third, several key papers point to how this recontextualization is achieved as a 
situated, social action. Part of what is required for recontextualization is to 
understand the expertise of the author (Schmidt 1999). Information is also 
assessed by potential re-users in many ways to assess its quality: Studies have 
examined trustworthiness (Van House et al. 1998); reliability, authoritativeness, 
and quality (Brown and Duguid 2000; Van House et al. 1998); understandability 
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(Lutters and Ackerman 2002, 2007); the provisional or final nature of the 
information (Hardstone et al. 2004); and, the obsolescence and completeness of 
the material (Pipek and Wulf 2003). Potential re-users in organizations also situate 
the information in its original institutional context. People notice whether the 
material was officially sanctioned or vetted (Harper 1998; Harper et al. 2001; Van 
House et al. 1998). Furthermore, Heath and Luff (1996) pointed out that 
information is shared within mutual practices. In their study, entries in a patient 
record can connote relative expertise and understanding of a patient’s condition, 
thereby requiring a shared understanding of how medical entries are used for 
proper recontextualization. 

Fourth, as authoring and re-use may be situated in organizational contexts, that 
information necessarily carries with it organizational politics. A long line of work 
has discussed how knowledge sharing has politics (Harper 1998; Harper and 
Sellen 1995; Kling 1991; Mambrey and Robinson 1997; Markus 1983). This can 
be seen in several of the studies already discussed. Dourish et al. (1993), as 
mentioned, noted that organizational members understood to which calendar 
entries to pay attention by interpreting the organizational role of the person 
entering the event. As well, who can author, maintain, or reuse information may 
be mandated or controlled within an organization (Ackerman and Halverson 1998; 
2004a). In Ackerman and Halverson’s hotline study, there were many information 
sources, and for each, only members of specific groups were allowed to change 
the data. However, Wulf (1997) showed that the division of labor with regard to 
categorizing documents can shift when introducing an IT-based repository into a 
hierarchical organization. Halverson et al.’s (2004) study of a help desk for 
technical consultants added organizational policies, sometimes embedded in 
infrastructures, to the set of concerns. 

Information’s meta-data also has politics. As Suchman and others (Suchman 
1994 and commentaries in the same issue) have pointed out, categories in general 
are linked to political considerations; this is also true in the practices around 
categorizing documents at the time of their storage. However, Wulf’s (1997) study 
indicates that certain actors are not always aware of their interests when deciding 
on categorization schemes. This seems to be specifically the case when they are 
still unfamiliar with the long-term use of shared repositories. 

Fifth, information objects, as well as classification schemes, in a repository 
need to be ongoingly maintained to keep them both up-to-date and complete. 
Hinrichs et al. (2005), Stevens and Wulf (2002), and Pipek and Wulf (2003) 
conducted long term studies into large repositories of technical drawings in 
engineering domains. Their investigations included a steel mill’s central drawing 
archive, which included some that were 100 years old, and a sewage company that 
just had been privatized. It turned out that the proper functioning of these archives 
was severely challenged over time by changing storage media and classification 
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schemes, as well as organizational and economic changes. Hinrichs et al. (2005) 
also argued that appropriate tool support can help in maintaining classification 
schemes within archives by assigning meta-data efficiently. Their toolkit was 
integrated into the sewage company’s document management system and allowed 
assigning a specific attribute value to a predefined set of existing documents as 
well as a set of predefined attribute values to newly created documents. 

Other studies have raised many of the same issues for long-term reuse. Lutters 
and Ackerman (2002, 2007) examined repair records in an aircraft technical 
archive and also found that older records tended not to be considered useful. The 
older records could be difficult to recontextualize, and prospective users could 
then not evaluate the repair record’s authoritativeness and reliability: For example, 
the authors might no longer be known (i.e., they have retired or moved on), 
procedures might have changed, and some information required for understanding 
the record later might not have been written down for social reasons (e.g., how 
competent the author was). 

Even retrieval has been found to be difficult over time. While meta-data and 
proper classification would help this, people find adding meta-data to be 
laborsome (Hinrichs et al. 2005) or tend to use the category with the lowest 
cognitive effort, what Anderson et al. (2007) called ‘residual categories’. This 
makes the reconstruction of classification schemes a knowledge-intense practice 
(Pipek and Wulf 2003; Pipek et al. 2003) and complicates later retrieval. 

Finally, repository systems promote an objectified view of knowledge. 
Ackerman and Halverson (1998) found it more useful to analyze information as a 
duality of process and object: An information object demarks only a snapshot of 
various organizational or collective processes: An information object is a 
‘punctuated crystallization’ of a knowledge process, using Shapiro’s (1994) 
terminology. 

Despite the many uncovered issues, these studies did point to important 
abstractions in designing, implementing, and adopting knowledge sharing 
systems. Three of these are discussed in detail below, both for their importance 
and because they remain ongoing research themes in CSCW. We include some 
research outside of CSCW here, when it is important for continuity. 

Boundary objects and other knowledge sharing objects. Star and Griesemer’s 
(1989) seminal paper defines boundary objects as: 

…objects which both inhabit several intersecting social worlds and satisfy the informational 
requirements of each of  them. Boundary objects are objects which are plastic enough to adapt to 
local needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to 
maintain a common identity across sites. (p. 393) 

The paper pointed out boundary objects in science, including databases, 
standardizations, and maps. The concept was expanded in Bowker and Star 
(1999), which considered the development of classification systems. 
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Boundary objects, therefore, are critical to knowledge sharing. Because of their plasticity of 
meaning boundary objects serve as translation mechanisms for ideas, viewpoints, and values 
across otherwise difficult to traverse social boundaries. Boundary objects are bridges between 
different communities of practice (Wenger 1998) or social worlds (Strauss 1993). 

Boundary objects, for CSCW’s purposes, are information objects that have 
meaning on both sides of an intra-organizational or inter-organizational boundary. 
However, in most cases, some meaning is lost — and necessarily so — as the 
information crosses the boundary. As an example, in an organizational setting 
(Ackerman and Halverson 2004a), management reviews of an employee may be 
very critical to the human resources department or the line department, but are not 
necessary to the payroll department. This is actually quite functional—we would 
drown in information if all context and detail were provided always. 
Organizational routines across the boundary can assume summaries of the context 
and detail. 

A number of CSCW researchers have examined how boundary objects are used 
in work practices. Berg and Bowker (1997) detailed how patient records in 
hospitals act as boundary objects. A patient record, in their view, ‘produces’ the 
patient for physicians, technicians, and nursing staff by serving as surrogate 
representations of the patient in the medical record. The information artifact used 
is inherently not a complete representation of the patient. Mambrey and Robinson 
(1997) examined information workflows in a German ministry for the POLITeam 
project. The study found that additional data, inscriptions in their case, could be 
used to understand the relative meanings of information artifacts being circulated 
among different groups. The study also noted that boundary objects could be 
compound: Folders included papers and documents. Other use studies include 
how ‘diary’ entries mediate between shift changes at a paper mill (Auramäki et al. 
1996; Kovalainen et al. 1998), asynchronously providing summaries of important 
events. As mentioned, Ackerman and Halverson (2004a) reported on a personnel 
hotline, detailing the information flows within telephone calls and the construction 
of the answers. In all of these, the recontextualization of the boundary object was 
nuanced and difficult, but often achieved, allowing for the reuse of information in 
organizations. 

Other studies have focused on how boundary objects play in the micro- 
negotiations within developing shared understanding. For example, Yamauchi et 
al. (2000) addressed information mechanisms used by dispersed volunteer open-
source programmers, and Bergman et al. (2004) examined the evolution of proto- 
architectures and project plans at NASA. The emergence of a new artifact serving 
as a boundary object was observed in Halverson and Ackerman (2003), which 
described how a ‘cheat sheet,’ used by both airlines and air traffic control to guide 
their daily activities, came to be. The study also described how differing 
representations evolved. 
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Perhaps due to the tool development focus in HCI and CSCW, certain 
characteristics of boundary objects have been promoted to the foreground in the 
literature. Star’s original definition includes such diverse notions of boundary 
objects as coincident boundaries (e.g., the shared understanding of the geopolitical 
boundary of the state of California) and ideal types. CSCW has focused on the 
more tractable information processing objects such as standard- ized forms and 
information in repositories. These are easier to implement and of more 
commercial interest. In so focusing, there has often been an over-emphasis on 
boundary objects as material artifacts, which can limit the analytical power that 
boundary objects bring to understanding negotiation and mediation in routine 
work. 

Nonetheless, some important studies have considered how to support both 
process and information objects. Bandini et al. (2003) described a ‘T-Matrix’ 
artifact, technically supported, that covered all relevant aspects of producing a 
tire; it supported capturing past experiences as well as innovation through the 
emergence of knowledge items concerning tire performance, blend features, and 
recipe interventions. In later studies (Cabitza et al. 2008, 2009), additional 
artifacts at the intersection of coordinating work practices and fostering 
knowledge sharing were constructed and analyzed. Their ‘clinical pathways’ 
helped coordinate a patient’s treatment plan and also encoded best practices of 
treating patients with specific health problems. Cabitza and Simone (2012) argue 
for a perspective where artifacts carry two levels of information: awareness 
promoting information (API, information on the current state of a collaborative 
activity) and knowledge-evoking information (KEI, information triggering 
previously acquired knowledge or triggering and supporting learning as well as 
innovation). They suggest ‘affording mechanisms’ (extending previous definitions 
of ‘coordination mechanisms’ in Schmidt and Simone 1996) as a formal construct 
to describe and manage both kinds of information in an integrated way. 

As well, work in CSCW has begun to extend the concept of boundary object to 
include new types of information objects. Lutters and Ackerman (2007) and Lee 
(2007) suggested classes of more free-form boundary negotiating artifacts, less 
structured and standardized than boundary objects. Lutters and Ackerman, in their 
study of aircraft repair work, pointed out that the ‘boundary object’ concept was 
too limited, and their study extended the concept to include the existence of 
higher-level ‘event streams’ and ‘meta-negotiations’. In their site, boundary 
objects (repair orders) were interpreted in light of past and future interactions 
between the parties (airframe manufacturer and airline), based in previously 
established levels of trust and expectation, as well as being guided by current 
context. Lee, in a study of museum design, pointed to the existence of other 
information objects that did not have quite the same properties as boundary 
objects, especially their standardization. Lee termed these objects ‘boundary 
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negotiating’ objects, as they often helped participants discuss, negotiate, and 
sometimes settle on boundaries. This work was continued in Bietz and Lee 
(2009), which examined the use of metagenomic databases as ‘sites for 
negotiation of community boundaries (p. 11)’. This finding echoed O’Day et al. 
(2001) and Boujut and Blanco (2003), both of which also found information 
objects that served as a mechanism for discussions. Bietz and Lee also pointed at 
the prevalence of unfinished or incomplete information objects, especially those 
designed as boundary objects. Bossen’s (2002) work on medication documenta- 
tion examined the ‘boundary spanning’ role as mediation among the different 
social worlds of surgeons, physicians, technicians, nurses and administrators. 
Reddy et al. (2001) and Halverson and Ackerman (2003, 2007) examined how the 
same data could be represented in different ways, essentially creating alternative 
boundary objects. 

Cabitza et al. (2013) also expanded the investigation of information objects, 
again bringing ‘boundary objects’ into a larger, more abstracted viewpoint. 
Summarizing and extending earlier studies, Cabitza et al. describe what they term 
a ‘knowledge artifact’, which is: 

a physical, i.e., material but not necessarily tangible, inscribed artifact that is collaboratively 
created, maintained and used to support knowledge- oriented social processes (among which 
knowledge creation and exploita- tion, collaborative problem solving and decision making) within 
or across communities of practice…. (p. 35) 

Since knowledge artifacts emerge from practice and inform practice they are 
inherently local; they provide a ‘bounded openness’ that allows participants to 
establish a shared meaning on the one hand, while remaining open for 
modifications on the other. The knowledge artifacts provide shared 
representations not in a sense that they contain knowledge, but in the sense that 
they stimulate socialization and internalization of knowledge. They are always 
underspecified, but at an appropriate level of under-specification that can be 
described in terms of granularity (level of detail provided), approximation (degree 
of interpretable closeness) and rigidity (degree to which it allows useful 
interpretations in a variety of contexts and situations). Thereby knowledge 
artifacts, although not as formalized as some boundary objects, can serve in the 
capacity of boundary objects, but are not limited to doing so. 

Important issues remain in considering boundary objects and other information 
objects within a repository view. Boundary objects clearly do not fully describe 
the complexity and variety of information objects in use. Although there have 
been substantial strides, we have seen only the beginning of detailed fieldwork 
examining the complexity and variety of modern information objects. The types 
of information objects, as used in practice, remain to be fully inventoried. (We 
remind the reader that, in the standard CSCW view, an information ‘object’ 
cannot be separated from its social context and the practices that produce and use 
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that ‘object’. Therefore, object and process must be considered together.) 
Additionally, important details are still lacking in our understanding of how to 
handle exceptional cases and to support the nuances of trust, context, and 
authoritativeness. 

We are also at the beginning of considering how to design these information 
objects. The work of Cabitza, Simone, and colleagues, in their series of studies, 
shows how to consider the social issues in information use and then investigate 
those issues by designing and testing new information objects with similar 
properties. This work, and to a lesser extent that of Lutters and Ackerman, points 
to new types of information artifacts that add to boundary object capabilities. 
These objects might continuously change, incorporating traces of coordination 
protocols, process representations, or other forms of negotiated practice 
knowledge. Finally, the complexities of digital objects are starting to stretch the 
definition of ‘an’ object, especially in electronic health records (EHRs) (Bossen et 
al. 2012; Zhou et al. 2011), which are assemblies of many records for any given 
patient. 

Common information spaces. The second abstraction we wish to consider is 
that of ‘common information spaces’ (CIS) (Bannon and Bødker 1997; Schmidt 
and Bannon 1992). Schmidt and Bannon (1992) defined CIS as: 

…the focus is on how people in a distributed setting can work cooperatively in a common 
information space — i.e. by maintaining a central archive of organizational information with some 
level of ‘shared’ agreement as to the meaning of this information (locally constructed), despite the 
marked differences concerning the origins and context of these information items. The space is 
constituted and maintained by different actors employing different conceptualizations and multiple 
decision making strategies, supported by technology. (p. 22) 

Bannon and Bødker (1997) continued this analysis by noting that the extent of 
sharing and the ‘the mechanisms used to support “holding in common” the 
information’ (p. 83) can vary. CISes are open and malleable by nature, but also 
require ‘some form of closure, to allow for forms of translation and portability 
between communities (p. 86)’. Furthermore, participants must be able to interpret 
the information so as to collaborate, and they must do this actively. Bannon and 
Bødker (1997) summarizes the differences between CISes and other views of 
knowledge management repositories: 

A common information space is not just a repository of information constituted once and for all, 
which raises interesting concerns for design…. (p. 94) 

Bossen (2002), based on work in Reddy et al. (2001) and Reddy and Dourish 
(2002) as well as his own fieldwork, attempted to address why CISes might differ 
so much (as was pointed out in Bannon and Bødker). Bossen proposed 7 
dimensions of analysis for CISes: the degree of distribution of work, the ‘webs of 
significance’ and their number, the level of required articulation work, the means 
of communication, the web of artifacts, and the need for precision and promptness 
of interpretation. All of these dimensions could vary, and would account for the 
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large differences in CISes. Fields et al. (2005) pointed out that these dimensions 
could be summarized as the degrees of distribution, the kinds of articulation work 
and artifacts required, the means of communication, and the differences in frames 
of reference among participants. 

Fields et al. (2005) also began an analysis, continued in Rolland et al. (2006) 
and Munkvold and Ellingsen (2007), that pointed to a conceptual problem with 
CIS: Any given situation has ‘zones of overlapping meaning’ (Fields et al. 2005, 

p. 129). In fact, there are overlapping zones of partially overlapping meaning; 
boundaries are, if anything, difficult to draw. Munkvold and Ellingsen (2007), in 
their analysis of nursing plans, extended the issue of ‘zones’ to include 
temporality. For Munkvold and Ellingsen, CISes exist often only temporarily, as 
separate groups come together to work in a coordinated fashion for a time and 
then go back into their parallel work. 

This problem in the concept of CIS can be found in many similar concepts that 
try to draw boundaries around situated activity. The Chicago School’s concept of 
‘social world’ (Strauss 1993) suffers from the same problem. Nonetheless, the 
concept of CIS has been found to be useful when considering information artifacts 
and their use. CIS draws attention to the ongoing work involved in using and 
reusing information in social settings. It also calls attention to the necessity of the 
dialectical tension between the regularization and routinization required by 
boundary objects (or, often, similar information objects) and the openness and 
implicit assumptions in organizational or social activities (Cabitza et al. 2013). 
This cannot be resolved for knowledge sharing, especially in its repository form. 
Since this tension cannot be resolved in the abstract, managing it is a necessary 
requirement for information environments. 

Assemblies. The final abstraction discussed by CSCW researchers, useful in the 
consideration of information artifacts and repositories, is that of assemblies. (We 
use ‘assembly’ to denote an organized collection of information objects. 
‘Assemblages,’ deeply rooted in the Science, Technology, and Society literature, 
would include the surrounding practices and culture around an object or 
collection.) Implicit in the concept of CIS and in boundary objects is the question 
of assemblies. A line of work that deserves to be expanded further concerns how 
assemblies of information objects work together. It is clear that information 
objects are used together, but how do they work together? How are assemblies of 
information objects bound together in social processes? No single information 
artifact or social practice works in isolation; they are always in some socially 
situated context. 

Schmidt and Wagner (2003, 2004) began this line of work, calling for an 
investigation into what they called ‘ordering systems’. An ordering system is ‘a 
complex of interrelated coordinative practices and artifacts (Schmidt and Wagner 
2003, p. 274)’. Based on a study of an architect’s work, they were able to identify 
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‘clusters of coordinative artifacts, each of which supports a coupled set of 
practices (p. 280)’, including workflows, classification, validation, and other 
procedures. In Schmidt and Wagner’s work is a call to consider ordering systems, 
especially as they develop, collide, and adapt. The key for them is the 
acknowledgement of ‘clusters’ and their ‘coupled set’ of practices. 

This call was echoed in the later Schmidt et al. (2007), which analyzed work 
practices in two cancer clinics in Vienna. They show that the work is essentially 
the same between both clinics, but it is done in very different ways using different 
information artifacts. This paper again calls for more studies analyzing ‘the 
“higher-order” practices of endless combination and recombination of artifacts, 
formats, notations, etc. that are found across such sites’ (p. 1). 

While assemblies were not the explicit target for Ackerman and Halverson or 
for Lee, the question is clearly present in both sets of work. As mentioned above, 
Ackerman and Halverson (2004a) examined the use of many different information 
artifacts together in their distributed cognition analysis of organizational memory. 
In their field study of a hotline, they uncovered many small memories, wrapped in 
many social practices, used in combination. These memories, which were all 
information artifacts, and the practices were used as resources in flexible 
arrangements by the hotline’s members. That is, specific assemblies were situated 
as arrangements of many possible artifacts and practices (as in Katzenberg et al. 
1996; Pentland 1992). And while Lee’s (2007) boundary negotiating objects had 
distinct roles in participants’ practices (perhaps the result of her process of 
theoretical categorization), the roles were complementary and had to work 
together in order to get the participants’ museum exhibit built. Again, 
combinations were critical. The concept is also considered in other research, 
including Munkvold and Ellingsen (2007) and Reddy and Dourish (2002). 
We now turn to the next generation, expertise sharing. As one can see, CSCW 
presaged this move in Knowledge Management, with its emphasis on the social 
situatedness of knowledge production and use, as well as its interest in tying in 
computer-mediated communication. 

3 The second generation: sharing expertise 

A second generation of CSCW studies emphasized interpersonal communications 
of knowledgeable actors over externalizations in (IT) artifacts. The shift away 
from the repository model ascribed a more crucial role to the practices of 
individuals engaging in knowledge- or expertise-sharing. Emphasis was on 
finding an appropriate person. In this second generation, sharing tacit knowledge, 
including that contextual knowledge that might be required to understand 
information, became critical. The distinction between ‘explicit’ and ‘tacit’ 
knowledge originated from Polanyi’s work (1967) and became widespread with 
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Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995). It is worth noticing that Nonaka and Takeuchi’s 
interpretation of Polanyi’s terminology led to the idea that ‘making tacit 
knowledge explicit’ could be one of the design goals to associate with IT tools 
particularly of the ‘first generation’. But Polanyi introduced the term ‘tacit ways 
of knowing’ to exactly describe the kinds of knowing that are difficult, if not 
impossible to verbalize. Tacit knowledge can be learned only through common 
experiences, and therefore, contact with others, in some form, is required for full 
use of the information. 

Two concepts were critical in stimulating the shift towards the second 
generation and have strongly influenced this line of work: 

Community of practice. The concept of ‘Community of Practice’ (CoP) (Wenger 1998) became a 
useful analytical lens to identify relevant groups of people. A CoP can roughly be defined as a 
group that works together in a certain domain and whose members share a common practice. 
Most important about the concept is its account of knowledge sharing and socialization, which 
describes a certain way to learn and internalize a characterizing set of practices: Learning within 
a CoP takes place as ‘legitimate peripheral participation’ (Lave and Wenger 1991), a process of 
apprenticeship in which participants in the group move from the periphery to the center, i.e. 
become increasingly knowledgeable (Fischer 2007; Lave and Wenger 1991). To better 
differentiate occasions for learning, Brown and Duguid (2000) added the concept of networks of 
practice (NoP). Members of a NoP do not necessarily work together but work on similar issues in 
a similar way, e.g., the carpenters of a certain region. The similarities of their work practices 
provide a common ground to foster better knowledge and expertise sharing. Another concept, 
which built on the notion of CoP is the ‘Community of Interest’ (CoI). Contrary to CoPs, members 
of a CoI are not defined by common practices but by a common interest. While the latter holds 
them together, the diversity of their backgrounds provides a rich source for creativity and 
innovation (Fischer 2001). A comprehensive review of different communities and their functioning 
can be found in Andriessen (2005). Intrinsically based in their view of ‘tacit knowledge,’ the 
Knowledge Management community appropriated CoP in an interventionist manner. CoPs were to 
be cultivated or even created (Wenger et al. 2002), and they became fashionable as ‘the killer 
application for knowledge management practitioners’ (Su and Wilensky 2011, p. 10) with 
supposedly beneficial effects on knowledge exchange within groups. However, this interventionist 
adoption in Knowledge Management was disputed among its intellectual fathers (see for a 
discussion again see Su and Wilensky 2011, p. 30 f.). 

The CSCW community has generally not followed such an interventionist 
appropriation of the concept (for an exception, see Stevens et al. 2005). The 
concept of CoP was applied in a different way — to understand expertise sharing, 
serving as an analytical lens to get a hold on the situatedness of knowledge- 
related processes. While these practice-based conceptions of learning had a strong 
influence on the CSCW discourse, it is important to keep in mind that they 
describe just one dimension of the enabling conditions. 

Social capital. Another useful concept for expertise sharing has been ‘social 
capital’ (Cohen and Prusak 2001; Huysman and Wulf 2004; Lesser et al. 2000). It 
originated from Bourdieu (1977) and refers to collective abilities derived from 
social networks. The core intuition that makes social capital conceptually 
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interesting is that the goodwill that people have toward others is a valuable 
resource for expertise sharing (Adler and Kwon 2002). While the concept of CoP 
enables us to understand learning opportunities to be inherently related to shared 
practices, social capital sees resources for expertise sharing rather in the relational 
and empathic dimension of social networks. In this sense it offers an additional 
intuition to understand conditions which foster expertise sharing. Nahapiet and 
Ghoshal (1998) argued that social capital consists of three dimensions: structural 
opportunity, cognitive ability, and relational motivation. Technical support for 
expertise sharing mainly addresses the structural opportunity dimension by 
providing an infrastructure for knowledge exchange. The other two dimensions 
are, however, not very much addressed by system designers (Huysman and Wulf 
2006, p. 41). When analyzing actors’ cognitive abilities to share knowledge, a 
practice-based perspective may need to be taken into account. However, social 
capital is not necessarily grounded in common practices. CoPs have a high degree 
of social capital, if the degree of trust, mutuality, and recognition by peers is high. 
The three dimensions of social capital can be translated into the questions of 
‘who’ shares knowledge and ‘how’ it is shared (structural dimension), ‘what’ is 
shared (cognitive dimension) and ‘why’ and ‘when’ people engage in knowledge 
sharing (relational dimension) (ibid, p. 44). By informing technology design with 
empirical research along these questions, all three dimensions of social capital can 
be tackled (Huysman and Wulf 2005). 

What, then, needs to be supported in sharing expertise among people? As 
mentioned, Ackerman and Halverson’s (1998) study of a call-center workplace 
arrived at the conclusion that a techno-centric approach, which concentrates solely 
on making more knowledge artifacts available, would be misleading. Rather, 
contextual knowledge is required to select the right source, strip off the 
information from its original context and then re-contextualize it according to the 
situation at hand. This knowledge is often found in conjunction with knowing or 
asking other people. Normark and Randall’s (2005) case study of an emergency 
call center also stressed the socially distributed nature of knowledge. They 
emphasized efforts of ‘finding-out’ (Fitzpatrick 2003) when analyzing knowledge-
sharing practices. Rather than looking for different kinds of sources, however, 
they distinguished between knowledge ‘in the small’ and ‘in the large’ (Ackerman 
and Mandel 1995, 1999). While the latter referred to what is termed ‘explicit 
knowledge’, knowledge ‘in the small’ is described as ‘local knowledge’. 
Fitzpatrick (2003) notes that it is especially characterized by its emergent nature. 
Which knowledge becomes important and who holds it only evolves in the 
concrete situation at hand (Normark and Randall 2005); this would be particularly 
true for their time- and safety-critical emergency settings. Which knowledge is 
needed can hardly be planned in advance. 
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While the two studies differed slightly in their analytic stances towards 
knowledge distribution in social settings, they both point out that there is ‘finding-
out’ work involved in gathering and making sense of the available information. 
While Ackerman and Halverson (1998) highlighted the situated effort of de- and 
re-contextualization, Normark and Randall (2005) highlighted the process-
character and contingent nature of what they call ‘expertise combining’. Bannon 
and Bødker (1997) used the expressions ‘packaging’ and ‘unpacking’ information 
with its sense-making context. All these studies concentrate on particular aspects 
of knowledge exchange in social settings, which Schmidt (2012), who is critical 
towards the sources of the concept of ‘tacit knowledge,’ termed ‘didactic practices 
required for a cooperative ensemble to be able to maintain and develop its own 
competencies’ (p. 208). 

3.1 People finding and expertise location 

If systems are to play a meaningful role in expertise sharing, they should support 
this ‘finding-out’ work in seeking appropriate people. To address both the explicit 
and tacit dimensions of knowledge, and address the limitations of the repository 
model resulting from a focus on visible and storable representations rather than 
the interactions producing and modify- ing them, expertise sharing systems in the 
second generation sought to facilitate knowledge exchange at the level of 
individuals and collectives. These tools often tackled technical, organizational, 
and social issues simultaneously. 

People-finding, as mentioned, really began with some of the first CSCW 
systems; however, some even earlier attempts existed, using information retrieval 
techniques — Who Knows (Streeter and Lochbaum 1988) from Bellcore was 
arguably the first such system, and Information Lens (Malone et al. 1987) had a 
prototype ‘anyone server,’ which allowed users to send a query that the system 
would route to some appropriate organizational member. We have already 
mentioned several others: Answer Garden (Ackerman 1994a) assumed users could 
ask questions of experts, and if the answer were not present already, the questions 
would be routed in a primitive escalation cascade. Answer Garden 2 (AG2) 
(Ackerman and McDonald 1996) used a more flexible (and rule-based) escalation 
system to route the question to potentially larger and larger groups. All of these 
systems assumed that sometimes knowledge could be found only in other people. 

More recent systems focusing on ‘people finding’ in CSCWare based largely 
on a combination of approaches for determining social relationships through 
network analysis, topics of interest, and then expertise determination. Social 
relationships are usually based on some sort of Social Network Analysis (SNA) 
(McDonald 2003; Terveen and McDonald 2005), and relationships among people 
are quantified in terms of tie strength, direction, and type of tie. Social networks 
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can include networks for sharing communications, sociability, or expertise. In 
general, expertise sharing systems vary considerably in how people’s profiles are 
created, including what data is used and how users are involved; how relative 
expertise is determined; how queries or people are matched to people; and, how 
recommendations are made. 

Profile construction can be contentious. Below, we will discuss privacy issues, 
but expertise location systems must depend on their searchable profiles, which 
store information about individuals. Ehrlich (2003), based on focus group results, 
established three key factors that should be covered by profiles: the person’s 
credentials, likeliness of responding, and accessibility. Relative expertise is also a 
requirement in profiles. Early efforts found that it was difficult to have people rate 
themselves or one another (Ackerman et al. 2002a), and therefore later efforts 
tried to automate the evaluation of expertise levels (e.g., Zhang et al. 2007). By 
searching a profile database, people extend their awareness of other people’s 
qualities and may consider contacting them. According to Ehrlich (2003), an 
expertise locator system aims to bring people together who do not know each 
other, and therefore relies on weak social ties. Profile maintenance can also be an 
issue, as it was for repositories. Ehrlich et al. (2007) conducted a series of 
interviews with consultants and found personal networks to be extremely 
important to these consultants. At the same time, these networks needed 
continuous care in order to support time-critical tasks. 

Following, we describe the various approaches to expertise sharing in CSCW. 
These lines of research used a combination of interpretivist analyses of 
organizational needs, design and construction of technical prototypes, and social 
studies of system use. They are, then, really socio-technical lines of examination, 
as one often finds in current CSCW. 

McDonald and Ackerman (1998) examined expertise sharing in a small-to- 
medium sized software company, which they called MSC. They found that MSC 
participants used a variety of strategies for finding the right expertise in the 
company. McDonald and Ackerman divided the expertise finding seen in MSC 
into three stages: identification, selection, and escalation. The identification stage 
concerns finding an appropriate group of people (candidates), selection concerns 
picking which candidates to approach, and escalation is identification and 
selection from an ever-expanding list of people if no satisfactory candidate or 
answer is found. Selection might include whether a candidate was busy, etc. It 
should be noted that these stages were merely analytically separable; in practice, 
they are often mixed and combined, since they are situated activities. However, 
the authors found the analytic distinctions useful in subsequent technical work. 
Groth and Bowers (2001), in another study of a software company (in Norway 
rather than the US), saw expertise finding as much more situated, and availability 
was key. Their conclusion was that an appropriate system would have to be one 
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promoting awareness of expertise and availability based in ‘seeing’ others’ 
activities. These two approaches are largely incompatible. McDonald and 
Ackerman’s approach is more scalable, but at the cost of reifying social activities 
that are, in fact, often situated and combined; Groth and Bowers’ approach can be 
more faithful to the contingencies of organizational life, but does not scale well. 
Based on the McDonald and Ackerman study, McDonald built a system, 
Expertise Recommender (ER) (McDonald 2000; McDonald and Ackerman 2000) 
which architecturally combined a number of different, replaceable identification 
and selection components. For the evaluation prototype, ER used primarily an 
identification mechanism based in a local software engineering practice within 
MSC, a practice of documenting who had handled the software component in 
question. For this organization, this specific practice served as a convenient and 
more accurate mechanism for identifying appropriate people with the necessary 
expertise, and local arrangements could be more meaningful since the expertise 
finding and escalation itself occurred locally. Mockus and Herbsleb (2002) 
similarly analyzed who had touched the code. ER also used a variety of other 
matching mechanisms, including keyword vectors, based on local documents, and 
so on. ER’s flexible architecture allowed both general matching mechanisms (e.g., 
position in the organizational chart) and local matching mechanisms (e.g.,who had 
maintained the code last). 

For ER, selection was key; identification provided recommendations, and 
selection consisted of filters for determining whom to approach. The prototype ER 
included selection filters based on graphs for organizational structure, sociability, 
and knowledge domain. That is, McDonald constructed a graph based on two 
SNAs, one for ‘who hangs out with whom’ and who knows what topic in the 
organization (McDonald and Ackerman 2000); these were constructed using pile-
sort techniques for SNA. In his lab-based evaluation studies (McDonald 2001, 
2003), McDonald found that ER was capable of providing excellent expertise 
identification, but his selection filters required additional capabilities. Users 
wanted filtering based on ego-focused networks rather than aggregated views of 
the organizational social network. 

In another series of studies, Reichling and Veith (2005) also preceded their 
system development with an ethnographic study; they studied a knowledge- 
intensive network- (and lobbying-) organization, NIA. They found many barriers 
to expertise sharing originating from NIA’s complex organizational structure. 
Within the organization, multiple sub-units existed fairly independent from one 
another. Employees reported a low degree of transparency and weak knowledge 
about the tasks and competences of colleagues from other units. Between the 
departments, there was a subtle competition. All these factors resulted in social 
networks being critically important for accessing expertise; outsiders needed to 
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maintain personal contacts with insiders in order to access services (which was the 
actual task of the organization). 

On the one hand, some opportunities to improve the situation by means of 
information technology were identified: Employees suggested implementing a 
Yellow-Pages system which could be accessed by means of a search engine for 
personal attributes (‘like Google’). Another idea was a ‘virtual notice board’, 
where external service requests and other work could be posted. On the other hand 
it became clear that changes on the organizational level would be necessary to 
create the structural preconditions for successful expertise sharing. For this 
reason, they used the integrated OTD approach (Wulf and Rohde 1995) that takes 
into account both organizational and technical factors. Based on this study, the 
design for the ‘Expert Finder’ implementation for NIA was component-based 
(Reichling et al. 2007). It combined ‘push’ and ‘pull’ mechanisms. Expertise 
profiles consisted of three components: The first was the Yellow Pages 
component, where users could enter general information about themselves and 
their position in the organization, and the second was a keyword vector, 
automatically generated from a user’s textual documents (users could also 
manually select textual documents and choose the data sources for profile 
generation). The third part was a feedback component. Expert recommendations 
could be judged on a five-point scale, where no negative scores were permitted 
and giving feedback was not mandatory. 

Technically, the system used the ‘ExpertFinding Framework’: After language 
recognition, the textual documents were filtered through a language-specific 
catalogue of stop words, resulting in a list of keywords. This list was then further 
processed to reduce the number of terms (Reichling et al. 2005). Matching took 
place via specifically configured algorithms. 

Privacy concerns played a major role in the selection of design criteria for the 
Expert Finder. Due to the legal situation in Germany, the software needed to be 
built in a way that respected the co-determination rights of the workers. For this 
reason, it was decided not to include email sources in the construction of the 
profiles. Moreover, text documents were selected by the user via their folders and 
analyzed automatically. However, the documents never left the user’s computer. 
The resulting list of key words was uploaded to the server only with the explicit 
permission of users and could be edited beforehand (Reichling et al. 2007). 
Reichling and Wulf (2009) evaluated the Expert Finder’s design by introducing it 
to NIA and observing its appropriation for several months. Users took the semi- 
automatically generated rankings very seriously and carefully evaluated their own 
positioning for topic areas in which they claimed to be experts. The authors also 
found that semi-automatically generated rankings could interfere with formal 
aspects of an organization. For instance, people expected that the expertise 
profiles could be taken as job descriptions. 
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IBM researchers have also studied a number of expertise sharing systems; 
these systems were designed and used within IBM. Among them was ReachOut, a 
search tool that could be used to find potential candidates for advice or help 
(Ribak et al. 2002). Another system was ‘SmallBlue’, a ‘people mining’-system, 
which included ‘SmallBlue Find’, a search engine, that ranked people according 
to specific search terms, which should represent knowledge or skills (Lin et al. 
2008). Other parts of SmallBlue also allowed searching for other criteria, but we 
will focus here on the expertise search function. The system drew heavily on 
private data sources: outgoing email and chat messages were complemented by 
data from an enterprise directory. The authors were aware that using private data 
is a delicate issue, and for this reason, they applied limitations to data collection, 
usage, and distribution. Users needed to actively opt-in, only outgoing mail was 
used, and confidential mails as well as external names were ignored. SmallBlue 
Find displayed the usual contact information (room number, affiliation, etc.), and 
the system also provided two features that the authors called ‘Social Distance’ and 
‘Expertise in Context’. The first showed the shortest (or an alternate) social path 
from the seeker to the knowledgeable person. The second function provided 
additional information about the knowledgeable person’s sharing-related activities 
(Ehrlich et al. 2007). The rationale behind these functions was to support the 
searcher’s selection with additional information. 

Shortly after its first implementation in consultancy work, SmallBlue was 
evaluated with regard to its adoption and the users’ opinions about privacy 
(Ehrlich et al. 2007). The evaluation was conducted using a combination of semi- 
structured interviews, log data, and an online survey. After making the system 
publicly available within IBM, people began opting in with their data sources, 
which led to the rapid indexing of other employees as well. After 6 months, 1600 
people had opted in and over 150,000 people were indexed in the system. In the 
interviews, most people stated that searching for a person is not a daily activity for 
them, and the search results were judged to be fairly accurate. When asked about 
privacy matters, no concerns were expressed. The log data revealed that while 
most users probably used the tool just out of curiosity, there were also some who 
used it again and again. The ‘social distance’ tool was judged useful, because 
when contacting an unknown person, users found it helpful to mention the social 
path to him. 

Shami et al. (2008) also evaluated how a particular person was selected from a 
result list. Their study suggested that people prefer others with whom they share a 
social connection to complete strangers. However, those people whom the 
participants knew directly were not the first choice to be contacted: Participants 
did not expect them to hold considerably more expertise. More valuable in terms 
of selection were people who were 2 or 3° away. This is consistent with 
McDonald (2003), where it was found that users preferred seeing choices they did 
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not know already. For Shami et al., rank order strongly influenced selection; 
higher ranked results were considered more frequently for further exploration. 
Yarosh et al. (2012) presented a later lab study of SmallBlue investigating the 
relationship between the presentation of additional information and frequently 
occurring types of expertise-search related tasks. That paper presented a list of ten 
entries that were considered most useful for accomplishing tasks. 

Above, we have mostly equated ‘people finding’ with ‘expertise location’. In 
fact, however, expertise in a certain field is only one criterion by which people can 
be searched. Guy et al. (2008b) introduced SONAR (Social Networks 
Architecture), an API, which collected data from Web 2.0 providers and made 
them available to SONAR clients. SONAR aimed to show who is related to whom 
and how. Clients could ask questions about these relationships, which might 
concern expertise (e.g., on a certain topic) or other criteria. 

An interesting feature of SONAR is that it distinguished between public and 
private sources. Two modes of network analysis were available: a sociocentric 
view that used only public sources, and an egocentric view that also included 
private sources. The sociocentric view could be invoked by anyone to gain 
information about the connections between any individuals and groups. In the 
egocentric view, users could view only their own connections with others. The 
distinction between different kinds of sources is crucial for privacy reasons. Guy 
et al. (2008a) examined how far public sources can approximate the quality of 
private sources. When implemented within IBM, over ten sources from the 
company’s intranet were used, such as blogs, social tagging systems and the 
organizational chart (public), as well as email and chat transcripts (private) (Guy 
et al. 2008b). This exemplary implementation calculated a buddy list based on the 
strength of ties. In order to account for a different significance of sources and 
providers, users could also manually change the latter’s relative weighting. 

Faces (Guy et al. 2012) implemented SONAR, and also drew on other 
company-specific sources: a social networking site and a corporate directory. 
Faces’ web-based frontend displayed faces alongside organizational information 
(such as department, related people and contact information). While the SONAR 
implementation reported above calculated the strength of ties generally on the 
basis of a user profile, detailed information about the user was not required for 
Faces. Search results could, however, be optimized by giving more details about 
the searcher. Guy et al. (2012) also provided details on the calculation used by the 
backend. 

Won and Pipek (2003) tried to tackle the problem of expertise location by 
borrowing from the CSCW concept of ‘peripheral awareness’ (e.g., Rodden 1996; 
Schmidt 2002). They noticed that expert profiles were often not up-to-date, and 
that various behavior patterns around self-representation of experts and 
ontological differences hinder finding the ‘right’ expert in a profile-based 
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approach. Instead, they suggested supporting ‘peripheral expertise awareness’ 
based on expertise-indicating activities in an organization. Indications of expertise 
can be found when a colleague hands in a reimbursement form for a seminar he 
attended (i.e., he may be an expert in the seminar topic now), or when a number of 
Wikipedia edits on a topic seem to qualify a colleague as competent in that topic. 
As single indications are insecure, users could logically combine them into 
complex expertise indicators that could be shared and rated by colleagues, to 
indicate the trustworthiness of expertise hypotheses. Users could then ask to be 
notified whenever trusted indicators were triggered by activities in the 
organization. Dörner et al. (2007) also showed in a small evaluation that several 
privacy issues required a sensitive further development of the basic idea, although 
a rich infrastructure of software sensors, for which the approach would benefit, 
was not available at the time. 

3.2 Open issues in expertise and people finding 

The overview of the studies we presented here allows us to summarize a number 
of open issues for further research in expertise sharing: 

Development of personal profiles. All expertise finders are influenced by the 
particular environment for which they are developed. SONAR, Faces, and 
SmallBlue (formerly known as IBM Atlas) relied on data that was collected to 
reconstruct the social network of the actors. The environment within IBM allowed 
the systems to draw on many sources, for which content is publicly available (at 
least inside the company). Examples of their sources included blogs, social 
tagging systems, and organizational charts. In addition, private sources such as 
email and chat protocols were available and could in principle also be used. On 
the other hand, the network organization where Expert Finder (Reichling et al. 
2007) was implemented had many constraints concerning data; there was little 
information easily available or accessible. Although a reconstruc- tion of the 
actors’ social networks would have been highly valuable, it could not be 
conducted, since the analysis of emails was considered too invasive to the 
employees’ privacy. As a result, the idea to derive profiles from self-selected 
documents of the experts was an interesting compromise for profile generation 
without users’ losing control of their personal information. It is also worth noting, 
that the very same users who asked for very specific and targeted selection 
processes when looking for an expert, were still keen on presenting themselves as 
expert even at the periphery of their knowledge spectrum — thus blurring the 
results of an expert finding process (Dörner et al. 2007). 

Privacy and control. Privacy protection is an important topic for all systems. 
While Reichling et al. (2007) allow users to select indicative folders and chose to 
completely abstain from emails, Ehrlich et al. (2007) took substantial measures to 
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preserve privacy while still exploiting the email’s value. The SONAR API uses 
email only for private analyses — which means that only the user’s own emails 
are used for her own analysis. Privacy was similarly important for McDonald’s 
participants, and aggregated social network views (so as to avoid privacy 
violations that might occur in ego-networks) were not always useful (McDonald 
2003). We can observe here different attempts to make sure that the user’s private 
data is not disseminated throughout the organization without his control (e.g., 
Dörner et al. 2007). Dörner et al. (2007) found that even if no continuous profile is 
visible, users want to be in control of the information flows that influence their 
appearance in an organization. Therefore, Reichling et al. (2007) allowed users to 
observe and even change their profiles. 

Accuracy. It is a methodological challenge to evaluate the quality of algorithms 
that recommend people. There is not any ‘objective’ truth and people’s judgment 
on other’s capability can vary considerably. Ackerman et al. (2002a) calculated 
one’s expertise in organizational tasks, and then asked people to rate one another’s 
expertise levels. The study determined that about 20 organizational participants 
were able to do as well as 3 ‘expertise concierges’, managers with high transactive 
memory about organizational projects. McDonald (2001) also examined the same 
data, and found that participants’ assessments were correct approximately 79 % of 
the time (although the expertise concierges were better with 85 %). He argued this 
accuracy in expertise determination was as high as might be expected for systems. 
Reichling et al. (2005) also compared automatically generated expertise profiles 
with those generated by members of a network of researchers about themselves. 
The results indicated that the deviations between the different human assessments 
were within the same range of variation as those between human and 
automatically generated ones. A deeper problem for providing ‘accurate’ 
recommendations also lies in the issues around privacy and self-representation 
that lead to conflicting requirements for expertise finding and to an approach 
where users can codify for themselves their notions of accuracy (Dörner et al. 
2007). 

3.3 Finding others in a communication space 

Besides expertise finding, another possibility for expertise sharing is to create a 
place where people with expertise can be found (Ackerman and Halverson 
2004b). The use of computer-mediated communication (CMC) for the purposes of 
obtaining help and information has been extensively studied in CSCW, and we 
cannot attempt to review of all those studies here. (For general monographs and 
surveys see, e.g., Preece 2000 and Wellman 1999.) There have been numerous 
studies of providing help on CMCs, including studies of email distribution lists 
(e.g., Constant et al. 1994; Finholt and Sproull 1990), Usenet forums (e.g., Fiore 
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et al. 2002; Fisher et al. 2006; Turner et al. 2005), bulletin boards (e.g., Hiltz and 
Turoff 1993), and synchronous chat (e.g., Ackerman and Palen 1996; Bradner et 
al. 1999). Much of this literature is germane to expertise sharing. For example, 
Constant et al. (1994) studied the use of weak ties to obtain help in organizational 
settings, Fiore et al. (2002) examined how users made judgments about Usenet 
authors, and Ackerman and Palen (1996) investigated how the technical 
affordances of a chat-based help system were related to its emergent social 
characteristics. 

With the advent of the Web, Question-and-Answer (Q&A) communities 
sprung up. They were similar to Communities of Interest (CoI) and older bulletin 
board systems, but were Internet-based, public facing, and often quite large. There 
have been a number of studies of Q&A communities, and Gazan (2011) provides 
a review of this literature up to 2010. (Gazan uses “social Q&A” for these 
communities. “Social Q&A” has also been used more broadly, as in Mamykina et 
al. (2011), to include Q&A through social network systems. We will use “social 
Q&A” in its broader sense below. The terms “social Q&A”, “QnA”, “CQA”, and 
“QA” communities have all been used as well for Q&A communities.) 

As Gazan notes, researchers have extensively studied question classification 
and answer quality as measures, as well as user satisfaction, motivation, and 
reputation in Q&A communities. For example, Welser et al. (2009) was the first 
among an extensive line of research into answerers, people essential to the health 
of any Q&A community. 

Gazan’s (2011) categories have continued to be research topics since 2010. The 
most heavily studied have been motivation and incentives. Hsieh et al. (2010) 
examined the relationship between quality of answer and payment. They found 
that more money leads to more answers, but not necessarily to better answers. 
Jeon et al. (2010), based on a re-examination of two studies’ data, found similar 
results. Hsieh et al. (2011) examined the use of charitable contributions as 
incentives; they found that such contributions spur credibility of answers, 
although in a nuanced way, for users. Tausczik and Pennebaker (2012) used both 
self-reports and inferred measures to determine user’s motivations on 
MathOverflow, a site for professional mathematics. They found that altruism and 
reputation building to be the two important motivations. Dearman and Truong 
(2010) reversed the question of why people answer and investigated why people 
do not answer. 

Pal et al. (2012) continued the investigation into answerers. Using 
StackOverflow data, they were able to build models of expert evolution and 
identify different categories of experts. This is a promising first step in looking at 
answerers over time and in trying to understand the dynamic characteristics of 
these sites. In other work, Yang et al. (2010) examined the answerers’ activity, 
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including its burstiness, on three platforms, Baidu, Naver, and Yahoo. They found 
substantial differences, perhaps due to cross-cultural factors among others. 

Work on the answers themselves has been more sparse. Pal et al. (2012) 
opened up a new line of research into how questions age and become obsolete. 
This is critical for retrieval at a later date. 

More recently, researchers have begun to investigate how people use social 
media to obtain answers, often called ‘social Q&A’. Two lines of research exist, 
echoing the classic division of social and technical analyses. First, there has been 
work on how people use existing social network systems, largely Facebook and 
Twitter, to ask questions and answer (e.g., Lampe et al. 2006; Morris et al. 2010a, 
b). Panovich et al. (2012) investigated the relation of tie strength (i.e., how 
intimate two people are) to answer quality. Zhang et al. (2010) examined 
questions and answers in an organizational   setting. Nichols and Kang (2012) 
reported reasonable response rates in merely asking strangers for help; they found 
that help was more likely when the query requested quick, non-personal answers. 
It remains to be seen whether Nichols and Kang’s approach can scale. White et al. 
(2011) investigated the relationship between community size and contact rate in a 
social Q&A system. In their experiment they found a social Q&A system would 
perform better as community size increased, but users preferred not being 
bothered too often. 
Second, there has been work on innovative new systems. Aardvark, a commercial 
system, routed questions to appropriate others via email. Horowitz and Kamvar 
(2012) provided a detailed description of Aardvark’s system and its algorithms. 

4 Sharing knowledge and expertise: future 
directions 

4.1 Interconnected practices: expertise infrastructures 

It may seem a paradox that while practices are becoming interconnected (as 
argued above), the ‘expert’ may become an anonymous or even intangible actor. 
But the new technological options also propel new types of knowledge- 
management interactions based on micro-activities: Community, crowdsourcing, 
and microtasking environments make it very easy and convenient to help others 
by sharing one’s expertise. As was mentioned above, one phenomenon is the 
growing importance of ‘social search’, which makes it easier to help knowledge 
seekers navigate to someone with expertise. It is clear that social search has 
different characteristics, and different capabilities, from Q&A communities, but 
more work will be required to fully determine these. As well, social search 
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combines elements of expertise sharing through online places with expertise 
finding, providing additional possibilities for design. 

There is a wide array of new sources of collaboratively constructed information 
spaces becoming available. Numerous papers have examined how Wikipedia has 
been constructed (e.g., Nagar 2012 and Forte et al. 2012 to pick only two). Other 
wikis have also been examined. Hansen et al. (2007) looked at a wiki associated 
with a technical distribution list. Kittur and Kraut (2010) in an impressive study 
examined 6811 wikis for the quality and the processes of activities potentially 
contributing to knowledge construction. While the knowledge sharing of 
Wikipedia is obvious, many other forms of informal information now exist on the 
Web. It remains to be seen how valuable these will be over time, but they are 
often reused and interestingly, their systems often combine some level of 
repository and communication. For example, Ko and Chilana (2010) looked at 
Mozilla bug reports, and Gilbert and Karahalios (2010) looked at Amazon 
reviews. Dabbish et al. (2012) in their study of Github, a code repository, found 
that code projects were regularly used by participants to stay current and follow 
new technical knowledge. Even community-constructed mathematical proofs 
(Cranshaw and Kittur 2011) have been examined. 

Among the social media used for informal communication, microblogging 
platforms like Twitter with its openness and visibility have spawned new ways of 
collecting knowledge, which can be exemplified using approaches to support 
crisis management. Starbird et al. (2010) described how people affected by a flood 
used social media not only to communicate, but also to organize information 
flows, and suggested an approach to make use of these dynamics systematically 
(Vieweg et al. 2010). Vieweg (2012) then presented a framework to identify 
tweets that carry information about an ongoing crisis situation. Forming a volatile 
repository of very situated pieces of information, tweets may be analyzed to 
generate a rich picture of ongoing events while still providing a link back to the 
authors as original experts about local situations, strategies, and activities. 

At the fringes of these developments in social media, other forms of involving 
human expertise in problem solving have emerged that make use of often partial 
expertise of often anonymous experts. Crowdsourcing (e.g., for sorting images, in 
von Ahn and Dabbish 2004) and microtask approaches (e.g., for language 
translation, in Ambati et al. 2012) offer new ways of generating knowledge that 
have proved helpful for a range of problem structures. Still, relying on knowledge 
aggregated from an anonymous crowd can be problematic (Kittur et al. 2008). 
There is ongoing work about supporting more complex task structures (e.g., 
Ambati et al. 2012; Dow et al. 2012; Kittur et al. 2012; Kulkarni et al. 2012), 
which may alleviate the problem. (See Kittur et al. 2013 for a review of ‘human 
computation’ or ‘social computation’.), Other solutions are to not choose 
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‘arbitrary’ experts, but ‘crowds’ defined e.g., by location (Heimerl et al. 2012), or 
to combine expert and crowd results (Kandasamy et al. 2012). 

CSCW research will need to investigate whether and how each field of practice 
we encounter is changed by these new opportunities. Reconsidering the medical 
domain for example, it might be interesting to look for changes in physician/ 
nurse or clinician/patient cooperation through these emerging expertise resources 

5 CONCLUSION 

CSCW has contributed many findings to a better understanding of knowledge and 
expertise sharing. In this paper, we separated the studies and their findings into 
two ‘generations’, noting that the distinction between the two is often only 
rhetorical, with recent studies (and many older ones) including elements of both. 
We used ‘knowledge sharing’ and ‘expertise sharing’ to separate out the two. 

In what we termed the first generation, the knowledge sharing studies were 
artifact-centered, based in a repository model. These studies contributed many 
findings about the social nature of information production, storage, retrieval, and 
reuse that have been useful. CSCW researchers, and those in adjacent research 
fields, contributed to a general understanding that information use is heavily 
situated and socially contextualized. For practitioners, these studies served as 
critical reminders that one could not focus on the technical alone. Even technical 
studies were, necessarily, socio-technical. 

In these studies, CSCW used and extended the concepts of boundary objects, 
common information spaces, and assemblies in order to understand and account 
for the element of social use. The concept of ‘boundary objects’ allows 
researchers to focus on the information objects that traverse organizational and 
social boundaries. Boundary objects were revealed to have a secret life where 
their ambiguity proved to be an asset, not an obstacle for knowledge sharing. 
CSCW researchers examined how they are used, and extensions have been offered 
so as to understand the social and communicative processes in which they are 
embedded. Other types of information objects have also come under investigation. 
‘Common information space’ has been used to highlight the contingent 
understanding of information within social units, and it continues to enable 
researchers to define, analyze and design environments of knowledge exchange 
beyond organizational borders. Recently, concepts like ‘assemblies’ and ‘ordering 
systems’ have been used to investigate how information artifacts have been used 
in combination. It remains an important task for CSCW research to uncover 
commonalities and differences of ordering systems, especially with different 
stakeholder groups working with shared repositories. 

In what we called a second generation of studies, the communication-centered 
expertise sharing studies focused attention on how knowledge is shared among 
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knowledgeable actors. CSCW researchers, and those in adjacent areas, examined 
‘Communities of Practice’ and ‘social capital’ in order to understand how and 
why knowledge is provided by others. The Communities of Practice concept 
established a perspective that embedded knowledge exchange not only into a 
practice of doing, but also in to a practice of learning (in and through practice). 
Social capital drew attention to relationship aspects in networks that guide the 
search for and exchange of knowledge. These concepts have been brought into 
expertise sharing systems, and researchers have produced a number of expertise- 
finding and expertise-locating systems and studied them extensively. Expertise 
sharing, between coordinated and knowledgeable actors, has been found to be an 
often critical, if not required, part of knowledge sharing. 

As time goes on, knowledge and expertise sharing are becoming standardized 
and routinized in many organizations and other collectivities. At the same time, 
new technologies, data collection mechanisms, analysis techniques, and fields of 
application have created many new research and design opportunities and 
challenges for the CSCW viewpoint to be extended anew. 

The last 20 years of research into knowledge and expertise sharing has 
illuminated the enormous issues in dealing with information, knowledge, and 
expertise. It has challenged the normative, prescriptive understandings in other 
literatures. As a field, CSCW has created and examined new applications and 
systems over and over again, but more importantly, constantly attempted to view 
those applications and systems in terms of their social possibilities, issues, and 
challenges. In short, we have confronted the opportunities of ‘knowledge 
management’ socio-technically and in practice. As one might hope, the elaborated 
understanding has evolved into an accumulated literature, intellectual viewpoint, 
and epistemological stance. We fully expect the next 20 years, with its new 
technologies, interesting designs, and collaborative opportunities, to be as fruitful. 

6 Addendum 

Subsequent corrections, modifications, and additions to this document will be 
found at http://www.socialworldsresearch.org/sharing-expertise-review. The 
citation list, in bibtex format, will be available there as well. 
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Notes 

In this paper, we will not differentiate between knowledge and information: We 
could easily spend several lifetimes teasing the two apart, and colloquial uses are 
sufficient (as argued in Normark and Randall 2005). 

These generations are not completely distinct — some studies may have 
foreshadowed a generation, and later studies sometimes combined them. It is 
difficult to cover so much intellectual ground without being reduced to making 
seemingly arbitrary categorizations, and we beg the reader’s indulgence on this 
point. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Information systems have changed over the last decade, shifting towards new 
kinds of large-scale and interconnected information infrastructures (Hanseth et al., 
1996) that transcend workplaces, organizations and societies (Monteiro et al., 
2013). While the term ‘infrastructure’ has traditionally been used mainly to refer 
to developing layers of hardware and software technology (e.g. (Dourish Paul, 
1999), (Edwards et al., 2010), (Tannenbaum Andrew S., 2002)), CSCW research 
began some time ago to recognize the interactional and/or organizational features 
that influenced the evolution, and ultimately stabilization, of infrastructures. This 
has included reflections upon network management (Bowers, 1994), (Clement, 
1993), choosing/configuring software (Robertson, 1998), integrating and 
removing functional items (Pipek and Wulf, 1999) or managing shared 
infrastructures (Lee et al., 2006). Star and Ruhleder (Star and Ruhleder, 1996) 
provided a conceptual basis for considering the socio-material aspects of an 
information system infrastructure by establishing a relational understanding of an 
infrastructure: a technology is not per se an infrastructure; it becomes an 
infrastructure through the relations users establish between their practices and the 
technological structures that serve them. In their ‘characteristics of infrastructure’, 
traditional notions centering on scope, layers and technical standards that define 
material artefacts, are combined with socio-material aspects like conventions, 
group membership and other social arrangements. This insight was further 
developed by Star and Bowker (Star and Bowker, 2002) and later Karasti and 
Baker (Karasti and Baker, 2004), who started to widen the design-oriented and 
product-focused lenses of traditional technology development through the concept 
of infrastructuring. While the traditional reflections around infrastructuring often 
maintain an analytical perspective to describe and systematize the phenomena that 
can be observed around infrastructural innovations, we aim to develop a 
vocabulary that helps with building the development methods that take place in 
the realm of and are initiated by practitioners. As a further consequence, we 
reflect on consequences for interface-oriented, functional and architectural aspects 
of the design of information technology. 

We have still appropriated, for this purpose, the concept of Infrastructuring, as 
described in Pipek and Wulf (Pipek and Wulf, 2009). Here, the practitioner’s 
angle is reflected by not taking the successfully designed technology product as 
the methodological end point, but instead the successful establishment of its usage 
in a practice context. One of the major characteristics of infrastructuring as a 
technology development methodology is the “Point of Infrastructur(ing)” (PoI), 
which is the moment at which a (group of) practitioner(s) understand(s) that the 
current use of a technological infrastructure needs to be reconsidered (Pipek and 
Wulf, 2009). By applying the perspective of Infrastructuring as a design approach, 
we widen the notion of design so as to encompass potentially heterogeneous (and 
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long term) shifts in use. Here, design encompasses every creative activity 
targeting a change within an infrastructure that is intended to last. Our perspective 
interprets a product as further developing a ‘work infrastructure’, an infrastructure 
that is relevant for work practices. This perspective also defines our perception of 
Star and Ruhleder’s (Star and Ruhleder, 1996) characteristics, where we particularly 
look at the emergence and renegotiation of the dependencies between a practice 
and its infrastructure. 

In this regard, our perspective suggests that, based on the initial PoI, there is a 
period of in-situ design, consisting of activities of technology configuration, 
tailoring and the development of conventions. In the ‘last mile’ of technology 
development (for a specific work practice) activities will be mainly performed by 
(not necessarily technologically skilled) practitioners until finally the point has 
been reached in which a new technology usage has been successfully established. 
Inspired by this perspective, we have been able to identify processes of 
infrastructuring that connect ‘global’ infrastructures to their ‘local’ use with 
concrete artifacts (in this paper, 3D printers). Here, the appropriation of an 
infrastructure becomes a part of designing and using it. 

Concepts relating to the analysis and design of support for ‘infrastructuring 
activities1 can be seen to complement other user-oriented, user-centered or 
participatory design methodologies (e.g. (Sadar and Chyon, 2011)), where 
practice-driven approaches focus radically on evolving use. In this case it is not 
the completed technological artifact that is the focal point of design (Karasti and 
Syrjänen, 2004). 

“Each point of infrastructure does not only provoke in-situ design activities and 
make visible prior preparatory activities, but it also creates resonance activities of 
observing and communicating aspects of what has become visible within the work 
environment or to other work environments” (Pipek and Wulf, 1999). As every 
PoI, with subsequent in-situ design activities, is a significant moment for an 
individual, a group, an organization etc., resonance activities can be understood as 
those activities that help transcend this moment, e.g. when infrastructure users 
observe changes in one practice and are inspired to rethink their own practices, or 
when users actively share configurations, conventions or narratives they find 
useful for improving their practice. The separation of infrastructuring activities 
that target one’s own practice (directed inward) from those, which may affect 
other practices (directed outward) may be useful for rethinking technological 
support for these activities. 

By examining resonance activities, we are not just provided with an 
opportunity to capture the social appropriation of an artifact: we are provided with 
a means of gaining a clearer insight into the relationship between different points 
of infrastructure (as different users and groups encounter possibilities with the 
same technology). The question is, given these diverse possibilities, how to 
capture resonance activities and, if this can be done, how to design technological 
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support for capturing as well as mediating them? Based on an empirically based 
design case study around the appropriation of 3D printers in two different 
communities, we outline the concept of sociable technologies. These represent a 
scaffolding for (the collaborative nature of) infrastructuring and mediating 
resonance activities directly integrated within the machinery itself. We focus on 
the analysis of 3D printers as an example of highly digitalized production 
machines that allow for, even encourage, the creative activities of their users that 
help them to make these machines work for their practices of 3D printing. 
In section 2 we will present the discourses around infrastructures and 
infrastructuring, the concept of resonance activities, and the close connection 
between resonance activities and other concepts such as (collaborative) 
appropriation. Based on this literature, we present our findings in respect of our 
comparative study of the appropriation of 3D printers (section 3). We then use the 
experiences derived from this research to discuss the appropriation-based concept 
of design, and draw conclusions about the idea of sociable technologies (section 
4). 

2 BACKGROUND 

We base our research on two discourses, one on infrastructuring and the other one 
on the concept of (collaborative) appropriation infrastructures. By introducing a 
number of related concepts such as appropriation, sociable technologies, as well 
as resonance activities, we seek to build a set of terminologies that allow for the 
comparison of infrastructural activities. 

2.1 Infrastructure and Infrastructuring 

The term infrastructure comes from the Latin infra (below) and structural 
(assemblage) and comprises all the basic structures that are needed for the 
operation of a society. Based on its early definitions and referring to List (List, 
1841), Jochimsen (Jochimsen, 1966) defined infrastructure as the sum of material, 
institutional and personal facilities and data that are available to economic agents 
and that contribute to realizing the equitable remuneration of comparable inputs 
into economic activity, thus maximizing resource allocation. While some 
researchers follow this techno-centric perspective on infrastructural approaches to 
information systems (Dourish Paul, 1999), (Edwards et al., 2010), (Tannenbaum 
Andrew S., 2002), others outline the social aspects of an infrastructure, 
demonstrating that users inevitably reshape a new infrastructure during use, and 
should always be considered as ‘designers’. In addition, there is a need for 
mapping all aspects of the artifact and activity chains of the old infrastructure 
(Hanseth and Lundberg, 2001). The most prominent exponents of this socio-
technical perspective on infrastructure are Star and Ruhleder (Star and Ruhleder, 
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1996). Besides simply looking at physical entities, they also took the role of the 
actors as well as their relationships into account. Based on their study of a 
distributed information system within a scientific community, they described eight 
salient characteristics of an infrastructure: 

• embeddedness in other social and technological structures; 

• transparency in invisibly supporting tasks; 

• spatial and temporal reach or scope; 

• the taken-for-grantedness of artifacts and organizational arrangements, 
learned as part of membership in a community; 

• infrastructures shape and are shaped by conventions of practice; 

• infrastructures are plugged into other infrastructures and tools in a 
standardized fashion, though they are also modified by scope and 
conflicting (local) conventions; 

• infrastructures do not grow de novo but wrestle with the inertia of the 
installed base and inherit strengths and limitations from that base; 

• normally invisible, infrastructures become visible upon breakdown. 
Over time, infrastructure has started to be understood in terms of the dependencies 
it is operating in as well as producing, with a focus being put upon the social 
processes that make a network of devices an infrastructure. In this regard, Star and 
Bowker (Star and Bowker, 2002) have discussed the interplay between the 
‘global’ establishment of available technologies and the development of ‘local’ 
use practices, along with the dependencies between different layers of 
infrastructures. It was the title ‘How to infrastructure’ that particularly served to 
inspire a new discourse that studies the actors and activities that ‘do’ the 
infrastructuring. This discourse now also seeks to advise actors involved in an 
infrastructuring effort to engage consciously in the process (Karasti et al., 2018). 

When considering work-related information systems as infrastructures, Pipek 
and Wulf (Pipek and Wulf, 2009) outlined infrastructural aspects such as 
interconnectedness, complexity, a layered approach and standardization, as well 
as (in-)visibility in use. They introduced the term ‘work infrastructure’ to 
highlight the role of an infrastructure in supporting a specific practice or achieving 
acknowledged goals. The dependency between an infrastructure and its users is 
not especially defined by the sheer “spatial and temporal reach or scope” that 
allows it to offer a service. Instead, it develops to the extent that a practice 
becomes dependent on it, be it by developing routines using the functional 
components and services of the infrastructure, or be it by ‘forgetting’ alternative 
ways of doing. Additionally, it does not necessarily cover only technological 
systems, but – in accordance with Star and Ruhleder (Star and Ruhleder, 1996) – 
also the “entirety of devices, tools, technologies, standards, conventions, and 
protocols on which the individual worker or the collective rely to carry out the 
tasks and achieve the goals assigned” (Pipek and Wulf, 2009). In this regard, Lee 
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et al. (Lee et al., 2006) have highlighted the fact that humans need to be 
considered as a part of the infrastructure they help to maintain. 

2.2 Infrastructuring as a Design approach 

Following Star and Ruhleder’s (Star and Ruhleder, 1996) idea of treating designed 
systems not as fixed products, but rather as ongoing infrastructures with emerging 
‘local’ socio-technical processes, Pipek and Wulf (Pipek and Wulf, 2009) 
understand the reshaping of a work infrastructure and the practice of “re- 
conceptualizing one’s own work in the context of existing, potential, or 
envisioned IT tools” as infrastructuring. As Björgvinsson et al. (Björgvinsson et 
al., 2010) stated: “Infrastructuring can be seen as an ongoing process and should 
not be seen as being delimited to a design project phase in the development of a 
free-standing system. Infrastructuring entangles and intertwines potentially 
controversial ‘a priori infrastructure activities’ (like selection, design, 
development, deployment, and enactment), with ‘everyday design activities in 
actual use’ (like mediation, interpretation and articulation), as well as ‘design in 
use’ (like adaptation, appropriation, tailoring, re-design and maintenance) (Karasti 
and Baker, 2004), (Pipek and Wulf, 2009), (Twidale and Floyd, 2008).” We will 
refer to the “design in use” activities and its encompassing concepts such as 
appropriation and how to support these activities later on. 

As already introduced, one of the major characteristics of infrastructuring as a 
technology development methodology is the “Point of Infrastructur(ing)”, which 
is the moment at which practitioners understand that the current use of a 
technological infrastructure needs to be reconsidered. The PoI started out as an 
analytical figuration, capturing a moment of awareness of infrastructure problems 
or opportunities (a) that could happen at the individual, organizational or even 
societal level, (b) in which the political, social, organizational and technological 
dimensions of an infrastructure become tangible for the practitioners that depend 
on it, (c) that initiates a set of activities of a variety of stakeholders targeting the 
infrastructure problem or opportunity, and (d) that ultimately may result in a 
modified infrastructure and/or a modified (use) practice. In our perspective, we 
can identify layers of infrastructuring activities around that ‘point of 
infrastructure’. In the timeline of a technological systems’ existence, the PoI 
covers the moment where in-situ design and/or in-situ work activities become 
manifest. 

PoIs do not happen arbitrarily during the course of performing a practice. 
Instead, there are specific factors that are likely to trigger this reconsideration 
where there is a dependency between a (work) practice and its supporting (work) 
infrastructure that has developed previously and that hence becomes largely 
invisible to the actors who engage the practice in question. This dependency is 
what causes the reconsideration, based on four motivational forces (Pipek and 
Wulf, 2009): 
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• Actual infrastructure breakdown: The infrastructure is not able to 
deliver the service it is expected to provide, often because parts of the 
technologies have become inoperable (e.g. power failure when trying 
to stream a video). 

• Perceived infrastructure breakdown: The infrastructure does provide 
its service technologically, but not to the level of expectations of its 
user (e.g. the low quality of a streamed video in a mobile network 
when there is limited bandwidth available). 

• Extrinsically motivated practice innovation: The framing conditions, 
the task, and goals associated with a practice, have changed in such a 
way that it is impossible to maintain the old practice (e.g. a video 
streaming platform develops a new pricing/subscription scheme and 
the customer requires a new device, accompanied by new process 
documentation). 

•  Intrinsically motivated practice innovation: The framing conditions, 
tasks and goals associated with a practice remain unchanged, but 
practitioners discover the potential for performing the practice in a 
new way, possibly because it is more cost efficient, simpler, quicker, 
or simply more fun (e.g. equipping the home with new sensors and 
technology to be able to start streaming a video two minutes after 
arrival in the living room). 

Here, the method of infrastructuring suggests that, based on this initial impulse, 
there is a period of technology configuration, tailoring and development of new 
conventions, in which the ‘last mile of technology development’ will be mainly 
performed by (not necessarily technologically skilled) practitioners until finally 
the point has been reached in which a new technology usage has been successfully 
established (Pipek and Wulf, 2009). The four motivations for reconfiguring one’s 
infrastructure suggest different approaches to re-building the interrupted practice, 
although ongoing infrastructuring activities will follow the practical necessities of 
the lack of fit between a practice and its infrastructure: 

• If an infrastructure actually breaks down, one may aim to repair it. 

• If an infrastructure is perceived as breaking down, one may find 
complementary technology to overcome the problem. 

• If the framing conditions of a practice change, one may want to 
change use conventions, but also look for complementary technology. 

• If there is an intrinsic motive, then there is probably an alternative or 
complementary technology already at hand that needs to be explored 
and integrated into a practice. 

2.3 CSCW and Infrastructuring 

Although the infrastructure/infrastructuring discourse first developed mainly in 
Science and Technology Studies (STS being initially research on ‘large 
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technological systems’), numerous HCI/CSCW approaches have since developed 
that essentially all deal with the relation between a practice, the tools that support 
it, and the way these tools are, or should be developed. 

2.3.1 Software Design/Redesign as a Collaborative Effort. 

Jones (Jones, 1983) pointed out very early on that re-designing something is 
different to designing it from scratch. The acknowledgement of what is already 
there and – for all parties involved - being able to rely on experiences acquired in 
an earlier design process, allows for an understanding of design not as a discrete 
process, but as a continuous effort. The methodological discourses in Software 
Engineering came to similar conclusions. Here, Böhm’s spiral model (Boehm, 
1988) aimed to address the failures of using the earlier waterfall model of 
software development (in particular the difficulties of managing requirements that 
change during the development process) by establishing iterative cycles of doing a 
risk analysis of the ties between the technology and the users (their practice) 
during development. Floyd’s STEPS model (Floyd et al., 1989), however, 
suggested iterative development involving the actual practice/practitioners, 
something later echoed by various flavors of Participatory Design (Bodker et al., 
2009), (Muller and Kuhn, 1993). 

A different approach to the problem of finalizing the design of IT systems 
aimed to support practitioners in completing the development on their own. 
Fischer’s (Fischer, 1994) ‘Domain-Oriented Design Environments’, for instance, 
were later generalized into a strategy for ‘meta-design’, which suggested 
designing software so that user-designers could give it a ‘final touch’ (Fischer and 
Girgensohn, 1990), (Fischer and Scharff, 2000). This resulted in a further set of 
diverse discourses regarding ‘End-User Development’(Barbosa et al., 2017), 
(Lieberman et al., 2006) or ‘End-User Software Engineering’ (e.g. (Burnett, 
2010)). At a more conceptual level, Ehn (Ehn, 2008) pointed out that  every 
designed thing carries with it the notion of an arena that allows/supports its 
‘becoming’. This leans on the old Germanic notion of a ‘thing’ as a decision-
making council/meeting. This then formed the basis of a discussion regarding a 
more sensitive integration of professional methods and terminologies in what 
amount to political processes. 

2.3.2 Tailoring and Tailorability 

Parallel to (and partially intertwined with) these practice- oriented refinements of 
technology development methods and tools, CSCW scholars also started to 
discuss the importance of supporting ‘tailoring’ activities by practitioners and the 
‘tailorability’ of technologies. Henderson & Kyng (Henderson and Kyng, 1991) 
initially focused the discourse less on the methodological issues of technology 
development and more on a continuous change perspective in social/collaborative 
settings. This required that technologies be flexible and manageable by end users 
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throughout their entire use phase. MacLean et al. (MacLean et al., 1990) had 
previously established that, in order to allow end users to ‘tinker’ with IT tools, 
their evident complexity should not be hidden from them under the guise of 
simplistic customization interfaces. Instead, a variety of interface- or architecture-
oriented approaches were required to provide a ‘gentle slope of complexity’ that 
would allow users to familiarize themselves with a technology and develop an 
appropriate investment in understanding the consequences of configuring it during 
use. Later approaches focused more on the infrastructural aspects of IT tools, for 
instance, addressing the layeredness of IT technologies (e.g. (Dörner et al., 2008), 
(Dourish Paul, 1999), (Dourish Paul, 1999), (Wulf et al., 2008)) or supporting the 
collaborative nature of tailoring processes (see the overview in (Pipek and Kahler, 
2006)). 

2.3.3 Supporting Appropriation Work 

While the discourses on tailorability and end-user development focus on 
changing/configuring a technology during its use, the term ‘appropriation’ has 
been used to address issues beyond technology configuration. Thus, it is also 
understood to refer to the individual and collaborative sensemaking of 
technologies, not to mention organizational issues (Balka and Wagner, 2006), 
(Carroll, 2004), (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994), (Dix, 2007), (Dourish, 2003), 
(Pipek, 2005), (Stevens et al., 2009). This can also encompass fundamental 
changes in practice and embrace the possibility of users adopting and using the 
technology in ways usually not anticipated by its designers (Pipek, 2005). 
Furthermore, appropriation is associated with processes of exchange and 
interaction in networks of (co-)end users where experiences and stories are shared 
between all involved in the appropriation process (Carroll, 2004), (Gantt and 
Nardi, 1992), (Mackay, 1990), (Pipek, 2005), (Pipek and Kahler, 2006). Thus, a 
‘user’ is reconstructed as a creator of actions who precedes an identity rather than 
a user with an identity that prescribes actions (Wakkary and Maestri, 2007), 
(Wakkary and Maestri, 2008). On the basis of this, designing for appropriation 
can become an inherent design goal. This “asks that professional designers design 
artifacts so they are open to and even invite use in ways that were not intended in 
the original design. For example, in the IT equivalent of paper, rather than 
consider it as a medium that supports written text and drawings, we can design 
toward an action space that invites rolling, folding, folding together, marking, 
ripping, making holes, gluing together, and so on” (Wakkary and Maestri, 2008). 
Focusing on the ‘doing’ of configuration as well as sensemaking work involves, 
additionally, aspects of collaborative knowledge management, residing under the 
overarching topic of discussing and re-inventing technology-based practices 
(Schön, 1983). 

An intense discourse already exists that focuses on designing tools for 
supporting the appropriation of a system. Sevaldson (Sevaldson, 2011) introduces 
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GIGA-mapping as a technique for easing the conceptualization of a system across 
multiple layers and scales inducing an investigation of relations between 
seemingly separate categories. From a more technical perspective, Stevens et al. 
(Stevens et al., 2009) look at ensembles of software tools and suggest an 
appropriation framework that also addresses the developer’s interest in improving 
the technology. Aside from the core features of an interactive system, this 
framework adds second-level functionality to support all associated appropriation 
activities. Examples of appropriation frameworks for software-centered domains 
include the development and integration of a participatory feedback tool into the 
Eclipse IDE (Draxler et al., 2011), (Draxler and Stevens, 2011) or attempts at 
formalizing a theoretical appropriation model based on the evolution of digital 
artifacts and information structures that support identifying particular user 
operations, and related digital transformations (Belin and Prié, 2012). 
The integration of appropriation frameworks directly in the information systems 
that they are intended to support have been thoroughly investigated, tested and 
seem to have some merit (Pipek, 2005), (Stevens et al., 2009), (Yetim et al., 
2012). Traditionally, if hardware is involved in such studies, it is mostly 
considered in a systemic way in conjunction with software (Dalton et al., 2012), 
(March et al., 2005). Generally speaking, this makes sense, since complex 
hardware usually also has software components, meaning that the analysis of 
software vs. hardware appropriation needs to be achieved in a mutually 
elaborative fashion. We will be focusing on how to design for appropriation 
within more intensely hardware-related settings in the next section. 

2.3.4 Towards Infrastructuring 

To some extent one can claim that many of the features that now surface in 
discourses around infrastructuring have been informed or even influenced by 
earlier HCI and CSCW discourses. The tangible difference lies not necessarily in 
adding previously unheard of observations, but in tearing down boundaries 
between discourses that aimed to inform certain professions or sets of roles, 
thereby allowing a more neutral perspective on the variety of contributions that 
help to establish the use of a technology. In other words: establishing a 
dependency that makes a technology an infrastructure for someone. This allows 
for the possibility of discovering and describing things like interaction 
patterns/techniques (Parmiggiani et al. (Parmiggiani et al., 2015), who describe 
‘bootstrapping’ and ‘enactment’ as recurring patterns in infrastructuring), or 
changing involvement levels and groups (Fox, 2014). These are only two 
examples of how infrastructure-related observations can become useful in 
changing/supporting methods and terminologies around the establishment or 
change of infrastructures. 
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2.4 Sociable Technologies as Hardware-Oriented 
Appropriation Infrastructures 

Since we understand infrastructure as a socio-technical construct with emerging 
practices (Star and Ruhleder, 1996), focusing only on software ecosystems is 
insufficient. Physical technologies and entities also have to be taken into account 
in order to support appropriation. This is an important part of infrastructuring and 
typically requires some kind of sociability. The idea of sociability embedded in 
technology was first brought into the spotlight by Reeve and Nass (Reeves and 
Nass, 1996), who argued that people interact with computers in ways that 
demonstrate an existing sociality. Barraqand (Barraquand, 2012) builds on this 
notion but argues that technologies need to facilitate sociability as a feature of 
their explicit design. He tries to foster this by building a framework for 
technology that is rooted in psychological considerations and emphasizes the 
importance of collaboration and contextual information. Norman (Norman, 
Donald A., 2008) connects the notion of sociality being embedded in technologies 
with the need to support communication, teamwork, and an approach to 
troubleshooting that, for him, means careful design with the cultural and social 
factors of the technology’s field of application in mind. 

As a first test of using improved functional components that are grounded in 
this way of thinking Ludwig et al. (Ludwig et al., 2017), (Ludwig et al., 2014) 
turned to 3D printing infrastructures (encompassing the mix of the 3D printer 
itself, the modelling and slicing software, the physical tools for shaping the 
artifact, etc.) and argued that new hardware-based technologies are particularly 
capable of supporting the (collaborative) appropriation activities of their users by 
making their devices more ‘sociable’. In relation to this they coined the term 
’sociable technologies’ to capture the kinds of hardware-integrated affordances 
that can support communicating, documenting and sharing (almost all) practices 
of use. For the purposes of our own argument here we want to build upon these 
observations by noting that sociable technologies need to operate at three 
contextual levels: (1) The internal context, where they provide information about 
their inner workings and current state as well as about their component and 
behavioral structure; (2) The socio-material context; which encompasses things 
like their location and surroundings, environmental data, and maintenance or 
user/usage data; (3) The task/process context: which relates to things like the 
immediate purpose and ultimate goal of using a device (Ludwig et al., 2017), 
(Ludwig et al., 2014). 
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2.5 Resonance Activities as the Social Aspects of 
Appropriation 

Infrastructuring occurs in a manner based on the nature of the dependency 
between a practice and its work infrastructure. This makes it difficult to suggest a 
general model that might help to pin down and describe the specific details of 
infrastructuring. Activities regarding the final modification of technology are less 
a predefined division of labor (although this may be possible), but more a 
developing network of cooperation between practitioners. This network may also 
incorporate the original developers of a technology (e.g. to debug software that 
has ‘broken down’). As a network of cooperation it is inspired and driven by other 
‘points of infrastructuring’ that have happened earlier in related practices. To 
describe the connections between different points of infrastructuring, Pipek and 
Wulf (Pipek and Wulf, 2009) developed the concept of ‘resonance activities’. 
These currently underexplored aspects of infrastructuring can be understood to be 
all of those kinds of activities that may become visible to other users engaged in 
related practices, or to technology developers who laid the technological 
foundation of an ongoing practice innovation (see Fig. 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Resonance Activities in Infrastructuring 
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Resonance activities are not closed off from the technological foundations that 
constitute the infrastructure. Relevant activities here might include: a colleague 
observing at work how another colleague modifies a software tool to meet the 
needs of some specific practice; or a worker describing his problem with a 
specific printer at the pub and getting feedback about this from the others around 
him; or a user discussing in online forums how to best repair the connection for 
his telephone. With these resonance activities, the changes that emerge around 
previous PoIs become accessible to others engaged in similar practices or to those 
that have a connection with the practices where a PoI occurred. Observing or 
supporting these activities helps us to understand and/or influence the diffusion of 
practice innovations amongst different PoIs. As we have already argued, capturing 
resonance activities may reveal the (social) appropriation of certain technology 
usages. 

To summarize the concepts and discourses present in related work, we have 
focused on the socio-technical treatment of the notion of an infrastructure and 
infrastructuring as a design- oriented methodology. Infrastructuring encompasses 
the ‘point of infrastructure’ (POI)- triggered appropriation and re-conceptualizing 
of an infrastructure in the context of existing, potential, or envisioned artifacts and 
systems. The concept of appropriation is particularly associated here with the 
processes of exchange and interaction in networks of (co-)end users. Within these 
networks, experiences and stories are shared between all involved in the 
appropriation process and resonance activities occur. Resonance activities are all 
those kinds of activities involved in accessing changes that emerge around a PoI 
that can then become visible to other users with related practices. When focusing 
on the design of supportive appropriation infrastructures, the mix of highly 
context-dependent hardware and software requires the design of sociable 
technologies that provide hardware-integrated affordances for communicating, 
documenting and sharing practices of an artifact’s use. As we will argue, these 
sociable technologies can now be used for the detection and support of resonance 
activities as part of the process of social appropriation. 

3 EMPIRICAL STUDY ON COLLABORATIVE 
INFRASTRUCTURING 

Building on previous work around the (social) appropriation of software 
environments (Dalton et al., 2012), (Draxler and Stevens, 2011), (Lazar and 
Preece, 2002), (Mackay, 1990), we felt that more design-related studies were 
needed to connect community interactions, material foundations (in terms of 
materials and devices/technologies used in practices) and the emergence of 
infrastructuring practices and resonance activities. We therefore conducted a 
comparative study in two different 3D printing ‘maker’ communities. Parts of this 
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empirical study and the theoretical concept of sociable technologies have already 
been published in Ludwig et al. (Ludwig et al., 2017). Our aim was to examine 
appropriation and infrastructuring activities. These can encompass individual, 
communicative or collaborative activities aimed at changing technologies, 
conventions or patterns of use once a practice has been interrupted, either by a 
breakdown or by new ideas about the ways a technology might be used that 
extend beyond those originally envisaged. In this paper we extend upon our prior 
work by focusing on how sociable technologies could specifically be used to 
support resonance activities within the broader process of infrastructuring. 

We concentrated on 3D printing because it was, and still is, an emergent 
phenomenon, where rules, conventions and technologies may be less well 
developed. There are, still, relatively few previous or established practices users 
can relate to when handling 3D printers. Unexpected errors and breakdowns as 
well as complex configurations can still lead to difficulties in understanding and 
appropriating these machines for current practices of ‘making’. These ‘learning 
moments’ allowed us not only to look for patterns of appropriation, but also for 
any kinds of collaborative infrastructuring practices or resonance activities that 
might exist. We will briefly outline the applied methodology as well as the 
specific results of our empirical study that are of importance for the framing of 
our concept. 

3.1 Methodology 
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We conducted our empirical study in 2014 in two ‘maker’ communities that are 
located in Germany. The first community was a group of HCI researchers at a 
University (HCI-UNI). At that point in time, two Fused Deposition Molding 
(FDM) printers (MakerBot and MakerBot 2X) and one full color powder 
composite printer (ZPrinter) were available. These were located centrally in a so-
called HCI-Laboratory (Fig. 2, left), together with other workshop tools. The 
HCI-Laboratory was also used for team meetings, by project groups, and was 
often frequented by students. The second community was a group of artists at a 
German Academia of Media Arts (HCI-ART). They had just one FDM printer (a 

MakerBot 2). It was located in an outbuilding, which was mainly used for printing 
purposes (Fig. 2, middle and right). Since the study, the HCI-Laboratory has 
evolved into a more professional fabrication laboratory (FabLab) that is also 
accessible to citizens and local companies 

Fig. 2. 3D printer environments: HCI-UNI (left) and HCI-ART (middle, right) 

To understand people’s practices we used a mixture of (participatory) observations, 
workshops and interviews. We conducted the observations in both communities. The 
workshops and interview study, however, were only conducted at HCI-UNI. Most of the 
people we met during our observations were also able to participate in the workshops. All 
of the workshop participants, except for one, participated in the later interview study. 

The observations (20 hours in sum, 2 x 5 hours in both communities) were used to 
acquire knowledge about practical work in 3D printing and its process. We used 
participatory observation so that users could ‘instruct’ us about the process steps involved 
in 3D printing and the activities needed to accomplish a successful 3D printing process. 
During the observations we took field notes and quickly jotted bullet points about the 
what, the how, the when, and the why of an activity. After the on-site observations, we 
used the notes and bullet points to create a narrative that described the setting and the 3D 
printing process in detail. We added further reflections about the situation regarding the 
appropriation of such a complex technology and, specifically, the social aspects of 
collaborative appropriation. These primarily relate to situations in which the users were 
discussing the steps and showing us how to handle a printer. 

In addition to this, we held two workshops that allowed us to understand people’s 
communicative practices regarding printer-specific knowledge and information sharing. 
The workshops brought together those actors in the communities who were already 
handling 3D printing and gave them an opportunity to discuss current practices and 
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problems we had previously noticed during our observations. This was not prescriptive, 
however, and the participants frequently moved on to discussing practices we had not 
previously observed. The workshops lasted about two hours and consisted of eight 
participants: two females and six males. Their ages ranged from 23 to 32 years old. Six of 
them were research associates and two were research students. Although most of the 
participants were experienced in the field of HCI and design, only one had more than two 
years’ experience of 3D printing. The first part of the workshop consisted of an 
introduction to the topic, which helped the participants to familiarize themselves with the 
context. The second part encompassed a brainstorming session in which the participants 
were asked to reflect upon their ways of printing and in what kinds of situations 
breakdowns or problems occur. 

Semi-structured interviews with seven users (I01-I07) allowed us to analyze the work 
context, the use of printing tools and communication systems of relevant users, as well as 
their cooperative activities. The interviews lasted about one hour each and were organized 
in three parts: 1. The participant’s work context, qualification and work steps with the 3D 
printers. 2. Entry obstacles, problems and their articulation. 3. 3D modeling, tools and 
related problems. The questions as well as the structure of the interviews were derived 
from the previous fieldwork (i.e. the workshops and observations). All of the interviews 
were audio-recorded and transcribed for subsequent analysis. The analysis was based on 
an inductive, grounded theory approach (Strauss, 1987) in so far as we used open coding 
techniques associated with grounded theory to derive categories from the empirical data 
by careful reading and the aggregation of categories. Statements by the participants were 
divided into textual groupings and then into categories. Alongside of this, knowledge 
previously acquired by studying the literature was used to heighten our theoretical 
sensitivity (Strauss, 1987). Much of the empirical study itself has already been published 
(Ludwig et al., 2014), but we briefly present parts of it again here as a basis for 
developing our concept of supporting resonance activities. In this paper, we focus upon 
what the data had to say about patterns of appropriation and the activities that support 
resonance activities. 

3.2 Results: 3D Printing-Related Resonance Activities 

In order to foreground aspects of the empirical study that are of particular relevance 
for our interest in resonance activities we are going to concentrate on certain key aspects. 
One of these relates to how resonance activities arise in specific settings with specific 
situated characteristics that cannot simply be set aside when trying to understand what is 
going on or how the activities are practically accomplished. Another relates to the extent 
to which practical appropriation and, by extension, the accomplishment of resonance 
activities, is intrinsically cooperative in character. Beyond this, we will be looking at how 
appropriation and resonance activities are actively made visible in the work of 
infrastructuring. 
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3.2.1 The Situatedness of 3D Printers and their Practical Appropriation. 

The empirical study demonstrates that both groups were chiefly motivated to start 3D 
printing through private and playful interests. Having playful motivations is, in itself, 
scarcely unique or new. However, during the ludic moments in 3D printing a great deal of 
experimenting is done, often far in excess of the possibilities that might be found in 
manuals and other literature. Indeed, the use of documentation only seems to happen 
occasionally. This explains why, in the groups studied, understanding of the 3D printers 
and how they work was mostly limited to operational handling. It also explains why some 
problems were not easily comprehended. 

“The real problem is to experiment with the specification values for the different materials, to find 
the optimum value, look at how fast you can let the extruder run, because less speed leads to more 
precision and if you have a large model, then the printer runs perhaps the whole day, which you 
might want to avoid. (I04)” 

These kinds of difficulties in understanding were compounded by issues with identifying, 
locating and fixing problems encountered in the printing process e.g. matching them 
conceptually to hardware, software or external factors. If you print with 3D printers, 
which are effectively a construct of an entire infrastructure consisting of hardware as well 
as software components, a problem cannot always be traced directly to one of these 
components and may possibly arise only through specific, situated interactions or 
constellations of both types of component (cp. (Star and Ruhleder, 1996)): 

“The issue is always of course that the problem is deeply embedded in its own specific context. So 
maybe it is the particular model, maybe it is the software just now. (I01)” 

In addition to software and hardware as possible error sources, there is another crucial 
aspect that can decide the success or failure of a 3D print. This is the physical conditions 
and environmental context, such as the temperature or even the breeze from an open 
window, which can count as exceptions for hardware settings: 

“It just takes a long time to figure out something like this. At first, it takes some prints and 
eventually someone notices by accident that it [errors] happens whenever we have the window 
open. A lot of luck is involved in noticing this. (I01)” 

Aside from the breeze from the open windows, which resulted in uneven cooling of the 
printer, the general temperature of the room also provides an example of another 
important environmental factor that could have an effect on printing: 

„So, temperature is always a problem concerning the plastic printer. Whether it is winter now and 
inside the room there are 20 degrees or because the heating is on or the sun shines directly on the 
model and you print in black ABS plastic. That makes a big difference.” (I02) 

This, then, constitutes a problem that cannot easily be identified or specified, because of 
there being other factors that are not obvious and therefore not usually taken into 
consideration. 3D printing differs here from things like writing program code and the 
specific exceptions thrown up by a compiler. Despite the difficulty, however, to 
effectively report and discuss a problem, it is essential to capture all possible contributing 
factors so that the problem is properly framed in accordance with its overall context (I02). 
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„It would not help people when I say: "I wanted to print something today and had the following 
error message". This won’t help anyone. I would have to say to them, I printed with the powder 
printer [Zprinter] and maybe there were such and such specifics in the model or something. All 
those things like that… All that could be important to solve the problem, but you often do not know 
exactly what it could be.” (I01) 

If a problem is identified reasonably in this way, it can still be very difficult to find a 
solution for it or even to search for it because of the difficulty of capturing and phrasing a 
question in an appropriately context-oriented fashion (I02). To make things worse, the 
hacker and maker community is a highly domain-specific culture where a very particular 
terminology and vocabulary has evolved. Thus: 

“There are certain keywords like the ‘raising’, where everybody is talking of warping. Then you 
search for ‘warping’, ‘Replicator2’ and other keywords. Anyway, you need the device and then 
those keywords every time.” (I03) 

3.2.2 Appropriation as a Set of Profoundly Cooperative Activities 

Solutions to tackle these sorts of problems were sought both internally and externally by 
the two groups we studied. Amongst these, we observed different kinds of resonance 
activities. In the case of internal solutions face- to-face conversations with colleagues as 
well as observations of each other’s 3D printing processes were preferred as a way of 
gathering experience: 

„Before I have started with 3D printing, my colleague David has worked with those printers and 
gathered a lot of experience. I have benefitted much of his knowledge and he told me whether the 
quality of a print was okay or whether I did something wrong. (I07)” 

The constant mix of the technological aspects such as the 3D printer or the material and 
the social aspects such as the printing culture, experience or network of colleagues 
together define a socio-technical 3D printing infrastructure. We mean this in the sense 
used by Star and Ruhleder (Star and Ruhleder, 1996), i.e. the practice of 3D printing 
shapes the infrastructure itself. Within the entire 3D printing process, observing the 
activities of other people and collaborative printing practices were much more important 
than anything else. As another user put it: 

“If Sebastian had not said that we print together, I would not dare. I have observed him and after 
we print a few times together, I became more experienced and did some prints by my own. (I03)” 

Of particular note were the kinds of resonance activities where Sebastian had a problem 
and shared his handling of the 3D printer, making this visible to his colleague, who 
acknowledged the importance of this in how he came to learn 3D printing. Attempts to 
keep hold of these kinds of activities and the gathered knowledge within the groups 
resulted, first of all, in a poster and, secondly, in a collaborative web blog at HCI-UNI. 
The poster was printed and hung up close to the printer, visualizing important information 
about the printing process. 

“It was about a poster for presenting some best practices and providing an introduction to those 
people that might be interested in 3D printing: Especially the basic settings and tips. How can I 
start with the modeling of 3D models and what is Thingiverse and so on.” (I04) 
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A problem with this, however, is that there is no one single standard process to achieve 
3D printing objectives. Furthermore, the numerous possible contextual print- or model-
specific problems that might arise cannot be anticipated in advance and thus provided for 
in an externalized form prior to their occurrence. 

”It is not that easy to devise a standard process and document it somehow that a person who has 
no idea may reproduce it easily because the machine is in my opinion bit too complicated. (I02)” 

To support a more dynamic way of sharing expertise and to preserve best practices and 
challenges before, during and after 3D printing processes a blog was set up. The blog was 
a first attempt at trying to capture resonance activities in a central way. However, the blog 
was maintained and read only very irregularly, because the entries had to be made by 
hand and after a print, thus entailing a post-hoc overhead. 

„The platform [an internal web blog] is not really appropriate for that because you have right 
now a model in front of you and run into an error or functionality does not work and you really 
want to solve the specific problem on time and then print the model. I do not want to write 
something on the blog in this situation somehow. (I01)” 

In HCI-ART, a basic seminar was established to provide students with a practical 
introduction to the 3D printing process. Through this seminar, they wanted the students to 
learn from the experience other users had acquired during 3D printing processes. 
However, such hands-on seminars require semi-professional rather institutional settings. 

With regard to external resources, users in both communities often searched for 
problem solutions on bulletin boards and followed discussions on the web. 

”I have already clicked through bulletin boards for a long time, because first you have to know 
how to create a file, what should I take care of in order to build these STLs [Surface Tesselation 
Language]. It has almost taken two or three months until I got the results, I had imagined or 
rather that I could imagine what the result would be. (I06)” 

As described above, searching these, however, poses a problem in itself, which emanates 
from the domain specific slang and wording. Indeed, this can be considered an 
infrastructure breakdown in itself. For novices, who are typically the ones who require the 
most support, it is especially hard to learn the appropriate terms. This serves to prevent 
them from participating, pushing them back towards learning over-the-shoulder and 
through discussions on-site with colleagues. 

On platforms such as Thingiverse or similar websites, 3D models are typically 
presented as final versions rather than processes to be discussed. As one study participant 
commented, “seeing a nice cake, does not allow you to bake a cake (I02)”. However: 

“But if you are lucky, then you can find something [discussions on Thingiverse] already. 
Thingiverse is quite large. It was operated by the Replicator printer MakerBot Industries. Here 
you can upload your own models. As I said, if you are lucky, you can find something there already. 
(I02)” 

Thus, online platforms such as Thingiverse do have the potential to help the users 
sometimes. However, due to the situatedness of 3D printing and its infrastructure, they do 
not fully support the appropriation of 3D printers and the entire process. Users can be 
faced with similar problems during subsequent prints and have to try to identify the 
problems de novo. The way Thingiverse does support resonance activities is this: “I see 
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what other people do, how they do certain approaches and how to discuss it” (I05). The 
platforms also enable users to give feedback based on their own work: 

“At some point, I signed up for a Thingiverse account and placed just a few models that I have 
designed myself online [...] I think it is actually quite a nice feature of Thingiverse that you get a 
bit of feedback, that someone likes it or includes it into his Things-to-Make-Collection or writes a 
comment. (I02)” 

3.2.3 Appropriation as a Feature of Infrastructuring 

Beyond communicative resonance activities, we did find other evidence of appropriation 
activities, such as users modifying their own work infrastructure. They had, for instance, 
added a webcam that ran on a Raspberry Pi and that was coupled with a Skype account. 
When the account was called it automatically responded in order to monitor the current 
printing process remotely (Fig. 3). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Monitoring” Webcam 

These infrastructuring activities were happening in ways that the manufacturers 
clearly did not plan for, but this is something that could certainly be incorporated 
in future generations of their machines. However, the empirical study shows that 
most infrastructuring activities are communicative or collaborative activities, 
involving not only manipulations and combinations of technology of various 
kinds, but also articulations of use or breakdowns, with reference to the 
technologies at hand and their context (Ludwig et al., 2014). 

The resonances the detected activities cause are of varying degrees of 
intentionality. Some activities are just directed towards the re-configuration 
problems at hand within the infrastructure of one practice. The resonance just 
occurs because practitioners with a different background or with different 
experience observe a process. Sometimes this can even happen accidentally, e.g. 
when more experienced actors solve problems with their 3D printing process or 
discuss the process locally in the group of colleagues or in an online forum such 
as Thingiverese, with other people interested in 3D printing happening to observe 
or participate in these discussions. Yet, the observed activities resonate through 
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such observations to other fields of application. Platforms such as Thingiverse 
play a particularly important role when considering the support of resonance 
activities. However, these kinds of internet platforms have shortcomings with 
regard to presenting the context of 3D printing processes. This missing link 
between online support for resonance activities and the hardware and physical 
setting itself is one of the major issues we revealed within our empirical study. 
The users are unable to either articulate their problems adequately or properly 
enact any suggestions made by the user community. 

Other activities may cause a resonance intentionally, e.g. a practitioner might 
want to verify the long-term consequences of using a configuration they have just 
discovered by posting it on an online forum for fellow practitioners to discuss the 
potential pros and cons of using such a configuration. For our design 
considerations, intentional activities are easier to define and more open to design 
evaluation because the source of the information flow between two PoIs is 
actually aware of the process. In the following sections we examine the challenges 
confronting the design of support for resonance activities and some of the ways it 
might be accomplished. 

4 DISCUSSION 

The above findings focused on making visible how resonance activities are 
already to be found within a specific body of practice surrounding 3D printing. In 
this section we are going to draw upon those findings to articulate more broadly 
aspects of resonance activities and their support that we feel need to be 
foregrounded to both inform and inspire future related design activities. To do this 
we are going to concentrate on the lessons that can be drawn from the empirical 
study regarding what kinds of things underpin resonance activities and enable 
them to take place. We will start by considering how resonance activities have to 
somehow be made visible to other people. At first sight, the mechanisms for this 
are very diverse. Activities can be represented in a synchronous or asynchronous 
fashion. Recipients of such representations can be co-present or distributed. They 
can also be shared by pretty well any channel or medium. However, there are 
constraining features. As we shall see, the mode of representation has to be 
adequate for capturing how an infrastructure is being modified, configured, or 
used. The infrastructural artefact(s) in question will need to be open to 
representation as well. The latter, as a matter for design, presents specific 
challenges because this is not just a matter of capturing the technical character of 
the infrastructure, but also the physical environment within which it is embedded 
and the surrounding social milieu (which can pertain to relationships, specific 
activities and even associated bodies of reasoning). 

We are also going to look at how resonance activities depend upon the extent 
to which infrastructural arrangements are open to being tailored and augmented in 
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various ways, which we argue relates to the extent to which the associated 
technologies might be deemed to be ‘sociable’. More than this, we find that 
configuration and re-configuration activities depend upon the possibility of 
sharing things that objectively capture states and changes of state. Such processes 
of sharing also have a dependency on being able to share configurations that are 
openly accountable and subject to trust on the part of their recipients. Beyond this, 
there is a need to provide process support. In other words, resonance activities 
involve not just sharing configurations but providing recipients with support in 
bringing those configurations about by not just conveying what to do but how to 
do it. In order to underpin these various aspects of resonance activities, there is an 
ever-present need for several different kinds of sense-making to take place, so we 
also examine various aspects of individual, collective and general sense- making 
and the role these have to play. At the end of the section we discuss how 
developing technological arrangements relating to the IoT provide some 
promising avenues for providing the kinds of support that are required. 

 

4.1 The Representability Challenge for Supporting Resonance 
Activities 

Based on our empirical study, there are crucial characteristics for activities to 
be considered resonance activities. At the very least there needs to be a medium 
through which these kinds of activities can be rendered visible. Within this 
medium, the activities do not necessarily need to be immediately visible to others 
(such as discussions on Thingiverse or on-site discussion between colleagues 
during 3D printing processes), but they do need to be traceable, or at least 
representable, such that the narratives associated with the activities can provide a 
clear picture of the relevant aspects of a developing infrastructure’s modification, 
configuration or use. To support this, the infrastructure artifact itself (in our case 
this would be a 3D printer) needs to be representable – what we refer to as a 
sociable technology. Building upon previous literature that has discussed the 
contextual levels of sociable technologies, it is useful to distinguish three 
dimensions of representability: 

• Representations of the inner workings of a technology, making the 
technological processes that are necessary to maintain the technology’s 
services transparent and describable. As the empirical study has shown, 
users mainly learned by doing and experimentation outweighs extensive 
reading of user manuals or background literature. The users therefore 
often have just a vague understanding of the printer’s capabilities and 
functionalities, so all kinds of problems arise. The 3D printer itself is a 
kind of black box for the users and lacks any way of articulating its 
inner workings. This also relates to the interfaces the technology 
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provides to users, not to mention any other technologies they may use 
to build the technical infrastructure, such as 3D scanners or post-
processing tools such as grinders. Sociable technologies would provide 
users with more detail about the current printing process. Providing the 
right kind of information allows the users to get a deeper understanding 
of how the machinery works and the users can become more aware of 
what happens when and where. This also relates to descriptions of the 
state of the technology, so that detailed descriptions of breakdown 
situations can be preserved and innovation opportunities revealed. We 
anticipate that these representations may require an additional layer of 
sensors to be implemented (facilitated, perhaps, by the increasing 
realization of the Internet of Things). These sensors may not be central 
to the functioning of the technology, but may nonetheless support and 
facilitate the articulation of technological issues (e.g. a built-in camera 
monitoring the printing process in a 3D printer, or an additional sensor 
monitoring air movement). In the printing industry at large a rich 
infrastructure of support is already premised upon the use of sensors in 
this way (cf. (O’Neill et al., 2005)). 

• Representations of the physical context a technology is working in, 
addressing the physical, spatial and technological dimensions of the 
context, including all relevant information and descriptions of the ways 
in which technologies are connected or how the physical environment 
may influence the technology’s services. As we saw in the empirical 
study, 3D printers have a high dependency on the physical context, with 
things like temperature, draughts (and their collective cooling effect), or 
even concussions all having a possible impact. Sociable technologies 
should provide options for relating the inner workings of a technology 
to the physical context the technology is working in, so as to offer 
potential sources of errors and to deepen a user’s understanding. Again, 
this may suggest the integration of additional sensors to monitor the 
physical context and states of connected technologies (e.g. temperature 
sensors, humidity sensors), but it also indicates there being a need for 
intuitive ways of visualizing and promoting understanding of different 
values and their relationships. 

• Representations of the work context a technology is supporting, 
including descriptions of processes and states. The empirical study 
revealed that over-the-shoulder-learning and colleagues’ explanations 
are crucial to the success of establishing 3D printing practices. Sociable 
technologies should be able to both gather and articulate descriptions of 
processes and states, ideally in the terminology associated with that 
particular body of practice. This may include required qualities of the 
infrastructure service (e.g. extruder speed or bandwidth) as well as 
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descriptions of processes and tasks that the technology helps to perform 
(i.e. it is a part of their infrastructure), and descriptions of the social 
context (e.g. other users and/or maintenance personnel) that are relevant 
to providing the technology’s services. In professional environments 
this information may already be available through other information 
technologies, for instance where software is used to structure or 
coordinate the running of work processes. By analyzing this 
information, users would be able to comprehend the entire creation 
process. Again, this information could also be supported by installing 
‘sensors’ and implementing middleware as a secondary layer that 
focuses on data connections between the software environment and the 
infrastructure technology. 

4.2 Designing to Support Resonance Activities 

By taking into account the findings coming out of our empirical study with regard 
to infrastructuring and resonance activities, the step we argue for now is to use the 
ubiquitous interconnectedness of devices and sensors to support the collaborative 
nature of infrastructuring and resonance activities by making the technologies 
more ‘sociable’. Sociable technologies should provide all of the three 
representational forms presented above in section 4.1. By integrating these 
representational forms into technologies themselves it should be possible to 
capture resonance activities that are currently realized beyond the bounds of the 
technology in other places, such as the internet in general (e.g. manufacturers 
websites), community forums (e.g. Thingiverse), or in neighboring offices (e.g. 
discussing with colleagues). When technologies provide both a medium and 
articulation support for allowing their re- configuration as well as all other 
infrastructuring activities, they become more ‘sociable’ in their infrastructural 
(technological and social) context, thereby justifying the name ‘sociable 
technologies’. The connection through resonance activities between two PoIs 
based on sociable technologies is illustrated in Figure 4. 

How to deal with sociable technologies when aiming to support 
infrastructuring activities in general and resonance activities in particular, is an 
important research question. Both Pipek (Pipek, 2005) and Ludwig et al. (Ludwig 
et al., 2014) have provided lists of technological opportunities and structures to 
support the appropriation activities that users perform, thereby facilitating changes 
in software or hardware and its use. However, in the following we reflect more 
specifically upon what kinds of characteristics and forms of support might give 
more concrete shape to sociable technologies for supporting resonance activities. 
Within this we also target ‘digitalized’ technologies that are likely to become 
prominent in the era of the Internet of Things. The overall aim here is to explore 
how the design of sociable technologies might better support resonance activities 
and collaborative infrastructuring. 
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Fig 4.: Sociable Technologies to Support Resonance Activities in Infrastructuring 

4.2.1 In-practice Flexibility of an Infrastructure Technology 

The level at which a sociable technology can be modified and configured in its 
functionality is an important resource for discussing support options. This is the 
level at which it can be combined with other technologies (e.g. the combination of 
a webcam and Skype that we saw in the empirical study) to form an ensemble that 
constitutes an enhanced infrastructure, thereby enabling rather more than 
constraining relevant activities. Based on Pipek and Kahler (Pipek and Kahler, 
2006) we would refer to this as the inward and outward tailorability of a 
technology. In general, we assume that the more tailorable a technology is, the 
more sociability and resonance support can be integrated in its design. A 3D 
printer, for example, could allow the reading of machine code for the extruder 
movements (thereby opening up the black box) or temperature (as a first 
indication of contextual factors that might affect a 3D print). It is, however, 
important to note that pretty well any physical device or machine could be 
considered as sociable if the designers make an effort to provide descriptions, 
information and data that could help users to discuss usage, conventions or other 
relevant aspects that have import for their practices bound up the device. 
Gathering, articulating and mediating the use of a physical entity (e.g. gathering 
print histories including all sensor values, configurations and contextual features 
by using a monitoring device and providing a space for discussing these histories 
in almost real time with other users) implements a secondary layer approach as an 
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additional layer for mediating issues that extend the primary use of the physical 
entity. 

4.2.2 Support for the Objectification of Parameters of Infrastructure 
Technologies 

Once a technology has been rendered, in principle, sociable, there is a need to 
reflect upon the kinds of artifices required for configurations to actually be shared, 
such that specific states and changes of state are properly conveyed. The 
objectification of parameters relates to in-practice flexibility, but deserves special 
consideration when talking about digital infrastructures. Infrastructures consisting 
of digital devices and technologies always have a software component (e.g. the 
modelling or slicing software of a 3D printer, which can pose additional 
challenges for a user). Software2 has a unique quality of immateriality that allows 
it to be loosely transferred and copied using the same digital infrastructure (the 
internet) through which its hosting devices communicate. As users, we may have 
grown familiar with devices updating themselves (sometimes repairing 
functionality, sometimes complementing functionality), but it is this unique 
characteristic of the self-adjustment and reflexivity of digital infrastructures that 
we can make use of to design sociable technologies (e.g. the 3D printer offers 
functionality for describing its inner workings). 

We borrow here the idea of ‘objectification’ from the discourse on 
‘tailorability’ of cooperation technologies in CSCW (Henderson and Kyng, 1991). 
The argument here is that, in order to make a configuration change tangible and 
shareable, it is necessary to encapsulate the intended state or state transition of a 
technology in a ‘tailoring object’. This allows the state change to travel between 
different users and fields of use. A technology allows for different qualities of 
sociability depending on how well it supports this sharing of configurations by 
providing objectifications of states and state transitions. It is a prerequisite for 
fostering sharing and delegation patterns within digital infrastructures. A 3D 
printer, for example, could allow saving a print history including all data about the 
model, specifications of the printer and information captured by further external 
hardware such as (integrated) webcams. One can also see that screenshots of 
interfaces or other schematics capturing aspects of a printer set-up that might 
currently be shared via emails, or on posters, in forums or in blogs are already 
moving towards these kinds of objectifications. 

4.2.3 Integrated Sharing and Delegation Support in Infrastructure 
Technologies 

Something we saw in the empirical study was users setting up posters and creating 
blogs to share information about the use of 3D printers. This serves as an apt 
reminder that there is a need to build upon the potential objectification of state 
transitions of infrastructure technologies and to consider how sharing and 
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delegation support might be integrated within infrastructure technologies. One 
might argue here that this integration is not really required because the provided 
objectifications could equally be shared using separate, external channels, as was 
the case for the users in our empirical study who were using posters and online 
forum to accomplish this. However, it may make sense to integrate the sharing of 
use configurations to increase the level of comfort for practitioners and to reduce 
privacy and security risks. Externally shared objectifications may make 
technology usage more transparent and wrong configuration settings could lead a 
technology to fail. These considerations can be easily extended to support the 
delegation of configuration issues to other practitioners (to overcome the 
cumbersome over-the- shoulder learning or sharing of information out-of-
context). We have seen this kind of delegation of configuration details to 
colleagues and have noted in particular that there is a sense in which users are 
delegating responsibility by saying that they are only comfortable during the print 
process when other more experienced users are available (I03). Delegation, in our 
case, implies that the initiative and control for the reconfiguration remains at the 
receiving end of the configuration effort. Clearly, then, there are ways in which 
the mechanisms for handing over configurations need to be openly accountable 
and ‘trustworthy’ on the part of their recipients. This may require that the 
interaction system be able to exercise certain kinds of control, for instance by 
some kind of access token or access rights management, which may require 
complete user authentication management. This needs to be provided by the 
infrastructure technology at hand and could be addressed by concepts such as 
block chain or directed acyclic graphs. 

4.2.4 Integrated Infrastructuring Process Support in Infrastructure 
Technologies 

Whilst the sharing of configurations through sociable technologies in accountably 
appropriate ways may already provide significant support for resonance activities, 
to practically bring about infrastructuring it may be necessary to convey more. So, 
if an infrastructuring effort after a PoI requires organized or managed 
progression3, a sociable technology may provide a means of organizing 
negotiations and decision-making by further developing the connected practices. 
The empirical study showed that, after breakdowns, users often start trying to 
search online and/or discuss their issues on bulletin boards. This sets off a process 
of configuring, tailoring or developing new conventions until the point has been 
reached where the printer has been restored to good working order. The 
configurations, tailoring and development of new conventions is usually a 
collaborative practice and demands highly networked activities. Documenting and 
discussing issues via things like web blogs or using comment functionality is 
cumbersome and requires tasks to be performed out-of-context. A sociable 
technology should be able to organize as well as mediate processes of negotiation 
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and decision-making. This may require functionality to not only enable modelling 
and management of the process, but also to involve the installation of some means 
of controlling access to the process (see above). 

4.2.5 Supporting Sense-making in Infrastructure Technologies 

Underpinning all of the above is a question of sense-making. The empirical study 
has shown that collaborative sense-making plays and important role within the 
process of appropriation. As the literature shows, users usually learn within 
networks. Supporting practitioners in the sense-making of all aspects of an 
infrastructure relevant to their own practice is therefore one of the most important 
elements to provide within sociable technologies. It addresses all resonance 
activities to some degree, especially communication. Based on the empirical study 
we are able to distinguish three dimensions of support here: 

• Integrated support for individual sense making: This dimension 
addresses all information and descriptions that a technology provides 
(and that are currently enquired at colleagues) that might allow users to 
understand the workings of the technology and its potential relation to a 
practice context. We want to stress here that the quality of this support 
depends on how the information and descriptions are able to address the 
relational aspects between the infrastructure technology and supported 
practices. It is not enough to describe the functionality or service. It is 
necessary to address how the functionality might support a specific 
practice. This may include giving examples. It may also include 
information derived from previous experiences of use within this or a 
similar practice. All characteristics of a technology that support its 
active exploration also fall into this category (e.g. the ability to create 
“save points” or undo functionality to return to after experimenting with 
different configurations to prevent the fear of destroying anything was 
something that was mentioned by the participants in the study). At this 
point, historical support deserves specific attention so that users may 
get access to previous experiences collected in the same or a similar 
field of practice (e.g. configuration settings, conventions, processes an 
infrastructure has been used in, narratives of use experiences, printing 
documentation on Thingiverse, etc.). To establish this kind of historical 
support a technology needs to provide support for documenting and 
preserving this kind of experience within a field of practice without 
unduly augmenting the overhead involved in doing this. 

• Integrated support for collective sense making: Many sense making 
activities involve practitioners of different levels of expertise who 
either teach themselves (by using online resources such as bulletin 
boards or videos) or find some other effective ways of exploring an 
infrastructure technology by trial and error (e.g. “the proof is in the 
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pudding”). These activities can be observations of technology 
configuration and use, the demonstration of different configurations, or 
simply a joint effort to discuss important aspects of use, all of which 
were manifest in the empirical study. Most of the issues raised in the 
previous paragraph are relevant here as well, but may require additional 
services to provide collaborative means for exploring a technology in 
the context of some particular practice, or to provide historicity support. 

• Support for general communicability: It should be clear by now that 
resonance activities involve interactions within one field of practice 
(concerning one PoI) or between two PoIs that can be connected 
through direct observation or narratives that transfer experiences and 
usage between different fields of practice. These communications 
regarding technological as well as use-related issues that relate to an 
infrastructure technology can be supported by providing good 
communicative anchors in the technology itself in order to avoid 
ambiguities. This covers mundane issues like using clear terminologies 
(as one of the issues that prevents users from searching effectively 
online) or specific colors for buttons on user interfaces (‘knowing 
how’). It also involves complex issues like providing a process 
description of the service that a technology can provide here and now, 
e.g. the speed of an intelligent printer extruder and its current state 
derived from sensor information about the current printing process in 
relation to things like room temperature. These kinds of measures do 
not aim to help users in primarily understanding the technology; they 
rather aim at just helping users to talk about the technology 
appropriately. 

We acknowledge that most of these resonance activities already take place 
today in most technological settings, without any targeted support through 
‘sociable technologies’. Expertise- sharing platforms like Thingiverse or 
StackOverflow, or the support forums of large software providers like Apple or 
Microsoft, or (as we saw in our empirical study) even the web blog set up within 
one of the 3D printing communities, cover many of the interactions that are 
resonance activities and therefore extend infrastructuring around a single PoI in 
our eyes. However, the way these kinds of support are structured according to 
specific software products and functionalities, and the limited depth discussions 
can reach in terms of addressing the actual relation between software/hardware 
infrastructure technologies and the concrete practices and means of appropriation 
where a PoI has occurred, show that there is much room for improvement. 

Within our study we focused on 3D printing and how improved functional 
concepts could promote a 3D printer to the status of a sociable technology 
whereby it might mediate resonance activities in order to ease appropriation and 
infrastructuring activities. There are lots of other settings, in which we could think 
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of turning devices into sociable technologies. Another such example could be the 
field of modern photography. Taking nice pictures is not straightforward and there 
is a whole ecology of support forums and best practice videos online. However, it 
is, still, difficult to adapt the practices of expert to own practices based just on 
explanations because there is a very complex mix of (a) the hardware (the photo 
camera itself), (b) the software that runs on the photo camera and allows users to 
configure the settings of the camera, (c) the physical context or environment, and 
(d) and of course the user’s physical abilities. By applying the concept of sociable 
technologies, the digital camera itself would be able to mediate and describe the 
colleagues’ professional camera-handling practices and connect different types of 
users. A camera, when designed as a sociable technology, is also able to gather 
information e.g. about the width of a wide-angle lens or the resolution of a high-
contrast display (the internal context); the lighting conditions and the position in 
which the camera is being held (the socio-material context); and current interests 
such as acquiring a sharply focused image of a specific object in a broader 
landscape (the task/process context). All of this documented information (as 
resonance activities) can then be shared via a camera’s integrated network 
technology and proposed to another camera user who has similar interests and 
who is working in a similar socio-material context (but who perceives a possible 
infrastructure breakdown) directly in situ. In this way the digital cameras of other 
users can themselves be adapted to meet a shared internal context. 

Thus, we have also argued that new IoT-based technologies are particularly 
capable of supporting the (collaborative) appropriation activities and resonance 
activities of their users by making the devices more ‘sociable’. In relation to this 
we have applied the term ’sociable technologies’ to capture the kinds of hardware-
integrated affordances for communicating, documenting and sharing practices of 
use that can arise through the appropriation of new IoT technologies. Sociable 
technologies aim to lower the burden of documenting and sharing insights about 
PoI-triggered practices by gathering as well as communicating information about 
software-incorporated hardware artifacts. This, in our view, goes to the heart of 
resonance activity support. 

This perspective supports the practice paradigm by encompassing bodies, 
artifacts, performances, and routines in a more encompassing frame (Kuutti and 
Bannon, 2014). It also begins to illustrate how the dependencies of practices on 
new and complex layers of technologies might be managed by continuous 
infrastructuring effort and appropriate methodologies that not only address the 
development of an IoT product, but the preparation of, and reflection upon how it 
is used and situated in practice. In relation to the theoretical framework we 
articulated earlier, documented aspects regarding the practices through which a 
technology is used are able to promote resonance activities towards other users 
who are using the same technology (or where there are similar practices), thereby 
helping other users to appropriate similar bodies of practice. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

In When considering infrastructuring as an approach to technology development, 
the final modifications of specific practices in use are mainly performed by the 
end users of the technology not by designers. This continues until the practices are 
successfully established (Pipek and Wulf, 2009). To understand this process we 
can look to Star and Ruhleder’s (Star and Ruhleder, 1996) framing, where the focus 
is not on what an infrastructure is from a technological point of view, but on what 
it is to its users. By approaching things in this way, we are obliged to concentrate 
on the relationship between a technology or network of technologies and the 
practices that it supports. In terms of practice, a technology is not only ‘used’: by 
choosing to use it its users grow dependent on it, often not maintaining alternative 
technologies and potentially even forgetting about the possibility of using 
anything else. This dependency is at the core of the relationship between a 
network of technologies and associated practices; it is what makes something an 
infrastructure to its users. 
Based on this interpretation of infrastructuring, users perceive ‘points of 
infrastructure(ing)’ (PoIs) as moments that are constituted in breakdowns or 
innovation-driven reconsiderations of current infrastructure use. These are the 
moments where they begin to configure, tailor or develop new conventions, with 
the process continuing until a point has been reached where the new technology 
use has been successfully established. 

As we have argued in this paper through our use of the example of 3D printing, 
activities around the PoI create resonance activities that encompass all the 
observable and communicative aspects of what has become visible within the 
work environment or in other work environments. What distinguishes resonance 
activities from other activities is their distance from the technological foundations 
that constitute the infrastructure. While an activity addressing concrete 
configuration parameters within an infrastructure (e.g. setting up printer 
parameters such as temperature) can be considered as very much concerned with 
the existing technological foundations of an infrastructure, activities such as 
discussing the pros and cons of using a webcam to monitor a 3D printing process 
or using different types of process documentation, or perhaps discussing the legal 
basis of using an infrastructure, are at some remove from the purely technological 
level. Activities addressing design issues within the infrastructure at hand may 
also be more relevant to considerations associated with resonance activities. Of 
course, 3D printing is a specific field of application and our aim is not to 
generalize or build a one-size-fits-all theory about workplace technologies. 
Instead, our goal has been to present a new theoretical framework regarding the 
concept of resonance activities and how to design for supporting resonance 
activities in software-incorporated hardware artifacts 
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By supporting resonance activities, the (social and collaborative) appropriation 
of an artifact can be improved. Studies of these kinds of communicative practices 
are not entirely new (see (Wellman and Orr, Julian E., 2016), for instance). 
However, existing practices repay a second look because the practices of 
communication and appropriation support are changing in tandem with the 
communication infrastructures that users have evolved as a result of developments 
in miniaturization, mobile and ubiquitous computing. The step we argue for now 
is to use the increasingly ubiquitous interconnectedness of devices to make 
technologies more ‘sociable’. This means that the support that users currently find 
outside of the technology itself, for instance in internet searches, in community 
forums or in neighboring offices, could be integrated into the technology. When 
trying to conceptualize sociable technologies as technologies encompassing 
support for resonance activities, we have outlined five different design 
considerations that the technology should seek to incorporate: (1) In-practice 
flexibility, (2) Objectification of parameters, (3) Integrated sharing and delegation 
support, (4) Integrated infrastructuring process support (5) Sense-making support. 
In relation to this, we have discussed three key notions: 

• Infrastructuring – as a practice-based account of all creative activities 
that contribute to the establishment of a practice; 

• Resonance activities – to identify those activities that create an echo of 
possible problem solutions or innovations, thereby improving the 
relation between an infrastructure technology and the practices it 
supports, which are in turn able to inspire or inform related fields of 
practice; 

• Sociable technologies – as a mix of hardware and software technologies 
that are able to provide services that allow the collective potential of 
resonance activities to unfold and inform other fields of practice. 

In our view, these three notions taken together offer a significant contribution to 
the field of CSCW as a way to improve the quality of, and participation in the 
conceptualization as well as development of digital infrastructures. We argue here 
for a perspective on infrastructuring that has the potential of complementing or 
even replacing traditional technology development methods and traditional 
considerations of infrastructure architectures. We are aware that this represents 
only a fraction of the wider discourse on infrastructuring (Bossen et al., 2014) that 
strongly addresses the political and social dimensions of further infrastructure 
development. Looking at current social trends, participation in the development 
and establishment of digital infrastructures will become more important as people 
become increasingly dependent on large-scale, complex networks of technology. 
The rise of the IoT, with its dependency on technology and all of its associated 
challenges, such as users often not knowing what functionality a ‘thing’ might 
provide or what data or practices might be collected, makes manifest a 
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paradigmatic change in our practices – in particular when it comes to their 
digitalization. 

Digitalization has dramatically reduced the transaction cost for interactions 
associated with many practices, both professional and mundane (e.g. navigation, 
payment, information seeking, consuming media, etc.) and we tend to accept new 
dependencies with relative ease. These new dependencies often become tangible 
to practitioners only after the initial investment in new technology has been made, 
e.g. if there is no internet available to connect to the cloud service you have 
recently subscribed to. This being the case, there is enormous potential for making 
more visible the ‘network of cooperation’ between practitioners that develops to 
overcome these kinds of challenges and their associated PoIs. 

In our view, this reflects the huge potential of the infrastructuring concept as a 
whole. By acknowledging and supporting resonance activities through sociable 
technologies, we can also think about reorganizing the further development of 
infrastructures in a way that allows for the possible consequences of their use to 
become tangible for practitioners at an earlier stage. For example, if technologies 
can describe their own behavior, for instance with regard to the standards they 
use, or the data processing they require and the kinds of data they may be 
rendering visible, the consequences of different decisions regarding infrastructural 
change (as described in Star and Ruhleder's original conception of infrastructures) 
could be discussed within the very technologies that people are considering 
changing. 

6 References 

 



Visioning a future world of CSCW 
design 
Kari Kuutti,  
University of Oulu 
 

The papers in this section span more than two decades of research work. They have 
been published in a variety of forums: from first-class journals (CSCW, JAIS) to 
new journals (PACM/HCI) to proceedings of fringe conferences (DIS) to sections 
in edited books. Despite the variety of publication channels they have all been 
decently referenced to, and the most cited paper – Pipek & Wulf 2009 paper on 
infrastructuring – is a well-established reference on the topic. The papers discuss 
with research communities in at least four distinct research areas – information 
systems (IS), computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), human-computer 
interaction (HCI), and design research. Interestingly, three of the papers are titled 
as "towards x", and the topics discussed in the papers have not been mainstream 
topics for any of the research communities. All of this indicates that the group 
believes that it has developed a position that is novel, interesting, and important, 
and it has been casting the net wide to find discussion partners. There is a clear 
evolution in terminology in the papers: the oldest 1995 paper talks on integrated 
organization and technology development, then the emphasis moves to 
infrastructuring of work, and the last papers introduce practice-based computing 
and finally grounded design. But significantly there is also a clear thematic 
continuation in the papers: interest in "design" with a small "d" – local grassroot 
co-development of both work and computer technology together.   

Such perspective is indeed somewhat rare, and in the IT design field I know only 
a handful of earlier attempts in the same direction, mostly in the fringes of the  IS 
community. In software engineering, Bruce Blum's Beyond programming (1996) is 
based on an rather extreme experiment in real-life end-user-development, where the 
system development was intimately connected and led by work process 
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development, and the actual development and use of the system in case dates back 
in 1970s. This ambitious and visionary work is largely forgotten. Pelle Ehn's PhD 
thesis, a theoretical account on participatory design, was titled "work-oriented 
design of computer aritifacts" already 1987, and the original PD aimed for 
integrated development of systems and work. Steven Alter (2003) has worked long 
to define and refine a systematic way of using "work systems" as the unit of analysis 
for system development, but his efforts have not gained wide popularity.  Two 
Finnish research groups, prof. Markku Nurminen's Work Informatics group 
(Nurminen 2006), and prof. Mikko Korpela's group (Mursu et al 2007), have 
developed Activity Theory-inspired approaches to combine technology 
development with work development, and with  Anna-Liisa Syrjänen we touched 
the subject in a 2011 paper  entitled "From System Development toward Work 
Improvement: Developmental Work Research as a Potential Partner Method for 
EUD". None of these attempts has, however, generated a wider interest. 

Although it is not openly manifested, and most of the papers are published in 
other than CSCW venues, together the papers establish a position for CSCW design 
research, and outline – as far as I know – the first attempt for formulate a CSCW 
design method. This is a bold move, given the long reluctance of the CSCW 
community to engage any design methods endeavour.  The position is firmly 
grounded in European CSCW tradition, and it is very ambitious: it does not limit 
itself to the design of an individual system, but it ends up in sketching arrangements, 
organizing, and tools for both national and international R&D network for sharing 
the experiences and best practices. 

During the 20 last years spanned by the papers the group has gained momentum 
and it has become one of the major CSCW centers in Europe and in the world. One 
cannot but appreciate the persistence and coherence how the direction of a research 
line has been maintained over the years, and how the growth of the group has added 
and not dissipated the energy and momentum. While it is fruitful to sometimes look 
back, like in this book, the most important direction is forward, and in this spirit I 
will provide some comments, in a hope that they  might stimulate further 
development. 

 

1. The group has taken "practice-based computing" as their leading 
theme. The concept of practice has been gaining ground in social 
sciences already since 1980s, to the extent that there has been discussion 
on "practice theory" and practice has gained popularity during the last 
years also in various areas related to IT design. The idea of a practice 
theory, and the coherence of practice as a concept in social science, and 
correspondingly the interest in practice concepts in IT research,  have 
also been sharply criticized (for instance Schmidt 2018).  Such criticism 
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with respect to social science is largely justified and very useful, because 
it cautions us to not blindly lean on what the social science has here 
produced; it is a small wonder that the concept of practice used over 
decades by a large number of researchers coming from different 
backgrounds and different interests lacks conceptual coherence, and a 
discussion on a "practice theory" clearly pushes the envelope too far. But 
the criticism a bit misses the forest from trees with respect to research on 
IT design. The people interested in concept of practice in IT are searching 
answers to practical challenges in research and development.   

 

During the couple of last decades there has been a rising interest in what 
happens in "real life", that has led to explorations on topics such as 
materiality, agency, history, and emergence. These seem to be important 
in understanding what actually happens in real life, but bringing them to 
bear in design has been found problematic, and even the thirty years of 
fieldwork-based research under the category of "cooperative work" has 
not been able to provide a coherent conceptual apparatus to deal with 
them. Perhaps the scope of "cooperative work" is just too broad: maybe 
one would need a smaller unit of analysis, or the delineation of an object 
of intervention, where such issues could be usefully connected together. 
And this explains why interest in "practices" has risen not only in CSCW 
but also in IS and in HCI. This bears some resemblace to the situation in 
social sciences that has led to the interest in the concept of practice: it 
seems to offer a potential way to deal with personal and social, material 
and cultural, historical and emergent, all together. But unlike social 
science, IT disciplines are looking "practice" as potentially useful device 
for frameworking design, and unlike social  sciences they have a 
possibility to use interventions, a more powerful research approach than 
just observations. Thus the practice approach in IT disciplines is not and 
should not be "applied social science", but an approach of its own, still 
"in the making" and finding and defining its own ground and own 
interpretation of the practice concept. And "practice" is even not the only 
alternative; "activity" from Activity Theory is capable to deal with about 
the same issues without any reference to – or ballast of – various social 
science approaches on practices. 

 

I think that it was philosopher Stephen Toulmin who has talked about the 
usefulness of "porridge words" in research. Porridge words are 
placeholders, working concepts during the research process. They 
contain enough stuff that participants agree that they are useful, but they 
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do not yet have solid structure or clear content, so they can fit and fill 
any hole or need. At this moment, I see "practice" in the CSCW context 
as such porridge word, a temporary placeholder whose real content has 
yet to be worked out. A critical reflection of the practice concept – why 
it is needed, what is the interpretation and connotation that is useful for 
group's purposes, what it is not, what are the alternatives – would be a 
way to proceed. 

 

2. In developing their position the group makes a serious effort to ensure, 
that they cannot be accused on "theorizing". While there certainly is a 
Scylla of empty grand theorizing to be avoided, one should also be wary 
of a Charybdis of fruitless empirism, unwilling and incapable of rising 
above the mass of empirical details. Empirical data should be respected, 
but not awed so that it leads to a paralysis. Design portfolios may indeed 
serve as sources of inspiration to other designers, but as the only results 
of research they feel somewhat impoverished. While empirical data is the 
foundation of research, it advances through forming of concepts, models, 
and theories, that are then tested and corrected against new empirical 
data. In a critical design paper with Netta Iivari (2017) we teased the 
Gaver & Bowers portfolio approach used as inspiration in later papers as 
too "Laputian"; in Gulliver's Travels Swift satirizes Laputian scholars, 
who in their efforts to avoid language distortions in communication end 
up carrying sacks of objects and showing them to each others, instead of 
discussion... There is no reason to be afaird of (some!) conceptual work. 

 

3. A potentially fruitful way to ease some of the tensions between the 
demands of research and design might be to separate the "basic" and 
"clinical" side of research like in medicine, as suggested for instance by 
the practice-oriented philosopher Stephen Toulmin (1996, 2001) already 
mentioned. While the basic physiological and biochemical research tries 
to understand how human bodies function and misfunction as a complex 
system at a number of levels, and how the body develops, grows and 
decays, the clinical research is, based on that understanding, developing 
various methods of intervention to change or maintain a particular aspect 
of the functioning of a body, and experimenting with those interventions 
in real life. In doing so, the clinical research has developed a wealth of 
knowledge of its own, and is capable continuously ask new questions and 
push the basic research further. Moreover, the relevance of new 
physiological and biochemical knowledge developed in basic research is 
dependent of the needs of timely clinical practice.  
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4. If design-oriented research of IT and work practices is seen as 
”clinical” what would be the area of the ”basic” research, as medical 
science has in the studies of human body? Such research would not need 
to be directly related to design, but anyway provide knowledge that could 
feed to ”clinical” actions, just as in medicine. What would be the object 
of such studies – one not yet in the focus of any other discipline? My 
candidate is “dynamics of computer artifact-practice evolution”: how 
computer artifacts and human practices where they are embedded 
influence each other and evolve together. Artifacts alone are too limited, 
they get life only when used in practices, where people get something 
done with them. Evolution (and sometimes revolution) needs to taken 
into account, because that is what artifacts-practices do all the time; 
dynamics puts the focus on the moments where evolutionary (or 
revolutionary) changes take place, either by design or without it.  

5. To study such field one would need longitudinal studies what happens 
in everyday practices during design and appropiation of computer 
artifacts to create a corpus, exactly as the group is suggesting. But this 
could be further complemented by looking backwards in history, and 
doing historical studies how computer artifact-practice amalgams have 
evolved together. Such research would tell why and how changes in the 
artifacts and practices took place. Social studies of technology (STS) has 
been doing something like this already a while, but largely without any 
design perspective analysis. There is, however, some interesting work in 
this direction done in STS-inspired IS under the label "biografies of 
systems" by Williams & Pollock (2012).  Together such studies might 
eventually lead to recognition of regularities, connections, patterns, and 
eventually concepts, related to evolutional threads of artifact-practices, 
and these might feed back to design.  

6. In the Grounded Design paper an interesting and very ambitiuos 
clearinghouse system to store and distribute design knowledge is 
devised. It is naturally an utopian vision, impossible to be realized and 
maintained in the current situation because of contradicting business 
interests, time scales and cultures. The idea itself is very promising, and 
one can ask, if here the current relations of production, under which the 
improvement of existing or development of new systems for work 
practices must take place, have already become obstacles for the 
development of forces of production. It is possible to imagine, under 
different relations of production, a situation where a national IT service 
provider would be responsible of delivery, maintenance and 
development of "work infrastructures" in the sense the group is here 
using the word, and that the funding of the service provider would have 
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been made dependent of the effectiveness and efficiency of the user 
organizations. Thus the service provider would have a strong incentive 
to make the work infrastructures as successful as possible. Then the 
service provider, that would have feelers at each workplace, and whose 
majority of employees would be working in user organizations, would 
naturally need a system to share design experiences and knowledge, and 
incentive, funding, and continuation for such system would 
automatically be available. Finally, let's imagine, that then also every 
computer related department in universities would automatically receive 
a permanent funding for a research group devoted to basic research on 
practice-based computing and work infrastructuring, to cooperate with 
the local branch of IT service operator and to support the advance of the 
operation further... 

 

I would like to thank the group for all the intellectual stimulation its work has 
provided over the years; expect that it will continue also in the future. Vivat, crescat, 
floreat! 
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Understanding and shaping socio-
technological transformations 
Sigrid Kannengießer 
 

 
Current societies are characterized by a multiple crisis (Demirovic et al. 2011) that 
consists of manifold crises which interrelate. Climate change, the Covid-19-
pandemic, economic and financial crises, as well as an increase in flight are only 
some of the crises that are interdependent – either causing or reinforcing one 
another. 

Information technologies (IT) play a crucial role in many of these crises: IT is 
either contributing to certain crises (e.g. the production, use and disposal of IT 
contributes to global warming because of increases in carbon emissions), or it is 
used to overcome (more or less successfully) certain crises (e.g. mobile applications 
are used to reduce the number of Covid-19-infections by tracking the infected and 
warning the non-infected).  

Therefore, IT research can, on the one hand, help to understand the roots and 
character of crises and in the form of action research can aid the resolving of the 
challenges and problems these processes imply and lead to. And it is both tasks of 
IT research – understanding and shaping current socio-technological 
transformations that are currently characterized through the multiple crisis – which 
the authors of the texts in this book and particularly in this section confront. 
Theoretically conceptualizing empirical results as well as developing new empirical 
approaches, as the articles in this section do, can help to understand the current 
multiple crisis and general socio-technological transformations. It is socio-
technological change that drives the authors as they explain that their research “is 
driven by new technologies as much as by societal problems and potentials” (Wulf 
et al. 2015, 143). 

Being a scholar of Media and Communication Studies, I will take the chance 
here to reflect from a social science perspective on the concepts used and developed 
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by the texts in this section. Reading the texts, many of the theoretical approaches 
are familiar to me although sometimes used differently. Thereby, differences 
between academic disciplines come to the fore but it is the interdisciplinary 
perspective of the authors in this section which makes the conceptualizations in the 
texts charming, and which leads to innovative IT research.  

In the following, I will share the thoughts I had when reading the texts integrated 
in this section. The associations I had while reading can be structured along three 
terms which I perceive as the core concepts that can be identified across all articles: 
practices, materiality, and values.  

1  Practice 

“Practice” is the main concept which is used in all the texts and which is also one 
of the main contributions the research group of the University of Siegen brings to 
Informatics. “Practices” is even more than a concept but rather a perspective that 
shifts the focus from the IT artifacts to the ways these technologies are designed 
and used. According to Morley’s (2009) call for a non-media centric perspective in 
my “home discipline” Media and Communication Studies, the authors of the articles 
in this section take a non-technological perspective to IT research and thereby 
enable us to not only understand the ways IT artifacts are produced and appropriated 
but also comprehend the way the technologies are shaped. Moreover, while 
developing and applying the approach of Grounded Design (Stevens et al. 2018), 
the authors at the same time analyze and shape technologies themselves, thereby 
contributing to reflecting and molding current socio-technological transformations 
and even some of the crises mentioned above. In the methodological approach of 
Grounded Design, the authors use the sociological perspective of practice research 
to stress the relevance of humans and their practices in the design and appropriation 
of IT.  

Following the “practice turn“ (Schatzki, Knorr-Cetina & Savigny 2001) it is 
probably not surprising that practice also became a category in IT research, 
nevertheless, it still seems to be a minor concept in this still often techno-centric 
field. This is rather astonishing, as “there can be no machines without humans to 
make them“ (Jasanoff 2015, 3), and it is humans that in the end use and appropriate 
technologies. 

When having a closer look at the practices which are the research objects in the 
texts of this section, it can be helpful to further divide the theoretical concept of 
practice into those practices in which actors use technologies as supporters or 
mediators for social practices and those practices in which technologies are in focus 
of the practices themselves. The differentiation between acting with and acting on 
media (Kannengießer & Kubitschko 2017; Kannengießer 2020), or here more 
specifically IT, can be helpful when analyzing how IT supports social practices 
when people act with IT or how IT can be the object of social practices themselves. 
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In the authors’ perception the approach of Grounded Design can be described as a 
process of acting with IT as they state that the “central quality criterion [of IT 
design] is its fit with the social practices to be supported”. Here, IT is used to 
mediate and support social practices. But Grounded Design can itself become a 
practice of acting on IT as technologies themselves become an object of research 
practices. Using the approach of Grounded Design the researchers therefore act on 
IT and “take an active part in the molding of […] infrastructures and technologies 
that are part of the fabric of everyday life“ (Kannengießer & Kubitschko 2017, 1). 
Acting on media the researchers “consciously and actively seek to transform [...] 
technologies and in doing so try to change not only the devices but also society” 
(Kannengießer 2020, 178). Hence, the research group in Siegen does both: research 
practices of acting with and on technologies and at the same time acting on 
technologies themselves by putting IT at the center of their research practices and 
designing IT themselves.  

The in-depth analysis of IT practices and contextualized IT design is realized in 
“Design Case Studies” (Stevens et al. 2018), which allow a deep understanding of 
phenomena and the design of suitable IT. Insisting on the relevance of qualitative 
methodologies, the researchers oppose the current trend of computational methods 
and big data analysis but rather personally get involved with different actors and in 
social processes. This methodological insistence is again political as it shapes 
academic practices and systems in disobeying trends.   

Putting the focus on practices, the technologies still matter, not only because of 
the affordances (Hutchby 2001) they imply but because of their materiality, which, 
on the one side, matters in designing and appropriating the artifacts and, on the 
other side, has crucial socio-ecological effects, which also have to be acknowledged 
in the design and appropriation of IT. While practice theory stresses the materiality 
of practices (Reckwitz 2003, 291), what also has to be stressed is the materiality of 
the IT artifacts that are used and molded through social practices and analyzed and 
shaped in IT research.  

2  Materiality 

Among the first approaches that stressed the materiality of media (technologies) 
was Medium Theory (Innis 1951; McLuhan 1964). Since then, we perceive an 
interdisciplinary debate on the (im)materiality of IT (e.g. Chudoba et al. 2005; 
Blanchette 2011; Parikka 2012; Gillespie, Boczkowski & Foot 2014; Allen-
Robertson 2017) in which the materiality of IT was emphasized since the “material 
turn” (Bennett & Joyce 2010) at least.   
It is crucial to stress, deconstruct and reflect the materiality of technologies in IT 
research not least because of their role in some of the above mentioned crises, e.g. 
contribution to climate change, which is also caused by an enormous increase in 
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carbon emissions that are produced in the development, appropriation and disposal 
of IT. While digital technologies “appear to be green because they seem more 
immaterial, and because they can make processes more efficient“ (Gabrys 2015, 5), 
they are definitely not sustainable. Rather, the severe working conditions under 
which technologies are produced in global capitalism (e.g. Pun, Andrijasevic, & 
Sacchetto, 2019), the carbon emissions which are produced during the use of IT, 
e.g. by activating huge data centers in which server farms and cooling systems that 
are needed are run using fossil energy (Maxwell & Miller 2012; Hogan 2015), or 
the threatening and deadly effects of the disposal of IT devices (e.g. Kaitatzi-
Whitlock 2015) need to be acknowledged in IT research. The concept of 
infrastructuring, (Pipek & Wulf 2009; Stevens & Pipek 2018, 155ff.) offers the 
opportunity to address these socio-ecological impacts of IT infrastructures not from 
a science perspective that measures the socio-ecological footprint of IT 
infrastructures but rather by “mapping actors and activities, to acknowledge their 
contributions to infrastructure development” (Pipek & Wulf 2009, 455), and 
thereby allows to take into account how practices of infrastructuring contribute to 
or prevent sustainability. The approach of Grounded Design might imply the 
possibility to shape IT production, appropriation and disposal more sustainably and 
thereby, confront some of the crises mentioned above. 

In shaping the materiality of IT artifacts and analyzing as well as influencing IT 
practices, the researchers in Siegen follow a normative perspective.  

3  Values 

The authors of the articles in this section take a normative perspective in their 
research when analyzing and developing IT, either questioning values which 
materialize in IT or  constructing certain values in designing the artifacts themselves 
– thereby allowing alternative practices. While norms are concrete rules for 
behavior, values are aims behind individual or social developments, they are 
“immaterial goods” which individuals or society strive for (Funiok 2016, 322). 
Values materialize in both concepts discussed so far, in practices and the materiality 
of IT: practices always imply values; practices are always normative as “there is a 
right and wrong way of doing things” (Nicolini 2017, 22). And values also 
materialize in IT as “’[m]edia things’ are much more than technics. To a significant 
extent they are also cultural properties that may be appropriated or rejected on the 
basis of cultural values as much as functional assets“ (Jansson 2014, 284). 
 When analyzing and designing IT, the authors of the articles follow an ethical 
perspective in their research. Ethics “is concerned with how one should live one’s 
life […, and] addresses questions about what is right or wrong, good or bad, fair 
or unfair“ (Arneson 2007, xiii). Following this understanding, the research group 
in Siegen takes an ethical perspective in IT research as the members are concerned 
about how we should develop, design and appropriate IT devices to shape current 
socio-technological transformation right, good, and fair. In general, their research 
is concerned with “practices for a ‘good life’” (Kannengießer 2022).  
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Appling a transformative approach in their research, the authors of the texts in 
this section are not affirmative in analyzing socio-technological transformations but 
rather critical. In the etymological sense of the word critique, the authors judge 
current practices and transformations and following Foucault’s (1992[1978]) 
understanding of critique they develop alternatives through the design of IT. 
Critique questions societal values, practices and institutions by following the 
assumption that these do not have to be the way they are (Jaeggi & Wesche 2009, 
7). And this is actually what the authors do: question current social values that can 
be identified in practices and the materiality of IT devices and develop alternatives 
through “practice-based computing“ (Wulf et al. 2015).  

With their transformative approach, the researchers create “sociotechnical 
imaginaries” (Jasanoff 2015) which are “’visions of desirable future‘ (or of 
resistance against the undesirable), and […] instruments of the co-production of 
science, technology, and society in modernity.“ (Jasanoff 2015, 28) 
But what are the values the authors construct in their research? In the articles of this 
section at least two values become obvious that interrelate: participation and 
democracy. Wulf and Rhode (1995) ask how organizational development can be 
shaped in a more democratic way by enabling participation through the use of IT, 
and participation lies at the core of the methodological approach of Grounded 
Design as it “seeks to make the voices of practitioners heard and relevant to future 
developments” (Stevens et al. 2018). Supporting participation in IT design, the 
authors stress a practice perspective which brings me back to the beginning of my 
text. Allowing participation in IT design, unequal power relations can be 
deconstructed and practices of resistance supported (Stevens & Pipek 2018). 
  

4  Self-reflection 

When analyzing and shaping socio-technological transformations IT research has 
to self-reflect one’s own norms and role in these transformative processes, also the 
own contributions to the crises mentioned at the beginning of my text. E.g. IT action 
research has to reflect one’s own socio-ecological impact: what does it actually 
mean for Grounded Design when the artifacts that are developed and produced 
contribute to the climate crisis, e.g. producing and supporting an increase in carbon 
emissions? And how can the misuse of IT (e.g. anti-democratic or exploitive use) 
that was developed in Design Case Studies for specific contexts be avoided when 
artifacts are de-contextualized?  
Practice-based computing, analyzing and design of IT, allows phenomena of socio-
technological transformations to not only be understood but at the same time to 
shape these processes – hopefully for the “good life” and a just society.  
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Grounding Design 
Geoffrey Bowker 
 

 
 
One of the pleasures of going to an artist’s retrospective exhibition is that one gets the chance to 
perceive at once a unity to their work and a sense of its development which it is otherwise hard to 
garner through stray visits to random galleries in different cities.   I experienced similar revelations 
whilst reading the work in this section.  The integration of rich social theory, design praxis and 
sociological methodology is impressive, especially when combined with a generous, appreciative 
understanding of a number of intellectual traditions.  As I read through the chapters, I found myself 
wondering if the work collectively constituted a School. 

The thematic of grounded design is explored in the eponymous work where the authors argue 
that: “Grounded Design can be understood as writing a ‘grounded theory’ from design case studies 
by means of a comparative analysis of individual cases in their contextualized complexity”.  Let’s 
unpack the statement a little. Susan Leigh Star, trained in grounded theory by one of its founders 
Anselm Strauss, used to regularly complain that few people who averred they practiced it actually 
took the core concept of constant comparison seriously.  The phrase ‘contextualized complexity’ 
is central here: one keeps revisiting rich case studies with questions that only occur through 
juxtaposition with others until one reaches generalizations across them which account for these 
details.   The result is a vision of a ‘context specific’ computer science far removed from the 
apodictic generalizations of much of the field, which get continually disproven yet also reproduce 
themselves to beguilingly.  This vision is both grounded and rigorous: it produces generalizations 
built on variation rather than on universal laws.   

The chapter ‘Practice Based Computing’ develops the concept of grounded design – following 
its precepts in the first instance by working across examples ranging from design of care for those 
with dementia to developing an archive of drawings in a steel mill. One central theme, which is 
interwoven in several of the papers is ‘computer supported access control’.  A naïve thinker – 
largely my own category before I read the work – might think that access is about read/write 
permisisions delegated in advance by designers who know the needs, rights and privileges of ideal 
users of their system.  This argument breaks down whenever you get into the details of use practice: 



there always need to be allowances for local exceptions.  Just as the concept of ‘implications for 
design’ was justifiably excoriated by Paul Dourish as something which cannot be ‘mechanically 
derived’ (12:11) so implications for practice need to be sensitive to ‘wicked problems’ – there are 
no rote solution for either.   I am reminded here of Michel Serres’ wonderful essay on the 
Northwest Passage (an essay sadly becoming less accurate by the year …): he writes that there is 
always a passage between the natural sciences and the humanities, but one that is always shifting 
as the ice floes move about.  Similarly, there is no simple route between design and practice – there 
are principles of navigation which can be learned.   

I think of the concept of computer supported access control in apposition with the development 
of ‘infrastructuring’ in this and other chapters.  To infrastructure is a transitive verb; it points to 
the activity of rendering something infrastructural through conjoint design and practice.  In the 
chapter entitled ‘Infrastructuring’, Pipek and Wulf argue that: “… traditional design 
methodologies in IS prioritize the designers’ perspective in a way that obstructs the perception of 
the users’ contribution to the improvement of infrastructures.  However, the users’ perspective … 
is actually broader.  It includes the transition from old to new routines and usage patterns”.  I quote 
this at length since it points to an ontological commitment that I perceive across this body of work: 
a commitment to process ontology (as developed notably by Whitehead).  Whatever the domain 
of the case studies, all of these papers make the salutary move of taking us away from fixed 
categories (nouns) such as ‘problem’, ‘design’, ‘user’ into the far richer territory of problematizing, 
designing and using.   

The chapter ‘Making Use’ has a wonderful discussion of infrastructuring, including a rich chart 
(25) of the difference between a noun- and a verb-based reading of the term.  It discussed the rubric 
of ‘appropriation’ by using it to bring activity into the verbal fold: “This is not just a complexity 
issue. But represents a fundamental worldview problem, based on the conflation of real world 
practices with (formal) descriptions of those practices.  It includes a wonderful treatment of activity 
theory – another strand, like science and technology studies, that they have explored creatively.  
And this work naturally brings us back to grounded design.  Taking away the designerly 
perspective of ‘unanticipated’ use, Stevens and Pipek argue that we should understand this as 
‘orderly use’: this is just the way design gets done in practice. 

The chapter on Sharing Knowledge and Expertise again takes us our attention away from the 
bright shiny object of the chunk of knowledge, so beloved of early expert systems, into the realm 
of expertise – knowing how rather than knowledge that.  There is a rich, somewhat rueful, 
description of the failure e of knowledge management systems to understand this.   

The chapter Towards Sociable Technologies is again strong on infrastructuring and grounded 
design.  I loved the move from the Internet of Things (abstracting away all human process) to the 
Internet of Practices.  The study of the difficulty of use of 3-D printers was both personally resonant 
and a wonderful evocation of the problems first uncovered by Lucy Suchman in Plans and Situated 
Actions.  Which brings me to a theme a collection such as this must address: what is it that lasts 
of the analysis when all of the technology being described is outdated now or soon will be?  Why 
should we be reading this all ten, twenty years afer the event?  It is rare to think of academic work 
as evanescent – many fields cast back to the founders and then race for the contemporary reference, 



and don’t mess with Mr. Inbetween1.  By moving us away from the technology as object to the 
technology as process, these papers deliver insights with a far longer use-by date than our average. 

Wulf and Roluie’s chapter on Integrated Organization and Technology Development, the 
earliest in this section, illustrates the point.  The title gives us a theme which resonates throughout; 
and the concluding sentence is both a statement of the then state of the art and a promise of further 
valuable developments: “… we need additional case studies in different organizations to be able 
to judge whether this approach is a reasonable way to cope with increasing dynamics of the 
environment”.  The response, as the works here display, is a resounding yes. 

I have been associated with two possible schools: actor network theory (which was and wasn’t: 
it vacillated between being a methodology and an ontological commitment) the putative Irvine 
School of Social Informatics (which wasn’t really; we were just folks who liked each other and 
appreciated what the others were doing without integrating).  What is impressive about these works 
is that they have coherence over time while constantly addressing different traditions and new 
work and computer environments.  They don’t give us a single message; they do offer a way of 
fruitfully generating new messages – and along the way they convince us that computing is not 
peripheral to social and organizational theory, it is of its very essence.  Sign me up to the Siegen 
School. 

 

 

 
1 An admittedly obscure and askance reference to Bing Crosby’s Ac-cent-chu-ate the Positve: 
https://mojim.com/usy164981x1x1.htm 


